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COMMUNITY
INVOLVEM

THE EVENT:
The 1964 Annual Minnesota Symposium ... a 4-day

Free exchange of ideas on GREAT ISSUES IN GOVERN-
MENT on the University of Minnesota campus.

THE SPEAKERS:
Senator Wayne Morse, Oregon

Harold Stassen, Presidential Candidate

Governor George C. Wallace, Alabama

Roy Wilkins, NAACP Executive Secretary

James J. Kilpatrick. Jr., Virginia Editor

Dr. Walter Heller, Administration Economist

W. Allen Wallis, Pres of Rochester Univ.

Norman Thomas, Socialist

Robert Welch, John Birch Society Founder

THE SPONSORS:
WCCO and the University of Minnesota

^^
COMMUNITY (City. State. Nation) INVOLVEMENT,
plus acceptance, makes WCCO Television the DIF-

FERENCE BETWEEN GOOD AND GREAT IN TWIN
CITY TELEVISION.

WCCO
MINNEAPOLIS - ST. PAUL
Nafl Reps: Peters. Griffin. Woodward. Inc.



the difference in KansasTV

is local news

coverage

To Sell To Kansans/ Buy KTVH

TV viewers in Wichita and 53 counties in rich Central Kansas depend upon KTVH, the
Tall Tower Power Station, to bring them the local news FIRST! Mobile units present
vivid, on-the-spot coverage. Over 50 weekly newscasts offer comprehensive and
complete coverage of regional and national news. To sell prosperous Kansas, buy
KTVH with dynamic news programming.

KTVH
WICHITA/HUTCHINSON

M» BLAIR TELEVISION ^^^
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FTC loses probe to new commission

Manufacturers and admen will watch for recommendations

vhich may affect media and presentation of advertising

Washington — I he Federal Trade

Commission's prospective, large scale

Hkl\ ot chain ItOW fOOd retailing

ind private brands has been handed

>vei to prcaidontialry-auggcated na-

ional Commisaioo on I ood Market-

ng. Onlookers here wonder it there

s any significance in timing o! Prea-

dent's sudden decision to nave an ap-

pointed, bi-partisan group take over

lobe, instead ot regulatory agency.

>ome interpret it as snub to sprcad-

ng regulatory power, although FIC

O.BC-TV TO SELL

SUNDAY MORNINGS
Chicago — ABC -IV got NAB

onvcntion Ofl to sprightly start with

vord that it will SCran sustaining

.anetitv of Sunday morning network

IV and solicit sponsors tor expanded

ilock of kids' programming. (CBS-
rV programs only religious and cul-

:ural shows Sunday morning, not

ivailable for sale; NBC does no pro-

gramming at all until the early after-

toon.)

Meantime, ABC execs also talked

jp Nielsen 30-market report for week
:nding Mar. 29, which has WEB
>ver 2 points ahead of NBC. Figures:

TBS, 19.4; ABC, 17.8; NBC, 15.6

S. M. A. rating could easilv give ABC
.econd place in national report for that

*eek. Over same period last year,

\1K is up 20 percent, while CBS
s down a negligible 1 percent and

NBC is off 10 percent in ratir

Holes and some weaker spots in

letwork's tall prime-time schedule

—

ip in air until hours before ABC
lpper echelon packed their bags for

[ hicago—were filled in b\ 1'rcs. Tom
Moore for the more than 10(H) early

'.rnvals attending annual affiliates

esentation. Two last-minute changes

were made in Wedncsdav night line-

up 10 p.m. slot, which looked
like it belonged to Alexander the

Great, will be occupied by returning

Outer Limits; it was decided to fill

the \acant 10:30 p.m. period with

ABC news reports. Rather than pit the

30-minute Price is Right against hour-
; long shows on both competeting net-

k>. ABC will bring back Jimmy
Dean Show Thursdays. 10-1 1 p.m.
and after straddling schedules for

weeks in on-again-off-again situation,

Mickey Rooncv finally got the nod
for the Friday! 9-9:30 p.m. slot.

has also been taken to task foi con-

centrating on the "picayune."

Senate resolution to have I It

probe chainatore giants tor possible

misuse ol power—and lor too broad

a price spread between supplier and

consumer by distributors and market-

ers—has just recently had Senate

Commerce c ommhtee hearing.

Sen. Oak McOee promptly won un-

animous consent to have his probe

resolution reworded to incorporate

President Johnson's suggestion. Md
told senators that powerful, postwar

giant chain store is now S70 billion a

year business. McGec thinks this not-

so-jolly giant is flexing corporate mus-
cles to depress farmer and meat sup-

plier prices, and overcharge housewife.

I he Presidential commission will have
15 members, five senators appointed

by president of the Senate, five mem-
bers from House, appointed by the

speaker, and five by President Johnson
from outside government. Commission
will study trends in chain store

food retailing, and effectiveness of

government statutes and agencies to

deal with present and future develop-

ments in this industry.

Heinz, Maxon to split

after 30-yr. alliance

Pittsburgh — "Recent changes in

marketing strategy" caused H. J.

Heinz Co., to leave Maxon, Inc..

Detroit, after 30-year client-agency

pact, said to one of longest ever.

Maxon continues through Inly 31 to

place advertising it has created, al-

though change-over date is Ma\ 1.

An estimated $9-million Hem/, bill-

ings was divided among three agencies:

To Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove.

Pittsburgh: Heinz vinegars, sauces,

beans, apple sauce, mustards, and In-

stitutional Food Service Div. The
same agency continues with Blend,

non-carbonated fruit drink it's serviced

since Heinz bought product in I960.

Billing increase: estimated at about N
I

million.

To Doyle Dane Bernbach.

York: Heinz ketchups, chili sauce and
soups. The agency has haiulled some

million in soup accounts since

1963. Estimated total: $5 million.

To Grey Advertising. New York:

Heinz baby foods, pickles, relishes,

worth about S3-million.

Burnett. Chicago, continues

for Heinz Star-Kist fa

Nielsen NTI hike

l!l( \( ,() /''.

75% fur iti national I V

\ 1 1 annount ed la

for A. (

uttve via [>r< tldent i'<f

Ut Rat ". | ( "tin-

. </ audlti

Was attributed /<•

( onsidered essential in tod

manding h environm
\ I I '•amcle eurrently being

changed over t<> include Mountain
Time /"r., and, •. hen 1 1 >mi

in IV65, will be t<>tall\ . but gradu-

ally, revised during e

period.

Broadcast Rating Council

starts national audits

New York—Three naluvi il ( I'

\

firms have been authorized by Broad-
cast Rating ( ouncil (BR( i to start

auditing several rating services that

regularly conduct national surveys

Audits are to start at once, last

six-eight weeks, be implemented I

continuing audit that 'will go on in-

definitely.'' These initial pilots con-

form to BRC accreditation procedure,

also formally announced March M.
Article II. Sect. A reads, in pari:

creditation shall be granted by the

( ouncil to a service if the sen. ice . . .

submits to audita by or on behalf of

the Council."

BRC also confirmed SPONSOR'S
recent announcement of H. M. Bev-

ille. NBC vice president , as chairman
ot accreditation committee for serv-

ices that don't conduct surveys on
regular schedules and/or are local or

regional. Committee members: Wil-

liam vVeilbacher, C J. 1 iRoche;
ward ( odel, the kat/ Agency, repre-

senting SKA. Richard FoTsling, ( lis

They expect to evolve procedures
and standards by mid-year, they an-

nounced
Julius Barnathan, ABC i

dent, and Beville briefed BRC
national TV audicnce-mcasurem.
activitv K ON I AMi. while M \

Goldberg. NAB PCfa dire,

depicted local IV audience work
'1 I AM i "Greatly heartened" bv

"substantial sir:

Donald McG anon ot Group v\ and
BRC chairman, no:,

growing k\!v of feeling which indi-

cates that our purposes are K
realized, and that our UU|
being met

"

SPONSOR ' April 6. 1964
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Transcontinent completes $38.5-mil sale of outlets

Taft Broadcasting, Midwest Television and Time-Life make buys

New York — Finalization of $38.5

million sale of 1 1 Transcontinent Tele-

vision Corp. stations took place last

week with formal transfer of control

of new owners.
Biggest slice of Transcontinent pie

($26.9 million) went to Taft Broad-

casting with purchase of WGR-AM-
FM-TV Buffalo; WDAF-AM-FM-TV
Kansas City, Mo.; and WNEP-TV
Scranton-Wilkes-Barre. Latter operates

on Channel 16, former two TV sta-

tions are VHF.
Midwest Television and Time-Life

Broadcast divide remaining TTC
properties, with KFMB-AM-FM-TV
San Diego now under aegis of Mid-
west, and Time-Life adding its first

U, KERO-TV Bakersfield (Channel

23) to its roster of five TV stations.

Not included in sale is WDOK-AM-
FM Cleveland, which will continue

under Transcontinent operation.

Holders of more than 1.8 million

shares of Transcontinent will receive

$20 cash per share, with an additional

$1.20 to be paid at later date, com-
pleting dissolution of firm as publicly

held corporation. Taft's stock, traded

French-language president

a big CAB convention issue

Quebec City—Strongest pressure in

years has been building in Canada
for election of French-language broad-

caster to presidency of Canadian As-
sociation of Broadcasters.

With CAB's annual convention

meeting at the same time as NAB,
authoritative sources say most likely

choice will be Jean Pouliot, Director

General de CKMI-TV Quebec City,

currently vice president for television

on CAB board.

There has been consistant demand
for greater inter-and-intra industry

recognition of the French-language
broadcasters by their association,

ACRTF, with growing support coming
from many quarters with the increas-

ing press for bi-cultural attitudes.

Another factor, which may make it

politically expedient for CAB to suc-

ceed Don Jamieson, CJON-AM-TV
St. John, Newfoundland, with a

French-language station member at

helm, is Federal appointment of Maur-
ice LaMontagnc as secretary of state

of Canada. The broadcasting industry

reports to Parliament through the

secretary of state, and M. LaMontagne
is certainly the first French Canadian
in that post in recent history.

on New York Stock Exchange,
reached new 1964 high of $29 last

Wednesday.

Joe Hartigan to retire;

39 yrs. at Campbell-Ewald
Detroit — Joseph J. Hartigan,

who joined Campbell-Ewald in 1925
as media director, will retire May 1

with the title of senior v.p., vice

chairman of the board, director, and
member of the executive committee.
He started his 39-year career with
C-E after working for Critchfield

Advertising, Chicago.

WQXR SCOTCH SCOTCHED

NEW YORK — On Wednesday,
the day that WQXR New York
planned to start late-evening hard
liquor advertising, one of two spon-

sors canceled for Murirhead's Scotch,

substituted wine copy instead. Reason:
bill outlawing hard liquor plugs on
both radio and TV appeared in U.S.

Senate.

Unwilling sponsor McKesson &
Robbins said it didn't want "to en-

courage added restrictive legislation

in industry that is burdened by con-

trols" — i.e. broadcasting. The firm
added, "We have decided the issue

of hard-liquor over radio needs
further study."

Threatening legislation had been

introduced by Sen. John Pastore

(D., R.I.), Communications Subcom-
mittee chairman, and Sen. Warren
Magnuson (D., Wash.), Commerce
Committee chairman, two groups that

originate many broadcasting industry

controls.

Talent scrambles for KRLA
Washington — Goodson-Todman,

Bob Hope, Art Linkletter and Mc-
Donald Carey are among names of
21 applicants scrambling for owner-
ship of KRLA, Pasedena, Calif. All

filed at last minute, at Federal Com-
munications Commission's Mar. 31

deadline last week. The AM station

was formerly owned by Donald R.

Cooke, and was thrown on market
when FCC denied Cooke's renewal
application. Cooke ownership offici-

ally ends May 1.

Also among applicants were Carl
Haverline, former president of Broad-
cast Music, Inc., and Horace Heidt.

former musical darling in the golden
days of radio, presently owner of

various music and dance enterprises.

WEB TV BILLINGS

HIT $833 MILLION
New York—Total gross time bill-

ings for network TV were $832,736-
800 in 1963 some $10 million of

which came from 45 advertisers using

medium for first time, according to

TVB report issued today.

The top 10 network advertisers

were: Proctor & Gamble, $59.8 mil-

lion (up $8.1 million); American
Home Products, $36.1 million (up

$3.1 million); Bristol-Myers, $31.1
million (up $6.3 million); General
Motors ($26.3 million (up $1.9 mil-

lion); Lever Bros., $25.2 million; R.

J. Reynolds, $24.5 million; Colgate

Palmolive, $24 million; General
Foods, $21.1 million; Gillette, SI 7.6

million; Alberto-Culver, $16 million.

Notable increases were for Bristol-

Myers, which moved from fourth to

third place; General Motors, from
seventh to fourth; Gillette, from
tenth to ninth. Of 344 advertisers

using network TV, however, 17C

billed less than $500,000.

FCC counsel drops out
Washington — Max Paglin, genera

counsel for FCC, and Chairman E
William Henry's right hand man dur-

ing Hill arguments over FCC authority
|

in commercials regulation, is leavinj

Commission to join a newly formec
law firm here. He will be one o)

seven partners, one of the best knowr
being Paul A. O'Brien, associate o:

Gene Autry in ownership of profes

sional sports teams and hotels. An
nouncement notes that Paglin was 21

years with Federal Communication
Commission. He was appointed FCC;
general counsel in March, 1961.

O'Brien is an owner, officer anc

director of Los Angeles Angels
(American League), Los Angele
Rams (national league pro footbal

team) as well as Gene Autry Hote
Co., which has recently taken oi

several hotels in West, includin,

famous Mark Hopkins in San Fran
cisco.

Paglin leaves FCC on May 2nd

NABET ok's ABC pact
NEW YORK — nabet at last

minute averted strike at abc, voting

Friday afternoon to accept network's

terms for new contract. Deadline

was 5 P.M. Union had been working

under agreement while negotiating

since old pact expired last month.

New terms were agreed to by nabet's

national membership.

f

-
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w moMe TV%e Recorder

I

Transistorized . . . compatible . . . quadruplex

Compact... for roll-in convenience!

lere's a "transportable" high-quality, quadru-

ex recorder t hat 's ideal for making commercials

1 location. Although especially designed for

cording purposes, it includes limited playback

r checking. Its compactness only 28* x 22 I

!* on casters and mobility make it an excel-

RCA Broadcast ind Television Equipment

Building IS 5. Cimdi-

lent recorder for those tapes to be made away

from the studio. Fully transistorized and modu-

larized, it produces tapes that can be plaj

back on all quadruplex recorders, affording the

same high quality, on-air standards. I' n

in color as well as in black and \vl.

THE MOST TRUSTED NAME IN TELEVISION

>C.s>0»

April 6 1964
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LEADING THE FIELD.

According to three recent surveys, SPONSOR is leading the field by plenty. The latest shows

sponsor ahead of the second book in agency regular readership b\ 379? and 819! ahead of

the third. Among advertisers we're 709? ahead of the second and 1039? ahead of the third.

2
Win this outstanding leadership.' Because SPONSOR is edited 1009! tor the benefit of broad-

ft east-minded agency and advertiser personnel — timebuyers, other media personnel, account e\-

^ eeutives, plans board members, research people, ad managers and others concerned with buying

television and radio time and programs.

SPO.YSOH
555 Fifth Avenue

:iApril 6. 1964

New York 10017 212 MUrrayhill 7-8080



Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Space A & B, East Exhibit Hall

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.

YOU SHOULD HEAR
Donald W. Reynolds. Jr., President of KPUB.
Pueblo, Colorado, says: "We've had the CRC
Moneymaker Library about a month, and it is

certainly well named. We sold two appliance deal-
ers large orders almost as soon as it came in,

thanks to the appliance iingles. We have news
contract with a bank looking very good due to
personalized iingle. We feel that it is the finest
library available, and the best we've ever worked
with. The quality throughout is exceptional."

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Space A & B, East Exhibit Hall

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.

The combination that really pulls

MAINE
LOBSTERADIO

HOME OFFICE: LOBSTERADIO

779 Warren Ave

Portland. Maine

REP National: Stone Reps. Inc NYC
Boston Bill Creed Associates

NORTHi ,OUND

PUBLISHER'S
REPORT

OLLIE TREYZ IS BACK, BOYS!

Like him or not, hardly anyone will deny that Oliver "Ollie" Treyz

adds zest to the broadcast advertising business.

And that's an understatement.

Since I happen to be a Treyz enthusiast I was more than casually

interested last week when I bumped into Ollie shouldering his way through

the Fifth Avenue crowds and discovered he was on his way to his new

office on Lexington Avenue.

"When did you leave Revlon?" I asked.

"In exactly 60 minutes I'll be ex-Revlon."

That was as much as he'd tell me, except that he promised to phone

the next morning and let me know what he's doing.

"But you'll be surprised," he concluded, dashing across the street,

just ahead of a fast-moving cab. The cabbie leaned out and yelled, "Wanna

lose a leg, buddy?"

Thursday morning Ollie was on the phone with the news. I was

surprised.

Ollie has become a TV station rep.

He's joined forces with Tom Judge and Jack Mohler, two well-known

national representatives, in a small-list company called National Television

Sales, Inc.

I talked to Tom Judge.

He pointed out that Ollie will be very much the boss, that all three

principals will be on the sales firing line. I expressed surprise and he said

that Ollie will be calling on heads of companies and doing a top-level

selling job.

"How many stations do you have?" I asked.

"None."

"None? How do you keep going until you get one?"

"We've each put a lot of money into it," said Tom. "Especially Ollie

We're promised additional financing if we need it. We believe in the concept

of a short list and maximum in-depth selling and service. We'll go heavj

on research."

I must admit that I'm fascinated with the dash and daring of this nev«

enterprise.

Imagine setting up a new rep firm without a client, or without pre-

liminary talks with prospects. I'm assured that's the way this one is beinj

done.

Imagine talks with principals continuing for a full year without ;

single leak. I'm told that Ollie insisted on total secrecy.

It's true that everything Ollie does has an element of drama. We cai

expect some innovations.

It's nice to have Ollie back, even though some representatives ma
resent the intrusion.

As with another colorful character, Pat Weaver, we can expect th

unexpected.

^T^u^y
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Ire;

ratings up
even Arts' Films of the 50's"

oost new WABC-TV. New York

eature film programming schedule

share-of-audience up

.;

-..:

THIS IS WHAT HAPPENED:
25 Seven Arts' "Films of the 50's" (from Vol-

ume 7) programmed recently by WABC-TV,

New York, in their new "The Best Of Broad-

way" feature film showcase (11:20 P.M. to

conclusion) boosted the station's ratings by

75% and Share-of-Audience by 47% over last

year's previous programming in the identical

25 time periods.

For complete details and all A.R.B. facts and

figures, please contact your nearest Seven

Arts' office.

HERE ARE SOME OF THE PIX THAT DID IT:

.

*!* ,> SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED

CORP. DESK SET
Spencc
Katharine Hepburn

a subsidiary of seven arts productions, ltd

NEW YORK 200 Park Avenue. YUkon 6-1717

CHICAGO 4630 Estes. Lincolnwood. Ill . ORchard 4 5105

DALLAS 5641 Charleston Drive. ADams9 2855
LOS ANGELES 3562 Royal Woods Drive. Sherman Oaks. Calif . STate 8 8276

TORONTO. ONTARIO 1 1 Adelaide St. West. EMpire 47 193

LONDON Wl ENGLAND 24 B- • iePark0671

jted outside of the United States & Canada. Cable: NORFILM London

Preview these fine

attractions at Seven Arts'

Hospitality Suites

439 • 441 • 443 • 445
Pick-Congress Hotel, Chicago—

Sun., Apr. 5—Wed.. Apr. 8

TIT.

0!

THE
WAYWARD BUS

N

A HATFUL
OF RAIN
Eva Mar* Saint

WILL SUCCESS
SPOIL
ROCK HUNTER'
Tony R >

Jayne Mansfield

. >r= e
'

1 J* 9M
HALF ANGEL

W'«
Joseph Gotten

OH WOMEN'

f? r.«
| -*: 4

^1 v;a
LOVE ME TENDER THE

RIVERS EDGE

; SPONSOR April 6. 1964



CALENDAR

APRIL

Assn. for Professional Broadcasting

Education, annual meeting, Conrad
Hilton (to 6).

National Assn. of Broadcasters, an-

nual convention, Conrad Hilton Hotel,

Chicago (to 8).

Television Film Exhibit (TFE '64),

Pick-Congress Hotel, Chicago (to 8).

Assn. of National Advertisers, west
coast meeting, Del Monte Lodge, Peb-
ble Beach, Calif, (to 8).

National Assn. of Tobacco Distrib-

utors, 32nd annual convention, Hotel
Fontainebleau, Miami Beach (to 9-.

Financial Public Relations Assn.,

North Atlantic regional meeting,
Schine-Ten Eyck Hotel, Albany, N.Y.
(6).

National Premium Buyers Exposi-
tion, 31st annual display, sponsored by
Premium Advertising Assn. of Amer-
ica, National Premium Sales Execu-
tives, and Trading Stamp Institute of
America, at McCormick Place, Chi-
cago (6-9).

Transit-Advertising Assn., annual
meeting, Casa Blanca Inn, Scottsdale,

Ariz. (6-9).

Broadcast Pioneers, 23rd annual
awards dinner, Conrad Hilton, Chi-
cago (7).

Boy Scout Lunch-O-Ree, annual
fund-raising event for New York City
area, chaired by Young & Rubicam
president Edward L. Bond, at Waldorf-
Astoria (8).

Michigan AP Broadcasters Assn.,

session at Kellogg Center East Lans-
ing (11).

Alabama AP Broadcasters, meeting
at Birmingham (1 1).

Society of Motion Picture & Tele-
vision Engineers, 95th technical con-
ference, Ambassador Hotel, Los Ange-
les (12-17).

Intl. Radio & TV Society, News-
maker Luncheon. Waldorf-Astoria,
N.Y., main speaker to be Robert
Moses, president of N.Y. World's
Fair (13).

Film Producers Assn. of N. Y.,

workshop on "How effective Use and
Distribution of Sponsored Films Can
Help Achieve Your Marketing Goals"
held with cooperation of Assn. of
National Advertisers, at Plaza Hotel,

N. Y. (14).

Professional Photographers of Am-
erica, deadline for entries in fourth
National Exhibition of Advertising
Photography, headquartered at Mil-

waukee ( 1 5).

Women's Advertising Club of

Baltimore, advertising seminar, Shera-
ton Belvedere (lf>).

Chesapeake AP Broadcasters Assn.,

annual meeting, Sheraton Belvedere
Hotel. Baltimore (16-17).

Bedside Network of Veterans
Hospital Radio & TV Guild, 16th an-

niversary ball. New York Hilton (17).

Radio-TV Guild of San Francisco

State College, 14th annual radio-TV
conference and dinner, on campus,
S. F. (17-18).

Advertising Club of N.Y., 14th an-
nual Inside Advertising Week for col-

lege seniors, Biltmore Hotel, N.Y.
(19-25). •

Financial Public Relations Assn.,

South Central regional meeting, Brown
Palace Hotel, Denver (20).

Associated Press, annual meeting,
President Johnson to speak, Waldorf-
Astoria, N. Y. (20).

Society of Typographic Arts, first

annual Trademarks/ USA national re-

trospective exhibition of American
trademarks, symbols, and logotypes,

Marina Towers, Chicago (opens 20).

National Academy of Recording
Arts and Sciences, third annual sym-
posium in association with Bureau of
Conferences and Institutes of N.Y.
University's Division of General Edu-
cation, titled "Recording and Music:
Culture, Commerce, and Technology,"
at Hotel Lancaster, N.Y. (to 22).

Television Bureau of Advertising,

annual spring board of directors meet-
ing, Greenbrier, White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va. (22-23).

American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, annual national meeting,
The Greenbrier, White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va. (23-25).

Advertising Federation of America,
fourth district convention, Tampa, Fla.

(23-26).

Pennsylvania AP Broadcasters
Assn., annual meeting, Boiling Springs,

(24).

Georgia AP Broadcasters' Assn.,

annual meeting, Atlanta (25).

Affiliated Advertising Agencies Net-
work, annual meeting, Andrew John-
son Hotel, Knoxville, Tenn. (26-May
2).

Wometco Enterprises, annual stock-

holders' meeting, Midway Motor
Hotel, Flushing. N.Y.. and at World's
Fair (27).

Assn. of Canadian Advertisers, an-

nual conference. Royal York Hotel,

Toronto (27-29).

Society of Photographic Scientists

& Engineers, 1964 international con-
ference, Hotel Americana, N.Y. (27-

May 1).

Station Representatives Assn., 1964
Silver Nail-Gold Key Awards, Wal-
dorf-Astoria, N. Y. (28).

American Film Festival, sixth an-

nual by Educational Film Library
Assn., 16mm competition. Hotel Bilt-

more, N. Y. (20-May 2).

American Women in Radio & Tele-

vision, 1 3th annual convention, Mavo
Hotel, Tulsa (30-May 3).

American Marketing Assn., New
York Chapter's second annual new
products conference, Hotel Delmonico,
N.Y. (30).

MAY
Kansas Assn. of Radio Broadcast-

ers, annual convention, Lassen Hotel,

Wichita (1-2).

Kentucky Broadcasters Assn., spring

convention, Louisville Sheraton Hotel
(4-6).

Missouri Broadcasters Assn., annual
meeting, Columbia (5-6).

CBS-TV, annual conference of net-

work and affiliate executives, New
York Hilton (5-6).

Electronic Industries Assn., work-
shop on maintainability of electronic

equipment. Sheraton-Jefferson Hotel,

St. Louis (5-7).

Montana AP Broadcasters Assn.,

session at Lewiston (7).

California AP Radio-TV Assn.,

session at Hyatt House, San Jose (9).

Indiana AP Radio-TV Assn., ses-

sion at Indianapolis (9).

California AP Radio-TV Assn., an-

nual convention, San Jose (8-10).

Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters,

annual meeting, The Inn, Buck Hill

Falls (10-12).

National Retail Merchants Assn.,

sales promotion division convention.

Hotel Americana, N. Y. (10-13).

Direct Mail Advertising Assn., di-

rect mail institute, University of Con-
necticut, Storrs, Conn. (10-15). Mail
order seminar, Statler Hotel, Boston

(12).

Assn. of National Advertisers, ses-

sion at Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y. (11-

12).

Sales Promotion Executives Assn.,

seventh annual conference, Astor
Hotel, N. Y. (11-13).

National Academy of Recording
Arts & Sciences, dinners for Grammy
Award winners, simultaneously held

by its chapters in New York, Los An-
geles, and Chicago (12).

American TV Commercials Fes-

tival, fifth annual awards luncheon,

Waldorf-Astoria (15).

Sales & Marketing Executives-Intl.,

convention. Palmer House, Chicago
(17-20).

Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters, spring

convention. Commodore Perr\ Hotel,

Toledo (21-22).

Alabama Broadcasters Assn., spring

convention, Broadwater Beach Hotel,

Biloxi, Miss. (21-23).

Louisiana-Mississippi AP Broad-

casters Assn., annual convention,

Jackson, Miss. (22-24).

Emmy Awards 16th annual telecast.

Music Hall. Texas Pavilion, New York
W orld's Fair, and the Palladium. Hol-

lywood (25).

Catholic Press Assn., convention,

Penn-Sheraton, Pittsburgh (25-29).

Art Directors Club of N.V.. awards
luncheon. Americana Hotel (26).

Visual Communications Conference

(Art Directors Club of N. Y.). New
York Hilton (27-28).

American Research Merchandising
Institute, Del Coronado. San Diego,

(31 -June 6).
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Snnill Shout

Is ii the function ol an advertisement

about .1 television station to inform?

We suppose so ii the reader is able

to use the information .ii the moment,

or h.is the vitalit) or passion to pul the

information in his refrigerator until he's

hungry tor ii (.it which time ii maj

have been eaten bj another member

ol the t.imih )

rake W \l I l\ (Bj all means lake

\\\M l\ i Your refrigerator must be

overflowing with tidbits we have sup-

plied so generousl) about mice a m >nth

for the last decade. You—or your re-

Erigerator—must know how. like Geo.

Washington, we have achieved a place

in the hearts of our countrymen (city-

men too; Eastern Iowa teems uitr.

both) 'Sou or your refrigerator—
must knou thai we have contemporary

statistics to prove it (to our own satis-

faction, at least). 'Sou—or ditto—must

knou that our news operation is the

envj ol Reuters. I ippmann. and the

I I \ And how we have a tower that

tops the topless towers o\ Ilium b\

some 1.4(H) teel. And how we have an

audience ot immaculate dirty capitalists

with tuners grooved to Channel 2.

Well, it you happen to look in your

refrigerator at the right time, and hap-

pen to be scheduling our way, anil hap-

pen to need some ot our merchandise,

and happen to remember that I astern

low ans are pretts good consumers, give

us or our reps a DUZZ sometime.

WMT-TV

CBS T< for I astern Iowa

.< Rupiils— Waterloo

National Representath

the K \ ciic\

v iated with WM I - \M WMT-FM
k WM I I • r> .. Wl lu Duluth

April 6 1964
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I was never quite able to accept

the relegation of the timebuyer to

a "corner".

What was Timebuyer's Corner

has now expanded into a full fledged

department dealing with both sides

of the same coin.

Time. The buying and selling of

it.

And there is good reason for de-

voting more space to the people

who were for so long cornered on

two sides of one yellow page. They

are knowledgeable and they are ar-

ticulate. The concepts and the ex-

perience and their anticipations for

the future, which they have put into

words for the readers of SPONSOR,
are a cumulative text to which the

freshman team in the industry can

turn for schooling. We hope to make
the Time/ buying & selling section

an always updated guide for the

jungle of philosophies.

* * *

At press time we are en route to

Chicago and the NAB Convention.

Bill Falk, Charles Sinclair, and I

will be joining the administration

and sales staffers between coverage

chores in suite 2406 at the Conrad

Hilton. We hope to have at least

one visit from friends who will be

coming to the convention.

Since the Canadian Association

of Broadcasters is having its own
convention in Quebec City at the

very same time, I'm hoping to put

in as much as half my time north

of the border, in order to report

what changes are taking place there.

For anything that's hot in the East,

Bill Kuchti will be heading the staff

and holding down my desk in New
York.

555 FIFTH

Cuaa.Sfc^

Gentle man
To all those who came in busi-

ness contact with him, Ernie Stern

was a craftsman of the first order.

To those who knew him personally,

Ernie was proof that gentleman is

really two words.

The untimelincss of his tragic

death makes 1964 a particularly

gloomy year.

With this letter we hope to fulfill

one of Ernie's fondest wishes. He
had asked, when he suffered his

first heart attack about two years

ago, that any gesture which his

friends might wish to make, take

concrete form as a donation to:

The Scholarship Fund
Camp Powhattan

Oxford, Maine

Many of Ernie's friends and as-

sociates in New York and Holly-

wood have already acted on his

wish.

Gene Accas
V.P., Network Relations

Leo Burnett, Inc.

New York, N.Y.

Attention radio viewers

While I realize that much of your

time is occupied with matters per-

taining to glamorous television, I

must take exception to your "Talk

Radio" article in the Mar. 16 issue

of SPONSOR which refers to "high

number of teen viewers".

All in all. however, your maga-

zine does an excellent job for the

broadcast indutsry.

Duane A. Hatch

Commercial Manager
WSAV Radio/ I I

Savannah, Ga.

Ed. Note: Teens are confusing.

Oblivion network
In the Mar. 23 issue of SPON-

SOR you put on display the 1964-

'65 network TV program on sche-

dule, noting in the accompanying

article a promising plethora' of new

entertainment. It certainly looks in-

teresting and exciting, and we in the

vineyard are pulling mightily for it.

But.

There's a nagging, diabolical

temptation in all of us experts to

second guess the schedule archi-

tects, to single out the shows likely

to bomb out as well as those that

rate the can't-miss tag. For your

readers who are wracked by this

temptation I suggest a new schedule

in which there are no doubtful en-

tries, nothing but certified, unchal-

lenged all-time losers.

(Name Withheld)

New York, N.Y.

Ed. Note: Oblivion's schedule also

withheld to protect the guilty.

12

FM needs balance

I agree with Roger Coleman's

thoughtful letter (SPONSOR, Mar.

23) stating that FM radio should

not compete with AM by imitating

it.

The greater danger to most FM
is lack of variety. FM should offer

drama, live music, and meaningful

commentary: Syndicated taped ra-

dio drama. Drama in mono and

stereophonic sound is available at

fees adventurous station managers

can afford; local musical talent is

eager to work for scale; and there

are citizens who have no book or

film to plug, but can still make

vital comments on subjects close to

home.

FM's general policy of melodious

programming for an affluent audi-

ence works for some stations, but

media buyers still count heads. Un-

less balanced content is achieved

soon. FM as a nationally lucrative

medium will never exist.

Howard M. 1 a«rence

President

Audio Techniques, Inc

\, W York. \ )

SPONSOR



He's teed off because w e discussed "lawn

care" on the air. We felt kind of sorry about

losing him as a listener 'til we received 1,043

cards and letters from 1 >1 different communi-
ties requesting the booklet

we offered. But that's how it

goes. Our kind of program'

GOOD SOUND RADIO

wgar
b£3 ^^ SO 000 WATTS

ming seems to zero In on the listeningesi

(and workingest) people in Cleveland and

northeastern Ohio. People who do things.

So if your client is interested in getting

action In our market area,

remember one thing. I he

^r.i^ u greener at WGAR.

PEOPLES BROADCASTING CORPORATION • CLEVELAND. OHIO • REPRESENTED BY BLAIR RADIO
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HOW TO
IDENTIFY A
NETWORK

Connect the numbers below, and you have

one of the world's most familiar insignia.

We've nothing against insignia, but it's our

feeling that a network can be recognized just

as readily by the caliber of its programs. To

get down to cases, there's one network that:

replaced an entire evening's prime-time

programming with "The American Revolu-

tion of '63," a three-hour report on civil rights.

set the entire nation talking about its bold

and irreverent satire series, "That Was The

Week That Was."

created "Exploring" and "The Children's

Theatre," network television's most cele-

brated programs for youngsters.

n explored the inside of the Kremlin— a feat

even Russian television had never achieved

-to produce one of the classic programs in

television annals.

has scheduled an unrivalled sports lineup

next season, ranging from NCAA football to

the World Scries, with most events in color.

presents television's most honored dra-

matic program: The Hallmark Hall of Fame.

stars television's must impressive array of

talent, including such favorites in next sea-

son's schedule as Jack Benny, Shirley Booth,

Johnny Carson, Richard Chamberlain, Perry

Como, Alfred Hitchcock, Bob Hope. .Jack

Paarand Danny Thomas to name only a few.

televises the nation's most distinguished

newscast, the "Huntley-Brinkley Report."

consistently draws the greatest number of

viewers to its coverage of such special events

as conventions, elections or space flights.

All in all. it's the network whose balanced and

wide-ranging schedule makes its identity

unmistakable.

i M' course, if you can't get through the day

without seeing our signature, just connect

the dots below. Obviously, though, it's the

first time our identity has ever b.'en a puzzle.

14
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COMMERCIAL CRITIQUE

Tillies for TV that sells

To get into the spring swing, I

hereby nominate several com-

mercials for the tv Tillic. A Til-

lie takes up no space on wall,

desk or what-not. It's just a big

Bravo for Brains. Could be that

my Tillie-winners might be also-

rans in the American Film Festival.

That wouldn't phase me. As Wally

Ross well knows, I'm a Midwest

judge and a rebel.

The disturbing truth is that to-

day some fantastically beautiful

commercials are small spectaculars

which toil not, neither do they spin

very well. On the other hand there

are the kind that deserve a tv Til-

lie. Such as:

There's always room for Jello.

Always room, too, for commercials

as pertinent as Jello's gelatin com-

mercials — and as charming. (Re-

member the Chinese baby?). On
the air now is the "broad-chested,

yellow-vested button popper." He's

a man groaning happily, having

just finished a heavy meal when
Sweetie Face announces there's des-

sert. You know very well the situ-

ation gets pretty sticky when
Sweetie fixes a fancy dessert and

That Man says nix. But that's easy

to avoid with Jello. Like the man
says, "There's always room for

Jello." I suspect Jello is the sort

of old family friend who's easily

overlooked unless some nudging is

done. This is as neat a nudge as I've

seen. Without a qualm. I give a

Tillic to Y & R's Jello crew.

They can't take that away from

inc. Remember the song? Some
smart somebody at J. Walter

Thompson took it, word for word,

note for note, and used it for one

of the sweetest-selling Kodak com-
mercials yet conceived.

Video opens on fuzzy family of

ducks, babies following Mama.
J.W.T. definitely had all their

ducks in a row. From this eye-

catcher, the camera moves right on

to mother-daughter activities, fam-
ily picnic, dad holding his five-year-

old girl and dancing her around the

kitchen. All "moments you want
to keep forever." The commercial

makes it abundantly clear that

"they can't take that away" from
you if you capture the moments in

movies. By Kodak, of course. Proud
to be part of an industry that cre-

ates commercials such as this one.

I offer a tv Tillic to J. Walter

Thompson, who made it.

Mani-Magic Beautifies Nails in

Minutes. Granted, this one is no

swooner. But too often, introduc-

tory commercials are all gussied up
and befogged with distractions. Not
Mani-Magic. The intro is simple,

straightforward. The demonstration

of product in use is clear as just-

washed crystal. Squeeze it on, wash
it off in five minutes. No monkey
business. No hand-kissing. No
waste motion. But you get the mes-

sage. Come on. William Esty, pick

Furnished by Radio TV Reports, Inc.
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BEA ADAMS, as tv creative director,

knows whereof she speaks. Willi

dm ilner since 1935. she started as

a copywriter, had broken all har-

riers and become a v.p. nine years

later. She has also served on the

agency's hoard since 1946.

up the TV Tillic for your Pacquin

account.

Baby in tub, scrttb-a-dub-duh.

Thus begins one Dial commercial.

A gentle one it is, and it's baby-in-

the-tub all the way. Happy baby

sounds contribute their usual appeal.

The claim is believable. "So gentle

many hospitals use Dial to bathe

little babies, yet it's the most ef-

ficient deodorant soap you can

buy." It doesn't take a seer to know

that budging Ivory is a major opera-

tion. This TV Tillic which goes to

Footc, Cone & Belding is a T for

Trying. If there's another "Dial lor

baby" commercial in the hopper,

I'm betting it will slip in a demo
as memorable as that good old

blackboard. Meantime . . .

I'm going to turn off the hot wa-

ter from here to yonder, give cold-

water All a nice warm smile and

a iv Tillic for that elusive thing

called an i-d-e-a. Take it away,

you-all at Lever Brothers and at

Sullivan. Stauffer. Colwell & Boyks.

Next critique h\ Bca will review

a bit of what's happening on the

great white wash-line and in other

areas supposed!) ruled over bj the

Little Woman. And that reminds

me. will someone tell that knight

in armor to keep his big white

horse off my grass.'

SPONSOR



TALKING TO YOURSELF?

Some people are. and perhaps you are talking only to yourself and your contem-

poraries in some magazines . . . hut not in SPONSOR!! SPONSOR'S editorial pack-

age is directed 100 r
r to broadcast-minded agenc) and advertiser personnel. These

people read SPONSOR each week, to find out what's working and what isn't, the

changes, trends, techniques, and direction in the broadcast field.

The national timebuyers read and use SPONSOR' Is youi message reaching them

... or are you talking to yourself?

SPONSOR
555 Fifth Avenue

• ==•

New York 10017 212 MUrrayhill 7-8080
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PREDICTION FOR 1964:

This will be the local TV station's

most popular program!

18 SPONSOR



3M announces the first comprehensive

program to help TV stations, advertisers,

agencies create new profits with video tape!

Now, for the first time, local tv stations,

tape producers, advertisers and agencies can

receive real assistance in creating and produc-

ing better-selling commercials on video tape.

Here is a complete program that includes

both professional demonstration and refer-

ence materials from 3M, maker of SCOTCH

brand Video Tape. Local tv stations and

tape producers will be able to offer expanded

production counsel and services. They ran

provide practical materials to help advertisers

take full advantage of video tape's pro-

duction convenience and versatility, "live"

picture quality, and the speed, certainty,

flexibility that only tape can provide.

A few of the new materials: A 25-minute

demonstration tape shows production tech-

niques, actual commercials, explains tap

benefits. The "Comparator," a pocket-size

quiek reference guide to the relative advan-

tages of tape, live and film production tor tv

commercials. "The Television Producer,

deluxe 50-page encyclopedic workbook ol

how-to tape production information. The

program includes industry achievement rec-

ognition, many additional pieces of helpful

literature.

Ready to let this program help you? ("all

your local tv station or tape producer. They

have already received full presentationc

this program, have many of the new

materials in their hands.

*

magnetic Products Division
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

Final ad judgment
in station's hands,

not board, says SRA

Station Representatives Assn. "energetically" supports NAB Code Author Rity's

efforts to eliminate advertising claims which are "'detrimental" to the best interests

of advertising and public acceptance, but has taken issue with possibility put forth

by Authority Director Howard H. Bell of establishing central clearing house for

commercial copy and some further means of checking supporting data in area of

product claims. SRA President Edward Codel, in letter to Bell, stressed Association

stand that "Ultimate acceptance or rejection on any advertising must remain in

hands of individual broadcaster". He said: "Advisory office, designed to counsel

and to clarify code interpretations, might well prove real help to advertisers, their

agencies, and broadcasters, and could certainly eliminate many small problems

before they become large, expensive headaches". But Codel asserted that even if

a commercial has been worked through such an advisory board. "Final judgment

lies with specific stations or networks involved."

Market 1 acquires

QXR web, plans

to add affiliates

QXR network of 47 stations, acquired last week by new group called Market 1

Network, planning expansion into major markets not presently covered by web, with

goal of having an FM affiliate in every market. The FM Stereo Radio Network will

also pick up AM/FM simulcast stations "Where they are best stations in their

market to reach quality audience," according to Market 1 President James Sond-

heim, former president of QXR, who arranged acquisition of web from Novo
Broadcasting, which took it over in 1962 from The New York Times. Sondheim also

noted several hour-long stereo specials are on tap. and new programming is being

culled from pilots on tape. They include a show demonstrating proven sales tech-

niques aimed at business audience; one built around out-of-way vacation spots: and

another a financial-business analysis produced in cooperation with "a major business

publication".

All channel law
to be adhered to

by Japanese Mfrs.

All-channel set law, which goes into effect for manufacturers on Apr. 30. will be ad-

hered to by foreign TV set makers as well as those in the U.S. Biggest exporter

of sets to U.S.—Japan—has assured FCC it will abide with "Letter and Spirit" of

the all-channel law. Major U.S. manufacturers will be bringing out their new lines

within next few weeks, all geared to receive UHF signals as well as V'HF, culminat-

ing FCC move to raise stature of U stations.

Rating Council OKs
field workers for

3 separate studies

Broadcast Rating Council is off ground: At meeting last week it cleared way to

send auditors into field to work three separate methodology studies, each a six-eight

week project. This follows selection of three certified audit firms from eight candi-

dates, but Council won't reveal identities until mid-year at earliest because of com-

plicated reasons that surround such new ventures. By just making it under wire

for March 31 deadline it gave itself, council kept its word to take steps toward

official audits (of broadcast rating services). Next promise—similar progress for

such specialized firms as Trendex.

Color differential

less in network tv

than in magazine

Cost hike between B&W and color in TV are often better bargain than in maga-

zines, advertisers arc learning. "VOGUE.'" lor example charges 41 percent more for

color page than B&W ($6,150 vs. $4,350): "NEW YORKER. 50 percent;

"BUSINESS WEEK." 60 percent. In I \ \BC passes extra color line charges to

stations generally, to advertisers lor O&OS; CBS charges ""nominal" $3,500 to

sponsor lor color lines, nothing to stations; NBC has no color service charge. Color

commercial cost estimated 30 percent higher than B&W.

20 SPONSOR
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Hare Field, March 0, 1963. Discovered and reported by a Wfift news cameraimftf at 8:30 a.m.

igraph was made from one frame of the actual 16 mm color newsfilm . . . enlarged 43 times I



CHARLOTTE IS A PEACH

Color in Chicago is WGN-TV

Now news in color! Thanks to a

special service of fast color film

processing, color newsfilms are

now part of our regular schedule.

This is another example of the

depth of our interest in the expand-

ing world of color.WGN Television

generates more color programming
than any other station in the
Chicago market. A colorful 2532
hours in 1963 including, for the
fourth year, 123 major league base-

ball games. There will be more in

1964. That's why we say. .

.

WGN
IS

CHICAGO
the most respected call letters In broadcasting

Metro Charlotte is just the hard core of a market 75 miles in diameter that is succulent selling v

you buy WBT Radio. The populous Piedmont's top-audience radio station for two decades

WBT's 50,000 watt signal delivers Charlotte PLUS — a market of more than TWO MILLION I

PLE with $2Vz BILLION in buying power. Your BLAIR man has the WBT story. It's a peach!

WBT RADIO
CHARLOTTE

Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company

<£

BLAIR

GROUP
PUN
MEM8EH
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Senate ( 'omnn I ( hair-

man Jnhll 1'ilsl. ,r.J I s S I

/
. . /».> rn«i whose impact mi broadcast

will be felt in 1964.

FOR BROADCAST ADVERTISING . . .

TheNew Era: Practical Ethics
Jroadcasting's best year is marked by acknowledgement of faults and active self-

regulation, while a growing number of broadcasters and advertisers see the light

III i \ri si \K( him; now for

« even stronger rules designed

letter to protect the value of prog-

ess as .1 medium ol information,

ducation and entertainment."

So said NAB President LeRoy
'ollins in Detroit, a scant month

tefore N VB's 42nd annual com en-

ion in Chicago. He was referring to

.ode measures that would go be-

ond the recent tightening on pig-

gybacks, and on youth appeal in

:igarettc advertising. He urged what

light be called the Collins tactic:

o forestall government action by

oluntary betterment, rather than

.% ait and protesl regulator) reforms

hat go to punishing extremes.

Such a statement b) an N KB
-resident would have been unheard

4 before ttiis new era in broadcast

strategy based on acknowledge-

ment of faults and active self-reg-

jlation. The new development

:rcw out of both ethical and prac-

ical considerations, in a period of

rough government agency forays

nto heretofore "free" areas of

., broadcast cnterpri-.

Whether NAB's Gov. Collins

personal!) charted the newer

bourse, or whether a historic need

xoduced the man—he is a symbol
if the new strategy, and he will

-land or fall as the coming months

xove it right or wrong.

*pril 6. 1964

Not everyone likes the new ap-

proach. It nearly cost the broadcas-

ter association president his job

during climactic showdown at Jan-

uary board meetings in Florida.

Hut increasing numbers of broad

casters, and increasing numbers of

national advertisers and agencies,

have to admit it has been working

Chairmen of powerful Hill commit-

tees in House and Senate have gone

along with it in major areas o\

commercials and ratings regula-

tion, in the year span between

NAB's last convention and this one.

If there is not a striking coin-

cidence involved, the approach has

helped broadcasting and its nation-

al representative association chalk

up its best year financially; its best

year in avoiding some stringent

government crackdowns It has

been a year of historic firsts in mu-

tual problem solving by broadcas-

ters, advertisers and networks, mag

netized to common effort around

the NAB (-od< of dood I'rav!

I he new NAB Strategy and the

broadcast contingent supporting it.

do not deal as much in noble plati-

tudes of the "Broadcaster. Right or

Wrong" variety I his rallying er>

sufficed when most government

suspicion was directed at networks

and monopoly and newspaper own-

ership of broadcast media, and old

favorites ii\ ( )ption I line and I'

l\. I he New Frontier era brought

in regulatory proposals that hit

ever) phase, ever) size broadcast

facility, laige and small alike, and

on a round-the-clock basis.

It was not an overnight thing

N \H is still sometimes very hesi-

tant about getting into a new melee.

even when the new era contingent

urges action as in the Cigarette tra-

cas rhe NAB was literally unable

to bring itself to a decision on mak-

ing a flesh and blood appearance,

rather than simply submitting its

statement, at the I cdcral I r a d e

Commission oral hearings on ck

ette advertising, until the last min-

ute. 'Set this government foray will

hit hardest at I V cigarette com-

mercials tor appealing to the young,

and will concentrate on broadcasl

advertising far more heavily than

on print media.

Hut this is an exception, and only

a partial exception at that, s

Collins am: I Authority P
tor Howard Bell have N \B

board votes to curtail youth-ap;

on cigarettes and cut down
back double commercials in the l\

de I he Radio ( . qweted

to follow suit shortly on t!\

ette problem I his was all brought

about in spiu- internal

w ranch
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on cigarette advertising, and on

broadcaster refusal to act as spokes-

man for bigotry in civil rights.

To put it bluntly, the new NAB
lias closed the old ivory tower. It

meets controversy, within or with-

out, head-on. It promises a new

future for neglected radio—and

acknowledges the neglect. It ad-

mits industry faults when taxed

with them: yes, the ratings were

unfair to many broadcast stations

and to the TV and radio audi-

ence, and broadcasters did sacri-

fice accuracy to convenience in us-

ing them without question. It says

yes, there is certainly the "appear-

ance of overcommercialism" (even

NAB must draw the line some-

where, and "appearance" is as far

as they are ready to go right now in

acknowledgement) and something

must be done about the quality, the

clutter, the sound and validity of

broadcast advertising.

Perhaps most crucial this past

year is the admission that yes, there

are sharp differences between state

associations who want to go this-

away in policy, while national NAB
advises going thataway. But the

corollary of "Let's stick together

and fix it ourselves," has produced

striking victories. It was the com-

bination of individual, state associ-

ation and national association

broadcasters working in unison, that

produced the 317 to 3 House vote

to bar FCC from pinpoint regula-

tion of broadcast commercials.

The threat of internal dissen-

sions culminating in broadcast civil

war and rejection of its own presi-

dent, seemed ended with Board

Chairman Quarton's statement aft-

er Collins' successful, if slender.

vote: "It's finished as far as I'm

concerned," and Collins would

serve out his full contract.

A new era, too, is underway in

relationships between broadcasters

and advertisers and agencies. In

the days of laissez-faire, when the

regulatory livin' was easy, each of

these groups simply fought tooth and

nail for the best time and price, and

Madison Avenue stayed on its own
street.

This is no longer possible. As

government criticism of broadcast

commercials intensifies, other news

media headline it. A new consumcr-

protection crusade is in full swine
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that will affect every product sponr

sored on the air—also the labeling

and advertising thereof. In the
face of this tidal wave, broadcas-

ters and advertisers have begun to

realize they'd better stick together,

or be overwhelmed in the govern-

mental flood separately, as Col-

lins and Code Director Bell have
been warning.

In the last analysis, advertising

and broadcasting interests are two
sides of the same coin—the broad-

cast commercial revenue coin, that

is. Neither can make the neces-

sary reforms in commercials, their

quality, their interruptiveness, with-

out the cooperation of the other.

Until the recent push, pull and ca-

jolerie by Collins to get top repre-

sentatives together to talk over

problems with NAB Code people,

a stalemate was forming. Adver-

tisers had been chary of getting

into the rating measurement con-

fabs—they preferred, at first, to

"watch" or "sit in," on meetings

of NAB's new research council.

Advertisers were shouting down the

broadcasters for "clutter" by bill-

board credits and promotion. Broad-

casters opposed giving up their
competitive station promotion, and

accused advertisers of antagonizing

the public with repetitious and poor

quality commercials.

Now everyone is working to pool

alternatives. Bell has circled t h e

coastal program producers to plead

for a cutdown on long credit crawls.

Compromises have been reached

during top-level meetings. A climac-

tic point was reached in the latest

get-together sponsored by ANA
when they suggested four rules to

contain clutter: one of them would

cut multiple-sponsor mention at

start and close of programs to one.

There will be more meetings be-

tween NAB Codesmiths. nets, ad-

vertisers and agency people. Sen.

Pastiire, chairman of the Senate

Commerce Subcommittee on Com-
munications is hovering in the back-

ground. The senator warned hold-

off networks to cooperate with Col-

lins on meetings. One fine day.

the senator will host a meeting in

his own oil ice to get a progress re-

port on what's being done to bet-

ter quality and end clutter in broad-

cast commercials. If the report is

not satisfactory (ami this would

also hold true on the House side

in the ratings matter, where the fin-

al blessing of committee report has

not yet been given)—the next step!

could be formal hearings. Or it

could be a nod to FCC Chairman
Henry to move from case-by-case

to some sort of policy standard in]

the commercial area of regulation.)

What was the starting point ton]

the new era? In a sense, it was FCG
Chairman Newton Minow who
triggered change in broadcasted

strategy from defensive protest taj

offensive insistence on self-regula-1

tion, and proof that they can and
will do it.

Minow was a unique chairman

who ushered in unique times fori

broadcasters. Never before had the

Federal Communications Commis-
sion had a chairman as aggressive!

as crusading, as successful in mak-J

ing newspaper headlines, and as

close to the White House as Minow.
Before taking off for greener finan-

cial fields, after a comparativelj

short stretch as FCC chairman,

Minow's final filip was a proposa

that the NAB become virtually ai

arm of the government, like the Na
tional Association of Securitie

Dealers (a suggestion still breathing

in the pages of FCC's network

study, under consideration

now at the commission).

Successor E. William Henry,

new frontiersman, took up where

Minow left off. when he became
chairman in May 1963. If Minow's

crusade had been against the \a:

wasteland of western and famil

comedy programming. Henry's w

for a general uplift. He wanted bet

ter quality, more local live program-

ming, more editorializing, more loi

cal orientation, and fewer commer
cials. Fewer and fewer commer
cials.

Like Minow, Henry partly sup

plied his own steam, as a vigoroui

young and determined administra

tor. Partly, he enjoyed momentun
from the new frontiersmanship am
the popular president who had ap

pointed and would back him up

It was a period when government

from high up on the Hill, to down

(owners in half a dozen agencio

had another broadcast field day.

There were the ratings hearing

that made good fodder for the p;

pers for weeks on end. There wei

riehtl
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Who's Who

in the Federal

Communications

Commission

ROSE! ll. HYDE, COMMIS-
SIONER, FCC— I i^t appointed to

the commission in 1946, he served

.in vice chairman
lioin 1952 un

nl he was named
C h .1 i r in .i n. in

l

l»54. lor ,i one

year period.

Hyde lirst en-

tered government

service in i

l>24

with the civil

service commis-
Hydt sion. He became

.in assistant attornej with the Fed-

eral Radio Commission in 1928, and
continued to serve with its successor,

the I ( ( . when it was created in

(934. He held various legal positions

with the I ( c

FREDERICK W. FORD, COM-
MISSION! K. FCC—Assistant depu-
tv Attorncv General lor the Justice

I) e p a r t m e nt.

I ord was named
to the F< C in

1957, and served

as chairman trom
March. I960, to

March ol the fol-

lowing year.

I ord held a

vanelv ol posts

with the Justice

Fond Department trom

1953 to 1957, and prior to that served

in lour different positions with the

I I I ind also acted as counsel for the

commission before his appointment as

commissioner. He saw additional

government service with the Office
of Price Administration.

I April 6. 1964

koiiiki I. i:\Kiin. ( OM-
MIssiom K. I (( — Uaiticv is. more
or less, the FCC s top non-engineer-

ing expert o\^

I \l A membei
ol the commis-
sion lor the pasl

1 2 years, be was

administrative as-

sistant to House
speaker Raybum
prior to appoint-

ment to the I ( (

in 1952

Hartley 1 arher. Hartlev

joined the Yankee Network m 19

was elected vice president in l

l>42

and also served that year as secre-

tary-treasurer ol IM Broadcasters,

Inc. When l\lli merged with the

NAB in 1943, he became head ol the

N Mi's I \l department.

Kl NNl ill \. COX, COMMIS-
SIONER, I ('(—Named in lanuarv.

1963 to I ill the unexpired term ol

T. A. M. (raven

and subsequent!)

continued tor a

tall seven-yeai

term the follow-

ing June, he ail-

vanced to the

commission from

the I (( s Broad-

cast II U r e a u

w here he h a d

( '( been bureau chief

since 1"'

Prior to that. ( OX had had a varied

legal background that included a hand
in the direction ot a l\ mcjinrv when
he served as special counsel tor the

Senate's Interstate ami I oreign ( oni-

merce Committee in 1956 57

km

I . Willi \M III Nin
CHAIRMAN, i ( <

1

1

man the I ederal < ommunicatii
( OmmisskM] has had Nalue.I

ceed Newton n Min.'w ai chain
in May, !'"<*. lie had been
in law practice in Memphis prior to

his original appointment to the com
mission in )-•

Before that, llenrv had been
tive in Washington during the

presidential campaign, served .: -

representative to the Nationalities

Division ot the Democratic Nation-

al ( Ommittee and had been prom-
inent in civil riejits activities

ROBER1 1 . Ifl.< OMMISSION-
IK. ice— I nst appointed in 19

and now in his second term as com-
missioner, h e

same to the 1 ( (

from the House

committee on .ip

propr i a t i o n s .

where he was

director ol siir-

vevs and inves-

tigations

I ee had abo
been chiet clerk

ot the FBI, and

before that served as all assistant

to J I dgai Hoover Me first entered

federal service m 1938 as a special

agenl tor the I HI Prior to that he

worked tor eight vears as an auditor

tor American Bond and M
( o .un! other tirnis

ri

III I Ol \ IN(,I K. ( OMMIs.
sioni r. ice— I ormer assistant v
tome) General in charge ot the Anti-

trust Division,

he is the most re-

s' e n t appointee

to the commis-

sion iJune

auA was named
to till the uncx-

.<^_- . pired tern;

^^fl ^k \ Alan

tX ^k which runs

/ Loevii - the

author I hooks and artk

in the fields ot antitrust law and
j

prudence, and previous to the i

nee Department had i

Supreme ( ourl in his home St

Minnesol
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threats to throw the broadcaster's

whole schedule open to political

wrangles if an editorial concerned

a candidate or a controversial is-

sue. A Columbia University study

reported by Dr. Gary Steiner said

people were looking at tv commer-

cials with a jaundiced eye— and

FCC had more fodder for proposing

limiting rules. The big consumer-

protection push was on, also the

big cigarette burn. FCC was go-

ing to look into everything, but

everything, from multiple owner-

ship, AM and FM situation, broad-

cast license fees, minute details of

broadcasting, the works.

Then, suddenly, by a tragic quirk

of history, with the assassination of

President Kennedy, broadcasters

were given their "finest hour" of

public service, sacrifice and dedica-

tion — during the year when they

were most heavily under fire.

At this point, the regulatory in-

vasion began to slack off a bit

—

but it was not a withdrawal, just a

standstill—and it was still poised

for action. NAB policy moved

slowly but surely to the new ap-

proach: admitting unpleasant is-

sues, putting them out in the open,

and going hammer and tongues aft-

er the right to self correction when

and where it was needed. The self-

regulatory standard was taken by

every broadcaster and by state and

national association to their con-

gressmen and senators—not once

but over and over, and in person.

By the opening month of 1964.

the era of the Great Rebuff for the

federal regulatory agencies was
underway. The FCC took perhaps

the worst beating in its history

(aside from ex parte scandal which

hit individual chairmen and one

member). During hearings on the

commission's handling of broadcast

editorializing and commercials

rulemaking. House Commerce Com-
mittee Chairman Oren Harris and

Communications Subcom m i 1 1 e e

chairman Walter Rogers (D., Tex.),

and majority of committee mem-
bers blasted regulatory agencies in

general and the FCC in particular

for going ahead with a "legislative"

type of activity that usurped Con-

gressional rights and went far be-

yond executive agency appointees'

authority under their statutes.

Earlier hearings on broadcast

ratings had brought milder scold-

ing to both FCC and FTC for fail-

ure to keep tabs on rating firms'

claims of accuracy in the face of

actual bias. Both agencies were

warned by House and Senate ap-

propriations committees to keep

within traditional regulatory boun-

daries. The new president's attitude

was cautionary against over-regula-

tion. Internally, at the FCC, a

schism left Henry with only Ken-

neth Cox as frontier buddy. New-
comer Lee Loevinger did not back

his chairman, and managed to ap-

pear neutral on all issues.

But the government pendulum

never stops swinging. The rebuff by

no means ended regulatory activity

in broadcast and broadcast adver-

tising. FCC's E. William Henry has

not retreated one inch from his be-

liefs and his determination to im-

prove the broadcasting picture his

way. Scolded by the House com-

mittees, and barred from commer-
cials rules (as much by their ac-

knowledged impracticality as by that

House vote), Henry is resuming his

program, but working out some new
approaches.

He is making use, actually, of

older and safer approaches. Com-
mercials will be reached, as di-

rected, on a case by case basis. But

when enough data is gathered. Hen-

ry will undoubtedly try again to

evolve some set of standards or a

permissable maximum for broadcast

advertising — unless the industry

100% beats him to it. Whether

Henry could again get a majority

commission vote for such a pro-

ceeding, is a large question for the

crystal ball.

Although the House Communica-
tions Subcommittee's informal re-

port somewhat uneasily and unccr-

Who's Who on the Federal
PAUL RAND DIXON, CHAIRMAN,

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
Top man on the Commission since

September 1961, Dixon first joined

the FTC as a trial attorney in July.

1938; immediately following gradu-

ation from the University of Florida

law school. He subsequently engaged

primarily in anti-monopoly and anti-

deceptive practice work.

He became counsel and staff di-

rector of the Senate Antitrust and

Monopoly Subcommittee in 1957

where he assisted in developing and

focusing the attention of Congress

and public on problems in the field

of restraints of trade, including ad-

ministered prices in many major in-

dustries. Dixon's term as chairman

of the FTC will expire September 25,

1967.

JOHN R. REILLY, COMMISSION-
ER, FTC—President JohnsorTs first

appointment to the FTC, and one of

the youngest men
to serve there

(36). Reilly is

filling the unex-

pired term of A.

Leon Higginboth-

am, Jr.. which

runs to Septem-

ber 1969.

A trial attor-

ney in the Anti-

trust Division of Reilly

the Justice Department from 1953
58, he became Midwestern repre-

sentative of the Council oi State
Governments in Chicago. In 1961 the

Attornej Genera] appointed him as

head of the Executive Office for Unit-

ed States Attorneys and Assistant to

the Deputj Attornej General.
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t.urns warned Henry away from

blueprinting any new broadcastci

requirements undei the Fairness

Doctrine Henry is coming out

\utli .in explanatory "primer" on

the Doctrine. Hie big question is

whether .1 broadcastei should be

compelled to give free time to an-

iwei .1 sponsored controversial edi-

tiMi.il 01 political attack. Sen. I'. is

lore is 011 record w iih .1 large "\ - s
"

IIk- House members are opposed,

hut the subcommittee could not

leach enough agreement to say this

in its report. More hearings will

undoubtedly he held and specula-

lion runs high over what the Ft (

primer has to say o\\ this ques-

tion

I he same pattern held with

broadcast fees. Henry is going ahead

in spite of House Committee warn-

ing and Rogers' bill disallowing

FCC lee charges. I he collections

will be held in eserow until federal

courts deeide a test case brought

Igainst the lees.

Perhaps Henry's broadesl and

safest avenue ol approach is the

enlarged, detailed accounting of pro-

Bamming, community-connections,

and commercials schedules in the

licensee rcports--duc annually on

t\ and once every three years in

radio. Broadcasters are fighting

hard to cut back the detail, scent-

ing boob) traps that can be sprung

at renewal I his fighl may have

to be thcin alone It would be haul

loi even Rep Rogei s to say 1 I

(

did not have the right to require

an accounting ol broadcastei stew

ardship in the public interest, and

as licensee ol the public auwavs

\ ain, voting schism in die com
mission may prove a btoadcast alls

nist overkill in detailed report

ing

\Jded to Henry's new strategy, k

the realization that the Senate will

probably be reluctant to back the

House attack on regulatory rights

Hie Senate is prone to think twice

before yanking an issue out of reg-

ulatory hands particularly when
they might be left with the job

of policing it themselves, if their

voting public demanded it.

Senators prefer industry self-reg-

ulation, and both Commerce Com
mittee Chairman Magnuson, and

( om mu nicat ions Subcom m it tec

Chairman Pastore, have spelled this

out to the industry and to the I ( I

I ( ( was told to give broadcasters

a chance at self-improvement in

commercial i/at ion. Broadcasters
were warned to show concrete prog-

icss or take the consequences.

NAB's Collins said the new era

contingent of broadcasters believe

that the industry has its golden

chance righl now to prove it can

regulate itself and take the action

out oi th( r< . ilat<

the tors,., able future

I ike th l<' : IK chail

111. in is also .1 1 determined

appointee ol the new front

I he IK. smarting like its fellow

no from frustrations and :

urcs in tv advertising cas<

expected to go all out on

irette advertising t utravaganza

Here, the I ederal I rade < ommi
sion w ill have the bad ing >'l

ence and medicine, and ol I l > \

and its parent the Department

Health. I ducation and Well

plus a loster ol educational. uviv.

and consumer interests. I hev will

support I K "s stand that cigarettes

be labeled "Dangerous!" and that

tv advertising be cleansed ot any-

thing even remotelv resembling an

appeal to youth. \ Strong nucleus

of Hill crusaders are also backing

the action with bills to make it cry-

stal clear that cigarettes are amen-

able to lie and I I) \ regulation

I here are some big guns lined

up against the FTC cigarette rule-

making, too and no doubt, prac-

tically endless court actions will

be fought. "Go Slow!" UrglngS have

come from a lew scientific hold

outs not vet convinced of the (

arette-cancer link, and from main

who urge the white hope of re-

search to make smoking harm'.

Tobacco industry, and tobacco-ori-

mission
\. I \ ERI 1 II MacINTYRE,

COMMISSION! K. IK — I h 1 s

Democrat from North Carolina is

aw acknowledged
solon on anti-

monopoly a n d

small business

Staff director

ami chief coun-

sel lor the Se-

lect Committee
on Small Hiisi-

ness ot the House
of Represent. 1-

Madntyre lives. Maclntvrc

succeeded to the expiring term of

Robert Seerest m September 1961.

Shorllv alter World War II. he or-

ganized the FIX s antitrust trial staff

In addition, he served as ehiel counsel

to a Special House Committee investi-

gating large-scale buying and selling

practices.

April 6. 1964

1*1111 II' II M \\. COMMISSIONER,
TIC— I lm on came to the I K with a

legal and regulatory background that

began in 1939,

included .i stint

.is i ( c attorney

from 1940-1941,

culminated with

various justice

department posi-

tions when he

w.is named com-
mission e r in

1961. Two vears

Elman later, he was ap-

pointed to a lull seven-year term

After his serviee with the FFC, he

became law elerk to supreme court

justice Frankfurter, ,\nA later joined

the stale department in 1943. Elman
moved to the justice department and
was Assistant to the Solicitor General
when he was named to the I K

SIG1 RD ANDERSON, < COMMIS-
SIONER (retired), I rC—Norwegian-
born, Anderson returned to elective

•
! i t i e a I life

M rch l le

a se.it pendin

the IK which

he had filled

since 1955

Although he

taught school for

a bnet

iblican v
derson'a

e o a cent r.i I

Dakota pol

Vfl Navy service, he *

ed attorney general then

governor in 1950 H

to the si. lie's first office in 1952

appointed member ot the II i in

5 His re ippoinur.enl in l

tor ,i seven vear term

has b L-en South



ented legislators will light against

wholesale onslaughts on tobacco.

On the sidelines, sad-eyed tax ex-

perts and economists worry over

possible financial wrench involved

if the anti-smoking crusade makes
it big. As for the President—he
has not even mentioned the prob-

lem in his consumer messages.

Whatever the outcome, FTC is

basking in the spotlight today, with

its crusade to save the American
youth from the lure of massive ad-

vertising campaigns. In fact, massive

advertising is under new and ac-

tive suspicion at the FTC. The or-

der for Clorox divestiture by Proctor

and Gamble, in a rare approach,

makes an antitrust factor of the

advantage of the national adver-

tiser in supermarket selling, over

competing products not blanketed

in national tv ad campaigns. Broad-
casters will hold their breath as

their biggest client battles FTC's
effort to prove big ad budgets can

be attacked as "wasteful" by the

commission.

Backgrounding the glowing, cig-

arette-headlined present are some
hard thumps for the Federal Trade
Commission in the TV advertising

field. Most recent was its final and
rather ignominious surrender on the

Bayer advertising claims based on

FTC's own pain-killer research.

Twice, FTC was put down in fed-

eral courts on this one. FTC also

had to pull back, at court order,

from a tough stand on any use of

tv mock-up techniques, in the Col-

gate-Palmolive and Rise shave

cream cases. Although victorious in

barring advertising already on its

way out, FTC was warned away
from extremes that would bar leg-

itimate substitutions for tv camera

action.

Scolding came its way from ap-

propriations committees—the senate

turned down FTC chairman's bid

for funds to make a survey of 1 ,000

leading manufacturers. FTC was

rapped for paying too much atten-

tion to picayune cases. Another

brickbat came its way for the con-

sents it signed with rating firms

Nielsen. ARB and Pulse, to end

claims of hairline accuracy. Too
easy, said the House Investigations

Subcommittee during its ratings

hearings. Subsequent order throw-

ing Nielsen patents open to non-

exclusive use and forbidding any .

more audience measurement acquis-

itions, created little stir. Too late,

said industry.

For FTC Chairman Paul Rand
Dixon, perhaps the saddest of all

was the loud silence that met FTC's

program for hopeful buddying up

with industry by "helpful" advisory

policy, involving informal get-to-

gethers where industry would let

its hair down. Broadcasters and ad-

vertisers met the proposals with

chill silence during two industry-

government get-togethers held here

in Washington this past winter—one

hosted by AFA-AAW, and one by

the National Chamber of Com-
merce.

Like its fellow agency, the FTC
fights on. It wants a law granting

it the right to impose temporary

injunctions without court direc-

tives, against advertising or other

business practices under complaint

action, while case is pending. In

its year-end (fiscal) report for 1963.

FTC reminded the industry that it

monitored over 500,000 radio and

tv commercials, and over 300,000

printed ads. It has dumped over

61,000 of these on its legal staff for

further examination and possible

action. False advertising cases ac-

counted for $4 million of the com-
mission's $11.5 million budget, said

the report.

FTC chairman has announced,

in addition to the proposed rules

on cigarette advertising, pursuit of

cough-cure remedies; cosmetics;

mineral and vitamin supplements;

reducing and dietary medicines and

foods. Broadcast toy commercials

were hit hard in the fall of 1963,

but may get off the hook via NAB's
new campaign for self-regulation

and new toy advertising guidelines.

Broadcast ratings will get further

attention at the FTC and cross-

checking of station advertising based

on them will go on with FCC.
FDA will be with the Trade

Commission all the way in all of

these actions. Food and Drug Ad-

ministration attacks the product it-

self, and disclosure factors in label

and advertising—while FTC goes

after the false advertising claims.

Advertisers and agencies had a dou-

ble scare when FDA's yank of Reg-

imen tablets was followed recently

by Justice Department action

against the advertising agency in-

volved, as well as the manufac-

turer. J. D. also jumped on reduc-

ing capsules touted in "Calories

Don't Count," for violation of Food
and Drug Act—and indicted the

author of the promotional book.

Under other circumstances the au-

thor could have been an ad agency.

One of the largest and most re-

cent moves by FDA is the proposal

to require updating of advertising

and labeling of all drug products

cleared since 1938. They would

have to meet testing and disclo-

sure requirements for both safety

and effectiveness (it used to be

just safety) in the Kefauver-Harris

Act that was effective in June, 1963.

Since no government depart-

ment seems complete these days

without a consumer-arm. FDA
will now have its own Consumer-
Education Division. This will re-

inforce the newly created govern-

ment arm placed around consumer

shoulders when President Johnson

reactivated Kennedy's Consumer
Advisory Council, and put Mrs.

Esther Peterson in charge of a spe-

cial consumer committee to protect

Americans from confusion or ex-

ploitation in their shopping. This

combine will back truth-in-packag-

ing and truth-in-lending legislation

by Sens. Hart and Douglas.

There is more. A brand new fed-

eral agency called the Office of Con-

sumers is being pushed. This new
bureau would represent consumer

interests in proceedings of all exist-

ing agencies. It would hear con-

sumer complaints and conduct in-

vestigations into prices, quality and

handling of consumer goods. Odds

are heavy that it would proceed

to protect the TV viewer and the

radio listener with headlined fer-

vor.

Things are not all bad. To coun-

ter act all of these irritants, are

glowing predictions from the Presi-

dent's economic advisor, from

commerce department's outlook

series, from the bureau of the bud-

get, and from experts in and out

of government—that business is

good and looking better. NAB
says that, based on its tallies of lat-

est figures. broadcast revenue

trends in the first quarter of this

year auger a final total that will

top last "ear's topper.
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Local TV tape seminars planned by 3M
Minnesota Mining has prepared special tapes, production

manuals, other items for stations, and 50 of them said "yes"

A
i i hoi (,n 60 ol the cation's

commercial l\ stations have

video tape facilities, and some are

n adept at making commercials on

tpe thai they're used on network

I \ shows, the country's local I N

idvertisers have much to learn

jboul the basics of using the tape

medium.

So believes Minnesota Mining &

Manufacturing (3M), which lias

unched a series of local I V tape

keminars to which will be united

idmcn active in local-level l"V —
idvertising managers, sponsor pcr-

ionnel, local agencymen, store man-

agers. I V directors, account men

\l\ the lirst such large-scale "grass-

iHUs"' attempt to broaden the use

I video tape among local adver-

tisers and. incidentally, to bring

lew local revenues to stations by

Video tape s.iles manager Wil-

iam H Madden of 3M is heading

he project, and over 50 stations

law signed up SO tar for the local

ape seminar events. Each ol the

Seminars, according to Madden, will

X tailored to a specific TV mar-

jGet.

The general idea of the sessions

is to slum advertisers that video

ape provides major economies, as

acII as new dimensions and flexi-

Ntities, m the production of local

FY commercials. Although this

nav sound, to Madison Avenue

.-ars. about as exciting as ;i flight

n a primal) trainer would sound

to a pilot who's just been cleared

or advanced jets, there's plcntv ol

room lor such missionary semi-

uirs.

Bj 3M executive Madden count,

local advertisers are now pouring

Ore than -sZOO million annuallv

into T\ . but only about 15'

this goes for video tape commercials

To tape proponents like Madden
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Demonstration tape to h, shown advertisers featuri -nil m a

cial. In one session oj three hours she /<;/>< i/ 9

commercial, exclusivt of talent costs

this is a situation to be remedied

as soon as possible Hence, the

seminar schedule, and the stress on

local-station tape abilities

Said Madden in New York late

last month:
" \ leading station in Detroit, for

example, in addition to operating

a full program schedule, has a flour-

ishing commercial production busi-

ness Among Other activities, it is

video-taping Ford and General Mo-
tors commercials for use on net-

work shows

"All television stations possessing

video taping equipment are capable

of doing I V commercials, ranging

from the network commercials

ing done in Detroit to Outstanding

spots for the car dealer, realtor or

department store in Keokuk. Iowa

or Bangor. Maine
"

Fhe lightweight use o\ video

taped commercials by local ad.

tiscrs. Madden m\\ is often due

to the fact that tape-equipped st. t

lions "do not fully utilize this

equipment
"

Madden -eves this ficld-ch.

analvsis of what's wn
""It mav seem contradictor) that

local telev ision stations that

sivelv go OUt and sell available air

time to local sponsors pass up the

opportunity to make additional

profit b\ not .\\^o selling their pi

duction ities <>ur sun
plus discussions with .ub

and agencies u d the major

-on whv this phenomeno-

vallv. it in.

down m communications "The

tioris. in some ins- un-

ire of the profit potential pi

ent in the production of comm
Cl'als In other

J«



THE CLEAR DOPE

Here is the clear dope about a good broadcasting operation.

Although most guys and gals our age who are in the adver-

tising business know almost everything about us, we are

often reminded that time flies and each day new people

are joining the ranks of agencies of the country. Some of

them sit in judgment on us, and so they need to know all

about us.

Well—We operate KRNT Radio, KRNT Television, and KRNT

Theater out here in Des Moines, Iowa. All under the same

roof. All run by the same people. Many of the personnel

are up to their necks in all three all the time.

Our radio station has led in service and adult audience

most of its 29 years. The television station reflects credit

on its parent and generally leads in ratings, and in every

one of its almost 9 years, it has done around % of the local

business! Both stations are affiliated with CBS. The CBS

know-how together with the KRNT "know-how and go-now"

keeps us out in front. The theater is the largest legitimate

theater in the U. S. A. Everything from the Grand Opera to

the Grand Ole Opry is shown in it. It truly is the "show

place for all Iowa."

So what happens? Well, the stations promote the theater

and the theater promotes the stations, and we learn show

business from running all three. We learn about people,

too. Nothing will straighten out a person's thinking about

what appeals to people as well as the box office. 'Tis the

till that tells the tale. People either put their money where

their mouth is at the box office or they don't—they kid you

not.

,Out of this baptism of fire comes some pretty hep people

in programming and promotion and market knowledge.

Few organizations, if any, know this market as well as the

KRNT organization knows it.

Few organizations know more about program appeals-

Few organizations know more about promotion and pub-

licity

—

Few organizations are held in as high esteem by its public.

Few organizations of our kind in the U. S. A. have the track

record that KRNT Radio and KRNT Television post year

after year.

The KRNT name means leadership and has for a long time.

What about right now, today?

Well, take KRNT-TV:

The hot CBS-TV schedule is hotter here.
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The hottest movie package is here.

The hottest news outfit is here. In fact, one of the top daily

nighttime news programs in a multiple station market in

America is here on KRNT-TV.

The hottest sports programs are here. The football coaches

of the three largest universities in Iowa are seen exclusively

in this market on KRNT-TV.

The most and the best and the best-known local personali-

ties are on this station.

Civic, cultural and religious groups know from long experi-

ence that they can count on our eager cooperation and

support. They know we do operate in the public interest,

convenience, and necessity.

And—this is the station, in this three-station market, that

carries around }4 of the local television advertising and

has since the station's inception. Yes—where the cash

register has to ring today to make today's profits, this is

the station the local merchants depend on for sales—some
of them selling products your agency represents.

Then about radio:

Every Des Moines survey a fellow can find shows KRNT

Radio leading in total audience, total adults . . . leading in

believability, too. KRNT "Total Radio" has the solid sound

of success you like. You're proud to be associated with it.

It, too, is a great news station, a great sports station, and

it has the most and best known local personalities. It, too,

is an outstanding public service station.

Our KRNT Radio personalities appear regularly on KRNT
Television. This is a big advantage. Radio listeners know

what KRNT personalities look like. Likewise, television

viewers are constantly reminded of their local KRNT-TV

favorites because of their frequent exposure on KRNT
Radio. One medium helps the other in our operation. And

personalities are pictured in heavy newspaper promotion,

too. Our personalities are "old friends" to Central Iowa

people—an important plus in their merchandising and

sales effectiveness.

These stations of ours provide the proper climate for re-

sponsible advertisers—a climate of leadership, believability

and responsibility. It is said that Lord Chesterfield once

invited his young friend thusly: "Come walk down the street

with me. It will make your fortune!"

We invite responsible advertisers to come walk down the

street with us. It will go a long way toward making your

fortune.

KRNT RADIO and KRNT TELEVISION
An Operation of Cowles Magazines and Broadcasting. Inc.

Represented by the Katz Agency. Inc.
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sure how much they should charge

for such service to the advertiser

or whether they might just be bor-

rowing trouble with a sponsor who,

up till now, has been satisfied with

the show he's bought."

Many local TV ad managers and

agencymen cut their TV eye teeth,

Madden believes, on the basis of a

choice between live commercials or

filmed commercials. Video tape is a

new horizon, and one which re-

quires local admen to acquire new
knowledge. In recent years, this has

held back the progress of local TV
tape production, the 3M executive

declares.

"The terminology of video re-

cording is different than the long-

familiar motion picture slang . . .

advertisers and agencies were un-

aware that most of the special ef-

fects desired in commercials can be

produced with minimum video

equipment and just one recorder.

But, in total, most of the problem

YOU SHOULD HEAR
Gordon L Capps. President of Inland Radio. Inc..

Ontario. Oreqon, says: "We believe that CRC is

the most usable and useful Radio Station library

we have found. The Commercial Jinqles and Spon-
sor IDs as well as the rest of the library makes
selling advertisers, particularly the new adver-
tisers, much easier. CRC is makinq us money
every day. After all, what more could you ask
from a library service?"

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Space A & B, East Exhibit Hall

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.

has been a lack of effective com-
munications between advertisers

and agencies on the one hand, and

television stations on the other."

The seminar series, on which 3M
is pinning considerable hopes, has

been "under preparation for more

than a year, and each element has

been carefully considered to make
certain that it would help clear the

air."

In actual practice, the seminars

will work out something like this.

They arc virtually a "package"

from 3M, containing most every-

thing a station would need. There

is, for instance, a video demonstra-

tion tape starring comedienne Pat

Carroll. Included in it is one of

the commercials Miss Carroll did

for Peavey Company Flour Mills,

taped at a midwestern station.

"In one single taping session of

less than three hours, she taped

nine separate commercials," recalls

Madden of the comedienne's effort.

"Because of the speed, the cost to

the sponsors was just $300 per com-

mercial, exclusive of talent fees.

Just to remind you that a commer-

cial made on a shoestring can be a

good one, this spot, starring Pat, won
a second prize at the American

TV Commercials Festival."

There is also a manual called

"The Television Tape Producer,"

which Madden feels "will come to

be regarded as 'The Bible' of tape

production." It is a deluxe work-

book, giving a great deal of basic

advice to admen concerning video

tape production — camera position-

ing and movement, lens selection,

camera changes to punctuate ac-

tion, camera blocking, lighting, sets,

artwork and typography. It also

discusses auxiliary television record-

ing equipment, editing and lighting

equipment, the advantages of tap-

ing stock shots for an entire adver-

tising campaign in one shooting ses-

sion, and script techniques for local

TV tape commericals.

"While each station will prepare

its own format," Madden states.

"normally those in attendance will

be taken on a tour o( the studio

to see the station's video tape

equipment. Then, they probahh

will be shown either the Pat Car-

roll or the station's own video dem-

onstration tape, and will be supplied

copies oi the producer's manual.

and other pertinent pieces of litera-

ture. Key station personnel will be

available to answer any and all

questions."

Follow-up contact is planned by

3M at the local level via direct mail

and sales calls. The seminars will

be backstopped with a "national

promotional umbrella" by the

manufacturing firm.

Can all types of sponsors benefit

by the campaign? Says Madden:
"A station with minimum video

equipment and just one recorder is

capable of producing outstanding

commercials featuring 90 per cent

of the special effects normally de-

sired by advertisers and agencies."

A. S. Beck shoes names
new ad-p.r. director

Louis B. Keane. who was an A.S.

Beck employee for 30 years and

served at one time as vice president

and member of the board of direc-

tors, has returned to the company

as director of advertising and public

relations.

Keane was associated with Beck

from 1928 through 1958. He was

vice president and director from

1946 on.

For the past several years he has

been a merchandise consultant to

Genesco and served the I. Miller

and Wise shoe divisions.

ANA plans workshop
A day-long workshop for adver-

tisers on the subject of television

advertising is scheduled by the

Association of National Advertisers

to be held June 17th at the Plaza

Hotel in New York.

The program committee is headed

bv Alfred Plant, vice president-ad-

vertising of Block Drug Company,

manned by Richard Butler. Lever

Bros.; Robert Dobbin Best Foods;

Glenn Johnston, Glenbrook Labora-

tories; Gregg Lincoln. Colgate-

Palmolive; Craig Moodie. Jr.. Arm-

strong Cork: and Copeland Robin-

son Liggett & Myers,

This annual workshop is one of

the activities of the Broadcast

Service Committee oi the ANA
under the chairmanship of John

Burgard. vice president and direc-

tor of advertising of the Brown &;

Williamson Tobacco Corporation.
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Mad but wonderful world
off a copywriter
[Here is how a copywriter lives, works. Her world

is one of dizziness, pain, frustration, but also fun

Bi
i\(, \ ( iH^ \\ ki 1 1 k is more than

just a low affaii between a

writer and a pencil and paper. It

involves .i great deal of running

Blinking, learning, planning, direct-

fag, and taking direction.

I Ik- copywriter's world is a mad-

house but also a Fun house. It is

ere thai the dizziness of ideas be-

ans to clear and the creative con-

cept becomes concrete. In the end

it is the copywriter, along with the

|art director, that decides on the

dct.nls oi the commercial message

ih.it will make the consumer look

listen, and hopefully, buy. Copy-

nriters are not sponsored poets or

novelists who have tailed but, for

the most part. ordinar\ people with

OOd minds and a great (.leal ol

pnergj

\ \:o<.\\ representative of the

copywriter's profession is Olivia

frager who works on the John H.

neck account at Young & Rubi-

:am. She is one of about f>o copy-

writers at Y&R, agencj for Breck

iince last September.

Olivia writes for all media, hut

poncentration has been on televi-

ion for the products she handles

1 1 i
>•<

i
' the copywriters on

the Brei k act ount at Y A R
.

Olivia Trager was featured in the

BREt K GOl D BOX. the com-
pany publication oj John II

Bret k. Inc. It was this i <>\ eragt

that brought Olivia to SPOh
SOR's intention. The major part

oi this article and the photos are

taken from the \tor\ in Gold !

written and edited h\ Robert J

Croken.
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Copywriters must .speak up. Here Olivia expresses one of her ideas an art supervisor.

"1 went to art school," says Olivia,

"and TV has a lot of picture, which

pleases me. I'm very interested

in movie techniques."

But such problems are usually

settled through healthy, although

sometimes heated, discussion. In-

stead of just carrying out orders, a

good copywriter must think them
out, Olivia believes. It is good peo-

ple who make a good advertisement.

"I don't like to work with a set

storyboard and planned cuts, etc.,"

says Olivia. "Luckily the TV art

director (Lee Scherz) doesn't either.

We work it out together. He has a

feeling for copywriting and knows
when I'm going astray. At the

same time I like to talk over his

art plans. We argue and fight but

it all comes out for the best."

The producer, John McShane,
also listens. "He let's me monkey
around," Olivia says. "The agency
is very good about that, and so

is the client. They give you your
head," she says.

"If you want to and I think

every copywriter should want to —
it is a good idea to sit in on cast-

ings, music, and voice choosings. I

also go to shootings, mixings, and
watch what's going on. 1 am in-

vited more or less as an observer,

but they sometimes listen to me, if

I have something important to say,"

Olivia reflects.

On a eommerical for Breck Hair

Set Mist Olivia was writing copy for

a type like Sandra Dennis, the pro-

ducer was thinking of a type like

Carole Lombard. "When I knew
what he was thinking I could go

back and do the kind of re-write

he wanted. I don't always write

34

with a particular type person in

mind but this was a tricky com-
mercial and the personality was im-

portant," the copywriter says.

Of the many Breck products,

Olivia handles copywriting for

Breck Hair Set Mist, Creme Rinse,

Banish dandruff shampoo, and sev-

eral others.

"Copywriters must be good cus-

tomers themselves, I believe,"

Olivia says. "They're the kind of

people who like to go into super-

markets and buy things."

Olivia is clever with words, quick

to understand what people want to

know about a product, and adept

at creating effective advertising

copy. She is personable, outgoing,

and articulate.

Young & Rubicam has a repu-

tation for being a creative agency.

It is a mecca in the ad world for

people who are imaginative and cre-

ative, some creative people believe.

It was this reputation that

attracted Olivia Trager.

Ten years ago, she was a senior

at Bennington College in Vermont,

and her burning ambition was to

go to Mexico and write a novel.

She hadn't established a theme for

the novel by graduation, and she

didn't have the money to go to

Mexico, so she settled down to

work in New York.

Olivia worked for MGM as a

titlcist, then went to the C. J. La-

Roche agency as a copywriter.

The acting copy head at the La-

1

Roche agency was a young Har-

vard graduate named James Tra-

ger. What with their work and sev-

eral mutual interests throwing them

together, it was not surprising that

romance blossomed. Soon Olivia

had. with no reluctance at all,

abandoned the idea of the novel and
|

Mexico and married James Trager.

Today, the couple has three chil-

When she's in the supermarket. Olivia becomes just another housewife. She is /< w/< v\

and says she can't stand not being over-busy

.



Olivia stands h\ as Hink marketing director, Kin Hawthorne, is b

/l uoryboard 63 1/ Hampel, c<'/n supervisor on Breck account.
Olivia's ilm is occupied with phom
mi 1 tings, arrai other </i<

dren: roby, six; Mandy, lour; and

James, fourteen months. Since her

marriage Olivia has worked at three

idvertising agencies, always .is a

copywriter. She came to Y&R
bout a year ago.

\ttcr eight years .is a copywriter

she h.is formed some strong opin-

ions on her career and on the re-

sponsibilities of copywriters.

"I'm not a writer who wants to

he anything else. I want to be what

am."

\ copywriters job. she believes,

is to give the products a glamour

and excitement that adds a value

tbove what the product has. "I'm

ashamed of im bad ads." she says,

"and I get a sense of accomplish-

ment when I >.Ui a good one."

According to The Hook oi Young
A Rubicam, "the cop) department

is where the actual advertising is

Originated and written, be it maga-

zines, radio, television, newspapers.

billboards, skywriting, matchbooks,

01 what-have-yOU." A companion

volume in the Y&R library, en-

titled flow to ( reate Good Adver-

tising, explains that a copywriter

must first and foremost be able to

write clearly, simply, logically, and

interestingly

.

"He should think in terms of

people and their needs and desires.

He must think: "How can I form a

mental bridge between people's

needs and desires and the advan-

tages this product has to offer?'
"

In the opinion of Gwynne Gros-

ser, director of personnel at Y&R,
the real, good copywriters have the

ability to develop a theme that

will be the ke\ to a whole series

Of ads.

"Anyone," he says, '\.\n write

one good ad. but developing a theme

that will last is good writing." About

24 iii the agency's copywriters arc

women. I'rossei says

I he average age ol the agency's

copywriters is slightly under

he says. I he\ are all college-trained

and the) might have studied JOUJ

nalism, a subject closer) related to

cop\ writing, or subjects as remote

to COpywriting as French literature.

geography, and chemistry.

I 1. ink fiarrell, a ^ \R \ ice
;

dent and manager of the cop) de

partment. explains what the agenc)

looks lor when the) hire a COpy-

w riter.

"We look lor real interest m do-

ing exciting and difficult work." he

sa\s. ""and we look tor imagination

ami versatility.

"Copywriters are the ke\ people

in making an aA \ writer must

find out (he facts and then inl

pret these tacts m an understand-

able w.i. \ ipywriter like Olivia

hagci begins an ,w\. then collab-

orates with the art director in mak-

ing it

"

Hi//; /I art direct her:, looking
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On the personal qualities of copy-

writers, Harrell says:

"The best copywriters are natur-

ally expressive people, both in their

conversation and in their ad mak-

ing. Then," he adds, "copywriters

get a personal satisfaction in seeing

their work in print or on the air.

Pride is a big thing with a copy-

writer.'*

The man at Y&R who relates

most closely the client (Breck) is

Bill White, vice president and ac-

count supervisor. Bill, along with

four account executives, is in con-

stant touch with the marketing peo-

ple at Breck, discusses the clients

problems with Olivia and others

working on the account. Then, the

copy department, through assigned

writers, develops the script and

copy for the proposed adver-

tisement. Upon completion it is pre-

sented and discussed by the Breck

product group and the agency's cre-

ative review board. Once the ad-

vertisement has the approval of

these groups, it is presented to Bill

White, the account executives, and

to the client.

Olivia Trager has straight,

blonde, shoulder-length hair which

turns up slightly at the ends which

she manages from time to time with

a toss of her head or a sweep of

her right hand. She is attractive,

has green eyes and an expressive

face. She talks easily and confi-

dently. From her experience in the

advertising field she is knowledgc-

about copywriting, the workings of

an agency, and what makes a good

ad. She is open-minded, has intelli-

gent opinions, and is sophisticated

in an easy natural way. She is tall,

large-boned, and walks with a

quick stride.

Olivia's office is on the eighth

floor of the Y&R building, along

with the offices of a dozen other

copywriters on the same floor. Her

desk is invariably in shambles with

sheets of paper scattered here and

there, with a bottle of Breck Banish

seeming to anchor the still life. On
one wall of her office is a montage

of proposed storyboards, print ads.

a batch of personal notes impaled

with a huge pin, and a cherished

message printed by her son Toby

("Mommy, I I eve You"), chil-

dren's sketches, and a color ren-

dering of the sinking of the Titanic.
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It takes some energy and drive
.

to hold a full-time copywriters job

and run a household, but Olivia

manages both very well.

The Tragers' day begins at 7:30.

More organized than most family

breakfasts, the Tragers eat together,

with the children chattering, father

James reading the New York Times
until he finds the advertising news,

and Olivia presiding over it all.

Dressing the children for school

is confusing but organized and

swiftly accomplished. By 8:30 a.m.

the Tragers are riding down the

elevator from their fifteenth floor

apartment, and another day has

begun. Jim and Olivia alternate

each morning walking Toby and

Mandy to school seven blocks

away from the Trager home. After

Olivia walks them she takes a bus

down Madison Avenue to Y&R.
Younger son James is cared for

during the day by Emma, the Tra-

gers' nurse.

A typical day at the agency for

Olivia is hard to describe. One day

she may work in her office at the

typewriter, devoting all her time

to writing copy for an advertisement.

On another day she may confer

with artists Saru Fink, Lee Scherz,

and Dave Renning, who are working

on an art theme for an advertise-

ment (Lee handles TV art; Sam and

Dave, print). Other days. Olivia

takes part in an interview session

that will select models for a Breck

TV commercial. On other days she

is at a filming studio where the com-
mercial is being made.

"I hate ads that other people

hate," Olivia says. "Those are the

ads that bludgeon people into do-

ing things."

"What we are trying to do with

Breck on television," Lee Scherz

says, "is to find something unique

in every preparation, continue the

Breck image, and present it inter-

estingly."

Traditionally the Breck image

has remained as it was 30 years

ago when the product first came out

on the market, but TV has been

somewhat of a departure especially

on products such as Hair Spray.

Above: One of her supervisors, Eloise Francis, examines prepared storyboard for

Breck preparation.

Below: At home Olivia works on her hobby, needlepoint, while husband, Jim. reads

magazine. Common interest in copywriting makes lively discussion.
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OJIBWAY
publication

Any business publication has one primary function.

It must — to be of any real value to either readers or advertisers — pre-

sent from issue to issue so many ideas and so much information that

businessmen to whom it is directed find it useful and worthy of reading.

Sounds pretty simple, doesn't it? Understanding the function of a busi-

ness paper is simple; fulfilling that function is not.

Demands on the time of all readers are greater than ever. The number of publications

competing for readership is also greater.

So, the job of getting business readership has become a more difficult one. Today, getting

business publication readership regularly and in substantial numbers requires both compe-

tent people and adequate facilities of many kinds.

The OP trademark of Ojibway Press, Inc. is regularly displayed on 26 business publications

in a number of different fields. Whenever you see it, you can be assured that the publica-

tion carrying this symbol has the people and the facilities required un-

der today's conditions.

You can be assured, too, that the men and women assigned to each Ojib-

way publication are fully conscious of their primary function to serve their

readership in every way they possibly can.

°P

lllUJlilli OJIBWAY PRESS, inc.

NEW YORK / H / DULUTM / CLEVELAND / .
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Talking with Toby, who is also expres-
sive. Olivia saves his artwork.

Dressing children Mainly and James for
school has its tender moments.

---

Olivia walks the children to school before
work.

which has a young market. On a

commercial shot not too long ago,

Breck used a Chinese girl in Ja-

maica for a set that was supposed

to be Polynesian. "It was fun,"

Olivia says, but a lot of work."

Bert Stern handled the photog-

raphy.

"Every day has new challenges.

We must create things out of thin

air," Olivia says. "It's just a job

of thinking and coming up with an

idea." Sometimes the idea takes a

long time to come to the surface.

Olivia spends a good deal of time

with the three artists, sometimes un-

profitable time as far as the com-
mercial and the print ad goes. Other

times they come to an understand-

ing quickly, rejecting some ideas

and accepting others until a good

and memorrable advertisment is de-

veloped.

"We don't settle for something,"

according to the copywriter, "We
care. We bother."

"A copywriter's problem is peo-

ple," Olivia believes. "We must

persuade people all over the coun-

try to think a certain way and buy

a certain product. You are dealing

with the thoughts and emotions that

people have. It is always stimulat-

ing and exciting to do this," she

says, "and you find out something

about yourself, too. When you've

finished an ad or a commercial, you

realize that your tastes and the

things you like, and the messages

that move you, are remarkably

like those that impress millions of

other people."

Niiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mini limit iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiii in in mum i mi ii iimimimi mi 11 iinm miiiii mi iiniiin imiiiiiiiliiiuiiiii iimiiiiiniiiiinii n miiiiii iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii in mini iiiiiiiiiini

Harold Cabot billings

up 11% in 1963
For Harold Cabot & Co., of Bos-

ton, 1963 was a record year in

terms of billings, earnings, net prof-

its, and expansion, company presi-

dent Edward F. Chase disclosed at

the company's annual meeting.

In reporting record high sales,

Chase said billings in 1963 were

up 11% over 1962.

He said, "the over-all success of

the company in 1963, further dis-

tinguished by the addition of cli-

ents Howard Johnson Company,
Rambler Dealers Association of

Greater Boston, and Forte. Dupee,

Sawyer Company, presages an even

greater sales year for Cabot in 1964.

Billings lor 1964 now scheduled

will be 309? ahead of last year."

Combined Agencies
to bill $2 million

Acquisition of Levitt & Brandt.

Inc. has been announced by Ralph

Kent Cooks, president of Cooks/

Irwin, Inc. of Beverly Hills. Com-
bined billings are estimated at just

under $2 million.

Purchase of the 20-year-old Los

Angeles agency includes take-over

of the entire staff including Charles

Levitt, who becomes vice president

at Cooke/ Irwin; Edwin Brandt and

Robert Leeper, account supervisors,

and the media and billing depart-

ments.

Clients being brought to Cooke/
Irwin include Tanner Gray Line

Motor Tours (California, Arizona

and Nevada) together with their

Avis Rent-A-Car system and Chart-

er Buses; Rose Hills Memorial

Park. Whittier; Los Angeles Turf

Club, Arcadia; Braille Institute of

America; Radio Free Europe Fund;

Avis-Rent-A-Truck and automobile

leases for I 1 western states; Ken-

nedy Outdoor Advertising Co.;

Hayward Hotel; R. W. Winchell

Donut Co.; R. A. Rowan &. Co. and

San Valle Tile Co.

JWT opens office
in Venezuela

J. Walter Thompson has opened

its 54th office in Caracas, Vene-

zuela. The new office, known as J.

Walter Thompson De Venezuela

C.A., succeeds Vovica, C.A., the

organization which has handled

Thompson International clients

locally since 1954.

Manager of the new Thompson
office is Lee Preschel, who. with

Luis Perdomo, will serve on the

management committee of the

office. Both men are long-time

Thompson executives who super-

vised Thompson accounts at the

Vovica agency and who previously

served JWT accounts in the United

States. Puerto Rico, and Colombia.

The new Thompson office will

absorb all personnel and facilities

of Vovica. Its clients include Kel

logg. Kraft. Burroughs, Champion
Spark Plugs. Chesebrough-Pond's,

Douglas Aircraft. Ford. Kodak.

Lever, Pan American Airwavs,
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1963 : Triumphant year for

industry problems

THE PAST YEAR HAS BEEN a hectic

one for broadcasting and

broadcast advertisers. As the over-

all trade association for the broad-

casting industry, the National As-

sociation has met the problems —
and found solutions to a remarkable

number.

Broadcasing has suffered no ma-

jor reversal and the industry's posi-

tion is stronger than ever before.

Here is a summary of challenges

and NAB accomplishments:

The Challenge

The Federal Communications

Commission proposed a rulemaking

proceeding to enable it to limit the

amount of commercials and the ex-

tent to which they interrupt pro-

grams.

The Accomplishment
Under the leadership of NAB

President LeRoy Collins, broadcast-

ers began mustering support in op-

position, both at the FCC and on

Capitol Hill. NAB's Office of Gov-

ernment Affairs, working with

members at the grass roots and with

slate associations, saw that Con-

gressmen were informed of the

clanger of this proposal as a threat

to our free business system and as

a collateral threat to general free-

doms. Using a printed reasoned ar-

gument, prepared by Governor

Collins, the NAB Public Relations

Service was able to obtain editorial

support in opposition to the mea-

sure from leading newspapers across

the country. . .a success which

brought disbelief from some broad-

casters who recalled the traditional

rivalry of the competitive media.

The FCC withdrew its proposal

but legislation was introduced in

Congress to prevent a repetition of

this threat to freedom.

Broadcasters, using NAB as the

focus, rallied behind the mea-
sure. The legislation, sponsored by
chairman Walter Rogers of the

House Communications Subcommit-
tee, passed the House by a smashing

317-to-43 vote and was a clear in-

dication that House members be-

lieved that the FCC, like other regu-

latory agencies, was arrogating to it-

self powers never granted by law.

The Challenge

Congressional investigations and

publicity resulting from these inves-

tigations spotlighted definite weak-

nesses in broadcast ratings as they

existed. These weaknesses resulted

in the lessening of confidence in

broadcasting and had an indirect

unfavorable effect on advertising.

The Accomplishment

Under the leadership of NAB
Research Committee chairman Don-
ald H. McGannon, NAB organized

and incorporated the Broadcast

Rating Council. NAB has five direc-

tors. Other directors are from the

networks, NAFMB. RAB. TvB.

SRA, and AAAA.
McGannon. who also is chair-

man oi the Board of the Council.

is making progress reports to chair-

man Oren Harris of the House Sub-

committee on Investigations. This

action has precluded legislation in

the field of ratings.

Two Broadcast Rating Council

objectives: the establishment of (1)

minimum criteria and standards for

rating services, and (2) auditing

procedures to assure that the stand-

ards are met and maintained.

The Challenge

All segments of broadcast adver-

tising — advertisers, advertising

agencies, networks and stations —
are equally desirous of achieving

the full potential of radio and tele-

vision advertising. They all also

need to recognize problems and dis-

cuss possible solutions.

The Accomplishment

Governor Collins has taken the

lead in establishing such confer-

ences for television advertising,

which appears to have the most

urgent need. The Television Code
Review Board now is sen ing as the

focal point lor the meetings.

The first meeting was held onj

December 18 of last year and thel

second on February 12. both inl

New York City. Representatives oil

the AAAA. the ANA, TvB. and

NAB have participated in helpfl

discussions. Future meetings will bt|

held.

The Challenge
The problem in radio regarding

42 • 4 CONVENTION SPECIAL April 6, 1964 / SPONSOi



Public — and Congressional — Challenge

of broadcasting advertising practices

met by national association's fast action

and positive proposals

NABS solving

Ipmmercia] policy is not unlike

hat ol television. However, where

efevision is concerned primarily

vith programs, radio is concerned

irimariK with stations.

The Accomplishment

[he \ \B Research Office has

xojected a study for this year that

vili sock to determine how the lis-

ener is affected by radio commer-
ials in terms of frequency, num-
x*r of minutes per hour, manner
M" presentation, and loudness.

\ KB hopes the information 00-

ained could he used in its Radio

\\L- administration.

The Challenge
The single greatest need lacing

adio is An adequate and accurate

va\ to measure its audience.

The Accomplishment
\ \B and the Radio Advertising

tlureau are conducting a joint re-

earch project which it hopes will

olve this problem. Initial studies

;
.. 3 determine the memorability of

all letters and time of radio list-

Ig activity are due to go in the

eld verj shortly.

The Challenge
Growing concern among broad-

asters, broadcast advertisers, and

eneral public about the prob-

•m of so-called clutter on televi-

on posed a problem directly for

M (ode Authority . In terms of

c t u a I over - commercialization,
irJ*

(\k\<j Authority monitoring indi

cated verj little deviation from the

Code's time standards. However,

various non-program elements, in-

cluding promotional announcements,

billboards, public service announce-

ments, and commercials, including

"piggybacks", tend to give the im-

pression to the viewer thai a station

is excessively commercial.

The Accomplishment
I he Code Authority is studying

actively the question ol billboards

and credits and is working closely

with those most concerned. I he

(ode Authority will present recom-

mendations to the relevision Code

Review Board at its next meeting.

Multiple products announcements
have now been defined in the Code
itselt in strict terms. Only those

which meet the criteria o\ the Code
amendment will be counted as a

single commercial under the time

standards.

I he Research Office ol N \B.

in cooperation with the Code Au-

thority, is undertaking a study ol

the problem of clutter, its various

elements, their relationship to the

\iewer. and viewer reaction.

Concurrently. the television

Code Review Board further tight-

ened the time standards section I

the first time in prime time pro-

grams, a limitation ol not more

than three consecutive annou:

mentS o\ any kind has been writ-

ten into the Code.

By J "li n \l. Couric

for public relations

National l uot /<<n.

\rt joining NAB m 1959, ih<- m
named vh <• /"< w</< nt '

I

n tpondent, hah l <>n f<>ur

I
• gia papers, int ludi I Ulanta

( onstitution"

.

The Challenge
I he old question ol truth and

credibility m advertising is of ut-

most concern to ^ \B through its

{\k\u Authority I ack Ol credibil-

ity damages the medium which car

ries commercial messages of this

nature JUS) as it does the advertiser

and advertising in general

The Accomplishment
On a VOluntar) basis in COOpera-

tion with network clearance offk

agencies, advertisers, and individual

station subscribers, the Ne* York
(\ule Office examines commercial

eopv from the standpoint of t.

derogation, substantiation of claims,

and other unfair and misleading

practices Some work is earned (Ml

in this field by the i\\L- offices m
Washington and Holly w.

In implementing t! rision

e's prohibition against the use

of doctors, dentists and nurses in

advertising, guidelines have

sued to avoid medical endorsement

or scientific backing where the

facts do not justify ttx

Guidelines also

to avoid excesses m the field of

advertising, weight reducing

nets, and in the

rheumatism

In the i iuidelinej

>m| 6 1964 CONVENTION SPECIAL 5 43
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Nothing
replaces

two feet
in motion

...Nol even the dazzling technical machinery ol

electronic journalism. It is an old axiom that no

machine can replace the leg man with a nose foi

news the great reportei who can track down,
smell out. and come up with the big story wl

contacts cul across politics, business, the .u^

44^^ ^_ •_ and sciences...who knows where t«> go for the

inside stor)

.

( )i" more precisely, Walter ( ronkite. When >»>u

sec him on Ins evening nev s broadcast he is sitting

at a desk describing, for example, a missile launch-

ing or interviewing a political hopeful. Mm by that

time he has already visited ever) tracking station in

}5 the Western I [emisphereor traveled throughout the

home state of the man he is mter\ icw ing. \\ nh the

burning curiosity of a natural bom reporter, he re

fuses to rely alone on wire service bulletins or the

reports of correspondents in the field.

In his three decades as a practicing journalist

(ronkite has covered more of the earth's surface

than any newsman in television. V a distinguished

critic wrote of him "\ iewerscan see and hearevery

night a face and voice that have guided them through

an incredible diversity o\ experiences, from outer

space to underwater, from chats with presidents to

exchanges with physicists. It is hard to imagine a

cozier mentor than this excellent reporter ... w nh

the inexhaustible vitality and the temperamental

balance that makes Republicans and Democrats

alike find him sympathetic. "Sou don't worry about

what (ronkite thinks. Ybu just sort o\ trust him."

\nd there is good reason for Mich trust. ( ronkite

brings to his daily reporting a background ol

search, know ledge and first-hand experience unique

in television journalism. It provides the kind ^\ m-

sight and illumination that make his coverage ^i the

Presidential primaries, the national conventions,

and the election required viewing

In short. Walter (ronkite is one ol the reasons

why the American people are turning more and

more to( BS News for the reporting ol major events

m an election year as they did for the o|

of strength in the Vw Hampshire primary .. V
those feet on the desk, don't be misled \\

recharging his battenes.^^/^OO l\Ip\\

V



What's so great
about radio?

Come see "Saga in Sound"
(9:00 A. M., Grand Ballroom,

Conrad Hilton, April 7)

.and tell the world!

The story of radio... its beginnings, its historic

and nostalgic past, and the exciting and vital role

it plays today in the lives of millions of Americans,
colorfully told in this 20-minute film.

Produced by the ABC Owned Radio Stations for

showing to community groups and organizations.

vcrtising cold and cough remedies

and for dandruff treatment prod-

ucts.

The Challenge
Some advertisers have expressed

dissatisfaction with the quality of

their produced radio commercials

when these are transferred from

disc to cartridge tape. The develop-

ment of cartridge tape has been of

great benefit to radio stations. Its

!

use will continue to grow. At the

same time broadcast advertisers and

their agencies must be assured of

good quality in airing their mes- I

sages.

The Accomplishment
Working through NAB engineer- II

ing committees closely coordinated
'

by the NAB Engineering Depart-

ment, the Association already haslj

adopted new Disc Recording and

Reproducing Standards and now is
j]

developing Cartridge Tape Stand-,

|

ards, and upgrading NAB's Rcel-

to-Recl Magnetic Tape Standards.

These standards will permit close

check on the audio quality of com-

mercials transferred to disc to tapeJ

The Challenge
Mounting public concern over

cigarette smoking and health alH

ready is being reflected in proposals

to curb cigarette advertising.

46 • 8 CONVENTION SPECIAL

The Accomplishment
The NAB Television Code al-

ready has been amended to readt

that:

"Care should be exercised so that

cigarette smoking will not be den

picted in a manner to impress the

young of our country as a desir-

able habit worthy of imitation."

And that "The advertising of cig

arettes should not be presented ir

a manner to convey the impressioDj

that cigarette smoking promote?

health or is important to persona

development of the youth of oui

country."

While no specific language ha

been acted on vet. the Radio Cod
Review Board has been directed b;

the Radio Board of Directors i

develop similar amendments.

NAB also has told the Fedeij

Trade Commission that the FT<

has BO legal authority to issue an

restrictions on cigarette advertisin

because Congress has not grantc

it this power.

April 6, 1964 / SPONS(



% The ABC Vx\^
°e' Well" SuWe

I

Visit ABC Films once a
day while you' re in Chi-
cago at the N.A.B. Con-
vention. Suite 2316-19

,

Conrad Hilton Hotel. We
cure sagging ratings,
listless audiences and
build up shares-of-
market

.

Contains these proven
ingredients : NEW BREED ,

GIRL TALK, I'M DICKENS
. . .HE'S FENSTER, CAS-
PER, WYATT EARP, EXPE-
DITION, THE REBEL, ONE
STEP BEYOND.



Evening programming look

glum and listless?

Feeling blue?

Lost the old enthusiasm?

1$ THE NEW BREED ; This mir-
acle drug consists of cop
scientists. A guaranteed
sure cure if taken once a
week. Proof? KABC, Los An-
geles was the top station
in the area. At 9:30 P.M.
"Breed" became #1 and in-
creased ratings 54'; over
previous programming. It

was later switched to 6

P.M. and again became tops
in the market. That's not
only proof, that's power!

-» >

I'M DICKENS. . . HE'S FENS-
TER : Give this rollicking
comedy to the whole family
every week. Warning: may
raise station ratings alarm-
ingly fast ! Just started and
already Number One in De-
troit, Cleveland, Corpus
Christ i and Waco ! How' s that
for fast, fast .fast relief?

u



Sagging mid-day ratings?

Ladies ignore you?

SYMPTOM: Children seem listless and bored

CURE: CASPER

A daily inj ect ion of
GIRL TALK every day in the morning
or early afternoon a i 1 1 pep you
up. make you Irresistible. The
secret formula? Virginia Gr— unrehearsed uod spout n i .

Does it really work' LOOK! Number
One in Albany, Providence and
Portland. In Detroit rating

. New Orleans — up 130
pepped-up station:; on requ

It. i pood^
:ly do.

FRIENDLY GH
•

(So will your
Some of t:

SO!'

. HouGt 0-
Re :

Number t !

•

•

'

po*

ABC
FILMS.
INC.



Take one of these

every week for 30 minutes:

How about a tried and proven tonic-

good for general program aches?



ABC FILMS. INC / ISOI •

5YMPT0M: Falling asleep in front of TV

)IAGN0SIS: Audience needs action!
Get a shock treatment!

U THE REBEL: Give one (1) big
shot of THE REBEL one

n (7) days. Freferably
in t

trip it'.; Number One in

Nashville, K City,
Des V.o Lnes eu * on.

kly, it V. Number On

•

Norfolk, Providence, Phi] -

delphia, Toledo. Mempfc
Indianapolis, Detroit and
Rochester.

A.

trip into the unbe-
lievable world of
extra-sensory per-
ception. It'
trifled San Fl

Cisco, Colum
Corpus Christie,
Boston, Detroit,
Honolulu — top

. ot !

«

I

J
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Avenue Hotel
Bismarck
Conrad Hilton
Drake
Essex Inn

Execut ive House
F^rc Dearborn
Imper ial Inn

Knickerbocker
Lake Shore Drive
Lake Tower Motel
LaSalle
Morrison

13. Ohio House Motel
36. Palmer House
6. Pearson

54. Blackstone
30. Civic & Lyric Opera
38. Goodman Menonal
3. The Happy Medium

41. Orchestra Hall
34. Shubert
48. Studebaker

POINTS OF INTEREST

and Astronomical Museum
Mart

66. Adlor Planetar
1 2 . Amer k an Furni

37. Art Institute

61. Band Shell
42. Boar! >f Tradt- (Observation T<iwer)

50. Buckingham Fountain
68 . Chicago CM 1 *•

S5. Chicago Natural History Museum
28. Chicago Public Library
27. Chicago Civic Center (Under Construction)

i . Chic •£ • hfal er Tower
26. Citv Hall & County Building
UU . DePaul University
9. Ljyola University (Branch)

19. Marina City
69. Meigs Field
18. M« rchandist M.irt

33. Midwest Stock Exchange
Pur

Northwestern University, Chicago Campus
Prudential Building (Observation Tower)
Rooscvt 1 t University
Shedd Aquarium
Sold lei Field
Visitors [nfomation Center (CACI)
v . s. Courth

Posl

City Parking GaragessJ
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Chicago: NAB-Town, 196a
Site of broadcaster conclave is no longer the brawling
midwestern town of Mrs. O'Leary or even Elliot Ness

C\ki sandbi rg once called the

lakesilc cit) "Hog butcher to the

world " Others call it
"

I he Wind}
Cn\ " Some just call n bj ih lo-

call) disliked nickname, "Chi"
(rhymes with "buy"). Audiences
who dial the I \ and radio stations

iperated bj manj oi the \ \H con-
vention delegates gathered in the

sountry's second-largest city have
heir own, often inaccurate, image
if the city that looks out on I ake
Vliehiiun .in image compounded
4 Mice Faye and [yrone Power
feeing the Chicago Fire, Armour
md Swift packaging miles of saus-

ifes, and Robert Stack, riding in ;i

lack Rco and armed with a

loninn gun, m hot pursuit ol \

( apone

Hiese images persist, but the)
|iis| .iin't so

I he cit) th.it will plaj host this

Week to the \ \H .Hid Its LMKsts
is the biggest manufacturing .md
distributing center in the country,
with annual sales in the gjdd)
"i $55 billion. No longei .i real

power in network program produc
Hon. ( hicago is nevertheless a giant
in the communications business. an(j

produces more television sets, ra-

dros a\)^\ telephone equipment than
anj other major I S area

Chicago isn't tar from the I s

(enter ot Population, and what

amounts t<> a "national m
ation has mad i

I mail

(93* -I t S < :•
:

1 passenger trail

"i th< airline

| OVCI I 3 million p

airlines at three airport

It i>> the country's convention
tal, handling an I.

050 Conventions and trade s 1

l

i year I he N KB convention,
which would swamp the I

ol the i s city, is . t di

1,1 ( rivention bucket; the

citj avei

each yeai arriving to attend o>n-
ventions, trade tans .md other m<
MlL's

( hicago still has its tensions and

"il 6. 1964
CONVENTION SPECIAL 15 • 53



Schedule of Events:

NATIONAL

ASSOCIATION

of BROADCASTERS
1964 Convention, Conrad Hilton, Chicago

z NAB o
z

4dO'

GENERAL INFORMATION

ROOM LOCATIONS
Bel Air Room 3rd Floor
Beverly Room 3rd Floor
Continental Room 1st Floor
Grand Ballroom 2nd Floor
International Ballroom 2nd Floor
Waldorf Room 3rd Floor
Williford Room 3rd Floor
Rooms 1 through 10 3rd Floor
Rooms 12 through 19 4th Floor
Parlors 20 through 34 5th Floor

(All NAB convention and staff offices are located on the

Third Floor of the Conrad Hilton Hotel unless otherwise

designated).

MEMBERSHIP CERTIFICATION DESK Lower Lobby
Persons authorized to vote in behalf of television

stations at the NAB Television Business Session

and at the NAB Business Session must pick up
credentials at the Certification Desk. Likewise,

those persons authorized to vote in behalf of radio

stations at the NAB Business Session must have
credentials.

The Certification Desk will be located adjacent to

the NAB Registration Desk in the Lowei Lobby
of the Conrad Hilton Motel. The Certification

Desk will be open from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m..

Saturday through Wednesday
TODAY AT THE CONVENTION

I he NAB Public Relations Service will publish a

pocket booklet. Todaj al the Convention," on
Monday, ruesdaj and Wednesday, it will con-
tain a registration notice Of program changes.

Lis! minute Convention news and pictures of Con-
vention notables. Complete, cumulative registra-

tion lists will be carried on Mondaj and ruesday,

Only late registrants will be listed in the Wednes-
day issue.
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SUNDAY, APRIL 5

Radio
NAB FM DAY PROGRAM
i30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. CONT1NENTAI ROOM

Presiding
I vcretl Dillard, u \sll I M, Washington ix

Report ol llu N \K I M Radio ( OUUnlltCC » li. linn. 111

Ken Strouse, WWD( FM Washington, D.t

M Radio and tlii' I nurcino Broadcast Swlrin

Hon Robert I Bartley, Federal Communications
( ommission

llu I \l \ mix ik c—Kin ni Research FlndinRs

lames \ Schulke, President, s\l\nt. New iotk.

New ^ 01 k

M Programming— Diiplieation or NoiiDiipln .itinn

blodcratoi

Harold ranner, WLDM, Detroit, Michigan
nel

n I Bentson, WLOl FM, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Richard 1 Kaye, \N( KB I M, Boston, Massachusetts
Merrill Lindsay, wsm FM, Decatur, Illnn. is

Henrj \> Slavick, \s \i< I \i Memphis, rennessee
M I orum

w ii.ii are youi l \l Problems?

Television

1:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. V> \l IX >R] K( K >M
Lcoodao Market television Session
• IihIci atoi

Richard n Dudle)
\\s\i i\ Wausau, Wisconsin

MONDAY, APRIL 6
General Assembly

(Management and Engineering Conferences)
0:30 a.m. to 12 noon CiR WD BA1 I ROOM
residing

Richard W Chapin, Stuart Broadcasting Company, Lin-
coln, Nebraska; l

l>M ( onvention ( o-< li.nrm.in

mentation •>< SAB Distinguished Servia [ward
to Donald // McGannon

Management Conference Luncheon
2:30 p.m. to 2:00 p.m.

IM1RWI ION \l H \1 I ROOM
Uroduction o\ the Speaker

William M Quarton, I he WM1 Stations, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa; ( hairman, NAB Board of Directon

ddress

1 eRoj ( ollins, President N \H

Management Conference Assembrj
:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. GRAND B \l I ROOM
residing

Richard W. Chapin, Stuart Boardcasting Company, lm
coin, Nebraska; i

i)m Convention Co-Chairman
ddress

I he Honorable Oren Harris, Chairman, interstate and
Foreign Commerce Committee, l S House ol Repre-
sentatives

om and I airness— I he Riuht to knn»
oderatoi

rheodore 1 Koop, Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc

Washington, n i

TUESDAY, APRIL 7
Radio issemblj

>:lll> a.m. to 12 noon OR \\|) B \l 1 R< X >M
rport of the (hairman ol llu Radio No.ml

Ben Strouse, \\ \v I x . Washington, H(
cport on Radio Research kcttvtda

Melvin \ Goldberg, Vice President and Directoi ol

Research, \ \B
I R\H Presentation: '"Radio's leadership Venr"

Fdmund C. Hunker. President

0NISOR Ap,, I 6 1964

I ili\ ision \ssiinh|\

9:45 a.m. tn I 2:00 i

Bl \< KSK )SI I III \l R|
Program < onfi rence, 'ad

utoi

( I.hi R. Met P

>ns I un< P

isis

Michai I > N P P

( IIS I elev
i

Richard Pad Vi< P P

( iin

Hubbell K.. i lent

Hubbell Robinson P i

w Robert Rich, V P

Seven \ lion

hi Levii P uleni

Embass) Pictures ( orporation
Participal

Ink r Exccuth Prod
\B< l\

( o prodi
ii. i President

l \ Stations, Inc

Management Conference Luncheon
12:30 p.m. to 2:1)0 p.m.

IMIKWI H >N \l li \l I R< M >M
Introduction ol the speaker

I eRo) < ollins, President, n \m
\ililtess

I he Honorable • William Henry, Chairman
l

i ommunications ( ommission
2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. NO SCHEDULED SI SSK >NS

There is no this period may
visit exhibits and hospitality iium-

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 8

Radio \sscmbl\

*>:30 a.m. to 12 noon GRAND BAJ 1 ROOM
Radio and Kiiords— \ (oniert in Sound

Henrj Brief, \ iterative Set R I

ciation ol America, fa* N N N

I hi Radio ( ode— PoWCf tor I'nsilne Vllini:

Model
Elmo l His. \v sh. Atlanta, (

«

Radio ( Ode Board
\ulomation in Radio—swim* .md BipU'kaci
Moderator

Orin w rowner, \\n\s fat Louisville, K
Iuiiim Renewal "Umlaai— Qneationi ami kaaweri

Robert I Rawson, ( hief, Renewal and iransti i>

i . Co nmunicationa < ommission

I cIcn ision \ssttiihl\

y;(»0 a.m. to 1(1:4(1 a.m. \\ II I II < >KD R< M >M
Presiding

lames p Russell, KKI\ Colorado s

( hairman, n \h i ele* ision B.

Selling ... or iafflag?

I \ B Presentation

N I ent

rdevision B

I'li.isi Don't ShOO< (In I'i.iiio I'l.iMr

1 1< > Presentation
Ko\ Danish, i>

rdevision Inl

Ml Indiisirx liliiisimi Stattaa Maefc l.kciw ( ommittn
Ke;

Robert H Smith Wt VB-TV. Brisi V

\|. mber, \ll Industry i S
I ic nmittee

1(1:45 a.m. to 12:00 noon V> \l DORJ R<

I , h i ision Hoard I In lions

M k SV.-II

Special Preseatatioa: "Telling ih< « "<k 9torj

Howard M Bell 1

1

in
I It i lion Risulis
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Management Conference Luncheon

12:30 p.m. to 2:00 p.m.

INTERNATIONAL BALLROOM
Introduction of the Speaker

LeRoy Collins. President. NAB
Address

The Reverend Billy Graham
The Annual NAB Business Session

General Assembly

2:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. GRAND BALLROOM
Moderator

William B. Quarton, The WMT Stations, Cedar Rapids.
Iowa; Chairman, NAB Board of Directors

Panel Discussion
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Hon. F. William Henry, Chairman
Hon. Rosel H. Hyde
Hon. Robert I . Bartley
Hon. Robert E. Lee
Hon. Frederick W. Ford
Hon. Kenneth A. Cox
Hon. Lee Loevinger

Convention Reception

(In Honor of Retiring and New NAB Board Members)
5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.

INTERNATIONAL BALLROOM

NAB 1964 Convention Committee

RICHARD W. CHAPIN, Co-Chairman
Stuart Broadcasting. Lincoln. Nebr.

GLENN MARSHALL. JR.. Co-Chairman
WJXT, Jacksonville, Fla.

OTTO P. BRANDT
KING-TV. Seattle. Wash.

RICHARD D. DUDLEY
WSAU. Wausau. Wis.

GORDON GRAY
WKTV. Utica. N.Y.

JULIAN F. HAAS
KAGH. Crossett. Ark.

WILLARD SCHROEDER
WOOD. Grand Rapids. Mich.

MIKE SHAPIRO
WFAA-TV, Dallas. Tex.

LOYD C. SIGMON
KMPC. Hollywood. Calif.

LESTER G. SPENCER
WKBV, Richmond. Ind.

EUGENE S. THOMAS
KETV, Omaha. Neb.

SATURDAY, APRIL 4

SPECIAL CONVENTION FEATURES
(Not a part of the official convention program)

1 1:00 a.m.

9:00 a.m.

to

5:00 p.m.

9:00 a.m.

to

5:30 p.m.

I 1:00 a.m.

12:15 p.m.
to

2:15 p.m.

1:00 p.m.

2:30 p.m.

5:30 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

7:45 p.m.

Association for Professional

Broadcasting Fducation

—

Board of Directors Meet-
ing

National Association of

FM Broadcasters—Meeting

All Channel Broadcasting
Committee—Meeting

National Association of

FM Broadcasters—Lunch-
eon

Association of Maximum
Service Telecasters—Tech-
nical Committee

ABC-TV Affiliates—Pres-
entation and Show
ABC-Radio and TV Affili-

ates—Reception

.Association of Maximum
Service Telecasters—Board
of Directors Dinner Meet-
ing

ABC-TV
ner

Affiliates—Din-

SUNDAY, APRIL 5

8:30 a.m.
to

1(1:0(1 a.m.

9:00 a.m.
to

5:00 p.m.

9:00 a.m.
to

12:15 p.m.

9:30 a.m.

to

12:30 p.m.

10:00 a in

Association of Maximum
Service Telecasters— Con-
tinental Breakfast

Association for Professional

Broadcasting 1 ducat ion

—

Membership Meeting

National Association of
I \1 Broadcasters I \1 So
sion

Association of Maximum
Service I eleoasters—Mem-
bership Meeting

Broadcasl Music. Inc.

—

Bo.ud of Directors Meet-
mi; and l uocheon

Room 9

Waldorf Room

Room 1

3

Continental
Room

Sheraton
Blackstone

International

Ballroom

International

Ballroom

Sheraton
Blackstone
Regency,
Havana, Ivy

Rooms
Grand
Ballroom

Bel Air Room

t'pper Tower

( ontmental
Room

Beverh Room

Parlors 25 and
26

I 2:00 noon
to

2:00 p.m.

12:30 p.m.
to

2:30 p.m.

Daytime
sociation

Meeting

Association for

Broadcasting
Reception and

Association of

Broadcasters As-— Membership

Professional

Education

—

Luncheon

Maximum
Service Telecasters—Board
of Directors Luncheon and
Meeting

2:30 p.m. Association of Broadcast-
ing Standards—Board of

Directors Meeting

2:30 p.m. Institute of Broadcast En-
gineers — First Annual
Meeting

4:00 p.m. Association of Broadcast-
ing Standards — Member-
ship Meeting

4:00 p.m. Clear Channel Broadcast-
ing Service—Membership
Meeting

TEE (Television Film Ex-
hibit)—Cocktail Reception

4:00 p.m.

to

7:00 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

CBS-TV Affiliates—Recep
tion and Banquet
NBC Radio and Television

Affiliates— Reception and
Dinner

7:00 p.m. QXR Network—Affiliates

Meeting

MONDAY, APRIL 6
8:00 a.m. TV Stations Inc.—Mem-

bership Breakfast

TUESDAY, APRIL 7

8:00 a.m. Socictv Pio-of Television
neers— Breakfast

10:00 a.m. Mark Century's Program-
ming Seminar/Brunch

5:00 p.m. Harvard Seminar "Smoker"

7:30 p.m. Broadcast Pioneers—Ban-
quet

Williford "C"

Lower Tower

Bel Air Room

Beverly Room

Williford "C"

Beverly Room

1 ower lower

IVk ( ongress
Great Hall

Hotel
Continental
International

Ballroom

Room 1

4

Sheraton
Blackstone
Mayfair Roonl

1 ower Tower

Upper Tower

Bel Air Roo
|

International

Ballroom
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Everyone is Playing Robin Hood

Every day in the week-

and here's what happens!

BRISTOL-JOHNSON CITY, M.F. 5:00 PM-61% SHARE

PITTSBURGH, M.F. 8:00 AM -38% SHARE

SYRACUSE, N.Y. FRI. 7:00 PM -34.5% SHARE

Four years of peak network success . . . universal parental

acclaim. ..unmatched response for sponsor promotions. ..these

are just a few of the reasons why Robin Hood offers unsurpassed

strip programming. Add to these proven assets an enthusiastic

audience that not only watches the program loyally but makes
it a part of its playtime. ..an audience that draws addi-

tional recruits each year as a new generation dis-

covers television-you can see why Robin Hood is

unrivalled for station and sponsor.

oducM by Sjpphn Filmj, Ltd

ONSOR April 6 1964

Watch for our new series on man's invincible

willtosurvive-SURVIVAL! with James Whitmore

Official Films 724 5th Ave. .N.Y. 19. N.Y. PL 7-0100®F
CONVENTION SPECIAL 19 • $7



LcROY ( OI.I.INS

PRESIDENT, NAB
Governor of Florida from 1954-1960,

( ol litis took office as the seventeenth

NAB president in January. 1961.

( ollins became a national TV figure

as a result of his role as chairman of the

Democratic National Convention in 1960.

Prior to the governorship, he served in

the state legislature of Florida for nearly

two decades. Born in Tallahassee in 1909,

he graduated from Cumberland Univer-
sity with a Ll.B. degree in 1931. He
is a member of the board of the Adver-
tising Council, a member of the Ameri-
can Bar Association, and the national ad-

visors council for the Peace Corps.

VINCENT T. WASILEWSK1
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, NAB
With the NAB since 1949. he was pro-

moted to his present post in August, 1961,

when the position was created.

Wasilewski last had been vice presi-

dent for government affairs since 1960.

Prior to that, he became manager of gov-

ernment relations in 1955, after service

on the NAB's legal staff that included

the chief Counsel post. He is a member
of the FCC Bar Association and serves

on the committee on legislation. Born
in Athens, 111., he was awarded his law

degrees by the University of Illinois in

1949. He saw service with the Air Force
between 1942 and 1945.

MELVIN A. GOLDBERG
\ l( I PRESIDENT. DIRECTOR OF
RESFARCH, NAB

Goldberg is considered one of the lead-

ing research authorities in broadcasting.

He joined the NAB in 1962 to head a

new industry-wide program of objective

research into broadcasting techniques

Previously, he had been with Westing-
house Broadcasting (Group W) since

1956, where he handled depth studie-. in

radio and TV news, daytime TV view-

ing, and radio listening, among other

projects. Before that. Goldberg was
deputy director of research and evalu-

ation for the USIA, and a research con-
sultant.

Who's Who in the National

I Wll S II. HURI.BERT
ASSISTANT TO THF PRESIDENT
Former NAB manager of department

of broadcast personnel and economics,

he was advanced to his present post in

February, I9M.
Hurlberl joined NAB in 1954. as as-

sistant manager of his formei department
and was named manager in I960. Before

that, he produced and directed programs
foi WRCA-AM-TV (now WNBC-AM-
l\ ). New York, from 1952-1954, was
promoted to production manager and
then assistant to the Station manager. Ik-

was an editorial assistant at the White
House in 1951. Me is a graduate of Har-

vard w iih a \l A degree.

58 • 20 CONVENTION SPECIAL

HOWARD H. BELL
DIRECTOR, CODE AUTHORITY

Bell has held numerous positions with

the NAB since he joined the organiza-

tion in 1951.

He was elevated to assistant to the

piesident in 1954. and was assigned ad-

ditional duties as coordinator of state

association activities. Bell was named as-

sistant to the president in charge of joint

affairs in 1958. Prior to the appoint-

ment to his present post in December of

last year, be had been vice piesident for

planning and development and assistant

to the president since 1962. Before join-

ing NAB. Bell had been sales promotion
manager of WMAI . Washington.

KDWARD H. BRONSON
MANAGFR FDR TV. NAB CODF
AUTHORITY

The formei station director oi WBNS
TV. Columbus, Ohio, since 1949. Bra]
son joined the association in 1952.

Before that, Bronson had been statid

manager of WJ1 I Grand Rapids. Our
ing World War II. he moved to Wash
ington and worked with the governmej
office of censorship. Prior to this, hi

had served as assistant general manage
with \\( oi . ( olumbus, Ohio, where hi

also had been continuity director,

journalist trained at Ohio Slate Unived

sit\. Bronson held newspaper jobs will

the ( olumbus ( iii. ,n and ( olumbus Shu

SPONSOI



p \l 1 It ( o\lsl()( K
\ K I PRI sll)l M FOR
GOVI KSMI \ I \l I \IKs

rapped i>'i hia present post in 1962

he came to ihe NAB from .1 law pan

nership in 1 lorida where he worked with

slate officers in the judiciary and state

legislature and helped shape program

ol judicial impprovemem in the stale

laws

( omstock also h.is served ti>i m\ years

in Washington foi the federal government

where he was on the staff of the State

Department's national security council.

He earned an M \ degree from

( olumbia University in 1951 , an II »

from Oklahoma l Diversity m 1948

Wll I I Wl ( \KI Isl I

\ l( I PRI SIDIM I ok si \ I ION
REI \ l Ions
( .11 1 1

» 1 «.- w.in promoted from "s mi

managci ol station relations to his p

enl post which w.is created in 1961

1 ii joined n mi m 1 95 1 and
.is field representative until 1957 Before

that, la- was broadcast sales manage) foi

Kusi lnilusin.il ( ii and was radio >i

lot iii Western Advertising Prioi

tn that, < .11 lisle w.is associated with

enl stations in New Hampshire WkHK
\M 1 M, Manchester, W is\ \\i 1 \i

Claremont, .mil w I si Hanovei 11

served in program and production s.i

pjcities .it these stations.

IOHN \l 1 til kit

\ l< I I'kl MIX M I ok PI III l«

K f I \ I IONS N \H
( OU

publicity

named n

In 1959

the entire puMn. relation!

was prot in

h ut this \.

Prioi t<i the N Mi be

ington correspondent
and .is .1 wire sei ri< I

1

worked foi foui 1

inch 11

ceived .1 h \ degree from m
I

versity in Mi

Association off Broadcasters

( H \kl I s \| s|o\|
MAN \(,i k I ok RADIO, NAB
COD! M I HOkll >

stone brought to the n \h an exten-

*ise background in radio sales anil ad-

ninistration when be joined the associ

ition m I960
His broadcast careei began in i

l,; 4

nth wnn. Gadsden, Via., .is an an

MNincer, an<.l two years later he joined

pcksonville's WMHR .is program direc-

or. writer, news editoi and announcer.
He .ilso was named vice president fur

V administration, anil responsibilities in-

Ittded s.iles. program and promotion. In
'•' s,

» he joined Mason, Dow A Stone as

inner in their ad agency

SKK KION III I I I kl( II

Dlkl ( I ok Nl w 'i okk 01 FICE,

NAB I \ ( 0D1
Helffricfa is perhaps the n M( 1

live with whom Madison Avenue h.is its

greatest liaison Since appointment to his

present post m I960, he h.is provided

service and advice to agencies and -1

snis who wish to create material in con-

formity with the in code

He is .1 veteran >'t 27 years with niu
and from 1955 to his n \h appointment,

he functioned as directoi >>t ( ontinuity

Acceptance, the office that functions as

arbitei >>t good taste foi Mil Prioi to

that, he had been managei of the < on

tinuity Acceptance office since 1

|)Ol Ol \s \ \\t I I o
GENERA] < 01 Ns| 1 n AB

present position in 1961, he

the NAB frori FO
•n attorney m various l<

\nelln served with the I

an offkei from 1942 unt

to that, he practiced law

fron H ! with an I I

I
.ir \ n

\ native of M
a membei ol the I < <
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^K*

Today's many worlds of music

are the result of an opportunity provided

by BMI for thousands of composers,

writers and publishers to be heard,

to be treated with dignity and respect,

and to share impartially

in the economic rewards

of their talents.

*

ALL THE WORLDS OF MUSIC FOR ALL OF TODAY'S AUDIENCE



Delegate's suites:

Who's where at NAB

Following is an at-press-time list of hospitality suites

and headquarters locations at the 1964 NAB Conven-
tion in Chicago. All suite listings below are at the Con-
rad Hilton Hotel unless otherwise noted. For location of

delegates, syndicators, station representatives, equip-
ment manufacturers, etc. not listed, consult NAB
Registration Desk, or "Today At The Convention"
booklet from NAB Public Relations Service.

MEMBER NETWORKS
American Broadcasting Company,

Radio Network 1806-04
American Broadcasting Company,

Television Network 2320-25
Columbia Broadcasting System,

Radio Network 2306
Co'umbia Broadcasting System.

Television Network 2305A-06A-1 I

A

Mutual Broadcasting System I606A-04A
National Broadcasting Company

Radio and TV Networks Sheraton Blackstone

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
ABC Films, Inc 2319-16
Adonis Radio Corporation 935

A

Albion Optical Company 823A
Alto Fonic Tape Service. Inc 2234A
American Research Bureau, Inc.,

Division of C-E-I-R, Inc 605
Ampcx Corporation 505A
Automatic Tape Control. Inc 1724
Avery-Kodel, Inc Sheraton Blackstone

Bauer Electronics, Corporation 1119A
John Blair & Company Sheraton Blackstone
Broadcast Time Sales Executive House
Buena Vista Distribution Company, Inc.

Subsidiary of Walt Disney 1224

CBS Films. Inc 2200
CBS Laboratories Division I239A
CBS Radio Spot Sales 12I8A
Henry I. Christal Company, Inc 1306

TRADE PUBLICATIONS
AND ASSOCIATIONS

Advertising Age 1306A
Advertising News of New York
Bil'board 723
Broadcast Engineering 1435A
Broadcasting Magazine 706A
Film Daily
Media Scope 1106
Printers Ink
Radio Advertising Bureau 1206A
Radio-Television Daily 906
Sales Management
Sponsor 2406
Telefilm Magazine
lelevision Age 1406
Television Bureau of Advertising 1606
lelevision Information Office 706
Television Magazine 706 \

television Digest
IV Guide
Variety 806A

Cleveland Electronics, Inc 734A
Collins Radio Company 2506
Commercial Recording Corporation 1500
Conrac Division, Giannini Controls

Corporation 8I9A

Desilu Sales Pick Congress
Dresser-Ideco Company 1035A

Electronics, Missiles & Communications
Inc I339A

Embassy Pictures Continental

Clates Radio Company 1119
General Electric Company North Imperial Suite

Gill-Perna, Inc Executive House

Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc Sheraton Blackstone.

George P. Hollingbery Company 1600
Hal Holman Company 2422A
Bernard Howard & Co Pick Congress

ITA Electronics. Division of Triangle
Publications, Inc 2339

Katz Agency, Inc Executive House
Keystone Broadcasting System. Inc KOft

Kline Iron and Steel Company 723A

Fee-Jeffreys, Inc 723
LTV Continental Electronics Division .... 1624

MaCarTa, Inc 2119
Machtronics, Inc 1139
Mark Century Corporation 9I8A
Mars Broadcasting. Inc 700
Jack Masla Park East

MCA-TV, Ftd 2400
McMartin Industries. Inc Essex Inn

Medallion TV Enterprises. Inc I618A
Meeker Company, Inc 1700

Metro Radio Sales Sheraton-Chicago

MGM-A Division of Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. Inc I905A

Charles Michelson. Inc 534A
Mitchell Vinten. Inc 1135A

A. C. Nielsen Company 605A
North American Philips Company,

Inc 823

Pams Productions 1034A
Pepper Sound Studio, Inc 700
Peters, Griffin. Woodward Sheraton Blackstone

Edward Petry & Company, Inc 1400

Prestige Representative Organization .... 1206

The Pulse. Inc 1800

Radio Corporation of America South
Imperial Suite

RCA Recorded Program Services 500
Rohn Systems, Inc 919
Rust Corporation of America 1900

Select Station Representatives Sheraton-Chicago

SESAC, Inc 900
The Softness Group Executive House
Sparta Electronics Corporation 1119A
Spot Time Sales Executive House
Stainless, Inc 1506
Standard Electronics Corporation 1239

Standard Rate & Data Service. Inc 1706A
Stone Representatives. Inc 800
Storer Programs Executive House
Sarkes Tarzian. Inc 1824

relescreen Advertising, Inc 1319
lelevision Affiliates Corporation
(TAC) 834 \
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E oklahomans &
T*< BEING SERtfp

Koco
CKQnnel 5-Ok'° c^y

*k
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. . . from our new 1563-foot tower inside

^ Oklahoma City. The signal from this new

tower — one of the industry's tallest —
blankets metro Oklahoma City and *57

counties with ABC-TV programming.

'Engineering estimate based

on latest available ARB

yV«"^

S.»«^

s;J ONSOR April 6 1964
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ACTiOH-AOVENTURE COLOR SPECTACLES

FILMED IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE

WORLD! THE MOST EXCITING STORIES OF

ILL TIME!

Great Titles:The Mongols, The Trojan War, Cartouche,

Helen of Troy, Triumph of Robin Hood, Devil of Paris,

Lion of St. Mark, Joseph And His Brethren and many
others . .

.

Great Stars: Jack Palance, Anita Ekberg, Robert Morley,

John Drew Barrymore, Jill Haworth, Gordon Scott, Lex

Barker and many others . .

.

ADVENTURE awaits you in Chicago

Hotel Continental-Embassy Suite 500-502-504

See our exciting trailers, slides, bro-

chures and surprise selling aids during the

NAB convention.

APRIL 5-6-7-8.

JOSEPH nZJLEVINE

PICTURES CORP, TELEVISION DEPARTMENT
Tlmt & L'fa Bids Rock»lfii ' Ntw York 20 N«* Vorh JU<J»on 2 2100
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I bomaon I lectric ( ompany, Inc 1234

I

I

iangle Radio l \ Division

Richard II l Uman tsaociate* Iik

United Preai International II22A

\ in.mi. rorbel A Mst onnell Inc

\ bual l lectronica t orporation

Waltei Reade Sterling, Inc

World Broadcasting System, Inc i 100

\j.im i oung, Inc 1 100

NAB CONVENTION OFFICES
( onvention Managei Room I

Everetl I Revercomb, Secretarj rreasurei

c onvention Program Room -»

Harold Niven, Assistant to the Executive Vice President

I ngjneering ( onference Room l

. i
w Bartktt, Manage]

( onvention I xbibita . I ast and Weal I nhibit Hallls

Qeoi |e i I hmyou, I xbibit Director

Edward I Gayou, tssistanl Exhibit Directoi

Registration Desk ' owei I obbj

William I Walker, Assistant rreasurei

Convention News Room ;

John M. Couric, Vice Presideni foi Public Relations

NAB STAFF OFFICES
I ucutive Vice Presideni Room -i

\ incenl I ^ asilewski

Radio .
Room 2

Sherril I aylor, \ ice President

Station Services Room 2

\\ ilh.im ( arlisle, \ ice Presideni

Sution Relations I ower I obbj

Field Representatives lames McKingth
Spencer Denison
Charles Drew
Paul R. I i\

Olive. W. Henn
I mesl ( . Sanders
Hamilton Woodle

Broadcasl Managemenl Room 4

David Doughty, tssistanl Managei
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Paul Comstock, Vice Presideni

Legal Room 2

Douglas A. Ancllo. Ocneral ( ounsel

Reasearch Room 2

Melvin \. Goldberg, Vice Presideni

Code Authority Room 4

Howard H Hell. Director

Edward H, Branson, Managei fo television

Charles M Stone, Managei foi Radio

EXECUTIVES AT THE

NAB CONVENTION
The following executives »iii .mend the i^m \ \h Convention m

I • .is company representatives Most will he available t» meet

|»ith .id men. broadcasters and oUtei couventJon visitors at ibcii compan)
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[in alphabetical order
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I
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Robert Hitchens, Sherman Hildret

Johns.- M B R ismJre. William k K medy.

Peter Kennej John Keys, Root I k losci k

Knight, Malcolm I Sing, Robert I emotl I ieman.
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I) (onnell. Wilfred Prattler, rheodore Reinhard. Paul K
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Dan Bowen, Helen Gill. John J.

Bernard Howard, Bernard

HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO.
Richard Charlton. Henry I. Christal. Mark bay, Philbin Flanagan.

John Finley. John Fouts, Irwin Gross, Vance Harrison, Harry Simmons.

ROBERT E. EASTMAN & CO.
Frank Boyle, Bill Burton. Joseph Cuff, Anthony Cultone, Don

Dalton, Mike Disney, Robert E. Eastman. Bruce Houston. Richard

Leader, Dale Stevens, Richard Walker..

FM GROUP SALES
Charles Kline, James H. Morrow, Arthur Sakelson.

GILL-PERNA INC.
Walter Beadell, Marshall Black,

I'erna, Jr.

HARRINGTON, RICHTER & PARSONS
Peter T. Childs, Byington S. Colbig, John Dickinson, Frank Dough-

erty, Arthur Elliot, Richard M. Gardner, Robert L. Gilbertson, John E.

Harrington, Jr., Carter S. Knight, Lon E. Nelles, James O. Parson, Jr.,

Chris Rashbaum, Frank B. Rice, Volney Richter, Don K. Stewart,

Edward R. Theobald.

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
Phil Corper, Roy Edwards, Fred Hague, George Hemmerle, George

P. Hollingbery, Richard Hunter, Warren Nelson. Robert Pierce, Edward
Spencer, Harry Wise.

HAL HOLMAN CO.
Hal Holman.

BERNARD HOWARD & CO.
Robert Bell. Norman Berk, Jack Davis,

Ochs.

H-R REPRESENTATIVES
James M. Alspaugh, John Buzby, Charles W. Ferguson, James Fox,

Miss Avery Gibson, Frank M. Headley, Vernon Heeren, Rex Lathen,

Bill McRae, Frank F. Pellegrin, Dwight S. Reed, Jack Shaver, Edward
P. Shurick, Bernard Slavin, Grant Smith, Jack White.

THE KATZ AGENCY
Charles Abbott, Alan Axtell, Martin Beck, Ollie Blackwell, C. C.

"Bud" Bowlin, Edward Codel, Daniel Denenholz, Scott Donahue, James
Grecnwald, Joseph Hogan, Robert Huth, William Joyce, Eugene Katz,

M. S. Kellner, Roland King, Thomas Kniest, William Lee, Frank

McCann, Michael. Membrado, Ted Moore, James Muse, Walter Nilson.

Robert Rohde, Winslow Uebel, Thomas Winters.

JACK MASLA & CO.
Clarke Brown, Gene Gray, Allan Klamer, Jack Masla, Bud Pearsc,

Bob Wencel.

McGAVREN-GUILD
Ed Argow, Theodore Chambon, Ralph Guild, Paul Lagasse, Pete

Labruzzo, Robert Mahlman, Daren McGavren, Ray Watson.

THE MEEKER CO.
Robert Dudley, Jack Hardingham, Herb Hahn, Carl Jewett, Robert

Meeker, Martin Mills, James Monroe, Don Palmer Harold Soderlund,

Charles Standard.

METRO RADIO SALES
William Lauer, H. D. Neuwirth, Robert Williamson.

METRO TV SALES
Alfred T. Parenty, John Syas.

NBC SPOT SALES
Richard Close, Raymond Wilpott.

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.
Arthur W. Bagge, John M. Brigham, Kenneth L. Brown. William

W. Bryan. John C. Butler, John T. Cameron, Sidney Carter, John A.

Cory, James D. Devlin. Lloyd Griffin, Louis }. Hummel, Jr., Allen V.

Hundley, John D. King. Lon A. King, Arnold K. Knippenburg, John

K. Markey, John E. McGowan, Arthur E. Muth. James R. Parker. H. Pres-

ton Peters, W. Donald Roberts. Jr.. Bill J. Sharton, Jones Scovern.

James R. Sefert, Ray M. Stanfield, Robert E. Swanson. William J.

Tynan, M. C. Via, Jr., William G. Walters.

ROGER O'CONNOR INC.
Gary Eckhard, John Griffin, Jack Liddy.

EDWARD PETRY & CO.
Bill Cartwright, Sam Bell, Ben Holmes. Dick Hughes. Bruce Mayer.

Lloyd McGovern, Martin Nierman, Ted Page, Edward Petry, Bob Schues-

sler, Edward Voynow, Junius Zolp.

PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
Frank Browne, Jeff Parker, Paul H. Raymer, Robert Richmond.

RKO GENERAL NATIONAL SALES
George Jeneson, Edwin Metcalfe, Donald Quinn.

SAVALLI GATES
Robert Flanigan, Joseph Savalli, Kenneth Schefcr, Bill Wilson.

SELECT STATION REPRESENTATIVES
Jack Hetherington, Tom Petree, Al Shepard, Irv Unger.

SPOT TIME SALES
John Cook, John Erickson, Carl Loucks, John Papas.

STONE REPRESENTATIVES
Saul Frischling, Peggy Stone, Sy Thomas.

STORER TELEVISION SALES
Frank Barron, Julian Kanter, Jack Kelly, Bud Mertens. Stan Schloeder.

Peter Storer.

TELEVISION ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
Benjamin Margolis, Robert M. McGredy, Marvin L. Shapiro, Lamont

L. Thompson.

VENARD, TORBET & McCONNELL INC.
Robert R. Allen, James V. McConnell, Howard Meyers. Steven Kin-

toul, Dan Ruffo. Tray Tomberlin, Alan Torbet., Lloyd Venard.

WEED RADIO & TELEVISION CORPORATION
E. J. Fitzsimmons, William Moyer.

ADAM YOUNG INC.
Thomas M. Dolan, Richard L. Freeman. Clyde B. Melville, James

F. O'Grady, David L. O'Shea, Earl W. Steil. R. John Stella. Robert J.

Somerville, Adam Young.

AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU
Harvey Barad, Clay Braun, Ralph Crutchfield. Jack Gross. Herb

Kaufman, C. Kellner, Dick Lane, Phil Mazur, Al Petgen. Jim Rupp.

J. W. Seiler, Bill Shafer, John Sovocool, Bill Sudbrook. Alain Tessier,

John Thayer.

A. C. NIELSEN CO.
Roy Anderson, George Blechta, John Churchill, Joe Matthews. Gene

McClure, Bill Ryan, Nat, Rubin. Jim Shoemaker, Don Waterbury, Ben
Wilson, Gene Woolpert, John Workmeister, Bill Wyatt.

THE PULSE INC.
Sterling Beeson, Allan Klein, Dr. Sydney Roslow, George Sternberg.

CHICAGO . . .

Continued from page53

its troubles. It is a burgeoning,

crowded city of 4,000,000 of which

one-fourth are non-whites deter-

mined to pull themselves up by

their socio - economic bootstraps.

Average income in Metropolitan

Chicago is more than 20% higher

than the national average — but

the slum areas of Chicago (those

not bulldozed into rubble to be re-

placed with new projects) are far

from an attractive sight.

Chicago frequently exhibits a

sort o\ cultural inferiority complex

before visitors from New York, San

Francisco, Boston, Paris, London
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and Rome. But visitors to Chicago

who take time out from convention

rounds will find that its music,

from the Chicago Symphony con-

certs to the jazz units at the

Playboy Club, often ranks with the

best, and that its worlds of art and

education, science and civic plan-

ning are internationally, and right-

ly, famous.

Chicago's more informal tourist

attractions and restaurants are many
and varied. There are. of course,

places such as the Stock Yard Inn

where the specialty of the house is

the kind of sirloins broadcast ad-

men order in other U.S. cities and

seldom receive, and elegant, expen-

sive places like the Pump Room.
I here are many other notable eat-

eries serving Chinese. German, Hun-

garian, Polynesian, Italian and

French food, or even lo.x and bag-

els. Nightlife ranges from legit com-
panies playing extended road en-

gagements to homegrown satirical

revues, with clubs offering every-

thing from folksinging to old-time

jazz to powder-puff-tailed Bunnies.

Chicago does many things with

a style of its own. a mixture of

brashness, enterprise, aggressiveness

and corn. One example: the city's

$2-million fire department training

school is located on West De Kovel

Street — on the exact site where

once stood the O'Leary barn in

which the Great Fire started. An-

other: "Marina City" (sec photo).

a $35 million skyscraper luxury

housing project built by, of all

tilings, a janitor's union.
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this symbol is heard around the world

The corporate mark of Morton J. Wagner Companies, Inc.

is the new symbol of experienced sen ic< I

casters. It represents the industry's largest combii

established and diversified organizat ilizing in the

creation, production and marketing of broadcast I

programs, programing aids, commercials and custom-

created corporate images in sound. For over a de<

RICHARD H. ULLMAN ASSOCIATES. INC. the sales

company, has been recognized as th< etto tand-

ard-maker in the field. Among the more than :

casters programing our product throughout the world are

these recent additions VVJBK (Del WBZ (B

WFIL (Philadelphia); KXA (Seattle) ;
u VON (C

WDSU (Nev Orleans) and WIFE (Indianapolis). Wi

proud to be in such company.

MORTON .1. WAGNER COMPANIES, INC.
w

••
. 1

1

SOLD WORLDWIDE BY RICHARD H ULLMAN ASSOCIATES. INC

5420 Melrose Avenue. Hollywood. California 90038. T( -5027

New York • Dallas • Toronto • Sydney
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OFFICIAL DIRECTORY OF
EXHIBITORS at the NAB Convention

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 29-W

ALBION OPTICAL CO.
Los Angeles 28, California

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
Benjamin Berg, Vice President. Albion Optical Co.
Gordon Cook. Chief of Lens Development. Rank Taylor
Hobson
C. N. Green, Optical Sales Manager, Rank Taylor Hobson
John Barr, Development Engineer, Servo Systems, Rank
Taylor Hobson
H. Leeming, Joint Managing Director, Rank Taylor Hob-
son

PRODUCTS
Sole importers and distributors of Rank Taylor Hobson
lenses for motion pictures and television in U.S. and
Canada, including Varotal Zoom Lenses, Ortal fixed focal

length lenses, both for Television, I.O. Cameras, and
Vidital Fixed focal length lenses for Vidicon cameras.

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 22-W
ALFORD MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Boston, Massachusetts 021 10
REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION

Harold H. Leach
Fred Abel

PRODUCTS
Television Broadcast Antennas
FM Broadcast Antennas
Diplexers
Coaxial Switches
Vestigial Sideband Filters

RF Measuring Instruments

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 34-W

ALTEC LANSING CORPORATION
Anaheim, California

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
A. C. Davis
W. H. Hazlett

D. B. Davis
H. S. Morris
W. H. Johnson

PRODUCTS
Speech Input Equipment, preamplifiers, line amplifiers,

booster amplifiers, monitor amplifiers, compressors, audio
power amplifiers, microphone, loudspeakers and loud-
speaker systems, equalizers, audio controls, attenuators.

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 23-W
ALTO FONIC TAPE SERVICE, INCORPORATED

Hollywood 28, California
REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION

D. Alan Clark, President

Hugh Heller. Representative
Dave Williams, Representative

SERVK I

Program Service for Main Channel and SCA

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 28-W
AMPEX CORPORATION
Redwood City, California

REPR1 SI MAI IVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
( (mis Grant, Vice President—Operations
Charles Ginsburg, Vice President—Advanced Developmenl

Thomas E. Davis, Manager—Marketing Division

Paul Byrne. Manager—Distribution Planning
Thomas Merson, Video Products Area Manager
Donald Kleffman, Manager—Video Products
Charles F. Swisher, Product Manager—Television Systems
Gregg Perry, Director—Public Relations
Jackson V. Miller, Promotion Manager—Advertising Sales

Promotion
Robert Day, Broadcast Specialist

Thomas W. Washburn. Shows & Exhibit Manager—Ad-
vertising/Sales Promotion
Thomas Harleman, Midwest Regional Manager
Len Hase, District Manager, Elmhurst. Illinois

PRODUCTS
Ampex Videotape Television Recorders for both Mono-
chrome and color broadcast recording.

Ampex portable Videotape Television Recorders for broad-
cast and closed circuit applications.

Ampex/Marconi Television Equipment: 4V4" Image
Orthicon Cameras, monochrome and color vidicon cam-
eras, video switching equipment, terminal equipment.
Ampex Professional Audio Recorders in both studio and
portable models.
* TM Ampex Corporation

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 61 -W
ANDREW CORPORATION

Chicago, Illinois

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
John Gyurko Henry F. Miller

Douglas Proctor Robert P. Lamons
C. Robert Lane Edward J. Dwyer
Robert C. Bickel Dr. Victor J. Andrew

PRODUCTS
HELIAX, Flexible Air Dielectric Cables
Rigid transmission lines

Coaxial switches
Telescoping masts
Microwave Antennas

EAST EXHIBIT HALL-BOOTH H

ARRIFLEX CORPORATION OF AMERICA
New York, New York

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
Victor James, Vice President

Lou Polonec. Recional Manager
PRODUCTS

Arriflex-16 and Arriflex-16M cameras and accessories

Arriflex-35 camera and accessories
Siemens 2000 16/16 Double System Sound Projector

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 24-W
AUTOMATIC TAPE CONTROL, INC.

Bloomington, Illinois

RIPR1 SFNTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
Vernon A. Noltc Jack Jenkins
Robert S. Johnson Vincent Meyer
E. N. Franklin. Jr. Ro\ [snogle
led Bailej T. R. Ives

PRODUCTS
New Criterion Series ATC cartridge playback and record'
ing units. New improved ATC-55 Multiple Cartridge
Handler and complete automatic programming featuring

Automatic Tape Control's unique "Systems Programmer"
and associated ultra-flexible automation components, in-

cluding FCC approved Automatic Program 1 ogging. ATC
Sound Salesman line of portable cartridge players for audi-

tion use.
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Can you think of a better way
to become a big chief Pontiac dealer?
In 19b8. Phil f oi •- lealer in '' 66. In

1959. he started using WTMJ TV has devoted 96% of his n.

budget to WTMJ TV ever since. Today, Phil Tolkan is the largest Pontiac

dealer is Wisconsin . . . one of the top 30 of 3300 in the nation.

... or to sell lawn products?
Just a few spots during a WTMJ TV telecast of a Milwaukee Braves

jbaseball game. That's all it took to seed the Milwaukee market for

LIFE grass fertilizer and GUARD crabgrass killer. Sales soon soared

for dealers of these two LAWNHOUSE products.

*

m

I

>

...or to turn 75.000 goblins loose?
With two spots — just two — on a WTMJ TV news show. Standard

Oil offered free Halloween masks. The goblins descended on the

Standard stations in droves. Seventy five thousand masks were handed

out . . and Standard estimates that twice as many could have

been given away if the supply had lasted.

.. .or to sell Christmas tree lights at $100 each?
Each year WTMJTV promotes a fund-raising campaign in Milwaukee on behalf

of the Salvation Army's Christmas Cheer program. For each $100 contributed.

a bulb is lighted on a giant Christmas tree in downtown Milwaukee. Last holiday

season. Milwaukeeans set the tree aglow with more than $47,000

...or to get so many
people excited about afghans?
An afghanmaking demonstration was presented on WTMJ TV s

"Today for Women" show. Just a one time feature . . but 1.163

people sent in for directions on how to make an afghan

The audience response highlighted in these success stories is typical of

the influence WTMJTV has on Milwaukee. Write m for complete details. See

for yourself! Put your sales message on WTMJTV still the number

one station in Milwaukee for both viewers and advertisers.

MILWAUKEE RESPONDS TO WT~MJ TV
THE MILWAUKEE JOURNAL STATION

WTMJ AM FM
NBC m Milwaukee

Represented by HARRINGTON. RIGHTER & PARSONS - New York

Chicago • San Francisco • Atlanta • 8oston • St Louis • Los Angeles
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WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 30-W
BALL BROTHERS RESEARCH CORPORATION

Boulder, Colorado
REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION

Jack R. Rickel
Ron Jansen
George Baker
Bill Endres

PRODUCTS
Advanced video systems, including inexpensive special
ef feels equipment.

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 52-W
BAUER ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

San Carlos, California
REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION

Fritz Bauer Charlie Sprague
Paul Gregg Bob Zellmer
Chet Carr Robert Marks
John Brooks Chester Faison
Jess Swicegood Gordon Keyworth
Glenn Webster

PRODUCTS
50 watt, 1,000/250 watt. 5,000/1,000 watt and 10,000
watt AM transmitters. 1,000 watt, 5,000 watt, 3,000 watt
FM transmitters. "Surrounding Sound" special effects

equipment. Remote control equipment.

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 65-W
BOSTON INSULATED WIRE AND

CABLE COMPANY
Boston 25, Massachusetts

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
Alden C. Davis, Vice President (International)

Hubert Goodwin, Product Manager (Broadcast Cable
Sales)

Jack E. Ferrer, Manager, Western Sales
Edward G. McCusker, Sales Engineer

PRODUCTS
Television Camera and Microwave Control Cables featur-

ing a choice of Teflon or Polyethylene Coaxials and Neo-
prene or Plastic Jackets, Demountable Connectors, and
other Broadcast Cables supplied either in bulk or in

specific terminated lengths, Monochrome or Color, for
Marconi, E.M.I., R.C.A., General Electric, Philips, Pye,
and Dage Equipment.

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 39-W
CHARLES BRUNING COMPANY

(Division of Addressograph
Multigraph Corporation)
Mount Prospect, Illinois

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
Garwin R. Dawley
Gene Bonk
Don Sanders
Bill Rassmussen

PRODUCTS
Copytran Model 2000 electrostatic copier
Copy flex Diazo copiers for office and engineering copying

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 62-W
CBS LABORATORIES
Stamford, Connecticut

REPRESENTATIVES \lll\l)IN(i CONVENTION
Alec Autote
I redei ick J. Cudlipp
Arthur Kaisei

Marvin Kronenberg
PRODLH is

Transistorized Peak Controller
max automatic level controls;

tribution Amplifiers
tiers

ized

( arolj n \k( ormick
Emil I . Torick
Paul Welcome

lor audio limiting: Audi-
Transistorized Video Dis-

[Yansistorized Video Pulse Ampli-
rransistorized Video (lamp Amplifiers: Transistor-

Video Sync Separating Amplifiers: Transistorized
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Video Sync Adding Amplifiers; SMPTE Test Generators;
Digital Display Devices for election return reporting and
other statistical reporting (stock market, weather, etc.);

Broadcast. Industrial and Hi Fi Te,st Records for testing

all audio equipment—AM, FM & MX—including ballistic

calibration of VU meters.

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 66-W
CCA ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

Yeadon, Penna.
REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION

Mr. Bernard Wise, President

Mr. Juan C. Chiabrando, Director of Engineering
Mr. Leonard G. West, Chief Engineer

PRODUCTS
AM and FM Broadcast Transmitters. Remote Control.

AM Mnoitors, AGC Amplifiers, Limiters, Multiplex and
Stereo Equipment.

EAST EXHIBIT HALL-BOOTH S

CENTURY LIGHTING, INC.
New York, New York

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
Edward F. Kook, President

R. G. Williams. Vice President & General Sales Manager
George Gill, Vice President. TV Lighting

Lou Erhardt. Vice President, West Coast Branch Manager
Fred Wolff, Vice President. Chief Engineer
George Smedberg. Representative. California North
Fred Vorlander. Representative, New England
Paul Kyack. Representative. Pennsylvania East, N.J. South
Richard Murdoch. Representative. D. C. Maryland
Farl Koehler. Representative. Illinois. Indiana. Wisconsin

Dinty Donelson. Representative. Iowa, Nebraska
PRODUCTS

The most comprehensive selection of TV studio lighting

instruments, accessories, mounting equipment, wiring de-

vices and lighting control centers.

Microphone boom
Port-O-Vox wireless microphone
OCR Controlled Rectifier Dimmer Centers

Lekolites
Mobilrail and Flexistrut

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 50-W

CHRONO-LOG CORPORATION
Broomall, Pa.

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
Arthur Freilich. V.P.
Saul Meyer, V.P.
Bill Nobles
Ken Gregerson
Butler Sanchez

PRODUCTS
Slop System for TV automation at low cost. Performs gffl

lion break panic-period switching automatically. Chrono-

log Digital clocks.

EAST EXHIBIT HALL-BOOTH F

CLEVELAND ELECTRONICS, INC.
Cleveland 3, Ohio

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
Mi. P. I. George, President

Mr. R. (. Salisbury, Treasurer
Mr. D. G. Harris.' V.P. Sales

Mr. S. Z. Steven. Director. Deflection Components
Mr Wm. Knife. Chief Engineei
Mr. D, I . Martin. Sales Mgr.
Mr. R. J. Tanc/os. Sales Mgr.
Mr. W. C. Brouilette (Brouillette), Sales Representative i

Mr. R. Simon. Sales Representative
Mr. R. C. I ind. Engineer
Mr. I. C. Rifle. Engineer
Mi i .11. Helsel, Engineer
Mr m. I. Robboy, Supervisor Production

PRODI ( is
Deflection Components for i\ < ameras
Vidicon and Image Orlhicon
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WEST EXHIBIT HALL SPACES 20 W 27 W
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY

Dallas, Texas
REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION

Gene Randolph, lerrell Henry, lim I ittlejohn, l in I

( harles Wallers, lim Speck, lohn Stanbery, k.o I

m. hi Dubbiih. \ Prose Walker, ( K Rollert, I* \

Hite, Ken Blake, lav < rum, lohn Haerle, Shan Murchison
iluii Sharpe, Phil Wharton, II Olson, Paul Hertel

PRODU( is

830N i\ 20 ku I \i rransmitter, A830-2 I \i Exciter,

s(,\i i i \i Stereo Generator, 9001 Stereo Monitor,

20\ I \\i rransmitter, 212G i Console, B08A i Remote
Console, 2I2H-1 Remote Amplifier, 642A 2161 rape
( artridge System, Microwave ST1

[AST EXHIBIT HAIL BOOTH f

DRESSER-IDECO COMPANY
Columbus 15, Ohio

BR \n< H OFFICES
I |

i

( i.i I ilifoi 111. I

KII'KIMM \ll\ls MllMilM, CONVENTK
Dan Byrd
I Rogei Hayden

Singell

S. E. Wil
PRODI < is

rowers l \ i M Micro-

V

I

I

( onslruction Inspection

EAST EXHIBIT HALL BOOTH J

COLORTRAN INDUSTRIES
Burbank, California

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
Herbert \ Hollander, Directoi of Sales

Hill Gleaves, Factor) Representative

PRODI ( is

\cu ( oloi 1 1. in Quartz Kings I ighting Systems and I lee

ironic c ontrols foi siiuiu>. School, In Plant, Space l ab

oratory, Medical Application, location area use and cus

torn engineering services available foi specific needs

EAST EXHIBIT HALL SPACE 7-E

CONRAC DIVISION
(Giannini Controls Corporation)

Glendora, California
REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION

w I Moreland, General Manager
K. M. Alston, Operations Manager
i ( , lones, ( hief I ngineei
R N. Vendeland, Sales Managei
\ Slater, Distt id Managei
R. I ietze, Engineer
R Parks, I ngmeer
l ( Mom, l ngineei

P Wickham, Engineeei
William I ms, I ngineei

Rom ( is

NEW enure line of performance stabilized professional
monitors, rhese combination solid state and tube mom
tors are S". 14". and 17" si/es (cabinet and reck)
New color monitors standard monochrome utility moni
tors, professional monitors, pulse-cross monitors, audio-
video receivers, large screen audience monitors

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 26-W
LTV CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS DIVISION

Dallas, Texas
|tEPRESENTATIVES \l I I \ni\(, < <>\\ I M l<>\

l O. Weldon I rnest Ankele
Mark \\ Bullock John I letcher
Thomas |{ Moselej loe Sainton
Vernon Collins Bill Sine)
lames H Hamilton GeOTge kiutilek
William l Waldrup Don w ( lark
i ( Nickens w n Mitchell

fRODl ( is

\\l Broadcast transmitters and PRO-LOG V tomatic
Programming and I ogging System

rial

WEST EXHIBIT HALL SPACE 36-W
THE CUMMINS ENGINE CO., INC.

Columbus, Indiana
EPRESEN1 \l l\ I s ATTENDING CONVENTION

w s Gripman < w Paine
R » Soni \ R Hill

J. W Fritz

tODI ( Is

Standb) Generatoi v

WEST EXHIBIT HALL SPACE 47 W
DYNAIR ELECTRONICS, INC.

San Diego, California

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
l (

i c ii .num. in. President
( )m.ii I I allue. \ ice President

George w Bates Manufacturing Man...

loseph (
i Petit, ( hiel 1 ngineer

Dwain \ Keller, Applications Engincci
lolm Narrace Assl < hiel Engineei
\i I) Bingham, rransmittei Engineei

PRODI ( is

Broadcast television transmitters, \HI. specifically dc
signed foi smallei stations ( losed-circuil television trans

milters foi cable networks rransislorized stabilizing amp
Miieis. clampers, and pulse .uu\ video distribution ampli
fiers. \edio switching systems

WEST EXHIBIT HALL SPACE 63 W
DYNATRONICS, INC.,

Commercial Products Division

P. O. Box 3789
Orlando, Florida

REPRESENTATIVES \IIIM)IM, <<>\\|\||n\
I \l Allison

( Linton I ( roree
I'Roni < is

Multiplex receivers, Audio amplifii

EAST EXHIBIT HALL SPACE 4-E

ELECTRA MEGADYNE INC.

(Successor to EMI US)
Los Angeles 28, California

k H Booth II McKcon
\l l Bison P u
P Audet l Baker
K Sinker

PRODI < is

4VS" l<) ,\. Vidicon television camera chains (remote
control, i

Broadcast < ontrol Room | quipmenl s le vcrti

interval switching, mixing and distribution

transistorized audio mixing, tape nd inters

mimicalion equipment, and i rsM

WEST EXHIBIT HALL SPACE 54 W
ELECTRONICS. MISSILES &
COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

Mount Vernon. New York
REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION

iv m w s i lair

Mi R

Mi Henr) Shapiro
Mi Gan )i>hnM>n

Mi H i McKenzie
I'koiH < is

\ HI ..nd I HI I

I HI I r

*ONSOR April 6. 1964 CONVENTION SPECIAL 13 • 71



2500 Me ETV Equipment
( \ I V Equipment & Service

Cable Distribution Equipment

EAST EXHIBIT HALL-BOOTH M
FAIRCHILD RECORDING EQUIP. CORP.

Long Island City 1, New York
REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION

D. Plunkett

G. Alexandrovich
K. Mercer

PRODUCTS
Audio Control Equipment—Limiters, Compressors, Conax,
Dynalizer
Consoles for Broadcast and Recording

EAST EXHIBIT HALL-BOOTH T

FILMUNE CORPORATION
Milford, Connecticut

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
Edward B. Krause, President

John Koteas. Sales Manager
John Grady, Sales Rep.

PRODUCT
Filmline Model ND-100 16 mm. negative/positive portable

automatic continuous film processor.

EAST EXHIBIT HALL-BOOTH P

FORT WORTH TOWER CO., INC.
Ft. Worth, Texas

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
T. W. Moore McGee Moore
B. Moore

PRODUCTS
AM—FM—Television Towers
Reflectors

EAST EXHIBIT HALL-BOOTH O
GAMMA SCIENTIFIC, INCORPORATED

San Diego, California
REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION

H. P. Field, President

R. H. Akin, Vice President of Engineering
PRODUCTS

Spot Brightness Meters
Euminance Standards
Kinescope Recording Eight Meter

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 40-W
GATES RADIO COMPANY

Quincy, Illinois

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
P. S. Ciates. President

E. J. Cervone. V.P. Sales
N. L. Jochem, V.P. Engineering
Frank Parrish, Advertising Mgr.
Eugene Edwards, Broadcast Sales

Ed Gagnon. Manager. Product Marketing
George Yazell, Manager, Customer Services
Earry Pfister. Product Manager
Franz Cherny, Boadcasl Sales Specialist

James Barry, Director of Credit
PRODUCTS

( omplete line of AM-FM broadcast transmitters includ-
ing: FM-10G, new I0KW EM, FM-5G, new KW FM,
I \1 III new I KW EM. SS-1000 new KW AM trans-

milter. Executive Stereo Console, Presidenl Dual
Channel Console, Ambassador Single Channel Console,
Cartritape II cartridge tape system (operating). Turn-
tables. Transistor Amplifiers. Remote Amplifiers. Remote
Control Systems, Frequency ami Modulation Monitors,
Limiting and level Amplifiers. Complete Stereo Fquip-
ment. Antennas and other broadcast equipment. Com-
plete display of transistorized audio equipment including
l xecutive Stereo ( onsole, Diplomat Dual Channel. Presi-

dent Dual Channel Console, Ambassador Console, Pro-
ducer, new Production (onsoic. Cartritape II Cartridge

I ape Recording Equipment, Stereo Monitor Adaptor.

EAST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 1 9-E

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
(Command Systems Division,

Visual Communications Products)

Syracuse, N.Y.
REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION

Francis K. McCune, Vice President, Engineering, General
Electric Company

George L. Irvine, Regional Vice President, Central Region,
General Electric Co.

VISUAL COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS MANAGEMENT
A. F. Maynard, Manager
H. E. Smith, Manager—Marketing
F. J. Bias, Manager—Engineering
G. H. Metcalf, Manager—Manufacturing
John Wall, Manager—Broadcast sales

L. M. Storey, Jr., Manager—Educational and Industrial
Sales

J. W. Stonig, Manager—Export Sales
M. R. Duncan, Manager — Service Engineering
J. L. MacNair, Manager—Advertising & Sales Promotion
C. J. Simon, Manager—Product Planning and Market

Research
J. T. Tillman, Jr., Manager—Transmitter Engineering
R. E. Putnam, Manager—Audio-Video Engineering
F. J. Robinsons, Legal Counsel
V. R. Wiebusch, Manager—Credits & Collections

VISUAL COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS MARKETING
& ENGINEERING PERSONNEL

A. C. Angus, R. N. Blair, P. A. Bock, J. S. Collins, H. M.
Crosby, F. M. Eames, R. E. Fisk, G W. Freeborn, C. F.

Ganter, W. F. Goetter, S. R. Gordon, A. Gula, N. J.

Hudak. J. D. Kearney, C. I. Kring, W. R. MacNeilly,
V. P. Marlin, H. H. Martin, J. H. Painter, R. D. Peter-

son, H. L. Rabinowitz, B. P. Ransom, P. E. Reilly, H. W.
Morse, K. J. Richane, G. R. Rode, F. A. Sachs. W. L.
Shepard, C. G. Stiefvater, R. W. Taylor, R. A. Thomp-
son, G. S. Tillman, H. S. Walker, L. R. Zellmer

CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
E. J. Gareau, J. Watson, J. D. Pugsley

INTERNATIONAL GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
S. M. Ross, G. H. Stratton, M. M. Haertig

GENERAL ELECTRIC S.A. de C.V.
Flavio Gonzalez

PRODUCTS
50 KWUHF Transmitter. 1/5 KW VHF Low Channel
Transmitter, Helical Antenna, Zig-Zag Antenna. Antenna
Test Facilities, I.O. Color Live Camera, New 3" 1.0.

B&W Camera, New 4'/2" I.O. B&W Camera, Remote-
Controlled Transistorized Studio Vidicon Camera, Tran- <

sistorized Vidicon Live Camera, New Transistorized B&W
Film Camera, 4-V Transistorized Color Film Camera,
Continuous Motion Film Projector. B&W and Color,
Film Center Multiplexers, Complete Line TV Utility

Monitors, B&W Calibration Monitor. Transistorized S\nc
Generator, Transistorized Stereo Monaural Audio Con-,
soles, Complete Line, Transistorized Audio Equipment.
Educational TV Operating Center

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 59-W
GOTHAM AUDIO CORPORATION

New York, N.Y.
REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION

Stephen E. Temmcr, President

Hugh S. Allen. Jr.. Director.

Sales and Eneineerine Applications
PRODUCTS

Exclusive U.S. representatives of NEUMANN and I \IT.

both West Germany. Products include: NEUMANN eon-

denser microphones, mono & stereo: KMT Vid-E-Dil fl
electronic video tape editor: 140 steel plate reverberation

unit for AM and FM Stereo: EM T-Studer C-37 master

tape recorder.

EAST EXHIBIT HALL-BOOTHS V-Y

THE HARWALD COMPANY, INC.
Evanston, III.

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
R. Gunwald, President

R. Wallace. Vice President

H. Bowen. Vice President

S. Caldwell. Central Sales Manage)
G. Casanave, Eastern Sales Manager
R. Short. Western Sales Manager
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fr

E-h-h-h, What's up, Doc?"
One hundred of the most lavishly produced cartoons ever created by
Warner Bros, for theatrical distribution axe now available to television

stations. These fully-animated post -'17 productions have never traveled

the rabbit-cars of a TV set before. They star Bugfl Bunny, Daffy Duck.
Elmer Fudd. Foghorn Leghorn. Road Runner, Speedy (ion/ales and
other world-renowned Warner Bros, personalities. Running 6 to 6 1 ? min-

utes each, these 100 new-to-television cartoons are available in black-

and-white or color— for Fall start. An-n-n-d ... that's uhat's up. Hi.

Warner Bros. Cartoons-Series '64

[^WARNER BROS. TELEVISION DIVISION 666 Fifth Avenue, New York 19, NY., Circle 6 100C
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I . Beilin, Regional Sales Manager
R. Samojla, Controller
V. Svaigzne, Chief Engineer
J. Mason. Sales

N. Bertoia, Sales

K. Sam hers. Sales

PRODUCTS
Automatic Film Inspection & Editing Machines, Film
Handling, Cleaning & Storage Equipment, Automatic
Projection Equipment, Film Scratch Detector

1M antennas with digital tuning designed specifically foi

IM Stereo and multiplexing. Catalogs and Published Price
I ims. EM harmonic filters capable of high attenuation up
to I Oth Harmonic in accordance with FCC specs. Co-Axial
Switches, l-Vs" and 3V6" sizes.

PRODUCTS FOR TV
VHF and UHE Omnidirectional Antennas. Batwing and
Wideband V for VHP Channels 2-13. Slot Antennas for

UHF. Catalogs and Published Price Lists. VHP Hybrid
Diplexers, VHP Notch Diplexcrs as well as co-axial
switches in l%" and 3V»" sizes.

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 35-W
HEVI-DUTY ELECTRIC COMPANY

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION

J. M. Frank, Vice President, Sales

Bill Biega, Engineering Manager
Bill Feldkircher, Engineered Products Manager
Dick Dance, Specialty Products Manager
Dick Meyer, Manager, Planning & Administration
Rick Cornelia, Power Product Manager
Dan Bocklund, Asst. to Engineered Products Manager

PRODUCTS
Acuvolt Static Line Voltage Regulator, Dry & Oil Filled

Transformers. A.C. and D.C. Power Supplies, Constant
Current and Constant Voltage Regulators.

EAST EXHIBIT HALL-BOOTHS N & Q
INDIANA GENERAL CORPORATION

Chicago 6, III.

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
J. H. Bouwmeester M. Conti
I. A. Dickey J. Shames
G. Smith . J. Goldfeld
J. Welsh

PRODUCTS
UNICON. a new concept in TV program automation
systems utilizing a high speed magnetic core memory
which permits program changes right up to air time. The
systems have been designed so that they are truly uni-

versal controllers, being adaptable to a variety of control

room set ups

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 73-W
INTERNATIONAL GOOD MUSIC, INC.

Bellingham, Washington
REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION

Lee Facto, Vice President—Station Relations
Rogan Jones. Jr.. Vice President—Sales

Dan Coulthurst, Director of Engineering
Irv. Law. West (Oast Representative
Edwin Phelps. Mid-West Representative

PRODUCTS
IGM Series 300 simplimation Control Unit, IGM Pro-

gram Logger—Model STR-1, Music: Sovereign, Premier,

Stereo Soundstation, Doug Pledger

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 45-W
INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR CORPORATION

Nashville 4, Tennessee
REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION

Raymond L. Weiland
Sondra Darlene Ewing

PRODUC IS

Model TDA2 Transistorized Video Pulse Distribution

Amplifier. Model TCA3 Transistorized Camera Amplifier,

Model TDA26 Transistorized High Gain Video Amplifier,

Model VS22-10 Video Crossbar Switcher, Model TDA5
Balanced/Unbalanced Video/Pulse Amplifier, Model
TSAI Clamping/Equalizer Video Amplifier

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 48-W
JAMPRO ANTENNA CORP.

Sacramento, California
Rl PRI SI \ I A I l\ I S ATTENDING CONVENTION

Peter Onnigian, General Manager
1 arrj Seese, Field Service Manager

PRODUCTS I OR I M
Dual Polarized IM antennas; Conventional!) polarized

EAST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 1 -E

KLIEGL BROS.
Long Island City, N.Y

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
Herbert R. Moore, V.P. & Mgr., Television Dept.
Robert Bullock
James Byrne
Alwin Lassiter

PRODUCTS
Kliegl Bros. Manufactures a complete line of TV lighting

fixtures, accessories, wiring devices and lighting selection

and control equipment for monochrome and color tele-

casting. The new and revolutionary SCR semi-conductor
dimmer using the silicon controlled rectifier will he fea-

tured, along with new quartz line lighting fixtures. Assis-

tance in the planning of lighting and associated facilities

is available.

DISTRIBUTORS
Ampex, Dage Television, Gates Radio. General Electric

Co., General Precision Labs, EMI, RCA, RCA Inter-

national, Sarkes-Tarzian, Visual Electronics

EAST EXHIBIT HALL-BOOTH C

LOGOS, LTD.
1017 New Jersey Avenue, S.E

Washington 3, D.C.
REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVPMION

Charles F. Riley. Vice President. Engineering
Joseph W. Durand. Director. Programs and Production

SERVICE
Color Tape to Film Transfer— 16 or 35 mm. Color Video
Tape Duplications. Complete Video (Dior Production
Facilities. Mobile Television Service—Color or Black and
White.

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 44-W

MA CAR TA, LTD.
West Des Moines, Iowa

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
G. D. Andrews. President Edison Moulic
Gren Andrews W. E. Moulic
Del Blomstrom John Burmeistcr
Victor Blacketer Carl Martin
Carroll Rouce Jon Housour

PRODUCTS
Automatic Magnetic Tape ( artridge Recording and Play]

back Equipment
Automatic Tape Magazine Reconditioning and Reloading

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 71 -W

MACHTRONICS, INC.
185 Evelyn Avenue

Mountain View, California

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 21-W

3M COMPANY
(Magnetic Products Division)

St. Paul 19, Minnesota
Rl PRI SI NT AT IVES ATTENDING CONVENTION

W H. Madden T. I. McNultv
F. J. Watson R. J. I erderer

F. T. J. Madden C. L. \lden
P. B. Van Deventei D. T. Windahl
D. E. Rushin J. P. Deasej
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Newfor 1964-65..

149 HIGHEST RATED HOURS FOR STRIPPING
Here's the program that offers just about every-
thing

—

77SunsetStrip. Bristling action. Breath-
taking suspense. Bright romance. Bustling
humor. Bouncy music. And best of all . . . bulging
network ratings. Over the first four of six sea-

sons 7? Sunset Strip ran on the network. Warner
Bros, produced 149 hour-long episodes. These,
the highest rated episodes in the series, are now
available for the first time on an individual

market basis.

Averages 40% Share of Audience

During the first four seasons on the network.
?? Sunset Strip averaged a whopping 24.6 rat-

ing, good for a 40 r
; share of audience.* These

are the seasons when the dashing team of Bailey

and Spencer set the standards for future private

investigator series. When "Kookie," th<

talking parking lot attendant made hair-comb-

ing a teen-age must. When the up-beat theme
music of Sunset Strip caught the fancy of

millions of television viewers—and even |

viewers.

Stars Zimbalist, Smith and Byrnes

Starring Kfrem Zimbalist, Jr.,

Roger Smith as Jeff Si and Edward
Byn "Rookie,"

tares Louis Quinn as Roscoe, the h< bag
.'. ith a nose for news, and Jacquel

Beer ai Suzanne, the pn
name guest stars, tool Ask about W.
new Mondav-to-Fridav program concept

—"The
Sunset Strip."

WARNER BROS. TELEVISION DIVISION 666 Fifth Avenue, New York 19, NY, Circle 6-1000

Also ROOM FOR ONE MORE THE DAKOTAS THE GALLANT MEN • CHEYENNE • HAWAIIAN EYE LAWMAN



LEADING THE FIELD.

According to three recent surveys, SPONSOR is leading the field by plenty. The latest sh<

SPONSOR ahead of the second book in agency regular readership by 37% and 81% aheac

the third. Among advertisers we're 70% ahead of the second and 103% ahead of the third.

Why this outstanding leadership? Because SPONSOR is edited 100% for the benefit of brc

cast-minded agency and advertiser personnel — timebuyers, other media personnel, account

ecutives, plans board members, research people, ad managers and others concerned with buj

television and radio time and programs.

555 Fifth Avenue

76 • 38 CONVENTION SPECIAL
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HORi ION

for High-Power t

99 hours and 39 half-hours of big TV entertainment . .

.

big ratings! This outstanding network series

which Newsweek called "the best and most stylish show

on American television" continues to win new
laurels in syndication. More than 60

stations have already licensed

Naked City... and 70% of

them art programming it in prime

time against top network

competition. Here are just a few

recent ARB ratines resui:

KU -16

WBR2. Baton Rouge 24

KOB TV, Albuquerque — 25

WWL TV. New 0rleans-23

WTVR. Richmond- 1

4

WBTV. Charlotte- 16

KDALTV, Dulut

O Looking for Action?

exclusively by

EENfetGEMS

1

1 ."
i 1

,:J
A m .1

5 ~~*i

W r kw

f
i

m



PRODUCTS
"SCOTCH" Brand video tape, sound recording tapes, and
related items

Film magazine capacity is 1,200', black and white or color.

Gemini incorporates an automatic cueing system which
streamlines the editing and printing processes.

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 70-W
MARCONI INSTRUMENTS

Englewood, N.J.

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
Wally Oliver
Ken Meyers
Bill Shuppert

PRODUCTS
Communications Test Equipment Including: TV Trans-
mitter Side Band Analyzer; 30Mc Television Measuring
Oscilloscope; Transistorized Video & Audio Generator;
Noise Loading and Transmission Test Sets; Video Sweep
Generator

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 31-W
MINCOM DIVISION, 3M COMPANY

Los Angeles, Calif.

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
Sidney B. McCollum—Commercial Products Sales Sup.
Mel Lieberman—Commercial Products Sales Engineer

PRODUCTS
The Mincom Dropout Compensator, which eliminates
the effect of signal dropouts in video tape playback, by
substituting information from the previous line stored

in a 63.5 microsecond delay line; is self-contained in

5 lA" of rack space, and compatible with both color and
black/white.

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 67-W
MARTI ELECTRONICS

Cleburne, Texas
REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION

George W. Marti

Jo C. Marti
Robert E. Richards

PRODUCTS
450 MC Microwave Equipment for use as Aural Broad
cast Studio—Transmitter Links and Intercity Relay, in-

eluding Sub-Channel Exciters and Mixer and Receivers

for Multi-Channel Application, Remote Pick-up Equip-
ment Including Transmitter and Receiver and Accessories,

for operation in the 150-170 MC Range

EAST EXHIBIT HALL-BOOTH K

MARYLAND TELECOMMUNICATIONS, INC.

(MTI)
Cockeysville, Maryland

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
Mr. Erederick J. Beste, Jr., President

Mr. William F. Jacob. Jr., Director of Engineering
Mr. Donald B. Schafer, Sales Engineer

PRODUCTS
EIA Synchronizing Generators, Monitors, Image Orthicon

Cameras, Low lisiht level and field use, Vidicon Cameras
WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 51 -W

McMARTIN INDUSTRIES, INC.
Omaha, Nebraska

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
Ray B. McMartin. President

Leonard E. Hedlund. Chief Engineer
Ray M. Unrath. Marketing Manager
Charles King. Engineer
Gary Heimsoth, Engineer

PRODUCTS
Frequency Monitors. Modulation Monitors, SCA-Multi-
plex Monitors, FM Stereo Re-broadcast Receivers. RE
Amplifiers, FM Multiplex Receivers (tubed and transistor-

ized). SIT. Receivers. Fixed Frequency FM Receivers,

Audio Amplifiers—transistorized. Storecast Selective Pro-

grammer

EAST EXHIBIT HALL-BOOTH Z

M-G-M TELESTUDIOS, INC.
New York, N.Y.

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
George K. Gould, President, M-G-M Felestudios, Inc.

Stanle) I. Parnas, General Mgr., Special Products Div.

Warren R. Smith, Director of [*echnical Development
PRODI ( IS

(.1 MINI I MM /I II M SYSTEM
Gemini is a video tape/film system which produces a

simultaneous direct 16mm film during video tape produc-
tion, I Ins device uses a 16mm camera unit mounted and
mechanically and opticall) coupled to the television

camera. I he film quality equals that produced bj anj high

quality 16mm camera and lens or 35mm reductions.

78 • 40 CONVENTION SPECIAL

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 33-W
MIRATEL ELECTRONICS, INC.

St. Paul, Minnesota 551 12
REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION

W. S. Sadler R. B. Hackenberger
B. J. Klindworth N. C. Ritter

Dan Schulte Peter Vogelgesam:
PRODUCTS

Transistor video monitors. Rube type video monitors.

Pulse Cross monitors—transistorized. Waveform and Video
Monitor package. Audio Operated Relay, Space and
Military High Resolution Monitor

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 42-W
MITCHELL VINTEN, INC.

Glendale, California
REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION

A. R. Macmath. Sales Manager, Vinten Overseas, Ltd.

R. Bruce Hill. Director of Sales, Mitchell Vinten, Inc.

PRODUCTS
Television Camera Pan and Tilt Heads, Pedestals, Dollies

and Studio Crane

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 49-W
MOSELEY ASSOCIATES, INC.

Santa Barbara, California
REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION

John A. Moseley, President
Howard M. Ham, Jr., Engineering Manager
Norm Steinbercer. Engineer

PRODUCTS
942 to 952 mc/s Studio Transmitter Links for AM. L\
aural. FM (mono and stereo), and intercity relay servioi

10 watt EM Exciter, Stereo and SCA Generators, Radic

and Wire Remote Control Systems. Transistorized RI

Amplifier for AM monitors. 10 watt and 50 watt EN

Transmitters

EAST EXHIBIT HALL-BOOTHS R-U

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC
New York, N.Y. 10017

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
E. D. J. Baars, John H. McConnell, Andrew A. Brakha

PRODUCTS
Condenser and dynamic microphones and accessories

WEST EXHIBIT HALL SPACE 58-W

OZALID REPRO PRODUCTS
(GENERAL ANILINE & FILM CORP.)

Binghamton, New York
REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION

H. J. Reynolds. District Sales Manager
P. I. McGrath, Sales Promotion Supervisor

PRODI < is

O/alid Reproduction Equipment and materials design

specifically Foi Broadcast systems Contract-InvoicK

[traffic-Control, Availabilities Control.
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want to sell something

in St. Louis or Dallas,

use the newspapers.

i" r<

' '.r i

Now, i urn Ihe p

V
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If you really want to reach people in these two great markets, make it

WIL in St. Louis and K-BOX in Dallas. Every day more and more of our

advertisers arc finding it out. And that's straight from the horse's mouth.

WIL, St. Louis and K-BOX, Dallas

THH BALABAN STATIONS

John I Box, Jr. Managing Director SoM national!) b) Robert I Eastman & Co., Inc.
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THE BEST
MOVIE LINE-UP
IN BALTIMORE

IS ON CHANNEL 2
EXCLUSIVE -6 NIGHTS A WEEK!

Jight after night famous stars appear in their most memorable

Dies on WMAR TV. Many of these features are FIRST RUN 1

he WMAR TV current library of over 700 titles includes such

imous packages as 7 Arts. Screen Gems, 20th Century and

thers. Top films— backed by a heavy barrage of daily news-

aper advertising and on air promotion— is the combination

lat builds audiences for your product or service!

SATURDAYS. 11 PM

•FROM HERE TO ETERNITY". Burt Lancaster Deborah-
"BELL. BOOK AND CANDLE". James Stewart. Kim Not

'THE EDDY DUCHIN STORY", Kim Novak. Tyrone Pc-

"JUBAL", Glenn Ford. Ernest Borgnine

"THI KEY". William Holden. Sophia Loren

•THE LAST ANGRY MAN'. Paul Muni. David Wayne

FRIDAYS. 11:20 PM
"MAN ON A TIGHTROPE". Fredric March. Terry Moore
"THE DESERT FOX". James Mason. Sir Cednc Hardwicke

iERE'S NO BUSINESS LIKE SHOW BUSINESS", Marilyn Monroe
"PEOPLE WILL TALK". Cary Grant. Jeanne Cram

PLUS - MONDA YS THROUGH FRIDA YS . . .

MONDAYS THROUGH THURSDAYS,

11:20 PM
Drama, mystery, adventure, romance selected

from the same great packages.

AND SUNDAYS . . .

4:30-5:55 PM
Featuring the best of

"BOMBA THE JUNGLE BOY"
"BOWERY BOYS"

'SCIENCE FICTION THEATRE"

12 NOON
MISTER ROBERTS". Henry Fonda. James Cagney
"THE SEARCHERS ". John Wayne. Natalie Wood

"DRUMS ". Raymond Massey. Sabu
KNIGHT WITHOUT ARMOUR ". Marlene Dietrich

n Maryland Most People WatchWMAR-TV §fcs\>my

CHANNEL 2 SUNPAPERS TELEVISION
TELEVISION PARK BALTIMORE. MD 21212

Repr«eent«d Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCV INC



EAST EXHIBIT HALL-BOOTH W
PHOTO RESEARCH CORP.

Hollywood, Calif. 90038
REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION

Mr. Karl Freund, President

Mr. Gideon Fiat. Project Engineer
PRODUCTS

Spectra Optoliner—an opto-mechanical TV camera sys-

tem tester for Color, Image Orthicon or Vidicon Cameras.
Spectra Miniaturized TV camera—2.6 inch square by- 7.5

inch long, weight 2.75 lbs. capable of withstanding hard
radiation. Spectra "Candlea" meter-foot candle meter for

TV Lighting Directors.

EAST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 11-E

RAYTHEON COMPANY
Norwood, Massachusetts

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
Hugh Bannon Gene Love
George Hinckley Phil Cass
Bob Keller

PRODUCTS
New RM1-C Heterodyne Microwave System. KTR Micro-
wave Television Relay Systems for Intercity relay remote
pick-up or STL applications. 7,000 and 13,000 Mc Portable

and rack-mounted for NTSC color and simultaneous
audio. TMA Program audio channel units for application

to existing systems. New Solid State Type B Clamper
Amplifier. Microwave, Waveguide accessories, including

antennas, waveguide, diplexers, etc.

EAST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACES 5-E-6-E

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
(Broadcast & Communications Products Div.)

Camden, New Jersey
REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION

C. H. Colledge, Div. Vice President & General Manager,
Broadcast & Communications Products Division

A. F. Inglis, Div. Vice President, Communications Prod-
ucts Operations

J. P. Taylor, Manager, Marketing Services

E. C. Tracy, Manager, Broadcast. Technical & Scientific

Sales Dept.
A. M. Miller, Manager, Broadcast Merchandising and

West Coast Operations
W. E. Morrison, Chief Engineer
V. F. Trouant, Chief Technical Administrator
M. A. Trainer, Manager, International Liaison & Cus-

tomer Relations

P, Bergquist, Manager, Government Technical & Scientific

Sales

G. Bricker, Manager, West Coast Marketing & Engi-
neering

J. C. Cassidy, Manager, Sales Administration
E. J. Dudley, Administrator, Press Relations
P. A. Greenmeyer, Manager, Broadcast Advertising and
Promotion

E. T. Griffith, Manager, Sales Services
J. E. Hill, Manager, Northern Broadcast Field Sales
H. H. Klerx, Manager, Electronic Recording Products

Merchandising
E. N. Luddy, Manager, Broadcast Transmitting Equipment

Merchandising
Dana Pratt, Manager, Southern & Western Broadcast

Field Sales
W. B. Varnum, Manager, Studio Equipment Merchan-

dising

M. VanderDussen, Manager, Scientific Instruments
RCA BROADCAST AND TELEVISION PRODUCTS

Monochrome and color television equipment, UHF and
VHF television transmitters. AM/FM transmitters; Tele-
vision Tape equipment. Audio equipment. Monitoring
equipment and test equipment for AM, FM and TV
Stations. Television mobile equipment, TV cameras, con-
trol room equipment. AM. FM and TV antenna systems,
transmission line, tower lighting and accessories. Radio
and TV station automation equipment. Microwave relay
equipment.

EAST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 1 0-E

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
(RCA Electronic Components and Devices)

Harrison, New Jersey
REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION

G. A I ucian, W. W. Winters, I. E. Kelley, II. C. Nance.
G I Ryan, l. X. Banko, ll. S. Stamm, R. lord. R. M.
( ..lull. S. I Martin, ll Kozicki, J. I. Kelley, J. H. Owens.
(, (.. Carne, I . A. Dymacek, R. A. Bassell, R. G. Neu-
hauset. M. Petrasek, A. P. Sweet. J. T. Houlihan, R. J.

I iska

PRODU< is

Image Orthicon. Vidicon. Large Power lubes. Electronic

instruments, Microphones, Nuvistors, Batteries. Dark
lleaier lubes. Novai lubes. Citizen Band Radio. Tran-
sistors, High Fidelity Components

EAST EXHIBIT HALL-BOOTH L

REEVES SOUNDCRAFT,
(Division of Reeves Industries, Inc.)

Danbury, Connecticut
REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION

John S. Kane, V.P. and General Manager
Edward Schmidt, V.P. Research and Development
Guido Neurotti, Manager Research
Robert E. Snare. Marketing Manager
George Petetin, Sales Manager
Thomas J. Dempsey. Director Public Relations

PRODUCTS
Reeves Soundcraft Micro-Plate Video-Tape and other

professional recording products.

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 64-W
RIKER INDUSTRIES, INC.
Huntington Station, New York

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
H. Charles Riker James A. Leiteh

G. Kurt Butenhoff Kenneth V. Seelig

S. S. Krinsky
PRODUCTS

Demonstration of new all-transistor video modules: New
automatic special effects generator with "joy stick'" posi-

tioner, video switching systems, video faders, video trans-

mission test signal generators—multiburst, stair step, win-

dow, sin
2

, bar & dot. All-transistor sync generator with

variable and instantaneous sync lock for color and mono-
chrome. Stabilizing amplifier. Color bar generator. Vertical

interval black and white reference generators. Portable

test sets. Video and pulse DA's, sync comparitors, cue dot

generators, video tape reference generators. All above
equipment packaged as identical plug-in modules for as-

sembling flexible systems.

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 57-W

ROHN SYSTEMS, INC.
Peoria, Illinois

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
Dick Kleine Bud Blaksley

Dwight Rohn Bob Kennedy
Al Repsumer Grady Rooker

PRODUCTS
AM. FM. TV broadcast and microwave towers, reflectors,

lighting equipment and associated tower equipment and
installation.

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 38-W

RUST CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Cambridge, Massachusetts

REPRI SI N I A I IVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
Sal Fulchino Robert I.ecdham
Arthur ( estaro. Jr. Arthur Stamler

Hen Newman Richard Burden
Bill Dunbar John 1 . Wyman. Jr.

Milan 1 eggetl Dave Shaw
PRODI ( I S

I \l rransmitters I kw. 5 kw. 15 kv>. RUST Remote Con-
trol Equipment. Stere-o Generators, AUTOLOG Auto-

matic 1 ogging Equipment, SCA Generators. TV 1 ighting

Equipment, Stere-o Control Console
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w
Douglas by day Allen by night

Group W, by George!

iroiip W put Mike Douglas on tele\ ision five d.i\s a week
ind Steve Allen on 6ve nights a week. Each heads 90
minutes of big-budget, big-stai entertainment that bright-

ns the television scene.

Both shows grew from one idea the continuing need to

re.ite fresh, new entertainment for the Group W st.i-

ions But the) are produced m two totallj different ways.
he \fikc Douglas Show originates from KYW-TV in

le\ eland. It is produced b\ KA \\ I \ with the creative

backing of the Group lUenSho* is produced

b> the Group itself in Hollywood

Group Vt productions can be Steve Mien, Mike D
a series on Communism in 33 lectures. Specials for <

dren, or 15 cameo productions on American art Each is

a direct result of the creative, financial, and management
resources of the Group I ach points up the role of the

Group broadcaster as .1 vital thud force in :stmg

foi si.itions, viewers, and advertise

GROUPwWISTINGHOUSE BROAOCASTING COMPANY

*
• WB2 TV BOSTON • WINS NEW YORK • WJZ-TV BALTIMORE • KOKA • KOKA TV PITTSBURGH • KYW • KYW TV O.EVEIAN0 • WOWO FORT WAYNE •W*0 CHICAGO • KPtt SAN FftANOSCO
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EAST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 17-E

SARKES TARZIAN, INC.
Bloomington, Indiana

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
Biagio Presti, Division Manager: Russ Ide, Marketing
Manager: Neff Cox, Jr.. Merchandising Manager: Dale
Buzan. Dept. Supervisor, Studio Equipment Engineering;
John Guthrie. Dept. Supervisor. Production Engineer &
Eield Service: Dick Swan, Dept. Supervisor. Switcher Sys-
tems Engineering: Bill Tarr. Dept. Supervisor, Microwave
Engineering: Miles Blazek. Dept. Supervisor, Mechanical
Engr. & Drafting; Jack Roden, Eastern Regional Manager;
Joe Ryan, New England Regional Manager; Nubar
Donovan, Southern Regional Manager: Morrell Beavers,
Midwestern Regional Manager; Dale Matheny. Western
Regional Manager: Jack Dunn, Joe Phillippi, Charles
Moore, Bob McCoy, John Kays, Coy Mathenv.

PRODUCTS
Television Studio Equipment:

Studio Cameras—Solid State, Image Orthicon and
Vidicon

Film Cameras—Solid State
Switching Systems—Solid State Vertical Interval
Microwave—Heterodyne Relay Systems

EAST EXHIBIT HALL-BOOTH D
SESAC, INC.

New York 1 9, New York
REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION

Alice H. Prager Harold Fitzgerald
W. F. Myers Roy Drusky
John Koshel Frank Watkins
Sid Guber Ed Cooney
George Jellinek Ray Van Hooser
J. F. Quinn Earl Brewer
Charles Scully Vic Vickrey
Jim Aylward Earl Pollock
Glenn Ramsey

PRODUCTS
The BIG BANDS come to Chicago! The swinging sounds
of ten all-star bands—ideal for round the clock program-
ming. Over 115 selections on ten Hi-Fi SESAC Record-
ing albums for SI 9.95. featuring the most famous leaders,

instrumentalists and sidemen in the dance band field.

Hear the world renowned musical stylings of such greats

as Duke Ellington, Count Basie, Woody Herman and
many others. Audition material available on "THE BIG
BANDS" as well as "DRUMMERS." SECAC RECORD-
INGS and all Special Program Packages.

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 56-W
SCHAFER ELECTRONICS

Burbank, California
REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION

Paul C. Schafer
James W. Harford
Robert Levinson

PRODUCTS
Program Automation Systems. Spot Locators. Transmitter
Remote Control Equipment, Automatic Logging Equip-
ment

84

YOU SHOULD HEAR
J. Robert Humphreys. Manaqer of KSRV Radio.
Ontario. Oreqon. says: "It is difficult to draw
the line between sellinq clients again and keepinq
them sold, but I feel it is important to keep qood
accounts sold. Thus, the most important benefit I

see from CRC is keepinq clients sold. It's easy to
keep a client sold with the 'sell and sounds' from
CRC."

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Space A & B, East Exhibit Hall

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORPORATION
TRADE MAG AD 1/6 PAGE
NAB CONVENTION ISSUE BROADCASTING
& SPONSOR
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WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 68-W
SHURE BROTHERS, INC.

Evanston, Illinois

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
R. W. Carr, Manager, Professional Products Division

R. W. Ward. Manager, Distributor Sales

H. T. Harwood, Director. Public Relations

M. B. Lorig. Vice President. New Products
V. F. Machin, Vice President, Marketing
G. Reese. Advertising Coordinator

PRODUCTS
Shure Microphones and Accessories for Radio and Tele-

vision Broadcasting
Stereo-Dynetic Phono Cartridges for Broadcasting
Shure-SME Pickup Arm
Model SE-1 Stereo Broadcast Preamplifier

Model M66 Broadcast Stereo Equalizer

EAST EXHIBIT HALL-BOOTH G
SONY CORPORATION of AMERICA

New York, New York
REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION

L. F. Costelio K. Tsunoda
B. L. Birchard H. McAdams

PRODUCTS
Broadcast Video Tap*: Recorders. Monitors, Cameras.
Television Recording Tape.

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 53-W
SPARTA ELECTRONIC CORPORATION

Sacramento, California

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
Wm. J. Overhauser. President

Jack Lawson, General Sales Manager
Jess Swicegood, Representative
(has. A. Sprague. Representative
Herbert L. Arms, Representative
Glenn F. Webster. Reprcscntaii\e
Eugene D. Bradley, Representative

PRODUCTS
SP \RTA-MATIC Cartridge Tape Sj stems including

monaural, stereo and portable equipment. SPARTA A-50
Portable Studio. A- 10 Audio Console monaural and stereo

models. Turntables and Turntable Combinations including

transistorized Equalized Preamplifier and other related

studio equipment.

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 60-W
STANDARD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

Freehold, New Jersey
RFPRFSFNTATIVES VITFNDINC. CONVENTION

William H Zillger, Presidenl
\i no Zillgei . V.P. I ngr.

losepfa Ewansky, Mgr. Field I'ng. Service

1 rwin Taper, Application & Field Engineer

April 6, 1964 / SPONSOR



Flannel

LET'S TALK MOVIES!
LAST YEAR WTIC-TV TELECAST

• ISO FEATURK I II.MS NEVER BE-
FORI] SHOWN BYA CONNECTICUT
TELEVISION STATION.

• 157 FEATURE FILMS NEVER BE-
FORE SHOWN BYA CONNECTICUT
OR A WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS
TELEVISION STATION.

NOT ONLY NEW, BUT FINE MOVIES,
SUCH AS —
On The Waterfront . . . Sayonara . . . Man in tin- Gray

Suit . . . Ruby Gentry . . . The Old Man and the >'

The Bad Seed . . . Duel in the Sun . . . Battle Cry

. . . The Spirit of St. Louis , No Time for Sergeants

. . . Hercules . . . At ilia the Hun . . . The Pajama

Game . . . A Fare in the Croud . . . Kiss Them

for Me . . Indiscreet . . . The Gift of I.ore . . .

Man in a Cocked Hat . . . Home Before Dark

. . . Top Secret Affair . . . Too Much. Too

Soon . . . The Lady Killers . . . and more.

THIS YEAR, WTIC-TV
HAS CONTINUED TO
ENCHANT ITS
AUDIENCE WITH —
Auntie Mame . . . The Hurl: at the Top of the Stair* . .

.

The Sun's Story . . . Bachelor Party . . . Cash McCaU

. . . lee Palace . . . Marjorie Morningstor . . . Tall Story

. . . The Fugitive Kind . . . The Hanging Tree . . Happy

Anniversary . . . Tin- Miracle . . . Hercules I 'nchained . .

.

The Night Holds Terror

.

. . Thief of Bagdad . . , Walk

Into Hell . . . Wonders of Aladdin . . Aphrodite

with m;m\. m;in\ more to COOie!

For television leadership in movies, look to

WTIC-TV3
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

REPRESENTED MY HARRINGTON,
RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.

$J-"%

SPONSOR April 6 1964 CONVENTION SPECIAl 47 • IS



John Klindworth, Sales

James Heaton, Sales

(ilenn Webster, Sales

Betty Zillger. Hostess
PRODUCTS

New Solid State 2 KW TV Transmitter, featuring only
5 tubes in both the aural and visual transmitters. The
new 2 KW transmitter is exactly 50' r of the size of the

present 500 watt transmitter. Available at reduced price

with aural visual power ratio of 10%. Also, complete
KM transmitting and stereo equipment including .250W,
I KW, 5 KW and 10 KW transmitters. The standard line

of TV amplifiers will also be shown for 10 KW and 25
KW power outputs.

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 74-W
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS, INC.
(Home & Commercial Electronics Division)

New York, N.Y.
REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION

Nicholas Rabiecki, Jr.

Erederick T. Henry
William T. Blackwell

PRODUCTS
Television-Origination, production and display

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 37-W
TEKTRONIX, INC.
Beaverton, Oregon

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
Keith Williams Bob Meehan
Charles Rhodes Paul Whitlock
Larry Biggs Ed Yore
Deral Countryman Stan Kouba
Don Hofmann Art Baumgarth
Jerry Coomber Dean Hill

Ralph Ebert Wendell Larmore
Don Clifford Dick Urban
(lift Briesenick Grace Berryhill

Ron Gantner Hazel Brown

«m
YOU SHOULD HEAR
Ronald L. Hickman, General Manager of WNNJ,
Newton. N.J., says: "Thanks to the CRC Library,
our sales have increased at a far qreater pace in

the last four months. Initial response from spon-
sors has been extremely favorable and we look
forward to a very pleasant relationship with CRC.
Incidentally, we are especially proud of our new
customized ID's and special holiday jinqles."

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Space A & B, East Exhibit Hall

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORPORATION
TRADE MAG AD 1/6 PAGE
NAB CONVENTION ISSUE BROADCASTING

& SPONSOR
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Joe Gardner Ruth Christiansen
Bill Lewis Barbara Farrell

George Lodge Jan Michela
Tom Long Hildegard Richardson

PRODUCTS
Video-Waveform Monitors, Vectorscope for Color TV
Phase Measurements, Oscilloscope Trace-Recording Cam-
era, TV and BC Test Equipment—Generators, Amplifiers,

etc.. Scope-Mobiles (Oscilloscope Carts), Auxiliary Test
Equipment

EAST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 2-E

TELEMET COMPANY
Amityville, New York

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
J. Horowitz Sidney C. Gunston
D. J. Dudley Eric King
W. T. Curdts Alex Kwartiroff

PRODUCTS
Transistorized Special Effects Generator/Joy Stick Posi-

tioner, Transistorized Video Transmission Test Signal

Generator, Transistorized EIA Sync Generator. Transistor-

ized Sync Lock, Transistorized Video Distribution Ampli-
fiers, Transistorized Pulse Distribution Amplifiers. Tran-
sistorized Mid-Frequency Phase Correctors, Transistorized

Multiburst Generator. Transistorized Stair-Step Generator,
Transistorized Pulse and Window Generator, Transistor-

ized Dot Grating Generator. Transistorized Color Standard,

Color Flying Spot Scanner. Color T.V. Monitor. Color
Encoder. Color Bar Geneiator, Color Standard. Special

Effects Generator/ Fader. Differential Phase and Gain
Receiver

EAST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 3-E

TELEQUIP CORPORATION
New York, N.Y.

RHPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
John W. Schlageter George Paragamian
John J. Camarda Art Battone
Howard L. Ryder

PRODUCTS
PYE 4V4" Camera. Studio Lighting. Kine Recorder

W Rapid Film Processor for Spot News and location

work. I6MM Newsreel Camera with transistorized mixer-

amplifier. Portable Power Pack. Completely equipped

vehicle for on the spot tape and film coverage of remote

shows and news events.

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 32-W

TELESYNC CORP.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
Bob Swanson AI Sloman
Joe Henkel Bob Hadley
Joe Barrera

PRODUCTS
Synchronous Prompting Equipment
Rear Screen Projection Equipment (Xenon & Incandescent)

Variable Speed Roller Caption Scanner

EAST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 8-E

TELEVISION ZOOMAR COMPANY
New York 36, N.Y.

RFPRESENTATIVFS ATTENDING CONVENTION
Jack A. Peeler
Bill Pegler

Dr. Frank G. Back
PRODUCTS

Image Orthicon Zoom Lenses:

rlyperUniversal Zoomer, Angenieux-Zoomai Model 1 0-2-1

B, Angenieux Zoom lens with Evershed Servo Control

Mark II.

I 'idicon Zoom Lenses:
Angenieux 1 : 1.9-15 to 150mm. Angenieux F: 2.8-15 u

150mm with Zoom rod or DC remote control

WEST EXHIBIT HALLSPACE 69-W

THOMSON ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC.

New York, N.Y.

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
(i. Salem I 1 Stern

April 6, 1964 / SPONSOR



i Donna) I • ornuto
\i Gouberl

PRODI ( is

/<•/< i ision \tudu< I quipment
4 1 .-" transistorized Image-Orthicou Cameras, ; ["ran

ustoruced Image-Orthicon ( ameras, rransistorized Vidicon
Camera, rransistorized Flying Spol Scanner, Synchroniz
inj Pulse Generator, Special l 1 1 «.- ^ i ^ Generatoi < smera
( ontrol I mis .ill units tulK transistorized

WEST EXHIBIT HALL SPACE 76 W
U.S. ARMY, TELERADIO BRANCH

Office, Chief of Information

Department of the Army
Washington, DC.

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
I i Col w illi.tm l I llington

M.IIOI \ IIKCI11 I) MlL'elo

Mi Stanle) I ield

M ( John Dates
I MIIBII

l s \im\ exhibit depicting the

PRl >Dl . Is

Intuition \mpht MixJcl VI
unit with in

unit in sell powered, pi .

uutputt Solid Slate Pulse D M
is unit rel i I \

tributes them thro i

\ I 100 I 01 mounting up lo foui i>i eitlv

distribution amplifiers Occupies only

WEST EXHIBIT HALL SPACE 25 W
VITRO ELECTRONICS

R

Silver Spring, Maryland
I'RI SI N I \ I l\ I s MIISDIM, i iiWIMKiS

\itm
vision series I III BIG Pit l l Kl . and the

radio series, I 111 \K\n not R

weekl) tele

\nm s ueekh

WEST EXHIBIT HALL SPACE 75-W
U.S. NAVY RECRUITING SERVICE

Department of the Navy
Washington, D.C.

WEST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 46-W
UTILITY TOWER CO.
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

KII'klsIM \||\|s \lll\m\(, (OWIMION
c I « lete) Nelson D
Jem Nelson \|

\ G (Bud) Duvall R
PRODI ( is

Manufacture and installation ol .ill

Microwave lowers and Microwave

I) (Dutch) ( . it on x.

\ (Nate) Sholai
(i. (Joel NeKon

\ \t Setterholm, President
K B Booth, Managei ol s

l \ndrc M ti tgei ol Bn S >les

K H I Hen S lis I ngineei
J K Birch, Seniot I ngineei

I'KoDl ( is

New Precision Phase Monitor, New Bt

l)ispi.i\ i nit, I \ and I M k i clJ

Intensitv Meters. Phase Meter \

and Plu

EAST EXHIBIT HALL SPACE 3 E

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.,

LAMP DIVISION
Bloomfield, New Jersey

REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING CONVENTION
George ( Paragamian
\ithiit \ Bottone

PRODI ( is

I .mips tot Studio Hgl ept for sliulio

and i \ lighting

t\pes of Radio,
Reflectors

I \

EAST EXHIBIT HALL-SPACE 1 5-E

VISUAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
Ne'

Kl I'RI SEN! \l l\ I s

J.imes B. I harpe
John P, Gallagher
I Cecil Grace
Jess Ralsk\

Charles V . Spicer

Robert Bollen
George II Wagnet
Donald Quinlan
Richard kopht/
Moms \ Mayers
I elix Bonvouloir
Shirles Bonvouloir
\ w Greeson
\ K Hopkins
Cruz Rivera
Gerald Bobian
r\lfred \ Menegus

PRoni t is

York, N.Y. 10018
\ l l l NDING < o\\ ENTION

I ewis ( Radford
( net Siegrist

Wayne Marcj
l yle O. ke\s
Ufred M Kallman

I dward ( lammer
I imoth) I .ink

P l) rhompson
Jim Howard
Dallas Barnard
( h.itles Halle
Boh kuhl
Duane Hoisington
1 inton D ll. ii greaves

George Sbotwell
Bob Becker

orthicon Zoom camera
I \ Program auton

The new transistorized image
with built-in 10:1 zoom lens.

systems, a complete new program lot upgrading existing

\ I R's for maximum performance \ IR test equipment.
video switching systems, pulse assignment switchini
terns. Spotm.ister tape cartridge equipment, complete
packaged \M station, complete packaged I M stereo

station. KRs Stacl Broadcaster reversible cartridgi

tems. wireless microphones. I HI transmitters, image
orthicon tubes.

WEST EXHIBIT HALL SPACE 43-W
VITAL INDUSTRIES
Gainesville, Florida

REPRESENTATIVES VTTENDING CONVENTION
William Boehme, General Man
Man m Moss, i ngineei
Robert BeviHe, Engineer

YOU SHOULD HEAR
Don Mjmmo-d G«n*f«l M,«,q,- of •

B»-" No'tn C*'oli* MT1 Would b* i»jDO» to
- .- : • • .-,-"-.••

. »d to clot* i SS20 00 - ' <x*t

Fo'd ... * • to
q«t on th« > Aq j - c

D'odueinq
th« b-

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Space A & B, East Exhibit Hall

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORPORA
TRADE MAG AD
NAB CONVENTION ISSUE BROADC*
& SPONSOR
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#

Syndicators and program
sources at the convention
Wide choice of TV and radio program fare awaits broadcasters
and admen, and the "TFE" group again goes its own way

For the second year in a row,

program planners attending the

NAB convention will be confronted

with what must surely be one of

the friendliest revolts in the history

of trade associations: "TFE—'64"

displays and hospitality suites at the

nearby Pick Congress Hotel will

again showcase the syndication

wares, programs and features, from

16 of the largest syndicators in the

business, who feel they're better off

at a non-NAB exhibit.

At the same time, other leading

distributors of programs and fea-

tures for local-level use — such

as MCA TV, MGM-TV, Embassy
Pictures, the three network-owned

syndication arms, and group-sta-

tion producers like Triangle, Storer

and Group W — will have their

exhibits and suites, for the most

part, on NAB convention home
grounds.

If it's a war, it's about as real

as the bullets in a Hollywood west-

ern.

The NAB, in conciliatory ges-

tures to the maverick TFE-ers, has

given them small-print plugs in the

convention listings. A TV panel ses-

sion this year will deal with pro-

graming, and will even have Seven

Arts' Robert Rich and film-maker

Joe Levine (whose Embassy Pic-

tures is not, however, a TFE mem-
ber) as panelists.

On the TFE side of the fence,

there's been a strong movement to

cut out the ballyhoo and high jinks

of bygone syndication displays

(Sample: "Absolutely no gambling

will be permitted . . . Hostesses

should be attired properly for a

cocktail reception . . . etc."). limes

have changed.

In tact, there's an outside possi

bility that this year's TFE will be

the last Til., as such. The self-

elected outcasts have made their

point, and NAB, faintly em-

barrassed at the success and the de-

corum of last year's exhibit, is re-

portedly ready to welcome the

prodigals home for 1965.

What's in store for station film

buyers, radio program directors and

admen making the rounds of dis-

tributors? What's going to happen

at NAB-area suites and at the

TFE?
On the NAB side of the fence.

MCA may well have the largest

single hospitality suite setup (2400,

Hilton), with the entire MCA TV
sales force in attendance as hosts

during the convention. Some of

MCA's topmost brass will be there

— notably D.A. "Sonny" Werblin.

president of the film syndication di-

vision, and David V. Sutton, v. p.,

as well as v.p.'s Lou Friedland and

Hal Golden — to present MCA's
latest syndication wares. Much of

the program stress will be on new

entries in the syndication market,

such as Tales of Wells Fargo and

Leave It To Beaver, and on cur-

rent product such as Bachelor

io> the second year in a row. a large syndieator group <lf> '" ""' ,v staging itst

/I exhibit at the nearby Pick Congress Hon! as "TFE—'64." Here, tin- lit:

Executive Committee reviews final plans lor the Chicago industry display, v

il. to r.) Trans-Lux's Dick Carlton. 20th Century-Fox's Man Silverback. Stand-

ing Four Star Distribution's Len Firestone, I nited Artists' liarrv Lawrence. \/o\/-

TV is exhibiting at the Hilton, not at III this year, but TFE has added An;

International TV as a new exhibitor and SI A as a late entry.
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iuihti, Frontiet ( ircus, ( heckmate

.ukI \/ Squad i among man) oth-

,-rs m \H \
's long list ol propei

lies), and the \U \ distributed pre

Paramount mm ies i Para

noun I will handle us own post

.1 tribute ol sorts to M< \ s

tales abilit) with the oldei product).

Ink
iNi in will also have .1 large

17-man) contingent at the firm's

lospitalitj suite, headed h> John

i. Burns, v.p. in charge of s.ik-s

N 40-picture package ol post-1950

iiIcn will headline the feature en-

rics. with older product all the

.a> hack to the huge, 700-title

we- 1948 lihi.ii \ receiving plenty

t' attention. In the syndicated pro-

nun field, MGM's big push will

c on Zero One. a halt-hour series

lat has never had network expo-

arc in the I S . as well as on older

;ries like Sam Benedict and As-

luilt Jungle, at the firm's hospital-

y area ( 1905-A, Hilton 1.

The 1 1 I group, which is not

formal "group" at all but which
\is(s sole!) to stage the concurrent-

ith-\ \\\ exhibit, is meanwhile not

king any chances. Next year's

r*
1 m

>U SHOULD HEAR
hjtl O Laraau Rid o Station Manaqtr of

OD Grand Rjc d*. Michigan. lays: "I'm iur«

you II b« pl«,is«d to haar that in th« first

th of our UM of th« CRC Mon«ymaktr S»rvict.

ha»« almott had enough valas to pay for th*

c« K#«p the good materials cc~

ar "MONEY MAKER"
ce A & B, East Exhibit Hall

MERCIAL RECORDING CORP.

brfmercial recording corporation
•dc mag ad 1 6 pagem convention issue broadcasting
Uponsor

\ Nil even) led lo take pi

in \\ ashington, and the 1 1 l

not sine whether the) >..in bool the

type ol spaa available ai the P

( ongress, some 20 suite-, ol similai

si/e on a single floor, within the

Maine ol n VB's available hot* 1

cilities

l asl week, Ills executive com
mitU I tans I UX'S l>:«.k ( .ill

ton. roth I ox's Nian Silverbach

I oui St. u's 1 en I irestonc, l \

Barrj l awrence, and Jayark's Hai

vej N ictoi called a meeting in

\eu 1 oik of all interested film dis

tributors to discuss a ill

show, and to pick another commit-

tee to steer the event.

other highlights: Niu
. ( BS and

NTH I ilms will have extensive b

pitalirj layouts at the Hilton, usu-

ally linked closel) to the reception

areas of the parent networks I m
bass) Pictures, much of wh<

ture product is available in color,

will hold forth on what is virtually

neutral ground (500, Continental

Hotel 1 to promote "the excitement

of our product," largelj features of

an action-adventure vat ietj 1

1

angle, which has launched 23 radio-

IV properties in the syndication

field m the past si\ months, will

operate "The fnangle Inn," mod
eled on an 18th century British pub-

lick house, at the firm's hospitalit)

suite (2300, Hilton) Storer. also

on neutral ground (3812, I necutivc

House ». will feature Storer-distrib-

Uted shows such as I he Littlest

Hobo, B'wana Don and />n.

Conn, with business manager Bud-

d\ Raj and general s.iles man..

Jac Liebenguth in charge Charles

Nhehelson. whose radio rerun

nes 1 The Shadow,

net. etc 1 are having a hot ren

sance in local radio programing
will showcase 15 radio drama

ries in the firm's hospitality suite

I
5 ; -i V Hilton) In the realm

radii' program services, a highlight

will be the SESA< Celebril S

(900, Hilton -. where the Big Hands

program package -i^<.\ other

will he promoted with the aid ol

live musk and guest si.ir- ran.'

from Duke I Ihngton to I

luhh.

Nt the 1 1 l - Picl <

suites, there'll he plent) of eh.

for buyers, to m the I

ings of III t ihibitors, which tol-

low on the

GASOLINE

MOGULS

33Et
<

buy WNBC-TV. Top names in the

gasoline business know it's the

most efficient means of getting

New Yorkers to tank-up at their

fuel pumps. Among them

Cities Service Co.

California Oil Co.

Gulf Oil Co.

Shell Oil Co.

Sinclair Refining Co.

Socony Mobil Oil Co.

Sun Oil Co.

Take a tip from the Gasoline

Moguls: whatever the product or

service you sell, you'll get more

mileage on WNBC-TV

WNBC-TV
NEW YORK
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YOU SHOULD HEAR

Robert W. Erickson, General Manager of KOKX

Radio, Keokuk, Iowa says: "The jingles cut for

specific accounts, such as Goodyear, and the

jingles for a particular product give the trans-

cription package a note of utility that I am con-

fident will pay off in increased sales."

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Space A & B, East Exhibit Hall

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.

z

j-^SSpc.

NAB O
z

^DC^"

SYNDICATORS AND
PROGRAM SOURCES
ALLIED ARTISTS
TELEVISION CORP.
165 West 46th St., New York, N. Y. 10036
PLaza 7-8530
Suite: 485 and 487
Robert B. Morin, Vice President
James C. Stern, Assistant General Sales Manager
C. P. Jaeger, National Program Manager
Morton Slakoff, Advertising and Promotion
Manager

Howard Grafman, Central Division Sales Manager
Roy George, South-Western Division Sales Manager

CAVALCADE OF THE 60S GROUP
III (Billy Budd Pkg.) 17 Features.

Most recent released films
—

'62, '63.

7 BOB HOPE FEATURES (3 in color)

Son of Paleface, Road to Rio, Road
to Bali, The Great Lover, Seven Little

Foys.
CAVALCADE OF THE 60s GROUP
I (40 Features)
CAVALCADE OF THE 60's GROUP
II (32 Features)

Attention! All Agency and Media Time Buyers!

Top stars in adventure, drama an

action-features (16 in color)

EXPLOITABLES
14 Post '57 spectaculars, adventui

and science-fiction features— (5 i

color)
SCIENCE FICTION (22 Features)

Post '57 thrillers with Vincent Prio

John Carradine, Boris Karloff
BOWERY BOYS
48 family entertainment features-zai

situations festive locals

BOMBA THE JUNGLE BOY
13 adventures of the famous jung

saga
DIAL AA FOR ACTION FEATURE

32 post '52-'61 Hollywood-product
action, adventure films

15 FEATURES & 6 FEATURES
Films of the 50's with top titles ar

stars.

99 ACTION FEATURES
Fast-paced action drama and advei

ture.

THE PRESIDENTS
104 Episodes. Adventures of U.
Presidents as young men. 5 mir

color.

145 WESTERNS

YOU ASKED

FOR IT . .

.

We've Got It!

THE COMPLETE

IN DEPTH
SURVEY FOR HOUSTON

YOU'VE NEVER HAD IT SO GOOD FOR MAK-
ING YOUR HOUSTON RADIO DECISION NOW

fcSOLD IN COMBINATION
WITH KAY-C. BEAUMONT

THE KATZ AGENCY, INC. -NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
IN HOUSTON CALL DAVE MORRIS • JACKSON 3 2581

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL
TELEVISION, INC.
165 West 46th Street, New York, N. Y. 10C

Circle 5-3035
Suite: 461 and 463
Stanley E. Oudelson, Vice President, Gene

Sales Manager
Hi lion Moriti, Director of Advertising Publicity

Promotion

10 SPECTACULAR COLOR FE
rURES
Post- 1960 action-adventure features

color.

DESILU SALES, INC.
780 N Gower, Los Angeles, California

HO 9-5911
Suite: 481 and 483
Richard Dinsmore, Vice President and Gen
Manager

Peter Cary, Western Sales Manager
H. Jerry Girouard, Eastern Sales Manager
William Stout, Southeastern Sales Manager I

Robert Neeves, Midwestern Sales Manager I

Richard Woollen, Director of Sales and Progil

Jerry Franken, Press-Promotion

DESILU PLAYHOUSE
48 hour drama specials, with gi

stars

GUESTWARD HO
38 off-network half hours with

Carroll Naish and Joanne Dru
III! TFXAN

~s half hours starring Rorj < alh 1

HARRKI \N \ SON
Pat O'Brien stais as a haul-hit

j

lawyer
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IIliltdid 1 10' national

idvertisers buy the CBS wjRadio Network in

^963...as compared with 88 on network B, 85 on
letwork ( ' and 58 on network I)!

Because CBS Radio has the Ion .tin-

uing record ol audience leadership...

Presents the mosl outstanding ai i

ol top |u rsonalities and programs...

Delivers the best station < learan* e pat-

terns, confirmed bj < li < tronically-chccked

u ports everj month...

Supports your adv« rtising by adv< r-

tising itself 12 months .1 year...

Produ< es n suits: pro> able, documen-

ted sales results thai keep surpassing oui

advertisers' expet tations.

That's win more ad\ used CBS
Radio than anyothernetwork last y< Vnd

that's why oui sales Foi the first

hall ol 196 1 have alread) topp< d

lasl
j

iiu lu>t h.ilt—with

.') months still to

More facts? Plenty. C'.ill

The t Its ISmlio Xiftrorl.

1



YOU SHOULD HEAR
John S. Booth, General Manager of WCHA,
Chambersburq, Pa., says, "Without a doubt, CRC
offers the finest Library Service on the market
today. The sound is modern ... a strict departure
from 'old hat' techniques . . . The Money Maker's
Sponsor Identified jingles are a real boon. They
are original and unique for both Station and
Sponsor alike."

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Space A & B, East Exhibit Hall

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORPORATION
TRADE MAG AD 1/6 PAGE
NAB CONVENTION ISSUE BROADCASTING
& SPONSOR

YOU SHOULD HEAR
Mr. Al Kahn. General Manaqer of WAGR Radio,
Lumber ton, North Carolina, says: "CRC Library
Service is the finest that we have ever had the
occasion to work with . . . The sounds are com-
pletely up-to-date. The sponsor I.D.'s are terrific

aids. The quality is outstanding, and the cata-
log uinq is simplicity itself."

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Space A & B, East Exhibit Hall

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORPORATION
TRADE MAG AD 1/6 PAGE
NAB CONVENTION ISSUE BROADCASTING
& SPONSOR
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JUNIOR ALL-STARS
Pitcher Don Drysdalc and baseball

greats teach the kids

JOURNEY OF A LIFETIME
39 color halt" hours journeying through
the Holv Land

JAZZ SCENE. U.S.A.
Steve Allen hosts, presenting all-time

ia/z stars

ROD ROC KU
130 3'/2 minute cartoons with authen-

tic space background
WINDOW ON THE WORLD

Documentaries that blend public-

service and entertainment
TRAVEL TIME

Famous U.S. cities and landmarks
filmed for voungsters

UNIVERSE
Timely half-hour journey to the stars

and outer space
THE UNTOUCHABLES

114 hours starring Robert Stack

THREE FULL LENGTH FEATURES.
FILMED BY DESILU

FOUR STAR DISTRIBUTION
CORP.
600 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10020
LT 1-8530
Suite: 477 and 477a
Tom McDermott, President
George Elber, Executive Vice President
Len Firestone, Vice President and General Manager
Burt Rosen, Executive Administrative Assistant

Leo Gutman, Vice President Advertising
Dick Colbert, Sales Representative
Dick Feiner, Sales Representative
Jerry Weisfeldt, Sales Representative
Alton Whitehouse, Sales Representative

ENSIGN OTOOLE
32 half hours; Sea going comedy
series

THE DICK POWELL THEATRE
60 hours; 200 stars; World's finest

dramatic series

THE RIFLEMAN
168 half hours; Acknowledged as the

quality western adventure series

ZANE GREY THEATRE
145 half hours: 125 stars; Finest

western dramas available today
THE DETECTIVES

67 half hours; 30 hours; Law enforce-

ment series

STAGECOACH WEST
38 hours; Daring men traveling the

overland stasie route

TARGET: THE CORRUPTORS
35 hours: Expose of organized crime
and corruption

THE LAW AND MR. JONES
45 half hours; Humorous stories

about a dedicated lawyer
THE TOM EWE1 I SHOW

32 half hours; Fresh, charming and
laugh-loaded family fun

HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION
SERVICE
4024 Radford Avenue, North Hollywood, Calif

Suite: 467 and 471
David Bloom, General Manager
Malcolm W. Sherman, Western Division Manager
Ken Weldon, Central Division Manager
C. E. Feltner Jr., Southern Division Manager
Vonn Neubauer, Southern Representative
David Bader, Eastern Division Manager
Frank Kowcenuk, Sovereign Films, Canada

FEATURE FILMS:

30 POST 50 SATURN FEATURES
1959—1950—3 available in color

140 POST 50 CONSTELLATION
FEATURES
40 available in coloi

THE MIGHTY I OK n
40 Features including 13 starring

John Wayne

5 SHOCK FEATURES
Science Fiction Shockers
33 MYSTERY FEATURES
Ellery Queen, 'etc.

26 COMEDY FEATURES
Olscn & Johnson. Hillbilly, etc.

137 SPECIAL FEATURES
Full Length Features
65 ONE HOUR FEATURES
Edited for a One Hour Slot

CLIFFHANGERS:
202 CHAPTERS SCIENCE FICTION
104 CHAPTERS JUNGLE ADVEN-
TURE
557 CHAPTERS HIGH ADVEN-
TURE

HALF HOUR PROGRAMS:
STORIES OF THE CENTURY
'"Emmy" Winner for Best Adventure
Series—39 Half Hours
FRONTIER DOCTOR
Dr. Baxter in vanguard of Western
civilization—39 Half Hours
STRYKER OF SCOTLAND YARD
Authentic case histories— 12 Half
Hours
COMMANDO CODY-SKY MAR-
SHAL OF THE UNIVERSE
Outer Space-Science Fiction Series— 12

Half Hours
WESTERN FEATURES:

15 JOHN WAYNE WESTERNS
"nuf said

THE ROY-ROGERS-GENE AUTRY
LIBRARY
67 Roy Rogers. 56 Gene Auln Fea-

tures, edited to 53.30
14 ROY ROGERS FEATURES OFJ
THE 50\
9 available in color

ACTION THEATRE OF THE 501
60 Post 50 Western Features
23 RED RYDER AND LITTLHJ
BEAVER
Based on the syndicated comic strip

150 OUTDOOR ACTION \\ I ST-

ERNS
Gabby Hayes. Andy De\ine. Bob
Steele, etc.

CHRISTMAS SERIES:

THE i.ITTLF STORY SHOP'*
5 Quarter Hours—B & W and Color

JAYARK FILMS CORP.
733 Third Avenue, N. Y. 10017
TN 7-3232
Suite: 427 and 429
Wallace H. Lancton, Sales Manager
David Martin, Director Public Relations-Advert

BOZO THE CLOWN. GROUPS
AND 2

156 six-minute cartoons produced for

TV. in color

BOZOS CARTOON STORYBOOK
52 cartoons featuring lead-ins

BOZO, in color

HOLLYWOOD HIST-O-RAMA
5-minute factual portraits of Holly-

wood stars

JAYARKS POSloO BLOCKBIMIT
I I VTURFS

54 features

PARAMOUNT-COl ORAMA POST-|
MAI I RES

22 action-adventure films

KING FEATURES SYNDICATE
235 East 45th Street, New York, N Y. 10017
MU 2-5600
Suite: 447 and 451
Al Brondax, Director of TV
Ted Rosenberg, Director of TV Sales, East

Maurie Gresham, Director of TV Sales, West
Gene Plotnik, Director of Creative Services

HI I I I 1 B Ml I 1 BARNEY GOC
AND SNUEIA s\lll 11 KR \/\

150 new cartoons based on the tamo

cartoon snips, in color
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MIKE" and "TV" PENS

IN CONSTANT

DEMAND!

Effective promotional

items are bigger and

better than ever —
more than 2 Million

pens now in use!

MIKE and TV pens are useful, lasting, beautifully hand-

finished by jewelry craftsmen . . . your call letters are per-

manently mounted in 3-DIMENSIONS!

More in demand than ever before—MIKE and TV pens are

being ordered by stations throughout the country in ever-

increasing quantities.

Just look at these "raves" from some of our "station" customers:

"... 'Mike' pens— terrific for all our stations ..." —Bill Morgan, KLIF Dallas
"... thank you for helping us create a true success story for KNX Radio.

The impression that the KNX pens have made in Los Angeles is tremendous."
—KNX Los Angeles, Calif.

"... the 'Mike' pens have arrived and they really are great ..."
—WEAS Atlanta, Ga.

"... 'Mike' pens—the best promotion we ever had ..." —WXYZ Detroit

"... excellent promotional pieces ..." —KXLY Spokane, Wash.
"... our clients and listeners have been delighted with them ..."

—WRDW Augusta, Ga.

"... the hottest promotion item the station has ever had ..."
—KWAM Memphis, Tenn.

"... the finest quality I have ever seen ..." —KTCS Fort Smith, Ark.

"... I think you have another winner . . . Everyone comments on them and
the quality of your pens is outstanding ..." —WGR Buffalo, N. Y.

"... very attractive and very effective ..." —WJTN Jamestown, N. Y.

"BARTER" Is Here To Stay!

A headline in a recent N.Y. Times
article proclaimed: "Barter of Sur-
plus Grain Buys a Cable Network
for Air Force."

The story told how three million

bushels of grain were used to pay
for an extension of the under-
water communication cable on
the Atlantic Missile Range.

"Bartering" is not new—even the
U.S. Government barters.

The bartering of radio and TV
time is neither new nor unusual
—and it is perfectly legal!

Attorneys and members of the
F.C.C. staff have revealed the
trading of time is permissible as
long as a station licensee retains
control of the material broadcast
on his outlet

Yes, "barter" is here to stay!

IE

Reciprocal Trade Considered. Get complete information

on famous "Mike" and "TV" pens, lighters, key cases and
other promotional items. Ask us about our brand new
Florentine. 14K Gold-plated lighters made in the U.S.

Call HY FINKELSTEIN collect.

[o€© AI) COMPANY
65 W. 55th St., N.Y. 10019 (212) CO 5-4114

Look for us at the NAB. Convention
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POPEYE
220 TV cartoons staring Olive Oyl's

boyfriend, in color

NATIONAL TELEFILM
ASSOCIATES, INC.
8530 Wilshire Boulevard, Beverly Hills, Calif.

OL 5-7701

Suite: 453 and 455
Berne Tabakin, President
Pete Rodgers, Senior Vice President
George Dietrich, Sales Representative
Sheldon Lawrence, Sales Representative
John Louis, Sales Representative
Joseph Moscato, Sales Representative
Chris Remington, Sales Representative

CONFIDENTIAL PORTRAIT
52 half hours about headliners in the

news
THE THIRD MAN

77 half hours starring Michael Rennie
PROBE

52 half hour programs featuring Dr.

Albert Burke
MAN FROM COCHISE

156 half hours of fast-moving modern
western adventures

HOW TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE
52 hilarious half hours about three

lovely females
THIS IS ALICE

39 delightful half hours about a little

girl and her family
GRAND IURY

39 action-packed half-hours of behind-
the scenes action

CRIME REPORTER
78 half hours of authentic cases of

crime detection

TV HOUR OF STARS
90 one-hour dramas starring Holly-

YOU SHOULD HEAR

M. Jay Corrinqton. Radio Operations Manager of

KODE. Joplin, Missouri, says. "First let me say I

believe the CRC library was designed by Radio
Men ... I believe our image in the minds of

our advertisers and listeners has improved greatly

. . . Sponsor Identification Jingles . . . the great-

est .. . give a local advertiser closer identifica-

tion with his national produce, but builds a guality
imjqe for his business."

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Space A & B, East Exhibit Hall

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.

wood's biggest names
CARTOONS

550 outstanding cartoons in black and
white and color

OPEN END 1964
The 1964 season, featuring the most
talked about people

NTA 1—FEATURES
12 full-color spectacular classic ad-
ventures

BIG SIX—FEATURES
6 POST- 1958 hard hitting dramas

TOP RANK
25 adventure, mystery, and comedv
features (12 IN COLOR)

PERIL 13

13 one-hour mystery adventures PRO-
DUCED FOR TELEVISION

STORYBOOK MAGIC
6 fully animated full-color first-run

Storybook Classics

FOX FEATURES
461 award winning features produced
at 20TH CENTURY-FOX STUDIOS

NTA COLOR FEATURES
52 color features with late release

dates and big stars

OFFICIAL FILMS, INC.
724 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY. 10019
PLaza 7-0100
Suite: 435 and 437
Seymour Reed, President
Charles King, Vice President, Sales
Len Bogdanoff, Director of International Sales
S. Allen Ash, Mid-West Sales Mgr.
Al Lanken, Southern Sales Mgr.
Ed Simmel, Western Sales Mgr.
Hal Williamson, Director of Advertising and Pro-

motion

BATTLE LINE
World War II battles narrated by Jim
Bishop, first run

BIOGRAPHY I

Lives of famous people narrated by
Mike Wallace, first run

BIOGRAPHY II

Lives of famous people narrated by
Mike Wallace, first run

DECOY
Adventures of a policewoman, stars

Beverly Garland
CARTOONS

41 cartoons: Little King, Bunny Bear.

etc.

ALMANAC
377 5-minule films of great events,

one for every day of year.

GREATEST HEADLINES OF THE
CENTURY

260 5-minute films tell dramatic stories

of this century
SPORTEOLIO

260 1 -minute films of dramatic mo-
ments in spoils

PETER GUNN
114 episodes, off network, starring

Craig Stevens
MR. LUCKY

Created by Blake Edwards, John
Vivvan stars, off-network

YANCY DERRINGER
34 episodes available after two years

on network
WIRE SERVK I

39 one-hour programs, off-network
MY LITTLE MARGIE

\2(-> half hours with Gale Storm and
Charles Farrell, oil network

TROUBLE WITH FATHER
130 episodes, off-network, with Sm
and June 1 rum

THE ADVENTURES OE ROBIN
HOOD

4 years on network; stars Richard

( ireene in 143 episodes

M \l< PI Kl ORMANi I

156 episodes, former!) I oui star Plaj

house

INVISIBLE MAN
Filmed version of H. G. Wells classic,

26 half-hours
FOREIGN INTRIGUE

156 episodes, Dateline Europe, Cross-
current, Overseas Adventure

SCREEN GEMS, INC.
711 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY. 10022
PLaza 1-4432
Suite: 457, 457a and 459
Jerome Hyams, Executive

General Manager
Robert Seidelman, Vice President

Syndication
Dan Goodman, Eastern Sales Manager
Don Bryan, Southern Sales Manager
William Hart, Mid-Western Sales Manager
Frank Parton, Southwestern Sales Manager
Robert Newgard, Western Sales Manager
Paul Weiss, Mid-Western Sales Representative
Dick Campbell, South-Western Sales Representa-

Vice President and

Charge of

Willis Tomlinson, Western Sales Representative
Marvin Korman, Director of Advertising and Sales

Promotion

COLUMBIA AND UNIVERSAL-
INTERNATIONAL FEATURES

Includes more than 350 post-'50 and
post-'60 films

NAKED CITY
99 hours, 39 half-hours of Emmy
Award-winnine action

ROUTE 66
Hour-long adventure series; 4 smash

years on CBS-TV
EMPIRE

Hour-long adventure series in full

color; stars Richard Egan
TOP CAT

Hanna-Barbera"s funniest feline in 30

full-color half-hours

WINSTON CHURCHILL: THE VAL-,
IANT YEARS
One of television's most prized and

praised series; 26 half-hours

"X" FEATURES
15 post-'50 and post-'60 science fiction

and exploitation features

HANNA-BARBERA CARTOONS:
TOUCHE, WALLY. LIPPY

156 five-minute cartoons in color

FESTIVAL OF PERFORMING ARTS
Twenty hour shows performed b\ eon

cert, theatre greats

MEDICINE OF THE SIXTIES
24 hour episodes depicting actufl

operations

SEVEN ARTS ASSOCIATED CORP.
200 Park Avenue, New York, NY. 10017

YUkon 6-1717
Suite: 439, 441, 443 and 445
W. Robert Rich, Vice President and General Sale

Manager
Donald Klauber, Vice President and National Sato

Manager
Lloyd Krause, Eastern Division Sales Manager
Jack Heim, Eastern Division Account Executive

Robert Hoffman, Midwest Division Sales Managi
Othur Oliver, Midwest Division Account Executi

George Mitchell, Western Division Sales Manag»
Alden Adolph, Western Division Account Executh

Dave Hunt, Southwest Division Sales Manager

_

Carl Miller, Southwest Division Account Executi*

Leonard Hammer, Director Station Representativ

and National Sales

Herbert Richek, Director of Operations
Harvey Chertok, Director of Advertising, Prom

tion and Publicity

SEVEN ARTS' "Ell Ms HI THE 50's|

—VOLUME 1

36 feature films from
M \ I N ARls I II Ms
VOLUM1 2

41 feature films from
si \ EN ARTS' "I II Ms
\OLUME 3

41 feature films from
SEVEN ARTS' "FILMS
—VOLUME 4

40 feature films from Twentieth Ce\

tury-1 ox

Warner Bros. I

Ol I III >()'}

\\ .unci Bros.

OE THE 50**|

Warner Bros.

()l 1 HE 50'
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,1 \ I \ \k is I II Ms <>l I III 50V
VOl.UMI 5

53 feature iilms from Warned Bros

I \ I N \K is I II Ms t H I III 50V
VOLI Ml
mi feature films from rwentielh ( en
lilts I OX

.1 \ I \ \K is | || \|s oi | in 50'»

VOLUMI 8

42 feature iilms from rwentielh ( eo
Ilil\ I ox

I \ I N \Kls I II MS OI I III Mis

VOU Ml " (Pan I)

<4 feature iilms from Universal

I \ I \ \K|S I II MS ()| | HI Mis

VOLI Ml " (Pari

54 feature iilms from I niversaJ

I \l \ \k is I II Ms OI I III mi\

VOLUMI 9 (Pari I)

<< feature iilms from l niversaJ

I \ l \ \k l s I || Ms oi l III 50V
VOU Ml 9 (Pari 4)

54 feature tilms from Universal
EVEN \k is sl>| CIAI II \ll kl s

Special I eatures

OSTON SN MIMIONN Ok( 111 si k \

irst Series)

13 one-houi IV ( oncerl Specials

OSTON s> MPHON> (>k( III s| R \

:ond Series)

13 .nlJiiuiii.il one-hour l\ ( oncerl
Specials

ill i mmi ii ki i n snow
19 half-hours featuring circus clown
Emmett K c 1 1 \

I k \\( l

2h half-hour French lessons, in Paris
with Dawn Vddams
Ml \l 1 \ J \( kso\ SINGS

minute programs featuring Ma
hah. i Jackson

live com
LAFFS

' v one minuc
coloi

( III k( llll I I III M \\
hall boui I \ Special

M \ll MIX I \( kSON SlNOS I III

siom oi c iiklsi m \s
I). ill lit tin ( hi i-.nn.is I \

\ ( Ilklsi M \s ( \koi
I eature film ( hristmas

oi I oi I III l\k\M I l

ion 5 minute v.moons in

in

Special

i\ Special

coloi

TELESYND, Division of Wrother
Corporation
375 Park Avanue. N*w York. N Y 10077

. J2I0
473 and 475

Hjfdio Ffi«berc], r'rr^

Sjndy Frank, Vice Prajidant National Salci
Herbrrt Ijurut, ViC» Prajidant

Houi i l oreign and

II \l I kl

I OM k \N(,I k
im, Subjects (!

Domestic
I OM K \\l,l k

86 Mm ( olor
I \ss||

lloni i l oreign < )nl\

so l I'kl skin oi l III 1 I ko\
78 Subjects (M Hour) Foreign Onlj

TRANS-LUX TELEVISION
CORPORATION
675 M.,dnon Avanua. N.w York. N Y 10077
Plait 131 10

•• 403 jnd 407
Richard Brjndt, President
Richard Carlton, Vice President & General Sales
Manager

M.tn«al L,ui«m«
Man,, Ok...
ff.ihj.d laitl*,

tr.d I I. .ok It

M.r.in I U..
Arthur I M,nht.m, ,t\ Vale
Rotlyn K.rjn

M M k \si) \n I k l ok in
.mi eleven and hall i nevk

\lapstnA comedy
;

.

I III Mlolll 'i III k( I l l s

l 'ii five tnd .i hall minute ..

coloi and H v*

I I I IN llll < \l

260 loin minute cartoons in

K \S

OI I SI SIIOI
26 hall liom shows tit Hollo) ••

celebrit) world
ini <. < i OP \i ni \ nki i \nnk \

i n M I urn \ks.

More ih.m B50 iilms. cola and B W
I ive to Kl (inrmics

/< (ORAM \

ill houi tape film shows pr.-
'

.ii s.in Diego Zoo
lis \ WONDI kl I I \\okl i)

19 hall houi COloi shows Mom the
most exciting places on earth

M \( ill kOOM
19 hall hour lapel Ol people, places
ami events

(oi* Dk ws and \w \ki) mi k
II XII K I Ml MS

is prize winning, international n

pictures
ii \iok s( it \< i

19 ten minute programs with i

tor, Or Gerald Wendl
\mm\i i-\k\ni

=

©1

John Hor"

Ro, Ho">'
l,on two.co«'«°

En***** Oood* ' "'

c.r.ol«
,on Ory*^

.Cho-d
WO"*

*o.
Vrf.od.nO

ION
e-0

Fo

. . And Introducing The Nt

SESAC RECORDING
Low-Cost Program Pa

Personalities Available

ir Taped On-The-Spot Interviews

H

ewest

CLUKUIni GS
ogram Pack age

.

-

[HE:

THE

VISIT THE SESAC CELEBRITY SUITE—

at the

B oor\j\/E:r\j"rior\j CONRAD

The swinging sounds

of ten all-star bands

. . . ideal for

programming anytime.

• COUNT BASIE

• LARRY ELGART

• WOODY HERMAN

• SY OLIVER

. KAI WINDING

. WARREN COVINGTON

. DUKE ELLINGTON

. RICHARD MALTBY

. EDDIE SAFRANSKI

. SI ZENTNER

NSOR April 6. 1964

Complete package

of over 1 1 5 selections

on ten Hi-Fi LP albums $19.95

AUDITION THE BIG BANDS

HILTON HOTEL • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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39 quarter-hours at Australia's Taranga
Park Zoo

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR
13 half-hour documentaries based on
Matthew Brady photos

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
TELEVISION, INC.
444 West 56th Street, New York, NY 10019
COIumbus 5-3320
Suite: 431 and 433
George T. Shupert, Vice President
Alan M. Silverbach, Dir. of Syndication
William L. Clark, Eastern Division Sales Manager
Crenshaw Bonner, Southern Division Sales Mgr.
John P. Rohrs, Central Division Sales Manager
Donald Joannes, Western Division Sales Manager
Otis L. Smith, Account Executive
Joseph Fusco, Jr., Dir. of Sales Promotion

CENTURY I

30 features; 16 in color. 14 in bw
CENTURY II

46 features; 34 in color. 12 in bw
DOBIE GILLIS

147 half-hours, starring Dwayne Hick-

man, comedy
ADVENTURES IN PARADISE

91 hours, Gardner McKay, guest stars,

adventures in South Seas
HONG KONG

26 hours. Rod Taylor as foreign cor-

respondent, guest stars, adventure
FIVE FINGERS

16 hours, David Hedison. Lucianna
Paluzzi, guest stars, espionage ad-

venture
FOLLOW THE SUN

30 hours, Gary Lockwood, Brett Hal-

sey, Barry Coe, Gigi Perreau, guest

stars, drama
BUS STOP

25 hours, Marilyn Maxwell, Rhodes
Reason, guest stars, drama

YOU SHOULD HEAR
Al Leiqhton. General Manaqer of KDLM, Detroit

Lakes. Minnesota, says: "Sprinq came early *o

KDLM. for C R.C.'s Proqram Service breathed

new life in the sales force. Not iust the sales

(orce either, because the announcers certainly

enjoy the quality production and music of the

service."

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Space A & B, East Exhibit Hall

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORPORATION
TRADE MAG AD 1/6 PAGE
NAB CONVENTION ISSUE BROADCASTING
& SPONSOR

CRUSADE IN EUROPE
26 chapters, Eisenhower's personal ac-

count of World War II

ANATOMY OR CRIME
Hour documentary on crime in U.S.

WAR TO END ALL WARS
Hour documentary on World War I

THE BEST OF CHARLIE CHAN
21 Charlie Chan Feature Films

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
555 Madison Avenue, New York, NY. 10022
MUrray Hill 8-4700
Suite: 411, 415 and 419
UNITED ARTISTS TELEVISION
M. J. "Bud" Rifkin, Executive Vice President, Sales

Pierre Weis, Vice President & General Manager,
Syndication Division

Barry Lawrence, Director of Public Relations
Ken Joseph, Division Sales Manager
Dick Lawrence, Division Sales Manager
Jim Weathers, Division Sales Manager
Edward Broman, Vice President, Chicago Office
Jack Martin, Sales Manager, Western Division
Leon Bernard, Account Executive
James Ricks, Account Executive
Robert Reis, Manager, Special Projects Division

UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, INC.
Erwin H. Ezzes, Executive Vice President
Arthur S. Gross, Division Supervisor, Western &

Southwestern Divisions
John McCormick, Division Manager, Central Divi-

sion (Chicago)
Jerome Wechsler, Sales Manager, Central Division

(Chicago)
Amos Baron, Division Manager, Western Division

(Los Angeles)
Paul C. Kalvin, Division Manager, Eastern Division

(New York)
Vernon Christian, Division Manager, Southwestern

Division (Dallas)

UNITED ARTISTS TELEVISION

DAVID WOLPER SPECIALS
Group I . . . Six hour-long documen-
taries of Our Century in Action
Group II . . . Six exciting and signif-

icant documentaries of our time
HUMAN JUNGLE

Herbert Lorn stars in 60-minute Ad-
ventures of a Psychiatrist

EAST SIDE-WEST SIDE
George C. Scott stars as Neil Brock,
metropolitan social worker

NEW PHIL SILVERS SHOW
It's laughs! laughs! laughs! when Phil

runs the factory

STONEY BURKE
Jack Lord stars in the adventures of

a rodeo rider

ANN SOTHERN SHOW
Ann Sothern stars as Katie, irrepres-

sible hotel manager
SEA HUNT

Lloyd Bridges stars, exciting under-
water series

HIGHWAY PATROL
Broderick Crawford as Highway Patrol

Chief
BAT MASTERSON
Gene Barry as the famed cane-wielding
western hero

TOMBSTONE TERRITORY
Pat Conway. Dick Fastham in Tomb-
stone Epitaph tales

LOCK UP
MacDonald Care] as attorney for un-

justly accused

AVAILABLE IN COLOR
KIPCOK1)

Skydiving adventures
I I I MARVIN PRESENTS—] AW
BREAK] R

Documentary series re-creating police

file eases

I \ I Kdl ADI S

Adventures sel in famed swamp area

SCIENCE FICTION I III A I RE
Fiction-drama based on scientific fact

KEYHOl I

lack Douglas' camera reveals unusual

facets of real life

MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY
Adventures of a Champion of Justice

I LED THREE LIVES
Richard Carlson stars as citizen, com-
munist, counterspv

MEET CORLISS ARCHER
Ann Baker stars in Family Comedy

BOSTON BLACK IE
America's Best Known Mystery-Detec-
tive Series

FAVORITE STORY
Adolph Menjou presents dramas from
the Literature of Many Countries

UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, INC.

UA SHOWCASE 2

40 Features, largely comprised of post
'57 films

7 PREMIERE REISSUES
7 select films presented together foi

the first time
UA SHOWCASE FOR THE SIXTIES

33 post '50 action Features
UA A-OKAY

\

32 post '50 action Features
UA BOX OFFICE GROUP

2(> post '50 action Features
POPEYE CARTOONS

234 Theatrical animated Popeye car-

toon adventures
WARNER BROTHERS CARTOONS

337 Theatrical animated Bugs Bunny
Daffy Duck, others

RKO FEATURE LIBRARY
400 greatest RKO Features ever made

WARNER BROTHERS FEATURE
LIBRARY

761 great productions—greatest actior

stars

WARNER BROS. TELEVISION
DIVISION
666 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY. 10022
Circle 6-1000
Suite: 405 and 409
Joseph Kotler, Vice President
William P. Andrews, Western District Sales Mgr
John W. Davidson, Southeastern District Sales Mgr
Michael S. Kievman, Central District Sales Manage.
Jack E. Rhodes, Northeastern District Sales Mgr
William G. Seiler, Southwestern District Sales Mgr
Gordon A. Hellmann, Sales Promotion Manage
Benjamin DeAugusta, Sales Service Manager

WARNER BROS. ONE
25 features: 19 released in 195s>.|%0

1 7 in color

THE GALLANT MEN
26 hours, drama based on World Wai
II infantrymen

HAWAIIAN IA I

Private eye finds danger in exotk

Hawaii. 134 hours

CHEYENNE
107 action-packed hours, starrinc bis

Clint Walker
\l WFRICK

Stars James Garner and Jack Kelly

I 24 hours
77 SUNSET STRIP
One of TVs top series. Stars I-'freir

Zimbalist, Jr.

SUGARFOOT
1 anky. likable Will Hutchins stars

69 hours
BRONCO

Si.u ring handsome. two-fisted Tj

Hardin. 68 hours

SURFSID1 6

74 hours of mysterj and glamour, witl

Troj Donahue
I III ROARING 20's

45 rollicking hours, starring Dorothj

Pro\ ine

BOURBAN STREET Bl \l

Stars Richard Long and Andrew Dug
can. 39 hours

LAWMAN
156 fast-moving half hours, starrini

John Russell
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It's on the verge of being rather popular. Better hurry.
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Spotlights Richard Boone as star/host; supported by a hand-picked

repertory company of known performers and talented new faces;

appearing in specially commissioned teleplays by a distinguished

group of writers. 25 original hours which will add MDP Clll MO
audience, sponsors, and stature to any station lineup. 30 rockefeller puzany 20



THE WEEK IN WASHINGTON

Tug-of-War
Continues

Minow Advocates
Divorce

Indies
Versus Nets

y 1964

WASH IN Washington. '•:-•
1 3. 19

Broadcaster-ad-. • Ttions are n a
four-way str. •>••-

.

••,•.;
: . .

• s
' pull,

hacking i>: .- :. .
.-. ^ •

\ ]] ,-

A recent entry into the broadcaster-advertiser relation-
ship was report of BBDO's "Cham.
tisers were told that broadcast : :: ,

'

~P 7
~ ~

backs, clutter an>l -ill ., r : :
• .'.• •

seriously
. Sponsor's messages may car: is well

this conglomeration, was the agency survey message.

The week previously, former hairman Newton Minow
had advised broadcasters to divorce ther s com-
pletely from advertiser infl u. n

Keep Madison on its own street, in program matters , and
use magazine concept for ad placement, in rand man-
ner of the free press, was Minow' s advice. It used to
be noted, in Hill hearings of some years back, that ads
do seem to land near pertinent or prime pages in the
press, and costs are in proportion: food, fashions in
the women's pages; liquor, cars in general n. tc.

True editorial convenience, it was pointed out, mi
be better served by simply bunching all the ads together
at the end of the paper.

A third suggestion is for a companionate marriage be -

tween advertisers and independent pr^vrara

and broadcasters who want more non-network owned pro -

gramming to choose from .

This is the suggestion of Ashbrook Bryant, head of the
FCC's Office of Network Study, in his report which would
bar 50% of prime time to net-owned programming. Bryant
has said: "Advertisers and producers make up a com-

petent decisional body that is pr. ^ •
•

•

'. :

from financial and creative competition in program
for network prime time."

This viewpoint does not necessarily rule out a magazine
concept of commercials placement. But oadcaster
producers and advertisers put their heads together for a

new era in independent programed- e ingenuity could
possibly devise non-interrupt ive commercials placerr*

The fourth and so far strongest lead in broadcaster-
advertiser relations has been the NAB-Collins approac
This would be a real meld for •. ". •

•

^
•

•

the "appearance" of .
•

action before the FCC and t • rhaps
inroads, as Rep. Oren Harris warns) force changes far

more drastic in TV and radio sponsorship.



THE WEEK IN WASHINGTON

Liquor Ads
Scored

Self-Regulation
Emphasized

Collins Named
'Speaker of Year'

The instant action by Sens. Magnuson and Pastore, when
WQXR broke the broadcast abstinence from hard liquor
advertising, will give Collins a strong talking point.
The Magnuson-Pastore communications powerhouse pointed
out very explicitl • that when voluntary self-regulation
in liquor advertising broke down, there was no choice
but hard and fast regulation .

It may be remembered that when Sen. Pastore in October,
1963, exchanged letters with NAB president Collins, and

advised industry to get together, he did not refer to a

"appearance" of overcommercialization. He spoke of
'mounting criticism" and of frequency, and of clutter a

station breaks , when he mentioned broadcast advertising
And he asked, "What are you doing about it?"

NAB's convention guest speaker Rep. Oren Harris,
chairman of the House Commerce Committee, is fuming

along the same lines. Heavily on the side of self-
regulation for broadcasters, Harris has scolded the WQX

stray from grace, and has made it plain that in matters

of liquor and of cigaret advertising, broadcasters had

better get self-regulatory religion— or face possibly

drastic government dogma.

To LeRoy Collins, whose get-togethers with Madison Ave.

have been increasingly persuasive, the Minow speech and

the WQXR incident must seem a painful bit of boat-rock-

ing at this particular time. The convention fanfare

over the newly furbished "Do It Ourselves" emblem will

have a few faltering notes to cover.

It seems an added bit of irony that the year the broad-

caster whisky dam cracked— is the year NAB has

Evangelist Billy Graham to address the closing luncheon

Speaking of speaking: NAB's president has been named

winner of the Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha Society's
]

"Speaker of the Year" award for 1963 .

Collins, winner in the field of national affairs, is th

first to be named in this field since the late PresidenJ

Kennedy received the award in 1960, from the national

speech honor society.

Collins was singled out for his work in giving broad-

casting a new public image.

Mrs. Annabel Hagood ,
past president of Tau Kappa Alpha,

and chairman of the awards board, said: "He has been

a forthright and courageous leader in the broadcast

industry. While making clear his philosophy that the:

is always room for improvement. . . he has spoken

vigorously against increasing government regulation

of that industry."

100
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DIRECTED ... and DEDICATED ... to BUYERS !

!

-

Iiere are 2.000 national timebuyers. Another 2.000 — 4.000 may have some influence on the

chase of time. This is the specialized audience that enthusiasticall) reads and uses SPONSOR

V? edit SPONSOR 100'; for buyers — not sellers. We do it with news. We do it with f<

We do it with "how-to's". We do it with think pi<

SPONSOR
5.5 Fifth Avenue

Ail 6, 1964

New York 10017 212 MUrroyhill 7-8080
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TIME Buying and Selling

SRA to NAB: 'We'd
like to be full

In an "Open Letter" to NAB, Station
Representatives Assn. director
Larry Webb airs an industry problem

B
ROADCAST STATION REPRESEN-

TATIVES, as constituted today,

bear little similarity to those of

forty years ago. In those days a

representative firm consisted of the

owner and perhaps a secretary with

one office. Today, you will find

firms with staffs numbering over

200 people, doing business from as

many as twelve strategically located

offices. Highly skilled and well

trained personnel maintain that all-

important contact between broad-

cast stations throughout the country

with the advertising agency centers

where most national advertising

originates. In the field of television

alone, according to the latest FCC
figures, representatives furnished

television stations their largest

single source of revenue, exceeding

both local and network revenue.

In 1962, national spot sales for

which station representatives are

responsible, accounted for 41% of

all revenue to television stations,

while networks accounted for 40%.
Local revenue accounted for the re-

maining 19%.
If estimates are not too far off,

station representatives accounted

for an even larger share of the

revenue which went to television

stations in 1963, when total national

spot revenue exceeded an estimated

$600 million.

In the field of radio, station rep-

resentatives accounted for 3 1

c
'< of

all revenue to radio stations in 1962,

while networks accounted for only

6 f
; of the total. Local sales ac-

counted for the balance of 63%.
But this is far from being the

whole story.

Station representatives are the

102

closest possible confidants and ad-

visors to broadcast stations. They
not only work with stations on sales

approaches, on building rate cards,

on research, sales promotion, audi-

ence development, program analy-

sis (and in some cases billing, col-

lecting and guaranteeing payment

for time sales), but in the myriad

of day-to-day, hour-by-hour opera-

tional problems of broadcast sta-

tions they represent. Station rep-

resentatives are truly the national

sales arm of broadcast stations,

covering every major city in the

United States.

When the National Association

of Broadcasters were formed, years

ago, by-laws were formulated set-

ting forth the qualifications for ac-

tive and associate membership. The
NAB, as its name implies, was

founded as a broadcasters' associa-

tion, and, therefore, those persons

owning broadcast properties, li-

censed by the Federal Communica-
tions Commission, were eligible for

active membership. All others as-

sociated with the business of broad-

casting were eligible for associate

membership in the organization.

However, the association made
one outstanding exception to the

rules governing membership. The
networks, never licensed by the

Federal Communications Commis-
sion, were granted for membership,

with representation on the Associa-

tion's Board of Directors. (Let us

not confuse networks with network

owned-and-operated stations, who
are eligible for active membership in

the association on a station by sta-

tion basis.)

Station representatives, on the

Lawrence Webl

other hand, fell into the category

of "all others" and, despite theii

tremendous importance to the wel-

fare of broadcast stations, thej stil

remain in that category under thi

archaic NAB membership rules.

1 contend that station representa-

tives should be recognized by tht

National Association of Broad

casters as an integral and vital par

of this industry, and eligible foi

full and active membership in the

Association.

Granting active membership tc

station representative firms would

not only afford the National Asso*

.iation of Broadcasters additional

revenue, but would tap a reservol

of manpower and broadcast "know

how" for active participation in

the Association's affairs that hafl

been too long neglected.

The Board of Directors owe h

to the membership of the NAB to

make this subject the number one

item on the Agenda for their next

board of Directors' Meeting.

SPONS0I
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jasne "I SPONSOR: programs later, I ailed Nations television bai video

••In. Teasing evidence of the growing involvement of teanu in ili>- Beld throughout the world, ihootini
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UNITED NATIONS TELEVISION

TEAMS ARE NOW ON

SPECIAL ASSIGNMENT IN

TV stations can secure the "International Zone"

series, retain prints lor repeat showings and arrange

for official correspondent accreditation at UN Head-

quarters on inquiry to

Mr Tom Shull. Chairman

U S Broadcasters' Committee lor the United Nations

230 Park Avenue

New York 17. N Y.

M

Africa

Asia

r Middle East

Latin America

FOR THE 1964-65 SERIES

Mr Michael Havward

Chief. UN Television

Room 847

United Nations. New York

ll!W:l.
,

l»M!Mi<M.
,H

Featuring ALISTAIR COOKE

U. S BROADCASTERS' COMMITTEE FOR THE UNITED NATIONS Thomm B JlHlll, Chj.fnln | »i,moml I W.I DOC rvev-d I

President. Transcontinental Television. Secretary. Treasurer pj William Kaland. National Program Manager, westingnous* Broa I
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V.P
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President. Corinthian Broadcasting Corporation fj A Lou.s Read VP WDSU TV Ne« 0"ea-s la Je^es tcfakWRMa, Gene t N»»^
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TIME Buying and Selling

Computer to decelerate
concept of marketing, says Retry v.p.

William li. Rohn

The rapidly increasing need for the

broadcast media to define their

effectiveness in marketing terms was

the theme of the key speech given

at the dinner meeting of the Ar-

kansas Broadcasters' Association by

William B. Rohn, vice president

and marketing director of Edward
Petry & Co., Inc., last week.

Two factors will accelerate the

use of the marketing concept in

selling on the part of radio and

television stations and their repre-

sentatives, according to Rohn. One
is the increase in automated retail-

ing and the vital need to pre-scll

the consumer in this era of super

grocery store shopping. The second

factor is the growing importance of

the computer in timebuying and in-

creasing reliance on the part of ma-

jor agencies upon electronic daia

processing in their selection of me-

dia.

This trend, according to Rohn.

not only makes it necessary for sta-

tions and their sales representatives

to have and to exercise a greater

104

understanding of marketing in their

approach to selling, but also re-

quires that more and more demo-
graphic and market data be pro-

vided by media for the care and

feeding of the computers. The logi-

cal way to cope with this problem

is for stations to interpret and pre-

sent their sales story in the market-

ing terms which fit an individual

national advertiser's needs most ap-

propriately.

"We can no longer be content to

cope with the already appropri-

ated dollars," stated Rohn. "We
must act before the appropriations

are made.

"If your national representative

is to do a creative selling job, if he

is to be more than a statistical clerk

playing button, button, who's got

the cost-per-thousand button, you

will have to provide him with the

alternative.

"Market planners, and indeed

media planners, should be provided

with greater knowledge of your

market, the people you reach, their

size, shape, habits, peculiarities and

problems. The advertiser is inter-

ested in your market only as it

relates to his problems. If we are

to sell him we had better do a

little digging in order to find out

how we can fulfill his specific re-

quirements.

"For the sixties, the ability to di-

versify your creative sales efforts

will be most important, in view of

the heavier competitive sales pres-

sures. Therefore, the kind of cooper-

ation you give your national rep-

resentative in reaching the adver-

tisers' marketing men may very well

be the one area in which you can

do most to insure your maintenance

of your market's position in their

planning and your own competitive

position in your market.

"Remember this — an advertiser

takes a good look at your territory

and his sales or potential sales m it

lone before he considers allocating

the budget to advertise there. Medi;!

decisions are often the last decisiom

made. But don't assume for a mo-

ment that they know all the an

swers. Not about your market. Noj
as well as you know it. Don't fori

get they have to rely on men in the

field to keep them informed.

"Going up the chain of commanc,
their information is often fourth

fifth and even sixth hand. Often it';

months old and perhaps even dis- I

torted a bit by its telling and re-i

telling.

"It is already a must for broad-,

i

casting stations to maintain direc

relations with local, district and re-

gional contacts of national adver-

tisers. It is now also imperative!

that stations establish a direct lint

of communications with the deci-l

sion-makers of these organization?,]

if the maximum sales potential \-.

to be achieved.

"Your national representative
j

should he a vital link in this chain

He's a missing link if you don'i

keep him informed."

Treyz forms
TV rep firm

Oliver Treyz. founding president

of TVB. subsequent president I
ABC television and most recently

vice president ol

Revlon. yester-|

day announced

formation of Na-

tional Television'

Sales. Inc.. new

sales rep firm for

TV stations (seei

PUBLISHERS
REPORT. P. 8).

Asso c i a ted

with Treyz will

be Jack Mohler. joining from Storer

Television Sales; 1 om Judge, form-

er general manager of CBS Televi-

sion Production Sales; Bob Baa
former CBS Television account ex-

ecutive; and John Upston, creator

SPONSOR
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.mil co producei ol ihe award win

nine Wcstinghousc scries, Careei

\ tional I clcv ision Sales, ln< . is

temporarily located at 44
1 I exing

ton We . New "i oik, until perma

nenl offices can be occupied in .1

Midtown building now undci con

struction.

TV sprinkler pitches
tie baseball to lawns
An intensive I \ spot campaign

nvolving 30 markets has been

aunched bj Melnor Industries to

:oincidc with the start ol the base-

ball season.

Spots on 33 New York ,
i ankee

;ames stress the similar care that

both a lawn and a baseball field

humid have during the spring and

ummer seasons. Melnor is a lead-

ng manufacturer ol lawn and tiar-

len sprinklers and watering acces-

orics.

Vfter the initial baseball impact,

he filmed spots will be aired at day-

ime and prime nighttime periods

nd will run into July.

Melnor's affinit) for tint resulted

1 the firm's co-sponsorship of triple

rown racing in 1962 and 1963.

mith Greenland is the advertising

^eiies

"rotters racing on 17
tations in N.Y. area
ITie I rotters at Roosevelt Race

a\ are also going through their

Eices more than 200 times per week

n I" radio stations in the New
ork City-1 ong Island area.

The radio spots, complete with

mnds of harness racing at the

ooscwlt. I.. I., track, are sched-

ed to run to May. Smith (ireen-

nd is the agency.
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TV ad campaigns
Kaiser Foil planning tour-week

I \ campaign in majoi mar-
•ts through > oung & Rubieam

i0 . Ma\ 15 set as promotion start

Coppertone, Solarcaine, and

ick Ian via La-Spiro-Shurman's

mphis office . . Spring earn-

in 175 radio markets under-

> b\ Pontiac, most one-station

s . . . Bruce B. Brewei han-

1 0-week spot campaign foi

ultless Starch Co.

Hawaiian campaign for tour

WC< ks ol I \ sp >| Jicd

foi \ .me starch and Saffola pr<

ucts \ ia lohnson & 1 W
ins Brandon bu is for V^

ei n \uti' promotion Pi irl Bi

ing, through rracy-1 D
buying in southern st.it.- outside

oi fexas

Japan \u line s b< gins radio ». am
paign in 2<> markets, mainl) u

I \l \lmk\ is Botsford, ( onstan

tine & ( i.ndiK 1 ( hemical ( om
pounds, Inc. buying tune through

Standard & O'Hern foi its sir

•

national \1 I

tall BChedul I

I I d tli'in brand

Delta Airlii

.I radio and 1 \

World Fair
1

n via

Burke Dowling Adams BBI> I

foi Standard < )ii (

fornia ["went) I
ahem

markets now spotting \M. I

I \ commercials handled bj 100 H I

in Atlanta

YOU'RE ONLY

HALF-COVERED

IN NEBRASKA

IF YOU DON'T USE

KOLN-TV/KGIN-TV!

--aafelf*

SiisgisUrus-

AVERAGE HOMES DELIVERED

PER QUARTER HOUR

(Nov., 1963 ARB — 6 30 to 10 00 p m )

LINCOLN

(K01N

OMAHA
OMAHA
OMAHA
LINCOLN

LINCOLN

LAND" A

TV KGIN TV)

'A"

58 000

S6.S0O

53.900

50.000

26.700

18700

••§•

' C
"

LAND' B

LAND* C

*Lin(o(n-Haitin9i- l»orn«,

.. tho i.. .it.J «**

Lincoln -Land is now

nation's 74th TV market!^

'i ill lim.:" ili. big I \ in ir k. i- in Nel

k.i i- in. ;n il prohll III I 1 1< t . in M i
-

1

•

>>iii ii( lln in i- I nii iiln I ml. ' "iiln

more than hall il" rtati i bayinj

I in. ..In I in. I i- DOW lli< ' lt f >

mmrkrt in tit. I S . ba« •! • lln

iiiiinlii r "i liiinii - pi i quart) i now i"

inn. .1. I % . red b) ill ilation* in ihe n

k. i k< M \ I \ k'.IN I \ •!• liin

il,.in hoax - boo re «

"mint" "ii in* lop in irk. i -• !.• .lull

\-k Ivrrj Kifi.li I (or < amp
K"'l N I \ k'-l\ I \

i l> I »utli I l..r iii.i-l iii'l

Ni.rlli. r 1 1 K.u

K0LNTV KGIN-TV
OUUmii 19 • )'• ::: outs

iM« n io»n mi n

COVUJ IINCOIN U-.D-I.lium J OTMH HG KUMI
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Masla reps publish
a monthly newsletter
The new Jack Masla & Co. news-

letter. It's About Time, makes its

debut with an April issue. The na-

tional station representative firm

plans to publish monthly the ac-

tivities of its "Maslamen" around

the country, highlighting current

campaigns and buys.

Other features include items

about the firm's stations and station

men, interviews with leaders in

broadcasting, and ideas and

thoughts about the industry.

Food firm enters TV
with spots in Chinese
Television commercials in Chinese

will be the most unusual facet of

LaChoy Products' promotion for its

line of Chinese food products. The
1 0, 20, and 60 - second spots,

through Maxon's Detroit office, will

also mark La Choy's first major

use of TV. Some radio spots will

be used as part of the campaign,

which is scheduled to run until the

end of the year.

YOU SHOULD HEAR

Kenn Kendrick of KENN Radio, Farminqton. New

Mexico, says: "On all points of the 'Money Maker'

quote me enthusiastically."

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Space A & B, East Exhibit Hall

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.
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JERRY RETTIG:
value of market trips
The value of market trips and sta-

tion visits cannot be stressed

enough, for not only do you "get

a feeling for the city when you're

actually there, you have a chance

to meet and get to know station

personalities," says Jerry Rettig of

Grey Advertising. Jerry is timebuyer

for Ideal Toy, Greyhound, and

Phillips-Van Heusen, among other

accounts, and feels his insight into

his work is enhanced by meeting

"face-to-face" with the station peo-

ple he deals with during the course

of his buying activities. The personal

touch and the feel to be gotten for

the market area all add up to "sta-

tion trips being a wonderful idea,"

he continues. Jerry joined Grey in

late 1959, coming from a timebuy-

ing stint at Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sam-

ple. His stay at IMS was interupted

by a two-year hitch in the Navy that

took him to Europe, the Middle

East, and the Caribbean. This tour

of duty and the travel it involved no

doubt has contributed to his in-

quistiveness and desire for first-hand

knowledge that enables him to do

a better job. He received a B.S. de-

gree in 1955 from New York

University's School of Commerce,
where he majored in marketing and

was a journalism minor. Jerry, sj

born and reared New Yorker, lives,

in Manhattan, which enables him tc
,

walk to work each day. In hb

leisure time he enjoys a good garni

of bridge.

Yardley returns to TV
for 30-week promotion

After an absence of seven years.

Yardley of London has returned to

TV with a heavy schedule of 20-

sccond spots in 16 markets in a

promotion for the firm's line of

men's and women's products.

The spots continue until July and

resume in the fall to run to the end

of the year for a total of over 30

weeks. Commercials, all in prime

time in or between top-rated net-

work shows, were prepared by

Doyle Dane Bernbach.

Swank ready for dad
with June spot promo

Swank plans a ten-day spot TV
campaign in June prior to Father's

Day to promote its Jade East line

of men's toiletries. The promotion,

through Shaller-Rubin, will utilize

at least 150 one-minute filmed spots

and will mark the first use of TV

for the firm outside of recently co&

ducted tests in Atlanta, Los An
geles, and Detroit.

Major markets chosen lor thi

spots include Atlanta, Chicago

New York, San Francisco, am
Washington. Additional market;

may be added before the campaigr

gets under way.

Chinese, Spanish mix
food and sports on TV

Miami's Hong Kong Chinese res-

taurant is now one of the sponsor:

of a new Spanish-language huntinj

and fishing show aired Sundays or

WLBW-TV.
Although people may not readily

associate Chinese cuisine with Span-

ish tastes. Chinese cooking is quite

popular with Latin Americans, e»l

pccially Cubans, who comprise nV

bulk of the large and rapidly grow-

ing Spanish-speaking population m
the smith Florida city. Program i

SPONS0



itled Km, on </<• ( d\(i \ I'esca and

i hosted In ( uban born sports

i.m Vlbcrto ( iandero

tmong (Ik- show's othei vpi mi

m, the I .him American division

i Encyclopedia Britannica recentl)

eld .1 contest on the program \> ith

complete set ol encyclopedia in

panish as the pi ize

iastman names Burton
.p. and board member
William h Burton lus been

amed vice president and elected to

ie board ol directors ol Robert

I astman Co.,

national station

representatives

I li e double

honor is in rec-

ognition of Bui

ton's outstanding

^4L sales achieve-

m II? ;* of the ik
Burton troil office, pres

i d c n I Robert

astman announced.

Prior to joining I astman in l

l>bl .

Ulton had held account executive

tsts with National Advertising Co .

pecher-Peck & Lewis, and Kwik
hine Manufacturing.

RA to hear Rogers
station Representatives Assn. has

inounced principal speaker at its

venth annual awards luncheon

pr. 28 in Waldorf-Astoria will he

he single most influential man in

• ingress in determining the future

• commercial broadcasting from

e standpoint of the broadcaster.

Ivertiser, and agency" Rep
alter I Rogers ( [)

. lev ). ehair-

i.in of House Subcommittee on

bmmunications and Power and
inking member of Interstate and

Ireign Commerce Committee.

lapiro, two others
/en new TvAR posts
Three executive promotions at

^:on Advertising Represents^

s, national station representative

have been announced b\

\R managing director Robert

McGredy.

Marvin I . Shapiro has been

led general sales manager. He
No a vice president of the firm.

\\ illiam ( ondon has bt i n

nated to nil Shapiro's form

era sales managei post ( ondon
old position as midwest sales man
agei has been filled with the ,\p

pointmenl ol Robert M William

who had been an BCCOUnl executive

in tlu New ^ oi k offic(

Shapiro, a 16 yeai broadcasting

veteran, joined l \ \R in 1961 and

later that yeai was named to his

formei post He had been with

Harrington, Rightei and Parsons
and before that had been an ac

count executive foi (Ms ! \ spot

Sales He has also served as general

sales ill. in. u\ i with \a < \i i \

Philadelphia

\ mik •

had last served as an account

itive foi the I

joining 1 1 \R inth

in 1959 li

formei post m i

v\ illiams had been with < BS

work I \ Sales bcfoi i \l<

in 1963 Before that, h until

(US I \ S| S

1 1 tx .'.in his broadca I

as an account executive witl n

R '

WHAT'S IN THE MIDDLE

MAKES THE BIG DIFFERENCE

..and, IN PENNSYLVANIA, IT'S

WJAC-TV
To keep the big Pennsylvania

"middle" market charging ahead--

you need WJAC-TV. This is the

one station that attracts the huge

"million dollar market in the

middle."

America's 27th largest TV market.

^^L
~

1/ Ml fifi» 1 kf

1

J24£fcl£l'
1 HtirmglM.

I lighter 1

f Piriwn Im.
_/

j\
JOHNSTOWN - CHANNEL 6^ i

- ,
.'.

' *
_ ^^^^"^^^^
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TV's neglect
President Johnson may be

ready to recognize the intelli-

gence of the fair sex, but television

isn't. At least, not according to one

woman who's had a good deal of

success in both the programing and

advertising ends of the medium.

Betty Furness came on strong

for a more realistic TV portrayal

of women in a recent speech before

the Columbus chapter of the Aca-

demy of Television Arts and Sci-

ence.

The former Westinghouse spokes-

woman on TV and current star of

CBS Radio's Dimension of a

Woman's World, Miss Furness

slammed TV for neglecting the

"normal" women. On the screen,

she said, they arc either scheming

to outsmart their husbands, are com-

pletely scatter-brained, or non-ex-

istent (as in TV's motherless fam-

ilies, My Three Sons and Bachelor

Father).

The TV fixation with inadequate

women has even reached commer-

cials, she added, pointing out that

appliance repair men, grocery

clerks, and Mr. Clean all tell wom-
en how to keep their homes clean.

In addition to a general reap-

praisal of the feminine role, network

television could use a good after-

noon women's interest program.

Miss Furness said. "Not just a cook-

ing and sewing show, but one along

the lines of the old Home show.

NBC primaries SRO
NBC-TV posted an SRC) on its

coverage of the upcoming key pri-

mary elections with the sale of half

the package to Standard Brands (J.

Walter Thompson). Included are

primaries in seven states and the

District of Columbia with a series of

five special telecasts between May
5 and June 2. Benrus Watch (West.

Weir & Bartel) has already bought

half sponsorship in the primary se-

ries, in addition to 31 other NBC
News TV specials dealing with the

conventions and elections.

108

decries
off women
It need not be as elaborate, but it

should give women credit for some

intelligence and their important

contribution to all areas of modern

life."

WABC-TV swings Crane
to 5 nights a week

With radio talk shows all the rage

in New York these days (SPON-
SOR, Mar. 16, page 52), the ABC-
TV flagship has expanded its pro-

graming in that area. Les Crane,

whose somewhat controversial dis-

cussion program had been aired

Saturday and Sunday mornings at

1 a.m. and afternoons (1:30-2:30

p.m.) five days a week, is now on

with five late-night shows weekly.

Station's afternoon schedule has

been reshuffled: the network feed

of Tennessee Ernie Ford has been

moved up to 12:30 p.m. and a new
feature film showcase called Movie

at One runs from 1-2:30 p.m., Mon-
day through Friday.

NBC posts SRO sign on
a more fall programs

Jack I'aar and Saturday Night at

the Movies are all locked up for the

'64-'65 season. The I'aar sponsor

picture has been roundel out with

buys by Polaroid (Doyle Dane

Bernbach), Green Giant (Burnett)

and Hertz (Norman, Craig & Kum-
mel). Earlier orders were received

from Speidel, P. Lorillard, and

Block Drug (SPONSOR. Mar. 23.

page 33).

Union Carbide (Esty) and Pola-

roid bought into Movies, bringing

to 1 2 the total sponsor roster on

the two-hour Saturday night series.

In other NBC sales, Allen Prod-

ucts of Allentown, Pa. (via Weight-

man of Philadelphia), lias placed

its first network TV order lor a

summer campaign lor its Alpo

"100 meat dog food." Buy is for

the Todav and Tonight shows from

June through August. American

( \ anamid ( Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sam-

ple) bought Today's special two-

hour telecast Apr. 23 (7-9 a.m.) c|

the opening day at the New Yon
World's Fair, plus a series of hj

hour weekly originations from th

Fair every Friday (8:30-9 a.m.

starting May 1 and continuin

through October. Wilson Sportin

Goods (Campbell-Mithun ) will b

back for the fourth straight yea

and Goodyear Tire & Rubbe

(Young &. Rubicam) for the second

to sponsor two of NBC's major go]

tournaments — the 12th annus

Tournament oj Champions (May 3

4-5:30 p.m.) and the 64th annus

National Open Golf Championshi,

(June 20, 4:30-6 p.m.).

Rust Craft flagships
name top executives
Ed J. Freeh of Fresno is thi

new assistant general manager o

WSTV (TV) Steubenville. He wa

formerly presi

dent and genera

manager o

KOUT. Lake

Tahoe, and pri

or to that sen!
a s executive

v i c e presiden

and genera
m

a

nager o

KFRE (AM
Freeh FM & TV ) jr

Fresno. Calif.

WSTV radio has tapped Williair

B. Chesson as promotion-publicity

director. With the station sinct

1959. Chesson has been sports di-

rector since 1961 and will con-

tine to serve in that job.

CBS-TV O&Os plan 6th
public affairs swap
The CBS-owned TV stations wil

launch their sixth annual Pub-

lic Affairs Program Exchange \iv

18. As in the past, each of the sta-

tions contributes 20 half-hour pro-

grams of a local public affair-

series for broadcast by all the other

stations.

This year's scries and producing

stat ions are: The American Masicd

Theatre (WCBS-TV New Yorij

Sum and Sustance (KNXT Los Alh

geles); Science Unlimited (WBBBi
TV Chicago): Love to Head

iWCAU-TV Philadelphia): and

Food lor Fan (KMOX-TV St.

Louis. )

Through the exchange, each sta-

SPONS0K



lion broadcasts two hours a week ol

iiiioiin.iiion.il and cultural pro

trams I he firs! Public Affairs l'io

gram ' nchange began in 1959 with

thuv ( hs o&o's exchanging series

ou i .1 13 week period, I he ex

change was expanded to include .ill

five stations m i*>m> and increased

to 20 weeks in 1961. rhis is one of

Dree exchanges conducted b) the

ofto's during the yeai I he others

lie Repertoire Workshop, a 35-

wreck series designed to encourage

local talent, and International Hour,

involving the CBS owned stations

and overseas broadcasters

Video tube sales off
Electronics manufacturers not

only see no relief in sight from
crippling foreign competition, but

their sales continue a Stead) decline.

I I \\ Marketing Services depart-

ment reports that factory sales ol

both IV picture and receiving tubes

were down this January.

I \ picture tube unit factor) sales

amounted to 788,973 in January

l
l>M. compared to 890,246 the

pre\ ious January .

rOU SHOULD HEAR

"don C (Bud) Penti of KWBE R.idio B«a»ric»

tbrjikj uyv W« r« not n«w jt bu»inq library

• r»ic«; w« y» had a numbir of th«m olut jomt

ft th« bandifi who com* thru' tdlinq recorded
lommcrciali.' So when I say CRC it the finejf

|'»« »»tr s««n or used I f««l that maant a lot."

ear "MONEY MAKER"
I pace A & B, East Exhibit Hall

MMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.

New KTVT facilities
provide for color

Coloi will be included in the

new transmitting facilities ol Ki\ I

I t Worth Dallas

Station lias gotten an I < (

ahead on a new tOWCr, 500 feel

taller than the present oik in the

Meadowbrook section ol I i Worth
I his one w ill go lip at ( tdai Mill

m Dallas County, the tallest point

m North I exas available foi I \

transmittei construction. It will be

constructed to maximum height al

lowed by the Federal \v iation Au
thority, 2.34 l

> feet above sea level.

Service is expected to begin with

the lieu equipment b\ Vug. I

.

In Baltimore, where work is in

progress to raise by 270 feel the

candelabra lowci which supports

the antenna o! all three I \ Ma

t ions, WJZ l\ has broken ground

for renovations and additions to its

building. Expansion will .^\d neai

l\ I 1,000 square feel ol new space.

with target date foi completion late

fall.

\ new engineering office will

be constructed adjacent to existing

facilities. \n open court between

the present engineering area and

other oil ice space will be filled in

to become the new \\ 1/ l\ "film

wing," a facility winch will include

not only motion picture and office

space, but a darkroom lor the pro-

cessing of still photographs. I he

most significant area ol expansion

will be construction ol a new two

stor\ addition.

Ernest Stern dies
Ernest I Stern. 48, directoi ol

press information, Hollywood, ( H^

IV. died ol a heart attack M
\lter World \\ ar II. Stein joined

Radio- 1 \ Daily, serving in various

editorial positions tor five years, in-

cluding associate editor oi the R

dio Annual and I \ i carbook. In

1950 he joined \H( Press Infoi

mation Department as copy chief,

becoming trade news editor in S

tembei 1951, acting publicity man-

ager in 1953, and publicity man-

si the following vear In l
l >.^> he

moved to Hollywood as director ol

advertising .\n<.\ publicity foi \B

Western Division Stern joined < Hs

l\ in November 1959 as director

of [Hess information, Hollywc

Put your thumb

on the whole

Sioux Falls

98-county market

WITH JUST "W TV FACILITY'

WITH *• FILM OR SLIDE'

FROiV ' TV CAMERA!

KELO-LAND TVs three

transmitters, operating as ONE

station, give you complete,

instant coverage of this whole

major market! 284.8000 tv homes

And more of then watching

KELO-LAND TV than all other

stations combined

5 - STATE TELEVISION

/kH@U#o
KELO tv • KOLO-tv • ma tv

m run, rwiiiiH

Uft| ftMtMB* vice-Fm*
RVCWftMlM MtiCttMly Vf IMI

*tlt$ ky m*jm Ivan
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WTRF-TV STORY
BOARD

PUT ON' A SHOW!
7TEEVEES! If you have acts

lo grind, Story Board will be
glad to print your gems. Just
mail 'em to WTRF TeeVees
Editor, Wheeling 7, West Vir-
ginia. The TeeVees game is

underway!

wtrf-tv Wheeling
Ha waxes superlative (Father Knows Best)
No comment (You Don't Say)
David in D. C. (Our Man in Washington)
Think Camp (Concentration)
No golf course (Missing Links)
Theory of evolution (Missing Links)
Symboled foyer of the infamous (Hallmark

Hall of Fame)
Physicians and surgeons (The Doctors)
Spy game (Espionage) She's a nut (Hazel)
Rugged and prepared exhibition (Ruff &
Reddy Show)

Second evening at the cinema (Monday Night
at the Movies)

Ding-dong ring-up time (Bell Telephone Hour)
Chet chat David data account (Huntley Brinkley

Report)
Verbatum (Word for Word)
Fact or effect (Truth or Consequences)
Honesty or travesty (Truth or Consequences)
Veracity or efficacy (Truth or Consequences)
Inmate outings (Fugitive)
Paarless barbed ire (That Was The Week That
Was)

Corn on the macabre (That Was The Week
That Was)

Deriders Digest (That Was The Week That Was)
Scarlet skinnybone display (Red Skelton Show)
Kim's father (Mr. Novak)
Old man who lives on a shoo (Ed Sullivan
Show)

In the good ole summer time (any summer
replacement)

Thanks for the last three TeeVee goodies go
to Chicago's Paul J. Quaiver.

Wheeling wtrf-tv
'BLAST OF THE" BIG VENDORS! Edward Petry
and Company is our national rep. Just ask
any Petry man for all the answers on the
WTRF-TV Wheeling/Steubenville impact!

CHANNEL
SEVEN

WHEELING,
WEST VIRGINIA

RADIO MEDIA

YOU SHOULD HEAR
Stan Foreman, Manager of KHOK Radio, Hoquiam,
Washington says: "Not only have the CRC iinqles

qiven us the big market sound, the CRC Money
Maker Series has opened up many new accounts

to us thru custom and quality presentations . . .

To sum it up, WE LOVE OUR CRC SERVICE."

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Space A & B

f East Exhibit Hall

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.

Bright 64 picture
painted for ABC
Pauley tells radio network's affiliates

of 38% gain in segmented sales last

year over 1962. with first quarter of

1964 ahead 26% over 1963 period

Segented sales figures for

ABC Radio last year were

38% higher than for '62. affiliated

station representatives were told by

network president Robert R. Pauley

yesterday (5) at a pre-NAB Con-

vention meeting in Chicago's Con-

tinental Hotel.

He also painted an optimistic pic-

ture for 1964, noting that sales

are up 7.6 in the first quarter this

year over the same period in '63.

Earl Mullin. ABC Radio v. p. in

charge of station relations, spoke

about the network's "vastly im-

proved clearances" and its "con-

tinued healthy state," pointing out

ABC now covers, "with a top-level

signal, 96.1% of all U.S. radio fam-

ilies." He said this improved cover-

age picture "coincides with a re-

duction of total affiliates from 423

a year ago to 417 today," made
possible through "the addition of

several high-powered facilities and

a careful geographical placement.

Pauley's report also touched on

the beginnings of the recently estab-

lished Program Feature Service, in

which programs are created specifi-

cally for sale on the local level. He
said that through renewed promo-

tional efforts in reaching stations di-

rectly, such programs as Dr. Joyce

Brothers have enjoyed new suc-

cess. "In the last two weeks,''

Pauley noted. Dr. Brothers has been

sold in seven new markets."

The ABC Radio president, in ad-

dition, discussed continuing efforts

under John A. Thayer, Jr., the net-

work's new programing director, to

co-op a new drama series this year.

"Although we had been confronted

with problems finding writers fa-

miliar with modern radio tech-

nique," Pauley said, "we have over-

come these problems and will be

ready to start in June." He added

that initial plans to air the drama
scries 55 minutes a day had been

changed to 25 minutes, Monday
through Friday.

Jn sports, he reminded ABC Ra-
dio affiliates their exclusive airing

of the Cassius Clay-Sonny Liston

championship attracted more than

75 million listeners, which he said

was a record for any single com-
mercial entertainment program in

broadcast history.

Turning to the network's news

coverage, Pauley said: "The year

1963 was one of the biggest news
years in our history. Radio, more
than any other communications me-
dium, and ABC Radio, more than

any other network, lead the way.

Radio's coverage of the tragic events

surrounding the assissination of

President Kennedy was not only

thorough but unbelievably immedi-

ate. And ABC Radio was the first

network, by several minutes, to

bring the shocking news of the at-

tention of the American public."

In line with this, WFAA Dallas

received a plaque as one of ABC
Radio's first annual awards for

"contributions to broadcasting,"

which read: "For disinguished

service to the American people and

to radio broadcasting during the

tragic events following the assassi-

nation of John Fitzgerald Kennedy,

35th President of the United States,

Friday, Nov. 22nd through Mon-
day, Nov. 25. 1963 . .

." The plaque

was accepted in behalf of WFAA
Radio by Mike Shapiro, vice presi-

dent and general manager of WFAA
Radio and TV.

no SPONSOR



Vlso receiving Ihe network

wards were Rep < >ren Harris (D.,

\ik ). chairman ol ihe I louse Spe

cial Subcommittee on Investig

lions, and (
'ities S( i\ ice < HI

(
'o In

addition, each congressman on the

eight-mcmbci House unil were

n citations. I hey were honored

foi "causing investigation directed

toward the improvement" of "cei

lain audience measurement sen

ices

"

I he award to Hams read ".
. .

I exceptional service to radio

broadcasting during 1963 l nder

the chairmanship of congressman

Oren Harris ol Arkansas, the House

of Representatives' Subcommittee

on Investigations ol the Committee

on Interstate and Foreign Com-

merce has with diligence, integrity,

and thoroughness, been instrumen-

tal in rendering with clarity and

precision the inadequacies in cer-

tain audience measurement services,

and causing invstigation directed

inward their improvement.

Such services being a maun fac-

tor in the programing, advertising,

and sales of the radio medium, the

\r>( Radio Network Awards Com-

mittee has ordered this plaque to

,

OU SHOULD HEAR
Kilm«r. General Manaqtr of K-TTT Radio

nbut. Ntbrjika iayi Your library is qrtal

w» ti* »try haBDV -

ear "MONEY MAKER"
ce A & B, East Exhibit Hall

IMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.

be struck, and
;

I i" ch

man Harris .is ihe
|

ncithei

broadcastei not -^\\,

rendered the most significant con

tribution to radio broadcasting dui

the yeai I9(

l he award to < ities Servici

foi the "most creative commercial

In an \M( Radu> advertise) dui

1963," accepted b) representatives

of the I uls. i based company and

its .^\ agency, I ennen A Newell.

In addition, citations were pre

sented to representatives ol Pepsi

Cola and BBDO, foi tit "bCSl

commercial jingle;" ( ampbcll Soup

i \ 8 Juice ) and Vcdham. I Ouis A

Brorby, for the "best dramatized

commercial;" and Mennen <

( Sol' Stroke | and W arwick & I

ler, for the "best straight copj com
meicial "

Pauley, in making the presen-

tations, said the awards are

one method In which "a network

can show its gratitude ^u^ recogni

lion to persons and groups who have

helped better broadcasting through

their efforts
"

During the meeting, attended by

some 500 people VB4 Radio's on-

air personalities were presented in

a 30-minute showcasing, the first

time the network has ever presented

a show for its affiliates Participat-

ing in the revue were Breakfast

Clubbers Hon McNeill, Fran Alli-

son. Sam Cowling, Mar) Jane

1 uckett, Bob Newkirk, Eddie M<

Keon; Flair Reporters Bett) VI-

ams, Jim Harriott, and Charlie ( h

cood. news commentators Edward

P Morgan, Paul Harvey, Alex

Van Horn, and Don Mien; sports

commentators Howard Cosell, I om

Harmon, and Les Keiter: and Dl

Joyce Brothers and Norman Kraeft,

hosts of their own shows

Ihe revue, a "tribute to affiliates"

through sketches and song, was

produced b) William MacCallum

and directed In Warren Somcmllc

anl Cliff Peterson. It was written

b\ rriva Silverman, of the current

Downstairs at the Upstairs res lie

in New York, and music was pro-

sided b> Eddie Ballantine and

15-piece Breakfast Club OTChesI

Heading the delegation of Ameri-

can Broadcasting - Paramount I

atres and \H( executives attending

the session was \M Pi president

Leonard H Goldenson.

Twin Citians

get their

traffic reports

aLIVE

from the sky

on WLOL's

exclusive, prize- winning

AIRWATCH

*
just think

u /fit you can di>

u itli a radio station

like this,

in selling the

Tu in ( it it s

Radio around the c/ock • 5.000 Woftj

LABBT BENTSON •

Jo.

Rep ' RADIO SALES

A f.:/M»M STATION-
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SYNDICATION

Inch succeeds Harper
as NBC-Canada chief

James T. Inch, vice president,

sales, of NBC-Canada Ltd. since

he joined the unit in 1960, has been

appointed vice president and general

manager, succeeding George Harper
who resigned recently to start his

own business in Canada.

Inch was a sales representative

of MCA from 1958 to 1960, and

for six years before that he had his

own insurance agency. From 1949

to 1952 he was advertising manager
of Canadian Gypsum.
A subsidiary of NBC, NBC-

Canada Ltd. operates under the En-
terprises Division, with main offices

in Toronto. It functions as a distri-

butor of TV programs in Canada,
and as producer of live programs in

that country.

Blechta NSI director,
operations to N.Y.

A. C. Nielsen Co. is moving the

operating management of its Station

Index Service to New York in "first

of scries of sweeping changes de-

signed to make NSI more flexible

and truly responsive to needs of ad-

vertisers, agencies, and broadcasters.

announces Henry Rahmel, exec v. p.

of Nielsen's research division. NSI
is Nielsen's local TV research serv-

ice.

Shift- involves naming of NSI
eastern division v. p. George E.

Blechta as director of NSI, continu-

ing to headquarter in N.Y., and ap-

pointment of NSI central division

v.p. William R. Wyatt as national

sales manager, moving from Chi-

cago to N.Y. NSI v.p. John K.

Churchill continues as administra-

tive coordinator of NSI service and
remains in Chicago.

Reeves launches new
heavy-duty TV tape

Said Edward Schmidt, director of

research and engineering for Reeves

Soundcraft, "It is almost impossible

to distinguish the base from the

oxide side." What Schmidt was

talking about is a new version of

Reeves Soundcraft Tape, produced

by a process the manufacturing

firm calls Micro-plate. In field tests,

according to Schmidt, the new tape

"exhibited a tape life of over 700

passes without sign of deteriora-

tion." The tape's smooth surface is

thus claimed to give longer tape life,

longer head life, and a better TV
picture in its use in TV programs

and general commercial production.

Because of the number of tape

users and broadcast engineers sched-

uled to attend the forthcoming NAB
convention. Reeves officials plan to

showcase the new tape at the com-

pany's NAB display.

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

Seven Arts signs Midwest buyer

Riding the crest of Station interest in post- 1950 pictures is Seven Arts,

which recently signed WTCN-TV Minneapolis as a feature customer.
Seen above, general manager Art Swift of WTCN-TV (center) signs

for .i package of SA's Warner Kros. and 20th ('entun-l'ox releases, of
which almost half are titles available for local colorcasting. looking on
are WTCN-TV program director Mort Koseuman (left) and SA's
Midwest Division sales e\ec Othur Oliver (right). SA regularl> promotes
station buys to agencies.

inn
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RCA equipment outfits
new ETV facility

Recently equipped by Radio

Corp. of America with some of the

latest TV apparatus (valued at ap-

proximately $500,000), Brooklyn

College is now the proud possesses

of a new S4.5-million TV center

that includes six RCA cameras, two

video tape recorders and complete

control room setup, and two TV
film systems.

Among the speakers present for

dedication of the center was Don-

ald H. McGannon. Group W
(Westinghouse Broadcasting) presi-

dent, who discussed "The Best of

Both Worlds" — the close and warm
cooperation between commercial

and educational TV broadcasters.

Under the direction of Dr. Eu-

gene S. Foster, the center will pro-

duce videotaped instructional ma-'

terial for on-campus use; programs

for New York's non-commercial TV
stations WNDT and WNYC l\

and items for use h\ National I du-

cationa] Television (NET).

SPONSOR

\



NATIONAL FILE

ADVERTISERS

Victor A. Bennett, chairman of

Pritchard, Wood, elected to board

ol directors of the British-American

Chambei ol Commerce in Nevf

York Since last < October he has

been chairman ol marketing, adver-

tising, public relations, and related

services committee of the Chamber,

which was formed under charter ol

the I niicd Kingdom Board oi I rade

in 1920 to promote trade between

lie U S. and the British ( 'ommon-
*calth.

Peter V. Emerson appointed mar

ceting manager of the Food I'rod-

ICtS 1 > i \.
. I he Borden Co. He will

landle the sales and advertising pro-

-ams for the grocer) and cheese

troducts.

J. Robert Stassen named presi-

ent of North Central Life Insur-

QCC Co., St. Paul. Theodore San-

•orn named chairman of the board

nd chief executive officer. Stassen

as been with companj since Au-
ust I mm) as agenc) supervisor for

S credit insurance department San-

orn spearheaded formation ol

ompatn in 1^60 as a holding com-
an\ that owns and manages a

roup of insurance companies and
iiitual fund sales companies.

Dr. John Madigan joined Zenith
adio Corp. as division chief in the

>lid state research group. He was
>rmcrl\ a senior scientist at the

1 Ingersoll Research (enter

Borg Warner Corp.

GENCIES

Chester Nygren and Jerome
mpler promoted respectivel) to

wl> created posts o\ supervisor
production and supervisor of traf-

and forwarding at Kudner Agen-
B ith have been in agency's pro-

ction department

John C. Monks, account super-

ior at led Bates, appointed agcnc\
e president.

Alfred Fleishman, senior paitnei

ol Reishman I lillard, elected pi i

dent ol the board ot directors >•! the

Jewish Federation of Si I ouis foi

1964 He is also chairman ot the

board ol the Media ( lub. men:
of the executive board, st I ouis

aiea ( ouneil. BO) Scouts o| \n

ica; and serves on the public

lations advisory council oi the l s

Brcucrs Foundation.

Hovey Larrison, agenC) radio I \

director, named creative directoi

Conklin, Labs & Bebee \dvertising

and Public Relations. Syracuse I wo
other agenc) promotions are Jay
J. Garbutt, senior art director to

manager ot the ait department, and
Matthew Ricciardi, copywriter, to

media research director.

William Grisham joined (amp
bell-Mithun. Chicago, as ,i copj

group head He was former!)

Young & Rubicam, New 'N ork. in

charge oi special creative project!

Donald Brant appointed vice

president in charge of package goods

accounts lor Rumrill ( New
N ork. He was former principal in

the (root & Brant agency, joining

Rumrill as a vice president and
count supen isor in I

1 "' I

Alfred R. Sanno named vice pres-

ident in charge o\ the media de-

partment of McCann - I nckson.

Vw ^ ork. Since joining agenc) in

1953 he has served as print SU|
-

\isor. broadcast supervisor, ass

ate media director, and director o\

media planning.

McDonald Gillespie elected \ ice

president o\ BBD<> Me has been

with agenC) since l
lM4 and in addi-

tion is agenc) director, management
supervisor, and member of th<

Utive committee

William F. Allison transferred to

the Houston office of Ketchum.

MacLeod \ Grove from Pittsburgh

headquarters, to supen itlv

acquired I e i N itiona] Bank
Commen int.

Robert P Hurl' y

named VICC pi

troil H mII contii idling

Pittsburgh Painti I
> PPl

I incoln National I

COUI

C Ray Canady
uniet markets .

i' nold Mel <

TIME buying & sellingOr v A R
point Mayer
Mike) Levinfon

as ; man
nnounces

rt \1 M

ing dir<

the station

;rm

II. will
' under direction

•

I ; II iiiian. marketing am'

search vice president

&
Donald J Quinn, d i na-

tional sales. KK( > < ieiier.il B
casting, appoints I r.mk J ( aiison

and I ionel I urst .ts national sales

executives tor radio and telev

YOU SHOULD HEAR

Rob* •

-

to *- - -

jl'»ad» * '»<i»ii

•chad

Hear 'MONEY MAKER"
Space A & B. East Exhibit Hall
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Janson

Donald Joel
Janson joined

the Television
Sales Develop-

ment Depart-
ment at Peters,

Griffin, Wood-
ward. Prior to

this he was with

Dancer - Fitz-

gerald - Sample;

A. C. Nielsen
Co., and was a member of the

sales staff of station KOCW-FM
Tulsa.

CBS Radio Spot Sales appointed

Ed O'Berst as sales manager of the

representative firm's Chicago office,

it was announced by Maurie Web-
ster, CBS Radio vice president, and

general manager of CBS Radio

Spot Sales.

J. Larre Barrett named manager,

sales service, central sales, NBC,
Chicago, it was announced by Angus
Robinson, vice-president, central

sales, NBC.

Robert L. Dudley elected execu-

tive vice president of the Meeker
Co. He joind the company in 1957

as an account executive.

YOU SHOULD HEAR
Ed Guss, Mjmiqer of WGVM Greenville. Missis-

sippi, says: "We have found the CRC Library

excellent in concept and production and have

used it successfully in makinq several presentations."

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Space A & B, East Exhibit Hall

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.
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Kcttel-Cartcr, Boston, announces
the appointment of John D. Kettel

to vice president.

Carroll Lay-
man to manage
Roger O'Con-
nor, Inc.'s, Chi-

cago office. He
is former vice

president and
central division

manager for

Har r ingt on,
Righter & Par-

sons, and wasLaxman

also an account executive in the

Central Division of ABC's Radio
and Television Network Sales.

TV MEDIA
Joseph L.

Stern named di-

rector of Engi-

neering for the

CBS - TV Sta-

tions Division,

and will serve

as consultant to

division man-
agement and the

technical direc-

tors of the five

CBS-owned TV stations on all en-

gineering matters.

Robert Bennett, vice president,

announces appointment of Michael

Volpe, formerly merchandising man-
ager, KTTV, Los Angeles, to ac-

count executive in the sales depart-

ment.

James H. Wood, Jr., and Greg-

ory Harbaugh have joined WBAL-
TV Baltimore as account executives

on the sales staff.

Hugh Benson returns to Warner
Bros, to assist William T. Orr, vice

president, in the administration of

the studio's TV station. Richard

Bluel and Dick Linkroum also joined

the TV department to work along

with Michael Meshekoff. who has

been for some time with the studio

in Burbank, Calif.

Sol Saks, creator of mam comed\
series, signed with CBS TV as exec-

utive producer of Comedy Programs,

Hollywood. As well as supervising

all comedy programs originating in

Hollywood he will create one pilot

a year for the next ten years. He
previously produced such comedy

programs as "The Eve Ardcn
Show," "My Favorite Husband,"
and a new series for next season,

"Bewitched."'

Ernest G. Byrne named assistant

program manager of KPIX San
Francisco. He comes to Channel
5 from the United Kingdom, where
he was program controller for Tele-

du Cymru (Wales Television Net-

work).

Dick Taylor Hollands appointed

administrative assistant to the gen-

eral manager of WTVJ-Miami. He
was formerly director of personnel

of Triangle Publications, radio-

television division.

Perry Smith, who has served with

NBC sports for 11 years, appointed'

director, sports. He has been man-
ager of sports for the network since

i

last September.

Bernard L. Kowalski and Bruce

Geller named producers of "Raw-
hide," on CBS-TV, effective with

start of new season in September.

They have jointly produced episodes

of "The Dick Powell Theater" and]

"Four Star Theater," written and

directed such TV series as "The
Westerner" and "The Rebel."

Don S. Flanders promoted to op-

erations/production manager for

KXLY-TV Spokane. He has been|

with the station eight years, most

recently as senior announcer.

Ronald Woods named merchan-
dising manager of KTTV Los An-i

geles. succeeding Mike Volpe. pro-

moted to account executive for the

station.

Lloyd B. Forrest promoted to sales

manager of WLWC Columbus, O.,

replacing Richard Reed, who moves

up to general manager of the station

to succeed Walter E. Bartlett, now
in charge of TV for Crosley Broad-

casting and based in Cincinnati.

Forrest has been WLWC account

exec since '55.

RADIO MEDIA
Col. Richard F. Whitcomb ap-

pointed commercial sales manage!

o( WDHA-FM Dover. N.J. Prjot

to this he has been associated with

Picatinnv Arsenal. Thickol Chemi-

cal Corp.. and Hercules Powdei

Co.

SPONSOR



F. Melville Green, onetime M!(
sales service manager, died Mai 23.

II. was with NBC from 1927-1949

when he moved to si Augustine,

I l.i in operate .1 tourist court I atei

he u.is .1 salesman foi w I' I \ West
Palm Beach.

Larry Coy added to Kl R( San

I rancisCO sales stall as all account

CUtive Prior to joining KFRC
be was sales manager at ks \^

San Francisco.

Nicholas D. Newton joined the

sales department ol wins Vu
York as account executive. For the

past year he served .is sales managei
o( lw Broadcasting Syracuse

Bill Nelson, will I Huntington,

L.I. director oi public affairs, named
hairman of the 23-member

Nassau C"ount\ Committee on the

Handicapped Me has previousl)

served as chairman ol the commit-
ee's public attitudes subcommittee.
The committee is headed b) V Wil-

1.1m I arson.

Joel M. Thrope named general

lanager of Louisville's w \K\ Ik

joined the station in I

l>ti2 as com-
.•rcial manager.

ol the 1 nitcd Press International

Broadcast! 1 s \ssn ol M
1 u hu-

selts

George B Sforer, di.iiiiii.in ami

chiel exec officei ol Stort 1 Broad
casting, elected president and chaii

man ol the executive committee ol

\l ami Heart Institute, non profit

hospital devoted to cardiovascular

care. In conjunction with his sister.

Mis J Harold Ryan, he donated

the Mabel Moziei Storer PaviUion
tot chronicallj ill patients to the

Institute llus full) equipped thre<

sioi> building is named in the mem
orj of then mothei

SYNDICATION
& SERVICES

Gerald S Corwin and Jerome Lee

joined sales stall of Westhampton
Films. I he formei makes Minne
apolis the headquarters for his mid-

western activities I ee becomes the

west coast representative, headquar-

tering in I os Angeles

Mrs. Ruth Hendler to MP<> Yid-

eotronics as administrative coordi-

nator and manager ol office opera-

tions and personnel She was pre-

YOU SHOULD HEAR
II E L«* Gluqow • .11 I'd O'
MiMqtr of WACO Wico !•«.

xlutbl* In mjkinq lain »ll>«cUII» lo &-*«d N

-t» II It on* ol th« b«i* - d«
• «lop»d for lr>« r*dlc

.ibt pi 1

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Space A & B. East Exhibit Hall
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Marlin D. Schlortman appointed
les manager of WDGY Minne-

ipohs St Paul He has been with
he Stor/ station since 1961 as an

iccount executive.

Joe O'Neill, newscaster, named
urogram director of WQMR-
GA^ I M Washington. D.<

smce joining the station in 1962
ic served as announcer, newsman
ind public relations director.

Charles Webster joined (iroup
A Nevi York, as manager, press

elations. For the past three years
ie was director of television publi-

il> for Rogers \ Cowan m 1 OS

Vngeles

Peter Kadetsky appointed to the

BZ sales staff, Boston He was
mnerl) regional radio 1 V repre-

sntative for the Harrj Wheeler Co.
nd the Kettell-Carter Co.

Art King, public affairs director

I W| I I (liS Radio Boston and
ell known New England broad-
ister. retired Apr I after more
Ian 2" wars of service He joined

ie station in 1937 as an announcer
id sportscaster. Since then he
•r\ed as production director and
CWS director. He is a past president

HOW
CAN
YOU

SOUND

ON RADIO 7

Get a great jingle, that's how. From
Studio Ten productions.

Studio Ten is new. and young, and
vigorous. Studio Ten has an outstand

ingly creative talent team. Studio Ten has

really big facilities. Plus the best equip-

ment in the business.

Studio Ten is already gaining an enviable

reputation for reliability.

Tear out this page, send it to Studio Ten.

and you'll get your very own jingleman

by return mail. No obligation, except to

listen to him for five minutes.

We'd like your business. How about i

STUDIO TEN PRODUCTIONS
UITE INK Bl OG . D* J
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IN MADISON

WKOW-TV'S-
The Rifleman

• • • shoots up

rating records!

THE RIFLEMAN, on WKOW-TV,

actually outdraws network tel-

evision's highly touted news

pair (on another station) by 2

to 1.

Want another sure shot?

WKOW-TV's own EARLY NEWS

peaks with a whopping 40%

share of audience.

Local and lively programming

like this scores amazing gains

for WKOW-TV throughout the

week! Ask your Adam Young

salesman for one-minute avails

in this power-packed Ch. 27

lineup!

Source: Nielsen Station Index rating estimates.

Nov. '63.

viously office manager and person-

nel director of Fletcher Richards.

Calkins & Holden.

Walter (Dan) Davison promoted
to newly created position of assis-

tant to the president of Morton J.

Wagner Co. The company pro-

duces and sells audio services to

broadcasters.

Joe Cramer signed as director of

business affairs for UPA Pictures.

He comes from CBS-TV, New
York, where he served as special as-

signments administrative production

control supervisor.

Clyde Skeen elected to new post

of executive vice president and
chief financial officer of Ling-Tem-
co-Vought. He was also named
chairman of the newly formed fi-

nance and controls committee.

Fred R. Frank, Jr., appointed
southern sales manager for Em-
bassy Pictures' television depart-

ment, headquartering in Miami.
Frank has specialized in the south-

ern territory the past 15 years, rep-

resenting major companies, includ-

ing National Telefilm Assoc.

Irv Turvey appointed sales engi-

neer of SOS Photo-Cine-Optics, as

western manager covering the 13

western states including Alaska, Ha-
waii, and Western Canada, head-

quartering in Hollywood. He for-

merly was a director of photography
at KSBW-TV and KOLO-TV^Reno.

Lewis T. Harris, formerly of Alex-

ander Proudfoot Management Con-
sultants, appointed research man-
ager of Russell Marketing Research,

in charge of scheduling and control-

ling internal operations.

' ^^^^1 John D. Cur-

f^k tin, Jr., appoint-

ed manager of

f Black, Sivalls &
"^ **!' Bryson's fila-

ment structures

division at Ard-

^^W^ / more, O k 1 a .,

^L^^R^^ which
^k < ^ glass t i 1 ii-^ in e n t wound

Curtin products (poxy-

glas). For the past two and a half

years he has been manager of

BS&B's automation equipment di-

vision. Tulsa.

I we offer. .

.

21

H
•personal attention

^•effective merchandising

fr

value-plus rate plans

Code

CHATTANOOGA
V-"LL ^ ADVERTISING Tl* E S A U E S INC.
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YOU SHOULD HEAR
Ed Lovelace of KOGT. Oranqe, Texas, says: "Whilt

we are a small market station, the help from your

service has enabled us to qet accounts that w«

never had before, and has given to the commercial

content of our station a biq market sound."

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Space A & B, East Exhibit Hall

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.

SPONSOR
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RED I. duPONT AWARD
We are extremely proud to receive the coveted Alfred I. dul'ont Award lor 1968. This oationa] award.

presented to WFBM Radio for its awareness of the social and political problem

gives tremendous impetUB to our fortieth anniversary . . . and a grateful i« kr :ient >A

success in meeting our moral obligation, m ^t.it.il bj Bldou Campbell, Vice President and i

Manager of The WFBM Stations . . . "to interest all

the diverse groups which make up a communit\. not

just certain ones . . . that genuine concern for the

welfare, the problems and pleasures, too. of all our

'public' is an integnd part of successful broadcasting."

The i

WFBM RADIOS



RADIO
HAS MONITOR ON WEEKENDS

RADI
HAS NEWS ON THE HOUR; AND

NBC RADIO
HAS EMPHASIS AND SPORTS; AND

RADI
HAS WONDERFUL AFFILIATES; AND THAT'S

RADIO
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We. and the Stations we represent, salute

the opening of the Fair. As members of the

Communications Industry, we are proud to join

in spreading the theme. "Peace Through

Understanding," to audiences everywhere.
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B-Paramount to ask stockholders

it) halt outside bids for voice

(oldenson assures affiliates of resistance

Sew ^ ork — AB-I'aramounl on

|4) 19 will ask stockholders to ap-

climinution ol cumulative vol-

on attempt to thwart moves by

l
i groups seeking representation

i AB-P's hoard.

irni's prexv, Leonard H. Golden-
si, speaking at N \B C omentum.

I pimised AB( affiliate station own-
c he would resist ouuiders' efforts

Ugain a voice in network at t airs

t ough hoard membership on the

vh's parent company

.

More prominent of the two fac-

I t is seeking spots is led bv Norton
.Sum. president ot ( alifornia-DMCd

Is A. Industries which holds

a*Vi interest in Mc( all Corp. Si-

i nn. who is also executive commit-
chairman and board member ot

i NC all's, recently added more than

fib.OOO shares of AB-Paramount
sck to his extensive securities port-

jffo.

Eifferin leaves Y&R,

i assigned to Grey
New York

—

Uniterm, which spent

axit $14 million on TV in 1963,
vl go to Grey Advertising, accord-
i to Bristol-Myers. Shift marks end
c 15-year lie with Young & Rubi-

hangc was dictated b\ B-M pol-

i ol assigning competing products

t> different agencies. savs William
«1 Bristol 3rd. president of products
Oision. "WX.R has been handling both
Hferin and Lxcedrin, a competing
hulache remedy. Bufferm is cur-

ntl> billing about $11 million, some-
vat below last vear.

Y&R will continue to handle $b
:rllion Lxcedrin account, as well as

»S Hepatica and several new prod-
Us. Hnstol noted that other com-

J ing products were not at different

nicies—Ban and Mum in deodar-
pi field. Score and Yitalis in hair-

KBings
I prey first began handling Bristol-

Kers products two years ago when
I i picked up Trushay, later acquired
' Fim. Mum Mist, and Score, a new
ir.rdressing recently put into nation-

: ibution.

[ Within last fi\e months. Orev has

PPed more than >2l) million to its

>, including Proctor & Oam-
• detergent. Hamilton watch-

H. J. Heinz bab> foods, pickles.
al relishes.

Putnam Growth Fund, Boston-
based mutual hind, and Waller R.

Schetier, partner in Oppcnhcimci A
I o and Wall Street brokerage linn's

Oppcnhcimcr (mutual) Fund, com-
prise second bidding group.

Hunt Foods A Industries has no
connection in an> manner with activ-

ities oi lexas millionaire H. 1 . Hunt.

Liquor ads pend
as Schenley delays
New York

—

\io\ score loi bard
liquor advertiser! OO New fork's
WQ.YR stands at one out and one
postponement— with a powerful line-

up and strong "bench'' opposed to

the station's venture into a \iill-ia-

boo area of broadcast advertising.

Recent Schenlev announcements
that "copv problems" had forced a

delay to April 20 for the inception ol

its whiskey ads followed on heels ol

distributor McKesson & Robbms'
change of heart, which resulted in

Galliano liqueur ads replacing planned
promotion for Muirhcad's Scotch.

WQXR as vet has no plans for lin-

ing up a hard liquor replacement
when McKesson A. Robbms' 13-week
contract expires in July, especially

since Schenlev s ads are yet to reach
the air.

It opposition of NAB via I.eRoy
Collins, of Distilled Spirits Institute,

and ot Senators PastOK and Magnu-
BOO deters Schenlev. this may spell

the end—for the time being — ot

WQXR's attempt to break the sound
barrier'' to whiskev advertising. But
if the end comes, it'll more likely be

the result ot lack ot sponsor courage,
not a WQXR backdown.

Grant Giants' web
three-year extension
A one-year association established

last year between Ivv Broadcasting
c o. and \\\i \\ New Yotk to broad-

cast all games played by the Nils
V I

x ork Giants has been extended
to 1967. I he New Yoik City station

will feed an expanded Mi station hook-
up Irom Maine to I lorida. the second
long-range major sports radio net-

work operated bv Ivv. i I he other is

the Syracuse University football N-

woik, with 45 affiliated stations

lablished in 19

Exec director sought
for radio study group
\ lull-time executive dircctoi is

being sought bv the N \B K AH
Radio Metbodolog) Study Steering
( ommittee, it was announce!
committee chairman George H
Storer, Jr.

He laid: I he man we .tie seek-

ing must be an acknowledged re-

learcber, but be also must have
an understanding ol and ippn
lion tor radio We <.<m promise
him all the help he needs on ie

quests, and we will guarantee him
a minimum oi interference. We
have the funds and the physical
resources to bring his assignment
to truition. We need only the
right person to head the day -by

-

d.w professional research. We wel-
come candidates."

FC&B PINPOINTS
NETWORK CONTRACTS
\,u >, ork — As vice president

and national director ol broadcast
lor I oote. ( one A Belding, Samuel
11 Nonhcross has been given rcspon-
sibihtv lor all radio- 1 \ network
contacts, m move toward "better
communication with networks, as
well as between various PCJtB
I ices and between media and broad-
cast departments '

All negotiations tor network spon-
sorship tor all clients will be handled
bv Nortluross or bi

ward Stern and Robert DaubCBS]
( hicago. John Owen and Peter i

dach. New 'iork Sherman McQueen,
\\est (oast. Other network negotia-
tions — scatter plans, participations,
package buvs. etc — will go Ma
local media departments in conjunc-
tion with Northcros-, ot:

EIA reports color set figures
Washington — 1

ll were produced duj
uarv. up nearly I

figures when the

Black and white I\ production
tirst two months o: - nearlv

percent above 1963. thanks in

part ot all-cl r production
nearlv double last put

.er distribub

poru

shghtlv below last

' million units. distributOI

tor the month tig-

I did pr

the two month period.

' >l 13, 1964
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Agencies' future bright,

FC&B chairman believes
San Francisco—"The future pros-

pects of the agency business are, I

believe, bright," Robert F. Carney,
chairman of Foote, Cone & Belding

told security analysts in San Francis-

co last week.
As size of market place grows rich-

er and bigger, advertising will be
needed more and more, he said. Sim-
ply put, sellers will have to look in-

creasingly to advertising to seek out
consumers and persuade them to buy.

In month that's passed since Fed-
eral tax cut, some $600 million have
been added to income of individual

taxpayers, or about $20 million a

day, he pointed out.

Authoratative sources show total

volume of advertising in United
States was about $50 million in 1857,
passed $4 billion in 1947, and was
slightly more than $13 billion last

year. Average annual growth rate

has been just about 5% since 1956,
he said.

Of $13 billion total U.S. advertis-

ing in '63, about $5 billion was strictly

local, according to Carney. Another
$2.5 billion went for mailing pieces

and miscellaneous advertising. Re-
maining $5.5 was placed by some
3,500 agencies, the bulk of which,

$3.8, was placed through just 50
agencies.

Range is fairly extreme, he pointed

out. Published figures show that in

1963 the largest agency had dom-
estic billings of $311.8 million, al-

most 15 times that of the 50th rank-

ed agency, which had billings of

about $20 million.

Last year Foote, Cone & Belding

placed seventh, with domestic bill-

ings of $136.5 million; international

billings ran $157.4 million and
ranked in sixth place. Carney said

the agency's billings have multiplied

about six times since 1943.

The very factors which contribu-

ted so dramatically to advertising's

growth since World War II are even
more compelling today, he said. They
are population growth (number of

families is likely to grow from 57
million to 66 million in next ten

years), increasingly rich market (per-

sonal income is likely to go from
$402 billion to a projected $595
billion in 1973), Carney also men-
tioned the number of media avail-

able for investment by advertisers

has been greatly broadened; there

has been a great trend toward self-

service in many consumer areas; and
expenditures in research and devel-

opment have increased tremendous-
ly, adding significantly to need for

advertising.

'Certain' liquor ads
Certain programs on certain sta-

tions in specific parts of the country

could carry liquor advertising with-

out adverse effects on the commu-
nity the station serves, says the chair-

man of NAB's Ralio Board, Ben
Strouse. But he emphasizes that this

is strictly his personal opinion as a

license broadcaster, and not in his

NAB capacity.

Meantime, the TV Code Review
Board passed a resolution strongly

reaffirming the present TV Code pro-

vision which prohibits the advertising

of hard liquor on the medium as not

in the public interest.

Departing from his prepared text

during the Radio Assembly at the

NAB conclave, Strouse said he re-

alizes that the mere mention of hard

liquor alvertising arouses strong op-

position on Capital Hill and among
many members of the liquor in-

dustry, but he believes "very strong-

ly in this maturing industry."

One area he thinks advertising

could be placed well is on "some
hard-pressed KM stations with strict-

ly adult programing." However, he

win Strouse's own OK
suggests a study be undertaken by

NAB, possibly through the Code Au-
thority or the Code Boards, "to learn

all the facts about liquor advertis-

ing."

Strouse asks: "What really would
happen on Capital Hill if selected

stations, under controlled conditions,

carried liquor advertising? What
would be the reaction of our good

friends among the breweries and in

the wine industry?

"Is it true or false that we might

face legislation which would outlaw

beer or wine if we attempted to

carry hard liquor? If hard liquor ad-

vertising were to be approved, what

kind of rules could be drafted to

prevent irresponsible stations from

going hog-wild on this matter?"

He adds: "I do not think the an-

swer to this problem is that every-

one should carry hard liquor ad-

vertising at all times. Nor do I think

the answer is for us to raise our

hands in horror and say 'No . . .

No . . . Can't do.' I think this issue

requires intensive study and pos-

sible, eventual Code amendments."

Tv elections, Haverlin

award, end NAB conclave

Chicago—NAB convention wound
up with TV board elections and a

special award to Carl Haverlin, re-

tired BMI prexy.

Newly elected to two-year NAB TV
board slots were station execs Robert
W. Ferguson, exec v.p. WTRF-TV
Wheeling; Crosley Broadcasting pres-

ident John T. Murphy: and J. S. Sin-

clair, president of Providence's

WJAR-TV. Reelected to second two-

year terms were: Mike Shapiro, gen-

eral manager. WFAA-TV Dallas;

Gordon Gray, president KAUZ-TV
Wichita Falls; Tex. and WKTV Utica,

TIO produces TV spots
Two of a scries of 20-sccond

spot announcements being pro-

duced by Television Information

Office for on-air use of TV sta-

tion was screen for broadcasters

during a presentation at the NAB
convention. TIO director Roy
Danish said the spots will empha-
size the diversity of programing
available on TV, one demonstrat-
ing this through use of stop-action

scenes, the other through an ab-

stract, semi-animated process.

N. Y.; and Meredith Broadcasts

chief Payson Hall.

Carl Haverlin, now director

broadcasting relations for Hollywot

Museum, accepted special disti

guished doctor of broadcasting (DDI

award for his contributions to pro

ress of broadcasting.

Final convention note was a ne

attendance record of 3826, near

300 over 1963 registrants' total th

had been previous record.

Screen Gems names two

New York — Jack Martin, fo

merly commercial film producer wi

Fred Niles Inc., was named salt

rep in Chicago office and John Jone

former vice president for Graf

Films in Hollywood, to a simili

West Coast post for E.U.E. Con

mercial and Industrial Film Divisic

of Screen Gems Inc. Move is 'aime

at expanding and strengthening joii

East-West coast planning and pn

duction."

17M saw Johnson

New York — Conversation wit

the President, hour-long taped intei

\icw with President Johnson carrie

by three TV networks March It

reached an estimated 17 millio

homes or 34 percent of TV reskienc

cs. according to Nielsen. Earlie

Kennedy interview Dec. 17. 1962

reached 22 million or 44 percent

SPONSOf



BOARD?
At Young & Rubicam in New York. Jim Stack, Art

Jones and Tom Lynch are Media Account Supervisor.

Associate Media Director and Media Buyer, though not

necessarily in that order.

When the incumbent at t he agency switchboard went on vacation

recently, a new operator was pressed into Bervice and left to struggle

as best she could with the dazzling complexities of names, ranks

and extension numbers. During her first day on the job >he gave the

following information to various callers:

"I'm sorry, sir, Mr. Stack is not the Media Buyer."

"No, ma'am, Mr. Lynch is not the Associate Media Director."

"Mr. Stack is the Associate Media Director. I'll connect you."

"No, sir. Mr. Lynch is not the Media Buyer."

Unfortunately, only one of these statements was correct. Which
one? Who's who? Address answers to: Puzzle 99, WMAL-TV.

Media Directors and Time Buyers eliminate job com-

plexities by using WMAL-TV. Assures clients of a

direct line to an important segment of Washington's

high-income, free-spending population. Check prime-time

availabilities on "Xcus-7" H to 7 p.m. M<>n. Fri.

and the follow-up "Comedy Hour" 7 to 7:.'i() with

Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.

Puzzle adaptation courtesy Dover Publii-.itmru. N«-v York, N V 10014

wmal-tv ®
Evening Sttr Broadcasting Coaiptn) WASHINGTON, D

Represented by: HARRINGTON, RIGHTER A PAR
Affiliated with WMAL and WMAlfM, Washington, 0. C; WSVA-TV and WSVA, Hamsonbu ,

St I TM

t

WORLD'S FAIR AND
WASHINGTON D C TOO

ril 13, 1964
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or Cleveland acquisitives . . . A NEW SYMBOL
"lis Harlequin announces to Cleveland Acquisitives that •'• '• '

. is the first and only

(eveland station transmitting local programs in ULL Another example of •

I adership . . . and another reason why your sales messages are delivered with top impact

-on WJW-TV.

Ac-quis'-i-tive— given to desire, to buy and own

BUUKS

<•• • ii

MMIAM1MU

MIltiulEE

CU»IU«0

11UMTI

mm

mm
S/OR/'R

8ITIVES WATCH

WJWV
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l^TIN LOS ANGELES #

1,000,000
SPANISH SPEAKING

PEOPLE SUP THROUGH
YOUR FINGERS WITHOUT

THE HELP OF SPANISH

LANGUAGE RADIO KWKW
THIS CAPTIVE AUDIENCE
CAN BE YOURS!

<Q KWKW has 20 years Q% experience in serving //)

U) this market! U
• Average yearly income—over $800,000,000
• Automotive products—$72,540,000 annually
• Food products—$434,700,000 annually
• 47.5 own their own homes

IN 1963 OVER 100 NATIONAL AND
REGIONAL ADVERTISERS HAVE
NOT LET THIS MARKET SLIP
THROUGH THEIR FINGERS.KWKW
SOOOWATTS

Representatives: N.Y.— National Time Sales

CHICAGO—National Time Sales
LOS ANGELES—HO 5-6171

PUBLISHER'S
REPORT

I'm plain pooped

As I write this I'm sagging slightly.

** In fact, I'm plain pooped.

This is the 42nd Annual NAB Convention and I'm glad it's almost o^

It's not just that I'm growing older. The Convention isn't whaj

used to be either.

It's getting bigger and lasting longer.

This year's edition attracted 4.000. That's bigger than ever. And
lull program (including main tent and side show events) runs nearly a we|

You get in on Friday if you want to attend the fm sessions and dc

finish until late Wednesday.

The trouble is that there's a committee, or association, or splir|

group for everything. They can't all fit into Monday through Wednesc

I'm tired, and I'm not even a broadcaster.

Imagine how I'd feel if I were a station man with am. fm. and!

interests who belonged to the FM Association, AMST, RAB. TvB. t!

TV Stations, Inc., TAC, was affiliated with a couple of TV networks ;|

served on a couple of committees.

I guess I'm lucky.

But it's worth it.

This was a different kind of convention. There was some talk ab|

crises, but there were only one or two. They didn't come in bunches.

This was a businesslike convention.

Since the editorial department tells me that they're reporting the pi

ccedings in several pages I'll stick to a few impressions in my column.

NAB President LeRoy Collins — he fought his courageous baj

against impeachment during the NAB Board meeting in February. T|

Convention he became a member o\ the family. I expect him to prove

stature as a remarkably able leader in the year ahead.

FCC Chairman E. William Henry — he's no Minow. At the age of I

he can hardly be mellowing. Let's say that the regulatory atmosphere is 1]

pressure-packed.

The ABC-TV fall lineup — unveiled at the NAB. it's the most pron

ing in years. 1 haven't seen CBS-TV's and NBC-TV's offerings, bu I

suspect the race will be more competitive come fall.

Piggybacks — you'd have thought the agency boys worked lor

pollsters. They were busy quizzing station men on their "clutter" attitud.

especially piggybacks. According to my own personal cheek, there w

far more advertising and agency people around than ever before.

Pay TV — if the Convention had a crisis this was it. The Commissi!

hasn't made up its mind how to look at fee TV. A documented denunciatij

o( the pay system delivered bj Herb Jacobs scored heavil\ (see eompl:

text page 2«S).

$7^^
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What makes a great salesman?

l's darkest hour was the win-
>rof 1920-21, when the '-Black Sox

idal" became public Fans were
• ked to learn eight Chicago White
players had thrown the 1919

rid Series. Experts credit an
'incorrigible" orphan with reviving
nterest in the game. George Herman
Ruth's sensational play during the
921 season— including a new record
»f 59 home runs— re-sold Americans
>n their national pastime.

a

People loved t<> see Babe Ruth
smash home runs out of the park

trot around the l> i < - 1 <c glamorised

baseball, initiating an exciting new
era — one in which homer- m

ssed over d< The

Great Babe
nicknamed gigantic c.

Stadium "The HOUS4 tfa it Ruth
Built.

•'

Babe Ruth was a bom ahow
who always rose to

' moment,

STORER
HR'ntH.jwi\(, /n\/rt\

LOSANGELES

MIAMI

PHILADELPHIA

MILWAUKEE

CLEVELAND

CLEVELAND

NEW TORI

ATLANTA

doing his greate-

1

.;«>t Tbj

making him the top baseball Li

I of all time
h.i\ •

tit s| • immunity needs
lies— and turn more I and
sen into buytrt. In New York,

great salesman is W UN, an
imp n in an important
marl

TOLEDO

TOLEDO
_..,. .
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So many advertisers, agency and

broadcaster elements make a family

of the broadcast advertising indus-

try but are kept, rightly so, quite

separate in fear of incestuous pat-

terns which could breed an idiotic

future.

It is no striking coincidence that

the differences between these ele-

ments are essentially the same on
both sides of the Canadian border,

or that the issues which create dif-

ferences are twin peas in the same
pod.

At the NAB Convention in Chi-

cago and the CAB Convention in

Quebec City, I found that all of the

issues dealing with broadcast ad-

vertising were alike but for slight

geographical and perhaps political

accents. And no matter what atti-

tudes evolve out of the skirmish

with these issues, they are at least

parallel because the ethical as well

as practical considerations with

which they are fought are also paral-

lel.

The agenda of the lunch-table,

ante-rooms, and everywhere but the

podium, is as similar in the United

States and Canada as it is, in both

countries, different from the of-

ficial one.

Clutter, piggy-backs, overcom-

mercialization, ratings, pay-Tv,

CATV, cigarettes, beer-wine-whis-

key-gin and government meddling

and controls: All are common. And
common, too, is the difficulty of

communication between the family

elements. And while that is trying,

it is not unhealthy or dangerous.

In Chicago and in Quebec I be-

came more convinced than ever that

the trade press was being looked to

by the differing members of the ad-

vertising, agency and broadcast

family for its role of catalyst and

special ability to distill the explosive

from the essential and present the

cooled chemistry for analysis.

Clvm.azfc^

Video tape stations

That was a good story on the new

3M campaign to aid video tape

equipped stations to get more use

and more revenue out of their in-

vestment in tape.

However, there was a disturbing

typo in the first sentence which

reads that "
. . . 60 of the nation's

commercial TV stations have video

tape facilities . .
."

In fact, as of March 1st, 361 of

the nation's commercial TV stations

have video tape facilities by our

latest carefully surveyed account.

Twenty-two other stations respond-

ing to our survey wrote that they

intend to install video tape facilities

"in the near future."

One other correction: The Pat

Carroll commercial for Peavy Com-
pany, which was taped at a mid-

western station and won second

place in the American TV Com-
mercials Festival, was actually a

commercial for the Russell Miller

Flour Company, taped at Videotape

Center and won a first (and second)

place award at the American TV
Commercials Festival—first place

in under $1000 budget, and second

place in its product category.

Philip Nicolaides

Videotape Productions

of New York, Inc.

New York, N. Y.

Italian reply

It was a surprise to receive the

three-part series of sponsor on

Italian advertising (March 9, 16,

23). Timing was perfect for us.

I find the article extremely in-

teresting and clear. I like to thank

you for the nice part you gave

Bates and myself.

There are two corrections 1

would like to make. First, where

you quoted me: "Industry here has

enjoyed a prosperity wave, and in

many items, like household appli-

ances, there is more demand than

supply, creating real competition.'

It should read: "There is more

supply than demand, creating real

competition."

What I meant was that the Ital-

ian household appliance industry

(as an example) in the wave ol

prosperity has come to overpro-

duce, creating real competition

among the various producers and

thus making them aware of the

necessity of good marketing and)

advertising.

Second, also the quotation about

graphism in Italian advertising is

a little distorted. What I meant was

that, at Bates, we think that the

copywriter is the one that should

also visualize in his mind the full

ad.

I hope you will be back to this

side of Atlantic soon, and, if Milan

is in your plans, please let me know,

and I will be delighted to see you

again.

Marco Cicero
Co-managing director

Ted Bates & Co., S.P.A.

Milan. Italy

In correction

A typographical error last issue

brought us a number of telephone

calk.

The NTI price increase an-

nounced last week is 7.59? . not

75% as reported. This is the first

price adjustment for NTI in five

years. It is a result of service im-

provement (five-year forced sample

turnover, measurement of Mountain

States) and rising costs in general.

Charges for the Broadcast Rating

Council Audit are not yet known

and are not reflected.

Since SPONSOR is a prime

source of industry news. 1 am cer-

tain you will want to correct the

record.

Erwin H. Ephron
A. C. Nielson Co.

New York, N. Y.

10
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WGN proudly announce;
,another special service to the

i
world of broadcasting. During
the 1964-1965 World's Fair in

York, WGN has exclusive

i radio and television rights to

i the daily programs honoring Abraham Lincoln :

the Lincoln Theatre of the Illinois "Land of L
'pavilion. Special events in the tin ige from

Tlu

rhe lllin !nia

\

rid fan.

: our gc .

the reading of an eighth grade

hful

ai:'

fran Tradit

Bradley Place, < 60618.

A NATIONWIDE SERVICE Of

WGN
RAOlO-TElE^SiON • CHICAGO
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IlOl OllUlb • None hotter! Paladin of
"Have Gun , Will Travel" is currently scoring a

direct hit in markets coast to coast. Ratings for the time period are up 67% in New York,

up 35% in San Francisco,upl64% in San Antonio, up 27% in Atlanta, up 80% in Chicago,
up 176% in Fresno, up 26% in Charleston, up 223% in Detroit. Now "

Marshal Dillon
"

one of the hottest properties in television history, joins Paladin in syndication. Practically



mHtmw.mmm^fmkm

a permanent fixture on the list of the top-rated programs on television, the Marshal v.

runaway audience hit right from the start in his highly-competitive Saturday night time
slot, and the nations number one television attraction for four consec uti\v
sharpshooters, together or separately, can help zero you in on giant audiences and sales.

Callus! Offices in New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Dallas and Atlanta. ® CBS FILMS

&
Tt*

w



CALENDAR

APRIL

Society of Motion Picture & Tele-

vision Engineers, 95th technical con-
ference. Ambassador Hotel, Los Ange-
les (12-17).

Intl. Radio & TV Society, News-
maker Luncheon, Waldorf-Astoria,
N.Y., main speaker to be Robert
Moses, president of N.Y. World's
Fair (13).

Film Producers Assn. of N. Y.,

workshop on "How effective Use and
Distribution of Sponsored Films Can
Help Achieve Your Marketing Goals"
held with cooperation of Assn. of

National Advertisers, at Plaza Hotel,

N. Y. (14).

Screen Extras' Guild, special mem-
bership meeting, Musicians' Audi-
torium, Los Angeles, 8 p.m. (14).

Professional Photographers of Am-
erica, deadline for entries in fourth

National Exhibition of Advertising
Photography, headquartered at Mil-

waukee (15).

National Conference on Public Ad-
ministrations 1964 meeting, Statler

Hilton Hotel. New York (16).

Women's Advertising Club of

Baltimore, advertising seminar, Shera-

ton Belvedere (16).

Chesapeake AP Broadcasters Assn.,

annual meeting, Sheraton Belvedere

Hotel, Baltimore (16-17).

Bedside Network of Veterans
Hospital Radio & TV Guild, 1 6th an-

niversary ball, New York Hilton (17).

Radio-TV Guild of San Francisco

State College, 14th annual radio-TV
conference and dinner, on campus,
S. F. (17-18).

New Mexico Associated Press

Broadcasters Assn., annual meeting.

Western Skies Motor Hotel, Albu-
querque (18).

Advertising Club of N.Y., 14th an-

nual Inside Advertising Week for col-

lege seniors, Biltmore Hotel, N.Y.
( L9-25).

Financial Public Relations Assn.,

South Central regional meeting, Brown
Palace Hotel, Denver (20).

Associated Press, annual meeting,

President Johnson to speak, Waldorf-
Astoria. N. Y. (20).

Society of Typographic Arts, first

annual Trademarks/ USA national re-

trospective exhibition of American
trademarks, symbols, and logotypes,

Marina Towers, Chicago (opens 20).

National Academy of Recording
Arts and Sciences, third annual sym-
posium in association with Bureau of

Conferences and Institutes of N.Y.
University's Division of General Edu-
cation, titled "Recording and Music:

Culture. Commerce, and Technology.

"

at Hotel Lancaster, N.Y. (to 22).

Television Bureau of Advertising,

annual spring board oi directors meet-

ing, Greenbrier, White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va. (22-23).

American Assn. of Advertising

Agencies, annual national meeting,

The Greenbrier, White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va. (23-25).

Advertising Federation of America,
fourth district convention, Tampa, Fla.

(23-26).

Pennsylvania AP Broadcasters
Assn., annual meeting, Boiling Springs,

(24).

Georgia AP Broadcasters' Assn.,

annual meeting, Atlanta (25).

Affiliated Advertising Agencies Net-
work, annual meeting, Andrew John-
son Hotel, Knoxville, Tenn. (26-May
2).

Wometco Enterprises, annual stock-

holders' meeting. Forest Hills Theatre,
Forest Hills, N. Y. and at World's

Fair (27).

Assn. of Canadian Advertisers, an-

nual conference, Royal York Hotel,

Toronto (27-29).

Society of Photographic Scientists

& Engineers, 1964 international con-

ference, Hotel Americana, N.Y. (27-

May 1).

Dallas/ Southwest Industrial Trade
Fair, State Fair Park, Dallas (28-1).

Station Representatives Assn., 1964
Silver Nail-Gold Key Awards, Wal-
dorf-Astoria, N. Y. (28).

American Film Festival, sixth an-

nual by Educational Film Library

Assn., 16mm competition, Hotel Bilt-

more, N. Y. (20-May 2).

American Women in Radio & Tele-

vision, 1 3th annual convention, Mayo
Hotel, Tulsa (30-May 3).

American Marketing Assn., New
York Chapter's second annual new
products conference, Hotel Delmonico,
N.Y. (30).

MAY
Southern California Broadcasters

Assn.—University of Southern Cali-

fornia's joint third annual Radio Sem-
inar, USC campus (1).

Kansas Assn. of Radio Broadcast-

ers, annual convention, Lassen Hotel,

Wichita (1-2).

Kentucky Broadcasters Assn., spring

convention, Louisville Sheraton Hotel

(4-6).

Missouri Broadcasters Assn., annual

meeting, Columbia (5-6).

CBS-TV, annual conference of net-

work and affiliate executives, New
York Hilton (5-6).

Electronic Industries Assn., work-

shop on maintainability of electronic

equipment. Sheraton-Jefferson Hotel,

St. Louis (5-7).

Greater Augusta Advertising Club.

annual election meeting. Downtowner
Motel. (7)).

Montana AP Broadcasters Assn.,

session at I ewiston (7).

California AP Radio-T\ Vssn..

session at Hyatt House. San Jose (9).

Indiana AP Radio-TV Assn., ses-

sion al Indianapolis (9).

California AP Radio-TV Assn., a

nual convention, San Jose (8-10).

Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcaste

annual meeting, The Inn, Buck H
Falls (10-12).

National Retail Merchants Ass
sales promotion division conventic

Hotel Americana, N. Y. (10-13).

Direct Mail Advertising Assn.,

rect mail institute, University of Cc
necticut, Storrs, Conn. (10-15). M
order seminar, Statler Hotel, Bost<

(12).

Assn. of National Advertisers, si

sion at Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y. (1

12).

Sales Promotion Executives Assi

seventh annual conference, Ast

Hotel, N. Y. (11-13).

National Academy of Recordi

Arts & Sciences, dinners for Grainri

Award winners, simultaneously he

by its chapters in New York, Los A
geles, and Chicago (12).

American TV Commercials Ft

tival, fifth annual awards Iunchec

Waldorf-Astoria (15).

Sales & Marketing Executives-Inl

convention, Palmer House, Chica

(17-20).

Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters, sprii

convention, Commodore Perrv Hot*

Toledo (21-22).

Alabama Broadcasters Assn., sprii

convention, Broadwater Beach Hot'

Biloxi, Miss. (21-23).

Association of Broadcasting Exec

tives of Texas, annual awards ba

quet, Dallas (22).

Louisiana-Mississippi AP Broa

casters Assn., annual conventio

Jackson, Miss. (22-24).

Emmy Awards 16th annual teleca'

Music Hall, Texas Pavilion, New Yo
World's Fair, and the Palladium. He

lywood (25).

Catholic Press Assn., conventio

Penn-Sheraton, Pittsburgh (25-29).

Art Directors Club of N.Y., awar

luncheon, Americana Hotel (26).

Visual Communications Confereiv

(Art Directors Club of N. Y.), Nei

York Hilton (27-28).

American Research Merchandisii

Institute, Del Coronado. San Dieg

(31 -June 6).

JUNE

International Advertising Assr

16th annual work! congress, Waldw
Astoria. N. Y. (7-10).

American Academy of Advertisin

annual convention, Chase-Park Hotc

St. Louis (7-10).

Special Libraries Assn., 55th coi

vention of advertising and publishir

divisions, Sheraton-Jefferson Hotel. S

I ouis (7-11).

Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters. 291

annual summer convention. CallaWl

Gardens, Ga. (13-16).
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"BradCrandall

is bn ak cords

at WNBC Ra

YOU'RE ON THE AIR WHEN YOU CALL WNBC RADIO.

PL 7-8866.TALK SPORTS WITH BILL MAZER FROM 4:30-

6 PM.TALK ANYTHING WITH BRAD CRANDALL FROM
7:45 PM TO MIDNIGHT. AND LISTEN TO THE NEWEST
SOUND IN NEWYORK-YOUR OWN VOICE ANDYOUR
NEIGHBOR SON WNBC RADIO. 660 ON YOUR DIAL.

To hear your own commercials on WNBC Radio, call

CI 7-8300. (Ask for Joe Frazer or NBC Spot Sales.

)

13. 1964 15



WKZO-TV MARKET

COVERAGE AREA • NCS "61

Rating projection! are estimates only, subject to any dejects

and limitations of source material and methods, and may
or may not be accurate measurements of true audiences.

RADIO

WKZO KALAMAZOO-BATUE CREEK
WJEF GRAND RAPIDS
WJFM GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV-FM CADILLAC

TELEVISION

WKZO-TV GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV/ CADILLAC-TRAVERSE CITY

'WWUP-TV SAULT STE. MARIE
KOLN-TV/ LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

/KGIN-TV GRAND ISLAND, NEB.

BUT ...WKZO -TV Is On Target

in Greater Western Michigan!

More viewers zero in on WKZO-TV than any other

Michigan station outside Detroit.

It's pretty much the same from the opening pull in the

morning until the last bullseye at night. Add up these

NS1 (Nov. '63) scores:

• 9 a.m. to noon, weekdays, WKZO-TV hits the mark
with 83' ,' more viewers than Station "B."

• Noon to 3 p.m., weekdays, WKZO-TV's center

circle catches 25% more viewers than Station "B."

• 7:30—11 p.m., Sunday through Saturday, WKZO-TV
tallies with 2V'", more sets tuned than Station "B."

Let your straight-shooting Avery-Knodel man tell you

about all the arrows in the WKZO-TV quiver! And
if you want all the rest of upstate Michigan worth having,

add WWTV WWUP-TV, Cadillac-Sault Ste. Marie,

to your WKZO-TV schedule.

^Sultan Selim of Turkey shot an arrow 97- yards in 1798.

WKZO-TV
100,000 WATTS • CHANNEL 3 • 1000' TOWER

Studios in Both Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids

For Greater Western Michigan

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representative*

16 SPONSOR



COMMERCIAL CRITIQUE

Commercials
shouldn't be damned

Ri i i \ i crith ism ('i tele\ isioD

commercials would appeal to

he damming (ill commercials not

onlv from the standpoint of "fre-

. quency". hut also in terms oi art.

Articles on commercials seem to be

I

coming up with the same alarming

|
frequency.

In a current article in TV Guide,

I
Martin Mayer refers to the National

football League's Championship

jame broadcast from Chicago. Lo

:all\ it was projected on a theatre

I V basis for paying audiences at

i reported rate of $7.50. People

iwav from Chicago who watched

he game on home screens finished

he three hour broadcast "'more

nan a little tired of a varied lineup

>f commercials" - DO one seemed

a have missed the alternate charge

ven to eight dollars.

Then take the Winter Olympic
overage. 1 ickcts were selling foi

vices up to $20 an event. I hen

here was always the long haul

: letting up the mountain to see the

•vent, not to mention the distance

md cost from the United States to

nnsbruek. Hut thanks to television

i \mericaiis could see the highlights

I .if the events ever) night within 24

lours after thev took place - - for

I lothing And IV viewers at home
» -njo\ed a more intimate covet

I 'han the chilled spectators on the

lopes Commercial sponsorship

I liade this possible.

( ommercial sponsorship as an

i conomic system of financing tele-

vision is probably not a matter to

khich the a\erage viewer lias >jivcn

great deal of thought On the

>ther hand, the soaring costs for

: commercial minute have caused

- |dvertisers to give commercial spon-

sorship a great deal ol thought and

have caused them to seek an m
oo.hi' in the value oi then expo
sure

Advertisers natural!) regard the

potential I\ audience (estimated

.a approximate!) 4" million \m.

can households bv \ ( Nielsen

i the market research firm »

as an inviting target. I he cost

reaching tins audience, however,

has taught advertisers that the term

"billion" is no longei a hypothetical

math term I his year advertisers

will spend an estimated $1.4 billion

on I \ time and talent alone

Higher costs have pared the

ranks oi advertisers who can afford

to SpOnSOl all ol a I \ shew \\ ith

fewer chances to reach a potential

customer during a program (due to

multiple-sponsorship) l\ advertis

ers are counting more heavil) than

ever on the effectiveness ol the in-

div idual commercial.

foday, the normal approach to

selling goods via television has been

to bu> individual commercial nun

utes i'ii network programs, \dvei

Users have leaned toward splitting

their prime time minute ;

ticipations to smt varied needs

Ihis "area" ol splitting undoubtcd-

I) leaves the viewer with the im-

pression that tl' im-

mercials

Hut what about commercial

the air todav npated with

si\ or 5< M >m-

mercials toda) are technical!) "high

qualit) productions " \

ago the industry turned out main

more stand-up commercials, with

announcers behind a table tiicrclv

handling the product I day,

commercials tell a stoi

X •

•^^^
1

//

'i he
: h uli tin-

lar more varied wil

Won tO detail and t:

ition shooting Advertising

rts h.oe assemble deal

oi practical data on communk
tionS 111 the past, man) advetl

in'.' approaches -s>>rcd without

knowing the molecular StniCtUR

the bullet hitting the target roday,

that bullet has urn: :n

plete ballistic count.
I ipled vvith advertisii

.
. man) oi out commercials

informative, stimulating and down
right cl< I

• ad forem

these are m which

ated to motivate an audk
to buy. Present a solid sales (-sunt,

strengthen commercial memorabil-

ity and bo.>st product mIo
I

I

ami higlilv paid talent brought I

ti> commercials li

that there has been a marked and

in the manner in

which .

and product

In a vtudv

entil i /

ampling

spondents •

questions Seventv •

these mdiv d with

nmcrcial

pri(

you

what a l<

that reman
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Businessmen look

to FCC, not FTC,

for billings cure

The Federal Communications Commission's drive to eliminate "double billing

by some broadcasters will be supported by the nation's independent busi-

nessmen, a letter being sent this week to E. William Henry, FCC chairman, points!

out. The letter, written by the president of the National Federation of Independent

Business, C. Wilson Harder, also comments that the FCC is apparently seeking

to correct the evil against which the Federal Trade Commission "has been most

ineffective." In a continuous survey being conducted by the federation this year!

in all 50 states, just 59.8% of the independent businessmen are asking that curbs

be placed on alleged abuses of cooperative advertising.

Buying by radio

foreseen as part

of retail change

Tobacco ad
amendments
for Radio Code

New trail to blaze

for Boy Scouts:

schematic symbols

Research firm

to supply data

on minority buying

18

E. B. Weiss, Doyle Dane Bcrnbach vice president who's noted for "isolating

insipicnt marketing trends," foresees startling innovations in his new book, Man-'

agement and Marketing Revolution, just off McGraw-Hill presses. Among them:

delivery of shippers' purchases by the manufacturer, not the retailer; "inevitable"

Sunday retailing; electronic data processors replacing professional store buyers

with automatic stock purchases. Importantly, Weiss also predicts that "millions

of people will shop from their cars by car phones and radios . .
."

Two tobacco products amendments to NAB's Radio Code have been proposed,

and can be ratified by mail rather than awaiting action at the next regular meeting

of the Full NAB Board in June. The amendments: (new paragraph to be inserted

in section Under Advertising Standards) "The advertising of tobacco products

shall not state or imply claims regarding health and shall not be presented in such

manner as to indicate to the youth of our country that the use of tobacco products

contributes to individual achievement, persona] acceptance, or is a habit worthy

of imitation. Also: (new language to be included in section Under Programming

Standards) "The use of tobacco products shall not be presented in a manner to

impress the youth of our country that it is a desirable habit worthy of imitation

in that it contributes to health, individual achievement, or social acceptance."

Some squares may still be rubbing sticks together, but i f the modern Boy
Scout starts a fire, it's likely to be only because he got his wires crossed. One

young man last week became the first scout to win a merit badge in electronics.

Making the award in New York? NBC chairman Robert W. Sarnoff. who's also

vice president of BSA's Greater New York Councils.

In spite of all the talk about the power of racial and ethnic groups as con-

sumers, the subject has been largely untouched by effective marketing research.

An organization called Selected Area Surveys, Inc.. has been formed to tap this

need and do marketing research on a nationwide basis for both the Negro and

Spanish consumer markets— estimated at $22 billion. Ollie Crump, president of

the new firm, says its field interviewing force will do consumer surveys, store

audits, consumer panel studies, motivational research projects, and opinion polls.

Negroes, with 1 \'< of the U. S. population, comprise a consumer market roughly

the si/e of Canada's, Crump s.us-. further, it will grow rapidly in the next few

years. Crump points out that lew studies on the Negro market have been at-

tempted, and few of those can be called adequate when measured against ether

marketing research data. He claims s \S is the first nationwide organization to

concern itself exclusive!) with these markets.

SPONSOR



want to sell something

in St. Louis or Dallas,

use the newspapers.

turn ihi ;

13. 1964 19



If you really want to reach people in these two great markets, make it

WIL in St. Louis and K-BOX in Dallas. Every day more and more of our

advertisers are finding it out. And that's straight from the horse's mouth.

WIL, St. Louis and K-BOX, Dallas

THE BALABAN STATIONS

John I . Box, Jr.. Managing Director Sold national!) by Robert I Eastman & Co., Inc.

20 SPONS0
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Don't push public too far,

Henry tells station men
Industry's major spokesmen warn of pay
Tv at NAB's annual convention; broad-
casters see and hear latest programming
innovations and aids for new fall season

ki ( oki) m mbi r of broad-

l casters, gathered in Chicago

st week for the 42nd annual N KB
'mention, learned that the adver-

mg practices ol Madison Avenue

a\ well come under their scrutiny,

th government blessing, in the

ar future. They were also told

it the broadcast media were not

love criticism, and that a higher

pee ol professionalism would be

quired ol them to survive in a free-

terprise world.

At other times, and at other con-

ation events, radio and television

ition executives heard the rumbl-

l;s ol increasing pressure to take

.ar stands on Pay-T\ (both in

d out of government); were told

in t\ was largel) carbon-copy-

g t>ld movies; looked at not-so-old

ome as recent as ii>63-'M vint-

e) movies and t\ scries avail-

lie through syndication channels;

d saw enough new electronic

tuipment to keep the Cal leeh
• lior class excited for a month.

e than one delegate found

nt what he really needed in Chi-

0 last week was a pair of roller

I ites i to make the round o\ hos-

I
.ilit > suites scattered in more than

; half-do/en leading hotels and

MOf inns), a well-filled fountain

in i to complete the contracts

Mich many exhibitors and syndica-

> S said made for "a real sales

tnt"), and a east-iron somach (to

S'vive the onslaught of refresh-

ments, usually liquid, offered on all

sides )

.

I here was the usual convention

lun & games, although it seemed to

be a minor feature ol much ol the

convention. What really caught the

eye and ear ol delegates was the

talk, formal and informal, at the

luncheons, panels, meetings. mk\

other events on the agenda, and in

the corridors and hospitality suites

Some o\ the hottest verbal fire-

works came m I ( ( chairman l

William Henry's first m.i|i>r address

to the broadcasters group. .u\d a

subsequent news conference

Broadcasters may ^nd up as a

watchdog, keeping an eye OH Madi-

son Avenue's tendency to seek

added impact in commercials

through Stepped-up volume created

electronically by "compression" of

the dynamic range. Henry indicau

"It would be like our regulation, in

theory, Ol networks." he told re-

porters "We issue rules to license*

and the net effect will be to applv

controls .it the Madison \\eiiue

level."

Added the young I < * chairman,

who had stated in his luncheon

talk tti broadcasters that "you won't

lose a single customer and your

sponsors can still make their pit.

if commercial volume is kept to

decibel levels "I don't see anv

reason whv bl laven't

eliminated this problem themservt

:cssin^ the Henrv

criticized broadcasters lor their

nt support ot the Pacifk I d.\-

lion when the non-commcr.

broadcast organization was ui

heavy verbal attack for its fi

wheeling programing — while main-

taining a close concern over profit

patterns

N
ii r contrasting reactions to

these two struggle- cast a dis-

turbing light on tli.

tions ,>t .in industry licensed t.'

business m the public inters

Henrv said Vid you might

similarly gam insight into the i

sons whv. tor all vour magnificent

services to the public, vour cr

remain v«>cal When \.>u disfj

more interest m defending vour

edom to provide pri

varietv. when you crv < ip''

mu\ call for taith in the founding

fathers wisdom onlv to ; >ur

balance sheet I tarnish the

:ls enshrined in the Constitution

and invite an attitude of vu-:

M ted that "the

rdl for maximum profits in the

short run" m uuallv put

bro Imen and station ops.

tors in the p led

I' I

; n moru

thev

VA

into vour till tr

public will

ich a th
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"the eggs .

Henry

may be far from golden"

Collins

"none of us enjoys . . . freedom to fool'

Harris

'success itself . . . creates problems'

suffering public too far, and those

who do so may find the eggs that

are laid far from golden."

Like several other speakers and

key executives, Henry touched on

the hot convention topic of hard

liquor advertising on the air. For

once, Henry had kind things to say

about the broadcast industry. At his

news conference, he stated:

"We (the FCC) don't have a rule

against hard liquor on the air. It's

one matter that is being effectively

controlled by the broadcast indus-

try .. . it's not a matter for the

Commission at this point."

Collins Hits Pay-Tv

Opposition to pay television,

ratings, government relations, de-

veloping of NAB's Code program,

improvement of radio programming

through new expertise and creativ-

ity, and plans for the appointment of

a Committee on International

Broadcasting were the key points

of NAB president LeRoy Collins'

address to the 42nd annual conven-

tion.

"The past year," Collins reported,

"was one involving numerous en-

gagements with the government,

ranging from skirmishes to full

scale battles . . . Our major battle,

of course, was over the attempt of

the FCC to impose commercial time

limits. All of us realized that the

government, in this effort, was lay-

ing its hand on the jugular vein of

free broadcasting. Even though this

initial step was projected as mere

friendly assistance to help us en-

force our own codes, none of us

could rest easy with those hands

at our throats, however gently they

were represented to be resting

there."

22

Collins called for steadfast sup-

port "of the Code's prohibition

against the advertisment of hard

liquor," because the promotion of

the sale of more hard liquor would

not further the public good.

He offered nothing new on NAB's
stand on cigarette advertising and

made the key point of his address

on resistance to fee television.

Collins told the assembled mem-
bership and their guests that free

broadcasters had every reason for

concern over Pay-Tv, while recog-

nizing that out of a feeling "of need

to protect their present invest-

ments," substantial and forward-

looking free broadcasters are "care-

fully examining its potential."

The NAB president said that

broadcasters "cannot in good con-

cience sit by and watch the viewing

public saddled with a system which

will mean little more from its

vantage point than paying for what

it now receives free.

"We should puncture a few pro-

motional balloons," he told the

group. "People should realize that

high-priced talent cannot be ex-

pected to continue with advertiser

supported television if Pay-Tv

revenues can offer substantially

greater pay."

Declaring that it is not competi-

tion that was being opposed though

Pay-Tv could actually destroy free

television as it's known today, and

broadcasters have self-interests in-

volved. Collins said that if fee tv

became a bonanza, broadcasters

are themselves best equipped with

experience and expertise to success-

fully enter the field.

lo both of the groups with which

the NAB has had most dealings in

common problems during the past

year, Collins said: "To the Congres

let us say: Give us your understand

ing. Act with restraint and only afte

careful thought. Seek not to silenc

our opinions — even though the'

may not always coincide with you

own — for it is in this conflict c'

ideas freely expressed that ou

democratic institutions find thei

strength and permanence.

"To our advertisers let us say;

We are proud indeed of your ex'

panding support. Understand, how

ever, that first of all we must an<

will stand with the people. We earn

estly desire you to use our medium

but we demand that you not abus

it. None of us enjoys any freedon

to fool. This medium must alway

deserve to be trusted — this is no

only our public obligation, it is th

most important means we have tij

insure its continued effectiveness.

Harris Eyes Code Need

Broadcasting must become les I

commercial-minded and more pro

fessional if it is to survive as a fre<J

enterprise medium, says Rep. Orel. 1

Harris (D.. Ark.), chairman of th<

House Committee on Foreign and

Interstate Commerce. He told th

convention that broadcasting is to*

important to be left exclusively t<|

the mores of the market place.

In an obvious reference to FCC

attempts to regulate commercial'

and the announced willingness o|

one major broadcaster (the N. YJ
limes' W'OXR) to accept harcj

liquor advertising, Harris said "pro]

fessional conducl ... is supposed tcj

be governed by discipline, self-rc

straint. codes of good conduct."

,

He said he recognizes as "very!

real and very, very dangerous." theJ

"good deal of opposition these day?
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h
Bel

/; (troth is ii 1//1 hing"

the broadcast industry to codes

good conduct . . . whether they

oposc to deal with the length and

equenc) ol commercials, or with

|c type ol merchandise that may

operl) be advertised ovei the air-

ives, or the limits of good taste

.it must be observed in advertising

essages

But Hams asserted that these

en problems" ma) be a result ol

casters becoming '"so good"

competitors. "^ ou are in fierce

Impetition not only with each other

fit also with other media of eom-

Lnkations and other pastimes to

the largest possible audience

. and to hold it. I his is quite

. challenge," he said, "and you

Ive become very expert at meet-

h this challenge."

"I know that you broadcasters

i pond a groat deal of time and

i:enuit\ on finding the best formal

I whate\er vou want to oiler to

t- listening and viewing public.

us is true ol program tare as well

. advertising messages . .

." Harris

I
mted out.

Ivmg this in with public affairs

rpgraming. he said, however "It

Btms that you experts feel that

fjblic affairs can be made palatable

t listeners and viewers only by

fescnting thorn either as a combat

I ween one or more protagonists,

i as a chase where the hunters

s k to trap and kill the object ol

t chase, or as human interest

tfimas or morality pla\s with evil

v ians to hiss and virtuous knights

t' applaud

j Of course, some elements of

cnedv are usually called for to

riovo the tension momentarily, and

> i ordinarily find this too." Harris

^•il the assemblage!.;

I am glad that main ol VOU

broadcasters have become matur<

enough i>> vien youi own afl

w ith a sense ol humi H

it would hav< I . v ii impos iblc

loi broadcasting prat ticcs to be

lampooned OVCI the airwaves I hat

look a little CI u ag . at hist, but

increasing!) rcials and pi

gi ams an- co ning in foi humorous
sell ci nis ism

\t this convention, however, the

ultimate has eonie to pass Broad
easteis have been lampooned to

then own fa< Mains said, u

lei i ing to the / It 1 spool ol the

industry at \iu I \ 's dinnei foi

affiliates.

' "Humor .' a great humorist onee

said, 'at Us best is a kind ol

teightened truth a supertruth,'

he noted "Perhaps, ii we approach

our broadcast problems with a

heightened sense ol humoi. we will

become more effective critics and

come closer to the truth I hat in

turn may facilitate solving some ol

the knotty problems which beset the

industry but which at the same time

testify io its vitality and import

ance."

Harris added: "It is a real in-

congriuity Of our lite in the I mted

States that the very success ol the

broadcast medium is creating the

numerous difficult problems with

which we must learn io cope
"

Integrity the Key

Commercial practices are the

most important current problem

being \ \B s i\^k- Authority, savs

directoi Howard II. Bell, w h o

notes that the one simple answer

to the threat ol a government blue

pencil is integrity on the part ol the

broadcaster, the advertiser, and the

producer "
I here is no way to claim

the virtue ol sell-regulation with-

out also shouldering its responsibili-

ties." he said 10 calling lor nunc

Zeal foi the Seal" during the N Ml

convention

"To m.mv." Bell pointed out.

"television has been a clutter ol

spots back to back, a movie with

too main intermissions, a political

football, a mentor of violence, a

piggyback parloi game, a vehicle

tor importunate pitchment

"Today we tight m.mv things."

ho said "We fight th< ! of

a lew broadcasters, advertisers, and

\\ >•
.

and
..

\v fight out own attit iuV M
man

iblc ideal ' Hon many who

I in this mdustrv take pride m
this industry h many
men eiKout.uv their client

they can in the pi

ot brinkmanship 11 many

gard the ( ode >

I he I\ Is a

bowl It is no place to hide what

on Hi'.- brothei i^ watch

S,. is little brother, big and little

sister, big mama, big daddy, and

practically everyone else I he

pearance ol overcommercialization

is no less important than th< I

overcommercialization Ii thi

loosely integrated multiple product

announcements impress the viewer

as six commercials, then the vie

has seen six commercials
"

Hell said some positive action

taken by the ( ^d<: \uthonIv on

this problem includes new rules on

Multiple Products Announcements,

which are effective Sep! 1 and

signed to encourage the production

and presentation ol integrated com
mercials that will be regarded bv

the viewer as single announcements

Ho stresses that the amendment

doesn't ban :
cks, but counts

them as two commercials m.

K calling a spade a spade, and two

spades, two spack S

Also. Hell noted. W< KCk to

avoid all medis.il endorsement or

scientific backing where the !

do not justify such implications

Some 200 commercials were evalu-

ated between March and October

1963 in initial implementation

these rules
"

II. listed guidelines under con-

sideration in a number of a:.

weight-reducing products; arthritis

and rheumatism pr«'P'

cough and cold remedies, product!

which treat dandruff svmptoms. the

use ot Cigarettes : programs and

commercials

Other steps he said are King

taken "as
|

firmath to protect the pub-

he." include a Stud .lied

loudness" in conun

Ol wa. planning

ward comrj
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lance of commercial content and

claims.

Bell also announced plans tor

closer liasion with advertising agen-

cies: "We plan to break new ground

in our contact with agencies by

carrying the Code story to them.

To merchandise the Code. To let

agencies know what a Code station

stands for."

He observed that "we find our

expanding relationship with agen-

cies to be a fruitful one," and noted

the vast increase in the contact

with agencies by the N.Y. Code of-

fice. The products or services af-

fected through agency consultation

with the Code has increased from

127 in 1961 to 309 in 1963. The

number of agencies involved during

that time jumped from 60 to 95,

and the number of advertisers in-

creased from 108 to 174.

In addition, he revealed that a

saturation promotion campaign to

let the public know the steps being

taken by the industry on their be-

half got under way in Chicago last

week through the efforts of WGN
. . . the same morning he addressed

the NAB.

Ad Industry Lauded

Bringing the advertiser and the

American market-place with him

into the spotlight in which he re-

ceived NAB's 1964 Distinguished

Service Award, Donald H. McGan-

non, president of Westinghouse

Broadcasting (Group N), delivered

a thinly veiled lecture to the legis-

lators, regulators, and "intellectual

critics" of radio and television.

Speaking as a "practical broad-

caster" to members of the broad-

cast advertising business who live

in a "fish bowl" and are subject to

continuous and articulate criticism.

McGannon suggested that critics

"be not too quick to degrade the

basic concept of what a great

"market-place" really is."

"The fundamental nature of ad-

vertising supports America's public

communications, and insures them

greater independence and freedom

than is found anywhere else in the

world," McGannon said.

Calling advertising "with all its

limitations, the Voice o\ Democracy

in its economic form; offering the

goods of democracy, without prior

selection of prejudice, to everyone,"

McGannon pointed out that "critics

24

tend to react so adversly to the ratio

of poor advertising, that they seem

completely to miss the vast scope

of the forest, because they bump
into individual trees they don't like."

Calling for broadcasters to as-

sume a role o\ leadership in the

national fight for civil rights and

against poverty — and to wage

still another war within the indust-

try itself against the poverty of

ideas — the recipient of NAB's
most coveted award reminded critics

who attack broadcasting's alleged

stunts quo and mass appeal that "as

the American economy continues

to grow, as millions of American
families hopefully seek to climb out

of poverty into fuller lives of dignity

and security, as more and more
consumers develop everywhere, only

the range of modern advertising —
which reaches everybody — can

hope to be equal to the range and

requirements of our economy as a

whole.

"A free society can produce the

most good — as well as the most

goods — of all the societies on

earth," McGannon said.

Among the points which McGan-
non made in his accounting was an

adroit reminder that the "Big

Brother" attitude "telling people

they're going to get what is good

lor them, whether they like it or

not," won't work.

"Mass media," he said earlier,

"can never be forced on a popula-

tion, as a new political or economic

structure can be. They become big

only when millions of people choose

to make them so; and continue vital

only through the poeple's choice."

McGannon reminded his audi-

ence that from the time of Hamilton

and Jefferson there have "always

been honest, intelligent Americans

who believe that the people, as such,

cannot be trusted without 'nurse-

maids,' cannot be safely trusted to

govern themselves. There have al-

ways been those who have more
faith in an elite form of government
lor the people, than believe in a

popular form of government by the

people."

"There are still today's 'Alex-

ander Hamiltons' who don't really

trust public elections. Nevertheless,

our obligations as broadcasters are

clear. We've been given no other

power than that of persuasion. Un-

like educators, we cannot requir

attendance on our efforts, nor de;

sternly with captive audiences c,

truants."

Leading up to the strange fac

that "our intellectuals, who mm
frequently ask us for more seriou

programing, tend not to watch ,

themselves, even when their t

sets are on and such programs ar

available to them on a nearb

channel," McGannon added tin.

"we can only get the effective judge

ment of our efforts, not from th,

few who don't watch or hear ou

programs, but from the million

who do."

"The facts are obvious." Mc]

Gannon said," Commercial P
serves more Americans more often

in more different ways, for mor

time each day, than any othe
:

American institution. It does so

moreover, entirely at the election o

the people themselves, who havj

invested more than S16 billion oi

their own money for the home set

on which to watch what appeals to

them."

Rather than being a "cause fo

despair." McGannon pointed out

this was a direct "expression of th.

power of democrac\."

No radio clutter

There is no clutter problem ii

radio because the radio commercia

of today is operating at "a fa

higher and fresher level than tht

TV commercial or the stereotyped,

tired images of printed advertising."

according to Radio Ad\ertisinj

Bureau President Edmund C. Bun

ker. He adds that's one reasotc

people don't resent radio commer,

cials.

Bunker was addressing broad

casters at the bureau's annual pres

en tat ion before the NAB. durim

which 17 golden record plaque:

were awarded to advertisers am

their agencies for outstanding radic

commercials.

Winners nationally were: Ameri

can Express Travelers Cheque
(Oglivy. Benson & Mather): Ameri-

can Tobacco's Montclair Cigarette;

(Sullivan. Stauffer. Colwell & Bay-

les): Annheuser-Busch's Budweisei

Beer (D'Arc\ "Vdvertising); Camp-

bell Soup's V-8 Juice (Needhaml

Louis & Brorby); Coca-Cola C>.

(McCann-Erickson): Ford Motor*

(J. Walter Thompson): Gen. Mo-
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Buick (M-E); Kellogg s ( e

. ii ii co Burnett); Mars < and)

\l \\\) Noxzema's ( ovei Girl
osmetics (SSC&B); Reynolds To

acco's Winston Cigarettes (Win

st\ ( o I; Standard Brands' ( hase

Sanborn ( offec t.iw I i

R ;ional winners were Ballan-

nc Bcei 1 1 st) >. Bank ol America,

lational 1 1 ust & Sa\ ings ^ssn

lohnson & I cw is); ( alifoi oia ( Hi's

hevron (Batten, Barton, Durstine

Osborn); Mar) Ellens Jams &
:Uics (Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli);

Quantas \irlinc (< uningham &

Walsh)

Bunker, meantime urged radio

broadcasters to considei coopcra

live efforts such as team selling

projects, m which .ill radio

tions in .1 market w

sell the medium against newspa]

and l\

\i the same session, K \B ad

ministrativc v p Miles I )a\ id dis

closed iti.it the bureau plans to

lease .1 list ol the top 200 spot

radio advertisers foi l

l ">4. .is well

coui •

1

tin. combin

from stations in dv 1

kcts direct I) . and ihi

representative in 1

In addition, l< \B
dir.

David said

I < < Aith res|

billing
• ms. would b

I

I

v. 1.1 1 in ovcrcomin
|i plans which limit

compared with printed m

Networks wine
and dine afiliates

I raditionaliy, the three I \

networks put then most hospi-

table foot forward during the

\ \B conventions, with recep-

tions, dinners and .1 tree show

tor their affiliates. I raditionaliy,

the staged entertainment affords

an indirect clue to the mood ol

each network as it concerns tall

program plans. The 1964 net-

work affiliate funfests were no

exception.

\iu -
1 \ seeking to regain its

aggressive rating drive, put the

emphasis on what amounted to

a lavish sales presentation of its

tall lineup, with ABC-TV presi-

dent I oni Moore and comedian

George Burns conducting the

guided tour. New shows—the

Sunday-night movie series. Voy-

age to the Motion ot the Sea. I he

Addams Family, Jonny Quest,

\Twelve O (/<»< k High. etc.

—

were shown in trailer form. And.
1 when available, show stars, from
Burke's law's Gene Barr\ to

M( I lale's Navj 's I im Conwaj

.

made hnet appearances I he

general feeling was a return to
1 the we're - read) - to-tackle-any-

• bod) mood of the mid-*50*s. with

1 strong emphasis on Hollywood-
piDduced programing

( BS- I \ rating leader this

'season in the upper Nielsen

brackets, shunned a fall preview

'(which the network is holding

out for its affiliate meeting this

I spring), and staged a champagne-
• and-tilet-mignon dinner tor af-

filiates with a show that bore no
relation to ( BS- I \ "s program
plans

1 he Mattison I rio (danc-

\ B( l i ntion

live version oj I " i" with regular
1 ,iu. kidded top brc

eis 1. 1 ina Robbin (a sprighU)

vocalist who records foi M
CUiy), and Martin & Rossi (a

comic team which has appeared

on all the networks and which

records tor \B( -Paramount). It

was almost , ls though ( BS felt it

was above mere ra//le-da//le.

and wanted to entertain affiliates

with the kind ofconservative"

tloor show the) could see at a

resort on a summer weekend.

NBC-TV, seeking an enter-

tainment "hook" that reflected

both the network's image-build

mg shows and its entertainment

shows, compromised neatl) on

rWTWTW, the British-born

tiricaJ show, and staged a special-

tor N \B version ol it I sing the

show's regular east. \B( look a

tew sh.irp labs .it opposition tar-

gets , H, \ erly Hillbillies, etc 1.

and some \er\ mild jabs at N B(

network and affiliate brasshats

1 from \B( s 1 om Knock to

Group Ws Don McGannon,
lather of one > t the largest fami-

lies in the radio- 1 V industry 1

\B( s mood, as such, was hard

to place, but r

I IK I I

\i,l<

mOStl) a desire to appear daring

in the program area, while main-

taining its previous program tra-

ditions 1 his was a sampk
the / B -3 wit. s^t tO the tin:

" America. I he Beautiful"

Oh beautifu

< hillbillii

u 5

/ 1

II

/

/

/
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Busy days in the life

of the governor

NAB President LeRoy Collins played on

active role at the convention. At top,

Collins tlejtl presents Association's 1964

Distinguished Service Award to Donald
II. McGannon, president of Croup W
(Westinghouse Broadcasting). In center

photo he exchanges a check of creden-

tials, with Rep. Oren Harris ID.. Ark).

Following lus convention address, he an-

swers questions at a news conference,

lower photo.

Movie mogul charges

TV carbon copies films

Decision-makers in the tv pro-

gram area (and, indirectly, ad-

vertisers and agencies support-

ing programing trends with tv

dollars) received some tart ad-

vice Apr. 7 from a movie pro-

ducer whose feature films have

often grossed in theaters money
few Hollywood film-makers have

seen since tv appeared.

"Do you know what the damn-
ing reaction is to an 'ordinary'

movie script in movie offices to-

day?" asked Embassy Pictures

Corp. president Joseph E. Le-

vine, who answered his question

thusly: " 'Why make it . . . they

can see it on tv for nothing.'
''

Levine, whose firm syndicates

action-adventure features ("Her-

cules," etc.) in tv as an important

sideline, put it very simply in a

"Program Conference, '64" panel

session to the assembled NAB
delegates: "You need us and

we need you." He warned broad-

casters, however, that "television

is in mortal fear of losing its

audience, so you play it safe . . .

Everything that is being done on

television today in terms of en-

tertainment had as its 'pilot' a

motion picture. I don't only re-

fer to your present successful Dr.

Kildare."

Making some predictions of

his own, Levine stated:

"Except for 'fun and game'

shows and situation comedies, I

believe the half-hour segments

will go by the boards. It would

appear to me that an ordinary

60-minute show kills an evening

and a two-hour show or two

hours of compatible programing

completes an evening . . . It's

becoming increasingly important

to 'slot' an evening rather than

'slot' a show.

Also in a predicting mood at

the panel session was CBS-TV
programing v. p. Michael Dann,

who ducked any direct crystal-

gazing but cautioned that "the

television programer of the future

must be completely flexible and

be receptive to all forms, all tech-

niques, and all possible sources

of supply." Added Dann: "I also

believe that television's future

can be successful only if all of

us in the medium make sure

there is top creative talent."

Dann also took exception, in a

Q.-&-A. session following the

panel, to producer Joe Levine's

claims that tv was patterning it-

self solely on movies. Dann also

denied that networks had sur-

rendered nighttime programing to

outside suppliers, pointing out

that such independents as Fred

Coe, Herbert Brodkin, and Rod
Serling used to work for network

shows but are now in their own

capital-gains environment. "Only

the bookkeeping has changed,"

said Dann.

Group W program v.p. Rich-

ard Pack, another panelist, chid-

ed syndicators for offering main-

ly "a proliferation of reruns,"

rooted understandably "certain

types of shows on tape that can

compete successfully with film

and other formats."

Veteran producer, and one-

time CBS-TV program boss Hub-

bell Robinson, Jr., similarly cited

the "great creative problem" lo-

cal-level tv faces in developing

new audiences and ad revenues

because of the steady dwindling

of feature film backlog.

Syndication's role in the devel-

opment of tv programming was

strongly defended by a top s\n-

dicator, Seven Arts v.p. W. Rob-

ert Rich, who said the flow of

program material to stations in

the past 16 years "has contrib-

uted as much to the creative

show business growth of this

great medium as any other pro-

gram source in television," Rich

also stressed the value of tv sta-

tions of the veteran film sales-

man. Said Rich: "He can be most

helpful. His sales travel exposes

him to many program trends and

success stories. In fact, he's quite

a program clinic unto himself."

Ill
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Bumper crop of admen
survey new product

Distributors, producers, syndicators, jinglesmiths at NAB
:onvention report high interest among top ad shops

rm ki w \s an important differ-

ence this year at the hospitality

uhes of program syndicators and

traduction companies attending the

\ \H convention. A visitor

. ah .1 sharp eye for the typescript
'

t i convention badges could spot it

pi himself quicklj at the Hilton.

"nd at the i

:

I and other "OUt-

fcde" exhibits.

Here's how sales and program-

ecutives in the syndication and

:rvices area themselves described

'

I here was a time when JTOU

nildn't find a major agencyman
taking the rounds o\' syndicators at

ic convention. This year, we've

sen more agencymen and station

spa than ever before." said Fred
lahlstedt of CBS Films. "Agency-
ien. and even client personnel, have
;n in our suite talking not only

nit what stations are buying but

ml color program and feature

.ailability for this season and

.•\t." said \K.\I-IY v.p. John
irns. "It's the most active NAB
invention I've seen in terms ot

aiC) and rep visitors at our suite

It also underlines the trend

hereby stations often turn their

ack on full sponsorship of syndi-

lted properties in favor of part i-

pation spots for national and re-

tooal accounts." said ABC Films'

:k Tillman. "We've had an unusu-

large number i>f agency people

our Triangle pub" to have a

st-hand look at our new product/'
lid Triangle's Mike Roberts.

A couple of blocks down Michi-

\\enue. at the TFF-'46. the

in was similar.

"One of the major New York
leies had representatives in here

'-king about our trio of feature

IS, and about the stations buying
?m—particularly in color," said

rihl eastern sales manager Jem
mard. "Agencies and reps have

not been our mam \isitors. hut

We've had an important number of

them here." said King I caturcs'

Gene I'lomik. "I've never seen so

many agencymen making informal

sur\e\s of new syndication product.

and also asking aboct future shows
and network properties,*

1
sard execu-

tive \ p M I "Bud" Rifkin.

Which agencies were involved m
such fact-seeking tours' Judging b\

the visitors' books at most suites,

these seemed to be the front run-

ners. V \\ \\er. 1 eo Burnett

(which had a hospitality suite of its

own at NAB), Grey, FCB, M<
(aim I rickson, Y&R, J. Walter

I hompson.
What delighted the distributors

and producers most was the interest

shown bj agencymen in updating

themselves on new products avail-

able, and in what stations were

doing, thinking and buying.

"We've written a tremendous

amount oi new station business

here in everything from radio ID
and signature packages to get-out-

the-vote spots, but the agencj in-

terest lias been uniisualh strong.'

Morton J. Wagner, president of one

ot the industry's hottest production

groups, told SPONSOR "We oo

most oi our musical commercial

work lor local stations and advertis-

ers," he added, "but now we'r.

starting to draw agencymen from

shops hke Grey, I ennen & Newell,

GB&S, and BBDO In some case-,

their regional branches have bought

our jingles Now. we're getting

home-office interes*. too
"

w agner, in fact, is even planning

a new di\ iston to mal ded

musical/visual presentations for si

tions to .[d agenc . I he first pi

sentation, however, he said, "will

for ourselves "
>

\t other radix production and

program suppliers, like Charles

helson i I he shadow, eft

Mark (

dio hich

teamed uy foi R

i » una Room
taped radii

indicati m in lim

ncyman rep interest in

dio properti

On the l\ ide, distributors

found themselves hard-put to find

n cognizable patterns in the loot

tnd/or buying inn

lion managers and pr.

I til depends mi specific station

Deeds'," s.uii i our St u 1 1 tribution

\ p and general man igi •
I I

stone "SORK \M< I \ affili \U I, fflf

instance, have been asking about

hall hour properties to till up the pe-

riods being relinquished b) the net-

work ( )ther stations have been look-

ing tor properties to continue suc-

tui daytime rerun strips Some
plan to put shows mto nighttime

prime time, even displacing network

series Everybody wants .i hot

property, but what that is will often

depend on what kind of a station

and audience a broadcastei has
"

Color emerged as a factor in

mam of the convention's hospitality -

suite film sales discussions "Color
is a big part of our business, and a

prime reason tor much of the b

ness we've written or made appoint-

ments on at the n \n convention,"

SP< >NsoR was told b ind

B iieral sales man St I

Dudelson oi American International

R tthosi current feature p
is riL'ht up to the top in I \ [

ilabilit\ 10 Oi iture

film distributors, such as Fmb
( which also has a 10 *rc

on much new product), Allied Art-

ists faymari n i \ i which
•

S I ms i which has ,i hieh

lor m its Columbia

features fiction thrillers and

in such shows as s -en

\rts (whose various feature gTOUpa

tbout 41

mined that stations

for it on a money-in-tiv

whil ting deliver) of lot

lor film tel :ip-

ment Color inu n't confhi

tO feat fmalh

starting to bu\ . ii or film

\!i \ I \

at the firm's hospitalit) he

the tn:

• N. \ U
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The Pay-TV Controversy

"DON'T LET THEM GRIND YOU DOWN rr

The following address by Herb Jacobs, president of TV Stations, Inc., was a
controversial high spot of last week's NAB Convention. SPONSOR is pleased
to be able to acquaint a wider audience with Mr. Jacobs' remarks, which were
delivered to an audience including all but one commissioner of the FCC.

I

may not know all there is to know about Pay-Tv —
but what I have learned and can foresee . . . makes

me wonder, if I'm living in a dream world all my own.

Because so many people I know don't seem to share

my concern about it. If they did — every session this

week would be devoted to it . . . yet it's not even on

the agenda.

Possibly some feel it's too embryonic . . . but that's

my point.

I believe Pay-TV must be dealt with, when it is

embryonic — or you'll never get another chance, even

if you are a two billion dollar industry.

I don't want to sound altruistic or like a prophet

of doom — because I believe in the system of free en-

terprise. And I believe that people should make their

own decisions.

But I also believe that people should he well in-

formed on issues ... to avoid a minority from impos-

ing its will on the majority through ignorance or de-

ception.

You're the people too — and you're going to have

to decide which way to vote on the Pay-TV issue.

The question is when ... I say NOW — while there

is still time.

That's the way I see it. So let's take a look at my
dream world and see why I think so.

Whoever controls programming controls the view-

ing public. If Pay-TV is allowed to develop unchal-

lenged — its economic potential is so vast — it will

control programming. And that would be ironic because

the most important sources of programming in the

world today is free television.

The unfortunate thing about that statement is that

for a long time, the public has been duped to believe

otherwise, thanks to the audible minority of carping

critics, intellectuals and other self-interest groups.

Well I'm sorry for them — it is they who are the

dupes.

Despite their intelligence, they lack the experience

to realize that genius is the rarest of all commodities —
especially in the entertainment and sports world. And
for thinking that the human brain has the capacity to

create quality product — either in quantity or vastly

better than is now available — merely by pa\ing for it.

Pay-TV promises it will — Let's sec if they're right

— and start with the live theatre.

Challenge any intelligent audience to name just 25

outstanding Broadway smash hits produced since the

year 1900 — and give them 10 minutes to do it.

I've never found any that could.

Oh. they'll name five or ten off-hand, but xou'll

find the struggle thereafter — brain-racking.

If in a span of 64 yean the best producing, directing.

|

I

writing and acting talent has not been able to compil

a better track record from the many thousands o

Broadway shows produced, at considerable investment

how does anyone expect it to happen overnight h\ put

ting money, in a coin box?

And while we are at it, we may as well throw som«i

cold water on another Pay-Tv fable.

A "My Fair Lady," produced for the live theatn

would not nearly be as good, on TV. Because it would

lose the electricity that rebounds across the footlights

between audience and actor, that sparks the illusion

dial makes live theatre vibrant.

Unless it was made with built-in motion picturt

techniques — but then it would not be live theatre.

And speaking of movies — In 50 years Hollywood* 1

batting average for outstanding achievement has beer

minescule — compared with the tens and tens ol>

thousands of features released. You play them, you

know that.

And we know for sure no amount of mone\ was

spared the geniuses of that industry to do their best.

Despite popular belief, the answer does not lie in the

amount of money available for or spent on produc-

tions . . . but the human element behind them.

For example — "Mutiny on the Bounty," starring

Marlon Brando, is a 26 million dollar flop. Yet —
"On the Waterfront," with the same actor, won several

academy awards . . . and it was made for only $385,000.

No! No "Open Sesame" promise by Pay-Tv will

ever force the human brain to satisfy the desire for

greater attractions.

It's also hard to conceive that people can be so

easily misled to believe that Pay-Tv will uncover so

much untapped talent to make it outdo what is already

theirs, for nothing.

Your networks spend nearly 200 million dollars

annually to develop and supply you with programming.

That's more than enough money to make any talent

who's been in hiding crawl out of the woodwork.
Your viewers have had free access to even known

super-star in the world — from the best of the dramatic

and performing arts, to full coverage of Project Mer-

cury.

And from Lincoln Center to the Olympics there's .

damn little they have missed — or ever will.

Does anyone believe the promise of a bigger pay-off

will make Frank Sinatra or Joan Sutherland sing an)

better? Or Sandy Kofax and V. A. little pitch more

strikes? Or for that matter. Ingrid Bergman and Sir

Lawrence Oliver, bring their fine art to the screen in

better fashion?

Yon know the answer is emphatic all\ no.

Stars perform at their best all the time ... the

minute the\ don't, they're no longer stars.
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Gentlemen, let's race it — the aetworki are doing .1

inn- !•>•. \iiil it their detractors und haravscrs hclictc

tin- results arc mediocre .mil sonic even smell, I havt

news lor them — and anyone ehe — ih.ii*s .ill there is.

there ain't »<> more — even it the] dig up ( ecll B.

Di- Mllle, /.iegfield und roscanini — and that goes

i,»r Pay- 1 » too.

v n \ s* .1 \ . everyone "ill be takes 1 ;iri- ui hx Ike de-

velopment of l III -mil I IN. When Ibej come ol age

ii will knock down unother I'ax-IN argument, [hat

Van ( liiimn can be seen tor only ten minutes on ike

lil Sullivan Show, luil they'll give you a I ss <> hour con-

,11 — h\ paying for it, of course,

\\ h:ii lil like to know is — why h.is ( ongress ap-

iropriated all thai monej for the I IN and I III de-

velopment it Van ( liliurii. won't be around to pun on

ree television — because I'a>-1N s% i 1 1 have him nndei

ontrnct, long before. Who's kidding whom?
\iul it' everybody holds gab-feats until the I * i • > boys

»el 1 loot in tin- door, what will Mil . I III and I IN

>la> — Scrabble? Or will Pay-Ti then be asked to

hare their good re-runs with us?

I lure can he 110 donht that the prospects of a bigger

bay-off Nil SI lure your top talent and biggest attrac-

tions.

1 lie Nctors Guild and every other (•tiihl and I nion

in the entertainment field has already announced its

upport of I'ax-IN naturally. \nd free-Tv, as we know
I todax would never recover from such a blow — hc-

'au.se, (here's onlx enough top talent around to make
me master.

If Pay-Tv, should become that master would it put

ree- 1 \ out of business? No. but \uiir prestige and cani-

ng capacity would suffer so greallx that \ou would
use jour present potency and ahilitx to serve,

I he most recognizable comparison I could make
wuild he to compare the effect Ix has on radio, when
011 come of age.

I he public would say free- 1 \ is O.K.. hut all the

nod stuff is on the cable, Nnd such propaganda would
lot be lost on sponsors and xour critics who'd rcallx

xavc a field dax w it It it.

Rut I'm also enough of a realist to know that it's

npossihle to stop progress. I lie best anxoiic can hope
> do is dclax it.

Nnd before anyone damns Pay-Tv, just stop ami
link — it has an economic potential so huge as to

efj the imagination, Nnd selfishness and profit are

ot always the most ignoble of motives.

If Psy-Tt is to become a way of life, its andeniable
ntencx demands that the puhlic interest he protected

gainst exploitation.

In the field of entertainment, there is only one
roup of men — in w hose care such a trust could In

laced. sou the Broadcasters and you the federal

ommunii ations ( ommjssion. Because xou are the only

roup indoctrinated to act in the puhlic interest.

It would be the only wsy the puhlic could he BS-

ired of protection. Because. \ou men are abend]
eensed In the government and under surveillance h\

> regulator* agency.

Hut I shudder to think of what would happen to

ie public if Pax lelcxision is permitted In fall into

ie hands of some of the current crop of promoters,

hat is wh\ I am urging all of you — (Ongress. I he

ommission and the broadcasters — to work in concert

SVC Pay-Ti put into the hands of the broaib asters

id the I ( ( . while there is still time.

Nnd should that he done would programming I''

•tier? No.

Bm it Mm don't fight loi 11 in 1 ii

— it will bttry Mm. f.tiiuku IkSS Nli KiiimIh 1 .mi

could. It's that potent.

It iln n .in som< Mho I - > • doubts about nn drram

world, I expect it. Mux aiaj feel thai 1 r< 10M thx act

\Mnks ihorl »ith Iheii capability in -.1 • |i 1 1 taJ

charge >i the) havi in I haveat, Bui ii tin* don't

in and help xou how tlux'll lose n lli.in you wUl

It sounds nun .ilisiu - hut it's nul .h difficult I"

do as some lliink.

Nnd while I have great admiration foi wimi act

NMnks I'm not selling in \ ^ ell short because ol It

One thing in ni\ laxoi is ili.it I |usl so happen I"

klloxx abOttt these movie pinpli llum xx.ix link

Don't sell them short or linn muit h.u k Im .1 split

second. Muse ho\s .in- 1. from amateurs and knm>

ever] Inch in the hook. You can depend upon them
not to repeal mistakes made in tin Bartlesville, I • >r • ml •

and Hartford experiments,

lo a practised eye, it "as .1 foregone conclusion

the] would all go down the dram. I .nil not OSl] puked
a wrong location tor a test — hut made the s.mii pro-

gramming errors.

I don't consider an] ot those test' - beheg mow
than an exercise — in losing money. Hut the nn n I'm

talking about are not listing — they're playing i'"

keeps.

Ihev're not worried whether or not all children —
rich or poor — see all programs, knd fkej don't 1

how man] yesrs the l< ( spent to develop .1 l\ system

that did not create si 1 mid class citi/ens.

I hex are among tin- shrewdest and most harden d

businessmen and have few peers when it lollies tn pro.

motion.

But mainly, the] know the value ol Barnumism.

It would he foolksrdj io underestimate their deter-

mination and seriousness. Nnd the\ are exceedingly

well financed b] NN ;i|| Street. I he 22 million dollar

puhlic 'lock issue ot Subscription l» was underwritten

b\ 53 of this country's leading brokerage bouses, and

over subscribed.

I hex no" have one ol the siiaxest — sharpest .mil

most dynamic salesmen in the land heading tluir opera-

tion: Pat Weaver, xxim ens gather beadine? t.i^tei than

lues honey.

I el's studx a lixx samples ol his technique ,il press

i onferences.

Mere's the tirst hon-inot: "
I In feSfl "I SOSSC hmail-

i asters and most theatre operators tli.it I'.ix-lx thn.it

ens their future is nonsense.'' Mux also lived to *.ix

"NN hat's wrong with selling scrap-iron i" Japan."

I it's tr\ another one on tor si/e: "Subsi upturn I > le-

vision xxin not even compete xxith commercial television

for the attention of most regular IN watchers.

It's coinfortiiig to kiioxx the] don't want most

regular in watchers, iust those hi yoni prune bane.

But I'xe s.ixed tin pri/e lor last: •
I In (lirii nel-

xxorks tod. ix coinpeti s* it ti i .n Ii othel lor mass audi-

ence "ith escape and habit rkrwknj profraass, Snkscrlp

tiou lelexision "ill otlir thought -I iniiil.tl mi;' programs

id Strong interest In small groups" and m tin in \l

breath, inaliadiili himself by sum; "In addhioa to

such mass audience programs i> first-run motics and

sporting i xi nts." lb conchsdes It is tin- capability i"

jixe small groups what tlu \ passionatclx want that

demonstrates tin ditli'iin. bctWCCa Ft '
x mil Paj-

I x

Well. I passion. ui ix disagree. Becssnc '• hi a*

in serve Bp nhalcsct •thought-stimulating' progi
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to small passionate groups, why is his initial pitch being

made to your pet pigeon — the guy sitting around in

his undershirt with a beer can in his hand, watching a

baseball game?
And he must take us for fools to think that he or

anyone else would dare try to convince any board of

directors or stockholders that it's better business to go
after $100,000 from small passionate groups than a

million dollars from a mass of guys with beer cans in

their hands.

No, Gentlemen! They're after your hide from the

beginning. Because they know the only way for them
not to become another Hartford is with your best pro-

grams.

And is anyone buying this mess of propaganda?

You bet they are.

I needed some proof about two weeks ago, to show
you why I thought it would be easy for the Pay-boys

to take you — how, and how fast. And by coincidence,

it arrived in the morning mail: a letter from a friend

of mine who had no idea what stand I would take.

I agree with a lot of his thinking, and despite the

fact that he knew I would take issue with several points,

he gave his permission to use it — he's quite a guy.

Here it is —
"Dear Herb:

Today I received the tickets for the breakfast on
April 6 to which I am looking forward with great

expectation.

I notice in this invitation that the key topic, of this

year's meeting, will be Pay Television.

This is a very touchy, controversial subject. I

am completely familiar with Pat Weaver's project

for California which would siphon off only about

5 percent of the people, at various times, who would
be willing to pay for the outstanding programs he in-

tends to present.

In other words, Herb, the Cable Television in-

dustry is coming of age. It will be owned and con-

trolled by broadcasters. Any broad indictment of pay
Tv would be completely out of line.

I have always been against pay Tv on a per-

program basis. However, the great American custom

is that the customer should have the 'right to choose'.

Pay Tv will attract only a fraction of the audience

of free Tv and I would bet that 95 percent of the

people would never pay. Therefore, if anyone says

that 5 percent of the people, watching some Pay
Tv features, were going to ruin free Tv, it would
be a generalization that would not hold water."

That's it — Mr. Weaver sure gets around.

Oh, I believe in my heart and soul that the Cable

Industry is coming of age — but I can't agree that 95
percent of the people will never pay.

It may surprise some, but when Pay-Tv reaches 5

percent of the people, Free-TV will be just as sick as

the Theatre Operators were when you arrived — prob-

ably lots sooner.

Did you know that in the motion picture industry a

picture is a smash box-office hit when it's seen by a lot

less than 5 percent of the people? Did you know, that

5 percent of the people is almost 10 million people?

And translated into Tv receivers or cable connections it

means 4 million.

When Pay-T? is able to get 4 million connections to

paj $2.00 each to see a National League Pro Football

game they'll have 8 million dollars a game.

And if there is no other waj for the pubic to see it.

they'll pay.

Now let's see what that means to free-Tv.

30

CBS just paid 28 million dollars for 28 weeks o

the same game — over two years. That's at the rate o

one million dollars a game . . . but there's more. Mi
Aubrey said the only way he could afford to outbid th

rival networks was if CBS did not compensate the af

filiates for carrying them. Therefore, both you am
CBS are looking at the bottom of your financial bar

rels.

Pay-Tv doesn't need anywhere near 5 percent o

the people — to severly damage you and your net

works.

Do you know how little could trigger it? Just 6/14

of one per cent.

Because, 6/10 of one per cent of the people trans

lated into TV receivers or connections, is 500,000.

And 500,000 Pay-Tv connections paying $2.00 pei

game is equal to the same one million dollars Mr
Aubrey said was his maximum, but it would be Pay

Tv's barest minimum.
Now, if you were the head of the National Footbal

League, or the Baseball Commission, which way wouli

you go? They will.

And I'm sure no one believes it will stop with

sports.

So it doesn't take much, does it?

But will it be possible for Pay-Tv to get 500,000,

connections?

Yes, they will get them, because the connections are

already hooked up — all they have to do is turn them

on.

Remember Subscription Tv is a Cable System. And
while everybody was engaged in hearings for ten years

i

CATV, which is also a Cable System, grew to 1.300

systems with over one million connections.

And they arc multiplying at an astronomical rate.

Only now, with the help of some of the most influential

broadcasters — who saw their potential.

I surmise they were late getting into it because the)

are cautious business men and wanted to take a long

look. That's something, you'll never get a chance to do

with Pay-Tv — it's now or never.

Should anyone think my estimates are figments of

the imagination, then heed those of a man in high

authority who would have access to such information.

I'm not at liberty to divulge his identity, but I'm not

the only one who knows his thinking. His private esti-

mate is that within 5 to 7 years 50 to 75 percent of the

Tv sets in the country, will be wired for Cable.

But more important, he believes they will all be

interconnected. And he isn't the only one, in high au-

thority, of that opinion — I've heard several more.

If I were a broadcaster, that statement would stop

me dead in my tracks.

But how much time do we have left to fight?

Very little.

On the West Coast where Pay-Tv Ls about to make

its debut in three states — Washington. Oregon and

California — there are in actual operation, or under

construction todav, 252 CATV Cable Systems. Amazing.

252!

And it's physical!) possible to interconnect them —
on a moment's notice. That would blanket the West

Coast from Vancouver to San Diego.

These boys aren't fooling. And my friends, thai

covers almost 25 million people or ten per cent of the

population. And the rest of the country can go jump

in a lake — the Paj Boys don't need them.

\la\ I put a commercial in this spot, for the people?

It won't take 5 per cent for the minority to force

ils "ill on the majority — just 6/10 of one percent fe
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enough <>! .1 ialal\s| I" make M and 4 HI pax In HC .1

program the) mux haw access i<> foi nothing;.

\111l I'll liki- miii lo knnxx I'm hill) BWSK that main

ill ihr ( \IN licenses granted In Una I authorities pro-

hihil tin- use of tin- facilities for I'av-Tv, per BC.

In addition lo their legal eagles who knoxx free cntcr-

priM is endorsed bj law and court, the Paj promoters
rah mi help from local governments who always need

inniicx. ;ui(l VOCal self-interest groups In demand the

right ol sell-determination.

Km xxiii the) be able i«> get month people lo sign

up when the) clear their legal obstacles."

Ibex will. It's Ihcir easiest job, because the) "ill

attack the Mtti Bnderbefl) ni (he people, Ac desire i«>r

multiple choice.

One million CATV connections proxc il.

Vnd the) "ill attack vour soft 1 1 1 1< 1 1- r I »«.• 1 1 > too — the

small markets — when people don't hare multiple

choice.

I bene promoters arc not going lo look lor trouble

b) arousing the "rath nf the major mid medium si/c

mnrkets. I he) waul them lulled into complacenc) he*

1 cause the\ don't need them to win.

I lure's eBOUgh entertnimnciit-s(;ir\c<l people in the

smaller markets to gi\e them 5 per cent and more with-

out a struggle.

I hat's \\ li \ it's New \nrk's, Detroit's, Dcincr's and

Omaha's fight too. Because ever) new connection in

in (he outlying markets will he another nail in their

coffins.

I he) can't saj it's not their husiness this lime — il

will be their necks too, if the) don't help. If all hroad-

casters wnuld ha>e pitched in and helped the Id
( rancxs and the Bill Grow ten \cars BgO in their fight

to control or contain CATV, when there was still ool)

a handful, < \ I n would not now be the most dangerous
potential to the success of Pay-TV.

today, no one would think of doing anything about

( \l\ without first consulting NCTA, because now,

BUl's more than twice as main of them as there are

of you — 1.300 s) stems, and growing like weeds.

But if Pay-Ti is going to be that eas) to come by,

because there are enough damn fools who want it, then

I s.n
. the) are the people too — let's gfee it to them.

But first — let's protect the interest of the majority.

I here can he no doulit of the legal anil constitu-

tion. il grounds OB which permission was granted, tor

lu l'.i\-l\ tests. But what happened to morality.' has

it lost its meaning?
It was never intended that 5 or 10 percent of tlu

maple — who are either uninformed, or starved. Ih--

L'ause thcx can't receive multiple signals — should im-

)ose their will on the otei unclosing majority, as can

lappen in this case.

therefore, it is the nut] of Congress and the Com-
nission to protect all the people. If there are no laws

B COTCr it. or it thcx are inadequate, it is their dut) to

enact or change them — in the people's interest.

But it is youi fob, as hroadcasters. to see to it that

t is done, \111l it can onl\ he done b) putting all broad-

HBtittg — 1 ree ,m ,| |' ;1X — under one roof.

If this monster is allowed to fall into the hands of

milliliters. everybod] xxill lose: the people, the Ire-

iroaih asters, the networks, and even the CAT! opcia
ors. not excluding those x\h<> are also broadcasters.

It won't matter who thex are — or how politic .ills

nflueiici.il. Ihcxll he catered to. OUT) long enough lor

he Pa) boys to become well entrenched — then t hi- \ 'II

•e gobbled up too.

It's an old old pattern with some of these iin>\ ie

pcoph . who don't know what lox.dn Is e»< n la • m h

other. \inl Ihev'll do it, In 1 aim lln > II t ontrol pro

gramming. \ml Ihcx'll do il, iM'tausr mi main l.rn.ul-

i.i-Iiis dun I know 1 lit- 1 r own strength

ITonff power lies in .1 drug mori potent Ihan heroin.

I'\e MCn ils uiagu .il work main linns s I
.

. n

usher in one ol m) theatres asked patron fitting Im

IWCCB two empn seals Iii phase moxc over sn .1 , • • 11 |i l<

COUld sil together. I he patron would nunc, hut ss 1 1

1

cms glued lO the si rein mesmerized. Hi M she.

would not miss even a second ol Ihcii dream world —
potent Stuff.

Vnd lhe\'ll move omi In I
*
.1 s - I s

. willi'nil 1
* 11

knowing m — mesmeri/ed. lor whoever posesses iluii

dreams. possesses them.

\nd tin' Pay«boys know ii loo, but the) also know

that everything isn't a dream. I h. it's wb) lln \ dnn'l

want everything you've got, the) wouldn't lake d il

miii gave it to them. It the) did. the\ wouldn't h.m

anything lo use lor comparison, to shout about.

1 be) oul) want your beat

knd it lakes sn little to get it — exen << 10 of one

percent is enough ol catalyst.

I hat's wh) Phy-Tt is evervhodv's business — vnurs,

the Commission's and Congress's, ^mi have DO more

time for procrastination and indecision — because the

moment of truth has arrived for all of yon. \"d BO

matter what BUybod] BUyi to the contrarx the hroad-

enstfanj mdnstry, as we know it today, cant thrive Hdt

Pa) Half Free — cant serve Hail Pay - Hah4 Free.

I here aren't enough dreams in go .in.iinil.

But the hroadcasters are ahead) fighting each other,

if the news reports are true, instead of their would i>i

usurpers.

In the name ol common sense miii can't do thh t"

each other. In the name ol iuoralit\. the Commission

and Congress can't do this In the people. Vnd BOUC ol

m>u can afford to slick \niir heads in tin sand, and

hope it will »n away, fhe I . v. boys ahead) have their

one big attraction — after that the dclug.

If miii divide — tbeyl conojner. If yon procrasti-

nate — they'll conquer.

If I were a station owner when this convention is

OVer and wc got finished talking about 1 billet, mil

forms, and piggx hacks. I wnuld BTgC im iintu-t r \

leaders In schedule another COUCfatVC — m SOOU .1-

homant) possible.

I would urge them to see i«. it that ever) broodcnstei

in the COUntT) attended it. had I wnuld urge lln in hi

invite the ( nmmission. as well as Members "i < oo>

grens, and call ii a "Survival Meeting."

I wnuld Uge them In keep all of Us locked 1111 until

xxc ironed out our differences and raised the big

war chest in our historv.

V. I ess \\ ill \\ in. knd the slakes are high enough

to warrant inch effort.

Which wax miii choose is M.ur decision to make, tint

mine. But I will pledge to <\<> whatever is asked id im.

in. mailer what the decision. Vnd it the battle is to l>-

joined. I beg Oi xmi: Remove the xciicer. and gel rid

of the well turned phrases — some ol (Ins, peoUU

don't understand Ih. 11. Put on hrass knuckles and slug

il out. knd get down in the gulli r. in the mud. and

shout if miii have to sn UK) can hear m.u better, and

know thai miii mean busin

It's the oah w.n thcx will understand, .nnl 11 's the

OUl) w ,i\ In M ill.

It's M.ur hli — ll's M.ur iiiMsinnni. lis \nur in-

dustr\ — and it's M.ur ri^hl N) s.im- it.

Don't lei tin in -rind totl dowa

1
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ADVERTISERS

Bottling unit puts caps on 300 quart bottles per minute.

First floor of new packaging plant has si.x bottling units in operation.

32

BALLANTINE

I
HE 124-YEAR-OLD P. B.U.l \\

riNE & Sons Brewing Company
Newark, N. J., last week opened i

new $10-million packaging, ware-

housing and shipping center as part

of its 42-acre Newark plant, popu-

larly known as Ballantine City.

With 300 distinguished guests,

including New Jersey governor

Richard J. Hughes and Newark

mayor Hugh J. Addonizio. Ballan-

tine officials identified their brewefi

— the only site at which Ballantine

is made — as "the largest single'!

brewing operation in the world.

At the new facility, 6 million cans

(both 12 and 16 oz.) can be filled

and packaged a day. Officials

pointed with pride to the systemiza-

tion they've evolved, under which

an empty beer can delivered to the

brewery at 6 a.m. is filled and sealed

and ready for the consumer by 6:2
a.m. — just 22 minutes later.

The new portion of the plant can

also fill and package 2.5 million

bottles (12 oz. and quarts) a day.

It takes longer to fill a bottle —
53 minutes, in all — because bottles

have to be sorted as they're returned

from taverns and stores, then in-

spected (both visually and by moans

of an electronic eye), and finally

washed to clean off spillage, a proc-

ess that takes longer than it does

for cans.

A new storage warehouse will ac-

comodate 700.000 eases o\ beer

and ale under its 8.5-acre roof.

Visitors, taken on bus tours of the

42-acre brewery, saw that storage

is based on the pallet — a wooden

rack on which 32 cartons of bed
and ale can be slacked, then movflj

SPONSOR



opens $10-million annex

g a single unit by lift-trucks.

I he key to the over-all operation,

lowever, was identified as the brew-

conveyor Ivlt. a 7-mile sys-

lem that allows for speed) handling

»t daily production.

It u.is explained that souk- 700

-OUte trucks .iikI tractor trailers

eave the brewer) daily, including a

icu fleet of 525 white-and-gold

oute trucks, inaugurated last

nonth.

1 reight docks at the new. section

if the plant accommodate sonic 68

ailroad cars, chiefly for unloading

'I raw matnals like malt and corn.

I he latter gives beer its lightness

md dryness, comes in "grint form"

tnd is actually the heart o\ the corn

ternal. Hops for Ballantine arc pro-

luced chief!) in Washington, Ore-

on and Idaho. h\ growers who.

nder contract to the brewery. I'ol-

ow its recommendations on lertil-

tion. irrigation, picking and pack-

ng.

Before going through its final

mishing process, beer at the Mai-

nline plant is stored in 15,000-

arrel \ats. said to be the size ol a

oom apartment.

gn o\ the new facilities

Uted in 1959. Construction started

1^60 and has just been com-
pleted

Carl W. Badenhausen, Ballantine

resident, made a brief welcoming
ress. then led Gov. Hughes and

liyor \ddoni/io to an area of the

ew facility where they participated

i the reception and shipment of a

edication load of beer. Jerr\ Cole-
ian. Yankee sportscaster, was

>astmaster tor the dedication /
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Whenever there's any excitement around here
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we're there !

was a fine frenzy of excitement—widely known aa
er Hysteria" at the final game of our state high

hool basketball tournament recently.

n thousand lucky ticket-holders packed Butler Uni-
ty's \ :ist lieldhouse to the rafters.

id just about every other Hooaier worthy of the name Bat
•11 up toward the edge of his chair in front of a T\
Itching our exclusive live telecast.

i this night of nights, we not only served our own
untv audience . . . we fed our telecast to ten other sta'
roughout Indiana, providing the only television coverage
the climactic game.

>mes the historic Memorial Day 500-mile race . . .

U he right in the middle <>f that, too, l'lus all the big

>"l 13 1964

thL« sum-
I'lus thl ur this • :htng

worth <

WFBM j
• TV

buy m Indianapol
KATZ

WFBM- TV
Iff

" * S IJTm l**lsisrioi'
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Proctor Gamble leads
network p.m. sponsors
The Proctor & Gamble Co.,

American Home Products Corp.,

and R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.,

were the leading buyers of evening

programs on all three television net-

works during the first quarter of

1964. according to analyses made
by Network Advertiser Report,

New York. The three led a list oi

164 companies and company di-

visions that were partial or com-
plete sponsors of network programs
in prime time, between 6 p.m. and
1 1 p.m. daily during January, Feb-
ruary and March.

PSG program sponsorships to-

taled 348 commercial minutes dis-

tributed among 25 different pro-

grams and series on the ABC, CBS,
and NBC networks during the

three-month period, far ahead of

all other advertisers.

American Home Products Corp.,

including all divisions, had a total

of 269 commercial minutes on 12

programs and series on the three

networks, and R. J. Reynolds To-
bacco Co., in third position, had
248 and one-half minutes on 13

programs and series. Other leading

advertisers included General Foods
Corp., fourth with 216 commer-
cial minutes among 20 programs
and series, and General Motors
Corp., including all divisions, fifth,

with 214 commercial minutes

among 1 9 programs and series.

Philip Morris, Inc., unique

among the leading advertisers, con-

centrated all of its first quarter ad-

vertising on one network, with a

total of 176 commercial minutes
on eight CBS program series. All

six major cigarette manufacturers

placed among the top 15 network

program sponsors.

The Chevrolet Division. Gener-
al Motors Corp.. had more sched-

uled commercial minutes. I 15. than

any other automobile manufacturer
or division, contributing to t h e

overall General Motors total thai

moved the parent companv to fifth

position.

Network Advertiser Report pub-
lishes semi-monthly and quarterly

analyses of advance commitments
lor all prime time network pro-

gramming in terms of commercial

36

Hie complete list of the first 15 advertisers among the 164 sponsors of prim
network time for the first quarter, 1964, is as follows:

and l]
Commercial Nura >er of programs

Advertisers minutes series b\ networks
1) Proctor & Gamble Co 348 ABC (5); CBS (9); NBC III!

2) American Home Products Co
(2 divisions)

269 ABC (1); CBS (10); NBC (11

3) R. .1. Kevnolds Tobacco Co 248 '/2 ABC (4); CBS (5); NBC (4)

4) General Foods Corp 216 ABC (4); CBS (15); NBC III

5) General Motors Corp
(5 divisions)

214 ABC (8); CBS (2); NBC (9)

6) Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corp 187 ABC (7); CBS (2); NBC (3)1

7) Philip Morris Inc 176 CBS (8)

8) Bristol-Myers Co * 167 ABC (3); CBS (10); NBC (5)

9) American Tobacco Co 159 ABC- (3); CBS (3|; NBC (2)

10)

11)

Gillette Co (2 divisions) 153 ABC
ABC

(6);

(6);

CBS (3); NBC
NBC-

(2)

(3)Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co... 138

12)

13)

Block Drug Co 118 ABC
ABC

(12);

(10);

CBS
CBS

(6);

(1);

NBC
NBC-

(3)

(61Colgate-Palmolive Co 117

14)

15)

( D

Lever Bros. Co 115 ABC (1);

ABC (1);

ir Clairol,

CBS
CBS
Inc.,

(6)

(2); NBC (6) 1

i Bristol-Mvers
|

P. Lorillard Co . .... 113

oes not include 34 commercial minutes fc

subsidiary).

minutes per program for each ad-

vertiser. The first quarter report

for 1964, from which the list of the

top 15 advertisers has been com-

piled, was published last week.

Advertising, marketing
changes at Reynolds

Howard Gray has been named
marketing manager by R. J. Rey-

nolds Tobacco Co. Robert A. Rech-

holtz succeeds Gray as ad manager.

Gray has served as advertising

manager since 1957. He became

assistant advertising manager the

Gray Rechholtz

previous year. He has served on

the company's advertising commit-

tee and is chairman of the packag-

ing coordinating committee.

Rechholtz has been with Rey-

nolds' advertising department since

1961. His previous experience was

with the advertising department of

Procter & Gamble Company, as as-

sistant to the copj supervisor and

assistant to the brand manager.

Ad tab to nearly aouble by
1970: B&B's McMahon
An estimated $22 billion will be

spent in advertising in 1970, com- 1

pared with over S12 billion today,

says Benton & Bowles V. P. Jo-

seph M. McMahon. who stresses

that "with more and better adver-

tising directed against tomorrow's

consumer, the advertising ... for

our clients just has to be mon
forceful if it's to be really and truly

effective."

Speaking at week's end to the)

Women's Advertising Club of \\ ash-

ington, D.C., he discussed changes 1

in consumer attitudes and market-

ing techniques since 1945 and told

the club members to look ahead

to even more change and competi-

tion in the years to come.

McMahon painted to "new prod-

uct revolution" in last 20 years,

which stemmed from alert market-

ers first identifying consumers')

needs and then to satisfying them.

And added that consumers haven't

onl) grown accustomed to change

but now seek and demand it in

products and services made

available to them.

The forces and changes of the

past will accelerate in the future, he

said. "We'll have more people to

sell our products to . . . within a

generation, nearlj two-thirds of all

potential customers will be people

not in the market today.

SPONSOR



What's missingfrom
this sa m that would

arousi art <if< r vi( wi r

iih ntification, gn aU r impact

s

What '.< tin bi st way to

bring out "II tin u > ling

oj icy goodm ss that

tli is product has to offi r ?

How c(tn tJi( se

TV commercials b(

made to work hard* r,

sell more ?

What's tin <>in way t<> convi y

tin imprt ssion ofi legana .

intimacy and vitality that is

ded by this Jim />< rsonal car ?

t a hi thi pagi and s< i



Kellogg's drives home product iden-

tification, enhances appetite appeal the best

possible way . . . with color commercials. It's one

reason why Kellogg's is number one in its field

. . . and stays that way

!

\jOlOV ! Sprite puts over its cool, moutl

watering green packaging using color comme
cials that get higher sales and increased enthus

asm with bottlers. No wonder Sprite moved u

to number two in its field in only 24 months

!

Colo I ' . Ford uses color commercials to show
off rich body colors and interior designs. Color, an
essential factor in car sales, enhances consumer
involvement. It's just one more reason why
Thunderbird is number one in personal car sales

!

COLOR...
makes the difference

!

Here are just a few of the many benefits you get whc

you use color commercials:

1. Strongest possible trade name identification

2. Greater consumer involvement

3. You stand out from your competitor

4. Your best prospects see your products at their be:

5. Less cost increase for color than in print media

6. Black-and-white viewers see even better pictures

The whole country is going color . . . more stations, mor

and more home sets. Work in color now and you get th

greatest possible benefit in terms of experience an

better transmission, even in black-and-white! Wantt

know a lot more about the benefits of working in color

Just contact: Motion Picture Products Sales Departmen

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester. New York 1465C

SPRITE: Advertiser: Fanta Beverage Co.. a division of The Coca-Co

Company. Agency: McCann Marshalk Co.. Inc. KELLOGG Compan

Advertiser: Kellogg Company. Agency: Leo Burnett Inc. THUNDERBIRI

Advertiser: Ford Motor Company. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Compan .

i

For COLOR .

EASTMA



AFA asks nominations
for Hall of Fame honors

Nominations foi advertising's

H.ill ol I ame, sponsored by the Ad-

vertising Federation ol Vmcrica and

Advertising Club ol New 1 oik.

wing accepted between now

.nul April 2() at \l \ headquar-

ters, 655 Madison \\c . New

\ork. I lection is made on basis ol

service to organized advertising bj

men or women deceased two 01

more years. Jury of judges,

headed b) Elon G. Borton, retired

\l \ chairman and president, will

select two nominees this year foi

I bionor at the \1 \ 60th annual con-

l vention in St. Louis, June 7-10.

Falstaff's soft-sell
Duts emcee to sleep

Latest thing in soft sell is a way

-ut IV campaign cooked up bj

rank Rhylick, creative head at

Wade Advertising on the (oast. It's

inquestionabl) the answer to main

>f the critics of commercials. It

eliminates anj cause for federal

omplaints about loudness. And
nakes members of vogue-ish "Ob-

iozk>us Commercials" clubs look a

ntle silly. But cleverness and pop-

llai appeal aside, can it sell beer

or client Falstaff Brewing'

Titled "This is Your Minute.'" the

cond spot which broke last

-eek in San Francisco is almost en-

irelv silent No one ever listens to

ommercials anyway, opens Fal-

'. it'l's pitchman, "so this is your
linute. Win don't you run to the

itchen and have a beer --any beer

or go to the bathroom? Well call

ou when the program is back on."

n the ensuing seconds this new-

tyfcd salesman practically falls

sleep on the screen, but perks up
nd gi\es a yell when the program
about to return.

\ Sound of I aughter" series of

's features no audio at all. Just

klighter and the visual impacl of

product.

iMC announces
1 million campaign
British Minor Corp. which in

moved into second place in

iles of imported cars in the

s has announced anothei

lillion advertising campaign for

IC fiscal year beginning this month
Sales for BMC for the first quar-

tet ol 1 96 i w ill K second i ml) to

\ olksu I
l" B\U

president, nil Suffield, and
50' - ahead ol the thud ranking im

portei

l nlike Volkswagen which uses

real deal ol I S BFvH *

putting the lion's shan ol the

budget into pi im l hirtcen national

magazines will be used throu

agency Reach, \K( linton & I

Reingold buys color
TV for Met home games

"
I his in. ue believe, the first time

a Stadium's lighting will have been

designed for colorcasting o\ night

names." said G I' I it/patrick. .ui-

vertising director ol Rheingold k
in announcing brewery's sponsor-

ing color telecasts ol all Met home
games on \\()R-l\ New iork.

I he additional COS! of special lights

at She., Stadium, now undei con-

struction at Rushing Meadow, will

amount to more than $ 1 50,000

Colgate to sell Ajax
on NBC-TC color show

" \s an important element in the

massive March- \pr:l spring clean-

ing promotion," the Clogate-Palm-

olive Co. is sponsoring "///<• Ten-

nessee Ernie Ford Hour in color on

the MU I \ network from 8 ; '»-

9 30 pin I SI \pnl in. on behalf

of all Aja\ products Other com-

ponent!

lion
i

a Kummel in<

ule ol I

coloi ads m national punt, dii

mail and a

foi a total d

ill ( Olgatc's hist.': '

Jud

household
;

products include ih

purpose cleaner, 1 1« h »r and

deanei and a new lauiuli .

gent

Zenith's 1963 report
highlights color TV

1 upansion ol wholly-owned sub-

sidiary, 1 he Rauland ( orp , to
j

duce more than 10

ture tubes a month profitably

highlighted in Zenith Radio ( orp."a

1963 annual :. a cited b\

chairman Hugh R ;i and

president Joseph \\ right I
;

the SUDSidiar) WOUld make B sub-

stantial contribution in 1964 "in

continuing to in- Zenith's

share of the fast-growirj l \

market.'" to which the company has

lor several years keyed I

manufacturing and market

Ms s.des in 1963 bit

802,000 oi i:

record set m 1962 I

$20,852,00 ve the 19

rd. Both earnings and sales had

been reported previously

Putting contract to bed

Scfta Mattrcvi ( <> .. m.i n . I!. Doner \ ( u.. hi- niii»cd n ^ - li
. i r , il \po

surship for ihc third w.ir <>| ( Ura£n < nlis uiur.^i l>\ WdN K.1H10.

siuninu were Serta |>ris-. I). ( . Htrwh, lr. w.iixli. .mil JW) l>"inr »

M. I . Kosliu.in: W(.N inur. ( Ii.iHin I (, iCcv s.n i \j\

K.ik-I.nii;: ii"t "< ut»s \ oice" lack Quintan, lloim mil .i«.i\ gaMH i

.iiri (I
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AGENCIES

Computer use rises
Computers in agencies have tripled in 10-months but

new applications are slow to develop. Only three

agencies studied use EDP for media planning, evaluation

AGENCY COMPUTER INSTALLA-

TIONS have tripled in the last

10 months, a study made by RKO
General Broadcasting indicates.

Most of the major agencies now

have computers or are utilizing out-

side data processing equipment.

Of the 24 agencies studied by

an independent research firm for

RKO, six have added computers

(EDP) since April 1963: Ted Bates,

Compton, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sam-

ple, Doyle Dane Bernbach, EWR
&R, and J. Walter Thompson.

Two new agencies have EDP
equipment on order (Foote, Cone

& Belding and Benton & Bowles)

and three have purchased service

from outside companies (Grey, Ken-

yon & Eckhardt, SSC&B).

Accounting and general fiscal ap-

plications remain the outstanding

use of data-processing equipment,

with few agencies using EDP for

media planning and evaluation

(Lennen & Newell, Young & Rubi-

cam). BBDO could also be in-

cluded in this group.

These facts were released by

RKO General Broadcasting.

Computers are used in various

ways within the agencies, but their

importance in media selection has

been particularly stressed. Agencies

are quick to point out that the com-

puters are not an end in themselves

in media selection, but rather

should be used as a starting point

and as a basis for the media man
to exercise his own good judgment.

For this reason BBDO declined to

be categorized as using "FDP for

media planning and evaluation."

While electronic computers, men

and organizations go through the

same basic steps in the initial in-

formation processing stage of de-

cision-making, only men are "ca-

pable of coping with uncertainty

and taking decisive action h\ mak-

40

ing the leap of faith across the de-

cision gap," according to Dr. John

C. Maloney, manager, research de-

velopment, Leo Burnett, Chicago.

Media decision-making is a com-

plex and difficult business, Joseph

St. George, v. p., Y&R points out.

And when considering the even

greater complexities of the broad

spectrum of the business, it seems

to him that a truly effective pro-

gram designed to help make busi-

ness media decisions may have to

be developed from scratch, using

wholly new hypotheses, approaches

and programs.

St. Georges explains the role

computers play in selection at Y&R,
using spot TV as an example.

Data from availabilities are fed

into the computer via teletype pa-

per tape from a machine in the

media department, he says. The
immediate output from the com-
puter is cost-per-1000 data which

is delivered back to the media buyer.

Not only docs the computer do all

the necessary calculations on cost-

per-1000, but it also arranges spot

in order of efficiency by station.

Then the buyer considers the op-

portunities provided in each market

for which he must buy. When he

has a reasonable idea of what he-

has to work with, and what he

wants to do, the buyer goes back to

the computer, simply by picking up

the phone and dialing it. When he

is connected he reads into the com-

puter the identifying number for

each of the spots which he wished

to consider, and almost instantly the

teletype begins to print an answer.

St. Georges said the computer

then comes up with such data as

reach and frequency for all stations

in a given market, plus the weekly

cost, number of spots and COSt-per-

1000 for each, gross rating points,

and other essential information

needed for a media buyer.

From there, in a matter of mil

utes, the buyer can try any numb
of combinations of spots in a ma
ket until he finds the buy whk
most effectively and efficient

meets his agency objective.

Agency media heads concern*

AGENCY AUTOMATION

STATUS REPORT

February — 1964

Trend toward automation

Equipment on premises:

ADP

EDP (computer)

Own equipment

Leases equipment

Equipment on order:

ADP

EDP

Purchase

Lease

Buy service from data processing
panies

No major automation effort

Current application of

automation procedures

For all media

For omp media

On all accounts

On some accounts

Researching applications

No activity at present

Current use of automation

Media planning & evaluation: Print

Broadcast

Media decision implementation
Buy orders:

Insertion (print)

Contract (broadcast)

Estimating: Print B
Estimating: Broadcast

Media paying: Print-Broadcast

MATEC— applying media data and/or

costs to sales territories

Accounting & gen'l fiscal application!

Are media decisions made by equipment

Yes

No

made from data generated by ••»

ment?

Yes

No

SPONS0I



vviih the application of the com

>utei N. V* \wi, i Philadelphia),

I eslic I .mi. ul). directoi ol media;

red Bates, William J Kennedy,

lirectoi ol media; BBDt ). Herberl

Vfanelovcg, v. p., media director;

Benton & Bowles, Bern Kanner, di

ectoi ol media; 1 eo Burnett, I ( hi

uivi. lorn Right, media director;

unpbell l wald, 1 mi] l acovsk]

.

lirector of media; Compton, Frank

Cemp, media director, v.p.;

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, L. T.

ischer, director of media; D'Arcy,

I rank S < >u. m 1

p, m< dia directoi

.

Doyle Dane Bernbach, \i Petcau

age, \ p., media director; I WR&R
Sam Scott, directoi ol media

Foote, ( 'one & Belding, l rank < h*o

mer, Jr., \ p . directoi ol market

ing sen ices;

Fuller & Smith \ Ross, John

Nuccio, \ p., directoi ol media.

Grey, Hal Miller, media director.

Kenyoo & Eckhardt, Joseph Miami.

director of media relations. I cimen

\ Newell, Herberi Zeltner, senioi

\ p . media directoi . McManus,

lohn \ \d.mi .
i P <

media supcrvisi

\K( .inn Erickson K \1 i

\ p media dii

l ouis & Brorb) Robert \ Wull

horst, \ p directoi ol media and

research; < >gilv) . Men on

ther. s.ini l I i. . v.p., media di-

rectoi . SS< .vH I loyd H
media director; J \S alter I h.

••

son. Dick Jones. \ p . media di

rector; Voiine S Ruhk.im. v.

Bahr, \ p . dire* media rela-

tions, planning
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New Midwest head
by McCann-Erickson

Carl Johnson, Jr., has been named
executive vice president in charge

of the Midwest region of McCann-
Erickson, Inc.

He will also be

chairman of the

board of man-
agement and di-

rectly respons-

ible for manage-
ment of the Chi-

I cago office.

A Johnson has

^ been president
Johnson , . £

of the McCann-
Erickson office in Tokyo for the

past three years. Before that he was
a vice president and management
service director for the agency in

the United States. He joined Mc-
Cann-Erickson in 1956 after being

associated with Young & Rubicam,

Affiliated Retailers, Inc., and Mont-
gomery Ward, Chicago.

The appointment of Bernard

Gross as vice-chairman of the

board of management of the Chi-

cago was made at the same time.

Gross is a senior vice president.

Baisch agency expands,
changes its name

Baisch advertising agency, a 15-

year old Cleveland advertising and

public relations firm, has changed

its name to Baisch, Blake & Gabriel.

The name change is made to re-

flect the growth and expansion of

operations or personnel, according

to a spokesman. Blake joined the

agency in 1954 and Gabriel in 1958.

"In 1963 our sales reached an all-

time high," president Paul Baisch

reports, "and we anticipate our

billings will increase 20% in 1964."

BB&G serves some 50 local,

regional, and national firms in in-

dustrial, financial, mail order, and

retail fields.

Smith/Greenland uses
shock approach for ABC

Smith/Greenland has come up
with the "shock" approach to create

interest in the ability of its client,

The ABC Radio Network, to pro-

duce products sales.

In its first of a series of adver-

tisements for the ABC Radio Net-

work, Smith-Greenland uses this

headline:

"Bab-O tells everybody that net-

work radio is terrible."

And then goes on to explain:

"They hope their competition be-

lieves it.

"Why shouldn't BAB-O's compe-
tition know how effectively network

radio moves product?

"No reason.

"On the other hand, why docs

BAB-O have to be the one to tell

them?

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimii

Sorry, piggybacks count as two

Howard II. Hell, (ode Authority Director of the National Association
of Broadcasters, explains Wit's new Television Code amendments on
multiple product announcements to industry leaders at recent meeting
(see Fridaj at 5. March 23). Shown (l-r): Howard Hell. Edward Fieri,

BBDO; Samuel Novcnstern. lever llros.: Fred Plant. Block Drugs;

Lawrence Rogers, Jr.. Taft Bcstng., member of new TV ("ode review
hoard; Newman McKvoy, C&W.

uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

"After all, how BAB-O took 1

long-term declining sales curve, r|

versed it, and achieved a 24% ij

crease, is their business.

"It's also the business of netwoi

radio. BAB-O used network rad

effectively to create its remark ah

sales success.

"There arc over 210,000,000 r;

dios out there. Home radios, c;

radios, transistor radios. And sorrn

body's listening to them.

"Just ask Bab-O. Privately.

"For an even broader view <'

how network radio moves produc 1

call on network radio.

"As a matter of fact, call a'

four radio networks.

"Alphabetically.

"The ABC Radio Network."

Spiro now Lavenson
president

Walter A. Spiro has been electe

president and chief executive o
Lavenson Bureau of Advertising

here, succeeding James H. Lav or

son, who continues as member c<

board. Agency, with current bill

ings of $5 million, was establishes

35 years ago by Jay Lavenson. Sr.

who continues as chairman of board

Newly named to board are Vici

Presidents Mira Berman and Harry

A. Egbert.

Spiro has been exec. vp. of La

venson since 1958, in charge oj

client service. Before that, he waij

ad manager of Gimbel's here anc;

held exec, posts in advertising, pub

licity, sales promotion and display

with such firms as Allied Stores

James McCreey: Loesser; and Gim

bel's, New York.

FC &. B's Italian
Expansion
The lOO'/r acquistion of Radar

& Benson here by Foote. Cone &
Belding makes new firm, to be

known as FCB-Radar. S. P. A., the

largest American agency in Italy

and third largest of all agencies in

this country. Acquisition, first by

FC&B since it went public in Sep-

tember, involves purchase of ma-

jority interest from Italian princi-

pals with agreement of S. H. Benson

Intl. to sell to FCA:H the minority

interest it holds.

Radar & Benson's annual billings
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[Ota! N> s( ' million ( )|Ik i \nicii

pan agencies in Italy N\K Itamco,

\4 million; J\v I .

s 4 million;

i;m>< > $3 million, McCann I nek

„mi. $ 1 million. ( iardner (and pari

I, $1 .5 million; D' Vrcy (and

wrtners), s
I > million, I ^.\\ Bates.

5500,000.

Announcement ol acquisition

made by i ( '«& li ( hariman

Robert F. Carney, who said it's

first step in long-range program

>t creating well-rounded network

>f offices throughout Western Eu-

ope." Other FC&B offices are in

ondon and Frankfurt, as well as

n Mexico City, loronlo. Chicago,

[OUStOn, Los Angeles. San 1 i.in-

ind N< a York.

It B-Radar will continue under

talian management, with founder

nan l.uigi Hotter Staying on as

hairman of the board and man-

ning director. FC&B will name

hree execs of its International Di-

ision to the board: Kenneth G
aylor. \nthon\ Newell, and Rich-

id R. Romanelli.

Clients of FCB-Radar include

ewlv acquired Alitalia, plus Hcr-

agni (General Foods); C. G. I

General Electric); CIBA S. p \

deal Standard S. p V; Rank V:
x. S. p, A : and Regie National

)es Usines Renault.

<oung &. Rubicam elects
wo women v. p.'s

1

Dr. Virginia Miles and Syliva

limmons have been made vice

•residents at Young & Rubicam.

Dr. Miles came to i &R in L962
om a ten-year stint with Inter-

Mi/i \ rtOfli

ubhc where she was vice president

nd director of research for Mc
ann-Marschalk, vice president and

irector of business development
tt Marplan, and director of inter-

itional research for McCann-l rick-

ID. She joined Y&R as a member
f the special projects group Her

present position as vice president,

special planning, encompasses all

phases ot the agency's activiti

Miss Simmons joined tli

in I960 as a membei ol the special

projects group Previously siu

associate creative directoi at \l
( ann I i ickson .ind direc toi of ^
contest and direct mail division

Agency shifts

/ 1* Ac/ it ayne a Co Atlanta,

has been appointed In I'hatmaco tO

handle all advertising for its Sulfui

8 And Gl0SS-8 lines of h.nr can
products . . . Ogilvy, Bensen 4

Mather will conduct a corpoi

advertising campaign for Morgan

Guaranty I rust ( to Morgan w ill

continue using MKn I rank Guen-

ther I. aw for its financial advet

using . . . Zimmer, Keller 4 ( divert,

Detroit, has been appointed p i

counsel for \M I ( Corporation,

manufacturer ol scale model plas

tic automobiles m assembled and kit

form . . . Klau-Van Pietersom-Dun-

lap, Milwaukee will handle advi

rising and p.r. lor Chef Pet Foods
Arthur fine -two, . have '

chosen to handle complete p.r. and

publicity for Coopei lextile Mills.

Wycombe, Pa Doyle Dane
Bernbach has been appointed by

the Democratic National Committee

tO handle its national advertising

for the 1964 election campaign . . .

Wilson, Haight & Welch, Hartford.

Conn, and Boston ad agency, to

handle the Friend!) Ice (ream

Corp. of Wilbraham, Mass , u !-

tising and publicity

Benton & Bowles will consolidate

all advertising for S ( Johnson

& Son in the I mied Kingdom N

assignments include Pledge, shoe

polishes, (ilade an lieshncr. and

service products tor industrial

users, products currently being

handled by Erwin Wasey, Ruth-

rauff & Ryan, I td Benton & Bowles

already handles Pride, Glo Coat,

paste waxes, and automotive prod-

ucts in the I nited Kingdom
New > "rk. has

been appointed b) \ < (iilbert

( o I he agency replaces HHD<>

which resigned the account I

year Gilbert spent s 1 4 m television

and print advertising v

Mays to handle all advertising and

p.r. for I iesta Pools, a privat

owned swimming pool construction

company C. Lyt

St I Oil '

It manufact

parts, to handle

and sales puhli

/ ondon '• I

named the

land Dealer \d\erl; i \ I

.'imt involves an estimated

$150,000 m billings R i

A I < khardt has Iven B

vertising responsibility f"r Brown

berry < rvens < bmpany has partial

distribution in 1

ily in Wisconsin, Minnesota. Illi-

nois, and (aliform. i //

Provandie appointed In tl

i
i ofectionary <

Hi in J Kauffman has be< i

lected by Security Home M
( orp., specializen in second m

t home lo.uis and debt consoli-

dation \ orntan \4c I

\kron. have been chosen b\ the

San Hygene I urniture Manufactur-

ing ( o to handle advertising

chandising, and sales promotion for

its furniture lines Matties

not included in the assignment

WNDU-TV
IS P RST IN

LIVE
PUBLIC INTEREST
PROGRAMMING/

\ ; 'hat smoas \

J/ PLENTY
,". OP THE OLD ;

f \ HUSTLE / /

WNDU-TV
SOUTH BEND • ELKHART

ADAM YOUNG INC
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TIME / Buying and Selling

Guide to becoming a first-rate

... as a rep sees it

How to get into the wonderful, yet demanding, field— and then how to succeed by really trying — as told

by a veteran who's seen the 'in' of inside operations

By Carl L. Schuele, president

Broadcast Time Sales

HAVING PERSONALLY called On

nearly every agency in the

United States that buys spot radio,

I have had a bird's eye view on what

it takes to succeed as a timebuyer.

I'd like to share these findings in the

hope they will say 'thanks' because I

owe everything I have to agency

timebuyers.

Among the ways of getting into

timebuying are the following:

a) Go to personnel agencies that

specialize in advertising - agency

placements.

b) Go through the SPONSOR
guide or the yellow pages and call

a minimum of 10 media direc-

tors, arrange appointments and fol-

low their guidance.

c) Produce a selling resume on
yourself and state how and why
you've selected timebuying as a

career. Send it to media directors.

d) Take any agency job offered

and work your way to the position

as buyer.

Once in the buyer's seat, your

first goal should be to become the

best buyer in your agency. And to

do this you must always bear in

mind the job you do for the agency

(your employer) and the client (your

employer's employer). Spend that

money as it it were your own. Eaeli

purchase should receive the total

consideration you'd give a major

purchase made with your own
money.

Take pride in your appearance.

Bill Abrams. when buying for

SS( W li was one "I the best dressed

men you'd ever find. He still is. and

he's an accounl executive with Ted
Bates now!

Be constantly alert. Look for

ways to improve your company and

yourself. Show management you

want the agency to be outstanding.

Advance your ideas every chance

you have. Mike Laterre of Peerless

Adv., N. Y., did and today he's one

of the highest paid buyers in the

industry!

Organize your week in advance.

Devote special hours to seeing sales-

men and let them know the specific

times that are best for them to see

you. Make room for upgrading

present schedules on a regular basis.

Don't merely route incoming sur-

veys to file. Instead, study the buys

you have running in the market

with an eye towards getting the

most for your money. Leave room
for those hectic last minute jobs,

but let "upstairs" know you have a

planned schedule. They'll respect

you for this—it's the mark of a true

professional. Can you imagine

BBDO's Hope Martinez alarmed

by an AE?
Bring salesmen into your plans.

Work with them and they'll work
with you. Your job will be far more
interesting once you get the sales-

men on your side . . . and you'll be

amazed by the amount of good
they can do you and your client.

Nick Inbornone is an expert in this

area and it's paying off!

Steer conversations. Always keep

talk on a constructive plane. Nearly

every dedicated buyer knows what
it takes to sell his client's product

and cares little about small talk.

Learn your product. Do every-

thing possible to know the product

inside and out. Find out how the

client believes the medium can help

move more goods. Always listen to

Starting out with a one-man
office in Los Angeles 13 years

ago, Carl Schuele has built the

rep firm into a nationwide com-
plex. He opened the second of-

fice in San Francisco two years-

later, in 1953. In 1954 he moved
into New York and Chicago, in

1955, Detroit. During the periods

of organization he lived in each
one of these cities. In 1957 he
set up an office in Philadelphia.

Schuele claims he has personally

called on virtually every major
agency in the U. S. Now he

handles 26 radio stations, secured

$10 million in new business for

them over the years. Before start-

ing BTS. Schuele worked us a disc

jockey for WSRS, Cleveland; then

announcer and salesman WICU.
TV, Erie, Pa.; later as a salesman

for KPOL Radio, Los Ani>eles.

the "et" before making a buy. Pa\

particular attention to the copy 1

theme and judge the stations ac-

cordingly.

Learn your prospects. The buyer; 1

who know the profile of the pros-

pect are better able to select the

proper station and the proper com-

mercial setting. Dick Sheppard

Pontiac buyer, and Woody Crouse.

BBD&O Dodge buyer, are shinim

examples of professionals who know

the difference between number>

and prospects!

Develop a "buying system". In-

augurate a procedure that enables

you to grab choice availabilities

which are quited on the basis o!

first come, first served. An orderh

system can save hours of meaning-

less loss of effort. When you eall

for avails, be sure you inform the

salesman exactly when you plan te

buy his market, this will save the

interruptions of call-backs too.

Study Y &. R's operation here.

Give the salesman time. Nevei

ask that avails be kit with the re-

ceptionist. Today's modern sales

man deserves to be heard. He'll

respect the value of your time and

sponsor



timebuyer

resent helpful information on many
mportanl points. Don't prejudge

he stations without hearing the full

tor\ .is it is today!

Take pride in your agency—and
ellow media people. Talk it up on

•\er\ possible occasion. Joan Stark.

prey, is so sold on her firm and

Kf associates that it pours out all

nti the place I his generates ea-

husiasm and it's contagious, IJrag

ibout those new accounts!

D thle check everything thai

ut with your signature. Some
mistakes are \er\ costly. The
voplc you deal with will respect

he extra eare you give. June Kem-
vr of George Hartman, Chicago,

rates all incoming calls briefly

lust the facts) on a yellow pad

—

list one point that explains her suc-

-css m this profession.

Explain your buys. I his is doubk
mportant to visiting station owners.

Each will then see how he can im-

his facility and make it better

or your client in the future. Just

Aateh.

B prompt for all appointments
The bu\er who keeps people wait-

nc in the reception nx^m is thought-

less \N e all realize things come up

at the last minute, hut cwn i! the)

<\o make it a point to explain this

to the salesman who is waiting I

onK takes .1 moment to step out

and apologize m person

Keep an open mind Vdvertising

is .1 i.ist breaking business Don't

be afraid to switch a buy if some
thine bettei comes along ^ "iir boss

will respect the fact that you're ^

>

mi

stand} aieit and trying to get the

most lor the client's nioiuw I he

J Walter I hompson buyers realize

their loyalt) is to the client, rather

than the salesman or station, and

so is the loyalt) ol main other lop

agency buyers

hike advantage <»' men handising.

Don't be one ot those buyers who
looks at merchandising onlj after

the bin is made Your best oppor-

tunity main times involves the

"total" offer of a station He sure

to get the merchandising you've

been promised Ask lor an "evi-

dence report."' and your account

executive will thank you lor the

effort.

He a positive buyer. Don't be

afraid to "take charge," when you
know you're right \t Dancer-

Fitzgerald-Sample there's a buyer

(maybe he's a supervisor now)
named Slid Pogue. Here's a man
wln> fights tor what he knows is

• lor ih, client, bui

with all the

ofl I his ha

Wake field u
\ihli Don't n i\ "ii

;

terial; go out t" vh I

ket I alk ti uri-

terparts in oth< i find out

sialioiis sour held

ommends; talk to lolks m su|

markets (es|vciall\ the one- bu

competitoi 's products) t" Lain

favorite stations

Building a suax &sul career in

this nnlus.tr \ is simp|\ a matte-

understanding that the first •

timebuyer must have someth

tia. something that makes him stand

out I he extra SOmethin I

learned in nn 1 5 war- ol calling 00

buyers, is the willingness to work.

and to work long* I hard-

er and smarter

bind out what \our agency and

client want, then give it to them

> on II see. as countless others haxc

— in fad iiearK ever) top buyer

who has forged ahead that buying

is an exciting profession and one

that pays oil in both pride and

complishment
Remember, just as there's a dif-

ference between a representative

and a salesman, there's also a dif-

ference between a buyer ^nd a I

rate buyer

s

//

K( IK !

Hurt".
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Is quality of programing a neglected
I

MJ&A v.p. sees over-improving research techniques
a boon to timebuying, but a main sales ingredient

—

program quality—is sorely neglected, he states

Kollo Hunter
vice president, television and radio pro-

gramming and administration Mai Manns,
John and Adams, Inc.

We've read some brave words
in this section of Sponsor dur-

ing recent months. There has been

undeniable evidence adduced by

bona fide experts that science has

at last come to the buying and sell-

ing of broadcast media. It's encour-

aging.

A new breed marches forward

toward exactitude. Today's buyer,

even as Tom Swift, is undismayed.

Fearlessly he faces mountains of

numbers, accumulations of instan-

taneous automated data on media
and markets. Electronic data proc-

essing has entered upon the scene,

not exactly unheralded.

Yet while the marketing-media-

research men cope with their com-
plex universe of data from which

to make bigger and better deci-

sions (and in the main, they seem
to be doing just that), a single fa-

cet of all this complexity may de-

serve some special attention: pro-

graming, which means applying

broader judgment and understand-

ing to influences which matter a

great deal — program quality and

fitness, the time period, its com-
petition and lead-in, audience com-
position and demographic charac-

teristics. Exactly what and who will

the people we warn to reach prefer

to see and hear'.'

With the approach of eaeli new

season, the network program jug-

glim: game becomes a wilder and

46

wilder scramble. Pilots win "firm"

scheduling on Tuesday only to lose

it on Wednesday. "Stump the

Stoops" is penciled out. "Scare the

Saps" is penciled in. Stars rise and

fall overnight. And who is to say

that all these formidable decisions

are well-founded?

The drift of network program-

ing over the years (in concept, con-

tent, casting, positioning, what-

ever) toward absolute control in the

hands of a few has been somewhat
depressing to many of us. It now

imiiiiii

Rollo Hunter joined MJ&A
in March 1964, coming from
Erwin Wasey. Ruthrauff & Ry-
an where he had served as v.p.

and director of TV and radio

for eastern and central divi-

sions. He started at EWR&R
in 1952 as a TV-radio copy-
writer in the Los Angeles of-

fice, later becoming production

manager. Hunter began in radio

as a juvenile actor at KDYL
Salt Lake City in 1934. He grad-

uated from U.S.C. in 1941.

served in the Navy until the

end of World War II when he
joined KFI-KECA Los Ange-
les. Later went to ABC Holly-

wood, where he held succes-

sive posts a\ load program man-
ager, assistant network program
manager and production man-
ager of the western division.

later joining EWR&R.

takes the muscle of many million

of advertising dollars to influenct

programing before it gets on thi

air. Agency buyers of compara

tively modest package and scatte

plans are learning to queue up

With less money to spend than thi

mightiest, they steel themselves b

a few frustrations in their program

ing efforts. These men are no

really pterodactyls perched in thi

TV trees, but sometimes they dc

feel slightly extinct.

The chances are that we can wel



sales tool?

isc 8 broadci base ol program ex-

>ericncc and judgment than is pres-

ntl) being brought to bear. Pro-

•raming mediocrity hasn't been

»me yet. In fact, there arc a

ol of people around who think that

[he mean average is getting prett)

near indeed. Despite the fact that

[here are brilliant practitioners

unong those accepting the horren-

lous responsibility ol deciding what
•oil and will nol be presented to

he public, we will soon go into

mother season (.hiring which there

s ill be stand-out examples of "band-

wagon jumping" seasonal fash-

Dns in program categories.

In a business where this week's

heoriea have a wa\ of becoming

ridiculous!) invalid in ti( 1 1 \l

da) morning, you'd think that rule-

book thinking would be a capital

crime ^ el there is still some finite

mindedness around in programing

and in the buj mi' and selling >-i ii

w e have not seen the last ol its de

letei ious effect I he woods are still

reasonably lull ol oracles out there

on those limbs sawing industrious!)

\s .1 vote fot the open mind ovet

an) catechism ol musts and don'ts,

let's look back through the years

Bl a leu seasons ol cliches that

went awr) I 01 instance, there's

that ancient one. still heard once m
a great while: "Television is pricing

itself out of existence V\ ell. it it

is. nobod) told the people who put

up the mone) to make it a ^2 bil-

lion advertising business in 1963

\ on don't have ti> be exact!) a

contemporar) of William Bowl to

remember when you could pick up
this feedback: "Westerns are lor

kids." Sure the) were. Big kids.

Another message from the past, long

ago seen in the clouded crystal ball,

declaimed: "You'll never get awa)
with trying to sell beer in the morn
uig." Strong refutation has come
from hundreds of stations for years.

Now we read of late night program-
ing in radio designed to sell harder

Stuff than beer.

It you go back many, man)
years, you'll recall when television

was supposed to kill radio just as

talking pictures killed vaudeville.

i Could that relate to current tee

vs. tree TV pronouncements?). And
at one time you were expertl) ad-

vised that there was no place what-

ever in television for the big dance
band I awrence w elk was more
worried then than he is now. I hen
there was the stuff) bit ol eti-

quette once intoned in man) a pro-

gram conference to the effect that

when you go into a viewer's home.
you miisi behave there with the

same decorum as A n united guest

I hat rule nevei got through to

Jackie Gleason

I here are, o! course, man) other

examples to cite Such hind sight

is eas\ and not always exact!) lair.

I he point of dredging up th<

disproved theorems is to remind
Ourselves to "sta\ loose and cas\"

in our thinking I reshness is a

quicksilver thing \ tat rule-bt

often stultifies it

Carlsberg beer spots
brewing in 8 markets

i bet B
•

ton ( " .
will inti

bottle through mot . thai

s|*>ts OH B do/en radio stations m
hi markets.

\uned at I

1

i market, the commercials utilize

humoi i" gel the m
I he -pots run from a minimum

ol 10 weeks (WHN \
.

.-. York) to

a 26-week maximum (WQXR v

York) and are concentrated main!)

in eastern markets in addition to

WHN and WQXR, other stations

here and the number ol weeks

scheduled are w I i'< . Atlantic

( ity, l v v\ linn Boston,

wilt. Marathon, Fla .
I J; VYGBS

Miami. 13; wis\ Milwaukee, 1

3

\\( hs \eu York, 15 WNEWN
York, 20; WPA1 Paterson,

w l kw Providence, I ! and
W( IMS Washington. 20

Below is one ol three spots prepared

for the present campaign

Girl I Youngish \on e) I k>

behaved like u </;//</. but I couldn't

help it. It Was I the

•,<rm and
(almost i I Dr. Schm

I have a touch ol thi »<;\

the loveliest ll I in

months. So I began using it t<>

decorate my apartment I framed
on, / -per.

Wothing wrong with that, n there.

Dr. Schumpatt r I mean this
,

Heer

IX X TOR
naii \ ntc till '

I Ion . . I

\<>ur tune |J up <
i

utul dent s

ii < < k

- a little frighten \

\ •' \ ! thill J.

SI ll \ 1 1 /)

(
/-..

/"'( TOR >

rumed mx whole . .-/

INNOUNCER M
thi >u'll

find drinking ti>

I

<

tul

ah. .

tut.

taut

I

and I
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YOUR

MONEY

IS

WORTH

MORE

TAMPA

ST PETERSBURG

Your advertising dollar

goes three times farther

on WSUN3TV
the pioneer station

WSUN«TV
Tampa - St. Petersburg

Noll Rep VENARD TORBET & McCONNEU
S E Rep JAMES S AYERS

TIME / Buying and Selling

Soft drink spots set

With warm weather approaching,

both Coca-Cola and Canada Dry
are readying spot TV promos to

reach thirsty family viewers.

Cola-Cola's Minute Maid Hi-C
orange drink is slated for one-

minute fringe spots in approximately

50 markets for a 16-week period.

Agency is Dancer-Fitzgcrald-Sam-

ple.

Canada Dry. for various bever-

ages, will be whetting the palates of

viewers with 20-second commer-
cials, some to continue to the end of

the year in selected markets. The
campaign is through J. M. Mathes.

Eastman rep firm buys
AM station in Flint

Robert E. Eastman & Co. has

bought WTRX Flint, Michigan, sub-

ject to FCC approval, and will oper

ate the station as a wholly-ownec

subsidiary.

This may' be the first time a na

tional station representative firn

has owned a radio station anc

operated it as a corporate subif

sidiary, although individual reps aiu

firms have held partial interests in

stations

Operating on 5 kw. day and

kw. night, the facility is currentl;

represented by Eastman, whicl

plans to continue in this capacity

After FCC approval, the re]

firm plans several innovations: us«f

of "imagination" in public servic

programing; initiating a "farm team

setup for the development of sales

men starting with a college-recruit

ment plan leading to "graduation

to other Eastman offices; and a pro

gram director consultant servic

based at WTRX. available for bJH

to Eastman-repped stations.

JUDY ANDERSON: a wealth of information

"Reps have a wealth of informa-

tion at their fingertips about mar-

kets, stations, coverage, program-

ing, personnel, facilities, and all

the other factors that must be

weighed in final decisions for plac-

ing of advertising. They can be

very helpful and share all this with

timebuyers," says Mrs. Judy Ander-

son, radio-TV supervisor with re-

sponsibility for buying time for

Buick (nationally) and Coca-Cola

(regionally) at McCann-Erickson's

Detroit office. Judy was recently

named 1964 advertising woman of

the year by the Detroit women's ad

club. Her timebuying ideal is Frank

Silvernail, a man who has influ-

enced her philosophy, although

they have never met. "About six

years ago," continues Judy, "I ran

across a piece he had written. From
it I've borrowed seven command-
ments of dealing with reps: 1)

don't high-hat them; 2) don't keep

reps waiting; 3) ask them for in-

formation; 4) save face for them;

5) keep them posted; 6) tell them

the truth; 7) help them with others.

As rules for everyday use," she con-

cludes, "these would have more
meaning for timebuyers who have

had 10 to 12 years with radio and

TV stations, as I've had." Befor

joining McCann-F.rickson mor

than eight years ago, Jud\ m
traffic manager at WJIM-AM-T]
Lansing. Prior to that, she was as

sistant to the station manager i

her native Johnstown, Pa., i

\\ ARD-AM-TV. She has three chi

dren, and makes her home in Dt

troit's St. Clair Shores suburb.
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Few really new themes in

TV Commercials Festival

Despite fact that largest TV advertisers

ire represented admen see no breakthrough.
Droduction quality up; use of live actors,

nnematic art increased, entries indicate.

H alllll i R • I

ml. with Barbara /•>, sfn\
<m>.>< . editor, ni end

• in ki \ki \oi .is man) new

original commercials this yeai

. ihere were a year ago, sa\ ad-

en judging at the American I V

ommcrcials Festival. Scores are

nei than other years, in fact so

w that judges ma) not give an

sard in some categories.

gories with gcncrall\ low

ores, according to the Festival

.ail. Wallace Ross: building prod-

ike mixes, cigarettes and ci-

irs. cleansers, dentrifices, men's

iletries, coffee, toys and utilities.

I he winners will be announced
the American l\ Commercials

.sti\al award luncheon Max 15 at

e w aldorl Vstoria.

I he generally low scores might

well be attributed to stiffer judging

b\ the advertising elite, but when
asked as a group the agency men
disagreed said it was because the

commercials were not as good

But admen can't expect break-

throughs and exciting originality

ever) year, according to \( Hun
ham. corporate advertising managei

oi Westinghouse Electric. With the

cost involved, all the research and

testing necessary, growing sophisti-

cation in the field, it takes time to

bring out something rcalK new. he

feels. Agencies with a good thing,

like Goodyear, arc continuing to

use the same themes

I ven though the n arc no majoi

breakthroughs, the qualit) ol ;

duction is up, Gordon \
v
' di-

rector, broadcast commercial
i

duction, Benton A Bowles, k h.

I he trend secnis to be toward mOK
use ot cinematic art and fewer

words. Webber noted Photograph)

carries the weight, he feels \m
the commercials cited I aura Scut-

tei potato chips. ( ranker Jacks.

Goodyear, and various travel com-

mercials Vnothei participant n

the use ol live actors has increased

On the other hand. :t was pointed

out that the use oi animation has

decreased, except perhaps m cereals

where animation is used heavily.

rank Scoppa, executive art director, WW&B, </ scores t<>m-
wrdai with Manning Rubin, v.p., <hr.. commercial produc-

Cordon Webber, v.p„ dir., broadcast commercial
'oduction, HaH.

Patricia D ntly with W l the

nmen mi in tht

Hon. \l her n^lit U Stephen a /

X II
. I
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Georg Olden, v.p., McCann-Erickson,
listening to A. C. Dunham, manager,
corporate advertising for Wcstinghouse
Electric.

Sy Frolick, senior v.p.. TV/radio di-

rector at Fletcher Richards, Calkins &
Holden.

The quality and number of institu-

tional commercials in the Festival

is also down.

Jack Sidebotham, TV art and

production director, Y&R, feels that

frequently the same advertisers

showed up in the finals of the com-
petition. He also believes that some
of the commercials that score highly

in the Festival are those with a re-

freshing twist or feeling of warmth,

particularly because of the large

number of commercials seen at one

time. (This statement was made
after a day admen viewed about

195 commercials.) He felt that the

twist or cleverness might very likely

be turned down in many agencies

during planning sessions because ad-

men are sometimes afraid the idea

is too far out and they'll be laughed

at, or the amount of money at stake

requires them to think more seri-

ously.

Admen settle down for screening of finals. Shown here: (1st row) Jack A. Sidebotham
and Marvin B. Kunze, Y&R; (2nd row) A. C. Dunham, Westinghouse Electric; Ar-
thur R. Ross. Ketchum, MacLeod & drove: Arthur C. Mayer. Hicks & Crist (3rd
row) Helmut Krone and lioh Lcvenson, DDB; E. P. Genock, Eastman Kodak; (4th

low) Boh Margulies, Bates; Rollo Hunter. MJ&A.

"If you kept all the commercials

that the clients made you throw out.

you'd have a winning category righl

there," an executive from Compton
commented.

The bulk of judges are repeats,

according to Ross. This year there'

is a heavier proportion of creative

judges, he says. People like Geore

Olden. Bob Levenson. Helmui,

Krone, and Sy Frolick are among

them. For some reason, the judges

from the creative side tend to rate,

lower. Ross feels. This tends n

weight the elements represented,

perhaps, but marketing men juslJ

aren't interested enough to attend.'

according to Ross. Also, many ad-j

men believe, you can't consider the

marketing story when appraising

the commercials.

It has been suggested to have

consumers judge, and even kids

doing the judging of kids, commer-

cials, but that would turn the com-

petition into a popularity contest.

the Festival head contends.

Of the 165 judges, organized

into an advisory board and six re-
;

|

gional councils (East. Midwest.

Southwest. Canada. Southeast), 68

advertising agencies are represented.

36 sponsors. 6 TV stations. 17 as-

sociations and craft unions, anc

three consultants.

Ross has been traveling to the

different cities to conduct the judg-

ing sessions. He comments that the

man) sessions throughout the coun-

try do greath affect the winners.

as the evaluations are colored by

regional viewpoint and a closei

view of the market. Considerations

are more material than in New York

and California, where the creative

is more heavily weighed.
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Categories which the judges have

ieen rating high automobiles, luIis,

Insurance, institutional, pacl

oods, pet products, travel, phai

iticals \\>. rage ratings an

n| to auto accessories, appliances,

Lakers and confections, soaps and

i. tnts. beers and wines, hail

preparations, cereals, cosmetics,

uiry products, gasolines, home
urnishings, papci products, and

oft ill inks

\ . ording to Ross. l
lM com

'.nil.-, entered 1,396 commercials,

eprcsenting 685 national, regional,

nd local advertisers in the l Inited

itatcs and ( anada. In order to be

ligible, commercials had to be

elecast tor the first time not bc-

ore 1963. I his is a record num-

iei of entries, 2 l
> more than last

ear's total. Of all the entries this

Festival board members tor l**64:

[Barton \ ( i mmim.s. ( ompton vi

vtru'sing i,< m it i ( m\ki i s 1

1

Baowi k. BBDO; 1 if Hi km 1 1. I eo
Burnett; I mki \x \l ( one, Foote
I one & Belding; John P ( i win.,

Cunningham & Walsh; Georoi
II (iKimuv Young & Rubicam;
Hki w Houston, Fletchei Richards;
Roiuki I Lusk.Benton & Bowles;
Dam Seymore, J Walter rhompson;
\\ m 1 1 k Wi ik. Donahue & ( oe;
Wit i iwi Hi knh\( ii. DDB; David
(K.iiw OBM. idvertisers Edwin
W I hi i

. ( ieneral I oods; I vmi s s

1 ism. General Mills; David J \l\-

honi "i
.

( olgate Palmolive; Km ph P
Ol msii vi). Kellogg; II \kki I

|S< iikoi 1 1 k. National Biscuit ( o .

\ ( km., Smith, Gillette; Dot gi \s

l Smith, S < lohnson .v son:
Ivmis |) STOCKER, Scotl Paper; K Ml

Wl ill K. Swift \ ( o \t l ki D V
WiiuivkiK. Bristol Myers; William
l Mm s(hi New 'loik relephone
< ompan)

..tr 95* were on film < 1284 ).

[tdeo tape commercials totaled I 12.

olor iilms and video tape mini-

bred 213. or 1595 oi the entries,

his is more color In far than pre-

oiis wars.

Analysis of representation in the

rgesi categories showed the fol-

ding number of entries: beers

ul wines (75), automobiles (Mi.

ickaged foods (62), baked goods

pharmaceuticals (42), tobac-

» products (34), retail stores (2 in.
inks and finance i 2 l

) i

There were 60 scries of three

bmmercials each entered for con-

deration regardless of product

itegory. \ new 20-second category

ei 77 entries, ihe 20-second

mmcrcials are considered both

within then product category and

Ms

Scoring was designed foi auto

made processing b\ John I elfat

Associates, in ordei to achieve easiei

more efficient tabulation

In the preliminary screenings by

small panels oi judges, three to five

commercials were selected foi the

imals in each category which were

latei viewed In the six councils in

toto.

Commercials were scored from a

low ol one to -i high of M» Ross

outlines the purpose and criterion

lor the judging thusly

:

"We seek to recognize unusually

effective advertising, outstanding in

concept, and imagination in execu

Hon . . . advertising which prom-

ises to realize exceptional results,

based on the judges' appraisal —
without benefit of supporting data

— of what its objective was. and

the judges
1

evaluation of its com-

parative success."

Commercials were grouped in

product category because market-

ing objectives most closely parallel

in that way, Ross comments. How
ever, each entry was appraised .is

an independent entity

88,977 Tv sets
produced in January

I lectronic Industries \ssti . re-

porting for first time on color I \

set production, notes that 88,977

units were produced during Janu-

ary IW-.4. ( RCA says its sales of

such sets in January were higher

than in any previous month, and

expects record first-quarter profits).

Other II \ figures show l\ and

radio set production increases in all

categories for January 1964, com
pared to January 1 9(

Monochrome I \ set production

rose from 484,415 in January l
l " ,;

to 642,080 this January. Of these

units. 116,218 are all-channel re-

ceivers, nearly double 58,032 figure

of last year Distributor sales foi

same month rose tl 5 units.

compared to 503,821 sets sold in

January last sear.

I otal radio set production in-

creased from 1,229,507 to 1,413,-

293. Other comparisons show auto

radio sets produced rose to 700,-

I'rom 594,505, while FM sets

Hendi

manufactured (exel ding I'.
-

'

i

but including combinatii KM
l \l ol oth. total l

up 1 1

>

mi 641 Distribute

mi exc luding auti i I I

up. reachirj • rotn

last year's January

Group W Promotes
David E. Henderson

David I Henderson, WBZ
sistailt sales manager, has (veil ap

pointed sales manages ol the Group
W l\ station

in Boston H

succeeds Ken

neth MacDon-
ald who has

been named BS

sistailt general

manager ol w 1/

I \ in Balti-

more
l\ \R. t h e

represent at i\ e

in m for the ( iroup w I \ stations,

was Henderson's association prior to

December 1963 when he joined the

Boston station He joined I \ \R as

an account executive in 1959 when

n was formed, having had ovei

10 years previous experience at both

the agency and station levels H
started at \\ B \l I \ Baltimore as

talent and producer-director, a n d

then moved to WFI1 I \ Philadel-

phia as producer-director.

With time ^iit for Marine Corps

service, Henderson's career sub

quently included two years with \l

Paul I efton as assistant to the •

president in charge ol I V in the

Philadelphia office; broadcast su-

pervisoi on majot accounts at Gray

and Rogers Advertising

Supermarket TV spots
\B( Hugh Down. I \ show.

ncentraiion, to serve as basis for

new supermarket sales promotion

game Customers match windows in

card, picked up free at supermar-

ket, with scores published in stoi

newspaper ads Downs, in ra,

I \ spots to he placed and |

tor by individual supermarkets, will

introduce game to local marl

fration

10-week run at ; P rit

s.m I rancisco mo> - s on to "tht

or four" addil d chain

' and J;
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FIVI listeners becoming "msss

Study by Portland, Oregon station shows that FM listeners still hav

above-average characteristics but are approaching "general" levels

even though they listen to FM during TV's peak viewing hour

With considerable attention

focused this year on FM
broadcasting at the NAB conven-

tion. radio-TV admen are showing

more interest in qualitative studies

which establish new boundaries for

the special-market FM audience.

One of the latest studies in this

area, now the subject of new pro-

motions to timebuyers and account

personnel, was recently completed

by KPFM, an independent outlet

whose FM signal covers the Port-

land. Oregon, metropolitan mar-

ket.

Seldom arc FM stations equipped

with either the research facilities

or budgets necessary to accomplish

much more than a surface fact-gath-

ering. The KPFM-commissioncd

study — which the station claims

is "the first time an attempt has

been made to measure FM listen-

ing on an individual station ba-

sis" — is therefore of considerable

significance to agencies which may
feci the FM audience is a small,

oddball, a typical group with a sky-

high average income which divides

its time between going to concerts

and driving around in racy sports

cars.

Perhaps the most significant fact

which emerged from the KPFM
study, made under the direction of

psychology professor Dr. David Sel-

lers of Lewis & Clark College, is

that the FM audience isn't so very

unusual after all.

This doesn't mean that the claims

for above-average income in FM.
homes are wrong. What's happening

in FM is something like the socio-

economic audience factors in color

TV homes; as the medium becomes

more widely used, as its penetration

grows greater, the over-all markt

begins to lose its "specialized" as-

pect and more closely resembles

the "average" home.

In the case of Portland, Ore.,

KPFM learned, through a combi-

nation of random phone and ques-

tionnaire sampling, that FM pene-

tration in Portland is now almost

one out of every four homes —
39.4C£ (In numbers, this is an es-

timated I 1 2.870 homes). Median

incomes for FM are substantial!

higher than among non-FM si

owners; 22 °/c of the FM set owne

said they earned over $10,000

year as compared with 10% of nor

FM set owners reporting compa

able figures. There was. howeve

"no significant difference in FM st

ownership" from the SI 0.000 brat'

ket downward.

Audience tastes in music — lor

the staple element of FM progran 1

ming — also ran more towar

"mass" than toward a "specialized

taste. Light classics, jazz and fol

music rated high on the audienc

preference list.

One area in which FM home ai 1

tivitiy does not merge with ma;

patterns in that of TV viewing.

"The FM audience apparent)'

shows no great interest in telev

sion." reported KPFM last weel

"Only 1 S
r
7 of those who said tht

listened to KPFM purchased a teli

vision set during 1963. while 30^'

oi the non-listeners reported pu

chase of TV sets."

Furthermore. FM listening, Ul

WHEN FM LISTENING. TAKES PLACE

Share of Homes listening to FM on Daily Basis

TIME

6 a.m. noon

Noon 6 p.m.

MOV THRU SUN. MON. THRU FRI.

4.36%—12,500 homes 4.48%—12,850

6.3%—18,050 homes 5.87%—16,840

h p.m. Midnight6.4%—18,550 homes 8.0%—22,450

SATURDAY

5.24%—15,040

6.64 (

!
—I 1

).000

:- —14,050

SUNDAY

3.1591 9,000

7.091 20.100

3.859S ll.ooo

Based on research study conducted for KPFM Portland, Ore. by Dr. David Sellers, Lewis a Clarke College
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audience
Ice wi listening generally, runs

umewhat parallel to IV viewing.

I hat is. when I V families are

watching l\ (at the current rate

if m\ hours daily nationally, Be-

arding to \ ( Nielsen Co., with

be peak period — 6595 veiwing —
anding in the 8-10 p.m. segment

nt night). I'M homes .ire often

[pending their time listening to FM
ostead Sellers' findings showed thai

'average listening to FM per home
,s 15.65 hours per week, or 2.24

uuirs per day, and peak listening

iCClirs between 6:00 p.m. and mid-

light, Monda) through Friday."

I he survej itself was a three-

ironged stud) of statistical data

lathered through a random sample

i 1,000 completed telephone calls

bo the Metropolitan Portland mar-

vet of Nultnomah. Washington

ml Clackamas counties in Oregon,

md Clark county, Washington,

buestionnaries on listening and

>uying habits tilled out In \isitors

lo the Portland Boat and Trailer

how in Februar) were also used.

>lus a random sample of listening

-references and demographic data

obtained from questionnaires

nailed to KPFM program guide

ubseribers.

Saul KIM M manager Del l.eeson.

"We believe we know more about

nir audience than virtuall) any FM
tation in the country. We know

IOW many, when they listen and
which stations. We know what

ind of cars they drive, their in-

ome, what the) spend for grocer-

B9 ever) week and whether the)

plane or train travel. We
\en know what the) plan to do
vith the mone) the) save from the

lew Federal income tax cut: a ma-
orit) are either going to save it

>r invest it in the stock market or

n mutual funds."

»pril 13, 1964

Exercise in your car wherever you ire

I his iu" road In physical fitness is iln brainstorm of Doon • Diet of
v \ 1 1 1

W West r.ilm Beach lo put an extra push behind the largest spot

SCbcdok cur run b\ the local Pepsi people in the market. It's on hell. ill

of Patio Diet (Ola. On the theor\ that while most \ merit.ins don't

exercise, almost all drive ears on a regular hasis. ( oh e CUM up with

the series of one-minute lapsiiles. Strongman Wes ll.irdin. In re greeting

1'alm Peach Bottling Works lie. id I rank I ra/icr. del.uK Dwi.unu Itn
sion exercises \ihich listeners ean perforin "hile driving or riding right

in their ears. Series is aired throughout the il.n and evening.

MBS adds three

New stations joining the Mutual

Broadcasting System arc w u n

Mexico. Pa., operating with I kw

on 1220 kc. owned and operated

b) Lewiston Broadcasting; w I l<

Charleston. III., operating w iih I kw

on 1270 kc. owned b) Friendl)

Broadcasters; and WDOI Burling-

ton, owned b) Hunter Broadcast

ing, operating with I kw daytime

and 25t) watts niehl on Uno kc.

Stock conversion delay
by Gross Telecasting

(itoss telecasting, Inc. ownei
and operator ol w JIM

l
\M I M &

I \ i I arising, has deterred tor three

years the date for conversion ol the

("lass B common stock into common
stock. \n amendment of the V
tides ol Incorporation pushes the

date up to March 3 1 . l

l ">~

I he regular quarter!) dividend ol

40 cents a share was declared OH

the common stock, payable May 1 I.

1964, to shareholders ol record at

the dose o\ business \pr. 24.

l

l>M. I he quarter!) dividend

seven-and-a-hall cents a share was

also continued on the Class B

shares

New outlet in Windsor
( kw w signed on the air M

19, with a signal reaching down into

Detroit and [oledo, as well as

Windsor, Onl President of the new

compan) is Ro\. I th, who has

don^- a weekl) show on tlv ( I \

Network and now does a dail) talk

program on ( KWW Robert Lil-

ian is operational sales manager

and Norm \ldrcd is program man-

More WSB-FM stereo
w sb i|\i Vtlanta, the most

powerful FM station in the si

has expanded its br> vr-

multiplex musk to include the

full t.\.\\ . from its 7 B li-

the midnight sign-off I the

pioneers m Southern su .

casting, the station opt vith

100 kw
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Three AP committees
study broadcast wire

The Associated Press' recently

announced intention of reevaluating

its service to broadcasters in view

of new trends in newscasting was

not an idle one. Three study com-

mittees made up of members of the

AP Radio-Television Assn. will

put into effect a three-pronged na-

tionwide survey to seek qualitative

data on broadcasting patterns, us-

age of the AP broadcast wire, and

unsatisfied station needs. Returns

will be classified according to both

station power and geographic lo-

cation.

The three committees and their

chairman: Fact Finders, Tom Fraw-

ley, WHIO Dayton; Watchdogs,

Jay Crouse, WHAS Louisville; and

Wirephoto-Photofax, Grant Price,

WMT-TV Cedar Rapids. Commit-

tees were chosen, said APRTA
president Robert Schmidt, with a

view to equal representation by

YOU SHOULD HEAR
M. Jay Corrington, Radio Operations

Manager of KODK, Joplin, Missouri,

>>:i\s. "First let me say I believe the

CRC library was designed by Radio

Men . . . I believe our image in the

minds of our advertisers and listeners

has unproved greatly . . . Sponsor Iden-

tification Jingles . . . the greatest . . .

give a local advertiser closer identifica-

tion with his national produce, hut

builds a quality image for his business."

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Call Dallas Collect 214 748-8004

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.

both large and small stations and

will work in liaison with AP bu-

reaus and officers of AP state

broadcasters associations in their re-

spective areas.

Both the Fact Finders and the

Wirephoto - Photofax Committees

are expected to employ the ques-

tionnaire technique. The Watchdogs

will keep an eye on the broadcast

wire's over-all performance in cov-

ering the news, with special atten-

tion to writing, processing, and pack

aging to meet the special needs of

broadcasters. All three committees

will submit their findings to the an-

nual meeting of the APRTA board

next September.

RAB ups Birchfield
to head member push

Lewis P. Birchfield, a regional

director since 1961, has been named
RAB's director of member devel-

opment. He's
directing the bu-

reau's efforts to

broaden its

member ship,

while continuing

t o administer

the RAB Sales

Clinic's one-day

course in radio

sales manship

which the bu-

reau offers on an individual basis

to member stations.

Birchfield brings to his new job a

background in both media sales

and retail advertising. He has

served on the sales staff of WDSU
New Orleans and the promotion

department of the New Orleans

limes Picayune. He was advertis-

ing and promotion manager in

Sears-Roebuck's southern territory

for almost six years. Prior to join-

ing RAB he was also general man-
ager of WFAI Fayetteville.

Birchfield

$325,000 buys KMBY
KMBY Monterey has been sold

by John L. and Muriel L. Bur-

roughs lor $325,000. Buyer is Stod-

dard J. Johnston, formerly presi-

dent and general manager of KRGV
and KRC.V-TV Weslaeo. Tex
KMBY is a Fulltime station operat-

ing on 1 240 ke at I kw days and

250 watts nielit.

WARM WSBA lead off
RAB's 'College Plan"
Susquehanna Broadcasting'

WARM Scranton and WSBA Yorl

Pennsylvania, are first subscribei

to Radio Advertising Bureau's "Co
lege Plann.'* agreeing to underwrit

plan on behalf of Pennsylvani

State University. Plan makes RA
sales material available to college

and universities at nominal cost a]

spur to interest more college-trainee

sales-oriented young men and wc

men in radio careers. Also enrolle

under plan is Kansas Universit;

Material includes complete backlo

of RAB sales and research studie:

as well as weekly mailing of currer

matters.

Commenting on action by Penr

sylvania company. RAB Presider

Edmund C. Bunker said: "I woul

like to salute the Susquehanna e\

ecutives who saw need for traine

sales personnel and administrator

within our industry, and decided t

do something positive about it.

"As our industry grows in in

portance to advertisers, and in th

number and variety of its advei

tisers, the shortage of trained pec

pie may someday be our grave:

problem." he continued. *'Onl

through corrective measures lik

this one — instigated and sur

ported internally by broadcasters-

can we begin to attract some c

the intelligent, educated young pec

pie we will need within the ne>

decade."

Schlosser tops ABC's
ad, sales development

Don S. Schtoa

ser has been ar

pointed directc

o f advertisin

*5» i*^ and sales deve

opment for AB<
*

Radio. He ha

v been adverti?

""dP^Wfc coordinate

I f KT and manager (

Schlosser sales develop

ment since Jul

1 96 1

.

CBS was Schlosscr's affiliatio

prior to joining ABC as a sale

promotion writer. With CBS thrc

years, he had been a member c

the press department.
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• cars
ip 1 ft drinks. at from t

ous financial launching pad of $479 hillion
inc consul

mood that made new highs i
- -end retail sales for

that year.

rs The Business and Defense S dministrat ion has not

Included backed down from its Outlook position that even ci

ret sales may not prove an exception, over t:

course. Outlook forecast was for "relati
cigaret sales in 19^4

, and Agriculture Depart;-

cent report of an all-time .ret smoki

for 1963 indicates a momentum sure to carry ov.

Majority observers both in and out of government lean to
Commerce's Outlook viewpoint. Factors in addition to
1963 momentum are 1964 increase in inc- ;->.•:' papula -

tion : an expected psychological swi ~fare
over Smoking and Health report dies down, and as crash
research programming buoys up hope of safer sraok

Recently reported lift in March sales announced bv An

ican Tobacco and Liggett an "
:

-
- : '

'

stab ity prediction .

Reassurance of sustained sales may make it ea or
cigaret advertisers to accept compromises in broad-
cast commercials approach.

And Alcoholic It might be apropos to mention here that beer. -

Beverages, Too hard liquor (shhhi > sales from vodka t

substant '. '.'. up in 1 9 f 3 . and will pro
up side in 1964 alcoholic beverages show vonn

imbibing, in any media advertising— the slan 1 -om

ung married to seasoned sophisticate, in a

Much has been made o: tax dip
weeks of 1964. : •

•
• • -

.

billion retail ci: ' " " : I _
"ar.uar-. . I °' -»

;

i p :
• . • "

: rom
..-. riculture points out t

1963 taxable sales wi an all-time and a fu

six percent up over the same monl

In its look-ahead for 19
'

'

•

there wil 1
': 'e a -• -

'

•
-

• _
The Department says it

'.turin-. -timat.
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"Longer term impact depends not only on wide public at -

tention given to the report, but also on developments
;enerated by the report .

"

The "developments" would include such moves as FTC's
proposed warnings and curbs on cigaret advertising;
crash programs by HEW, and local groups to warn the
young away from smoking; and on the cheerier side

—

success of safety research programs.

Smokers
Set Record

Agriculture's profile of American smoking for 1963 shows
a record 524 billion cigarets consumed, 3% more than
in 1962.

Per capita rate was 217 packs a year, for those 18 and

over, a 2% rise above 1961 and 1962 years of no change.

Filter tips grabbed nearly 58% of the total 550.5 bil -

lion cigarets produced in this country last year , as

against 42% nonfilter. In 1962, the split was about

54.5% filters and about 45.5 nonfilter.

Cigarillos

,

Cigars Do Well

Car Sales
Speed Along

King-size filters gained 12% in 1963 over the previous
year—a gain that more than offset a decline of about
8% in regular size nonfilters, Agriculture says.

Cigars and cigarillos are bowling merrily along—the
trend apparently having started well ahead c actual
publication of the Surgeon General's Smoking and Health
report. Agriculture says the 1963 total consumption was
.2 million, highest since 1923 , with additional sharp

gains for the cigaret-size in the final quarter.

As for noncontroversial products, Commerce's Outlook
series, slightly less dead pan than usual, predicts glow-

ing futures in 1964 for TV favorites : Cars, soaps and
detergents, soft drinks, appliances, candy, bake goods,
toys—you name it and it's up. Jew cars sold in the

first four months of the 1964 model year (Oct. 1963-

Sept . 1964) were at annual rate of 7.5 million—almost
6% above comparable period of previous record-breaking
1963 model year, and "the most favorable start of any
model run," says Commerce Survey.

In dollars it spells annual rate for sales of cars.

tires and accessories of $23.3 billion in calendar 1964,

topping 1963 annual (calendar) rate of $22.3 billion.

Commerce finds sales of intermediate size cars continu-

ing to chew into sales of compacts and imports , revers-

ing earlier trend toward smaller cars. Standards edged

up from 59% to 60% of the market at this point in the

1964 model year.

Trade-up continues with one-in-five families in two-car
class and even modest car buyers going in for air con-
ditioning, and V-8 over V-6 engines.
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Routt buys piece of
Rayville stations

I dd Routt, \ ice president and

ieral managci ol K\( )l Monti

I .1 . foi the past lour and *>ik- lull

irs, has purchased 4 l>'< interest

m KRIH Rayville, I a., and as

sumed duties ol operating partnei

ihcrc April I. Sellers Aycock, It
.

has been sole ownci ol KRIH foi

two years.

\ career which began with the

Mel endon ( orp. in 1). til. is. has

since led Routt into \.inous fields

management .it man) stations

throughout rexas.

N.Y. Broadcasters boost
transient radio audience

Vlways on the lookout to pro-

mote radio, the New 1 oik State

Boardcasters' Assn. has mounted

i campaign to put "More Radios in

lotcls and MoteK/' with a particul-

ar eye on the more than "0 million

voplc expected to \isit the World's

air

I nder the direction of the Special

•rojects Committee, Steve Labunski

WMCA v.p.) as chairman, the

Irive includes both live and record-

I
d announcements and community
projects For instance, one opera-

lonal plan calls lor local stations to

uppl\ the hotel or motel with sev-

tal reasonably priced radio sjts.

are to be kept in working

•rder b\ each station's engineering

lepartment. I he sets are left at the

otel or motel desk with a sign

idicating that they can be rented

'vemight tor a nominal tee. This

ione> is turned over to the station

ntil the sets are paid for. Alter

Kit. rental mone\ goes to the motel.

3utte stations merge
1 here'll be one less station on the

uil in Butte. In one of the infre-

uent station mergers. KBOW. Inc..

as acquired the assets of KOPR for

140,000 and will retain the lai-

r's frequency (550 kc with 5 kw

ower days. I kw nights), deleting

ie frequency ot its own lcss-powcr-

il KBOW (1490 kc with 1 kw

and 250 watts nights).

Principal stockholder of KBOW,
S Richard R. (Shag) Miller.

OPR was owned by Copper

Will oversee community affairs

On general manager Mike Shapiro*! riuhi is ins sen right-hanaVman
George I Hey, just named administratis e assistant to Shapiro for u I \ \

(AM-FM X IN). His s|uii.il area "ill In- community relations and
service frnkb baa become so demanding as to require full-time managi
mini. I Hey, "ho brings nearlj two decades ol hroadtastini; i-tperienci

lo his m» post, has hull manager of \\ I \ \ radio for llu pant siv \i.ir-.

a jolt which "ill bow he lilhd i>\ I).m Hydrick, lr. (I), tiydrick'i in in

acconnl exec, ;ii \\llll Baltimore, general manager of wt.ii Norfolk,
assistant (o llu president of Metropolitan Broadcasting in Kansas < it>,

general manager <»i KBOX Dallas and tales executive tor Kl\l Dallas

Broadcasting Co.. which also owns

M.lll Billings.

Geoige Hatch, chairman of the

board of Intermountain Network,

is Copper's principal stockholder,

V otiations were handled b\

Edwin lornberg.

KNOK to build FM
On another new-station front,

KNOK Dallas-It Worth received

a go-ahead from the ICC to build

an FM station, which will prob-

abh be on the air 24 hours a day.

WNDY, signs on air

\\\|)i Indianapolis signed on

the air mid-Match, featuring a tor-

mat ol modern-styled tolk music,

news, and station-produced vi-

gnettes.

It broadcasts with >-kw power

at 15(H) kc

I he station is owned b\ Douglas

I) Kahle. Edwin lornberg. and

I dward Wetter.

lorn Howard is general mana-
ge! And Rogei Kile) is sales mana-
ger of the new station
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Tape wrinkles abound in
both TV and radio

New developments in tape recording
for air media put stress on portability,
sophisticated editing, and automated
operations. Here's a special news roundup

Tape recorders, both video and

audio, are back in the news this

month, with several developments

announced which should add to the

versatility of electronic recorders in

the production of programs and

commercials for TV and radio.

One new development, hatched

by network offshoot ABC Engineers

and General Electric with an assist

from Eastman Kodak, combines

some of the elements of video tape

recording and film photography to

produce a brand-new type of kine-

scopes. Previewed at the recent

NAB meeting, the "Electro-Photo-

graphic Recorder," as ABC calls

it, by-passes the usual kine process

of photographing a TV image as it'

moves on a picture tube sawn
Instead, the system shoots the TV
electron beam directly at motion

picture film, rather than a TV pic-

ture through an optical system.

Thereafter, the film goes through'

a development and printing process.

and is ready for use.

Ampex-developed Editec made possible current "Science in Action" episode with
100 splices in 25-minute show. Here, director Dave Parker (r.) discusses scene
with program host Dr. Earl Herald (c.) and Ampex consultant Joseph Roizen.



\iu "s new gadget is .1 step up

from kinescopes (distortion from

picture tube face and lens system

is eliminated) and even skips the

need foi conventional l \ line

standards converters li is also .1

cousin ol I \ tape, which puis an

electronic signal directly on tape

through a recording head, rather

than through an optica] system

Possible future uses high-quality

him punts for spot I V use of taped

l\ commercials and shows, plus

prints ol live tape 1\ events that

can be shown in the. iters oi On large

projection screens.

Hottest new area in l \ tape re-

corders is that ol transistorized

"portable" units. Generally speak-

ing, such units do not have the con-

trol-board flexibility and picture

quality of the larger I \ tape units,

but the) COSl less than half the price

of the big \mpe\ and RCA record-

en and have a number of applica-

tions and advantages.

One recent break-through in port"

able rV recorders was announced

In Precision Instrument < ompany
awA Machtronic s, ln< Nov* . .1 tape

recorded on on< ol Pn v. ision's com
paet recorders, generally used in

closed circuit l \ applk ations such

as commerc ial testing 01 l 1 V i an

"be replayed immediately on a

Machtronics' recordei foi broad

casting." Such interchangeability is

likely to be instrumental in further-

ing the spread oi commen ial I \ in

Latin American countries, such as

Mexico, where initial costs ol lull

sized video tape equipment is .1

major hurdle.

I he big electronics producers are

extremely active in miniaturizing l V

tape recorders as well. \i the re-

cent NAB convention in Chicago,

a featured highlight of the RCA ex-

hibit was the demonstration ol

RCA's trio of compact l\ tape

machines: the I R-3, a playback

unit; the TR-4, a compact and low

cost record-playback system, and

the I'R-5, a portable (in the sense

Of a Volkswagen station wagon and

good set ol muscles) recorder for

held use I he Ufl II v.oh>r:.

I he \111p.

now used in such Studii I hi till .•

as \ ideotape Product!

York, 1 oronto's vi
.

•
1 and the

\lt( coloi studio m Burbank, h.is

already given new editing din

sious to the prodiu tion of ta| o >m

mcrciaJ (S SPONSOR M
1964, p 54) Novt Editc< in •

its m. iik m taped program produc

Hon as well

I asl month, an episode in the

Science in A<in>n series, produ

by the California Vcademy oi

S aces .mil syndicated to stations

as .1 public all. ins sene-

the lirst taped I V show to be shot

using automated electronic editing

Within the 25-mmute show, which

will be seen this month and next in

a number ot major markets, there

are approximately 100 electronic

splices ranging from tour frames

to five minutes in length I hese in-

clude closeups, time-lapse effects,

frame-by-frame animation In the

opinion of Ampex, "such effects

were virtually impossible on video

tape prior to development of the

I ditec system.*
1 Scene oi the b

cast, incidentally, was the video

training center ol Atnpev at Red-

wood City, California, with \mpe\
consultant Joseph Roi/en as gu

In the realm ot audio recording,

the twin trends t^\ automation and

transistorization continue to roll

along, with sound recording and

playback devices becoming more

portable and more automatic all

the time. As in video recording,

where such developments .is the

Japanese-made Sony portable I V
tape recorder, the British-made

Marconi and Pye cameras. ,md the

German-developed 1 M I Vid-1 -Hit

62 tape editing unit, are making
inroads. Japanese. I QgUsh and other

foreign audio tape devices have be-

come an influent

Automated tape hardware prin-

cipally, tape cartridge systems

whereby stations can pl.i> commer-
cials, station breaks, programs,

without the bother ot eel

playback—is now available from

main sources These include, to

name some major produce: s \

matic I -ltrol. I ins

Radio. I leetra Meg uhnc. I

( iates Radio. \ta ( ai I

R< \. Sp •
1 lectronic Corp v

-

ual Electron t tcr)
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Newest film programs
ride sales trends

Steady product buying by stations

in the syndication market—much
of which eventually becomes spot

carriers for national and regional

advertisers—is clearly reflected in

the latest round of sales reported by

syndicators and distributors. Many
of the sales are part of the heavy-

weight push given new properties

in the rerun market in the wake of

the recent NAB convention.

Here are highlights of current

activity among syndicators:

MCA TV is getting ready accept-

ance for the 167-episode Wells

Fargo series recently launched in

syndication. The half-hour off-net-

work series, in the first two weeks

of national selling by MCA, was

signed by stations in 22 markets.

Noting that there are no half-hour

westerns scheduled on networks this

fall, MCA has also decided to put

another 30-minute rerun oater in

syndication: 75 episodes of The

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH

Cool ghoul picked by Lon Chaney

YOU SHOULD HEAR
John S. Booth, General Manager of

WCHA, Chambersburg, Pa., says,

"Without a doubt, CRC offers the finest

Library Service on the market today.

The sound is modern . . . a strict de-

parture from 'old hat' techniques . . .

The Money Maker's Sponsor Identified

jingles arc a real boon. They are orig-

inal and unique for both Station and
Sponsor (dike."

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Call Dallas Collect 214 748-8004

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.
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Horror movies are getting to be a bit oldhat on TV, and what's needed
these days is something to jazz up a shock-movie show a bit. Such
a restorative was found recently by KSLA-TV Shreveport, La., for its

"Terror on Saturday Nights with Evilum" seres, a feature show hosted

by a Charles Addamsish monstress of ceremonies. She offered a small

prize to the program fan who designed her the "worst" monster. In

four weeks, there were some 5,000 entries submitted. Payoff exploita-

tion came when the station booked a large exhibit hall, showed off the

"folk art," and imported movie monster Lon Chaney (left, see photo)

to help Evilun judge the winner.

fill

Tcdl Man, starring Barry Sullivan.

CBS Films, which staged its 10th

annual sales meeting in Chicago dur-

ing the NAB conclave, is also rid-

ing a western trail in syndication,

having launched a 156-episode re-

run package of Gunsmoke half-

hours under the Marshall Dillon

title. Some 10 markets were sold on

a pre-release basis for a gross of

more than $650,000.

Jayark Films Corp. this month

totalled up its first-quarter sales,

particularly of its Blockbuster fea-

ture-film package, and discovered it

had just racked up "the strongest

sales record of the past three years."

Since the first of the year, 24 sta-

tions have signed for the firm's

latest feature package, including

outlets in such major markets as

Los Angeles. San Francisco and

Boston.

Four Star Distribution Corp.,

which is placing most of its sales

hets this season on comedy reruns,

has been locking up some carls

large-market sales (New York. Chi-

cago. Los Angeles. Washington.

Detroit) on its Ensign O'Toole

series, lour Star has high hopes for

the series as programming materia

for stations in early-evening time oi

in the late night 10:30-1 1 p.m. slot

largely returned to stations this fall.

Seven Arts, whose latest package 1

is the big (215 pictures) Universal

feature backlog, has been selling the

post- 1948 group briskly in recent

weeks. Outlets in seven of the top

10 U.S. markets have bought the.

Volume 9 package, and the station

total is over 20.

Screen Gems, which is also mar-

keting a large post- 1948 package*

this sales season (210 Columbia pic-

tures), has rung up an impressive

score so far: 50 out of the top SO

market, with a total of over 150

stations signed for the picture group.

ITC, doing well in syndication

with its Jo Stafford Show, has scored

steady sales with its feature pack-

ages (Jungle 4. Edward Small. Ac-

tion Theatre),., its kiddie-appeal

shows (Snpercar, Ramar. Brave

Stallion, etc.), and various action-

adventure series. United Artists TV.

whose sales emphasis this season is

on Bat Masterson. has reached a

total of 123 station sales on the

half-hour western adventure series.

SPONSOR
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NATIONAL FILE
Eugene R Pillif ant nan
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ADVERTISERS

George Condon appointed public

clations managci ol Alberto ( ul

i • He was formerly ( "BS press

hid foi the midwest, headquarter-

n
( 'hicago.

Howard Gray, advertising m.

m

t R l Reynolds I obacco ( o.

1957, promoted to the ncvvlv

d post of marketing manager.

ICCesSOr Will be Robert Rech-

oltz.

Walter V. Flood appointed BC-

nint executive for Prestolite Co.,

ofcdo. Smec joining the company
i 1949 he served .is .1 wire and
iblc representative, .1 sp.irk plug

trritor) representative, die casting

ul small fractional horsepower mo-
>r fields salesman, and most re-

ntK as product sales manager,
nail motors E. P. Lockhart appoint-

1 an original equipment sales

p. for Wisconsin, Iowa and llh-

] He will headquarter in Mil-

Mrs Gladys D McKinnon named
tising and sales promotion

anager of \eroceuticals, Inc. \s

lanager she will super\ise the \
()M

sew Directions" program for deal-

- Formerly, she was associated

'ith her husband. Howard J. Mc-

I
innon. in advertising and public

Illations for retail stores in the
• V a Haven Waterbury

Robert L. Jenkins named to the

w position of product manager.
stitution.il iood sales, for H I

.n/ Co., responsible for market-

c programming for quantity \ood

rvice product lines sold to hotel.

ptaurant, drive-in. vending and in-

kutional feeding customers

Carl E. Lantz, formerly vice prcsi-

;nt of marketing for the Admiral
krp., appointed assistant to the

neral marketing manager for Phil-

Corp.'s consumer products divi-

Donald F. Johnston, formerly

Je president o\ marketing for the

lyco Manufactures Di\ ol B I

'nxlri h Co. appointed h sales

tinnim: manager for television. He
Is John J. Kane, recently pro-

moted to assistant national sales

managei Charles s. Grill joined the

merchandising department ol Philco

He was formerly advertising and
s.iles promotion managci foi all

consumer products at \dmiral

Corp.

Bert M Wal-
ter named dii

tor ol organiza-

tion, personnel

and industrial re-

I at ions foi
Che sebrough -

Pond's. Inc. For-

merly . he w .1 s

vice president -

industrial and
11 oiler community rela-

tions lor (lark I quipment. Buchan-
an. Mich. He was a founder and

president o\ the American Society

for Personnel Administration

Everett Taylor Martin, vice-presi-

dent, public relations and advertis-

ing. Jaguar Cars. Inc., New 1 ork.

named winner of the International

Motor Press Association Annual

Award for the most successful

COmplishmenl in the held of auto-

motive communications du ri n g

1963. He is a former newspaper
and wire service man. a Jaguar vice

president for ten years, editor o\ the

Jaguar Newsletter, a monthly publi-

cation which was selected the top

communications achievement i^f the

vear by a panel of editors, radio '
I \

production men. and heads
schools ol journalism.

Charles R. Turner named advertis-

ing manager o\ Nationwide Insur-

ance's five-state Norths si R< rion,

working out o\ Portland l

Since joining the comnan\ in 1

he has worked as underwriter ad-

vertising field services supervisor

and most recently as cooperative

advertising man.:

Donald Spongier vd to the

general line sales staff of Wellington

S rs Co., Chicago S joining

the company in i
i^'> he has been a

salesman in P of
where h ! w ill '• Jed bv Ro-

bert Kress.

John J Oakcs formerly national

I

Revlon, appointed national

managci foi Seabn • I
«

based at < arlstadl N 1

Dr. James G Affleck pointed

assistant general mai n-

can ( vananiid s ( onsumei Prod
Division Since joining the company
in 1949 lie ha

the new produci develoomcnl
partment, managei of rabbei chemi-

cals department, and most recently

assistant general managei of the

1 mmercial Development Division

William H Sapiro ed as

sales promotion managei ol the

Magnavox Co His resignation

a result ol re-location ot the sales

promotion department H« was

formerly sales promotion man.

at Hen Sackheim, Inc . advertising

agency

DELIVERED BY
WREX-TV &Ummd
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Paul C. Castellanos and Robert

Chapline appointed manager and
assistant manager, respectively, of

the World's Fair exhibit for the

Borden Co. Castellanos is manager
of promotion services bureau. Chap-
line, experienced in the field of

theatre management and direction,

will take charge of the selection and
training of exhibit staff personnel.

The 10,000-sq. ft. exhibit, located in

the Better Living Center, will fea-

ture a musical production, ''All

About Elsie."

Maxwell Sil-

verstein promot-
ed from adver-

tising manager
to vice president

and creative dir-

ector for pack-
aging and print-

ed media of

Glamorene, Inc.,

Clifton, N.J. He
joined the agen-Silverstein

cy ten years ago as art director.

Richard D. Knowles, eastern

O.E.M. sales manager for Ra-
theon's Industrial Components Div.,

YOU SHOULD HEAR
Mr. Al k.ihn. General Manager of

WAGR Radio, Lumberton, North Caro-

lina, says: "CRC Library Service is the

finest that we have ever had the occa-

sion to work with . The sounds are

completely up-to-date. The sponsor

I.D.'s are terrific aids. The quality is

outstanding, and the cataloguing is sim-

plicity itself."

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Call Dallas Collect 214 748-8004

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.
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promoted to industrial O.E.M. sales

manager. Since joining the company
in 1954 he has served in field sales

for the Industrial Components Div.

E. Clifford Frank regional sales en-

gineer and corporate commercial
manager in the South Atlantic Re-

gion, succeeds Knowles and will

make his office at Englewood Cliffs.

N.J.

Judy Frisch

appointed public

relations coordi-

nator for Ideal

Toy Corp. She
has relocated to

New York from
Chicago where
she was with

Mayer & O'-

Brien. She will

b e responsibleFrisch

for the company's public relations

activities with the trade media, as

well as supervising internal and
cutsomer relations programs.

AGENCIES

Robert L. Brownwell appointed

production manager of MacManus,
John & Adams, Inc., Bloomfield

Hills, Mich. He
will continue to

handle produc-

tion on the Pon-
^ TIW W^j tiac and Cadillac

accounts. Robert

B. MacQueen
transferred t o
the New York
office as traffic

manager. H i s

Brownwell new duties will

include supervision of traffic for

Pfizer Laboratories Div. and Pfizer

Chemical Sales Div. J. W. Ingham,
45-year veteran of the advertising

business, retired from the agency.

He started in the business as an
after-school apprentice in the pro-

duction department of MacManus.
Inc.. predecessors of MJ&A.

Berton Helfner joined H-R Tele-

vision as creative sales analyst.

Mary Lee Allen named assistant to

research director Martin E. Gold-
berg at H-R. Helfner was formerly

an account executive at Wood
Grand Rapids, and Miss Allen was
with Curtis Publishing Print Re-
search.

Stuart Mark Ganon named vice

president in charge o\' creative pro-

duction facilities of Smith & Dorian.

He is the winner of first prize
k

printed media for Ashland Oil C[
second prize in television for t|

same cliertt from the Advertisi

Federation of America 1962, thrj

awards or Amoco, including one

the 1959 Rome Film Festival.

Christopher W. Conway resign

as executive producer and radio-

writer for N. W. Ayer, New Yoi
to join Lynn Baker, Inc. as direct

of the radio and TV departme
During his seven years with Ay-

he supervised commercial work
films, videotape, recordings as w
as live broadcast.

Victor Armstrong joined T
Bates & Co., New York, as v.

president and account group her

He comes to the agency from AhY
Murden, Nystrom & Armstroi'

Inc., international public affairs a
:

marketing consultants.

Martin SI

tery appoint

vice president)

charge of te.

vision comm<,
cial producti,

for Comr.

A d v e r t i si:

New York,

has been asso-
i

ate producer
Slattery the agency i\

the past six and a half years, ha,

,

ing had previous experience at

Walter Thompson and Your
& Rubicam where he was product
of the early Bert & Harry Pie

Beer commercials.

Herbert G. Drake elected vi

president of N. W. Ayer & Son. S

Francisco. Prior to joining the age :

cy in 1963 he was senior vice pre

dent and director of Ted Bates

Co. and earlier vice president of

Walter Thompson Co.. New Yoi

Kenneth J. Ward, Jr., and Jam
A. Hanlon promoted to account

ecutives; William V. B. Nixon,

and James J. Svec named assist

account executives at Necdha
Louis & Brorby. Chicago. All fo

men have come up through t

agency's executive training progra

Richard Ferber named to the ni

post of creative administrator

Guild. Bascom & Bonfigli, S

Francisco. Prior to joining t

agency in l
l)62 as a copywriter.

was copy chief of Richard N. Me
/er Advertising.

SPONS



Hnrk,

id

John D Burke,

\ ice president

and managei oi

the creative de

partment, .1 p
pointed scnioi

vice president at

( ompton \ii

vertising, 1 1 e

joined the agen
cv in 1956 as

.1 copj group

ni.ik,

Walter W. Bregman and John

Kinsella, both formei brand su

•rvisors, promoted to account su

rrvisors at I eo Burnett Co., Chi-

Milton Schwartz promoted tO

upervisor of Kenyon & Eck-

nilt. New York. He joined the

'.•enev m I

l>d2.

H. Blake
chatfield named
public relations

director of Ful-

ler & Smith \
Ross. I os An-
geles. He is re-

placing A. C.

McCarroU, who
resigned to be-

come newswriter

at NBC, Bur-

mk Chatfield was formerly with

TTV. in charge of the press in-

rmation section of its public re-

tions department.

Jane Heil joined Mogul Williams

Saylor as a copywriter. She

rved in the same capacity at

acy's, and w \\ / New Haven,
id WH \i New Britain. Conn.

Robert McElwaine joined \la\on.

C . as director of product promo-
>n. He has been executive vice

esident of Paul Bradley, Inc., and
eviousl) senior account supervisor

public relations of Interpublic.

Carol Leonard, formerly a copv -

iter at Edward H Weiss & Co..

the creative staff of latham-
lird, Chicago.

Dwight Jarrell, former Detroit

ipcrman, named account e\-

luuve for the V R Gloster ad-

frtising \gencj on the (Kl \\

Ml M IV account.

Tony Hillard named art director

Ronalds-Reynolds Co., Toronto
has previous!) been with agen-

ts and studios in 1 ondon, Eng-
liJ. Cape Town. South Africa.

Evelyn Stern joined the radio and

1 \ department ol l Io< fei 1 Metrich

\ BrOWn She was I, Min, 1 1\ vv ill)

\K( .inn Marschalk, New York, as

assistant ,u t dirCCtOl . pi ml aiul t( l(

\ ision departments

Nicholas Pap-

pas, U p
head ai 1 directoi

ol < 'unningham
& Walsh. Vvv
^ oik. appointed

vice president.

His anient BC

c u n t assign

ments include

•:i" w 1 a n d s,

[nc . Hoffman
Regis Papei (

I1C.

Beverage ( !o. St.

and Sterling Drue, I

Robert T. Nugent to D' \ie. \d

vertising ( o . \eu 1 oik. as a vi riter-

producer in its radio/h department.
He formerly held the same position

with Fletcher Richards. Calkins &
Holden.

Patrick J. Bohen, loimcilv with

FoOte, (one \ Belding, joined C. J.

LaRoche, New York, as account

executive.

Stanley Winston joins llailell Ad-
vertising Assoc, as executive Nice-

president. For the past four and a

half years, he has been promotion
director of Redbook magazine.

Murray Klein and Miss Sandi
Butchkiss appointed creative director

and copj chief, respectively, of

Smith/Greenland, New York.

TV MEDIA

William P. Dix, Jr., general man-
ager o\ WCHS-TV Charleston, w
\ a., named to the Board ol I rustees

of the United Fund of the Kanawha
Valley.

John Mileham promoted to di-

rector of sales promotion for

k I \ 1 1 l\ Hutchinson. Kails Since

he joined the staff in I960 he has

been executive, local Sales Divi-

sion, and promotion director

Peter G. Robinson, dircctor-pio-

gram development: Bruce Lansbury,

director-programs; Len White, di-

rector-program projects; -\nd Ethel

Winant, associate director-program

development were all recentlv ap-

pointed to those posts bv CBS l\.

Hollywood Robinson has been
associate director-program develop-

ment and executive producer since

joining the network in 1961, 1 ans-

Do your tales promotion and

presentations ring the bi-ll thcit

gets business?

I can do that for you!

Are you hitting the right notes

on your audience promotion and

publicity horn?

I can do that for you 1

Yr, tn6 I vt got th» big mjrk»l brojd

d\t o«p»ri*ncc MMOMI Hon*, and r»e-

ommrndjfiom to prowi

IM THE PROMOTION MANAGER YOU RE

LOOKING FOR'

Writ* Bo« 700 for i»i«mt

SPONSOR 0|ib«i, Bu.ld.nq

Duluth Mmn 5580?
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bury joined the network in 1959

and has held the following positions:

assistant director-program develop-

ment, director of daytime programs,

general program executive, and last

October was named producer of

"The Great Adventure" series.
White joined the network last May
as director of program development.

Miss Winant most recently was a

producer for "The Great Adven-

ture" series.

Aaron Cohen
named manager,

program serv-

ices, sales devel-

o p m e n t, and
merchandising,
Participa ti ng
Program Sales,

NBC. For the

past two years

he has been
Cohen director of re-

search and sales development with

WCBS-TV New York.

Rocco N. Urbisci returns to KYW-
TV art department after two years

with the Army, serving with the

Army Security Agency at Arlington,

Va., and Frankfort, Germany.

YOU SHOULD HEAR

Al I
( i-jhii.il. General Manager of

KIH M. Detroit Lakes, Minnesota, says:

"Spring came early to KDLM, for

C.R.C.'s Program Service breathed new
life into the sales force. Nor just the

sales force either, became the an-

nouncers certainly enjoy the quality

production and music of the service."

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Call Dallas Collect 214 748-8004
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Edward C. Carlson named assist-

ant sales manager of WVUE-TV,
New Orleans. He was formerly an
account executive and co-owner of

WJBW New Orleans.

John Har'. appointed bureau man-
ager-correspondent of the CBS
Owned Television Stations' Wash-
ington News Bureau. He succeeds
John Edwards, who resigned. The
bureau will expand its staff to in-

clude Ivan Scott, second news cor-

respondent.

RADIO MEDIA
Irene Blanchard, former office

manager and women's news com-
mentator at WOMR-WGAY-FM,
Washington, appointed the station's

first woman account executive.

William T. Mc-
Kibben appoint-

ed general man-
ager of WGR
Radio, Buffalo.

He came to Taft

from the Bala-

ban station
group where he
was assistant to

the vice presi-

McKibben Jent, headquar-

tering at W1L Radio, St. Louis. He
is vice president of the Missouri

Broadcasters Association, is active

in NAB.

John O. Downey, CBS vice pres-

ident and general manager of

WCAU Radio, appointed by the

Care Committee of Greater Phila-

delphia to serve on their board of

public relations advisory committee.

Committee meets twice a year to

establish policy directions for CARE
public relations.

Monroe G. Gordon appointed

genera] sales manager of radio sta-

tion WOLF Syracuse and the

Northeast Radio Network, divisions

of Ivy Broadcasting Co. He comes

to the station after serving as re-

gional sales manager for Universal

Publicizers, Inc., Chicago.

Claire Hughes, director of com-

munity relations for KHJ Radio,

Hollywood, accepted membership to

the board of directors of the Wom-
en's Division Executive Committee

of the Los Angeles Chamber of

Commerce. Miss Hughes is past

president of the Los Angeles Ad-

vertising Women and the Radio-TV

Women of Southern California, of

which she is founder. Ken Stratton,

formerly with CBS Spot Sales CM
cago, joined KHJ Radio as said

representative.

Cy Cobey, Jr. appointed accoui

executive of KOOL Radio Phoeni;

He formerly served in the U.S. arm
for two years.

Don Bertrand appointed region;

sales representative for WMT st;

tions. He comes to his new positio

from WEBC Radio Duluth.

Dona Anderson, Graham Whit

and Michael C. Cary appointed t

the Radio Advertising Bureau's n;

tional sales staff. Anderson rejoir

RAB after a three year absenctj

during which he was account execil

tive for both a New York rep fin]

and San Francisco radio statioil

White was formerly an account e>jj

ecutive with NBC Spot Sales. Ch|
cago. Previously Cary was an execi

tive with a national food brokerag

firm.

SYNDICATION
&. SERVICES

Sig Kusiel appointed manager an

supervisor for all theatrical and te'.l

evision activities in Latin Americl
for Seven Arts Productions Inter!

national. For 20 years he was vie

president in charge of Latin Ameri
can activities for Columbia Picture]

International.

Jack W. Wa
drep named CB
Films' southeast

ern d i v i s io

manager, head

quartering in At

lanta. Sine
1962 he wa
manager of th

Atlanta office.

\\ aldrcp

Lawrence H. Rogers, II, presiden

of Taft Broadcasting, joined TAC
nine-man Broadcaster's Advisor

Committee. He succeeds Davie

C. Moore, president of Transeont:

nent Television Corp.

Robert Kuhl added to V i s u a

Electronics Corp.'s west coast sale

engineering staff. For the pas

year he has operated his own busi

ness providing engineering servic

to Bay radio stations. Prior u

that he was with Gates Radio Co.

Quincy, 111., where in 1949 he en

tered broadcast sales as a sale

engineer.

SPONS0
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Tempting

Totals

You don't have to rob a bank to strike it rich Just take a peek at North Carolina's

Golden Triangle Market: Total retail sales, over SI Billion Total consumer income,

over SI 1

2 Billion Total population, over 1.360.000 And it's all yours when you

buy WSJS Television.

NO 1 MARKET IN THE NO 12 STATE
North Carolina's

Golden
Triangle

TELEVISION M
WIN STONSAL EM /GREENSBORO /HIGH POINT

Represented by Petr-



Ifyou lived in San Francisco.

.

.

i

...you
9d be sold on KRON-TV



THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE RADIO / TV ADVERTISERS USE

Sponsor
^M APRIL 20 1964 PRICE 40c .

r u
s.

Spoil SOT — a sponsor is a client, is a

station, is an agency — is a sponsor.

LATEST NEW

STATION IDENTIFICATION

CONCEPT &
AMONG RECENT

BASIC PROGRAMING-

PRODUCTION SERVICES

sponsors

&ponsors

f

WKNR, Detroit; WBZ. Boston;

KOL, Seattle; WBT, Charlotte;

WFIL, Philadelphia; WVON.
Chicago; WIFE, Indianapolis;

WDSU, New Orleans.

KXA. Seattle; WXYZ, Detroit;

WFUN, Miami; KXYZ, Houston;

WHDH, Boston; WIBC, Indiana-

polis; KELI. Tulsa; WSPD, Toledo.

MORE VIGNETTE

AND SHOW

SOME MUSICOMMERCIAL

KTOP, Topeka; KENI, Anchorage;

WROW, Albany; KFOR. Lincoln;

KMBC. Kansas City; WEST.
Easton. Pa.; KIOA, Des Moines.

Delta Airlines; Standard Oil of

Kentucky; American Bakers
Cooperative Inc.; G. Heileman
Brewing Co.. Inc.

Hundreds of clients and agen-

cies rely upon the creativity and
quality that won the World's Best

Radio Announcement Award.

MORTON J.WAGNER COMPANIES, INC.

CREATORS ano PRODUCERS of AUDIO SERVICES for BROADCASTERS

CURRENTLY SOLD WORLDWIDE TO OVER 1300 'SPONSORS' BY

RICHARD H. ULLMAN ASSOCIATES, INC.

5420 MELROSE AVE.. HOLLYWOOD. CALIF 90038 TEL 213 HO 2-6027

X
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SHOW
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TOTAL
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SHOW
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]
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1 SPECTACULAR!

II The 1
Defenders 1

THE
SAINT

1 y *

D

obile- aco
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Represented by H-R Television, Inc. I

or -w»^

Call C. P. Persons Jr., General Manager



RIDAY AT 5

orbidden Cigarette Talk Clears Air
v« \ ork — Main ol Madison

enue's tacitly forbidden words
cigarette-smoking were said

Id and clear on air last week via

is television's second look at

*.>king in as main sears. Program
ttes I C ollision of In-

whose very title drew criti-

Cfn), aired by producer-writer
.- hur 1> Morse tor ( BS Reports.

•king controversy was pin-

! as economics \s. health, with

a $8-billion-per-year industry (which

S3 billion in taxes, supports
" mkX) farm families plus countless

opposed bv future health of a

; 'million nation.

ailing program "valuable, eoura-

„• us, aiul truly public service," New
Herald-Tribune's tv critic John

I rn wrote: "If honest self-criticism

lark of maturity, then television

H night gave every indication ol

hhg grown up."

Iighlight quotes:

Dr. Luther 1 ferry, U.S. Surgeon
l leral: "My advice to the smoker
wild be to stop smoking."

)r. Eva S.dber. senior research

i viaie. Harvard School of Public

Hfilth: "If present trends continue.

th I million present school children

ir.he U. S. will die ol lung cancer."
ather Thomas Garrett, philosophy

.lessor. I diversity of Scranton, on
ty of cigarette advertising:

put it this way. the man who

rWe personal judgment seen

kfto bettering programing
iloxi — ( harles M. Stone, radio

:
imager ol NAB*s code authority.

iui:s broadcasters to improve indus-

Itl by exercising more personal
lnjment in what they offer public.

le said they shouldn't rely exclu-
ly on polls, surveys and ratings to

line likes and dislikes of audi-

Rather than downgrade their

lotions, he said, they should strive

mprovement by putting more
on own convictions.

ing combined meeting of
Nkissippi and Louisiana broadcaster
*slv. Stone said broadcaster should

- helf if he approves oi what his

stjon is prenJucing for public and
'j consider material
m ely "because it sells.

he emphasized.
that broadcaster's

m t would necessarily

al loss It's possible that a

hp job could be done bv trxinu.

I

;npiov

Uclnee on
Iddrcssii

acceptable

does not

own judg-

result in

drives the gclawav cai in a bank
robber) is as gmitv as the man who
holds the gun. .

David OgiKy. chairman, OgHvy,
BenSOO and Mather. Some cigarette

commercials "are intentually dishon-
est aiu\ the men who wrote them and
paid lor them know it

N All s I erO) ( ollms: . the

need is to restrain the ovei-all ad-
vertising program so thai a will not

mislead, deceive, be false

Mis Mildred Brad] ol the ( on-
turner's I nion: I don't see how this

(broadcasting) right ,wn\ privilege

given to this industry can justifiably

be used to damage the children ol the

nation. So on these two media (radio.

tv) — no advertising."

JACK PAAR WINS
APPROVAL OF N.E.

STATION BUYS
Wasliiimlon III

WMTVt i\ < II

•land Springs Mc and H M HA
I \l xi i v. H
I'aai s Dolphin Enterprises < hrmn
Henry and ( mm < ox di

of the Uanstei from Ml Wl lungton

l\' :\ owners ot the

.leas! prupcrti-

It broadcastei Pi up to Ins

unprcilictabili! i pciformcr.

M.une viewers could he in I

jolts — but even the Paar tern;

ment niav have to bow to financial

exigencies ot running a television

Cone claims bad handling by advertising people

A major piggyback problem, wants Code to take look

Chicago — A major advertising ex-

ecutive has expressed the hope that the

NAB code "will really look into" the

piggyback issue. Fairfax Cone. Poote,

Cone & Belding executive committee
chairman, says he's concerned that

some advertisers run two 30 Second
commercials in a minute, others want

to run 30-20-10. The audience is con-

vinced that they got an awful lot ol

commercials. When it was really a

matter ot bad handling on the part ol

the advertising people.'" C one stressed.

He w.,s speaking On the Northwest-

ern WGN-iV program. Your Right
i<> Say It. aired here Saturday ( ISih).

Appearing with him were NAB COOC
authority director Howard Bell and
Ward Quaal. exec \ I'.-Oen. Mur..

WGN, Inc.

Bell pointed out "From our moni-
toring reports, we tind that over "»>

percent of the stations auJ commer-
cials comply with the time standard

limitations — among code subscribers

— but our problem today, and it is

the number one code problem al the

moment, is not stations exceeding

commercial time limitations "It is the

appearance, or impression ot the

viewer, of the non-programing con-

tent of tv—including promotional an-

nouncements, billboards, credits, com-
mercials, including piggybacks, etc.

V/e need to reduce the non-program
elements to which the viewer is sub-

ed

"The problem is not the exot

Bell asserted. "But the content, in

terms of the representations, the

claims, exaggerations, derogation ol

the competitors, lack ot substantiation

Of damis I his is a serious problem
within the clearance progress ot the

code authority ."

( one. meantime said he vvasn .

vinced the advertisers were getting

lair shake lor their minute-
they sponsored a program, having
three one-minute commercials — then
costs went up and they began sharing
sponsorships, participating ever) other
week. etc. I he result is watered down
impact." he s.uj. adding he doub:
will work.

rinsing minority programing.
Bell noted a station this

"onlv if h has successful majority p

•Jucing enough revenue to

underwrite the unprofitable programs
ol CUktU

Quaal pointed to .hi example trom
WGN'i experience We aired tor tour

n the distinguished (<>.,..' \l

I he highest rating we
ever had. in prime time, was 4 5 —
m\<\ we never received as much
I I2lh . Ilt-of-pocket expel
in return from advertisers locally. We
hope to get our money back
penovi o\ yean through on— largely overseas. 1 II ot our

minority audien<

we received not as much as live let-

ters one season. 22 letters another -

son. ..nd 40 a not In

fie I the airline which -

the show one a hen approacl
the foUowii
w ard, it was -how. m the p

lie interest. But if I had one lette

pie and

*F 20, 1964



FRIDAY AT

Food, grocery products put $350.1 million in tv

to lead all advertising classifications for '63

New York—Twenty-two product
classes increased tv expenditures last

year, and 8 advertisers are among top

100 for first time in TVB's common
classification report of estimated

gross time sales for 1963.

Dollar-wise, groups were again led

by food and grocery products, up
10.6 percent to $350.1 million total,

with other leaders: cosmetics-toiletries,

up 15.8 percent to $189.7 million;

drug products, up 14.7 percent to

$177.9 million; tobacco products-sup-

plies, up 13.2 percent to $134.3 mil-

lion.

Largest percentage increases were
for transportation and travel, up 88.1

percent to 14.9 million; garden sup-

plies, up 78.4 percent to $2.4 mil-

lion; stationery-office equipment, up
69.3 percent to $3.6 million.

Eight advertisers on list for first

time since its 1958 inception are:

American Cyananid, Shulton, Amer-
ican Motors, Sunbeam, General Cigar,

Chrysler Dealers, Royal Crown, and
Green Giant.

Pointers-in-the-wind? Clothing-ac-

cessories, up 52.2 percent, and amuse-
ments, up 56.8 percent—large in-

creases, though dollar-expenditures

Henry urges more programing
geared to teen audiences
New York—Always careful to avoid

the heavy-handed "Vast Wasteland"-
accusations of his predecessor, FCC
chrmn E. William Henry gingerly

suggested in an on-air appearance yes-

terday (19th) that broadcasters could

and should do more in the area of

teen-appeal programing.
Questioned by two teen-age science

students, Eric Sundberg and Barbara
Tepper, on ABC-TV's Science All-

Stars, Henry noted that programs par-

ticularly for adolescents "are con-

spicuous by their absence, except

for the limited kind that I've usually

seen of the teenage dance party. I

think for young people tv could do
much more than it does now. I think

this is one area where perhaps as

much improvement can be made as

in any other." Suggesting that ex-teen-

agers write their local stations and let

them know they're interested in "bet-

ter tv service," Henry also touched on
science programing, said stations are

doing some work in this area but

"could well do more."
Honeywell sponsors the program,

which was pre-taped at the NAB
convention in Chicago and was one
of Henry's rare video appearances.

were relatively low. Pet products spent
$2.5 million more on tv than clothing
advertisers. Nine categories cut tv

investments, notably household fur-

nishings group (down 24.8 percent to

$5.5 million), as well as sporting
goods-toys, radio-tv set manufactur-
ers, and watch-jewelry advertisers, all

down about 19 percent.

Natl, religious group urges

denying 2 Southern Stations
New York — Jackson, Miss, tv

stations WLBT and WJTV (both up
for license renewal) have been
charged with anti-Negro bias, over
commercialization, and failure to

provide adequate public service pro-
graming, in petition asking FCC to

deny new licenses to both outlets, filed

by United Church of Christ, national
religious group.

Charges stem from continuous
monitoring of programs from Mar. 1-

7, according to Rev. Dr. Everett C.
Parker, director of office of com-
munications for church organization.

Specific charges are: discrimina-
tion against Negroes in news broad-
casts, in presentation of "controver-
sial issues," in failure to use Negro
talent, and to announce Negro com-
munity affairs; lack of sufficient

public affairs programing; and ex-

cessive commercial announcements,
resulting in failure "to serve the

public interest, convenience and
necessity."

NAB's Taylor says better programs
could boost radio revenue by 50%

Albuquerque — NAB radio v. p.

Sherril W. Taylor says radio broad-
casters could increase revenues by
50 percent by developing more crea-

tive programing which would appeal
to larger segment of potential audi-
ence. He told New Mexico Broad-
casters Assn. here that despite "gen-
eral up-beat feeling in radio today,"

he detects an "inexplicable lethargy"

on part of far too many radio broad-
casters.

"This lethargy," he said, "stems
from areas relating to programing,
rather than sales, for in all too many
cases, salesmanship has been better

than the product. Even so, the radio
industry should be grossing 50 per-

cent more in advertising dollars, and
the reason we are not is not a lack

of sales effort, but a partial lack of

universal creative courage in areas of
programing which would appeal to a

larger segment of the audience."

Todd Storz, 39, dies
suddenly in Florida

Omaha, Neb. — Services too
place here on Apr. 16 for Tod
Storz, 39, president of Storz Bn
casting, which operates WDG
Minneapolis; WHB Kansas Cit

Mo.; WTIX New Orleans; WQAf|
Miami; KOMA Oklahoma Cit'

and KXOK St. Louis. Storz die

of an apparent cerebral hemorrhaj
while at his home in Miami Beac
Apr. 13.

Generally acknowledged in th

broadcast industry as the majc
force in establishing "formula" -

or top 40 — radio, his first mo\
in that area came in 1949 wit

KOWH Omaha, 500 watt da}

timer purchased that year (alon

with KOAD-FM) by a corporalio

he set up with his father, Robe
H. Storz, in his native city.

Storz' second broadcast tran

action came in 1953, the purcha>

of WTIX, which was followed b

the acquisition of the other st;

tions in his group. His last st;

tion buy was KXOK, in 1960. I

between, he sold his first outle

KOWH.
Survivors include his wife, Lor

a daughter, Lynn; two sons, Robe:

and Bradley; his parents; and
sister.

FCC starts looking intc

licensees' CATV links
Washington—Planned takeover

H&B Microwave Corp., CATV op

ation with 37 systems in 12 stat

by RKO subsidiary Video Indepei

ent Theaters, has prompted FCC
look into all aspects of licencees' ov

ership of community antenna syster

It's called for available informati

and opinion by June 19.

Whole question of CATV's role

the future of free tv—including mu
pic ownership rules, the possibilit

of far-flung programing compel
with local stations, and monopoli>

consequences opposed to the put

interest—has been many months bre

ing. It foamed up at the NAB a
vention when FCC Chmn. E. Willi

Henry warned that CATV service

1.2 million homes has accustoir

America to think in terms of subscr

tion tv.

Hovering on the horizon, but i

mentioned in this proceeding.

sensitive matter of the LBJ (trust

held) one Austin tv station KTBCT
and its option to buv 50 percent

Capital Cable, an all-wire CATV op

atins in Austin.

SP0N5



MARYLAND'S ONLY 50.000 WATT STATION

HIGH RATINGS- LOW COST PER THOUSAND

QUALITY MUSIC STATION-FULL RANGE PROGRAMMING

RADIO-HOME OF THE BALTIMORE ORIOLES. COLTS.

CLIPPERS AND NAVY FOOTBALL

ONLY MARYLAND STATION WITH A FARM DIRECTOR.

WOMAN'S DIRECTOR AND FULL-TIME SPORTS DIRECTOR

VOICE OF THE BALTIMORE SYMPHONY

ONLY FULLTIME MARYLAND STATION WITH A
WHITE HOUSE ACCREDITED NEWS DIRECTOR

MARYLAND'S RADIO REPRESENTATIVE
AT THE N.V. WORLDS FAIR

NBC AFFILIATE IN BALTIMORE

Convinced? Contact your McGavran Guild rep. or call Area Code 301 -467-3000.
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Anatomy of a $15,000,000 beer campaign
Nine week campaign uses tv, radio spots to boost beer sales

Advertisers still get breaks in Canadian broadcasting
Increased demand for tv time forecast at Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters meeting
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Gallic grapes and soil, plus Julius Wile Sons' know-how brings
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As cost goes down, efficiency increases—making possible broader
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Minimum research standards set for maximum results
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program ratings by pointing out valid way to research
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Depth Quality

Study of 1,000 adults

in the Cleveland

Metropolitan area shows.

WJW RADIO

LISTENER AVERAGE
CLEVELAND

MARKET AVERAGE

****»•<

*SP
TOTAL INCOME
CHIEF WAGE EARNER $6,400 $5,700

13C

OCCUPATION

Professional,

Executive, Proprietor 27.3% 16.2%

^El^Sbn1
'

HOMES

Own Homes

$25,000 or over

Median

72.0%

32.7%

$21,100

60.4%

23.8%

$19,100

TRAVEL BY AIR

7 or more trips per year 42.0% 29.68

- •> , • •L-e- . *.— •.-«*

AUTO OWNERSHIP

Own 1 or more cars

Average cars per home

1960 or newer

1959 or older

94.3%

1 27

487%

51.3%

83.6%

1.08

43.8%

56.2%

or detailed information, call your Katz representative
puree. November-December 196? Spec.il PULS£ survey

I jdience-size data used herein is based on the sources indicated,

is subject to the limitations on its accuracy inherent m the method

••d. and shou'd be c

LOS ANGELES

NEW YORK
II us

PHILADELPHIA

WIBG

MILWAUKEE
H'lTITI

CLEVELAND
WJW

CLEVELAND
IIJII-TI

MIAMI

ATLANTA
ll AGA-TI

TOLEDO

TOLEDO

DETROIT
n

DETROIT

STOKER
VMSY
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NOW THAT
WE'VE HAD A
GOODYEAR...

lybj) was a year of innovation. The "new ABC" was'

success. Seven of its new shows will be back this fall. Tha
half the new shows we programmed. (Not even Ty Col

hit .500.)

Almost all of our returning shows are having their be

years ever. And that includes such long-time favorites

Donna Reed and Ozzie &: Harriet.

Current ratings show ABC in its best competitive po

tion of the season — with 20 half hours delivering 10 m
lion or more Average Audience homes— and half again

many programs in the Nielsen Top Forty as another n(

work competitor.

Our new shows are playing a large part in this gai

The Fugitive has joined the ranks of television's all-tin

greats. Patty Duke has run off with a remarkable share

the young audience. Outer Limits and Burke's Law ha -

become popular viewing habits. So have Farmer's Daug

ter, Jimmy Dean and Hollywood Palace. All of these nc

shows will be back next year— an amazing 50 per cent

the shows that made ABC "new" this season.

ABC made news in news this year, too. Howard I

Smith and Edward P Morgan, paired for the New Ham
shire primary, were hailed by critics as the hot new ne\

team.

Former President Dwight D. Eisenhower, Senato

Hubert H. Humphrey and Sam
J.

Ervin, Jr., were sigm

to augment ABC's political convention coverage.

In sports, ABC's Winter Olympics coverage reached I

million different homes — more than two-thirds of all U.

television homes in a two-week period. ABC will contilH

its Olympic coverage during the trials this summer.

Now, ABC is on the move—with a stable base of prow

entertainment on which next fall's schedule is built

Sources: NTl Feb.-Mar. 1964 Average Audience, regular progra

Winter Olympics Nielsen special analysis, 2 weeks ending Feb. 11, IS

!
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WHAT
WILLWE DO

F( )R AN ENC( )RE?

I ./()-» will be a year ol opportunity. 1 his fall's ABC
m !u dull' has real roots. Our ratio ol new show-, is de< reas

mi; while thai ol the othei networks is increasing.

We've got momentum. Ever) single one ol this year's

tituation comedies will be l>a<k nexl season. So will long-

run favoi iics like Ben Case) , Wagon [rain and Lawrence
Uelk.

We've goi .1 schedule lull ol new iilc.is. Peyton Place

.\ill be the tnst serialized drama evei t<> appeal in prime

ime. Jonny Quest will introduce a new kind ol animated

idventure. The Add.mis Family will bring Charles

Vddams' famous cartoon characters to life. Bing Crosb)

.wll appeal in his first continuing series. Bewitched, <>nr

)i the most sought after properties of the new season, will

k- treating viewers to contemporary Witchcraft on Al'>(

rhere will be seven Dinah Shore s|>e< ials—both night

une and daytime. Walter Brennan will he hack with a

iew show. Broadside and No Time foi Sergeants are two

Hire-fire new comedies. There will be exciting adventure

n a unique setting on Voyage to the Bottom ol the Sea.

nispenscful drama on 12 O'clock High. Mickey Rooney
•ill Nt.u in a new family situation comedy. And George
Winis ami his 1 114.11 return to television in Wend) and Me

We're not alone in sensing an exciting \rai foi ABC.
We've 1401 an unprecedented list ol new and retui ning

nsors with us, with names representing the entire

ilphabet of top American advertisers. \ml the list con

miles to grow.

l'> sum up. We have stability -based on proven entei

ainment and momentum— prodded on l>\ exciting ne%»

(leas.

We can't wait until sou seeoui encore I

\BC Television Network @
Ap'IO 1964



FOOD
CZARS

buy WNBC-TV. Top names in the

food business know it's the most
efficient means of garnishing the
tables of discerning New York
consumers. Among the czars:

Del Monte
Progresso Foods

Foods International

Green Giant Co.

Campbell Soup Co.

General Mills

Borden's

Pepperidge Farms
Kellogg Co.

General Foods Corp.
Quality Bakers of America

National Dairy Corp.

Levy's Bread
Holland House Coffee
Dugan Bros. Inc. Bakers

Romanoff Foods

Take a tip from the food czars:
whatever product or service you
sell, feed more power into your
selling on WNBC-TV!

WNBC-TV
NEW YORK

PUBLISHER'S
REPORT

TODD STORZ SET THE PACE

Todd Storz was a PARADOX. He had a quiet modest manner. But he bur

across the radio firmament with the dazzling impact and speed of soun

He ventured into radio in 1949 when hundreds of radio owners we

quaking in their boots with the advent of television.

He stayed with radio. If he ever gave thought to buying into telcvisi

I never heard of it. He started with KOWH, a 500 watter in Omaha, h

home town, and added stations in New Orleans, Kansas City, Minncapoli

St. Paul, Miami, Oklahoma City and St. Louis.

At the time of his death last week, at the age of 39, he still owned

but the first of these stations. And he made millions with them.

He established headquarters in Miami and ran his stations with

help of his dynamic executive vice president in Kansas City, George (Bu

Armstrong, and a loyal group of long-time associates.

But first and foremost he established a new kind of radio—form,

radio. His radio was based on fast pace, on quality control, on hit tune

on snappy disc jockeys, and on big gobs of promotion.

I always felt that his emphasis on promotion and advertising stem

from his kinship in the Storz Brewing Company which, like all brewerii

used them as essential ingredients.

He helped glorify the dj. His disk jockey conventions were, like e\e

thing Todd did, prime examples of organization and promotion. But he fi

a cropper at his Miami Beach Convention through no fault of his own.

ceived a bad press, and never held another. When he moved to Miami.

removed himself from industry sight and was seldom seen thereafter.

But his stations pushed on. gathering strength. And the Storz genii

was evident behind-the-scenes.

In the meantime hundreds of other stations tried to follow the Sto

techniques. Storz-traincd men were among the most sought-after in the

dustry. But most stations found it difficult to duplicate the recipe.

Word has gone out to the Storz Stations that there will be no chang

in ownership, management, or policy. His father. Robert H. Storz. was witl

him in ownership. Perhaps the industry will be hearing from Storz Senio

in the days to come.
* * *

This is the year of color.

The April 13 issue of SPONSOR is loaded with assorted informatioi

about tv color. We didn't seek it out. It's coming to us.

I note that the EIA reports that 90.850 color t\ sets were produco

during February. That means that well over 1.000.000 will be built this yeai

At the NAB convention syndicators reported that color interest was ..

the boiling point. RCA and other equipment manufacturers sa\ the same.

Color broadcasts are multiplying.

But the crowning touch! I turned on my color set for the first Mel

Phillies baseball game of the season last night and

—

surprise—got livim

color. 1 understand I'll be getting them all season.

Now I know that General Sarnoff has done it again.

P-T-z-m/

10 SPONSOR



'(^W=0(3ODGD
Y tA li - 11U U INI U good living, good business

We have seasons, but they are relatively

mild, without the harsh extremes that often

disrupt business elsewhere. This means year-

round high-level spending, with a diversi-

fied economy, as a center for government

business, recreation, education, and indus-

try. Few stat ; ons, we are told, dominate

their markets as do we in WCTV-land, but

you probably have your own figures to prove

this!

WCTV
TALLAHASSEE

<I>
THOMASVIllE

LAIR TELEVISION
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Inside

SPONSOR
"When copy unacceptable under

our standards is acceptable in other

media, our job is all the tougher."

That's the essence of what Code
Authority director of the NAB,
Howard H. Bell, told members and

guests of the Poor Richard Club in

Philadelphia last week.

But he said more.

"I urge our colleagues in the

print media to join with us in this

endeavor, to urge the advertising

community to accept what we have

set out to achieve and to work with

us, as many agencies and adver-

tisers are doing at the present

time," he said.

While the type tyros who heard

him were not likely to react like

kids caught with their hands in the

cookie jar, I'm sure that his mes-

sage was understood, particularly

that "it's not really a question of

whether one medium is licensed and

another is not."

Like a modern John Donne, Bell

was tolling a message for all the

"thees" in the advertising firma-

ment . . . "Contrary to the belief

of some, no medium is impervious

to the hand of government.

Nor is it concern for the govern-

ment meddling alone. The best self

interest in advertising should hear

clearly his call to "share a com-

mon role to serve the public's inter-

est and declare ourselves for indus-

try-wide professional standards to

protect the public's confidence. To
destroy that confidence is to under-

mine advertising's effectiveness

wherever it appears."

Rather than just plead for the

cause, SPONSOR has begun to look

and listen for specifics to spotlight.

We'll pin them down for you as we

find them. It will be particularly in-

teresting to report on what the

A.A.A.A. research on the consumer

judgment of advertising will reveal.

;it the end of the month.

555 FIFTH

Gum.£fc^

WBT sales repeat?

We are the national advertising

agency for National All-Jersey and

The American Jersey Cattle club.

They have asked me to contact you

for permission to reprint in their

publication, Jersey Journal, your

feature, "WBT milks a good sales

gimmick," in the March 23 issue of

sponsor. They would, of course,

credit the article to your pub-

lication.

Owen Carroll

Byer & Bowman Advertising

Columbus, Ohio

Happy to oblige—Ed.

"Real Issue" Touched

Since the release of the govern-

ment report on smoking, many
thousands of words have been writ-

ten and spoken on the subject. But

we at WXLW Indianapolis felt

that in many cases the real issue

was never touched upon. There-

fore, we prepared an editorial on

the subject, which we thought was

one way in which broadcasters

could aid their audiences.

We told the public: "At this very

time, the FTC is studying methods

of controlling the advertising of

cigarettes. The advertising profes-

sion is exploring new ways of pre-

senting the product. The tobacco

industry is spending thousands of

dollars in research in an effort to

answer the results of the report on

smoking. The NAB Radio and Tv

Code Boards are hammering out

new controls because proposed

guidlines are 'not adequate to meet

the need.'

"All of this activity and addi-

tional restriction because of a gov-

ernment report!

"Has anyone ever written a go\-

ernment report on the abuses of

the automobile in America? Has

anyone made an effort to label all

automobile advertising as an imple-

ment that could injure and possi-

bly destroy the careless user' Whal

docs the FTC say about such label-

12

ing and restriction in automobile

advertising and promotion? How
many more Americans were maim-

ed or killed each calendar year ir ij

abuses of driving as compared tcjj

smoking? What will the Radio anclj

Tv Code Boards do with this much

more deadly problem?

"Someplace in the American

scheme of things there was, at one

time, the right and privilege oi

freedom of choice.

"Somewhere at the beginning ol

man's choice the word Freedom

was born. It originally came from

the contraction of a phrase —
Free to choose one's doom. What-

ever happened to Freedom?"
Robert D. Enoch
President WXLW
Indianapolis, hid.

Costs & controls

As old subscribers to your spun

sor magazine, we will be grateful

to you for the following informa-

tion.

We are interested in buying the

latest out or considered best book

or publication dealing with Costs

and Control of Operations in a tv

radio station and network.

Kindly give us the name of such

a book with its publisher's name

and address, for us to order it.

Carlos Touchc
Telesistema Mcxicano,
Mexico City. Mexico

NAB, RAB, network libraries and

the New York public library sug-
t

gest these possibilities: The first

(overs accounting procedures only.

while the second pertains to general

administration.

Ogden, Warde B.: The TV Busi-

ness: Accounting Problems of a

drouth Industry. Ronald Tress,\

N. Y., 1961. $6. (The author is a

partner in the widely known ac-

counting firm of Trice Waterhouse.)

Reinsch. J. Leonard and Ellis,

Elmo: Radio Station Management.

Harper. V. Y., 2nd revised edition.

1960. $6.50.

SPONSOK



DK, KPRC.WHAT'S SO SPECIAL ABOUT YOUR TV?

Ml sorts of things. Mainly, the friendly things that happen on the KPRC-TV screen

RIENDLY? And then some! Everybody in the KPRC-TV family knows just how to make
elevision fun for you. Unexpected little pleasures pop up all along the way. Real color
it station breaks. Your own personal merchandising. Many other welcome touches.

S IT FAST 7 RESULTFUL? Well, KPRC-TV cruises at a little more than 18 hours every
tay. And every hour produces high-flying sales. Availabilities free, too. And
ocal participation announcements custom-contoured.

VHEN CAN I GO? Anytime. Make reservations now and—Whoosh! Go! On the
<PRC-TV Ch. 2. See your Edward Petry man (professionals plan better
.ales trips) or contact KPRC-TV, Royal Houston, Texas Television.

VORITE OF A HALF A MILLION HOMES IN HARRIS. REFUGIO. ARANSAS. MATAGORDA.
'.. JACKSON. VICTORIA. GOUAO. DE WITT. LAVACA. COLORADO. AUSTIN WALLER

N AUGUSTINE. TRINITY. WALKER. GRIMES. WASHINGTON. FAYETTE, BASTROP, LEE. BU-"
I
ON, ANDERSON AND FREESTONE COUNTIES.
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CALENDAR

APRIL

Financial Public Relations Assn.,
South Central regional meeting, Brown
Palace Hotel, Denver (20).

Associated Press, annual meeting,
President Johnson to speak, Waldorf-
Astoria, N. Y. (20).

Society of Typographic Arts, first

annual Trademarks/ USA national re-

trospective exhihition of American
trademarks, symbols, and logotypes,

Marina Towers, Chicago (opens 20).

Sales & Marketing Executives of
Greater Boston, luncheon meeting.
Somerset Hotel (21).

National Academy of Recording
Arts and Sciences, third annual sym-
posium in association with Bureau of
Conferences and Institutes of N.Y.
University's Division of General Edu-
cation, titled "Recording and Music:
Culture, Commerce, and Technology,"
at Hotel Lancaster, N.Y. (to 22).

Television Bureau of Advertising,
annual spring board of directors meet-
ing, Greenbrier, White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va. (22-23).

American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, annual national meeting,
The Greenbrier, White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va. (23-25).

Advertising Federation of America,
fourth district convention, Tampa, Fla.

(23-26).

Pennsylvania AP Broadcasters
Assn., annual meeting, Boiling Springs,

(24).

Advertising Club of N.Y., 14th an-
nual Inside Advertising Week for col-

lege seniors, Biltmore Hotel, N.Y.
(to 25).

Georgia AP Broadcasters' Assn.,
annual meeting, Atlanta (25).

Affiliated Advertising Agencies Net-
work, annual meeting, Andrew John-
son Hotel, Knoxville, Tenn. (26-May
2).

Wometco Enterprises, annual stock-
holders' meeting. Forest Hills Theatre,
Forest Hills, N. Y. and at World's
Fair (27).

Assn. of Canadian Advertisers, an-
nual conference, Royal York Hotel,
Toronto (27-29).

Mutual Affiliates Advisory Com-
mittee, executive committee meeting
at I. as Vegas (27-28), followed by
regular session (29-30).

Society of Photographic Scientists

& Engineers, 1964 international con-
ference, Hotel Americana, N.Y. (27-

May 1).

Dallas/Southwest Industrial Trade
lair. Stale Fair Park. Dallas (28-1).

Station Representatives Assn., 1964
Silver Nail-Gold Key Awards, Wal-
dorf-Astoria. N. Y. (28).

American Film Festival, sixth an-

nual by Educational Film Library
Assn.. 16mm competition. Hotel Bilt-

more, N. Y. (20-May 2).

American Women in Radio & Tele-

vision, 1 3th annual convention, Mayo
Hotel, Tulsa (30-May 3).

American Marketing Assn., New
York Chapter's second annual new
products conference, Hotel Delmonico,
N.Y. (30).

MAY

Southern California Broadcasters
Assn.—University of Southern Cali-

fornia's joint third annual Radio Sem-
inar, USC campus (1).

Kansas Assn. of Radio Broadcast-
ers, annual convention, Lassen Hotel,
Wichita (1-2).

Kentucky Broadcasters Assn., spring
convention, Louisville Sheraton Hotel
(4-6).

Missouri Broadcasters Assn., annual
meeting, Columbia (5-6).

CBS-TV, annual conference of net-

work and affiliate executives, New
York Hilton (5-6).

Electronic Industries Assn., work-
shop on maintainability of electronic

equipment. Sheraton-Jefferson Hotel,

St. Louis (5-7).

Greater Augusta Advertising Club,
annual election meeting, Downtowner
Motel, (7)).

Montana AP Broadcasters Assn.,
session at Lewiston (7).

California AP Radio-TV Assn., an-
nual convention, San Jose (8-10).

California AP Radio-TV Assn.,

session at Hyatt House, San Jose (9).

Indiana AP Radio-TV Assn., ses-

sion at Indianapolis (9).

Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters,
annual meeting, The Inn, Buck Hill

Falls (10-12).

National Retail Merchants Assn.,

sales promotion division convention,
Hotel Americana, N. Y. (10-13).

Direct Mail Advertising Assn., di-

rect mail institute, University of Con-
necticut, Storrs, Conn. (10-15). Mail
order seminar, Statler Hotel, Boston
(12).

Assn. of National Advertisers, ses-

sion at Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y. (11-

12).

Sales Promotion Executives Assn.,

seventh annual conference, Astor
Hotel, N. Y. (11-13).

National Academy of Recording
Arts & Sciences, dinners for Grammy
Award winners, simultaneously held

by its chapters in New York, Los An-
geles, and Chicago (12).

Chicago Federated Advertising
Club, 22nd annual advertising awards
presentation and dinner. Palmer
House (13).

American TV Commercials Fes-
tival, fifth annual awards luncheon,
Waldorf-Astoria (15).

Sales & Marketing Executives-Intl.,

convention. Palmer House, Chicago
(17-20).

Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters, spring

convention, Commodore Perry Hotel,
Toledo (21-22).

Alabama Broadcasters Assn., spring

convention, Broadwater Beach Hotel,
Biloxi, Miss. (21-23).

Association of Broadcasting Execu-
tives of Texas, annual awards ban-
quet. Dallas (22).

Louisiana-Mississippi AP Broad-
casters Assn., annual convention,
Jackson, Miss. (22-24).

Emmy Awards 1 6th annual telecast,

Music Hall, Texas Pavilion, New York
World's Fair, and the Palladium, Hol-
lywood (25).

Catholic Press Assn., convention,
Penn-Sheraton, Pittsburgh (25-29).

Art Directors Club of N.Y., awards
luncheon, Americana Hotel (26).

Visual Communications Conference
(Art Directors Club of N. Y.), New
York Hilton (27-28).

American Research Merchandising
Institute, Del Coronado, San Diego,

(31 -June 6).

JUNE

Intl. Radio & Tv Society, lirsi

Legion of Honor presentation din-

ner, at Waldorf-Astoria, N.Y. (4).

Advertising Federation of Amer-
ica, 60th annual convention. Chase-
Park Plaza Hotel. St. Louis (7-10).

International Advertising Assn.,

1 6th annual world congress, Waldorf-
Astoria, N. Y. (7-10).

American Academy of Advertising,

annual convention, Chase-Park Hotel,

St. Louis (7-10).

Special Libraries Assn., 55th con-

vention of advertising and publishing

divisions. Sheraton-Jefferson Hotel, St.

Louis (7-11).

Mutual Advertising Agency Net-

work, national business meeting. Bis-

marck Hotel. Chicago (11-13).

Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters. 29th

annual summer convention, Callaway
Gardens. Ga. (13-16).

American Marketing Assn., 47th

national conference. Sheraton Hotel,

Dallas (15-19).

Federation of Canadian Advertis-

ing & Sales Clubs, 17th annual con-

ference. Nova Scotian Hotel. Halifax.

N.S. (18-21).

National Advertising Agency Net-

work, 1964 management conference.

Far Horizons Hotel. Sarasota. Fla.

(21-25).

Transamerica Advertising Agencj

Network, annual meeting, N. ^ . (23-

27).

National Editorial Assn., annual

convention. Hotel Commodore, N. Y.

(24-27).

\ssn. of Industrial Advertisers.

42nd annual conference, Sheraton

Hotel. Philadelphia (28-July 1).

First Advertising Agency Network.

annual convention, Boyne Mountain

I odge, Boyne Falls. Mich. (28-July 3).

14 SPONSOR



COMMERCIAL CRITIQUE

Why does everyone pick on tv?

H\ Thomas Knitch,

I >te, ( one ^ Belding

often find myself defending tele-

I vision advertising, even though

I agree thai it could and should be

improved. Alter all, advertising is

much like that in an) other medium:

some good, some bad, and a hellov-

alot inbetween.

I e \ ision commercials li a \ e

made tremendous strides in the last

ten or twelve years. From the stand-

up, on-camera pitchman (which is

still hard to beat in some instances)

\se have arrived at an exciting era

of creative innovations on film and

videotape. Videotape started as a

mere imitation of live commercial

techniques, with an added safet)

factor—make an error and you can

re-do it. again and again it neces-

sary lodav techniques in tape

lave greatly advanced. Tape can
now be edited, can be used on loca-

tion shooting, can even be used to

create a form of animation

This taped animation panes an-

other point in television's emerging
influence. No longer is animation

limited to funnj little cartoon

pharacters who sing and dance Now
|WC can blend graphics, still photos,

md live action for interesting new
fleets. Phis is strictly a product

if t\. yel you'll find this same
ipproach being used today in other

ireas Motion pictures, for example,
ire using it for fresh, new title e\e-

'utions And if you've seen the re-

ent splendid film lorn Jones. I'm

tun you recognized some technical

ighlights that are television-bred.

I took special care one night to

nonitor t\ commercials. Perhaps
was .in exceptionally good even-

is. for I saw little that was dis-

isteful. In the span of about three

ours 1 viewed these commercials:

Four airlines commercials. All

s'll done, all with a strong sales

message. In fact, one oi the tour.

extolling the beauties ol Britain.

was downright marvelous! Fine

photograph) and a good musical

score created a mood and atmos-

phere that I hated to see end

/u<< soft drink commercials.

Both handsome!) finished, both

ated an exciting visual mi

yel the) were distinguished <.

full) from each other.

One automobile commercial. 1

disagreed with the advertising ap

proach, found il pretentious, ex-

tremel) loud, and lacking in an)

real sales message. But it was beau-

tifully photographed and profession-

all) executed. Perhaps it did reach

the audience for which it was in-

tended. I'm not that audience

One cigarette commercial. An in-

teresting blend of graphics, tight

close-ups. and live photography,

-
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plus a pleasant mu N

little "sell " involved, but th

was pleasant and a OJCC rcmin

ol the product
One lix'il

i \ tually,

this was lor a foil wrap It was m-

formative, but not very visuall)

citing I was disappointed because

I have recent!) seen some i

mouth-watering food photograph)

foi television. Iv can be used to

ite a powerful appetite apj

through the use ol tight close-ups.

combined with food preparation.

serving suggestions, i

i ommerx ial. Bright,

taste appealing, and memorable
\| j be it was an unusuall) .

night. But I did see a lot ol qua

a lot ol creative thinking, and (

tainl) a lot oi effort thai does nol

deserve the criticism tv advertising

has been getting

\v for the amount ol advertising

on t\. I thai it should be cut

down. I agree that it could be more

careful!) positioned But, altho

I have not been as. immenl

on print advertising, how about

those magazines? How man) I'

you looked at latch that weren't

three-quarters ( <r more advertisil

Vnd newspapers how main really

\:^od ads have \ou seen the-,

from the classifu

S \

can't afford commercials Vcn't

you glad '" my answ N I'm

not!"

I like working «>n tv I like com-

bining sight and sound and mo'

personal impact on the

buying public \ lium

can give us all thi - ith

I v offers us a un q i< i pp
for

product lv lei

ence an unpra
involvement with our pi

I V you sup;

Kv ! \ '
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Where are people

ready to speak out

against pay-tv?

Opponents of pay television have apparently taken a vacation, at least from stand-

point of making themselves heard. New York chapter of Academy of Television

Arts & Sciences had to call off last week's (16th) planned panel discussion on "To

Pay or Not to Pay," due to "lack of names willing to speak out" against pay-tv.

Slated to have presented case for subscription tv were AFTRA exec secretary Don-

ald F. Conaway and John L. Pinto, gen. mgr. of RKO General Phonevision Co.,

currently conducting pay-tv test in Hartford. Moderator was to have been Washing-

ton Post tv editor Laurence Laurent. In calling off panel, chapter told members:

"The forum has been postponed until further notice due to the unavailability at this

time of guest panelists willing to speak against tollvision."

BBC turns to Cuba

in seeking source

of program revenue

Seems the British Broadcasting Corp. can't find enough buyers for its products in

the free world. It has now ventured into Cuban market. BBC last week signed con-

tract to sell to Cuban tv service 30 programs, including four feature films, a cultural

series, and documentaries on travel, adventure, and research. Venture's in line with

British government's policy on trade with Cuba.

Colgate, Con. Cigar

each put $8 million

into ABC nighttime

Colgate-Palmolive and Consolidated Cigar shape up as two of the biggest sup-

porters of ABC-TV next season, with each reported to have earmarked nearly

$8 million in the network's nighttime schedule. Colgate previously spent most of

its web tv budget on NBC. Consolidated Cigar has been a prime user of ABC.

Report on smoking

boosted ad outlay

by cigarette-makers

Surgeon General's report on smoking, in addition to booming sales of regular and

little-size cigars, also resulted in increased advertising expenditures from cigarette

manuacturers hoping to offset report's effect. Among them, P. Lorillard Co. said

its first-quarter advertising this year reached record levels. Company noted this

was done "in the full knowledge that commitments of this magnitude would suffi-

ciently affect our already-depressed earnings" for first three months of 64, which

were "down substantially" from last year, along with sales. Lorillard President

Morgan J. Cramer adds, however, "it has already been proved sound by . .

increased sales in April.'" He points out company's sales reached "low point in

February . . . turned upward in March . . . and so far in April are ahead of corre-

sponding '63 period." Cramer also reported "gratifying gains" in sales of all of I

company's non-cigarette products (smoking and chewing tobaccos), with sales of
|

its little cigars for '64 first quarter already exceeding category's sales for entire year

of '63. In addition, he announced new filter-tip. king-size little cigar. Omega, goes

on sale this week in Metropolitan N.Y. with distribution to follow in New England,

the Midwest, West Coast, and then rest of U.S.; York Filters charcoal granule cigar-

ette introduced in March is "doing nicely in its initial (test) markets;" York non-

filters are being withdrawn; there are "no plans to relinquish" non-filter Old Gold

Straights; 'accelerated diversification investigations" are under way.

Wrinkle-removers'

face-to-face fight

in tv marketplace

16

Tv looms as battleground for new wrinkle-covering cosmetic field which, if it fol-

1

lows classic case of all-purpose liquid cleaners, could mean millions more in ad

revenue. Cleaner market, built b\ tv, didn't exist until late '50s. is now $100-|

million business. Latest to enter wrinkle field is C'oty, which began tv push Apr.

13 and will spend some SI million annually for product—75% of it in spot tv.

Helenc Curtis was first out.

_r



UNITED
ARTISTS SHOWCASE

DAVID NIVEN MITZI GAYNOR
PATTY DUKE

The first time on TV . .

.

Three of Hollywood's most enjoyable

stars get fouled up in the hilarious

hazards of homelife . . . exactly

the kind of comedy-with-action

your viewers love I

M

I
UNITED ARTISTS

• ASSOCIATED
o d.v.s.on of UNITED ARTISTS TFIEVISION INC
555 Modnon Avenue Nrw f ^rk 22 N Y • Area Cod* 212 • 618 4700
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A pretty melody

is like Florence

Florenz Ziegfeld to Florence, South

Carolina—glorifier to glorified! But

Florence doesn't need glorification.

Largest single-station market in the

nation, Florence and WBTW
go together like words and music.

WBTW
Florence, South Carolina

Channel 13* Maximum power • Maximum i

Represented nationally by Young Television C

A Jefferson Standard Stal

affiliated with

WBT and WBTV, Chark

'



FIRST OF TWO PARTS

ANATOMY OFA

$15,000,000

BEER CAMPAIGN
Nine-week campaign includes

tv, radio spots as principal stim-

ulant to already-rising sales

I nheuser-Busch, the St Louis brewing giant, ad-

Ivertiscs its favorite Budweiser the "The King ol

Assertively •staking out its claim to leadership,

knheuser last Maj became the first I S. firm to sell

than I million barrels of Ivor in one month as

ueh .is its newest plant, to be opened in Houston
i 1966, will be able to produce all year lone

Obviously, Anheuser does things in a big way.
And one ol its biggest right now is a nine-week.

ng-size advertising campaign, entitled Pick a Pair

hkh encourages the customer to buj two 6-packs
Budweiser instead of one I his year, from M.u I

rough the Fourth of July, when picnic- and home-
irbecue fevers are mounting. Pick a Pair will make

its mark on millions of shopping lists, thanks largcl)

to Vnheuser's mammoth SIS-million effort

Although budget details will be discussed in a sub-

sequent article, it includes:

Some 3.143 television spots on 163 markets,

plus Johnny Carson's \H( M / n . SI

markets, for well ovei 500 million consumer im

slHlls

* Another 77,917 radio spots with a lis)

posure ol more than 2 billion, l" ; null:

* Ads m seven national mag
lion reader impressions

S nty-nine newspapers with anothi ullii>n

readership

Ml 10 1964 19



Normally, details of a $15-million advertising effort

arc top secret.

Anheuser-Busch finds that it gets extra mileage for

its Budweiser beer campaigns, however, by sharing its

strategy and goals.

With both the advertiser and its agency, D'Arcy

Advertising, agreeing to an "open-door, answer-all-

qnestions" policy, SPONSOR recently covered the

two-day briefing for Bud's 1964 campaign.

The two-part report that follows in this issue and

next chronicles what SPONSOR saw, heard and asked.

Although some SPONSOR questions fell into areas

usually marked "sensitive," no questions were ducked.

Here, then, is the blueprint of Budweiser 's 1964

advertising approach.

Brewery spokesmen call it "the

greatest sales promotion in Amer-

ica." And they may be right.

The Pick a Pair campaign is a

masterfully articulated marketing

machine that leaves little — except

the color of the customers' socks —
to chance. It meshes sales, adver-

tising, promotion, merchandising,

wholesalers, retailers and media

people into one huge cooperative

effort. Everybody gets into the act,

and everybody's welcome.

Normally, a campaign of this

magnitude is considered top secret.

And to a point Anheuser-Busch is

security-conscious, too.

Nevertheless, the brewery invites

media representatives to an annual

get-together. And what happens

there is unparalleled among na-

tional advertisers. In a fast-moving,

tell-all session, top Bud executives

and leading officials from their

agency, D'Arcy Advertising Co. of

St. Louis, give guests the real in-

side track on objectives, strategy

and details.

Illl OBJECTIVE
The objective of the Pick a Pair

promotion is the same as in pre-

vious years, but the over-all mes-

sage that Anheuser is attempting

to get across this year is more

complicated than those o\' the past.

Boiled down, it follows these words

of John ('. Maeheea, D'Arcj vice

president and account executive

20

who. with A. J. Amendola, head of

field marketing, directs the 8 reg-

ional account executives:

"We know Budweiser is a better

beer. It is brewed from the finest

ingredients available. Every ounce

of it is naturally carbonated. And
we still use the beechwood method

of brewing, which is the time-

honored, European way of making

beer. We also know that it costs

more money to brew Budweiser this

way, and we proudly make such

statements right on the label."

Budweiser's emphasis, then, is on

the product. With key phrases like

"The label tells you why," con-

sumers will be urged to read the

label (which has been revised

slightly to emphasize brewing meth-

ods).

"That Bud — that's beer!" is the

key theme this year, supported by

'King of beers." "Only Budweiser

and Michelob are beechwood aged."

and "The label and the taste.'"

Themes will be used interchangeably

in all media and, says Maeheea,

"anything we do in one medium
will he reinforced by what we c\o in

all the others.

nil SALES GOAL
I he sales goal hasn't always been

SO neatly put in place, however.

When Pick a Pair started in 1957

as Budweiser's effort to promote

their best-selling package still far-

ther. .Anheuser-Busch and its chief

rival, Schlitz, were fighting for fir:

place in the beer sweepstakes. Eac

was rolling* out 6 million barrel

In the following month, the tw

battled it out, pretty much neck-tc'

neck.

The Bud suggestion to buy doubl

proved a click, however, and by th

end of 1958 Anheuser had near!

reached the 7-million mark, i

Schlitz yielded sales and slipped t

5,893.000 barrels. Last year, Ar

heuser continued the forward tren

it's followed ever since, selling 9

397,224 barrels, by far the majc

portion of which was Budweisc'

(see chart I).

It's also interesting to considi

Bud sales in terms of calendar yeai'

(see chart II). In the last 30 year

for example, annual volume h;

multiplied 15-fold, to rise from

scant 607,000 barrels to an enoi'

mous 9-million-plus. (The change i

dollar volume has been even moi

impressive — from Si 5 million t

1

$343.5 million.)

Sales growth was steady, if slov

right up to World War II, wrier

in 1941, activity pretty much levele

off at the 3-miilion -barrel rate. Tf

end of the war in 1945 resulted i

slight backpacing as militan

oriented consumption was channele

back into civilian patterns. In fac

it wasn't until several years late

that sales were climbing steadi

again and really exceeded 4 millio

barrels a year.

Then, in 1949, came commerci

television. From 4 million barrel

output jumped to 4.5 by yi

end — then two years later to 5

million. The foam was rising in tl

stein and the company was me:

While Anheuser's share-of-ma

ket has changed impressively]

market itself isn't that all ela

however. Major sales increa

come, not so much from totally ne

to-beer consumers (the teen an

college crowd, mostly) but

competition's share (i.e., by w;

ning steady customers over to voi

label from some one else's). Th;

makes for hot competition and busj

ness can. as the\ sa\ . be tricky.

W hile Anheuser isn't out to tig!

a beer war by any means at all. it

well aware of the need to establi

—and maintain—identity in a sonr

times fast-shifting market. And

company officers are ever tempt

to bask in the security of their cu

SPONSO



.in leadership, all they need do
is review histories >'i brew

;ries ih. it have missed the advertis-

mi and slipped into the quag

MIL

Prcsidcnl and board chairman

kugusi \ Busch, li . is himsell

..unions "We have nevei made a

>ractice of predicting the outcome
>t the years ahead," he recently

old stockholders. Nevertheless, the

ompany's advertising finesse al-

owed him to add, "We are confi-

lent, however, ol oui ability to sell

uir fine products in increasing

unounts in the years ahead." I he

ignificanl word, ol course, is "in

ig
" How Jo they manage it?

sseiin.ilK through advertising

illl GOLDEN KEY
\nd the key to ^nheuser's

Mormons advertising impact is

lerchandising.

Budwciscr's theory is that "any

promotion stands 01 falls al the

icaJ level." We've said this m the

ast, but we feel it bears repeating,

company spokesman has e\-

lained, adding, "Pick a Pair's suc-
ess is due to main, manj people;

ut a large share ol the credit

tumid go to the radio ami t\ sta-

ons that have put so much effort

no helping us locally
."

i i ike .1 quick look ni n

portion «>i the mi dia i o< »p< ration

thai was won during last y<

i ampaign

One station packed a pan ol

d looking Mvks into a paii ol

empty Bud ^.uin. tied the cans to

gethei with ribbon, Muffed a card
in explaining the /'/<A u i\u> theme
and delivered them to 16 local

ccutivcs who controlled food and
packatic-storc sales

\ pan ol kej ^ases marked
Ml and "\lis

"
uere sent

In anothei station to the homes ol

all local Mud salesmen, jusi to an

nounce a contest i«'i theii m

m

«

'

\ third station delivered lunch

a cold can ol Hud. plus .1 ham
Sandwich, packed in a basket with

a led and white napkin to JO

pivotal retailers.

Vnothei broadcaster got his

local laundry to use p/< /

wrappers for newly ironed shuts

Similar de-ins included matchbook
covers in duplicate, double bottle

cappers, dual pocket pencil holders.

sets of coasters, salts and peppers

\ not-so-botanically minded
station manager booted pairs oi

carnations lor delivery to Hud
tailers with a note that began, l "i

the sweet smell ol success .

."

Placards and signs bloomed on

ntcd bull. in.

i
and b downtO

ben indott il > on

top ol mobile iiiul | and bald hi

Somi I \ tatii

and 1
1

>

motion ballops produced by Bud
wei . ncy . all gussied up with

Pici a Paii artwork < Kheri subtly

echoed the theme In word.::

their / V Guide ads "Pick
"i top Saturday night shows

< )n the an promotion inclu

contests to identify famous ^><n\

m history, prizes foi couples mat
ing during the two-month promo
tion, special welcomes to children

(especially twins) born during the

period, record-show plu ick-

ing song-title duos and even con-

tests foi picking a pan ol the hottest

days good foi a cool drink ol

\K nthly papers, jumbo cards,

letters and sales bulletins and tTS

intended folders went out in such

volume across the nation that many
a postman noticeably bent under
his extra load.

In Store promotions, besii

the usual window and countei dis-

plays, featured /'/. J | i tie-ins

With other merchandise One -

tion to supermarket mat
"li you've overbought brooms,

"nd ' l
''ivis'"^ representatives gathered in thi poolside patio followin r Florida
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BUDWEISER MEDIA POLICY, A THUMBNAIL REPORT

Q. What's the average number of radio spots

per market per week?

A. This is extremely difficult to answer in that

most of our radio is concentrated in approximately

100 markets. Some schedules are 52 weeks . . .

the shortest, for 13. However, using the figures

available, we will have Budweiser radio for Pick

a Pair in a total of 471 markets and an average

of 21 spots per week.

Q. For television?

A. We will be in 163 markets and average 3

spots a week. In addition, we'll average 3 per week
on Johnny Carson over 182 stations.

Q. What is expected from stations in the way of

merchandising support?

A. We have never in the past, and do not plan

in the future, to make any demands from reps in the

area of merchandising support.

Q. Is anything specific expected?

A. We have never considered merchandising

superior to, or even equal to, the advertising

value that we expect to get from a radio or tv

station. If the station isn't a good solid advertising

buy, it won't be on our schedule.

Q. Is merchandising support voluntary?

A. Most media people are smart enough to

realize that we are partners in this enterprise and

if a promotion is not a success all of us get hurt.

With this in mind, they have given us an extra-

ordinary amount of cooperation ... To put it

simply, we have a job to do and have enlisted the

voluntary help of our media friends . . . The re-

sponse has been far beyond our expectation.

Q. Can a station expect to stay on the schedule

without giving merchandising support?

A. We have never cancelled a schedule if a sta-

tion was unable to contribute media support.

Q. Are any media stronger in the 1964 media
mix? Which? Why?

A. We will continue to use a media mix rather

than an all-put concentration on any one medium.
We will, however, because of the nature of our

1964 campaign, intensify the use of magazines, tv

and radio.

Q. What motivated specific changes in the 1964
campaign from strategy, media and copy's stand-

points? Please be specific.

A. The reason for this intensification lies in the

fact that the message we are attempting to get

across this year is somewhat more involved and

requires longer copy that we have been using in the

past. Thus, the switch in the copy approach and

intensification of those media that enable us to use

longer copy. It is quite conceivable that once the

basic story has been put across, we might again

change our media mix.

Q. Do print and billboard give as much mer-

chandising, proportionately?

A. Yes, with the exception of Life whose policy
|

prevents them from doing the same type of mer-

chandising as the others.

Q. How does advertising in various media link

with one another?

A. The same theme will be used in all media.

and everything we do in any given medium will be

reinforced by what we do in every other medium.
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Rank

CHART I:

The Beer Battle since Pick a Pair's first vear

Company 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962

Annual sales in terms of 31-gaHon barrels

1963

1. Anheuser-Busch 6,115.762 6.982.022 8.064,756 8.477,099 8.508.286 9.025.000 9,397.22

2. Jos. Schlitz 6,050,000 5,893.000 5,863.000 5.694,000 5.775.688 6.870.000 7.834,25

3. Pabst 2,900.000 2,550.000 4.500,000 4.738,000 5,216.808 5,842.707 6.670.00

4. Carling 3,150.988 3.531.182 4.418,484 4.822,075 5.047,323 5,351.000 5.681,14

5. ralsfaff 4.300.000 4,502,000 4,750,000 4.915.000 5.120.000 5.315.000 5.548.17

6. Itallantine 3.981,728 4.035.529 4.324.563 4.408.895 4.510.000 4.358.000 4.495,04

7. Theo. Ilanim 3,376,413 3.394,206 3.551.859 3.907.040 3.714.444 3.724.000 3.826.41

8. F. & M. Schaefer 2.850.000 2.887.000 3.050.000 3,202.500 3.466.550 3.623.000 4.042,39

9. l.k'hman 2.966,315 2.847.000 2,929,000 2.950.268 2.987.146 2.888.000 3.018,01

10. Miller 2.322.060 2.219.635 2.358,976 2.376.543 2.706.806 2.805.000 2.907.0(1

11. Adolph Coon 1,146.567 1.400.000 1,648,874 1.907.238 2.303.000 2.785.000 3.050.0(1

12. Luck] Lager 1,966,800 2.265.540 2,180.000 2.168.000 2.238.000 2.160.000 1.982.44

13. Slroh 2.583.515 1.922.871 2.110.967 2.075.475 2.029.300 2.069.925 2.045.35

14. Drewrys Ltd., I S. \. 1.371.501 1.527.304 1.628.894 1.607.754 1.650.812 1.947.526 2.600.(11

15. ('. Si 1 If 1 .950.000 1,660.909 1,731.604 1.802.413 1.854.842 1.874.000 1.934.0(1

mi! 1 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mm
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jresentatives attending the Budweisei media-merchandising session parade ih,

met in the 1964 PICK i P MR promotion.

ow's the tunc to double them up

>r fast sale." In fact, to be succ-

essful the promotion rcalK de-

leods upon retailers selling other

.ms by the pair, too. Double

pies have been no helpful to one

I uis liquor chain that it feat-

rea PickaPair campaigns twi(

bai I Ik- second one (which uses

romotional material from the first)

stialK occurs about the first ol the

I he above are gimmicks selected

>>m stations at random. Just con-

dor the impetus that k II I - 1 V
aba gave local beer sales all by

self, however: Point-of-sale dis-

lays in 122 stores, a front-page

or) on its merchandising magazine
hich is sent to 3.000 grocers and
nailers, pocketliners for Bud route-

en to give customers, a lawn part]

k local Hud salesmen, in-person

Wis to grocer) executives to deh\er

ey-chains, tours b\ a circus

Uliopc.

Some time ago, Budweiser reor-

ni/ed its marketing areas so that.

I the most part, they relate to

rritories covered by broadcasters
1

tnals SPONSOR, Jan. 2.

That obviously ties closer

gether the efforts of broadcast

vertising and their sales opera-
ms in the same market. Results

show in campaigns like Pick a Pair.

Best ot all. the campaign tends

to get bigger each year.

WIL Radio St. Louis, this war
proposed a number-guessing con

test for Bud retailers and their

employees (with prizes to be given

in pairs), to place displavs m 40

Ul' stores and 7 <"\ Sehnuck's

"Super supers'" and to have twin

girls make retail calls on kev out-

lets. I he station also schedules

other timet) promotions

UNO's Mil ( I STOMER?
( ,m a station expecl lt> sta) on

the Hud schedule without giving

merchandising support' I he qu

Hon was submitted to ageOC)

president Macheca Ik might have

ducked it. but he didn't.

We have never m the past —
and do nol plan in the future to

make anv demands from reps m the

area ot merchandising supports." he

explained

^ ear

'"'i'!' '

III
; ' "I UlrT ,:" 'MO'-'r I M 'I'-: |

(hart II: The ^nheuser-Boscfe Corporate Storj

Barreli Nil salt Pre-tax ln< emu I amines

1933 6(17.51 1 \ 15,949,833 v 45-. 251 s 325.52'*

1935 1.135.776 17.223.3(16 1,649,251 891,911

1937 1,839,966 33.31 1,894 5,771,871 4.164.24-

1939 2.3H5.9SS 39.397,379 S.66-.-4- -.013.2-0

1941 3,089,954 55,945,667 I2."4.< 4,789,493

1943 3.569,1)30 "4.-52.235 14. 614. 3-3 || -s'l

1945 3,529,468 76.153.543 12. "26. 620 5,61 i 695

1947 3. MIS. 9(13 IH4. 401. 828 16.221.4-'' 9,81

1949 4.526.115 1 35.3(14.255 23.-SO.43o I4. ;

1951 5.4-9.314 1 -''.4115.1(26 2o. "26. 3 1 1 16,776,927

1953 6.711.222 237,993,949 34,877.91 1 i

'• 132344

1955 5,616,793 181,718,743 I" 2-4.'"<. 16 i-:

WSJ 6.1 15. -62 227,224,936 19,955,587

1959 6^64,754 295.992.1(22 19,875,1 14 1 1,62

1961 s.5mv:m. 3(19. SIT. 214 ln.s" >.sss l-.l

1963 9. 39". 224 343. 58 1,74 1
1- -
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Advertisers still get

Canadian broadcasting
Increased demand for tv time forecast

in

Stewart

ADVERTISERS AND AGENCIES

spending millions to move mer-

chandise from the U.S. north of the

border picked up some clues on the

near future of broadcasting adver-

tising in Canada during the Ca-

nadian Association of Broadcasters'

recent convention at Quebec City.

As at the simultaneous NAB con-

vention in Chicago, more of what is

pertinent to the advertiser and his

agency went on in the hospitality

suites, over breakfasts, lunches, din-

ners and in the corridors than at

the official meetings of the mem-
bership.

With an agenda that could hardly

justify mass attendance by agency

men and a convention held too far

from the advertising centers of cen-

tral Canada, only a handful o\' the

very faithful attended.

The broadcasters were them-

selves too occupied with the ma-

chinery of an organization burdened

with internal problems (including

a permanent post as CAB head

now rumored for its fourth-time

elected president Dan Jamieson) to

east any light on the broadcast ad-

vertising problems of over com
mereiali/ation: clutter: a license

freeze (without which there would

24

Allison

be further division of national ad-

vertising dollars); ratings; piggy-

backs; cigarette advertising; beer

and wine advertising; Canadian

content program quotas; pay-tv.

The legislators and regulators

charged with the chore of guiding

the Canadian broadcast industry

toward goals of national purpose,

nevertheless declared what they

foresaw for broadcasting and the

advertiser.

According to Dr. Andrew Stew-

art, chairman of the Board of

Broadcast Governors, there is little

chance that there will not be a re-

duction in the allowable number of

commercial tv minutes in spot car-

rier programs.

Action on a proposed amend-

ment reducing those minutes from

16 to 12 will probably come at the

end of this month. Advertisers

agencies and broadcasters (through

the Consultative Committee on Pri-

vate Broadcasting) were advised oi

the "concern the Board felt about

the commercial features of televi-

sion during the peak winter period"

before public hearings were held h\

the hoard.

For the first time, this past win-

ter, it was possible to assess the

experience of maximum permissabk

commercial content inserted —
though limited to a few hours pei

week — into programing on a rel

atively small number of stations.

'"With the normal growth of tru

economy," predicts Dr. Stewart

"there should be an increase in ifn

demand for advertising time on tel-

evision during the winter of 1954

'65. And,"' he adds, "the Board i

not prepared to contemplate an ex-'

tension of the clutter experiencet
1

on a limited scale last winter."

Aware that the problem is not al

together one of commercial tirm

and admitting its complexity. Stew

art asserts he would be less thai

honest if he said he expected to re-'
|

ceive the kind of assurances whicl

would "lead the board to refraii

from any amendment" to the regu

'

hit ions at the end o( April.

Culture
by decree
for Canada

Decrying "a relatively weak cul

tural life dangerous!) exposed t<

the dominating influence of th<

United States" and leaving (h

Canadian identitv too vague. Cana

da's new secretary of state put a

least part of the responsibility inl<

the laps of broadcasters north <»

the border.

Maurice l.amonfagne. throuj:!

whom the industn reports to I'arlia

Blent, addressed members am

SPONSO'



Canadian contenl regulation,

i thorn in the economic side

ol ( .in. nli.m broadcast advertising,

,iIm> st.iikK in the shadow of a pro

posed amcndmcnl I he change is

proposed to provide foi the calcu-

lation ol
( 'anadian contenl on the

; >.imn ol I 1 rather than foui weeks;

and for the permanent reduction in

Canadian content from 5591 to

15 Jui ing thi I I week summer
•J

Ilk' regulation making 5591 quo-

i.i ol programing ( anadian in con-

tout became effective for t\ in

\pnl 1962 In the summer of

that year, and again in 1963, the

board gave temporal"} approval

summci reduction to 45

"I his was granted," says Dr.

Stewart, "parti) because of the h-

nancial position ol the second pri-

vate television stations and parti)

ion the representations of -ill broad-

casters, including the (Canadian

Broadcasting) Corporation, that the

maintenance of ( 'anadian content

during the summer presented acute

difficulties
"

"The first argument," Or Steuart

added, "no longer has an\ validity.

I he second argument has some

Perhaps because of the inside

knowledge through which the BBG
chairman can see the private tv

segment as healthier than ever,

•jnisis (it Toronto's Radio and I de-
cision (lid) meeting in Quebec ("itv

faring the CAB convention, and
left little doubt that the status quo
"as lar from ensOOBSed as far as

the government "as concerned.
"Wc ha\e adhered much too

CMMet) to the Vmcrican tradition

of non-intervention b) government."
he said.

Canada's great current tensions

—

in >»hich some believe "that even
the 1 1 1 1 i t \ of the countrv has become
unacceptable." and others "that the

ur\ toiindation of our federal s\s-

M in should he reviewed,*1 and still

•thers that "anv evolution towards
ueomodatiii" Quebec's aspirations

appears like a dishonourable con-
cession—led the secrctarv to call

this a "dialogue of the deaf so prcv-

dent that the voice of model ation.

along with ins earliet prediction "i

"an increase in the demand foi ad

vertising tune on tele\ ision, an)

permanenl reduction in sununei

( anadian content is hkeK not

bj the UH( i as pursuing die I'.nh.

i

mental) objective to maintain and

strengthen a ( anadian broadca

service. Such a move will be made
said Stewart. "onk with souk

luctance."

I he hoard does nut see the con
tent quota as a perfect instrument,

hut feels a should he enforced in

absence of a better one Nor does

the UH( . leel that the quota should

he COntinuall) increased

\ permanent reduction in the

summer content quota also ma)
not give the broadcaster the flex-

ibilit) he possiM) expects.

"We," Says Stewart lor the UH( r

"have no reason to he permanent!)
satished with some of the program
ing to which Canadian content clas-

sification is now being given."

Both Stewart and BBG vice

chairman Carlisle Allison told

SPONSOR that the) saw greater

possibility lor the reduction of 'clut-

ter" b) tinning public service spots

out oi prime time areas I his be-

ginning might break the deadlock

over what might move first in re-

ducing the aglomeration of mes-

sages in confined areas of broad-

cast time.

In the int.

hoth Vllison a: full)

refused to «. 1
1
.1" ••• I lion

would be taken with r the

current frc ezc on li< ivith the

ption oi h

has been making points with

drive to bring the kind ot qualit)

pi.'

letters, and scienc I • n ir<>m

then tenOl and attitude on the

subject, it is Spo thai

the freeze will be continued, al I

until 19(

In the area ol ratings, Mlison

who strong]) feels that the

time pursuit ol ratings "ran down

the qualit) of am broadcasts

and Di SU wart said that, ttoin t
;

perspective, the industr) ind

n i partite operated H m e a u

Broadcast Measurement was
;

forming well tor the agency, -^l-

User, and broadcaster.

I here was nothing new in the

areas ol piggy-backing, cigarette,

and beer and wine advertising which

has not alread) been discovered in

the i nited States

All in all. members from all

Canada told Sponsor that this

year held more promise than man)
in the past, and from what Dr

Stewart disclosed about the health

of the industry, the growth

broadcast advertising in ( anada is

steady.

when it speaks, is harclv heard."

Saving that the government must

ensure ownership and control over

Canada's means ot communication.

Lamontagne called for better (ana-

dian content including better "es-

capist entertainment." which has

been an area ol difficult] tor sta-

tions competing against I nited

States' product with (anadian con-

tent, especially in the border mar-

kets.

Pinning part of the cultural re-

sponsibility of the nation with the

broadcasters, the secrctarv saw the

need for revision of the Broadcast-

ing \ct of l
l>58 as an aid to the in-

dustry, and said that cultural con-

tacts between the differing parts ot

(anada "ill not come about hv

themselves.

"the experience of other coun-

tries, with the possible exception of

the found ilion - studded I nited

States, confirms our own." hi said,

"this is whv I am convinced thai

our cultural lile needs protection

against deterioration and stimulous

to improv eon nl. and that a di lib. r-

ate effort to these iiuK, in which

government must have a large rob-,

is not onlv justified but is most ur-

genth required.*
1

\n ith regard t<> nay*tv, M. I a-

montaync said thai "though not vet

established lirmlv as a iiuiiiinrii.il

television ssstem in the home, it has

been making strides into thr cine-

mas . . . and . . . requires studv

In lore a situation dots develop in

(anada which mav or mav not Ik in

the Ik si interests ol ( anadian

broadcasting and tin ( anadian pub-

lic."

196J



THE E

MOVIE LINE-UP
IN BALTIMORE

IS ON CHANNEL 2
EXCLUSIVE -6 NIGHTS A WEEK!

Night after night famous stars appear in their most memorable

roles on WMAR-TV. Many of these features are FIRST RUN!

The WMAR-TV current library of over 700 titles includes such

famous packages as 7 Arts, Screen Gems, 20th Century and

others. Top films— backed by a heavy barrage of daily news-

paper advertising and on-air promotion— is the combination

that builds audiences for your product or service!

I

SATURDAYS, 11 PM

'FROM HERE TO ETERNITY", Burt Lancaster, Deborah Kt
1

"BELL, BOOK AND CANDLE", James Stewart, Kim Nova

"THE EDDY DUCHIN STORY", Kim Novak, Tyrone Powe

"JUBAL", Glenn Ford, Ernest Borgnine

"THE KEY", William Holden, Sophia Loren

"THE LAST ANGRY MAN", Paul Muni, David Wayne

FRIDAYS, 11:20 PM
"MAN ON A TIGHTROPE", Fredric March, Terry Moore
"THE DESERT FOX", James Mason, Sir Cedric Hardwicke

"THERE'S NO BUSINESS LIKE SHOW BUSINESS", Marilyn Monroe
"PEOPLE WILL TALK", Cary Grant, Jeanne Crain

PLUS - MONDAYS THROUGH FRIDAYS . . .

MONDAYS THROUGH THURSDAYS,

11:20 PM
Drama, mystery, adventure, romance selected

from the same great packages.

AND SUNDAYS

.

. .

4:30-5:55 PM
Featuring the best of

"BOMBA THE JUNGLE BOY"
"BOWERY BOYS"

"SCIENCE FICTION THEATRE"

12 NOON
'MISTER ROBERTS", Henry Fonda, James Cagney

"THE SEARCHERS", John Wayne, Natalie Wood
"DRUMS", Raymond Massey, Sabu

'KNIGHT WITHOUT ARMOUR", Marlene Dietrich

In Maryland Most People Watch

WMAR-TV 3
CHANNEL 2 SUNPAPERS TELEVISION

TELEVISION PARK, BALTIMORE, MD. 21212
Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY. INC.

-



ADVERTISERS

Gallic grapes and soil, plus Julius Wile Sons'

know-how, brings 'new' aperitif to U.S. cocktailers

Al 0R1 IGN W( >RD was all set for a

a big plaj in America. Hut ad-

vertisers and agencj together de-

thc word would do bettei in

islation.

I Ik- word is aperitif, translated

cocktail wine. \tul the producl in-

volved is St. Raphael. I'apcniil tic

e.

When u came time to translate

in turn the use ol this product for

American market, however,

broadcast media were In all means

the primary choice.

In the oceans of beverages being

rushed to imbibers read) lor some-

thing different dietarj soft drinks

and malt beers are onl\ two of the

main prominent examples — the

' stands a line ehanee ol

opening significant streams of com-

merce aeross the COUntT) .

Principle channels are now being

ipened b> the 87-year-old New
^ ork importing firm. Julius Wile

Sons & Co., the sponsor who is in-

troducing the drink, as familiar over

he wars to Frenchmen as Coca-

Cola is to Americans.

It was nist two short \ears ago

that the Wile firm assigned its ad-

vertising agency, Chirurg & ( aims.

New York, the challenge of educat-

\ nenean palates to the aperitif.

Since 1956, Chirurg A. Cairns has

wen promoting such other, sep-

irate. Wile labels as |)r\ Saek sher-

\. Bollinger champagne, Benedic-

B&B, Pernod

To give the "new" St. Raphael
lie best send-off, the agene\ advised

ising broadcast media immediate!)

tnd on both coasts hrst. 1 \ to

nake an impact, and then radio, to

ollo\* up and through. Between.
is a sort of inland bridge, the) mi;;-

testcd national magazine ads. thus

making the promotion transconti-

nental.

I ike am neweomer. however, St

Raphael has not been wholb tree

Of language problems. cultural

adaptation and -to its compliment

—domestic competition I \nother

product, French-named but do-

mestical]) produced, is also being

touted via radio as St Raphael's

onl) real competitor).

I he situation has [ed to some re-

sourceful methods lor dealing with

the advertising ami educating chal-

lenge.

What, exactly, would be its mar-

keting target.' Julius Wile has its

last falCs I l < ampaign, ( hi) .

Cairns, agent \ for Julius it ile Sons,

a crew to Paris nir footage showin
Raphael's sin nil r<>le in its native n>tm-
try. From mi early-morning shot of the

Tout i
i ameras roamed the •

/."

everyday views of the pervasive St Raph-
ael signature in Paris, winding up m mi
outdoor talt'. where I'apet.

.* 'omul on the table.
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own ready answer. The trend to-

wards "lightness" in both food and

drink first gave the clear-cut signal

in the fall of L962 for the introduc-

tion of St. Raphael. No passport

difficulties whatsoever. From the

beginning, all St. Raphael copy sug-

gested "on the rocks" as a typically

American—and convenient—serv-

ing style.

But the cultural brewing pot

exacted further modifications, as

well. Radio commercials, for ex-

ample, have dropped the "St." to

capitalize on "Raphael" alone.

Copywriting purpose is to register

clearer identification, yes, but also

to help the traditionally one-tongued

American avoid the issue of pro-

nunciation.

Such early and Americanizing

decisions cleared the way for media

purchases. Here again, the new
product's successful introduction

provided exacting qualifications to

make certain the welcome would be

cordial. Television would provide

the first, hard-hitting punch. Then,

later, other less-expensive media

could fill in with broader coverage.

Last fall, Chirurg & Cairns took

cameras to Paris, came back and
told the whole story on tv (see

cuts), showing the everyday social

role of St. Raphael in its homeland
and suggesting a similar destiny en

Amerique.

For the new spring campaign,

now under way, advertiser and
agency decided to capitalize on
some of the values of last fall's tv

effort. Their method: to translate

into print and radio some of the

characteristics of their tv an-

nouncements.

Out of this grew magazine copy

that has more than family resembl-

ance to a storyboard — a series of

artful photos in close-up that, in

sequence, tell the tale as clear as

the photography. Caption headlines

from continuity: "You were right

... in demanding . . . something

lilting, light . . . and different . . .

for the cocktail hour ... so France

sent Raphael." Account Supervisor

Edmund Ridley says that, after

using tv, "maybe it was subcon-

scious to use a tv-likc format in

print.

"But consciously," he emphasizes,

"we made every effort to get the

spirit of tv into our radio advertis-

ing. Aim of the campaign, which
places from 40-50 spots weekly

on the cast and west coasts, is to

prove Ridley's thesis that "you

can conjure up pictures in sound."

Copy chief Lon Hill collaborated

with John Destler, account execu-

Imported wines represent only

about 1% of all wine consumed
in the U.S. last year, Paul L.

Farber of the Cresta Blanca vine-

yards, Livermore, Calif., recent-

ly told the Advertising Club of

New York.

Consumption of domestic and
especially California wines has

skyrocketed in the last 17 years.

The California volume of 85.9

million gallons in 1947 has in-

creased to about 137 million gal-

lons this year, reported Fraber,

who is also director of advertis-

ing, CVA Co., The Schenley In-

dustries affiliate. At that volume,

California wines represent 78 °/c

of U.S. wine consumption, with

15% produced in the Fast and

remaining 7% imported. "Im-

ported wine is no longer the re-

quisite to fashionable dining,"

Farber explained.

tive who also happens to be e

pianist. Together they turned prim

words into radio lyrics. What the\

delivered to an arranger was nc

ordinary jingle, but a musical setting

in a light bouncy mood — and ii

used the same storyline that haa

been prepared for magazines.

This is the 30-second radio copj

now being heard on the coasts, tc

piano and rhythm accompaniment

Singers are Marilyn Palmer and; I

Rene Martel (who's authentically:

French), and the producer is And>
Halmay, head of Tibor Productions.!

j

New York.

FRENCHMAN (sings) You wen.

right . . .

GIRL (sings) I demanded . . .

FRENCHMAN (sings) . . . some-

zing lilting, light and differ-

ent . . .

(URL (sings) France sent Raphael

FRENCHMAN (sings) Mmmm.
Raphael . . .

GIRL (sings) Her favorite cocktail i

wine

FRENCHMAN Raphael — tin

largest selling cocktail wine in all

of France, is now imported for

only two thirty-nine the bottle.

Bring this charming, continental

custom to your cocktail hour.

Chilled or on-the-rocks, Raphael!

Remember: "50 million French-

men can't be wrong!" Imported

by Julius Wile, New York.

Earlier radio copy, which was

used for St. Raphael in the fall ol

1962 and spring of 1963, was all'

narrative. It established continental

flair with lead-in copy in elemental)

French, purposefully simplified fol

Americans to understand.

The current radio campaign ad-

heres to similar logic. Radio fulfills

the prime assimilation goal of show-

National Brewing Co., Baltimore, is us-

ing TV spots in 15 markets to promote
Colt 45, its Devi Malt Liquor product.

One 60-sccond spot illustrates the prod-

uct's theme — "A completely unique ex-

perience" — l»> showing its cat-into-

lion impact upon one Colt 45 drinker.

Ilu agency: W. B. Doner & Co.. Bal-

timore.
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ivs lo pronounce the producl

jiik (accent i<n \ I i \iul the

isi hull -dozen stations in this sea

w\ campaign have been selected

ncral, .ill age appeal, reaching

broad audience that the account

ipervisor characterizes .is 'just

coplc." I Ik si Raphael announce-

teots are directed to them during

ie dinnci houi . in addition to some

aytime broadcasts intended foi

omen. Ml advertising is merchan-

ised to the trade in sales meetings

id beverage retailer publications

Even so, account supervisor Rid-

j
is well aware that the campaign's

gantic, ovci .ill problem is to ilc-

lop American taste. "It sometimes

Ices awhile to get people to change

Kir tastes and habits," he observes

List and effective wa) to do so.

(wever, tint's been discovered b)

iluis Wile and theii agency, is to

Ac a good splash in television to

t shoppers know you're around,

hen, for maximum coverage

i at lesser cost, follow up

ith punt and radio, tailored to a

- ;is in t\

.

NATOMY . . .

We consider that the reps and
cir stations, as well as other media

ople, are our partners in this

omotion . . . for eight years we've

en explaining to them hovi tre-

endousl) important this promo-
>n is to us. how it behooves us to

i everything within our power to

ake it a success . .

."

Still. Macheca pointed out.

Ve*ve never considered merchan-
sinp superior — or even equal —
the advertising value that we ax-

el to get from a radio or t\ sta-

l be primarj purpose o\ any
.dia bin is advertising. It the sta-

'»n isn't a good solid advertising

y. it won't be on our schedule."

Radio and t\ broadcasters' vol-

itary responses have proved "far

yond expectations.'" the D' \rcv

okesman observes. ""I am also

that we've never cancelled a

jhedulc it. for one reason or an-

Kier. a station was unable to con-
tnutc support."

IK did not specif) the weight
..on to proposed merchandising
fins, however, in initial station

section.

\ nil this is what iiation.il m

zincs aie sending out foi the i

push

/ hum spc< i.il mailing to a list of

5 000 ke\ Negro retailers with foi

low up personal «.alls in the majoi

V gro metropolitan areas.

/ ook news tO kev iel.uk is ol

a I'h k ti Pah candidates contest

that is based on I964's political

convention I irsl prize a mink coat

Sewsweek I'u k a Pair pla) ing

cud decks to 1,300 kc> supermai
ket people partial!) selected by

Budweisei

Saturday I vening Post A minia-

ture elephant and donkey, symbols
ol the campaign's election theme.

to a comparable list ol whole-

salers, retailers,

Sports Illustrated Drawings ol

sports immortals Babe Ruth,

Jack Dempsey, Bobb) Jones el al

to pivotal in. ii ket people

rime: Miniature egg timers with

letters on PU k ,/ /'</// stationci v

w hile D1

\ie\ spokesmen sa\

thai / ife magazine's "polic) pro-

hibits them from doing the same
merchandising done In others, the)

do. however, give us a ^ood run in

Supermarket Life Line and Liquor

Store I ife I ine," their trade-di-

rected promotional books.

Outdoor representatives also

have wry active personal-contact

programs, have gifted 100 differ-

ent items in the past tour years,

currentl) giving crystal pa]

weights o\' elephants and donkeys

Budweiser undoubted!) likes to

believe that media people arc in-

terested in /'/< k a Pair promotion
because the advertiser has taken

the trouble to brief them in ad-

vance More realistically, account

chief Macheca s.ivs. "If a promo-
tion is not a success, .ill of us

hurt."

He then identities the whole pro-

ject's puKc b) explaining, media

people can accomplish things local-

ly that advertiser or agenC) reps

simply cannot

"Our people are constanl) call-

ing on chain stores and supermar-

kets.' Rav Klines, national brands

advertising managei foi Anheuser-

Busch, savs. "but m everv call we
make we are Selling somethill

When a media representative ap-

proaches the same outlet, he d

so m an entirely different capacity.

"He has no axe to grind and. con-

ijriic

iciitlv. has little troubK

his stor)

i put it simpl K

mai

have enlisted the voluntar) hcl|

our media ti i< n<

\ , .• , . it .

dollt nlcd, the umif <

planned, the tv

handled, anil Utah

v>< . ialized stations.

Castro looks for
little Bernadette

( astro ( onvcrtiblcs is in the

midst ol a search lor a litl j

nardcttc, a foui ycai old child thai

has the app onalK)

ol Bernadette < astro when she lust

did t\ comi
.lab openin

the ( astro OH

telev ision

I he "i

5UC-

ful comi

cial, the com
pan) s.ivs. which

ited an in

in 1948 t

then - young
struggling compan) and helped it

acquire the foui factories and n

than 60 showrooms i| has today

I he little girl
\
up the

couch has become the company's

trademark in all advertising m.>

I he original Bt rn id< tt< .
now 19

and a college Student, Mill does tv

commercials. Participants have b

asked tO bring a picture of their

candidates to am ( astro showro

Toy firm's big web buy
I k I uxe Reading i Dancer-I itz-

Kl Sample i launches ten-

sive schedule on MM I \ this

month which will include the bulk

ot its pre-Christmas campaign .md

nd into next >e

Six Saturda) morninj

arc included in tlic campaign, on

behalf ol the I OppeT toy Iuk /

n\ tor 2 I w

ami Casper \ n

ten unnann
show beginning S

. ks. and t.' S

morning shows the

campaign during the Septeml

' 'I 20. 1964 3?



i earnings up,
use of tv ii

Pepsi-Cola Co. income and sales

set all-time records in 1963, ac-

cording to the annual report. This

is the seventh consecutive year the

company has recorded record prof-

its, and the thirteenth year it has

recorded record sales.

Net profits after taxes and ad-

justment for foreign activities in

1963 rose to $16,145,500. This

compares with $15,412,389 in

1962. Net sales climbed from

$218,539,715 over the 1962 figure

of $191,630,223. This marked the

first time that Pepsi sales exceeded

the $200 million mark.

The report noted an increasing

use of television advertising, both

domestically and overseas.

Domestically, in 1964 the con-

tinuation of the "Now It's Pepsi

For Those Who Think Young"
campaign calls for the largest in-

vestment ir. Pepsi-Cola history. Me-
dia to be used includes 1.500 news-

papers, 400 TV outlets, 3,000 radio

stations and 16 national maga-
zines, with an expanded schedule of

outdoor postings.

Overseas, Pepsi's advertising in

1963 was built around a theme de-

scribing Pepsi-Cola as "The Big

One" — in quality and quantity.

Television was used effectively in

Argentina, Mexico, Japan, where
Pepsi sponsored telecasts of base-

ball from April through October
and ran 10,000 spot announce-

ments in a nine-month period.

Television was also used ef-

fectively in such diverse areas as

Italy, East Africa, the Middle East,

Southeast Asia and Australia.

In the new products area, it was
reported that Patio Diet Cola, the

company's new low calorie bever-

age was available in 279 marke

containing over 70% of the natio ,

population" by the end of 19(.

The drink was introduced in sprii

1963.

The company's lemon-lime pre-

uct, Teem is now available on fn|-

chises serving some 65% of the i

tional population. Teem's financl

and advertising support is bei,

strengthened in order to realize t

full potential of the product, it w
disclosed.

The company's Patio line of f

vored soft drinks, an adjunct

the bottlers' main product line a
tinued to show an aniticipated n.

of increase in 1963.

Pepsi-Cola Company reveal

that research was being conduct

on low-calorie beverages with t,

following flavors: lemon - lin

orange, root beer, grape and g

ger ale. A continuing research pi

gram was inaugurated, designed

produce the best possible formu

tion for the company's low-calo

cola product.
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Xerox to underwrite,
sponsor UN tv series

Xerox Corp. has announced that

it will underwrite production costs

and sponsor, on an institutional

basis. $4-million fictional tv film

series about the United Nations.

The six film programs in the

monthly scries will be aired during

prime time on ABC (four programs

scheduled, subject to change) and

NBC-TV (two) starting in January

1965, to be followed by foreign

showing after their debut here.

The series of 90-minute shows

ranging from comedy to drama and

adventure to Fantasy, is designed to

create a greater understanding of

the varied services and activities of

the UN and will utilize a top array

of screen and theatre talent. Such

motion picture directors as Robert

Rossen, Sam Spiegal. Fred Zinne-

mann. Stanley Kubrick. Otto Prem-

inger, and Joseph L. Mankiewicz

will donate their services. Com-
posers include Richard Rogers and

Leonard Bernstein, among others.

and writers lad Mosel. Reginald

Rose, and Peter Stone, together

with a group of leading international

stars, will also cooperate in the ven-

ture.

30

A new organization, Telsun

(Television Series for United Na-
tions), has been established to pro-

duce the series.

The institutional ads will be one

sentence messages only, and will

avoid product advertising entirely.

The ad agency for the rapidly grow-

ing (domestically as well as world-

wide) manufacturer of dry process

duplication machines is Papert,

Koenisz, Lois.

European consumer
has multiple choices

In the future manufacturers and

advertisers who hope to step up

sales through entry into European

and worldwide markets are going

to have to create these markets,

according to Hugh I'yterhoeven. as-

sistant professor of business ad-

ministration at Harvard University.

In the past many international

investments were made in econo-

mics that had severe shortages and

sales were rarely a problem, he

told American Marketing Associ-

ation members in Boston. Now. with

goods more plentiful, the consumer

has multiple choices and this will

create a surplus in several fit

A successful marketing strate

often requires marketing mve

ments. Uyterhoeven said, but U'

companies investing overseas, ma

times arc reluctant to make the:

When it comes to foreign inve

ment. U.S. management sometin
-

has been overly fascinated by t

glory of owning bricks and mort

abroad, he said.

In terms of a company's lor

term competitive strength, mor

invested in building up a distrif

tion position, or in creating prodi

differentiation, may be as imf

ant as money invested in

plant and machinery. Uyterhoev

siiizsiested.

New iced tea mix
gets tv boost
A new instant iced tea. being i

traduced by the Nestle Co. und

its Nestea label, will have a sui

mer-long ad campaign, beginning

June and running through the fa

Promotion will include a daytim

nighttime TV package of ten C01

mercials a week, calculated to ma

131 million home impressions.
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XGENCIES

A/ hiat does new IBM
nean to advertising

/

agencies

vs cost goes down, efficiency increases—making possible

iuch broader agency use of computers than ever before

. M \\ GF.NF.RA1 His 01 \l \\

I i mi i I'M i n i admen feel will ac-

te the value ol computers to

cs has been introduced In

At

Vbout a dozen large agencies

represented at the Ne^ York

traduction earlier this month

mong them were red Bates, Ben-

A Bowles, J. Walter rhompson,

tf> ), and I eo Burnett K 'hicago).

I Ik- new system will make com
available to agencies for

.out 2595 less cost than before,

Icording to one adman. In the fu-

re it will mean a great main

es who could not afford corn-

will be able to use them, says

rman. director of com-

jtet operations at Young & Rubi-

a
I Ik- 360 docs not reallj otter

.

>

thine new as tar as the user is

incerned, ledcrman feels, but it is

nre efficient, faster, and cheaper.

t terms oi what it is able to do
t swem is much cheaper than

eK thing now out.

•ledcrman explains that the Corn-

wall be utilized from miles

I he media department might

B box with a screen and t\ pe-

lf the proper information is

•nmed. he said. \ou ^ou\d

r the combination ol reach

requenc\ desired and the com-
would flash it on the screen.

not what you want you can

another \\ hen the right one
n \ou can have it w ritten out

the typewriter. Similar advan-
ces ha\e Ken available but as

ps and at a higher cost

I he 360 advance might be com-
bed to the tube radio and the

cement to transistor radio.

Herman said. You get the same
thg. but it's smaller and easier

to handle. In this ease it's .i|so less

expensive and taster.

I he Y&R executive pointed out

three major elements ot the system

that Others don't have

1

)

I he application ol electronic

miniaturization makes the com
puters parts smaller and more re-

liable.

2) I he development ol the most

expensive part o\ the process the

memory unit- means that it can be

manufactured lor less money. It is

impossible to s,i\ that with the 360
media will be able to process so

mans buys more extensive!) than

before \\ e can do anv amount
o\ work now we want to: it just

costs more.

3) I p to now computers could

Onl) handle certain kinds ot jobs,

cither payroll work or formulas

I or both you'd need another much
larger computer and then re-write

a whole new program which is a

major expense I he 360 can handle

the different uses ol a computer

starting with a minimum of equip-

ment, meaning a lew thousand dol-

lars less rental a month, perhaps.

Certainly a significant amount,

more than a tew hundred dollars.

Federman believes

rhomas .1 Watson, board chair-

man ol IBM, calls the event the

most important product announ<

ment m the company's history.

I he core storage nicmorv of the

new System 360 ranges Irom S.diki

characters ot information to more
than 8 million Information stoi

devices linked to the system s.m

hold additional billions ot chai

tcrs ol data and make them avail-

able at various speeds, depending

on the need Each charade i in bulk

core storage is available in eight

millionth-of-a-second, and each at

the diie^t command ol the com
putei programei l his

tunes more ihreetlv addressable

characters than were previous!)

available in I lt\l computers I he

company claims the computet s his

toric limitations 00 meiiioiv gizes

ait Overcome b) this development

\i a press conference at IHM
Poughkeepsie facilities, Watson

said "System/ ; ''<
• n presents a

sharp departure from the concepts

ol the past m designing and build

ing computers It is the product

an international effort in IHM
laboratories and plants, and is the

first time IBM has redesigned the

internal architecture ol its com-
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Information storage devices will pro-

vide agencies with unprecedented mem-
ory power. The .small local store de-
vices operate in as little as 200 billionth-

of-a-second.

puters in a decade. This is the be-

ginning of a new generation, accord-

ing to Watson, not only in com-
puters, but in business, science, and

government. More than 100.000

businessmen from 1 65 cities at-

teded the introductions around the

country.

The new system spans the per-

formance range of virtually all ex-

isting IBM computers, from the

1401 to nearly twice that of the

most powerful computer built by

the company. It has developed to

perform information handling jobs

encompassing all types of applica-

tions, has been said to have two or

three times the speed of the 1401

at the same price level.

The system includes in its central

processors, 19 combinations of

graduated speed and memory ca-

pacity. Built-in communications

capability make the system available

to remote terminals, regardless of

distance. The equipment is sup-

ported by systems which enable

scheduling of activities for non-stop

computing.

Internal processing power of t

largest System/360 configurator

is approximately 50 times great

than that of the smallest. Its bai

pulse beat ranges from one m
lionth-of-second to 200 billiont

Df a second.

Monthly rentals for the systd

will range from $2,700 for a bajl

configuration to $115,000 for

typical large multi-system configurl

tion. Comparable purchase prk

range from $133,000 to $5.5 m
lion. Deliveries of the small co

figuration are scheduled to beg

the third quarter of 1965; for t

largest configuration, the first qu;

ter of 1966.

Many agencies have already i

vested in computers, but the at

system should permit other age

cies, now inhibited by cost, to mal

use of them. Watson comment!
that the new system might cut in-

orders and future sales of oth

IBM computers, but its introdu

tion was necessary because of r

cent developments by compctiU'

I in configuration of the new system as it »/// appear m an installation. Agency men
feel system Will provide more work at less tost, mean more use of computers by
smaller agencies in the future.
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Minimum
n

maximum results
esearch standards set for

As another step in industry self-regula-

tion, BRC probes heart of program ratings

by pointing out valid way to research

\

MM III l< \1 VJOR STEP I ORV» \KI)

has been reported b) I he

roadcast Ratings Council, Inc. It's

loptcd and issued minimum

andards.

rhese hit the heart ol program

itings

1 he) arc. in a sense, like the

in the game of Monopoly.

he) set forth what's expected of

uing services when the) go out to

easure audiences and issue ratings.

v. there an) penalties for not

Mowing these rules.' [*he greatest

malt) isn't stated, of course. It's

iat the rating service ma) lose the

I

What is stated is this: rating serv-

es have got to follow the rules it

icy want to be accredited b) I he

roadcast Ratings Council.

No cooperation? No seal of ap-

roval!

I ike the rules of an) game, each

andard is important In itself be-

kuse it affects, one wa) or anoth-

. what happens m the end i e .

ke program rating.

Uso, when taken together, all

rules point towards the same
ul making sure that program rat-

igs are effective, reliable and

lost important of all- -valid.

I hat's quite a change from. "Ah
rothcr-in-law says our show's a

i>mb in Cincinnati."

In fact, these rules and standards

been deliberately written in

general terms I he idea is

ut maybe someday they'll serve

as ground nilcs foi </// social u

Search. It a candidate wants poll-

sters to find out his chances ol be

mg elected, he'll get a more ac

curate answer it the) go about it

b) these standards

Another way oi putting it: 1 his

is what should be done when the

Poindexter-Pringle Co., Inc 01

anybod) else sets out to tin a sur-

vey, whether it's for a network, lo-

cal station, advertising agenc) or

\\a Gardner.

I hese ink's 1 or minimum stan-

dards, as MR( ' likes to call them 1

have been around a little while

I he) were first mentioned in
( 'on

gress b) Rep ( )tcn Han is 1 |)

\ik 1 right alter he and his in-

vestigating committee blasted oil

at the industry. Some ol these rules

were submitted to him In \ VB's

president I eRo) ( 'ollins, -md Hai

ris had them inserted into the ( on-

gressional Record as evidence that

the industT) was washing its face

When Sponsor gave a report on
I he Ratings Council (see issues ol

Ground rules for proper

research cover:

ethii ill standards

sample designs

n 1 ord-keeping

field personnel

dist losu

sampling

weighting

Resean // />

March 2. 9 and 16), a lot m<

was said about 'minimum St

dards auJ ci iteria " Hut now the

standards have been determined,

written up and official]) adopt

I hey're here to sta\

I hey have been written the

I
people talk When the)

sa\ "rating sen is. ." the) nw

mi/ations like \KB II Oper,

N . Isen. Pulse and Sindlil I

five rating it b) the W

alread) iting with HR<

adopting these standards and p

paring tor their first audits

tandards

l> the work of M. 1 1

\ \\\ - able dil
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search. He sils in on just about all

Broadcast Rating Council meet-

ings, so he knows exactly what pro-

gram ratings acid up to.

The rules are divided into two

sections. The first section covers

"ethical and operational standards"

—or how to get started:

ETHICAL AND OPERATIONAL
STANDARDS

1

.

Each rating service should try

constantly to control bias and dis-

tortion, as well as human error in

all phases.

2. Each rating service is expect-

ed to permit reviews and audits

of its procedures. (They don't have

to reveal strictly business matters

—just facts that have a bearing

on the audience-reports they is-

sue.)

Such audits may be performed

by the BRC or its designated Cer-

tified Public Accountant.

3. The anonymity of all inter-

viewers, supervisors and other

service personnel should be pre-

served. (As part of his auditing

process, however, a CPA would

have the right to check with these

people to verify their work.)

4. If a respondent has been led

to believe—directly or indirectly

—

that his anonymous participation in

a survey will be protected, then his

name shouldn't be told (outside the

rating service).

There are two exceptions, though:

A respondent may be identified, as

part of an audit or BRC hearing.

Or the rating service, itself, may
give his name to another reputable

research organization so they can

reinterview him as part of a spe-

cial research study.

SAMPLING DESIGNS, PLANS
5. The sample design for each

rating report should be resonably

representative of "the universe be-

ing measured'"

—

i.e.. households.

individuals, t\ sets, or \\hate\er.

Air significant deviations must be

clearly described.

6. I he sampling plan of each

SUrvej must also be clearK suited

—especially such matters as how
the sample was selected, callback

nrocedures, substitutions, and the

like.

RECORD-KEEPING
7. Each rating service shall main-

tain, for 12 months, records of:

A. All attempts to elicit informa-

tion, as required by the particular

research technique used—whether

by placing diaries or meters or by
obtaining interviews.

B. All instances in which such

attempts were unsuccessful. That in-

cludes outright refusals, not-at-

homes, extra interviews (or corres-

pondence) with another member of

the same household, telephone stop-

pages (whether a busy signal, no

answer or a broken connection), or.

in the case of mail, returns from

postal authorities or simple failure

to reply.

C. Likely reasons for that non-

cooperation, provided these are

known to the field worker. (He must

also consider the reasons reliable,

not mere excuses.

)

D. Which replies (whether by

household or individual) represent

the original sample and which are

first, second, third, etc. substitu-

tions. (Where replacements have

been resorted to, the same informa-

tion is required as in A, B and C
above.

)

8. Appropriate quality - control

measures shall be taken. These

should cover both external and in-

ternal operations oii the rating serv-

ice—whatever, in fact, may "exert

significant effects on the final re-

sults."

Specific areas for quality control

are: data collection, editing, collat-

ing, tabulating and printing.

Extra records must be kept on:

/. All successful attempts to

collect information.

2. All unsuccessful attempts,

including probable reasons

therefore.

.?. Whether usable replies rep-

resent the original sample or

substitutes.

4. Rosters of interviewers and

supervisors, including details

of their work assignments.

5. Signed interviewer certifi-

cates authenticating their re-

ports.

6. Notes on possibly errone-

ous returns, including the dis-

position made of them.

FIELD PERSONNEL AND
WORK

9. All field personnel (includii

supervisors) must be thorough

trained in their work.

Such training must assure th

they know the responsibilities J

their position, that they understai

—and adhere to

—

their instruction

and that they recognize and avo,

any act that might prejudge, co

dition, misrepresent or slant fin

results.

10. Field work of each ratir

service should be verified by per

odic but unpredictable spot check

Such spot checks (or other verii

cation ) are intended to cover a

field personnel, supervisors as we'

as interviewers.
i

11. To encourage high perform

ance levels among field personnel

they should be told that their wor

will be checked from time to timi

Then, every effort should be 11130'

to keep spot-checking plans cor

fidential so that workers cannot di;

guise their performance.

12. Each rating service must als

keep for 12 months records of bot.

interviewers and supervisors. Thes

must list such items as name, dat

of work, time, type of work, loca

tion of work, manner of payment

and the like.

13. At the end of each project

workers will be asked to sign cer

tificates authenticating the wor

performed.

Such a certificate could read a

follows: "I person

ally have conducted the above in

terviews. Number to a

specified in the instructions." An;
|

pertinent exceptions must be list

ed and attached.

14. When the information the

receive from respondents appears t(

be in error, rating service employee

must make written notes to tlia

effect.

For example, a meter report tlia

shows continuous "usage" of V

or radio for an abnormally long pe

riod of time—such as all night-

should be challenged in writing

Similarly, a diar\ that notes the be

ginning of programs but not tin

endings should be questioned. Hr

rots in program titles, call letters

channel numbers should also h
pointed out; they may indicate tlia
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e s.iiiu' person s rcpl) com. mis
: ui inaccuracies, too.

uls nuisi also be kepi on the

^position ol .ill such erroneous

plies (except where the specific

rating procedure is well known
ml the records are accessible

r stud) b\ MK( oi Us auditors, i

. i .1

Dls( I osi Rl PROCI Dl RES

I he second pari ol the adopted

minium standards applies to dis-

osuxe tiou each rating service

lould report its surveys.

l I ach rating report should in-

"concise desci iption" of the

ethodologies used. I his should in-

definition ol the sample, the

chnique used to covei it. the area

ivolvcd, the time slot and a state-

tent whether or not "weighting"

en applied.

I ach report must also men-

pa all known omissions, errors

hd biases that might affect results.

;
I urthei. each report must

so cite an) deviations from stand-

d procedures that might ei>lor

te results tor example, that 20 in-

rviewers involved were working on

leii first survey.

4 I he rate-of-c o o p e r a t i o n

night (and won I must also be not-

I ", example, each report should

te the number of households in-

all) selected -plus the number
btuall) providing usable informa-

ffl that was incorporated into the

port i Hut it some usable informa-

mi was not used. that. too. should

reported. )

5. In a prominent place, each re-

>rt must compare its sample data

ith comparable primarv -source

such as households or indi-

duals) to show the degree to which

i sample reall) does represent the

rse" it is said to be measur-
-' i I hese are to be broken down

L counties or reasonable count)

OUpings.) Services that use the

UDC sample over and over again in

eir regularly-issued reports must

•t the same data in each report, but

\latc it onl) semi-annually.

6 (u (graphic areas surveyed
iould be clearl) defined, with the

on criteria given. Thus, if

rea surveyed is Metropolitan

1 ork as defined by the I S

ensus, it should be s(> recorded

the report.

Survevs executed fol a

cific client shall clcailv show the

repot t is special, not p.u t of a n
lai syndicated service in fact the

client must be named and the

poll's loim.it be made clcailv dis

tinguishable from that ol th<

lai report

B1 II I -IN I RROR
I he BR( statement took

|

care to acknowledge thai audience

measurement is subject "to main

kinds oi error."

Some, ol course, aie noil sim

pling errors. I hese ma) result from

the methodology used, the maniiei

m which (he survey's conducted, oi

—even more unpredictably sun

pie non-cooperation or non re

spouse.

"However." the MR( announce

menl explained, "even a true prob-

ability sample is likely, to include

errors due to the operation ol

chance in the selection ol (he sain

pie.'" I he rize ol (his chance de-

pends, among other things, upon the

Size ol the sample. ( I he sampling

research is subject to such "sam-

pling error.")

The sample variation that is due

onl) to the si/e ol the sample m.i\

be expressed as "statistical toler-

ance" or "standard error."

S. thus, each rating report

should list, preferabl) on its front

page, several keys i 1 i the standard

error: (2) the formula used -to

select the specific sample in the

first place. (3) a chart or table that

lists the statistical tolerances fot

one and or two standard errors

—

in other words, a chart that shows

just what these variations are (and

what the) mean i when applied to

typical items included in the report.

It must also be pointed out that.

JUS1 because estimates of sampling

error have been shown, thai doesn't

necessaril) mean that a piobahihtv

sample design has been achieved

( ()\\ l-RIIM, I(> \ Kl POM
9. When a rating service con-

verts basic raw data into a rating

report, it must show all the "weight-

ing" or data adjustments thai have

been applied, along with the I

sons for so doing I his information

must be available to all users of

said report.

Ki I ach rat

indicate the nun

turns thai ate acqu
to its stand.nd
poM

Such a minimum ma) diffei from
seivk. to

i I i methodolog the

nunilvi ..| stations b

ilk numbci ol horn

dio m tv.

I I w here i isucd on
a regulai basis each rai

must indicate the normal s.impL

turn fot eacfa sin .. Vnd when the

return is below normal i but not
|

low the required minimum), this.

too. must be |*>mtcd out pr.

abl) in a prominent pla

it Rim R (I \R|| |( \||<>\>

12. Cross tabulations

demographic and consumer infor-

mation must b up. lined bv

the minimum sample base requii

W lien the sample tor one pel iod

is inadequate lor reporting such in-

formation accurately, it ma)
necessar) to combine the samples

ol two. three oi more successive

periods

13. It an) station has

to "special, non-regular promotional

techniques" that might hypo
distort — its ratings, the rating

service must also poinl thai out.

14. I he rating service must also

publish an) other distorting influ-

ences that it is aware ol 1

1

might include unusual weather.

tastrophes, political oi social .vents,

or preemptions such as world

ries, elections. Congressional h«

ings even transmission failures

In addition to the ab

standards." whu pplicable to

all rating servk ecific stand-

aids" will also be established

HR( Since these will have to

tailored individual!) eh spc-

eitu technique in

they*H evolve onl) over a p.

time.

S that are expected to

most helpful in developii

C standards, h- include

questionnaires that some rating

services have already filled out

submitted to BR<

participating I

|N-

I \\l and COLI VM met!

stud
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Consumers ask advertising women
probing questions on industry

Almost 400 interested consumers

showed up at the Advertising

Women of New York Foundation

second annual Consumer Confer-

ence to ask some biting questions

on integration in advertising, cigar-

ette advertising, misleading adver-

tising, and irritating commercials.

A good many of the questions were

answered with broad, cautious

statements, generally showing the

attitude that "these problems are

being taken care of."

Representing the advertising in-

dustry at the afternoon panel dis-

cus, ion were Margot Sherman, vice

president and copy head, McCann-
Erickson; Dr. Niki Kominik, su-

pervisor of copy research, Grey ad-

vertising; and Jean Wade Rind-

laub, senior consultant, BBDO.
On the question of integrated

advertising. Sherman said she didn't

believe there was a major advertiser

who is not "reflecting the American

way of life" by using Negroes in

everyday scenes, in the backyard

and so on. "I think you'll see a

great deal of it if you watch," she

told the consumers.

Sherman also answered a query

on poor English in advertising, such

as "Winstons taste good like a

cigarette should." The consumer felt

that twisting the English language

was influencing the young. "I would

ask the same question." she said.

"I think the answer is that adver-

tising is again a reflection of our

society, and we use colloquialisms.

If you don't use them you sound

unnatural."

Giving an example, one consumer
asked what is being clone about irri-

tating commercials. Rindlaub re-

sponded by giving the advertiser's

point of view. "The advertiser is

trying to nunc sou. not to sooth

you," she said. "He has to get into

your busy head somehow. He's got

to gel in and out last. Often he has

to say the same thing over and

over again to make it penetrate."

Also iii defense of advertising, it

was said that the commercials are

not as loud as they seem to be. It

has been shown, a panelist said,

that the extra loudness is just psy-

chological. The commercial seems
louder because it interrupts the pro-

gram. Also, in the case of old

movies, the sound quality is not

good so the viewer turns his set up
higher. Then when the commercial
comes on it seems exceptionally loud
when it really isn't. The audience

expressed doubt here.

Cigarette advertising was ex-

plained by Charlotte Montgomery,
contributing editor of Good House-
keeping magazine. To the question.

"Why docs so much cigarette ad-

vertising continue when smoking
has proven to be harmful?" she

said that "we cannot consider ad-

vertising, merchandising, and pro-

motion as separate from our soci-

ety. Just as liquor and other things

are accepted, so is cigarette smok-
ing." Montgomery said cigarette ad-

vertising nowadays, is not trying to

create new smokers, but convince

existing smokers not to switch

brands, which in our time is legiti-

mate. "I guarantee there has been a

great deal of hard thought going
into this problem," she said. Mont-
gomery also pointed out the eco-

nomic aspects of the cigarette prob-
lem, mentioning that in three states

cigarettes provide the greatest in-

come.

Agency Shifts
Wermen Si Schorr is resigning

the Bayuk cigar account because

of policy differences. W&S has

handled the account since 1956
. . . Foote, Cone & lidding to

handle two new products for Gen-
eral Foods — Pre-Sweetened Kool-
Aid and Twist.

Doyle Dane Bembach will take

on advertising for Levitt and Sons.

It is expected that the budget will

be in excess of $1 million. In the

recent past most o\' the advertising

has been created by the advertiser.

. . . Thomson Advertising. Peoria.

III. appointed by I •'ernstrom Moving
System . . . Carl Ally has been
chosen by Volvo (Canada) I kl. to

handle its advertising in that coun-

try. Carl Ally is also the Volvo
agency in the U.S. . . . Redmond
& Marcus will handle the entire

line of advertising for Pearson Ph.

macal Co. . . . Solters, O'Roul
and Sahinson to handle public

lations and publicity for Chryn
Corp. New York World's Fair

i

hibition. The agency has also r^

resented the Chrysler Corp. I]

programs for the past three seaso,

Hill & Knowlton
expands in Europe

Hill and Knowlton, Inc. has ;

nounced the expansion of its H
ropean operations with the inc

poration of its main office I

Geneva, Switzerland. The Inter!

tional public relations firm also ;

nounced the formation of subs>

iary corporations in West Germc 1

and Italy to be known as Hill a!

Knowlton GMGH, Hamburg a

Hill and Knowlton S.R.I. . Milan.

Bert Gross, president, said t

establishment in Geneva, which m,

becomes the principle Europe

subsidiary, was to meet increaa]

client demand for public relatii

in western Europe. This new c«.

poration takes over the parent cot

pany's European branch office a(

will have responsibility for mi

aging and coordinating the firr

complete European operations.

HW&W three new
accounts to use
saturation tv

Adding to the growing list of i

tail stores using spot television a

three separate juvenile store chair

recently-acquired accounts of Hi

it/er. Waring & Wayne. New Yoi

Television will be the prominei

consumer medium, according

Edward Libov. v. p. of the agene

who will be account executive i

all three. Saturation schedules a

planned on a year-round basis f<

all markets, he said.

Together, the stores do abo

$20 million worth of business

children's merchandise each yea

They are Bargaintown, I S x

with four stores in Chicago; Chili

reus Supermarkets, which opera*

four retail stores in the District i

Columbia. Virginia, and Marylani

and kiddie City Discount Store

with 15 stores in and near Phil;

delphia.

Helil/er. Waring. A. \\.i\n

which specialized in children's ai

vertising, marketing and merchai

dising, now has Id accounts.
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IME / Buying and Selling

FM is a muscle medium
Buyers and sellers alike must realize radio is a

dynamically growing sales force, not a rarefied

type of advertising requiring special treatment

, Robert Richer, president,

iiuri Richer Representatives,

c.

s II I III I l\ll III S I RS 1 II I

I in not complicated enough, there

..• gome vers real changes taking

in the radio industry —
s that should affect buying

litems and dollar allocations.

I am referring to the amazing

pwth ol fm radio, and by growth

Hon't mean to limit the term to

si one area. Fm radio set sales

i
ibsolutel) phenomenal both in

graph fm combinations and

portable and ear im radio

: ies ( irowth in terms of sta-

i ns is also amazing. At present

are better than 1,100 tm

is on the air and. while a ma-
jits ol the stations duplicate at

list pan ol the am programing

Dplied b) a sister station, more

;d more of these facilities are bc-

i*. programed separately.

Along with this growth, how-

there are problems, and the

i >st important in terms iif the

hg-range sitalits ol Im is the feel-

it on the part of main people

—

and buyers alike- -that Im
i ho. because it is fm, is a special

: advertising medium deserv-

i special treatment and considcra-

rom sponsors and timebuyers.

Nothing could be further from
t truth and nothing can do mote
i serioush limit the growth ol a

mic sales medium.
I in radio is not special radio,

i is it a different type ol adver-
t ng medium. It is a superior

nthod of broadcast transmission.

:mg. in main eases. a type ol

I cning not generally available to

' average am facility I m is ;;,>/

sacrosancl and not all fm stations

operating today deliver a high-

quality, prestige audience, rhere

are Inis on the air that program

nothing but religion, and there is

at least one im operating strict!)

as a I up 40 rocker and it's gel

tmg listeners. But just because it's

Im doesn't mean it's "quality."

\s the number ol tin receivers

sold in this countr) skyrockets, it

is impossible lor the Im audience

to adhere to the good old charac-

teristics ol being Harvard-educated,

Soeial Register. 92* i income tax

bracket, etc. I here JUS1 aren't

enough of this type to go around

in relation to the number ol sets

being sold.

\nd. as I red Mien said when

confronted with the seeming con-

tradiction ot increased television set

sales and increased radio set sales

"... people are buying radios and

they're not using them tor book-

ends I Ik- s.uik Can be said about

tm set sales today. People are bus-

lire and make no mistakes about

it. the) are listening, and the> are a

•t group oi consumers spon-

sor said it last suninu \

1963): "... traditional long-hair

characteristics "t tm and tm

stereo programing will have to yield

to k-ss strictlj classical appeal in

bkl fot well-educated, well-heeled,

but more esoteric soung marneds
who axe flocking to good listening

at home and en route "
I his is

where fm*S potential lies and this

is win tm is now becoming an im-

portant sales tool to an increasing

number ol class-mass advertisers

I he crux of the matter is this

im is radio It is growing in two

ways b\ drawing off am listeners

who are "trading up" to the better

things in life and b\ bringing in

new listeners.

V a result of this growth, tm

Bob Richer formed his rep

firm three sears ago. lie has also

been with Nl \ Spot Saks as an

account exec and served twice in

that capacits with \dam Young,
Inc.. where from l

l>5 l
> to 1960

his duties included researching

ami organizing a separate divi-

sion designed to handle fm sta-

tions. From 1958 to l
l>5 l

> be

was national sales and prodt

tion manager for Hill Graaei
Productions. IK' started in

broadcasting in 1953 with MM
and later wrote and produced

strictls From Dixie, ireekt)

MIC Radio program, iniuur-

rentls with his duties in the

\N MIC New v, ork. sales depart-

ment.
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is becoming direct]) competitive

with the other two segments of the

broadcast media. It is competing

against tv for listeners (and there-

tore advertising dollars) and it is

competing against the established

am radio stations.

It is a general rule that fm's

listening time is at night, primarily

because this is when the family is

together, just as in tv. However,

if an I'm station makes its program-

ing and the quality of its signal

appealing enough, it has been dem-
onstrated that there is a good

chance of reaching both the non-

tv viewer as well as the selective

tv viewer. These people are in a

far more desirable demographic

category than the inveterate tv

viewer. However, the latest figures

show that fm's audience is increas-

ing substantially during the daytime

hours, too. This is undoubtedly a

reflection of increased housewife-

acceptance plusa gradually burgeon-

ing out-of-home audience available

through portable and car I'm.

As the fm audience increases, it

is bound to take away listeners from

the established ams, and this is al-

ready the case in many of the major

markets. In spite of what the af-

fected ams might think, this can-

not help but to be beneficial to

radio as a whole, because as radio

continues to display its vitality, ad-

vertising allocations into the med-
ium should accelerate.

But the time has come for fm
station operators and agency media
personnel to realize that fm is a

big item today. We know, of course,

that the New York I'm market is

larger than the Los Angeles am
market, but of greater significance is

the fact that sets-in-use figures are

up. More people are listening to

more fm, and there are more sta-

tions programing to fill the gaps left

by unimaginative am stations.

In case you think I'm anti-am

radio, let me reiterate that not all

fm is good and not all am is bad.

This is not a case of "good guys"

versus "bad guys." There are great

ams operating today and some i\

them are reaching fm-type of at

dience (WQXR New York an

WNMP Chicago, for example

Conversely, there are fms opera

ing that reach audiences normal

equated with the am level. V
point is that the day has passe

when fm stations must come to i\

advertiser, hat in hand, and a-

for consideration simply because
,

is fm, and therefore good. Goc

fm today is past the stage of sticl

ing with its not-so-good fm bretl

ern in the hopes of getting a piecj

of a special fm budget. This is

big, aggressive medium that is wi

nessing the influx of real profel

sionals into its management. Kaisel

Metromedia, and Triangle are on

a few of the major fm broadcasj

ers. The time is rapidly passirj

when a buyer will buy radio "bil

not fm," because fm is radio,

should sink or swim on that basl

and if you look closely, you'll s<J

that a good percentage of the fnl

swim very well indeed.

Richer in confers with /"\ associaU . Norman Perreault, as the two
disi iiu an upcoming \/><>f campaign on Richer-repi esented stations.
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ED NUGENT: the facts and only the facts

lam station representatives lend

i spt iul loo much time presenting

Loral facts about their station

.(I its market," says Ed Nugent,

n tfmebuyer lor William Est] on

I- Ballcntinc Beer account. He

j,t mined in the agencj from

i\u\ Vdvertising, where for the

pi year be was buyer for Get>

bee's boh) products, Plaid Stamps,

and Diri-KiU' Cora, The tfanebuy*

it's time is limited,*
1

l <i continues,

••;inil whfle be nurj be Interested in

.i!i the vagaries ol a particular mar-

ket, be wants the cogent fadi per*

t : i i 1 1 i 1

1

l: l<> the rip's station as ipiick-

l\ as possible. Too often the buyer

has io listen to information thai is

unite aside from the tacts he needs

lo make a decision." V graduate

of St. Bonaicnturc hi 1957 <B.s.

degree in marketing), be spent the

following lour Mars as a na\al

lieutenant, serving the latter two in

the Philippines. Ed Bret entered ad-

vertising as a media analyst and as-

sistant timebuyer on the Maxwell

House account at Benton A Bowles.

In 1962 he joined BBDO as an

assistant buyer on the Pepsi ( ola.

B. I'. Goodrich, and New York
Telephone Co. accounts. He joined

DWrch in 1963. Id got in a good

deal ot skiing during this past win-

ter. His other hohhies are squash

and golf.

Hot water, anyone?

Ooea ii sprinkle hoi water?" asks Mt'lnor Industries customer, holding
firm's ik« I:imii sprinklir. ( ompani recenth added stations in I .iir-

n.mks, Vl.isk.i. to its |\ spot ioMuinui.il siludiili. Milnor's .id dim lor

htlints there's no place m earth th.it isn't .1 postanal auatwt tot the
firm's I.umi .uid garden prodactl

Beech-Nut Rum spots
B ch Nu l l

.1 spot t\ campaign foi

1: I B

Promotion, now in • ets, vstli

run through th

B N
- beav) expenditutt

spol (.in estimati million

spent during 1963) I he one-min

commercials are aimed al a famih
audience

Eastman reps name new
mgr. for New England

Stephen ( Metei p irel has

named New I ngland man
Robert I I astman ( . national

station representatives He comes
to his ncu post from WBZ, Group
W*s Boston outlet, where be bad
been an account executive Prioi to

thai he had been associated with

( hambers and V\ iswell adverti

in Boston

Transit promo via spots
I os Angeles Metropolitan Tran-

sit Authority through Hornig-Coop-
er iV Harrington, has started an ex-

tensive spot radio campaign on \2

stations to promote the system's

transportation facilities Previous

campaigns utilizing musical jing

have contributed to MTA's profit-

able operation (without a subsidv).

says the authorits

Rep appointments
\ in I'iano tsOOdatOJ mieil e\-

clusive national representatives for

kl'i B Pueblo, Colo kRIu I \

\bilene has appointed llollinghen

( 0. its national rep H-K Repre-

sentatives has Ken designated

elusive national spot sales rep

sentative i><r KRI/ Phoenix.

Sabena wings into 15
spot radio markets

S tena Airlines is now in the

midst ol an eight-week am-fm -

radio campaign in 15 marl

through Met 'ann-Marschalk.

I he majority ol the spots feature

the throat] ' ' s

who sells service and th

a lad) s club
1 impaign slant is the result

ol a profile Stud) of the airline

traveler conducted b\ the
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TV MEDIA

BRIGHT FUTURE
FOR DARK HORSE

ARB says not all top 10 are mass-appeal laugh shows; some
win because they supply no-comedy to the discriminating

Malf of all television-watching

families view between one and

three of the top-rated 10 programs

each week.

On the extremes of the viewing

band, however, fewer than 10% of

the families see seven or more of the

top programs, while another 10%
never see any of the top 10 at all!

These estimates were compiled

from an analysis of a sub-sample

of the November 1963 ARB TV
National Report, as computed by

ARB's Technical Director of Mar-
ket Reports John Thayer. A break-

down of the number of programs

seen follows:

Number of programs % Families

None 9.9

1 16.4

2 16.4

3 16.7

4 11.1

5 11.6

6 8.3

7 4.2

10

Total 1

From this analysis, it seems

sible the more selective tv f«

—those who watch a minority

top programs—are the viewers w

boost a few top 10 to their rx

tions.

BASIS OF RFPORT
To explain the sample: Dur

the week of Nov. 13-19 (the -

week of the report), a total of 5

diaries were selected at rand<

and examined for viewing each

the following top 10 programs:

Program Ri,

Beverly Hillbillies

Bonanza
Dick Van Dyke
Andy Griffith

Candid Camera
Perry Mason
Donn \ Reed
Pi i i icoat Junction
1 \SSII

Ri i) Ski i. ton

In order to calculate a true f

quency distribution, it was aec

sary to work with a single wee

diarj sample. Therefore, two

cials (Bing Crosby and Culan

Jane) that appear in sixth and

enth places in the top- 10 list"

of the published report, do not

pear in this analysis since the) w<

not telecast during the w(

Nov. 13-19. Lassie and Red Sk

ton, which appeared I lth and 1-

m the published report, therefi

became 9th and 10th ranked
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p.ms lor purposes of this study,

al all other programs wore ad-
;

to take the place ol the

fecials that were omitted.

)M--I'K(K.K VM \ [EWERS
\ further analysis of the diaries

d that, tit the families vicw-

\ one of the top 10 programs,

t one most saw was Bonanza, fol-

1« ed b\ Pen \ Mason. I he follow -

ii breakdown shows the pereent-

a of one-program families that

v.wed each of the listed produc-

hi>runi ', families

R>AN7\ 25.8

I
:

<r> Mason 19.6

Cnsa Run 12.4

( mud ( wn k\ 10.3

I »sii 8.2

Ski i io\

Grii i i i h 6.2

i > Hit t mi i ii s 5.2

I K \ vs Dyki 3.1

Hi ru o\i .M \< i ion .. 1.0

I

I

m 100

ionanza again led the list when
ed on the basis of all families

'tit viewed two of the top 10 pro-

coupled with Candid Cani-

the second part of the double-

bing. A total of S.2 r< of the two-

* I 20 1964

program families watched that com
bination.

Another 14. 295 ol these families

watched either the Pern Mason-
Candid ( amera duo (6.298 i or

Bonanza-Andy Griffith (6.291 I

TWO-PROGRAM \l DM Ml
I he most frequent) viewed two

program combinations were:

Programs '< Families

BON w/\
Candid Cami ra

Pi kk'i \i vson

Candid Cami k\ 6 2

Bon \n/ \

\m>i Grii pith

Bon \\/ \

Donna Reed 5.2

Pi RR1 \1 \so\

Vndy Griffith 5.2

I \ss||

Candid Cami r \

I \ss||

Vndi Grii pith

B Hn i mi i ii s

Di< k Van Dy» 4.1

Pi KKN \1 \sd\

I \ss|| 4.1

Pi KK> \1 \S()N

Bonanza 4.1

Pi KRN \1 \so\

Pi rncoAi Ji m riON 4 I

3.1

3.1

Ii Mil I llll I II S

Pi rTICOAl Ji M I ION

DONN \ Ri I i)

( vndid Cami ra

Pi kk> \i \siin

Ri d Ski LTON
I \SMI

Red Skelton 3.1

Bos X s,/ \

I'l i I K o\i Ji m i ION

Ri ii Ski i ion

Pi rncoAi Ji m i ion

( )l III K ( OMBIN \IIons

roTAi loo.o

ITie most popular program-trio

appeal mi: in the top 1(1 was /,

Hillbillies-Dick Van Dyh Rt i Skel-

ton. < M families \ lewing three

the top- in rated programs •

watched this program combination.

Interestingly, of the 12<i diffei

possible combinations, just slight!)

more than halt the possibilil

different combination

in the nearlj 600 d

icakdown o\ the most popu-

lar thi imbinations,

with the percent!

progi im-view ing families, folio

rams '< /

[111 I Mil I II s

\ VN PtKI

Si
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w

Program % Families

Donna Reed
Perry Mason

Candid Camera 3.0

Donna Reed
Lassie

Bonanza 3.0

Donna Reed
Bonanza

Candid Camera 3.0

Donna Reed
Hillbillies

VanDyke 3.0

Hillbillies

Van Dyke
Perry Mason 3.0

Hillbillies

Donna Reed
Bonanza 3.0

Hillbillies

Bonanza
Candid Camera 3.0

Perry Mason
Lassie

Candid Camera 3.0

Candid Camera
Griffith

Skelton 3.0

Others 66.9

Total 100.0%

FOUR-PROGRAM
COMBINATIONS

Of the families who watched just

four of the top 10 programs, slightly

fewer than half—46.2%—tuned in

to Beverly Hillbillies and Dick Van
Dyke in combination with two

other shows. An interesting fact in

the popularity of these two is that

they are programmed back-to-hack.

Thus, in this study at least, the

network rule-of-thumb— line your

st length up in a row in order to

win. and hold, the evening's audi-

ence—appears to be corroborated.

Another significant fact is that

the most frequently viewed four-

some was comprised whollj of

comedy programs — Beverly Hill-

billies. Dick Van Dyke, Andy Grif-

fith and Red Skelton. Of all fam-

ilies who watched tour of the top-

pers, 6.29? saw this combination.

Following up, as favored qi;-

tettes, were Perry Mason, Bonati
Candid Camera and Red Skein,

seen by 4.6% of the families, d

Beverly Hillbillies. Dick Van DM
Lassie and Candid Camera, seen y

another 4.6% .

FIVF OF THE TOP MEN
Families who split the top

evenly by watching half of thi

during the week of Nov. 13 9

showed the strongest preference f

the combination of Beverly h •

billies, Dick Van Dyke. Ai\

Griffith, Perry Mason and Bonar.'.

Nearly 6% (5.8%) dialed in 3

that group. The other most popi r

combinations, each with 4.4^ I

the five-program families. « I

Beverly Hillbillies, Dick 1 an Dy .

Andy Griffith, Red Skelton ;J

Petticoat Jmiction as one w inn
J

team. The other: Beverly Hillbili.

Dick Van Dyke. Candid (ami .

Red Skelton. Petticoat Junction

SIX-PROGRAM VIEWING
Of families watching six p

-

grams. 8.29? chose the follow :

10 combination: Beverly Hillhilli.

Dick Van Dyke. Candid Came.

Andy Griffith, Red Skelton. I\

coat Junction. The other most I

qucuiK watched combination

sixes were Beverly Hillbillies. D
1 an Dyke. Bonanza. Andy Gi
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Skelion, Petticoat Junction,

«en b> 6.195 and Beverly Ilill-

Hikes, />aA Van Dyke, Pern Ma-
in, Bonanza, Red Skelton, Petti-

oat Junction, also soon h\ 6.198 .

Vnother 6.195 combination is

ieverl) Hillbillies. Dick Van Dyke,

\ndy Griffith, Red Skelter.

md Petth out Junction.

SI N IN \M) OVER
the relative!) few families

i that tuned in to seven of

he top programs, 12'' saw all

hows except Donna Reed, Bonanza

nd (undid Camera, and another

watched all except Donna
Perry Vfason and Lassie. \

hird 12'- omitted Donna Reed.

'err\ Vtason a\\<.\ (Undid Camera.

The same pattern ot exclusions

ccurrcd among the eight-program

amilics In total. 45.895 of those

said the) viewed eight ot

he top 10 programs excluded

Mason from their diary en-

I xactk one-third ol the

ight-program sample excluded

tomui W('( ( / and another third

•muted Bonanza. Eight-program

Bmilics accounted lor onlj -'•

•' the entire 593 families, howevei

Only two of the top It) were

leluded in all diaries of the eight-

:m families: Beverly Hill-

Mies and And\ Griffith.

;ll families m the total sample,

just 1.295 or seven families,

watched nine ol the top lit pro

grams. Just three ol the top In

were excluded from all then list-

ings Perry Mason (excluded b)

42.V , ). Donna Reed (In 42. 995 i

and / assie (b) 14. 295 >.

1 bus, the conclusion thai a select

few of the top 10 programs can

likelj credit their high degree ot

success to the somewhat more selec-

tive I \ tans thos v' who watch a

minont\ of the top M> shows, rhese

"select lew" tend, tellingly, to be

those programs that i.\o not rel\ on

COmed) as their mam attraction
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TvB honors five

Norman Cash, TvB president,

has awarded the Bureau's annual

salesmanship awards for outstand-

ing creative selling at the Selling or

Sailing? session of NAB's Chicago

Convention. Competition was open

to all TvB members who sell either

tv time or programs and was based

on sales skills and ingenuity, plus

the degree of planning and organ-

ization detailed in the approach.

Winners were:

Warren Anderson, WREX-TV
Rockford, who sold a program

called Freedom University of the

Air to 65 clients in a season, not by

showing the program but by sug-

gesting how each could relate his

product to it.

L. H. "Curt"' Curtis, KSL-TV
Salt Lake City, whose special pres-

entation to local food brokers

and manufacturers' representatives

boosted the market as a spot in-

vestment.

Arthur Harris, WRGB-TV Sche-

nectady, whose Vermont dairy

client was not licensed to sell milk

in N. Y. state, but who was shown
that the station covered the full

territory in which it could sell.

William Knowles, WOOD-TV
Grand Rapids, whose store client

entered tv for the first time.

Paul Weiss, WTVJ Miami, who
sold a local tire company on a spot

announcement campaign in sports

programs.

All winning case histories will be

added to the TvB film library and
made available to all TvB member
stations for study.

RATE CHANGES
WBOC-TV Salisbury, Md.: New

rate $175 per evening hour, effec-

tive May 17. Former rate $150.

WDSM-TV Duluth: New rate $700
per evening hour, effective June 1.

Former rate $650.

WEWS Cleveland: New rate $2,750
per evening hour, effective July 1.

Former rate $2,600.

KTVF Eldorado, Ark.: New rate

$450 per evening hour, effective

Aug. I. Former rate $400.
WJA( I \ Johnstown. Pa.: New
rate SI. 250 per evening hour, effec-

tive Aug. I. Former rate SI. 1 50.

WDAM-TV Hattiesburg, Miss.:

New rate $250 per evening hour,

effective Aug. 1. Former rate $200.
WLEX-TV Lexington, Ky.: New
rate $350 per evening hour, effec-

tive Aug. I. Former rate $300.

WBTV Charlotte, N. C: New rate

$1,575 per evening hour, effective

Sept. .6. Former rate $1,525.

Time-Life broadcast
scans Scandinavia

Time-Life Broadcast continues to

expand total revenues in its sub-

stantial contribution to Time Inc.

profit picture (reported record in-

come of over $14 million or $6.55

per share up sharply from $4.76
in 1963).

Broadcast division continues to

increase operations internationally

with recent entry into STV, newly
formed Swedish tv firm planning

program production for Scandina-

vian countries. Other overseas op-
erations are: pay tv experiments
in United Kingdom, program pro-

duction in Latin America, and Du-
Mont-Time TV, Cologne, produc-
ing for German tv.

Recent FCC approval of KERO-
TV Bakersfield, purchase raises to-

tal of tv stations to six. Time
also plans New York Stock
Exchange listing, three-for-o n e

stock split and increase in dividends.

Offbeat fare does fine
on Florida station

The program chief at a Florida tv

station has inked some strange

sports into the schedule, but so

there's no scarcity of sponsors.

WFTV's mobile tape truck will

be on hand in Winter Haven, Fla..

April 24 to tape the Grand Cham-
pionship Finals of the Fifth All-

Florida Orange Dessert Contest in

which 12 finalists will compete for

prizes totalling $10,000. The half-

hour program based on the two-

das taste-treat event will be tele-

vised April 26 on a six-station net-

work including WEAR Pensacola:

WLBW Miami; WCTV Tallahas-

see: WFLA Tampa: and W.I \ I

Jacksonville, under the sponsor-

ship o\ the Florida Citrus Commis-
sion (which also sponsors the ac-

tual competition), Tupperware, and

Public Markets.

The station is also making a

hit with Karate and Judo instruj

tions. The Orlando School of Sel

Defense presented a half-hour der

onstration program late one Sunc

night and one announcement on

children's program. Almost $5,(

worth of training courses to lc

adults and children are traccab

to the two telecasts, and the Schc

is tossing over its newspaper ac

vertising in favor of an extende

WFTV campaign.

Academy, NBC ready
Awards program

Nominations for the 1963-6;

Emmy Awards will be announce

by the National Academy of Televi:

sion Arts and Sciences on April 2S

after five days of screenings in Ne\

York by the National Awards Coe

mi tee.

Meanwhile. NBC-TV, which \\i

telecast the industry awards fc

10th consecutive year, is makin

final plans for the 90-minute pre

duction which will originate fror

the Hollywood Palladium and th

Texas Pavilions of the New Yorl'l

World's Fair. May 25. Joey Bishoj

will emcee the west coast portioii]

and E. G. Marshall, the New Yorl

origination.

Timex Watches and Libby. Md
Neill and Libby will sponsor the

awards, which will cover 27 cate-

gories including programs, perform-

ances, directing, writing, cinema-

tography, electronic photography

and film editing. The Internatior

Award and The Station Award

two special honors created last year

will be presented again this year.

FCC actions
An uphill struggle has been WC

bj a New Jersey tv corporation and

a Milwaukee station got the

ahead on a power increase, in

cent actions by the FCC.
New Jersey Television Broadcast-

ing Corp.. formed in 1961 by Ed

Copperstein, got Commission ap-

proval to locate its antenna and

transmitter atop New York's Em-

pire State Building, alter extensh

studies by the Building as to

feasibility of adding to the six com-

mercial and two educational static

antennas already there. Compfl

will now build WNJU-TV Nev
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Ill channel f '. the lust ncv* com
nerical station in the nation's larg

•st I \ market m ovei 1 6 years

wok^i Milwaukee will increase

is transmitting powei to 5 kw from

is current I kw It's owned by Bai

til Broadcasting

Distaffers' Tulsa meet
;et for early May

I he competitive sales picture ol

idio and t\. .1 ncv» concept in

. rate cauls, and .1 projection oi

rising 1980 will be among
M subjects discussed in simultane-

ih panel sessions .is pari of the

pooming 1 3th annual convention

if the American Women in Radio

nd I ele\ ision.

Rie program will be devoted to

hite simultaneous panels. Panels

iul theii participants are:

Advertising and Sales Jake

.vans. I \ B v.p.; I ce Fondren,

I / Denvei mgr. and sales dii ..

JO! chairman of CBS Radio \t I ili-

Martin I Nierman, Edward

etrj exec, v p.; and John (). Whit-

.\. Whitney Advertising Agency,

ulsa. Moderator will be Julie Ben-

I, women's dir. ol \\ I'AA stations,

alias, and food editor of the Dal-

s Morning News.

Programing and Production —
obert II forward, head of own
Mnmunications consultant firm,

- Angeles; Robert B. Hudson.

iming \.p.. NET; Lucy Jar\is.

B( News and Public Affairs pro-

and I homas J. Swafford,

Dl I Albuquerque pres. and gen.

Moderator Lucile Mason is

t! dir. at Compton.
• Film Gene Allen. Special Pro-

ets i nit, \\ k 1 Television, Okla-

>ma City; William Mart. Screen

ems midwest sales mgr.; R. k.

pitz, executive v.p. kcit/ and

prndon, Dallas, specialists in tv

mmercials and business films;

>ben Stabler. Filmaster president

\ \B president LeRoj Collins.

I commissioner I rederick lord.

d Leo Burnett executive vice

^sident I conard Matthews form

nel ol an industry roundtable
' for Ma\ I Moderated In Wash-

Post radio- 1 \ editor I aw-

1 anient. the\ will discuss

'he Broadcast Industry," with

iiphasis on congressional investi-

pions and hearings, limitations on

ommercials. ICC regulations, the

I .unless Docti iik and cditoi ializ-

mi' limitations.

Aew I developments in Audic ik.

Measurement" will be the subject

oi the mdiisir\ panel on May 2,

with \B( \ p Hugh Beville li

R \B president I d Bunker, Wt M
I \ Philadelphia g( neial man
John Schneider, and Nielsen vice

president in charge ol the central

tei 1 itoi ) \s illiam w yati

I he ( omentum, with the t Ik in

/ reedom 0/ ( ommunications Right

and Responsibility, will be held in

the Mayo Hotel, I ulsa, April

Mas 3.

Red Quinlan to Fields
Enterprises to 'evaluate'
electronics future

Sterling (Red) Quinlan, formei

ABC v.p. and general managei ol

& WBKB here, has joined

Field I nterprises in an executive

capacity and will "explore .\od

evaluate future course ol the elec-

tronics field," announces Marshall

Field, Jr.. president.

"Progress in I III Broadcasting,

as well as in the established pattern

of VHP. ma\ oiler exciting possibil-

ities in the areas of education, com
munication, and entertainment

said Field, "areas m which Field

Enterprises is already engaged.

West coast broadcasters
cover quake, lend a hand

rypical of main is this news

room scene tight alter the Alaskan

earthquake and tidal wave, as

broadcasters worked around the

clock to cover the happenings and.

where possible, to oiler help. Here

Sam /ellman (rl western bureau

chief. CBS News, checks storj and

picture with Bill Robisofl (c) ot

kIRO Seattle, just returned from

on lh( spot n porting in >

I ik, klk< ) and man) otl

tlxlls. kl \< 1 \ .cllt

on the ah with dii

help I Ik i. 5>ult

I he Strategic Ail < 1 immand lent

fOUl lets which Weit loaded with

( alifornians' donations 1 »l 1

clothing and lupplie! worth n

than n
I million When Seward

broadcaster Raj Doyk notified

newsmen that the town $ radio

transmittei had been destroy d S

attle station k\ I began a u irch,

found a 2 S <' watt Unit thai had been

retired by k \P \ Raymond, Wash
.

arranged foi (
> \ < Motoi I n ight

to cart K to Seattle at no charge, and

Northwest Orient \irlmcs tO

it tree to \nelioi

Signing on the dotted lino

\s the final papers were signed in

New \ ork April I . I alt Bi

ting acquired seven AM, I M and

l\ stations from [Yansconlinental

Television ( orp (see M'< >NS< >R

Friday at 5, April 6) in the lai

transfei ol broadcast in

history Seated <l-r> are Tift ti

surer Dorothy Murphy .11' I

CUtive ( onimittee chairman I

I red Schoellkopf IV; and Lift

board chairman Hulberl 1

Standing are I I ( president David

( Moon I alt president I

II Rogers II and l l ( din

ir.

Chicago retailer buys
2-hour Negro talk show

\ Ison Bros Furnitur< s

has bought full sponsorship ot

/ rget a new two-hour weekly

Negro discussion program on

\\( 11 ( hicago 1 Ml ch mnel

Produced i v
. Fred w all general

manager ol th< l 1

the program follows Bullft

S irdays
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The forgotten 51st market
How to do business — profitably — if your radio outlet

is in a medium or small community; the knowing advice

of a bright young man who, at 34, heads his own rep firm

FOR MANY TIMEBUYERS, markets

not included in the top 50 might

just as well be in Australia. Alto-

gether, they comprise what is just

the 5 1st market.

So says Sam Brownstein, 34-

year-old general manager of the

booming three-year-old radio rep

firm. Prestige Representation Or-

ganization. "This attitude can be

understood," Brownstein continues,

"if one realizes that most buyers

spend almost all their time and

budgets buying the top 50. An
intimate knowledge of anything

smaller is simply a luxury they

generally cannot afford."

There's no dispute that stations

in the giant 50 markets do domi-

nate national/regional billing. The
FCC report on 1962 radio billing

corroborates that the top 50 got

68.6% of total national and re-

gional spot dollars — leaving less

than 32% of national and regional

spot dollars to be divided among
thousands of radio stations in other

markets.

"These figures point out an ob-

vious relationship," Brownstein

continues. "A station in the 51st

market has more in common with

a station in the 246th than it does

with one in the 49th market!" It

is to these "have-not" markets that

he gives attention. In fact, his

PRO firm sells only for stations

in such markets and also limits

the number o\ stations it will rep-

resent.

Brownstein emphasizes vv i t h

conviction that stations in medium
and smaller markets can increase

their billings hv attracting more

national regional advertising dol-

lars into their markets. "Jusl two

or three or five reasonably sub-

46

stantial new accounts a year can

represent a tremendous increase in

billing to a station in just a few

years," he says, "especially if most

of them keep renewing."

Discussing radio, where the

problem is magnified because of

the number of stations, Brownstein

says that only a modest sales pro-

motion budget is required to meet

the challenge. "The major cost

will be in time — and that at the

outset. Thereafter, as habits and

systems are put into operation,

time demands become minor."

Also, he restricts his recommen-
dations to station-level activity, not

work to be done by the station rep.

He suggests these ways to attract

new business:

BASIC QUALIFICATIONS

The first of two basic qualifica-

tions that a station itself must

meet is that it must have real im-

portance and strong impact in its

community and the area it serves.

Ratings, he feels, are only one

way to demonstrate impact — and

not always the best way. "Ratings

alone rarely tell the story that must

be told to persuade an advertiser

to add your market to his top 50."

the representative insists. "Station

management should operate on the

premise that sooner or later the

most experienced buyers and media

executives at the major agencies

are going to get a picture — ac-

curate or warped — of the accep-

tance of the station by local adver-

tisers and listeners." Mam will

be as influenced bj that picture

as thev will be bv ratings.

The second basic, of course, is

that the station have a national

rep interested in the outlet and

capable of doing its job.

Brownstein notes, "Even a poc

station with no representative m
manage to get some national oil

ing. It happens. But it is the e?

ception. Competition being wh;

it is, these exceptions tend to tj

short-lived."

WHAT NOT TO DO
Before getting to constructiv

steps for increasing billing, th,

young rep firm head sugges

clearing away some misconcep

tions. Unfortunately, he note-

while these steps are of small c

no value, they've been used s

often that some people believ

them important:

1

.

Don't depend solely on ra

ings to tell your story. This :

playing right into the hands c

the major-market stations, sine

it's the technique upon whic

they often rely. They cite ratine

because ratings show them to ao

vantage.

2. Don't try to cut your rate

to lower your cost-per-thousanc

Because most smaller stations can

not compete in terms of total ai

dience, they'd have to lower rate

so drastically that they'd eliminat

any possibility of making a profi ;

"The pity is that establishin

'bargain' rates isn't even neces

sary," Brownstein explains. "Th

approach must be first to demon

strate that the market and the si..

tion have value to the advertiser

Price is secondary, so long as

is fair."

3. Don't m a k c overzealou

claims. Often, exaggeration be

conies a weapon against the user

Being caught in a single mistTUtl

can cast doubt on the credibility

SPONSOR
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I .1 latei important fact ili.it

would otherwise and should

be accepted

"In fact, there arc times when
icaling down the truth is neces

s.n\ to win credibility," Brown
jtein ,k!\ ises "

I hal may sound

tdd, but sometimes the truth

leems way out ol perspective. In

Mkh cases, ii ma) be besl to tell

less than the truth in order not

to be suspect."

4 Don't "spin vour wheels," tr\-

M to get .ill national advertisers

run .1 schedule on your station

In the main, the obstacles are for-

Bidable and the cost ol the effort

too expensive, when considered in

Ik'ht of such effort's infrequent

success.

Converting non-radio national

advertising accounts into solid ra-

dio users is a kind of pioneering

more effectivelj done by trade as-

sociations, such as RAB, which
lias [Ins as a major goal

5 Don't trv to gel e\er\ radio

account that's running in a nearb)

skint market to buy time on your
station. It's natural to envv na-

tional accounts on a nearby, ma-
jor-market station, but temper your
BOvy, he advises. \ smaller sta-

tion probablj will never gel most
such accounts \nd even the

feu it does uin ma> prove im-

practical from a costs-results con-
sideration.

6. Don't depend totally on your
station rep. No rep ean do an
outstanding job without regular in-

formation and cooperation from
the station The less help from the

station, the more likelv the rep

1 fail. "Station representatives

are merelv sales arms that must
He used properK to be effective,"

Brownstein explains

DISC ON I R|\(,
YOt K MVKKI I

You, yourself, must discover
vour market before you ean ever

expect a national advertiser to do
ID, he continues i ou mav be so

•familiar with vour area, in fact,

that you overlook important facts

Therefore, start out b\ taking in-

ventorv .

Consider your measured COVCT-

rea Manj stations, especially

those in Inch densit) areas, don't

ave real impact everywhere thev

NATIONAL REGIONAL

SPOT RADIO

314X

PRO account execurivt ' ^:<in points om that all the nations m smaller
markets together ; t U\s national-regional spot than the fen located in the top /"
markets. Such spot revenue mas determine stations profit or /

m I
1>k2 averaged almost 174,000 in category, lost nl onl) * 4

s,un Brownstein, general managei P R sentation Organization i

oj PRO-represented stations, depicting
I national-regional spot

new-to-radio /'/i»mi u. .<)', ',n,u,i!s ;-', .„ competitors Moral s bust-
m ss from sponsors not currently m raJio m soar marl

PRO SALES BY ACCOUNTS
SHOWING SHARE USING

MARKET (BELOW TOP 50)

FIRST TIME

257. 34-7.
i
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CHECK LIST

I Since most of the matters cited are already known rather than any-

jj thing startling new, it's evident that one reason they're not done

I more frequently is mere neglect. The pay off comes, not from know-

| ing hut from doing them, so here is a check list of worthwhile opera-

1 tions to perform:

PREPARATORY MATERIALS
I. Determination and proof of market

a. physical coverage

b. socio-economic composition

c. mail response by volume, location, sex, age

d. professional survey 1
e. local accounts by type, location

f. successful accounts by location, type of customer

g. comparison of current programming with all the

above

II. Getting leads

a. list oi spot radio brands

b. monitor other local stations

c. monitor other nearby stations

d. monitor stations in nearby giant market

c. compare accounts in other local media with radio

advertisers in giant market

f. trade journals

HI. Sales tools

a. promotion or merchandising reports

b. coverage map [
c. rate card 1
d. Standard Rate & Data listing [
e. other promotion

HELPING TO MAKE NATIONAL SALES
I. Making calls

a. cultivate local man of regular account

b. see local man on potential account

1

.

to learn needs of account

2. to get station recommendation
II. The presentation

a. basic story

b. sizzle m

put their signal. Factors other

than mere physical coverage that

help determine impact include pro-

gramming formats, news coverage,

network service, competition, and

the like. And where a unique

broadcast service is important, lis-

teners will put up with a weak

signal in order to get that service.

"That doesn't mean that the let-

ter your station got from the I D

ion of South Africa is now going

to assume importance."' Brown-
stein points out.

Regular mail can he an im-

portant indicator of your station's

impact, however. "A mail count

and analysis by community or area

can give you a pretty good idea

of where your station is strong

and just how strong." Other meth-

ods: hiring an independent surve\

by a professional firm or analyzing

your own local sales — i.e., areas

in which you have greatest success

in selling local businesses are cer-

tain to be areas of strong impact.

And these areas should coincide

with survey reports or mail anal-

ysis.

Such methods may also reveal

some big gaps in your impact

aua II you're not reaching the

audience \ou believed you were.

analyze the situation and take re-

medial steps.

v

..

Once you"ve determined your^

impact area, put the facts to work.

But rememj?er that advertisers,

even though they buy by areas,

aren't interested in geographical lo-

cations; they're really interested

in the people there.

To start pinpointing your mar-

ket, you'll want to determine who
the people are that do live in your

area. Don't just count them. Be

able to answer these questions

about them: What are their major

types of employment? If indus-

trial, what are the industries and

what unions, if any, are active?

If rural, what kinds of farming or

other activity? What are the ma-

jor crops, animal and human farm

populations? What is the income

level? Are ethnic, racial or re-

ligious groups prominent in your

area?

If your questions are searching

enough, Brownstein holds that

you'll have broken down the popu-

lation of your impact area into dif-

ferent groups. Then find out the

numbers within each group, again

by survey, mail analysis, or what-

ever. "Your station could contact

each person who's written in dur-

ing a specific span of time in or-

der to determine their age. sex,

socio-economic level, listening hab-

its, etc.

"Chances are good that the re-

sults will hold no great surprise

for you when viewed in the light

of your programming." Brown-

stein says. "The difference is that

now you have evidence to docu-

ment for others what you've al-

ways known."

Another area of useful selling in-

formation is a listing of the local

advertisers that have successfully

used your station. Sometimes the

advertiser won't tell you just how

well you've done for him. Usually,

he doesn't have to. The man who

keeps renewing, perhaps even ex-

tending his use of your medium,

must be getting results.

MAKE A COMPARISON

Now compare your commercial

successes with your programming.

mail analyses, population groups

and surveys, if any. You'll pretty

well have the measure of yoUt

unique market, both geographically

and sociologically. Comparisons
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will probably indicate, too, what

times vour station is most effi-

cfentl) reaching an) particulai

group within youi market.

Now, in inward-looking, turn

ihi^ information into commercial

value.

\ doubt, certain types ol prod-

ucts are hca\ ilj used in youi mat

kct. some consumei goods arc

marketed generally, others foi pai

ocular purposes. Make up .1 list,

In brand, of these products, Brown
sti-m advises. Don't list .ill possible

products only those thai are

heav) users of s|-H>t radio, national!)

,>r regionally, like beers, breads,

gasolines

It's not necessar) to learn which

brands sell the most, iust those

that sell a lot. It in doubt, .1 quick

check with wholesalers and 01

leading retail stores will doubtless!)

give you the answer. Ibis infor-

mation will meld with your mar-

ket data, and you'll likel) see at

once main similarities between the

products sold and the people you're

prepared to prove your station

reaches.

"Increasingly, advertisers and

their agencies are trying to extract

just this kind of information about

the stations the) use most those

in the giant markets."* the PRO
chief emphasizes. "But progress is

slow because these markets are

complex. In the smaller markets,

there aren't so man) complexities,

however. I ven a simple mail anal-

ysis will give strong indications

at very little expense."

"Having gathered this informa-

tion, your station will ver) likel)

blrve more specifh data than the

larger stations have about their gi-

ant markets B) delivering such in-

formation to both advertiser and

agencv. sour station is in a good

position to take awa) business

from the station in a giant market

that is unable to demonstrate that

it concentrates as much value per

dollar."

\l>l)lll<>\ \l I I IDS

Back home, youi] want to take

advantage of other opportunities to

learn about accounts that should

be using your station:

Monitor other stations with-

in vour own market las you prob-

abl\ alread) do in seeking local

accounts) to learn the national

•nal advertisers active th

I isltii to stations in inarltv

communities ol about the ianx

si/e a\\<.\ market composition as

yours l he) ma) have an advei

tisei who could also be runn

in youi cit)

Monitor stations in llu- nearest

jiiani market in search foi national

regional advertisers, but onl) it you

have a particulai advantage thai

could realisticall) lead to a sale

I 01 example, you ma\ be able to

prove that yOUl station hits a ma
jor advertiser's farm target via a

popular early-morning show, at

low cOSt and without "waste'' au-

dience that could be important if

an advertiser is currentl) trying to

reach such a group via high-cost

effort in a nearb) giant market.

Or you ma) have an "in" that

could help, whether it is a personal

friend in a ke> post or the local

location ol .1 specific plant. II —
because ol these unusual eireum-

stances you feel that, contrar)

to the earlier advice, you can con-

vert a major league non-radio ad-

vertiser into a "believer," then en-

list the help ol your station rep

and go alter the business with a

vengeance. "The entire industr)

will applaud vou ii you're success-

ful," this experienced executive

notes.

\lso check \our local news-

paper for insights into some na

tional advertisers that use radio

in the top 50 markets, but onl)

newspapers at your level. Since

you'll undoubtedl) know the local

paper's limitations, your pitch be-

comes a straight radio-vs-newspa-

per sales approach

keep abreast ol trade journals

in broadcasting and advertising, for

they'll often divulge an advert

who's planning a radio campaign

in or near umr area I he informa-

tion ma) spark a\i idea that will

help vour station. I rom the same
sources, vou can also learn what

other stations arc doing to build

sales, launch promotions

M -\kl SOM1 CALLS

In at least 51 )*
I ol the new mar-

kets added to a sponsor's list, me
dia people "won't even considei

adding it without prool ol 5|

cific interest on the part of local

pl< who ^ II trtM j rod

youthful bi

plains I hn 11 and I

sales calls on local distributi

brokers, wholes ties man
even salesmen who

Cit can be mi|

1 .mi in getting nev. accounts.

rdinate such ett.>its with

yOUl national up I he

tells vou lli tisei ml

m vour market, that advert

COmes important enough to merit

a call on his local representat •

Getting the local man tO write

a letter ol icconiniciidalu'ti

both his market and vour station)

can be as difficult and jusl

rewarding - as making an out-

right sale. It'll be "a big leap

waul'' towards getting the account.

Hut make sure he sends it through

his own eonip.uiv channels, no!

directl) to some one vou mav hap

pen to know at the agenc) M
companies prefer not to I'

stepped.

Besides nursing potential

counts, be sure to take good >.

ol the clients vou alread) h

I his is the proverbial Stitch m
time. When problems arise or hud-

gets are suddeiilv cut back. ha\

the local influential ol vour cur-

rent accounts on your sale <:.in

help prevent abrupt cancellations

IM W.l\ \ll\ I

PR] SENTA1 lo\s

"\ spark ol imagination can of-

ten turn a routine presentation into

an extraordinary sale." s a > s

Brownstein, a graduate of th< M -

souri I niversity's school ol jour-

nalism and holder ol M
degree in radio-t\ journalism.

First, he advises, analyze the

goals of the advertisei (Oil compan-

ies want credit-card applicants, soft-

drink bottlers want to 1

l h e n devise methods fo r

achieving his goals.

is sell time," Brownstein

savs tirmlv Regardlc: the feel-

ing about merchandising, it m
not prevent a station from

ing something with

particular

can lim

an

alread) on the station."

Right nOW, lie i

the telephone companies in the B
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System is experimenting with radio

ski reports. "The station installs

special phone equipment to record

the latest report and then makes
it available on a 24-hour telephone

basis. Since the area requires extra

charges to reach it by telephone,

the company has already deduced

from test situations that the addi-

tional telephone traffic to the spe-

cial number is sufficient to pay for

sponsorship of the entire radio ef-

fort!

SALES TOOLS

Even marvelously creative ideas

that work are not quite enough,

Brownstein warns. You also have to

let key people know what has been

done.

Reports of ideas and merchan-

dising activity must be reported to

the advertiser. The form is less im-

portant than the fact; a neat type-

written page will turn the trick.

The idea is to state what was done,

how and when, with as much proof

as possible that it actually was ac-

complished. Rating points, total-

homes delivered, color photogra-

phy, letters of commendation are

all optional inclosures. The final

part of the report, never optional,

is a summary of your station's ba-

sic story.

Send copies of this promotion

report to the local wholesaler or

distributor, the agency buyer, the

account executive, and the adver-

tising or sales manager of the cli-

ent company. Send your rep copies.

too, so he can distribute — and file

— some. While it may seem ex-

cessive to produce so many copies,

wide distribution is assurance that

mi breakdown in the chain will

prevent your story's getting through

to all those who can influence buy-

ing.

Other, equally useful, sales tools

include:

Coverage maps: It should get

across the basic facts of the station

and its market without crowding,

cluttering or distracting. The prob-

lem isn't so often that there's too

little — or too much — informa-

tion; rather, too frequently, it's not

the right information. It should

show clearlj the accurate physical

coverage, the most important facts

relating to the value of the station,

and the character of the station.

50

Rate cards: Because the tradi-

tional rate format is, in fact, out-

dated, rate cards frequently lose

out as sales tools. "Certainly, no
li S. radio station can now defend

listing different minute rates for

one, thirteen and twenty-six time

use within a year," Brownstein

holds. "Radio is simply not bought

that way anymore!"

Standard Rate & Data Service:

While few stations subscribe, it

would be virtually impossible for a

rep or agency media department

to function without it. Discover the

opportunities for additional free
listings: participating programs,

specialized programming (some of

it under individual headings) and

other information is printed free

of charge.

Brochures or sales presentation

covers: Even the strictest budget

can allow the ingenuity and mimeo-
graph format that, used with im-

agination, provide inspired data

sheets that mean a sales plus.

Paid advertising: If you can af-

ford it, be absolutely certain you

use it properlv. "All too often, paid

advertising of radio stations is

downright poor." Brownstein

states. Analyze your own problems

and roals, then use the advertising

to help achieve them.

If you can't afford solo adver-

tising, one of the most promising

new promotional methods is the

combination ad or presentation by

all stations in a single area in order

to sell their market.

As with any advertising, these

concepts can be worked into smart

sales ideas, low cost enough to fit

virtually any budget. However, a

one-time effort is rarely sufficient,

so a full campaign should be plan-

ned before anything is undertaken.

Putting all these suggestions to-

gether will not. certainly, change

the size of your market. Sam
Brownstein admits. But it will, he

insists, change the way it stands in

the eves of buyers and media

heads, the customers that you, as

an advertiser, wants to reach.

54 Michigan stations
on-air editorializing

Three more stations in Michigan

have begun editorializing since the

first of the year, bringing to 54 the

number of the state's radio and TV

stations engaging in the expression
\

of views.

This is the finding of Prof. Ben
Yablonky of the Michigan U. jour-

nalism department who, assisted by
graduate student Jack Mitchell,

doing a study on the state of editor-

ializing among the state's 132 com-
mercial stations. Twenty-seven sta-

tions did not respond to the survey.

The total revealed by the re-

search shows a dramatic jump from
1949. when one Michigan station

editorialized. It appears that 1961

was a turning point. In that year

alone, ten stations presented their

first editorial; six more began in

1962; 20 in 1963.

All but two of the stations that

editorialized comment on local af-

fairs; 32 also discuss state issues;

and 21 deal with national and inter-

national problems. One confines it-

self to sports. Independently owned
and operated stations seem more

likely to editorialize. Thirty-one of

them said they do. 25 do not, and

19 didn't reply. The correspond-

ing figures for chain-operated sta-

tions are 23 yes. 26 no, and nine

no answer. Not surprisingly, of the

14 Michigan cities where a single

firm owns both a newspaper and

broadcast station, only four of the

stations editorialize.

The survey was made to supply

basic data for a continuing study

of broadcast editorials which will ul-

timately cover the content of edi-

torials and station policies regard-

ing them.

Ohleyer to manage
WIBC Indianapolis

Robert F. Ohleyer has been ap-

pointed station manager for \\ IBC"

Indianapolis.

Having joined

WISH in 1944,

Ohleyer was an

integral member
o( that station's

staff until the fall

o\' 1963, serving

in the mid-50's

as sales manager

for both radio

and TV, and tor

the past lew years as station man-

ager for the radio station. He re-

tained this position when the station

was sold in 1963 and became

WIFE.

SPONSOR
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_aunches awards program
rhc IK I s has taken ih long

liscussed plunge into the area pi

iiinu.il awards to broadca >l< is

(sown collectively as the I

Honor, the awards will diffei

rod man) others in field by i

liang, rathei than pi . the

wople whose "eonccpts,

ourage, and capabilities in the use

>!' the electronic media make this

ndustry great."

First presentation will be June

i at .1 Waldorf-Astoria banquet.

I Ik- activity for which an individ

i.il 01 organization is to be honored

nus! have occurred in the year be-

tween \pnl 15, 1963, and \pnl

5, 1964; nominations maj be

nade by any membci ol IK is and

nust be submitted before Vpril 2 e
»

The categories are:

Showmanship: To an individual,

tr organization, that has conspicu-

>usl) displayed a special flair in

he use of radio or tv.

Outstanding radio and t\ per-

ooality : I o the personality in each

nedium who has demonstrated on .i

riulti-station scale, a dedication to

he medium with resultant benefits

lo his audience, sponsors, and the

iwnership.

rail treatment of the news:

An individual, or organization,

ngaged in broadcasting who has

Jone the most consistent job struc-

uring or presentation of a news

cries or event.

Creativity in the use of the broad

asting medium ["o an individual,

•r organization, who has demon-
'rated the most creative use of

adio or t\

Special recognition: \cknowl-

dgement to an individual, or or-

anization, for noteworthy use of

he broadcast medium, artistically,

ommcrcially. or in the finest sense

I' the public service, convenience,

nd necessity.

On another awards front, a spe-

lt! committee formed under the

egjs of the The National Academy
'

I \ Arts and Sciences and helmed
'. led C'ott. head of his own pro-

UCtion lirm. chose si\ t\ pro-

ranis from more than 35 entries

roni the three commercial networks

nd \| 1 constitute the official I S

ntries at the Cannes I \ Film

estival. Selected under the docu-

lentary category arc: The \fukim;

f the President: I960, Wolper

Productions; The n <"/./ <•< Waui
n <• ( hevaliei \ lit Spi j ial Projects;

Ten Seconds That Shook the n <>rLl

w olpei Productions I i< tion Bi

ing I a> /'/</( es Together, an episode

from Waked ( n\
.
Men I eonard, ex-

ecutive producer: Blacklist, episode

trom The Defenders, Herbert Hind

km, executive producer; The Volun-

teer, an episode from ( ombat, Sel

mar Productions.

Tarlow Assoc, s WWOK
purchased for $400,000
wwok Charlotte, V ( has been

sold by l.uiou Associates foi $400,
iiimi

New ow nei is W W ( )K. Inc . ol

which Miss \1 B Riley is presi-

dent and Morris Bergreen is vice

president Bergreen, with his brother

Bernard, owns K ( \1 I I'alm

Springs, Calif., and has interests

m WTBO Cumberland, \ld . and
w K \\ Dover, N I

I arlow Associates consists of

Sherwood I arlow. Joseph Kniger,

and A I Roberts, and retains owner-

ship ol Willi, i \\i \ I \i» Boston-

Medford; W \KI Ware, Mass.; and

M IV Palmdale, Calif.

Blackburn brokered sale ol the

station, a lulltime operation at

UNO kc on 5 kw

CBS Radio adds three
I wo independents and one \B(

affiliate, all in \ew England, have

affiliated with CBS Radio.

They are w I \i Augusta;

W< ol' I ewiston, Me.; and WI \n
I aconia, VII I he first operates on

1340 kc with a power of I kw day,

250 watts night. It's owned and

operated by twin c "it \ Broadcast-

in > and is n >i currently affiliated

WCOI is also owned by rwinCify.
operates on 1240 kc with a power of

I kw day, 250 watts night. It's also

independent WI Ml. the \B( sta-

tion, operates on 1350 kc with a

power of 5 kw limited It is owned
and operated by W I Ml. Inc

Peter Hand WBBM buy
Peter Hand B through

BBDO, Chicago, has added
One of I hose Moments.'' aired on

the Windy City's WBBM, to its

weekly program sponsorship lineup

foi the turn's Meistei Bi.m and K.

i

Four stations sold

Blackburn i recent

"t station sales, includii

w in i Roanol i a daytim
cility operating on i k ••

>ld

to Doyl Do> Quann Broadi

ing ( o ol which I dwin l).

Justin I )<>\e. M\i.\ I Iom< i Quann
principals. Sold by Roanoke Bn
Casters Inc .

Joseph Mullen and l

Mack Aheron, principal Pi

S 1 47,000 Mullen owns control

interest in w \ik
i
\m \ i \\

Winston-Salem Doyle and (.mi inn

are employees ol WSVA i \M A
I \ i I lai risonburg, \ a

WMOI « WI & FM) Berlin,

Nil. a lulltime facility oj

with l kw daytime and 251

nights. John Bowman, who also

owns WI in i ittleton, n ii sold

the station to rhomas Christensen,

formei advertising manage i ol Phil-

ip Moms, foi $89,569 58

Kl\/ \marillo is a fill

station operating al 5 kw daytime

and I kw nights. It was sold tO

Broadcast Associates, Inc . R
mond Roll president, foi $237,500
by Jay J.G Schatz, sales executive

for I he Mel endon ( ^:\' . ( hicago

I he buying company also owns
KIKN Wichita Falls, Kl I I hilsa,

and KHOG I ayetteville, \rk.

K( \K ClarksMlle. lex . w a s

sold to James \ Mitchel. Mar-

r etia. ( la . by K( \K Inc . Maurice

Wooley president, tor $40,000. It

is a daytimer, operating with s <><»

watts.

N. J. stereo station
extends schedule

WDHA (FM) Dovei now

broadcasting until 4 a m . ha\

•tailed a night program called M
Mountain Caravan. Sponsored by
( 'aravan Records ol I ake 1

1

cone, n i
. [he program will :.

ure Caravan releases .\nd intervk

with stall artists, uith main ol the

broadcasts originating trom I

I lintlock,

cited on the west sh • n

ik( Host-comi
tor the series is Cordon B

I his move extends t
1

schedule to 2 I hours per i
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SYNDICATION & SERVICES

Ultra-identification not good.

Veteran air personality Bob Emerick
takes a look at fall trends in com-
mercials, sees more 'Direct Sell'

To thp. outsider, the pinnacle

of success in the field of free-

lance tv commercial "spokesman"

would seem to be on of those deals,

such as those enjoyed by Betty

Furness (Westinghouse) or George

Hicks (U.S. Steel), in which the

air sales personality is so closely

allied to the sponsor that he's

practically one of the family.

Not so, in the opinion of Bob
Emerick, one of the small coterie

of New York commercial announc-

er-spokesmen whose annual earn-

ings from tv commercials arc well

into the five-figure bracket.

"So many new products are com-
ing out of laboratories to compete

with, or replace, older products that

it's dangerous for a sales personality

to be associated closely with a single

product," he told Sponsor re-

cently, during a break between re-

Hoh Emerick

cording sessions for a voice-over

track on a household product still

under wraps.

"Even the broadly institutional

campaign is tricky for the freelancer,

since I've noticed a trend in my field

away from 'corporate image' com-
mercials in favor of direct product

sell," he added.

Emerick, who has the sort of

"average American male'' appear-

ance (reasonably good-looking and

personable, without distracting

women viewers from the main com-
mercial sales points being made)

which is required of on-camera

spokesmen, actually does most of

his work out of sight of the audience.

"About 90% of what I do these

days is voice-over work," he said.

"I prefer it that way. It allows me
to do more and different commer-
cials, in a variety of selling styles,

without the bugaboo of over-expos-

ure that may result from a com-
mercial series that's being used in

a saturation campaign."

Emerick, as a sort of one-man
commercial service organization,

keeps busy. He's been heard or seen

recently in commercials for Rem
(cough syrup), Carter's Pills, West-

inghouse (washers and laundro-

mats), Armstrong flooring, footsie

Roll, Glade and S.C. Johnson (air

Ireshner). Frigidaire. Ivor) Snow
and Pream. He was the "M&M
Candy Man" and also on cam-
era lor General Electric, and has

varied his "sell" to include such

products as Post Cereals and Bu-

ick autos. Like most TV person-

alities. Emerick works through an

agenl in this ease, the Schwartz,

Luskin firm—but admits he turns

up mam assignments on his own.

On-screen
salesman

shot shows how radio-T\
Bob Emerick sells Rem

_
^" 12-HOUR RELIEF

VtCKS Mi
<

A

TRISPAN m̂
1 m

f
12 Hour t

f
feco ^rW. ^^^

tote

1 J
bf L

Camera closes in on licks' Tri-Span

Emerick does voice over

WesTingftouse

HEAVY DUTY
LAUNDROMAT AND DRYER

» T

Oilier national products — Westinghou*
laundromats, divers . . .

. . . Armstrong vinyl floor covenngs

vet the Emerick treatment.
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THE WEEK IN WASHINGTON

WASHI .ashlneton, ! \prll 17. 19-

Soft Drink More uomitu-rce t'or>-caMs . : ^^ri- L i-ai.-' '.'.

Sales Bubble products nationally a.', v* r t i >»-d on television: Am.-rif an
so ft- drink thirst is to set a new rer < i

•• 2 22

eight-ounce containers per person oomerce predict! 210
bottles, 12 cans) compared with a tota 214 in 1962.

Total shipments will top $2 billion, for the third year
in a r

Dietetic soft drinks have captured more than 5% of the
market , Commerce says. New crends being watched
coffee-cocoa interests: new types of chocolate and
coffee-flavored soft drinks.

Contributing factors, in addition to automation and the

ever-present rising rate of income and population:
introduccion of new sizes, package designs and market
outlets, as well as new products has contributed to t he

growth , " says Commerce. Advertisers may ask Congress to

"Please note!" when vote comes up on new packaging re-
strictions proposed in Hart (D-Mich.), bill.

"Cleanliness" Soap and detergent manufacture will probably hit $1.82
Helps Sell Soap billion, 3% over estimated value of $1.77 billion for

1963. Commerce ascribes increasing buys of these pro-
ducts to the "high regard" for cleanliness in the U . S

both personal and household, more home appliances,
higher income and population. Federal Trade Commission,
headed for court on its P. & G. divestiture ordrr I

Clorox, would undoubtedly toss in massive TV advertis-
ing, if consulted.

If Madison Ave. wants a new word in detergents, Commerce
says research is making them more "biodegradable"--w:
means less clogging and foaming where it's not want

Appliances New records in home appliance shipments by manufacture*-

Boost Market in 1964 will push about 3. 5 bill ion worth of was:

machines, refrigerators, cooking equipment, electrical
gadgetry of all kinds.

Gain is expected to be 5% over the estimated 1963 to*

of $3.3 billion in shipments— and 1963 was the biggest
year for appliances since the phenomenal 1956. Signif -

icant gain items in the appliance industry's second ,

year in a row, were refrigerators, freezers, dishwa^

and waste disposers , all up from 12 to 25^ in 1963, <.

1962. This category does not include radio and TV sets

and air-conditioners.

Commerce Department is still old-fashioned enough to

praise new "processes and packages" for increasing "con-

sumer appeal, thereby opening new market outlets and in-

creasing sales-
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U.S. Sweet-tooth
Unsated

Cosmetics Have
Ample Market

Toy Buying
Year-Round

Marketing ingenuity is a factor in promoting American
chomping of candy, cakes and crackers. Candy and con-
fectionary chewables (a category including chewing gum
and salted nuts, but not solid chocolate bars) are ex-
pected to top 18 pounds per person in 1964.

Overall, manufacturing shipments in this category may
hit a new high of $1.5 billion in 1964 , up $50 million
from estimated 1963 total.

When the solid chocolate category is added in, total
would probably near $1.7 million, Commerce sources in-
dicate. Salted nuts are a fast-growth item here.

Cosmetics retail sales in 1964 should hit around $2.5
billion . Business and Defense Services Administration
forecast says cosmetics sales are still "far from the
saturation point "—an eye-opener of a statement, con-
sidering the general furor frequently raised about money
spent on beautifiers. Look for more house-to-house
sales: they accounted for about 21% of all cosmetics
sales in 1962 , chiefly by You-Know-Who Calling. There
will be more private brands, and more teen-age buying

Industry growth is partly because "the products are con-

s idered necessities ." The fact will be sharply pre-
sented to the House Ways and Means Committee when it

begins hearings on excise taxes in June. BSDA cosmetics
category covers hair preparations (including shampoos),
toothpaste, gargles et al; perfumes and colognes; shav-

ing preparations and milady's cosmetics, creams— and,

yes, beautifiers for the family pet.

Toy buying is becoming all-year-round time, and adver-

tisers are acutely aware of it, BSDA says .

Toy manufacturing may reach the $2 billion a year level

by 1970, when the 5-14 age group is expected to hit 68

million. Commerce attributes 32% increase in shipments
over past 6 years to research "dovetailed with progres -

sive advertising ." TV advertising campaigns by toy man-

ufacturers (reportedly budgeting $65 million for 1964)

are being planned for year-round coverage.

Commerce found kids' interest holding— and deepening— in

electronically operated guerrilla war games, jungle

hunts, scale models of guns, trucks , et al. Broadcast-

ers are also aware of the trend, and NAB's recent tight-

ening of toy advertising code bears witness. Commerce

says celebrity dolls will continue strong, but prices

will come down on the electronic gadgetry.

The clincher: National Housing Center's forum on home

modernizing here predicts housewives will do all super-

market shopping by TV by 1982—maybe sooner !
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Effective t\ selling, as Emerick

see* n. i s not just a matter ol snail

nto a camera and extolling

iroduci points in pear-shaped tones.

Salesmanship in tv," he says, 'is

,all\ the abilitj to take apart iIk-

talienl principles ol cop) souk- ol

ivhfch the client may not have bus-

leeted himself and then to pro-

eel it, not for your own agrandize-

nent, but for the average man in

vlississipi or Mont.ma or New

lenej who's in front of his IV

let"

\ a former network radio per-

ionalky, with performer and an-

louncer-host chores on such shows

in ///< Shadow and Scattergood

Baines, Emerick is a firm believer

i) the current trend to use onetime

adio actors i Mason \dams. Al-

exander Scourby, Jackson Beck,

i con Janney, et al.) as spokesman

voices in tv commercials. "
I hc\

enow how to project controlled

motion with their voices," he

i\s "Radio was wonderful train-

ind often better than the

tage or straight radio announcing

md newscasting."

I icnds for fall in commercials?

Stand-up spokesmen are definitely

\ick in," says Emerick.

Reade/ Sterling film
oackage sold to KHJ
RJCO General's 1 os Angeles out-

et, KHJ-TV, has acquired Cinema
H), the Walter Reade/Sterling

>ackage of 21 feature motion pic-

ures. including such hits as David

\ Liza and A Taste of Honey.

The channel nine station will icie-

st the films on its Theatre Wine

md Million Dollar Movie shows, in

iddition to one-time specials. Sev-

:1 of the films will be colorcast

w the station, which recently added

mother Rcade Sterling film pack-

.-. Cinema 70. to its extensive film

ibrary.

3BS election handbook
CBS News' election unit has pre-

pared a handbook of background
nfbrmation for the upcoming Pres-

dential campaign titled 1964 Guide
o Conventions and Elections, pub-
ished In Dell. I he paperback also

attains articles b\ CBS' Hill Leon-
ird. Walter (ronkite. Eric Se\areid.

md Hob Trout. It retails for 51 CENTURY 1-30 features Irom ?0th Century Fo» Television. Inc
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WTRF-TV Ioard

NEW HUMOR kinda gets you!
What's huge, green and lives

7 in the ocean? Moby Pickle!

wtrf-tv Wheeling

FOREIGNER COMMENT, "You
Americans are strange people.
You devote one day a year
to your mothers and an entire

week to pickles."

Wheeling wtrf-tv

THE BLEACHERS ARE WILD! Remember when
a man could switch from a blonde to a

brunette to a redhead but wasn't going
with the same girl?

wtrf-tv Wheeling

SIGN AT Three Gaynors Cocktail Bar, "Help
us stamp out home drinking".

Wheeling wtrf-tv

MUSICAL SHARE! What has ten legs, fifty

feathers and goes Bah-Bah-Bah? Five In-

dians singing the "Whiffenpoof Song".

wtrf-tv Wheeling

STERN REALITY! What happens to ducks
that float upside down? They 'quack' up!

Wheeling wtrf-tv

YOU DON'T have to be a cannibal to get

fed up with people.

wtrf-tv Wheeling

"WRITE FOR your set of WTReffigies, our
frameable series of Adworld closeups. If

you're in the advertising business, this icd-

eyed set will do great things for your walls.

Wheeling wtrf-tv

WE'RE IN THE ADVERTISING BUSINESS! We
offer you 529,300 TV homes in the big
Wheeling/Steubenville Market. If you're
scheduling spots, be sure to look into the

WTRF-TV Wheeling specifics. Edward Petry
8. Company is our national rep . . . and
your Petry man has all the answers!

SYNDICATION & SERVICES

CHANNEL
SEVEN

WHEELING,
WEST VIRGINIA

YOU SHOULD HEAR
Gordon L. Capps, President of Inland

Radio, Inc., Ontario, Oregon, sa\s: It V
believe that CRC is the most usable and
useful Radio Station library we have
found. The Commercial Jingles and
Sponsor ID's as well as the rest of the

library makes- selling advertisers, partic-

ularly the new advertisers, much easier.

CRC is making us money every day.

After all. what more could sou ask

from a library service?"

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Call Dallas Collect 214 748-8004

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.

Commercial testing
service is launched

Advertisers and agencies have

yet another research tool at

their disposal for testing and

evaluating tv commercials: a

technique called Video-Scope,

available from Marketscope Re-

search Company, New York. De-

vised after two seasons of study

and experimentation, Video-
Scope employs a system designed

to "measure recall, attitude, and be-

havior patterns effectively" with on-

the-air tests, according to Market-

scope president Robert E. Spinner.

How Video-Scope works:

The technique centers on "before

i and after" viewing attitude meas-
i ures. Essentially, this is a matter

of conducting two independent tele-

phone interviews, before and after

viewing, among random samples of

200-300 viewers, developed from

1,500 calls to determine households

in which a family member has

watched the target program at least

once in the last four weeks.

By comparing data derived from

the "before" and "after" interviews,

attitude change and the degree of

commercial recall can be deter-

mined. The total sample is com-
prised of equal-sized sub-samples in

three different cities. (The attitude

and behavior measurement areas

are still the subject of close attention

at Video-Scope with an eye toward
further refinement.)

The system, says Marketscope's

Spinner, will "in the long run pro-

vide more specific answers to adver-

tisers on how to insure continued

brand loyalty and convert new
users.*'

Tv residuals sought
by Screen Extras Guild
The Assn. of Motion Picture and

TV Producers has less than three

months to grapple with a long list

ol demands presented by the Screen

Extras Guild April 5. The present

SEG collective bargaining agree-

ment, in effect since July 1, I960,

will expire midnight June 30.

Salient changes sought by the

Guild arc:

I . National recognition of SEG
as the exclusive bargaining agent

for all work within its jurisdiet i

(exclusive of New York where ijj

tras are represented by Screen /-

tors Guild).

2. Television residual payme s

for extra players.

3. Extension of the Hollywol

extra zone from 300 miles in i ad .

to 900 miles.

4. Wage rate increases. For
|

stance, from $25.47 per day :

general extra to $30; from S23.

per day for stand-ins to $30.'

5. Improved health and wclfcfc

to include dependents.

6. Improved vacation and hci

day pay. The Guild proposes t!

"all registered extra players ei.

ployed on a daily basis shall recei

the same allowances for holid!

pay and vacation pay as paid

other daily employees in the moti«

picture industry."

Revue names Rosenber;
Revue Productions has narrn

Frank P. Rossenberg executive pr

ducer of Kraft Suspense Theatre f<

the mystery show's upcoming sej

son on NBC-TV, Thursday nighb

Rosenberg's previous associate

with tv was as executive produc'

with Revue's Arrest and Trial, sec

during the 1963-64 season on ABC

TV. He also had been producer U

Schlitz Playhouse.

Wolper, UA-TV pact
new specials series

A second Specials of the 71

series of six one-hour televisi

documentaries for the 1964-(

son. will be produced b\ W

I

Productions in association wi

United Artists TV.
The new specials follow on

heels of an initial six programs

have been sold in 120 markets

date.

Four of the forthcoming sh

deal with World War II, commenc-

ing with Prelude to War (Ycrsaille

Treaty. Austria, and the invasion

Poland), through The Battle of Brit

ain and Japan: A \<h Pawn Ovt

Asia (events leading to the bomb

ing of Hiroshima) to the conclusk)

of the war with The Trial at Nurtlfl

berg.
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he two remaining specials art

k fa (I \ police action) and

/ <., / neas\ I rtu e (tlic re-

iinsi the ( 7a r i*' the ( old

^nothe i Wolpei Production, I lie

| end ol Marilyn Monroe, has

sued film director John Huston to

i. .td.' the houi t\ special.

/iJC Films set in 15

Eizilian tv markets
vlU Minis has pactcd a total ol

4 >aL's involving seven program

ppcrties in 15 Brazilian televi

ided among the propcitics

. e network shows. I hey are:

ne Point, Combat.', Hen

I he Fugitive, and ///< \<><

(all currentl> on \IU -TV)

at two off-network syndicated

:iis. Ihe Rebel and Casper

endly Ghost and Company.
iBC's syndie arm claims the

• deal has added to one ol

Ih firm's most successful sales

is tor its 1 atin Amei iean di-

Py-tv cities now 53
U Indianapolis race

sed circuit television coverage

Indianapolis speedwav 500-

ace has now been set in 53

:i v In MCA T\ 1 he h film

pkation firm expects to add

m e theatres, sports arenas, and

ititoriums m other cities to those

read\ finalized.

Esau forms Schedumatic
Schedumatic < orp has been

formed b) fohn I sau to function

in several areas ol broadcasting, in

eluding acquisition ol i s i/tv

facilities and providing program

services to stations m i s and

abroad Headquarters is al

Park w So . with branch offices

to be opened in St I ouis and Dal

las I sau is president.

Associated w ith I sau. most re

cent!) broadcast operations directoi

lor Muzak, are Wendell B Barnes,

,\n investment banker, who serves

as treasurer, and Robert I Fender,

serving as sales v.p Barnes was ad

ministrator of the Small Business

Administration in Washington from

l953-'59; Fender has been work-

ing with I sau foi past five years

Initial sales puts UA
series in 7 markets

/ .- Side/W est Side, set to com-

plete its CBS-TV run with the end

ol the current season, lias been sold

in se\en markets, marking the

show's initial syndication sales via

I mted Artists I \

Starring George < Scott, the 26

segment series will be viewed OH

three Metromedia stations. \\ I l(i-

I \ vv ashington, K I I V Los An-

geles, and \wiw I \ V • York

In addition, Wometco's KVOS-T\
Bellingham, Wash., and three other

indies' KPHO-TV Phoenix. WTTV
Bloomington, hid., and the ( hicago

tribunes WGN-T\ have signed for

the seri(

MGM names new foreign sales chief

John It. lltasih Spins. Ml. riace

I *»*> I director (if sales for the

I iiitt-il Kingdom .md continental
I u rope for MGM-TV, li.is l)t i n

named to the newtj created post ot

director of International nles. vn-

iiouiui iiu ih oi Spiral in " Riobal
posi m made l>> John B. Burns,

nlci m>- oi MGM- rv. Sj adkated
rare, program! ami features, from
MdM is now being iii(>iM(l in

mora man 5U foreign countries, ac-

cording to Burns. Spires has been
.uIini for mOR III. in IS Mars in

Ionian salis posts lor the motion
picture ami t> film industry. He
"ill In .i(li|iiarli r in Xm X; ork.

i

WW DC
salutes

Washington's

lincsl

.'?.")
> .-.ii v ago, the ' hei net Motor

( ..nip.inv -tu ted as a iieighboi I

garage. Today, it's one of the world -

I. H _. at I ord dealei ships, and its

incredible Buct ess has been a model

foi automobile people all ovei the

counti j . Leon < Ihei net i redits i adio

w ith a major role in 1 1 •• •
i ompaii) s

greal bu< cess H I on ll H I"

20 yean ago" says Mr. « hi i

"and we're never bet i

day!" WW I >< thank- the < herner

Motoi ' "inpativ ami it- agent y, Ka

Khrlii h & Met n< k. fa the vott

confident e given b) one "I

i onset utivr .idv .a tisei s to "tht

lion i h.ti keeps ; • ople in mind."

nationally X1
Gl

<s>s

BLAIR

ROUP
LAN

EMBER

\\v\[ic HUM" u VSHINGTON I
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NATIONAL FILE

ADVERTISERS

Robert V. Manson, market plan-

ning supervisor-distribution, ap-

pointed manager of market plan-

ning for B. F. Goodrich Tire Co.,

Akron. Prior to joining the com-
pany in 1962 he was profit plan-

ning officer for a New England
food store chain.

Joe Rene, veteran independent
arranger-producer, joined the New
York artist and repertoire staff of

RCA Victor records. Formerly a

free lance arranger and producer
for independent record labels he
has produced such hits as "Tossin'

and Turnin','' "My True Story,"

"One Track Mind." During the

past ten years he has also been a

staff producer for ABC Radio,
Hollywood, as well as for "The
Roberta Lynn Show."

YOU SHOULD HEAR
Stan Foreman, Manager of KHOK Ra-

dio, lloqiiiam, Washington, says: "Not

only have the CRC jingles given us

the big market sound, the CRC Money
Maker Series has opened up many new

accounts to u\ thru CUStOm and quality

presentations . . . I o sum it up, WE
LOVE OCR CRC SI RVICE."

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Call Dallas Collect 214 748-8004

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.

Lewis C. Davis elected vice presi-

dent in charge of marketing of

General Baking Co., New York.
Prior to joining the company he
was vice president of Revlon,

senior vice president of Rayco
Manufacturing Co., president of
Bonwit Teller, Philadelphia, and
merchandising manager of Marsh-
all Field and Co., Chicago.

John J. Lennon appointed sales

manager of Domestic Sewing Ma-
chine Co. Most recently he served

as national accounts manager for

White Sewing Machine Division.

Richard J. Grim, Jack H. Likins,

Raymond J. Mulligan, Kenneth H.

Westgate appointed vice presidents

in charge of purchasing, produc-
tion, sales and marketing, finance,

respectively, of Allen Products Co.,

Allentown, Pa., packer of Alpo
Dog Foods. Grim and Likins have
been with the company for many
years. Westgate was former CPA
with his own practice in Allentown,

and Mulligan was previously a sales

manager for Burry Biscuit Co., di-

vision of Quaker Oats.

Jack E. O'Leary, f o r m e rly in

charge of direct-mail promotion
and advertising for Reader's Di-

gest-RCA Victor Record Club,

joined Mercury Record Corp., Chi-

cago, as head of its special sales

division.

Clarence Foster retired from the

Prestolite Co. after 49 years. Most
recently he served as assistant

manager of the parts and service

division and administrator of Pres-

tolite Service Parts, Detroit.

James C. Kerrigan named ac-

count executive for Prestolite Co.'s

sales office, Milwaukee. Since

joining the company in 1962 he

has served as project engineer, elec-

trical products plant, Syracuse. N.
Y.. and section engineer.

Charles Kaufman joined Reddi-
Wip. Inc.. as a consultant in charge

of research and new product de-

velopment. He was formerly vice

president of Foremost Dairies

Robert J. Crimley appointed e

rector of promotions, public r

lations department, of Americ;
Airlines, New York. Since joinii

American nine years ago he h;

served as special services and pn
motional representative, manage

of public relations for the Ne
York area, and most recently eas

ern director of public relations

Kenneth E. Andren appoin
ed sales promotion manager i

Bell & Howel
Chicago.

Photo Sales O

AGENCY

Thomas
Walsh joined tl

public relatioi

department
Wildrick & Mi
er. New Yorl

He comes to tr

a g e n c v froi

BBDO and Due
ley - Anderson
Yutzy, where 1"

Walsh functioned as ai

count executive, writer, and contai

for a variety of accounts in tr

agricultural, food processing, pacl

aging fields.

Robert A. Berman appointed VK
president oi Bronner & Has

Chicago, formerly an account suf

ervisor and tv-radio director

the agency, he continues to serv

in both capacities.

Donald
Grenley name
director of pub

lie relations fc

Kirchcr, Helto

& Collett, Da\

ton and Cincint

nati advertisinl

agency. He h;i

served KH&C a

assistant publi

relations directoCrcnlev

for the past 16 months.

Art Bach, Harry Wappler BD<

Robert Rockwell appointed aeeoun

executives in the midwest sales di

vision of Wilding. Inc.. Chicago

Bach was formerly vice presiden

of Modern Talking Picture Service

Prior to joining the agency he wa

associate rector of St. Maik\ Epis

copal Church. Jacksonville. Rock

well lias served Wilding for thi

past five years as slidefilm directa

and manager of the division.
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Alan A. Roberts, elected VlCC

pn.-skli.nl ol ( icyCI .
\loicv

.
Ballard.

Inc .
New "i oris Vftci joining the

|ugcnc\ in I
*> 5 7 he served us dircctoi

marketing research, western divi-

• II, and Liter transfered from the

( hk igo office to New > ork, initi-

ally in marketing research and most

ill) in account management.

Barry J. Ballister and Richard

r. vinyard elected vice presidents

.a led Bates & Co., Sevk York.

'Ballister, creative supervisor, came

Htilh\i< r i ard

to the agencj in l
l>5 l

>. from G
Advertising, where he worked .is

i copywriter. Vinyard joined Bates

in 1963 from Ralston Purina Co..

st. I ouis, where he was advertis-

ing and promotion manager.

Dean Landis elected executive

vice president in charge ol admin-
istrative sen ices ol < ompton td

vertising, Chicago Since joining the

agenc] in 1958 as general mana
he has been named senioi vice prea

idem and m I
1>mi elected to Ilie

hoard ol directors Draper Daniels

joined the agency as executive vice

president in charge >>t creative serv-

ices and will become a member ol

the agency's board "i directors and

chairman of the advertising plans

board. Prior to his appointment bv

President Kenned) as National I i

port Expansion Coordinator in 1962
lie served Leo Burnett Co, m vari-

ous capacities.

William M. Alrich joins puhhe re-

lations stall of Lewis & (iilman.

Inc.. Philadelphia. He was previous-

ly editor of the Spectator, national

insurance magazine, Commercial
America, foreign trade magazine,
Presbyterian Life news magazine
and Commonwealth Review, a

weekly newspaper in Luray. Ya. He
is a member of the American Risk

and Insurance Association and pres-

ident of the Conestoga Community
Concerts Association.

Robf-rt W Moore to ilk

partmenl ol N. W. A
Philadelphia Pi cviou .

copywritei i"i an exporl adv<

ing service and
lancing, writii in

connection with the New >

\s orld's I aii

Thomas C. O'Connell joined the

pulic relations department ol i M
Matties. Im II ( ime t«> tl

cj from ( unningham & Walsh and
Stephen Goeii ASSOC.

Richard Olsen, assistant media

director at Doherty, ( lifford,

Steels & Shenlield. named
president

Ronald P. Smillie joined I eo Bur

nett Co., Chicago, as an account

executive. He formerly headed his

own agencj in St 1 ouis

Tad Bright joined H.iroKI (

& ( o . Boston, as an account t

CUtive. He is a member ol the

Saietv Council of the ( Ihambei ol

Commerce, Philadelphia

Robert Volden joined KnOX
. - Advertising as a copywriter.

He was formerly creative director

.vith Graves & Associates and senior

.vriter witli Campbcll-Mithun.
George M. Vanderbilt made cli-

ent contact man for Meldrum &
ewsmith, Cleveland. He joined

M \ l
:

in 1^62 and was most re-

:entlv media buyer, consumer
products, in the marketing services

irtment.

Miss Marilyn
Eastman named
dir e C t r e S S ol

commercial de-

part m e n t of

Hardman Assoc

Inc., Pittsburgh.

She was respon-

sible for one of

the two commer-
{ Cials that placed

a m o n g t h e

n Best" in the recent

Broadcasting Awards

•

'World's le

nternational

Garth K. Hintz appointed account
executive in client services ol \1e-

lugh and Hoffman. Inc., Birming-
lam. Mich He comes to the agencj
ifter nine years with Campbell-
iwald Co . Detroit, most recently

S account executive for Chevrolet.

Customized Musical Commercials

Radio and TV Id's

Animation and Stop Motion

Station Creative Services

STUDIO
QUALITY ON PURPOSE-

HOW
CAN
YOU

SOUND

ON RADIO?

Get a great jingle, that's how. From
Studio Ten Productions.

Studio Ten is new. and young, and
vigorous. Studio Ten has an outstand-

ingly creative talent-team. Studio Ten has

really big facilities. Plus the best equip-

ment in the business.

Studio Ten is already gaining an enviable

reputation for reliability.

Tear out this page, send it to Studio Ten,

and you'll get your very own pngleman
by return mail. No obligation, except to

listen to him for five minutes.

We'd like your business. How about it
7

. STUDIO
I SUITE 1 3?9

TEN PRODUCTIONS
*NGE BANK BLOG DALLASJ
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Edward H. Russell, president E.

H. Russel. MeCloskey & Co., and
George L. Beslow, president, Beslow

Associates, re-

ceived Good
American
Awards from
the Chicago
Committee of

j$> One Hundred at

its annual dinner

in Chicago. The
award is present-

%\ M ed to qualifying

Russell individuals an-

nually for "outstanding contribu-

tions in the field of human relations

and for practicing the basic princi-

ples of American democracy.

"

Yolcmd Toro promoted to assist-

ant media director of Richard K.

Manoff, New York. Prior to join-

ing the agency in 1961 she was
assistant to the research director at

Blair TV.

Robert W. Allrich, vice president

and chairman of plans board at John
W. Shaw Advertising, Inc., Chicago,

will join Earle Ludgin & Co., Chi-

cago, as a " vice president and ac-

count supervisor, April 13.

Jack S. Friedman, John L. Jaeck-

el, and Keith L. Reinhard joined

Needham, Louis and Brorby, Inc,

Chicago, as copywriters. Previously,

Friedman was an associate director

of Compton Advertising, Chicago.

Jacckel was with Griswold-Eshle-

man Co., Chicago, as an account ex-

ecutive. Reinhard formerly was cre-

ative account executive for the Bid-

die Co., Bloomington, 111.

Joe K. Hughes, executive vice

president and manager of Grant
Advertising's Dallas office, trans-

fered to Chicago as supervisor of the

Dr. Pepper account. Charles W.
Crandall, vice president and ac-

count supervisor with Tracey-Locke

YOU SHOULD HEAR

Ken Kilmer, General Manager of

K-'l I I Radio, Columbus, Nebraska,

s:t\s. "Yout library i\ great and w<- are

very happy with it"

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Call Dallas Collect 214 748-8004

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.

Hughes Crandall

Advertising, Dallas named man-
ager of Grant's Dallas office. Floyd

G. Sease, account executive with

BBD&O, Detroit, moved to Dallas

as account executive for Dr. Pep-
per. Larry Cugini, Jr., assistant ac-

count executive on the Dr. Pepper
account, Dallas, promoted to ac-

count executive on Pommac, a new
Dr. Pepper account.

John D. Hayes
joined Foote,

Cone & Ber-
ing's interna-

tional division.

New York, as

an executive.

He was former-

ly vice presi-

dent of the In-

ternational Di-

vision of Er-Hayes

win Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan.

Fred F. Flanagan joined the cre-

ative staff of Geyer. Morey. Ballard.

Previously, he has been copj super-

visor at D'Arcy Advertising, and
vice president and creative group
head of Kenyon & Eckhardt.

A. John Accola, Jr., appointed
executive of Chirurg &. Cairns.

New York. Some of his ace. Hints

will include Ward-Leonard. Bris-

tol, Gravymaster, and Kelco. He
most recent Iv served as president of

(root & Accola, New York.

Shivas

James M. Shi-

vas appointed
account supervi-

sor at Morse In-

ternational. He
has held several

positions in ad-

vertising and
marketing with

Young & Rubi-

cam; Norman,
Craig & Kum-

mel; and Carter Products.

Albert M. Parillo appointed direc-

tor of sales promotion at Cunning-
ham & Walsh, New York. He for-

merly was with the S. C. I. Division

of Communications Affiliates, sales

promotion arm of Interpublic, as

creative director of meetings,

shows, and films.

Samuel W. H. Boyce, marketing

director of West. Weir & Bartel,

assigned as account executive on

the Schieffelin & Co. account. Jo-

seph DiCarlo is assistant account

executive and James F. Ryan, senior

vice president, serves as account

supervisor.

Donald McGuinn joined Doyle

Dane Bernbach, New York, as

radio/tv department administrator.

Formerly he was with Geyer, Mor-

ey, Ballard.

William Pitney joined Cunning-

ham & Walsh, New York, as ac-

count supervisor. Kent Rodenber-

ger also appointed account execu-

tive. He was formerly assistant ac-

count executive at Young & Rubi-

cam.

Frederick C. McCormack and Lu-

cien Disalvo named media super-

visor and market research associate,

respectively, at MacManus. John A

Adams. Inc.. Chicago. McCormack
has held media posts with Edward
H. Weiss. Hill, Rogers. Mason &

Scott and Ketchum McLeod &
Grove agencies. Disalvo recent!) re-

signed as client service executive.

Market Research Corp. of Amer-

ica.

John V. Marshall, formerly with

Tatham - Laird. Chicago, joined

Doyle Dane Bernbach as an account

executive.

Lloyd Whowell appointed produc-

tion manager o\' Arends Advertising.

Hinsdale. III. He will be in charge

of all mechanical production lor

the suburban agency.
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TIME/buying & selling

Donald F. McCarty, ducctoi Ol

radio market development, New
Yoik office, and Arthur O'Connor,

manage! of the Detroit office, are

winners of the 1963 64 Shoeleather

Awards presented annually In

\verv Knodel to \ K employees
who have done outstanding sales

service on behalf of A-K-represent-

ed radio and t\ stations. McCart)
won m (Ik- radio category, Mi
• ' < innor tor t\

.

Gerald J. McGavick, Jr. appoint-

ed sales account executive for Met-

ro I \ Sales, Vw 1 ork. For the

past three years Ik- served .is tele-

\moii account executive of Venard,
rbrbet and McConnell.

Roy H. Patterson, former!) wuh
ponde-Nast Publications, joined the

New York sales stall ol Robert I

Williams Co. John McCarthy ap
jointed Chicago sales manager of

^amc comp.un

.

Prem M. Kapur appointed assist-

tnt eastern sales manager, in charge
'I special projects of H-R I clc-

.iMon. New York. Ik- came to H-R
n |yo| from \\ ( \l I \

Charles A. McFadden appointed
o Storer rclevision Sales, New
>'ork. For past two years he was a

alesman with \\.l\\
I \ Cleveland.

"V MEDIA

Ronald Woods, assistant MK-r-

handisc director for k I I \ |,k
Vngeles, promoted to merchandise
lirector. Prior to joining k I I \

wo years ago he was with sales de-
kartment of the Oscai Mayer Pack-
n Co.

John Mileham
promoted to di-

rector ol sales

promotion a t

KTVH l\

\\ ichita. Since

coming to the

station" in I960
he Mas served
as account exec-

utive, local sales

di\ ision. a n dMil, h,

s promotion director. He is a meni-
er o\ the \dvertising Club. Wich-
a Cub Scout Program and serves

i an advisor) capacity in the Junior

achievement relevision Co. (KJA),
wnsored In K. I YH.

Charles M. Pickering joined

K 1 W I \ ( leveland as assistant

sales managei He came to k i w
I \ from the New N oi k offices ol

l\ \R where he was a membei ol

the sales stall.

Glenn Mclntyre, tomiei market

and media directoi foi I ( ( ole

\ ncy, s.m I rancisco, named sales

sci \ ice managei at kl 1 1 I \ \ toi

met buyei with Doyle Dane Bern-

bach, I os Angeles, he has owned
Ills own agenc) and was in media
sales foi five years in southern ( al

ifoi ma

George D. Tons

announced his

retirement as na-

tional sales co-

ordinate! I

kl)k\ - l\

Pittsburgh. Prior

to joining the

station m 1956
he was w 1 1 fa

\\B( Chicago
and was sales

kl>k \ Radio frommanager of

1945-53.

Larry Sisson, lornicrl} senior ad-

vertising and promotion writer toi

\\IM\ l\ New York, appointed di-

rectoi ol advertising, promotion and
public relations for KHOl -

I V

Houston. Previously, he served as

senior advertising and promotion
writer tor the \M< RaoI\o Network.

Arthur D. Morse appointed exec-
utive producer ol CBS Reports Vs

a stall producer since 1960 he has

produced broadcasts including I hf
( atholh s iind the S< hools and
.// K ll i, u / rom ihc ( abinet.

Gene Mitchell

promoted t o

newl) created

position o\' sales

m a n a ge f.,

w\ \( I \ l?Os-

ton. He w a s

formerlj an ac-

count executive

and head of na-

tional sales at

Will Boston.W

Thomas Tart, Michael Prescott

and Richard Zelig appointed coordi-

nator, production technical opera-

tions and estimating; business man-
ager, scenic services; and business

manager, engineering, facilities and

radio services, respectively, MU
I art joined the network in 192

a page, and has since served m such

CRAMMING
The big pros in Madison radio are

on WKOW/1070. Each ei elusive

personality is a leader in his field.

ROG IU SSELL
" Wiacorwin Road Slmir" Waratro

Your radio message never got

such mileage in t tat lie hours

.is when you pill it on R
Russell's "\\ isconsin Road
Show." 3:30 to " p.m. This

radio "spectacular" commands
a listening audience, both al

home and on wheels, that

sprawls out even beyond the

immediate Madison market —
to all of Southern Wisconsin.

Rog's up-tempo music . . . his

talent lor talking with, not nist

to. his audience , . . ami his

program's "pace one" style ol

reporting weather and road

conditions set up an amazing
audience-receptivit) tot your
product message. It's the kind
ol \\ KOW PROgramming that

gives you a real run tor your
monc\

'

1070
MADISON,WISCONSIN

ojaj/Bi ivfjwf VjiflL •flevS ewj».
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capacities as supervisor of stage-

hand scheduling, business manager
of live operations, technical opera-

tions, tv network operations, and

most recently as business manager,

scenic services. Prescott, an NBC
employee for ten years, joined the

network as an accountant to become
a financial analyst in NBC-TV busi-

ness affairs in 1957 and most re-

cently business manager of engineer-

ing facilities and radio services. Ze-

lig joined the network in 1963 as

coordinator, budgets, operations and
engineering.

RADIO MEDIA
Jack L. Katz named program di-

rector of KMA Radio Shenandoah,
Iowa. He is the former owner of

KQAL-FM Omaha and manager of

KMEO Omaha.

Ed Silverman promoted to assist-

ant director of operations for ABC
News. As a news correspondent he
has covered for both radio and tv

the Ruby Trial in Dallas, the New
Hampshire Primary, the March on
Washington, the Hazelton, Pa.

mine rescue.

YOU SHOULD HEAR
R. E. Lee Glasgow, Vice President and

General Manager of WACO, Waco,

Texas, says: ".
. . invaluable in making

sales, especially to Grand Name Ac-

counts. It is one of the best services

ever developed for the radio industry,

at such a reasonable price."

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Call Dallas Collect 214 748-8004

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.

George C. Stevens appointed
manager of Taft Broadcasting Co.,

New York. He had previously been
vice president of Transcontinent

Television Corp. for six years and
prior to that had spent many years

with the NBC in sales and admin-

istration.

Eugene G. Clark, Jr. named oper-

ations manager for KSTP Radio
Minneapolis-St. Paul. He has served

KSTP as a radio salesman and ad-

ministrative assistant for the past

eight years.

Jack Coppersmith joined the sales

staff of Radio KMA Shenandoah,
Iowa. He comes to KMA from
Omaha where he served as mana-
ger of radio station KOCO Dean
Naven promoted to news and spe-

cial projects director.

Charles E. Gunn resigned as gen-

eral sales manager, CKLW AM-FM
radio Detroit. This office will be di-

rected on an interim basis by E. C.

Metcalfe, director of sales/opera-

tions.

David A. Pinnell appointed joint

managing director with Edgar Blatt

of Davenport & Meyer (PTY) Ltd.,

Johannesburg, S. Africa.

George Kercher appointed to

WEW Radio's sales staff, St. Louis,

after his recent retirement, after 25

years as manager of the Edward Pet-

ry Co., St. Louis office.

Jayne Swain appointed vice pres-

ident and general manager of KGB
San Diego. She comes to KGB from
KSTN Stockton, where she was gen-

eral manager. She is a member of

Radio Television Executives Society,

and American Women in Radio and
Television.

Ed Byron named executive pro-

ducer in charge of ABC radio's up-
coming drama scries. He is the cre-

ator of Mister District Attorney. He
comes to the ABC Radio Network
from NBC-TV's special program
sales department where he served

as an account executive for five

years.

Dr. George Gerbner, associate

professor at the Institute of Commu-
nications Research, University of

Illinois, named dean of The Annen-
berg School of Comunications, Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania. He will

complete this year his duties as

project director of Mass Communi-
cations and Popular Conceptions of

Education: A Cross-Cultural Stiu

A Comparative Study of Films
the "Film Hrero," which he is dire

ting under a National Science Foi
dation grant, will be completed nex

year.

SYNDICATION
& SERVICES

Frank Doak, formerly genera

sales manager of Hardman Associ

ates, Pittsburgh, named head of ra

dio show syndication department ii

order to devote full time to th«

placement of three new shows, nov

ready for syndication.

Oscar Katz appointed executivi

vice president in charge of produc

tion for Desilu Productions. He re

signed as CBS Television Networl
vice president, program administra

tion, to accept the new position or

the west coast.

Malcolm Sherman appointed as

sistant sales manager in the U.S

for Hollywood Television Service

TV syndication wing of the Repub
lie Corp. For the past three years ht i

was west coast and southern distric

sales manager for HTS.

Sherman Sits/nan

William Susman, vice president

of MPO Videotronics, Inc.. electee

to board of directors. He will con-

tinue to serve as an executive pro

duccr.

Paul Rosen joined Creative Man-

agement Associates, New York, a^

\ ice president and officer. Former!)

he was a partner in the management
and production firm of NRB.

Boyd Kelley, broadcaster, joined

the national media brokerage firm

of Hamilton-Landis & Assoc. Dal-

las. He has been in radio since the

I930's, starting as announcer-sales-

man for KCRS Midland, [en
Presently, he is owner of KDW I

Stamford. Tex. He was a charter di-

rector of the I e\as Association ol

Broadcasters. NAB director of Dis-

trict 13. and a member of the Mu-

tual Broadcasting System Affiliates

Advisory Committee.
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Television is the only

efficient way to reach the

49-county i \brth Florida

SouIIt Georgia regionalmarket,

andWJXT,Jacksonville
is Ike only television station

to blanket the totalarea

WJXT
JACKSONVILLE /£$\
FLORIDA C^3v
R"Or«>tnl«d by TvAR ^^^^
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STATI O NS a division or
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"SELF-PORTRAIT"
In/ JAMES ABBOTT

Mc.XEILL ll HISTLER

This iv regarded as the most

important tij II lit tiler's

iirlraits Tin

skill at porlraiturt

ma turn- II est Paint unlit

has In i n compared ta that

at I i tasquez, Titian, and

Rembrandt. Man

man than innuvator,

II lustier a 'M a ilii Mil e

: ilu ,/. i elopment

oj Inn r ti mi art.

I
1

'

Courtesy of The Detroit Institute of Arts

in (i class by itself

Masterpiece — exceptional skill, far-reaching values. This is the quality

<>f W'W'J radio-television service—in entertainment, news, sports, information,

and public affairs programming. The results arc impressive—in audience loyalty

and community stature, and in 1 1 7 i i t 1 1 » r « 1 j FT1Y7
sales impact for the advertiser \\ \\»J;ill(l \\ \ \ »J

*
I \

on WWJ Radio and Television. THE NEWS STATIONS

Owned and Operated by The Detroit News • Affiliated with NBC • National Representatives: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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MULTI-CITY TV MARKET
Whatever your business language.

WGAL-TV translates it into sales

Channel 8 speaks the language of the people

in its widespread multi-city market. Viewers

listen, understand, and respond. To prove

it, Channel 8 telecasts sales messages

for practically any product you can name.
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Channel 8
Lancaster, Pa.
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!tudy Spears Myth of Consumer Revolt

Cdio and television advertising wins past plate as "central or

mortant issue" in the day-to-day life of American consumers

Shite Sulphur Springs, \\ . \ a.

—

1 hty-five percent ol American con-

i t in*.) no need for immediate
j ntion lo, and change of, advertis-

.uul this includes radio and tele-

. ,in.

he iirst analytical phase of the

n. AAAA study on consumer judg-

n it of advertising is likely the most

Miifieant information to come out

o the 4<>th annual meeting of the

.. tciation.

he broadcast advertising industrv

K have more of what it has known
. finned bv tins study than what it

that is new, but that confirma-
will be valuable since it, for the

: time, punctures a vacuum which
• cd the myth that the consumer

B eady to revolt advertising, radio

ai television in particular.

he study reveals, tor instance, that

i'l a list of ten subjects described

I!part of American life, including

c v thing from Federal government

AAA Elects Strouse
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.

—

>rman H. Strouse, president and
ief executive officer of J. Walter
lompson Co., New York, has

en elected chairman of the board
the American Assn. of Advcr-

ing Agencies.
Election of new officers and di-

:tors during the AAAA's 1964
nual meeting held at the Grccn-
jCf at week's end, also named
illiam F.. Steers, president of Clif-

rd. Steers & Shenfield, Inc., New
>rk, the vice chairman.
Robert E. Daiger, president of
nsant, Dugdale Co., Inc., Balti-

nre, was elected secretary-treas-
•r.

\Ko elected were three directors
• large, three directors representing

I astern region, one represent-
i: the Hast Central region, two
^resenting the Central region,

• J one representing the Western
i:ion.

lohn Chrichton continues in of-
le as president and director.
\long with Strouse. Steers,

I igcr and Chrichton, David C
i'wart, president of Kenyon &
Ikhardt. Inc.. Chicago, was
<-ctcd by the new board to the
derations Commute which is to

' et monthly when the board is

' in session.

and bringing up children to religion)

advertising is simply not a central or

important issue in the conversations
of the consumer. It finishea <.\cm.\ last.

It also finishea last as something
the consumer has strongest opinions
about. "Hut it jumps closer lo the top

ol the list of things in lite WC enjov

complaining about but we may not

really be too serious about in our

Complaints." It follows the Federal
government, and is tied for second
with clothing and fashions.

A small minority in this study —
15 percent

—

believes changes should

be made in advertising.

I ight out of ten agree at least par-

tially that advertising is essential as

an economic force. Almost half of
these consumers believe that adver-

tising does help "raise our standard
of living without qualification;'" three-

quarters believe that it partially helps,

and only seven percent flatly disagree.

Over half of the consumers just

flatly agree that advertising results in

better products for the public but are

equally divided in whole or partial

agreement that, in general, advertis-

ing results in lower prices

How does the consumer react to

specific, individual advertisements.'

In the measurements limited to ad-
vertising appearing in newspapers,
magazines, television and radio:

Advertisements were categorized

by 37 percent, as "offensive." The
majority thought them to be either

enjoyable or informative, one out of
four is thought to be annoying, and
one out of twenty is singled out

offensive.

In the whole question of ovcrcom-
merciali/ation, the role of clutter was
disclosed to:

Have 30 percent of the people lump
advertising and clutter together. Two-
thirds of the people believe that clutter

takes up five or more minutes of the

average tv hour.

Half of them think advertising takes

up ten minutes or more. For one-
third of them, clutter has a mixed or
unfavorable effect on their attitudes

toward televiewing.

The study, however, will continue
to > icld a greater amount oi informa-
tion in the future. The raw material
will keep the computers rolling tor a

long time to come with facts addi-
tional to these and others which have
not been covered here.

Donald I . (Canter of Tatham-I and
Inc., Chicago, and chairman of the

\ \ \ \ Committee on Research, told

the convention: "We have tried to

represent, reliably, consume! reaction

to advertising in general .md adver
tisements m particular We have fives
the consumer his day in COUIl and we
have tried tO reflect his views as

precisely ai\A tuliv as we know how
to do so."

William M. Wetlhecher, of I I

Larochc and Co., Inc., New 'lork.

and vice chairman of the \\\\
Committee on Research, presented
the initial report on consumer re-

action tO advertising and concluded
In saving: It our industry has not

committed all of the sins that it is

being accused ot, we still cannot over-

look the fact that our industry has

presented to the public at least a

little advertising which is offensive.

and some advertising which is annoy-
ing. We cannot in addition overlook

the fact that very many ads which do
not offend or annoy, do not inform
or entertain, either.

"As we. as an industry . talk about

wavs and means of increasing the

productivity of our advertising, it

seems to me that these data speak for

themselves. There is an opportunity

to reach into people's minds and in-

form them. 1 his study saya that we
still have a long way to go. Our prob-

lems as an industry arc less concerned
with what we have done than what we
have left to do."

Lee scolds Commission's

Barry-Enright am revoke

Washington—FCC cmnr. Robert I

I ee is unhappy with majontv deci-

sion to take WGM \ awa) trom form-
er tv qui/ programera Jack Harry and
Daniel linright because of flaws in

character. I ee believes the two have
been punished enough for the I

rigged-qui/-show scandal. He agrees

with FCC hearing examiner's prefer-

ence to let bygonea be bygones, since

operation of the Hollywood, I

station has been satisfactory, and was
not involved with the qui/ programs.

I ee points out glaring inconsis-

tencies in Commission's revoke policy.

It recently denied license renewal to

\\\\ i/. Lorain, (X, bwairat of "ir-

responsible behavior" bv owner San-
tord SchafitZ— but granted the same
licensee a renewal ol UR\I I rrell.

Pa. Lee also sides with W(i\| \ argu-

ment that Westinghouse was not p

alized tor "serious misconduct." I ( c

holds that misconduct w.is in a non-
broadcasting field 1 ee comments on
the inference "that if misconduct takes

place in a non-broadcast field, the

blood is not so corrupted that a .

son's qualifications to engage m broad-
casting are reallv impaired

"
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Magnuson, hearing FCC budget request, reveals

worries of pay-tv, liquor ads, commercial policy

Washington — Senate Commerce
Committee chairman Warren Magnu-
son is worried about growth of pay-tv,

about liquor advertising, and is also

keeping an eye on FCC's broadcast

commercials policy. During a bland

appropriations hearing on FCC's
hoped-for 16.6-million budget for fis-

cal 1965, Magnuson, as chairman of

Appropriations Subcommittee, asked

FCC chmn. E. William Henry what
the commission plans to do about pay-

tv.

Henry said a moment of decision

will come when expected request for

regular operation is made by Hart-

ford pay-tv experiment authorized by
commission. We will have to decide

whether to approve it on a regular

basis."

The worried Magnuson said: "But
what if Hartford wants to extend

services to further areas? This is a

very serious question." Henry said he
was very much aware of it, and so

was FCC's special pay-tv committee,

composed of Cmnrs. Lee, Cox, and
Loevinger. Henry said he was also

Westclox gears campaign
to daylight time switch

New York—Westclox Div. of Gen-
eral Time Corp. has geared big ad
push to coincide with the change
from standard to daylight saving time.

The web buys of 19 minutes are esti-

mated to reach over 23 million view-

ers.

On radio, Westclox commercials
will be aired via 191 NBC stations

Apr. 24, 25, and 26, in Monitor, Em-
phasis, and News of the World, for

an estimated 195 listener impressions.

Television spendings for the drive

are over $200,000 gross, according to

a spokesman. During the spring cam-
paign, tv represents about 25 percent

of the ad budget, it was revealed.

Reason for the heavy buying is to

introduce new line Big Ben, Baby
Ben, and Ben Electric clocks. West-
clox is marking the first major de-

sign and feature changes in Ben
alarms in seven years. Theme of en-

tire year's promotion is "Golden
Year of the Bens."

Refined features of the Bens will

be highlighted: new oval face, adjust-

able loud-soft alarm, quieter tick, in-

audible wind, louder alarm, and
longer alarm. The clocks will sell for

$7.98 and $8.98.

Advertising will appear in maga-
zines in May and June, 10 weeks
in newspapers, and April and May
in the trade press, in addition to radio

and tv efforts.

worried about CATV aspects, with
possibility of wired tv service shooting
great distances, and without need for

FCC authorization unless microwave
links are used.

Henry said FCC will have another
large moment of decision when the

California subscription tv operation
applies for microwave facilities to ex-

pand and interconnect its Los Angeles
and San Francisco programing. Mag-
nuson bluntly asked Henry if FCC
"has or wants jurisdiction over all-

wire subscription services" if they be-

gin to span the country large-scale.

Henry said they'd be thinking about
it. He remarked in passing that so far,

the Hartford experiment programed
largely for "mass appeal" with movies,
sports, and a few local events.

About commercials, Magnuson
apologized: "This is an awful question
to ask you fellows—but what is the

status of your study of commercials?"
The FCC chairman said that although
proposed rulemaking had been "un-
animously" terminated, the FCC was
handling commercialization on a case-

by-case basis. Further, he interprets

Rogers Bill not as bar to considering
commercials policy, but as "mandate"
to keep handling matter case-by-case.

On liquor advertising, Magnuson
warned that he expects FCC to work
with Congress to keep liquor ads off
air. "There is a serious threat of a
breakthrough," he said, and NAB
code could not handle it. Magnuson
noted with some pride that it was his

idea to get broadcasters to agree
never to show actual drinking of beer
on air.

CUT THE CUSSIN'
SAYS CBS' DANN
New York—Producers of shows

seen on CBS-TV can still produce
"realistic and meaningful drama,"
but they've got to ease up on the

use of expletives like "hell" and
"damn." So ordered program v. p.

Michael Dann last week in a memo
to tv producers, program depart-

ment personnel, and program prac-

tices staffers. According to Dann.
"a significant number of viewers"
frown on such expressions, and
while the network had no wish "to

restrict creative effort" or to "emas-
culate or bowdlerize our pro-

grams.'
-

writers and producers
would have to make "some addi-

tional effort" from now on to re-

duce the amount of salty language
which finds its way into tv dialogue.

UHF problems loom
as deadline nears
New York — Sponsors looki

forward to UHF as growing a

vertising medium may have se,

eral years' wait, as April 30 dea'

line nears for conversion to a

channel receiver production.
At present, only 20 percent

!

tv set sale-areas have UHF oi

lets; therefore consumers in son
80 percent of present set sale-arei

will pay some $30 extra for a

channel receivers with no UHF st

tions in broadcast area. Gover
ment, however, hopes new bill w
foster growth of UHF video.

Anticipating problems in sellii,

sets with UHF tuners, tv dealel

have apparently built up substanti

quantities of VHF-only receivei

more than two million, to be so;

after April 30, thereby circumver

ing spirit of new law.

Consolidated Cigar earninc

up 92 percent in first quart

New York — Cigarettes-to-cijr

switching in wake of Surgeon G-
eral's report has boomed sales

"

Consolidated Cigar Corp., Chairni

Samuel J. Silberman reports. Net ea

ings for first quarter of 1964, in f«,

are up 92 percent from correspond

:

period last year, with sales volume i

nearly 19 percent and with overti:

production schedules unable to kip

up with demand. First-quarter sa

over $35 million.

Hottest trend in cigar field, as

pectcd, is in "small cigar" categc

Demand for firm's Muriel Air-Ti

Silberman told annual sharehold.

meeting last week, has been "l

rocketing." Although Silberman's •

port did not discuss advertising, C<

solidated Cigar spending—particuia

in tv—will boom at rates commen
rate with expanded sales (see Sp(

sor Scope).

Filmways in black '64 period

New York — Filmways, Inc.,

leading producer of tv commerci

and programs, is now grossing ab«

$14 million annually, and expects

show net of about $300,000 in 19

fiscal period. Of the gross, some tv

thirds comes from tv production act

ity, reports Filmways president

Moselle, with the majority of rcm.i

dcr coming from feature movie pi

duction. Filmways emerged from I

spring program sales season in stro

position: Beverly Hillbillies, Pettkt

Junction and Mr. Ed. which arc p.

duced or co-produced by Film^a

have all been renewed for fall seasi
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NEW YORK

50,000 WATTS

leader in reaching

the people who buy

and sell your products!

WHN is proud that it is first in the 1964
Hooper Business Establishment Survey

(Feb. -64) in New York . . . further proof that

its "Sound of Beautiful Music" program
ming has become a dominant force in the

nation's s 1 market.

•

T" t-or detailed information call your KAIZ or

B^ WHN representative.
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Broadcast advertising at the Fair
The New York World's Fair—one oj the hottest launching
pads ever for radioI tv programs and commercials

Anatomy of a $15,000,000 beer campaign
Anheuser-Busch's ad budget allots two-thirds oj its

strength to radio/ tv to assure Bud's sales leadership

Part Two

AGENCIES

Agencies choose tv for intro of new wrinkle-smoothers
Helene Curtis and Coty are out with lotions and using
tv for intro. Revlon. Hazel Bishop and Max Factor to

follow

TIME/BUYING & SELLING

Job switching — media's worsening malady
Lack of full knowledge about future opportunities

fuels "needless shifts" from one agency to another

TV MEDIA

Cookies go to Europe for live-on-tape sell

Stella D'Oro, using on-location video tape in Europe,
finds satisfaction with line standards and dollar results in cookie sales

RADIO MEDIA

Radio basic in Alberto-Cluver push for male market
Alberto-Culver adds radio to tv push to boost sales of

Command, the man's hairdressing
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Film bartering still active
Sidney Halpern admits "barter" arrangements arc current

practice but defends it against critics
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The Latins named him:

Hippocampus
Hudsonicus

Lophabranchii

Syngathidae

. . . the ancient Romans were

long winded . . . we call our

seahorse "SUNNY."

He's the symbol of Quality

Broadcasting in Tampa-St.

Petersburg.

Ex SUNNY venarus SALES

WSUN
TELEVISION $ RADIO
TAMPA- ST. PETERSBURG

Don't trip on your toga, call:

Nat. Rep.: Venard, Torbet & MfConnell
S E Rep.: Bomar lowrance & Associates

M PUBLISHER'S
REPORT

THE CASE FOR A FEDERATED NAB

I've been talking FEDERATED NAB for ten years.

So naturally I'm more than interested to note the eurrent wave of interest

in the subject.

Our "Blueprint for a Federated NAB" was first published in Sponsor, I

complete with diagram showing suggested line of command and compon-|

ents of a proposed federation, way back when.

What baffles me is why so logical and necessary a step is allowed to
fl

stay in limbo. If past experience is an example, the present groundswell

will be briefly amplified and then take a backseat to the next crisis.

Why do I think that a federated NAB is so essential? Here are a hand-

ful of top reasons:

1. The commercial broadcasting industry is a real giant. It's also com-

plex. But its complexities fit snugly into several separate setups under one

tent. The NAB is concerned with matters common to the whole industry.

It is concerned with separate television matters. It is concerned with separ-

ate radio matters. Our proposal, made ten years ago and repeated today,!

suggests separate radio and television associations with managing directors

for each operating autonomously, but on common matters working with the

president and combined boards.

2. The biggest task facing the NAB president under the existing setup

is to advance and protect the concept of a free enterprise commercial broad-

1

casting system with minimal governmental regulation. The more attention
|

that he can give to this all-important assignment the more valuable his con-

tribution should be. A federated NAB will permit him to concentrate on)

this objective with fewer distractions.

3. There is talk of a separate radio association completely removed I

from the NAB. Such a proposal is being voiced in trade publications and

newsletters right now. I strongly doubt that this will do the job. The com-

mon causes which both tv and radio elements must uphold would be

handled by two separate associations which obviously would muddy the

waters and often do more harm than good.

4. Besides the vital task of enhancing the industry's image with the

government, the president is involved in other common industrj activ-

ities such as labor relations, legal matters, coordination with other industry

efforts, and public relations. A federated NAB provides an ideal tent for

covering common-purpose chores rather than asking various organizations

to handle them piecemeal.

5. A federated NAB with separate budgets and strong areas of re-

sponsibility and autonomy for each of its three setups is more economical

than splinter organizations. The numerous splinter groups of our industry

add up to tremendous cost. Thought must be given to consolidation. The

federated NAB provides the proper location for most of these splinter

setups under their respective areas of interest.

6. Radio has often complained that it doesn't get "a break" under tv

domination of the NAB. A federated NAB would automatically mean that

the radio president would pursue his goals with intensity and purpose.

^T^U^y
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MURDER... ACTION... IMPACT... GRIPPINI

Meet Europe's favorite sleuth— Chief Inspector Jules Maigret of the Paris Surete. Maigret, bulky,

human, unorthodox — brilliant creation of novelist Georges Simenon, who has produced more than

400 books to become one of the world's wealthiest writers of crime fiction.

Inevitably, someone had to make a Maigret television series. Top production companies competed
for the rights. Simenon unhesitatingly chose BBC TV for its unrivalled facilities, its quarter-century

of know-how.
With a dynamic team of leading writers, directors, designers and technicians, BBC TV set about

adapting 52 of the Maigret novels to television plays. An equally brilliant team of actors was cast to

fill the 1,000-odd speaking parts, and a 3i year production program got under way— with extensive

filming in France to ensure authentic background.
The result? Unprecedented success. Whenever the Maigret series has been screened it has won

top audience ratings, top awards. In Canada, where it is currently shown under Alcan sponsorship,

Maigret has even challenged ice-hockey for top ratings, with Nielsen giving the long-established

sports program a bare two points lead.



BVLISM... EXCITEMENT... TENSION...

I Australia, where Maigret premiered last fall, it immediately soared into the top ratings in ABC's
'-city network—as the Aussie leading weekly said "

it has won just about every award a TV series

in".
I Britain, the Maigret series established a record by carrying off 5 top TV awards and reached a

I ak of 17 million viewers.

hw Maigret has come to the States. More details of this internationally top-rated series will auto-

ntically be mailed to all television stations within the next few days. Should you require additional

i ormation, please contact Peter Green at-BBC TV ENTERPRISES

EDQQ enterprises
630 Fifth Avenue, New fork 20, N.Y. Phone: LT. 1-7100
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A World's Fair is a very, very

large ad. It's an ad on America,

and her friends, but mostly America,

and it's expensive.

It's made up of a lot of smaller

but sizable ads in glass, steel, plas-

tic, concrete, aluminum and more.

And inside of these are products

packaged as ads, which is what the

Fair is all about.

To the great public, it's the big

show of almost a lifetime. To a

smaller public — responsible for

creating it — it's also the big show
of almost a lifetime, on one of the

biggest and most expensive "loca-

tion sets" in the history of enter-

tainment and communications.

The men behind the packages

want to make their pitches foolproof.

They want the ads that house the

packages to be a success with the

great public. Collectively, they

want all of the bigger ads to make
the Fair a boxoffice smash.

But they can't be certain.

They pay their money but they

can't be certain. They get the feel-

ing of being back in the local retail

ranks and at the mercy of the

weather, a rail strike, or some other

act of providence.

To persuade the public, they lean

heavily on broadcast advertising —
without which the whole thing could

never have gotten so big in the first

place. (Could a print society have

alone produced anything as huge?)

They take the Fair — the big ad

and the littler ads — into the

marketplace of America and the

world, and they do it with radio

and tv at a speed never before pos-

sible.

Broadcast advertising has gone to

the Fair, and SPONSOR'S Charles

Sinclair has captured the whole

tense, unique tussle in broad but

penetrating strokes in our lead story

shirting on page 21. It's a side of

the Fair admen will remember.

555 FIFTH

Cum.afe^

More buyer guidelines

The appearance recently of an

article in Sponsor (Apr. 13, 1964)
prompts this writer to add a post-

script or two to Carl Schuele's

"Guide to Becoming a First-Rate

Time Buyer ... As a Rep Sees It."

We arc in agreement, generally,

with Mr. Schuele's suggestions, but

we note that most of his 20 or so

guide-posts are applicable to any

job in any business.

Taking pride in one's appear-

ance is important, but it is not a

rule peculiar to timebuying and will

hardly account for any meteoric

rise to the top. The same is true

for his advice about being alert,

learning your product, being

prompt, keeping an open mind,

etc.. etc.

Further, while much was said

about what a buyer should do, lit-

tle or nothing was devoted to what

a buyer should know. We think of

the immeasurable value there is in

acquiring a working knowledge of

media research, or at least broad-

cast research, so that judgment to

purchase is not reduced to a

more mathematical comparison be-

tween a rating of 20 versus a rat-

ing of 18.

What about reach and frequen-

cy? A 200 rating point schedule

comprised of ten spots, each with

an average rating of 20. will come

one way. The same 200 rating
points made up of 40 five-rated

spots will perform quite differently.

Cost per thousand? Cost per thous-

and what? Is there really justifica-

tion for turning thumbs down on

a buy just because it has a CPM
something which is 5 cents higher

than a schedule on another station?

There are other considerations.

A good buyer— 1 mean a good

buyer—should be completely con-

versant with the various rating serv-

ices, their advantages, their dis-

advantages, their limitations. We
could give a lengthy discourse

about the differences between cov-

erage versus effective coveragi]

or about a rotating schedule \crsi

a fixed schedule. And how aboi

the value of a spot which appeal 1

imbedded within a program as o\

posed to a program adjacency.

All of the above, and muc
much more, are instrumental in di

veloping a first-rate buyer.

Building a successful career

this industry does depend on har

work but all the hard work in th

world is meaningless and waste

unless it is predicated on sound e>

perience, efficiency and an insatk

ble curiosity to learn, learn, lea

Herbert A. Sto

Media Supervise

Reach, McCUnion & (

Sew York. N:

Praise for trade press

On behalf of the Executive Coi

mittee of TFE '64. I want to te

you how much we all apprecial

the splendid coverage Sponso

gave to our group during the NAlJ

convention (Apr. 13. p. 27).

There is no doubt that a grei

deal of the success achieved by

TFE is due to the excellent su

port of our trade press.

Ricluird Carta

Vice Presid.

Trans-Lux Television >

New Y V.l

I o-chmn., Executive Contmitte
Tl I

Alert to pay-tv 'dangers'

You did a great job on th<

dress by Herb Jacobs, president d

l\ Stations. Inc. ("The Pay-T

Controversy." Sponsor. Apr. 13

p. 28).

A million thanks from the bot

torn of my heart and from eva

broadcaster in the business who'

got enough sense to realize ho

very dangerous this matter is.

Charles H. Crutch

P'.

Jefferson Standard Broadcasting C«J

CharIon, \ I
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CALENDAR

APRIL

Affiliated Advertising Agencies Net-

work, annual meeting, Andre* John-

inn Hotel. Knoxville, lenn. (to Ma)

Wometco Enterprises, annual stock-

holders' meeting. Forest Hills ["heatre,

Fores) Hills, N, 1 and at World's

Pair I

Vssn. of Canadian Advertisers, an-

nual conference, Royal York Hotel.

Toronto <27-2 im

Motual Affiliates Advisor] Com-
mittee, executive committee meeting

.it I .in Vegas (27-28), followed bj

regular session (2'' ;i| i

Societ} of Photographic Scientists

ft Engineers, l

l>M international con-

ference, Hotel Americana, N.Y. (27-

1).

Screen Actors Guild, membership
meeting, ballroom, Park Sheraton

Hotel, New York (28).

Dallas/Southwest Industrial trade

lair, State I air Park. Dallas (28-1).

station Representatives Assn..

Silver Nail-Gold Key Awards, Wal-
Astoria, N. Y. (28).

American Film Festival, sixth an-

nual bj Educational Film I ihrarv

16mm competition. Hotel Bilt-

more. N Y. (20-Maj 2).

American Women in Radio ft Tele-
vision. I Jth annual convention, Mayo
Hotel. Tulsa I JO-Maj

American Marketing Wn.. New
York Chapter's second annual new
products conference. Hotel Dclmonico.
\ N.

i ml

MAY

Snuiliern California Broadcasters
Assn.— t nivcrsitv of Southern Cali-

fornia's joint third annual Radio Sem-
inar. I S( campus 1 1

)

Kansas Assn. of Radio Broadcast-
ers, annual convention, I assen Hotel.

Wichita 1 1-2).

kentuckv Broadcasters Assn., spring
.onvention. Louisville Sheraton Hotel

Missouri Broadcasters Assn., annual
' rneeting. Columbia (5-6).

( BS-TV, annual conference of net-

work and affiliate executives. New
York Hilton (5-6).

I kctronic Industries Assn., work-
top on maintainabilit) of electronic

,0

equipment Sheraton leffcrson Hotel.

S I ouis (J 7).

(.re. iter Augusta Advertising ( lull,

annual election meeting, Downtownei
Motel, (7)).

Montana VI' Broadcasters Assn.,

session at I cw iston (7).

California AP Radio- 1 \ Assn., an

Dual convention. San Jose (8-10)

(alifornia \l' Radio- 1 \ Assn..

session at the Hyatt House. S
I'M

Indiana AP Radio- 1 \ Assn., ses

sum at Indianapolis I'M

\de\ <>4. Intl. Adv. Exhibit, ( Ad
vertising l nhibition Promotions old

Bailey, l ondon), at ( irand Hall,

Olympia, I agland (9- 10).

Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters,

annual meeting, I he Inn. Muck Hill

Falls do-12).

National Retail Merchants Assn..

sales promotion division convention,

at the Hotel Americana, n Y (10-

13).

Direct Mail Advertising Assn., di-

rect mail institute. University ol Con-
necticut, Storrs. Conn. (10-15). Mail
order seminar. Statlcr Hotel, Boston

(12).

\ssn. of National Advertisers, ses

sum at Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y. (11-

12)

sales Promotion Executives ism.,
seventh annual conference, Astor
Hotel. N. Y. (11-13).

National Acadcmv of Recording
Arts & Sciences, dinners lor Grammy
Award winners, simultaneous!) held

by its chapters in New York. Los An-
geles, and ( bicago (1 2).

Chicago Federated Advertising

Club. 22nd annual advertising awards
presentation and dinner. Palmer
House (13).

American TV Commercials I es-

tival, fifth annual awards luncheon.

Waldorf-Astoria (15).

Sales ft Marketing I xcciitives-lntl..

convention. Palmer House. Chicago
(17-20).

Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters, spring

convention. Commodore Pcrrv Hotel,

Toledo (21-22).

Alabama Broadcasters Assn.. spring

convention. Broadwater Beach Hotel.

Biloxi. Miss (21-23).

Association of Broadcasting IMid-
lives of Texan, annual awards ban-

quet. Dallas (22).

I ouisiana-MLssissippi AP Broad-

casters Assn.. annual convention,

Jackson, Miss (22-24).

Emmv Awards |6th annual telecast.

Music Hall, Icvts Pavilion, New York
World*! Fair, and the Palladium. Hol-

Ivwood 1 25).

Catholic Press Assn.. convention.

Pcnn-Shcraton, Pittsburgh

Art Directors ( lull of N.Y.. awards
luncheon. Americana Hotel (2(

Visual Communications Conference
i Art Directors ( h,l> of N. I

York Hilton (27-2
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American Krsr.in li M< r t li.indisin^

Institute, Del < I)

i n iiuu

JUNE

leiliiiii.il Asmi ,,| lh, (,i.i|ilii,

Aits, invention Hall P

luti. Kadi.. \ h Societ]

I ion oi Honoi presentation din

tier, ai \\ aldorl Astoria n n.

National A i-~n.il Presentatioa Asm.

i >.iv ol \ isu.ils '

t ommodo
Yorl

Marketing Executives ( hib "i Ni

^ ork. convention, Radio < ii

Advertising I ederation ..I Ainrr-

iea. f.oih annual convention, <

Park Pla/a Hotel. Si LO
International Advertising Assn..

1 6th annual world congress, Wald
Astoria. V Y (7-10).

American kcademj of Advertising.

annual convention, ( hase-Park Hotel

Si I ouis (7-10)

Spei ial I ihrari. s Assn..

vention ol advertising and publisl

div isions. Sheraton lefl H I, Si

I ouis (7-1 I ).

Non-Sectarian National Rilili ( <>m

munications Congress, Sheraton Park
Hotel. Washington, I) ( (10

Mutual Advertising Am in » N.i-

work. national business meeting
I

marck Hotel. ( hicago (11-13).

(Georgia Assn. of Broadcast' rs. 2'M!i

annual summer convention. ( all.-

( iardens, ( >a 1 1 1-16)

National Asmi. ol Displav liulus-

(ries. I r.ule Show Bldg A '

Yorkei 1 1 1-

American Marketing \>mi..

national conference, Sheraton Hi

Dallas (15-19)

International Advertising I ilm

I cstiv.il. \ enice, It.dv 1 1

5

Federation of Canadian Advertis

ing X Sales (luhs. I~th annual .

ference, Nov a Scotian Hotel 1

1

N s (18-21).

Assn. of Independent Metropolitan
Stations, annual meeting. MontJ
( anada (18-21)

Radio-Tek »

k

don News Dkrecton
Association, national spring nice:

( herrv Hill. N J .21 I

National Advertising Agcnc) N

work. 1964 management conler.

Par Horizons Hotel s

(21-

[ ransanu-rica Advertising A

Network, annual meeting, N ">

National I ditori.il \vmi..

convention. Hotel ( omu N
l

(24-2

Assn. of Industrial A.hen
42nd annual D
Hotel. Philadelphi

Advertinkai i tit ration of I

si\th annual seminar in

managen
Business School B

13



Now there are four quadruple!

All completely transistorized... with interchangeabi

NEW TR-4 NEW TR-3

Want total performance in a compact?
This new fully transistorized TR-4 does jusl aboul every-

thing the deluxe model docs. And it's compatible with all

quadruplex recorders. Makes professional quality tapes.

Uses standard modules like H( !A's deluxe TR-22 Recorder.

Has space for color modules. Completely contained in

one 33* \ 22* \ 66* unit.

Want playback only? Here's the TR-3 te

player, a simple low-cost, high quality machine for pi;

hack of all standard tapes. Use it for "screening

mercials and programs or for putting them on air. Co:'

pletely compatible with all standard quadruplex recorde

Fully transistorized for compactness and dependabilil

Standardized and modularized. Space for color moduli

See the entire RCA line before you buy any TV Tape Recorder

RCA Broadcast and Television fqu/pmenL
Building 15-5, Camden, New Jerst I

I



{CAWtape recorders!

nodules, including color, ATC, editing!

k*c^-
'.1

%
^

NEW TR-5 DELUXE TR-22

'st mobility ? i mp... i
( nij 28 22 ..." on

Hb) and tran>portahl»'. thi^ high quality quadru:

Hkr 1- ideal tor inakimj commi-iv

Hugh imperially dr-iirin-d \<>\ ..idi'.i: !>;':• • -« -. the

Hfinrludt-- limit t'il playback t«>r eherkmg. Fully t ra

Stl and modularized it produ<e> tape> thai

l»yl hack on all standard quadruplex record* re He
> c< ir and in black-and-white

Want the very finest? 1

I he incomp R-22

T\
up t thai mal

tity. Any stud
'

The Most Trusted Name in Television



SPONSOR-SCOPE
WHAT THE NEWS MEANS, ITS IMPACT ON BROADCAST ADVERTISING

Agencies looking

to ease commercial

bill payment plan

Ad agencies are facing up to mounting problem for tv commercial productk

houses. Namely — delinquent payment of bills for services. Meeting reported

set up for May 8 by several top agency producers to dig around for easement

situation. Custom of the trade: the production houses receive 50% on signii

of contract, with balance on delivery of answer print. Payment of bills receivable
\

many cases have been running behind as much as 90 days. Obvious result — pr

ducers have gotten into habit of turning to banks and factors for short operatii

cash.

Other webs eyeing

ABC Sun. a.m. sale

for business boost

Other networks may follow ABC's announced plan to sell commercial time

Sunday morning tv (Sponsor,. Friday at 5, Apr. 6), if move is successful in lur

major advertisers from Sunday print supplements. The supplements are havii

a top year, and a check of media execs indicates that much of their prosperi

comes from advertisers who might normally be in network tv Sunday morning

Advertiser thinking in this area is that if he can't catch families via their tv screei

Sunday mornings, the next spectacular medium he can find for that period is fou

color Sunday supplements, with such a splurge providing him with image an

prestige he aspired to in network tv.

Cigar firms unwrap
bigger ad campaigns

to win cig smokers

Cigar companies continue to take advantage of cigarette scare, snaring awi

smokers who have eased up their "habit" in the wake of the surgeon general

report. Move in this area entails greater advertising expenditure on part of ciga

makers, as indicated by disclosure of Consolidated Cigar chairman Samuel

Silberman that his firm has earmarked $10 million in this area, and most of

slated for tv. This is sharp increase from last year's Consolidated ad budget, bi

Silberman points out firm's net earnings for first quarter are up 92% over sarr

'63 period, and sales volume is up 18.7%. He adds: "Prospects for cigar industi

are good. In fact, they've never been better."

Voters to decide

on pay tv in Calif.;

STV to start anyway

Appears California voters will have option to cast ballot during Nov. 3 clectio

on whether pay tv system can operate in state, as result of petition successfulli

circulated by two groups. They are California Crusade for Free Tv. a group (

motion picture theatre owners, and Citizens Committee for Free Tv, made u.

mostly of clubwomen but bolstered by some labor and local government suppoi

Petition calls for repeal of legislation passed last year paving wa\ for pa\ tv.

majority votes for repeal, the legislative permission to operate a cable-transmitte

tv business in state would be withdrawn on ground that charging for tv viewed i

home is "contrary to public policy." Meantime, Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, pre!

ident of Subscription Television. Inc.. the company involved, says STV will ope

on west coast July 1 as planned.

Screen Gems seen

readying drama push

for 'easier' sell

Look for Screen Gems to start pushing strongly into drama programing, (ok

bia's tv arm has number of comedies on air. but no dramatic shows, which it

as major area being looked at by advertisers for future buying. Move in

direction is hinted at in executive changes being made by Screen Gems, topr

by naming oi Jackie Cooper as its top aide on west coast, in place of depar

William Dozier. Other new execs include John Cassavetes as producer-director

creator, plus number of former Four Star helmsmen, such as H\ Werback, Richl

Alan Simmons, and Boh Claver.

16 April 27, 1964 / SPONSC



COMMERCIAL CRITIQUE

Life in ttie

commercial factory

\ Bob Levenson

m president :n»l copj mpcnrlMt

ink- Dane Bcrnbacfa

liiiNk IV I i N< ON I R! D \ PI <>|
:

rherc is one outfit that (.Iocs

racticall> ever) commercial we

v on tele\ ision.

I Ik\ must be making a fortune,

cause almost everyone uses them.

I began to suspect the whole

ing when I judged several hun-

ed i\ commercials during the

">4 American T\ Commercials

.-stival.

I couldn't find an) other waj to

i the fact that so main de-

lorant commercials use girls in

wels. fresh out of their showers

Or that almost everv ground

commercial lias a close-up

t of a s^xip in ;i coffee can,

th magnified sound.

Or that so main instant coffee

mmercials demand that you make

B Stuff b> the pot instead of In

E cup.

Or that ever) mentholated cigar-

C commercial has practically the

me cool music running underneath

\ltcr a hundred or so commcr-
' lis. went by, I began to muse

out what life in the commercial

l.torv must he like.

Vet I

Risk Naught. agcnc\ presi-

dent, calls one Stockton Shott.

Shott receives the call in his

off.

Sum i : Yes, this is Stock
Shott. You bet. R N . I'll be

right over

Vet II

We are in Risk Naught's of-

fice, at his advertising agency.

Shott is being shown in.

Bob I

and copy supervisor at Doyh
Dane Bernbach. I In- accounts In

works an include Volkswagei I

.)/ {Israel) lirlim t, tin

Government I <>ui i^;
i ./ the

s.i/jv ( orporation.

\ u (,ii i : i excitedl) ) I his is

the biggest thing that's ever hit

us. Stock. I hope you people

will be able to handle it.

Sun i i I >on'1 worrj . bain R(

member our motto: the past is

yet to come.

N \i GH I : I know that But

this one's ;i little different. I here's

never been a product like this

before.

Sikh i ( ome. come. R, N

you're taking this prett) serious-

ly, aren't vou ' \ ou're begin-

ning to sound like a commercial

yourself.

N \i GH I : How ^au I

through to you? <>ui client. Red.

W hite & Blue. Ine . has an ln-

ter-Office Memo Reprocessing

Department \nd they've come
up with a In -product that does

anything!

Siioi i : i opening on<

Vnythin

N \i (,n i I hat's right sonn\

It tepl.i
,

bal oil it, tr. n

SH( IT! I i| )ust the ||

I here s this happ) famil) in their

1 Cod dim tt

n m gh r: Not S

I Ins stun is different It

foi headaches,

Sik.i i i ;ot )iist the ||

I lute's tins pendulum thai

swings back and forth

n o (,m i
n, .hi re not with i

sweetie > ou can mal
out ol it ( )i hiush \,.ur teeth

with it

sh I've got just the shot

I his little kill brushes his teeth

and his pants |.||| down.

N \\ GH I I think I'm

you > OU Can wash clothes m
it . . .

Si km I I've got |ust the shot

I here's this lad) folding h C r

wash and smelling hct

n vi (.ii i I ook, friend, I'm in

double .tnd you're making jokes

I his stufl replaces everything

/ i (•/ ything. And n nevei g e t
-

used up. Do you understand '

Sim i i i opening his other

eye) I am not makii

I've been in this business a long

time I have I l basic situations

down pat, \nd I have I !

variations ol them \l. grand-

children w ill still be mal
mercials with mv material

with an) luck, they'll never have

to expose another foot ol lilm

N w GH I I hat's \erv nue tor

your grandchildren, but what d>>

we i.\o today?

s i Well, R n
. n th

get tOO tOUgh, we can strm

I 1,000 items together and ^
the quick-CUt commercial to end

all quick-cut commercials l

way, we touch ever) base and

nobod) can tell what's .

N \i (.in I hat's -t' I hat's it'

Si Shott, you've done it aj

I sn n of m
in time to catch the

mercial that wa shown that

,\a\

ting thin this

whole tale is that when
I found thai I reall)

mine. •
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The highest rating ever for a feature film on New York television! (In fact,

among a/[ programs this year, network or local, only the Beatles and Academy
Awards scored higher.) Undeniably, movies on Channel 2 are bigger than ever.

Channel 2's April II showing of From Here to Eternity on Schaefer Award
Theatre (11:20 pm to 1:30 am) scored a record-shattering 45.6 average rating,

with an 85% share of audience . In other words, long after usual prime-time

viewing hours, more than 4 million New York television viewers kept their

eyes on Channel 2 to watch this Columbia blockbuster from Screen Gems.

Where do we go from here? Young Philadelphians , Man in the Gray Flannel

Suit, Auntie Mame , Pajama Game are just a few coming attractions which

guarantee that audiences throughout the New York area will continue to be
where they have always been, tuned to CBS Owned ^ \A/CRS-T]/
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CHARLOTTE IS A PEACH

Metro Charlotte is just the hard core of a market 75 miles in diameter that is succulent selling w3fl

you buy WBT Radio. The populous Piedmont's top-audience radio station for two decades, ilp

WBT's 50,000 watt signal delivers Charlotte PLUS — a market of more than TWO MILLION FO

PLE with $2 1/2 BILLION in buying power. Your BLAIR man has the WBT story. It's a peach!

WBT RADIO
CHARLOTTE

JeMprson Sl.ind.ircl Broadcasting Company

£
BLAIR

CROUP
PLAN
MEMBER
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advertising
at the Fair

"he billion dollar World's Fair opened last

veek in New York ... is a giant tv stage,

L/ith commercials, programs and a loca-

on site for radio

^s mi Niu York World's I \n< opened its gates

^List week, and the first throngs swarmed over its

r> acres, the billion-dollar showcase was also proving

If to tv one of the hottest launching pads for radio-

programs and commercials to be found anywhere,

d the busiest location site since westerns were shot

Griffith Park.

Nobod) was particular!) surprised.

\s a news event, it was one o\ the year's biggest.

etwork and loeal news shows, newsreels and other

formation services covered the opening lor which

iblicit) had been building for more than a year —
d NBC-TN turned its color cameras on the 90-

inutc Opening Sight At I lie World's Fair sponsored
I S Steel.

Robert Moses. 74-year-old president of the Fair

•rporation, was also being featured as the subject of

rc than one huddle ol Madison Vvenue executives.

M tart-tongued \1os c s a man who gets a lot done
telling people the) have to do it his way, or forget

— was well on his wa> to becoming the "Com
rcial Czar" of the World's Fair.

Vgain, nobod) was particular!) surprised.

\ in) adman who has followed the lair's prog
•s is well aware, the list of industrial exhibitors reads

e a portion o\ the "lop 100" list of broadcast ad-

ui Carol Channinf n opening'
Vfl< /i olor special. Below, ti

' Vi IKK i: (1939) and /<"W color unit.
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Top: duPoni pavilion \lrcs.scs re-

search. Center: I iewers will see

huge Ford center. Bottom: M est-

inghouse "Time Capsule" is re-

peat of '39 success, is due in spots.

General Foods Corp. pres. C. W. Cook <h and climn. Charles C . Mortime
inspect models of firm's news-bulletin arches. GF has filmed spots at Fail

vertisers. Industrial giants like

RCA, duPont, GE, Scott Paper.

S. C. Johnson, Ford, General Mo-
tors, Chrysler, Westinghouse, U.S.

Steel and Eastman Kodak; food-

and-beverage leaders like General

Foods, Pepsi-Cola and Coca-Cola;

transportation blue chips such as

Greyhound, Avis, Eastern Air

Lines, Socony Mobil and Sinclair

Oil have built pavilions or displays

whose budgets often dwarf those of

show-business blockbusters like

"Cleopatra." It's only natural that

the use of such multi-million dollar

product showcases as a site for

commercials, or as a visual theme,

would occur.

Producers in the New York area

told Sponsor of such World's Fair

location projects as these:

• General Foods, whose Max-
well House Coffee has been named
the "official" coffee of the World's

Fair, has shot film commercials

showing Maxwell House being

served in various locations.

• Ford Motor Company has

filmed a scries of commercials

showing new-model Fords — par-

ticularly the peppy new Mustang
— being driven at the Fair. (The
lord Pavilion, not surprisingly, is

seen in the backgrounds.
|

• Schaefer Brewing, an old hand
at Fair-type displays (there is a

reproduction of the original brew-

ery at New York's Frccdomland)

hired Videotape Productions o\'

New York to shoot, at the Schaefe

exhibit, a set of location commer
cials on tape with Win Elliot.

• Chrysler's Plymouth Divisioi

and Socony Mobil teamed up t<

shoot the finish of the Mobil Econ

omy Run at the Fair for a t>

commercial series.

• U.S. Steel, sponsor of thi

opening-night special on NBC-TV
shot commercials at the Fair fea

hiring the Unisphere, the Fair

giant symbol donated by USS. Sim

Harry. duPont and The Bell Sys

tern, both major exhibitors, havi

used their Fair locations as com

mercial shooting sites.

The list of such projects

growing rapidly last week. A radio

tv contact in the Communication-

and Public Relations Division

the Fair — an offshoot which acb

as a combination of clearing liousi

and censorship bureau regarding

radio-tv commercials, print ads am
other Fair tie-ins — told Sponsor

"The World's Fair welcomes tie

in ads. but the schedule's getting

pretty crowded. Requests for co-

operation are running at the rate

of about 100 a day for all types ol

activity. Radio and tv commercials

riOVt amount to a couple ol doZO

each week, although this will usual

ly include several commercials I

any one advertiser."

There's no carte blanche at the

Fair for broadcast advertising

Since it's a seller's market
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Schaefer goes tape
at the Fair

\s finishing touches were being given u> the

World's Fair, I &M Schaefei commercial series u.i^

being location-taped .it brev« firm's long-length bai

In Videotape Productions
1

mobile unit and t\ cre^

BBDO's 1/ Normandhi,
\porting < <(/'• kepi m alt l>-

uil eye < >! job.

Right: Outdooi I', u was
'•i/wc lot ale.

Below, /• ft: Prodm tion

< \, .
7. /. n Lowrej ill

ponders n tru k\ t\ r< eni

between takes. In ordt i

to make bar look "popu-
lated" s, hat '< i hiVrd -

>_

1/ / A* I < r/ros, rf/ji oi

errd thai < r " » <i was
quick I y drawn from
n ( w / /> \ ( xhibitoi \ . '/j

warm s /> r i /i g i/uv 6>
Ml,'/// i>/ ( <>/(/ /',

Camera technique, using trucking thot, was timilai to thai

employed in motion p

Below is what viewers in Schaefer marketing area will see on tv screens in ne* commercials. Hi I

m ^kl »

^.T- ,f-ii *
P^^^m5» ^ ^ R\ ' **^ 3 *

mi ii
' R fll W VU m\. 1 ..." ,<V mi. \ • *•_» 1

•

i

K

- i- ]«.... ..:.-.i— «*....„ '..:..,.. .«
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shooting permits. Fair officials arc

being choosy. Advertisers who de-

cide that the Fair would be a dandy

location site will find some basic

hurdles. A few:

1. Companies which have major

pavilions — many of which soared

far above their original cost esti-

mates, creating a climate in which

exhibitors are anxious to justify

the expenses to stockholders and to

themselves — have an unofficial

first crack at the Fair as a com-

mercial location. If American Mo-
tors wanted to shoot a Rambler

commercial at the Fair, or if Stand-

ard Brands wanted to tie in with

the Fair for a Chase & Sanborn

Coffee spot series, they would find

the securing of necessary permis-

sions difficult, to put it mildly.

Similar obstacles would not exist

for Ford, Chrysler or General Mo-
tors, or for General Foods' Max-
well House.

2. Liquor is strictly verboten as

an advertising tie-in with the Fair

where it concerns things like brand

labels, although alcoholic beverages

can make "generic" print tie-ins.

3. Advertisers (or agencies, or

producers) must secure written

permission from Fair authorities

covering any shooting within the

grounds. To get such a green light,

details must be furnished to the

Fair concerning union clearances,

insurance coverage, whether or not

the filming or taping will interfere

with normal Fair operations,

whether an endorsement by the

Fair will be implied, etc., etc.

For those who do make the

grade, the Fair is currently provid-

ing some well-planned assistance,

as well as some un-planned prob-

lems.

On the positive side, a TV-Radio

Industry Committee, set up many
months ago to work as an advisor)

board on broadcast news coverage,

program originations and commer-

cial shooting, headed by NBC's

George Hienemann, has done much

to make life easier for producers

and admen at the Fair.

I here are at least 26 basic orig-

ination points within the Fair for

radio and tv, covering choice views

of the industrial, international, re-

ligious and state exhibitions. At

these points, there is provision for

large-scale electrical supply and CO-

RADIO'S EARLY START BROUGHT ADMEly

Sizable coverage is being given to New York World's Fair 1

radio stations and networks, and Flushing Meadows has becort

a major origination point. Jack Sterling, morning man on WCE.

New York, offered free tickets to Fair-originated show prior l

opening to fill restaurant seating 250, quickly pulled over 10,01

requests for first week alone. Station decided to move show to Fa

and to invite select group of admen and clients to hydrofoil junk'

to site.

Right: Being whisked to World's Fair arc such admen as Richards Hair Spray

Jerry Ralston (/), Gardner agency's Rosemary Vitanza {dark glasses) a<

group from K & E, including Ed Finlay and Jim Alexander.

Far right: With MGM-owned "Bounty'' in background, junketeers bravely ju

ashore to meet wailing hits to "Top of the hair" and Sterling show.

Si i ti ii i ii i mini 1 1 illmi iituin iiiiiiiiiiiuaimiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiitiiuiiiiinitiitntinti iiinnimimiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiwiiiiiiiiiiui iiuuimuiomniiii

axial cable feeding to central

points (where recording can be

done on tape or where a telecast

can be fed to networks).

On the negative side, network

and commercial producer sources

told Sponsor that the Fair was "a

maze of red tape." a •'nightmare of

union jurisdictions" and that it

was "playing favorites" (an obvious

reference to the aforementioned

fact that major exhibitors have an

edge on promotional tie-ins). This,

too, is not unexpected. The Fair

has mushroomed into a commercial

entity in a comparative!) short

period of time, and many of its

functions have not finished the

"shakedown" period required to

become smoothly operational.

Focus of much of the radio-tv at'

tivity at the World's Fair is R(
*

which is at the same time a pre

ducer of consumer electronics and

major factor in broadcasting an

engineering development
RCA. celebrated a silver annivei

sarj for regular t\ service this

has the largest communication

center at the 1964-65 World's Fail

and on the same grounds wher

RCA staged its pioneering tv intr

duction. At the RCA pavilion is

complete operating color tv studio

linked to what RCA describes

"the world's largest closed-circ

color tv network."

The studio will also serve as

staging area for specials and nev

casts, and for morning telecasts

24
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L

BC-TV's Today show during the

iair. (Rival CBS has no tie-in

ivflion, but is feeding the Joik

erling Show daily to radio listeners

>*m a run-of-the-Fair location at

e "
I op of the Fair" restaurant;

e above).

I he closed-circuit color tv system
iill be viewed by most of the esti-

ited 75 million visitors to the fair

more than 300 locations. I ost

ildren will be color-televised as a

iblk service, but there's a good
al more going on in the waj oi

W-pressure commercial activity.

For one thing, RCA \ ictor will

periodic t\ closed-circuit

ommercials" of a subtle nature

Ming regular time breaks piped on
' system. For another, Jim foney.

i

director ol the RCA World's I air

Exhibit, has long let it be known
that RCA "will also accept from

other exhibitors short segments thai

are institutional in nature. I air-

oriented and noncommercial " V
latest count, some 75 exhibitors

have furnished descriptive "shorts"

to R< \

Samples I S Steel has turnished

a color film on how the I nisphere

was designed and built. Pepsi-Cola

is providing a Wan" Disney-pro-

duced film. Sinclair Oil's contribu-

tion will be a film on its attention-

getting dinosaur exhibit And other

films are being provided b\ such

companies - most of them m.i|or

t\ advertisers with a cann\ eye fol

the values o\ mass [\ exposure as

Eastman Kodak. General Cigar.

I Motor, Schaefer Beer, Amer-

ican Express, Bell System, General

Motors and ( 'hr\sler.

I urthermore, in a gesture not un-

like that o\ commercial broad

casters, the RC \ closed-circuit -

tern has accepted short films from

vai ious public ser\ k ons

uul government agencies for screen-

ing

I nample a I S vm\ -produced

fin: Picture episode, in color, which

deals with the historx and devel

ment of the American
is also a tie-up with the ^

Council, whereh
cilities will be used, without

for prixlucmg color * id.

nouncements tor th<
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Peace Corps, the U. S. Forest

Service, the National Safety Coun-

cil and other groups.

There is, in fact, a curious and

striking parallel between the activity

of the networks at the Fair and

their general attitudes toward color

network telecasting. NBC-TV has

more Fair-originated telecasts in the

works than the other two networks

combined. CBS-TV has the least,

and is taking a very conservative

view of the razzle-dazzle at the Fair

(as one CBS executive put it to

Sponsor: "We've looked at the

Fair, and decided it would be diffi-

cult to produce tv shows out there

without giving free plugs to RCA
or to advertisers on other networks).

ABC-TV is fence-straddling, plan-

ning mostly a few daytime origina-

tions like Queen For A Day.

Network entertainment-program

chauvinism (if thus it is) does not

extend, however, to the activities of

independent producers, stations and

other facilities at the Fair.

Here are some current examples:

Sterling Movies U. S. A., Inc.,

which distributes public service

films to tv stations, has launched a

scries which is being done with the

aid of RCA's color tv facilities

and mobile unit. Titled FY1 at the

Fair, the package will consist of 13

half-hour "interviews with leaders

in the arts and sciences, business

and industry, education and the

many service phases of modern
living." Host for the program will

be Bob Considine, aided by tv per-

sonality Fran Allison.

On the radio side, Richard H.

Ullman Associates, sales arm of

program-aid-producing Morton J.

Wagner Companies, has launched

a series of programs, being pro-

duced by Radio New York World-

wide. These range from one-minute

fcaturettes up to quarter-hour

shows, and, according to the Ullman
organization, have brought re-

sponses from "more than 350 of

the nation's broadcasters."

1939: Then-RCA pres. David Sarnoff made tv history at first lair in N.Y.

1964: With tv a reality, cluan. Sarnoff dedicates RCA color center on air.

Independent program produce

who largely call their own progra

shots arc planning episodes or sp

cials righf and left. Lucille Ba

head of Dcsilu, has been talking

Fair officials about an on-locatk

special, Sponsor learned, as ha

Fd Sullivan and Lawrence Welk.

long list of local radio-tv progra

producers and disk jockeys ha"

been working with the Fair (

"beeper" phone interviews, ofti

linked to "home state" pavilioi

and visiting officials.

One example: Early in the Fai

planning stages, Storer-own

WHN New York requested pt

mission for a full-time direct "h

line" between the station and t

Fair's radio-tv communicatio

center. The line was installed pri

to opening day, and WHN promf

ly started carrying bulletins CO

cerning traffic on the Fair a

proaches, brief interviews wi

celebrities and dignitaries, ai

last-minute news about special ;

tractions at the Fair's pavilior

Other New York radio outle

from WNEW to city-owned

YC, also showered listeners

news items, bulletins and inform

tion about the Fair.

Foreign broadcasters arc ve

much in the act. With over

countries represented with large ai

small exhibits, and with a bump
crop of celebrities and facilities i

hand, representatives of owrv
broadcasters have been busih tapil

and filming documentaries, spec

programs and news coverage for t

folks back home. I hese inclui

Britain's BBC-TV, two West G.

man networks. Italy's RAI. \k

co's Telesistema, a Japanese m
work, plus newsreel representativ

from other European and Lati

.American countries.

"A few months ago. there w

just me to handle the radio-tv pr

gram and commercial requests, at

1 had no great trouble doing it

said John OKeefe, ex-WNBC-1
press agent who is now on the coi

munications and p.r. staff of t

Fair. "Now, we have a whole st.

to handle the queries and prohlcn

and we're swamped. 1 lie interest

the Fair is fantastic. I can't imagi

what it's going to be like during t

ls>65 season."

One thing is certain. By all inc

cations, it w ill be busy.
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Bud's 1964 Ad Budget
|\ and radio Wtt t^o-thinls <>l the SI 5-milliitn total!

U M0,(

(5.100.000

(2,100,000

t iniii

14'.

$3,000,000

Maua/ims
.mil

Newipapers

2091

Spill

Radio

3291

3491

I llH luiii S

N 1 .450.000 fur

lohnnj < irson

on NBC-TV)

Anatomy of a $15,000,000 beer campaign

Anheuser-Busch's ad budget allots a cool two-thirds of its

strength to radio and tv to assure Budweiser's sales leadership

iecond of two parts

\l \\| S I ROM M Wi DIRI ( I ions.

hut mostlj St. Louis, Chicago

d New York, dropped out of the

kies to settle down at Miami's air-

ort on Wednesday, March II.

run there, it was a quick run to

Vmericana Hotel at Miami
each, ["here wasn't much time

r relaxation, however. Earl) the

CXt morning, some lOO media men
ip and walking around the

squinting at the morning

got. It seemed earl) for breakfast

i America's vacation mecca, but

was 8 a m. and business beckoned.

What business' l he Anheuser-
USch seventh annual Pick a Pair

romotion convention, at which the

tewer's $15 million. l
l>M adver-

ting budget was being sliced.

>read and served up on buttered

>•• \nd an important serving

Was, too. for it described a two-

month i \la> I to Jul) 4) sales-ad-

vertising-merchandising effort that,

if successful, WOUld account lor a

gigantic 22 percent repeat. 22

percent — of the No. I brewer's

annual sales, a might) figure in

light o( their nearly $500 million

volume last year.

B) 1->:I5 a'.m. sharp, the 100 trav-

eling media men had gathered lor

a morning of briefings b) 25 otti-

cials of the advertiser and its agency,

St Louis' IV \ic\ Advertising (

in the hotel's Horidian Room. I he

large lou-ccilinged area was decked

out to depict the beer campaign's

election theme — "Note for Hud
. . . Iwicc" with red. white

and blue banners, streamers, con-

vention toppers and. ultimately, a

brass band as loud as a calliope

Perhaps most important to 'he

media men. chief!) from radio and

t\. was confirmation of their re

in the proposed campaign Bud-

weiser spokesmen soon put them at

ease with the tacts:

I wo-thirds of the S 15 million to-

tal would be spent on broadcasting

media.

Spot radio gets the mosl in

Sive portion * s4.mhm.iio

year. In fact, spot radio's abilit)

to rack up beer sales is stror

underscored b\ the tact that it .

Onl) two percent less than the

total lor spot and network t\ to-

gether

I he neari) $5 million spot
i

outla) delivers ". l 'i~ commen
with an estimated listener-exposure

k^\ more than 2. 1 billion Altho

it's difficult to come up with .o

- i since schedule i inten-

sity from market to market

running as long as 52 W

as briefl) as 13 i. the huge radio

bu> a\ something like 21

spots ,i week in i 'ot.: Of '~
I mar-

kets Actually, the
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1

THEY BRIEFED
MEDIA GUESTS

AT MIAMI

Anheuser-Busch

August A. Busch III

vice pics., mrktg. ops.

George W. Couch, Jr.

iuil'1 brands sis. mgr.

Raymond E. Krings

nal'l brands adv. mgr.

Warren D. Gibson
nat'l brands asst. adv. mgr.

William G. Porter

special rep.

Robert Stockhausen
div. mgr.

Robert M. Martin

distr. mgr.

Jerry Blank
state beverages (wholesaler)

Orion P. Burkhardt
nat'l brands sis. prom. mgr.

D'Arcy Advertising

Harry W. Chesley, Jr.

pres. & acct. superv.

John C. Macheca
v.p. & acct. c.xc<

.

H. Robert Thies

acct. coordinator

Joseph T. Donovan
v.p. mgr. outdoor

William R. Holmes
v.p. mgr. print media

Harry K. Renfro
v.p. mgr. radio-tv

J. Dolan Walsh
asst. mgr. radio-tv

Anthony J. Amendola
mgr. reg'l. acct. sv.

James G. Mayficld
acct. sv. Region I

Ralph L. Countryman
acct. sv. Region II

Clyde Sussex

aCCt. sv. Region II

William I Rosenthal

acct. sv. Region III

Merritt Willey

aCCt. sv. Region /I

Phil Hewitt

<n ct. sv. Region I

'

Norman ( >. Engelbrecht

a< it. sv. Region l

i Donald Ratcbford

prom. A publicity dir.

centrates on approximately 100
markets.

Spot and network tv together get

34 percent — or $5,100,000 —
of the total Anheuser-Busch $15
million budget.

This large third-of-the-mclon

buys a total of 3,143 spot tv an-

nouncements, worth an estimated

565 million consumer impressions.

Although the tv spot campaign for

Bud again focuses more heavily on
some markets than on others, the

buy averages out to about three

announcements a week in 163 mar-
kets. Sponsor estimates that $3,-

650,000 is being spent on spot tv.

In addition, Bud will also aver-

age three segments a week of the

Johnny Carson Show over 182

NBC-TV stations. This network
coverage costs the brewery $1,-

450,000. Since the Tonight show
purportedly reaches 98 percent of

tv homes, it delivers another six

million viewers.

Of the total budget, magazines

and newspapers are slated for an-

other 20 percent—or $3 million.

Print expenditures will be divided

among Ebony, Life, Look, News-
week, Saturday Evening Post,

Sports Illustrated and Time, for

some 173 million reader impres-

sions. A total of 69 newspapers

will deliver another 50 million

readers.

The remaining 14 percent — or

$2.1 million — will go to outdoor.

This figure is somewhat under the

amount spent on billboards in 1963.

As soon as the media indoctrin;

tion in Florida was underway, 1

became apparent that spokesmcj

were sequenced to provide a wt
;

organized progression of inform!

tion that added up to a comple!

picture. Here's how it unfolded:

August A. Busch, III, vi<|

president in charge of marked:

operations: The 28-year-old sc

of the Anheuser-Busch preside)

opened the two-day session with

brief history of Pick a Pair, a pn

motion that's now in its seveni

year. He took the initiative \l

identifying it as "the greatest saL

promotion in America."

Discussing the packaging expli

sion in the beer industry with i

variety of containers (from 6 to 2

ounces), he also laid promotion

emphasis upon Budweiser's tab-tc'

can: "A twist of the wrist and tl

top is off."

But, he warned, the ultimate wil

ner of the race for beer sales wi

not win on packaging ingenuity hi

because of superior product qualit

"And we know how to bre

beer," he explained. "We've bee

doing it for 112 years."

George W Couch, Jr.. sail

manager of national brands: Sali

for the first year-long Pick a Pa,

campaign (1958) totalled 11 mi

lion packs, a figure that tripled t

33 million last year. And, he addec

the annual nine-week concentrate

campaign has given stimulus t

28

Storer vice president Lionel Baxter (I), D'Arcy president Harry Chesley, J
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general session, each rep outlined proposed merchandising support foi 1964 /'.. ; a P<nV promt

the whole produci line all yeai

around.

"Our number one problem now."

Couch explained, "is to sell the con-

sumer not onl\ the package but also

iti contents."

Ji kky 1 -4
1 \\k. Miami wholesaler:

\ Budweiser, Michelob and Busch

Bavarian distributor for 30 years,

Blank was representative of the

brewer's 900 wholesalers through-

pot the nation I he Pick a Par con-

cept, he revealed, origniated with

i regional sales manager's sugges-

tion to promote the sale of two

six-packs since everyone else was

pushing the single packages.

Still more was added to the al-

; >

read\ plus idea uhen retailers read-

ily agreed to apply the tWO-instead-

of-one concept to other items, too.

Budweiser prepared store-wide

promotions to boost anv other prod-

ucts retailers might want to sell b\

two's. Shell talkers, price cards.

over-wire banners, window stream-

ers and pole displays were all made
available with plent\ of blank space

so dealers could write in the product

thev wanted to feature. In Slim-

mary, wholesaler Blank identified

Pick a Pair "magic ingredient"
as the advertiser's "unselfishness in

helping the retailer."

Rw I Kkim.s. advertising man-

ager lor national brands: He un-

folded the haul tacts ol the 1

campaign earlier revealed i"t the

lirst time at a recent meeting m
I ampa oi wild Budweiser whole-

salers, i It was. incidentally, the

firsl national convention ol Hud
wholesalers, who in previous \.

had discussed the over-all advertis-

ing effort in separate regional m<

ings.

)

\s p. Ht ol this year's emphasis

upon produci superiority, broad-

cast commercials in particular will

urge customers to pour their Hud
right down the center .>l the gla

reversing the side-of-the-glass meth-

od espoused on man) tv commer-

cials "Don't keep down the head,"

budweiser will advise. "We spend

PICK A PAIR PLANNING CALENDAR

JuiH'-Jiih Promotion dates tor 1963 Pick a Paii campaign

Vuuusi Evaluate lesults via reaction of Vnheuser-Busch

Geld pet sonnet and retailer acceptance

ieptember r-valuate sales results

October Recommendations submitted for l

l>M promo-
tion

November f-inal approval foi theme, copv and ait

December t inished artwork submitted

Advance planning for media participation

\ll ideas submitted for legal Bpproval

lasmars Presentation of 1964 plans to annual \nbeuser-

Ehisch sales convention

Vdvance bulletins to selected field personnel

Announcement of media merchandising

ticipation

I ihruar\ Sales promotion tools sent to field pel

and wholesalers

March Vdvance announcement
trade pn

Media merchandising meet

\i>rii Point-of-sale and other p

retailers shipped

Follow-up wh lot

support

M.iN-lnh Promotion dates t.-t |9<
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more dollars on just the bubbles

than any other brewer in America."

All this and more was revealed

in a rousing 20-minutc color film

which was staged with an election-

year motif. The film, which has al-

ready been shown extensively as

part of the Pick a Pair promotion,

introduces the key 1964 slogan

- "That Bud . . . that's beer."

Ray Krings didn't spell it out,

but it was apparent that billboards,

an important participant in Pick a

Pair programs since their incep-

tion, are being de-emphasized this

year for an important advertising

reason: longer copy is required to

sell the factual approach of prod-

uct-superiority, this year's theme.

An especially large delegation of

billboard men were present to help

establish their continuing interest,

despite the 1964 set-back.

John C. Macheca, D'Arcy vice

president and Budweiser account

executive: The nine-week Pick a

Pair campaign is designed to capi-

talize on shopping patterns. Adver-

tising will be heaviest at the start,

with highlights at Memorial Day
and the Fourth of July. For example,

"store-spangled specials'" in 69

newspapers will advertise not only

Bud but also other special items

which arc featured in buy-a-pair

promotions.

Hard-working, tall and affable.

Macheca heads a large Budweiser

account group, including nine re-

gional account executives. They
were all on hand, as were eight

others of D'Arcy's top personnel

(see box on page 28).

Orion P. Burkhart, sales pro-

motion manager of national brands:

In this vital post for only three

months, Burkhardt is a long-time

executive of the brewery and knows
wholesalers and the field intimately.

He contributed these facts:

As a result of Pick a Pair, Bud-

weiser expects to realize 22 percent

of its 1964 sales during May and

June.

As a basic technique, each re-

gional sales manager concentrates

on two key markets in his area

during the campaign, is thus able

to assist directly in those sectojj

that account for 70 percent of

sales.

Good total teamwork is achieve

by giving special incentives

drivers and other wholesaler -

ployes during the campaign.

Well planned as it is, such

comprehensive campaign isn't wit

out regional problems. For

stance, Budweiser can't distribi

its "I like Bud" campaign buttor

in Oklahoma because a currerj

candidate there for the U.S. Ser

ate is called "Bud" — Bud Wilkir

son.

Harry K. Ren fro, D'Arcy vie

president and manager of radic

tv: In a 25-minutc slide-film pre?

entation, Renfro showed example

of merchandising support by stS

tions. This prologued 26 individu;

meetings with station reps fror

9 a.m. to 4 p.m. the second day c

the session. (Magazine and outdoc

reps had a scries of nine similai

meetings the previous afternoon.)

Budweiser makes no secret of th

fact that merchandising support ii

Edmund Bunker, RAB president (center), awarded D'Arcy radio manager Harry Renfro (I) and Anhcuser
Bum It ad manager R. E. Krings at 1 96.^ session for outstanding radio commercial uric
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BUDWEISER'S
NEGRO STATION

BUYS

/
» i a \ \ John \/<'< In ' a

a highly sought commodity. As the

limprcssivc briefings b) client and

afenc) unfolded and as represen-

tative alter representative outlined

what cooperative tie - ins were

planned, it was evident that the

common denominator was mer-

chandising.

Hut Inm do the advertiser and

its agency actual!) obtain it'.'

One method is through careful

advance planning. I lie hot-weather

Pick a Pair thrust doesn't stop July

4 bj an) means at all. Managing
it has become a \ ear-round cycle at

both brewer) and agenc) headquar-

ters \s one campaign ends, another

begins (see calendar on page 2 (H.

Another great help is the

thoroughness of the two-da) brief-

ing sessions \s account supervisor

Machcca puts it: "We consider me-
dia people as partners. B) candid-

ly taking them into our plans m
advance, we win their confidence
- and support." Hard!) a moment

is left vacant at these annual s.iles

meetings

Another big boost comes from

this smart advertiser's media selec-

tion, Budweiser has long been aware

Jof the sales plus that occurs from

buying specialized stations, tor ex-

ample This year, it is placing spots

on 36 stations ( primarily radio)

kith predominant!) Negro audi-

ences, in markets ranging from

KOV\ l iule Rock to Mill I os

MK 1M V S( III 1)1 1 1

MLiiil.i Budweisei Bil

W \t>k

Ml. Mil. 1. i' ton Mol

W\ Kl)

\n guata, Bud sti. »\s s
;

\\ Mil!

Baltimore, 1 ddie Mm i

w 1 BB
Baltimore, Bill) Foxx

WSID
Buffalo, Sp ( >ls

\\ t l (

)

( h.irli stoii. Spnls

\\\'\\

< hattanooga, Spnls

WNOO
< lui ago, Dadd) < 1 Daylie

WAAI
Chicago, Daddj o Da)

\\ \l \(.i Ik- . Spuls

Cincinnati, Spots

\\( |\

( leveland, I a Wright
W \l)(.'

( olumbia, Spuls

WOK
Florence, S.I .. Spi'ls

WYNN
ll. Worth. Spnls

k\OK
Houston. Dadd> Deep

K( OH 1 tno.il

Houston. Dl Show
k^ Ok

Indianapolis, Sill \\ HUils

wol 1

Kansas City, 1)1 ShOW, SpOtS

KPRS
1 ink Rock, Spots

ko\ ^>

Ids tngeles, Spots

kdl 1

Macon, Spnls

WIBB
Miami, Spots

\\ MBM
MOwankee, ( lood 1 ime I x

w \w \ press

Ntn ^ ork. Mercei 1 llington

\M IB

New ^ ork. II. il Jackson
\\ \\ K

1

Ocala, ( Join' Home Show
\\ kos with ( osmo

riiilndilplii.i. k.ic Williams

WD \s

I'hikidilphi:!. I loyd I Bl Man
WHA1

Mttaburgh, S w alter

\\ Wto I M K.iIcpuIi

Kii IhiioikI. Spm-.

\\ \\ I

St I ouis. I nuis I himes

k\l w
lampa. Spnls

W I MP
I anip.i. SpOtS

WYO!
Washington, ( lift Holland 4

WOOK
\\ .ishiiiLilon. Spots

WOOK I \

/>

nil Radio I • B

\ngclcs to W WN \ Milwaul

lair ol its arch-rival, Schlitz I

listing). It also buys Polish n

broadcasts on \\( 1 1
-

1 \ <

plus news and spots on Spanish-

language k( < >k s hi Vntonio,

VVMI1 Miami a\k\ \\ I IB N

'> ork.

( annil) promotion minded. \

gUSl Busch bought tlk Sl I "iiis

( ardinals for his compan) in 19

largel) because he feels "Baseball

has always been good ft I he

brewer) showed yeast) testinc

typical, perhaps, ol its over-all .\d

thinking b) making its $5 mil-

lion "investment" in St I ouis'

( is ic ( 'entei redevelopment >.

tmgent on the Cardinals
1

gettin

satisfactor) leas, for the cent*

new stadium.

At its stait. the Pit ' Pah cam-

paign helped Budweisei m
ahead, last and impressivel) B

recent!) the gap has closed st i

what, showing thai the tvill

tighten It's d( now I

while Budweiser hi

work, so has the competition

sometimes m otl

aging I his year, Budweiser is I.

ing to do its best on two fronts —
Pick a Pah
plus produc the

meantime like the wini ' it

is. its c. lert. future-!

and searching out th
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ADVERTISERS

Advertising, research costs hurt

Noxzema 63 net income

A decrease in net income for

Noxzema Co. in 1963 has been at-

tributed to increased expenditures

in advertising, along with research

and new products, stockholders

were told at the company's annual

meeting.

Sales of the Noxzema Chemical

Co. rose five percent over 1962 to a

record high of $28,518,574, but

net income declined to $1,429,803

from $1,983,374 in 1962.

"Management's planned policy

for increased expenditures during

1963 was dedicated to sound con-

structive growth for the company,

the benefits of which will be re-

flected in future sales and earn-

ings," said Norbert A. Witt, presi-

dent of the company.

Advertising is becoming one of

the largest individual costs of do-

•

• •••••••••••

: "Here

: comes

the

caravan".

And to see—in "living

color" — what that

means for our advertis-

ers, turn to

page 37
of this issue of SPONSOR.

WDSU-TV
CHANNEL 6 • NBC
NEW ORLEANS

ing business, the annual report indi-

cated.

The periodic increases in adver-

tising costs must be taken into ac-

count first, the report said. Nox-
zema must pay more for advertising

every year to reach the same num-
bers of people. Perpetually higher

costs prompt Noxzema constantly

to look for ways to increase effici-

ency. During 1963 the company
used new techniques and judgment

founded on research to compensate

for increased costs.

The second and less obvious an-

swer as to how much to spend for

advertising must consider how in-

dividual products are budgeted,

and what effect a product's budget

may have on company growth and

future earnings, the report noted.

One answer is that individual prod-

uct spending philosophy often re-

lates to the life cycle of a product.

Long-established products such

as Noxzema Skin Cream, generally

require lower advertising ratio to

sales expenditures because of the

consumer awareness and good will

that have developed over the years.

Experience with Skin Cream is near-

ly universal; yet the need to pro-

tect against competitive inroads and

seek new users is always constant.

A growing product, in a sense,

can measure its own future. Nox-
zema Instant Shave is a prime ex-

ample of a product trending up-

ward, constantly alert to new mar-

keting opportunities. In 1963 a test

program was initiated in specific

sales areas to evolve a marketing

strategy for accelerated growth.

Advertising has to overcome con-

sumer lack of information and

awareness of a new product, the

company told stockholders. There

is an "ignorance distance" which

must be bridged between new prod-

uct and consumer. The greater the

distance, the larger the expenditure

necessarj to close the gap of under-

standing.

During the past year, as a means

of making each television dollar

work harder, Noxzema began usi

split-minute commercials. This d
vice combines two Noxzema bram

with the same 60-second commei
rial. While this practice has bee:

the subject of some debate withi

the tv industry, Noxzema feels th

its split-minute commercials are e

ecuted in good taste and combin
the brands which could logically b

associated with each other —
policy which networks favor, the

say. The effect of these split-mini

utes is to permit broader exposur

for each of the participating brand;

than would be available if each wen
to use full-minute commercials.

The largest part of Noxzema ad

vcrtising investments arc made ii,

broadcast media.

Consumer research has showi

that metropolitan areas account fo

a disproportionately high percentagi

of total national volume. Invest

ments in spot tv announcements ii

large metropolitan markets will sup

plement network efforts.

A new advertising manager ii

1963, to assist the vice president

was the first addition to a depart

ment the company expects will grov

to include people able to "super

vise activities in research, medi;

and other phases of advertising."

Network tv programs the com'

pany uses include Mr. Novae, Jail

Pciar, Ben Casey, The Virginian

Hootenany, Jimmy Dean. Spot tv i'

also used, especially for Skin Lotior

and Instant Shave.

Agencies for Noxzema are Dan

,

cer-Fit7gerald-Sample and Sullivan

Stauffer, Colwell & Bavles.

Purex picks up ABC-TV
Dinah Shore seven pack

Purex. via Foote. Cone & Beld

ing. made one of its big investment!

for the upcoming season, signing foi

seven hour-long ABC-TV special:-

with Dinah Shore. Four nighttime

shows will star Miss Shore in a

variety entertainment format: three

daytime programs will see her host-

ing either dramatic or documentary

specials of special interest to wo-

men, a proven plus format for

Purex.

Henry Jaffe will produce all

seven shows. The specials will be

co-sponsored by Seawanee Produc-

tions and Winchester Productions.
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AFA questions FTC
cigarette ad proposals

Powei ol the I ederal I rack Com-
mission to impose arbitrarv eontrols

i,ir advertising 01 labeling ol cig-

arettes 01 an) othei product has

been questioned b) the Advertising

ition ol America. Not only

th( \l \ question that I l(

(regulator) rights, .is authorized In

ress. extend that far, but it

ilso feels such a practice would

'establish .1 dangerous precedent

:tor similai rule-making against an)

tad .ill industry," according to the

trganization's monthl) report.

Dominion offers

dealer tie-in with tv

Dominion I lectric ( 'orp. has an-

lounced a spring promotion in sup-

xvt of the company's network t\

tising during the Mother's

,)ay-June bride selling season.

Appearing on the Today and To-

shows (NBC) for the fourth

onsecutivc year, Dominion appli-

ances will be advertised nationall)

ran April 2" through June 9 As

1 tie-in deal for this period, the

ompan) will offer its dealers .1

rcc Hamilton-< osco bookcase-desk

inh with every purchase ol an as-

lOftment ol 12 Dominion appli-

I he appliances will be

quipped with a special header lea

uring the company's t\ advertis-

sJew Kodak ad director

Waldo B. Potter. Eastman Ko-
l.ik vice president and director of

dvertising, has announced his

>lans to retire Ma\ I. after more

ban 40 years with the company.
le will be succeeded as director

f advertising In V Dexter John-

>n.

, Joining Kodak in 1921, Potter

Rafted out as a market analyst, he-

mic director of advertising oper-

tions in 1943 and director of >u\-

ertising in 1953.

Johnson, who will assume his

^u duties as director ol advertis-

ig next month, is an assistant

president o\ Eastman Kodak
nd has served the company as ad-

ertising manager since 1957 He
•imc to the compan) in 1934 to

charge of general window dis-

J.>li)i\,>n Pott

play advertising. In 1945 he organ

ized and became first supervisoi ol

kodak's regional display depart

ments and assumed responsibility

for the advertising department's

merchandising operations. 1 ndei

his direction, the compain Opened
Ms exhibit centei and Kodak Color-

amas in New York's Grand Central

Station.

Beech-Nut spotlights

baby premium on TV
\ iieu baby food premium from

Beech-Nut I ife Savers is being

promoted in o4 markets with a

heavy 60-second video spot drive

through Benton A: How les.

Promotion continues through
National Baby Week. Apr. 2>-\la\

2. for the plastic toy milk bottle

premium containing spools and

clothespins. Commercials are being

Supported by a direct mail cam-

paign to grocers.

Benton ec Bowles states that this

is one of few times that a heavy spot

t\ schedule has been used in a bain

tood premium campaign.

American, U.S. Tobacco
report earnings healthy

Despite conclusions made some
time ago in I ngland and the I S

that cigarettes are harmful, buying,

selling, and advertising for at lea-;

tWO giant tobacco firms arc going

at a healthy pace.

N • income figures on American
Tobacco Company for the fust

quarter will not be available until

later this month, according to presi-

dent Robert B. Walker. "The trend

Ol our business is such, however,

that I Ao not expect these figures

to be far below last year's for the

same period.'" he added, "c \ e n

though our advertising expenditures

for the first quarter of '64 are higher

than for any other quarter in the

company's history.*
1

1 Be compai that PaTI

Mall continues to • in-

dependent anal. the larj

selin irette in th

I ucky strike account foi

ol all regular-sized

country American 1 dominan
m the 11011 filtei held, but filtci

business continues t<

ing to a company : in, now
represents 16*

I ol sale - compared
to 119! a year aj

In filter brands, < arlton intro-

duced last January, "is enjo; ing

such widespread demand that a,\-

vertising expenditures lot it |

been less than anticipated " Mont-
clair, which achieved national dis-

tribution last war. has "in

excess o| expectations for .1 n

brand.'
1

Dual I alter laiexton con-
tinues to show greater percent

increases than niter cigarettes as a

group, the company reported

Recently, American robacco en-

tered the little cigar market with

Roi-Tan Filter I ip Little ( igars.

While American is best known for

its cigarettes, it has a cigar sales

Volume in excess ol $50 million a

>ear. it is reported.

Business is also going well for

I s robacco, the company an-

nounced at a recent Stockholders
meeting.

Accomplishments oi the c im-

pany during 1963, including in-

creased earnings, continued pre-

eminence in the snuff field and
more complete integration ol ac-

quisitions were noted by I OUl's v
.

Bantle, president.

Bantle said these factors, com
bined with successful introduction

of new tobacco, specialty \ooA^ and
writing instruments products
factual support to his belief that the

"year ahead should be one of in-

creased revenue and progress
"

I he report pointed out that

earnings increased

common share in 1963, with con-

solidated net e.irnn

096, 01 $2 05 :•

comparison

per share, in 1962 S off

fractionally during I9( ling

2,931, in

959 the pr.

Advertising agencies foi

cm I obacco SSt A B I

and BBf> I V
bacco West, Weil

D( S&S
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AGENCIES

Agencies choose tv

for intro of

new wrinkle-

Heiene Curtis and Coty are now out with lotions;

Revlon, Hazel Bishop, Max Factor to appear soon.

Hazel Bishop exec says market could hit $100 million

MAJOR CAMPAIGN lor new Line

Away, Coty's entry into a po-

tentially hot market in women's

cosmetics, was launched this month

by West, Weir & Bartel. Tv is in

lor 75 percent of the approximate

$l million annual budget on the

product designed to relieve the

age-old and old-age problem of

wrinkles.

Tv might well turn out to be

the battleground. Not only is Coty

using tv, but so is Heiene Curtis,

the only other company with a

wrinkle lotion actually selling in

the market. Heiene Curtis intro-

duced its product in February, says

sales are very, very good. Coty

opened national sales the first of

this month, tv advertising two weeks

ago.

Hazel Bishop, Revlon and Max
Factor have also made plans to en-

ter the field and might very well use

t\. There have been rumors about

still others.

II only 5 percent oi the women
in the U.S. over 30 use the product.

wrinkle-covering lotions could grow
into a SI 00 million market, accord-

ing to an executive at Ha/el Bishop.

Expenditures lor Heiene Curtis

out of I II. Weiss. Chicago, have

been estimated at S3.N to $5 mil-

lion. "We don't really know our-

selves. It depends upon acceptance

of the product, plans of our com-
petition and several other factors,"

says William McCartney, product

manager, during the introduction

of Heiene Curtis' Magic Secret. I he

companj has ahead} spent over a

million dollars in advertising the

product, however, he indicated.

Magic Secret is being introduced

on both network tv and print, with

more than half of the budget in tv.

All the networks are being used.

About twelve to fourteen programs

are on the list, including Monday
Night at the Movies, Saturday Night

at the Movies, Ben Casey, and Es-

pionage.

In contrast, Coty is using spot

tv in something near 50 markets,

about one-third daytime and two-

thirds nighttime. The exact mar-

kets were not disclosed, but they

do cover about 66 percent o\' all

unduplicated tv homes, it was said.

About two to five stations are be-

ing used in a market, seven to ten

commercials a week on each.

Helen Curtis began test-market-

ing its product in February in four

cities, including St. Louis and Min-

neapolis. Coty, which joined forces

with the pharmaceutical firm of

Charles Pfizer & Co.. its parent

organization, since the beginning of

the \ear. tested only in the labora-

tories.

Re\ Ion's wrinkle-smoothing prod-

uct being introduced through Grey,

is slated for introduction in May,
as is Max Factor's product. Its en-

trv will be welcomed, at least bv

Heiene Curtis. McCartney feels

Revlon would give the product a lot

of advertising and help expand the

market as a whole. Being a new
product, there is a great deal of

explaining to do.

Revlon savs it will not go all out

Coty tv commercials and three-minut

demonstration shown in the window o

Fifth Avenue offices attract groups o\

viewers.

advertising the product, however, hi

1961 Revlon bought Eterna 2"

which it claims will help six ou

of ten women get rid of wrinkle

in 40 days.

It was pointed out that sonu

women have reservations about thi

product because it is new and ;

bit mysterious. Cot) makes sun

that their advertising is reassuring

Product is made of natural ma-

terials and contains no hormones 01

drugs, the company says.

Time magazine points out tha

over the years wrinkle preparation-

have been concocted from vaJ

incense, ale. bread, synthetic oils

turtle oils and placenta extracts, bu

the latest lotions are made Iron

the proteins in cows' blood.

As the lotions evaporate on tin

skin they leave a film which fill-

in wrinkles and tightens the skii

around them, making the wrinkle!

seem to disappear. The protein usee

in the lotions was reportedly de
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mmercials were nnuL- at Videotape

nter, feature demonstration of how
duct tnki n . n,

1 1. s. <• r« tun t at

right.

.loped (.luring World War II as a

esiblc emergency substitute for

uman blood. I his idea has been

Bearded, but the protein is now

^d to dilute human blood when

Etermining its t> pe.

Isolating the protein from the

Ao*.\\ is said to be .1 pains-

kinc and costlj process. I he lo-

on made thereof must be bottled

tder extremel) sterile conditions.

W ilson & ( i' supplies Hazel

ishop with the cows' blood; \i

ou & Co. supplies Helene Curtis.

ibon s.i\s it Likes l.ooo head of

ittle to provide enough raw ma-
nal for 500.000 one-fifth ounce
'ttles of Sudden Change (name of

B's product).

Cot) describes its I inc Away,
pical of all the similar products

rating out, as a elear protein lo-

'n that goes on in seconds, needs

ily two or three minutes to take

feet, and lasts up to five hours

more I he wearer needs only dab

tgenc) mill production personnel r,ml\ tlu model for thootin I

important, <n the different in th, wrinkles mul toothing of wrinkles must thi

clearly on t\ screen

Model gets ready t<> put on drops of Coty's line iwa) formula, with clock on the

screen .;/ 0:00. Camera is on ilu '<« t tin entire three minutes nt

to take place.

When time o> up. <; one-minute < omnnn ml is made from three min
condensing the effects through animation Her<

applied to left eye only.



on a few drops of the product.

Alter a period of time the effect

can be renewed by using a little

water. The clear, colorless liquid

is applied to skin that has been

freshly and thoroughly cleansed.

During the few minutes the

product needs to take effect, the

lace should be in complete repose.

for the lotion must be allowed to

form a smooth unbroken new sur-

face over the wrinkles to make

them disappear. This new surface,

Coty claims, has a beneficial effect

of its own, for in addition to

smoothing away lines, it forms a

protective barrier that helps to re-

tain the skin's natural moisture.

Those who wrinkle their eyes or

make lively use of their facial

muscles in animated conversation,

may become aware of a little flak-

ing as the hours go by. If this

occurs, a drop of water renews the

holding action. A new application

of the lotion applied two or three

times a day maintains the "wrinkle-

free illusion."

Prices of the products entering

the competition vary somewhat.

Coty's Line Away, Helenc Curtis'

Magic Secret and Max Factor's

product will sell for $5. Max Fac-

tor has an introductory offer of

$3.95, however. Revlon's product

will cost $4.50. Hazel Bishop has

the economy entry, to sell for

$2.95.

It has been published that the

product costs peanuts to produce,

and therefore is slated for ex-

tremely high prices on the market.

Product managers interviewed by

Sponsor refute this idea. McCart-

ney, speaking for Helene Curtis,

says it is one of the highest costing

products to produce, and the margin

oi profit is below average for cos-

metic products.

I he importance of everyone hav-

ing a good product is stressed by

McCartney. If a woman tries and

it doesn't work, she may not try

others ami throw out the whole

idea of wrinkle-smoothing lotions.

McCartnej sa\s he has sampled

batches of competitors' lotions and

the\ do not all work. "It is possible

that they rushed the product during

its production at times." he sa\s.

"If that happens the lotion is just

not effective. It can't be rushed."

Market for the product is women

between the ages of 35 and 60, or

about 44 percent of all the women
in the United States. The potential

number of female buyers would be

near 42 million. This general!)

follows the population line, accord-

ing to Bob Decker, associate media

director at WW&B, handling buys

for the Coty product.

Decker felt that tv was a must

for introducing the product. It not

only is exciting but reaches the

women quickly and efficiently. Pro-

grams could be selected that reach

primarily women in the desired age

group. He also mentioned demon-
stration. The Line Away commer-
cials are 100 percent demonstra-

tion.

Produced at the Videotape Cen-

ter in New York, they cover the

three-minute period from applica-

tion to the time the effects begin

to show. The actual commercial

is only one-minute, but animation

was used to speed-up the change.

For Helene Curtis, the process

took about nine minutes in front

of the cameras. Then one-minute

was extracted. The whole nine

minutes were kept on file, however.

The success of the wrinkle prep-

arations will depend on their recep-

tion these first few months. Unfor-

tunately, if April showers bring

May flowers, they also wash away
the wrinkle lotions.

Bozell & Jacobs
opens Phoenix office

Bozelle & Jacobs Advertising

Agency has announced the opening

of an office in Phoenix. Headquar-

ters in Omaha.
B&J now has 14

offices across

the country, in-

cluding New
York, Chicago,

Los Angeles,

and Washing-

ton. D.C.

A member of

the 4A's. the

agency o f f e r s

marketing, creative, research, med-
ia, merchandising, and public rela-

tions counsel to national, regional.

and loeal accounts.

Manager of the Phoenix office

is E. Thomas Morrow. Mor-
row brings to Phoenix 10 years of

Wolf

Morrow

experience in agency management
account service, and creative worf

on such accounts as Northern Natuii

al Gas Co., United Gas Co., Mutual

of Omaha, United Omaha, Fail]

mont Foods Co., Storz Brewing Co.

Northwestern Bell Telephone Co]

and various financial advertisers.

Henry C. Richter is creativl

director and account executive]

Richter has most recently operj

ated his own agency in Phoenixl

serving a number of local accountsj

Wolf named senior v. p.

by Lennen &. Newell
George Woll

has been nameJ

a senior vial

president ol

Lennen & New|

ell.

A vice presil

dent and direel

tor of commerj

cial production

at the agenc)|

since 19621
Wolf first joined the agency ill

1960 as a tv program supervisor!

Prior to that he had been vica

president for radio/tv at Ruthl

rauff and Ryan, and had held ex]

ecutive positions at Geyer Advertis

ing and Foote, Cone & Belding.

McCann selects Lome
as European manager

Peter Lome, currently managinjl

director of McCann-Erickson Adf
vertising, Ltd., London, has been se

lectcd as regional executive for Mc-j

Cann-Erickson offices throughout

Europe.

Lome has also been appointee

chairman of the board of the Lon-j

don company. His place as nian-l

aying director is being taken b)j

Frank Brickman, previously ad
sistant managing director. LorOfl

joined McCann-Erickson in 1954

as director of marketing after 1'

years with Alfred Bird & Son Lim-j

ited. the British Division of Genera

Foods Corp.. where he was gen-J

era] sales manager and executive

member of the General Foods niar-j

keting committee. He was appoint-

ed director o<i the London agency

in 1955, assistant managing di-

rector in 1957. managing director

in I960.
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"Here comes the Caravan!
//



And then...
during a week-long salute to their community

on WDSU-TV, the townspeople see themselves

as the tapes are played back.

They see the interview with their mav;

Civic leaders tell their plans

Their women leaders chat with

WDSU personalities...

The kids see themselves.

This builds station lo

you cannot measure. Beca

with television— it's not only

far you go— but how cloj

you are to your Peo

WDSU-TV Channel 6

NBC in New Orlear

Represented b\

•



IUgencies

Kenyon & Eckhardt, CPV make

i
international agreement

Kenyon & I ckhardl and ( olman

Mentis & Varlcy, .1 large intcrna-

lion.il agency headquartered in 1 on-

ion, have made .1 joint agreement to

cquire minority holdings in each

hcr's agency and work together

combination offices around

Ihe world.

KM . now billing about $95 mil-

nn. has offices in 10 foreign coun-

Bs; ( l'\ . billing about $5 I mil-

has offices in 17 countries.

>l the offices which overlap

ill cither be combined or work sep-

Details have not been

rorked out.

Reportedly, the "minoritj inter-

est" means about 20 to 30 percent

juisition, KM holding a larger

atercst in CPV than CPV holds in

Ihe agreement, not actual!)

Bsidered a merger, is perhaps the

st time two agencies have agreed

work together on a world-wide

ms It has often been done in sin-

markets.

Effective immediately, the agree-

nent means that some agency per-

sonnel from KM will be going to

I ondon, but otherwise personnel in

the different agencies will remain

the same, perhaps meaning only the

addition ol a lew new people hired

at the loeal level. Mans ol the agen-

cy names will be changed to reflect

the financial ties. ,i spokesman foi

the two firms said.

( onsidering the combined billings

oi the two agencies, the operation is

the third largest overseas advertis-

ing complex.

Dr. I). E. Stewart. KM presi-

dent. and \ N ( \arlev. ( P\

board chairman, made the following

joint announcement:
"We have been concerned with

rightfully positioning our agencies

among the world leaders ol inter-

national advertising and also with

injecting into our overseas opera-

tions the best ol two worlds

—

American-British expertise com-
bined with the knowledge ol the

specific requirements of local mar-

kets.

"
1 his task has been accomplished

K n a / . khardt and Colman Prenlii A Varies a <i
••

) i>rk this month, l.-r (sealed} l \ ( l ..

r .(/'i />.. a ( Stewart K.\l president; (standing) /> J W CPV,
Con, jiunt managing director, ( l'\ (..,. .. l< K,\l 1 P

bj financial an
KM i* acquiring a min
m ( l'\ and

and ( l'\ will ha.

spondir ~t in KM While

overseas offic ials w ill

arately where approprial

jointly where advisable, KM
1 S \ and CPV-l K will continue
as independently managed >..>m

panies, the announcement said

I he joint offices include the i«'l

lowing countries B< Igjum 1
1

( iermany, Italy, Spain, Switzerland,

1 K Iran. ( olumbia, ( ink \

zuela, Mexico, Guatemala, Panama,
Nicaragua, lamaica and 1 rinidad.

Other I uropean countries, plus

Australia and Japan, are among the

next targets

Statistics on Negroes
available to agency men

I he I nited states Department ol

( ommerce has issued a "Subj
Guide to I960 ( ensus Data tor the

population.'
1

Ihe guide brings into one place

information on Negro population,

the geographic areas for which they

are presented, and the name ol the

specific report m which they nave
been printed.

Information on the Negro popu-
lation is available in varying detail

lor the l s
. st.ues. cities, counties,

and standard metropolitan statisti-

cal areas [opics coured include

total population counts, age, si

ol birth, number oi vears ol school
completed, information on fami-

lies, employment, occupations, and
income Ihe report is available

through the Bureau Ol ( ensus

Marplan. SCI. Infoplan
consolidate in Chicago

Marplan, SCI and Infoplan will

consolidate their Chicago operations

m a combined headquarters

"Ihe move will enable the three

companies to offer complete com-
munications services in market re-

rch, sales promotion, and pub-

lic relations to midwest clients from
one centralized location

to J. Irank Cnldav. president

parent organization, Commun
tions Affih.r

M
.

. rs of the thl

tions are lames J Brennj

plan. Jerrx \ si \

I Rhoads, Infoplan.
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Gardner holds art exhibit

lillll!IIHIIIIIII

FLORIDA'S rd MARKET

tuned in

\WESUTV
FLORIDA'S
CHANNEL

REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

^ORLANDO • DAYTONA • CAPE KENNEDY

Robert Neunreiter, media estimator at Gardner Advertising, shows
William Spencer, executive vice president, the photograph he entered
in the agency's first annual art exhibit. Art directors, other staff mem-
bers and their families exhibited 108 paintings, photographs and
sculpture. Neunreiter's color photograph of a speeding car won a
special merit award from the judge, Fred Conway, artist and instructor.

^IlllllllllUlllillllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli IIIIIIHIIIII III llllllllllW

College seniors visit

advertisers, agencies

Last week 110 college seniors

from all over the United States took

a behind-the-scenes visit to major

advertisers, agencies and media.

As part of the 14th annual Inside

Advertising/Marketing Week, the

program is designed to create an ac-

curate picture of advertising and

marketing as it is today, and to cor-

rect some of the distortions the in-

dustry has suffered on the college

campus, according to R. Steele

Sherratt, chairman of the event.

The program is sponsored by the

Advertising Club of New York and

the Advertising Women of New
York Foundation.

The program includes presenta-

tions by Benton & Bowles, McCann-
Erickson. Univac division of Spcrry

Rand, McGraw-Hill. United Air-

lines and Colgate-Palmolive, among
others.

Coleman-Parr creates
executive plans board

Coleman-Parr, Inc.. a western

advertising agency billing in excess

of $6 million, has created an execu-

tive plans board to direct agencj

policy.

Chief task of the new board will

be to coordinate over-all agency

activities and direct all sales plan'

ning on a national basis, accordin

to Charles H. Parr, Sr.. president

"My commitment to clients acros

the nation have required my ab

sence from the agency frequently,

say Parr. "Formation of this plan

ning board will enable the group tj

direct policy and make major de

cisions on a continuing basis." h

says.

Hoyt uses Fair stamps
for promotion idea

Letters in specially designed en

velopes commemorating the openin

of the World's Fair were sent t

prospective clients last week b

Charles W. Hoyt Co. The enveloped

bearing the new stamp, were can

celed on the first day of issue an

mailed from the model post offic

at the Fair.

Inside was a message telling hov

the Hoyt agency put "planned Rd

vertising to work" for one of tli

Fair's exhibitors. Burnham & Motj

rill, makers of B&M Brick Ove

Bake Beans and other products.

The agency supervised the dc

sign and construction of a walk-i

bean pot exhibit. The bean pot ir

corporates the spirit of the V
England flavored radio campaigl

prepared by Hoyt.
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IME Buying and Selling

ob switching— media's
worsening malady

ck of full knowledge about future opportunities

els "needless shifts" from one agency to another.

let the facts before moving, advises K&E mediaman

\ 1 awrence ('. Claypool

1 > 1 1 1 1 (or.

rayon & Kckhardt, Chicago

\i 10 \\ ii k a number o\ young

people come to me looking tor

rs in advertising. Yet their

derstanding of the business runs

s gamut from the Hucksterisfa

.'I the '30s and '40s to the

Mttrenct ( Claypool joined Ken-
it A Eckhardi, Chicago, as media

in 1963. Hi came to tin-

wptcy from J Walter Thompson,
tince I960, In- had been

\uper\ isor on the K ..

Oscar Mayer and Helene
~urti\ accounts, among others, II,

irst entered advertising via Fathom-
.air,l\ print production department,
nd later was in charge of all the
|tfU \ \ ,;. ( OUnt u r\ ict Jilt:.

'meter X Gamble products. N

<uentl\. he became media manager
nr a variety of accounts, including
'arkrr Pen, General Mills, Ovaltine
md Libby. Claypool was graduated
rom the University i>t Illinois, where
l< majored in journalism.

more realistic Madison Avenue
i s \

Perhaps the fiction-written past

and present has attracted them.

Maybe it's the cocktail conversa-

tion at various gatherings, or per-

haps it's the college courses. What-
ever it is. our image is far-reaching

But the honest facts escape

them. They seem not to know that

the life-blood of advertising is

pumped through the ^ales chart ol

our clients — that ours is a busi-

ness of buying and selling — tie-

pendent solel) on the jingle of the

cash register or the scratching ol

the purchasing agent's pen. It's not

fun and games. But the) learn fast.

However, from the diversity ot

opinions on advertising eomes one

o\ the basic attractions: the busi-

ness is eomposed of main person-

ality extremes, each being attracted

for different reasons, each contrib-

uting his or her traits mw\ views.

I he days ft t!

gone. We bom ha>

and Indian chid W
the wild individualist and th

lust a\u\ theor) last anal'. si I

goals ale QOl th

Once th .\o\

vertising and i

part problem develo|

them to stay m the business, and

then, specifically, t<> staj with yi

company
Media seems i<< be a:;

it tunun i

\ become estimators hen

seurr\ to ( as assistant buyers, OH
to I) as tulltledged ones, then

teet to I as supervisors (complete

with all the confidential informa-

tion tiles ot client \ dating from

the (ireat Wall o\ (lima \o I"

Like salmon and their cycle, the

battle upstream is almost oi

complete, depending on the in-

dividual's goal.

\iul. like the salmon, man) do

not make it. Not that most could

not. but tor a \anet\ ot reasons

the) do not. lor example:

1. I he various media snatch

prospeets into sales

2. I he> join the ranks of the

young, eager aeeount (

lives

I he glitter ot advertising was
fools' gold, so he or she

becomes a rich man.

man. beggar man. thiel N
in advertising Maybe not

even in a related field

I hese three, plus the job-skip-

ping between agenc) media dep

mentS, make up an expen

Some of th,- youngei K,\l ( >J media executives U <n
K vie, R Fans, i I >ley, J Blackman, H Wagnuson ami I r

"TiiTf I I
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problem. Let's look at them more

clearly.

In the case of the hopper, was

it necessary? Usually not. But that

person left for several reasons:

Money. Usually around $2 to

3,000 more a year. But it's a

two-way street. Management
shouldn't be blackjacked into meet-

ing the raise, or maybe not even

a small portion. However, they

should realize the investment they

have, and it usually happens that

to get a man of equal experience

costs more than the present salary

level of the deserter. The person

leaving should realize that he, too,

has an investment with the com-

pany — the time it takes to become
known to his associates — to be-

come a known quantity, which at

times can be more important to

his future than money.

Opportunity. The job switch

may be purely a lateral move, and

the responsibility with the new
agency is the same as with the old.

However, he feels the opportunity

for advancement will occur more

quickly than at his present agency.

Ideally, the employee should con-

sult management before leaving so

that he can see what's in store. In

many cases, opportunities at the

present agency are greater than

imagined.

Advancement. Here the move
is not lateral but one peg up. And,

as in the preceding paragraph,

management should be consulted

to see what is around the corner.

Challenge. Now the job hunt-

er is shifting not necessarily for

any of the above three reasons, but

for a more difficult one for man-
agement to combat. Everything

may be the same at the new firm,

but the position is more challeng-

ing, requiring more responsibility

and creativity. Or, this can be a

tool of management — the em-

ployee may stay for the same rea-

son. Perhaps a new job can be al-

lotcd which furthers the employee's

experience or training while it

helps the agency and client by im-

proving the service.

The next three factors require

different reasoning and persuasion.

The shift to sales, account work,

or moving out of the business en-

tirely are obviously not in the same

lllllllllllllllilllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

GENE HOBICORN:
specialized 'pitfalls'

"Specialization in buying is often

limiting in that the timebuyer does

not get enough all-media exposure.

The specialist knows his markets

and can quickly execute his buys,

but often he may not know how
this relates to the entire media pic-

ture," says Gene Hobicorn, all-

media buyer on Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather's General Foods (regular

Maxwell House Coifee and other

products) account.

"The buyer's abilities are limited

because of his bias toward one
medium," continues Gene, "leaving

him a professional, but only within

his specific area. To circumvent

this, the buyer should strive for an

all-media background through at-

tending seminars, developing and

maintaining contacts with others

in the industry, reading trade books

and any other avenues open to him

to add to his media knowledge."

Gene joined OBM in August

1963, after a one-year stint as time-

buyer at JWT on Liggett & Myers'

L&M and Chesterfield cigarette ac-

counts. He first entered advertising

vein as the preceding discussion.

The end result, however, is worse.

The person is lost not only to the

agency, but to the media field or

industry entirely.

In many cases the move is made
without adequate knowledge. The
sales or account end may sound

more glamorous; thus an emo-
tional, not rational, decision is

made. And there arc many pitfalls

and pratfalls hidden beneath the

underbrush. The young person can-

not be expected to have insight

into a situation that comes only

with experience. Once all the facts

are known, a choice can be made
intelligently. And the facts should

come not only from the prospective

new employer but also from the

present one.

It can't be emphasized enough

that the employer-employee rela-

tionship should be on a personal

basis. Never forget that this is a

business of people, and the onl\

products are ideas. Guiding, teach-

as a media analyst with BBDO i

1960, later becoming an assistar

buyer for numerous accounts, ui

eluding Schaefer Beer, N. Y. Tele

phone, du Pont and B. F. Goodricl

Born in Brooklyn, where he live

with his wife and their 18-montli

old daughter, Gene graduated fror

CCNY in I960 with a BBA degre

in advertising. Among his hobbie?

he is an avid amateur photogra

pher, and a sports enthusiast.

T
ing and encouraging bright youn,

people to stay in advertising i

paramount, and media come

second.

And the only way this can b

done is to communicate. Convei

sations between employer and em

ployee have been known to solv

any kind of problem and can en

courage any amount of success.

After all the talking is done, s

down with a sheet of paper an

make two columns: pros and com

Weigh everything yourself and jfC

may not find the grass is greener. •

R. J. Reynolds buys
heavy Spanish TV sked

Spanish language television an

uhf both received a shot in the arr

with R. J. Reynolds' purchase of I

one-minute spots per week

KMEX-TV Los Angeles an«

KW HX-TV San Antonio. Rene An

selmo, executive v. p. of the Spanis

International Network and V
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tirk representative of the outlets,

Loofirmed the 52 week sale, con

ders a .1 majoi breakthrough for

ll-lall'.'ll.l'V l\ RC> Mollis In

he first tobacco company to entci

be s|\ client I i-.t

f?ep appointments

tvery-Knodel has been named

Utionul s .1 Ic s representative foi

Ll\l Dallas WFYI Garden

ii\. \ Y. h.is designated Roger

i)*( onnor its national reprcsenta-

(,rant Webb has been

Ippointed In Laredo's K\()/
ivc national station represen-

. . kill Shreveport, has

Lamed I l-K Representatives its ex-

clusive national spot sales represen-

ptivc John Blair is the outgoing

entativc foi Kl I I

Ehlers Coffee spots
Drew in N. Y. market

The largest local spot radio cam-

>aign in the historj of Albert Ehl-

is. Inc., has begun in the Nev
rork market for Ehlers Coffee,

hrough Co-Ordinated Marketing

cy.
1

During the next 12 months, more
Man 2.400 spins, valued at ovei

; 1 50,000, arc scheduled on WNB<
Lnd WOR. I he WNB< spots are

Mimaril\ slated for news shows and

\ill also include two commercials

vr da) on the Big H ilson Shew.

Peter & Mary Show. John

Gambling, Martha Deane and

> tie I ran* is programs are among
he WOR shows slated tor the 77-

old coffee producer.

Mew cigarette lights

jp with tv spot debut

American lobaeco. through Sul-

ivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles,

s using tv spots in Indianapolis and
> as part of a promotion for

irm's new Halt and Halt tiller cig-

Tobacco is same Half and Hall

nixturc as in the pipe tobacco

)lend of the same name, that ac-

ounts for an estimated 10 percent

tional sales.

1 - 10 and 20-second spots are

tinning in conjunction with a heavy

Tint campaign. Additional markets

naj be added in the near future

>n a regional basis.

Color film highlights station promo

\i» \ork Iliilon WM (lu sit in of WBAM1 Ft W ortli-D.ill.is

IiiikIhoii till' Inr 6(10 ad aniiio. BCtWOfft and other IndustT) leaden.

I liuiih'jhi was a soiiiid-on-t i In i color presentation ol the lixas station's

market, tmoag those attending were il-n l. I. Stefeosoo, marketing

rice president of ( on Products, V&K's associate media director [swam
Lynch, Raj Joins, raperrisor, spot coonUnathm unit, and Georgi < ,

( ;isikHim. rice presldenl for h at Peters, (.ritiin. Woodward, stattoa

representarJres, which co-hosted affair ** i t ti National vdis Representa-
In is.

HOW
CAN
YOU

SOUND

ON RADIO?

Get a great jingle, that's how. From
Studio Ten Productions.

Studio Ten is new. and young, and
vigorous. Studio Ten has an outstand-

ingly creative talent team. Studio Ten has

really big facilities. Plus the best equip-

ment in the business.

Studio Ten is already gaining an enviable

reputation for reliability.

Tear out this page, send it to Studio Ten.

and you'll get your very own jingleman

by return mail. No obligation, except to

listen to him for five minutes.

We'd like your business. How about i

STUDIO TEN PRODUCTIONS
J. EXCHANGE BANK BLDG D'I SUITE J
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TV MEDIA

Cookies go to Europe
for live-on-tape sell

Stella D'Oro, first American company to explore

use of on-location video tape in Europe, finds

satisfaction with line standards and dollar results

THE ARTISTIC AND FINANCIAL

benefits of filming abroad are

an old story on Madison Avenue,

which has often traveled to the

Champs Elysees and Via Veneto to

make commercials. But the Old

World as an on-location site and

technical source for video taped

commercials is a brave new world

for American admen.

One would expect the initial foray

to be made by a Standard Oil or a

P&G. In fact, it is Stella D'Oro, a

small New York-based baker of

"Continental" cookies with dis-

tribution in 35 markets, which, in

looking for a fresh way to woo the

American housewife, has become

the first American company to ex-

plore the use of on-location produc-

tion of European video tape com-

mercials for stateside consumption.

"We were after commercials

with mood, romance, charm, feel-

ing." said Murray Firestone, pres-

ident of Stella D'Oro's Philadelphia

agency, Firestone - Rosen. "We

wanted a documentary atmosphere

of realism and believability.*'

Since the 35 to 40 products in the

Stella D'Oro line have an Italian

•flavor," all the campaign's crea-

tive ingredients called for the life-

like quality of tape and the atmos-

phere of on-location European pro-

duction. So - Firestone created a

series of six 60-second soft-sell.

whimsical spots, lined up one o\'

the veterans of the tape business,

freelance producer Nat Eisenberg.

and set out to gel his commercials

produced.

Although tape has been around

for some seven years on this side

o\ the Atlantic and is by now an

established institution with most

national and regional advertisers,

its use in Europe has been rather

limited. Tight government regula-

tions and the scarcity of commer-
cial tv time have already spiraled

commercial-production costs sky

high, inhibiting any extensive ex-

perimentation with tape. And as

far as the U.S. advertiser is con-

cerned, there is the complication

of differing line standards, the un-

predictability of an on-location

tape job 4,000 miles away from

home. Firestone-Rosen — which

used to be W. B. Doner — wasn't

put off. It focused its transatlantic

sites on the one non-government-

controlled outfit on the Continent

equipped to tape on-location com-

Lighting director Hill Knight make*, pre-

lighting adjustments for Lady Stella

Assortment spot, while Eisenberg sneaks

20 winks from typical 12-hour taping

day

mercials to U.S. technical sta:

ards — InterTel.

InterTel, was formed in

Spring of 1961 with a backbone

Americans who had been abro

with Intercontinental Television,

now-defunct group, which

among other things, the Ed Sulliv,

Show in Moscow and Dave G
roway in Paris. Under the helm

president Erik Hazelhoff, Inter'

has grown into a gTOup of "int

related" production companies

eight countries around the wor
Film production is still the bv

and-butter part of its business,

cording to Hazelhoff, who figu

that for every foot of tape, Int

Tel produces three feet of fi

It has done a great deal of fi

work, both programs and com
cials, for U.S. advertisers and n

works. In the taped program an

it's well known for its work

France, Sweden, Denmark. Be

gium, and Austria for NBC's /

temational Showtime, ABC-T
Wide World of Sports, and. mo
recently, the Winter Olympics fro;

Innsbruck. But the six Stella D'Oi

spots, which were shot last Decent

ber and hit U.S. tv screens Marc

30 in 12 major markets, represei

InterTel's maiden venture in vide!

taped commercials for U.S. airir

(though it subsequently taped

few billboards for Schlitz, via Le

Burnett, for use in its sponsorshi

of the Olympics).

"We're just getting into

stride with video tape commercii

for U.S. advertisers." said Haze

hoff, predicting "a sizable break i

the dam toward Europe for tape

commercials" now that Amei

ican admen have discovered th;

a reliable and technically skille

tape operation exists over then

If he's correct. InterTel will b

right there ready to handle th

overflow of business. As Hazel

hoff sees it, his group has fou

distinct advantages for the U.S

adman in Europe that no othe

existent outfit has:

( 1) As noted, it's the onl) pi

vate mobile video tape company

Europe whose equipment will Wi

on any of the recognized line st

ards. A mere flick of a switch

lows InterTel to tape to the I

technical requirement of 525 lin

the European requirement of 625

or the British (which will soon

ize

L i
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(doverted to conform with the km
t Europe) in s lines.

Its tn 11 It i linen. il crcv* in

links several \mcricans, .ill ol

mom have worked extensively in

ooimerieals and program produc-

oo m tins country and are fam-

iih i s commercials tech-

iqucs I quail) important, there's

o language problem in working

ith I s producers and agencies.

It maintains offices in \m
terdam, Brussels, Buenos \ires.

London, Madrid. Munich. Paris,

nd New > ork, offering unique

iternatuMi.il mobility

.

(4 1 It boasts the "most complete

idvanced four-camera two-

unpex mobile unit on the Conti-

vnt and .mother in Britain, built

\ Marconi to meet Inter I el's re-

uirement th.it it accommodate all

quipment normally associated with

n equivalent comprehensive studio

II a did this "lust" lor Inter I el

ork out? I irestone and Eisenberg

nothing but praise for the

ition And skill with which

nc Inter lei crew, handled the job,

'hieh had its quota of usual and

not-so-usual on-location tape

reduction headaches. The mobil-

\ of the equipment allowed the

lella D'Oro people to tape five

>rul spots in Milan in four

ind one spot in Munich in

mi Jays, i I he mixing and editing

MC done later at Videotape Pro-

's in New York.) And.

Jded Firestone, "We would have

ad to spend much more money
ser here to duplicate the same
mosphere we got abroad."

I there were some second

mights and home-sick glances

the Atlantic. I isenberg rem-

i fondly, they'd have to he

talked up to acts-of-god and

es of antiquity.

"I uuess the first pang came on

st day out taping. It never

m Milan — or so we
might. But that first day we might

ist .is well have been in Alaska,

uckily. Murray Firestone is fast

id flexible. He rewrote the open-

Come to sunny Italy Kir a

Mt — oops, wrong time of year

- but no matter when, you can
op at a famous cafe for some hot

\prcsso and continental cookies.'),

taking the best of some bad

.r and adding a special touch

whmis\ to this commercial."

'SnoM blanketed thi I' /' >\t day <>ut shooting. link,

I irestont is lint and flexible, even 4,000 miles from Philadelphi n
<<l't IV.'

Hi hi':.' Milan restaurants until we found ' I

thol is a classic illustration of why Stella /> '
' I "'

could m \ i r iii hit i <• tlu\ same atmosphere and realism in a

Mobility of the Intirlil operation made u possibh
restaurant final spot m th :>n- commercial foi I h chel.



"The restaurant we'd selected

tor the Broadsticks spot was built

over a charming, mid-European
canal which, we discovered at the

latest possible minute, wouldn't

support [nterTel's multi-ton mobile

trucks," Eisenberg continued. "We
had to wait until all normal traf-

fic was quiet, so we shot this one

between midnight and 5 a.m. For
the Customs scene in another spot,

we finally found a uniformed air-

port official with a beautiful Ital-

ian face — great mustache — and

spent an hour rehearsing him. In

the three minutes it took me to get

from the airport to the tape truck,

the Customs boys yanked him (it

turned out he was an Immigrations

officer) and substituted one of their

own in the Interests of reality'/'

But Italian temperament aside,

Eisenberg — whose extensive tape

background includes directing for

CBS, NBC, and numerous agen-

cies, management of Elliot, Ungcr
& Elliot's tape division, and his

own tape production house, Gen-
eral Television Network — be-

lieves with Firestone and Hazel-

hoff that the use of on-location tape

in Europe is the hottest area of

creative expansion now available

to American admen.

Carino, 2 others get
Storer v. p. stripes

Lawrence M. Carino, general

manager of WJBK-TV Detroit.

Harry A. Steensen, company trea-

surer, and Abiah Church, attorney

and assistant secretary, were all

elected vice presidents of Storer

Broadcasting at April board meet-

ing. A. W. Mueller, budget director,

was named assistant treasurer.

Having joined Storer in '61 as

general manager of the Detroit tv

operation. Carino was previously

general manager of WWL-TV New
Orleans. He began his broadcasting

career in l
lM4 as a page with ABC,

was subsequently general manager

for the KIN I stations in Tacoma.
Steensen. treasurer of Storer

since l

(>54. joined the company in

1934 as comptroller. Church has

been a member of the Storer or-

ganization since 1954 ami assistant

secretary since 1^58. He joined

Storer after more than four years

as staff attorney for the NAB.
Mueller joined Storer in l

()61.

48

Pay-tv battle rages

Pay-tv—painted recently in Chi-

cago as an ominous and imminent

threat to free television—is fighting

for its life on the west coast. Both

pro and con camps are furiously

marshalling forces. At the center of

the controversy is veteran adman
Pat Weaver's Subscription Televis-

ion which, if Weaver's plans pro-

ceed, will begin a three-channel

closed-circuit home tv system in

San Francisco and Los Angeles this

summer.

Everyone is getting involved in

the controversy, from local law-

makers, to labor unions, to the

viewing and listening public. The
big question right now, and to

which there are two very divergent

answers, is how do the people in

California feel about subscription

tv?

According to Weaver, a slight ma-
jority favor the move at the present

time. This is based on the Mervin

D. Field Poll, carried by 28 of the

larger newspapers in the state.

which indicated that 44 percent of

those queried disapproved of the

initiative amendment which would
outlaw any but theater pay televis-

ion in the state. Thirty-nine percent

approved of the initiative, while two

percent qualified their answers and

15 percent had none. The poll also

indicated that there arc more per-

sons in favor of pay television in

the southern half of the state than

in the northern half.

Various labor groups connected

with the entertainment industry in

southern California have thrown

their weight behind the Santa Mon-
ica-based Weaver enterprise, which

may account for wider public ac-

ceptance in the Los Angeles area.

Until very recently STV had no

Northern California labor support.

But just two weeks ago. the Calif-

ornia Teamsters Legislative Coun-
cil, representing 250.000 teamsters

throughout the state, came out in

favor oi paid t\

.

They passed a resolution support-

ing "the right o( voluntary pay tele-

vision to compete in the open mar-

ket place with other segments of the

entertainment industry, without b]

ing strangled with artificial legisll

tion before it gets a chance to pro]

its worth.'' General feeling at

Teamsters' convention was

paid tv would supplement, not si

plant, commercial tv and could cr

ate thousands of new jobs.

More ammunition for the Wea\
forces came when the Marin Con
ty Board of Supervisors withdr

its resolution against pay-tv

substituted a motion to take

stand at all on the issue.

But the bigger part of the batt"

still wages in the northern part <1

the state. Weaver's deputy in th

area is Carlton Skinner, namt.

manager of the new northern Cali

ornia offices at 30 Van Ness Av
nuc in San Francisco. A Bay Ci

native. Skinner has a diplomat'

and political background which w
'

serve him well in his new appoin

ment. He was the first civilian go,:

ernor of the territory of Guam, en

ecutivc assistant to the president (I

the American President Lines, fl

nancial vice president of Fairbanl 1

Whitney Corp., and he is current!

serving by appointment of tf

late President Kennedy as U.J'

Commissioner. South Pacific Corr 1

mission.

One of Skinner's first skirmisfu

was an on-air clash with one wh

promises to be a worthy opponen

Stephan Leonoudakis, Norther 1

California chairman of the Citizen,

Committee for Free TV. The tw

met last week on a KCBS discuM

sion show. An Evening Willi A

Douglas.

Skinner's contention: "Denying

citizen the right to establish a legil

imate private business to serve th

public is as immoral and uneonstitu

tional as denying citizens the righ

to vote—and this is what the initia

live to prohibit subscription tele

vision would accomplish."

Leonoudakis' stand: "Lvidenc>

of the great opposition to pa\ tele

vision is seen both in the wide divei

sity of groups opposed to it and ii

the more than million signatun

ready secured on the petition fo
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his important initiative I he pro

joscd usurpation ol traditionall)

hi lanes for television and

adn> must hi >i take place

3BC takes over Fla.
outlets; Lebhar stays

Bei tram I ebhai . Jr., foi mci

i .tockholdci and exeeutive vice prcs

Idem ol \\l \i I \ . Inc . has

il V>' < ol ( iardens Broadcast

icw ownei ol the West Palm

: t\ station and its radio coun-

erpart He will continue, in addi

ion to assuming the title o! presi-

leni ol Gardens, .is general mana-

ger ol the two stations

I he othei M ' > ol the ( iardens

Broadcasting stock is owned bj

loyal American Industries. John I).

lac \itluii . developer ol the city

! t Palm Beach (iardens. is presi-

ml ol Royal American and chair-

• >l (iardens

'romotions in Dallas
•wnership hierarchy

!

James \I Moroncy, Sr., who has

responsible for the opera-

loos of WFAA Radio and I V lor

i.m\ years, has been elected chair-

tan of the board of the A. H. Belo

orp., parent company lor the sta-

ins and the Dallas Morning News
II succeeds I M i led i Dea-

y, who continues as publisher.

Joseph \l Dcalcj was re-eleet-

sident and chief executive

if the corporation. H. Ben

lechard. Jr.. was promoted from

Ice president and secretary to chair-

an ol the executive committee

W post.

I Other promotions and re-ap-

pintments: senior vice president

seph \ Lubben named executive

be president; James \|. Moroney,
. also active in the broadcast

ion. re-elected vice president

id treasurer of the corporation.

illiam ( Smellage promoted from

it seeretar\ and controller to

ry and assistant treasurer:

ibre\ (i Jenkins named control-

WFAA Radio and I V

"licago readies UHF
Now that the April 30 all-channel

I production deadline is upon us.

i interesting to note figures com-

piled by i ill station W< li in ( hi

some .' M> 000 homes in the

metropolitan m^.\ arc now equipped

toi l III. w ith the nuiiiivi inc r<

ing bj thousands every week

1 he data was gath< lul lio:n a

variety ol sources, inciudin

reports from convcrtei manufae

tuieis ,\ik\ distributors winch show

more than 75,000 units sold in the

( hicagO market since Jan I I \

set manufacturers and retailei n
ports indicate sales in excess ol

50. (»)(). and master antenna s\s

terns for high use apartment build

ings report 30,000 additional re-

ceivers now able to receive the

uppei channels

Jones tapped for top
spot by Texas execs

Bill Jones, advertising managei

ol I rito-1 aj Co. ol Dallas, wa
elected president of the \ssn. ol

Broadcasting I xecutives ol le\as.

succeeding Dave Rutledge, man
ager ol the Dallas office ol the

kat/ Vgency.

Othei office is who will s e r \ e

during the 1964-65 year are: Jim

knell. Kl\ I Dallas I | Worth

station m a n ager, \ p.. < it

W alts. Republic National B a n k

\.p. and advertising director, trea-

surer; and Julie I ane. Norsworthy-

\lercer media buyer, secretary.

Gerber makes first

net nighttime buy
Gerber Products, placing its first

network nighttime order, has pur-

chased alternate half-hour spon-

sorship on NBC-TVs 90 Bristol

Court. I he program is a 90-min-

ute comedy series to be telecast

on Mondays, 7 ; " to 9 p.m. this

fall. Vgency is IV \rc\

Paley reports 20° o

profit rise for CBS
\t annual ( HS stockholders

meeting in Chicago, chairman Wil-

liam Pale) reported "substantially

higher"' first quarter sales and prof-

its up 1091 .md 2091 . respectiv-

ely, OVet 1963 figures Net income

oi $12 million being realized on

$156 million quarterly sales

President I rant Stanton under-

stated progress of seven CBS dm-
sions as "each doing well " He cited

t\ network on its i nth anniversan

dium (which k ad

iiiik compctitoi

Ik said), revealed that < >\< ) t\

lions had b ' in 191

reported ( olun R rd D
ion continue to lead it- ii

( hitiook also bright foi < us In

national (equipment I its

I abs (military rcconn

tellis. spate i uiti> I and

( I is News (producci "i ''I ol

( HS Radios network schedule,

ol ( HS I \

Stanton charactc rized radio's

iwth as "much more significant

than has Iven general!) recogniz-

ed." VlUlOUgh medium S DOSt-19

growth has been largel) local, he

feels ( l*s Radio "has an impressive

stoi\ tO tell
' Network sales m 1

were up 5091 OVd 1962, and tl

are more sales commitments this

quarter than in tnst two last yt

\t corporation >nd non-

Nevi York meeting i 1962 stock-

holders met in I os \tr_\ k - 1. Stan-

ton summarized that between 19

63 ( HS net sales have ris< n ( .

year, increasing some 60091 In-

come has risen about 900 "et-

per-share. 6009! : net worth

AT s>bt

Big Householder

North Carolina's Nor,h '

Oold»n
biggest marl- , ..„,.

tops in population,

households, retail sales.

NO 1 MARRLT IS THE NO

TELEVISION B
WINSTON i» NSB0R0
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RADIO MEDIA

Radio basic in Alberto -Culver push
Reversing long history of

radio as the route to tv,

Alberto-Culver makes it a

two - way street—adds ra-

dio to picture medium push
for men to 'take Command'

Tin \( ( USATION that agencies al-

ways take the easy, big-dollar-

earning road by pouring all of a

client's budget into television has

again blown a fuse.

One of the nation's top 10 agen-

cies has not only overcome a big tv

client's apprehension over putting a

substantial push into radio—with

tv-allocatcd dollars—but put its

own field force to work to make
it tick.

And, a 10 market test has grown
into a 31 market, 52-week cam-
paign on radio with neither ratings,

unit price nor driving time slots as

prime consideration for the buys.

Who had the alert idea of boost-

ing Command, the man's hairdress-

ing, with a good spring prescription

of radio'.'

"The credit belongs to our agen-

cy, J. Walter Thompson of Chi-

cago," says the sponsor's advertis-

ing director, Charles A. Pratt of

the Alberto-Culver Co., Melrose

Park, III.

Not that consumers weren't al-

ready taking Command, well pre-

sented for several years now on tv.

Fact is. the hair-dressing-condi-

tioner has what Pratt calls "a very

health) volume." New project is

simply to break a plateau and start

a new upward trend.

"I looked upon the agency's

recommendation that we reduce tv

somewhat and add radio, as replac-

ing a man with a boy, even though

the boy would work cheaper." the

client spokesman recalls. "What
changed my mind was the agency's

creative approach."

Before looking at that approach,

note that the "buy-radio" concept

is a startling change in heavy-

spending Alberto-Culver's ad think-

ing. In its very brief nine-year life-

span, A-C has already built its

first-year volume of half a million

dollars to a staggering $80 million!

And it openly gives much credit

for that massive feat to television

(". . . we had tv going for us.")

Says amiable, talkative Leonard
H. Lavin, Alberto-Culver president,

"Television has given us access to

the mass market . . . (it is) the

passport into every living room in

America." In an affectionate vein,

Its other assets, though, were i'

realistic sales approach. The*

were recently outlined in San Frar

cisco by president Lavin about i

follows:

( 1 ) We introduce products u

know the public will accept. (T

be sensible and profitable, choos

your items and markets on the has

of competition's past experience.

(2) We tell the consumer w
have what he wants via the faste;

advertising medium. ("The quick*,

a new product is accepted, th

cheaper it is in the long run."

The story in Alberto-Culver words:

**The credit belongs to our agency, ./. Walter Thompson of Ch'r

cago . . . What changed our mind teas the agency's creative m
proach . . . What testing does for us is to protect our investment . .

Our agency explored the audience characteristics of all media and the

a(housed us that the best way to put more frequency against tliis high

potential male group was a selective spot radio campaign . . . Th

men we were after are in fact a mobile, faddist group who like every

thing from Beatles to Beethoven . . . It didn't take long before we de

tected an effect . . . There arc plenty of trays in which radio,

if sold and produced creatively, can bring excellent results.'

he's even hailed video as "the

exciting, enthralling, compelling,

one-eyed peddler."

Not that the radio buy means

A-C or president Lavin are going

back on their word. It's just that

this advertising pace-setter — with

its agency—has found still another

new angle.

Part of the story lies in A-C's

early growth. It started in 1955 by

buying about 100 little-known

products, just to get the one it

wanted to build up—V05 hair-

dressing for women.

Indeed, A-C fame is based on it

speedy introductions, speech en

tomer acceptance.

(3) We investigate, we research

we take nothing for grantee

("What testing does for us is t>

protect our investment")

Significantly, A-C "plays'" its ad

vertising accounts. Adds presiden

Lavin, "At any given moment. W

cm give you the precise advertis

ing-to-sales ratio for am of 0U

products. We can switch our in

vestment on a product in a matte

oi an hour. If we want to built
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ndle market

nessurc behind a product, we can

miKI it. It we want to relax pres-

uro. .1 phone call to one of our

jencies is what it lakes. We pla)

like stockbrokers."

\ ( 's first success w ith V05
.as followed In 16 othei products

anging from Derma Fresh hand

ition, through Subdue medicated

•lunipoo. to New Dawn hair color-

Mi these women's products

>ok to tv like a parched actress

p champagne.

1 he company has featured other

Iroducts for men before, but its

i-hitting with Command nov*

ives it emphatically into the

Ic-ordcr business. And, from the

jtator's stand, it looks as though

tese new conditions e\ist :

• Good-grooming aids, like ro-

ancc, attract chief!) younger

ales.

• I hese men. rather than their

rl friends or wives, usually make
:ir own hair-preparation pur-

lases

• Such potential customers are

likelj to be sitting targets

.'re active and on the go.

lcv'ie hard to reach Statistical-

sa\s an agency spokesman.
• Once hit. like boxers the)

to be lut hard and often. The)
not easily persuaded.

1 In fact, it ma) require some-

)g emphatic to attract — and

•Id — their attention, for the)

to be changeable.
\s is well known. AlbeitO-Cul-

•r believes in tailoring its adver-

mg to suit the customer pre-

lery, however.

\\ e try to pre-determine the

fectiveness of our commercials,"

l.sident Lavin says, adding that

try on-air t\ message represents

commercial ideas and several

• ually finished products.

With all his enthusiasm for tv

I'wever, Lavin has one rcserva-

tn—and it's major: He considers

t "indecently expensive."

Researching our tv advertising

schedule for Command,'1 A-C vice

president and advertising director

Pratt interjects, "we discovered

that, while our reach remained lair-

Is high, our frequency With these

people u.is very, veiv low .

."

"Our agenC) explored the audi

ence characteristics of all media

and then advised US that the best

wa) to put more frequency against

this high-potential male group was

a selective spot radio campaign,

using specific stations to match our

defined market."

I hus, radio was proposed.
"

I he men we were after, aged

15 to 35," Pratl continues, "are in

fact a mobile, faddist group which

likes everything from Beatles to

Beethoven." [*o reach them via

home, car or portable radios, disc

jockey shows and music programs

seemed a natural.

J. Walter's timebuying depart-

ment (which, in Chicago, reports

to a broadcast group head rather

than the media department),

agreed to a trial run. The) bought

about 30 stations in the top ten

hairdressing markets — Buffalo.

Baltimore. Philadelphia and Wash-

ington in the east; Los Angeles.

Portland, Sacramento. San Diego.

San Francisco and Seattle in the

west. Cost o\' the trial run ran close

to a quarter of a million dollars

"It didn't take long before we

detected an effect." Pratt recalls. It

came not so much from sales

(which take longer to respond) as

from "a gratifying, positive reac-

tion among retailers anil the whole-

sale trade."

Vgency spokesmen also note

that a "dramatically" helpful hand

was tittered via merchandising sup-

port from main radio stations

which, like K.HJ Los Angeles and

kl RC San l rancisco, arranged or

induced main m-store c o u n t e t

promotions \\ w D( Washington,

D C . even managed Command
window displays

\ pleasing part o\ the assign-

I irsl, I «as .i s. ilt mm.m. v.i\s I i mi.ml II

latin. Vlbirlut ill* it pirsidi'lll. Ni\l.

however, came u Bdvertfcring i . • , , i

Hid «lnn working on Ihc agciu> side

lit tlltll-lll « S|ll|)llll. ||| |ll.ltl(l lis lllvl

h spot (on a wrestling show), s.i» ii

laroagb i<» w li;ii's M\ I iiu .mil iin.iii/

id'' his own h thinking: a h UrfkflJ

nnlsells lilt' noii-O. I at ins 111 \l s|t |1 «.|S

lo form a salts i inn p.m \ (first yeai v « » I
-

Hint' S7 inilliiiiil inilil In timid lnnl a

small item wilh mass-market potential.

In Mareli 1955 lit found \ <>5— pin-. •»')

others—for a borrowed s4XK.mii>. thai

»;is lilt' slarl of Vlherto-t ulter, whose

first-) ear grow was, ironically, aboal
half a million. lodat. with lu.iu hroad-

COS! help, il dots sSO iiiiIIiiiii.

Vvluli . long h ,ind fair" d c s t r i l> t

( harli-s \. Trail, dirtttnr o4 iilnrtis

lag for Mlurlii-l ultn I i in aiiollur

( alvef — the military academy — and
\V orld W .ir II in tin South I'.iuln. I'r HI

gradaatcd from Uaacrat, la< i< • n

nl VV \ \ | ( hieago as a I n t ,i I limt

salesman in I'M 1
*. |«o wars l.iitr. hi

miiimiI lu \\OK-|\ Ni« X^irk. l.iitr

returning to same linn's < Imago ntiiii

I lit n hi "as mi I tl ns .i r (I l'itr\'s mid

west salts si. ill iii t ii.its unlit, in 1*57

In hti.init an MM IN .ii i mint i\nii

ti\f. I hn i \ i us .ill. r that, hi huiu 4

\llitrii>-( ulwr. "inning his tin proi

ill III \ in Inn, I
'><>

|
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First lO
market
buys

Buffalo

Baltimore

Los Angeles

Philadelphia

Portland

Sacramento

San Diego

San Francisco

Seattle

Washington

ment, besides its "handsome budg-

et," says timebuyer John Harper,

was that the client set the stage for

success. 'They intended to make
it work if it could work . . . they

had a willingness to try to make it

succeed."

Although J. Walter Thompson
has had the account only since

July, the sponsor also accepted as

fact the agency's depth and breadth

of experience in this type of radio:

'"It's the agency's brand."

After .the green-light results of

the first tentative trial, another buy

was made. This time, 21 more mar-

kets were added for a total of 3

1

(see list). As few as two stations

or as many as eight, but an average

of three-per-market, were used.

Total cost of both buys—about $1

million—was a virtual steal from

the tv budget.

Just as interesting, the "primary

buying criterion" was neither rat-

ings nor unit price. The agency

sought strong radio personalities

and the first question was, "Do
they have audience rapport and

original, creative sell'.'" To judge

candidates, timebuyers relied heav-

ily on station rep advice.

Preferred time slots have been

afternoons, evenings and weekends.

"Not necessarily driving time," says

Harper. "It was more a matter of

when younger men would be free

—from clas es or jobs—and ready

to listen." (When statistics were

lacking, buyers sometimes used

beer-market dala. projecting it

downwards to younger age brack-

ets.) Car audiences, although "im-

possible lo measure." were, of

course, counted on. "We felt they

had to be there."

But it didn't end widi careful

buying. J. Walter Thompson fol-

lowed through Here's how:

Instead ol supplying hard and

21 added markets
Atlanta

Boston

Chicago

Cincinnati

Cleveland

Columbus
Dallas

Denver

Detroit

(.rand Rapids

Hartford

Houston
Indianapolis

Kansas Citv

Miami
Milwaukee
Minneapolis

New Orleans

New York
Pittsburgh

St. Louis

fast text, agency copywriters gave

out fact sheets listing essential sales

points. Sample: "When you apply

Command, you are, for the most

part, simply replacing the natural

oils. .
."

Fact sheets gave far greater

space and attention to generalized

suggestions, however:

"We have some fairly strong

feelings on the handling of ro-

mance. . . You don't use our prod-

uct and then have girls besiege you.

Our thought is more: A girl always

looks twice at the man who takes

Command. (Notice the verb 'takes.'

We like it better then either 'uses'

or 'wears'.)"

To make absolutely certain the

D.J.'s understood, agency people

made personal calls to every sta-

tion on the list to meet and talk

with the announcers in person.

They explained the product care-

Alberto-Culver pairs

Command with Mustang

More than 80 radio spots a week

in "all major markets" will help

Alberto-Culver's Command hair-

dressing boost its Sportsear Sweep-

stakes, a 10-week promotion be-

ginning April 27 and giving awaj

70 new Ford Mustang eonver-

tihles.

Ad drive will also involve all

Alberto-Culver's nighttime net-

work tv shows on CBS, NBC. and

ABC, plus "heav\ spot tv sched-

ules" in the same top markets, all

placed via .1. Walter Thompson.

Chicago. I'lill eolor ads in six na-

tional magazines "ill also zero in

on youthful (1?- to 35-year-old),

male, sex-and-succcss const ions

target. Over-all promotion vtill get

extra mileage from simultaneous

new Must a n g introduction l>\

Ford dealers.

fully, encouraged the D.J.'s to u<

their own characteristic technique

and gave them free samples sj

they'd know what they were tall

ing about. To perform this tasi]

it took a dozen people a week <

traveling. Callers went out regioi

ally from six different JWT offict

as part of the "personal-sell team.

How has it all worked out?

Let the sponsor's advertising d

rector give his own candid answe

"Now, frankly, we did. and a

still trying to. steal second bai

while keeping our foot on first. \\

have not given up our tv effort ft

this brand—nor do we intend t

Command is supported by an un

brella of network television ovi

the entire U.S., while the rad

campaign supplements the top :

markets. We still believe in telev.

sion as stronglj as ever, but coi

sider radio a complement, not

substitute, to improve the imaj

and sales.

"Whether radio people will a<

mit it or not." Pratt continues,

advertising medium toda\ is tele\

sion. but this does not mean th

radio has died. . . There are plen

oi ways in which radio, if sold ai

produced creatively, can bring e

cellent results.

"When sufficient time has clap

ed for us to gauge actual sales i

suits and if these results are favo

ble, 1 see no reason why we

not extend our use of radio lo oth

products in our growing line." Pfi

summarizes. "Let's keep our fi

gers crossed."

As this article was being W
ten. the outlook was very, brig

indeed— and fingers were prob

bly uncrossed. Alberto-Culver hi

just o r d e r e d another "go-fo

broke" flight o\' radio, their tin

AM purchase lor Command. Ai

these contracts will cover a year.
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Wa

April 24, 19

Lke the leral Irade Conmi od and Drug Administration
will not jump in* my ruli for la lii •

- a 11. • rlzi -

r
.

Appa rent 1

j

the leeal department serv W and FDA does not see

to tne with the more eager crusaders in the departme'

The 1 stance ct EDA comes to 1 Ln 8 lettei : rom Dal.- C. Mill

of HEW s Advisor'. ;v : Branch.. The letter has found way into the
'

•
'

• docket c mment on the FTil's proposed rules for ciearet label

and adve rt is

na 1 1 . :

states :

fpubl ic

"In our opinion, if regulation of cigaretfl is desil as a

policy, it should be dealt with in li islation w : will
' doubt of its coverage and precisely what regulation is t< ad..."

The letter was originally in answer to a complaint submitted to FDA
one Ralph W. Lawrence of New York City, who wanted the FDA to require hazard
^amines under the Federal Hazardous Substances Labeling Act.

Lawrence was told that "cigarets are not within the scope" of the act,

Which Congress intended to cover household items that pose "accidental haz-

ards," such as poisoning, explosion, et al.

Although the FTC jumped the gun by its own proposed rule making tor hazard

abels on cigarets, the stance taken by FDA's legal staff may make the com-

lission a little more thoughtful about inevitable court challenges .

The only safe alternative would be a wait for hurried and miraculous pas-
e of bills affirming the authority, to pass both houses in the near future.

This is a prospect which even Sen. Maurine Neuberger has frequently and again
recently acknowledged to be quite remote— in view of the economic interests
involved

.

's Bureau of Economics has come up with a profile of ciearet adver-
--• in relation to revenues of its Top Six producers , to national ad- i

costs, to ciearet consumption and consumer spendir

The hefty compilation will add another wad of statistics to FTC's growing
rest in the relation of massive (especially tv) advertising to consumer

Interest and national economics, as shown in its P & G order.

FTC use< advertising costs for the Top Six (R. J. Reynolds, American,
orillard, Brown & Williamson, Philip Morris and Liggett & Myers) in :

_izine ar„: newspapers, based on trade sources for of the data . It uses
RS figures which include all varieties of ciearet advert: s luding
~adio and outdoor, for comparisons when available.

In 1962 FTC finds the " op Six - - • > 109.1 million on •

j

nes and $1'.^ million in newspap»-~ ^19 mill] i rk rad

I

md total was 51^4.9 million. This total is between ^5" and ?5/% of their
otal advertising costs.
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Tv advertising costs for the cigaret Top Six have progressed dramati -

cally: $25 million in 1952; $40 million in 1954; $66.8 million in 1956; $7S ,

5

million in 1957; $88.5 million in 1958; $96.4 million in 1959; $104.3 million
in 1961 to $109 million in 1962 .

' ~~

Out of total national network and spot advertising in 1962, the Big Six
cigaret advertising accounted for 7.2%. It was 10.3% of total network tv ad-
vertising sales, and 3.8% of spot tv.

Changes in media use: From 1952 to 1962, tv use jumped 335%, while maga-
zines climbed 128. 97o and newspapers rose only 50%. Tv advertising of cigarets
in 1962 accounted for 71% of the total advertising by these three media , FTC ' s

economists find.

Comparing cigaret consumption to advertising costs: Domestic smoking
went from 360.2 billion cigarets in 1950 to 509 billion (Agriculture has est:
mated a figure nearer 524 billion) in 1963 . Curve of cigaret advertising
costs for tv, magazines and newspapers, went from $49.1 million to $153.8 mi

lion in the same period.

Putting it into percentages, in the 1952-1962 decade, total cigaret con-
sumption increased 25.5%—while cigaret advertising costs increased a runaway
213.2%.

From IRS data, with its broader advertising base, 1960 cigaret adver-
tising accounted for 4.5% of total costs of all manufacturer advertising

—

but cigarets accounted for only 1.2% of manufacturing assets and 1.2% of

comparable sales.

In the 1950-1960 decade, cigaret manufacturers' total advertising costs

went from $85 million to $236 million— a lift of 178%. But for all manufac-

ture, advertising was up only 1287o, from $2.3 billion to $5.2 billion.

FTC will have numbers in family budget approach: Total buying of cigaret:

was over $6.8 billion in 1962. This was higher than billion dollar totals
spent on drugs and sundries, $4.2; doctors, $5.3; autos, repair and service,

$5.3; tv radio and musical instruments, $4; magazines and newspapers, $2.

Broadcasters and advertisers alike will be listening this week when a

delegation of some 125 youngsters between the ages of 14 and 18 come to Wash-

ington to give their views on the smoking question .

A national Conference on Smoking and Youth is being held April 30 through

May 2, chaperoned by the Children's Bureau of the Welfare Administration.

The young delegates— two from each state and one from each of the country

largest metropolitan centers— had a pre-conf erence nudge in a questionnaire
about home-town smoking habits .

They were asked to check smoking habits in adults and among teen-agers .

find out why youngsters smoke, and decide whether smoking is enough of a

hi-alth problem to get special government attention. Undoubted the subject

of tv commercials will come up big.
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aft starts executive
hifts at new stations

m an anticipated scuts i>l

ccutivc realignments has em« i

iIk- l .iti Broadcasting echelon as

result ol the purchase oi seven

itn'iis from f"ranscontinent Iclc-

sion Corp

Ilk' k. ins. is ( u\ complex ol st.

i

,„s. WDM
I
Wl FM & rv),

weightiest piece ol the purchase,

p attention.

William \ Bates, vice president

ul genera] managei of the w I) \l

2 .

Remington

prions, assumes a general execu-

apacit) for the Cincinnati-

broadcasting group; Robert

onnington, formed) station man-

cr, has been appointed general

et of the I \ station. Nick

'lion, formerlj general manager

w KR( . I alt flagship in Cincin-

iti. moves to Kansas ( it\ as gen-

c tl manager ol W |) \l Radio. Ja)

I rrington remains general sales

imager of the radio operation.

Bolton will be replaced in Cin-

b\ Jack Remington, cur-

•ul\ program director of that sta-

WHDO job will be tilled by

'KR( chief announcer red Mc-
l\.

•owles nets $3.5 mil.

irnings from operations

tfles Magazines and Broad-

--ting. Inc.. totaled 53,484,611 or

per share, dross revenues

•iled S128,064,540, an all-time

ind an increase of $9,554,81 I

ifcr 19

However, the 1963 figures in-

revenue from companies ac-

'. in the latter part ot Wh2
i during 1963 and from the com-

fny's Puerto Rican newspaper

deration, not previously consoli-

^ ted and therefore not direct!)

comparable w nh those foi the
|

vious \e.u

I he < 'owles broach asting prop< i

ties are KR\ I (AM & rV) I >.

Moines, and WRI ( (AM & TV)

Memphis

Times, Polaris incomes up
Although WQXR New > ork is

running into road blocks with its

hard liquor advertising, annual re-

port released last week bj its par-

ent company The Ven York Times,

indicates station did quite all right

in 1963

Although no breakdown was

available, souk $3.8 million (out

of a total $101.3 million operating

revenue) came chief!) from the

b r o a d cast operation and the

rimes
4 news service, combined

1 1 alter is syndicated to some I 10

papers.) Parent comp.un cleared

$1,069,127 or $6.96 per share,

despite operating loss of s >27,-

084 result ol \ew York news-

paper strike.

Bullish report also sent out bj

anothci corporation ••• ith hi

ink i ts, Milwaul P

( orp w ith l \ tations in i

\ I ) I vansvillc, Ind . and P

bin. i \ I > the highly di\

company nctu m
p.ued with

Polaris plans to de-empha
real estate investments and i

centrate on better money mal

particularly b

advertising, data pn

Expands FM schedule

w M \i (FM) Grenfield M
which had been simukasing with

its AM sister station until 7 p DO
,

increased separate programing tO

its lull day, 6 a m. to midnight

In May, 1948, ten years afl H

L'is Broadcasting put WHA1 ' \M »

on the air. the FM station was add-

ed Both stations simulcast 00 B

lulltinie basis until Januar\ 1962,

at winch time il \as decided to spin

at 7 p.m. for the purpose of pro-

graming separate good mUSIC on

for five hours each evening

Attention! All Agency and Media Time Buyers!

YOU ASKED

FOR IT . .

.

We've Got It!

THE COMPLETE

IN DEPTH
9

SURVEY FOR HOUSTON

YOU'VE NEVER HAD IT SO GOOD FOR MAK-
ING YOUR HOUSTON RADIO DECISION NOW

K-NUZ'i SOLD IN COMBINATION
WITH KAY C. BEAUMONT

THE KATZ AGENCY. INC. -NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

IN HOUSTON CALL DAVE MORRIS • JACKSON 3 ?58l
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All IRTS incumbents
nominated for new term

The unprecedented nomination

of all IRTS incumbent officers for

re-election may herald a change in

the association's by-laws after 25

years.

Not only is the rather radical

move by the nominating committee

a vote of confidence for president

Sam Cook Digges and his slate of

officers. It reflects the committee

view that a two-year term of serv-

ice would permit the president and

his colleagues to carry out a pro-

gram for the Society more effective-

iy-

Officers nominated in addition to

the CBS Films administrative v. p.

are: first vice president Thomas J.

McDermott (N. W. Ayer v. p.), vice

presidents Richard P. Jones (JWT
v.p. and dir. of media) and C.

Wrede Petersmeyer (Coronthian

president), secretary William N.

Davidson (Advertising Time Sales

v.p.) and treasurer Edward P. Shur-

ick (H-R v.p.).

mill

YOU SHOULD HEAR
Ed Lovelace of KOGT, Orange, Texas,

says: "While we are a small market sta-

tion, the help hem your service has

enabled us to get accounts thai we never

had before, and lias given to the com-

mercial content of our station a />u,>

market sound."

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Call Dallas Collect 214 748-8004

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIB

!!1

r

[wo stations affiliated with NBC Radio were awarded plaques at NAB
in recognition of 25 years in the network. Presentation was by Tom
Knode (center), station relations v. p. The stations, which joined NBC
in March, 1939, are KROC Rochester and KYSM Mankato, Minn.
Accepting the plaques were G. David Gentling, left, president, KROC.
and Robert DeHaven, general manager, KYSM.

«1U |

Nominated for the board of gov-

ernors are: Julius Barnathan (ABC-

TV v.p. and gen. mgr.) for a sec-

ond term of two years, Sydney Eiges

(NBC v.p. of public information),

William B. Lodge (CBS-TV v.p.,

affiliate relations and engineering),

Howard Meighan (Videotape Pro-

ductions president), Thomas Mur-

phy (Capital Cities exec. v.p.). Sam-

uel Thurm (Lever Bros, advertising

v.p.) has been named to fill out an

unexpired term of one year.

Station presents new
personnel and plans

Advertisers and agencies in New
York were recently feted at a ses-

sion to introduce the new manage-

ment of Negro station WWRL,
which was sold in January by Long
Island Broadcasting Corp. for $2.1

million.

On hand were Egmont Sender-

ling, president of the Los Angeles-

based Sonderling group, which

bought the station; Frank Ward,
the new general manager; and Sel-

win Donneson, vice president of

sales. Several o\' the station's air

personalities were also there.

A 24-hour operation. WWRL
stresses news o\' particular interest

to the 1.6 million Negroes in the

New York area, as well as loca

national, and international new

with broadcasts five minutes ever

hour, one minute on the half-hou

It programs primarily music an

special features, including Advane
which is the biography of a prom

nent Negro. Editorials are prr

seated four times daily.

Anaheim station sold
Radio Orange County, Inc.. hi

sold KEZY Anaheim for $95().(X

to Harris Thomson, who also owi

WLOF Orlando.

Principals of the selling organi/.

don are Cliff Gill. Sherrill Curwii

Dan Russel. and Ira Laufer.

KEZY is a fulltime facility ope

ating at 1 190 kc on 1 kw. It als

has FM facilities at 95.9 mc or

crating in conjunction with A'

(ERP 670 watts).

On-scene news sponsor
McDonalds Systems, Inc..

sponsoring News Specials, on-tlii

spot location reports by KDK
Pittsburgh newsman Mike Le\ine

Approximately 130 broaden

will be made during the drive-i

restaurant chain's first 13-Wtt

cycle.
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Film bartering
still

lead of barter firm admits stations seek syndicated

rograms and features by "trading out" unsold time for

itertainment fare, defends practice against critics

i< i \i\im. s~» ndh \iid pro-
gramming through 'barter" ar-

gements the swapping ol un-

*ld station time, usually in mar-

ina] periods, for merchandise or

im material —is still a current

ractice in the tv industry. So stated

idney Halpern, president of Pro-

lotional Services Inc., one of the

mgpin firms in the barter field.

> Sponsor last week.

hading has been going on as

>ng as this country has been in c\-

tence," said Halpern, who denied.

. er. that a barter firm's cus-

imary resale of the station time

eing "traded out" was injurious to

itablished rate structures.

'Some ol the newest feature

ackages arc quite expensive," said

alpern. "Large stations in large

l.irkets can afford to buy them,

ut what about the small tv sta-

008? Even with the price of fea-

tailored to the size oi the

i.irkets, it\ still a major invest-

icnt for stations. Furthermore,

iles costs for a distributor m a \

uike his profits marginal, at best,

i small tv markets. We think we
ave an answer in trading fresh tea-

ires and programs for hard-to-scll

ation time."

Halpern points out that feature

irtering goes back to the late

J M's. when Matthew (Matty)

M was bartering the RKO back-

:i behalf of International La-
> Program scries bartering goes

i-'k to about the same point in

me. Ioday's barter formula is sim-
ir. although more refined in its

"•proachc-

We were approached recently

major distributor of post-'50

features ami programs— I won't

mention the name who offered

us the billowing deal." said Hal-

pern. "He had found his sales costs

too high in markets below the Top
75' rank, and wanted to know if we
would be interested in making bar-

ter arrangements for his features in

these smaller markets, where sta-

tions wanted his product. We may
set work out something."

^gencj attitudes toward trading

in bartered time have "softened."

Halpern, particularly am

those "which aie WOrl ing m In "li

a fee basis, and are not influen

by media commissions in t^ R

ol e"iiisc. dislike bailCI deals

i " I hey're trying t>> blame all the

e\ Ms ni Mie v. utting "ii barterin

says Halpern i

"Besides," Halpern adds, "must

time "bl.uned m baiter or r.o

ments is pre-emptible by comrj

eial orders, and is usually sold t"

small-budget t\ advertisers who
sometimes groin t" become lai

regular-schedule advertisers in the

medium."

Although stations have traded

blocks of unsold time for everything

from mobile units to hotel suites

for executives attending conven

tions, the most-sought-after items.

according tO Halpern. are still "pro-

grams and prizes." together, they

account for as much as 5091 of

the total items foi which stations

enter into barter arrangements.

1 1 1
>
> rt Mullins of ( II s I ilm\' S;m i ranebco offlci (center) recerres

.i $59% I S> Vniiits Hnnd from rlu syndication firm's administratis

*.p.. ,S;im Cook l)im;t's (left), while prcsidenl Merle S. loncs hi.mis

approval. Mullins >* .iv uiid for scoring "
1 lu Musi ( reattvi N -il> ol

l^6.v ;M ( lis I Hnis. .mil received his award during lh« firm's rectal

annual sales meeting. Mullins' award-winning s.iK : "\mericar" — M m

first-run ( Its I ilms li.i It -Hour mlr> — in ( alifomia Oil l"r :J markets
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ADVERTISERS

James Barrett, former account
executive for Allerest and Coldene,
and Alan Pesky joined Papert,

Koenig, Lois, New York. Pesky
was an account executive for

Breakstone Foods division of Na-
tional Dairy Products Corp. and
for Jack Frost and Quaker Sugars
of National Sugar Refining Corp.

Arnold D. Burk named execu-

tive assistant to the president of

United Artists Corp. For the past

four years he was executive assist-

ant to the vice president, Robert F.

Blumofe, in charge of west coast

operations. Albert R. Glaubinger,

UA Philadelphia branch manager
since 1958, named Central Divi-

sion manager replacing D. J.

Edcle, who has joined Embassy
Pictures.

< .* - mmm ,*>•«>,

YOU SHOULD HEAR
Robert L. Whitaker, Executive Vice

President of WMIX, Mt. Vernon, Illi-

nois, says: "We made two specific sales

with the sponsor-product jingles, one to

an area lord Dealer who, by the way,

was already a regular newscast sponsor

on our station, hut who uses the jingle

(or an additional spot schedule, and one

to the First National Bank of Mt.

Vernon."

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Call Dallas Collect 214 748-8004

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.
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Ellis

William Ellis,

Jr., appointed
advertising man-
ager of Sentry

Insurance, Stev-

ens Point, Wis.

Since joining

the firm in

1953 he served

a s advertising

media manager
and publica-

tions manager. He succeeds H. E.
Manske, who was named director
of corporate relations.

John S. Coerne promoted to ad-
vertising manager of Seaboard Fi-

nance Co., headquartering in Los
Angeles. He joined the company in

1959 as merchandising manager.

Richard W.
Lueking ap-

pointed vice

pre sident in

charge of ad-
vertising for

Eastern Air
Lines. Prior to

this he served
as manager of
promotion de-

velopment for

Proctor & Gamble, Cincinnati.

Lucking

Gabriel S. Carlin appointed vice

president for marketing for Savin
Business Machines Corp., New
York. He was formerly general

manager of Xerox Processing Lab-
oratories and Xerox Reproduction
Service Centers.

Norman M. Sperling appointed

advertising and sales promotion
manager of Mallory Radall Corp.,

Brooklyn. Previously, he was as-

sistant advertising director of

Swingline, Inc., Long Island City.

Wallace E. Williams named vice

president for branch administration

of United States Plywood Corp. He
succeeds J. D. Kayne, who resigned

to go into private business. Harry
Ryback replaces Williams in his

former capacity as manager of the

company's northwestern division,

San Francisco.

A. A. Gross and Fred H. Eonne-
man appointed regional sales man-
agers of the northwest region, head-

quartering in Minneapolis, and the

midwest, headquartering in Chi-

cago, for Durkee's Grocery Prod-

ucts Division. Gross served in the

same capacity in Chicago for tr

past four years. Previously Lonm
man was sales manager of Streato

Read Sales" Co., Streator, 111.

Arnold Kiczales, advertising at

count manager of the Linde Div

sion of Union Carbide Corp. elec

ed president of the Association cl

Industrial Advertisers, New Yor
chapter, for 1964-65 fiscal yea

Fred Heigl, account executive wit

G. M. Basford Co., Robert Parkii

head of advertising and promotio

of the Enjay Chemical Co.. an

Fred Poppe, president, Complai

Inc., division of deGarmo, electe

vice presidents of association. Wa'

ter Preston, account executive wit

J. M. Mathes, Inc.. elected tret

surer. John Bicking, chemicals ao

vertising manager of U. S.

Chemicals Co., National Distilleri

and Chemicals Corp.. elected sec,

retary.

J. Edgar Bennett, Manual Yel

len, and Lewis Gruber named e\,

ecutive vice president for opera

tions, executive v.p. for sales am
advertising, and honorary chair

man, respectively, of P. Lorillan

Co. Gruber was formerly chairma'

of the board from 1959 and prio

to that the company's president

Since joining the company in 1933

Yellen served as vice president am

a director. Bennett joined Lorillan

in 1945.

Edward A. More, former direc

tor of advertising, now assistant t(

vice president - marketing, am

More Williams

James R. Williams named genera

advertising manager for Formie.

as manager of promotional service

since 1962.

Charles C. O'Brien named nun

kel development manager of radii

products for Zenith Sales Corp

Since joining parent Zenith Radii

Corp. in 1956 as a district sate

representative, he has served a

manager of marketing for hearin;.

aids and director of development

hearing aid dealer sales programs
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AGENCIES

Edwin I . Baker, a chartered ac

ttuntant, appointed director ol

Irani Advertising Ltd., 1 ondon
An executive
uiih ( Irani since

1953, be most

recently handled

special assign-

Mi ments outside
'

the l oited King
^m dom, and was
^L responsible foi

Akl sL-ttini: up intcr-

a I nal accounting
procedures in

mi offices of 1 ondon, Bom-
>.i\.

( 'aicutta, Karachi, Hong K
town, and Johannesburg.

Michael Danyla, Jr., and Wil-
iam J. ()rr(»k joined Cabol & ( >>

loston, .is copywriters. During the

Mst 15 years Danyla was a copy-
writer tor newspaper, radio sta-

ins, commercial and industrial

inns, and most recently tor HHI)().

lowland and Boston. For the past

wo years Orrok was a print and
roadcasl copywriter for BBDO,
lei York.

li,d

(Mis I . Hubbard, Jr., n joined

Nccdham, I <>uis & Brorby as \

presidenl in charge ol development
Ik was originally with the agency

from 1958 62, handlii »unl

and iKu business assignments

During the interim he was with

\k( aim I rickson, ( h ica
senioi \ ice president

Donald II. Hockenstein n imcd
\ ice presidenl ol I ai le I udgin &
Co., < bicago I k- is directoi ol ra-

dio t\ production.

Andrew ('. Isaacson named vice

presidenl and creative directoi ol

Ketchum, Mac! eod & Grove, Neu
York. Formerly he was with Ken-

yon & Eckhardt, where he sup

\ ised a copy group on the I ord

corporate account, a numlvi ol

McKesson & Robbins liquors and
Nabisco dog foods.

Charles s. drill, a former VI

miral Corp. executive, appointed
national advertising manager.

Irving Orenstein j o i n e d the

copywriting stall ol Philip Klein

Advertising, Philadelphia. Prior to

joining the agency he was mer-

chandising and promotion man.:

iiiian. I

( iiHingM "'id

I. 1 1 .ii r is.

Kudn \

1

1

joined Kudn

com '

on tl S

I
!'

ucts l ting D
\ ision

William J. Brewer elected vice

president and named head ol the

radio t> departmt nl ol P>>tts-

w oodbury . Kansas ( ity .
M i Prioi

in joining the agency in 1949

a radio and i\ account director,

he was associated with k\ '
» \ I uc-

son. Bill Smith, former broadcast

media supervisor, named radio t\

account director. lack Schroedei

promoted from assistant dirvU."

marketing research t" broadcast

media supervisor. M came t<<

Potts-Woodbury three years

l rum the Remington-Rand l

ration.

4K59B I

SPRINGTIME

anytime is

good for sales

We serve

a one and one-half Billion

Dollar Retail Sales Market

JACKSON, MISS.

WJTV-12 • WLBT-3
Katz Hollinbery
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Harvey IN. Volkmar joined Ted
Bates & Co. as account supervisor

on the Fleischmann Distilling Corp.
He comes to Bates after five years

with Compton Advertising. Wil-

liam E. Burkhart. Jr. continues as

an account executive on Fleisch-

mann.

George I). Lorey appointed vice

president of Galvin-Lanc-Farris-

Sanford Advertising Agency. He
was formerly vice president of

Potts-Woodbury Advertising.

Mark Forbes joined Mogul Wil-

liams & Saylor as an account ex-

ecutive on the Econo-Car Auto
Rental System account. Previously

he was advertising director for

Lane Bryant stores, advertising and
sales promotion manager for John
Irving Shoe Corp.

Anthony Widmann joined Doher-

ty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, Inc.,

New York, as a vice president and
account supervisor. He comes to the

agency from MacManus, John &
Adams.

Eugene S. Schuessler joined Rob-
ert A. Becker, Inc., as an account

executive. He was formerly direc-

tor of product advertising for Ethi-

con, Inc.

Harold J. Salemson joined Ro-
bert S. Taplinger Associates as an
executive on the Better Living Cen-
ter account at the World's Fair.

He was formerly a publicity exec-
utive with Embassy Pictures Corp.

Peg Harris joined Redmond &
Marcus as media director. Former-
ly, she was media director at Guild,

Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco.

Gene Del Bianco joined Harold
Cabot & Co., Boston, as an account
executive. Formerly with several

Boston and New York advertising

agencies.

Jim Johnston
named creative

supervisor a t

Tatham - Laird,

Chicago. Jerry

Birn, Bob Bas-
sindale, Bill
Ewart promot-
ed to creative

director, copy
chief, and cre-

ative supervis-

YOU SHOULD HEAR
Michael O. I arean. Radio Station Man-

ager of WOOD, Grand Rapids, Michi-

gan, says: "I'm sure that you'll be

pleased to hear that in the first month

of our use a! the CRC Moneymaker

Service, we have almo\t had enough

sales i<> pay lor the service . . . Keep

the good materials coming."

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Call Dallas Collect 214 748-8004

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.
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Johnston

or, respectively.

Bernard A. Sweet, formerly ac-

count executive and copy chief at

George J. M. Riseman, Inc., Boston,

joined Donald A. Hodcs Advertis-

ing, Inc., Worcester, as an account

executive.

David S. Garland appointed crea-

tive director of Reilly, Brown, Tap-
ply & Carr, Inc., Boston. He previ-

ously served as creative art direc-

I tor of Harry M. Frost Co.. Inc.

Gary L. Pudney joined Compton
- Advertising, New York, as execu-

tive producer in tv programing. He
comes to the agency from Young
& Rubicam where, for the past two
and half years, he was account

executive in radio tv department.

Robert E. Griffin elected vice

president of Harold Cabot & Co..

Boston. He has been with the firm

14 years. His father, the late George
R. Griffin, helped start the firm

with its founder. Harold Cabot, Sr.

Richard J. Frank appointed ac-

count executive of Richard K. Man-
off Inc.. New York. Two of his ac-

counts will include Whitehall Labs
and Lehn & Fink Products Co. Pri-

or to joining the agency he was pro-

duct manager at the Block Drug Co.

and handled such accounts as Nytol

Sleeping Tablets. Pycopav Tooth
Brushes and Tegrin Ointment.

TIME/buying &. selling

Gerald J. McGavick, Jr., ap

pointed sales account executive for

Metro TV Sales. He comes to

Metro from Venard, Torbet & Mc-
Connell. where he served as tv ac-

count executive for three years.

Robert J. Mc
Carthy appoint

ed sales man
ager of AM Ra
dio Sales Co.

Chicago. Prioi

to joining the

company ir

1959 he was as

sociated with t\

McCarth v
sales for NBC"

Aubrey Holman and Richard J.

Waller joined New York sales stafl

of TvAR. For the past three years,

Holman served as assistant sales'

manager for KYW-TV Cleveland.

Waller comes to TvAR after two

years as an account executive with

Metro Television Sales and Times

Mirror Broadcasting.

Meterparel

Directors of the

pital Associates

Committee of

School.

Stephen C.

Meterparel ap-

p o i n t ed New
England man-

ager for East- 1

man Co. He'

was formerly an

account execu-

tive with WBZ
Radio. Boston

He is a member
of the Board ol

Brookline Hos-

and the Standing

the Boston Latin'

Marty Brown, a member of the

Adam Young New York tv sales

staff, transferred to its Chicago of-

fice. Prior to joining Adam Young

in 1963 he sold tv time with Rogei

O'Connor. New York.

Irwin W. Unger, named midwest

vice president of Select Station Rcp-

resentatives, New York. He was pre-

viously manager of the midwest divi-

sion.

Fred L. Nettere, general sate

manager. ABC-T\ Spot Saks, was

elected a vice president, it was an-

nounced b\ James E. Conley. presi-

dent, ABC Television Spot Sales

Inc.
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TV MEDIA

I' rold V. I otridge named to the

Kiblic affairs and news staff ol

\ I \K I ele\ ision and Radio Noi
oik .is news editoi Don km»\ also

tamed as producci directoi of the

Lotridge

Norfolk si. ition. Previous!) he
rorked .is directoi ai WGBH l S

loston. I otridgc came from KHOU-
\ Houston where he served .is di-

ector of public affairs and service.

Jack \\
. HuestOO joined the sales

tafl ol WJIM-TV 1 ansing. He
*.is formerlj manager of the sales

\k\ marketing office of the Out-
looi Advertising Association of

Michigan.

Stanhope Gould named execu-
iye news producer ol w BBM I \

Chicago. Prior to this he was surpr-
ising news and assignment editor.

• lorton I (K-lsti'in will S u C C c e d
lould as assistant assignment edi-

: He came to WBBM-TV from
he Metropolitan Sanitary District,

diere he was public information
Mice: Frank Dal) named sales re-

jearch manager of the station. He
bnnerl) worked in market develop-
ment for Lockheed Aircraft Corp

Ihnnias Chisman, president and
eneral manager of WVE< I \

Norfolk, elected chairman of the
oard of governors, ABC- 1 \ Af-

iates Association. Other officers

.cud were: Herbert Cahan, gen-
re! manager, WJZ Baltimore, vice
hairman; Burt Ladow, station
lanager, K I \ K Phoenix, secre-

Robert w iegand, g e n e ra 1

janager, \\ rVN-TN Columbus,
easurer.

I Be Harris named public affairs

I KB I \ -KB I R Denver.
nor to joining the station one yeai
RO he was with WHO Radio' l\
tea Moines for nine years.

I nomas I . Murphy, former!) as-
stani to the business manager, pro-

to business manager of
FBG- AM-1 M \\ Altoona, Pa.

He came to the station m 1959 lioni

\l A \1 Accounting < o Altoona

James C. Unit elected president

ol the Acadian I ele\ ision < orp 1

1

is president ol \ll Amei icao \ssut

ance ( o and \ii American ( entei

ol I afayette.

Bob <>li\i-r named operations and
program managei at WIT1 I \ Mil-

waukee l oi the past three years
he has been assistant program due
tot at WJBK I \ Detroit AtWITl

I \ he succeeds Dean McCarthy
who was appointed program direc-

toi ol WJBK I \

Conrad kamirski, assistant pro-

motion manager, named promotion
manager at \\ I I I I V Milwaukee.

Benjamin R. Okulski, sales su\
ice traffic manager for w \iu I \

\cu ,

> oik. appointed account exec-
utive ol the t\ sales department.
Since joining the station in 1957
he has served as account executive
in charge ol the political unit and
special projects and as national
sales coordinator.

Donald M. Moss named assistant

promotion director o\' WHH-TV

I oledo II. a i formci lant

publk relations dii

tional I i i uid
has recently

milil

Joseph K: Mikila Iccted lO the

board of < iroup W ( V^

Mio.uk asting Co.) and promoted
to vice

i

d e n t , tin

and admini
lion II.

merlj vi<

dent, tin

Group \N and

his background
includes s u c h

positions m
broadcasting

K,,L "" comptrollei and
treasure! foi ( apital ( m. I

vision ( orp Herman W. I and
named to the ncwK created position

ol directoi ol corporate projects foi

Group w Since joining the com-
pany in 1961 he was responsible

foi the development ol the com
pany's theater-T\ project. Prior to

that he spent two and a halt years
as directoi of public relations and
special projects foi ( orinthian

Broadcasting ( orp.

with a properly conceived, strategically placed Service-Ad

selling by helping people buy
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RADIO MEDIA

Frank I omlinson appointed news
director of WJR Detroit. He has

been a news editor on the station's

staff since June 1959. and replaces

George Kendall who recently re-

signed.

Christopher Glenn joined WN-
EW New York as a writer-reporter.

He comes from WICC Bridgeport,

Conn.

Erik Smith appointed to the pro-

motion, publicity and research de-

partment of WJBK Detroit.

Jack Magan named account ex-

ecutive at WNEW New York. He
came to the station after serving as

an account executive at WINS,
WNBC and Avery-Knodel, all New
York.

Carl George, vice president and
general manager of WGAR Cleve-

land, appointed to the executive

committee representing radio sta-

tions affiliated with the NBC. He
succeeds Thomas Barnes, executive

vice president and general man-
ager. WDAY Fargo.

YOU SHOULD HEAR

Robert W. Krickson, General Manager

of KOkX Radio, Keokuk, Iowa, says,

"The jingles cut for specific accounts,

mkIi as Goodyear, <md the jinnies for

a particular product give tin- transcrip-

tion package a note of utilty that I tun

confident will pay off in increased

sales."

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Call Dallas Collect 214 748-8004

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.
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Otto Goessl
appointed local

sales manaiier

of WTIX New
Orleans. Prior

to joining the

Louisiana s t a -

tion three years

ago. he w a s

with KELP Ra-

dio/TV El
Paso as pro-

graming advertising manager.

Goessl

C. L. Thomas resigned as gen-
eral manager of KXOK St. Louis.
In 1960 KXOK was sold to Storz
Broadcasting Co. Jack S. Sampson
takes over as vice president and
general manager. He joined WHB
Kansas City, in 1954 and has since

served as general manager of

KOMA Oklahoma City and later

as vice president. Bud W. Connell
named station operations manager.
He served the station as program
director since 1961.

George Goldman appointed man-
ager of Peters, Griffin, Woodward's
radio office, San Francisco. He
came to the company from KEWB
where, for four years, he was sales

and promotion executive.

Jack M o y s

named vice
president of

KPOJ Port-
land, in charge

of sale s. He
came to the sta-

tion in 1946 as

an announcer
and has since

served as pro-

duction man-
rector, sales pro-

and general sales

Mays

ager, program di

motion manager,

manager.

Judy Grove named KCBS San
Francisco program publicity assist-

ant. Working previously as a cam-
pus correspondent, she submitted

a weekly column on social and
academic activities on the Davis

campus.

D avid \Y .

Small named
general man-
ager of KBGO
\\ a C , 1 e \ .

Formerly h e

was w it h the
sales depart-

ment of KILT
Houston.

Small

Vragel

Tom Evans named public ser

ice director of WCOP-AM-I
Boston. He has been with the s

tions the past eight years.

Paul Bragg, formerly at KUEr
Wenatchee, Wash., joined KXR(
Aberdeen, Wash., as assistant man
ager.

SYNDICATION
&. SERVICES

Jerome D
Vragel appoint

ed special assis

tant to the presi

dent of NeodaU
Services, Inc

New York
which is a join

enterprise of Es
quire. Inc., anc

A. C. Nielsei

Co. Chicago
with headquarters in Boulder, Colo

For the past four years he wa:

publications specialist for RC*
Service Co.

Eugene H. Yates appointed to di

rector of research of the Point-of

Purchase Advertising Institute, Ne*
York. He comes to the institutt

from Bennett-Chaikin where he wa:

general manager and research di

rector.

William Hillpot joined Irvinj

Feld, Ltd., New York, as nationa

sales manager. Most recently ac

tive in the industrial film and H
film syndication field, he will di

rect and coordinate company's 36-1

half-hour radio dramas, now irj

U. S. syndication.

Peter Can, western and south

western sales manager of Desili

Sales, transferee! to the Desilu Sale;

International Division. Jerrj l.e«

and Hurley Graffius appoints

western sales manager and south

western sales manager, respectively

Lee was previously with MCA-TN
for six years. During the past tw

years Graffius served as business at

fairs director with Desilu.

Daniel B. Schuffman, progran

manager of WBKB Chicago, ap

pointed vice president in charge o

the entertainment divisions of botl

H. M. H. Publishing Co., publisher

Ol Playboy and Playlxn Clubs In

ternational. He has previously bed

connected with the magazine as pro

ducer-director of "Playboy's Pent

house." nationally syndicated \
x

show.
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Chicago-first, among all U.S. cities, in building giant

new skyscrapers for people to work and live in.

Chicago's WGN Radio— first of all radio stations in Mid-America

in homes reached— because it offers far greater coverage of

skyscrapers and everything else that interests people.

WGN
IS

CHICAGO
the most respected call letters in broadcasting



UNITED
ARTISTS SHOWCASE

Burt

LANCASTER
Kirk Laurence

>OUGLAS * OLIVIEI

A ham fisted Colonial and the village

parson take on the cream of the

Redcoats, in an inspiring donnybrook

by George Bernard Shaw.

HMH^HHHH

Running time:

82 MINUTES

viRE OR PHONE

UNITED ARTISTS
• ASSOCIATED

on of UNITED ARTISTS TELEVISION. INC
555 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N.r. • Area Code 212 • 688-4700
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(till FTC buy cigaret ad code?

iJoam success story follows Lestoil's

C MMUIMIT

Winner receives WCCO !' '

4INNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
VI Reps: Peters. Griffin. Woodward, Inc.

Preparing the youth for tomorrow is the broad-

casters' responsibility today.

WCCO Television conducts an annual statewide

high school Broadcast Journalism Conference in

cooperation with the University of Minnesota

School of Journalism.

The 5th Broadcast Journalism Conference (April

20-21. 1964) saw the awarding of the 5th annual

WCCO Television 4-year Scholarship for study i

the field of Electronic Journalism.

# Community (City. Stat-

accept i

ENCE BETWEEN GOOD ANT



the difference inA Kansas TV is

A single buy gets you more than half: The counties . .

.

The population . . . The consumer spendable income . .

.

The TV homes ... of prosperous Kansas. This includes the

rich, South Central area that encompasses Wichita, fourth

fastest-growing city in the country during the past decade

To Sell Kansans / Buy KTVH . .

.

With 1504-Foot Tall Tower Power! KTVH
WICHITA /HUTCHINSON

It BLAIR TELEVISION (^^^

J



FRIDAY AT 5

Wrinkle-Removers FDA Seizure

May Affect Tv Ad Millions

Chicago

—

Millions ol dollars in tv

advertising ma) be affected in Food

it Drug Administration's seizure late

List week of retail supplies ot Helene

t urtis' new Magic Secret wrinkle-re-

moving lotion. FDA picked up 35

eartons of the product in Baltimore,

along with promotional materials, on

grounds Magic Secret is not a cos-

metic but a drug, and therefore the

COBpart) needs IDA approval of its

safety and effectiveness. Cosmetics

don't need advance government ap-

proval. The government has filed

suit in Federal Court in Baltimore,

alleging false and misleading labeling.

Helene Curtis introduced Magic

Schick Electric Sets

7,000 Spots for Spring

New York — Nearly 7,000 one-

ninute radio spots plus network tv

ommcrcials on NBC's Today show,

live been set by Schick Electric, Inc.,

ria Norman, Craig & Kummel, for

Mother's Day and Father's Day pro-

notions.

The Mother's Day campaign, which

K'gins this week, consists of some
!,000 radio spots in 43 top markets,

n addition to live demonstration com-
nercials on Today. It will stress the

Petite Salon" portable home hair

Iner, while also promoting Schick's

ne of electric shavers. Over 4,600

pots will be used in local radio.

Secret m February, and has been us-

ing heavy network tv in its promotion
(Sponsor. Apr. 27). created through

I II Weiss ev ( o.. ( hicago. Its total

aA budget is estimated between S3.N

and 5 million.

Just last month, (has. Pfizer*! Cotj
siibsuli.n\ came out with a similarlv

compounded preparation, Line Away,
with a tv budget ol some $750,000
m spot West. Weir A Bute] is its

igencj -

Hazel Bishop also has a similar

lotion. Sudden Change, and M,i\ Fac-

tor and Rev Ion plan to enter the field

this month.
Potential market for temporary

wrinkle-smoothers is estimated from
$*-> to 100 million a vcar. Action b>

the FDA could affect tv campaigns,

through their Interstate Commerce
application.

Helene Curtis' President Willard

Gidwitz lays seizure "won't stop fur-

ther sale of Magk Secret anywhere.

We will oppose all government inter-

ference, and are prepared to fight for

our rights in the courts. He adds

that "it will take a day or two to

straighten out the silly mess the gov-

ernment has caused, and then we'll

try to decide on our future plans."

Gidwitz points out that Magic

Secret "was tested by five independent

laboratories and four leading derma-

tologists, and cleared by them all."

The lotion contains a protein obtained

from the blood of cattle.

No Code Panic at Commercial Filmers

New York — There'll be no
truckload of junked cigaret tv

commercials, no wild flurry of re-

makes, no quickie casting calls to

find models who look over 25

"•ears old. In fact, the announce-

ment of the new "Cigaret Adver-
tising Code'' from leading tobacco

companies (see lead feature, this

issue) was causing hardly a ripple

in New York commercial produc-

tion offices last week. Sampling
of producer comment:

Mickey Dubin of Klaeger Asso-

ciates: "I think most cigaret com-
panies were completely ready for

the code. It's no calamity. Most

points in the code were included

in commercials currently being

shot or recently completed."

Spokesman for MPO: "Cigaret

code is likely to have little effect

as a 'panic producer." Agencies and

clients seem to be prepared."

Al Mendelsohn of Elliot. L'nger

& Elliot. "We've done commer-
cials lately for Philip Morris, Loril-

lard and Liggett A; Mvers. Not one

is back for re-makes. Essentially,

everything in the code has been

discussed between us and agencies

for the past eight or nine months.

Clyne Now President

Of Maxon Advertising
Si v> ^ ork—( leiciivc ( |yu

been elected president and c

office! ot Maxon, Inc . succeed, i

R. Maxon who has been cle.

the chairmanship. ( Ivne JOIIM

on in l

l>'>2 as executive vice president

alter serving as vice chairman •! M.
( ann-1 rickson MaXOfl has been

preakfent since founding the

in i
l>27.

Maxon's total billings last

were S42 2 million, ot which

130 million went into air medj I

was parceled out as follow*: network

tv—$25.7 million, spot tv—$2 mil-

lion, network radio—$300,0o

radio—$2 million.

In another switch. Maxon has

moved its headquarters to I rk'l

Rockefeller Center from Detroit,

where chairman Maxon resides I)

troit now becomes a regional

fice, along with others m ( bio

Minneapolis, Montreal and Holly-

wood. New York personnel are

ing moved to the new headquarters

from the company*! own building

12 E. 53rd St.. which Ma.xon pi

to sell.

Grant Offers Stock

Abroad, U. S. Next
Chicago — Grant Advertising

which spends an estimated 40 percent

of its over-all $50 million billm.

television, has announced plans to

public — but with an innovation from
the method used bv the other

American agencies whose stock is pub-

hclv owned (Foote, (one A B

and Papert. Koenig. Lois).

Its plan is to have its J2 t

Officea to sell between 4!

of their stock within the next three

years. Grant, with eight offices in the

U.S., then plans to go public

First step in current nubhc ot;

program took place Apr. 19, w
(rant's South African division ;'

190,000 oi 00 shares on the

at $4.55.

For Grant employees. 10

shares were reserved at preferential

price of $3.

Reasons given bv :i \A ill C
drant for going public mcludc earn-

ing greater respect for the advert

business bv "shedding its <

secrecv." in addition to inherent d>.

matic and financial consideratn

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Conflicts Erase Compton-Wade Merger
New York — The projected merger of Compton Advertising, of New

York, and Wade Advertising, of Chicago, which would have produced an

agency with combined broadcast billings of some $104 million — $140 million

over-all — was called off late last week.

Announcement of the negotiation termination came from Wade, which
said it was because of "too many ac- —
count conflicts, coupled with a desire

on the part of employee-stockholders

to continue as an independent agency.

One of the conflicts was whether

Miles Laboratories, Elkhart, Ind.,

Wade's largest client, would agree

to a shift of $10 million in billings to

Compton. Products involved are One-

A-Day Multiple Vitamins; Chocks,

chewable flavored vitamin for chil-

dren; Bactine, an antiseptic prepara-

tion; and Nervine, a tranquilizer.

Other conflicts involving heavy

broadcast advertisers included Al-

berto-Culver Co., Compton's largest

Chicago client, and Toni Co., which

$25 Million for NBC-TV;

$3 Million to Radio Net
New York—Nineteen advertisers

placed orders totaling over $25 mil-

lion in NBC-TV's 1964-'65 program
schedule since mid-April, reports net-

work sales vice president Don Durgin.

Six orders were for new programing:

half-sponsorship in "Flipper" by Mat-

tel (Carson/ Roberts); co-sponsorship

of "Kentucky Jones" by Timex (War-

wick & Legler); alternate half-hours

of "90 Bristol Courts" by Gerbert

Products (D'Arcy); buys in "Alfred

Hitchcock Hour" by Speidel (Mc-

Cann-Marschalk) and Plymouth

(Ayer); and "Solo" and "Daniel

Boone" buys by Union Carbide, Con-

sumer Products Div. (Esty).

U.S. Hopes to Ease

Export Sales of Tv

Geneva—The General Agreement

on Tariffs and Trade may soon be

able to vote on a U. S.-sponsored

amendment calling on the 62-nation

GATT membership to "eliminate ob-

stacles to the international sale of

television programs."

John G. McCarthy, president of

Television Program Export Assn., says

the amendment is already in the hands

of the GATT Working Party on

Television, which will discuss it at

their next meeting, possibly starting

within the next two weeks.

bills some $2 million at Wade. Also,

Wade handles International Milling

Co. (Robin Hood Flour) Minneapolis,

and Compton handles Duncan Hines

Cake Mixes out of Proctor & Gamble.
Compton's total billings last year

were around $110 million, of which

74 percent or $81.4 million went into

air media. Wade, which billed some
$30 million in '63, put 81 percent, or

$22.5 million, into broadcast.

McCalls Sets $5 Million

To Buy AB-PT Shares

New York—An investment of up
to $5 million in common stock of

American Broadcasting - Paramount
Theatres has been authorized by the

finance committee of McCall Corp.,

which currently holds 1 1 2,500 shares.

This was disclosed by McCall Pres-

ident Herbert R. Mayes last week
after the company's annual meeting

in New York, where he also noted

that together with the 95,000 AB-PT
common shares owned by Hunt Foods
& Industries, McCall's controls 4.5

percent of the outstanding stock. Hunt
Foods, headquartered at Fullerton,

Calif., owns 35.5 percent of McCall's

common stock.

Neither McCall nor Hunt has filed

notice with the SEC to indicate it in-

tends to solicit proxies from other

AB-PT shareholders to contest moves
by the entertainment company de-

signed to block any attempt to seat

directors on its 14-member board.

The move calls for balloting at a

special meeting an hour before the

annual AB-PT stockholders session,

on a motion to eliminate cumulative

voting for directorships. To be elect-

ed under cumulative voting, a board

nominee would need the backing of

some 6.6 percent of all AB-PT shares

voted.

Under cumulative voting proce-

dures, holders multiply the number
of shares held by the number of di-

rectors to be elected, and can dis-

tribute or concentrate their votes as

they choose. Holders of 4,586.205

shares are entitled to vote at the AB-
PT meeting.

Moore Tells Admen ABC-TV
Can Continue its Momentum
New York — The combination

of the strides made by ABC-TV
this season and the promise of the

strong, new programs scheduled

for 1964-65 "spell momentum and
opportunity for the network and
for each and every advertiser on
ABC," says network president

Thomas W. Moore.
Moore expressed his enthusiasm

at a presentation last week before

agency and advertiser executives

whom he also told: "In our solid

nucleus of returning shows, we
have the building blocks that make
up the foundation of successful

evenings. Seven of ABC-TV's new
1963-64 shows will return, and

every one of our situation comedies

is a proven hit."

Also speaking was network sales

vice president James E. Duffy, who
pointed out ABC-TV moved into

second place in national ratings

this season, with latest report show-

ing it delivers 300,000 more homes

per minute than NBC. He said net-

work has 12 shows in top 40

against NBC's eight and CBS' 20,

and has 20 half-hours reaching 10

million or more homes against

NBC's 16 and CBS' 27.

Quaker Oats, Osodettes

Shift Accounts to DDB
New York—Doyle Dane Bernbacl

last week acquired two more hea\;

broadcast advertiser accounts, pick

ing up a total of $5 million over-al

billings from two sources—sonu

$3.5 million from Quaker Oats Cc

(Quaker Oats and Mother's Oats) ant

$.5 million from International Late

Co. (Isodettes).

DDB in 1963 had total billings o

some $74 million, with 29 percen

($18.2 million) going into radio and t\

The Quaker brand shift, effecti\

this fall, is being made from th

Chicago office of Compton Advert is

ing, which will continue to handl

some $1.5 million in other Quake

billings—Muffets, Shredded Wheal

Ful-O-Pep and Capt. Crunch, th

latter a new pre-sweetcned cereal.

Other broadcast-oriented account

picked up this year by DDB includ

Democratic National Committee am

Heinz.
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WHICH FOODS

DO IOWAHS
PREFER?

Knowing that Iowa is an almost un-

matched state for food production, you

might conclude that our people simply

can't be heavy purchasers of food.

The facts are quite different. Even our

Iowa farmers are fabulous consumers of

packaged food products. (With an aver-

age income of actually SI 4.700 per year,

they can certainly afford the best!) But,

in addition, remember that industry

accounts for even more income in Iowa

than do our vast agricultural activities!

If your food sales in Iowa aren't what

you wish, it's time to re-evaluate your

marketing strategy. Ask PGW for the

facts about WHO-TVs really fabulous

successes in helping promote dozens of

Iowa's favorite foods. No other television

station in the country, we believe, can do

a better job. at lower cost, in any market!

CHANNEL 13 • DES MOINES
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World PremiereThis Wwh
in Chicago

AGiral Station-Ncm GREATER!
5:00-9 00 am

HENRY COOKE'S CHICAGO

9:00 am-12:00 noon

JIM CONWAY'S AMERICANA

12:00 noon-3 pm

JOHN DOREMUS' MATINEE

3:00-6:30 pm

CHUCK BENSON'S BEST

6:30-7:30 pm

WMAQ-NBC NEWS

7:30-8:00 pm

FOLK FESTIVAL

8:00-8:30 pm

ON CUE

8:30-9:00 pm

SOUNDTRACK

9:00-9:30 pm

IN PERSON

:27 and :57

WMAQ NEWS

9:30-10:00 pm

PATTERNS

10:00-10:30 pm

HOLIDAY

10:30-11:00 pm

NORMAN ROSS

11:00-1:00 am

JACK EIGEN

00-5:00 am

SOUND OF JAZZ



BEER
BARONS

Publisher's

buy WNBC-TV. Top names in the

brewing business know it's the

most efficient means of whetting

the taste of choosey New Yorkers.

Among the barons:

P. Ballantine & Sons, Inc.

Pabst Brewing Co.

Piel Brothers

Liebmann Breweries, Inc.

F & M Schaefer Brewing Co.

Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co.

Take a tip from the beer barons:

whatever the product or service

you sell, you uncap more selling

power on WNBC-TV.

WNBC-TV
NEW YORK

Radio on the move
For years we've been talking about radio as a billion dollar advertising

medium.

Some may say that we're pipe dreaming. But I don't think so.

When you consider that radio is part of the daily living habit of nearly

every family, that as a direct pipline from sender to listener it affords

an unlimited range of imagination and persuasion, then the $700 million

or so it currently attracts in advertising volume is far from its proper

level in the national economy. National radio in particular has been the

laggard. I mean both spot and network.

Now the situation is changing. Like spring, I see national radio

busting out all over. I predict that, by 1967, radio, strongly aided by

national revenues, will be a billion dollar medium.

Here's some of what I see.

Taking Chicago as a radio checkpoint. I note that advertisers,

agencies and national representatives are expressing more enthusiasm

for the medium than at any time since the 30's. Don Nathanson, presi-

dent of North Advertising, told me that radio in consort with television

is a potent tandem for many products, that he's very high on radio.

Alberto-Culver, after getting its feet wet with an initial radio test. ha>

earmarked $1 million for radio advertising of Command in 31 market^

—and that's only a beginning. Two station representatives gave me

their actual Chicago radio billings for the first quarter of 1964 com-

pared to the same period last year: One did (in rough figures) S450.000

last year versus $570,000 this; the other. $290,000 versus S460.000.

In the first instance, the stations remained the same: in the second sev-

eral important stations were added.

Last week, while visiting the CRC Studios in Dallas. 1 had the

pleasure of hearing the new RAB jingle built around the words "Radio

moves ..." I can't imagine anything but a smashing success for these

tuneful, fast-paced promos to be played over hundreds of stations in

May (National Radio Month) and after. They reflect the new p;

sionalism and confidence of radio.

Similarly. 1 was impressed during the April NAB convention in

Chicago by the varied and high quality offerings of radio program and

commercials companies. More companies were represented and reported

more activity than any session the past 10 years.

NAB has experienced, promotion-minded Sherril Taylor heading

its radio set-up. He's bent on improving radio programing via a series

of clinics to be held this year. Sherril formerly was a top executive a!

RAB and should be counted on to approach his job on the basis o\' prac-

tical contribution.

RAB itself is in high gear and getting stronger every day. Ed

Bunker obviously enjoys his role and works hard at it. In Miles David.

he has one of the soundest strategists in any of the media bureaus.

Last, but not least, the networks feel the surge. Where could you

find anyone more dynamic than ABC Radios Bob Pauley? All four

networks arc looking for a big year.

fT-Z^c/
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Overall programing

or

Over-all programing?

Uc started oui to s. ( \ something

nice about our farm programing, and

r.iu into the old (for u-o problem: Ours

is .1 balanced market; it we Meat too

much aboul whai we do tor farmers,

we're liable to reinforce the Iowa-equals-

only-corn canard, .it the expense ol

Iowa's Wow- what-a-puissant -industrial

-

urea truism

Ihc problem boils down to .1 hyphen,

it Merriam-Webster's V*n Collegiate

Du tionary is to be trusted. Programing
tor our overall-wearing audience is an

import.mi pari but onl\ .1 part -ol our

over-all activity.

Man and boy, we've served Eastern

Iowa's urban and rur.il audiences tor

42 \c.irs. Our Farm Service Department
covers JOO plus t.irm events annuall)

Its tvuir agricultural college graduates

provide knowledgeable reporting and

commentary for WMTland 46 Eastern

Iowa counties and eight counties in Illi-

nois. Minnesota and Wisconsin, traveling

some 50,000 miles .1 \e.ir to do it. I he\

pr\ open the erack ol dawn si\ mornings
a week tor two hours ol farm news and
features, come back with .1 third hour
at noon, then yet out in the field. Me-
chanical corn-picking contests, originated
In WAIT in 1948, are now held in ten

states; the low a version draws 12.000 to

15,000 people annually. Our "Iowa's

Favorite Parmer's Daughter" contest an-

nual!) draws JOO to ~<>i> entries, keen
audience interest, and lull sponsorship
The Farm Service Department con-

tributes to the balanced programing
which maintains the audience that makes
W \l I the important I astern Iowa sta-

tion tor advertisers.

WMT
( />'N R

Mail \

N onal Rep-.

Affiliated with w M I 1 \ WMT-FM
K-WMT. 1 VI 1 < Duluth
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Ben Bodec is back on the "Sponsor

Scope" beat.

I don't know anyone in the trade

with a keener sense of the signifi-

cant in broadcast advertising.

I do know that advertising men
in radio and television have fol-

lowed his scoops with a continuing

reward of knowledge that pays off

where it counts—on the job.

With this issue, "Sponsor Scope"

goes up to two full pages. This will

mean "more and better" informa-

tion on things that the air media

fraternity wants from Scope.

If there is something in the wind

that will likely hobble the creative

team, they'll learn about it first in

Scope.

If there is an avant guard com-
mercial technique that may become
a trend, or a break-through in an

old stymieing wall, its disclosure

will likely be found in Scope.

If a head of competitive steam

is building up in a particular seg-

ment of the agency or advertising

broadcast industry, the first hiss

will almost certainly be heard in

Scope. It will disclose cause and

effect.

Perhaps the best wrap-up of the

idea is that "Sponsor Scope" will

be "probing the currents and under-

currents of broadcast advertising,"

with a particularly incisive probe of

marketing facets of the business.

There's another addition to

SPONSOR this week which we're

sure you'll notice immediately.

Color. We're sure you'll approve

of it.

Rut one thing more we can prom-

ise bj waj of new things for these

pages. A whole new schedule of

features that will dig into the broad-

cast advertising areas that will ring

at the cash register.

)CUAA. azfoc^

Hero Through Error

Thank you tor the fine article

which Sponsor wrote about me and

my views in the Apr. 20 issue ("The

Forgotten 51st Market").

One of the things that most im-

pressed me was the incredibly accur-

ate reflection of my views in such a

long article. It has often been my ex-

perience that an editor or magazine

could find lots of room for many
errors in an article a fraction of its

length.

But. Sponsor did make me quite

a hero in the single error I noted.

Id love to take credit for having 41

percent of our sales in 1963 from ac-

counts that had never used radio be-

fore. But it isn't so. Actually, the cut-

line for the photograph on page 47

should have read that 41 percent of

our sales were new to the market,

not the medium.

Sam Brownstein
General Manager
Prestige Representative Organization

New York, N.Y.

ed note: Heroes are made, not born.

FM Needs Selling

Our congratulations to Robert

Richer, president of Robert Richer

Representatives, for his lucid article

on FM's two-pronged development,

titled "FM Is a Muscle Medium." in

the Apr. 20 issue of Sponsor.

FM's superior transmission quali-

ties do not isolate it from sales com-

petition with other broadcast media.

FM must be prepared to do a better

selling job for advertisers or it can-

not hope to get advertising dollars.

Ralph Alrin
Director of Operations

Market I Network. Inc.

New York, N.Y.

Read Cover-to-Cover

I nomas Knitch of Foote, Cone &
Belding asks an interesting question.

"Why does everybodj pick on tv?"

(Commercial Critique. Sponsor.

Apr. 20.)

10

Let us hope Mr. Knitch is a cover-

to-cover reader of Sponsor, as to read

the yellow page Friday at 5, for one

of Mr. Knitch's bosses supplies a satis-

factory answer to the question.

Certainly more should be written

and reviewed precisely in the line of

Fairfax Cone's reference to non-pro-

graming content.

And what might be acted upon by

the networks could be the names of

the producers of every little parlor

game. Strike them off and the names

of sponsors would stand a chance to

seem important to free tv as it's known.

Harold R. Gingrich

President

Harold R. Gingrich. Radio-TV
Productions

Oak Park. III.

Shaving Data to Execs

We were very much impressed with

the article Sponsor published using

our shaving data (Mar. 30). Your

treatment of this TvO application

yielded a most interesting and lucid

story. We are reproducing it and mail-

ing it to about 7.000 top management

and broadcasting people.

Mina Block
Project Supervisor

Tv Q
Manhasset. N. Y.

Aid for Ph.D Candidate

We are suggesting as a P.D dis-

sertation topic: "The relative effec-

tiveness of local advertising media:

radio, television, newspaper." and be-

lieve some material which has ap-

peared in Sponsor would be helptul

in our study.

Specifically ,we would like to ob-

tain copies of two of your articles:

"Inter Media.'" which was in the

issue of Feb. 4. 1963 and "Spot T>

and Newspapers, "which was in the

Maj 31, 1958, issue.

Norman H. Sanders

Creative Advertising

I on Worth, lex.

in NOTE: Glad to further education

SPONSOR



If you want to move goods in volume, tiu Charhtu market will

handle a health)/ load fur you. To satisfy thi baying appetiU of this pop-

ulous area, CharbtU now headquarters over 1,000 wholesalers. Their sales

top $2 billion a year. Long-tinu leader in th< Carolinas
t CharlotU is

tin second largest distribution center in th, Southeast! Hardest w
that you can c '•' IJ '"'-' Charlotte's WSOC-TV
NBC ABC Represented by HR WSOC-TV WSOC assoc.i.ed .,ih WSB IV WSB. Atl.nl. WHIO TV WM.O. D.>.on WIOD HM KIVU. SH fn
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People talk to people about all kinds of things. All the time.

I verywhere. And we plan to make the most of it.

During April, ACS volunteers all over America will talk

to their neighbors about cancer. In ourvasl " loll Your Neigh-

bor" program, people will learn from people the answers

to questions about cancer, w hich could help save lives.

We're looking to television and radio to back up this lug

nation-wide undertaking which has two aims: to help save

h^cs and to help raise funds. I hanks to you, our messages

have been airborne to millions of neighbors year alter year.

New first-rate materials are available. For TV: 1 minute.

20-second, 10-second film spots in color and in black and

white: telops; slides; feature-length films. For radio: musi-

cal programs; celebrity spots; discussion programs featur-

ing well-known medical authorities.

\\ ill you talk up for us again this year? Please ask \our

local ACS Unit tor the materials you want or write to: *

AMERICAN CANCER SOCII I Y»

21') last 42nd Street. New York. N.Y 10017

12 SPONSO



THE WEEK in WASHINGTON
PRESSTIME REPORT FROM OUR WASHINGTON NEWS BUREAU

May 1, L9

MAB's LeRoy Cullin.s a:, d Code. Director Howard Bell are delighted with •

tobacco iudu.str} '.. :.ew ,rl; - rc^ula'my code. Cull iised the tobacco

panic.-, iii .stu wing the "will iu provide import .mi .,e 1 ! -regulat ion and sc.

J_ ^line in servi ng the public interest ."

The cigaret manufacturers 1
> ode and czar setup to pull ba - glamor

advert is m

g

, incidentally, id supreme vindication tor Collins' oft-criticized

stand against the glamor cigaret appeal to youth.

Code Director Hell adds some practical considerations to the plaudits.
NAB cigaret advertising restrictions for code subscribers will remain in lull

orce .

But, detailed guidelines Lor advertisers and broadcasters on how to carry

out the NAB cigaret code restrictions will be held up awhile . Bell says

broadcasters will wait to see how the tobacco industry implements this aspect
of its voluntary code.

NAB will keep on monitoring the broadcast commercials on a case by case
basis, to make sure that code subscribers live up to code terms for cigaret
advertising .

Also, NAB code got into program aspects when it advised subs<ribers to
forego scenes luring youth to smoke . But the tobacco industry code specificall
says it does not include entertainment portion of any television, or radio
programs.

Washington's government crusaders tor blunt health-hazard warnings on cig-

aret label.s and advertising are encouraged, but of course not altogether satis -

fied with the industry's sel f -regulator y code setup .

Sen. Maurine Neuberger said the code proposes to amend "abuses" in the
glamor and youth appeal, and in filter claim chaos--but where is the health-

hazard declaration ; Hill legislators in the Neuberger camp will judge the
by the choice of administrator

,
who will have final authority over advertise-

ments and imposition of fines.

Surgeon General Luther Terry calls the
]

- p_r v step in reining
ippealtotheyu'ing. But health ia the pr i <

•

.

•

,

' ,
'

_.
' ''> ;•::. w, ;•.•..

• •
. ; > ,< . , ...

.

FTC Cha irman Paul Rand DLXon says the i i^aret turers 1 new code does
not in any way preclude FTC's proposed rule-naking on health-hazard a> •auwledg-
ment on labels and in advert is ins He invites industry comment on new develop-

ita, in the FTC's rule-making docket--deadl ine is Ma . 15.

Dixon still ins ists— as he did during recent Senate appropriations hear-
ings— that the industry iuuld save itselt future private dai.age suits if it

would put a hazard warning on the label. But the toba> - o in.:

CONTINUED ON NtXJ FAGt
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-THE WEEK in WASHINGTON
PRESSTIME REPORT FROM OUR WASHINGTON NEWS BUREAU

see the FTC in its avowed role of "White Knight"— a savior of damage costs,
when the idea came out at recent hearings.

The FTC will go after the $2 billion medication business with its quarter -

billion dollar advertising, Dixon has promised .

The FTC chairman told Appropriations Committee Chairman Magnuson recently
that conflicting claims bewilder the public: " Blatant and contradictory adver -

tising
, particularly before the captive tv audience, invites public skepticism

of the effectiveness of government protection of consumers ."

With a somewhat backhanded compliment to the advertising profession, Dixon
said the half-truths of the medication commercials diminish confidence of the
public in all advertising— "a 12 billion industry in itself, and tremendously
important to the nation's economic vitality." Dixon said he expects a tough
fight when FTC tries to tame down "exaggerated" claims . He should. They've
been having it.

The cosmetics people will have another oral round on the subject of dis -

closure of foreign origins on packages and in advertising . May 20 is the date.

A recent hearing brought anguished cries that the required disclaimers would
take more words than a radio spot announcement has time for--to say nothing of

taking the glamor and oomph out of the ads.

Earl Kintner , former chairman of the FTC and now a Washington attorney,
said beauty aspects of packaging products such as Faberge, which he represents,
would suffer from label disclaimers .

About a year back, Coty, Inc., was slapped with a $20,000 consent judgment

for violating an order to stop being so French about domestic perfumes, this

case, "L'Aimant."

NAB has asked the Federal Communications Commission to put off oral argu-

ment on its newly proposed station reporting forms from May 18 to June 29 to

give broadcasters a chance to study new aspects .

FCC has agreed to have separate forms for renewal versus new applicants
,

but what worries NAB is a set of hybrid questionnaires— based partly on FCC's

original, heavily detailed query forms and partly on amending suggestions by

the ad hoc industry-attorney-FCC committee .

Both are incorporated in FCC's new long form. FCC is offering at the same

time, an alternative really short form as the ad hoc committee originally de-

vised it.

At one point, the commission foresees the unhappy possibility that its own

reporting forms may unwittingly promote clutter . The FCC wants licensee to re-

port the number of " interrupt ions"--technica lly commercials or for programs
containing commercials— that break into program content.

Trouble is, FCC thinks maybe all kinds of announcements— even for sustain-

ing and pubservice programs

—

should be classed as "interruptions ."

But if they are, won't licensee tend to stuff them all between programs

and at station break, to avoid listing too many "interruptions" on the form ?

It's a problem.

14
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UNITED
ARTISTS SHOWCASE 2

BURT GARY

LANCASTER COOPER
DENISE DARCEL • CESAR ROMERO

VERA CRUZ
Two raucous, rowdy soldiers-of-fortune

battle for Gold, Girls and Glory,

in Old Mexico—and give the viewers every

bit of the action-excitement they love . .

VC's real promotable!

Running time: 94 MINUTES

WRITE WIRE OR PHONE

U.CI.CI.
UNITED ARTISTS
ASSOCIATED

.-s.on of UNITtD ARTISTS TELEVISION INC

555 Moditon Av< • ndr2l?»e
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SPONSOR WEEK

REP. ROGERS: WHO MAKES THE LAWS?

More Regulatory Encroachments May Be Attempted

Texas Congressman urges vigilance against usurpation
of legislative powers; sees pressures in areas of pay-tv,
CATV, licensing and commercials control

The broadcast advertising indus-

try and all businesses associated

with it were warned, last week, of

the threats posed against them by

regulatory encroachment.

Representative Walter Rogers

(D-Tex.), speaking at the Sta-

tion Representatives Assn.'s annual

awards luncheon, told members of

SRA and their guests from all fields

allied with broadcast advertising

that without continued vigilance

and work, their businesses "could

be in a state of suspended anima-

tion, living a day-to-day existence,

in constant fear that the thread

holding the economic Sword of

Damocles might be severed and

you destroyed."

Acknowledging the sincerity of

purpose of the Federal Communi-
cations Commission, Rogers said,

however, that it does not in his

opinion "detract from the danger-

ous precedent that could have been

set" had the proposed rule-making

power of the FCC to fix the length

and frequency of broadcast adver-

tisements gone unchallenged.

"The basic issue involved," said

Rogers, "was the length and fre-

quency of broadcast advertise-

ments. It was the question as to

who has the power to legislate in

that particular field. It was my
position at that time and it is pres-

ently my position that this was an

attempt by a department of the

government to invade the constitu-

tional prerogative of the legislative

branch of government."

He also pointed out that the

abandonment of the rule-making

procedure by the FCC did not

settle the question. Every member

of the Committee with one excep-

tion testifies before the subcom-

mittee that it was his opinion it

did have such power.

Had the Congress abandoned
efforts to pass legislation, therefore,

Rogers told the broadcast advertis-

ing fraternity, "We could have won
the battle and lost the war."

The congressional leader also re-

minded the luncheon guests that "a

quite similar case had to do with

the FCC fixing license fees.

"The FCC assumed the power to

fix license fees," he said, "not by

virtue of affirmative legislative au-

thority granted it by legislation that

had proceeded in the usual manner
through the Congress. It based its

assumption of this authority on

language contained in an appropria'

tions bill which was passed in th'

year 1951. Why there was such I

long delay in asserting a power th;

did not find its source in a legist;'

tive committee of the Congress hi

not yet been answered.

"It is my feeling," Rogers addec

'"that the powers exercised by regi 1

latory agencies of this governmet'

must be clearly defined in the regi

lar parliamentary manner. If tr

power to exact license fees can H
otherwise assumed, then we canni

escape the conclusion that ouV
powers can be acquired in the sarr

manner."

It could then be presumed, a

cording to the legislator, that tl

FCC could assume the power

SRA Awards Presented At New York Session

Vera Brennan

The Station Representatives Assn.

presented its 1964 awards last week
during its seventh annual luncheon

at New York's

Waldorf - Astor-

ia. Agency per-

sonnel honored

were Vera Bren-

n a n , Sullivan,

Stauffer, Colwell

& Bayles broad-

cast supervisor,

who received the

Silver Nail
Timebuyer o I

the Year Award; Gordon Gredell.

timebuyer at D'Arcy Advertising,

Chicago, named Chicago Timebuy-

er of the Year; and Leonard S. Mat-

thews, executive v. p. of Leo Bur-

nett. Chicago, given the Gold Key

Award for outstanding leadership

in advertising.

In addition, a special award of

honor was presented to Sol Tais-

hoff, editor and publisher o( Broad-

casting for his contribution to the

broadcast industry through his out-

standing journalism.

Miss Brennan. who joined SSC

in 1956 as a broadcast supervise

previously was with Scheidler. Be.

Leonard Matthews Gordon Gudell

& Werner. Duane Jones Co. a

Biow Co. Gredell went to D'Arcj

July 1959 after three years as

timebuyer with Needham. Louis

Brorby in Chicago. Matthews 1

been with Burnett since his gradi

tion from Northwestern U. in l
g -

First in its research department,

transferred in l
lM9 to its media <

partment as a timebuyer, fn

where he rose to his present pe

laishoff has been editor and pi

lisher of Broadcasting for over

years.
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permit 01 denj pay television and

id control the extent ti> which the

spectrum could be employed foi

those pin posts, and, while Ik-

did

not anticipate such .1 stand, "should

the composition ol the Commission

t to .1 majority in support ol

lev ision, I do not know what

the result would be
"

rhc threat ol pay-t\ has not

essened, according to Rogers who
oiesees additional demands and at-

empts shaping up for the very neat

future

"Any undertaking with the profit

xitential possible in pay televi-

ioo," he said, "is bound to attract

nucfa attention. American entre-

preneurs do not have the reputa-

ion of missing a chance like this

without mounting a vigorous fight."

S us: that the California activ-

.v m pay-t\ had i t^ origination with

fights on closed circuit broad-

asts. he added. "People who
anted to see these broadcasts and

willing to pay for them are

different from people who ap-

reciate opera and would pay for

Kit type of broadcast."

[ouching on ( \ I \ acth ity

.

rs spelled out his views on the

ossibilit) of a combination of

• circuit tv and C \ I \ open-

kg the door to pay-tv .

1

"I would point out that without

turn enacted by the Congress

the United States such results

uld not come about." he said

arned. however, that qual-

|
L of free-tv could be impaired

i Ithout protective legislation.

Rogers also anticipated renewed

t
(tempts to brmi: network facilities

* nder regulation partly by desire

subject them to government con-

pi and partly for the indirect con-

h\ of ( \l\ or closed circuit ae-

ities. Public reaction to the con-

! ict of these facilities. Rogers feels.

I determine the success or fail-

e of these attempts.

Recognizing that "freedom and

illation are at best conflicting

nis." Rep. Rogers said that the

sponsibilitN of the broadcast in-

• stry and its associated fields is

t greater than on any other seg-

»:nt of the economy.
"How the industry aquits itself in

trrying out this responsibility will

ctermine not only the future regu-

n of the industry, but also (itsi

I >sperity." he concluded.

Be Brave' in Approach, Copywriters Urged

puld tn

He w;

Bernbach Jells AWANY session not

to be afraid of "rousing" public

Some 450 copywriters were ad-

monished bj the head ol .1 majoi

advertising agency last week, who
told them "The American public

doesn't love us. I hey don't even

hale us \\ e just bore them M

Addressing the I o u r t h annual

awards dinner ol the Advertising

Writers Association ol New ^ork.

William Bernbach, president ol

Doyle Dane Bernbach. stressed it's

"foolish not to be brave" in writ-

ing copy "Writers and artists have

a challenge to rouse and move" the

public. But he cautioned it takes

"more than just a good plan to pro-

voke and persuade" the consumer.

Noting there are times when an

advertiser wants to be assured his

campaign will add up to success.

Bernbach told the gathering "I ell

him he can't be sure. We can't

be sure. There are no more tangi-

bles in forecasting advertising re-

sults than for a book or play to

become a hit
"

He also reiterated a number ol

points he recently made in a talk

to San Francisco copywriters ih
"\ our duty is not to follow, but to

lead. Be a thinker of new thoughts.

You owe it to the client." (2) (ict

the advertising looked at. Just be-

cause an ad looks good is no as-

surance it will get looked at The
necessary ingredients are warmth.

sincerity, and insight."

Willum Bernbach

1 J) "Don't be afraid "i telling

I he pUfpOSC Ol an .\d is to sell."

(4l "I Itablith a personalis lor the

client's product I ind out how the

.id wears on the public It must
stand tor sonicthin Stand
up to the client when circumsUUI

warrant Don't submerge your con
victions. In that way you'll DC
truer to yOUTSeli truer to the

client."

Following his talk, he screened
three I) I) B commercials which he
said "took chances and created
sales '

t )n c was tot \ olkswagen,
showing its use by a snow -plow

driver in getting to work, another
lor I aura Scuddcr potato chips.

with a boy reciting a pledge; and
the third for Cracker Jack, being

passed around by sinister-looking

people during a card game,
During the dinner. Bernbach was

inducted into the \W \\ , c ^p S .

writers' Hal! ol lame" as its fourth

member. Previous inductees are

David Ogilvy. chairman ol Ogilvv.

Benson & Mather. George H. Cnb-
bin. chairman of Young A Ruhi-
Cam; and I.eo Burnett, chairman ol

I eo Burnett ( o

Vs tor the awards, it was pointed
out that there were some 1.435 en-
tries this year in si\ different cate-

gories, about 500 more than in '63

All tmahsts received Merit Awards,
with winners getting Cold and Sil-

ver Keys

I he Gold Key winner for radio

was Dan Bingham ol D-D B. for

a Volkswagen commercial, with a

Silver Key going to Robert Collins

o\ Charles w Hoyl ( . tor B&B
Beans

In tv. a Cold Key for a com-
mercial ol over 3d seconds went
to Gerald Schoenfeld o4 Cunning-
ham i"s WaKh. for American I v

port Lines, lensed by Hepworth.
Silver Keys m same categor) to

N DC] Sutton of Crey Advertising,

for \ .\n Heusen Shirts, lensed by

Rose-Magwood, and to (

I

I

a kins ot Young & Rubicam,

Chrysler (corporate), lensed bj

Southerland. w innei

lor a tv commercial under '•

OOds was M.<nte Chcrtlcr oi Papcrt.

K . }.: Lois foi \ > Hei

I ribune, lensed by ( Bs I
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Admen Eye Detroit Radio Rating Entry
Study for RKO General of Detroit's mobile
listening (42%) leads ARB to new service

More than 375 agency people

(ranging from president to assistant

media analysts), 25 major adver-

tisers (including General Foods,

Colgate, Liggett & Myers, Borden
and B. F. Goodrich) and other ad-

vertising-related personnel have
already asked to see details of the

joint ARB-RKO General Detroit

study of radio.

Initial results of the survey,

which was conducted during two
weeks in February both to measure
radio audiences and to test multi-

media diary techniques, were an-

nounced Thursday as follows:

An average of 42 percent of

total radio listening in Detroit oc-

curs away from home, with mobile

radio's peak listening between 2-3

p.m. Over-all radio listening climax-

es between 4-5 p.m., then nadirs

between 7 and 10 p.m. Average

weekday radio audience is nearly

a quarter million of the 2.7 million

population.

Radio diary results are consid-

ered "favorable and conclusive

enough" for ARB to announce en-

try plans for: (1) national radio

measurement (4-6 reports a year

on 17,000-person samples for both

home and away-from-home listen-

ing, beginning by early Fall) and

(2) local radio service (initially

for stations in largest markets, per-

haps starting by year's end).

Preliminary presentations have
already been made to major net-

works, and ARB expects many
station-agency sales to follow. First

signatures aren't expected for a

couple of weeks.

ARB calls its Detroit study "the

first carefully supervised and docu-

mented test of a personal radio

Today's Radio Listening

(At Home and Away from Home)

Please list any listening, either

at home or away from home.

Time Station

('•11

Idl.r.

Name or Type
of Program

Where did
you listen?

NOT includinf
yourself,
how many
other mem-
bers of your
f.mily were
lUtuini
with you?

12 yes.
& .11.

If You Didn't Listen To Anv Radio Todav, Check Here r

Data on an individual's daily radio listening for the diary portion
of the Detroit study was collected by this section of ARB's new
multi-media diary.

measurement technique" and plai

to offer technical data to industr

as a whole '(including joint NAB
RAB methodology researchers —

:

See Sponsor, March 9, 1964, pag.

40). Because the personal radif

diary (for sample page, see cut

is carried with him by the respond

ent, surveys needn't be restricted t<

metro areas, thus "can include th

total broadcast area of (any local

station without prohibitive ex

pense." ARB says service will al*!

help advertisers develop comple

mentary radio-tv campaigns.

Survey was undertaken at :

quest of RKO General (see Spon
sor, Sept. 23. 1963, page 25)

which holds controlling interest i

CKIW Windsor, Ont. As possibi

ity of a new radio service loome

larger for ARB, however, latte

group bore larger share of the cos
I

Research details will be sent oi

to the more than 400 advertisin

people cited above when tv. new?

paper and magazine results are tab-

ulated, probably within 60 day

Such data is also analyzed a n

cleared by ARF, which has bee!

working with ARB as methodolog

consultant.

In making the Detroit stud?
,

diary data was matched against ir
j

dividual telephone coincidental su:

veys conducted at the same tinw

Individual radio diaries plus mult

media diaries were placed in te

groups of 600 homes each. Son

6,000 phone interviews countei

checked radio and tv habits, whi!

personal in-depth interviews probe

on behalf of print media. '"Exter,

sive" yesterday-recall phone into

views were also conducted on radii

tv. Field test reached more tha

8,000 homes in the Detroit mem
politan area.

Dick Doherty Renamed
To Post as U.S. Aide

Richard P. (Dick) Dohert

president of Tv-Radio Manag
ment Corp. and Sponsor's chic
prognosticator of the fate and fo

tune of advertising and its relatt

industries, has again been given

special appointment by the I

State Department. He has btt

re-named as American Manag

ment delegate to the June conic

ence of the International LaborO
ganization, to meet at Geneva.
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PROBING THE CURRENTS AND UNDERCURRENTS OF BROADCAST ADVERTISING

Latex squirming about stations' delay on piggyback policy

International Latex, which spends 60 perceni cd in nI2 million tv bu

in spot, is trying to cut through the haze enveloping piggyback itandarda [through

Y&R, it has circulated .1 questionnaire among stations. Objective clarification ol

uh.it is or is not .ici.cpt.ihlc in types and placement ol piggybacks l atex resorted

to questionnaire after getting little more than blank stares trom reps. John Boone,

1 atex media director, told Sponsor Scopi it is imperative his company know as

quicklv as possible where stations in 60-80 markets it uses stand on their inter-

pretation of the piggyback >:oi.k. Fall planning is now underway. Added Boone:

It situation remains obscure much longer Latex will consider expanding its day-

time networks bins. Now using < BS-TV and NBC-TV. Other spot tv users that

have been pressing reps tor similar enlightment: American Home Products, St.uul-

ard Brands, General Mills, Lever Bros. Also raising network switchcroo hints

I ever ad chief Sam Thurm's comment: It hullaballoo about piggyback turns out a

serious obstacle to buying spot, advertisers Will start looking at other media.

Brand managers wresting spending control from corporate level

Package goods giants, particularly in the soap field, are undergoing a market-

ing strategy upheaval. Both short and long range planning. In budgeting ami capital

funds, especially for promotion and advertising. The swing in emphasis is trom

the corporate full line to individual products. Lever's health) profit statement tor

1963 ($13 million alter taxes) and Colgate's smashing success with \ja\ new-

comers has done much to expedite the new strategy. Means greater recognition for

brand or product manager over corporate management in exercising operating

control of brand budget. Significance u>r agencies: A strength position to fight tor

individuality of own brands and icsist shackling intrusion of corporate integrity.

Media implication: brand's abilit) to reject being included in corporate purchase

allows greater freedom, flexibility to plan and bin on limited range, markct-bv-

markct basis.

CPM becomes "out" word in spot; new shibboleth is "quota"

Spot tv sellers better know what's "in" and what's "out" among the more

sophisticated agency buyers when it comes to appraising the package pitch. I he old

numbers game of COSt-per-thousand is fast becoming old hat. There's been a de-

cided shift in emphasis. I he kev or '"in" word n "quota. " I he spreading u

Computer has had a lot to do with it. By "quota" is meant the composition, or

analvsis. of audience. And this composition gets progressively more complicated

Before the "quota" pattern hit the buying turnpike, the biner was given a specific

budget and told to spend it in the most efficient way he or she knew how. Now the

buver's told to deliver so main impressions, confined to specific demographic-

reach and frequency, using certain spot lengths at certain hours. I he advent oi

the "quota" pattern tends to nudge further upward the status of the timebuser.

C alls for a broader and deeper sense ol values Leaves more room for intelligent

maneuver and negotiation In other words, the meeting of the "quota" fa DC

more important than the moncv expenditure.

'
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PROBING THE CURRENTS AND UNDERCURRENTS OF BROADCAST ADVERTISING

CBS-TV soliloquizing on station payment for NFL championship

CBS-TV is debating with itself whether to compensate affiliates for clearance

of National Football League championship game. Event being offered at $120,000

per commercial minute for one year; $1 10,000 for two years. Agency commission

included. Altogether 18 announcements per game. Rights price: $1.8 million per

game. Additional expense, without station payment, estimated at around 5200,000.

As arrangement now stands, affiliates get paid only for second game of the five

double-headers in the 18 regular season broadcasts. Last year the championship

game scored 15.5 homes. At coming price the cost-per-thousand figures around

$7.50. Item: Canadian Football League looking for Saturday sponsorship in

States. Would compete for NCCA audience.

Saturday a.m. kid time on networks getting tight for fall

The three tv networks haven't much more to sell for the final '64 quarter

of the available participations in the Saturday morning kid time. Leaders in the

toy-games field — Matel, Ideal, Marx Bros., Deluxe Reading. M&E Doll —
have already sewed up their prc-Christmas requirements. Industry as whole spends

75 percent of budget in tv. In 1963 it was $10.35 million for network: $9 million,

spot. Total expenditure was 9.9 percent off, compared to '62.

Agency tv commercial producers in $8,000 to $50,000 salary range

Measure of strides made by tv commercial makers in agencies is the fact

their salary levels have become pretty well crystallized. These producers, as to

function and salary, fall into three classifications. Class I: junior, assistant or as-

sociate producer, $8,000. Class II: full producers who have the responsibility of

implementing the story board, $10,000 to $15,000. Class III: executive or super-

visory producers, $18,000 to $50,000. The bulk of these are in the $20,000

bracket and a goodly percentage are in the $30,000 arc. According to reports

within the producing clan, there are two freelance operators whose take is ovel

$60,000.

Strange saga of the cuckoo's bow into the Personna act

How the cuckoo sound effect got into the Personna blades (Philip Morris)

tv commercial makes an interesting anecdote. Benton & Bowles' original story-

board had an off-camera breaking into the testimonial with the word, "cen-

sored." Agency then became concerned over the possibility that networks and

stations would reject the commercial on the implication that the NAB Code

Review Board had censored the copy. In the search for a substitute interruption,

client and agenc\ agreed "cuckoo" was both catchy and diverting. Which goes

to show that a crisis can turn into a jackpot.
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WBEN-TV
programs for 885,900 households . .

.

CH.Jk

THAT'S WHY YOU SELL MORE ON4

JOHN CORBETT

SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE
12:15 - 12:30 P. M. Mon. thru Fri.

BILL AND MILDRED MILLER

MEET THE MILLERS
1:00 - 1:30 P. M. Mon. thru Fri.

These two daily weekday programs ofWBEN-TV reflect the practical

aide of selling . . . the side advertisers like t<> be <>n.

Practical because their content is all aboul the borne, bomemaking,
home planning, home cooking which is what people at borne find

interesting and informative. In Western New York television, WBEN
is the only station where they find bu» h programming.

Both John Corbett and the Millers have enjoyed top audience loyalty

lor over a decade, proving their worth BS entertainment and proving

their value to BBtisfied Bponsors.

[f you are interested in the households that last year Bpent over 1.3

billion at the retail level plus the Vasl Canadian market you'll find

them on these Ch. I "home" shows. And you'll find thee) experienced

TV salesmen "at home" with your product.

Nationally represented by Harrington, (tighter & Parsons

WBEN-TV
affiliate of WBEN radio

The Buffalo Evening News Station

CH.
CBS in Buffalo
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RCA announces ...awhole ne
1

NEW BTF5E5KW

Here's a line that's completely new and different! New in styling, new in

color and size, new in operation, it's an entirely advanced concept of trans-

mitters, in all desirable powers, employing the famous RCA direct-FM

principle. RCA had "Direct FM" in its first FM transmitter, built in 1941

—and in all the FM transmitters built since then, including this new line.

New styling, new steel/blue color and convenient new "eye-level" height

make these transmitters most attractive to look at and much easier to use.

RCA Broadcast and TV Equipment, Building 15-5, Camden, N. J.
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f^

me of FM transmitters!

NE BTF 10E 10KW NEW BTF 20E 20KW

NEW CIRCUITRY means improved stability and a new kind of stereo ai 1

multiplex performance.

New exciter assures simpler, more straight-forward operation and main-

tenance, greater dependability.

Attuned to the quality needs of FM for today and tomorrow with linen

sound and fidelity, these are the transmitters to put your station "out

front." Find out what it's like to own the finest in FM transmitte:

The Most Trusted Name in Radio
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Charlotte is Pie a la mode

Metro Charlotte is just the topping on a trading area 75 miles wide . . . your client's treat when \u

buy WBT Radio. The populous Piedmont's top-audience radio station for two decades, only WBs
50,000 watt signal delivers Charlotte PLUS — a market of more than TWO MILLION PEOPLE wh

$2V2 BILLION in buying power. It's easy as pie to get the full WBT story from your BLAIR mi.

WBT RADIO
CHARLOTTE &

Bl AIR

GROUP
PUN
MEMBIR

Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company



ir-r-
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The cigaret ad code:
I will FTC buy it?

In effort to beat FTC to draw on ad regulations,

nine major companies adopt self-administered code

I Ml ClGARI I \n\ I Kl IMM, CODI .

adopted by the nine companies thai

produce 99 percent ol the 2.9 mil-

Iiimi packs sold ever) hour, sent a

stir — accompanied In nervous

noking- -through Madison Ave
one .is u was announced early last

week.

I Ik- Code doesn't introduce an)

radical!) new changes m current

practices, but does wash-cloth
procedures so that ad copy is chan-

neled through a one-man, industry-

ponsored advertising administra-

tion.

\ shrewd public relations nunc.
1 ode is undoubtedly intended

o:

• Forestall proposed Federal

Trade Commission regulations and
sontrols. (See Sponsor, March 1

j.

4. March 23. p. 21.)

• Make public the general!)

:areful advertising practices ol the

agarei industry, especiall) since

t"s been the recent target o\' much
>ublie criticism. ( These careful ad

Tact ices have, as one tobacco
pokesman puts it. •"been general!)

ailored to FTC preferences" over

he past several months i

• Centralize inevitable advertisi-

ng controls in the hands of one

idministrator, thus providing what

DOther tobacco man calls "more
apid and efficient clearance'" of

dvertising in contrast to FTC-
pvMisored government regulation.

\s a start, the latter svstem would

almost certain]) be slowl) taken

through the courts, creating sheer

havoc until its legality is either ac-

cepted or rejected i

Virtual one-man control o\ cig-

aret advertising is given over to

what the (ode identifies as its "ad-

ministrator." Tie can levv fines up

to $100,000 m clearing all adver-

tising, for instance, and is also to

handle such far-reaching pro-

cedures .is protests to his own rul-

ings- -i.e.. to decide whether or not

he'll reconsider.

Conspicuous in its absence from

the five-article i'odc is the fact that

the potential!) powerful administra-

tor will be paid bv the nine cigaret

companies that will select and hue

him. American rbbacCO, Brown A.

Williamson. I anis a Brother, 1

gett A Mvcrs. P I orill.ud. Philip

Morns. R J Reynolds, Stephano

Brothers and United States I

baa
( ompanv representatives to the

group that will select him. (heir

procedures and his possible s.darv

were all top secret last w.

I he fobacCO Institute- P

dent George H \llen pointed out
however, that the administratoi will

have "guaranteed tenure" arid
I

"appropriate steps will be taken to

protect his office*
1 presumably

from intramural pressure- S

these matters are n< the

( ode. itself, however, the) II III
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Cigdret Code

be formulated in pre-hiring conver-

sations with the administrator, if

not in his contract.

Actual naming of the administra-

tor will thus provide the strongest

clue as to whether he'll be an in-

dustry figure head or whether, as

with "Czar" Will Hayes and the

early motion picture code, he'll be

able helpfully to regulate the in-

dustry that succors him.

Interestingly, not much was

known about the Code until it was

announced last Monday. Subsc-

A Cigaret Czar?

Section 1. There shall be a Code administrator who shall be a person

of recognized independence, integrity and intellectual achievement to

the end that decision by him shall command public confidence and

respect. The administrator shall have all of the powers and authority

necessary and proper to enable him to discharge effectively the

responsibilities entrusted to him by this Code.

Section 2. The administrator shall have complete and final authority

to determine whether cigaret advertising complies with the standards

of this Code and to enforce this Code in all other respects.

Section 3. The administrator shall appoint a staff adequate and com-

petent to assist him in discharging his duties.

Section 4. Neither the administrator nor any member of his staff

shall be an officer, director, employee or stockholder of any nianu-

'facturer of tobacco products, nor shall any such person have any

financial interest in the business of any such manufacturer.

Section 5. The administrator is authorized to convene scientific ad-

visory panels to enable him to carry out his duties. Persons selected

for such panels shall be of independence, integrity and competence in

their particular areas of scientific discipline. In selecting such persons,

the administrator may consult with appropriate governmental and

private agencies such as the U. S. Department of Health, Education

and Welfare; National Academy of Sciences; National Research

Council; American Medical Assn.; Scientific Advisory Board of the

Council for Tobacco Research — U. S. A.; medical and scientific

societies; colleges and universities, and non-profit research institutes.

Section 6. The administrator shall by regulation establish procedures

for the administration and enforcement of this Code including, with-

out limitation, procedure for:

(a) The submission to him of proposed cigaret advertising which

together with any supporting data or documents, shall be kept

confidential, except as otherwise provided ... or as agreed to

by the submitting party;

l It l The submission of protests by parties subject to this Code
concerning any determination by him;

(c) Hearings in connection with all submissions and protests; and

(d) Reconsideration In him of any of his determinations."

—Article II, The Code Administrator, from the C'ijiarct Advertising (ode
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quently, no one would say how long

it's been in the works, but spokes-

men agreed it's been considered

"for a number of months"—report-

edly since last summer when t h e

Tobacco Institute made specific

suggestions. Last March 16 their

counsel informed the Federal Trade

Commission at public hearings that

tobacco companies had been work-

ing on a code "for some time."

Even so. a public relations

spokesman for one of the major

tobacco companies didn't learn
of the Code's adoption, himself,

until he heard it on tv.

Only four times in the eight-page

document are radio and tv pro-

scribed:

(1) First, "all forms of adver-

tising in both radio and tv, as in

most other media, are specifically

included in Code coverage.

(2) Further, cigaret advertising

is forbidden "on tv and radio pro-

grams . . . directed primarily to

persons under 21 years of age."

(3) No cigaret ads. cither, "in

spot announcements during any

program break-in, or during the

program break immediately preced-

ing or following, a television or

radio program directed primarily to

persons under 21 years of age.*'

(4) And. significantly, adver-

tising as defined in the Code "does

not include the entertainment por-

tion of any television or radio

program."

No tobacco man or agency

spokesman was about to admit their

advertising doesn't already conform

to Code standards, of course.

A spokesman for the American

Tobacco Co.. for instance. -

"No one knows just how it'll affect

our advertising, but there'll proba-

bly not be a radical shift . . . We're

in substantial agreement with the

Code now . .
."

Said a P. Lorillard man: "No

doubt each company will review

its advertising in light of the Code

and take steps as needed—if any

are needed."

Even a slight effect could have

s e v e r e reverberations, however.

considering the amount of money

cigaret-m a k e r s spend annually

on broadcast media (see chart >

Since retail cigaret crosses in the

United States reach an estimated
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|2 1 million .1 da} 1 70 million

packs ), it's ob\ ious thai an) change

in advertising that appreciably af-

bets dollai volume could make

quite " deni in the national econ

001)

Bui considei the calming remarks
gt] Robert Steinle, advertising man

of 1 nited States I obacco, .1

compan) capitalized .11 V s mil

Ion, which does most ol ih busi

Bess in pipe and chewing tobaccos,

relative!) little in cigarets, apart
from Sanos It presents no innova-

tioiis for us . . . Actually, it's an

advertising problem stemming From

.1 public relations point of view." It

companies alrcad) are adhering to

n.uk' and civil practices, wh)

shouldn't these as well as recentl)

publicized criticisms be pointed

out to the public, he wonders.

United States tobacco sponsors

uo t\. but cat ii^s "a fair amount

of radio" and VI Manager Steinle

says conforming with the (oik- "will

not produce an) change (in allo-

cation) at all."

All nine cigaretmakers signator)

to the Code are members of the

tobacco Institute. Inc., Washing-

ton, whose president considers the

Code "a serious effort to deal with

questions raised in various quar-

ters about cigaret advertising."

George 1). Allen says the Institute

,' sincercb hopes" the ETC will,
.is a result, withhold its advertising

proposals "and give the industry a

chance lor self-regulation and con-

trol."

I he (ode. Mien points out. OOV-

I number of areas" not e\en

vited in 1IC proposal^ a m o n l:

them, regulations relating to youth,

athletes and fillers.

I he nine cigaret companies, al-

though traditional!) close-mouthed

when it comes to an\ public State-

ments, are \oeal in one contention.

Ihe\ steadfastly agree that the

Code was strictl) "a joint effort"

without spearheading b) an) one

bompan) or b) the I 'obacco I list 1-

ute. (Scuttlebutt reported that In-

stitute personnel dominated the

'ode meetings and that the move
vas probabl) the brainchild of

Mien.)

Tobacco men admit, however,

hat actual construction of the docu-

nent was undertaken b) their legal

itaffs, once top-level officers had

Oven the nod for participation

Tobacco Giants Are Blue-Chip Spenders

l\ dominates the mi (li.i iui\ in tolWCCO minpain ari plans, wild

more than two out ol ever} three ad dollars going into artwork 01 apot

t\. primarily lor cigaret brands.

Maguiiiea an- second choice (about $30 million last rear), »ilh

radio edging OUt BCWSpapen ($19 million \s. some MX million j i.,i

runner-up.

In radio. K. .1. Reynolds sits the ipot pair. jptmHng in ul\ $6.9
million, \merican lohano's spot radio amounts In $5.5 million. |».

I orillard spends about S2.7 million in sjmiJ radio, followed li\ I iggttl

A Myers with sUghtfj over $1 million. Philip Morris ami BrOWB \
Williamson, in 1963] WCTC relali\el\ inactive in radi(».

Ml tobacco majors have minor lit any) network spending

I he following, compiled b] I vB, is 1963 spot and network l\ spend-

ing l>\ the six leading companies of the nine that are currentb backing

the new Claret Advertising Code*

( OMF VNN

Vinerieaii I obMCO
Brown \ w ilUamson

I bjfcM \ M>irs

P. I orillard

Philip Morris

R, J. Rej iiolils

(.KOI P Mil M

M SIM) I

(5,924,4M
4.0H2.7(>0

7,186,656

6,876,196

5,993,660

(>.(HI4.2"'()

(34,599,

'63 M I WORK 63 l \ rOTAI
M U>7H.4oo SIV.ao2.koii

I2.X»>N. dm
1 1,389,766

12.^51 .TOO

14.255.4(1(1

24. 569,Mm
S.K5. 143.466

16,951,966

IM.577.750

19,421 s .,,

16,249,660

30,514^970

si I'). 742. 4(1(1

Note: All HgnrCi are for -jross tfanc and do nol refleel cither discounts or pro-
line lion and program i harms. I he three remaining tobacco I • > 1

1

1 > . 1 1 1 i t s in Mi.

nine-eoiiipain (ode unuip are minor aili i rtisi rs. I urns Hros. .mil Sleph.ino
Bros, have no l"J6j i> spending recorded, no radio: i .s. robneco reported!)
spmt less than $26,690 in l\. even l«ss in radio l.i-a rear.

( I he document has virtually 00

legal jargon or complexity, how-
ever.) .And. since the Code is es

sentiall) advertising-oriented, com
pan) lawyers were, in effect, liaison

for the various advertising chiefs

\s a result oi their participation.

it"s not expected that the Code, even

under a severe administrator, will

wander far from what are alread>

accepted as sound practices Oik

tobacco advertiser said about the

onlj problem raised for his company
is the use of models who don't look,

as required, at least 25 years old.

On the other hand, the company
doesn't show 11-yeai olds having

their first smoke, so this isn't con

sidered a serious re\ ision.

Asked about the prohibition i^\ a

"picture or illustration ot a person

smoking in an exaggerated manm
one advertising managei replied

'l es. i wondered myself what the)

meant."

\ count supervisors and execu-

tives were mosiK silent- and lot

two reasons, both of them sound
I I i It's strictl) a "uait-and 54

period lor them before they'll dis-

cover exactl) what it means t,, live

with the Code (neatest likel\ hur-

dle: I he loss ,ii time before produc-
tion deadlines, since the admin-

istrator's office will act as .1 ck

ing house 1 2 1 \i gencies h

turn policies oi not speaking tor

—

or about tobacco clients. As one

"don't-quote-me" account execu-

tive remarked. "'It's not s.> much
that our Ogetb ) has the polk)
not speaking as it is that our (

has a polic) that the agenc) not

speak "
I rue to expected form,

even public relation . n't

always returning calls.

I imetable 1
-

<

into effect ai once, ol I

must first be given anti-trust ck

ance b) the Justia I H p

procedure that's nol

delayed although no pi 1

far b

have
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Cigaret Code

to be chosen from candidates who,

for obvious reasons, are not now
being identified, although active

consideration doubtless is under-

way. The Code stipulates: "A per-

son of recognized independence,

integrity and intellectual achieve-

ment" who also has no tobacco

stock or other financial interest in

any of the participating com-

panies.

Once designated, the administra-

tor will open offices—definitely in

New York (headquarters for five

of the nine cigaret companies ) rath-

er than the South (agricultural

heart of the industry) or in Wash-

ington (headquarters of the Tobac-

co Institute). Besides opening of-

fices, the administrator will also

have to organize the "adequate and

competent" staff that's allowed

him. The process, says one com-

pany's spokesman, "will be quite a

job."

Therefore, active Code enforce-

ment will likely be a matter of

weeks ahead.

In Washington, meanwhile, the

NAB found itself in the odd posi-

tion of being simultaneously pleased

and annoyed at the self-regulatory

tobacco industry move.

NAB President LeRoy Collins,

who has gone on record on several

occasions as opposing cigaret com-

mercials aimed at a youth market,

was pleased with the basic aims

of the cigaret code, and applauded

the move.

Pleased also was Howard Bell,

director of the Code Authority, who

has long cited the broadcast in-

dustry as being unique because it

has both a sell-regulatory code and

the machinery to implement it, and

who has stated he would welcome

industry codes in preference to gov-

ernment rulings.

NAB officials were privately an-

noyed that the cigaret code had

stolen some of NAB's thunder, for,

they contend, it was NAB— not the

tobacco industry—that first promul-

gated a set Of rulings covering cig-

aret commercials on television. This

was done in Miami January 29,

with a comparable set of radio

amendments due to be voted in

June before the Radio Board of

Directors.

"We've been evaluating cigaret

commercials in tv since the end of

January," Code Authority Director

Bell told Sponsor. "We've ques-

tioned quite a few. In a number of

cases, we have affected changes in

copy. It's not been necessary to is-

sue general warnings to Code sub-

scribers, and in all cases in ques-

tion the agency and client have

backed down."

Did the Cigaret Advertising Code

mean that NAB would retire from

the scene? Not at all.

"We're in the middle of prepar-

ing our own set of guidelines," said

Bell, "and we're going to continue.

We feel the cigaret industry code is

a worthwhile step, but we want to

see how it will be implemented. We
plan to hold off on release of our

guidelines until this is done. Mean-

while, we will continue to enforce

the code amendments concerning

cigarets, and we will look at cig-

aret commercials on a case-by-case

basis."

Elsewhere in Washington, there

was evidence that NAB would not

be alone in developing standards

for cigaret advertising. Having held

a three-day hearing on a proposed

set of cigaret-advertising rules, the

Federal Trade Commission gave

no indication that it would back

down. Stated FTC chairman Paul

Rand Dixon: "I doubt if the Cig-

aret Advertising Code would af-

fect our deliberations."

There was an indication from

Washington sources that what FTC
might eventually release would not

be a stringent set of rules requir-

ing cigaret advertisers to state that

smoking may be injurious but rath-

er a set of guidelines. For one

thing, there's been heavy pressure

from congressmen, senators and

farm lobbies from tobacco-grow ing

states. For another, the tax revenue

from cigarets is around $3 billion

annually—a sum whose loss would
be felt keenly, particularly in light

of the recent income-tax cut. and
this fact is not lost on Washington

officialdom, up to and including

the White House.

The new tobacco industry code

does not, as yet, have official ap-

proval from the Justice Depart-

ment. However, since it is presum-

ably "in the public interest" and

does not raise any question of price- •

fixing, it's presumed generally in

Washington that it will clear this

hurdle with no difficulties.

Cigaret manufacturers were also

receiving a break, of sorts, on a

related front. The researcher who
triggered much of the furor con-

cerning possible links between cig-

aret smoking and lung cancer—Dr.

Ernest L. Wynder of the Sloan-Ket-

tering Institute for Cancer Re-

search—was back in the news

again. This time, he was stating

with his associate (noted chemist

Dietrich Hoffmann) that "the smok-

er of filter cigarets of 1964 is on

the average exposed to approxi-

mately 50 percent less tar and nico-

tine than he was while smoking cig-

arets without filter tips ten years

ago." Dr. Wynder also admitted

that manufacturer changes in tobac-

co formulas had caused a reduction

in presumably harmful smoke ele-

ments.

Last, the giant tobacco firms

could take comfort from some hard,

cold business statistics. Despite a

harsh report from the Royal Col-

lege of Physicians in Britain—and

a new set of tv commercial regula-

tions—cigaret smoking is now at

a record high in the United King-

dom. Similarly, cigaret smoking in

the U.S.—which runs well over 500

billion units annually—has also

bounced back from the slump in

the wake of the Public Health

Service's report, and tobacco stocks

(thanks in part to diversification

moves by tobacco majors) had re-

gained much of their previous mar-

ket strength.

If any tv commercials have to be

junked in the wake of the new in-

dustry code, or if any major cigaret

advertisers have to divorce them-

selves from t\ -radio shows trni

have si/able young audiences, tlier

didn't seem to be an> cancellation

trend by week's end. And certainly

no panic. '

ret

m-

;;;
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YooHoo

lure fun a

Yoo-Hoo. In can

or in bottle.

Yoo-Hoo. k cold drink

or hot' 11...

Tv commercials .ire used to attract kid, watching afternoon ihowi They fea-

ture fun. animation and. of courtc, Yogi Berra. champion image of Yoo-Hoo

make you do what

champions do. Yoo-Hoo 1
.

Say me-he for Yoo-Hoo

too-hoo. Yoo-Hoo 1
.

Air media infect new sales life

into chocolate soft-drink market
YOO-HOO, other brands find airwaves erase seasonal lag, boost potential market

["here is a "new" soit drink

making news chocolate. Although

chocolate drinks seem to be .is old

.is teenagers, onl) now arc the)

registering large sales in the market

\iui each ease sold means

a health) percentage goes to ad-

vertising.

Chocolate dunk sales passed the

1 2-mil lion-case mark in 1963 for

the first time, and current indica-

tors point to 1 8-million-plus cases

le end of this year.

I cider in the industr) is > oo-

Hoo. a non-carbonated 60 percent

milk product, which spends SO per-

cent ^\ its present $300,000 bud-

in broadcast media.

Although Yoo-Hoo has been

around for some 30-odd years, it

was not until Dr. Max \. (idler

md partners Knight the compatn
in I960 that the chocolate drink

began to "take off." Coincidentalry,

Geller, president of the Yoo-Hoo
Chocolate Beverage Corp. is also

chairman of the board of Weiss &
'idler \dvcrtising, which has been

Kindling the product.

I he chocolate drink mdustr\

credits the boost to:

• Several new chocolate drinks

and franehises on the market.

• More none] noinj; into ad-

M-rtisinj;. promotion, marketing.

• A host of new sterilizing ma-
chines available, improving the

product.

i <><> Hoo, a major strength with-

in the industry, cm also point to

other distinct reasons lor new-

found popularity:

• I M of selective spot radio ami

t\ buys to reach different groups ol

consumers.

• I tili/atiou ol all the merchan-

dising tie-ins the stations otter.

• Backing l»\ Yogi Bern, rice

president in charge of promotion

and merchandising for ^ oo-Hoo
and a prineiple iuiaiH-produeer

for the soft-drink.

• Interest shown D) bottlers <>t

Seven-l p. I'epsi-Cohi and others

who do not consider Yoo-Hoo *
-

recti) eompeliliw with their own
produets.

lint the minimum 50 percent in-

crease in business this war pi

dieted b) Bottling Industry ma
/ine will aid all chocolate dunk en-

tries, in addition to Yoo Hoc the)

include Chocolate Soldier and
Brownie i( 'itrus Products Co., Chi-

cago), Kayo (Chocolate Products

( i>
. ( hica o), San I I Ha

Bottlers. Indianapolis i. Chocko
i( ott ( orp . \ew Haven, ( onn.),

Dixi Shake chocolate drink iDi\-

\ I k . ( o . Brooklyn), l

i Feigenson Be\

.

Co., Detroit),

May's chocolate drink (May's B

tling ( !o . Vtlanta M I

i \Ii>o.> ( ho B R eld.

n i fo fo (Monarch Manul
turing ( o . Vtlanta I, Su I

chocolate drink i Nation n

Vtlanta), ( 'harley's I N

bitt Fruit Products Co., Los \

geles), N i

.\n ( !o I olumb
and Bireley's Cho< Bit

Inc., BensenviUe, III.).

\l isl oi these drinks

tributed regional!) and u

media Bireley's ad plans for this
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Dr. Max Geller, chairman of the board, Weiss

& Geller, agency for Yoo-Hoo, is also president

of Yoo-Hoo Chocolate Beverage Corp.

YOO-HOO...

year center around point-of-pur-

chase and spot radio. Sambo is sup-

ported by radio, tv, billboards and

newspaper. Chocko uses tv, along

with newspapers, trade magazines

and point-of-purchase. Faygo also

uses radio and tv, plus billboards

and point-of-purchase.

What gives Yoo-Hoo a special

boost is Bcrra, who is included in

almost every radio and tv commer-
cial as a product promoter. Orig-

inally, the New York Yankee field

manager worked at the trade level

but has since expanded and helped

initiate the consumer campaign for

Yoo-Hoo built around " The Choc-

olate Drink of Champions." Besides

Berra, the promotion features Mic-

key Mantle, Elston Howard and

Whitey Ford.

Is Yoo-Hoo the chocolate drink

of champions ;is the commercials

say? Yogi says there are always

iced cases of Yoo-Woo in the Yan-

kee bullpen and dressing room and

on any given day. by the end oi

the game, they are empty. Jim He-

gan, the bullpen coach and catcher.

according to Yogi, is the champion

Yoo-Hoo drinker of the world.

Sportswriters and announcers are

well aware of the fad thai Yogi

Display in Grand Union supermarket in Miami also shows station call letters, WMIE, whic

reaches Spanish-speaking peoples.

likes to be associated with Yoo-

Hoo, and give the product free

plugs by mentioning the tie-in. Fans

know it, too. Last season, when
Yogi was on the coaching line or

came up as a pinch-hitter, many
fans greeted him with: "Yoo-Hoo
Yogi."

About 90 percent of the ad

money allocated to broadcasting by

Yoo-Hoo goes to radio. Geller,

along with Max Tendrich, account

supervisor on Yoo-Hoo and execu-

tive vice president of the agency,

has put into effect a selective pur-

chasing plan for radio. Since Yoo-

Hoo appeals to various groups, dif-

ferent stations are bought to cover

each segment of the market.

In New York, for example, Yoo-

Hoo advertises on WINS for teens,

WOR for adults, WWRL for Ne-

groes and WADO for Spanish-

speaking people. In Miami, it's

WIOD for adults, WFUN for teens.

WMIF for Spanish-speaking people,

and W'l'VJ and WLBW television

stations to reach children in the

afternoons. The same formula is

followed in other Yoo-Hoo markets,

which mm cover much of the East

Coast. Plans are to go national in

the future.

Winning the approval of mother

is achieved almost entirely throug

adult talk shows on daytime radic

while the youth market is ap

proached with jingles, animation

and fun approaches on tv and radic

Talk personalities employed

deliver the Yoo-Hoo message in

chide Peter Lind Hayes, Mar.

Healy. John Gambling, Marth;

Dean. Stan Lomax and Jack Lac

in the New York area.

The Yoo-Hoo commercials oi,

the talk shows are straight-out fac

tual, geared to the product stor

and the 60 percent non-fat mill

feature with its nutritional, low

calorie value.

But the milk angle can be a prob

lem, according to Tendrich. Kid

resent it. he says. The solution fo

Yoo-Hoo was in the Berra image

which adds a feeling of strength,

success and manhood to the prod

net.

Other companies have differen

thoughts on the chocolate milk

chocolate drink problem. Choc-

Ola's advertising, for example, "ii

from the dairy angle, not the sol

dunk." says firm executive Harn

Normington. In contrast. Chocfa

s;ik-s manager says chocolate dr
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Si talet meeting for Yoo-Hoo. Yogi it very active Promotion features the

hampiont " Many timet there it a Yankee tie-in.

'the drink of

eO best on special display and in

he beverage section. "For the long-

si time, chocolate drinks have been

\\ the milk coolers, and consumer
nought in terms of chocolate milk

nstead of chocolate drinks," he

' Hen Sherman, sales manager on

OO-Hoo, points out that Yoo-Hoo.
s well as competitors, does not

IVC to he purchased or stocked

:ry ^a\ while the dairy product

uist. I heirs" is a groccrv item and

>n't spoil. And finally, the item

Compete with dairies m cost.

the consumer is always looking

>r dollar value, he says.

Chocolate drinks have appeal bc-

•>nd the youth market. "It is con-

k\I—not in the same proportion,

course, but in substantial volume
by adults as well.'" s.i\s a Yivi-

<hi spokesman. "This is evidenced

major installations m vending

:hines. offices, golf clubs and
Hies It has prosed itself most

ilar as a mid-day pick-up. On-
:mise sales at luncheonettes and

>mpan\ -installed lunch rooms are

:ially strong, he says.

Chocolate drinks sell well in the

nter. as well as the summer, be-

tise they ^au be heated. I his

4. 1964

means that commercials must

Change with the weather, lor in-

stance, winter commercials feature

a little boy shivering on a sled Ano\

similar situations. I he peak of the

chocolate drink season is still the

summer, as it is with other soft

drinks. says I endrich. but sales

decline in the winter is not nearly

as sharp as others. I he heating fac-

tor, coupled with the popularity ol

chocolate ami the nourishment

value, are what give chocolate

drmks year-round appeal.

In working with radio and t\ sta-

tions e\ery month, Yoo-Hoo must

stretch the dollar. "We don't have

the kind of money Coke and Pepsi

have," sa\s I endrich. "We ask the

stations for all the promotion and

merchandising help they offer."

Yoo-Hoo tries for special displays

in major chain stores whenever

possible Sometimes they have

station tie with the call-letters on

the exhibit "When stores see the

power of radio and radio merchan-

dising the) often set up displays on
their own." I endrich says Yogi,

as promotion and merchandising

manager, is a big help in getting in

supermarkets, [endrich admits

Some of the merchandisinj

torts are naturally baseball oriented

\ recent promotion, advertising on

radio m Philadelphia, in Scranton

And in Florida, featured a premium
otter ot a combination desk set and

bank — the bank being shaped

like a baseball and the pens like

baseball bats, all autographed by

baseball stars.

I he success ol 1 H >,<\ radio

advertising and merchandising h

led to the introduction of Ya 1

1

chocolate syrup and chocolate bars.

I endrich notes.

W ith three hydro-static continu-

ous line sterilizing units in op.

don (tWO m ( arldstat. N J. and

one in Hialeah. I la I and one plan-

ned for the Midwest. \ HOC looks

for a loo percent increase in ,

volume this vear. according

(idler.

Currently engaged in an exten-

sive national franchising and dis-

tribution program, the firm recently

signed up several new franch

distributors, including Pep- <

in \sburv. \ I V
\ "S \mong the bottlei

fol > prvH.lt..

B rttling Of Hamlet. \ t

ot Seven-! I

1 1 Pepper an. \ I
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David-Goliath story for a new oven cleaner

raises old query: Do "upstart brands" exist

only as long as it suits national advertis-

ing's giants in the food chains?

Several weeks ago, or so the report goes, an anxious

Grey Advertising executive flew into Boston's Logan

International Airport, rushed over to Group W's WBZ-
TV on Soldiers Field Road, closeted himself with the

station's sales people, and rushed out again, heading

toward the Chestnut Hill Shopping Center. When last

seen, he was dejectedly stalking the household cleaner

section of the Star Markets—one of the chains in New
England where a battle of the oven cleaners is reach-

ing a crescendo.

While the story might be somewhat exaggerated,

if not apocryphal, the concern of Grey's is likely

neither. For in three short months, Boyle-Midway's

Easy-Off—the nation's number one oven cleaner

—

has just about lost its hold on the New England

market.

Its shelf-facings, the sine qua non of product sur-

vival, have shrunk. And in place of the familiar brown
bottle with the brush on the side is an ////-familiar red,

white and blue aerosol can labeled Jifoam.

Introduced a scant eight months ago, Jifoam cur-

rently is the hottest-selling new product in any cate-

gory in New England supermarkets. With 96 percent

of its ad budget in tv daytime minutes and 10-15

second IDs, its messages reach 31.2 million house-

wives each week in five New England states.

In mid-March, having cracked ever) supermarket

chain in the area—by itself, an almost-unheard of feat

for a new product Jifoam jumped across the Hud-

son River into Alham County.

Jifoam

To date, it has racked up almost $1 million i

sales, spending less than $150,000 undoing all c

Boyle-Midway's missionary handiwork. Glancing £

input v. output, one observer here recently suggeste

that "given large enough appropriations, this outf

might well become another Lestoil."*

Of course, this observation precludes the possibr

ity that this upstart brand exists only so long as

suits the convenience of the giants, such as B. T. Bab

bitt (Hep) or Dow Chemical's new oven cleaner, whic

is outspending Jifoam 10-to-l on such shows as CBS
TV's East Side I West Side and NBC-TV's Espionagi

Still, Jifoam's saga is intriguing and what maki

it so is that it's being written by amateurs. The mam
facturer is a Harvard Business School graduate stee]

not in marketing but in finance; up until last Decc:

ber, his sales vice president had devoted all of his lit

to selling Big Steel to industry, never knew such ere;

tures as food brokers existed. The advertising agenc

is so provincial that its idea of thinking big in con

mercial production is to hire a local film companj thi

prides itself on turning out slick commercials for lc

than $4,000—"including talent, don't forget."

Yet, these inherent weaknesses are Jifoam's vei

strengths. It was typical B-School thinking not to >:

into business until the computers had mulled ovi

market potential; chain buyers seem to like the n

freshingly-different approach of having a packaf

goods item sold to them like ingots. And it so ha|

pened that the head of the provincial agency kne

every one of those buyers on first-name basis. \\ hat

more, his ability to haggle Yankee-trader style WO

the client schedules no Madison Avenue shop COO

have lined up under similar circumstances.

Until August last sear. Jifoam was merelj a fi;

ment in the imagination of 44-year old John C'arpci

tor. then treasurer oi Winfield-Brooks Co.. a Wobuj
Mass.. chemical specialties firm. Earlier in 1963, W-

chemists had come up with an oven cleaner formu

that, they claimed, worked best on warm (up I

*uliicli. between 1958-61 became the tv success story u< etm\
tv success stories. In it\ heyday, Lestoil spent $12 million f

>'/cS' nullum worth oj card-rated time, peaked tit Milt * o/ P
million. It currently spends less than S3 million t<> hold on

its 18 w.//< market in the eastern l *>
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another Lestoil

eking bst minute script corrections in studios of WBZTV n rear-screen prO|ection shows Jifojm in action

' Shelco Inc Donald A Hodes of Worcester agency bearing his name, and Group W sales e»ec Den O Shej.

Cro
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Frames provided by Radio TV Reports, Inc.

200°F.) ovens, was relatively (97%) non-caustic, non-

toxic, and worked five times as fast as any other

product on the market.

An experimental batch was packed in aerosol

cans and test-marketed under the name of "Instant-

Off" in a rather quaint manner. Carpenter realized the

firm wasn't set up to market the product, being pri-

marily a private label contractor. So the 16-ounce

cans were sold for $1.39 to the Tappan and Frigidaire

appliance distributors in Worcester County to be used

as customer premiums in the push to sell more eye-

level, built-in wall ranges.

Soon, complimentary letters came into the distribu-

tors, who bucked them up to Carpenter. "There were

so many," he recalls, "that I said, what the hell, there

must be a future in this stuff."

To make sure there was, Carpenter started col-

lecting all sorts of market data, fed same into a bank of

borrowed computers, and came to the conclusion that

even Boyle-Midway, with its 80 percent hold, was only

scratching 15 percent of the New England potential.

His chemists suggested that many housewives eschewed

Easy-Off because of "plain, simple fear of coming in

contact with the chemical," and his market analysis

showed that most people still preferred to get into

old clothes, don rubber gloves, and get to work with

Brillo pads and such home-made brews as ammonia
mixed with Spic "n Span.

In August, Carpenter was convinced, quit Winfield-

Brooks. He had bought title to the product, arranged

to let W-B do the blending and individual jobbers do

the packing. And just to be on the safe side, he had

Winfield- Brooks patent not just the formula but the

chemical process.

He set up offices in the Boston suburb of Need-

ham, called his company Sheleo Inc.—after his chil-

dren Shelley and Colbj—and hired an ad agency.

Donald A. Hodes Advertising is a small, six-man

Worcester shop that specializes in lood accounts. This

isn't terribly unusual nor pertinent to Sheleo. exeepl

for the fact that Hodes' family runs a chain of in

dependent supermarkets in Massachusetts. Not only

is Hodes intimately acquainted with the buyers a

A&P, First National, Stop & Shop, et. al. He alsc

knows the pitfalls of new product introduction. Over
enthusiasm, for instance.

"I'm dead-set against anything longer than a firm

13-week schedule or rate holders," he points out. con-'

tending that it was the 52-week, non-cancelable com-

mitment that hurt Lestoil when it could least afforc

it. "'Jack Barowsky had the quantity discounts, al

right, but Howard Morgens (of P&G) had the flexibil

ity to move up and down in and out of prime tinu

at will."

In nailing down the long-range objectives, it wa 1

decided to create (a) a consumer demand for a prodoc

not then in distribution and (b) a brand awarenes

among chain store buyers in order to force that dis

tribution.

Hodes contended that what was needed here w.i

not so much a "look-ma-here's-another-new-miracle

cleaner" pitch as one "that would educate the viewers K

the necessity of keeping their eye-level ranges spotless

ly clean-— in the easiest possible way."

Jifoam's "unique selling proposition" was the fae

that it required neither contact with the sludge DO

any waiting time. Thus Hodes hit on the idea of show

ing a woman in a fancy part} gown, about to clean he

oven. Voice-over: "You're right . . . you wouldn'

clean your oven in a part) gown. Neither would wt

but we want to make a point . .

."

The point: "get some Jifoam and you'll almo\t en

joy keeping your oven clean."

(The second commercial, also shot at D-4 Filn

Studios in Newton, counteracts Dow's commercials b

playing up the second USP of Jifoam's working

u. ii m ovens without danger of flash burns).

lust before Labor Day, Hodes began lining U

availabilities in the Providence-New Bedford markc

buying da\ minutes on WPRO-TV and WTEV-T\
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\o impress the buyers I «. > i chains with outlets m his

lometown ol Worcester, he boughl a brace oi radio

mmercials on Worcester's WAAB, WN1 B, w I AG,
ul for good measure tossed in a few 1,000-line ads

the u on ester Telegram & Gazette and Providence

journal & Bulletin, rotal cost: $3,000.

By mid-October, Jifoam had gotten 50 percenl

listribution in that market, and bj the end of the

>nth, in Providence alone, Jifoam had racked up

(20,000 sales, and $30,000 in November. I he point

lid not escape the hold-out buyers: one Providence

.ham bought 1,089 eases for $12,590.80, sold them

(19,461.82, realized a tidy profii ol $6,871.02.

(roup W had gotten a sniff of the wind, and W BZ-

salesman Don O'Shea tracked down Modes in

November to work out a post-Christmas push in the

mntry's fifth largest market Boston. "We figured,"

Shea said the other day, '"that this upstart had bet-

:r tie down all the vacated spots before the January

sh started."' As a result. Shelco latched onto a

superb" schedule of 12 weekday minutes plus IS ID's

rvery fourth week in some of the choicest slots, mean-
vhile instituting a holding action in Providence ol five

pots a week on alternate weeks. ( lo back up WBZ
l\. 10 alternate week minutes were added on WN \(

I V Boston. )

In January, Carpenter com meed a neighborhood

riend, William (i. (rook, to become his sales v.p

rivk had just retired as New England manager ol

S Steel, but in March he rose to the challenge and

ame out of retirement

Boston kicked off Jan. 6, (rook notes, and by

he end of the month, had brought m $9< >.<><>(). I

uar\ was even better, with $160,000, and March Det-

er still $220,000.

While Boston was firming up. Hodes added W I l( -

•i *<//% i.'t S1.4V foi 16 ounces us agaii
.'.

.
v lltirtilv priced i/\ an impulse ilt m, Jit.>,mi further-

• n\n\ to buyers • every '<•

>' /).»n \ introductoi s

Us heavily-advertised Don 5.x unit tales, lux dollar volume.

Safety, ease, economy are stressed in Jifoam commercial*. "No other

oven cleaner work, a, quickly, safely or at easily so safe that it

can be used without rubber gloves."

I V Hartford with si\ week!) minutes, five weekly min-

utes each on WNH< l\ Nev, Haven and \\( sil l\

Portland, and schedules ol seven minutes alternate

weeks on \\ \| I \\ l\ Poland Springs M. WM1 R

l\ Manchester. N.H., and WWLP-TV Springfield,

Mass.

By the time the first 13 weeks were up, lifoam had

spenl $49,000 in spot television More was to come

On March 16th, Jifoam bowed on WTE1M i\

Albany and WRGB-T\ Schenectady, WPTZ-TN
Plattsburgfa and some radio stations in between with

a total $20,000 schedule On Vpril 13th, the drive

moved into the Syracuse-Rochester-Buffalo-Bingham-

ton area. Meanwhile. NeVi I ngland has Iven cut back

to $30,000 for the second 13-week cycle "since we

proved our point and cracked every chain.*
1

I here'll be a t\ hiatus starting in June, when the

whole campaign switches to radio Reason Jifoam

works beautifully on outdooi charcoal grilles, ti

Shelco would like to tackle the lush Vw York

City market, but won't do SO for the tin'. I

new New York I ire Department law gOVemil

sol packages would require shelco to relabel the prod-

uct, even though its present label carries I |)\ ippro-

val. "W< n inclined to let the big packers tight the

battle for us." (rook points out. implying that the

\ i I I) may have to back down.

John Carpenter thinks he can make Jifoam a four

tO Bve can a >ear habit (each can doing t.uir complete

Stove cleanings i He appeals remarkably sanguine

about the competition, and professes no temp'

to wanting to be boughl out by

One reason may be thai his computers told him

that the present $12 million market could I

come a $75 milium market by I id as I,

he can continue to gel Ins daytime minutes at the

lowest possible ('I'M. he'd like to stiek around

. what happens."

Without television,*
1

he adds -till be

terinfi around in Woburn."
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TIME / Buying and Selling

K&E vice president Joseph Braun (I) shows media supervisors Jack Caplan and Lou Kennedy (r)

how the "Yardstick" expands the universally available buying index, Metro cost-per-thousand

(illustrated by a zero in chart's center) into other areas, thus allowing more orderly approach

to buying.

QUALITATIVE EVALUATION

Client

Categories Goal Station A Station B Station C

News 7% 7% 3% 5%
Weather

Dial, power 3 3 1

Farm 2 2 1

Music 5 4 2 4

Personalities 5 4 2 4

Policy 9 9 3 7

Stature 9 8 4 6

Deuces wild

40%Totals 37% 14% 28%

New Y-A-R-D-S-T-l-C-K joins

S-L-l-D-E-R-U-L-E to cut
PROBLEM

Considering all the standards tor

judging a radio station, how can

a timehuyer defend a "horse

sense" buy without resorting to

"mule logic?"

WHOSE PROBLEM?

Timcbuyers at every agency. Many
are learning to make value judg-

ments with near-mathematical pre-

cision by means of an organized

system, however. It Is called "The

Yardstick for Buying Persuasive

Radio," and was introduced late

last year by Crosley's \VI\V ( in-

cinnati. And now it's beginning to

see actual use.

Buyers at J. Walter Thompson
have used the Yardstick on three

recent, important buys. "This

meets the needs of today's com-
plex radio buying," says Ruth

Jones, JWT broadcast supervisor,

who contrasts the 1000 radio sta-

tions of former days with today's

more than 4000.

Timcbuyers at BBD&O have also

begun to study and apply the sys-

tem to actual buys. Says media

head Steve Semons, "All stations

in a market should rate them-

selves on their full range of pro-

graming . . . This information and

accepted quantitative rating and

coverage data could undoubtedly

strengthen buying techniques . .

."

At Kenyon & Eckhardt, where

they've used the system repeatedly,

timebuyers feel it's "great" because

"it enables us to approach buying

in an orderly manner." Joseph

Braun, vice president and media di-

rector, adds. "It forces the buyer

to go beyond the important statis-

tical area and into another dimen-

sion of evaluation. I mean, of

course, into the qualitative area.''

Two recent buys at Kudner were

made on the Yardstick basis. 'It's

a great guide for those involved in

radio for the first time—or the

hundredth." says Donald E. Loen-

ard, vice president and media di-

rector.

Foote. Cone & Belding, long

skeptical on the question of ratings.:

feels, as Frank J. Gromer. Jr.. vice

president and director of market-

ing services, puts it. that "qualita-

tive factors have always been im-

portant in evaluating all media.

I he) are particularly important for

radio, since most oi the quantita-

tive information on the radio audi-

ence is inadequate and. in main

eases, actually misleading."

"For this reason." he continues,

"the radio Yardstick is an especial-

ly useful device, since it encouT-
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bungling of radio buys
ges the buyer to consider Factors

tbei than audience numbers and
lakes it easier for him to do this."

. Other agencies that have been

utting the system into active use

ichide McCann-Erickson, Ogil-

\. Benson & Mather. Sullivan

tauffer Colwell & Bayles, Cun-
ingham & Walsh. Says the hitter's

•nior vice president and media di-

SCtOT, Newman 1 Mel voy: "This

a new approach ... it consoli-

ites a lot of thinking into an or-

inized method."

\ encies outside \ew York have
so latched on. rhomas B. Rice

Campbell-Ewald, Detroit, used

00 three recent buys and lias a

ardstick worksheet on his wall for

seriates to sec.

Additional agencies, most of

horn are now familiarizing them-
Ivcs with the procedure, include:

niton & Bowles: Compton; D'Ai

: Doherty, Clifford, Steers \
lenfield; Fletcher Richards. Cal-

Charting all factors—"values" as well as "numbers"

—

helps buyers find the effective, not just efficient stations

kins & Holden; Gardner; Geyer
More) Ballard: Albert Sidney N
ble, all of Vw York; Sutherland-

Abbott, Boston. McCann-Erickson,
San Francisco; Botsford, Constan-

tine & Gardner, Seattle to name
a few.

Those that use the system tlo

so for five reasons, according to

H. Peter 1 askcr. vice president m
charge of sales foi Croslej Broad-

casting Corp.: (I) the plan is cli-

ent-oriented; (2) it's simple to

A^opi and eaS] to use; (3) it's flex-

ible enough to tit ,m\ agency pro-

cedure: (4) it points the ways to-

wards needed research i.e.. a buy-

er's lack, perhaps. o\ r,;il station

knowledge 01 the need for intra-

media comparisons; (5) it can be

used fully or only in part.

Herb Mfaneloveg, vice president

and media director of BBD&O
sa\s. "It's unwise to buy on metro

cost and media alone all of

the other factors must be given

proper weight in order to insure

that a plan is not onl\ efficient

but more important <•"<

His remark is endorsed by the

senior vice president and media

director of 1 ennen \ Newt ". H
bcrt Zeltner: "In the f.wc of in-

creasing concern over continually

rising advertising costs and multi-

ply itiL! competitive pres our

ability : i on that particular

single individual who is ,mr likli-

est prospect becoro

most important ways in which

can stretch our .ub

Fundamental to

concept that, whether

unconsciously, timeb
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BBD&O media group heads Steve Semons (r) and Bud Keane (second from left) have filed out a work-

sheet to illustrate actual client problem and buying solution as evolved by "Yardstick" methods.

Looking on (from left): media buyers Jim Walsh, Vivian Riley, Werner Ziegler, Jim Monohan.

Y-A-R-D-S-T-l-C-K . . .

ready accept information about sta-

tions of varying validity. This dis-

organized method, it was felt.

should be systematized.

I be concept, itself, is not new.

however. Basically it's to distill

quantitative and qualitative factors

that will indicate the degree to

which radio stations in any given

market may h e I p an advertiser

achieve his particular goal.

What M new is attributing nu-

merical percentages or "weights"

to these factors in an effort to sub-

stantiate judgments. Weighting is

dune In the timchu\cr. both for

client goals (as he sees them) and

each station's ability to meet those

goals (again, as he sees it).

I lie verj procedure, however,

compels the buyer to specify (not

vaguely generalize) client goals and

to evaluate each station proportion-

38

ately. Thus, the familiar first—and.

sometimes, last—step in most time

purchases, judging by "the num-
ber," is, of necessity, carried fur-

ther.

Not that the Crosley Yardstick

neglects numbers. It merely asks

that the time-buyer ascribe to them
their proper percentage of over-all

considerations (for example) as

worth 60 percent of everything to

be considered) and then look at

them accordingly. I he remaining

percentage (in this example, 40
percent ) can then be apportioned

among whatever other factors are

also important. This, of course, is

the area of value judgment or. as

WIW spokesmen prefer to say, "the

climate" of the station.

I Lmebuyers using a Yardstick

worksheet, prepared bj WIW, will

Imd these qualitative categories:

News—in depth or "rip 'n read'

copy straight from a wire servic

Weather—as reported by a sta

t ion's own meteorological staff

as transcribed locally for whoev

phones the weather bureau?

Dial and power—transmitting fa

cilities and. of course, their capa

bility to cover the metro market oi

a broader, regional market.

Farm programing—slick or sleuth-

lul reports?

Music—nick 'n roll or a balance

menu?

Personalities

—

the real salesmRI

vs. the drone.

Commercial policies

—

island spot-

ting or piggy backing?

Community stature—the prestige

SPONSOf



.iiul credibility local listeners in

vesl in the station.

Deuces wild—miscellaneous I o i

otherwise unlisted factors

In going down the list i b fai

.is he chooses, has time foi 01

wants to) the timcbuyci lust mu i

depict client goals in whatevci pet

centages seem appropriate I hen

lie scores each local station in

etch category in light ol cli m
needs In the end, .ill percentages

ue added up, giving .1 final 1 >tal

to each station. 1 Sec chart. >

I atcr, these qualitative peie.ii!

ige totals are added to similar

scores for the quantitative factors

(metro homes, total homes, audi-

eqcc type, etc > to gel an over-all

evaluation — final, station-by-sta-

iumi percentages that combine both

objective and subjective factors

It ma> turn out that the best

boy-pcr-thousand doesn't .it .ill

reach the audience the client wants

Or, conversely, the most prestig-

eous station ma) not be effective il

you want to reach, for example,

teenagers.

In light ol that, it's significant

thai McCann-Erickson's media re-

search director Robert J Coen
says, "... I would not feel a buy-

;r was doing wrong to use qualita-

tive judgments to make his final de-

mons (between buying the low-

.st cost-per-thousand station or

Mrying one a bit higher), provided
he qualitative factors indicated the

higher cost-per-thousand station

ante closer to the client goal."

One of the problems, of course,

s that research is not always ad-

ate to give buyers specific qual-

te knowledge o\~ each station.

Everybod) complete!) agrees

h the philosophy." says H. Peter

ker, Crosley's vice president in

targe of sales, "but some have
ven hesitant about making formal

valuations where adequate re-

earch is not vet available. Yet,

lost people agree that we can't

• ait tor statistics to catch up with

/ell-grounded opinions
"

W e're quite satisfied with the

ss made." adds Steve Crane.

ice president and general manager
I WIW
The station has evolved the

ardstick through close coopcra-

on from media directors in some
5 leading a g e n c i e s < notabl)

BBDO, K\l Kudncr, iw l

thcrcb) indicating the dccpl) felt

1 \ ik all. plus CO m p 11 1

tips, station reps and research

01 ganizations Says RAB's Miles

David It's .m extrcmel) crcativi

solution to a basic problem

I he svstem has been presented

extensively b) Sam v hneid< 1

\\ I \\ \ eastern division sales man
ager, who s.i\s. "Most agen<

have been using much the sam<

system to some extent, even it only

informally We've not changed the

the method, we've Organized it

I he acid-test ol close inspect-

ion and analysis by media direct

Ors has largely been passed Most

Ol them take to the plan lor two

reasons:

I list. 11 encourages tmicbuveis

actually to perform in the manner

that, heretofore, has been quickly

accepted as good theory but not

always put into practice.

Second, by requiring the buyei

to put the values behind his de-

cisions onto paper, the system pro-

vides media directors with an ad-

ditional management control. I lies

Can always check worksheets to

sec just which factors were used

Not that the Yardstick need be

applied to every market in every

buy. Schenider himself is quick to

point out that one advantage ol the

svstem is its adaptability. Buyers

can follow as main — or as few —
o\ the Yardstick's measure as they

have time for. "Any use o\ it will

add that much more substantiation

\o their buy." And in a major cam-
paign, the buyer may apply the

Yardstick to only his top 10 — 01

a random Id markets m order

to obtain a well defined idea ol

specific client needs and the kind

o\ station that meets them.

"It's worth the ctloit." says

I 1.mk Regalado, directoi o\ media

services. Me( .11111- 1 1 ickson. S.m

I rancisco.

"It's difficult to put a finger \>n

the piece of business m which the

Yardstick was the linal cincher to

any Of our s.des." WLWs 1 asker

summarizes, noting that most s.des

since its introduction would prob

ablv have been realized anvhow

"But using it." he adds, "has satis-

fied both timebuyers and ourselves

that outs is the station they wanted,

that we came closest to meeting

their particular needs

BUYERS LIKE

YARDSTICK

BECAUSE IT IS:

1 Cli'-nt-oricnted.

2 Simple to use.

3. Flexible enough to fit the

requirements of any agency

procedure.

4. An indicator of needed re-

search such as inter- or intra-

media studies.

5. Adaptable, thus can be

used wholly or only in part

i.e., to any degree the buyer

feels will help his client.

YARDSTICK

ENCOURAGES
TIMEBUYERS TO:

1. Specify client goals

2 Translate his value judg-

ments into numerical values

and to commit them to writ-

ing. (This gives his supervisor

a concrete management
check, and the buyer a record

that he may also use on fu-

ture buys.)

3. See his evaluation of an

individual station as a whole

4. Acknowledge the qualita-

tive assets of a station
through actual dollar-buys

rather than mere praise

5 Change his sights from

"the best" station to the sta-

tion that does the best for

the client
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RADIO MEDIA

Radio at the cash register

The massive radio audience at hallowed point-of-purchase
gets infrequent probe by Hooper; measures potential "sell"

to consumers stratified by instant "retail category" count

Radio listening in business es-

tablishments can mean bigger busi-

ness to advertisers who learn to

use the "last word" point-of-pur-

chase-moment to reach the con-

sumer.

All oi advertising's dazzling

choreography in the market arena

must — as must the most brilliant

life-on-the-line matador — face
the "moment of truth." There's no
bull in the cash register. The
money's in there, or it isn't.

The marketer's concern for what,

when, where and why people buy
is pouring in the neighborhood of

$200,000,000 per year into re-

search. Hut there is one area of

research — measurement of how
many can be influenced where they

are buying, when they are buying
- which is a "sometimes thing."

Car audiences, an adman told

Sponsor recently, although "im-
possible to measure" were, of

course, counted on in his radio

buy. "We felt they had to be there,"

he said. A number of alert users of

radio time feel the same way about
listening at the cash register.

Considering that retailers and
consumers are involved in radio

listening at the cash register, the

wholesale and retail purchasing

power represented is enough to

whet the appetite of any ad man-
ager.

In the near decade since the
I ii si Hooper survey of business es-

tablishments, there has been a scant

handful of follow-up in this area
with potential wallop for the radio

advertiser.

Hooper made its first survey in

New Haven in May 1955. And,
according to Prank Stisser. guiding

hand of the Hooper organization,

the purpose of the survey was "to

supplement the findings of the in-

home coincidentals." As it devel-

oped, these surveys opened up new

avenues to account and media peo-

ple. Radio listening in business es-

tablishments, the report indicates,

reflects a higher degree of listening

in business establishments than "in-

home."

Since 1961, Hooper has con-

ducted business establishment sur-

veys in a range of markets from

New York to New Orleans. The
surveys include barber and beauty

shops, florists, cleaners, drug

stores, grocery stores, gas stations

and liquor shops. Dentists' offices

were also checked in Atlanta, Kan-
sas City. New Orleans, Philadelphia

and New York City surveys which

span the three years.

A survey of in-store listening is.

almost completely, "instant audi-

ence stratification" since the cus-

tomer is immediately classified as

in need of beauty or barber care,

gasoline and oil. beer, food, medical

attention or clothes cleaning.

The merchandising and promo-
tion support which advertisers de-

sire at the retail level is usually

labeled as part of its "marketing

strategy." Radio listening in busi-

ness establishments can become
part of that strategy upon close view

of the statistics, meager as they are.

In its most recent survey, the

Hooper sample of 4.771 reflected

the listening habits in the above
listed business establishments in

the New York area.

Since the New York retail pie

amounts to $16 billion annually,

radio listening in business establish-

ments can represent a considerable

influence for almost any product.

I ood sales account for about 25
percent of the total retail sales.

drug sales about 3 percent, service

stations including auto equipment,

about 3.8 percent.

Big dollars are definitely in-

volved, but so are big audiences.

I he New York survey showed that

SO percent of the business establish-

ments have ladios. and 4S.4 per-

cent of the radios were on duringB
the survey hours of 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

But — hold on to your book keeper
— Hooper reported an average 4.8

listeners per set!

The survey reflected listening toil

I 6 New York stations, AM and FMi I

(an interesting footnote is that the
j

leader (WHN) does not have FM).B
At the time of the survey taken

at the southern extreme of the U. S.,|

I

New Orleans contributed some $1.2. !

billion in retail sales to the economy ]

— approximately 25 percent in

food sales. 4 percent in drug and

6 percent in service stations in-

eluding automotive equipment. Ol

the New Orleans business establish- I

ments. 58 percent had radios withjl

an average of 5.7 listeners per set.B

In Atlanta, the nation's 24th city. I

64 percent had radios which were'J

tuned in 40.8 percent of the time>

with an average of 5.2 listeners

per set.

Kansas City. 18th largest U. S.

town, had five listeners per scl

averaged in the 74 percent of it

business establishments where ra-

dios were tuned in 37.6 percent ol

the time.

In Philadelphia, 83 percent ol

the surveyed businesses had radios

In that fourth largest city, sets ii

use were 45.4 percent with ar

average of 5.5 listeners per set.

While the Hooper surveys

business establishments were con-

ducted in various sections of th*.

country at various times of tru

year, there is no significant patter;

or conclusion as to type of pro

graining which appeals most U

listeners in business establishment'

(See chart).

Perhaps the most interestinj

e\ idence presented points to tin

fact that any over-all or iiulusivi

pattern is non-existent.

Geographically, two cities wen

northeastern, one southern, oru

midwestern and one "deep"' sout
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Two were surveyed in the fall, one

in mid wintci and two during the

unmet l?\ the very nature oi t Ik-

businesses polled, the goods and

rviccs rendered are, in the main,

not subject to seasonal trends, w ith

few exceptions, such .is beer and

suit Junks during the warm months
s and oil during the

driving periods," the pattern of

sales u.is foi basic necessities.

I he only conclusion likely is thai

business establishment surveys in-

deed point to the possibility of more

business foi tins out-of-home area

if used right by today's agency

buyci and marketing executive in

spite ol the fact that the) are with-

out a common yardstick for it.

I Ik- vital fact, which seems .is

obvious .is Kipling's "ripe banana

in .1 hothouse," is that markets must

lv equated in their own image.

Ethnic, geographical, taste factors

- numbers of "good" or "popular"

or "top 40" stations per market

must be considered, but, within

cvcr\ market, there is at least one
radio station ideally situated at the

int-of-purchase, which can be a

actor in the v\ ise radio buy

Agency and client awareness of the climate at the cash register is illustrated above with Herb

Webster, left, WHN Radio's general sales manager, joining Joyce Peters, broadcast media super-

visor, and Milton Guttenplan, senior vice president and account supervisor, of Mogul, Williams

and Saylor, at the "hallowed" pointofpurch.ise Scene is in a unit of New York s DaitchShopwrli

chain which has 103 shopping units responsible for more than $1 million in food and allied

products annually.

The Hooper business establish-

:nt surveys over the three-yeai

in have not shown any common
.-nominator preference for "type

>f program" In the audiences at the

sh register The choice, alter all.

likely that of the management.
In New York, where the most

:nt of the surveys was taken,

was in top position with a

format promoted as "New
ork's 'Sound of beautiful music

1

ition." Under the Storer Broad-

ting Company banner — the

ip bought the station in 1962

WMGM the original call

.-tters were brought back and the

nation revamped with new per-

lel, new format and new pro-

jtion. This was the only one of

stations in the Hi>oper surveys

-hich had had an ownership change
seK preceding the study

President and general manager
WHN. John ( Moler, regards

le 14.3 rating as a reflection that

"the station's growth is spectacular

loi the New York market." and

claims that it results from "the best

team o\ radio people in New York

City with a common goal to provide

a quality of programing that ap-

peals \o the mass ol adult listeners "

WIIN has become the flagship

outlet for the Mutual Broadcasting

S\stem and the MetS baseball net-

work (the latter an important rating

by past two \ ears' perforniaiK

In Philadelphia the front-runner

was VVIBG, which, like \WIV
cat lies the Storer I Lie. but unlike

WIIN. programs popular hit music

I he station in control at Uk
Orleans cash registers was W N< >|

a "top pop" music station

In Atlanta, with middle ol-the

road programing and a historically

subst.mti.il following WSB
tered tust place while m Kan
( it\ "top pop" Willi w.is first.

HOOPER SURVEY OF BUSINESS ESTABLISHMENTS-'61 -'64

Market Date

Feb. 64

Sets

in

Use

47.1

45.4

37.6

35.4

40.8

°o With
Radios

79°o

Rank ing of Top 3

N.Y. WHN WPAT WNEW

Phila. Nov. 62 83 °o WIBG wip
WCAU

WIK WPEN
KMBC KCKN

WTIX WSMB

WIIN WAKE

K.C. Nov. 62 74°o

58°o

64°o

WHB
WHOM
WNOE
WSB

N. Orleans

Atlanta

July 61

June 61
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Winners have shown wandering boy who took Oreo cookies along a demonstration of "the proper grip" for Kellogg . . .

Oreo air ad 'best' in ARI
Cookie commercial wins in national balloting for

January 11-17 period, followed by Kellogg's, Hamm's

When asked, more than 55 percent of the tv audi-

ence will speak up and cite their favorite tv commercial,

according to the American Research Bureau's latest

report on the top video "salesmen."

Of the 1171 diaries used for this ARB study,

655 contained answers to the question: "Of all the

tv commercials you saw this week, which one would
your family vote for as best?" Interestingly, 5I6 of the

diary-keepers preferred to make no specific choice.

For the winter week of January 11-17, national

audiences were most favorably impressed by the way
Oreo cookies were sold. Running a close second for

making solid impact and lasting impression were the

commercials lor a whole family of Kellogg products.

I he) were followed by Hamm's beer, which easily

look third position among the most-noticed and best-

liked advertising jobs.

The current analysis succeeds the last previous

measure o\' commercials, which was issued by ARB
for Sept. 11-17, 1963, (Sponsor, Nov. 1 1 , 1963).

Oreo cookies didn't appear on the previous list-

ing, which placed Hamm's beer at the top with a 9

percent. (Second place went to SchlitZ with 5.1 percent

o\' the response; third, to ("navy Train. 5 percent. Note.

however, that the previous listing covered just 12 major
markets, whereas the current poll is national in scope.)

Oreo's sudden emergence and simultaneous appear-

ance in the No. I position underlines how radically

and quickly the mailer of commercial-popularity may
change Newcomers frequentlj come onto the list. And
winners in one spot check ma\ not receive mention at

all in the next poll, since there's no sure way of know-
ing that a second campaign will bring the same results

as the first one did. Whatevei the reasons for the

eh. nines, however, no one can dispute the fact that

there's a great ileal of ingenuity required from the ad-

vertising agency to put a commercial "on top" in thi

popularity race.

In checking the top 20 listing, notice how Kellogj

commercials are cited as a group first, then dividei

among specific products. This results from the wa;

the poll is tabulated: Count was taken of the "mos'l

number of mentions," using the 655 respondents as ;

base. Respondents varied in the way they cited commei
cials, however. Some specified products by name (a'j

the listing indicates). Others merely listed the paren

company, however, without indicating which commer
cial actually drew their favor. When, as with Kellogg

one company advertises a series of products, this com

plicates the tabulation. Thus, the company's score i

headed by an over-all family category, the nomenela

ture used by 2 percent of the respondents, as indi

cated. Specific product-mentions follow in order o

popularity.

A break-down by product groups shows, not sur

prisingly, that food and drink advertising, among th

most plentiful on the air, also seem to be making th

most favorable impressions. Of the 20 products on th

list, six are foods and six are drinks.

Most significantly, however, five of the six bever

ages are beers (the sixth. Coca-Cola). Since some C

them are marketed only on a regional basis, it's un

usual for them to appear on a national roster at al

Pet supplies rated with automobiles in terms

favorably remembered commercials: two from eac

category made the top 20 list. Ranks were closed wit

single mentions of a soap, a bleach, a cigarette and

drug product.

It should be noted that a commercial's failure t

appear on the list isn't necessarily an indication th.

it isn't performing well or that the audience actus

dislikes it. Its absence may just as easily be attnbut
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th» »»rong. thirit quenching qujlitipf of Hjmmi Beer tind J new high school band for Purtnj per food*

survey of video audience

to light scheduling or less exposure. It's also obvious

that a family, citing its favorite in September, ma)

deliberatclv give its ballot to another product in the

lanuary vote, thereby eliminating (In non-mention)

what otherwise could have been a strong contender toi

first place.

\n> rostei of the top 20 commercials implies, but

Of course does not specify, other important factors. One.

these commercials were named from the main dozens ol

advertisements (not onl) on t\ but also on othei

media) to which the average family was exposed during

one week. Also, it is a spot check of popularity, not

necessaril) ol buying-response or advertising dollars

spent. Finally, the market-place is a highly fluid one.

with main new commercial formats as well as spon-

sors joining it from week to week It is lot these,

as well as other, reasons thai \KH likes to check the

picture ever) three 01 lour months

ARB's TOP 20 COMMERCIALS
Rank Product Voting °o Rank Product Voting °o

1. Oreo Cookies 5.2 7. Gravy Train 3.1

2. Kellogg's

Corn Flakes (2.0)

5.1
Schlitz Beer 3.1

Cereal (1.2) 9. Volkswagen 2.0

Fruit Loops (0.7) Jax Beer 2.0

Rice Crispies (0.6) Contac 2.0
Sugar Smacks (0.2)

Frosted Flakes (0.2) 12. Weia'emann's

Campbell's

Beer 1.8

1.8

3. Hamm's Beer (0.2) 4.7 Soups (1.0)

4. Purina 4.1 Frozen Soups (0.6)

Dog Chow (2.7) Beans (0.2)

Cat Chow (0.8) 14. Narragansett Beer 1.6

Chow (0.3) Coca-Cola 1.6

Purina (0.3)
16. Clorox 15

5. Chevrolet 4.0
Cheerios 1.5

6. Ivory Soap 3.7
18. Salem 14

Soap (2.1)
Jolly Green Giant 1.4

Snow (1.4)

Flakes (0.2)
Cracker Jack 1 1.4
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TV MEDIA

All athletic events today pack a multi-million-

dollar advertising wallop—a far cry from 1939
when baseball was just a 'rookie' on the medium

Tv sponsored sport

CBS-TV's record-breaking $1.8

million-a-year pact to televise the

next two National football League

title games is only the latest in a

series of events, dating back to

1939, that have seen first baseball

and now football riding the crest

in a sea of tv dollars.

On May 17, 1939, a select group

of several hundred viewers watched

the nation's first televised sports

event: Princetown's 2-1 10-inning

triumph over Columbia University's

nine, in the second game of a

double-header at Columbia's Ba-

ker Field.

It was a far cry from the sports-

easts that are among the "hot"

properties of today, with the net-

works laying out millions of dol-

lars in a fiercely competitive bid

lor valuable tv rights that in turn

mean vast tv audiences and lucra-

tive sponsorships.

Twenty-five years ago, before

commercial tv sponsors, networks

or even stations, there were fewer

than 400 (five, nine and 12-inch)

tv sets (costing about $600 each)

compared to the 51.3 million video

homes of today. I he 16-man NBC
crew transmitted the pioneer game

to NBC's experimental station

W2XBS, which broadcast the event

to groups ol viewers in Radio City,

at ad agencies ami to the lew

homes with receivers

Responsibility for the historic

telecast apparently rests with Rob-

ert Marion, then director of sports

publicity Foi Columbia oiow assis-

tant to the president), who intei

ested William Burke (Skeets) Miller

of NBC in doing the sports broad-

cast.

Yesteryear's small screens plus

the understandable lack of exper-

ience on the part of the camera
crew resulted in coverage defi-

ciencies that have long been over-

come by today's skilled crews using

the latest equipment. But in 1939,

the first televised sports event had

these among many defects: the base-

ball was barely visible; there were

no closcups of action since only

one camera was in use; little of the

playing field was in view at any

one time; players looked like "little

while flies" running across the

sereen. Sportscaster Bill Stern also

had problems, but he did the best

he could, working without a

monitor.

NBC's equipment for the video

"first" cost nearly $100,000, while

the game's broadcast cost the net-

work an estimated $3,000.

Many who viewed that first tele-

east were skeptical about a future

for television as a sports medium.
But among the enthusiasts, late

fight promoter Mike Jacobs saw the

potential: "Someday." he said. "I'll

sell television rights for a champ-
ionship bout for as much as SI mil-

lion."

I he historj o\ commercially

sponsored televised sports is the

history of tv's phenomena] growth.

Back in 1946 and 1947, baseball

became the first major sport to at-

tract advertising revenue to t\

l xtensive Sponsor research into

the first tv sponsorship of a locally

broadcasl major league baseball

game appears to be buried or los
1

in the not-too-distant past of les

!

than 20 years ago. The Basebal'

Commissioner's office reports tha

in 1946 Du Mont's channel 5 it

New York, WABD (now WM Vv

TV), signed sponsors for Yanke>

broadcasts, when there were abou

500 sets in the area. But the exac

facts are obscured.

However, by 1947, when the na'

tionwide total of video receiver

rose to approximately 16.500 I Niel

sen coverage figures started twi

years later, listing 660,000 V

homes), several pioneer stations bej

gan sponsored pro baseball tele

casts (Sponsor, March. April. Aug

ust and September. 1947). KSD-1

St. Louis aired the Cardinals' am

Browns' games, sponsored by Fori

Motor Co.. through JWT, and Pur
'

ity Bakeries ^(Y&R): Detroit

WWJ-TV broadcast Tiger basebal

with Goebel Brewing Co. (Brooke

Smith, French & Dorrance) a- ad

vertiser; in New York. WCBS H
aired the Brooklyn Dodgers' uniqw

brand of ball, with Ford t.lVv I i am

General Foods (YcvR. B&B, aw

FC<£B) picking up the lab. WPTv

(now WRCV) Philadelphia. WNB1
(now WNBC-TV) and WABD irT

New York also telecast advertise!

supported games that summer.

televised baseball sponsorshi]

came into its own. however, later il

1947 with the "network" coverag*

o{ the exciting Yankee-Dodgei

World Series, the fust such broad-

cast of the September classic. v

hookup for the event linked NBC-

owned stations in New York
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Watching iho historic Iv (Ovfngt of the

Columbia Princeton baseball gam* on May 17

1939. wore ll-ri Aw Bushnrll now secretary

of (he NCAA Iv ccmmitteo low liiilr

tired Columbia football coach, and Robert

Harron. Jimljnl to the University s president

The idea of televising a college baseball gam*
first occurred to Harron. who wn the direc

tor of Columbia's sports pubL.it,

grows and grows
WNBT), Washington (WNBW,
mns WRC), and Philadelphia

WPTZ)
Sponsored by Gillette Razoi Co.

(through Maxon) and Ford (JV\ I },

that tirst Hedging Scries telecast has

grown into a $3.5 million yearl) co-

sponsorship In Gillette and Chrys-

ler, whos^ five-yeai contract for

the event with NIK' runs until

966.

1 ast sear's fourth game audi-

ence of 27.75 million— the largest

ever reached in a single sponsored

web t\ program s.iu the I os \n

geles Dodgers defeat the Yankees

for a tour-game sweep. In IM47

video's pioneer Series viewers

watched the same teams (the Dod-
gers were then kings m Brooklyn)

battle, with the Yankees victorious

in the seventh and decisive game
I odaj . Gillette and I ord are the

two top sponsors ol t\ sporting

events, with 1963 outlays in this

category al M1.4 million awJ $5.9

> single camera followed each play in the second game of

oubleheader on May 17, 1939 Fewer than 400 Iv sets were in

baseball

million, respectively rding to

I \ B estimates Moth firms are also

among List year's leading t\ .m\-

vertisers, with Gillette fifth-ranked

with an expenditure in excess ol
s

I 7 6 million

Majoi league regular-season

games are now aired o\] ( us I \

I - me oj the H eeh (now in its tenth

yeai i and Wajoi I eagm Baseball,

readying for an eighth season on
MU I V, m addition to u ale COVer-

given to league games on a local

hasis around the country.

Looming on the baseball hori-

zon. ho\w\er. is Subscription lele-

vision, Ine . the Santa Monica-
based closed-circuit turn thai has

contracted with both the I

Angeles Dodgers and the s.m I ran-

cisco ( nants tor broadcasts on a

pay-tv basis it appears that toll

television has become a political

issue m ( alifornia, where two
groups i( California < rusade i I

I \. Ine . and the Citizens ( ommit-
tee fol Free I \ I have obtained .

one million signatures on petitions

foi a ballot proposition to repeal

islation passed last year to \\t\j the

waj foi pay-t\ in the state. \ otcrs

will go to the polk . \ Ml
is set to begm operations in I

Vngeles on Jul) I. but failure to

sign up sufficient subs,.: >uld

mean cancellation of the conti

Additionally, \U< rV's
|

dent rhomas \\ Moon
ted that th<

should be trimmed by about

i<

I

I

plan aKo call

;e blackout in
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Tv sports . .

.

where the games would be played.

This would result in various econ-

omies and would set the game on a

"much sounder basis," says Moore,

who alluded to the help that tv has

given to the pro football game
which has not suffered from base-

ball's "over-exposure." ABC last

televised major league games for

20 weeks during the I960 season.

Today, the web's Wide World of

Sports, aired on Saturdays, carry-

ing all types of sports activities,

has proven immensely popular. A

host of sponsors include Gillette,

P. Lorillard, Dodge, and Liberty

Mutual.

Whatever future may be in store

for the game, "America's favorite

pastime" is still a commanding
$40 million tv business, and over

900 major league games are sched-

uled for broadcast and sponsorship

during the 1964 season.

Although bowling, golf, and horse

racing are among the sports tele-

casts drawing millions of viewers,

today's video audience is especially

agog over the rough-and-tumble

pigskinned world of football.

Again, back in 1939, on Sept.

30, NBC broadcast television's first

football game, F o r d h a m vs.

Waynesburg College at Randall's

Island Stadium in New York. One
month later, the Dodgers-Eagles

game from Ebbets Field in Brook-

lyn was aired by NBC, the first pro

football game ever telecast.

It wasn't until 1953, however.

that the initial network tv broad-

casts of pro, football games were
begun by the Du Mont web. Helped
immensely by video, the game has

spiraled audience interest to the

point where a scramble to nab tele-

cast rights has resulted in the earli-

er-mentioned record of $1.8 million

paid by CBS-TV for NFL title

game rights. This news comes on

the heels of the following events of

the past few months:

1. NBC-TV's purchase of tin.

rights to broadcast the fledgling

American Football League's regu-

larly scheduled season games foi

S36 million for five years, starting

with the 1965 season. The game-

have been aired on ABC-TV, which

ends its coverage with the upcoming

season.

2. CBS-TV's $28.2 million pad

for two-year rights to NFL regulai

season games, a cost some $9.3 mil

lion over the amount CBS paid tc

A stock certificate in the musical, "Cool Off!," is examined during
the WIP theatre party by, (from left) H. 0. Neuwirth, vice president
and director, Metro Radio Sales; Dick Ullman and Marion Jones, Lennen
& Newell, Inc.; Harvey I. Glascock, vice president and general man-
ager, WIP; and Robert Mounty, general sales manager, WIP.

Enjoying the Philadelphia station's theatre party are (from left) Wil

liam Hoey, timebuyer, J. Walter Thompson; Marilyn Maykoe; Rober

V. Coppinger, sales manager, Metro Radio Sales; Carrie Senatore, time,

buyer, Thompson; George P. Ponte, account executive, Metro Radic

Saies; Jeanne Tregre, timebuyer, Thompson; and Mounty.

discover

Rtiiladelptiia

WIP Philadelphia learned the hard way it couldn''

predict a musical hit, but the station's outing fot

timebuyers will long be remembered by visiting

agency executives

Philadelphia is only about 100 miles from New York

City, as the crow Hies, and onlv a couple of hours as

the I'ennsv runs. But it might as well be Hong Kong.

as far as many a Madison Avenue timebuyer is eon

cerned.

I his has caused more than one Philadelphia!! to grii
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covci (Ik league's 1962 and 1963

tegulai games Commercial time

will cost sponsors I * »i «. l and Philip

Morris some $70,000 pei commei
cial minute (Sponsor Jan, 27,

1964)

! \iu I \ 's bu) ol rights to

videocasl 14 N< \\ football games

for two years, foi ovei s
I 1 mil-

lion Sponsors for the college till

arc Gillette, General ( igar, rexaco

and ( Ihrysler.

John \ rba's recenti) foi med
Fourth Network, Inc., will be add-

ing to pro football coverage with

telecasts of the game .is it is played

north ol the border in Canada.
I est college football be thought

bf .is over-shadowed bj its profes-

sional big brother, it should be

noted thai the second highest audi-

ence ever reached (after the fourth

game of the 1963 World Series)

u.is List year's Rose Howl classic

on NBC, which reached

million homes foi sponsors Gillette

and ( "hrysler.

\s .i result ol this sports glitter,

advertisers and agencies alike can

expect to Ik-.u much more from the

station representatives on the sub-

ject Ol the potentials ol Spot t\

sports packages Edward Petrj &
( o. lias prepared Spot 1 1 Inside

liiHk in the Sports Boom, which
details the new dimensions ol the

video sports spectrum and demon-
strates how advertisers can capital-

ize upon the enhanced audience

values through a selective approach

to the medium. Says Petr) executive

V.p. Martin 1 . Nierman: "We feel

that t\'s coverage ol sports offers

stations a new and relatively under-

developed area for national spot

sales, and we're excited about the

prospects for growth in this in-

creasing).) important field."

( )ther points covered in the stud)

:

I . I he growing importance of the

feminin

stud) ihovi tl itnum

bet men in th

network sports anth •'•

! \ list ol the national t\

line up through Jan 1 . 1965, that

includes all the events prcscntl)

scheduled b) the networks and in-

dependent Sports \ irk and

Fourth Network program produc-

tion company
Petry's follow-up point is that,

though less publicized, local sta-

tions are also expanding then

torts in the spurts arena tad

man) have found "thai regional and

local sports events with Strong local

associations are prestige builders

which frequentl) command lat

audiences than majOl national

sports features." I he presentation

illustrates the scop, ol local sports

programing \>ith upcoming sports

features scheduled b) l'etr> sta-

tions

Checking the "Cool Off" stock certificate are (from left) Herbert O
Wen, account executive, Metro Radio Sales. Mai Ochs, associate

media director. Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn. Ken Duffes.

account executive, Bermingham. Castleman & Pierce. Jack Faber.

merchandising director, WIP.

Timebuyers from J. M. Mathes attending the WIP party at the Cherry

Hill Inn near Philadelphia include 'from left Ogla Hoffman Pat Hartnett

and Edna Cathcart, pictured with Harry J Durando (left account

executive. Metro Radio Sales, and Robert Mounty WIP general sales

manager

his teeth and make civic noises, but tew did more
gritting recenti) than Harve) 1 Glascock, vice presi-

dent and general manager of Philadelphia's WIP, the

Quaker City's Metropolitan Broadcasting outlet.

Glascock was determined to give timebuyers a

first-hand look ai his booming, 24-count) market

Ihis spring, he did it. Ho hired a fleet ol buses and

whisked them down the turnpike from New York.

h.i\ iiiii rounded up about 150 agenc) buyers.

Glascock had an extra inducement, too \ new

musical comedy, "Cool Off!" was opening, starring

Stanle) Hollowaj and Hermione Baddeley, two talent-

ed British imports. He arranged tor each oi the time-

buyers to receive a share of the show, thus to become

"angels." He also arranged tor them t< perform-

ance of the show, following a Wll' dinner p.;

I pshot: the time buyers had a fine time l

listened attentive!) to a mild pitch lor w IP I he> went

to the show I lie show closed afl I run.

W IP made plans to send each buyer a bottle ol

go with their "turkex " lime the star

ever, are in good shape
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COMMERCIAL CRITIQUE

The ad-producer-

3 new breed

As the floors of the Pan Am
building rise into their late teens,

look! An advertising agency unlike

any you've ever experienced. What's

different about it is that this one

services some $4.5 million in tv

billings, yet it employs no producers

and no tv art directors. None at all.

The work has to be done, of

course, and is done very well by a

new and highly talented breed

called the tv art director-producer.

K&E houses and feeds the largest

concentration of these critters in

New York. You're welcome to

come see them ply their unusual

trade.

In the typical agency a typical

tv commercial evolves through the

efforts of a three-man team —
writer, art-director, producer. And
typically, the writer is most in-

volved in the early stages, the art

director in the middle stages, and

towards the end it's almost entirely

the producer's baby-

This three-man system

holds sway in the vast majority of

agencies, not for any inherent ad-

vantage but because there's no other

way. You need three people be-

cause you need three different skills.

Ideally, one fellow talented in all

three areas would do a taster, bet-

ter-integrated, goof-freer job. If

only lor these technical reasons, his

product would outshine that of

three equally talented individuals.

Well, at the agency under dis-

cussion, we haven't got the whole

problem licked. But we're down to

two individuals — writer and art

director-producer — and we

couldn't be delighteder with the re-

sults.

\ you'll discovei during your

visit, the art director-producer does

everything but author the words.

First, he creates

the visual. Right away you're ahead

of the game because this fellow

visualizes — with the final product

in mind — the product he is going

to produce. A tv art director can-

not do that for you. He can't

do it because he won't produce the

final product.

Second, he suggests alterations

in the copy to fit the commercial as

it will appear. Even the copywriter

can't do that for you. Because he

won't produce it, he hasn't the look

of the commercial in his mind, nor

the sound of the track in his ears.

After approval, the ad-producer

has a voice in the selection of pro-

duction house. He knows, probably

better than anyone else, who can

do the idea the most good and at

the least cost in time and money.

Finally, he produces

the film or tape or whatever. It's

right here that we reap the plump-
est quality benefit of this new sys-

tem. The very man who created the

commercial concept creates the

commercial itself. It seems absurd

that it should ever be otherwise.

Yet 90 percent of our commercials

are thought up and produced by

two different people.

From an administrative point of

view, the ad-producer is enormous-

ly more efficient than his counter-

parts. When the production sched-

ule slacks off. our man is busj

visualizing. At peak production.

he merely changes hats. And of

course, at all times, the respon-

sibility is one man's not two

LARRY PARKER
joined Kenyon & Eckhardt in 1955 as

a tv art director. He changed hats in

1957 to a tv producer and started

campaigning for the combination of

these two jobs shortly thereafter. In

1962, the system of art director pro-

ducer was established at Kenyon & Eck-

hardt and has been functioning ever

since. Today he is the vice president

in charge of commercial production at

Kenyon & Eckhardt.

Before joining Kenyon & Eckhardt he

was with Cunningham & Walsh in

1951. He switched in 1954 to McCann-
Erickson as a tv art director.

Parker was graduated from Syracuse

University in fine arts, cum laudum, in

1951. After graduation he attended

night school at CCNY taking courses

in film direction and film editing.

He has worked outside on two
theatrical features and on industrials,

doing both creative concepts and fin-

ished art renderings, and is currently a

member of the Art Director's Club of

New York and the Film Producers

<Vssn. of New York.

From a morale standpoint,

well — on your visit, listen to these

critters purr! Not just at feeding

time; these guys genuinely enjoy

producing their own work, rather

than someone else's storyboard.

It's my contention that in our

business, specialization has long

since outdistanced itself. We have

colds-remedy people who could

probably do an equally fine snow-

job for Goodyear . . . hardgoods

men who pine lor something as

soft as Northern. And we have t\

ait directors who'd like nothing

better than to get into production.

If we do our part, they'll do both

of theirs.
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Hamm Sponsors
rive Baseball Clubs

Thco. 1 1.mnn Brewing recently

Iigncd foi sponsorship ol .1 fifth

•all club, the Kansas ( it) \thlct-

.«.. possibly making the company
'ie largest sponsor of major league

iseball in the brewing industry,

Along with the Athletics' spon-

Dtship for 1

1>M and '65 seasons,

lanim also sponsors the Minne-

•ta 1 unis. Chicago White So\.

o Cubs and San Francisco

iiants.

Hamm uses radio and/or tele-

ision on all games.

1 Ik- Kansas City agreement calls

>r U>2 games broadcasl on KC-
lO and multi-state radio network
< well as 40 games on KCMO- 1 \

Fiftj games ol the Minnesota

wins will be televised by Hamm
rewing on WCTN-TV, while an-

ther 14 stations will carry the

leeasts ol as many as 43 games.

All of the [win's games will be

roadcast on WCCO Radio and

lost will be heard on a network of

» stations in Minnesota. Iowa.

ebraska, \\ isconsin, Montana.

Olth and South Dakota.

For the thirteenth consecutive

•ar. the company is presenting the

e Chicago White So\ and the

hicago Cubs games on WGN-T\
Kty-four So\ games and 86 Cubs
a m e s will be covered All the

e games will be aired in color.

For the first lime. Hamm is

>onsoring the San Francisco

ants. All games will be carried

KM < > San I rancisco, plus a

k) network ol I" other stations,

addition, all nine road games

th the Dodgers will be televised

K I \ I I \ in the Bay area. San

cisco.

I

KL Reveals Profits

t Annual Meeting
T he first quarter of 1964, ending

b. 2 l
>. showed an increase in net

»mc after taxes for I'apert.

Inmig. I ois to si 19.635 from

14 for the same period in

(irosv billings in the first

quartet ol 1964 increased to S( '.

022,949 from ($3,988,600 ovei the

lust quartet ol 1 96

)

l amings pet share foi the lust

quarter ol 1964 were - ; ;
' versus

9.96( foi the same period ol I

1 "'

!

Net profit as a peieent ol

billings increased for the lust quai

ter from 1 . 2 S to I .^ l
> percent ovei

1963. Gross billings were up ovei

50 percent lor the Inst quartet ol

I

l>o4 versus the same period ol

1963.

Nation's Businessmen
Hit Govt. Competition

Registering strong disapproval of

an economic system that operates

in part .is free enterprise, and in

part as state-owned operations, the

nations independent bu
;

prieton in nationwide poll voted

in majority "t

port H R 19 !6 R Bi

Vlgci (R i

Hill WOUld em; Pi uleiit

to close down governni

tions competing with private busi

ness. also require an) government

ncy wishing t>> expand its bi

ness-type operations t>> secure

cific permission from President

Poll's result, announced b l

w ilson Harder, president ol

iional I ederation ol Independent

Business, is based on individually

voted ballots by M IB national

membership ol more than 190,000

independent business proprietors

Saul Hardei " I he independent

businessmen see little sense of eth-

ics m permitting government t"

engage in business activities, either

of a production, distribution. 01

service capacity, when private en

terprise is engaged in same activ-

ity."

WLIB 'OSCARS' POITIER AHEAD OF TIME

An Oic.ir to Harry Novik for clairvoyance might be in order. Hi, station chose

Sidney Poitier at the year's belt actor two month, before the Oscar award*

made it official Poitier was to named at WLIB t llth annual Festival of Per-

forming Artt, held at Carnegie Hall Shown !l-r) are Ome Davis author cf

"Purlie Victorious who made the award Novik general manager of WLIB

and Poitier In accepting. Poitier made what Is probably the most poignant

two-sentence speech on record "I promise I shall try to live up to the standards

that this plaque has placed upon my work and life. I hope that there will b-

nothing in my behavior socially or artistically that would damage the image of

this moment
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He notes that at present time

government, according to Hoover

Report, is engaged in such fields

is manufacturing, insurance, trans-

portation, warehousing, utilities,

printing, housing, and engineering

services.

Timex a 'Kid' Sponsor

Timex Watches, via Warwick &
Legler, has purchased co-sponsor-

ship of the new half-hour NBC-TV
series, Kentucky Kid, which stars

Dennis Weaver. The show will be

aired Saturdays (8:30 p.m. NYT)
beginning Sept. 19.

All Purex Night Money
Purex has now commited all its

network tv expenditures on ABC.
Latest move was the signing to

sponsor an extensive schedule of

news, public affairs and entertain-

ment programing this summer

YOU SHOULD HEAR
Don Hammond, General Manager of

Willi, \c» Bern, North Carolina,

Bays: "Would he Iki/>i>y to recommend
it to anyone. I lie first day il was here

it helped to </<»\,' a $520.00 \<de n> our
Un al Ford dealer, which until now. we
wen- unable to get on the air . . . Again,

congratulations on producing the very

best commercial library in the business."

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Call Dallas Collect 214 748-8004

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.

through the 1964-65 season. The
deal, representing some $4 million,

is a switch in Purex nighttime mon-
ey from NBC and was placed by

Edward H. Weiss & Co., Chicago.

ABC, meanwhile, racked up an-

other $6.4 million in new business

for second and third quarters from

eight advertisers purchasing partici-

pation campaigns in the nighttime

schedule. They are: Chevrolet

(Campbell-Ewald); G-E (Young &
Rubicam); General Foods (Benton

& Bowles); Frigidaire (Dancer-Fitz-

gerald-Sample); Mennen (Grey);

Pepsi-Cola (BBDO); Pharmacraft

(Papert, Koenig, Lois); WTS Phar-

maceuticals (Charles W. Hoyt Co.).

Patio Diet Cola Hosts
Listeners' Cook-outs

Radio promotion backing the in-

troduction of Patio Diet Cola into

the Phoenix market featured a patio

party contest which drew 3,000

entries.

KRUX arranged with a caterer

to provide eight complete 28-ounce

steak dinners to four weekly win-

ners. Station DJs hosted the events

on the patios of the winning fam-

ily's home.

The winners, who wrote in 100

words why they wanted to have a

patio party, could invite any three

couples they wished to attend the

party. Robert J. Zimmerman, na-

tional sales manager of Patio Diet

Cola, a Pepsi-Cola product, termed

the promotion a "huge success."

Cap Cities, Metromedia
Each has Revenue Rise

Local business by its 1 1 stations

was largely credited by Capital Cit-

ies Broadcasting with boosting net

profit for the first quarter 42 per-

cent over what it was the first

three months of 1963, or $603,363

VS. $424,063 last year.

On a per share basis it came to

44 cents vs. 3 1 cents. Net broad-

casting income first quarter was

$4,416,265 vs. L963's $3,982,987.

Metromedia's lirst quarter reve-

nue was also up considerably, but

depreciation and interest charges

Were more than double those of

1963 because o( acquisitions in the

latter half of last year, dragging

profits down.

Gross revenue amounted to $21,-

648,383, compared to $13,527,470
for the same period a year ago. Net
income, however, was $513,512 or

27 cents per common share, com-
pared with $703,283 or 40 cents

per share. Cash flow was about 50

percent greater this year, or $2,-

157,311 vs. $1,448,288.

Hardware-Maker Enters
Web Tv via ABC Buy
The spring television debut of

True Temper Corp., Cleveland-

based maker of lawn and garden

tools and sporting goods, marks the

first major entry into network tv

by an advertiser in that industry.

In a major departure from pre-

vious print-media schedules, True

Temper, through Fuller & Smith

& Ross, will give seasonal em-
phasis to its lines of rakes, shears,

fishing tackle, hammers and lawn

sprinklers.

Characteristic clangs of the True

Temper hammer on a stainless steel

replica of the firm's logotype will

open each 60-second message, a!

in ABC-TV programs. The 22

ABC-TV buys include Arrest am

Trial, Wagon Train. Com hat, Des

try. and Wide World of Sports, in

a schedule which will run through

June 7.

Executive vice president of the

company, Ray T. Gutz, head of

the marketing department, calls the

network tv entry the first signifi-

cant use of the medium in support

of the hardware dealer. "All of our

products are action tools. Televi-

sion will let us really demonstrate

the product difference direct to the

consumer." he says.

Free tv tie-in trim kits based on

each of the five different commer-

cials used in the program have

been give n wide distribution to

hardware dealer s, the companj

notes.

.
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CONVENIENCE-FOOD LINE INCREASED

«*« .1 WESTERN CHILI
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Morton House Kitchens, Nebraska City. Neb , has added four products to its

"dinner-ready" line potatoes au gratin and ham, corned beef hash, beef stew,

and meatballs and gravy Through Boiell & Jacobs, Omaha, it plans "the

same successful advertising, merchandising promotion pattern for these new
products that were employed for Morton House Oven-Baked Beans." The beans

now Are on ABC and CBS radio networks. Other Morton House products intro-

duced recently are date roll, barbecue sauce and beef, chili beans in western
style sauce, western style beans, chili con carnc without beans and "Sloppy Joes."

Agency Shifts

Fuller & Smith & Ross is rc-

ugning the Pakistan Internationa]

Airlines account, effective June

30, due to a potential conflict with

the agency's recently acquired Air

Prance account . . . Warren E.

Kramer Associates, Nevt York,

has been appointed to handle Pak-

istan International Airlines trade

advertising. PI Vs prestige adver-

ising will be handled In Hobson
tes. I ondon. principal agency

lor the airline . . .

Reach, McClinton, Boston, to

handle advertising for The United

Fruit & I ood, a freeze-dry food

ingredients operation serving the

ood processing industry . Camp-
ll-Mithiin, Chicago, has resigned

v National LP-Gas \ssn. ac-

unt because "the association has

wcome almost completely inactive

advertising" . . . Earfe Palmer

Brown & Associates, Washington.

M to handle advertising, public

elations, advertising for Thompson
Honor Dairy, a Washington dairy

listributing products in D.C.,

Maryland, \ irginia . . .

Philip Klein Advertising, Phila-

delphia, appointed by Broad Street

'rust {o. a full-service bank with

.2 offices in Philadelphia . . . Gor-
Inn, Weiss & Artmsto to handle

he Oppenheimer Fund, a mutual

investment fund . . . Harold Wal-
er Clark. Inc., to handle advertis-

t Hob Stovall lord. Denver
sed ear dealers . . .

Grey Advertising assigned by P.

Lorillard to handle Omega, a new.

filter-tipped little cigar Distribu-

tion will be launched in major mar-

kets, with advertising beginning this

month. Grey also handles advertis-

ing for old Gold Spin Filters and

Spring cigarettes . . . Parsons,

Fricdmann A Central to handle

advertising for G.D. Matthews &
Sons Frozen Rice Pilaf, Frozen

Chicken Pies and Potato Salad in

New England, New York, Mon-
treal . . . Boccard A Nordeeu to

serve as ad agency for Rocky

Mountain Empire Sports, parent

company of the Denver Broncos

and Denver Bears . . .

Burton Browne Advertising,

Chicago, to handle Televiso Elec-

tronics, Wheeling. III., a division

ol Doughboy Industries, manufac-

turer of vibrometers and other elec-

tronic devices for industrial test-

ing applications . . . Frojea Ad>cr-

tisinji. 1 OS Angeles, to represent

the Palm Springs Aerial tramway

for advertising during 1964-65 . . .

led Cotthell Associates takes on

two new clients: ( 'anann Products.

a subsidiary of Colgate-Palmolive,

for a new product introduction,

and The Capital Cities Products.

Columbus, o .. subsidiary of Stoke-

ly-Van (amp. for hard butters and

Sterotex . . .

I. ML Mathes, Inc., to handle

advertising for Brcvitt American

( orp . manufacturers ol English

walking shoes, taking on its line

ol high fashion

eluding goll ,
walkii ind

boots \rthur Pirn \»m i.ih I

to handle puhlk | . I.ii

leco Industries, manufacturers <>i

staple recreational I

I luin W.isi v. Kiithiaull i K \ .in

to handle international ad.

ol Amci km \\ itron, Ryt ^ ^

manufacture! and distributoi ol

\ rospace products Helitzi i •

Wariag ft Wayne appointed

\l Polanet & Son, independent

producer ol preserves in th I

Daniel I
•'. Sullivan Co.. Boston,

to handle account ol Hammonds-
port Wine lor two new products

( iolden Ag» w ine Barbecue Sauce

and Golden Age Wine Dessert

Sauces, which marks the wine com-

pany's entry into the i>hkI field . . ,

lutergard, the international divi-

sion of Gardner, has been appointed

to handle Ralston Purma's I atin

American advertising, effective I

1 . . . Grey Advertising appointed

by Hamilton Watch ( o . effective

July I. Since 1956, Ciev has been

the advertising agency i"r Wallace

Silversmiths, now a division ol

Hamilton Watch Co

The combination that really pulls

MAINE
LOBSTERADIO

no»« wnct

•y r: v,-

HT Njtitui Sl3n»»«r. *
ButM M Ottc hatomn

M 1ST POWrf

«
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Overseas Radio Outlets
Buying Audio Services

An upswing of 28 percent in

sales, as compared with the like

period of 1963, has been scored by

Richard H. Cllman Associates, sales

arm for the Morton J. Wagner com-
panies which produce audio serv-

ices—station-break packages, sig-

natures, sponsor jingles, programs

etc., reports president Morton J.

Wagner.

Renewals from Australia and the

Philippines "helped increase the

over-all total," according to Wag-
ner. Radio outlets in Nova Scotia,

Okinawa, British Columbia, Singa-

pore and Barbados were also in-

cluded in the stations signing con-

tracts with the Ullman organization

this spring.

On another corporate front, Wag-
ner announced that the petition he

is sponsoring, urging President Lyn-
don Johnson to substitute the word
"news" instead of "press" in his

conferences with reporters and
broadcast newsmen, has "drawn
support from all segments of the

industry/' and that 'hundreds of

signatures" were obtained on the

petition at the recent NAB Con-
vention.

Helen Krupka Is '64

'Chicago Ad Woman'
The 1964 Chicago Advertising

Woman of the Year, selected by
the Women's Advertising Club, is

Helen A. Krupka, creative ser-

vices director for Cal Dunn Studios,

who has created over 300 tv com-
mercials and has credits on more
than 190 motion pictures and slide

films.

In her position with the film stu-

dio. Miss Krupka is responsible for

the planning, writing, promoting
and producing of audio-visual films

on "special influence" causes. She

entered the audio-visual advertising

business by writing children's voca-

tional guidance film scripts for Bur-

ton Holmes l-ilms. while attending

classes at Northwestern University.

Her selection makes her eligible

for the annual National Women's
Award given In the Advertising

Federation of America, to be pre-

ALPO TV TACTICS EXPLAINED TO "MORGAN'

Spot tv has worked so well for Allen Products, Allentown, Pa., that national advertising i

now a must, according to Weightman agency. The packer of Alpo, "100% meat dog food,

takes its first plunge into network tv with June-through-August participations in NBC-TVs "Today

and "Tonight" shows. Here, at a sales meeting in New York, Robert Hunsicker (1), pres. o

Allen, and Hugh Downs, host of "Today," explain the new tv tactics of seemingly confusec

but enthusiastic fan of Alpo, "Morgan."

sented this year at AFA's June con-

vention.

Wometco Income up 35%
A 35 percent increase in net

income and a 33 percent increase

in per share earnings for the first

quarter were reported by Wometco
Enterprises.

Earnings amounted to $710,904
as compared to $524,647 for the

same '63 period, with per share

earnings 40 cents vs. 30 cents last

year. Gross income was up 32 per-

cent to $6,658,365 vs. $5,035,824
last year.

No-Sift Flour Premium
Mixes R/Tv in Promo

International Milling is using

radio spots in 48 major markets

and tv spots in 40 markets in a pre-

mium promotion for the firm's Rob-
in Hood pie-sifted Hour product.

Premium is 64-page Lets Hake.

containing 166 "no-sift" recipes, of-

fered live to homemakers. Booklet
is packed in 25 and 50-pound bags
ol Robin Wood Hour, or may be

obtained through a special certifi-

cate included in smaller-sized flou

units. Print and grocery store arn

supermarket store displays arc als<

being used.

Wade Advertising, Chicago, i

the agency.

RAB Spots Sell Radio
As 'Packaged Product'

"Radio moves people, project

products" is the overriding them

of a new series of radio commei

cials designed to sell the mediur

"exactly as though it were a pack

aged product." released by Radi

Advertising Bureau to member si

tions.

RAB urged stations to play thes

announcements throughout the yea

and emphasized they have sped

significance during May. a ;: a i

being marked as National Radi

Month. The commercials, on bot

sides of a seven-inch l.P. were pr<

duced for RAB by Commercii

Recording Corp.. Dallas.

All spots begin with the won

"Radio mines." with most stressin

radio's ability to move consume!

to shop at a certain store and as

lor a special product. But individl
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.il spots salute such features as ra

dio news, "which moves the story

fastest," .mil radio public-service,

which "moves worthwhile commu
nitj and national projects

"

w
j have tried to sell radio ad

vertising on the air with the same
dynamic techniques we would em-
ploj it we were advertising an

outstanding consumer product on

the .in.'' says K \H president I d-

mund C Bunker.

Mthough the i I was prepared

foi National Radio Month, it con-

tains no specific reference to the

event "We decided not to pin the

spots directlj to Radio Month be-

cause we wanted to give stations the

freedom to promote radio .ill year

long," Hunker added.

Irons Named President
Of Fletcher Richards

The appointment of Robert B.

Irons. Jr.. as president a n d

chief operating

officer of t h e

Fletcher Rich-

ards Co.. h .1 s

been announced

bj Marion Har-

per, Jr.. presi-

dent of I he In-

terpublic Group
of Companies.

Fletcher R i c h-

ards is an inde-

pendent advertising agencj and pan
ot' the Interpublic Group.

\t the same time, Harper an-

nounced the appointment of Fletch-

er Richards as honorary chairman
of Fletcher Richards Co. Bryan
Houston, a long-time leader in the

agenev business, has been appoint-
ed chairman.

Irons has had an extensive career
in marketing and advertising. He
was formerlj advertising manager
tor Standard Oil Co. (Indiana) and
its subsidiaries.

In l
l)<i2. Irons was promoted b\

Standard to manager oi marketing
for its overseas company, Amer-
ican International Oil.

Sterling's Profits Up
v rling Drug reports llth con-

secutive year ol record earnings. \

major I\ advertiser (1963 expen-
ditures: network — $13.2 million.

Robert Irons, Jr

spot $2 5 million), firm's profits

are
! 000 oi SI I pet share,

up from 52 I '85 000 oi $1.03
|

share in 1962 Saks fo| 1963 also

are ai new high, up 5 5 from pn
vious year to $252 s million

Rep Advocates More
Leisure Time for Admen

Advertising men must find more
leisure time for themselves in ordei

to meet the challenges which in

creased leisure time will post foi

other segments of society.

I his thcorv was advanced hv

Peter I Schmth, vice president and
genera] executive of Group \\

(Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.)
in an address before the Oregon
Vdvertising Club.

Schmth went on to promulgate
formation of a "toil bank" of leisure

lor the all-too-busj advertising ex-
ecutive. He described the toil bank
as a reservoir of time and thought
as a means t,> coming up with the

big ideas which the future demands.
Before the century fades away,

he pointed out. U.S. citizens will

have over 600 billion more leisure

hours to conserve than we have
today. I his will require the most
thoughtful interpretation of con-
sumer and trade attitudes and all

the elements of the marketing mix.
Agencv men and women have the

responsibilitv to stimulate and in-

novate, but the) cannot do it as well
in the hurried, harried world in

which we are living He needs more
than an occasion. d long weekend
or two-weeks vacation. Schruth be-
lieves. He needs sabbaticals much
as an educator or a laboring man

TFE-*64 Plays Host
To First NATPE Meet

I he television film I xlnbit

—

1964 will plav host to the National
Vssn. of television Program I xec-

utives during the hitter's first an-
nual meeting in Vw York Mav
I 1-12.

The distributor group will hold
a reception for members of NA1 PI

on the 1 Ith in the Plaza Hotel
I I | _'64's session took place

during the N \H convention in Chi-
cago. It was the second consecutive

year thai tv film distributors got to-

gether for a centralized exhibit

Put your thumb

on the whole

Sioux Falls

98-county market

WITH JUST ^ TV FACILITY!

WITH 'JJ FILM OR SLIDE.'

FROM TV CAMERA!

KELO-1 \\D I \ s

three transmitters, op-

erating as (>\| sta-

tion, give you COmp
instant coverage of this

whole major mar-

' tv horn.
And more of them
w a t c h i n g k I 1 < >

I WI> l\ than all

o t h c r Stations com-

bined

5 STATE TELEVISION

falQLAND
KELO rv • KOLO-tv • KPlO-tv

lot FUTt. PmMMrt

Ufff MlM, INctAn.
t»ftwtt< utiMuHy ky N-*

! MmilUlil ty

a v DCC sta- .
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50 Key Markets Air

Radio Serial Oldies

Over 50 key market stations have

signed to schedule The Shadow,

Sherlock Holmes and The Green

Horner, among other series, ac-

cording to Charles Michelson, Inc.,

program distributors.

These markets include Los Ange-

les. San Francisco, St. Louis, Wash-

ington. D.C., Hartford, Anchorage,

New Orleans, Cleveland, Portland,

Seattle and Milwaukee.

Ralston Shifts Duties
For Advertising Execs

A realignment of responsibilities

within the Ralston Purina Com-
pany's grocery products division has

been announced.

I fader the new organizational

framework, responsibilities of ad-

vertising managers have been ex-

panded to include all areas of prod-

uct management. The product

YOU SHOULD HEAR
Dun. ild W. Reynolds, Jr., President of

KPUB, Pueblo. Colorado, says: "We've
had the (li( Moneymaker Library

about a month, and it is certainly well

named, lie sold two appliance dealers

large orders almost a\ soon as it came
in. thanks to the appliance jingles. We
have news contract with a hank looking

ver) good due to personalized jingle,

lie feel that it is the finest library

available, anil the hest we've ever

worked with. I he quality throughout

is (txceptional."

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Call Dallas Collect 214 748-8004
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W. P. Stiriti R. L. Eskridge

managers will report to Robert L.

Eskridge, who has been named
director of product management
and advertising.

William P. Stiritz has joined the

company as product manager of

Ralston Purina cat foods. He was

formerly an account executive at

Gardner Advertising and a brand

manager at the Pillsbury Company.
James F. Pomroy, formerly ad-

vertising and promotion manager

for Ralston cereals, becomes prod-

uct manager for all consumer foods.

Big Desenex Tv Push
Uses Webs All Summer

Advertising for Desenex by

WTS Pharmaceuticals, division of

Wallace & Ticrnan, Rochester.

N.Y., is head-long in a network

tv campaign which will last through

September.

NBC-TV shows include Sing

Along with Mitch, Saturday Night

at the Movies, The Tonight Show.

11th Hour Theatre, and the In-

ternational Beauty Contest.

Desenex will also advertise on

10 ABC-TV shows including Wa-
gon Train, Fugitive, Burke's Law
and Arrest and Trial.

As Desenex is the athlete's foot

treatment selected for use by the

U.S. Olympic team, it was also de-

cided to sponsor the Olympic team

trial programs running on ABC.
In addition to the prime time

shows on ABC, Desenex will spon-

sor the following daytime shows:

Father Knows lies I. General Hos-

pital. Trailmaster, The Object Is,

Seven Keys, and Day in Court.

Texaco Taps Wilson
For Summer Shows

Meredith Wilson will do three

CBS-TN specials for Texaco (Ben-

ton & Bowles) June 4. June 30,

and Jul} 28, with one to be repeated

Aug. 31.

Reprieve from FCC
Rule Due KRLA

Pasadena-Los Angeles station

KRLA has been given another

month of operation by the FCC be-

fore it must go off the air.

The commission waived the AM
freeze rule to consider a joint plea

from five applicants who want to

run the valuable broadcast property

on an interim basis. A roster of

broadcast talent applied for the

station when the license revoke

was announced recently.

Because comparative hearings

among the more than 20 applicants

for KRLA may take from months
to years to settle, FCC will con-

sider a plea for joint operation by

Oak Knoll Broadcasting, Goodson-
Todman Broadcasting, California

Regional, Crown City Broadcasting

and Radio Eleven Ten. Inc.

Oak Knoll is owned by the

Broadcast Foundation of California

and was the designate KRLA had

hoped to sell to before the death

sentence was finalized.

KUDE Radio Plays Host
To Agency Personnel

Oceanside's KUDE played host

to some 80 timebuyers, media di-

rectors, and account executives

from a cross-section of Los Ange-

les ad agencies, at a recent week-

end outing designed to acquaint the

group with the growth and rapid

development of the southern Cal-

ifornia market.

The station staff, led by general

manager Kyle Richardson and

KUDEs station rep firm, Savelli/

Gates, assisted in the festivities

—

which was the second event in a

series to promote the area. Similar

outings are in the works for San

Bernardino and the Imperial Val-

ley, through Savelli /Gates.

Supports Radio Month
Kiwanis International is once

again going to bat in support of

National Radio Month, being cele-

brated by broadcasts this month.

A special kit oi materials had

been issued bj Kiwanis to enable

its member clubs to participate.

Like the one alreadx distributed

h\ the NAB. the Kiwanis Kit stref
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cs the slogan "Radio ^ oui

tanstunt Companion" and com.mis

dio facts, suggested ^p»>t an-

ouncements and news releases,

nJ .1 dozen promotion ideas rang

ic from window displays ol radio

quipmcni to scheduling station of-

icials, newscasters 01 radio person

litu-s as club speakers.

Charles \ Swain, Kiwanis Intel

itional president, suggests that Ra-
\o Month offers Kiwanians "an ex-

ellcni u.i\ to show youi apprecia-

on to the broadcast industry foi

M support thej have given you
uring the past year."

"rans-Lux at MIFED
I rans-l ux I elc\ ision ( 'orp. was

M ol the exhibitors at this year's

ece n t MIFED ( lntcrn.iiion.il

ilm. I ^ Film and Documentary
lark ei i convention at Milan, Italy.

Among the products shown bv

tali Witschi, f"rans-Lux interna-

>nal sales manager, were: Mack
for Hue. I

h

t
- Wight) //< i

ties, Felix the Cat, I he A merit an
nil II ar and Guest Shot.

Jew MGM Sales Drive
las Montanus at Helm
National spot potentials are he-

g eyed In \1( <\\ I \ . as it begins

new. intensive campaign to re-

tali/e industry-

hide selling of

Ogram series

I loeal and re-

lal levels

irheading the

is I d

ontanus, va h o

turns to

GM l\ as di-

ir of syndi-

sales
five months with A IK I \ ..

ltral Division sales manager in

1 He tirst joined the com-
i> m September 1961, with a

lilar title, when it opened of-

in Chicago.

Commenting on the move. \1( r'M

sales v.p. John B. Bums noted:

Jepth studies of typical tv mar-

areas, representative ol everv

size, the population's leisure-

he interests and current economic
'ins. among other factors, will be

lated to station program patterns

9
Ed Mont.mus

and advertise! needs tlies. with an

eve also to national spot potentials

Available sei ies thus w ill he pin

pointed in offerings to stations I his

bluepi mi calls ioi on target sell

i.ithei than the now obsolete Scat

ter-shot technique From the station

viewpoint, oui approach will reprt

sent a sincere effort in programing

that will match and enhance the

outlet's identity among viewers."

Montanus. in his new post, is

based at M(iM-l\'s headquarters

m New York Moving there the

first week in June will be John H

Spues, recent!) named director of

international sales Meantime. Jerrv

Ihorpe. who began his career 20

veils ago at M(i\I as a script writ-

er, has rejoined the studios, with

his own companv to prepare l\

programs under the MGM- l\ ban-

ner, in addition to new tv projects.

Ihoipe most recently was program-

ing v.p. at Desilu.

General Foods Barbecue
Intro Supported by Tv

( iood Seasons Open Pit Barbecue

Sauce introduction will be sup-

ported In tv and print advertising

in the south and southwest.

The sauce has been placed in

general distribution bv the Kool-

\id Division of the General Foods

Corp. It is the first barbecue sauce

on the market to stress the garlic

flavor, General Foods ^;i>s. It joins

Regular and Smokes in the com-

pany's barbecue sauce line, is

packed in a glass bottle.

Wesley President Quits,

Accepts Marketing Post

Cal J McCarthy, Jr., lias resigned

as president ot Weslej VSSOC . New
i ork. to take over the marketing

supervision of all fro/en food oper-

ations for the American Bakeries

(o He will assist the companv in

expanding distribution ol frozen

baked goods under the Dressel la-

bel.

McCarthy has served as president

of Weslej since I960 and prior to

that time had extensive executive

experience m advertising, sales, and

marketing at Foote, (one & Meld-

ing. McManus, John & Vdams, I I

lington Advertising Vccncv. Ruth-

rauff \ Rvan. and the Daily Vews.

WTRF-TV STORY
BOARD

DOWN UNt I

.

SMOKE SCREES

Wh..l,n., ,.

PTA EXCHANGf
dauqhtar ipa.ik:

you Mr. "«d «

natural flair for lanquaqti''

— 1»* tv Wh.alin.,

FITTING SIGN 1

WhMlino wtti '
SAD NEWS' My doctor talli ma I

play qoH ." "G*«. I could ha»« told you that

qo 1
"

wtrf tv Whaalinq
HOSTESS TO GUESTS' Shall -

f'pandly qama of cardi' No l«» » pl«»

bridge."
Wh.a inc, wl.f I.

BAD BREAKS' Tha troubl* with ttayinq Homi
from work i» that you ha»« to drink cot'aa

on your own tim#.

wlrf ty Whorl, n n

NOW HEAR THIS 1 For tha man who hat

avcrythlnq. th«r» it a n«w ttaraopho"
odorant; It won't kill odor but you can't tail

whara th«y ra cominq from

Whaalinq wtrf-tv

•ADWORLD CLOSE UPS' Writ, for your tat

c' WTRaffiqiat our variai of icanimali d»
plctinq adbli cohort;

wlrf tv Whatl.nq
SPORTS 7 Wava tn avid audi«nc« watchinq
Whaalir-q TV \ iportinq lineup From tha

5J» 300 TV homei in tha WhaalmqStaub«n
villa Market, an •nthutlaitlc audianca it iuit

"1 for your ad mttiign Your P»try man
--\ about WTRF-TV i -.ailing

power

CHANNEL r

SEVEN r*
\ WHEELING,

WEST VIIGINIA

/in south bend-\
;' ELrCHART 1 .•'' "*.

! 449800 |A NDVf ,
"\

I PEOPLE WATCH ;': A ;

s. > v y

**»*>

-vu

WNDU-TV
SOUTH BEND • ELKHART

CALL VENAPD TORBtT A McCO'.-.'
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THE CHANGING SCENE

Borden sales, earnings
in record 1st quarter

First-quarter sales and earnings

of Borden Co. hit record levels, ac-

cording to stockholders report.

Based on actual figures for the first

two months and estimates for

March, sales were up about 8 per-

cent over 1 963 to some $290 mil-

lion. First quarter earnings were

estimated at about $8 million, a

gain of some 19 percent.

As earlier announced, Borden's

consolidated net income for 1963

was around $35 million, an increase

of 8.5 percent over the approximate

$32 million earned in 1962, and a

new high for eighth consecutive

year.

Borden has been introducing a

number of new products and sup-

porting them with tv. In 1963, the

company bought participation in

eight NBC-TV daytime shows in

behalf of 23 products in three divi-

sions. These shows were: Say When,

YOU SHOULD HEAR
Cordon C. (Bud) Pent/ of KWBK Ra-

dio, Beatrice, Nebraska says, "We're

not new at buying library service; we've

had a number of them, plus some of the

'bandits' who ionic thru' selling 're-

corded commercials.' So. when I sax.

( R( is the finest I've ever seen or used.

I feel that means a lot."

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Call Dallas Collect 214 748-8004

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.

FUN AND GIFTS FORM FOND FAREWELL

I S'ir^asSiSPH
% \m ^

) § *J ffl^JrV t^^W

\ v — ^ i

i

Iaj»^u
m* ^v

Westinghouse pres. Don McGannon (I) flew to Pittsburgh to join in the farewell

celebration for retiring George Tons (second from I), national sales coordinator of

KDKA-TV. On hand also was station general manager Jerome R. (Tad) Reeves (r)

and, of course, Mrs. Tons.

Merv Griffin's Word For Word,

Truth or Consequences, Another

World, You Don't Say, Match
Game, Make Room for Daddy, and

Loretta Young. (Your First Im-

pression will be dropped this week,

and Another World, beginning May
4, will be added.)

This month, following successful

test marketing, several new Borden

products are being introduced na-

tionally or in selected new markets.

Cremora, Borden's new powdered

non-dairy coffee lightener, is being

introduced nationally. Teamed in

double-product introductions with

Cremora are Borden's new Danish

margarine, to be available in north-

eastern states, and Borden's omelet

mixes, being introduced in western

and southern states.

It has also been disclosed that

this month Borden Foods Co. be-

gins test-marketing of two new

canned drinks, each in three flavors,

and in the fall will introduce 13

new convenience food products in

24 varieties, also in test markets.

Storer Profits Down,
News Strike Effect

Storer Broadcasting, one of the

chosen lew station operators to cash

in on last year's newspaper strikes

in both New York and Cleveland, is

feeling a little deflation in its 1964

first quarter report. 1 he loss of that

e\ua newspaper money, plus a

Sill .000 increase in interest

pense on bank loans, left St«

first-quarter profits at $1.594,£

which is $32,400 less than earn

in the same 1963 period.

Per share earnings increased

percent, however, hitting 79 c<

this first quarter vs. 67 cents

year. This is attributable to ret

tion in the average number of c

mon and Class "B" common sh

outstanding to 2.007.918. broi

about last April when the oj

pany purchased 439,700 share:

Class "B" common stock f

chairman George B. Storer.

Total gross revenues for the

quarter of this year were a ret

SIO.23S.100. an increase ol

percent over the similar 1963

riod.

Paley Reports 20%
Profit Rise for CBS

First quarter sales and profi

up 10 and 20 percent, respecth

over 1963 figures—were reporte

the annual CBS stockholders rr

ing b\ Chairman William Palej

income of S12 million was n

on SI 56 million quarter!) s.ile^

President Frank Stanton u

stated the progress ol seven

divisions as "each doing well.

cited the l\ network on its lent

niversaiA as the "world's I*

advertising medium" (which !•

nearest nighttime competitor b)*
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average 19 percent, he said), re

vcalcd thai O&O i\ stations had
best ycai evei m I

1 "' v and reported

thai Columbia Records Division

continues to lead its industry. Out-

look in also bright, Ik- said, foi

CBS International (equipment ex

poiis i
. ( hs I .tiis i militai \ recon

naissance systems, space microcii

cuitry) and CBS News (producer ol

61 percent ol CBS Radio's network

schedule, 20 percent ol t KS I \ \>

IK- also pointed out thai video is

garnering an increased share of the

national ad dollar. In 1953, just

10.3 percent wenl into t\; las' year,

21.4 percent.

Stanton characterized radio's

growth .is "much more significant

than has been generally recognized."

Although the medium's post-1955

growth has been largely local, he

feels CBS Radio "lias an impressive

story to tell." Network sales in 1963

were up 50 percent over 1962, and

there are more sales commitments
this quarter than in the lust two
last year.

At the corporation's second non-

N a >otk meeting ( I ^ft2 stock-

holders met in l.os Angeles). Stan-

ton summarized that between 1949

and 1963, CBS net sales have risen

every year, increasing some 600
percent. Income has risen about 900
percent; net per share. 600 per-

cent; net worth, 550 percent.

Beatrice Food Spots
One-minute commercials featur-

ing l.os Angeles pitcher Don Dr\s-

dale will be used on both radio and

tv in all its market areas when Bea-

trice Foods Co.. Chicago, conducts

what it calls its "largest single ad-

vertising-sales promotion program

ever" during April ami May. Par-

ticipating divisions include Meadow
Gold dairy products, via Camp-
bell-Ewald, Chicago; Adams Korn
Kurls and caramel corn. Clark

Candy bars and Holloway suckers

and Milk Duds, all through Don
Kemper. Inc., Chicago, and Burn)
Bros, bakery products, through

Henri Hurst. Roche Rickerd. (hi-

Picture Tube Sales Up;
Receiving Tubes Down

I here was at least one bright

spot on the I'ebruars sales roster

loi electronics manufacturers fa<

tor) sales oi t\ picture tubes i

substantially from sales m Febru

ar) 1963, both in units and dol

I. ii value

Hut factor) sales ol receiving

lubes (domestic and imports i weie

well below the I ebruary 196 ? le\

el. reflecting the general downbeat
situation surrounding the industr)

generally

.

I \ picture tube sales foi I ebtu

ary totaled 841,886 units valued

at $15,332,283, compared to Feb-

ruary \

{ >(i?> sales ol 636,392 units

valued al mi ratal

the lust two month: "i tl

291, again I

sold 1.,

I ebruar) totaled 2 "• units

valued O0 compared to

$1,303,000 units valued al

• Mini
in i bnj ,•

. 1963 i Ik

total loi lanuary and February I

was 10 units val

(41,619,000, while the two month

total foi 1963 • I 121,000

tubes worth $51,41 1,000

WHAT'S IN THE MIDDLE

MAKES THE BIG DIFFERENCE

..and, IN PENNSYLVANIA, IT'S

WJAC-TV
To keep the big Pennsylvania

"middle" market charging ahead--

you need WJAC-TV. This is the

one station that attracts the huge

"million dollar market in the

middle."

America's 27th largest TV market.
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SPONSOR SPOTLIGHT

AGENCIES

E. G. Frost will retire May 15 as

a vice president, director, and man-
ager of Geyer, Morey. Ballard in

Dayton, after 38 years with the

agency. He started as a writer and
account executive. Vincent C.

Kocpnick and Norman ML Schaefer

promoted to vice president, with

Kocpnick to succeed Frost as man-
ager of the Dayton office.

Austin D'Alton, former vice

president of McCann-Marschalk
Co., appointed vice president of

Gumbinner-North. account super-

ior on the Elgin Watch Co. and
Ruppert Knickerbocker accounts.

Previously, he was vice president at

McCann-Erickson. Chicago.

Ray Lago joined Cargill, Wilson
& Acrce, Richmond, Va., as art

director. Most recently he was as-

sociated with McCann-Erickson,
Atlantic.

Lawrence B. Williams named
vice president of the radio/tv de-
partment for Zimmer, Keller &
Calvert. Detroit. He joined the

agency in 1950.

Miss Joan R. Heller joined Kud-
ner Agency. New York, as an ac-

count executive on the I ussy Cos-
metics account. Formerly, she was
vice president at Johnstone. Inc.

Clark Warren, an account super-

visor fol Young cV Rubicam, Puer-
to Rico, named manager of New
York Internationa] Services. He
takes over from Marc F. DeVos,
who will serve as head of contact

lor the agency's Paris office. \\ al-

ien joined the agency in 1 959 from

Quaker Oats International Division,

where he was assistant sales and
advertising manager.

George B. Frerichs promoted to

vice president of Earle Ludgin &
Co., Chicago. He is director of re-

search. He came to the agency in

1963 from The Pure Oil Co. where
he was project supervisor.

Jack Richter joined Paper, Koe-
nig, Lois as vice president in charge

of sales development. He was form-
erly with Arnold & Associates.

TIME / Buying and Selling

James Martin McMullin joined

CBS Radio Spot Sales, New York,

as an account executive. During

the past two and a half years he

was a radio account executive with

Advertising Times Sales.

Robert A. Stuart, member of the

Chicago tv sales staff of Katz

Agency since 1962, transferred to

the station representative's New
York tv sales team.

Fred C. Brokaw, executive vice

president and partner, retired from
Paul H. Raymer Co. after an as-

sociation that dates back to 1933

when he first joined the national

station representative firm. Prior

to this he was in the national ad-

vertising business in New York.

Fdward Codel, vice president.

Katz Agency, elected to the board

of trustees of Broadcasting Foun-
dation of America, a non-profit or-

ganization chartered by the board

of Regents of New York State as

an educational institution. He is

currently serving his second term

as president of the Station Repre-

sentatives Association.

Vincent M. Cremona, Jr., joined

Robert E. Eastman & Co.. Los

Angeles. He comes to the firm from

N. M. Schaefer Clark Warren

Grant Webb & Co., Los Angeles,

where he served in a managerial

capacity.

Robert J. McCarthy appointed

sales manager of AM Radio Sales

Co.. Chicago. He came to AM in

1959 as an accountant executive.

Prior to this he worked in local

tv sales for NBC.

Lewis S. Krona joined WINS
New York as an account executive.

For the past year he was an ac-

count executive for WICC Fair-

field. Conn.

Alex Daybreak appointed direc-

tor of special events and execu-

tive producer of New York's

World's Fair programs for WEVD-
AM-FM New York. Formerly he

produced the televising of "Coney

Island Mardi Gras,'' live special

events for WABC-TV and pro-

grams for WOR-TV, WPIX-TV

TV MEDIA

Sidney Lyons appointed direc-

tor of administration, business af-

fairs. CBS-TV Hollywood. He

joined the network in 1961 and

was named administrative manager

of business affairs the following

year.

Donna J. Wiggins joined the

promotion department of KIRO
TV Seattle. Mrs. Wiggins was tor-

merlv with KOLN-TY Lincoln

Neb.

Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., elected vie

president of Subscription Televi-I

sion Programs. New York. He

comes to the company follow i

a brief period as an independent

producer oi "The Report: Teen|

Aeers & Sex."

\i

V
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Robert Hennetty Phylln An.ino

Robert I. Hennessj elected con-

kllei oi Group W. Prior to joining

Group \\ '.. he was an independent

management consultant. Formerlj

he served as assistant to the chair-

Ban ol National Screen Service

Corp. and with CBS- I \ as director

of financial services, director of

Udio operations and director ol

ffcsign and production operations.

Dong Dupcrruult, promotion

anager, w I I \ I \ -Radio I am-
pa-Si. Petersburg, elected president

>f Florida West (oast Grocer)

Manufacturers Representatives.

I arrj Carino, general manager
>f WJBK l\ Detroit, elected vice

resident of Storer Broadcasting

-'o Previously he was general

aanager of WWL-TV New Or-
eans. and KTNT-AM-FM-TV
Seattle- 1 acoma.

Phyllis .1. Vrinno appointed di-

OCtor of special services lor (iroup

I I or the past five years she

OTved as executive secretary to

)onald H McGannon, president

nd chairman ol the hoard.

Woodrow Robertson appointed
production manager at WTOP l\

Vashington. He joined the station

l
l>t>2 as a floor director and was

KDmoted in 1963 to assistant di-

tor.

\1 Pryor appointed western
ites managei foi Spanish Inter-

ational Network. Hollywood. I

:rl\ he u.is an account executive
ith K I I \ I os \ngeles. and most
:ntl\ served as director of mer-
idismg for KMI \ I \ 1 os

ties

Bennel II. Korn appointed chair-

man of the relevision-Radio VI-
isor\ Committee of the Eleanor
oosevelt Memorial Foundation.

He is president ol Metropolitan

Broadcasting television and is

active with the n \B ^^^ l K I s

Leon Halperin, president ol

Mam Broadcast ( . elected chaii

man oi the board, succeeding Rich

ard ( \lden. WOKR l\ Roches-

tei Gordon Brown elected vice

president replacing Halperin He is

president and treasure! oi the I ed

eral Broadcasting System

Max KrilK. a member oi the

sales staff, KDK \ l\ Pittsburgh.

named national sales coordinator.

I red .1. SorreD named tv sales

account executive lor CK1 W-AM
I M -l\ Windsor He came to

( kl w from ( Bl . where he was
an account executive.

Hencbel Burke Gflberl appoint-

ed music director for CBS-TV,
Hollywood. He came to the net-

work from Four Star television

Productions, where he was an ex-

ecutive music director and vice

president of the lirm's two music

publishing organizations and its re-

cording company.

Stanley .1. Cole, named business

manager and assistant to the sta-

tion manager at KRON-TV San

Francisco. He came to the station

from WBAJ - 1\ Baltimore.

NN alter I). Scott, executive vice

president. NBC-I\ . New 'i ork, re-

elected to serve another term on
the board o\ directors of Brand
\ames Foundation.

lorn Bedford appointed chief en-

gineer of WB \P-I\ I ort Worth-
Dallas, and John Haersch as chiel

engineer. \\ B \P Radio

Bruce Crickmorc appointed sales

representative for ( l\ Television

Network, headquartering in loron-

to, Canada. He was formerlj as-

sistant general manager with I

nadian High News.

Roger Michelin, former sales

manager of R\\ w I i\ Waterloo,

joined the sales stafl ol w I M

I

l\ Milwaukee He has previously

served on production, announcing,
and directing staff, W N \\| Radio

l \ Neenah, and in sales fo: \\ I R\
Green Baj

THE LURE OF THIS ISLAND

You need only one station

— to deliver big, rich,

independent Long Is-

land, the nation's 1th

largest marl.

FM <?• 3

10.000

WATTS

tit nin if

iMfKlNt'

paui cor

JOSEP-

REPRESENTED BY G
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SPONSOR, SPC

William Gasper Dan A. Doeleman Howard Gardner James Watson

RADIO MEDIA

Skip VVilkerson succeeded Ron

Martin as program director of

WIIX New Orleans. Wilkcrson

was production manager under
Martin, who is to be operations di-

rector of WHB Kansas City.

Bob Rosen joined Screen Gems'

merchandising division. New York.

Formerly he was national sales

manager for Colpix Records.

Dan Price joined WEEI Boston.

His first assignment will be staff and

feature work with plans for him to

host a new daily interview and dis-

cussion program. Formerly he was

YOU SHOULD HEAR

Id (iuss. Manager of WGVM, Green-

ville, Mississippi. s;i\s, "H \. have found

the ( RC Library excellent in concept

and production and have used it suc-

cessful!) in making several presenta-

tions."

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Call Dallas Collect 214 748-8004

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.

newsman and personality at WJR
Detroit, and WBBM Chicago.

William Casper named local

sales manager of WTAR-FM Nor-

folk. He comes to WTAR after

three years with WYFl-FM and

Metro WBOF as vice president and
general manager.

Gerald Carrus named assistant to

the vice president and comptroller

of Metropolitan Broadcasting. He
comes to the company from Dy-
namic Films, where he served as

secretary and comptroller.

Erik Smith, promoted to promo-
tion, publicity and research depart-

ment of WJBK Detroit. He has had
a diversified background of agency

and radio/tv experience.

Mildred Freed Alberg, Milberg

Enterprises, appointed to the board

of governors of the New York
Chapter of The National Academy
of Television Arts and Sciences.

She fills the unexpired term left

vacant by the resignation of Gar-
ry Moore. Previously she served

as a governor from 1961 -'63.

Howard Gardner and James Wat-
son promoted to manager, sales.

eastern office, and manager, sales

development, NBC Radio. Since

joining the network in 1939, Gard-
ner served as supervisor of audi-

ence measurement, m a n a g e r of

radio research, manager of radio/

tv sales development, director of

radio network sales development
and director of sales administra-

tion and development. Watson
joined the network in I960 as a

sales analyst in sales development
and has served as senior analyst,

and manager, sales development.

Bill Drake appointed program-

ing operations director of KGB San

Diego. Formerly he was program

60

director of WAKE Atlanta and

KYA San Francisco.

Richard K. Ross named local

sales manager of WRYT Pitts-

burgh. For the past eight years

he was on the sales staff of KDKA,
most recently as assistant sales

manager.

Dan A. Doeleman, a sales repre-

sentative for six years with KREM
Spokane, joined KDNC Spokane

as general sales manager.

Merrill McClatchey appointed

program director of WDTM De-

troit. He was previously producer

for the National Educational Tele-

vision and Radio Center and Radio

Center, Michigan U.

Jerry M. Sawyer joined KRUX
Phoenix as an account executive.

He is a former station manager of

KHAT and a member of Phoenix

Junior Advertising Club.

Charles H. Warner named as-

sistant sales manager of WTOP
Washington. At one time he was a

salesman for WTOP-TV. and has

also been with Avery-Knodel and

WCBS-TV in New York, and

WSPA-TV Spartanburg, S.C.

SYNDICATION
& SERVICES

Jennings Lang, head of the new

projects division, appointed senior

V.p. in charge of tv production at

Universal City Studios. Since join-

ing the organization in 1950. he

served as vice president and insti-

tuted the new projects division. He

created and produced such t\ send
as "Wagon Train." "'Bachelor Fa-

ther." '"Wells Fargo" and "The

Virginian."

SPONSOR



dxrd Cortfn.-.l Norm.m W Glrnn

toman \>
. Glenn appointed ex

tiw vice president, programing,

United Artists- l\ . New York.

the past two years he served

president, proiiramini: lor

compan) Howard Gottfried

ointed administrative vice pres-

it, programing, for I \-
1 \ .

erl\ MilK. For the past year he

cd in the New York office as

president, production super-

lobvrt (.. Hill 11.mied adveitis-

md sales promotion manager
\mpe\ Corp. Redwood City,

II. is the former manager of

rtising for Columbia-Geneva

. U. S. Steel.

in S. Mord and Alan .1.

joined American Research
•au's \ \| \ sales di\ ision as

unt executives Mord. head-

red in \RB's Nev, York of-

u.iv most recentlj manager of

nal sales ol \iu -
1 \ ressier,

.1 in Chicago, was previously

harye of special supplements

•customer service I'oi the Chi-

ll Tribune.

iK'si Cuparros rejoined Rose-
1 ^Oi\\ Productions. New York,
|i six ueeks of absence during

Bl he u.is director of photog-

wL for "Andy," a new feature.

|c n .i director of photograph)
it Rose-Maswood.

I Raymond Stoveken joined

- & Surveys Co. as controller,

le past two years he was chief

ance and budgets ol I ri-State

porta t ion Committee

S, (.(iiistin appointed sen-

iles manager of Official Films.

>uslj he served as general

a lor the Special Plans Di-

ol I nited Artists IV. direc-

sales tor Paramount I V

Productions and eastern manage i

ol /l\ I \ programs

si.inirv Kullis signed b) Sh( i

suit Productions to produce neu

television properties in association

with Screen Gems, headquartering

on the wesl en. ist \s until and

produce) he was associated with

such series as "The Dick Powell

Show." and " I he I aw and Ml

Jones."

Ted Cor<la\ signed DJ Screen

Gems to produce serials foi da)

and nighttime h P

associated with such < tap op

( luidii i and \ th( sv orld

I in us I o 1 1 \ Habeeb, I oa Dyer,

and Hans I . I Is mi [ l\

named W< Si COBS) dil

licity, press information man.

and promotion mat ii beeb

succeeds lames \\ Hardiman, who
resigned to become dircc toi ol pi

information foi (lis i\ I lolly

wood. Formerly Dyei was

ated with the studies publicity

partmenl Flynn was formerly with

\H( l\

ffARD&/LLIEriS

is that another
NEW CAR.WORFORD 7

IT'S A STATUS
SYMBOL.

8UT MV OAD SAYS THAT UPSTATE
MICHIGAN FAMILIES OWN MORE
CARS THAN FAMILIES IN OETROlT

If
(SIGH) I JUST
LOVE MEN WHO
Think eio.

BIG COUNTRY- BIG FACTS
UpCtUC Michigan is big Country. Anil its people

are constantls on the go. Matter of fact, there

are more cars per household in the W counties

that make up WW 1\ WW1 P-TV's viewing

area than in the Motor ( its and \\ iwic (Hun-

ts (i.sSw 1.26). Upstate Michigan is a perfect

market for aut.imotisc products.

Actually, vse beliesc I'pstatc Michigan is the

.( ness opportunity" <»f television

adsertiser an find in the I s \carls a

Mil I ION P] OP1 I Annual retail

ncarls a Mil I ld\ IX II I iKs

( ..nsult sour |ohhcrs and distributors as

to the influence \\ W I \ \\ \\ I I- I \ has ,n

our so k . .unties — or

the ssh.de -:

WWTV/WWUPTV
CADILLAC TRAVERSE CITY / SAULT STE MAM
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CALENDAR

MAY

Hollywood Advertising Club, lunch-

eon meeting. Hollywood Roosevelt

(4).

Kentucky Broadcasters Assn.,

spring convention, Louisville Sheraton

Hotel (4-6).

Missouri Broadcasters Assn., annual

meeting. Columbia (5-6).

CBS-TV, annual conference of net-

work and affiliate executives. New
York Hilton (5-6).

Electronic Industries Assn., work-

shop on maintainability of electronic

equipment. Sheraton-Jefferson Hotel,

St. Louis (5-7).

Greater Augusta Advertising Club,

annual election meeting. Downtowner

Motel. (7).

Montana AP Broadcasters Assn.,

session at Lewiston (7).

Montana Broadcasters Assn. con-

vention, Yogo Inn, Lewiston (7-8).

California AP Radio-TV Assn., an-

nual convention. San Jose (8-10).

California AP Radio-TV Assn.,

session at the Hyatt House, San Jose

(9).

Indiana AP Radio-TV Assn., ses-

sion at Indianapolis (9).

Adex '64 Intl. Adv. Exhibit, (Ad-

vertising Exhibition Promotions Old

Bailey. London), at Grand Hall.

Olympia, England (9-10).

Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters,

annual meeting. The Inn, Buck Hill

Falls (10-12).

National Retail Merchants Assn.,

sales promotion division convention.

at the Hotel Americana. N. Y. (10-

13).

Direct Mail Advertising Assn., di-

rect mail institute. University oi Con-

necticut. Storrs. Conn. (10-15). Mail

Order seminar. Statler Hotel. Boston

(12).

Assn. of National Advertisers, ses

sion at Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y. (11-

12).

Sales Promotion Executive Assn.,

seventh annual conference. Astor

Hotel. N. Y. (11-3).

Int. Radio & Television Society,

luncheon marking installation ol of-

ficers and board members, and Arthur

Godfrey's 35th year on the air.

Americana Hotel, N. Y. (12).

Natl. Assn. for Bitter Radio A
Television, 14th annual awards din-

ner. Wilshire Country Club, I os

Angeles (12).

National xcadcui) of Recording

\rts A Sciences, dinners tor (u.iinrm

Award winners, simultaneous!) held

b) its chapters in New York. Los An-
geles, and Chicago (12).

Chicago Federated Advertising

Club, 22nd annual advertising awards
presentation and dinner. Palmer
House (13).

New Jersey Assn. of Broadcasters,

spring managers meeting, Rutgers U.,

New .Brunswick (14).

Illinois Broadcasters Assn., meet-

ing. Wagon Wheel. Rockford (14-

15).

Iowa Broadcasters Assn., meeting.

Congress Inn, Iowa City (14-16).

Arizona Broadcasters Assn., meet-

ing, Skyline Country Club, Tucson
(15).

American TV Commercials Fes-

tival, fifth annual awards luncheon.

Waldorf-Astoria (15).

West Virginia Broadcasters Assn.,

spring meeting and second annual en-

gineering exhibit. Press Club, Charles-

ton (15-16).

Sales & Marketing Executives-Intl.,

convention. Palmer House, Chicago
(17-20).

Los Angeles Advertising Women,
18th annual presentation dinner for

"Lulu" trophies to western advertis-

ing and pubicity women. Hollywood
Palladium (21).

Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters, spring

convention. Commodore Perry Hotel.

Toledo (21-22).

Alabama Broadcasters Assn., spring

convention, Broadwater Beach Hotel,

Biloxi, Miss. (21-23).

Association of Broadcasting Execu-

tives of Texas, annual awards ban-

quet. Dallas (22).

Louisiana-Mississippi AP Broad-

casters Assn., annual convention.

Jackson. Miss. (22-24).

Southern California Broadcasters

Assn., annual outing. Lakeside Coun-
try Club. Toluca Lake (25).

Emmy Awards 16th annual telecast.

Music Hall. Texas Pavilion. New
York World's Fair, and the Palladi-

um. Hollywood (25).

Catholic Press Assn., convention,

Penn-Sheraton, Pittsburgh (25-29).

Art Directors Club of N.Y., awards
luncheon. Americana Hotel (26).

Visual Communications Conference

(Art Directors Club oi N. Y.). New
York Hilton (27-28).

American Research Merchandising
Institute, Del Coronado, San Diego.

(3 I -June 6).

JUNE

technical Assn.. of the Graphic
\rts. convention, Webster Hall, Pitts-

burgh d-3).

National Visual Presentation Assn..

"Da) ot Visuals," Commodore, New
York (4-6).

Marketing Executives Club of Ne
York, convention, Radio City (4-'.

Advertising Eederation of Ame
ica, 60th annual convention. Chas
Park Plaza Hotel. St. Louis (7-K

International Advertising Assi

16th annual world congress. Waldoi
Astoria. N. Y. (7-10).

American Academy of Advertisin

annual convention. Chase-Park Hot

St. Louis (7-10).

Special Libraries Assn., 55th co

vention of advertising and publishi

divisions, Sheraton-Jefferson Hot

St. Louis (7-1 1).

Intl. Radio & Tv Society, fi

Legion of Honor presentation d

ner. at Waldorf-Astoria. N.Y. (8

Non-Sectarian National Bible Coi

munications Congress, Sheraton Pa

Hotel. Washington. D. C. (10-13

Mutual Advertising Agency N
work, national business meeting. B

marck Hotel. Chicago (11-13).

Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters. 25

annual summer convention. Callav.

Gardens. Ga. (13-16).

National Assn. of Display Indi

tries Trade Show Bldg. & N
Yorker (13-18).

American Marketing Assn.. 4

national conference. Sheraton Hoi

Dallas (15-19).

International Advertising

Festival, Venice Italy (15-20).

Federation of Canadian Adver

ing & Sales Clubs. 17th annual cc

ference, Nova Scotian Hotel. Halif.

N.S. (18-21).

Assn. of Independent Metropolii

Stations, annual meeting. Montn.

Canada (18-21).

Radio-Television News Direct •

Association, national spring meeti

Cherry Hill. N. J. (21).

National Advertising Agency V
work, 1964 management conferen

Far Horizons Hotel, Sarasota. 1

(21-25).

Natl, Assn. of Television & R;i '

Farm Directors, spring-summer nn

ing, hosted by Northwest Rcgi

Cherry Hill linn. N. J. (22-24).

Transamcrica Advertising Agei

Network, annual meeting, N. >

27).

National Editorial Assn.. ann I

convention. Hotel Commodore \

(24-27).

Mankind - D.C. - Delaware Bro-

casters Assn.. annual convention,

lantic Sands Motel. Rehoboth B(

Del. (25-27).

\ssii. of Industrial Advertise

42nd annual conference, SI

Hotel. Philadelphia (28-Jul) I).

Vdvertising Eederation of Vincr

sixth annual seminar in market

management and advertising. H

Business School, Boston (28-July
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WE COULD

HAVE MADE

A STUFFY

ANNOUNCEMENT

Bui .mis is nol reall) thai kind of business

So lct\ jusi state simplj thai we have known the principals ol
Savalli-Gates for a long time; thai we have the utmosi confidence
in their integrity; a solid faith in their understanding oi the
N gro market as a whole and of Wl IB in particular.

We have appointed them as our National Sales Representatives
effective immediately. And. for obvious reasons, no one wishes
them more success in their assignment than we do

310 LENOX AYE. AT OM ST. NEW YOIK 27. NEW TOM



Sorry, Honey—but we believe radio should

offer something for somebody besides kids.

Evidently lots of people agree. Because we've

snared the Listeningest (and respondingest)

audience in Cleveland and

northeastern Ohio.Take our

Betty Ott's "Ladies' Day"

listeners. When we suggested they enter ;

contest to name three Cleveland Zoo tige

cubs, 1,500 cards and letters poured in be

fore you could say Li:, Kim and Zsa-Zsa

GOOD SOUND RADIO We hate to be cattv
'

bu

you can't get action like thi

from just any radio station

50.000 WATTS

PEOPLES BROADCASTING CORPORATION • CLEVELAND, OHIO • REPRESENTED BY BLAIR RADIO
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service load

sets of ears

clutters airwaves .

for radio buyers .
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1685
plus 10

1685 feet on the Cedar Hill

candelabra — September 1, 1964.

10 years of local live color
— May 15, 1964.

TELEVISION

WBAP



RELAX
Let WGAL-TV do your sales work. It is

the outstanding selling medium in the
Lancaster Harrisburg York TV market.

MULTI-CITY TV MARKET

WGAL-TV
Channel 8
Lancaster, Pa.

STEINMAN STATION • Clair McCollough, Pres.

Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc.

New York Chicago Los Angeles San Francisco



FRIDAY AT 5

FCC s Loevinger for

Law and Maximum

Minimum

Competition

Washington—One Law Day speak-

er last week said, in effect, "it's fine,

but let's keep it .it .1 minimum." I his

u.is It t Commissioner Lee Loevin-

ger. who spoke on the role of law

in broadcasting .it the Dallas I ele-

vision Programing Conference List

week He parted company with views

chairman, 1. William Henry,

on the mattci of government attempts

to uplift tv programing either by fiat

or by raised eyebrow or In "jawbone

enforcement."

inger finds the fundamentals
• \ nerican law are propcrlv geared

to the minimum—and to prohibition

of the untenable, rather than positive-

ly proscribing "right" standards. Ap-
plying this to regulation of broadcast

programing, he thinks it is the FCC's

loh to keep out of everything but the

tbvious transgressions of fraudulent

mJ or obscene programing.

i

In a choice between an agencv that

vrnuts programing which is "banal.

.•> or stupid," and one that

can use the power and force of gov-

ernment to establish its own ideas of
"— Loevinger would take the

faire ( ommission and the banal

icuous programing any day. Ik-

Ices cross his own barrier when it

omes to requiring balanced presenta-

iofl of news and public affairs. In-

arming the public is a fair require-

\d Club Swells RAB's

Commercial Library

New ^ ork— All of the radio corn-

Is entered tor the International

(casting Awards competition

nee 1960—1000 of them— have

-en presented to the Radio Advertis-

Bureau.

ic\men who have ben using

-' library in their copy and creative

-e.irch on categories in which they

C work::'j for clients, now have ac-

ss to 7000 individual radio corn-

is either on tape or disc. Rob-

H Alter. RAP v.p . announced.
I he donated commercials come

*t only from the United States, but

om all over the world, including

ch exotic are. is as South Africa.

:>lon, India and British Columbia.

meat in return for use ol the spec-

trum, he believes

Loevinger sees onfj one right road

Ol access to variclv and quality pro-

graming: variety and diversity in the

whole broadcast structure. He wants

diversified ownership, more spectrum

in use. more stations, more networks,

more access bv independent program-

ed—and an open door to anv form

of pa) t\. CAIN sen ice or whatever

brings program competition. No one

cm bring quality programing by reg-

ulation or exhortation, he believes

Hut— I oevinger charges the broad-

caster to "rclv less on ratings and

more on their judgment." and to culti-

vate a keen sense of ethics.

Top Broadcast Users

Take Part in AFA Seminar

New ^ ork A he.iw cmph.i

radio and television is expected as

55 registrants trom leading adver-

tisers, agencies and media, including

timebuvers and other broadcast spe-

cialists, attend the AFA'l sixth an-

nual Seminar in Marketing Manage-

ment and Advertising, June 28 to

Julv 10.

( ompamcs taking part include such

major broadcast users as American

Oil, I'.m American World Airwavs.

McCann Brickson, Scott Paper and

Young A Rubicam.

Participants in the seminar break

down into rough I v equal numbers of

agency, media and advertising repre-

sentatives and are described by AFA
as men of middle and upper manage-

ment caliber.

Merger of Curtis, Seven Arts Denied

New York—Curtis Publishing isn't

merging with Seven Arts to form a

new publications - communications

combine. So insisted Curtis chairman-

president Matthew J. Culligan and

Seven Arts president Eliot Hyman
late last week, prompted by merger

rumors that provided plenty of in-

dustry talk.

Where there was merger smoke,

however, there was a certain amount
of fire.

Both sides admitted that there had

been talks. Both denied they were

continuing, with Curtis' Culligan sav-

ing his firm was "not new in negotia-

tions" on a merger. Seven Arts' Hy-
man said the talks have been "in-

terrupted without agreement."

What kept the rumor mills grind-

ing was the sheer verisimilitude of the

reports. Curtis has had financial re-

verses lately, with losses o\ $18.9 mil-

lion in 1962 and S3. 4 million in

1963. Seven Arts has been prospering

from shrewd tv syndication and movie

deals, and grossed nearly 'sZO million

last vear. Curtis, with a multi-million

dollar tax loss on its books, wants to

expand in the communications area.

Seven Arts has no publishing inter-

ests and could conceivablv make good

use of the Curtis backlog of literary

properties, books and articles

I uthcrmore. Seven Arts chairman

I ouis B, c hesier, Canadian finan-

cier, was eased out last week, trading

his Seven Arts debentures for the

firms's part ownership in the gambling

concession on Cirand Bahama Island.

This left I hot Hvman more free than

ever to discuss new deals for Seven

Arts.

Collins Teaches Two R's

Washington— N \B s I.eRoy Collins

says the broadcast industry must start

Studying up on rights and responsibil-

ities in international communication

—

and the time to begin is now. A spe-

cial NAB committee will be appointed

to help broadcasters learn their two

international R's.

Some ot the questions to be asked:

What about programing responsibili-

ties, when the programing will reflect

this country abroad.' Who has the

right to determine broadcast content?

What rights will CS. broadcasters

insist on for programs—and what

rights will thev grant other nations.'

American Women in

Radio and Iv, during their national

convention in I ulsa last Monday, Col-

lins themed broadcasters two R's in

news and programing as a love-and-

marriage proposition As the old song

has it. \ou can't have one without

the oth( for commercials— re-

sponsibilitv tor their content falls on

the broadcaster as "part of a

tion's programin

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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FRIDAY AT 5-

N. Y. Sales Executives Hear,

Ponder Weaver on Pay Tv

New York — Pay television, long

controversial in California, was suc-

cessfully renewed as an issue for New
York to think about by Subscription

Tv Inc.'s Pat Weaver, who chose

early-week meeting of N.Y. Sales Ex-

ecutives' Club as his platform.

"Seldom have I seen so many peo-

ple converge on the head table after

a speech," says Harry White, Club's

executive director, noting that 60 to

70 guests held Weaver half an hour

with further questions when original

Qs and As were curtailed by clock.

(Sample floor query: You say you
have programs lined up for July start.

What specifically do you intend to

show? Answer: We'll announce that

when the time is right.)

"Let me go to the question that the

NAB raises and that the networks

have stated, that commercial tv can-

not co-exist with the kind of box-

office system I have been describing,"

Weaver said. ".
. . The series form that

is the tv stable will keep on getting the

tremendous audiences. We will never

take one of those series programs for

Tobacco Throne Vacant
New York— Cigaret industry

generally feels the nine companies

that last week signed the Adver-

tising Code already have candidates

firmly in mind for the top-role

czar's post—one columnist pro-

posed Richard Nixon—but for

obvious reasons, they'll not an-

nounce the list until it's narrowed

to one.

When that will occur is a matter

of conjecture. Tobacco Institute

says "'shortly." Scuttlebutt within

the trade indicates that all has been

quiet on the tobacco front this

week, but it's accepted that top-

level decisions involved wouldn't

necessarily be publicized or much
discussed.

Important criteria in selection

are: the administrator have no

financial interests in tobacco, not

be engaged ill advertising or pro-

moting the business and be a man
Of lofty character and reputation.

Even after he's named, it'll like-

Iv be weeks before be gets New
York oil ice rented and opened.

staffed and ready to function.

our service because it will not fit and

no one would pay for it.

. We won't decrease audiences

substantially," he continued. "The
one-half to one-third of the sets that

aren't even turned on at night will be

turned on because we will have spe-

cial attractions. We will pull circula-

tion from the sets-on column at any

given time less than the Nielsen mar-
gin of error per network."

Weaver fired a few broadsides at

commercial tv's programing, drawing

laughter — some of it nervous —
from his sales-oriented audience. If

his purpose was to make impact, tar-

get was achieved.

Ladies' Day at FCC
Washington—Sen. N orris Cotton

(R-N.H.), member of both Commerce
and Appropriations committees, sug-

gests Mrs. Dexter Ottis Arnold of

Concord, president of the General

Federation of Women's Clubs, for

GOP appointment to the Federal

Communications Commission. She

would replace Frederick W. Ford,

whose term expires June 30, and who
is rumored to be, or not to be, leaving

the FCC.
President Johnson is known to fa-

vor the idea of distaff members, par-

ticularly on commissions and agencies

where consumer interests are strong-

ly concerned. The hand that rocks

the cradle may rock broadcasting

—

to say nothing of the commission it-

self.

Sen. Cotton's pitch to the President

for Mrs. Arnold mentions her back-

ground in radio networking, and a

distinguished record in civic and gov-

ernmental service. Mrs. Arnold is al-

ready known to the White House as

a member of half a dozen federal

advisory committees.

Other ladies known to be eyeing

the job are Evelyn F. Eppley, FCC
attorney in Rules and Standards Div.,

formerly legal assistant to ex-FCC
chairman John C. Deerfer; Jane Mor-
ris, formerly FCC secretary, now
practicing law in Michigan: Pauline

Frederick, NBC correspondent at the

U.N. Afterthought: FCC executive

director Curtis Plummer, a Mich-
igan Republican, best known for his

years in top engineering post at the

FCC, is also interested.

Liquor in Limbo
New York—Hard liquor ads on

WQXR have yet to materialize,

and prospects for their use in the

near future are dim.

Following McKesson & Rob-
bins' substitution of Galliano

liqueur for originally planned

Muirhead's Scotch commercials,

Schenley delayed its sponsorship,

then withdrew planned copy at last

minute and has used only public

service announcements to date.

Proposed legislation opposed to

broadcast liquor advertiss ",
' .an-

not be considered until Senate has

acted on civil rights legislation.

U. S. Tv Gets its First

Cannes Grand Prize

Cannes, France

—

The Making .

the President: I960, sponsored 1

Xerox last Dec. 29 on ABC-TV. wt

the Grand Prize at the Cannes Inte

national TV Festival. This is the fir

time the top prize has gone to ;

American-produced program.

Produced by David Wolper, Ma
ing of the President was adapted fro

Theodore H. White's account of tl

I960 Presidential race. It will be r

peated on ABC June 1 1 as a prelui

to the Presidential conventions.

Comsat Stock Splash

Washington—Communications S

tellite Corp. made a terrific splash

the history of stock offerings last wei

when it registered with the SEC
$200,000,000 offering to finance i

global satellite system of communic

tions. Of the 10 million shares o

fcred at the low, low price of $20 p<

five million will go on public sa

with some built-in sales limits to a

sure widest dissemination. The oth

fve million shares will be allocated

A.T.&T. and some 200 participatii

communications companies—any u

wanted shares will revert to pub

sale.

Across the country, more than 7<

securities dealers will take part in t

public sale, and probably 350 und<

writers in addition to the 1 1 ma

aging underwriters listed by the pre

pectus. SEC must approve the offi

ing before their brokers know wh

they'd like to buy—present limit

set at 100 shares per individual CI

tomer, but this may be cut down, i

pending on the demand.

SPONSOI 1



For his 400th-
Group W produces a series for television and radio

narrated by Dr. Frank Baxter
This is Shakespeare's) car Hisquad-

ricentenary. To celebrate the e\cni.

Group W created a special series of

56 television and 26 radio programs.

The Fair Adventure: Readings in

Shakespeare will be narrated b\ l)r

Frank Baxter. Professor Emeritus

of the University of Southern Cali-

fornia. Dr. Baxter has been widel)

acclaimed for his Inch and entertain-

ing interpretations of Shakespeare's

life, times and plays. Noi* in a fresh

new series, he makes Shakespeare

come alive again for millions.

The Fair Adventure is a good ex-

ample of an important new source

of programming. The Group, with

the creative, financial and manage-

ment resources greater than the m-

dividual station, and with the local

impact no network can match, rep-

resents a \ital third force in the de-

velopment of programs for radio

and television.

GROUPwWfSTINGHOUSt BROADCASTING COMPANY

WW-WBZTV BOSTON-WINS NEW YORK-WJZ TV BAlTlMORf. -KOIkAHOM TV PITTSBURGH HYW-KYW TV CUWIAN0-WOWO FORT WArNt-WWO C»C*60-I0»« SAN HUNCS
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WKZO's primary service area covers
virtually three times as many Ford,
Chevrolet, and Plymouth dealers as
the next largest station.

BUT... WKZO Radio Covers More

Car Buyers and Dealers in

Greater Western Michigan!

In Greater Western Michigan—jusl beyond Detroit's

own backyard WKZO Radio's primary Bervice area

includes 156 Ford, Chevrolet, .mil Plymouth dealers.

That's 102 more than the next biggest station has

withm Us primary coverage area.

At K-tt i- the roadmap for radio advertisers who
really want to gel around in Greater Western Mi< h

Compaci cars are fine bul not compact coveraj

let your Avery-Knodel man help yo

show on tin- road with \YKX< > Radio an amai
ad\ ertising vehicle.

*

successful gas-powered car.

* 11, 19M



The Latins named him:

Hippocampus
Hudsonicus

Lophabranchii

Syngathidae

. . . the ancient Romans were

long winded ... we call our

seahorse "SUNNY."

He's the symbol of Quality

Broadcasting in Tampa-St.

Petersburg.

Ex SUNNY venarus SALES

WSUN
TELEVISION • RADIO
TAMPA- ST. PETERSBURG

Don't trip on your toga, call:

Nat. Rep.: Venard, Torbel & MrConnell

S.E. Rep.: Bomar Lowrance & Associates

Are you paying your media buyer enough?

The ad in the New York Times was attractively boxed and appcare

on the advertising page under this heading: "Media buyers to $9000.

It said: "Top ten agency seeks three buyers with potential to be

come assistant media directors. All-media background preferred, bi

strong broadcast experience is acceptable. Responsibility includ ft mcdi
planning for major package goods companies, as well as supervision c

both broadcast and print media execution."

The ad reads fine. I'm glad to note that so much responsibility

promised. With the computer age already upon us, the emphasis is o

buyers who have ability and can operate on a skilled level.

But the pay! The ad reads, ".
. . to $9000," which, to my limitc

intelligence, means "that's for the best."

I've never worked at an agency—so maybe I don't understand jo

scales. But it says "top ten agency" and I assume it's in New York. Onl

$9000 for a top-notch media buyer? I can't believe it. I recommen
that this agency, and others who are asking highly intelligent and e>

perienccd buyers to operate at this salary level, take a long look ;

realistic wage scales for people handling critical assignments like th

and come up with a better answer.

For example, $12,000. And that's anything but extravagant.

Media buyers, who decide how millions are spent, certainly shoul

come close to the salary level of station representative salesmen

wonder whether this agency has compared them lately?

To my simple mind, media buyers are a uniful breed. Like tt

Marines, they should be expected to maintain an esprit de corp. Th

vital nature of their contributions in the success of the campaign in

plies that they must stay with the job. The computer age requires med
buyers of super-calibre.

You won't get them at "... to $9000."

And even if you get them, you won't keep them.

Signs of thf. times:

(1) As you read this the first meeting of the newly-formed Nation

Assn. of Television Program Executives will be in progress in Ne

York. The two-day forum (May 11-12) has an impressive array i

industry leaders discussing such programing areas as "Tv Station Pn

graming: Art or Business?" "The Network's Relationship to Loc

Programing." "How Does a Station Seek Out Community Needs

"Government's Influence on Programing," "Present and Future Trent

in Film Programing" and "Where Do You Find Talent
0- *

That's an ambitious lineup. The boys are in for a busy two day

I've been screaming for program clinics (both tv and radio) f<

several years. The industry has suffered by lack of such vital excham

of information.

It's good to note that this year practical forums are being held fi

tv and radio programing. We wish you well, NATPE!
(2) Sign in Louisville hotels: "A high quality FM set is availab

to you free through courtesy of the Louisville Public Library. Ju

apply to the desk."

Y7-K-t/
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WGN proudly announces
another special service to the

world of broadcasting. During

the 1964-1965 World's Fair in

New York, WGN has exclusive

radio and television rights to

the daily programs honoring Abraham Lincoln from
the Lincoln Theatre of the Illinois "Land of Lincoln"

pavilion. Special events in the theatre may range from

ABRAriAA LINCOLN
* * i 80 9 •

The WG.X Award to contribir

speakers at the Illinois-Lincolnia

exhibit. New York World's Fair.

newr&rilma an

grama write:

West Bradley

addresses by world-famous Lin-

^^ coin scholars or distinguished

members of our government to

the reading of an eighth grade

Lincoln essay by its youthful

author. For availabilit

d audio tapes of these

Tradition of Lincoln. WGN. Inc.. 2501

Place, Chicago, Illinois 60618.

A NATIONWIDE SERVICE OF

WGN
RADIO- TELEVISION • CHICAGO

M«y 11, 1964



MASS GIVEAWAY

It's not clutter if it's yours. For

the church, charity, fund drive or

other public service trying to reach

the mass audience with a spot, that

spot—which is inseparable from all

other ingredients under the name
of clutter—is not clutter to the

benefiting organization.

SPONSOR'S Charles Sinclair

was assigned to unravel enough of

the fuzzy controversial ball for a

feature story. He was astonished to

find that a multitude of the very

people loud in their criticism of

television clutter are often also

part and parcel of the organizations

contributing to the "clutter" they

are complaining about.

For Sinclair, and other SPON-
SOR staffers, the research was a

cross between playing detective and
an exercise in diplomacy. From
the sleuthing standpoint, it's an

area where the facts are available

—if you dig deep enough.

As to the diplomatic side, the

mere hint that these messages for

the public good might be consid-

ered tv clutter was enough to bring

the gleam of the vigilante to the

eyes of the professional public-

servants. It was like attacking moth-

erhood, apple pie, the Army, Navy
and the Marines.

It didn't matter that Sinclair ex-

plained that we were not against

any public interest organization

or that there was simply an im-

portant story in the nation's biggest

media handout of over 150 million

dollars worth of air time and facil-

ities.

Clutter, like beauty, is in the eye

of the beholder.

The Storj begins on page 27.

(Sum.azfe^

How To Boost Radio

Your Publisher's Report in the

Sponsor issue of May 4 was re-

ceived with great alacrity by those

of us dedicated to helping make
radio a billion-dollar industry.

And I might add a footnote. The
economic status of radio can be

heightened through greater pro-

gram creativity, responsibility and

service to the public—all segments

of it—as well as through sheer

salesmanship and promotion.

Sherrii. W. Taylor

Vice President

Radio
NAB
Washington, D.C.

Bell Sounds on Codes
Thanks very much for your sup-

port of the Code and my remarks

at the Poor Richard Club. I deep-

ly appreciate your column about

it in the April 20 issue of Sponsor.
I am also glad to know that yoifll

be watching closely developments

in this area. The tobacco code is,

of course, an example of an in-

dustry setting up self-policing ma-
chinery. If it moves, it will greatly

help our own effort in that partic-

ular field.

Howard H. Bell
Director

The Code Authority

NAB
Washington, D.C.

Out-of-Home Hoopers
The prominence of business es-

tablishments as a major factor was
well documented in your recent

story, and congratulations are in

order for Sponsor's astute recog-

nition of its importance.

We were quite pleased that

WHN could be part of the story

because of its dominant position

among business places in the New
York area, according to Hooper.

Hul. we are equalb pleased that

radio advertisers can demonstrate

considerable strength with the peo-

ple who buy as well as sell their

products.

John ('. Moi i R

Pr\ sident

Storer Radio, lm .

\, m York, \ ) .

Norman W. Glenn Howard Gottfried

The Right Norman Glenn

The Norman Glenns of the in-

dustry should incorporate. When
our Norman Glenn was appointed

executive vice president for pro-

graming last week, you transposed

his picture with a bespeckled

gentleman who, we assume, some-

one at your printing plant took

to be your Norman Glenn because

he wears glasses. Our Norman
Glenn (middle initial "W") is

spending his time straightening

the confusion, as is our Howard
Gottfried.

Bud Rifkin

Executive Vice President

United Artists TV
New York, N.Y.

Likes the "New Look"

Congratulations on your new ap-

pearance! The wider spacing be-

tween lines makes your well written

articles easier to read. The ju-

dicious use of color and lively lay-

out indicate a well edited book.

Al Dann
Infoplan

New York. N.Y.

We're Sorry

In our Radio Yardstick story

(Sponsor, May 4). we made

frequent reference to WLW. In

several places, however, it's

designated as W1W. Some 25

members on our editorial and

business staff know that WLW
are the correct call letters for

one of the most famous radio

stations in the world. It seems

we have one linotype operator

and one proofreader who did

not. They do. too. now.

to
SPONSOR
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You may hear a lot of talk about WRAL-TV up in Washington, D.C.

It seems the FCC selected two
stations for special study.

The reason 7 Sharp, incisive edi-

torials. Viewpoints that sometimes
take a controversial tack.

Frankly, we're flattered that
WRAL-TV was one of the two sta-
tions selected for study. But we
aren't surprised.

'After all, we were one of the first

stations to editorialize. And one of
the few to tackle subjects more

controversial than home, mother,
and traffic accidents.

We aim our editorials at our
market. But the impact has gone
beyond our 358,800 TV homes.
Which proves one point. We've

done what we set out to do. Stimu-
late Provoke. Encourage open dis-

cussion of the key issues.

Our editorials occupy just five

minutes of an hour-long news block
WRAL-TV has telecast daily since

1960. This kind of attention to
news and the issues is one reason
we're probably the most discussed
television station in North Carolina

And one reason they're ta

about us in places like Raleigh,
Durham, Fayetteville, Rocky Mc
and Chapel Hill. N. C

And, oh yes, in Washington, D.C.

WRAL-TV
May II 1964

II



If you lived in San Francisco. .
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. . .you'd be sold on KRON-TV
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THE WEEK in WASHINGTON
PRESSTIME REPORT FROM OUR WASHINGTON NEWS BUREAU

May 8, 1964

To get a few things straight on the Helene Curtis' Magic
j

:n in

with Food and Drug Administration, SPONSOR'S Washington corrpspondtT,', w> • •

I

the man wh> H Ejj charge of this one: FDA Deputy Commission' j
•

He says the case mav loom large to the women of America and to Helene Curti

"but it's just routine with us."

Helene Curtis says the product is a cosmetic, not a new drug , as FDA has

charged. FDA says it's both . FDA defines as a "drug" any product intended

cure or mitigation of disease, but also those which affect the physical struc-

ture or functions of the body. "Intent" is the deciding factor.

In the Magic Secret case, Deputy Commissioner Harvey says it was not or.

[the label claims, but the advertising, and all promotional representation of

the product that made FDA conclude the product falls into the drug as well as

the cosmetic category.

'Taking all representations, including tv advertising, of what it intended
Ito do, we had to come to this conclusion." FDA court brief sums up claims that

|

the product will a

i

feet facial structure by smoothing or wiping away wrinkles
for long periods, restore youthful look to middle-aged skin

,
plus implication

that constant use may affect what amounts to permanent improvement . This goes
| beyond cosmetic intent, FDA believes.

Generally, advertising is Federal Trade Commission's province, while FDA
[attacks product and misbranding by label and brochures. But when FDA wants the

(whole picture of what a product promises, it considers all claims made.

FDA also considers the product in relation to the total field. I I is

)A' s view that , while other cosmetic products such as facial creams, et al

,

ike claims to ease wrinkles, tighten skin or whatever, none have even ap -

>roached the extent of the Magic Secret Wrinkle-Smoothing Skin Tot i or. claims .

Jo, as a cosmetic, Magic Secret stumbled into a charge of misbranding via e>

derated claims.

Under present law, FDA can attack cosmetics only as to misbranding or mis-
Leading labeling. Of course, if contents prove injurious to users, the product
ran be attacked under the adulteration section. As yet, FDA lacks any pre-

ilearance law for cosmetics , to require clinical proof of safety and pertor-
ince. A House and Senate bill are awaiting action to provide this authorit

FDA Commissioner George P. Larrick recently made another strong pl-a 'or
passage of this and other tighter surveillance law:- for FDA . He appea-

re a House Government Operations Subcommittee recently to explain FDA's
Jrug" law, requiring clinical proof of both safety and effectiveness for c"

ance bv FDA.

By attacking Magic Secret as a "New Drug," FDA can invoke the
Cefauver-Harr is law which requires not only safety clearance, but proof that

l ~
CONTINUtD ON NtX7 PAGt
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PRESSTIME REPORT FROM OUR WASHINGTON NEWS BUREAU

the new drug does what it says it will, and disclaimers or acknowledgments mus

be on the label, when needed. The FDA is currently in process of a huge revie

and updating program for all drugs not checked for this type of clearance be -

tween 1938 and 1962 .

In court, the burden of proof will fall on government if it challenges
Magic Secret's claims to research and clinical testing. The "New Drug" inter-

pretation could be applied to a number of products , including depilatories and

deodorants, and action taken if FDA finds claims exaggerated, Deputy Commis-
sioner Harvey pointed out. Also, after 1964, the FDA can withdraw an earlier
approval of a new drug if there is lack of substantial evidence that the drug

is having the effect it claimed.

Magic Secret's wrinkle-smoother unfortunately emerged in a government cli

mate very cool and suspicious toward products for older consumers . FDA Commis

sioner Larrick recently told a House Subcommittee that the FDA is particularly
concerned with products offered today's 17 million older consumers. There wer

only 8.4 million in 1938.

This increasing portion of the population depends a great deal more than

the younger ones on drugs, dietary products et al—and FDA will try to make
sure no one takes advantage of the older citizens .

FDA's charge against Magic Secret undoubtedly was strengthened by this

particular feeling by the agency: that older women would be very susceptible
to glowing promises of a wrinkle-eradicator.

One thing seems certain: rival products will reexamine their advertising

14

and labeling . In fact, the whole cosmetics industry may have to take stock of

its heretofore rarely challenged come-hither lingo, if only as an insurance

precaution.

One cosmetic calamity with national impact could precipitate fast passage

of the cosmetics clearance legislation. In the past, it was the dramatic shod
of sulfanilamide misuse in 1937, and the Thalidomide tradedy that precipitated
passage of the New Drug amendments of 1962 .

The regulatory agencies seem to be crossing jurisdictional lines these
days. A while back, the Federal Trade Commission went into the product-label
arena to set up rules for cigarets and labels as well as advertising. The pro<

uct was termed hazardous, the labeling must acknowledge it under the proposed
rule.

At the same time Food and Drug Administration's legal department informs i

correspondent that FDA will not attempt rulemaking on cigaret labeling because
the product does not come under Hazardous Substances act , nor can it be con-
sidered under "drug" category.

It would seem in the normal course of things that FDA would be the one to

take up HEW cudgels in the cigaret matter . And it would seem that FDA would
leave attack on exaggerated promotional claims for a highly advertised cosmetic

to sister-agency, the FTC.

Or—is there any normal order of things?

SPONSOf



puzzle:

cycle-logical advantage

VP Art Elliott, Eastern Sales Manager of

Harrington, Righter & Parsons, and last

of the rugged individualists, is firmly

wedded to the notion that in today's

urban traffic a bicycle is the most

efficient means of intra-city trans-

portation. Irked by the guffaws that

his theory evokes, he finally offered a

small wager to scornful Rambler-owning

VP John Dickinson, and the gauntlet

was down.

The course chosen was five miles along

Madison Avenue. The adversaries were to

start at 4 p.m. in opposite directions- the cyclist

heading downtown from 125th St. in light traffic, the

Rambler going uptown toward 125th St. in the teeth of the evening

rush hour.

When Dickinson reached his starting point, a cab driver

made a U-turn which snarled traffic at that intersection for several

minutes and enabled Elliott to complete one-eighth of his trip

before the Rambler was even under way. After this things got

worse. In fact, they were so bad that when Dickinson was stopped

by a light after completing 1 6 of his trip, he was appalled to see

Elliott coasting to a halt across the avenue. How many times will

Dickinson have to increase his speed in order to finish ahead of

his colleague?

Address answers to: Puzzle =101. WMAL-TV, Washington, D. C.

To reach every nook and cranny of the Greater Washington

area in a split second, travel via WMAL-TV. Prime-time minutes on

popular "News 7" (6-7 p.m., Mon.-Fri.) and the follow-up "Comedy
Hour'

1
'' create traffic for client products. Ask Harrington, Righter

and Parsons, Inc.

l'u::lc adaptation cow er Publications, New York, .V Y, 1001 -t

wmal-tv $
I scning St.ir Broadcasting Compart) WASHING ion. n. c.

Represented by: HARRINGTON, RIGHTER X PARSONS, Inc.

St t THE
WORLDS FAIR AND
WASHINGTON, DC TOO

Affiliated with WMAL and WMAL-FM, Washington, D. C. ; WSVA-TV and WbVA, Harnsonbu ,

»y 11. 1964 IS



Salant Attacks Double Standard on Touchy Issues

CBS News president takes verbal scalpel to

Goldwater election bill, FCC on UHF, FTC on cigarets,

NAB on pay tv, broadcasters on ethics

In a free-swinging address before

CBS Television affiliates in New
York, Richard S. Salant, president

of CBS News, invaded many of

broadcasting and advertising's most

sensitive areas. He attacked the

Goldwater bill to forbid airing of

election returns before the polls

close, the FCC suggestion that net-

work programs be shared with

UHF outlets, the FTC proposal to

curb cigaret advertising and his

own industry for silence in the

Pacifica case.

He also promised CBS would

take a good hard look at a request

for the denial of licenses to two

Jackson, Miss., stations. And, on

the subject of pay tv, he reaffirmed

CBS' opposition to over-thc-air pay

tv but took issue with the NAB's
extension of the opposition to in-

clude wired pay tv-

In attacking the 1960 Goldwater

bill to prohibit broadcast of election

returns before the polls, an issue

he said was sharpened by CBS's

Vote Profile Analysis in getting re-

sults, Mr. Salant declared, "There

is no evidence of a disease; and

even if there were, the cure of sup-

pression and withholding of in-

formation would be worse than the

alleged disease."

A study made by Dr. Joseph

Klapper. Director of the CBS Of-

fice of Social Research, indicated.

"... There is absolutely no con-

clusive evidence that the broadcast-

ing of election results does or does

not affect the subsequent vote; and

second, that it is most improbable

that broadcasting election results

have any significant effect on the

subsequent vote."

Referring to the Goldwater bill

as a proposal that material be sup-

pressed, he turned to what he called

an effort "to control and enforce

"program distribution."

"We don't like that either." he

16

No holds barred . . . Richard Salant

said, setting his sights for the FCC
suggestion that networks share their

programs with UHF outlets. "We at

CBS can't help but feel that there

is something quite paradoxical, and

quite inequitable, about the FCC's
now coming up with so harsh a

regulatory proposal ... to cure the

very ills . . . which might very well

have been avoided had the FCC
paid a little more attention to us in

the first place."

He underscored CBS' historical

support of UHF development. And
he pointed out that the president of

CBS, Inc.. had told the FCC that

the matter was not negotiable, that

it was contrary to the basic prin-

ciples of free competition and li-

censee responsibility. He also criti-

cized the FCC for inviting only the

networks and not the stations to

conversations on program sharing,

arguing that station rights were be-

ing "compromised" in the process

I he basic concept. Mr. Salant

said. "
. . is 180 degrees away from

the principles on which the original

network rules were based."

Mr. Salant next turned his at-

tention to the FTC's proposed curbs

on cigaret advertising. The FTC de-

cries massive advertising depicting'

the pleasures and desirability as in-

creasing the sale of cigarets. Yet. in

the proposed merger of Procter &
Gamble and Clorox, Mr. Salant

pointed out, the FTC wouldn't buy

Procter & Gamble's argument that

the merger would result in more
efficient advertising and subsequent

"greater demand, greater sales,

lower costs per unit and lower

prices for liquid bleach."

"To oversimplify a bit," added

Mr. Salant, "the FTC concluded

that cigaret advertising is bad be-

cause it increases demand; and that

liquid bleach advertising is bad be-

cause it does not increase demand."

Mr. Salant next focused on the

First Amendment and the broad-

cast industry's reluctance to cham-

pion the right of free speech in
1

cases where unpopular views were

espoused. He cited the Howard K.

Smith interview with Alger Hiss

and the subsequent attempt at an

economic boycott. "It just happen-

ed that that was one on which we

at CBS were alert — and we did

speak up. But I'm not so sure we

were quite so alert in the Pacifica

case . . .

"We can't allow the guarantee of

free speech to atrophy by espousing

it only when our purse is threatened

or only on behalf of ideas with

which we agree."

He indicated that CBS would

take a "good, hard look at the

petitions filed by United Church of

Christ, requesting that the FCC"

den) the renewal of licenses of

WLBT and WJTV in Jackson,

Miss."

Again, he pointed out, it wasn'i

a matter of agreeing with the views

of the petitioners.

Shifting to another area of dis-

pute, Mr. Salant reaffirmed CBS'

opposition to over-the-air pay tell

\ision. "That kind of pay television

proposes to use broadcast chan-

nels— necessarily preempting those

channels. Hence, it is not a matter

of free competition
."

SPONSOR



\ foi wired pa) television, \li

Ralanl took issue with the recent

position stated b) the N \n Basing

his argument that it doesn't, b)

definition, us^- portions ol the spec-

Bum, characterized it as a new

pompetitoi "We at CBS do not

welcome us development because

it will, we think, eventual!) have

lubstantiall) destructive effect on

free television .is over-the-aii pa)

television . . . (hut we have no

pore right to ask Congress 01 the

PO to protect us from wired tele-

vision than we have to ask them to

protect us from an) other form of

competition."

I ouching brief!) on ( \ l \ . he

laid, 'It seems to us thai the prin-

ciples of free competition applv

quail) here . . . and so. to the ex-

tent that CATV does not use

broadcasting channels. I doubt that

pre can demand regulation and pro-

hibition from the government."

He added that that was about

as tar as he could go in stating

( BS position, but added that a

special Frank Stanton appointed

committee is at work on the prob-

lem.

MINOW LAUDS TV

A critic turned advertiser, Newton N Minow
left former outspoken Chairman of the

Federal Communications Commission, current-

ly business-minded Executive Vice-President of

the tv-using Encyclopedia Britannica, presents

the American Jewish Committee Institute of

Human Relations Award to the National Broad-

casting Company Accepting for NBC is Robert

I. Northshield, NBC General Manager and
co-producer of the winning program, "Ameri-

can Revolution '63." Minow, sharply critical

of television programing in his FCC days,

raised the NBC show as "jn important stage

another revolution which essentially re-

tcts television's growing recognition of its

ijor responsibilities
"

ANA microscopes advertising s culture

50 top-management delegates meet in New York

for annual spring analysis of media, results

Some 500 representatives ol ma-

jor, blue-chip advertisers will con

\ene toda) in Vw York tor the an

nual spring meeting ol the Associa-

tion ol National Advertisers. I Ik ii

target topic. I lop Ma/ui^enienl

View of the Advertising Function

Specific events like!) to zero in on

broadcast media include:

That Was the /><n Thai Was, title

ol the luncheon talk to be given to-

da) b) Mob ( onsidme.

Advertising's Accepted Strengths

Need to be Reexamined, the speech
to be given tomorrow morning bj

Clarence E. \ Idridgc. marketing
consultant and Cornier executive

vice president ol ( amphcH's Soup.

I he Information Revolution in

Marketing, subject of Marion Har-
per, Jr.. board

chairman a n d

president of In-

terpublic. Inc.

How Much to

Spend on Ad'
vertising, an ex-

P e c t e dl ) hot

topic to cost-

conscious adver-

tisers , to be

discussed by
Thomas M. McCabe, Jr.. vice presi-

dent lor marketing for Scott Paper
( o.

Subtitling Ins talk. I he Decline

in the Influence o) Advertising, Eld-

ridge planned to say, "It max seem

paradoxical to impl) that the in-

fluence of advertising is declining

at a time when expenditures tor

advertising have reached an all-

time high. Yet, this verv tact m.iv

reflect this declining influence' It

max well be—and 1 think it is

—

that because of the lessening ef-

fectiveness of advertising, it takes

more dollars to accomplish a given

result . .
."

He attributes the decline to sev-

eral reasons:

( I ) With respect to main,

though not all. products, there is

no longer a substantial difference

between competitive products

2) I he believabilitv of advertis-

ing is being jeopardized b\ the at-

tempt to create "psychological dif-

ference! where the) don't, in I

exist

(3) I he wav television is u

an over-emphasis u\*>n mood, cli

mate of gimmicks, the lact of

significant explanations ol a pp
net. and the predetermination to

eniplov tv as a medium before baSK

Creative Strateg) has been decided

( h. inted. all too frequentl) a

producl can honestlv claim no

nificant superiorit) Hut even

when it can. the urge to be cut.

to vie with entertainment values ol

the program itsell seems to be n

resistible to main creative people,"

I Idridgc believes

(4) A decline in advertising's

powei due to its sheer volume
"

I here is just too much ol :t

ANA presiding officers . . . Allport, Smith, Hunter

Presiding officer ol the first

morning's session will be Douglas
I Smith, director <A advertising

and merchandising. S ( Johnson,

ami chairman of the W \ board of

directors. W \ president Peter All-

port will continue as chairman foi

the afternoon sessions, ruesda)

morning. John IV Hunter, director

o\ advertising for B. I Goodrich,
will take charge.

I he full W \ ag( nd.i is

Monday (today) Morning starting

at 9 JO a.m.:

1
'

'

enl't

Head Howard Packard, president,

s ( John si vi A S

What /< /),. / mil tht Millennium
Arrive: Herbert \t. ( le.iv

live, v.p tor marketing. General
I OvhIs

/ |

I s

derson, v.p and gen. mgr . m

.v Wilcox

Automobiles: Virgil l B
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group executive, automotive sales,

Chrysler Corp.

/ reedom in the Market Place:

William Wood Prince, board chair-

man. Armour & Co.

Lunch: The Paul B. West Award to

the Audit Bureau of Circulation on

its 50th anniversary. Guest speaker:

Bob Considine, discussing That Was

the Day That Was.

Monday Afternoon, 2:30 p.m.:

The Plans and Programs of Presi-

dent Johnson's Consumer Advisory

Council: Esther Petersen, special as-

sistant to the President for consumer

affairs and Asst. Secretary of Labor.

Likes and Dislikes of Consumers

in Advertising: a special presentation

of research conducted by Good

Housekeeping, presented by Willie

Mae Rogers, director of the Good
Housekeeping Institute, and John

Dempewolff, director of advertising

and sales promotion.

The Directions of Government

Regulations in Advertising: Gilbert

Weil, general counsel, AMA.

Monday Evening, 6:30 p.m.: World's

I air dinner and entertainment, In-

donesian Pavilion.

Tuesday Morning, 9 a.m. The Gold-

en Standard, an ABC promotional

film based on its 50 years operation.

Advertising's Accepted Strengths

Need To Be Reexamined: Clarence

E. Eldridge.

Information Revolution in Market-

ing: Marion Harper, Jr.

How Mitch To Spend on Adver-

tising: Thomas B. McCabe, Jr.

How Lion Oil Organized a Planned

Program for the Evaluation of its

Advertising: a two-panel presentation

by Monsanto Chemical and its Lion

Oil Division. Participants include:

Henry Siegle, Monsanto's manager of

advertising research: Wayne K. Whar-

ton, Lion Oil's manager of advertis-

ing and sales promotion.

How a Coordinated Marketing

Plan Made Pet Milk's Dietary Prod-

ucts a Successful Venture: Presented

In Robert J. Piggott, director ol

marketing services, The Pet Milk

( o.; Robert A. Buck, product mana-

ger ol Sego Dietarj Products, a Pel

Milk subsidiary; Robert N. Landin,

I he ( iardnei Advertising Co,

The Salesman Isn't Dead He's

J n\i Different: A film prepared bj

/ online magazine and IBM.

I

I

bsday, I p.m.: I uneh and adjourn-

ment.

Television Cost Burden Cited

CBS-TV head warns affiliates against complacency
in face of rising program costs; stirs enthusiasm
with announcements of NFL payments

Skyrocketing prices place "an

enormous burden" on the adver-

tiser, admitted James T. Aubrey,

Jr., president of CBS Television, at

the network's annual convention of

affiliates in New York. In his re-

marks, Mr. Aubrey gave the sta-

tions cause for joy in his announce-

ment of NFL football payments, but

pause for thought in his discussion

of television costs.

"With rising program costs (and

rising station rates), he said, "it

has become more and more diffi-

cult for him to spread his television

'We cannot relax" James Aubrey

appropriations. The money simply

is not there.

"The average price for a half-

hour television broadcast is about

$150,000. Half is for time, the rest

is program cost. Or, to put it an-

other way. programing on our net-

work costs more than a million dol-

lars every night of the year.'

Mr. Aubrey's solution for the

advertiser confronted with the t\

cost spiral: "He must concentrate

his investment on the network thai

consistently delivers him the big-

gest audiences."

Citing Nielson Reports, the CBS-
I V president argued that CBS is

the top net wink. With a proviso:

I \er> tiling would appear to be

coming up roses, but I can only

tell you thai appearances are de-

ceiving. In spite o\' the press notices

and the statistics, network competi-
tion has never been as rough as it is

today. And it is getting rougher. The
reason is the stakes are getting big-

ger all the time."

Warning the network affiliates

against complacency, he called for

leadership. "We cannot relax. We
cannot take our success for grant-

ed. We must stay as lean and hun-

gry as our competitors . .
."

Circulation, maximum station

clearance, is one factor, said Mr.
Aubrey. Another is the "enormous"
investment in programing.

A case in point: The network's

$28 million plunge into NFL foot-

ball last December. It was a gam-
ble, he said. "None of us knew
whether we would lose money or

break even." The games were sold.

"As a result," Mr. Aubrey told

his affiliates, "we can now make
the station payments we were

forced to eliminate at the time we

submitted our NFL bid. This is no

idle gesture. These payments will

amount to nearly a million dollars

over the two-year period."

This report (forecast in last

week's Sponsor-Scope) produced

vocal audience enthusiasm.

Mr Aubrey added that he wasn't

certain whether the network would

make money on the two-year NFL
deal, amounting to $1 10.000 a min-

ute (a figure also forecast in last

week's Sponsor-Scope). But. he

told the stations, "if we make mon-

ey, you will get your fair share."

Emphasizing the need for this

kind of risk programing. Mr. Aub-

rey continued: "We must continual-

ly keep tampering and tinkering

with success. No matter how good

a track record a program has. wc

must keep trying to make it better

—

by adding a new production ele-

ment. b\ introducing a new star, bj

moving it to a different time period. i

or. if necessary, b\ having the guts | I

to drop a program in spite ol its

successful record, if another one

comes along that looks even more

promising."
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Ya Gotta Know the Territory!
Iowa-born Meredith Willson was talking about Iowa when he wrote "The Music Man." But

Professor Harold Hill lived in another day. We're talking about NOW.
Look what's happened to our booming Industrial-Agricultural Economy here. And look where

the lion's share of that expansion has happened . . . right here in our Central Iowa Area blanketed

by KRNT RADIO and KRNT TELEVISION.

1952-1962 Percentage State 26 County 9 County Polk County
)f Gain in: Increase Increase Increase Increase

Population 6.1% 6.7% 13.9% 19.5%
.ffective Buying Income 34.2% 40.8% 45.2% 43.6%

\nd what's your line?

ood Sales 37.1% 37.8% 45.0% 48.3%
)rug Sales 56.9% 67.3% 72.4% 67.5%
automotive Registration 27.4% 29.8% 40.5% 50.9%
urniture-Apphance Sales 10.7% 14.7% 24.2% 24.1%

The big increases, all around, have been in our KRNT Radio TV Area. Here's where you
get the most for your advertising dollar. You can build your Iowa sales faster, greater, with the

station that most people believe in and depend upon.
Nearly y4 of the local television business in this 3-station market is on KRNT-TV. and our

local radio business is not far behind.

For testing or regular schedules, the KRNT stations in Des Moines are the choice of knowl-

edgeable sponsors and agencies.

RNT RADIO and KRNT TELEVISION
An Operation of Cowles Magazines and Broadcasting. Inc.

Represented by the Katz Agency, Inc.
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RCA Stockholders Ask Stand on Subscription Tv

Sarnoffs tell transcontinental closed-circuit

meeting NBC will go into pay-tv if it

becomes matter of economic survival

RCA Chairman David Sarnoff,

while declining to "get involved"

in the subscription tv hassle rag-

ing in California, did note that "in

principal, I'm not in favor of out-

lawing competition ... If people

want to put their money on the

line. I'm not stopping them." NBC
Chairman Robert Sarnoff, also

pinned down by a wary shareholder

on the same topic, acknowledged

that if pay tv "develops to the point

where it will affect our economic

survival, we will have to go into it."

While some of the shareholders

seemed a little skeptical about an

outlay of $2 million for the RCA
World's Fair exhibit, and the ex-

penditure of more than $50,000 to

"produce" the day's coast-to-coast

closed-circuit meeting, none among
the officer echelon appeared in the

least disturbed about pay tv or any-

thing else.

Held in Burbank, last Tuesday's

45th annual RCA meeting was the

company's first outside New York

and the first to be held via trans-

continental closed-circuit color tv.

Shareholders, gathered at the

NBC Peacock Theater in New
York, saw and heard the proceed-

ings on color tv receivers located

throughout the theater. Similarly,

shareholders in Burbank had a tel-

evised picture of the N.Y. activity.

All heard nnd saw General Sar-

noff in living color as he predicted

that the second quarter of 1964

will be the 13th consecutive quar-

ter of improved profitability for

RCA ovei the comparable period a

year earlier.

Over the past two years, he con-

tinued, RCA net profits have in-

creased an annual average of more

than 35 percent against an average

annual sales increase of about 7

percent. Earnings for 1963 were 86

percent greater than in 1961. He

disclosed that RCA will gain

approximate!) $10 million in cash

this vear from two non-recurr-

ing items — the sales of Whirl-

20

pool Corp. common stock and the

settlement of a claim for refund

of federal excess profits taxes.

(RCA will retain 25,000 shares of

Whirlpool and continue its associa-

tion with that company.)

President Elmer W. Engstrom

said that the company expects a

continuation through the rest of

the year of the rising trend in con-

sumer and commercial product sales

concurrent with a relative decline

in government business, down from

38 percent to 30 percent of RCA's
sales volume since 1961. Consumer
and commercial products have ris-

en from 38 to 44 percent.

NBC's first quarter revenues and

profits substantially exceeded the

comparable period a year ago for

the tenth consecutive record quar-

ter, reported Robert Sarnoff. He re-

counted some of the more up-beat

developments in his division, in-

cluding Gulf Oil's buy of tv and

radio convention and election cov

crage 15 months in advance, as well

as a renewal of sponsorship of the

•'Instant News Specials," Humble

Oil's multi-million dollar commit

meat to 26 actuality specials, sell

out of the 1964 Summer Olympic:

from Tokyo, the return of Jack

Benny, Danny Thomas and Alfred

Hitchcock.

Executive vice presidents W
Walter Watts. Arthur L. Malcarne

and Charles M. Odorozzi also re

ported on their operations, noting

specifically that:

RCA has crossed into the blac

and will be in a profit position id

electronic data processing during

the second half of this year.

New domestic orders for RCA
electronic data processing systems

rose by about 50 percent in 1963

over 1962.

Color tv set sales by RCA dis

tributors to dealers so far in 1964

are running 65 percent ahead ol

those in the same period last year.-

and black-and-white set sales aft

up by 21 percent.

First-quarter RCA component

Automotives Invest Record $75 Million in Network Tv

Detroit is backing its anticipa- Genera Motors as a spender for

tion of an 8-million-car-year for the 1964-65 network season.

its 1965 models with a collective Commitments as they now
expenditure of around $75 mil- stand. by company Chrysler.

lion for network tv. It's about $23.2 million; General Motors.

the biggest annual stake yet for $20.1 million: Ford Motor. $18

the medium from that corner of million American. $4 million:

the economy. Willys- Kaiser. $2.2 million.

Among the "Big Three." Chry- Following are the allocation^

sler gives evidence of outranking as compiled by Sponsor:

ADVKRTISKR ABC-TV CBS-TV NBC-TV TOTAL
American Motors $ 4,000,000 S 4.1)iH).(Hi(i

Ruick s 600,000 600,000

Chevrolet $ 2,500,000 16,000,000 IS. 500.000

Chrysler Corp. 21,500,000 21,500,000

Dodge 500,000 700.00(1 1.200.000

I'ord cars 7,500,000 6,200,000 13,700.000

l.incoln-Mercnn 3,600,000 1,400,000 5,000.000

Oldsmohile 3,400,000 1 ()().()()() 3,200,000 6.700.000

Plymouth 500,000 500,000

Pontine 600,000 600.000

Willys-kaiser 2,000,000 200,000 2.200. hoi)

GRAND TOTAL $10,500,000 $13,600,000 $50,400,000 $74,500,000

Non: Siiulehiikcr's new strategy u to spend th rough dealers.

SPONS

^



IS THIS MARKET ON YOUR CHART?
The 817,000' prosperous consumers in this 20 county

area spenl $824,428,000 in Retail Sales in L962
SM "Survey of Buying Power"
ARB January -February "»i "? ^ PETERS. GRIFFIN. W0O0WAR0

KFDM-TV CHANNEL 6
BEAUMONT CBS
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sales, spearheaded by color tv pic-

ture tubes, arc up 15 percent over

the first quarter total last year,

with profits higher by 25 percent.

SAG Seeks 100% Hike

In Tv Program Residuals

Opinions varied on Madison

Avenue last week as to the effects

it would feel from the new Screen

Actors Guild contract demands for

greatly increased residual payments

on program reruns.

It was fairly unanimous that the

terms were "out of line" and that

just as spiraling commercials tal-

ent fees are changing the creative

complexion of tv advertising, so

escalating residuals for programs

will alter the quality of network

and syndicated programing.

Basically, what the union will

demand of the Assn. of Motion

Picture and Tv Producers, at the

bargaining table starting this week,

is an increase from 35 to 100 per-

cent of wage scale for the second

run of a tv show and from 30 to

75 percent of scale for the third

run. Subsequent runs four, five and

six would remain the same, that is

50, 30 and 25 percent of scale. The
Guild is also seeking payment for

overseas showing of U.S. programs:

60 percent of scale for all runs

except in Britain, where 60 percent

would be for the first run and

33 1/3 percent of scale for the sec-

ond and third runs.

Should SAG hit anywhere near

its target, the increase could be

passed on to the sponsor by the

networks (i.e. for summer reruns)

and by stations (in the form of in-

creased rates.) In addition, a pro-

posal on trailers could change on-

air promotion procedures.

The absence at this bargaining

table of the joint 4As-ANA com-
mittee formed last fall to sit in on

the commercials talent contract talks

is therefore conspicuous.

Tv programcrs, who are directly

involved, see this confrontation

with SAG almost as a matter of

survival. As one syndicator put it,

the demand will either be sclf-de-

HOW
CAN
YOU

SOUND

ON RADIO?

Get a great jingle, that's how. From
Studio Ten Productions.

Studio Ten is new, and young, and
vigorous. Studio Ten has an outstand-

ingly creative talent-team. Studio Ten has

really big facilities. Plus the best equip-

ment in the business.

Studio Ten is already gaining an enviable

reputation for reliability.

Tear out this page, send it to Studio Ten,

and you'll get your very own jingleman

by return mail. No obligation, except to

listen to him for five minutes.

We'd like your business. How about it?

STUDIO
UITE 1329.

TEN PRODUCTIONS
EXCHANGE BANK BLDG , DALLAS

I

I

I

J
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feating or will drastically down-

grade the quality of programing.

Chevrolet Sets Fall

Network Tv Buys
The Chevrolet division of Gen-

eral Motors has completed its ma-

jor programing schedule for the

'964-65 television season with pur-

chases in three series on networks.

The Chevrolet schedule includes

continuing sponsorship of Bonanza
in color over NBC, and two new
entries, Bewitched and Solo, on

ABC and NBC, respectively.

Chevrolet will be sponsoring

Bonanza for the fourth year. Bon-

anza will be aired 9 p.m. on Sun-

day. Bewitched and Solo will be

seen Thursday and Tuesday eve-

nings, respectively.

Advertising agency for Chevrolet

is Campbell-Ewald.

Best Foods May Up
Spot Radio Budgets

Radio tests for Skippy Peanut

Butter increased awareness to Skip-

py in two New York cities where

it had previously trailed badly and

have encouraged Best Foods to

test the use of radio for three more

of its products.

Outlining this and a similarly

successful campaign for Delta Air-

lines. RAB president Edmund
Bunker addressed the Phoenix \d

Club on May 4.

The RAB Radio Marketing Plan

campaign for Delta took "dead

aim on the six percent of business-

men who are the lifeblood of the

airline business," Bunker ex-

plained. Interviewing both before

and after the radio campaign proved

radio successfully reached regular

airline patrons and enhanced, in

specific terms. Delta's image with

them, he added.

Dial Renews Spanish Tv

Dial Soap has renewed its sched-

ule for the second year on Spanish-

language tv, via Foote. Cone &

Belding. Chicago. Dial's spots will

run for 26 weeks on Texas sta-

tions KWEX-TV San Antonio.

XEJ-TV Juarez-El Paso, and

XEFE-TV Laredo, members Qj

the Spanish International Network.

SPONSOR



PROBING THE CURRENTS AND UNDERCURRENTS OF BROADCAST ADVERTISING

Scanning the spot tv sales barometer, national and local

April holding strong aftei .1 record first quarter for national and regional

sales Ma) looks better than lasl yen. Consensus oi majoi rep firms polled b)

Sponsor-Scopb, Onlj possible cloud in the coming months. Pre-emptions !<>r

political campaign time .1 oca! billings next fen months should be helped h\

P wei Vision" campaign which Bristol-Meyers has given the ci intrj

Plan came out oi the Gre) agency. Entails the use of massive spots. .1 goodl)

part of it marginal time Buying done direct with stations by crews sent out from

Bristol-Meyers agencies. Heavil) merchandised with ret.nl outlets, particularly

chains, incentive to outlets, store mentions on the air according to the amount

ol product orders.

Knorr Soup contemplates adding markets for radio test

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample ma) not know it yet, hut Best Foods is talking about

expanding its spot radio test in five other Midwest markets ["here's Ken con-

tact of an explorative nature between the account and reps. Initial test, on Y\ \^ /

Detroit, has been extended another 13 weeks. In 1963, Knorr's expenditure on

spot l\. according to TvB, was $987,590 Vdded notes on spot radio s.iles

activity: (h Foremost Dairies is following up its Profile Bread campaign with

o\k- on Profile Milk: (2) Cinzano Vermouth is adding markets; (3) Jungle Gardenia

perfume is coming up strong as a radio user.

Trend spotted toward concentration in fewer night programs

It's just a quiver right now, but there could he a rexerse ol the pendulum

swing in the making tor nighttime network tv buying. I hat is. hack to a lirmer

identification with a program

—

lull or alternate week sponsorship—and lessen-

ed preoccupation with the scatter plan, [wo accounts that have abandoned the

scatter route and concentrated their chips within a single show for the fall are

Lincoln-Mercurx and Schick Razor. I -\1 in the Bing Crosb) series and Schick

in Wo I itnc for Sergeants. Like!) spur to the counter-swing Distributors and

dealers have become either leer) or blase with those lists ot participations m mul-

tiple programs sent out by the manufacturer. Network groundswell readers doubt

whether this one will go far. Their contention: n>o much media mathematics are

involved; favoring the scatter approach are the qualifications of reach, lrcqucnc>

and CPM. (See Sponsor's Ma) 25 issue for an in-deptli exploration of this

theme.

)

P&G unloads additional $3 million for summer network support

P&G ibows signs ot girding itself for a marketing explosion this summer
against Colgate. I he pnmarx target: Ajax All-Purpose Liquid Detergent, the

sensation of recent years in the cleanser field I he consistent]) slipped victim:

P&G's Mr. Clean. The shares of the pair now stand at 45 percent to 35 percent

in favor ot Ajax. PcScCi's main ammunition in its July-August-September onslaught:

SI. 8 million worth of scattered nighttime minutes on CBS TV and SI. 2 million

worth on NBC-TV. Totals around 130 commercial exposures If the usual

script is follow ed. the armada will include the off-pnee-on-the-; coupon-

ing and the extra case to outlets for so main paid for \n\ua\. it'll m. •

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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PROBING THE CURRENTS AND UNDERCURRENTS OF BROADCAST ADVERTISING

lively summer in the soap market. Spot tv sellers are hoping that some of it will

rub oil on them. P.S.: P&G is at least still the leader with Tide and Comet.

Prime nighttime tv viewing averages bound upward after 4-year slack

Buyers of tv media, especially JWTs Henry Schachte, will be interested in

this development: the trend in nighttime screen attention has been reversed and
average ratings and audiences are up. Back in '61, when Schachte was ad chief

of Lever Bros., he cited in ANA assembly the fact that viewing quotients were

steadily slipping. In contrast, daytime and late nighttime viewing have been con-

sistently on the upbeat in the 1961-64 span. Here's a comparison Sponsor-Scope
obtained from Nielsen which shows average ratings and audinces:

Periods 1961-62 1962-63 1963-64
10 A.M.-5 P.M. M-F 22 % 10,580,000 22.6% 11,270,000 23.2% 11.900.000

7:30 P.M.-ll P.M. S-S 59.1% 28,380,000 59.0% 29,380.000 60.2% 30,870,000

11 A.M.-6 P.M. S-S 7.8% 3,720,000 8.1% 4,040,000 8.5% 4,340.000

Note: Covers Sept.-Oct., Nov.-Dec, Jan.-Feb.. Mar.-April for each season.

Abrasive relations among agency commercial markers could stand treatment

Sponsor has been taking a penetrating and wide-gauge look at the economic

and creative status of the tv commercial. The findings are to be published as a

series. Meanwhile it will be of interest to client and agency management to give

some remedial thought to one situation already disclosed by the inquiry. It is a

lack of rapport with and gracious recognition of the other fellow's talents exist-

ing in more than a few places. Particularly vocal with the gripe in this regard

are the produeers. Among the plaints: (1) they're not consulted early enough

in the development of the storyboard; (2) too often the storyboard is handed

to them without their knowing where the commercial is going: (3) added value in

music and other things tend to be minimized when the producer is treated strictly

as a mechanic. Suggestion: stage periodic hair-let-down gabfests among copy-

writers, art directors and producers.

Buying and commercials reviewing action on the cigaret front

R. J. Reynolds finally gave Esty the go-ahead last week to cut loose with the

bulk of the 1964-65 budget for network tv. Winston-Salem was the last in the

cigaret field to wrap up its new schedule. Apparently it wanted to give deep

scrutiny to the tobacco industry's advertising code before making its all-out com-

mitment. Meantime members of the cigaret making elan and their agencies are

reviewing their copy platforms, particularly with regard to whether or not their

tv commercials ean be salvaged. One aspect that ma\ cause some outright junk-

ing: the possibility of mistaking some oi the cigaret-puffers, notably on the distaff

side, as teenagers.

Mountain time tv home count due in '65 by Nielsen

Come spring 1965, Nielsen subscribers will have an insight into viewing

inclinations along the Mountain Time /one. And for the first time since Nielsen

started measuring tv audiences 15 years ago. Region holds 4 percent of the

population. Quota of Nielsen home installations will be about 40. Inclusion of

the area is a result of Washington pressure, particularly on the Congressional side
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WPEN News Director

Ed Needham
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LET'S TALK MOVIES!
LAST YEAR WTICTV TELECAST

• 180 FEATURE FILMS NEVER BE-
FORE SHOWN RYA CONNECTICUT
TELEVISION STATION.

• 157 FEATURE FILMS NEVER BE-
FORE SHOWN BYA CONNECTICUT
OR AWESTERN MASSACHUSETTS
TELEVISION STATION.

NOT ONLY NEW, BUT FINE MOVIES,
SUCH AS —
On The Waterfront . . . Sayonara . . . Man in the Gray Flannel

Suit . . . Ruby Gentry . . . The Old Man and the Sea . . .

The Bad Seed . . . Duel in the Sun . . . Battle Cry

. . . The Spirit of St. Louis . . . No Time for Sergeants

. . . Hercules . . . Atilia the Hun . . . The Pajama

Game . . . A Face in the Crowd . . . Kiss Them

for Me . . . Indiscreet . . . The Gift of Love . . .

Man in a Cocked Hat . . . Home Before Dark

. . . Top Secret Affair . . . Too Much, Too

Soon . . . The Lady Killers . . . and more.

THIS YEAR, WTICTV
HAS CONTINUED TO
ENCHANT ITS
AUDIENCE WITH—
Auntie Mame . . . The Dark at the Top of the Stairs . .

.

The Nun's Story . . . Bachelor Party . . . Cash McCall

. . . Ice Palace . . . Marjorie Morningstar . . . Tall Story

. . . The Fugitive Kind . . . The Hanging Tree . . . Happy

Anniversary . . . The Miracle . . . Hercules Unchained . . .

The Night Holds Terror . . . Thief of Bagdad . . . Walk

Into Hell . . . Wonders of Aladdin . . . Aphrodite

with many, many more to come!

For television leadership in movies, look to

WTIC-TV3
HARTFORD, CONNECTIC1 I

REPRESENTED BY HARRINGTON,
IUGHTEH *L PARSONS, INC.
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black-eye
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Broadcast industry sets media pace in generous gift

of time for public causes, pays heavy image price

I in R \nio-i\ I\di si kn is frc-

ientl) in the position ol the motor-

who sees an orphanage on tiro,

'ps his ear. rushes to put out the

K and returns, wear) and

ioke-stained, to find a ticket on

car for double-park inc.

B) trying to do the right thing,

id exhibiting a brand of social and

consciousness rare in com-
iicalions media, the broadcast

Justr\ sometimes winds up in

^uble'.

Nowhere is this more true than

the area of "'public service" an-

•unccments designed to aid worth)

of all sorts, from the Red
^s to the Peace Corps, and from

Air Force Rcser\e to Smoke)
Bear.

B\ opening our doors to an)

Innate agency or organization

with a worthwhile public cause.

we've created a situation where it's

hard to call a halt.'' said the \ ice

president ol a large Station group

last week, as he outlined the prob-

lem to Sponsor. "We've even

appointed local public service di-

rectors' .it our stations We give

awa\ so much unsold time to public

service organizations that it's p:

ticalK a full-time sideline with US.*
1

No broadcaster or adman in his

right mind would vote to call a hall

to the broadcasting industry's public

service projects; to <-\^ so would lit-

erati) put him in the position oi

voting on the record, against every-

thing from the Vmerican flag to

Mon's apple pie. not to mention the

\im\. the NaV) a\k\ the Marines

NAB l\\\c Kuthorit) Director

Howard Bell, speaking recent!) on

a \\ ( i\ l \ ( bicago public affairs

series, stated thai one ot the major

problems confronting the broad-

casting field toda) was the "impi

sion'
1

viewers have ot the non-pro

graining elements o\ t\. such

promotional announcements, bill-

boards, credits, commercials, pig

backs and so on. "\\ e need to

duce the non-program elements

which the viewer is mi 1 -

he

said

While main critics ol radio and

t\ are quick to t sharp

duct ions in allowable commercial

tunc, and even admen within the in-

dustr) WOIT) about "clutter'' on

air. tew people DOW
direction o\ pub!

nouncemenl

major contribul

time.

11. 1964



There arc a lot of reasons for

this reticence.

For one thing, it would mean, in

some cases, that critics of the

medium—notably important gov-

ernment figures and improvement

groups such as the Parent-Teacher

Association—would have to admit

that their own organizations are

damning clutter while helping to

create it in the first place.

For another—and this is a sub-

jective one—there are a number of

top-flight advertising agencies (see

box, p. 29) which work on a volun-

teer basis in charity and public

service campaigns. (There are also

some agencies which handle such

campaigns or act as professional

advisers on a fee basis.) It is some-

times difficult for the average

viewer or listener to tell, quickly,

whether he has been exposed to a

public service announcement or a

commercial, particularly when the

public service spot is done with the

skill and "sell" of professional ad-

men.

Lastly, it would be decidedly im-

politic to attack many of the public

service campaigns which find their

was. da) and night, to the nation's

airwaves \n id agency, for in-

stance, may find that the wife of the

28

chairman of a corporation that is

one of the agency's largest accounts

is serving on the committee of a

national charity. An influential gov-

ernment or state official may have

a "pet charity" he'd like to see get

some radio-tv plugs. Even the own-
er of a group of stations may be an

ex-colonel or ex-commander or ex-

something in a branch of the armed
forces, and likes to give his old

buddies a hand during recruiting

drives. And so it goes.

Of over-riding importance is the

fact that the avalanche of public

service material aired by radio-tv

stations often helps instrumentally

in fulfilling the public service re-

quirements necessary to obtain and

maintain a radio or tv station li-

cense. The FCC cannot officially

deny a license renewal to a station

that has decided not to add public

service announcements to its non-

programing material, but it can

somehow make life sticky for any

station that wants to try it.

Here's what a high-ranking ex-

ecutive handling public relations

and radio-tv activities for one of the

top public service campaigns told

Sponsor of his approach to broad-

casters:

"The stations have to log a cer-

tain amount of public service time

to stay in with the FCC. If we're

recognized as a reputable organiza-

tion, stations might just as well use

our messages to fill their require-

ments. We never tell stations to use

ours. The stations would just say

'go away.' We do much more than

public service with these stations,

and don't want to anger them."

The Advertising Council, out-

growth of a voluntary wartime ef-

fort, is the principal clearing house

lor major national public service

campaigns, serving both as a source

of professional help and as a place-

ment agency and traffic center.

Advertising Council's funds, as

well as creative and administrative

skills, come from advertisers, agen-

cies and media. William R. Baker.

Jr.. honorary chairman of Benton

& Bowles, is Council chairman for

1963-64. Council's approach: each

campaign is handled by a volunteer

coordinator, named by ANA. and

b) a volunteer agency chosen by
the coordinator through 4A. plus

( 'ouncil stall.

Gordon ,C. Kinney is the Co
cil staff director for radio-tv a

campaigns manager. In the bro;

cast area, Kinney and his aii

have worked out a "network al

cation plan" whereby network hoi

long shows on once a week ba:

carry a service message every four 1

week. Half-hour shows aired wee

carry one every fifth week, and da

time shows often as they lik

Schedules are worked out with nt

works on a six-month "suggestioi

basis.

There is a staggering amount

airtime involved in Council natior

activities, and not just in margin

time either. Such shows as Bevet

Hillbillies and Ben Casey, amoi

others, are included in the list

showcases for traffic safety, Rac

Free Europe, U.S. Treasury. R
Cross and other campaigns

"We estimate that for all media-

print and broadcast—the contrib

tion in space and time today ru

about $200 million annually f

major campaigns," Kinnev to

Sponsor. "Most of this would

in broadcasting," he added.

The Council-spurred tv netvvo

exposure last year added up to i

even more staggering figure—

o

which would bring tears of joy

the eyes of Procter & Gamble

General Foods. A total of 16 cai

paigns scored no less than 17

billion tv "home impressions." a

cording to A. C. Nielsen (an es

mate, incidentally, contributed gra

as a public service in itself.)

Network radio is very much pi

of the national public service p

ture. Another Nielsen estimate

that a billion radio home impn.

sions were scored with public set

ice announcements by the four i

dio networks last year, and "lot

station circulation would eas

double this."

These were the big national cat

paigns aided directly by the Counc

There were over 60 other natior

causes listed in the Council's radi

tv bulletin—such as Heart Fun

4-H Club Week, Boy Scout Wee

Armed Forces Day — which i

ceived extensive support with shoi

term campaigns from networks ai

stations.

Advertisers who sometimes g

the notion that public service sp<

arc crowding them on the airwavairvvav

SPONS<



Major campaigns in 'clutter family'

tap talents of leading ad agenc : es

Aul ro Hlghci (

American Red Cross

Challenge to Americans

Export Opporti

Forest Fire Prevention

Freedom From Hunger

Keep America Beautiful

Mental Health

Operation Goodwill

Peace Corps Vc

Radio Free Europe Fund

Religion In American Lift-

Stop Accident*

i Community Funds and Councils

United Nations

U. S. Savings Bonds

USO

Welcome Foreign Visitors

Youth Fitness

N. W Aycr & Son, Inc.

J Walter Thompson Company

Young & Rubicjm Inc

Guy Advertising, Inc

Foots, Cone & Belding. Liller, N.-.il

Battle & Lindsey, Inc

Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden, Inc

Dancer-Fitigerald-Sample. Inc.

Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwcll & Bayles, Inc

J. Walter Thompson Company

Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenficld, Inc

Ted Botes & Company, Inc.

J Walter Thompson Company

Needham, Louis & Brorby, Inc.

Batten, Barton, Ourstinc & Osborn, Inc

Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, Inc

Leo Burnett Company, Inc.

Campbcll-Ewald Company
Fsed WittnenrCompany, Inc.

Compton Advertising, Inc.

McCann-Erickson, Inc.

Schwab, Beatty & Porter, Inc.

J Walter Thompson Company
Wade Alvertising, Inc.

Benton & Bowles, Inc.

Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc.

Young & Rubicam, Inc

hie to the generosity ol admen,

Agencies and media have a real

isin for their impression'

s nsor spoke with executives

if several leading charity, educa-

k)Da] and public service organiza-

ioiis about their broadcast activi-

\ll of the organizations are

rve reproach in their motives.

.'hat emerged, however, was a dis-

let feeling thai the larger organi-

itions are geared to broadcast op-

Itions as extensively as modest-

budget advertisers would be.

The American Red Cross, for

sample, has an audio-visual see-

in its Washington offices,

ided In Allin Robinson, which

prviccs both network and local out-

ta Campaigns are principal!) in

larch and August (water safety),

louncements come in various

igths and types: Five-second

lides, \oiee-o\eri; IDs. 2(K and

\RC" each year produces a hit

24 spots, which is sold to local

lpters which in turn handle liai-

in with local stations (talent is do-

:d; production costs, such as

production, are paid lor in

ost eas^s i.

Monitoring is on an informal

basis, although networks and some
stations inform ARC when an-

nouncements have been used. \n

idea of the amount of announce-
ments, and their value, ean he ob-

tained from the following: During

March, the three t\ networks con-

tributed $326,405 worth ol time.

Si\ major-market t\ stations which

do report their schedulings have

told ARC that the) average 1 50
2(><) spots per month on an annual

hasiv This works out to about

(100,000 worth o\ local time I he

grand total of local time ean K
guessed at. the number of stations

carrying ARC spots is "over 200,"

b) Red ( ross estimates

National Foundation-March of

Dimes is another large organization

with a histor\ o\ close radio-l\

liaison. I he peak campaign month
is Januar) (remember the March ot

Dimes dn\es launched D) the late

I DR.'i and announcements are pro-

duced in K)-. 20- and 60-second

lengths. In January the three net-

works reported the> had aired a

total ot 4<> announcements, but

gave no breakdown of dollar value.

I oca! stations don i ubn lul-

to National I oundation, but

sources there estimate that "about

percent <>i station carr) their

announcements,
snll anoth< i i^ \mt ik.hi < ancei

Society, whose campaigns th

days could conceivabl)

bacco firms to wince \< s which
distributes the usual 10

and mi s v cond announcements to

networks ami stations, estim

(hat i2o live and film s-x.ts «
seen on the networks during April.

I

1 "' v la peak month fol \< S

livitv I and that 17.377 local tv an-

nouncements uere aired last war
No record Was kept ot the extensive

radio announcement cooperation
Said Ham ouiescker. directoi ol

films in t\ for \( s w ithout th<

support ol broadcasting, growth ol

the American < ancei Society would
have been impossible."

()n a closely-related front, odd
dichotom) exists between govern-
ment federal, state and local and
broadcasters. Some of tv-radio's

most vocal critics are m high gov-

ernment positions or are important

figures on Washington's Capitol

Hill, such as | ( ( chairman I

w ilham Henry, Rep ( hen Hams
and Sen Warren O Magnuson
State and civic officials also haw
not hesitated to seek additional

regulations tor broadcast media,

excoriate programing, and even
urge taxation formulas h>r broad-

cast advertising,

\l the same time, almost ever)

majoi government branch is busil)

chasing alter free time on the air

Stations are supplied with a torrent

ol material -filmed programs and
spots, recorded interviews, guests

available tor forum discussions,

special seasonal salutes - and a

it deal ill it incvilahlv winds up

on the air.

In fact, it's difficult for a station

to avoid running tree s[\>ts or
[

graming for government functions

For one thing, stations use them
to help fill their quotas ^\ public

service time lor another, thei.

always the thought that such

nated airtime will store up

with the gov ernmei n it

comes time to seek a lie.
•

newal. Lastly, tn

a s communit) involvement

and national responsibUit)

iy 11, 1964



In reaching target, public service

drives run up giant Nielsen score

1963 Nielsen tv audience figures

Highway Traffic Safety 2.8 billion Peace Corps billion

Aid to Higher Education 2.3 billion U S. Treasury billion

Community Chest, United Funds 1.8 billion Prevent Forest Fires billion

Radio Free Europe 1.2 billion Keep America Beautiful billion

Challenge to Americans 1.2 billion USO billion

Physical Fitness 1.2 billion Religion in America 5 billion

Better Mental Health 1.1 billion United Nations 5 billion

Red Cross 1 billion Welcome Foreign Visitors 5 billion

The result, in its own way, con-

tributes to "clutter," but stations

aren't in a position to put their

backs up or to start sending out

bills for airtime to Washington,

state capitals or city hall.

In its checkup, Sponsor found

that these were among the more
active federal time-seekers:

The Armed Forces — Army,
Navy, Air Force, Coast Guard,

Marines, Air National Guard, Na-
tional Guard.

Key government agencies —
Treasury Dept. (U.S. savings bonds
and Internal Revenue Service); Post

Office (zip codes and "mail early"

campaigns); Commerce Dept. (the

President's "E for Export" cam-
paign, and one welcoming foreign

visitors); Dept. of Justice (alien

registration).

Other government junctions —
Federal Housing Authority; Health,

Education & Welfare; U.S. Forest
Service ("Smokey the Bear"); U.S.

Civil Service (overseas jobs); Vet-

erans Administration; Dept. of De-
fense (civil defense); Dept. of Ag-
riculture (dairy month, plus special

food bulletins.)

There is even competition be-

tween the federal offshoots for cer-

tain kinds of time, particularly in

tv. Most of the military branches,

lor example, supply tv stations with

recruiting-angled "national anthem"
sign-offs. Stations, by and large.

have cagily found a simple formula

that seems to keep everyone happy;

they are rotated between the serv-

ices.

At the state government level,

there is another outpouring of iv-

radio handout material. In larger

states, it sometimes rivals the flow

of films, tapes, transcriptions and

slides received from federal sources

New York stations, for example, re-

ceive spots from such varied state-

government offshoots as the New
York State Commission on Human
Rights, the Extension Service of the

State Dept. of Agriculture, the

State Dept. of Commerce, the Dept.

of Motor Vehicles, and the Dept.

of Taxation.

At the civic level, it slackens a

bit, but not much. In New York
City, with six commercial tv chan-

nels and several dozen radio out-

lets in the area, the municipal gov-

ernment functions rival each other

in providing public service spots.

Principally, these come from the

New York City Fire Dept., Traffic

Dept., Police Dept. (recruiting spots

and plugs for the PAL), Sanitation

Dept. ("Keep Our City Clean"),

Board of Education (teacher recruit-

ment), Dept. of Health (poison con-

trol), New York Public Library and

the New York City Youth Board.

Other major U.S. cities have com-

parable situations, and what is true

of New York is largely true of Los

Angeles, Chicago, Boston, San

Francisco or Detroit.

What does it all add up to in

terms of free time?

Some indications can be had,

with little trouble, from the sources

Of the material. The Army, for ex-

ample, admits that Big Picture, an

Army-produced tv film series, is

seen on some 300 stations around

the country, and at least 70 to 80

major outlets regularly televise

arm) recruiting spots (mostly min-

utes) in morning, afternoon and

late-night slots. I he Navy has had
success — including picking up
some nice prime-time slottings from

time to time—with filmed 20s and
30s dealing with nurse recruitment.

naval aviation and career servi

and with recorded radio spot:

Smokey the- Bear—the U.S. Fores

Service campaign invented, inc

dentally, by Foote, Cone & Beldin

—is seen regularly on tv during dr

weather in all major video market

as often as ten times daily.

And so it goes, down a long, Ion

list of freebies.

Major-market stations which cc

operate closely with federal, stai

and local agencies point out the

few of the programs and announce!

ments supplied them are aired i

top-rated time. Tv stations slot the

public service material, for the mos
part, outside of the 7-1 1 p.m. view

ing peaks, and even the margina
time morning, afternoon and late

hour slots allotted to governmer
public service spots are usually suh

ject to commercial recapture. Radi
stations run in the obvious revers

pattern to television, seldom ru

public service spots in davligr

hours.

An informed guess would be thr

most large tv stations donate some
where between 2 percent and 3.

percent of their total airtime to gov

ernment public service spots and
or programs. In terms of typici

schedules, this means about 30-5

minutes daily. In terms of dollar-

it can mean anywhere from $250.

000 to over a million dollars wort

of free airtime every three month;

Additionally, there are costs to sta

tions, tucked in as a portion c

overhead, of setting up libraries (

public service spots, maintainin

them and scheduling them — cost)

deductible as operating expense bu

not productive of revenue, even

though they may be productive o

"clutter."

Public service in the broadcas

industry walks, talks and moos lik

a sacred cow, and it is therefore dit

licult— if not downright dangerouj

—to criticize it. However, if admen]

broadcasters, public officials ant

the public itself are really concern©

with the problems oi station-breal

and in-program commercial cluttci

an area that could clearly stand a:

industry checkup is the public serv
-

'

ice area. As a veteran broadcasts

queried in New York last week pu
\

it: "It's great to be a 'good guy'—

but just where do you draw th>

line?' There are indications tha

the line-drawing is considerably

overdue.
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New study
gives agency radio buyers
seven sets off

Buyers on-the-scene prove best buy takes more than numbers;

promise more radio business in seven major markets, and set

evaluation pattern for buying radio with "inside" information

VGENtf Hmebuyi ks are sub-

bed to .1 constant barrage Of data,

tor and above the rating service

hcv actually subscribe to. there

ire usualK a few "bootleg" copies

»f the reports from other syndi-

ted services floating around.

here's a \\o\k\ of material from

Rations and from reps. There are

apes from "pitching" stations and

competitive station tapes available,

nere is certainly no dearth of in-

tation.

The fact remains, however, that

hen the buyer is making up a

Jio schedule for his "home"
rket. he just naturally includes

subjective information which he

gathered with his own ears

-The local station formats,

'-their commercial policies,

'-their local acceptance,

-their news ability.

general believability

fid a multitude of other factors

imilated first hand as a native

the community.

With spot radio on the upbeat.

top 50 users of the medium
ending $133,653,000 in 1963

S PONSOR March l
> ). the pres-

on timebuvers is mounting.

The computers are not a pana-

In science and industry, which

have been using mechanical brains

tor years, the big concern is what

has come to be known in the trade

as the (;/(;<) factor. GIGO simplj

stands for "garbage in. garbage

out." In order to perform their func-

tions at peak efficiency computers
must be spoon fed with a stead)

diet of valid information.

Combine this and the growing

tendency Ol agencies to su

away from the "ratings only" type

of buy with the flood of data th.it

crosses the timebuver's desk —
demographic breakdowns, audience

Characteristics, market data, spe-

cial surveys, merchandising plans,

etc. and you suddenly remem-
ber how much simpler it was when
all one had to ^o was whip out the

INFORMATION GAINED FROM THE
CHARLES HARRIMAN SMITH STUDY

(ON A MARKET-BY-MARKET BASIS)

Most bought stations in each market

Audience demographic characteristics of the most
bought stations

Stations preferred for a mass consumer product

Stations' formats

Effect of production devices on commercials

Production devices and stations associated with them

Best stations for news

Stations most mentioned for:

Greatest community service

Programs most favorably talked about

Stations most mentioned for:

Editorial effectiveness

Believability

iy 11, 1964 Ji



New study...

latest Pulse, figure the cost-per-

thousand and place an order.

I here is no question but that

timebuyers take a completely dif-

ferent approach when buying in

their home market than they do

when buying stations out in the

boondocks. No matter how much

data they may have on the sta-

tions in their own city, they in-

stinctively throw in the factors they

have experienced subjectively.

Their own ears have told them

what each station's programing con-

cept is. They know from their

friends and neighbors just how
much acceptability and believabil-

ity each station has among its lis-

teners. They know what the man-
agements policy is on commer-
cials. They know each station's

status in the community, the

awards it has received. They are

not buying a pig in a poke.

As a result of a new study, just

completed by Charles Harriman
Smith Associates, Inc., timebuy-

ers will find a convenient way to

swap information with their coun-

terparts across the country.

Smith, who has been researching

broadcast media for 30 years, re-

leased the first series of studies

commissioned by CBS Radio Spot

Sales, this week. These contain

the opinions-in-depth of timebuy-

ers in New York. Chicago, Phila-

delphia, Los Angeles, San Francis-

co, Boston and St. Louis.

The vice president and general

manager of the national rep firm.

Maurie Webster, has shown a

rough copy of the study to a hand-

ful of top media people and re-

ports. "These previewers agree on

the value of this approach because

it gives the buyer information from

a panel of local buyers who have

a first hand knowledge of the lo-

cal radio stations. It answers the

growing need for data on station

formats, their audiences ami local

acceptance with a market-by -mar-

ket survey of qualified opinions

It permits the agency to buy radii)

in other markets the way it is

bought in their own - on a com-

bination ol common sense and qual-

itative data."

For example. Herb Maneloveg.

vice president and media director.

BBDO, calls the study "... a

valuable compilation, extremely

thorough and quite enlightening.

Too often wp big city folk sit back

smugly in the belief that we know
all about values of one station ver-

sus the other in certain key mar-

kets. Sometimes we could be-

wrong; and that would not be good

for us or our clients! It is refresh-

ing and comforting, too, I hope,

to see what the 'pros'—the local

agency personnel—feel about cer-

tain stations we would be consider-

ing. Your analysis is similar to the

way our agency uses branch office

media people. Might I dare hint

that data such as this could be as

important as all these Hoopers and

Pulses? Good job!"

What Charles Harriman Smith
Associates did was pre-test the

questionnaire in two markets (not

used in the actual study), using

both personal interviews and

mail questionnaire approaches. Mr.

Smith says, "The evidence was
clearly in favor of the mail ques-

tionnaire in terms of completeness

and the ability of the respondents

to answer at their leisure, unin-

fluenced by the pressure of an in-

terviewer."

A total of 608 questionnaires

was distributed within the seven

cities and the 54 percent return

with completed answers is consid-

ered by Smith to be a satisfactory

response from such a select group.

A breakdown of the agency re-

sponse shows the following: St. Lou-
is. 25 replies from seven agencies;

San Francisco, 45 responses from
20 agencies; Boston. 23 from 1 1

agencies; Philadelphia. 28 replies

from 12 agencies; Los Angeles. M
replies from 28 agencies; Chicago.

54 answers from 27 agencies; New
York. SS responses from 53 agen-

cies. The mailing list was prepared

to include the best informed and
most active (in radio) people in

the agencies having must to do with

radio buying. Local media author-

ities assisted in preparing the lists.

I lie results oi the study are

broken into two main areas: Over-

all viewpoints on radio (composite

and individual market results) and

individual market evaluations of ra-

dio stations serving each area.

lo assure Smith of the complete

impartiality of the responses, none

of the stations in the markets were

made aware/)!' the study.

In each market, local agency peo-

ple were asked a battery of ques-

tions relating to the radio station:-

in town as well as their persona!

buying habits. For example, they

were asked to list the six radk

stations in their city which, in theii

judgment, account for the bulk o)

all the buying for their accounts

Demographic characteristics o

the stations were then examined

The buyers were asked: "For th(

stations you buy most often, wha
kinds of people do you conside

are included in their audiences'

Please check range of age. income

education and size of family yoi

consider most typical." Age grog

were broken into 12-17. 18-24, 25

34, 35-49. 50-64. and 65 plus

Family income was broken out a

under $5,000, $5,000-7,999. $8.

000-9,999 and over SI 0.000. Fam
ily size categories listed were 1 o

2, 3 or 4, and 5 or more. Educa

tional backgrounds were split uj

among Grade School, Less, Som
H.S., H.S. Graduate, Some Col

lege. College Graduate.

Buyers were then asked, "As-

sume you are buying radio time cf

stations in your city for a mas

consumer product. Which station

would you be most likely to bu

1st. 2nd and 3rd?" The answers tjj

this question should be well a
ceived by agency people around th

country because it pinpoints th

station buys being made by pec

pie on the scene.

Many timebuyers are suspicion

of the tapes played for them by st

tion reps. Excessive editing ofte

fails to give a true picture of th

station's format. One reason for th

high phone bills at KNX Radio i

Los Angeles is the fact that moi

than 200 agency people have use

their D i a 1-A-Station (Sponsoi

Feb. 24) gimmick to call colle<

and listen to as many Los Angck

radio stations as they desire U

as long as they wish.

The Smith report asked the agei

cy people to analyze the formal

of the stations in their own nee

of the woods. Specifically: "In yot

judgment, which radio stations i

your market use these program foi

mats: "Rock 'n Roll." "Top 40.

"Talk Information." "Good Ml
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RADIO BUYING OUTLOOK 1964 TIME SPENT LISTENING TO RADIO

In 1964 cur you planning to I

radio more, about the same, less

than in 1963°

Compari-d with a y- cm nrjo do you I

that pi-oplf In your mortal or* li

to radio now more th<- scim< !•«•?

SEVEN MARKET COMPOSITE DATA

INDIVIDUAL MARKET DATA

•"• 5*-.

• acs

Lni

About '

SEVEN MARKET COMPOSITE DATA

r

INDIVIDUAL MARKET DATA

JOTE Differences between 100°o and the sum of the data for each market is the extent of non response

S his Music." rhese local

•pinions arc expected to supply

t-of-town buyers with an anal-

sis they can respect.

I Ik- use of production devices

eh as sound effects for news and

.i\> use of call letters has long

a subject of discussion. Smith

sked his respondents: "Do VOU

tlievc these devices 'help.' "hinder'

Tiave no effect' on the commer-
4.1I impact of the si.it ion's advertis-

Nine devices were listed:

)pen Mike"' sho\s s. heavy use of

ersonal appearances (by station

ersonalities), listener contests.

etvy use of call letters, sound ef-

CtS for news. I he response \aried

om market to market in these five

categories. In lour other categories,

the great majority of respondents

in all markets either expressed no

opinion or believed those devices

had DO effect. I he one device a

majority agreed "hindered" the

commercial effect was "sound ef-

fects tor news " On the other hand.

a majority agreed that "Open Mike"

shows "help" commercial impact

\ encj people had little difficul-

ty associating specific production

devices with particular stations in

their market

Moving into the important news

element, the media people «

asked a two-part question "In your

judgment, which radio station in

your city does the b '-<'// job

of news? Has the most capable and

active /"<i>/ news department?*
1

In

every market examined, one or two

stations dominated the chok
I nderstandably, the stations

which stood out m news s

almost universally rated high with

the media people when they wi

.isked "In your judgment which

radio station in >our market ;

forms the greatest service to your

community? Which one divs the

most effective editorializing

In addition to the individual mar-

ket studies, the Smith study

combined information from the

ious markets into a composite

Taking questions which pr>

lly applk s
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EFFECT OF PRODUCTION DEVICES ON COMMERCIALS

Opinion on four devices indicated that the great majority of respond-
es, "help," "hinder" or ents either expressed no opinion or believed the device had no effect.

"have no effect" on the commercial impact of the On four of the remaining five devices, responses stating "help" or

Station's advertisers? (Nine listed for evaluation.) "hinder" as an opinion, were in the order of 3 to 1 or greater when
comparing one to the other.

Opan »Hl Shows

Heavy Use of Personal
Appearances (by Station
Personal I ties)

Listener Contests

Heavy use of Call

Sound Effects I

1

<0 M , r »-

35 , Ik 1 * 1 1

1
l5 kk \ « m

i

DD 36
r

» r- v !

1

HELP | HINDER | NO EFFECT [H
/ ^ <*^^

"Request" Shows 23 IJX | «*» Mt |
Music Popularity ' 19 | 9 | 98

"Teen Hops'* "-
1

l2
1

» L^, -_'
.
»'•.

I

D.J. Stunts ,5 | 9 1 2k
| SI . ib. 1

the results together and charted the

over-all picture on a number of

topics.

For example, he asked the local

agency people: "Compared with a

year ago, do you feel that people

in your market are listening to ra-

dio now—more, the same, less?"

The response added up as follows:

53 percent said "more," 46 percent

said "same" and only one percent

gave "less" as an answer.

Many agency spokesmen have

claimed to be giving great value

to the station's programing as well

as the numbers available. This

prompted Smith to ask: "In your

market, do you think that program-

ing is — more, less, about the

same — in importance as ratings

when buying a station?" The com-

posite figures for the first seven

markets studied show that 55 per-

cent thought programing more im-

portant and only 4 percent saying

that programing was less important

than ratings. Even discounting these

figures for a tendency to favor pro-

gram judgments because of current

trends in this direction, other areas

of the study clearly indicate that

many other elements besides rat-

ings are being employed.

The outlook for spot radio seems

generally very bright. Asked
whether they intend to use more,

about the same, or less radio in

1964 than they did last year, only

5 percent of the buyers said "less."

while 40 percent said "more" and

4<S percent said "about the same."

Advertisers and media people

alike should lind value in the opin-

ions elicited by these questions:

"Do you feel that an\ one radio

station in your market, because of

its programing and commercial

content, has the edge over the

others among listeners in 'bcliev-

ability'?" Since many advertisers

are beginning to place at least some
stock in the editorial climate in

which their messages are heard, the

answers to such questions are likely

to be pursued carefully by them.

Only residents of a community
could answer the next question off-

the-top: "Which radio station in

your market, if any, do you find

has its programs most favorably

talked about?" Perhaps every agen-

cyman can answer that question

about his own bailiwick but such

a study as this supplies a pipeline

into the offices of fellow buyers

around the country.

The individual market opinions

on the subject of the effect of pro-

duction devices on commercial im-

pact are consolidated in the front

section of the report by Smith, who
brings to this study a rich research

background. Since he formed his

own organization in 1956 his cli-

ent list has included Corinthian

Broadcasting Corp.; KCMO-AM-
TV Kansas City; North Dakota

Broadcasting Co.; KSD-AM-TV
St. Louis; Skyline Network; KSL-
TV Salt Lake City; Polaris, Inc.;

WFAA-AM-TV Dallas, and the

Tall Corn Group. During the pre-

ceding 22 vears he was employed

by BBDO,' CBS. WCCO Minne-

apolis-St. Paul. WQXR New York

and Crossley. He is credited with

developing a Listener Diary Tech-

nique. Listening Areas Technique

and a Listener Panel Study.

This week, for the first time,

media directors and timebuycrs

who participated in the multi-

market study will learn who footed

the bill. They will also learn of the

results of the study in cities other

than their own. The time they

spent in filling out the detailed

questionnaire may well prove worth

while in terms of the information

they can swap with their counter-

parts in other major markets.

Says Jules Fine, vice president,

associate media director of Ogilvy.

Benson and Mather: "The study

indicates the pressing need to be

personally informed on the charac-

teristics of radio stations — in-

cluding their programing formats,

acceptance in the community and

over-all practices. These factors

must be included in the total

evaluation, along with numerical

strengths, and this survey indicate-

how these non-measured areas can

influence people who are presum-

ably "on the scene" observers."

"This is a valuable addition to the

pedestrian numbers that we havi

had to deal with up to now. More

such studies of this kind should be

encouraged," says Dr. Harry Waller

Daniels, director of research. Mac-

Manus. John & Adams, Inc.

From Young & Rubicam, Inc..

comes a comment from Thomas 1

Lynch, associate director media re-

lations and planning: "I think that

this new 'Evaluation of Radio To-

day' bj advertising agency person-

nel is certain!) a progressive step in

the field of research. It was surpris-

ing to me the compatabilit) of the

answers to the varied questions bj

buyers no matter where the) arc

located. It proves there is a prettj

knowledgeable group of radio hu>-

ers throughout the agency media

groups."
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The color of a food product is essential to communicating appetite appeal. Without

color, the product loses its lusciousness, and the package loses much of its iden-

tification, and sales appeal too. That's one reason why Minute Maid Company turns

to color TV commercials to promote their frozen orange juice. Color commercials,

on the average, score 30% higher than black-and-white. This means greater viewer

impact and greater sales effectiveness. Even if you can't broadcast in color now.

filming in color lets you build a backlog of color material and gain experience for

the future. In addition, color commercials received in black-and-white have excep-

tional quality and greater appeal. Want more information? Write or phone: Motion

Picture Products Sales Department. EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester, NY.
14650, or the regional sales divisions. 200 Park Avenue. New York. NY.: 130 East

Randolph Drive, Chicago. III.; 6706 Santa Monica Boulevard. Hollywood. Calif.

FOR COLOR . ISffiBESI
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Miss
Phillips'

Household
Miracle

( lapturing the attention of the b i

achievement, ind< ed Butd

been enthralling housewiv<

daytime television Beries bo popular that it out

the audience for many nighttime pro

Miss Phillips, however, is not the girl I

one miracle she has now created a brand-i

a vivid ami unusual drama titled '

Its premiere on the \ i:< ! Television Netwo

day, May Ith means even great i

added to a daytime television so

becoming something of a marvel.

Daytime viewing has increased 14 inl

\« ars. What's mere, lasl • $217 million .

ment by network advertisers repr< en1

since 1961. It's growing at a faster rate than both

nighttime television and women's magazim

And daytime's most eye-opening innovation- are

taking place at this network. For Anotht r World fol-

lowsby only a few weeks the premiere on NB< ' Televi-

sion of the medium's most challenging and inventive

Monday-through-Friday game show, h opard

Then, beginning June 29th, the < ! i morning-

and-afternoon NIK' lineup will be arranged in a

brand-new program sequence—attuned mon
tively than ever to audience tast

This new schedule .'low promises to

medium'smost appealing yet, both to advertisers and

to daytime television's constantly growing audience

of fascinated housewn

In fact, the only complaints m:.

from those infants who find our chai

gathering more attention than the:

NBC TELEVISIONS NEW DAYTIME SCHEDULE (EFFECTIVE
JUNE BOTH)

:

"Opm The Match <,

W 11 1964
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TV MEDIA

Three U outlets now building in major markets

exemplify the belief "all-channel" advertisers are

just a switch away from a new broadcast era

Countdown starts for

Kaiser Industries has more
just a passing interest in UHF.
Although it is not general knowl-

edge that the sprawling Oakland-

based industrial complex is a sta-

tion operator, if plans go as sched-

uled, the giant corporation created

by Henry J. Kaiser will soon be the

proud parent of a major broad-

casting group.

The five applications for UHF
channels in major markets, that

were filed with the FCC in 1962,

have become what Kaiser people

refer to as "the UHF project."

Three CP's have been awarded to

date.

But Kaiser Broadcasting Corp.

has not suddenly emerged as a force

overnight. Rather it boasts a pro-

fessional management team backed

up by an experienced staff com-
prising the core that will operate

the new tv stations.

Kaiser's start as a broadcaster

dates back to 1957 when the firm

built and operated AM-TV out-

lets in Honolulu. After four years

of operation, the company began

to look for areas of expansion. In

1961, the station's manager.

Richard C. Block (now vice presi-

dent and general manager of Kai-

ser Broadcasting) was transferred

to Oakland. His assignment was to

look into the prospects for more

stations, while keeping a managerial

eye on Hawaiian operations.

Kaiser management found that

price tags for outlets apparently

had little or no relationship to phy-

la

sical assets or earnings, and where

asking prices were not astronom-

ical, growth potential was limited.

The group examined FCC financial

figures and found that the high prof-

it ratios were in the major mar-

kets and rarely in the smaller ones.!

Moreover, Kaiser learned from

its experience in Hawaii that earn-

ings are minuscule until a fairly

i

sizeable volume is generated, and

the bigger the market, the bigger

the volume. To further point the

way to the major markets, Kaiser is

a leading company and sponsor,!

and could see more derivative val-:

ues coming from operating in a'

megalopolis.

Also, there is little need to ex-

plain in detail why UHF in major

markets looked so good to Kaiser,

in 1961, when then FCC chairman

Newton Minnow first broached

the idea of a law that would re-

quire new tv receivers to be

equipped for all-channel reception.

If such a bill were to become law.

then Kaiser was interested in I

broadcasting. Ratio of return to

investment and growth possibilities!

seemed right. And if quickh ex-

ecuted, the opportunity could ap-

proach the potential that tv station

and CP holders and licensees had

in 1945-46.

Anyone having gone through the

process of applying tor a com-

mercial license knows that there

is a lot of work involved in it. But

the assignment lacing Kaiser

Broadcasting's small Oakland staff

SPONSOR
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Kjiter Bro«dc*tting't v p *nd general

m.m.igiT Dick Block jI xUlioni Penobicol

for ill operations of the group

Kaiser's "project UHF'
ihe spring of 1962 after man-

ktgemcnt approved the l HI proj-

involved applying for live com-

lercial licenses. Mono areas

Ken were ranked two through

. respectively. New York, the

lumber one market, was by-passed

cause there already was a spate

applicants for the one l Ml

funnel then allocated San Iran-

i Oakland and Coronal OS

Igeles uere tiled for tirst on

ulv 10, IW->2. A leu months later,

•n Aug. 31, 1962, Chicago, Bur-

Igton-Philadelphia and Detroit

pplications were tiled. C'Pn for

tWO California markets and

Btroit have been awarded. Two
ler applicants tiled on top of

iser for channel 38, Chicago,

id the Burlington-Philadelphia

Implication was held up pending

V-\ tower site approval.

I wo guiding principles arc cvi-

:nt in all Kaiser proposals for

II stations. First, the stations

uist go m with maximum power

nd height, ["here can be no skimp-

ig here, no staging, no growing

ith the medium. This also re-

uires that transmitters be locat-

d at antenna farms. Ihe reason-

ig here is that it will be difficult

hough to promote viewership in

markets, and once a viewer

DCS tune to a Kaiser station, he

uist not be lost because of low

or inadequate coverage.
N >nd. in the field of program-

g, Kaiser pavs full respect to the

et that its stations must "crawl

before they can walk." In each

case, a standard, competitive pro-

gram schedule was adduced with

the application, but kaiser views

this program schedule as a goal

rather than a reality at the outset.

In the span between birth and ma-

turity, as it were, flexibility ami

experimentation must be allowed

if the stations are to survive. I X

perimentation and improvision will

not end at maturity, but in all prob-

ability, will plaj a lesser role in

later vcars.

Specifically, the proposals out-

line how the stations will solicit

users of tv who have never pre-

VlOUsly thought ot its broad applica-

tion. For example, large coin en

lions could telecast keynote

speeches for overflow audicik

I his would aUo allow interested

parties in the community to look

in. provide a record, if required, on

videotape, and even allow those

who missed the speech to view it

at a more convenient hour lor a re-

telecast. Converting distribution sys-

tems, such as are found in hotels,

to UHF is a simple matter. I he

applications for this "open circuit"

system are enormous. Currently, in

Detroit, where the first station is

building, a special unit has been

set up called "special projects di-

vision." Its job is purely to develop

business in this area

But the long range value of the

proposed five stations, both to the

public and Kaiser, will be in the

creation oi more choice for view-

ers, kai^ei spokesmen have a leadv

answei i
*

» i those who say there is

too much now.

In mo-! \\i and I \1 markets,

the majority Ol stations are Oj

ating successfully, despite the la

number of outlets m several mar
kets. And the public is the bei

factor in most ^.ho ( ontrasting

the thirty or more -civics with the

potential foi tv ni\ko. even with

I HI is eye-opening I or example,

in I os \ngeles metro, where the

possibility lor primary service Irom

I Ml and \ MI is the greatest,

viewers will have 13 channels to

choose Irom when all stations

operative And. then is the p

sibility that some ot these channels

may choose not to cover the metro

area, which is already the case in

one instance

Kaiser defenders arc also quick

to point out that there are less than

tv stations on the air. but m
than 5500 W1 .iud I M facilil

( ontrast this, they say, to the 9

or so radio stations prior to World

War II and you can see that some

growth is certainly possible And
when critics point out that irrcs;

live of all this, i hi medium
just doesn't otter much, k ser's re-

joiner is that high freqiK

always been fearsome to those in

broadcasting In the early '.

\\I radio when anything

I Km kilocycles or

graded, tears about the high.

ot \ Ml (channels

ear':.
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John A. Serrao (1), general manager
of WKBD, chats with Dick Block

at station's Penobscot Building offices.

dissuade some otherwise competent

broadcasters from entering the med-
ium, says Block. According to his

predictions, UHF isn't at all that

bad. In fact. Kaiser forecasts that

the term "UHF" will be dropped
by the public within the next five

years or so, when viewers become
accustomed to the fact that tv chan-
nel do not necessarily stop at 13.

Kaiser is relying on the all-chan-

nel bill to create the potential aud-

ience. This does not mean that sale

of converters will not be important.

But. as Block points out. "if con-

verters were the answer, then we
would have applied to UHF chan-

nels a long time ago." Nor does

the group believe that some new
kind of programing will make tele-

casting a success. The feeling here

is that if it were possible to come
up with some as-yet unknown but

appealing format, there would be

nothing to stop the Vs from taking

it over. Moreover, Kaiser realizes

that CBS and NBC failed with their

Us in Hartford, Milwaukee and
Buffalo although offering prime
programing.

How tloes a UHF station oper-

ate in a major market already pre-

sumably adequately served? First

it has patience. Second, it may have
a small stall', but the stall' has to

be experienced and professional.

For example, at Kaiser's WKBD in

Detroit, general manager John A.
Serrao has been in broadcasting

for 15 years. He went the pagc-and-
sales service route at CBS in Holly-

wood in the 1940s along with such

stalwarts as .inn Aubrey, developed

PGWs t\ office in Los Angeles.

and then was a tv film sales man-
i on the coast until I960, when

he joined kaiser Broadcasting. Bj

January 1961. when Block moved
to the eoasi. Serrao was general

manager of KHVH AM- I V.

'
I ne Hill. WKBD chief engi-

neer, was a cameraman and engi-

neer at a I HI station m Stockton.

Calif., in 1953. There, he met a

young fellow by the name of Dick

Block, whose job was everything

from directing to being in charge

of the marquee that had been left

by the former theater-tenants. At

KTVU, Hill learned the problems

and opportunities of a UHF station.

Both he and Block watched as

KTVU (not the one now licensed

to San Francisco on channel 2)

became the first station to convert

a theater into a tv outlet, only to

see the same station converted back
to a theater. In between KTVU
and WKBD, Hill was at KNTV
San Jose and KBET Sacramento

(now KXTV).
Backing the troops on the front

line, so to speak, has been a grad-

ual development of staff personnel

at Oakland during the past few

years. There are now specialists in

accounting, law. personnel and in-

dustrial relations ready to meet the

needs of the expanding broadcasting

operations. Good contacts have
been established within the broad-

easting industry as well as within

associations. Kaiser has already

been able to publish a study on

fringe benefits in broadcasting labor

contracts that has been of great use

to stations and associations.

January 1 has been established

as the "winking date" for inaugura-

ation of service in Detroit. The
hope was that it would be sooner,

but a lull investigation into pro-

graming needs has taken longer

than anticipated. Block personall

feels that too many tv stations rusli

on the air without any idea of wha
they are going to program. There

fore. WKBD. while not procecJin

slowly, is going about its work calm

ly and soberly, making sure it ha

a good look the day it is on the aii

In Detroit, Serrao has quite liter

ally been involved in discovcrin:

the needs of the community, a pro

cess the FCC has urged all broad

casters to do. Assaying communit;

needs, Serrao finds them in al

areas, but mostly in the area

sports. This is where WKBD wil

provide service, and this is the are;

planned as the hallmark of the sta

tion. The viewers will know that b)

switching to channel 50 the) cat

get sports during prime time

hopefully of the type they realh

want to watch, such as their com

munity favorite: hockey, basebal

and football. Telecasts of higl

school sports, which Serrao pio

neered in Hawaii, will be part o'

the diet. Professional and collegi

ate athletic events also will be aired

Block believes that "picture tele

vision" is going to be an important

part of the medium within a few

\ears. He sees the development ot

small transistorized tv sets similai

to those developed for radio. W oik

some of the new stations such I!

WKBD may specialize in sports

others will certainly specialize in

music and news, if programing

sources are forthcoming.
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I Ik- developmenl ol easy-to-use

ideo-tapes foi i\ will come hand-

n-glovc with the marketing ol home
Ik systems Certainly, some Vs

vffl adopl this programing if it is

sful, especially in markets

vith more than lour stations. Hut

n the main, it will be on the l s,

Ktth in major markets and in les-

er ones, Block believes.

I Ik- re is little but enthusiasm at

\kBI) these days. Reaction to the

tation has been positive in the

ommunity at almost ever) level.

Opportunities for sponsors and

Programing seem endless. It the

anguine atmosphere continues and

'II prospects materialize by airtime,

he long wait to obtain viability that

iost have envisioned for Kaiser's

tations won't be long in coming.

It's the belief of Kaiser's broad-

lasting people that the time rate tot

ie development ol new media gets

horter and shorter. I hey feel that

ie\ have chosen such an area in

HI

\- was mentioned earlier, the

nteeedents that led to this ambi-

OUS program began in Honolulu in

957, when Henry J. Kaiser was

luilding a super hotel. At that
OK, Kaiser deeided to ereet an

idependent t\ station (channel 13)

nd an Wl radio station on the

rounds of the resort.

But Honolulu was not read) to

ipporl an independent tv outlet

i 1957. I here were plenty of eom
lercial availabilities on the three

network stations and off-network

programing sources had yet to ma-

terialize. I herelore. in 1958, Kaisei

purchased the channel lour \B( -

I V affiliate and surrendered its li-

cense lor channel 13. Under the

aegis ol HJK, the station quickly

developed into a leading outlet.

luo distinguished broadcasters

had joined the company by this

time. They were Sylvester (Pat)

W eaver and Mori W erner.

W&W, as they became known .it

Kaiser, were given the assignment

o\' "doing something'' in t\. I his

ran the gamut from suggesting ways
to Warner Bros, as to how to make
Kaiser's next season show ( M
verick) a hit. to finding someone to

manage the Honolulu t\ station It

also included expanding the broad-

east picture. In 1959, Kaiser came
close to purchasing a major east-

ern \ . a San Francisco Wl and

entering into a joint-venture lor a

new Y in Buenos Aires But the

program ran out of steam when

Weaver returned to \ew York and

joined McCann-Erickson Interna-

tional, and Werner became chief ol

the Y&R t\ department. Before

w\w lett Kais.-r. however, they

had successfully sown the seeds ol

station expansion among lop man-

agement, and created sufficient

awareness so that several b

less rumors that H.IK was going to

buy a network, were started

I he next broadcast venture by

kaiser was not in television, but in

WKBD'l chief rnr| n. r f.rnr H.ll

general manager Serrao

on iluclio location problemi.

I M radio 1

1

pital investmcnl

was related t<> earnings and growth

In 1962, the group purchased a

San I rancisco I M stati »n f< i I

000 I lie station had been the r.

eal headache to a s.nes ol owners,

had no sponsors and hardly any

listeneis But some talented and

hard-working operators in the mar-

ket and elsewhere were Dial

\ni ol it. so win not Kai

k
|
^er took over the station in

March, 1963, changed the call let-

ters lo kl < )( i i on the premise that

true San I anciscans like the cooling

and clean mist), blew a fog horn

every H> minutes oi so. and watched

the station turn into a success al-

most overnight Whether anyone

realized it or not. the kl < >( > ca

was ako a test under tire ol main

Other things, most ot them per-

taining to that l HI project.

I or the dreamers and dream

is a good word around kaiser's

story building on Oakland's Lake

Merrill - it was a test ot whether

opportunity was really there in a

field little characterized by a his-

tory ol success.

I he forecast ol kl ( K i under

k : ser management indicated a full

turn-around within 1^ months. In

fact, the forecast was bold enough

to estimate that within SIX months.

monthly billing would equal the

total billings that the previous

owner had reached in almost two

veais ol operation While the ships

were not high tor a eompanv of

k . s size, it vvas an in

what I I Irelethen. Jr.

live viee president ot kaisei In-

dustries, called "swimmii

stream" — the current of that

stream being ted by a. his)

failure and a consensus that any-

one interested in such an en)

prisi >lish and m
the least

kl <
"

has moved up to the I HI

nek.
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ELIZABETH MONTGOMERY IS A WTI ( 1

1

Sin s a nice witch, A pri tt\ witch, A charming witch. But she Is a

fpvuine house-haunting cauldron-stirrings broom-riding witch!

And that's what haps the laughs brewing on"Bewitckedj
9
one of

tin bright new comedies coming to ABC this Fall.

Bewitched is the show with everything. Ii has a fresh,

hilariously funny situation. (What il youi wife were a

real witch?) Ii has .1 top-flighi cist. (Elizabeth Mom
gomery, ^gnes \forehead and Dick York.) Ii seems .1 sure

hei to be among next year's top favorites. We pulled out

ill the stops to hi ing it to ABC.
Why?

Bet ause we have .1 loi ol faith in Bewiu hed as .1 show

ml even more in situation comedy .in .1 format Situa-

ion comedy h.is been good to us -.mil tooui advertisers.

I.ikr rhursda) nights. Oui three-shovt block ol 1 1 u

Flintstones, Donna Reed and M\ 1 hree Sons was seen

;m 20,000,000 different American homes at the
j

>t-.« k ol

the viewing season. Donna h.is been grabbing huge
udiences foi si\ years now rhe Flintstones and My
liii c Sons foi loin .

Wednesday night's marathon hit, The Adventures ol

teie v Han iet, is now in its twelfth yeai ^m 1 |anu

1 he Patty Duke show h.is ranked among the to|>

weniy-hve programs in every single upon. Viewers
oted Ingei Stevens, st.n ol I Ik Fanner's Daughter,

the 1964 TV Guide Award i<>i Favoriu Femah

former, I In si mkuvmv with situation comedies are

practically routine. 1 very on< ol tins year's VBC situ-

ation comedies will l>«- back n< m season.

But we're not resting on oui laurels. Bewitched is just

one pari ol the solid new crop <>! comedies comii

\l'.( this Fall Bing Crosby, Mickey (toon \\

Brennan, George limns and Connie Stevens will all

bring ne\* comedies to VB( rhe delightful cartoon

ghouls oi Charles Addams will be brought to lil

rhe \i lil. 1 ins Family. No rime foi Sergeants and Broad

side will take poi shots ai tin lightei side ol life in the

sei \ a e.

1 \m\ one oi these ihw shows is .1 standout I h. it's

oui set ret We don'i warn jusi ••
. situation comedy Wi-

lis oui 1 1. 1 1 nrilisi to come up with th<

n.i I. well produced, well directed, well aci

It |).i\s We'vi goi .1 line-up ol sin.

prove it.

ABC Telex isioii Network

IM) C«
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TIME / Buying and Selling

By Newman F. McEvoy
Senior v.p., director of media
Cunningham & Walsh, Inc.

Will tv advertising become mon
personalized and, in the process

even more effective?

Television developments hav<

come so fast that we can find our-

selves in a frame of mind when
we suggest that "tv has gone abou

as far as it can go."

But in a fast-moving electronic

world new things keep happening

The next breakthrough promises tc

be one of major importance, anc

it seems to be just over the hori

zon. Everything is in order for i

new phase
—

"personal tv."

What will it mean to advertisers

stations and networks'.' What wil

it mean to timebuyers and sellers'.

Before attempting to answei

these questions a look at the back-i

ground for this next developmeni

is in order. Within 15 years the t\

medium has established outstanding

track records in the most basic ol

all proving grounds, the area ol

sales successes. It has elbowed its
1

way into the "marketing market-:

place" in competition with long-

established and very able media

competitors. Its impact on out

Newman I M( / voy is a rarity in thi

advertising agency business, having beet

with Cunningham & Walsh for 35 years

is senior vice president and media direc

tor, lie has fostered the concept of all

media buying and. as a result. C<£H

buyers endeavor to relate their advertis-

ing purchases to individual client market

needs. McEvoy was the first president o)

the Media Directors Council and is >

member of the executive committee <»i

that organization. In 1961 he received tin

Cold Key Award of the Station Repre-

sentatives Assn. He is at live in the of-

fairs of the IAAA, the National Onldooi

Advertising Bureau and the Traffic 4udii

Bureau. In Greenwich, Conn., he is <•

member of the Finance Committi
has served recently on a special SchOO

committee.

-

:
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'Personal tv'

— advertising's next breakthrough

iconomj has been most significant

Despite its dynamic history, tele-

vision alrcadj is developing its own

wculiai set v it frustrations. 1 he

competition for viewers and

he high cost of tv programing tend

nore and more toward a form ol

woadcast advertising which, in ef-

ect, spreads the risk. We are no

.1 group of tv sponsors v\ -

lave come fast toward the develop-

nenl of the magazine concept in

Broadcasting; we arc hedging our

id bets, .is it were, by putting our

in several baskets.

And at this juncture in the Eren-

ttk development of tv we should

onsidcr trends in five areas:

1. I lie nev. types of t\ sets (min-

'.ituri/.ition batteries.)

2. I he "now look" in the broad-

.ist spectrum.

3 I he new leisure tune avail-

Ibility.

4. Our increasing sophistication

n catering to individual viewer

lute.

5. I Ik- last pace of marketing

nd media research.

Recently the Wall Street Journal

.ud: "Small-screen t\ rapidly gains

avor with buyers of black and

vhite sets." | he article went on

.i quote a major supplier of pic-

UR tubes to the effect that 65 pcr-

ent of today's sales arc in si/es

ndcr 23 inches—as opposed to

5 percent only two vcars ago. It

v>intcd out that set-makers are

d on a broadened market

—

• ith families alreadj owning one

et adding 14-inch or smaller units

>r bedrooms, vacation homes, and

\en offices. Sears. Roebuck savs

^nsumer response to an 11-inch.

B9 unit has been excellent. \d-

liral claims that consumers are

living the small sets on "impulse."

New type tubes, new batteries,

built in antennae and lower pike

tags all point the wav toward a tv

status parallelling the proliferation

of radio

l ndcr the circumstances we maj
soon move awa) from the question

Who controls the set.'" I he next

question would be: "How can we
program to individual taste.'" I >t

course a corollary would be: "How

can we direct our commercials to

individual taste.'"

N a that all new tv sets are de-

signed for UHF as well as Mil
our typical 12-channcl perspective

will be greatly widened. Whereas

the average viewer now has his

choice from among 5.3 tv stations,

he soon may have a selection ol

local, national and even neighbor-

hood-oriented stations. In the proc-

ess we may expect that some of the

perennial VHF favorites may suf-

fer, at least temporarily, as viewers

sample the new program offerings.

If we think of a wider choice as

attractive to viewers just think ol

the opportunity for advertisers'

There are main low budget adver-

tisers to whom tv has not been

available. I hoy have hesitated to

use a mass coverage medium be-

cause, in many instances, the costs

were out-of-lmc in relation to their

special market requirements.

Special-interest I HI stations,

with advertising rates related to

audience delivered, can make tv.

in effect, a selective medium. And
once local advertisers such as de-

partment stores and chain stores

find that tv pays its way. this cate-

gory oi business will snowball and

new areas will op^-w for both the

timebuycr and seller.

Or consider the tortuous trans-

lations now employed in tests ol

national advertising at the local

level How different will be the

problem ol duplicating pi

national plans precisely and -

noniicallv when low COSt-limited

range I HI becomes available

How easy to test copy when low

cost split tun tv advertising will be

employed
Or. if we look ahead to the avail-

ability o\ inexpensive tv hoirx

taping equipment, there is an added

dimension to tv broadcasts

Whereas we current!) look to pro-

gram schedules as designed com-

pletely by networks and stations.

it may be that viewers will "can"

programs for a later time ol their

individual choice. In this latter re-

spect, let the researcher

traditionally we have categorized

viewing m the convenient lime sl,>ts

prescribed bv the stations - but.

giving a viewer his choice in the

matter, the researcher may find

patterns more difficult to ti

\ substantially greater number

ol stations will probably lead to

additional networks. 1 he several

networks might cater to different

interest groups as m network radio

today, where we have specially

tailored Chains, tor example, broad-

casting the Metropolitan Op.

And if pav-tv develops with or

without advertising- we can

pect even more radical changes in

network patterns

I he tv medium really will have

a "new look."

Iv in the past has been regarded

primarily as .a- me-

dium. I he availability of -:

interest programs puts an entirely

different light upon the matte:

increased leisure time Generally

speaking, when the union

talk about the

C&W senior vice president sees tomorrow's sponsors tailoring messages to

specific viewer tastes, presenting media men with new opportunities and challer
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Members of the C&W media team include (l-r) William White, v. p., associate media director; McEvoy; Dick

Depew, v. p., director of tv programing; and group media directors Bob Palmer and Jeremy Sprague

tv. . .

the concomitant observations have

to do with sports, vacations and

other "loafing" proclivities. Special-

interest television might well fill

a need in the areas of study groups

and other programing which in-

volves the viewer personally.

And since tv will be so highly

personalized, we can anticipate sig-

nificant rewards to the individual.

I he opportunities available for a

radically different type of public

service advertising are obvious. The
cause of educational tv may be

furthered by advertisers who feel

a debt to the community. Programs

such as the current Western Electric

efforts may become widespread.

Programing techniques have de-

veloped remarkably since the early

days of the medium. But the con-

trol is still the rating point ob-

jective. When programers must

eater to special audiences, tv will

have much greater facility for di-

recting messages in the manner
previously reserved for FM and

direct mail.

It could be thai the contest foi

attention will become so lethal that

mass market tv as we know it will

have fai less importance. Dedi-

cated programers will train their

sights on individual audience in-

terests.

46

In tv advertising, we are bound
to learn more about the compati-

bility of commercials and program

content. To date, research in the

environmental aspects of tv has

been somewhat restricted; the ob-

jective has generally been total

audience. But in the days when tv

viewing will be increasingly selec-

tive, we may be sure that commer-
cials also will be personalized and

related to program environment.

Helping in this area will be the

increasingly mature use of data

processing. We will know more
about the demography of individual

product markets. We will relate

our selling appeals more and more
to the tastes of Mr. Jones and of

Mrs. Junes and of Junior (rather

than using a blanket selling appeal

to all members of the family).

Short of the use of first names in

commercials, we shall be making
optimum use of such market infor-

mation in our tv selling.

Today we can delineate nicely

the typical consumer for brand
"\". With tomorrow's marketing

and media research tools, we shall

know when to reach Mr. Jones to

best advantage with each o\' the

major media forms.

\s we get closer to selective tv.

we shall become more sophisticated

"'

I

in our choice of media combina

tions.

It is a fact of commercial lif

today, that the enterprising medi

owners tend to position themselve

substantially in several categoric^

As we learn that people are no

just "tv people" or just "magazin

people" we shall learn more abou

how to reach and sell them througl

multi-media exposures.

So, in the last analysis, persona

tv will provide for advertisers high

ly efficient combinations with othe

media.

This complimentary pattern o

media usage has been with us fo

years — since the phrase "medi;,

mix" first came into being—but thi

combinations have not been relate*.,

to product category purchasers.

Generally the advertiser has beei

forced to piece together individua

elements in his media mix. buyini

each at its own card rate. In the

future, when personal tv is an ac-

tuality, the smart tv stations ant

networks will be developing pack

ages of advertising —- packages

based on soundly researched mar-

ket and media facts pinpointed ft

individual product requirements.

And "personal tv" will be the

strongest possible amalgam in the

media mixes ol the future.

SPONSOf
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RADIO MEDIA

Negro market support
essential, admen told

Few products can succeed without Negro acceptance,

seminar tells 300 sales, marketing, ad executives

1 i u Prodi < is can succeed to

da) without the support ol Negro

consumers, and Negro-market-di-

rected promotion programs arc to

the Negro a form of recognition . . .

not segregation. I In-* theme was

cd at a seminai on I he Negro
Market, conducted in Norfolk b)

Rollins Broadcasting's Negro-pro-

gramed WRAP
More than 300 sales and market-

ins: executives and heads oi adver-

tising agencies attending the session

were told thai while the Negro
population is onl\ I 1 percent o!

the nations total, its concentration

in 78 markets makes it 25 percent

ol the population there and means
that one customer in ever) lour is

.. Negro.

I his conjecture was put forth b)

D Parke Gibson, president of I)

Parke Gibson Associates, New
York-based public relations firm,

who pointed out that with Negro
populations in major markets •"rang-

ing up to 50 percent of the total

citv population, you can readif) see

that il the Negro population oper-

ates as a buying entirj it can clear!)

determine the success or failure of

a product." Estimated annual ex-

penditures b) the Negro population

total $23 5 billion lor goods and
services.

II, noted Negroes account tor

ercent of all soft drinks sold;

out 23 percent ol shoe sales, over
4(i percent of Scotch whiskey im-

ported into the I S ; over 50 per-

cent of the entire output of the

Maine sardine industry; and spend
up to 12 percent more at super-

markets than white families with

comparable incomes And. with a

57 percent higher birth rate than

among whites, said Gibson, Negroes

ibove average consumers of

porated milk lor formulas.

^Aj^i
gfcifW

$&"• WRAP

SEMINAR

\>>

0. P.irke Gibson, president, D Parke Gibton Associates. New York, addresses tales, market-

ing and advertising executives attending WRAP'S Negro Market Seminar held at Norfolk

Other speakers at the seminar

included Alan Cowley, advertising

director, Pharmaco, Inc. (Feen- \

\lmt. Chooz, Sulfur 8, Gloss 8,

\rtra products); EmeSt Humbles,

manager, special markets depart-

ment. Pepsi-Cola Co. Washington.

H ( . James Rchlacndar. general

manager, Standard laboratories

(Sloan's liniment): and Graeme
Zimmer, vice president. Contioen

tal Broadcasting. New York, na-

tional representatives tor WRAP.
Purpose of the seminar, accord-

ing to W RAP genera] manager \\ il-

ham 1 I- ure. Jr.. was to probe the

"ever-expanding size, scope, growth

and income of the Negro market

in the United States, which com-
prises about 2o million Negroes,

who spend over S20 billion annual!)

for goods and serv i(

Gibson stressed that his defini-

tion of the Negro market is: 'Con-

sumers identifiable because of high

visibility, and who have had man)
years of conditioning in responding

as negroes to set patterns of human
activity in basic areas of economics,

housing and social activitv

In IW->2 alone, he said. NegTOCS

spent some (900 million on home
furnishings and household equip-

ment. Bj 1967, Negroes will pur-

chase over ^2 billion worth of fur-

niture and allied commodities an-

nual!)

He asserted that Negroes, as a

group, have tar more determination

and confidence about the future

than does the white population, and

also have a larger and more specific

demand as to what thev intend to

get for themselves in physical and

product terms tor the future.

National research and studv.

conducted b> the I

search m Marketing, has in
'

that Negroc

portunities to impitn
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Ernest Humbles (c), manager, special

markets department, Pepsi-Cola Co.,

Washington, DC, dicusses firm's

Negro-appeal ad campaign with James
Rehlaender (I), general manager of

Standard Laboratories, N.J , and John

Hendricks, v. p., Advertising Associates

educational opportunities for their

children, their housing conditions,

and, importantly, their income.

"This is markedly more true

among the Negro population, as a

whole, than it is among an equiva-

lent white population. In general,

among other products, Negroes

show a greater expectancy of own-
ing a new home, an automobile, and

a set of Encyclopedia Brittanica,"

Gibson noted.

He told the gathering that there

are two ways in which companies

have successfully developed the

Negro market in the past: (1) by

historical accident . . . having good

distribution, being in the right place

at the right time; (2) by directing

efforts at the market.

"The Negro market is one that

seeks quality brand merchandise,

and will give unusual brand loyalty

once it accepts the product," said

Gibson. "As competition increases

for the Negro dollar—and it will

increase beyond expectation be-

cause of the market's growing in-

fluence—many companies which

have enjoyed brand loyalty will have

to do something to keep it."

Along these lines, Standard Labs'

Rehlaendar pointed out that results

of a survey conducted by the Cen-

ter for Research in Marketing

showed that the average Negro can

list 20 percent more brands than

the average white
—

"and is more
likely to have a favorite brand."

He said Negroes arc "great users

of prestige clothing, and luxury

items. They buy recognized brands,

consider it a status symbol—as well

as buying quality. Once gained, the

Negro customer is a good one be-

cause of his loyalty. This is an im-

portant point in long-range sales

growth in this market of large fami-

lies and rapid birth rate."'

Among considerations in explor-

ing its advertising to this market.

according to Rehlaendar, was that

it is "a matriarchia] society, so ad-

vertising was generally keyed to the

mother or grandmother."

Vs to what was learned as a re-

sult of his company's campaign in

behalf ol Sloan's Liniment, he said:

"I'd like to point out that we tested

in 21 different markets representing

small rural to large metropolitan

areas.

"First, a dramatic difference in

copy approach was needed between
northern and southern areas. We
used a lot of unusual and what we
thought were memorable phrases.

In the south our greatest copy re-

call was the line, 'Your mother and
grandmother used Sloan's.' In the

north, a reaction generally expressed

was, 'We're modern Negroes . . .

Products our mothers and grand-

mothers used may not be up-to-date

enough for us.' In addition, nor-

thern audiences were generally

younger, requiring adaptation in

our approach."

Gibson related other approaches
to the Negro market, such as that

for the Clairol division of Bristol-

Myers. "Ten years ago," he said,

"Clairol sold only two shades of its

hair coloring in the Negro market.

Sales to Negro hairdressers ac-

counted for less than .4 percent of

the salon division's total sales in

the New York market.

"So, with the slogan, if you
want to, why not?' for the Negro
market, instead of its is it true

blondes have more fun?' for the

white market, Clairol started a pro-

gram and today sells over half of

all its colors to the Negro market
and sales to Negro hairdressers ac-

count for over 5.5 percent of Clair-

ol's total dealer purchase sales in

New York."

He said this points up that

Negroes spend more for personal

care in proportion to such expendi-

tures by whites. "For example, in

urban markets Negroes spend

$84.40 per year, compared with an

$11 expenditure by whites. I his

fact has prompted a number of

companies to produce products

especially tor the Negro market."

Gibson also stressed that most

Negroes, in deciding to make a

purchase, are influenced either con-

sciously or unconscious!) to some

degree In then reaction as Negroes.

"Thus, if a compan) recognizes the

market, creates a favorable climate

for itself, follows this up with adver-

tising in Negro-oriented media,

and through programing pro-
duces a favorable 'racial reaction,'

SPONSOR



then t his company should have suc-

OBss beyond an) iiorni.il pattern."

He urged taking a rcvaluated

look .ii Negro-oriented media to ac-

eomplish marketing objectives.

M ro oriented media must reflect

the audience tor which they axe

intended Nexl to word-of-mouth

communication, use of Negro-ori-

ented media is the best waj to ef-

fectively sell to Negroes
lo spur the Negro to .1 positive

buying action, .is studies have in-

dicated can be achieved, belief and
conviction must be present, .is well

lis familiarity with brand names,

whieh miisi be of high quality. Yet,

without the favorable 'racial reac-

ion.' the 'RR' factor, .1 successful-

ppearing campaign cannot be to-

,ill> effective
"

lo this end, Pharmacol Cowley,

ong .1 user ol Negro-oriented radio,

:haracterized that medium as one

>f high loeal impact which is

•xtremely community-minded and

nost eoo|vrati\e of all media.

He s.ikl that Negro radio person -

ilities, when thev are off the air.

'continue to walk among their peo-

'le. selling themselves, their station.

nd the products the) advertise."

"Properl) briefed." he said." these

rsonalitics will go far beyond the

Of dut) to gel vour products

ff the ground and in their mar-

eta
"

Pepsi-Cola's Humbles said he felt

at '"a large part o\' the success"

at made his company the sccond-

rgest soft drink firm in the world

s attributed to what is commonlv
ferred to as the Negro market

"

Gibson, meantime, outlined se^

era] approaches to the Negro mat
ket. and the experiences ot some
Companies. One invoked the I \\|
Schaefer Brewing Co ol Brooklyn,
N J

He noted that m NVu 'i ork, \

groes and Puerto Kicans account

for 32 percent ot the beet market,

and 1 lebmann Breweries, which
sponsors the annual "Miss Khem
gold" contest, is in the number one

position. As added background, he

pointed out the contest is the third

largest in America, with 22 million

votes cast in one election, second

only to a presidential balloting.

With these facts, said Cnhson. it

was reasonable to assume, therefore,

that another brewer) in the same
market wouldn't sponsor a similar

contest. Hut one does. Schaefer. and
the significant thing about it is it's

directed solely to the Negro market.

Schaefer started its contest. "Miss

Beaux Arts." four \ears ago. I wo
significant points about it are that

a Negro girl has to win, and that

this fact can be heavily promoted in

Negro-oriented media and Negro
neighborhoods. "

I he contest is .1

successful one," he noted, "and I

do not believe I need to tell you how
Schaefer Beer is doing in the Negro
and Puerto Rican markets now."

He asserted that a further result

is that "because Miss RcingoldV
program did not produce effective

results in the Negro market, the

rompany has deemphasized this pro-

gram drastically ."

In summing up, Gibson suggested

several points to be considered in

planning tlu V .•;.•
. •. •

: .

ment:

1
1
Determine the Negro market

potential tor youi compan) 01

client

2) 1 nderstand the needs and de-
sires ot the

'

: in .,,,.

thontative studies, do not accept
stereotypes or bearsa) opinions
Know the difference between what
is considered discrimination and
segregation and what is considered
'^><h\ marketing practices

3) Be guided b> specialists m de-
veloping the Negro market. (In.

work can be COStl) today.

4) Know what competitors are
dome m this market. Know what
type programs the) are carrying out
. . . how and why.

5) Be sure the entire marketing
team is knowledgeable about the

market and its characteristics, and
how everything can be thorough])
planned to insure future sales suc-

cess.

b) Determine how much should
be spent to develop the market
lectivelv. If you extend token el-

torts
. . . expect token rewards.

He also had one word ot caution:

Once you have accepted the Negro
market and positive programing,

and started to develop it. do not

expect miracles. I here is no secret

formula ... it is going to take

some effort. W> not expect to

make a quick impression on the

Negro market in vour first attempt.

It is a long, gradual pull, but the

market can be developed success-

fully.

aeme Zimmer (c), vice president. Continental Broadcasting WRAP s

IP,

discusses distribution of U S Negro population with Gibson (If

r '
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Greeting arrivals for WRAP'S seminar are l-r I. O. Bud Long presi-

dent Long Advertising. Richmond. W I. Eure Jr general manager

of WRAP, and Alan Cowley, advertising director, Pharmaco Inc.
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Trans-Lux promotion contest for "Mack

& Myer" series offered low-value, off-

beat prizes to broadcasters and ad execs,

drew high-value interest in package
Bill Thurnhurst, radio-tv director of EWR&R agency branch in Pittsburg

won oil portrait of an "ancestor" of his, in historical period of his on

choice, for recording the best "do-it-yourself laugh track." Portr;

was painted from photo of Thurnhurst, bears an obvious resemblanc

LOW-BUDGET WACKINES

Trans-Lux boosts advertiser-level interest in show by inviting New York-
area admen, such as Emcnee Industries' ad director larry Crane (right)

to visit studio in Hempstead where series, starring Mickey Deems
("Mack") and Joey Faye ("Myer"), is now in episode per d.iy production.

Agencies and Advertisers arc becoming maji

targets of the promotional campaigns ot major tv synd

cators, as are leading station reps. No longer are the n

search reports, promotional mailings, attention-gettii

stunts, rating reports and trade ads directed only to st.

tion film buyers—even though stations continue to c

most of the actual buying of syndicated programs ai

features. Syndicators literal!) want to help stations nJ

sell what they bought.

Some of this shift was reflected in comments i

key syndication sales executives at the recent N \

convention, who noted that a bumper crop of adve

tising agencj executives attended the TFE-'64 u

other film firm hospitality suites, seeking informatic

concerning new properties on the local-level i\ mark

(see Sponsor, April 13, 1964, p. 27).

Part of the promotion job involves letting agenci

know what stations are actualh buying, so that avail:

bilities in syndicated shows and features can be coi

sidered as either current full-program or spot-carru

buys.

Such syndicators as CBS Films (whose salesiw

are assigned rcgularl\ to call On agencies to advi
i

them of station purchases). Screen Gems (which rcgi

so SPONSC



4»rry Francis, program director of KCMOTV K.ms.i\ Ci»y scored lop

rue in another Trans-Lux "Mack & Myer" contest calling for him to

tompli'.it the last line" of a jingle about the filmed comedy series

Us pnie was a three-volume set of Shakespeare's work— in Chinese

Gene Roper, executive of RKO General Iwhich is both station group

and representative organization) matched a series of show episode

titles with stills from the "Mack & Myer" series Roper won a live

monkey as his prite in still another of Trans-lux tv offbeat contests.

keys interest of admen,
reps in new show

irl\ furnishes local-level rating reports to agencies and
lllients on syndicated products). Seven \rts (which ad-

ageneies with color t\ clients ol purchases bv sta-

>>ns ol lull-color features), M(i\l l\. lour St.ir.

' Earner Brothers and Desilu, all oi which maintain close

ict with reps and agencv timebuyers) now make
l gencv-client-rep promotions a basic part of doing

usincss

Now, the promotions are being broadened to in-

a longtime favorite gimmick in the broadcast

eld: contests \nd. one of the most attention-getting

ontests in the syndication area was recently wrapped

p by Trans-Lux, long a believer in client-level syndi-
1 'ition promotions.

I ocus of the contest, which was open to agenc\

I xecutives, local and regional advertisers, station

I :presentati\es and other admen, as well as station

rogram officials, was ["rans-Lux's new \/ ( ,< A »v I

low

Developed b\ l-l and Sands Howard to till Sta-

'ii demand for a new source of slapstick eomed\ m
ie 1 aurcl-Hard\ vein, the show tailored as a 2<>i>-

I>isodc\
eleven and one halt minute series—called for

contest that matched its zane\ mood

«y 11. 1964

I he answer, as evoked bv l-l . was a series ot

contests, rather than a single even! There weie Bve

altogether, each involving m^ oil-beat contest and an

even more oif-beat prize, as developed b\ II adver-

tising-p.r. director Michael Laurence d>>r highlights

ol contests, pri/cs and winners, see photographs.)

\ sixth "contest" was added (Actually, this in-

volved bringing to the I raiis-l u\ hospitality SUil

1 1 I -*64 small metal keys mailed to I -1 's promotion

list in advance ot the \ \H meeting Some ol the kevs

opened a "Treasure Chest" full ot small gifts such as

lighters .wti] wallets i

S "lie idea ot the expanded scope o' itor

promotion can be seen in the basic mailing list used

In II with the \4m k a v itests I h<

' was a list ot 1,254 station exeCUth "m-

fluentials" ot station-level syndication buyii

targets were a list ol 332 station-rep executives and a

list i'- gencymen (representing over 100 natii

mal and local agent

R< suit, according to T-L's Law S

of 10 visitors to our III suite knew most ol the

details about \4<b k A \1

a word in about the show "
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The words getting around
(More for your money at Sheraton)

51

- •!

T- ^

a Rooms are roomy, rates are right - and guaranteed in writing, b Parking's

free. C So are your kids. (They share your room without charge.) d Free TV,

radio, air-conditioning. (Many Sheratons even offer free coffee-makers, ice-cubers,

swimming pools.) e Nice address. Handy, too. Sheratons are always near busi-

ness, shopping, fun. f Our beverages are generous, g Our chefs are geniuses.

90 Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns
CALL YOUR NEAREST SHERATON HOTEL OR RESERVATION OFFICE FOR INSURED RESERVATIONS AT ANY SHERATON ANYWHERE -
COAST TO COAST IN THE U.S., IN HAWAII. CANADA, JAMAICA, PUERTO RICO, VENEZUELA. NASSAU, MEXICO, ISRAEL.

Sheraton shares are listed on the New York Stock Exchange. Diners' Club card honored for all hotel services.
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THE CHANGING SCENE

Chicken-of-the-Sea Gets New Ad Agency Pitches

I*he facl thai Van Camp S

Rood Co. is reviewing its Chicken-

If-the-Sea hina advertising ac-

count now bandied bj Ewrin,

IVasey, RuthrauffA Ryan, has been

lonfirmed bj l ngene H. Stokes,

tompan) advertising and promo-

tion manager.

Van ( 'amp billings total about

S3 million. over half of which is

spent in television, both spot and

network CBS nighttime tv shows

fad NBC daytime shows arc used

through buys of Ralston Purina,

parent company.

Of the S3 million in advertising,

home $300,000 reportedly goes foi

cat foods, leaving S2.7 for the

thicken-of-the-Sea I una.

Stokes said the companv has in-

vited certain agencies in addition

fc I w R&R to "talk with us about

our advertising. We will not reveal

the names ol the othei agencies

W< think the) arc all excellent

Should we choose one other th.in

I \\ R\R we WOUM not want 0U1

choice to reflect 00 the others.

"The onlj reason for this review

is that sound management policies

call for a periodic review of ad-

vertising," according to Stokes

'This obviousl] must include ie-

\iew k^\ advertising agencies EWR
&R has done an excellent job for

us for eight years, during which

time we have been the nation's

largest-selling brand of tuna.

Whether or not we change agencies

should not reflect on EWR&R's
tiaek record."

Stokes made it clear that the

Chickcn-of-thc-Sca account is not

open for solicitation. The company
is not inviting unsolicited interviews

Or presentations.

ALL HAIL THE QUEEN

Jeanne Danner it crowned 1964 Summer Jubilee Queen for the Waihington DC, Convention
and Visitor! Bureau to help promote the theme, "See the World'i Fair and Washington D C
Too She is appearing on radio and tv stations in 18 major cities Doing the honors are Alvin

Q. Ehrlich (1), Kal Ehrlich & Merrick Advertising executive vice president and chairman of the

campaign, and Fred S Houwinlt, vice president and general manager of WMAl-AM-TV, which
conducted the search for a queen

Hanover Uses Radio
For Fair Promotion

I Inee radii have

been signed bj Hanovei < ini

Co i" ret "ill radio comn
promoting the firm's World's Fail

( ontest, which runs through Fun

I he commercial • will k broad

east on 15 radio stations ihroi

out Hanover's marketing an

Personalities selected are Jimmv

Wellington, Andre Baruch and

Westbrook Van Voorhis. Baruch

was long associated with //

Parade, Wellington with the / </<//<-

Cantor Show and Voorhis with the

{larch "/ rime.

ABC Radio 6-Month
Gross $1 Million Over '63

ABC Radio's grOSS billiriL's for

the first six months of 1964 will

be up more than Si million over

the same 1963 period, according

to Theodore \t Douglas, Jr. \H<

vice president in charge of sales

for the radio network.

Douglas said the second quar-

ter, with nearly two selling months

remaining, is well on its was to

coming ABC Radio's best quarter.

Billings arc alrcadv equal to those

o( the fourth quarter, 1963, which

had been ABC Radio's top billing

three-month period, he said.

Douglas attributed the incr.

business to a "'combination of two

factors — additional dollars re-

ceived from current advertisers who

found that radio was successfulf)

moving their products, and dol-

lars received from new advertisers

who were finally persuaded bv the

results of others
"

Advertisers new to ABC Radio.

sponsoring programs on a regular

basis during the first si\ months, in-

clude American T
: \pre-s. Emery

Industries (Sanhone drv cleaning

process), drove Laboratories iX

Do/ tablets, sub of Brist

ersi. H J. Heinz Co . Mail Pouch

rbbacco ( o < sub. of Bloch Bt

Tobacco), Morton House Kitch<

National Car Rental System.

Also Ovaltine 1<*».\ P

(Div ^<i Wander Co.), M
man ( osmetics Re demon

(sub o( Horde

Products uiiv

Switzerland < Ik

ler & Co fdh
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WCLV Drops FM Web
Stereo VM station WCLV Cleve-

land is terminating its affiliation

with Market 1 Network (formerly

o\R Network) effective June 29.

I he disaffiliation stems from "a

requirement that WCLV carry cer-

tain network programs which (the

station) does not feel to be com-

patible with its policy of fine music

and significant discussion, drama,

literature, and news," according to

the station.

FM outlets in Columbus and

Cincinnati had previously dropped

their association with the web.

Reddi-Wip Doll Offer
Featured on 'Kangaroo'

Twelve one-minute Saturday

spots have been scheduled over an

eight-week period, via McCann-
Erickson. to promote Reddi-Wip's

doll offer. The promotion, which

began last Saturday, May 9, will

be aired on CBS television's Cap-

tain Kangaroo in 155 cities.

If.linilllllll :.ni!iiiiiiiiiiiii:ii!iinniiii!inii!!ini!iii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiii!iii lit liiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinmniiiiiiiiiiiii

POWDERING UP THE NETWORK

YOU SHOULD HEAR

Kenn Kendrick of KKNN Radio, Farm-

legtoa, Nc« Mexico, says, "On all

points of the 'Money Maker' quote nic

enthusiastically

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Call Dallas Collect 214 748-8004

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.

Ed Aleshire (1), senior vice president of West, Weir & Bartel, confers with NBC-

TV sales account executive Joe Sutton on Scfioll Mfg. Co.'s second daytime

campaign on the network, which runs from April through June. Promoting Dr.

Scholl's Foot Powder and Zino-Pads, participations are in "Merv Griffin's Word
for Word," "Truth or Consequences" and "Another World."
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Birds Eye Buys
Jack Benny Weekly
As extension of its "quiet" cor-

ner" vegetable-combinations cam-

paign launched in September, Birds

Eye Division of General Foods will

place new 30-second commercials

on the Jack Benny Show weekly.

Copy theme, prepared by Young
& Rubicam, will follow a "liven

up the meal" concept. Birds Eye

currently advertises on the Danny
Thomas and Phil Silvers shows.

GT&E Ups Sponsorship

General Telephone & Electronics

has added the two remaining Sym-
phony Hall programs on WQXR
New York to its schedule and now
sponsors all five of the Monday
through Friday hour-long concert

programs. The expanded schedule

was handled by Kudner Agency.

Kimberly-Clark Takes
5 on Net Daytime Tv

I lie Kimberly-Clark Corp. has

increased its sponsorship to five

NBC-TV daytime programs. In ad-

dition to its current sponsorship of

You Don't Say, and The Match
Came, kimberh -Clark has renewed
its orders in Say When and Truth

or Consequences for 52 weeks be-

ginning last month. The advertiser

has also ordered weekly participa-

tions in The Loretta Young Theatre

starting in June. The agency for

Kimberly-Clark is Foote, Cone &
Belding.

Frank Tripp, 82, Dies;

Head of Gannett Chain

Frank E. Tripp, chairman of the

Gannett broadcast and newspaper

chain, died in late April in Elmira,

N.Y.. at the age of 82.

Stations owned by the Gannett

radio and television group are

WHEC-AM-TV Rochester. N.Y.,

WDAN Danville. 111.. WINR-AJvl
TV Binghamton, N. Y.. and

WREX-TV' Rockford. III.

He was general manager of the

Gannett chain from 1925 until

stepping aside in 1951. At the time

of his death. Tripp was publisher

of the two Elmira newspapers, the

Star-Gazette and the Advertise) He

began his career on the Advertiser

in 1901 as a reporter, and lour

years later joined the Elmira Ga-

zette, the paper that was the start-

ing point in the late Frank E. Gan-

net's chain.

Si i angel) enough. Tripp in 1938
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d the Ncwspapei Publishers'

nvention thai papers, large and

all, should work togcthci in the

X ol "advertising raids" In radio

•

I lollywood I he ( iannctl chain

er discovered the value ol broad

,t properties and joined the

tid

DSt Compact Cereals
Jiare 'Griffith' Cast

I he introductory advertising foi

t n.w I'osi Compact cereal pack-

et will feature stars from the

ut) Griffith Show, announces the

st Division of General Foods
•rp. Sheriff And) I ayloi i \ndv

iffith I, Deput) Barncj Fife i Don
lotts). Auntie Bee (Frances Ba-

ii and Opie (Ronnie Howard)
I participate in commercials.

The campaign began Ma) 2

a large section ol the Northeast

Midwest and is the mosi in-

sivc adult-oriented t\ campaign

i Post has ever scheduled.

he l\>st Compacts commercials

I he- carried on the And) Griffith,

nn\ I /tenuis and Phil Silvers

>ws Si\t\. JO and 10-second net-

rk and spot commercials will be

*eb. Spot Tv Launch
/o New Jell-O Flavors

lcll-() gelatin flavors of straw-

ry-banana and pineapple-grape-

it have been introduced via tv

the Jell-( ) Division of the Gen-
I Is ( orp.. making the inim-

ol flavors 13.

Iv advertising consists of full-

nute network commercials on the

'k Benny and Lucille Hull shows
»

I
spot commercials in selected

Merchandising aids to groc-

melude shelf arrows and shell

ten

/o Seminars to Aid
>adcast Executives

vkB, in cooperation with the
iio Advertising Bureau and the

cvision Bureau of Advertising.

scheduled two sales manage -

h seminars tor broadcast sales

Hues, one to be held at Stan-

\ug. 16-22, and the other at

trvard Aug. 23-29.

imited to 40 applicants each, the

unars .ire open to radio and tv

st.ition and network executives who
are sales managers "i thcii equiva

lent and othei hin.uie.isi executives

who devote a substantial portion ol

then tune to sales Salesmen might

be eligible in exceptional cases.

Applications have been sent with

course information to \ \B mem
bers and must be returned bj lunc

15. ()nl> one application from a

station for eaeh seminal will be

accepted. I union, teaching ma
tei i. ils. and room and board foi the

period will cost $300 pei person

I he Stanford seminar w ill be

direeted In Di Harpei VV. Bowl.

Jr. of the Stanford Graduate School

Ol Business. Dr. J. Siei ling I h ing

ston, pioiessoi ol Business Ad-

ministration at Harvard will direct

the Harvard meeting and also will

participate at Stanford.

Sponsored Pro Skiing
Matches on Tv in '65

Sponsors currently riding the

immense spoils wa\e will soon have

the opportunity to bring proles

sional skiing to the main millions

who Mew televised athletic events.

I he recentl) organized National

Ski league is now negotiating with

all three networks tot coverage ol

NS1 events starting next January.

I clc<

on .i l 1 weel ba : I tout

shows will m.ikli i thin the

I astern <>i w estcrn di\

composed "t fi%

ol \\ <«iKl Scries pr< ivill pit

the top te.uiis in each league, and

the final sho« will b< an .ill

competition betwee n the Icagu

\!.ii lo I ewis. current!) prod

nt \ B( 's Pen < onto Spt •
i

will be executive producei "i

set ies

Rep Appointments
( .ill-l'i rna has been appointed

national representative In \\ < >l

Washington, with Robert s Dome
continuing .is rep in Pennsylvania

. . \\rr\-Km»(hl is now national

sales representative foi Kill l\.

new \B( outlet in Corpus ( Inisti

on the ail Ma) 1 . . . KettelM al-

ter has been designated exclusive

N • I ngland sales representative

for w l\l Manchester, ( onn. . . .

k\oi -I \l Ft Worth has named
Good Musk Broadcasters as na-

tional rep Mort BMBell has

been appointed exclusive national

representative for W M S Roanoke
. . . Louisville's W k i ^ has named
Mid-\Ncst lime Saks regional sales

rep for the states ol Missouri. Kan-

sas. Nebraska, fennessee, Iowa

MAAN OFFICERS AT COOKOUT

New officers of Mutual Advertising Agency Network MAAN gather for cookout during recent

annual meeting in Phoenix They trr Iri president Art Gerst of Gerst Sylvester A Walsh

Cleveland, treasurer Gladys lamb Kelly & lamb. Columbus Ohio first nt» president -

Jones. Lyons Advertising Attleboro Falls. Mass secretary Rolla Noltmg Perry-Brown

cinnati. and second vice president Peter Hannaford Krnnedy-Hannaford San Francisco and

Oakland.
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Sears Fully Sponsors
32 Shakespeare Plays

Scars. Roebuck and Co., Chi-

cago, has purchased full sponsor-

ship of 32 complete Shakespeare

plays to be broadcast on Chicago's

WFMT.
The station is presenting one

play each Tuesday at 9 p.m., as

part of its observance of the Shake-

speare Quarterccntenary. Sears'
sponsorship began last month and
will include all plays in the series.

Each performance runs a minimum
of 2!/2 hours, and most will be
broadcast in stereo.

All plays currently available to

WFMT will be presented, including

performances by the Marlow So-

ciety, the Old Vic Company and
several BBC productions.

Originally, the Shakespeare series

was to run 30 weeks. But two more
plays have been released, and it is

expected that others will be issued

later this year. These will also be

added to the scries.

YOU SHOULD HEAR
Ronald 1.. Hickman. General Manager
of \\\NJ. Newton, N.J., sins: "Thanks
to the CRC Library, our tales have in-

< rrascd at a fw greater pace in the
last four months-. Initial response from
sponsors has been extremely favorable
and we look forward to a very pleasant

relationship with CRC. Incidentally.

we are especially proud of our new cus-

tomized ll)'s and special holiday
jingles

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Call Dallas Collect 214 748-8004

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.

William Nagler Robert Henklein

Brown &. Williamson
Names Ad Manager

William M. Nagler has been ap-

pointed new advertising manager of

Brown & Williamson Tobacco

Corp., Louisville. Before joining

the company, he was an account

executive at the Leo Burnett Co.,

Chicago, and an account supervisor

in the Chicago office of Young &
Rubicam. Earlier, he had served in

top account capacities in the Phila-

delphia, San Francisco and Chicago

offices of N. W. Ayer.

Henklein to Manage
Nestle Advertising

Robert D. Henklein, former resi-

dent manager for National Brew-

ing Co. of Michigan, has been ap-

pointed advertising manager of The

Nestle Co., Inc., White Plains, N.Y.

The new advertising manager has

also served as national sales man-
ager of Mcllhenny Co., director of

promotion and publicity for Ocean
Spray cranberries, and, from 1951-

54, with the J. Walter Thompson
agency.

Adds Western Station

KOVE Lander, Wyo., is the new-

est affiliate in the CBS Radio hook-

up.

The station, owned by Fremont

Broadcasting Inc.. operates on a

frequency of 1330 kc with a power
of 5 kw day, 1 kw night. Dan E.

Breeee is president and general

manager of the outlet.

Boaz Leaves Colgate
For New Marketing Post

Richard S. Boa/, manager of the

Colgate - Palmolive Corporate Mar-
ket Research Department, has left

the toiletries giant after 13 years to

become general manager of Market-

ing Evaluations, a relatively new

md

i
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research outfit in Manhasset, N.

Another broadcast advertisi

titan is losing one of its long-til

executives. George S. Woodwai
Jr., treasurer of Procter & Garni

since 1950. retires June 30 aft

more than 38 years with the co

pany. He'll be replaced by Alan
Fite. presently manager of finar

and accounting for P&G's interr

tional divisions.

On the media side, Burt Lambe
vice president, RKO Gener
Broadcasting, and formerly

president and director of sales

WOR-TV New York, resi

May 1 . He previously held positi

with Dumont. ZIV-TV, WNE
New York, MBS, NBC and Hear

MGM Telestudios Eyes
Industrial Programs
Mark Druck, who formerly heafl

cd his own film production compaJ.
specializing in

"industrials "

and documen-
taries, has been

named to the

newly - created

post at MGM
Telestudios of

director of in-

dustrial produc-

tion. He will

utilize the firm's

mobile tape unit and Gemini tap

film system, which can shoot be

video tape and 16 mm film throu

a common lens, thus supplying tap

for closed-circuit tv exposure pi

film for group screenings.

Tv Is Global Giant
With 143 Million Sets

There's a tv set for every

people in the world's population,

whopping gobal total of 143 m
lion. Further, the number of tv st

outside the U. S. is noticeably lar

er than the number within the U.

—80.8 million versus 61,850.00

Commercial tv keeps grow ing, ai

63 countries apart from the U.

carry commercials "on at least son

of their stations." Only 26 cou'

tries in the world do not have cor'

mercial t\

.

So reports Television Factttto

whose W<->4 edition, published 1

Television Digest, is off the pre

(at $19.50 per copj I

SPO!
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New Area for Rollins

Rollins Broadcasting, owners and

operators ol l<> radio and t\ outlets,

has entered the consumer products

ficlil and will develop 10,000 acres

bf land the firm nuns in Floi ida.

Initial operations involve the

bitablishmcnl ol emus groves in

ikeechobce area ol the "sun

shine state

Carling Buys Baseball

Carling Brew ing Co., 1 acoma, foi

he second year has purchased one-

qnarter sponsorship ol the Port-

aod Beavei baseball broadcast on

n! \ Portland for Black Label beer.

Vlay Marks 33rd Year
=or KHJ-TV in Calif.

\l.i\ is an historical month for

\ll I I \ I [ollywood, which first

vent on the air as experimental out-

t W6X \o in 1931. It was early

May that year that a transmitter

d receiver were put in working or-

er. and a picture transmitted across

room

One year later, on May 21. news-

papermen were flown over I o s

geles m a special Western Air

5S plane, and shown a t\ ini-

on a special transmitter, obvi-

usl\ the forerunner of motion pic-

nics shown on airlines.

On May 7, 1940. a W6X \< I

amera moved onto a movie sound

tage to televise the first pick-up of

film being made I. urn n Abner's

breaming Om Loud. Seven years

iter, the station started the first

ist. lined daytime telecasting with

•era! weekly presentations o\' the

opular Queen lor a Day radio pro-

ram, showing it simultaneously

ith the broadcast

And on Maj 6, 1948, the station

nally became commercial, and

danged its call letters to KIM
in^ the letters from the name
the founder, fhomas S. I

WRT Seminar Themes
roadcast and Society

A one-day seminar at Boston

ni\ersit\ marked the first New
igland meeting in a series of an-

ia] seminars for broadcasters held

ITOUghout the country under the

es ol the I ducational Foun-

DODGE DEALERS IN JOINT TV CAMPAIGN

Four Dodge dealers have undertaken a joint tv campaign in the Columbu, market on Rotley'l

WIW-C Participants are (from left) Ed Hutchin,, Hutchin, Motor Sales president, George Nolan

West Side Motors general manager, Clark Smith. WIW-C nersonality and air spokesman for thr

group, John Trenor, Trenor Motor Sales president, and Arthur C Cohen, Spitier-Cohen Dodge vice

president. The campaign was launched by a two-hour prime time color film followed by 80 60

second spot commercials, set to run on a monthly basis for an indefinite period

which began March 30. I lie other

programs ;ire You Don't S,/\. /

ctiu Voting Theatre m\o\ Men Grif-

fin's H "id lor H <</(/

dation of American Women in Ra-

dio and I elevision.

I he plan is to lix>k at broad-

casting as a part of total society

and hopefully to place in perspec-

tive the role o\' broadcasting, its

responsibilities, and satisfactions.

Using "Our Changing Society"

as its theme, the Boston seminar

dealt with such topics as "Soeiety

in Transition," "How Responsible

is Man for the Character ol S

ciety?'
1

"Changing Horizons in Ed-

ucation" and "The Growing Pro-

cess ol the Adult Mind." presented

b\ leading figures in their fields.

Plymouth Rides on NBC
I he Plymouth division of Chrys-

ler (N.W. \\er) will be represent-

ed on both NBC-TN Wednesday

night shows next season. The Vir-

ginian and Wednesday Wight at the

Movies. Both shows are participa-

tion carriers.

The Alfred Hitchcock Dour on

Monday (10-11 p.m.) is also part

Of the Plymouth purchase package

and is a breakthrough tor NBC,
which has been having difficulty

selling its Monday night lineup.

On the daytime sales side. Van
Camp Sea Food (Erwin Wascy,

Ruthrauff & Ryan) bought into

four Mu i\ strips, including the

new game show in color. Jeopardy,

DELIVERED BY
WREX-TV 0fa*«e/ J3

ivi-hv. n-u'i is
• No* Chryata assembly plant —

6000 new iobs in 1964

• New $8 million hos:

• New G.ites Rubber Plant. Freeport, III.

— 500 new jobs.

• 58th m U. S. m E.B.I, per capita

• 78th m U. S. in E.B.I, per household
• $1,480,547,000 market.

•WWBX-TV COVMAOI
• Bjnketinrj Northern III.

ern Wisconsin — the rich iidusr
agricuitur.il heartland of V . A

WREX-TV Remarkable
ROCKFORO ILL

REPRESENTED BY H R. TE

MEMBER GANNETT GROUP
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YOU SHOULD HEAR
J. Robert Humphreys, Manugcr of

KSRV Radio. Ontario, Oregon, says:

"It is difficult to draw the line between

selling clients AC1AIN and keeping

them sold, but I feel it is most important

to keep good accounts sold. Thus, the

most important benefit I sec from ( A'<

is Kl I PING CLIENTS SOLD. It's

easy to keep a client sold with the 'sell

and sounds' Irom CRC."

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Call Dallas Collect 214 748-8004

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.
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THE CHANGING SCENE

Standard Measurement
Is Key to Radio Rate

Advertising rates for radio will

be higher when a "standard, accept-

ed yardstick of audience measure-

ment" is found, according to NAB
radio v. p. Sherril Taylor.

He told the Texas Assn. of

Broadcasters, meeting at Galveston,

that the first step in assuring "an

accurate method of measurement"

will be taken this month, when
NAB and the Radio Advertising

Bureau jointly begin a field study

on radio audience measurement.

Asserting that radio's rates now
are too low because its audiences

"are not fully measured," Taylor

said it is the joint intent of NAB
and RAB "to develop a standard,

universally accepted method of

measurement." Once this is done, he

said, the radio industry "finally will

tell sponsors and advertisers the full

dimensions of in-home and out-of-

home listening" on the more than

200 million working radio sets now
in use.

Mustang Cavorts on Tv
With Simultaneous Webs

All three networks recently car-

ried three spots from 9:30 to 10

p.m. introducing the new Ford Mus-

tang. The effort most likely snagged

every U.S. viewer with his set on.

Cost' is estimated at $500,000 for

the time. Programs which will be

used: Hazel on NBC. 9:30-10;

retry Mason on CBS, 9-10; Jimmy
Dean on ABC. 9:30-10:30. Car

orders are reportedly already run-

ning between 25,000 and 50,000.

C^st is $2638.

BBDO Shifts Department;
Starger Associate Director

Batten. Barton. Durstine <.v. Os-

boni has realigned its tv/ radio de-

partment, with added duties assigned

to staff members in addition to their

specific account responsibilities.

Involved in change are: Martin

Starger. associate t\ radio director;

Hiram Brown, v. p.. program devel-

opment; Al Cantwell, v.p., specials

actualities; Aaron Bcckwith. v.p..

live/videotape operations; John
Maupin, v.p., regional office lia-

ison; Bill Hoffman, film syndica-

tion/radio; Dave Donnelly, sports;

Bob Levinson, network availabili-

ties. William J. Moore has joined

the department as business affairs

manager.

Starger, as associate director,

will supervise all activities of tv

—

programing and network relations.

Brown will be concerned with long-

range development of tv proper-

ties.

Stuart Sells Station

KODY North Platte, Neb., has

been sold by Stuart Broadcasting

Co. to KODY Radio. Inc.. headJ
by Robert Lau, president of H. P.

Lau Co., Lincoln.

Stuart, which bought the North

Platte property in September 1960,

also owns KFOR Lincoln. KRGI
Grand Island, KSAL Salina. Kan..

KMNS Sioux City. KOEL Oelwein,

la., and WMAY' Springfield. 111.

American Tobacco's
Ad Spending Is Up
A decrease in earnings for the

American Tobacco Co. the first

quarter of this year is due to in-

creased advertising costs, says pres-

ident Robert B. Walker.

Sales for the first three months

totaled $260,711,000 compared

with $265,591,000 for the sanal

period a year ago. The decrease

was 1.8 percent. "Earnings for the

first quarter would have been ahead

of last year if it had not been for

advertising, which was higher than

any other first quarter in the com

panys history." according to Walk

er.

The increase, referred to in ;i

Sponsor article Apr. 27. resulted

from national advertising of five

major cigaret brands during the

first quarter, in contrast to the ad-

vertising oi four brands a year ago.

By individual months. January

sales were down from 1963, FA
ruarv sales showed improvement and

March sales were higher.

Since the beginning of this year

the company has launched three

new brands: Carlton flavor-filter.

Roi-Tan little cigars and Hall Pipe

tobacco in a filter cigaret.

SPONSOR

ov



GOBEL STRUMS FOR DRIVER COMFORT

Dr.iusMiitj Harrison R.uli.itof Div (General Motors) radio commercial* with

(c) comedian George Gobel are (1) Frank Picard, administrative assistant for

D P. Brother's radio-tv department, and Jim Orgill, creative director for the

dopartment. The 60-second messages, featuring Gobel narrating, singing, and
strumming on his guitar, are being aired on 208 stations in 93 markets for a

total schedule of over 10.000 spots Commercials promote "climate control"

for Buick, Oldsmobilc, Pontiac, and Chevrolet, and "comfort control" for Cadillac

SPONSOR SPOTLIGHT
ADVERTISERS

Charles S. C r ill appointed na-

tional advertising manager of Phil-

Corp. He replaces John E.

Kelly, who resigned. IK- served the

Admiral Corp. since 1956 .is an

executive.

William \<>rris appointed mar-

keting director of the agricultural

division, (has. Pfizer & Co. He
comes to the company from Ed-

w.ird H. Weiss & Co.. Chicago,

where he served as vice president

and account supen isor.

nu'st .1. Duiistnn joined Armour
Meat Products Co.. Chicago, as ad-

vertising supervisor. Previously he

was in the marketing department

>>f Post-Keyes-Gardner Vdvertising,

Boyd B. Barrick named COrpo-

rate manager of distributor market-

ing for Raytheon i'o. Since joining

mp.un in 1958 he served as

ne manager and most recently

general sales manager lor th.

tributor products division

.lohn Ni'imsh. advertising man-
:er. \ & \\ Schaefer Brewing

i'o.. named chairman of the Out-

door Advertising Committee of the

Association of National \dvcrtis-

ers. He succeeds Richard Borden,

manager, advertising division, At-

lantic Refining i'o.

Robert Friedman a p p o i n t e d

branch manager of United Artists.

Philadelphia. He has been branch

manager tor LA since IW>2 Inn-

ing joined the company as a sales-

man in 1959.

AGENCIES

Walter S. McLean appointed as-

sistant lo the president of Camp-
bell-Ewakl, Detroit. Since joining

the agency in 1954 in marketing

and research, he served as an ac-

count executive for United Motors

S -ice account, account supervisor

on Rockwell-Standard account II.

was elected vice president in 1963.

lames .1. Goodn in. I'aul Schatlel.

Vniasa Smith. Jr.. and Peggy Mathis

joined Luckie & Forney, Birming-

ham, as industrial copywriter, jun-

ior account executive, artist, and

media buver. respectively. Good-

vvin formerly served villi R l

Mc4 inn. \ s s «. e i Sh ittel

vvoiked previous!) as annoiiM.

producci fot w \l'l I \ Binn
ham and WHN I I \ HuntSVlllc

< . Newton Odell appointed vice

president, directoi ol marketing i"i

West. Weu & Barrel Previouslj

he was vice president and secretary

oi the plans board tot I Ictchei

Richards, ( alkms & Holden

Miopias II. Diinki ihiii.

president and research director "I

ComptOn Advertising, named senior

vice president. He returned to

ComptOn in July, 1961, alter six

vears as market research directoi

lor the Vick ( 'hemical ( o

Kenneth II. Mstad. Robert
Kuelper. Hal Weinsteip and OftO
N. \\ hittaker promoted to associate

creative directors fot I eo Burnett

Co. Previouslj all were copv super-

visors

Mary Hardin joined Nccdh.mi.

I OUIS A: Broiby as a vice president

and copy supervisor, hcadqu.n

ing in Chicago. Previously she was

associate creative directoi ol Comp-
ton Advertising, Chicago.

Jackson I . Parker named office

vice president, director of market-

ing and media lor Chirurg A
Cairns. New York. Most recently

he was Boston office marketing and

media director.

\rthur H. Hawkins III joined

(irev Advertising as vice president

and creative supervisor. Previously

he was vice president and associate

creative director at McCami-Mat-
shalk.

lakfl I riehe joined Doyle Dane
Bernbach as an account supervisor

He was formerly with McC.inn-
Erickson as aw account supervisor

Charles I. Schrocder joined J

M Matties. Inc . .is account execu-

tive I ormerly he was with Roek-

morc Advertisin N ^ rk.

John R. Mulligan appointei

rector of public relations

Morey, Ballard Formerly he

public relations executi\

Group w
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SPONSOR SPOTLIGHT

John Na/.zaro promoted to vice

president - creative director of

Chirurg - Cairns. Boston. Prior to

joining the agency in 1956. he was

copy chief with Herb Frank Agency

and tv director for Ingalls Assoc.

Jack Tormey joined McCann-
Erickson, San Francisco, as an ac-

count executive. Formerly he was

San Francisco manager of Fawcett

Publications.

Robert K. Byars named senior

vice president and account group

supervisor of Erwin Wasey, Ruth-

rauff & Ryan. Prior to joining the

company in 1959 as a vice presi-

dent he was vice president and ac-

count supervisor of McFarland,

Aveyard & Co.

John J. Fenton joined Maxon.
Inc., as an account executive. For

the past four years he served as

an account executive for Danccr-

Fitzgerald-Sample.

YOU SHOULD HEAR
R. E. Lee Glasgow, Vice President and

General Manager of WACO, Waco,

Texas. Bays: ".
. invaluable in making

mles, especially to Brand Same Ac-

COUfltS. Il i\ one of the best services

ever developed for rhc radio industry,

at sin h a reasonable price."

Hear "MONEY MAKER"
Call Dallas Collect 214 748-8004

COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORP.
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David Bellin Gerald E. Rowe

Fred P. Wilson transferred to the

Hollywood office of Leo Burnett

Co. as an account executive on

the Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co. west-

ern area account. He was sales pro-

motion executive in its marketing

department since 1961.

Stanley T. Ahlers, Robert L.

Nicholas, and John G. Ringstad

elected vice presidents of Ted
Bates & Co. Ahlers, director of

communications research division,

joined the agency in 1954 after four

years with A. C. Nielsen Co. Prior

to joining the agency four years

ago as an account executive, Nich-

olas was with Benton & Bowles.

Ringstad also named account su-

pervisor. He joined the agency in

1957 as a radio/ tv producer.

TIME / Buying and Selling

Gerald E. Rowe, John J.

Graham and David Bellin appointed

director-advertising, creative direc-

tor-advertising and director-on-air-

advertising, respectively, for NBC.
Rowe was formerly director of au-

dience advertising and promotion;

Graham served previously as art di-

rector; Bellin was manager of spe-

cial projects.

Kmily A. Horton (Mrs. Daniel

Sheehan). supervisor of radio and

tv billing at Katz Agency, retired

after 30-year career with the rep

firm. Don n Harman, assistant su-

pervisor, appointed to succeed Miss

Norton as supervisor,

l.lo>d George Venard, president

of Venard, Torbet & McConncll.

station representatives of WSUN-
AM-IY St. Petersburg, made an

honorary citizen of St. Petersburg

at a monthly meeting of the Sun-

coasl \dvertising Club.

John J. Graham James Oowd

TV MEDIA

Harry Harvey appointed man
ager of Facilities Planning and Op
erations, KMOX-TV St. Louis

Wally Wesley, formerly engineer

in-charge. named manager of tech

nical operations. Harvey has bee

manager of technical operations

James C. Dowdle joined KSTP
TV St. Paul - Minneapolis as na

tional sales manager. Formerly h

was national sales manager a

KWTV Oklahoma City.

Rita Lynn appointed to th

board of directors of Screen Actor

Guild, Hollywood, as a replace

ment for Bette Davis. Michael Con

nors was appointed to the boan

as an alternate for William Ben

dix. who is working in the East

Humphrey Davis appointed to th

New York Section of the Nations

Board as a replacement for Kei

Roberts.

Ted Eiland appointed vice presi

dent of WSTV-TV Steubenville

Since joining the station in 196.'

he served as manager of sales de

vclopment and general manager.

Gene Wilkey, vice president

CBS-TV, and general manager o

KMOX-TV St. Louis, elected to flu

board of governors, Missouri \th

let ic Club, for a three year term

LeRoy Olligcr named production

manager o\' WGN-TV Chicago.

Donald J. Kelly named assistant

to the president and chairman ol

the board of Metromedia. New

York. Prior to joining the companj

in 1962 as program manager Ol

Kansas City. Mo., he was program

consultant for Metro's WCBM
WI-IM Baltimore.

SPONSOR

f



1
E.i\!r i<i| • Milton Levy

Vinos Fastridge and Kevin Bach-

appointed director of promotion

al merchandising and promotion

distant for KM I \ < )maha. I iast-

v.in formerly, merchandising

rector for the station. Buchta

,
is previously associated with \l-

; i & Reynold and 1 loyd Berg

] Jvertising agencies.

Joseph I. Brechner, WFT\ Or-

ido. Earl Welde, WSUN l\ St.

lersburg; and Joseph S. Field,

.. WIRK West Palm Beach,

ctcd second lieutenant governor,

asuier A\\d secretary, respectively,

the fourth district of the VI

rtising Federation of America.

ipa.

James (.. [Milan appointed to the

staff of KFR1 -l\ l resno.

ior to joining the station he was

issiiied manager and later in re-

I advertising sales at the Sun-

and most recently an adver-

ig salesman for The Fresno

Dune Eastvold and Bob lane-

appointed local sales managers
KWW1 l\ Waterloo, la., and
Ml l\ Austin. Minn, last-

came to Austin from \\ I) \ i

Fargo, N I) Janecek joined

A I |\ in 1962.

lack Weldon, sales manager of

!UN Wl lampa-St. Petersburg,

second vice president in

je of programs and director

Suncoast Advertising Club.

Mason, program manager of

1UN I \ . elected also to the

lard of directors o\ the club.

Irl Welde, sales manager of

1VSI N-TY. |yf-»2-'63 president of

t club, appointed representative

* the Slate Hoard of Directors of

t- 4th District, \dvertising Feder-
i w of America.

jPr II, 1964

Pre sherinaii. dircctoi ol promo

tion foi KOLN i\ KOIN i\

I incoln, Neb., elected to the board

oi directors ol l incoln lunioi

( hambei ol < ommerce.

Vnihon\ (,. o'M;iiie\ named di-

rector of sales contracts, business

affairs, foi (Ms I N Since joining

( MS in 1951 in the budgel depart

men! be served as manage! ol sales

reements, and most recentlj as

assistant director of business affairs

RADIO MEDIA

Braee s>!'" appointed program di-

rector of WGR Buffalo. He comes

to the station from a similar post

i! \\ II St 1 ouis

Zara ('. Bishop, personnel direc-

tor of WCAl WCAU-T\ Phila-

delphia, appointed Pennsylvania

delegate to President Johnson's

Committee on Employment of the

Handicapped.

lewis S. Krone joined WINS
New York as account executive.

I or the past year he served as ac-

count executive for WICC lair-

held. Conn.

Jack Copersinith joined the sales

staff of KMA Shenandoah, Iowa.

Previously be was station manager
at KOOO Omaha.

Fred Weber appointed executive

vice president of t\ and radio opera-

tions o( Rust Craft Broadcasting

( o He has been associated with

the group for the past 15 years.

Philip StOCksbger promoted to

regional sales representative for

WGMR WG « I M Washington

\ former municipal bond specialist,

with ten years in the securities busi-

ness, he joined the station a year

ago as an account executive

Donald I . shater appointed pro-

duction director at M.>\ Pitts-

burgh. He comes to the station

from k\<>k s; Louis, where he

served as production director for

the past two years

Marjorie I hoinas joined KM I

Hollywood as publicist and assist-

ant to the director of advertising

and sales d< vclo| \i min
Rol kin
was account executive with lulian

l Myers \
.

i
.

• Pul R

ti"n ncd to : tauranl and
personalit) accounts

Richard I. Drar) > Birhid
J. (• a r \ t \ appointed opera)

manager and sales manage! <>t

k\li o and k(.)\i I \i Omaha
Previousl) Drur) was operations

managei ol kcu San I > Prioi

i«> joining the station eight months
1 as an account execute I

vev owned and operated tl

Steg ( o

John Kranee. composer, arrang-

er, conductor, named music d\-

tor ol WP \ I Nc a York. Prioi to

coming to \\ P \ I he provided mu-
sic for radio t\. documentary m
ies and recordings. He was also ,h

sociated wkh WGMS Washington.
D ( . and WK\i Rochestei N >

SYNDICATION
& SERVICES

Milton L. Levj appointed man-
ager of industrial sales for Pike Pro-

ductions. Newton Centre. Mass
Starting as a writer and actor for

radio, he has had experience in sell-

ing and producing motion pictures

for industry, business, education,

and television.

Bob Rosen joined the merchan-
dising division of Screen Gems.
Prevk>USl] be was national sales

manager lor Ceipix Records.

\riiold Sank, of William Morris

agency t\ sales representatives,

now m charge of regional sales

the agency's represented shows and
national spot campaigns, working

in close cooperation vvith adver-

tising agencies and sponsor H.

also takes on the assignment o\

key local station groups m the

metropolitan art Sank has been
with the company in tv siiu

II. remains ad
for daytime progran ih \H<

and (Ms 1 N rks

Hi rl»« ill. Sn|..\\

eral program executive

ductions Pit sently he

tor of daytime ' K(



CALENDAR
MAY

Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters,

annual meeting. The Inn. Buck Hill

Falls (to 12).

National Retail Merchants Assn.,

sales promotion division convention,

at the Hotel Americana. N. Y. (to

13).

Direct Mail Advertising Assn., di-

rect mail institute. University of Con-

necticut, Storrs. Conn, (to 15). Mail

order seminar. Statler Hotel. Boston

(12).

Natl. Assn. of Tv Program Exec-

utives, programing seminar. N.Y.

Hilton (11-12).

Assn. of National Advertisers, ses-

sion at Waldorf-Astoria. N. Y. (11-

12).

Sales Promotion Executive Assn.,

seventh annual conference, Astor

Hotel, N. Y. (11-13).

Int. Radio & Television Society,

luncheon marking installation of of-

ficers and hoard members, and Arthur

Godfrey's 35th year on the air,

Americana Hotel. N. Y. (12).

Natl. Assn. for Better Radio &

Television, 14th annual awards din-

ner, Wilshire Country Club. Los
Angeles (12).

National Academy of Recording

Arts & Sciences, dinners lor drammy
Award winners, simultaneously held

by its chapters in New York, I.os An-
geles, and Chicago (12).

Chicago Federated Advertising

Club, 22nd annual advertising awards

presentation and dinner, Palmer
House (13).

NAB Committee on Future of Tv
in America, meeting, Washington,

D.C. (13).

Advertising Club of Wilkes-Barre,

Pa., meeting with RAB's Edmund
Bunker as main speaker (13).

Radio & Television Correspond-

ents, 20th annual dinner, Sheraton

Park Hotel, Washington (13).

New Jersey Assn. of Broadcasters,

spring managers meeting, Rutgers U.,

New Brunswick (14).

Illinois Broadcasters Assn., meet-

ing. Wagon Wheel, Rockford (14-

15).

Iowa Broadcasters Assn., meeting.

Congress Inn, Iowa City (14-16).

Arizona Broadcasters Assn., meet-

ing, Skyline Country Club, Tucson

(15).

American TV Commercials Fes-

tival, fifth annual awards luncheon.

all over America, people of all ages

are listening to the radio again, to

THE LIVES OF HARRY LIME
Orson Welles

CAPT. HORATIO HORNBLOWER
Michael Redgrave

SCARLET PIMPERNEL
Marins Goring

THEATRE ROYALE
Laurence Oli\ irr

SECRETS OF SCOTLAND YARD
Clive Itrook

THE QI EEN'S MEN
Royal I Mnadian Mounted Police

THE BLACK MUSEUM
< h"son \\ elles

7 network serifs . . . .'i(> I radio dramas . . .

irring feld. 230 park are., new vork inn 9-5857

Waldorf-Astoria (15).

West Virginia Broadcasters A
spring meeting and second annual

gineering exhibit. Press Club, (ha
ton (15-16).

Sales & Marketing Fxecutives-ll

convention, Palmer House, (hid

(17-20).

Washington Advertising Club,

dio Day, RAB's Edmund Bui

main luncheon speaker, Preside^

Arms (19).

Los Angeles Advertising Woi
18th annual presentation dinner

"Lulu" trophies to western adve
ing and pubicity women, Hollyw
Palladium (21).

Washington State Assn. of Br«

casters, convention, Hilton

Seattle (21-22).

Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters, spi

convention, Commodore Perrv H*

Toledo (21-22).

North American Broadcasters 1

Bank, third annual convention. HI

day Inn, Evansville. Ind. (21-23).]

Alabama Broadcasters Assn., sp

convention, Broadwater Beach H<|

Biloxi. Miss. (21-23).

South Dakota Broadcasters A«

convention, The Plains. Huron

23).

Association of Broadcasting I v

fives of Texas, annual awards I

quet. Dallas (22).

Louisiana-Mississippi AP Brd

casters Assn., annual convenl

Jackson, Miss. (22-24).

Southern California Broadcas

Assn., annual outing, lakeside Cd

try Club, Toluca Lake (25).

Fmmy Awards 16th annual leledj

Music Hall, Texas Pavilion. r

York World's Fair, and the Pall

um. Hollywood (25).

Catholic Press Assn., convent

Penn-Sheraton, Pittsburgh (25-2

Art Directors Club of N.Y.. aw;

luncheon. Americana Hotel (26). I

Visual Communications Confercjl

(Art Directors Club of N. Vi. I

York Hilton (27-28).

American Research Merchandi

Institute, Del Coronado, San I

(31 -June 6).

JUNE

Technical Assn.. of the GnM
Arts, convention, Webster Hall, P •

burgh (1-3).

National Visual Presentation A»-

"Da\ of Visuals," Commodon
York (4-6).

Marketing Executives Club of P

York, convention. Radio Cit\ (4

Advertising Federation of An'-

ica. 60th annual convention. Ch "i

Park Pla/a Hotel. St. I ouis f- '

62 SP0M



International Language

,72*

: needs no translation. Its magic
transcends boundaries of time and
place to speak with universal meaning
to allpeople everywhere.
This month."/-

: the
fourth ar -national program
exchange. A unique adventure in global
television, the exchange was created
by the CBS Owned television stations
to bring audiences in five major U S.
communities fine cultural programs
from abroad And at the same time, to
make possible the free exchange of

International Hourprograms among all
of the participating nations. (This year,
by special arrangement with the CBS
Owned television stations, the series
will also be seen on ten stations of the
Eastern Educational Network.)
"International Hour Ml.
wood." the American con:-
the exchange, presents a concert of
memorable music composed for mo-
tion pictures, performed at the famed
HollywoodBowlby Mel Torme and the
JOO-man Hollywood Bowl Symphony
Orchestra. Academy Award-winner

CBSTELEViStONSTATiONS*
-"

Ray Mil/and hosts this special hour-
longprogramproducedbyCBS C i

KNXTm Los Angeles In weeks to come,
the distinguished actor E. G. Marshall
will introduce programs of mus
dance originated by broadcast
such diverse nations as
Canada. Argentina. I:

Japan. Yugoslavia and I '.

Thus, oncemc
serve tosound.:
among people

And let th-.



He's taking "LIVE" TV pictures...

with Sylvania's "Newschief"

TV camera and transmitter.

It weighs 27 pounds

and it's wireless.

Now nothing is too remote for Syl-

vania "live" television.

A television cameraman can climb

a mountain, sail a boat or fly a plane.

Even parachute to earth and keep

liis audience with him every second

"live" with S'< wschu i

.'

If your cameramen aren't steve-

dores, that's all right, ton. News-
chief is transistorized. The camera

weighs about 5 pounds. The audio-

video transmitter and its battery

pack weigh twenty-two pounds.

Batteries are rechargeable and

can be changed without interrupt-

ing a broadcast. They power News-
chief for line-of-sight transmission

up to a mile.

The camera is an adaptation of

Sylvania's 800 model, pioneer ii t

new series of 800-line resolutil

cameras that have brought new 1.'

to closed-circuit television.

This Newschief has a tunable 1
output, zoom lenses and through-t -

lens viewfinder. Sylvania will desii

Newschief units to meet any bro -

caster's specifications.

From electronic component p

duct ion to complete systems resp

sibility, no one says capability in

better than Sylvania.

For additional information, c*

tact: Sylvania Commercial El

-

tronics, 730 Third Avenue. I
1 '

Bl, New York, N. Y. 10017.

SYLVANIA
subsidiary of /"^I^ 1 H
GENERALTELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS KJ 1^11/



The Complete Story Behind

Westinghouse's $6 Million Television Comeback

Beginning on page 27

'For outstanding Radio Public Service

during the year 1963"

EL^

GEORGE FOSTER PEABOD^ \WARD
"With its daih program, 'Open Lin< KSTP has promoted public discussion "I

important issm s relating to the community. This station played i significant role

in tin 1963 statewide controvers) involving the University ol Minnesota and
•

i in public groups which claimed thai this institution was harbouring subver-

sive agents and influences I \ gel, the producer, b\ ample air time

to numerous civic leaders, professors, and students I in making known
the true situation .mil reestablishing ol confidence and integrity.

KSTP is proud to accept this most

distinguished of all radio awards.
THE NEW POWERFUL 50.000 WATTS VOICE T M \A/ P

!^0®0
RADIO

15 on the dial

MPLS. -ST. PAUL



"Seasoned to Please!"

Represented by H-R Television, Inc.

^ or ~**(JTj)

Call C. P. Persons Jr., General Manager
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FDA Hits Coty Wrinkle-Smoother

Ad Agencies Not Involved

Washington H>\ swooped down

)n third wrinkle-smoother product

,st week, this time Coty's Line

-\wav I wo previous IDA seizures

Acre made of shipments of Helene

"urtis' Magic Secret, followed within

it) days by, Hazel Bishop's Sudden

Change All the cosmetic products

charged as 'new drugs," with-

uit proper I DA clearance, and mar-

leted under allegedly false claims

Big question on Madison Ave. is:

A ill advertising agencies he involved

n the cases' Shudders still go down

igenc) spines over the inclusion of

Hilton agency in the Justice

)ept s criminal action brought

Igainst the makers of Regimen tab-

ets. last January, tor alleged con-

piracv to defraud the public.

Neither Justice Dept. nor the I'ost

Office appeared to be investigating

he wrinkle-smoother claims, as far

, Sponsor's Washington reporter

ould learn last week. It seems to

K the general consensus here that

hese cosmetic-drug cases are "stnet-

v" FDA product seizure cases, with

KJ criminal charge of mail fraud

oOow-up in the works at Justice

)cpt . for either manufacturers or

dvertising agencies The Federal

trade Commission also seems to be

paving this one in FDA hands

in\ is attacking the Magic Secret.

Omit Political Blurbs

From Codes, Says Bell

Lawrence. Kans.—Both radio

and tv codes should be "amended

or waived to exempt paid political

announcements" during primaries

and general elections, code direc-

tor Howard Bell said in address

here Friday Bell noted that, un-

der present standards (which con-

sider paid political blurbs as regular

commercials, therefore eligible for

equal-time treatment of opposition)

the broadcaster is put in ironic

position of risking violation of

code, wheh encourages high com-
munity service, at the very time

he is performing community serv-

Legislators are reportedly in

tavor of move and FCC is likely

|to go along.

Sudden ( hange and I me Aw.iv lo-

tions as "new drugs," because it savs

the products claim to attect physical

structure (See Sponsor's Week in

Washington, May 1 1.)

Government has hit the Helene

( urtis adA t otv products tor claims

implying tome permanent benefit

and the Hazel Bishop lotion for giv-

ing a \acc lift without surgerv. IDA
will have to prove Us claims in court.

About advertising agencv involve-

ment

—

Justice staffers point out that

in the Regimen case, the first to in-

clude the agency in the charges—the

main charge was conspiracy to de-

fraud, by use of the mails. FDA and
postal investigations convinced Jus-

tice Dept. that the advertising agen-

cv was "intimately involved" in the

leged COnspi dfers point out

that the relationship had to he ••

close to snag the

Justice staffers freely admit that

proving responsihihtv of an advertis-

ing agency, for knowledge ot fraud

m manufacture! claims, is a t.

to pifl down I he COUrtl mas no!

Cent this angle of the Regimen CJ

wrinkle-smoother lotion

admitted!) oil a lesser scale as far as

national consumption is concerned

Justice charged Regimen with fraud

on the grand scale, with $10 million

in advertising and buvs of Sl<> mil-

lion worth of tablets by the public,

between 1956 and 1963

However, there is no absolute

guarantee of anything where govern-

ment is concerned It FDA makes its

case good in court, there could be in-

vestigation for possible mail fraud.

at the behest of Justice—but this

seems unlikelv at the moment.

FCC: Pay Agency on Political Advertising

\N ashington—A station cannot re-

fusc to pay an advertising agency-

charge for services m connection with

paid political advertising, on the

grounds that such payment "violates"

the equal time law. Further. FCC
said last week, such a policv spells

"unequal treatment" as between

political and commercial advertisers

and breaks commission rules

The PCX handed down this deci-

sion in a dispute between K.NQ1 -I\

Monroe. La., and Louisiana Affiliated

Agencies, Inc. The agency placed ad-

vertising over the station on behalf

of a gubernatorial candidate in re-

cent campaign, but the station refused

to pay the 15 percent when it was

billed.'

The station held that its policv was

lair, because not all candidates can

rd the services of an advertising

agency, and Sec. 315 requires equal-

ity of opportunitv. The station ad-

mits that when a commercial adver-

tiser doesn't employ an advertising

agency, the station performs the

agencv services — but KNOl does

not do this tor paid political adver-

tising.

The advertising agency promptly

reasoned that this was indirectly

charging more for political broadcast

time than for commercial time, be-

cause station convevs a "benefit"

to the commercial advertiser, but not

to the political candidate. FCC pur-

sues the logic to conclusion and finds

that a commercial advertiser not us-

ing an agency would get station serv-

ices denied to a political advertiser

in the same situation. This unequal

treament violates the statute.

As for the equal time law. FCC
savs this is satisfied if the station

provides equal time at the same rates

to all comers Use of au agenc

entirely a matter of "free choice" bv

the political advertiser—so agency

>n should come out of

time charges as usual

Radio Survey Shows
Listening Upswing
New York— Radio listening is up

"across the board"

—

winter, summer.
weekdays, weekends—savs a uist-re-

leased CBS Radio survev.

The survey, based on a special anal-

vsis oi \ ( Neiben c o. data and

subject to qualifications which the

network will supply on reqiK

ers plug-in sets, automobile red

and batterv portables

Citing an almost uniform
(with one exception, even hour from
7 a.m. to S p.m ) over last year, the

survev indicated that average week-

ly hours of listening last winter were

up 31.1 percent and summer listen-

ing was up 12.7 percent.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Eastern Airlines Account Flies to Y&R
New York—Young and Rubicam's

acquisition of Eastern Airlines account

(an estimated $5 million in radio/ tv

alone) still doesn't make full amends

to Y&R's defections during the past

year or so.

Informal tally indicates that agen-

cy has lost these billings: Bufferin,

about $13 million; Beech-Nut and Life

Savers, $8 million; Singer sewing ma-

chines, $7 million; Johnson & John-

son's Micrin, $4 million; and Ameri-

can Bakeries, $3.5 million. Total

business lost: $35.5 million.

Besides the $10 million Eastern

Airlines account, Y&R has also gained

Breck's $8 million billing. Total busi-

ness acquired: $18 million. Agency

clearly must double such scoring to

regain its former status.

Flight of Eastern from Benton &
Bowles after only five months is like-

ly a record of some sort. B&B presi-

dent William R. Hesse reportedly

Code's Bell Opposes
3-Part Control Group

Lawrence, Kan. — "As media men,

we must never surrender our right

to establish our own ground rules,"

NAB Code Authority director How-
ard Bell told University of Kansas'

annual Radio-Tv Banquet Friday.

"All interested parties" should be af-

forded opportunity to express views,

however.

It was Bell's answer to a recent

but unidentified agency man's pro-

posal that sponsors and agencies join

broadcasters to form tri-partite, self-

regulatory body to govern radio and

tv.

(His reference generally is under-

stood within the trade to be Leo

Burnett's executive vice president

Leonard S. Mathews' suggestion to

American women in radio-tv in Tulsa,

May 1, who said advertiscr-agency-

broadcaster regulation would be "for

lirst time a democratic procedure"

for surveying, examining and analyz-

ing "broadcasting in its entirety.")

Noting that radio and tv have "in-

herent right to shoulder final respon-

sibilit) lor their material" plus legal

responsibility, Bell emphasized, "1 do

not believe this responsibility can or

should be surrendered or delegated

to the advertiser, and I would be op-

posed to any such joint committee to

decide broadcast standards and poli-

quipped, "In our experience, we have

rarely seen such a situation" in can-

did memo addressed to agency staff.

Benton & Bowles was named East-

ern's -agency only last December after

careful, extended screening of eight

candidate agencies. Unexpected as the

cancelling was, it won't take effect

for the usual 90 days.

The press attributed startling action

("helluvaway to run an airline," one

agency man said) to dual factors:

(1) Recent revisions among East-

ern's top echelon. Company's presi-

dent Floyd D. Hall and marketing

vice president George Gordon didn't

assume current posts until the turn

of the year. Vice president of adver-

tising-sales promotion, Richard Luc-

king, joined Eastern just last month.

(2) General turmoil in airline busi-

ness. National Airlines, for example,

last December moved its $3 million

billing to Kenyon & Eckhardt after

less than a year with Papert, Koenig,

Lois.

At Benton & Bowles, Eastern's $10

million ad total was divided with 50

percent in print, about 49 percent in

tv and one percent in radio and out-

door combined.

Prior to signing with that agency,

Eastern Airlines had been with the

former Fletcher Richards, Calkins &
Holden for 28 years.

ANA, AAAA, NAB Plan

3rd Closed Door Session

New York—A hard look at some

of broadcast advertising's most per-

plexing and touchy issues will be the

order of business as representatives of

ANA, AAAA and NAB meet behind

closed doors at New York's Sheraton

East Hotel May 26.

This is the third in the series of

conferences in pin-pointing such mu-
tual problems as clutter and loudness

in commercials.

One item likely to have a place on
the agenda is code director Howard
H. Bell's proposed scientific advisory

committee to aid in NAB's commercial

acceptance problems. The idea is to

use specialists in various fields, such

as doctors or dentists, to lend their

knowledge to NAB in the evaluation

ol certain commercials.

Sponsor has learned that the pro-

posal, which originally received little

attention, has become a matter of

concern in some advertising circles.

Spur to Hue Sponsors
Seen in Set Price Cut
New York — RCA's surprise

slashing of from $50 to $130 off

prices for color receivers is ex-

pected to trigger similar action by
other set manufacturers, giving

sponsors added spur to colorcast

commercials.

With more than two million sets

now in consumer hands, current

estimates had projected this total

at 3.5 million by year-end. But

price reductions may accelerate

sales beyond this figure, causing

rapid expansion in color program-
ing that would add new dimensions

to number of current shows avail-

able for hue advertisers' messages.

Announced cuts for RCA models
(bringing firm's least expensive

model to just below $400) shocked

some industry sources who had ex-

pected higher prices to be main-

tained for perhaps two more years.

'Clutter' up for Study

At Code Board Meeting

Washington—Recommendations t<j

reduce the appearance of so-ca

"clutter," current prime target of t>|

critics, will rate high on the agend

of the NAB's Television Code Revie

Board, meeting May 21-22.

The subject has been under in

tensive study by the NAB Code Au-

thority, and its report to the boarc

will include a recent survey of all t\|

code subscribers on their evaluatior

of "clutter," including viewer reac-

tion.

CBS Earnings Increase

In First Quarter of 1964

New York — CBS earnings are U|

for the first quarter of 1964 to tht

tune of more than $2 million in con

solidated net income and more that

$16 million in net sales.

Net income for the first threi

months of the current year totale*

$12,487,191 as compared with S10,|

175.001 in the initial quarter of 1963

according to an announcement mad>

by William S. Paley. chairman, am

Frank Stanton, president. Presen

earnings are equivalent to 65 cents I

share, compared with 54 cents in '63

Net sales for the first quarte

reached SI 54,542,786 as opposed t..

$141,213,861 in 1963.
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Why KABC-TV bought Volumes 7,

of Seven Arts"Films of the 50 s

Says Elton Rule:
ABC Vice President and General Manager of KABC TV, Los Angeles. Cahforn

'Early in 1964, we were determined to build the largest weekend movie following in Los Angeles.

no easy task against established opposition. We programmed 'The Saturday Night Movie.' 10:30 PM

Saturday, and 'Theatre 7 Premiere,' Sunday at 10:00 PM, and went out

I

I

I I l

I

Our only criteria: the features must be first run and first quality! The end result was our purchase

of Seven Arts' Volumes 7 and 8 plus the newly released Volume 9 which includes in its four parts

215 Universal Post '50 films... the largest and most important movie buy in the station's history

Sponsors immediately agreed with our choice, for such blue chip advertisers as Toni. Clairol.

P & G. Listerine. Gallo, L & M, Lever Bros , Anheuser Busch and Helene Curtis requested

and bought spots in our new movie programming time.

We at KABC TV are pleased with the acceptance of the Seven Arts' 'Films of the 50's' by both sponsors

and public and we are well on our way to establishing a new pattern of weekend viewing in I os A

r
7

SEVEN ARTS
DISTRIBUTING

CORP.

CONTACT YO CE TOR MAM

NEW YORK 200 Park Avenue. YUkon 6 1

CHICAGO: 4630 Estes Lmcotnwood i

DALLAS: 5641 Charleston Drive. ADd I

LOS A". 1562 Royal Woods D-

TORONTO. ONTARIO 11 Adelaide St

• of TV stations progr •
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What makes a great salesman?

Sending $24.00 out of his first day's
alee of $24.67 for the next day's
advertising may not sound like good
business practice, but it started a
young merchant named -John Wana-
maker on the road to fortune. It also

launched a department store known
the world over. Wanamaker's phe-
nomenal success was based on a con-
stant Mow of merchandising and ad-
vertising ideas. He was the tirst mer-
chant to open a "'composite'' store
Containing thousands of unrelated
items. The tirst to li^'ht a retail store

electrically. The first to inaugurate a

one-price policy.

Hut wanamaker's most -copied
"first'' was his daring money-back
policy. To support it. and insurt cus-

tomer good will, he insisted his -ales

people tell patrons the exact quality
of the goods they were purchasing.
If he saw a customer go out of his

store in a new Wan.iniakcr >uit that

didn't tit properly, he led him hack
to the clerk that had waited on him
and personally supervised a refitting.

Wanamaker built America'.-

1

(Q\g>

retail clothing business and one of
the world's department store -: ints.

Hut his most pre< k>us Lega< >

his reputation. \h- believed tlie John
Wanamaker nunw worth far D

than buildings, equipment and stock.
The Storer stations have a proud
reputation, too: for

i ble pro-
gramming that matches community
preferences and turns more listei

and viewers Bit In Phila-
delphia. Storer

WIBG, an important station in an
importanl market.

(stqrer\
I MQ1DC4SIWC ( nurt.\ ) I

LOS ANGELES

MIAMI

PHILADf LPWIA

MILW1UKEE

CLEVELAND

CLEVELAND

NEW YORK
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TOLEDO
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DETROIT



Put your thumb

on the whole

Sioux Falls

98-county market

WITH JUST TV FACILITY!f
WITH *W FILM OR SLIDE'

FROM
ir TV CAMERA!

KELO-LAND TVs
three transmitters, op-

crating as ONE sta-

tion, give you complete,

instant coverage of this

whole major market!

2X4,000 tv homes.
And more of them

watching KELO-
LAND TV than all

o t h e r stations com-

bined.

5 STATE TELEVISION

fcetnuNc
KELO-tv • KDLO-tv • KPLO tv

(interconnected)

JOE FLOYD. President

Evans Nord, Eiecutlve Vice- Pres. I Gen. M(r.

Larry Bentson, Vice Pres.

Represented nationally by H-R

In Minneapolis by Wayne Evans

General Offices: Sioux Falls, S.D.

A MIDCO STATIOM

Ever eat a Nebo ?

Until last Monday, one week ago today, I never ate a Nebo.

Which only goes to prove how neglected my education has been.

But I was duly initiated by Mike Davis, originator of the Nebo. in

person. At the same time I found myself talking to as fascinating an

advertiser as I've been privileged to meet in quite some while.

To start at the beginning, I was sitting in the office of Perry Samuels,

general manager of WPTR Radio in Albany. We were hotly debating

the possibility of achieving a billion dollar radio advertising medium
by 1967, with Samuels, of all people, taking the negative.

The crux of Samuels' argument seemed to be that radio was priced

too low, and not enough national radio dollars were put into a market

in relation to other media to give hope of reaching my goal.

Finally he said, "The trouble with national advertisers is they don't

get close enough to the cash register. I'd like to show you the kind of

advertiser who does."

"Like who?"
"Like Mike Davis. He makes Nebos for 69 cents and sells 'em like

McDonald's 15-cent hamburgers."

On the way over he told me a bit about Davis. He had started in

Albany in 1957 with $180 and a deep down desire to be a smart busi-

nessman. Now he had 14 sandwich stores in Albany, Buffalo and Glens

Falls and was doing over $3,000,000 a year in sandwich dispensing.

He used one advertising medium—radio.

I had trouble identifying Davis from his employees when we arrived.

He was one of a crowd of fast-moving aproned figures inside a big

glass drive-in window gaily festooned with streamers.

Samuels signalled to him and he darted outside, an intense slim

young man. "This is opening day. Sorry to keep you waiting."

"I hear that this is your 14th," I said. "I guess you're used to

opening days."

"Not like this one. This is my first drive-in. The others are sand-

wich shops. How about a Nebo?"
The Nebo, priced 69 cents and duly paid for, was an overstuffed

helping of roast beef in a hamburger bun. The heaping of many wafer-

thin slices had the effect of making the contents appear mountainous.

I washed it down with root beer.

"Arc all your sandwiches made in window view?" 1 asked.

"That's one of our marketing methods."

"How long have you used radio?"

"Ever since 1 started. My first year 1 did about SI 0.000 in sales

and spent $5000 on radio. Now I'm spending around $100,000."

Why radio'.'"

"Two reasons. 1 wanted to catch people on the move and it was

all I could afford. It worked so well that every time we opened a new

location I splashed with radio and then continued. Next year we're

expanding. We'll use it everywhere we go."

"I like your Nebo." I said. "Where did you get the name'.'"

"I dunno. 1 just made it up."

T?-k^/
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i salutes Washington's finesl

In .1 1 1
1
> of 1963, Dallas senl Washington, I > < a bankei of gn it dbtim li

I.. \. Jennings, who, i>i i->i t" his Dallas • icperienci had been I irel I >• put \

Comptrollei of the Currency t"i man) years. Elected 4 liairman of the Board
and chief executive officei ol Riggs National Bank, Mr. Jenni fig u->

.i world-wide banking skill, alive «iili the k i i nl ..! leadership whi( li I

b part "l Riggs 15. ink thinking >in' e 1836 We are proud thai i In-

h.uik in Washington, Riggs, has chosen WWDl Radio as an imporl
wliic h to i. ilk to the people of ilii> community about full banki

Oui thanks to them, and their advertising agency, Kal, Khrlich \ Merrick,

for the confidence they've shown in WWDl
"the station that keeps people in mind." Tfk blair

1 GROUP
PLAN

MEMBEF<S

Photograph by Schonbrunn

Represented nationally I
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CREATIVE CURRENT

I he Association of National Ad-
vertisers' convention in New York
last week dropped a bright dye into

the stream of advertising. It's the

same dye that was in large measure

poured during the AAAA conven-

tion only weeks earlier. It has also

been sprinkled into the same
stream by many advertising leaders.

The result of it all is the mark-
ing of a strong and swift current.

Color that current

—

creatively.

Top management is certainly still

concerned with the deep, deep
green sea of investment, but there

is a growing interest with the crea-

tive current and its levels.

Perhaps because the blue chips

are getting bluer, management is

beginning to realize that the com-
mercial not only sells, but its cre-

ative quality is an external reflec-

tion of the corporation.

That's the trend, and because of

it broadcast advertising will get

even better. The whole body of

advertising will be healthier because
of more vigor in its creative exer-

cise than of control by legislative

and regulative pills.

The Westinghouse dedication

to creative quality and levels in its

current campaign—which brings

this appliance giant into the high-

ticket item fight with $6 million

in tv— is its trump in the struggle

lor higher competitive ranking and
profits in an industry buffeted and
plagued by socio-economic tribula-

tions lor 25 years.

I he high cost of hoisting its rank-

ing and profits through the use of

broadcast advertising is. of course,

not a creative expense alone. That's

why the SPONSOR special in this

issue examines all ol the Westing-

house story

cVaaa. azfa^

Research Pays Off!

I am impressed with the pains-

taking attempts at in-depth report-

ing of major industry stories and

developments. I have even found

that your Sponsor "Spotlight" sec-

tion, on moves of various industry

people, is much more up to date

than it has ever been.

As a radio broadcaster, I am.

of course, particularly interested

in your coverage of this medium.
I think your coverage of the var-

ious buying approaches is very

helpful. Again, the detailed re-

search on the story, (such as the

one on "Yoo-Hoo," Sponsor. May
4) is what makes it so valuable to

the broadcaster.

The greatest service you have

performed for the advertising

agency, the advertiser, and, of

course, for the radio broadcaster,

lies in your inclusion of radio fig-

ures in your analyses of large-bud-

get expenditures by various prod-

ucts. Last year, I was quite put

out by a series of analyzing spend-

ing by major product groups, which

only listed television. I am glad

to sec in your current "Tobacco"

article, that radio has been fairly

represented.

Keep up the good work.

Mark Olds

General Manager
WINS Radio
New York. N.Y.

Storz: Radio Leader
If possible. I would appreciate

receiving five or six tearsheets of

"Sponsor's Report" relative to the

death of Mr. Todd Storz. president.

Storz Broadcasting Company, as

the article appeared in the April 20

issue of Sponsor.

The copies would be used for

members of the family and we
would prefer receiving the pages

not folded.

Rouiki H. Storz

Chairman of Hoard
Si< ' z Broadt asting Co.
Miami Han h, I la.

• On the s.ul occasion ol [odd's

I uncial in Omaha, main people

remarked about how appropriate

il would be if someone were to ex-

press publicly the exient of Todd's

dramatic influence in the radio

industry.

We should have known that

Sponsor would say it, and you did

say it very well.

As a friend of Todd and an ad-

mirer of his ability and imagina-
tion, I wish to thank you person-

ally for the fine editorial in the

April 20th issue of Sponsor.

Robert E. Eastman
I'reside ill

Robert E. Eastman & Co.
New York, N.Y.

ED note: To all those who have

written to us following our tribute

to Todd Storz, we want to express

our thanks.

Thanks from Bud
A little late, but nevertheless

sincere thanks for a great job ot re-

porting.

I can't ever recall so much fa-

vorable reaction to an article in a

trade publication. We are hearing

from people all over the count r\.

and each has something nice to say

about the Sponsor story on "An-

heuser-Busch."

You are to be congratulated for

handling a difficult job in a fine

and professional manner.

We, at D'Arcy, are most ap-

preciative of your thoughtful con-

sideration and cooperation.

Harry K. Renfro

Vice President

D'Arcy Advertising Co.
St. Louis. Mo.

Radio on the Move
Just a brief note to let uui

know how much I enjoyed youi

Publisher's Report in the May 4

issue entitled "Radio on the Move."

We are making a point of draw-

ing this to the attention of our

agency and client friends here.

While I'm on the subject. 1

might add that your article on

page IS entitled "Admen Eye De-

troit Radio Rating Entry" was

quite factual, but 1 would like to

point out that the call letters ol

our station in Windsor. Ontario,

are CKLW and not ( K1W

Ken A. Baker

President, Radio
III Canada Radio and Television

Toronto, (hit.. Canada

10 sponsor
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WW tad iiii/ully

in a class by itself

Masterpiece — exceptional skill, far-reaching values. This is the quality

<if WW
J radio-television service—in entertainment, news, sports, information,

and public affairs programming The results an- impressive—in audien< < !<>\alt\

and community stature, and in fTTTTTl ITTTTT1 r Ml T

sales impact for the advertiser \\ \\»j [\\\i\ \\ \\»l \

on WW) Radio and Television. THE NEWS STATIONS

Owned and Operated by The Detroit News • Affiliated with NBC • National Representatives: Peters. Griffin. Woodwar
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People talk to people about all kinds ol things. All the time.

I verywhere. And we plan to make the most of it.

During April. ACS volunteers all over America will talk

to their neighbors about cancer. In our \ ast " I ell Your Neigh-

bor" program, people will learn from people the answers

to questions about cancer, which COUld help save li\es.

We're looking to television and radio to hack up tins big

nation-wide undertaking which has two aims: to help save

lues and to help raise funds. I hanks to \ou. our messages

have been airborne to millions of neighbors year alter year.

New first-rate materials are available. For IV: 1 minute.

20-second, 10-second film spots m color and in black and

white; telops; slides; feature-length films. For radio: musi-

cal programs; celebrity spots; discussion programs featur-

ing well-known medical authorities.

W ill you talk up lor us again this year? Please ask yout

local ACS Unit for the materials you want or write to: (

AMKRKW (AMIR SOCIETY*
21') East 42nd Street, New York, N.Y mo 17
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PRESSTIME REPORT FROM OUR WASHINGTON NEWS BUREAU

Ma\ 15. 19'

The suspense is over. 1 "mrnissioner Fri-d> rick Ford. Repubj

time cha irman of the commission, has been nominal' *_ • •
'

se rve another seven years on ihr \-\\: when hi? pre?. en' ' r •
• •[ ' 30 .

Commissioner Ford has been a very quiet man in recent mont: lie voices

of Henry and Loevinger have been heard loudest in the land, • ut the reappoint-

ment of Ford has strong meaning for broadcasters and advertisers.

Commissioner Ford was one of the most outspoken oppo • •

proposed rule making tc limit commercials . He part icularl -. aIked at an\ idea

or adopting the NAR code limits, during the oral hearings held here last

December.

Again and again, Ford took up for broadcaster's rights to schedule their

own advertising time. He demanded more evidence of the alTeped widespread
discontent of the American put 1 i~ with its commercial broadcast:- tern .

Ford pointed out that, statistically, there was an average ot onlv one

complaint at the FCC for every two stations on the air in fiscal 1963. He
questioned the severity of discontent that would lead to sales of 24 million
radio sets, and tv viewing saturation of over 90 percent of the population.

He was just as strongly opposed to a suggestion that thj ' orgo •

rule making and simply "ask" broadcasters at renewal time i: t
'

. ad' • •

NAB code limits . Ford (and Commissioner Rosel Hyde) pounced on this, warned
the querying broadcaster: "Don't you know that one of the commission's most
powerful weapons is the question at renewal time

It is Ford who has most consistently soothed broadcast tears about new
and curdling possibil it ies of fairness doctrine application. At the recent
NAB convention, this was, in fact, almost his only comment while s on
the panel: that an explanatory primer would soon come out to uuide the
broadcaster.

Ford said there will be little change in the rules . He had previousl

.

pointed out that the broadcaster who has to live with the time bomb of contro-
versy in editorials and commentaries, and even in dramatic procramming never
need fear penalty under the fairness doctrine.

The FCC has (and will continue to) handed out only reminders and advis
comment when a broadcaster's handling of the complicated fairness doctrine
goes awry, was Ford's reassurance.

Like most veterans of Justice Department service. Ford would like to see
the competitive picture brighten in broadcasting . But while Commissioner
Loevinger, former antitrust chief, has megaphoned the need for more dive-
ownership and competition nets, stations and programmers--Ford said little.

CONTINUED ON NtXT MGf
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P R E SST IME R E PO RT FROM OUR WASHINGTON NEWS BUREAU

Ford simply dissented from the FCC's decision to kill the third VHF out -

let in seven of the leading two-VHF station markets . He did not follow the
Commissioner Cox example of a scorching enlargement on his views. Nor did he
follow the Loevinger tactic of "reluctantly" going along with the majority
decision, while agreeing that ABC network had suffered a severe competitive
setback in the interest of a sometime UHF success.

If, under Sen. Pastore's prodding, the FCC again takes a look at the Cox
idea of dual interim (VHF-UHF) operations in the seven markets for a seven-
year period—Ford's vote would seem a sure thing.

Commissioner Ford has had more than the usual reasons to say little and

think much over the past two years . He has occupied a somewhat gray area as a

commissioner appointed under a Republican administration who had to step down
to membership level when the chair went to new frontiersman Newton Minow, and

then to E. William Henry. Ford has not seen eye to eye with either chairman.

All of the questions and speculation about his rumored departure and/or
reappointment could not break Ford's silence. When it comes to decisions and

happenings that are of private concern, he maintains a strict reticence.

• Now, a Democratic president, himself heavily involved in broadcasting for

a number of years (although nominally leaving it to Ladybird and the subse-
quent trusteeship), has renewed Ford's tenure at the FCC. President Johnson
must have approved of the Ford record .

So, Ford may cease to be quite so quiet a man . He may be heard from
quite a bit. He will undoubtedly prove something of a brake on remaining
elements of new frontiersmanship on the commission.

Speaking of politics

—

cost of the technical roadblocks are now out of the

path of equal time exemptions for tv debate by presidential and vice presiden-

tial candidates . Democratic House and Senate hold outs on commerce committees
finally agreed on a 60-day moratorium on the equal time requirements, freeing

broadcasters from the demands of lesser rights.

President Johnson seems to be in fine broadcast fettle these days, but

whether he'd want to give a GOP rival the opportunity to spar with him on a

no-holds-barred basis, on tv, is something else again. Republicans feel

they'll gain either way: by the showcasting, if Johnson does debate, and by

Democratic loss of face, if he refuses.

14

Broadcasters were acutely unhappy with early conference indications that

there might have to be an accounting for all variations on rate charges during

the crucial 60 days of political heave-ho . Conferee-FCC reports adjusted this

to call only for regular schedule. The meaning is still clear: there will be

a checkup on any differential in charges for political time as against compa-
rable use.

CBS' poll says the viewers would be happy— 71 percent of them at least.

Presumably, the other 30 percent will roll the dials trying to come up with a

better show.

SPONSOI



Peterson, Eldridge Cry Clutter at ANA Meeting

Former Campbell Soup v. p. says multiple products in

programs weaken penetration and impact; President's

special consumer affairs assistant sounds like FCC

rdevision advertising took a pail

of broadsides during the two-da)

annual spring meeting ol the Assn

of National Advertisers in New
York from Mrs. Esthei Petei

ion, special assistant to Presidenl

Johnson, and marketing consultant

i larcnce I I Idridge, former ex-

ecutive vice president of Campbell
Soups, two of more than a dozen

speakers.

Both had their supporters among
the more than 500 advertisers and

agenc) people at the meeting, but

the majority ol those queried In

Sponsor took exception to the re-

marks In the pair of dissidents

\hv Peterson based her attack

on an \ \ \ \ surve) that found

national advertising "annoying or

offensive to about 2 l
> percent of the

public. "I think the average tele-

vision viewer is both offended and

tnsoyed b) the barrage of com-
nercials hurled at him during sta-

.
ion breaks." she declared. "I inv-

>lf have counted as man) as 10,

ranging all the waj from deodorant

mnouneements to public service

umounccments. I his 'clutter'—
here is no other word t <>r it

—

lestroys the continuity of the pro-

gram as well as whatever effective-

ess the commercials might Other-

have."

On the bright side. Mrs. Peterson

,l the nation's advertisers's

or the "high degree of self-regula-

on" the) have imposed on thcni-

erves, citing the Cigarel Advertis-
1 ode as ,m example.

R( iction tii her remarks ranged

roni a er\ o\ "socialism" to out

ight support o\ her theories. "Mis
'eterson gave a socialist speech,"

aid one agenc) executive. It's an

'ther good example oi government
peddling in the free enterprise

ystem."

A more typical reaction came
On an advertiser who said. "Does
verybod) have to think he's a rep-

resentative oi the I ( (
' Maybe

some of us should vvnte oi speak to

hei and give her the othei side ol

the picture."

One agency agreed with Mis

Peterson's condemnation ol "clut-

ter." He called for the reduction ol

commercials to avoid "viewei an-

noyance," no matter what the eco

nomic consequences

Marketing consultant I Idi idge

bei oi commercial

the financial structure ol tv. Mi
I Idridge replied. I don't know the

I broadcast advert

i

in what the stations and networks

need in the wav "I revenue

concern and knowledge is based on

the consumei standpoint. Pern

with lewei COmilK u ials on the an.

advertisers would be willing to pa)

more tot them to gel increased

viewer icccptiv ilv to then n.

s.lLV

Mi 1 Idridge also declared that

"tv is bv no means the universal

C E Eldridge have tv ads lost pulP Mrs. Peterson ^residential "meddler''

also attacked what he called the

"sheer volume" of video advertis-

ing, labeling it a factor in the med-
ium's "decline

"

"When six different products are

advertised on a single program."

asserted I Idridge. ".
. . no single

message for anv single product can

be expected to have much penetia

tion power, or to make much la-.

mg impact."

I he result, he argued, is a point

ol diminishing returns "when nioic

and more messages, more and more
dollars of advertising, are required

to generate a given weight o\ pel

suasion."

I Idridge also suggested that "pei-

haps the economies of broadcasting

require that the airwaves be satu-

i.ited with an over-suppl) of com-

mercials.

When SPONSOR asked whether he

felt a reduction in the number of

participants m a show or the mini-

1
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medium which somi

advertisers think it is loo main

people attempt to use it . . .
when

it is not at all suited to their pi

net."

\ mi. a ntimbei Ol advertisers

took exception I \ pi< the

response oi a majoi food advert

on the subject o! '. In::. : lb said

there simpl) was no prool that com
mercials have lost the

ness Reduce the number, and "the

price pei commercial goes up, and

this is not desirable "

Vmong the speakers w

marks pleased the W \ audk
was Wilham w Prince, chairman
i t \rmour, vvho . die in-

itiations of such govern-

ment agencies as the FH m

ed for the creation

Marketing Freedom" to "edu-

v" the public and . the

restrictive encroachnu the

I I ( and oil

is
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Goldberg Leaves NAB for Blair & Co.

Research vice president resigns in friendly parting

to take comparable post with national radio-tv rep firm

NAB's vice president-director of

research. Mel Goldberg, (who help-

ed set up the Broadcast Rating

Council, helped write the Minimum
Standards for Broadcast Rating Re-

search and who established the

over-all NAB research program)

has accepted a new post — vice

president of planning and research

in the New York office of John

Blair & Co., national radio-tv repre-

sentatives.

One of the projects that Goldberg

leaves behind him is a joint NAB-
RAB radio methodology study that

has just moved into the field. It's

a recall study on radio listening to

determine whether or not audiences

can accurately identify the station

they've been listening to, whether

by call letters, frequency or pro-

gram personality. Told that that

was "really reverting to the start,"

Goldberg replied, "In research, you

really have to start from the begin-

ning." This and comparable NAB
projects are expected to continue

after Goldberg's departure.

He's expected to begin his new
work as soon as NAB has found a

replacement, with the "no-later-

than" date given as August 1 in

public statements. ( Behind-scenes

sources expect a June 15 depar-

ture, however.) As part of his con-

tinuing NAB duties until then.

Goldberg is interviewing and con-

ferring "with several candidates"

for the vice presidency he will va-

cate. Such action will only result

in recommendations, however; final

selection will be made by the NAM
president and board.

\ another facet of seeing

through his NAB duties, Goldberg

speaks this week before the AMA
in Boston as well as before a Tv
Code session in Washington.

"Leaving the NAB was a very

difficult decision," he says of his

friendly parting from employers of

the past two years He emphasizes

that, as an insider, he's always hail

NAB's Goldberg . . . "difficult decision"

"enormous respect" for the NAB
and the "difficult job" they have

to do, plus "fondness and admira-

tion" for Gov. LeRoy Collins, NAB
president.

For its part, NAB accepts his

resignation with regret. Collins is-

sued a statement declaring that the

departing vice president "has done

a most significant job for us, and

his work has been exemplary and
highly professional. We shall miss

him. but it's good to have the sound

foundations that he has helped so

importantly to establish for our new
research programs."

Goldberg's forthcoming associa-

tion with the Blair Co., announced
by board chairman John Blair, is

heralded as a boon to their research

program.

"There are a lot of unanswered

questions in both radio and tv."

says Blair president Arthur Mc-
Coy, "and we're going to be finding

some of the answers oi'i our own.

We've picked a top man for a top

job."

Goldberg's research specializa-

tion, which came about after his

\1 \. from Columbia in 1945. will

initially be applied to the long-

established Blair research depart-

ment, later to specific (and possibly

external) projects that. McCoj says.

"can only be done by some one who
knows how to blueprint and execute

projects in depth."

Before joining NAB, Goldberg

was research director for Group W
(then the Westinghousc Broadcast-

ing Co.) for six and a half years.

Earlier, he'd operated his own re-

search company, was deputy direc-

tor of the evaluation staff of the

U.S. Information Agency, was di-

rector of research for the Du Mont
Television Network and had served

as news editor and research direc-

tor of a television business maga-
zine.

He's an active member of the

American Association for Public

Opinion Research, the American
Marketing Assn., American Statis-

tical Assn.. American Sociological

Assn. and International Radio and

Tv Society.

Humble Launches Product

With Broadcast Schedule
Humble Oil & Refining Co. will

take to the air May 22 via hun-

dreds of radio stations from coast-

to-coast. Object: introduction of c

new premium gasoline, Paradvnc

44.

Following on the heels of the ra-

dio spot kickoff will be local tele-

vision advertising slated to begi]

about May 25. The new produci

will also be showcased on Humble
-

'

scries of 1 3 spring and summei
documentaries on NBC beginning

May 24.

The over-all advertising cam

paign. involving all media, is thi

largest the company has ever under

taken on a single subject, according

to the firm.

The new gasoline will he pro

moted in 45 states. Humble an

nounced.

Chicago Ad Club Names
Harper Man of Year

Paul C. Harper. Jr.. president

Needham, Louis & Brorby. has beet

named "Advertising Man of th

Year" by the Chicago Federate*

Advertising Club at its a n n U a

Hermes Award Dinner.

A total of 40 gold Hermes tro

phies and 109 merit awards, chosei

from over 1200 entries, were pre

sented at the dinner.
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Attacks Advertising's Appeasement, Self-Policing

Chicago industrialist urges advertisers to get off

defensive, scores hypocrisy of bowing to pressure

Scoring the "do-gooders" and

"sanctimonious boy scouts" who
vocalize about cleaning up the in-

dustry, Chicago industralist Arnold

H. Maremont urged the Broadcast

Advertising Club of Chicago to

"quit talking about self-policing

lour business and stop being so

defensive."

If regulation is necessary, Mr.

\i iremonl said, it's the function ol

the FCC, the FDA and othei agen-

cies — not the broadcastei m
broadcast advertiser.

Broadcasting is a business, Mi

Maremont contended. "There is

only one criticism that makes sense.

Vre the advertisers getting the re-

sults from the dollars the) spend

on radio and television to justify

SARNOFF ON 25TH ANNIVERSARY:

Tv's Golden Age "Wasn't" — It Is Now
Despite today's "crunching

three network competition."' the

mushrooming complexity of all

areas of television and spiraling

costs to both broadcaster and ad-

vertiser, NBC Hoard Chairman
Robert \\ Sarnoff labels himself

"a partisan ol the present and fu-

ture rather than a mourner for

the imagined glories of a period

in television's past that for some
has been burnished bj time into

a Golden \ge."

w riting for N \ I VS on his

25th anniversary in communica-
tions. Mr. Sarnott said:

'Realistically, regardless ol the

yardstick you use. there is no

similarity between television to-

day and the television of I
s

. or

even five, years ago . . . I he me-

dium's physical dimensions alone

suggest it provides a service that

the public needs and embraces

Some 650 commercial and non-

commercial stations broadcast to

more than 60 million sets each

day. Advertisers invest about S2

billion in the medium annually."

Citing this growth, as an in-

dication of television's emergence
as a new social and economic

force, he said. '*.
. . frankly I

have little patience with the Cas-

sandras who tunc repeatedly,

though misguidedly, seen the

submergence of public values in

television's necessary preoccupa-

tion with commercial stability."

I he problems today are main.
Mr. S. ii noil pointed out: ".

. .

each season's schedule demands
the risk of hundreds ol millions

Of dollars and a host of contrac-

tual arrangements so intricate

that sometimes the people who
draw them up are surprised by

what they contain. Where once

network competition was largely

a matter of bidding for popular

talent and entertainment proper-

ties, u has burgeoned into a

struggle, g row i n g constantly

more intense, for audience, sta-

tion clearance and advertiser

support, with the stakes vastly in-

creased and a comparably higher

premium on competitive suc-

cess."

Underscoring budgets as an

example of television's growing

complexity, Mr Sarnoff said that

in the past, "a sixth grader

could have comprehended them

Now we need computers."

touching on what he called An

accustomed "peppering lire ol

criticism." he dismissed much ol

it i at the same time, admitting

the medium had not >et attained

perfection) as "'.
. based on sub-

jective judgment and personal

preference, and consequently its

most vexing effect is that its pre-

occupation with details tends to

obscure a broad understanding ol

television's total nature and func-

tion
"

the cost || tlk the

cost, somebody had bettei come up
with a new formula

I or the past thm he

continued, "it has become fashion-

able among do-gooders t" laml

television advertising ami program
ing Coo much blood and thunder,

loo much violence loo many
commercials, and. ironically, instead

oi standing up to these latter day

saMours your industry has scurried

to cover and offered sacrifices ami

appeasement Why?
"let's lace it I he radk) and

television station owners and the

networks have never pretended they

were educational, not-for-prolit m
stitutJons. Broadcasting is a busi-

ness Imagine someone arguing thai

Congress should do something
about regulating the amount >>l

space newspapers should devote to

advertising."

Slutting to government regula-

tion, Mr Maremont said he was in

favoi of it. "in a system as inte-

grated as ours, it we didn't have

government regulation both fiscally

and economically, we'd heal each

other to death Let's not tr\ to avoid

government regulation with self

regulation when that isn't one ol

the game's rules."

\ case in point "ll the I ood &
Drug Administration is prepared to

say cigaret smoking is dangerous,

then let them say it and take step-

to halt or regulate the sale of cig-

arets w h> should the industry en-

ter into some voluntary agreement

to limit cigaret advertising, while

at the same time it is selling (k
'

gents that pollute our streams
"

Shifting to programing. Ml
Maremont said he had been asked

whether he would bin a blood and

thunder television show to sell

real even if he knew it might h

an unhealthy effect on children

His answer was. • ot course I

would if I could sell more ot the

product at a profit \ i citizen

and father, if I feel that incensed

this kind of programifl wild

maybe organize the Society

Shootcm-ups. but as pre-,,

the Maremont Corp., I'd sun

the show or tell my stockholi

whs not."
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B
•30-market Nielsen— 26 weeks (Sept 16, 1963- M 1964)

'Breaking Poinf'is taking on all comers in local mar-
kets. It was no contest on network. After 26 weeks:

Breaking Point, *32.2% share (still climbing);

East Side, West Side, 28.9%; Sing Along With
Mitch, 28.1%.

Just why this hour show dominated its time slot

should be obvious after a single screening. This is not

just another head-shrinker show. "Breaking Point"

breaks the rules.

Its success is based on a simple premise: it is possi-

ble to combine potent drama with an understandable

insight into the nature of mental illness.

Paul Richards performs as Dr. "Mac" Thompson with

undeniable authority. Eduard Franz co-stars. Guests
like Robert Ryan, Susan Strasberg, Cliff Robertson,

Shelly Berman and Burgess Meredith lend further

distinction to the cast. 30 hour shows are available

for fall start.

If you've got a problem spot somewhere, give us a

call. We'll send you a few programs. But hurry. Your
competition has problems, too. ABC Films Inc.

1501 Broadway, N. Y. 10036 - LA 4-5050
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AT TV COMMERCIALS FESTIVA
BETTY CROCKER RICE series: winner of six awards

Doyle Dane Bernbach Wins for Ten Accounts

Agency cops 18 awards for Betty Crocker, other

commercials; General Foods given special citation

Doyle Dane Bernbach was the

runaway-winner at last week's Fifth

Annual American Tv Commercials

Festival award luncheon. Commer-
cials for ten DDB clients captured

18 awards and special citations.

The event was attended by over

1100 advertising and production

executives in the broadcast adver-

tising field. Over 37 awards were

given out.

The Betty Crocker Rice com-
mercials won the most awards

—

six. Clios, the Oscars of the tv

commercials world, were given the

rice commercials for best over-all

series, best in packaged foods, tie

for copywriting, best off-camera

spokesman (Barbara Baxley) and

citations for color cinematography

and direction.

The Betty Crocker Rice series

uas produced by Telestudios

through Doyle Dane Bernbach. Oth-

er DDB winners: Cracker Jacks.

Lay's Potato Chips, Levy's Rye
Bread. Volkswagen. Laura Scud-

der's Potato Chips. Great Western

Savings, Fversweet Orange Juice.

National Library Week and the

Jamaica Tourist Board.

A special citation for distin-

guished service to television adver-

tising was given to Fdwin W. Ebel,

vice president advertising services.

General Foods. Ebel was chosen

as recipient b\ the 25 members oi

the Festival's Advisory Board.

I he citation read: "In present-

ing a wide varietj of warm and en-

joyable lamik television entertain-

20

ment. General Foods has rendered

a distinctive service to the public

and to the advertising profession.

Commercial messages for the broad

spectrum of its products have been

informative, tasteful, and entertain-

ing . . . frequently employing pro-

gram stars in an engaging way, often

displaying an unusually graphic vis-

ual technique to enhance the sales

message."

A Clio statuette, bearing the

above inscription, was awarded by

Walter Weir of West, Weir. & Bar-

tel, new chairman of the Festival

Board.

The 1964 awards presentation

capped two days of screenings, ex-

hibits, workshops, also at the Wal-

dorf-Astoria. Award winners were

shown in the ballroom, as well as

an original film review of trends

in commercials called "Hootenan-

ny, Commercial Style" or "That

Was the Week That Was."

Winners in the product categor-

ies and the seven special citations

— IDs, 20s premium offers, locally-

produced, children's market, budg-

et, and program openings—were

decided by 165 advertising execu-

tives on six regional councils.

BEST IN CATEGORY

Over-all Series and Special

Citation

and Tie For Best Copy—Betty Crocker Rice

"European Dishes," General Mills Gourmet

Foods; Doyle Dane Bernbach; Televideo Pro-

ductions.

Apparel
Van Heusen Shirts "Car Wash," Phillips Van

Heusen; Grey; Rose-Magwood Productions.

Office Appliance
Xerox Copier "Ordinary Paper," Xerox; Pa-

pert, Koenig, Lois; Farkas Films.

Home Appliance
G. E. Automatic Toothbrush "Cowboy," Gen-

eral Electric; Maxon; Video Crafts.

Automobiles
Volkswagen Sedan "Snowplow," Volkswagen

of America; Doyle Dane Bernbach; F Im Con-

tracts, London.

Beers & Wines
Country Club Malt Liquor "Crushed Can,"

Pearl Brewing, John W Shaw Advtg. Chicago,

MGM Telestudios.

Special Citation Trucks

Ford Pickup "Airdrop," Ford Motor; J. Walter

Thompson; Wylde Films.

Baker Goods & Confections and

Special Citation

Tie For Best Copy— Laura Scudder's Potato

Chips "Pledge," Doyle Dane Bernbach; Wylde

Films.

Baking Mixes
Aunt Jemina Pancakes "Yellowbird," Quake
Oats; J. Walter Thompson, Chicago; Elliot,

Unger & Elliot Screen Gems.

Banks & Financial and West

Coast Market
Great Western Savings "Armored Car;" Doyle

Dane Bernbach; Gerald Schnitzer Productions

Bath Soap & Deodorants
Princess Dial "Beach," Armour Grocery Prod

ucts, Foote, Cone & Belding; FilmFair.

Auto Accessories

Double Eagle Tires "Landmine," Goodyear Tirt

& Rubber; Young & Rubicam, VPI of Calif.

n



IAURA SCUDDER S POTATO CHIPS b.ik.d

goods and confections, tie for best copy

GREAT WESTERN SAVINGS banks and

fin.inci.il Wptt Co.nl market

Building Products & Home
Maintenance

Kaiser Screening "Screen Door;" Young &

Rubicam, San Francisco, Don Fedderson Pro-

ductionj.

Breakfast Cereals (tie)

Cheerio* "Headache," General M lit; Dancer-

• Id Sample, Frcbcrg, Ltd, and Kelloggs

Frosted Flakes "Proper Grip;" Kellogg; Leo
• Gerald Schnitzer Productions

Cigars & Cigarets

White Owl Gg.irs "Sidewalk Cafe "

I

Cigar, Young & Rubicam; MPO Videotronics.

Cleansers, Waxes, Polishes

Twinkle Copper Cleaner "Penny " The Drac-

Veft Company, Canada; Young & Rubicam;

|
Rabko Productions, Toronto.

Coffee & Tea
Instant Maxwell House "Edward G Robnson,"

(General Foods, Benton & Bowles, MPO V deo
[t'onics.

Cosmetics & Toiletries

jnd Tic For Best B&W C nemalography—
Cashmere Bouquet Talc "Body Sings," D'Arcy;

Ungcr & Elliot Screen Gems

Men's Toiletries

High Sierra "Slap;" Mennen, Grey, Televideo

Productions

Dentrifices

Poli-Gnp "Apple," Block Drug, Grey. Grey
O'Reilly

Dairy Products & Fruit Drinks
Evarsweet Orange Juice "Table Top," Ever-

sweet Foods; Doyle Dane Bernbach; VPI Pro-

ductions

Gasolines & Lubricants

Clark Gasoline "Snow Scan*;" Clark Oil &
Refining; Papert, Koenig, Lois; Audio Pro-

ductions.

Gift & Recreation Items

Kodak Movie Cameras "Mine Once More,"

Eastman Kodak, J. Walter Thompson, Sol

land Associates.

Hair Preparations

and Tie For Best B&W Cinematography— Breck

Shampoo "Night Ride," John H. Beck, Young
& Rubicam; Ansel-Shaw (A. S

Home Furnishings

Centura Tableware "Bull In China Shop,"

Corning Glass Works; N. W. Ayer; Rose-

Magwood Productions.

Corporate & Institutional

Chrysler "Simca;" Chrysler, Young & Rubicam;

Filmex.

Insurance

Traveler's "Burning House," Traveler's In-

surance; Young & Rubicam, Audio Produc-

tions.

Laundry Soaps & Detergents
Downy "Lullaby," Grey Robert H Klaeger

Associates.

Media & Entertainment

Readers' Digest Magazine "Tense Generation."

J. Walter Thompson, MPO Videolronics.

Pet Foods and Best-Animation

Design
Milk Bone Flavor Snacks "Self Trainer." Na-

tional Biscuit Company; Kenyon & Eckl

Storyboard.

Packaged Food
Betty Crocker Rue "Valenoan*

Gourmet Foods. Doyle Dane I

Oils & Dressings
Hunl i Tomato Catsup "Shower

(

tiont. Hollywood

Papers, Foils & Containers

snd Tie For Best Demonstration Kji-.ri Foil

"Two Sponges." f

ciscc I'oductions, Hollywood.

Pharmaceuticals
Allerest "Animals " Pharmacraft labor**

Papert. Koenlg, Lois, Elliot, linger & Elliot

Public Service

National library Weak "Read." American

Library Association. Doyle Dane Bcrnbach

Wylde Films

Retail Outlets

Ford Cars "Ford Has Changed." Fofd Dealers

of Southern Calif.; J Waller Thompsc

S I Productions

Soft Drinks

Coca-Cola "Beach," McCann-Erickson, Wylde

Films.

Toys
Mattel "Western Guns." Mattel Toys. Carson/

Roberts; Lou Lilly Productions.

Travel & Transportation
and Tie For Best B4W Cinematography— Ja-

maica Tourist BD "Waterfall," Doyle Dane

Bernbach; Rose-Magwood Productions.

8-10 Second Ids

Dodge "Little Old Lady," Dodge Dealers of

Los Angeles; Cole Fischer Rogow; Sandler

Films.

20 Second Length

levy's Rye Bread "Delicatessen." Henry !

Levy & Son, Doyle Dane Bernbach, Elliot.

Unger & Elliot.

Premium Offer
Ivory Flakes "Baby Parade," Procter & Gam-

ble. Grey Advertis ng, Pelican Productions.

Children's Market
Cracker Jacks "Boardwalk" •> . • Jack

Company; Doyle Dane b Sose-Mag-

wood Productions.

COCA-COLA soft drinks DOWNY laundry soaps and detergents VOLKSWAGEN automobiles
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Program Openings
ABC-TV "Winter Olympics;" Kim & Gifford

Productions.

Media & Entertainment

"Mad Mad Mad Mad World;" United Artists;

Freberg Ltd.

Budget Under $2000
1963 Appeal "Blind" . . . "Old Age;'" Greater

Boston United Fund; B B D O, Boston; Magna

Films, Boston.

Midwest Market
American Family Detergent "Chicago;" Proc-

ter 8. Gamble; Tatham-Laird, Chicago,- Morton

Goldsholl Design Associates.

Southeast Market
7-Eleven "Convenience-Service;" 7-Eleven

Dairy Stores, Florida; S. R. A., Miami; Coro-

nado Studios, Miami.

Southwest Market
Colonial Hamburger Buns "Park;" Campbell-

Taggart Bakeries; Bel-Art, Dallas; Jamieson

Films, Dallas.

Canadian Market
Nestle's Quick "Quick Cuts," Nestle (Canada);

Ronalds-Reynolds; T. D. F. Productions.

Canadian—French Language
Westinghouse "Fry Pan;" Westinghouse of

Canada; Goodis, Goldberg, Soren; Advertel

Productions.

Special Effects

Alcoa Closures "Sounds," Ketchum, Mac-

Leod & Grove; The Europeans; and Chevro-

let Corvair "Strobe," Campbell-Ewald; Group

Productions.

Film Editing

B. O. A. C. "London;" Pritchard, Wood Ad-

vertising; Wylde Films. Award sponsored by

Movielab.

Color Cinematography
Unicap Vitamins "Apples . . . Bottles," . . .

McCann-Marschalk "Balloons;" VPI Produc-

tions; Award Sponsored by RCA.

Video Tape Production

Marathon Gasoline "Right Now;" Graphics,

Campbell-Ewald Company; Avertel Productions

Ltd. Award sponsored by Minnesota Mining

& Mfg.

Spokesman on Camera
Jack Gilford, Cracker Jacks.

Spokesman off Camera
Barbara Baxley, Betty Crocker Rice Dishes.

Use of Graphics
Comet Callente "Something Hot," Lincoln-

Mercury Division of Ford; Kenyon & Eckhardt;

MPO Videotronics; and Ford Introductory

"Parade," Ford Division, Ford Motor; J. Wal-

ter Thompson, Mogubgub Ltd.

Musical Scoring

Johnson & Johnson Band Aid "Field;" Young*

& Rubicam; Sid Ramin, composer & Director.)

Music with Lyrics

"Things Go Better With Coca-Cola;" McCann-|

Erickson; William Backer, composer & music

director.

Direction

Cracker Jacks "Jack Gifford Series"; Doyle

Dane Bernbach; Howard Magwood, Rost

Magwood Productions.

Demonstration
Kodak Instamatic Cameras "Sky Divers"; East I

man Kodak; J. Walter Thompson; Cascade Picl

tures & Paraventures.

Use of Humor
Cracker Jacks "Card Game"; Doyle Dam
Bernbach; Rose-Magwood Productions, Jaclj

Gifford, David Burns, John Carradine, Dannv

Dayton.

Production Values
Chevrolet "The Pinnacle"; Campbell-Ewalc

Alexander Film, Marc Brown Associates.

Los Angeles Women Back Pay Tv

JAMAICA TOURIST BOARD: travel and

transportation

The pay tv controversy continues

in California with a pat on the back

for over-the-air pay tv by the wom-
en's division of the Los Angeles

Chamber of Commerce and an at-

tack on theatre pay tv by the Fair

Trial for Tv Council.

Rapping the "methods used and

the huge sums expended by Theatre

pay tv promoters." Ralph Bellamy.

acting president of the council, pre-

dicted a resounding "no" when the

anti-pay television initiative meas-

Metromedia Revenues
To Hit $90 Million

Net earnings for Metromedia.

Inc.. will increase 10 to 13 percent

this year, with gross revenues hit-

ting the $90 million mark. John W.
Kluge. chairman and president of

the diversified eoast-to-eoast com-
munications company told his an-

nual meeting.

Mr. Kluge also noted that de-

velopment of newly-acquired prop-

erties was proceeding according to

schedule. He said such properties

generally require about IS months

before they contribute substantially

to earnings.

Surveying the past five years.

Ml Kluge pointed out that Metro-

media had a 400 percent increase in

gross revenues and a 250 percent

increase in net income.

ure comes up on the ballot in No-]

vember.

Speaking for the council, unit

claims it represents more than 2C

thousand persons. Bellamy dubbcq

the measure as one "that seeks

prohibit the public from freedom oj

choice in entertainment and wouU
create a pay tv monopoly for th

threatre chain operators."

On the other side of the coin,

women's division of the L.,

Chamber of Commerce reported

79 percent vote in favoi of <

the-air pay tv as a result of a met

bership questionnaire.

Chris-Craft Buys Third

VHF Outlet at $4 Million

Stressing the company's belief i

the future of independent televisio

as a profitable business ventun

Chris-Craft Industries, Inc., has pi

chased WTCN-TV Minneapolis

St. Paul from Time-Life Broadcas

Inc. WTCN Radio is not included i

the estimated $4 million deal whicj

is subject to FCC approval.

John G. Bannister, president c

Chris-Craft, added that the corrj

p.my plans even further expansio

of its television operations in th

future. The other two Chris-Cra

stations are KCOP-TV Los AngeU

and KPTV Portland. Ore.
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PROBING THE CURRENTS AND UNDERCURRENTS OF BROADCAST ADVERT'

General Mills expending record $12 million budget for youngsters

General Mills
1

tv empire catering to the moppet sel i"i the 1964 I

will set .1 record in the cold cereal field in terms of dollars spent and commercial

impressions. Commitments: <a> four network Saturday a.m. cartoon series, three

new. with billings around $5 5 million; <b> partial sponsorship in spot ol two

repeal cartoon strips, using aboul loo stations on one and 60 stations on the

other .it cost s,<> to $7 million. General Poods will try to duplicate the General

Mills pattern for the Post Division, if it can find the right cartoon originals t«'i

weekend placement. Note: reason why \B< i\ expanded its kid program to

Sunday a.m. was to meet demand from toy manufacturers. Mu l\ considered

similar move, but backed away Not worth the cost of a season's programing just

for the pre-Christmas requirements of the toy Held.

General Motors favors radio by closing corporate discount umbrella

Good news for spot radio, General Motors has discontinued policy ol bringing

all radio expenditures In various divisions under single discount umbrella. I

division now separate entity in treatment of year-end discount, it any Anticipation

divisions will spend off own credits. Will mean K) to 20 percent lor radio's pockets

Radio business barometer: spring accounts coming in slowei than vcai ago M
making up appreciably for April slack. Sales in action: ( I ) Chryslei \u I emp
quite liberal with budget. (2> American I xpress, alter notable success in medium,

expanding list. < 3 ) PanAm also expanding.

Tv station group spending $50,000 for personal grassroots contact

I ook tor a station group to appoint a special emissary loi Midwest advertisers

Move based on concept advertisers in the region prefer direct pipeline to spokes-

men lor station, or stations, who can till them in on community aspect, personality

of station. Suggest approaches to marketing problems. Investment in traveling

emissary about $50,000 a year. Group discovered, whereas I astern advertisers are

more or less computcr-( TM oi icntcd. Midwest advertising still talks, thinks, in

grassroots terms

Supporting them on Cloud 33 pays off big for Interpublic

Interpublic's capture of $12-million \lka-Selt/er account is tribute to Marion

Harper's imagination. Setting up Jack I inker & Associates was long-range gam-

ble. Cost $400,000 to $500,000 a year. Gave him group, removed from every-day

pressure, crises, who could leisurely tinker with concepts. I u ice came up with

creative themes that saved $28 million Coca Cola account ($19 million tv). Demon-

strates on^c again in business ol advertising the basic ingredient to success is the

creative process I ven it it exists on Cloud 33.

Battle in the making among analgesics as result of breakthrough

Big drug breakthrough in the otlmg. which will mean additional millions in air

media advertising: a delaved action aspirin. Hound to rock the analgesic market.

as did the delaved action cold remedies. One firm has succeeded in turning out a

million capsule run Waiting Food A Drug Administration action Hard

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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PROBING THE CURRENTS AND UNDERCURRENTS OF BROADCAST ADVERTISING

analgesic users 20 percent of population. About 80 percent use straight aspirin.

Another marketing unsettier: GE's proposed entry into the household (non-elec-

tric) cookingwear field.

Daytime network tv-news pressing game shows in popularity level

Rising phenomenon in daytime network tv is the news strip. Not long ago just

an also-ran, the news quickie now threatens to catch up with the quiz-audience

participation in average ratings and average audience per minute. Racks up as a

solid franchise for a multi-product advertiser. For an insight to the status of the

news package, here's a comparison of performance by type, based on the second

April Nielsen:

Program Type Number of Strips Average % Average Audience

Soap Operas 8 10.5 5,390,000

Situation comedies 6 7.7 3,950,000

Quiz-Audience-Participation 20 6.9 3,540,000

News 9 6.7 3,440,000

NBC's birds-eye view of how agencies feel about it and competition

NBC-TV Sales' rating of major tv agencies in their predilections toward dealing

with individual networks. Favor NBC-TV: McCann-Erickson, Y&R, J. Walter

Thompson (which has RCA institutional). Tough on NBC-TV and partial to CBS-

TV: Benton & Bowles, Leo Burnett, Compton. Lean markedly to ABC-TV: Ted

Bates, Grey. Play the field impartially: Esty, D-F-S, FC&B. Lennen & Newell.

Ogilvy, Benson & Mathers, SSC&B.

Singers of the World's Fair blues overlook advertising history

Don't let the tealeaf readers scare you into expecting media to take the

rap over the next two years for the huge expenditures some big name manufactur-

ers have made at the New York World's Fair. A similar bugaboo was raised at the

opening of the 1939 New York World's Fair. But the cutbacks, at least as far

as network radio was concerned, didn't take place. That medium's revenue kept

going up, at even a healthier pace. Following arc the network billings as reported

by the FCC over those four years; 1938, $56,612,925; 1939. $62, 62 1.689;

1940, $71,919,429; 1941, $79,621,534.

Score clips off 4% of hair dressing market with dispatch

Put down Bristol-Meyers' Score as ;i shaker-upper of the men's hair dressing

field, which now runs around $100 million. Within a relatively short period of

national distribution—eight months—newcomer Score has captured 4 percent

of the market. Competitors estimate that $2 million was spent on sampling, which

in itself puts B-M in the same league with the soap giants. B-M's distribution com-

plex, by the way, is next to Colgate as far as toiletries are concerned. How they

stand in terms of share in the hair dressing sweepstakes: No. I. Vitalis (also

B-M). No. 2. Brylcream (Beecham); No. 3. Vaseline Hair Ionic (Chesebrough-

Pond's); No. 4. Wildroot (Colgate); No. 5. Top Brass (Revlon). Score's in-

troducton score has meant a loss for all the leaders.
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MOM TV salesman
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U2.^
dew Torn • Chicago • Culver City • Cnariotte • Toronto

iur sianon will recruii Dig audiences and nappy

advertisers with mis one.

Excitingly different nour long drama series starring

Gary Lockwood and Robert Vaugnn with a great roi

ot guest stars. AvaiiaDle tor Fall start.
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how do you fit a hippo into a hat box?

You can! . . . it you take just his foot. It's like ranking TV markets. You can take a small portion

the market by using the metro approach . . . but if you want the whole hippo, you've got to rank I

total market! Ponder. More than 80% of the Charlotte WBTV Market is located outside the met

area, and the Charlotte TV Market contains 550,000 TV homes . . . ranking 22nd in the nation .

1st in the Southeast! * Toss your hat into our coverage ring . . . it's a whopper!

1964 Sales Managemcnl Survej ol television Mail

CHARL®TTE
JEFFERSON STANDARD BROADCASTING COMPANY

Hftmiltl i >i i. !.....•• itiMiimi \ii#) iprmmilm, In
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ruponsor

A $6,000,000
television comeback

One of the nation's leading appliance manufacturers and

a television pioneer adopts savvy soap-giant techniques

to move its high-ticket merchandise out of show rooms

\\ in n im ki \si\c, the share of

the markel means thai oik- manu-
facturer must take u out ol the

business hide ol another, broadcast

advertising is likely to be the in-

strument thai will accomplish it

most efficient!) and with dispatch.

rhere's some hide-strippin

be expected in the big-ticket end

of the appliance industry

While every one of the majors

18, 1964

in the appliance field no doubl

has a storj to tell on the advei

ing shape ol things to >. ime,

Sponsor here takes

at the dynamic chai

plianCC business as a whole which

have drasticall) altered thi

attitudes or l

i and d<

ment. market in

sumer buying habil and

brand lo\alt\ In Outlet!
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WesTinghouse

as the changing techniques—busi-

ness and creative—in which the

agency for the appliance manufac-

turer is playing a major role.

We will also attempt to go into

greater detail on this industry's

story from the perspective of a

single manufacturing company
which was for long years in the

avant garde of television advertis-

ing and. after some years of mini-

mal exploitation due to the chang-

ing nature of the market, is re-

turning with a massive effort in

tv in order to reestablish itself as

a top image leader in the field.

That company is Westinghouse.

For 25 years an economic tug-

of-war has beset the appliance

industry. Marketing and manufac-

turing changes occurred with a

rapidity that stymied economic en-

trenchment. Wars, a burgeoning

economy, and the affluence of a

sophisticating society forced change.

Faetors on the quarter century

of change in one of the most vola-

tile American businesses were, es-

sentially:

• few major appliances before

World War II

• war curtailment of all new
appliances

• small dealerships could not

meet the pent-up demand of con-

sumers released after the war
• dealer loyalty to franchise

ended
• manufacturer dependence on

franchised dealer ended
• new boom when Korean war

started

• supply outgrew demand
• growth of the mass "discount"

marketer

As one of the appliance indu

try leaders. Westinghouse is

company which has made innov

tion a constant way of life. It m
now score an impressive first i

consumer durable products by a]

plying the sophisticated mass ma
keting techniques of the packaj

goods companies.

Ever since George Westinghou;

built the first transformer in 18?

and helped bring about the electr

cal age, the company he foundt

has chalked up many breakthrougl

in science and engineering.

That same venturesome, aggre

sive spirit is now pervading t
1

Westinghouse marketing activitk

This company is utilizing the tel

vision medium with the savvy ai,

thoroughness of a detergent advt

tiser.

Explaining that Westinghou

reason for returning to intensi

tv campaigning is primarily to a ;

vertise consumer products. Donr'

G. Burnham. the dynamic new pn.'

ident. said. "We think this will hi

A quarter-century of appliance 1

Till PHENOMENAL CHANGES
that have taken place in the appli-

ance business in less than a quar-

ter century during which the hard

goods field came to be categorized

as the "appliance unci television

business," have also affected a mul-

titude of other American economic
lifelines. The transportation busi-

ness, for example, is one which
was boosted when the gadgets that

make a house a home flourished.

Remember when one couldn't go

more than a lew hours from home
because the pan under the ice-box

would overflow?

The changes were wrought by a

plethora of new items that just

didn't exist prior to World War II.

I here were. then, no dryers, few

freezers and very lew automatic

washers. The retailer made his li\-

ing on refrigerators, ranges, radios

ami wringer-washers.

The war effort had curtailed

much, and the pent-up demand
burst upon the appliance dealers

immediately after the war. I here

was a rush to the department stores,

utility companies and the small in

dividually-owncd appliance dealer-

ships. These were doing the bulk

of the business. Each carried a

small number of lines of products

and generally had a close associa-

tion with just one major appliance

manufacturer. The bulk of the busi-

ness was being done by General

Electric, Frigidaire. Westinghouse.

Hotpoint and Sears.

The veritable flood of consumers

pouring through the dealer's doors

following the war drove the re-

tailer into trying to get products

from any source possible in order

to meet the demand. This, of

course, led to the steady increase

in the number of brands that could

be found in any store. The retail

pattern had begun its big change.

This was the time of the initial

dealer breakaway from "loyalty to

the manufacturer." Retreating from
his position as an important re-

tailer for an individual appliance

company, the dealer began buying

from a variety of sources. Hut this

was a two-way street. At the same
time, the manufacturer —- aware of

this new great demand—began in-

creasing production facilities in

der to meet it.

About the time that the p I

World War 11 demand began

slack off. the appliance busin

;

got a new, perhaps artificial stin

lus. The Korean War caused

market to boom again because p-M

pie thought that they might

into the same sort of dry spell tl/

remembered from World War .(

And then the Korean Vr

ended. The demand for applians

began to diminish until it >s

smaller than the supply.

Since so many dealers had spni

their buying out among a whe

group of manufacturers, they lotai

become less important to any •':

company. In addition, each am
pany had to find more outlets n

the same trading area of the d:

dealer jusl to keep the same volu -'•

With dealers carrying nWi

main lines o\ products from man

facturers who. in turn, had an e-r-

increasing number of dealers i 1
market in which the demand i

still smaller than the supply. *

manufacturer, to increase his slfl
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Westingh OUSf S N ight and Day Selling Plan

MOiN TUES WED
i

THUR FRI SAT
t s 4

9 • • t 10 II

It IS 14 19 19 17 It

it to II at a 24 23

M tt so

Bavc idea of monthly plan whict "id alters to rtiMl seasonal need*

C .Valter Crc • CC Chronicle W M.ke Wallace News
E Eait Side/West Side R— Harry Reasoner t Love Lucy

PM Perry Mason and News M The Real McCoys
A Mfred Hitchcock T Robert Trout News P Pete & Gladys

>trcngthen our position in con- Briefly, here is the Westing-

er products, at the same time house strategy for talking directly

:ontribute to the rising reputation to 86 percenl of the housewives
• Westiniihouse generally." in the United States never less

than on i ch tins

objective w
commercials an

average oi 4 I . month
I his advertisei is

million doll N I ami I ).i\ vil

in;' Plan" with a mi* oi CBS i I

work programs, selected to appeal

to every type "i customei I his

package includes news, daytime

and nighttime entertainment and

public affairs programs rtK

commercial minutes will be on 17

programs on ,i 52 week schedule

"The plan gives us great flexi-

bility," s.i\s J I inmet liul

president ol marketing servu

We have more commercials than

we ever had before and we can tit

them better to the specific season-

able marketing programs We are

giving considerable attention to

presenting commercials which not

only capture the interest of the t\

viewer but perform effectivel) as

sales communications."

Westinghouse's emphasis in t\

advertising reflects the nevi man-

marketing—in brief

A the market, had to cut succcss-

ully into the volume ol another

manufacturer—who. in turn, had a

>lani that wasn't running full time.

\- an example, it's reliably re-

\»rtcd that the Westinghouse re-

ngcrator facility in Columbus.

)hio. and the Frigidaire facility in

tayton, Ohio. ha\e the capability

4 turning out—economically—all

.he refrigerators sold in the United

in a year.

It was at this point that price

became the tool used by main
companies to get their products

sold to the dealer. The profit mar-

gin began to shrink at a disturbing

rate. As a matter ot fact, it is in-

teresting to see this graphical!) on

the charts ot the Bureau of labor

Statistics which allow one to com-

pare appliances with other major

metal-using businesses. I he auto-

mobile industry's realized dollars

How Appliances Sold in u.s During 1963
(Retail Sal es)

"
1 Electric Dryers $190,401,480

Dishwashers $211,600,500
< Freezers $277,827,100
i Electric Ranges $479,896,500
1 Electric Refrigerators

Room Air Conditioners

Phonographs

$1,147,575,000
$491,657,100
$796,912,500

Radios $281,424,700
* Television (B&W) $1,244,883,050

Large Incandescent Bulbs $525,000 000

'-••
Estimated b/ EM WEEK from \rtroul trade sources

'

'
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have been going steadil) up since

l

l>47. while refrigerators .is one

example-- tall off the bottom ot

the chart. During the last decade,

the realized price tor ca r s ha-

risen about 30 percent, while re-

frigerators have dropped 30 percent

I he new phenomenon, in recent

years, ot the mass merchant dis-

count dealer, with huge outlets for

which the) can bin in large quan-

tities, has also meant that the) ex-

pect and get a price to match

Further, since their activities gen-

erally spread throughout the coun-

try, their selling prices pretty well

determine selling prices in markets

where the) are located I his.

has increased the price pressure

\s .i result ot all of the activity

in this field since the war. sev<

manufacture! - ( oolerato- I

ley, Bendix, Ihor and others —
have gone out of business, while

companies like Maytaj

Fedders and Sunbeam have

With t

;

ption thai K< \

Whirlpool has joined the

companies have, however, remained

the same.

.



Westinghouse

agement's commitment to growth

and expansion in the field of con-

sumer products.

[O make this marketing com-

mitment clear to the stockholders

of t h e corporation. Burnham
showed several typical commer-

cials at their annual meeting in

Pittsburgh on April 1.

They liked what they saw.

Burnham, who became president

and chief executive officer in July

last year, has set up a new manage-

ment team. "The first task I un-

dertook upon becoming president

was to restructure the management

organization at the top. and in

depth," he told the stockholders.

"assigning men of experience and

proven ability to the positions

upon which we depend for profit-

able results." (See box on page 33.)

Simultaneous with the reduction

in overhead costs, the new manage-

ment is increasing its investment

in capital expenditure and adver-

tising because it believes both are

important to a profitable future.

Burnham carefully spelled out

the new management's outlook and

the new emphasis on marketing

when he appeared at special field

sales management meetings re-

cently throughout the country. The
morale and enthusiasm of the

Westinghouse sales organization

were, no doubt, in Burnham's mind
when he told the stockholders that

the sales and profits for 1964 will

be ahead of last year.

Here is what Burnham meant

when he discussed the increase in

advertising investment.

The ad budget for the corpora-

tion as a whole has risen mark-

edly, and the national ad budget

for consumer products in 1964 is

two and one-half times what it was

in 1963. Industry sources estimate

that Westinghouse's total 1964 ad-j

vertising and promotion budget

for all divisions is close to $34,-f
000.000. ',

Frankly describing the impac

of the increased advertising budgets

for 1964, R. N. Campbell, execu

tive vice president, told a group of

security analysts:

"Over the past few years, nation-

al advertising of our consumer

products has been drastically re^

duced. This problem contributed

heavily to the small increase in

volume of appliance sales. It actu

ally cost Westinghouse a share ot

this market—a market which en-

joyed a substantial increase over

all in 1963."

Westinghouse was not alone ir

having problems during the last

few years. While unit sales for th

industry have generally kept pac

with the population growth durin:

the last five years, prices have beer

on a downward trend.

According to published figure

in the electrical industry trad

press, unit sales went from 92.695.

000 in 1959 to 125.795,800 ir

1963. What happened to prices ir

Westinghouse tv is carefully researched. Here, plans are formed for new project by (I to r) E. W.
Seay, manager for general advertising; D. L. McDonald, advertising-promotion manager for consumer

products; J. E. Hartman, manager, media and advertising research; advertising director R H. Bolin.
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Donald C Burnham, president of Westinghouse, stressed

marketing and use of tv at recent stockholders meeting

hat same period is shown by the

uch smaller increase in the dollar

gurcs for retail sales. In 1949 it

'

I $8,329,785,900 and $8,629,-

30,540 in 1963. I he wholesale

riee index tor major appliances

tv sets in that period were one

t" the few indices to go down.

All this has had a strong iinpaet

n profits. "Manufacturers have

n able to reduce costs per unit.

ks in part to automation." one

/cr said, "but these cuts have

t Ken able to match the decline

prices."

An unusual distribution set-up

ias brought about this price prob-

em. The growth of discount stores

nd the increased activity of the

asN merchandiser brought about

Dtensc price competition. In or-

er to stay in business, both the

ufacturer and the retailer have
ad ti> cut prices and profits

I he squeeze on profits caused

uction in national advertising

ich in turn hampered the manu-
ret's ability to realize sales at

gixul profit level.

Increasing distribution efficiency

is one answer, \eteran observers

point out. Several large companies,

including Westinghouse, have al-

ready undertaken bold reorganiza-

tion in this critical area.

Product innovation is another

road to better profits. "Manufac-

turers are able to get a better price

for products thai give the consumer
new features which will benefit

her." this industry expert said.

Appliance manufacturers have

two big reasons for optimism in

1964. First, of course, is the long-

awaited booming sixties which have

become a reality for main Ameri-

cans. Secondly, appliances bought

immediately after the war. during

the explosive home building period,

are becoming obsolete.

I he appliance manufacturers be-

lieve that there is a rich potential

market here if they can persuade

the housewife who has a 1947 re-

frigerator, for example, that the

time has come for her to buy a new

model with main added features

that will make her work easier.

Attacking the problem of increas-

ing market share, Westinghouse

is moving on a number of limits.

I he COmpanj is now completing a

major consumer products distribu-

tion reorganization. It is also stu

ing improved design and intensify-

ing its promotion.

I he total appliance market,

which increased to a record ol $9
billion in 1963, is expected to reach

$10 billion in 1964, and Westing

house is now in a strong position

to increase its share ol this ex-

panding market

Roger Bolin, Westinghouse's di-

rector o\ advertising, explained his

Company's choice ol t\ as . t ke>

medium tor increasing its shar.

the market. Holm, one of the coun-

try's advertising leaders, received

the W \ Paul B v.

vcar tor his pioneer work in ail 1
.

Using evaluation
"

I elevision." Holm said,

capable i^\ reaching virtu. d .

prospective customers I
'ig-

house products, particularly

adult viewers who are prim
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Westinghouse

poets tor consumer products. Prod-

uct demonstration on television ap-

proximates the personal selling of

a good retail salesman. Some of

our greatest advertising successes

have been in television, Studio One

for example."

Judge indicated that this adver-

tiser gave serious study to the

problem of rising media costs. 'Tor

example," he said, "The cost of

doing Studio One in 1950 was

$1,150,000. In 1964 it would cost

$10,305,000 for time and program.

And this does not include the cost

of commercial and promotion. This

has led us away from sponsorship

of a single show," Judge pointed

out, "but we feel that tv is still a

highly efficient medium for selling

products. By using commercials on

a number of different but carefully

selected shows, it is possible to

reach all types of prospects at quite

a low cost."

Discussing the marketing ap-

proach of the tv commercials,

Bolin added, "We are stressing the

unique features of Westinghouse

products. We arc not pushing pro-

motional offers or traffic-building

devices. We are depending on other

media for that job. We believe that

if we can show the consumers how
the product will benefit them, we
will create consumer preference

that will lead to higher sales ovei

a longer period."

What is Westinghouse getting

lor what it is spending'.'

W bile no one at Westinghouse

is pretending thai the company has

all the answers. they are using a

DUmbei of practical research tech-

niques which help them to make
intelligent decisions about adver-

tising before committing large sums

of money.

John l
:
.. Mai tm. in. Westing-

bouse's earnest young manager ol

media and advertising research, de-

scribed a series of integrated proj-

ects which answer specific infor-

mational needs.

1

.

National consumer studies.

Westinghouse conducts detailed

interviews throughout the country

once a year with large numbers of

consumers, including the p u r-

chasers' of major appliances. Re-

search, handled by Audits & Sur-

veys, provides information o n

Westinghouse and its chief com-
petitors. The studies cover brand

awareness and brand preference as

well as manufacturers' product

reputations. At the same time inter-

viewers learn more about the ways

in which consumers make buying

decisions.

"Information like this aids cre-

ating tv commercials and planning

programing strategy so that we can

increase the yield on our advertis-

ing investment in the year ahead,"

Hartman said.

2. Survey of dealer attitudes. Be-

cause the attitudes of dealers is a

key factor in marketing. Westing-

house is using a special study to

complement the results from the

national consumer survey.

3. Pre-testing of tv commercials.

Schwerin Research will be testing

over 50 commercials from West-

inghouse during the year. These

tests indicate the increased desire

for a particular brand of product

after viewers are exposed to a

commercial set in normal program

content.

Westinghouse commercials are

tested against competitors' mes-

sages. Hie commercials which do
not get superior scores are revised

or replaced, before the air date.

with more effective versions.

"This kind of pre-testing gives

a good assurance that only above-

average commercials will go on
the air,"' Hartman said. Other pre-

testing techniques are utilized as

required.

4. Advertising effectiveness. To
determine how well the advertising

is achieving the objectives. West-

inghouse uses Audits & Surveys

for another kind of research. This

study, as distinct from the national

Marketing plans for consumer products are

discussed by two top Westinghouse execu-

tives: D D. Danforth, group vice president,

Consumer Products (I) and Harry M Kane,

vice president and general manager, Westing-

house Appliance Sales & Service Co.

Ronald N. Campbell, executive vice presiden

consumer study, aims to isolate thi

effects of advertising for both prin

and tv. These surveys are, there

fore, done more frequently—even'

four months.

Westinghouse also uses some o

the standard research devices. Neil;

sen rating data is carefully an

alyzed to determine reach, fre'

quency and cost-per-thousand ol

the various elements in the tv plan

Gallop-Robinson tests individua
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lct

Emmet Judge, v.p of market service* Roger Bolin director of advertising G. I Wilcox, executive vice president

tmmcrcials after they are put on

ic air to find out how well view-

ra recall the commercials and the

lies points.

S - results arc broken down on

county-by-count) basis to see it

^relations develop between sales

.•rtising patterns.

Westinghouse gathers competi-

advertising expenditures by

luct and by media. I Ins infor-

ition enables the company to ap-

praise its dollar investment in the

competitive arena.

I \\ Seay, manager, general

advertising, summarized the com-
pany's stance on advertising this

way:
"(1) A healthy respect tor the

complexity of advertising research

is important: there is some danger

from the cult of over-simplification.

"(2) Research is a continuing

process which yields more accurate

information when viewed over a

period of time.

"(3) Where and hove research

findings will be used is always B

major consideration before the in-

vestment is made.

"Westinghouse is c on s t an 1 1 y

seeking improved advertising re-

search techniques as the surest way
of extracting the most value from

the advertising investment," Seay

concluded.

Key men
in new Westinghouse
marketing plan
R \ Campbell, executive vice president, was formed) group vice

president for air conditioning division and president ol ( V. OlsCl t

a subsidiary. He now heads the Industrial. Consumer and Construc-

tion Groups.

Douglas D. Danforth, the group vice president tor consumer products,

grew up in the appliance business His father was an independent ap-

pliance distributor in Syracuse \li Danforth was previous]) group

vice president for industrial products.

Harrj M Kane, who recently joined the company, is vice president

and general manager. Westinghouse Appliance Sales and s
|

,>n i-

pany. He directs the marketing tor Danforth's consumer group

( i WOcox, executive vice president, formerly president idian

Westinghouse, is responsible tor other groups I lectrk I tilit]

Defense & Space. I lectronic Components A Specialty Product

Westinghouse Electric Internationa] Compan)
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WesTinghouse a $6,000,000 television comeback

McCann-Erickson's role:

PLAN, CREATE
Westinghouse's agency scheduled a

flexible plan designed to reach the most
prospects per dollar, then created

the kind of commercials to "sell" them

The efficient purchase in

today's climate of mounting costs

is a basic fact of life for successful

management. This applies to buy-

ing steel. It should—and can—ap-

ply to buying television advertis-

ing," says William W. Mulvcy,

,

f

fif'

V
W ' Tl

h1
T?
11

Weitinghouie Micarta commercial with girl

dancing on table iliowi material's durability

senior vice president, McCann-
Erickson, and the management su-

pervisor on the Westinghouse ac-

count.

Stressing the agency's role, he

adds: "Efficiency is the key word.

Our main objective must be to

reach the most prospects per dol-

lar with effective selling messages."

McC'ann-Frickson has handled

the Westinghouse corporate tele-

vision account since 1944. Addi-

tionally. McCann is the agency for

the company's major appliances,

air conditioning, lamp and tv-radio

divisions. A McCann-Erickson di-

vision, ITSM, also handles the

electronic components and special-

ty products group and industrial

lamp department, (drey Advertis-

ing has a portable appliance divi-

sion. Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove
is responsible for the corporate

print program as well as other

industrial divisions.)

Working closclv with Westing-

house. McCann-Erickson developed

the "Night and Da) Selling Plan."

as it is called. It negotiated the pur-

chase price and. finally, creaU

highly imaginative commercials f<|

the company.

"In the process of determinii

the most advantageous course f-j

Westinghouse to follow in nctwoi

television in 1964, and beyond,

agencj considered every possibj

approach," Edward A. Grey, scni

vice president for media and

programs told Sponsor. Specific

ly, the agenc) and Westinghou|

looked into:

1. Specials on all three networj

2. A series of science shows

3. A number of half-hour filj

programs

4. A plan to televise full lenJ

Hollywood films

5. Sponsoring various news pig

grams

6. Placing a Wesimghoul

owned program in a limited nul

her of markets.

I he) also worked with each I

the three networks in develop*

packages made of various typesi

programs.
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William Molvey, McCann-Erickson, senior vice president

After manj months of such an-

Ksis they arrived .it a decision:

a chose the 'Nighl and Da)
"tiling Plan'," Grey said, "to ob-

efficiency, selectivity, ilc\i-

'ilit\ and a mass audience. With
us plan ol participating minutes

we eliminate the cost and risk ol

sponsoring a program.*
1

Working closelj with Grey were

H. Bart McHugh. Jr.. vice presi-

dent and manager, radio and t\:

Robert Schwing. account director

and vice president, and James IV

(hIIis. the account executive on

\\ estinghouse.

"Westinghouse chose popular

night and daytime programs which

have large and loyal audiences."

said Schwing. "Taking all of the

programs together. the) reach

each individual county' size and

population area about evenly. v\

are reaching viewers ol each level

of income and educational back-

ground with strong emphasis on

the younger families and potential

neu Domemaken in the daytime

minutes.'* he said.

Gillis reported that some of the

minute commercials are not defi-

nitely scheduled. The) can be

placed in prime night hours at

various times of the sear at West-

inghouse's selection to coincide

with peak selling seasons lor con-

sumer products, such as the ;

Christmas or the fall introduction

of the 1964 major appliance li

lie said.

I Di Giovanni, CBS account executive and Ed Grey, senior v p., tv and media McCann-
ickson, discuss network programs chosen for Westinghouse "Night and Day Selling Plan.

counrii

l
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Westinghouse

McCann-Erickson regional account executives

service Westinghouse in the field. Seated

(l-r): Joseph O'Connor, Robert Brookman and

Hugh Engelman. Standing (l-r): Ron Blaquiere,

John Hilz, Ben Blausen and Dick Hewitt.

• • . plan, create,

Westinghouse carefully analyzed

data on the total audience for each

program as well as a breakdown
of the potential audiences in terms

of county size, geographical dis-

tribution, education of the head of

the house, income brackets, house-

hold size and the age of the head

of the home.

In preparing the plan, Westing-

house wanted to show regional

managers and local distributors that

this national effort would provic

effective promotion support in the

localities.

They were able to come up
convincing answers, thanks to coe

puters and media research.

Using electronic data processii

equipment, the agency did a tab'

lation which gave Westinghouse

WESTINGHOUSE ACCOUNT ORGANIZATION
AT McCANN-ERICKSON, INC.

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
J. Gillii

I

ASST. ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
J. limpert ,^

Corporate Television

BOARD OF MANAGEMENT

MANAGEMENT SERVICE DIRECTOR
W. Mulvey

ACCOUNT DIRECTOR
R. Schwing

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
D. Dumont

Refrigerators

Freezers

Ranges
Dishwashers

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
C. Nulle

Washer & Dryers

Dehumidifiers

Room Air Conditioners

Comm'l Laundry Equip.

Marketing Plans Board

Creative Plans Board

Plans Review Board

ACCOUNT DIRECTOR
H. Upson

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
H. Okrongly

Television/Radio Products

Contract Sales

Residential Marketing

ACCOUNT'EXECUTIVE
D. Gager

Lamps
Central Air Cond.

McCANN-ERICKSON COLUMBUS OFFICE

WAS. LOCAL ADVERTISING MAJOR APPLIANCE
COLLATERAL MATERIALS

R. Jeffcott

R. Haverbach
T. Sanford

EASTERN A/E
J. Hlli

ATLANTIC A/E
B. Blauser

NORTHWEST A/E CENTRAL A/E
B. Brookman H. Engelman

SOUTHEAST A/E
J. O'Connor

SOUTHWEST A/E
R. Blaquiere

PACIFIC A/E

R. Hewitt

Westinghouse account organization at McCann-Erickson, Inc.
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Benefit* of total comfort tyttem are conveyed

in thit teen* where a freeiing hutbjnd comet
home to a living room filled with palm treei

Sebattian C.ibot't obvious love of victujli

m.ikci refrigerator commercial believable.

precise record of advertising im

prcssions per 100 households in

each distribution area. I Ik- analy-

sis went further and described the

impressions delivered b\ each ma-
jor component of the total media
plan, encompassing both print and

telex ision.

From these results, the media

planners were able to accurate!)

adjust variations in pressure, tak-

ing into account both advertising

and marketing objectives.

What about creativity? Westing-

house knows how to nurture it.

That's wh\ an enthusiastic Me
Cann creative group is eager to trv

new ideas and techniques tor com-
mercials, rhese artists, writers and
produeers know that thej will have

a warm, receptive audience in

Pittsburgh.

"Westinghouse is a client with

a creative imagination and the

courage to put mone\ behind it."

sa\s Chester L. Posey, senior vice

president and creative director. Mc
Cann-1 rickson. Inc.

This crcativitj is essential when
Westinghouse is not sponsoring am
single program.

"One of the principal creative

obs we have with Westinghouse

I to make each commercial stand

ut from whatever surroundings it

\ have." s.ivs Posey, "be-

we are buving partiti-

ons and spots, rather than an

ire program, and must view the

mercial itsell as a 60-second

INTERPUBLIC AGENCIES' 1963 BILLINGS

Me( ami I rickson is one ol nine advertising agencies which ale

part o\~ "the world's largest marketing communications enterprise." Its

Madison Avenue nickname is "Interpublic"— short tor The Interpublic

Group of Companies. Inc. Along with \lc( ann-l rickson. the eight

other agencies in this multi-faceted corporation with worldwide hold-

ings are: two public relations companies and two units in the market

research field, a sales promotion group which also places some adver-

tising and a service organization which pairs the findings of new prod-

ucts for Intcrpublic's clients with helping inventors market their brain

children. There is some talk that bv v ear's end there will also be a

marketing newsletter which will manage to get to youi desk at an an-

nual subscription rate o\' $1000.

Intcrpublic's total billings for 1963 are reported close l>> $530 mil-

lion. The following chart, in round figures, lmvcs agencies' billings

Billings of nine wholly owned Interpublic Agencies in 1963

Mc( ann-l rickson. Inc. $242,000,006

Mc( ann-l rickson International S. \. 113,000.000

Irwin Wasey, Riithraiilf A R\an. Inc. 78,000.000

Mc( ann-Marschalk. Inc. 40,000,000

I'ritchard. Wood X Partners, I td. I4.2n0.00n

Pritchard Wood International ltd. 1 I.S00.000

I letchcr Richards Co. 8,000,006

Uamal I Id. S.ouo.000

Johnstone. Inc. 2. 250.000

{Total employees wori U of the Interpubh

program for Westinghouse \s such,

it should of course be informative

and persuasive, but we also think

it should be rewarding to the

viewer: it should sort o\ pav him

back for his time and

tion."

I corpoi

this creativitv

ham Mulvey, senioi
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Westinghouse

who says: '"Our commercials sell

Westinghouse products by empha-
sizing their unique features — and

ue try lor this in a way that will

make the viewer think of West-

inghouse as a modern company on

the move. The result should be

that the viewer will want the prod-

uct and respect and like the com-
pany."

I he man who is directly respon-

sible lor supervising the creative

product for Westinghouse is John

Blumenthal, vice president and as-

sociate creative director.

"We have attempted." he says.

"to resist the obvious and dig deep
for imaginative ways to portray

the product.

"For example, in a commercial
on Wcstinghouse's total weather
comfort system, we wanted to show
how this product will keep a home
warm no matter how cold and

miserable it is outside. Our solu-

tion was to open the commercial

with a shot of a man approaching

his doorstep in the evening. He
cringes because of the cold and

the snow. Then he opens his door.

Instead of the expected living room
scene, we see tropical palm trees

as his pretty wife greets him in a

light summer dress. Then we show

him dining with his family in an

atmosphere that suggests t h e

Hawaiian Islands. The situation is

entertaining enough to absorb the

viewer; at the same time our sales

message is persuasive, according

to research studies.

"We try for simple ideographs,

visual dramatizations of the key

benefits of the product," says

Posey, summing up the creative ap-

proach.

Another commercial shows how
Wcstinghouse's Micarta is attrac-

tive, durable and suitable for many
purposes. This was accomplished

by featuring a young girl, about

10, who tap danced on coffee

tables, desk tops and other furni-

ture all covered by Micarta.

"In planning our refrigerator

commercial we attempted to do

something quite different in presen-

tations for this product," Blumen-

thal says. "To emphasize how our

refrigerator keeps food fresh and

appetizing, we chose a personality

who conveys quickly a zest for

good food. He is a tv star, with

the plush round figure of an obvi-

ous gourmet,' Sebastian Cabot. His

beard and authoritative British ac-

cent give him the impressive air

of an expert. When he talks about

the benefits of the refrigerator he

is both interesting and convincing

"Using Cabot also helps us to

achieve continuity for the series of

commercials we are doing on this

product," he adds.

Many different approaches are

being used for the 60 commercials.

This includes humorous dramatic

situations, animation, serious prod-

uct demonstrations and modern

"squeeze" techniques.

While every commercial is quite

different, they all have the same

effective eight-second ending. A
graphic technique is employed

stressing the company's logo and

the slogan "You can be sure it it's

Westinghouse." A scries of pleas-

ant, punctuating musical sounds is

heard in the background.

The men under Blumenthal who

are creating these commercials in-

clude: William Scudder and
Rupert Johnson, group heads:

Harry Samalot, Robert Forgionc

and Dominic Rosetti. art directors:

Howard Phillips, copy: and Harold

Matthews and Kenneth Marthey,

film producers. B

IB

St

Night and Day Selling Plan
1'

Monthly Cumulative Audiences

1964 (Estimated)

Commercials Total

Unduplicated Unduplicated Viewed Home

January

Rating Homes per Home Impressions

87 44,544,000 4.4 193,792,000

February 87 44,544,000 4.4 193,792,000

March 87 43,520,000 4.3 188,774,400

April 85 43,520,000 4.3 188,774,400

May 84 43,008,000 4.4 188,774,400

June 77 39,424,000 4.2 164,454,400

July 78 39,936,000 4.3 171,980,800

August 78 39,936,000 4.3 171,980,800

September 80 40,960,000 4.1 168,908,800

October 88 45,056,000 4.7 213,606,400

November 88 45,056,000 4.7 213,606,400

December 85 45,056,000 4.2 188,774,400

Average Month 85 43,520,000 4.3 187,289,600
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/estinghouse

;

$6,000,000

REVISION

DMEBACK

Betty Furness' selling for Westinghouse made her one of the most publicized on tv

now

on the

/estinghouse innovations

in programing brought

politics, football and

lassies to the tv screen;

today it's

I3WS, comedy and drama

I III (l Kkl \ I ACTIVITY Ml tclc-

vision for Westinghouse shows a

sharp contrast with the programing

of its earlier days.

Beginning with the great Studio

One program in 1949, Westing-

house had a starring role in the

development ol the t\ medium.

Studio One was not onl\ a

launching pad tor merchandise but

was also the vehicle tor projecting

some of the great names in writing.

directing, producing and acting into

the \ideo firmament. The outstand-

ing dramas that viewers saw in-

eluded such titles as "Of Human
Bondage. " "Henrj IV" "The Sear-

let Letter." "Jane Eyre," "laming

of the Shrew .

"\\ 'inhering

Heights " and "Macbeth."

But Westinghouse also pioneered

in a totally different area of broad-

casting, too. It was the first corn-

pan) to sponsor a national sched-

ule of football games. In 1951,

Westinghouse bankrolled the telc-

\ ising of 20 N< \ \ g lines I wo
years later this company became the

first advertiser to present pro foot-

ball games coast to coast.

However, it was in 1952 that

Westinghouse made its greatest t\

impact OD the COUntXJ when it

"' 18, 1964

joined with CBS in presenting the

tirst conventions and election re-

sults tn a national audience And
Uctt\ I urness. Westinghouse's per-

sonality, drew almost as much
newspaper attention as an\ single

politico at the conventions

I he coverage ol the conventions

and election returns was repeated

in 1956 and again in 1960. Hut

most viewers will likelj also re-

member other highlights ol West-

inghouse t\ activity, apart from a

series ol outstanding specials, in

such titles as Desilu Playhouse,

the Nanette Fabray Show And

Westinghouse Preview theatre.

| us 1964-65 campaign.

Westinghouse has commercials in

eleven programs almost equallj di-

vided between news and entertain-

ment (see chart and photographs i

The weight ol the campaign is dis-

tributed according to seasonal needs

in the chosen programs Obvious

from the photographs of the current

selection ol entertainment programs
is the fact that Westinghouse M^\

McCann expect to atu me
viewers with corned] r.

line up o\ news and informal

personalities a:.

established
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Westinghouse

. . . the stars

Ethel Merman and Art Carney (left) starrt

in "Panama Hattie." Pioneering in footb, M
telecasts (below), Westinghouse sponsor)

coverage of Army vs Syracuse game in 195

Programing ii

. . . and tv vehicles foi

I Love Lucy (repeat—for daytime audience)

Chronicle with Charles Colingwood, CBS

Alfred Hitchcock and friend
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Studio One llefll pretented »uch ttert at

J.non Roberdt Jr. The company twitched lo

Hfjmj with Drtilu Playhoute (below) end

tituation comedy with Nanette Febrey (right)

Westinghouse's pioneering past. . . .

Westinghouse today

I

The Reel McCoys (repeet— for daytime audience

"*y 18. 1964

CBS Evening Newt with Welter Oonkite
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Local know-how on local

No PERIOD in the history of

marketing appliances has been

quite as competitive as the current

one. The advertiser's problems in

the industry's stormy past quarter-

century have been a series of buf-

fetings by socio-economic situations

which have equalled the worst to

beset almost any other industry.

In this acutely competitive pe-

riod, says Edward A. Grey, senior

vice president for tv programing

and media at McCann-Erickson, it

is imperative to avoid the pitfalls

of diluting t h e Westinghouse

budget too thinly over too many
types of media. Hence, it was rec-

ommended most strongly that, for

1964, Westinghouse utilize in a

of the most effective media tools

available."

Thus the 1964 Westinghouse

media philosophy was based on

the essentiality of concentrating

the appropriation in primary media

and avoiding those marginal or

fringe buys which contribute in

only a minor way to the over-all

objectives.

Naturally, an advertiser of

Wcstinghouse's stature is in a po-

sition to capitalize on the selling

and coverage values offered by

several types of primary media —
thereby offsetting the weakness of

one with the strengths of another.

However, each must be carefully

studied in its relation to the over-

J.ip Lucas, colorful

Texas dealer, uses

Horatio Alger back-

ground which in-

cludes 10 years in

Texas State Legisla-

ture to make the sale

of Westinghouse ap-

pliances part of his

community services.

major way only those media which

could contribute most to the

strongest presentation of the major
selling theme.

Of course, it is one of the pri-

mary functions of the McCann-
Erickson media division, as I d

Cirey points out. to construct a

strategy blueprint lor any client, in

lliis case Westinghouse. that em-
braces the most productive and ef-

ficient combination ol media pat-

terns obtainable lor the successful

acceleration of client sales

W e must be certain." says

Grey, "to develop the sharpest use

42

all problems and objectives in or-

der to secure an integrated pro-

gram delivering the most logical

balance of "reach," "frequency"

and "impact."

Each of the above three elements

have long been attributes of radio.

I" "concentrate appropriations" in

t\ and still get the benefits of ra-

dio's reach, frequency and impact.

Westinghouse places a great deal

of emphasis with its retailers on

the use of local radio as part of

its cooperative advertising pio-

us.

More than lOOd Westinghouse

dealers are now using radio as i

key element of their cooperativ«

advertising efforts.

J. Gilbert Baird, sales promo
tion manager for consumer prod

ucts, told Sponsor that. "In thi

years since television began to takt

more and more of our budgets

we have maintained a strong pro

gram aimed at dealer and distrib

utor use of local spot radio. Wi

produce transcriptions covering thi

full line of major appliances ant

selected portable appliances, tele

vision and radios. We supplemea

them with seasonal copy. Current

ly, we are making available ti

dealers a set of tapes by Sebasti

Cabot on various models of re

frigcrators."

The "local" in local radio mean
the best use of the keen knowledjg

of, and business rapport develope«

with, the more than a thousam

communities where Westinghous

appliance dealers are influencin

the consumer in need of the re

placement o\~ a household applianc

or the initial purchase of one.

Two dealers in two widely sep

arated markets may serve to illus

trate the uniqueness of selling ehai

aeter each contributes to the whol

pattern of moving Westinghous

high-ticket white goods and tek

vision. They indicate why the co-o

dollars can be vitally important i

the promotion strategy of using Id

cal radio.

For more than a dozen years

staff announcer at station KBUI
in Athens. Texas, has thrown

switch and intoned. "It's twelve

fifteen and time for the Jap Luca

program." With that, the loctj

Westinghouse appliance dealer i

on the air. Direct from his sale

floor, via remote control, Jap Luca 1

takes to the air and for the 063

ten minutes gives forth with a \.

rietj o\' comment that may includ

criticism, praise, or a discussk)

SPONS0 i



Grass roots knowledge of the community, its public problems

and needs, gives retailers believability and selling impact

radio makes nations! profits Westinghouse

>f politics plus, ni course, .1 stead}

stream ol advertising for his

iVestinghousc appliances.

J.ip" it's Ins given name and

iot .in abbrc\ iation of .1 nickname
—is 53 wars old and a local

loratio Mger type who served five

crnis i ten \t-.irs) in the rexas State

cgislatuiv \ikt .1 ample of yean
>f iisiivj periodic announcements
>n KIU D which went on the ail

ii 1948 I ucas asked the station

to let him do a 1 1\ c remote direct

rom liis s.iks floor. Owner J. B.

cNutt, realizing that Jap Lucas

as .1 colorful figure, an experi-

ed public speaker with a long

ci in politics, took a chance

the program became an in-

t hit. In the intervening years

I lap Lucas program lias bc-

ome a habit with a sizable por-

ion of the area audience. I hc\

ollou the dealer's stand on local

(fairs, his support ol local drives

id such efforts as his fund to re-

uild a home destroyed b) tire.

Much of his program material

mes under the heading of "edi-

rial opinion." and Lucas is usual-

> in the thick of ever) controversy.

Ie"s won on most ol the issues.

le's lost sonic. He has a standing

'tier for opponents in local issues

appeal on his program and a

em have taken advantage ol the

Lucas was quick to realize the

reach" of radio advertising. He
ays about 90 percent of his volume
imies I rom the rural areas —
lorks of the creek" as he terms

t He's sold merchandise to listen-

ers tip to 50 miles from Athens, tar

Kyond the normal service area ol

he station. I ucas' program on
\Hl I) constitutes almost 100 per-

cent of his advertising effort.

For Westinghouse, the move-
nent of appliances into the mar-
vet must prove that a radio pro-

:rani can be controversial, a real

public service, and still be com-

mercial.

I he steads growth ol Wright's

Westinghouse Stores in Shreveport,

I ouisiana, is anothei kind of prool

that local radio works. I his dealer,

who uses heavj saturation spot

Campaigns, started with one outlet

111 1934. With the celebration ol

its 30th anniversary last month.

Wright's now has five highk sue

Oessful outlets in Shreveport and

Bossiei City, 1 ouisiana.

Harold Wright, a member of the

Westinghouse Dealer Council and

on the board of directors of the

National Appliance and Radio

Dealers
1

Association, is the sole

owner of three of the stores and

1. 11 the largei share ol Ins radio

budge] is placed on Kill the

area's popular 50,000 watt "top
40" station, although h on-

all) adds schedules On one oi two

other local stations to reach spc-

cific types ol audienc

One minute announcements are

always used and the) are tilled with

solid sell ot the product itsell

On the average, each promo-

tional campaign lasts about ten

days. Unless it involves the annual

anniversar) sale, the pre-Christ-

mas promotion, or a special sea

sonal sale, each campaign is built

around a single appliance, such

as the Westinghouse laundromat

Specifics arc planned to tit spe-

a majority stockholder in \\hatlc\s

Westinghouse and Will's Westing-

house.

Wright started using radio in a

rather limited W8) 17 years ago,

when most retailers in Shrcwport

still remained tied to newspapers

as their sole means ot advertising

During the ensuing years he has

become a constant!) heavier user

ol radio, until it is now the major

part ot his advertising budget.

Wright's advertising schedule on

radio utilizes 10 to 20 announce-

ments dail) on a single radio sta-

tion during a campaign, and by

Harold Wr,ghl

Shu Kpo'l It

dealer who grow,
and growi with radio

cific time- ot year, such as the

dryer campaign during the tradi-

tionalK rainy months, an condi-

tioning and refrigeration during the

spring .\nd summer and stereo and

television in the tall and preceding

( hristmas

I hat radio at the local Wright's

level works tor the movement
product is at least parti) evident

in the tact that Wright S

ceh/ed the distinction of haune the

highest sales saturation percent.:

wise to the population in laurv

equipment of an) in the

States

«»y 18 1964



Marv Rothenberg, MPO director (right) coaches Sebastian Cabot on Westinghous i

refrigerator commercials. At left is Bill Scudder, McCann-Erickson's creative group heac «

Westinghouse a $6,000,000 television comeback

Capturing the "sell

All clients and agencies ar-

riving at the last step in preparing

a campaign, tread a narrow walk-

way between success and failure.

The outright discovery that it is

one or the other is preferable to

the too-late discovery that they've

produced a mediocrity. That can

be even more costly. But the hope

is for great translations of the ideas

to film or tape, and a commer-
cial gem that is memorable, be-

lieved and accepted and which

also moves the consumer to buy-

ing action.

All of the knowledge of the

consumer's habits, all of the mar-

keting know-how, all of the paper

fruits of creative genius may bring

the client and the agency to a

point of being convinced beyond

a shadow ot a doubt that this is

the campaign.

But—
Finally, someone has to record

I he selling message.

I he third key element in the

Westinghouse campaign was the

him production houses.

According to Roberl Dall'Acqua,

vice president and executive pro-

ducer at McCann-Erickson, the

agency regards the Film studio as

far more than a technical opera-

tion.

"We seek out the creative fonts

beyond our agency to supplement

our own creative effort. We en-

courage the most qualified studio

professionals to contribute to the

end product with minimum restric-

tions from agency oriented person-

nel," he says.

Dall'Acqua and his associates

described how they go about film-

ing some 60 "highly imaginative

and persuasive commercials" for

Westinghouse.

On the selection of the studio,

they said: "Primarily we look for

particular directors, cameramen,

scenic artists and studio facilities

based on our knowledge of the

previous work they have dime for

McCann-Erickson clients or other

advertisers."

Hill Scudder. creative group

head pointed out that for a light

dramatic skit in the commercial,

choosing the right director would

be the most important considera-

tion.

I he cameraman, on the other

hand, would be the chief concern

foi a straighi product demonstra-

tion.

Another key factor in th

agency's consideration is t h

studio's record of delivery.

General feeling among the pn

ducers who have worked on

Westinghouse account and for M
C'ann is that the assignment is

choice one to get. Westinghous

(all those who were willing to di>

cuss the subject agreed) alio

producers an unusual amount dj

creative expression in commercial'

But all agreed that the agency b

no means abdicates its creath

function.

Among the specifics reporter

MPO feels that Westinghous

works on a deluxe scale, like t

employ top MPO directors — Ma:

vin Rothenberg and Joe Cohe
— in commercial assignment

Westinghouse and the agency tak

a lot o\' trouble to explain the 0)

jectives of the commercials, an

so gain by permitting the produce

who enjoys working with this clieii

and agency (since he rarely h;

problems) to contribute to the ove

all concept.

Julia Whalen, production mai

ager of Kim & Clifford, who d

the institutional closing on tl

Westinghouse commercials th
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:Cann Enckton tniouuget studio prof siiionjlj to contribute to

> creativity of the end product, at in this Micartj commercial.

Burglar in trouble— the bulb won't go out. Commercial produced by

Elliot, Unger & Elliot-Screen Gemi, for Wettinghoute light bulbi

on film

short, seven-second, visuali-

ation tn .jo with the line "You can

t if it's Westinghouse"- savs

i.it K & M's Paul Kim developed

basic idea himself and shot it

iter it was okayed b) Westing-

ousc and the agency.

v ind Elliot, Unger & Elliot -

n Gems, \l Mendelsohn is in

: barge of all sales ol III com-
ils to agencies and has con-

derable experience in this field.

lys Mendelsohn: "Westinghouse

munercials are unique in that

lej literally require a great deal

live assistance from the pro-

ucer, and w cstinghouse does not

estate, as some clients might, to

.A such assistana We've done
2 to 15 Westinghouse commer-
i.ils in the past three months, pri-

laril) humorous ones, on West-

ighouse light bulbs Our produc-
on staff had a ball with them,

nd enjoyed working out reactions

om people who found the) could

ot turn off a Westinghouse light

ulb, even though thev pulled out

* light cord and unscrewed the

ulb.

Westinghouse definite!) wel-

mes ideas I his is general!)

nown in the field, and it's some-

Studios call McCann-Erickson-Westinghouse

assignments "a feather in their caps." laud

the creative latitude encouraged by client

thing of a leather in a production

house's cap to be awarded a com-
mercial series from them."

How do you show an actor with

a glowing light bulb in his hand

and nothing else.'

This is on^: of the technical prob-

lems that the studio helped to

soke, and the result is an unusual

series ol commercials which should

certain!) contend for a number o\

awards.

The cop) platform or purchase

proposition, as it is known at Mc-
Cann, was built around the extra

life ot the Westinghouse bulb. I

dramatize this in an entertaining.

persuasive way, the creative people

conceived a number of situations

where someone would be eager to

put out a light but couldn't.

In one commercial, a romantic

voting man is sitting alongside an

attractive girl before a fireplace.

\t what he thinks is the strategic

moment, the hero goes to turn ott

the lamp nearby. I he lamp won't

go o\\ Even when he unscrews the

bulb and holds it in his hand, he is

unsuccessful

In another commercial, two

bungling burglars run into diffi-

culties because the) can't find an)

I
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method to turn oft one of the

Westinghouse bulbs.

I he technical problem of keep-

ing a bulb lit was solved bv an

I I l
: production man and an ex-

pert from Westinghouse I hev

worked out a wav to insert a small

bulb inside the regular si/ed bulb

I hev attached an insulated wire

that is hidden in the actor's sleeve

I he wire is flesh colored so that

the tv viewer cannot deteel it in

the actor's hand.

\t first mention the storv board

idea for another commercial ap-

pears unusuall) simple to execute

I he camera was to come in for a

close-up of the Westinghouse elec-

tric frying pan I he shot had to

straight down.

It was far from eas) to execute

because the bright finish ot the

frying pan reflected in the cam.

I he reflection could not

duced.

I hev tried poking the let]

the camera through a tentlil

ering; that was unsuccessfu 1

l>. the) set up a mirror ab

trvmg pan and photograph

reflection in the mirror I

was at a slight angle s,» thai it

not reflected in the mir
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hy John IUniiHiiili.il

i Ice president and

associate creative director,

McCann-Erickson

Westinghouse

Creativity

John Blumenthal came to McCann-Erickson in

1962 after spending 10 years at Young &
Rubicam. His last position at Y&R was asso-

ciate copy director. An associate creative

director at McCann, he is a graduate of Col-

gate University, where he majored in English.

It's NO! \ i rv OFTEN you arc

given the opportunity to be author

and critic, but wc were asked to

do ;i critique on the first hatch of

Westinghouse commercials that

went on the air this February.

As authors, at this juncture, we
are a little sick o( looking at our

own words and pictures. As critics,

we are perhaps a little harsh in our

evaluation ot the commercials he-

cause they are our own. and we al

Ways feel thej could he a little bet-

ter. I guess it is this feeling that

makes \ou <jo on to the next job

with hope.

\s authors, we got together last

October writers, ait directors,

producers, all of us We set forth

an objective for each commercial

and went about creating.

We might, now as enties looking

back, have been happier il those

Commercials had been produced

exact!) as the) appeared back then.

when they were simple and spon-

taneous. But. as anyone in the busi-

ness knows, that is not how the

game is played. There come the in-

evitable rounds of supervision,

change, caution and compromise.

Here, a bow to our client, West-

inghouse. In the beginning they

charged us with creating exciting,

unusual commercials. In the case

of Westinghouse, where each prod-

uct has a fund of information to be

transmitted, the creative latitude is

lessened. But to the great credit of

our clients, they were willing to

resist adding points and they were

willing to try something new, not

for the sake of difference but for

the sake of memorable selling com-
mercials.

When you create and produce

commercials in batches as we had

to do in order to get Westinghouse

on the air with their ample media

schedule, a pattern usually develops.

Some are great, some good, some
fair, and every once in awhile a

clinker sneaks in. The spots you

had great hope for may not realize

their potential. It works the other

way, too. A commercial that m;i\

have seemed fairly ordinary in

script stage can come alive in pro-

duction.

One that looked good all the waj
was the commercial for Westing-

house light bulbs entitled "Harry."

The objective was to portray the

fact that Westinghouse light bulbs

last longer than other bulbs, which

the) do. Our solution was a light

bulb which would never go out no

matter how hard our hero. Harry,

tried to extinguish it or how main
nines Harry's wife, visible onl) in

the background, n a g g e d him,

Harry, turn off the light."' The
total effect was everything we knew

it would be. A memorable, pcrsua-

sive commercial for an ordinari

low-interest product. And it scon

as one of the best that Schwer

ever tested. ( This week we i

Schwerin.)

As critics, our commercial f

Westinghouse Micarta did not li

up to the lofty niche we had a

corded it in the commercial hall

fame. Micarta is an extremely di

able surface best known for u

as kitchen countertops but recent

expanded into many other areas
'

usage. Our objective was to Hi

the name Micarta with Westin

house and show how durable a:

beautiful it is and the main as

it has. Our creative solution was 1

musical treatment in which a px

young lass danced adroitly En

kitchen countertop to desk to w

surface to tabic, tapping all t

way. A good demonstration

variety, durability and beauty, tc

when we cut into closer shots of t

Micarta itself. Then where did

fail? It's rather hard to pinpoi

Casting was excellent, producti

slick, sets attractive. But put all

gether. the commercial did not hi

that certain something that takes

out of the "good" category into 1

great.

Admittedly, it is hard for
y|

the reader to fully appreciate t

commentary if you have not sc

the commercials in question. HoB
ever, one more commercial Infl

our first batch deserves nientiiH

For the Westinghouse Instant-'H

television set. our objective vl
to show that with other t\ sets \|
must wait 25 seconds to get

picture and sound while the Wd

inghouse set comes on immediate!

Our first thought was to use a quil

cut technique to show how mil

fun and excitement you might Bl

in 25 seconds. But. 25 seconds!
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McCann-Enckson vice president recalls planning,

production of Westinghouse commercials—
"some great, some good, some only fair"

caution, compromise
Kcitemcnt goes by very, quickly

ml 25 seconds ol nothing seems

hrcc times .is long. So our solution

as to have oui presenter turn on

"bad" set, and set up the prob-

:m In saying, "the average tv sel

1 use toda) takes 25 seconds to

arm up" Vnd then he iust stood

lere waiting for the picture and

ound to come on I or .1 lull 25

econds. It took a lot of guts for

client to approve such a radical

: precious commercial time.

Jut how could you more effective-

* set up the problem?

Our man then moved to a line-

up oi Westinghouse sets and turned

them on in lightning sequence, ful-

filling the solution to the problem
so dramatical!) established in the

beginning.

\s you mighl have guessed, we
liked this one. and perhaps the

greatest gratification was that store

traffic picked up considerably as

a result of the commercial.

I here is a joy in this business of

Creating a good idea and seeing it

live throughout all the necessary

stages of supervision and approval.

( )i seeing it blossom as it gi

along, oi seeing it produced with

skill and talent ( )l seeing the final

commercial and saying to yourself

01 to the guy sitting next to you in

the screening room. "'It's no work

ol ail. hut it is .i pretty cxcitine

commercial."

Because anyone who works in

this business knows that it is no

ail form but an art in itself. \n

exasperating, frustrating one. at

times, one that can be tremendous-

ly satisfying. And this is how it has

been on Westinghouse.

DON KELLY: "Bigger picture, better job"

l)o\ Kelly, a slender, energetic

timebuyer lor Westinghouse lamps

.11 \le( arm I rickson, doesn't have

to worry about dieting to keep his

weight down. In addition to all the

routine functions ot the timebuyer,

he tries to seek out data on the

client's product distribution, the

merchandising ol the broadcast ad-

vertising, competition in the mai
ket and the copy themes.

"Some buyers never see or hear

the commercial they spend most of

their waking hours placing. lo

know the copy theme of radio com-

mercials is particularly helpful in

determining the target audience to

select in radio. I he more the buyei

knows about the "big picture" the

bettei job he should do.'' Kelly

says

In addition to Westinghouse

lamps, Kelly woiks on rrans-

Canada \irlines, Simmons Hide-

\ Med and / 00k magazine He was

trained m media at led Bates after

graduating from Boston ( oil,

He is a native ol Vw Rochelle,

N 1 . And now lives close by tn

Bronx\ ille.

"When I request avails. I believe

in giving the rep as much int.unia

tion as possible. I he more the rep

knows, the moie tailor-made Un-

availabilities will be 101 should

be) For example, giving the budget

will eliminate availabilities with an

optOmistJC I" Or 15 plan when the

budget is really too shin to afford

big plans." he says

Describing another policy, he

says: "If time permits. I wili

quest certain groups ol marl

usually the larger markets 01 the

difficult ones, to buy first to be due

on a certain date, with the remain-

ing markets due at a later

Hv staggering the markets this «

the availabilities do not become

stak
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PREDICTION FOR 1964:

This will be the local TV station's

most popular program!
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SM announces the first comprehensive

irogram to help TV stations, advertisers,

igencies create new profits with video tape!

sow. for the first time, local tv stations,

ppe producers, advertisers and agencies can

eceive real assistance in creating and produc-

!ii,
r better-selling commercials on video tape.

[ere is a complete program that includes

loth professional demonstration and refer-

nce materials from 3M, maker of Scotch"

hand Video Tape. Local tv stations and

(ape producers will he able to offer expanded

reduction counsel and services. They can

«TO\ ide pract ical materials to help advertisers

ike full advantage of video tape's pro-

uction convenience and versatility, "live"

•icture quality, and the speed, certainty,

exihility that only tape can provide.

l few of the new materials: A 25-minute

emonstration tape shows production tech-

iques, actual commercials, explains ta;

benefits. The "Comparator." a pocket-size

quick reference guide to the relative advan-

tages of tape, live and film production for tv

commercials. "The Television Producer," a

deluxe 50-page encyclopedic workbook of

how-to tape production information. The

program includes industry achievement rec-

ognition, many additional pieces of helpful

literature.

Heady to let this program help you? Call

your local tv station or tape producer. They

have already received full presentation*

this program, have many of the new

materials in their hands.

*

magnetic Products Division -v
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THE CHANGING SCENE

February Tv Billing Shows 11 Percent Upswing

Network television net time and

program billings for February,

1964, show an upswing to the tune

of 11.0 percent over the previous

February—with Saturday and Sun-

day daytime scoring the biggest dol-

lar volume percentage gain (35.6

percent) and nighttime television

the biggest dollar volume.

According to the Television Bu-

reau of Advertising, total network

television billings (net time and pro-

gram) in February, 1964, hit the

$98,582,300 mark — almost $10
million above the 1963 figure of

SSS.7S5.500.

I he Saturday-Sunday gain of

35.6 percent (based on $7,751,700

in estimated billings) contrasts with

the Monday-Friday low percentage

of 1.9 (based on billings of $17,-

684,500.) Nighttime television con-

tinues to be the leader in dollar

volume with billings of $73,146,-

100. And the nighttime percentage

of 11.3 almost equals the over-all

average of I 1 .0.

The combined January-February

figures show a 9.3 percent jump
over 1963—with this year's total

net time and program billings reach-

ing $17,247,000. Again. Saturday-

Sunday was tops in percentage of

gain (26.4) and Monday through

Friday low (2.2.) Also, nighttime

continued as the heaviest dollar pro-

ducer, with $147,976,900. or 9.9

percent over February, 1963.

The Television Bureau of Adver-

tising reports gross time billings of

$71,888,700 for the networks in

February, 1964—a drop from the

January figure of $74,474,800. CBS
recorded $29,117,700 in billings

for January as opposed to $27,-

716,200 in February. For NBC,
it was $26,801,000 in January and

$25,822,400 in February. And for

ABC, $18,556,100 and $18,350,-

100.

^iiiiiiin iihii iniiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiii iiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!! rutin iiiiiiiraiiiiu i iiim

LOS ANGELES BY HELICOPTER

Martin S. Fliesler (r), vice president and general manager of HKJ Radio Los
Angeles, and George R. Jeneson, Midwest vice president, RKO Broadcasting
National Sales, prepare to take off for view of the LA market. Flights are part
of new informational program conducted by the station to acquaint their sales
representatives with the area.

Corporate Identity

Here for Toy Spots
Toy advertisers will spend mo

in advertising in 1964 and give mo
emphasis to corporate identity,

marketing and industrial desi

consultant predicts.

Traditionally large spenders

television, toy advertisers co

very well be planning the c\

money for tv. Mattel, the industr

largest advertiser, and admitte

successful with the help of tv, \v|

be spending 25 percent more in

vertising this year or "substanti;

over $9 million.

"

Others predicting increases of

percent or more in ad budgets wi

Remco, Kenner, Tonka and Gui

Television leads other factors

determining what toys child

want, according to buyers at the

cent American Toy Fair. Far It

important, buyers said, are sch

interests, movies, family intere

and children's magazines.

The increase in ad spending p
dieted naturally parallels a healt

production scene. Sales at mar

facturer level last year logged in

$1.4 billion, with a 5 percent

crease projected for this year.

New emphasis on individual co

pany identity is part of the over

shake-out and consolidation tak

place in the toy industry, says A

Berni. president of Ala n Be

Assoc., consulting firm.

"Say a company has five pr

nets." Berni points out. "It will n

start using each product's proi

tion as a vehicle for establish}

corporate identity. When a si i

product comes along it gets a I

able built-in association w i t h

corporate umbrella. Corporate id

tity could be important in the

revolution now underway." Bei

reports. Noting that about l( 1

funis displayed at the annual -

dustry fair. Berni predicts this m -

ber will be halved in a few ye; -

But despite the fact that the ni -

ber o\' companies ma\ J. t

according to the consultant, tl

American Investor estimates tC

!o\ industry will spend S250 r

lion on expansion and modernijj

tion in 1964. Basic reasons for tu-

rnism among toy firms, the p'.i'J

cation said: more lo\ -age child

(61.6 million under 14). m
spending money available due

the tax cut.

:;
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VI.

NEW TWIST IN PRODUCT INTRODUCTION

nrthing lomt'wh.it off-bf.it in this day of sophisticated marketing maneuvers is the on-air

nch for Gr.ipe-Crush in the Minneapolis-St Paul area Gwen Harvey (I) of WCCOTV inter-

wtd <l-r) Crush International's assistant sales manager Charles Cook. Minneapolis Bottling

M supervisor Vern Lowe and Crush district manager W R Olson An extensive radio and tv

•dule accomplished 90 percent distribution in the market within the first two weekj

MHnttfinuttiviii II iimnm :mi:r mi

roadcast Promotion
or Newest GF Coffee

General Foods' Maxwell House
vision is planning to pour mil-

>ns of dollars into radio and t\

r (Ik- introduction ot Maxim Con-
ntrated Instant Coffee.

Rie new soluble coffee will he

st-marketed via radio, t\ and

wspapcrs in \lbanv starting Ma)
, supplemented bv house-to-

ilisc and mail sampling. It eon-

acccptancc is good, distribu-

•>n should be expanded rapidly.

\ significant breakthrough in

ixl processing, Maxim is the re-

It ot main years of researeh and

velopmcnt in freeze-drying. I his

sthod has been employed with

sited sueeess bv several food

mpanies in the processing o\

•me vegetables and fruits, fish

id meats-hut Maxim is the first

mmereial Iree/e-dried coffee.

Prices are expected to he slight-

higher than tor comparable si/cs

popular brands of established in-

t coffees and on the same level

ground coffee.

M Penetration Nears
3'< in Los Angeles Area

I lie tilth in a continuing scries

researeh reports is out from
BH I os \ngeles. and while it

no startling information, this

id the other reports provide up-to-

e-mmute glance at fluctuations in

>it important FM market.

!]iii:.raii»iillii"

I here are now 1,082,004 FM
homes in I .os Angeles and Orange

Counties, Or 46.295 penetration ol

the projeeted 2,342,000 total

homes in the area. Where more
dramatic growth can he observed
is m the ownership ol I M -equipped

automobiles, which now stands at

135,836 families. And 21.39! ol

I \1 home-owners definite!) plan to

include FM in their next auto, while

onl) l^.N'' o\ non-FM home own-
ers have such intentions. Other

highlights:

Of I'M families. 78.695 now own
their homes, and 21.4'^ rent their

homes, while onl) 58.795 oi non-

I \l families are home-owners and

41 .395 are tenants.

FM reaches the predominant

share ol the older, decision-making

heads o\' household: 56.295 o\ those

between 45-49; 5095 o\ those be-

tween 50-54; and 58.495 between

55-64.

A total ol of owners,

managers or professionals own I \l

sets, as do 48.395 ot clerical and/or
sales workers.

Onl) 22.19! of those families

with incomes under $5,000 own I M
sets, while 779! ol those with in-

comes between (10-15,000, 7l

of those with incomes between

$15-20,000, and m» 3 oi those

with incomes over $20,000 are I M
set-owners.

\s in the other M HI I reports,

findings are the result of a public

opinion survej conducted in the

i Kngeles markc ting arci I

\m\ les and ( >rangt < i tunti< < by

ih. I <>s \ngele Poll, a lubsid

ot the John B kn \ total

oi ins in home interviews «

completed in s " random scl<

census tracts during No\ i n

Salada Moves to Carl Ally;

Radio Still to Dominate
Salada I OOds, ol \\ obum. \1

current!) devoting 90 percent oi

advertising budget to radio ami

television, has named ( .irl \llv.

Inc. New i ork. as agenc] lor its

entire line ol products I he new

billing, totaling between $2V5 and

3 million, puts Alls over the

million mark 22 months alter open-

ing Us doors.

Bulk ol Salad. is budget is ear-

marked tor radio, but two nation-

wide television buys are planned

this summer lor Salada Ice lea: six

prime time minutes on each ol three

networks, phis heavv local spot

television across the country.

I he appointment covers the fol-

lowing products; Salada lea and

lea Bags, Instant Salada lea. the

new Salada Instant Iced lea Mix

introduced national!) last vear.

Salada I rue I nut Drinks, k
introduced nationally this year, and

all of the Junket brands, including

Junket Rennet Custard. Junket

Rennet I ablets. Junket Danish

Dessert. Junket Quick Fudge Mix.

Junket 1 ree/ing Mix and Sherbet

Mix.

1 ast November. Junket Rennet

Custard was assigned to the \IK

agency, followed a little later b\

the Iced lea Mix product, and the

latest appointment mines the rest

ol the Salada products under one

roof. Previous agenc) was Hoag &
Provandie, of Boston.

EUE Honored at Film

Festival in Brussels

I he onlv American producer

honored at the recent Brussels Film

Festival was Screen (ienis-owned

Elliot, l ngei & Elliot ( bmmen
a\k\ Industrial Film Division \

ol MI commercials were cited in

the festival's tv film categorx

pair of minute spots for lohnsoi

Johnson ( Y\Ri and ( ampbdl Soup
iBBDOi. and a two-mmute Kodak
commercial in color

I

l\\ I
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THE CHANGING SCENE

11 Buy Time Around
N.Y. Mets Games
WHN, flagship station for the

New York Mets baseball games for

the first year, has hung an SRO
around the entire 162-game regular

season. The actual games are spon-

sored by Rheingold Extra Dry and

Brown & Williamson. The 1 1 adver-

tisers buying surrounding positions

are: Alemite CD-2 Div. of Stewart

Warner, King Korn Trading Stamps,

Interwoven Socks Div. of Kayser

Roth, Midas Muffler Shops, Mighty

Atlas Brakes, Lanvin Perfumes,

Herman's Sporting Stores, New
York Journal American, DuPont,

General Tire and Guardian Main-

tenance Div. of General Motors.

Network Billings Up
8 Percent for January

Continuing a steady rise, net-

work tv net time and program

billings hit $103,379,200 this

January, up 7.8 percent over the

$95,929,000 for January 1963, ac-

cording to TvB.

The breakdown is ABC-TV,
$18,556,100; CBS-TV, $29,117,-

100; and NBC-TV, $26,801,000.

All day parts showed gains. Sat-

urday-Sunday daytime had the

highest percentage gain—up 17.5

percent from the same month last

year, while nighttime had the larg-

est dollar increase — $74,830,800

over $68,955,600 in January 1963.

Triangle's 3-Way Split

Triangle Programs is in the un-

usual position of having the same

syndicated package on three tv

channels in the same market at the

same time.

The show is entitled Operation

Alphabet and is designed as a 30-

minute series aimed at teaching il-

literates to read and write. In New
York City, a large segment of whose

population cannot read and write

English, the series is currently being

screened on WPIX, plus ETV and

UHF channels 13 and 31. It's also

syndicated on a non-profit basis to

50 other markets.

pilllliinailll mil minium nTniiiirMiJiiirLtiuTiiiiiiuiiiniiiiiitrniMiTtiiiiia ntiMiiiiiiitiiiiiiniiiiuiiini initriiiiiiTTniMttiiin MiiiiitttiiiiiiTMiiuHrinii^iTirj iTiHiiiitHrrniiiititiiiiinriiiinrti

SPONSOR HONORED AT JUBILEE FETE

John E. Cain Co., whose mayonnaise, pickle and potato chip products have long been a

familiar sight to New England shoppers, is readying an extensive radio-tv campaign as part of

the firm's 50th anniversary celebration. Company president Robert H. Cain (r) was honored at

a Golden Jubilee fete in Boston, where Malcolm McCabe (1), secretary of the Massachusetts
Retail Grocers Assn., presented Cain with a scroll citing outstanding contributions to the

grocery industry More than 1500 spots on nine tv stations are set, as well as commercials
on all 32 Yankee network radio outlets, plus WTIC Hartford and WICC Bridgeport Agency is

Charles F Hutchinson.

!!!T:n;:!iniimi!tiimn'i! <ilil.il
:
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Pro Sports, Inc. Formed
Representing Athletes

Agencies, seem quite enthusiast

about the newest comer to the con

mercials talent scene—Pro Sport

Inc.

The brainchild of two your1

New York attorneys, Martin Blacl

man and R. Steven Arnold. P r

Sports is a brand new New Yorl

based representation business f<

professional athletes in comme
cials and radio and tv programin

It's kicking off with 15 athlet

under exclusive contract, includii

Sam Huff and Sonny Jurgense

and working agreements with mai

others. Ogilvy Benson & Mathc'

the first agency to contract wi

Pro Sports for talent, just wrappe

up production on a 60-secor

taped spot (for an undisclos.

product) using four of the Minn
sota Twins. And negotiations ha'

been concluded with several oth

agencies, including BBDO, Kenyc

& Eckhardt. Ted Bates. Benton

Bowles, and MacManus, John

Adams. One of the rubber coi

pany giants, about to spring a nt

sneaker shoe, is discussing tali

terms for a regional tv campaig

On the media side. Blacknu1

says several Washington. D.C.. st

tions are interested in Huff ai

Jurgensen. both recently traded

the Redskins, for radio and

sports shows.

Pro Sports sees itself as parti*

larly serviceable in the procurcnK

of out-of-town athletes for agenci<

although it also represents sor

New York stars. A creative depa

ment is maintained to work w
agencies and advertisers on prom

lion campaigns, packaging a

premium merchandising.

Money Talks in TV Ad
For Banking Foundatior

Homage to local television is III

ing paid by the Foundation 1'

Commercial Banks. It is urgil

bankers to join forces for coopeDj

live advertising campaigns usi

the medium to promote the "f

service" benefits of commerd
banking.

As a prodder. the foundatii

prepared a 15-minute film titll

The Atlanta Story, which tells hi'

I he five leading banks in that C

contributed $200,000 to a jo:
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npaign to educate the public on

advantages commercial banks can

j|fei On-screen comments b) five

xiiik executives express the en

husiasm ol the banks which con-

ributcd the cash foi the television

atupaign

Spot tv commercials were pre

jtred foi the Atlanta banks bj

hiild, Buscom & Bonfigli, the

foundation's advertising agencv.

vhich worked with John M, Prince

yudio Visual Presentations, of

hiladclphia, in preparing the film

borl

1 1 .blighted in the spots are

talking coins" animated fea-

nres ol Lincoln, Washington and

"ranklin discussing the benefits of

/full service" banking from their

lesijzns oi\ pennies, quarters and

aalf-dollais

nsurance Firm Buys
Southern FM Station

Fidelity Bankers 1 ife Insurance

Richmond, Va., lias acquired

.VI \l\ . Richmond's onl\ I M
tereo station.

Studios have been moved to the

icw owner's Fidelity Building at

ix) I West Broad St. I ransmitting

villi 73 kw, WFM\ carries news

md classical, light classical and

azz music from 6 a.m.- 1 a.m.

Schwabacher Buys
<CBS Election Package
Schwabacher & Co., San Fran-

isco investment brokers, has pur-

:hased full radio coverage of Cali-

fornia's June 2 primary election re-

urns on KCBS Radio San I'ran-

asco

The buv consists of at least seven

ive-minute broadcasts beginning at

25 p.m. and continuing ever) hall

'iour until the complete returns arc

Schwabacher has long been as-

ociatcd with news coverage on

CCBS, having previously sponsored

ken newscasts a week. In addition to

lie election returns package. Schvva-

'. teller has purchased a one-minute

innounccmcnt schedule for 12

(reeks I he schedule of humorous
Commercials represents an innova-

ion in investment advertising and
ias been favorably received b> the

niblic since its inception. April I.

he company said.

TIGHT DEADLINE
KCBS R.hIio News Director Don Mozfc) brings 20 ve.irs' worth ol OOOl

judgment, calm nerves to his task ol distilling the dav's news tor S.m Ir.in-

cisco listeners. From bomb tests at Bikini to ( hessnuui in S.m Qucntin.
Mozley's list ol exclusives would till a fat yellow roll ol wire cop) p.iper

Seven major awards last year testified to the excellence ol his toughminded
team oi top newsmen KCBS is the brand-name news in S.m Franc
People are sold on it. So are savings hanks, clothing Stores, motor oils. aUtOS
and airlines.

LIVE NIGHTLINE
For an opinionated hour each weeknight, the K( HS nightline becomes s

Francisco's hot line. Viewpoint listeners grind axes on such free-wheeling
topics as "What's Happening to Moralitv '" Whether thev'd rather ban the

bomb or bomb the banners. Viewpoint moderator \l Douglas gives each
caller three minutes to tell San Francisco why. I his high-impact pro-

gramming is tWO-wa) radio It involves listeners, creates dynamic mic
lion — and delivers quality response to advertisers

Foreground programming molds opinions, delivers adult response. In San
Francisco, the talk of the town is the buy of the tow KCBS RADIO

A CBS Owned Station represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
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McC-E Big Buyer at NBC
McCann-Erickson is in the sales

spotlight at NBC-TV. The agencj

bought into seven of next season's

shows on behalf of client Hoffman-

La Roche and, via its Houston

branch, contracted lor Humble

Oil sponsorship of a June 9 special.

On the roster for Hoffman-La

Roche: Alfred Hitchcock, Daniel

Boone, The Virginian, Wednesday

Night a! the Movies, That Was the

Week that Was, International Show-

time and The Jack Paar Program.

lite French Army, scheduled

from 10-11 p.m. on June 9, will

trace events, beginning with World

War I, that have reduced L'Armee

Francaise from a political power on

a world scale to a force of question-

able influence even in its own coun-

able influence in its own country.

Hints Shift in Storer
Executive Hierarchy

Kenneth L. Bagwell, vice presi-

dent and general manager for

WAGA-TV Atlanta will move to

Cleveland around June 1 as vice-

president in charge of WJW-TV.
Robert S. Buchanan remains as

manager of Storer's Cleveland out-

let, reporting to Mr. Bagwell.

I here were indications that Stor-

er plans two-man executive teams

at all its stations, which could re-

sult in a great deal of top echelon

shuffling. The hope, according to

tv division vice-president Bill Mi-

chaels, is to relieve "the tremen-

dous workload placed on station

managers, leaving more time for

productive organization and ad-

ministration."

Associated with Storer as general

manager of WAGA-TV Atlanta

since February 1961, Mr. Bagwell

was elected a vice president this

January. Before joining Storer. he

was national sales manager of

\\ I Y.I Miami. His broadcast career

began at k()Y Phoenix. In 1947 he

joined the announcing --tall of

k\>/ Houston, ami later became

program manager for that city's

first tv station, now KPRC-TV. Mr.

Bagwell returned to radio as pro

gram manager of K
X

"S / I our years

iater he returned to tv at WI'VJ.

Charles C. Barry W. J. Colihan, Jr.

Y&R Promotes Three

Charles C. Barry, William J.

Colihan, Jr., and James P. Wilker-

son have been named executive

^^^^^_^^^^_ vice presidents

at Young & Ru-

bicam.

Barry joined

the agency in

1959 in charge

^L "^
/ °f program andIk^C talent in the tv-K^M r a d i o depart-

^\^ m c n t, was
,.,.,, named director

James Wilkerson
of the depart-

ment in 1961 and senior vice presi-

dent the same year. Prior to that

he held executive positions in ra-

dio and tv with NBC, ABC, MGM
and William Morris.

With Y&R since 1936, Colihan

has held key positions in several

creative areas in the agency, in-

cluding radio and television. He
became a vice president in 1957

and chairman of the Plans Board

two lcars later.

Wilkerson came to the agency

in 1940 in the media department

and transferred to the traffic de-

partment in 1946. He joined the

contact department a year later

and in 1953 was named account

supervisor and vice president. He
was appointed a senior vice presi-

dent and director of the Interna-

tional Div. in 1959 and the follow-

ing year was transferred overseas

as director of the agency's London
office. He returned to this countr\

in 1963 in charge of client services.

Expect Coke to Hypo
Broadcast for New Arm

It's likel) that the just-appriued

Coca-Cola merger of Duncan
Foods will generate some more
business for spot tv and or radio.

Marketer o\ Butter-Nut, Fleet-

wood. Maryland Club, Admiration
and Huggins coffees. Duncan has

if

been spending under SI millio

in spot tv. As an autonomous di

vision of Coca-Cola, Duncan'

broadcast budget will probably b
increased.

The acquisition was describe'

by Coca-Cola president J. Pai

Austin as a logical step in th

product diversification program be

gun in I960 when Minute Mai>

was acquired.

Austin also outlined lor a re

cent board of directors meeting

first quarter profit increase of 2

percent. Net profit was SI 1.967.

702, compared to S9.838.094 fc

the first quarter of 1963. Fin

quarter earnings were 86 cents v:

7 I cents per share last year.

H-R Warns Stations:

'Go Color' or Lose Out
Nighttime black and white pre'

grams, transmitted on a statio

which telecasts color, do 44 peii

cent better in high-income color t]

homes than in black and white t]

homes. With color set penetratk

expected to approach 5 percent m
tionally by the end of this yea

this and other influences of col<

on tv viewing become even mor,

important than before.

According to H-R. which is urj'

ing all its stations to go to colo

the advantage of a color progran

is likely to be in excess of a fu'

rating point. Coupled with the it

crease in viewers per set in coh

homes, the effect of color will sooi

be evident in ratings reports, at

cording to the representative fir

Avery Gibson, vice president A

H-R Facts Div.. reports in the H-'j'

May newsletter on a special tas

force study of ARB diaries. Hid

lights, in addition to the above:

Nighttime color programs get ;

82 percent higher rating in eoK

homes than in b&w homes.

Nighttime b&w programs, tran 1

mitted by a station which telecas
1

only in b&w, get 24 percent le

audience in color homes than

b&w homes.

Daytime color programs get

56 percent higher rating in coh]

homes than in b&w homes.

Daytime b&w programs, tran

mitted b\ a station which telecas

onl\ in b&w, get 17 percent le

audience in color homes than

b&w homes.
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H\w programs, transmitted on

station which telecasts color, do

mi percent bcttei in coloi homes
I here is no difference in the

rating advantage ol types ol color

MXHM.ims; .ill t\|Vs ol eoloi pio

frams seem to attract the sam.

•phis" in coloi homes, coloi alone

ppears to attract the coloi audi-

.nee. H-K concluded.

Yoder New Media Man
On Ralston Purina Account

Di«ne Robinson

A shuffle

.

David J Yoder

m media supervisor)

issignmerits at Guild, Bascom &
lonfigli, San Francisco, puts the

ti| broadcast spending Ralston

urina account under the aegis ol

Hrvid .1 1 odcr.

A newcomer to GB&B, Yoder
s.is most recently with Kudner and

ireviously, HHDO New, York. He
ikes o\cr media responsibility on
"hex (ere. ils. Ry-Krisp and Hoi

\alston from Diane Robinson,
^hii's served the account tor the

>ast >ear. She's Iven with GB&B
or si\ years, will take over Fore-

nost Dairies.

impson and Jacobson
Station Reps Merge
Station representative firms Wil-

i.mi I Simpson \ \ssoeiates ol

•cattle and Portland's U.S. Jacob-

*n \ \vsoeiates have merged.

The new companj states it will

lovidc services previous!) avail-

hle only from major national rep

irnis. rhese services are: central-

zed billings; a research department
nd a sales development depart-

lent.

Both Jacobson and Simpson have
extensive broadcast backgrounds.
'rior to establishing his rep linn

i 1956, Jacobson had been man-
ga of K\I Portland for a num-
|ei ol years Simpson most recent!)

•wicr ol KOI Seattle before

arming his companj earl) last year.

Agency Billings Boom
in East, Midwest

I obacco and liquoi businc -

helped to more than double billings

in the Vu > i<rk office ol < lard

nei Advertising in the pasl year,

while perhaps youthful enthusiasm

more than anything else should k
credited w ith a 40 percent inc n

foi the MacManus, John e>. Vdams
( hie. ifi» operation established last

\la\

Gardner's track record over the

past 12 months includes the aequi

sition ol American robacco's cigai

business and Carlton cigarets, and

lour products ol the Brown-For-
ni.m hue. Concurrently, the num-
ber o\ employees in Ne\i York
has grown from l ><> m mid-1963

to approximately 150. Both upbeat

developments have necessitated a

move to new quarters al 90 Park

We., where Gardner will occup)

lour floors of a new 50-StOI) build-

ing. I he agenc) predicts a total

agenc) 25 percent billing increase

in l^M from I963's domest ie bill-

ings ol $50,792,000.

lotal billings ol Chicago area

Clients have grown from $6 to M<»

million, and tlU M M
I
uis, J. >h

\d.ini. i iii ha d from
a its short lifetime I he

Office was set up following the

acquisition of tl nil
man

\l i\ \ project 1 964 billing

SOS IHIU III 1(1

( hirurg & < aim which billed

$12.5 million last red

a 24 percent billings increase foi

the lust quartet ol 19( • the

like period oi [96 J, an all I

high quartet foi the agenc)

ABC Worldvision Expands,
Will Sell Haiti Station

Haiti has Iveonie the 22nd nation

in the AIU Worldvision Network.

ABC International will sen
program purchasing agent and

world-wide s.des representative foi

I ele Ham. s \ . channel 5, Port au

Prince, the onl) t\ service in the

4,000-set nation.

Since there is a great deal ol

group viewing, it is estimated that

there are 10 viewers per set Sta-

tion's broadcasting da) runs from

noon to 10 p.m.

HAVE SOMETHING FOR SALE?
Metropolitan Toledo, 41st in U.S. consumer spend-

able income.* is waiting to be sold. WSPD Radio

wins you the ears of Toledo's spending families. Get

the dollar and cents facts on WSPD Radio's sales-

manship from your Katz man.

Whatever you have for sale, you cant afford to

ignore Toledo or WSPD. the No. 1 Radio Station in

the Nation's 44th Metropolitan Market.

Q
WSPD
RADIO
TOLEDO

•SRDS
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THE CHANGING SCENE

Schick Campaign Set

Broadcast will gel a big slice

of the "multi-million dollar ad

budget"' allocated by Schick Safety

Razor to introduce its new Dial In-

jector Razor.

The new feature is a dial with

consecutive settings 1 through 8

which enables the shaver one-hand-

ed ly to find the right blade expo-

sure for any area of skin and beard.

Wholesalers are getting shipments

now and advertising breaks June

22.

General Foods Promotes
Three Key Executives

E. Burke Giblin. vice president

and general manager of the Jell-O

division of General Foods, has been

promoted to fill the newly-created

position of vice president-opera-

tions group executive for this ma-
jor broadcast advertising giant. Un-
der Arthur E. Larkin, Jr., executive

vice president - operations, he will

share the responsibility for General
Foods' domestic operating divisions,

its Canadian subsidiary, and cer-

tain staff functions that work close-

ly with these operations. The Jell-O.

Post, Kool-Aid, Institutional Foods
Service and Distribution-Sales Serv-

ices Divisions, and General Foods,
ltd. will report through Giblin.

Martin L. Gregory, vice presi-

dent and general manager of the

Post Division, will succeed Giblin

as head of the Jell-O Division, with

M. C. Baker, assistant general man-
ager of the Post Division, succeed-

ing Gregory.

Giblin joined General Foods in

1946 at its Atlantic Gelatin plant.

He was named general manager of

the Jell-O Division in 1959, and

elected a vice president of the cor-

poration in I960

Gregory started with the com-
pany in 1939 at its Post Cereals

plant in Battle Creek. He became
general manager of that division

in l
(>62. Later he was elected a

General Foods vice president.

Baker was associated with the

company's Maxwell House Division

from 1954 until 1961, when he

became marketing manager of the

Post Division

Harry Schachte

Schachte Moves Up at

J. Walter Thompson
In his new post as executive vice

president in charge of the New York
office of J. Wal-

ter Thompson,
advertising vet-

eran Harry
Schachte will
play a more im-

portant part in

the administra-

tion of the agen-

cy's $300 mil-

lion - plus bil-

lings.

Well-steeped in broadcasting mat-
ters, Schachte rose in the heavily

tv-oriented Lever Bros, organiza-

tion from advertising vice president

to executive vice president, director,

and member of the executive com-
mittee. Thompson, which places

over 50 percent of its total billings

in radio and tv, is the number two
agency among broadcast spenders.

Schachte joined Thompson in

September 1963 as executive chair-

man of review boards, reporting to

Dan Seymour, chairman of the ex-

ecutive committee.

New Hayes Theme for Tv
The musical background for

NBC's new animated "eagle" logo,

which will be used on the network's

1964 political convention and

election coverage this year, has been

packaged, on assignment, by Sonny
Hayes Productions. The theme is

stirring and martial—even though

it only lasts for six seconds. The
extensive number of tv plays due

to be given the NBC spot, however,

is expected 'to make it the most
repeated theme on tv this year, ac-

cording to a Hayes spokesman.
»

Rep Appointments
The switch of KIMN Denvet;

from Blair Radio to Metro Radio

Sales brings the latter's total list tc

eight. The Denver station, owned
by KIMN Broadcasting. John C
Hunter, president, is only the sec-

ond non-Metropolitan Broadcasting

property to be repped by the firm

The other is WDRC Hartford

owned by Buckley-Jaeger Broad-

casting. Selection of Metro Radic

Sales followed screening of at leas

"a score of major national reps.'

. . . George P. Hollingbery wil

take over representation of KGE
San Diego . . . Roger Coleman Inc

will sell for WPEN (FM) Phila

delphia, both singly and as a linV

in a 30-station fine music networl

it handles . . . Venard, Torbet &

McConnell has been appointed b]

WTOD Toledo ... Vic Piano As

sociates is the new national repre

sentative for WRLP Brattleboro

Vt., - Greenfield, Mass.. - Keenc

N.H. Kcttel-Cartcr continues h

handle New England sales . . Mid
west Time Sales added two station

for regional sales. KXLR Littli

Rock and KFDI Wichita . . . Boma
Lowrance & Assoc, is the nev

southeastern representative for WS
UN radio and tv in St. Petersburg

iiimiiillimiiiniiiiinmiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiDi iiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:i:ii:;iittmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiir

THE WORLD'S FAIR NOTWITHSTANDING

it

I

j

This historic group is discussing an exhibition in Dearborn, Mich., which ranks with the be

at Flushing Meadow, at least from a nostalgic point of view. Greenfield Village and the Henr

Ford Museum opened a special exhibit honoring National Radio Month called "Talking Box t

Telstar." At the opening (l-r): Charles Snell, v. p., Detroit Bank & Trust Co , whose bank sponsore

the first commercial program on WWJ in 1922; Donald Shelley, exec. dir. of the Museum an

Vill.ige, Brace Beemer, radio's Lone Ranger, Al Hodge, The Green Hornet, and William B. Quartoi

WMT-TV Cedar Rapids, chairman of the tv board of the NAB

i:iiiii;iiiiiiiiii ii .-..;.
1 1 1

1

i -

'
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Agency Shifts

CampbeU-I *ald*i v-\s ^ oik dj

vision acquired the Corral Wod
isk.i\ ( .1 account, makei of Bei

1 us Doyle Dane Bern-

bach picked up the Isodcttcs

l)n el International i ate* el

I fective June I . . . Hodman \
sklar's hie ik'u account is National

.Restaurant Corp
. pari of Riese I a

kcrpriscs which owns Calico
iKitchciis. ( hiMs, Cobbs, Richards,

\rm lo\. IV | or l\m and othci

restaurant chains throughout the

Hintrj

Daiuer-lit/nerald-Nainple got the

from Minute Maid Div. of

tea Cola t\>r its new!) acquired
cal Gold Co., maker of fruit

rink concentrates . . . /.akin Co.

ppointed to handle Broadcasl Mu-
ie Inc. iB\lh, music licensing or-

am/ation.

Fuller & Smith X Ross his been

ippointed to handle the Helene Cur
is nev. consumer product. (Juick-

arc hair conditioner; will also be
issiuned other Curtis products, now
jnder development . . . Don Kem-

Co., New York, to handle air

ooditioning division of Amcrican-
itandard . . Mogul Williams &
vi>lor appointed by I'cono-Car In-

ernational.

McCann-Erickson takes over ad-

vertising account of Continental

'Airlines. JWT has handled the ac-

:ount for the last seven years . . .

ran/nick-Meden has been named
he advertising agencj for Consoli-

lated Mutual Insurance Co. Billings

o total $150,000 this year.

Compton to handle advertising

or Victor Fischel & Co. national

listnbutors of Carstairs Whiskey
ind Wolfschmidt Genuine Vodka,
Hbctive July I. when company
saves I'lsAl Combined billings for

he two brands reportedh in excess
v

2 million . . Rnmrill Co. to

Kindle advertising and marketing
n Casual Sportswear Co. New
fork, manufacturers of men's and

slacks.

Kin) on X I ckhardt has been ap-

xrinted the ad agenc) for Prince

Macaroni Manufacturing Co., 1 o-

vell, Mass.. an American producer
A Italian foods Growth in distri-

bution and in product line de-

manded the resources ol a national

advei M ncy, company pt

dent said.

Klaii-\an I'ietersom-Dnnlap. the

neu BgenC] foi \ O Smith Con
suiik i Products Group, effective

June 15. Grant Advertising has

handled the account since I960, will

continue to handle the company's
Harvestore Products

,
. Shaffer-

Rubin Co. now agencj for Jack

POUSI & (o and Distillers Stock.

I S. A Ltd \i:ene\ will handle

national!) distributed Stock brands

of vermouths, liqueurs and bran-

dies.

Reach, Mc( linton & Co., Chi-

cago, to handle Vandcrcook & Sons.

a manufacturer of reproduction test

presses and allied proofing equip-

ment Rutledge Vchertising Co.

to be Hofman House national

ncj Client manufactures steaks.

tamales ana other products mm in

the development stages.

Johnstone, Inc.. has been chosen

to handle all corporate advertising

for The House of Cassini, a new!)

formed corporation consisting ol

licensees who will market their

products national!) (some interna-

tional!) ) under the House of Cas-

sini.

led dotthelf Vssociates was as-

signed b) Whitehall Laboratories

Div. of \mcrican Home Products
to handle a new proprietary drug
product Wilson, Maight ft

Welch, Hartford, has been ap-

pointed by Petroleum Heat and
Power Co., Stamford. Conn . a user

o! radio. . . klan-\ an I'ietersom-

Dunlap, Milwaukee, will handle

the newly formed Ionia (Mich.,)

Div. of DowSmith, a corporation

jointly owned b) Dov« Chemical

Co. and V O. Smith Corp. Ionia,

manufacturer of glass-fiber-rein-

forced plastics, recently received

a contract for the assembl) of the

I rvette automobile plastic bodies.

Stern. Walter ft Simmons. ( hi-

'. is taking over the Orchard
Hill Farms Cand) Co. account.

previously handled b) Herbert

Baker Vdvertising. . I. M.
Mathes named b\ I amm Brothers.

Baltimore, manufacturers of Cdcn-

eagles raincoats

Are you

our man

in the

SOUTH?

Ours is a prestige firm sell-

ing to tv and radio stations

—especially managers.

We need a man who can

talk broadcasting and

knows the south. We need

a man who exudes respect

and confidence.

We need a man who en-

joys contact at an impor-

tant level and can close a

sale.

We need a man who likes

to travel. Drop us a line if

you're that man. All replies

in strictest confidence.

Box 201, SPONSOR,

555 Fifth Avenue,

New York 17
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SPONSOR SPOTLIGHT

ADVERTISERS

Michael K. Carney named ad-

vertising manager, Speeial Products

Div. Nabisco National Biscuit Co.

Prior to joining the company in

1963 he was with Curtis Publish-

ing Co.

Norman Ness elected executive

vice president of International Mill-

ing i'o.. Minneapolis. For the past

10 years he was vice president in

charge of grain operations and

most recently in charge of research

and finance.

Gene F. Pi/zato named Gift

Stars division sales manager for

Arizona, New Mexico and West

Texas. Formerly he was export di-

vision sales supervisor for Pillsbury

Co., Minneapolis.

Morris Weinstein named New
York branch manager for United

Artists. Previously he was branch

manager for the Detroit office.

Donald Burr joined Yardley of

London as vice president-market-

ing. Formerly he was vice presi-

dent of Rayette, Inc.

Jac Thall appointed manager of

Columbia Pictures. He was for-

merly copy chief and creative di-

rector lor the entertainment divi-

sion of West. Weir & Bartel.

\> ah Chin elected president of

Dulany Industries. He headed the

investing group which formed Du-
lany Industries in 1961, by com-
bining Atlantic I una Co. and Du-
lany Foods.

Joseph Noonan joined Falstaff

Brewing Corp. as merchandising

manager. Prior to joining F aKt.it t

he was a partner with a St. Louis

tood brokerage company.

Arnold D. I o\ett and Bernard

.1. Manly appointed directors of na-

tional sales and sales manager, re-

spectively, lor King Korn Stamp

58

Co. Lovctt was formerly sales man-

ager for southern division and Han-
ly for the northern.

Allen Mackenzie named director

of advertising and public relations

for United States Plywood Corp.

For the past two years he was di-

rector of public relations.

Roland J. Kalb appointed group

vice president to head electronic

home entertainment and special

products division of Jcrrold Corp.,

Philadelphia, which acquired Pilot

Radio Corp., Harman-Kardon. Inc.

in 1962 and 1961 respectively.

Prior to joining Pilot he was group

vice president for Fairbanks.

Morse & Co.

AGENCIES

Richard Bittner joined Street &
Finney's account group to handle

Colgate brands. He was formerly

with Bristol-Myers.

Robert M. Oksner joined C. J.

LaRoche as vice president and as-

sociate copy chief. Previously he

was vice president and copy group

supervisor at Doherty. Clifford,

Steers & Shenfield.

Gilbert Zakow appointed account

executive in the Pharmaceutical

Div. of Shaller-Rubin Co. Previous-

ly he was with Sudler & Hcnncssev.

I i win Wascy, RuthraulT c\: Ryan.

Jonis Gold, vice president-associ-

ate creative director of J. M.
Mathes, Inc.. appointed creative

head for the agency. Gabriel Mas-
simi appointed vice president-copy

reporting.

I dward F. Flynn, vice president-

director of music services, named
senior vice president of Lennon A;

Newell. He joined the agency in

1 952 as radio-tv director.

Vlberi Henry Falk, Jr. named
senior vice president of Compion

Albert Falk, Jr. Arthur Sawyer

Advertising. Since joining the |

agency in 1957 as a marketing ex-

ecutive, he served as manager, vice

president and as director of the

Market Development Dept.

Arthur W. Sawyer joined Fred-

erick E. Baker, Advertising, Seattle,

as marketing and media director.

Previously he served at Johnson &
Lewis Advertising; Garfield. Hoff-

man & Conner. Young &. Rubicam,

San Francisco: Media-Data Center.

Los Angeles and New York.

-

I

Henry Seiden appointed vice

president-creative director of \lc-

Cann-Marschalk, New York.

Arthur L. lger appointed account

executive of Cunningham & Walsh.

New York. Formerly he was mar-

keting consultant to the grocery

products industry and director of

marketing for the American Kitch-

en Products Co.

Alvin \. Sarasohn appointed as-

sociate director of creative services

Kenyon & Eckhardt. New York.

Since joining the agency he served

as copy supervisor, creative director

of K&E. Los Angeles, and most

recently as creative group head.

New York.

Charles Fryer, .lames K. Makri-

anes and Robert II. \>alsh named

vice presidents at Young & Rubi-

Edward Flynn A. N Sarasohn

SPONSOR



I
Ch..f|p» Fryc J.imi's M.ibrninc,

cam Since joining the agency in

Fryei served .is an account

executive and merchandising man

akrianes joined Y&R in 1959

ami most recent!) served as an

account executive. Walsh served

most recent!) in the Contact Dept.

since joining the agency in l
( ' s 2.

Melville V. Conner, K. Glenn

Wihnoth and Mrs. Babette Jackson

SonuiHT appointed vice presidents

• Danccr-Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc.

Oonncr was associate director of

Radio- 1 v. Wilmoth has been as-

sociate media director and Mis

Sommei served as associate rc-

search director.

Richard V. Boege joined Cole &
Weber as director of media and

market research, headquartering in

Portland. Formerly he was media

director and account executive for

\k( 'ann-Ei ickson, Portland.

John F. Manor named account

executive at West. Weir iV Battel.

New York. For the past three years

rved as national news editoi

of "Billboard," music trade publi-

cation, and as supervisor of all al-

bum and record reviews.

Susan Kjellberg joined Kenyon
\ I ckhardt, New York, as a copy-

writer. She was formal} with Ross

Rov. Inc.. Detroit

lames I). Stoner and Dean kut-

chera joined Robert Otto-lntam.

New York, as account executives.

Stoner comes to the agency from

I Walter rhompson, where he

served as ,\n account executive.

Kutchera was with Young & Rubi-

cam for the past four years as an

Hint executive

Jones Hawle) named vice presi-

dent anil account supervisor at

Rob.-rl W.iWi J K. McCiulry

I isaman, Johns \ | aws, I os \n

geles Priot to joining the agenc)

in 1961 as an account executive,

he served as an assistant account

executive at BB1N ) and as an .u

count executive at Hal Stcbhuis.

Sherwin Wasserman, associate di-

rector ol research at Ogilvy, Ben-

son & Mather, elected \ ice presi-

dent He joined the agency in 1963

Gene II. Samneben joined elm-
ton 11 liank. Inc.. as account su-

pervisor. Previously he was with the

Sunbeam Corp.. where he handled

marketing and sales promotion fol

the appliance and garden tools di-

\ ision.

Walter King appointed account

manager of Edward H. Weiss &
Co., I os Angeles. He was formerly

with Street & Finney and William

I st) Co.

Bernard I . Ba\ miller appointed

art director and production man-

ager of Marlowe W. Hartung Ad-

vertising, Lancaster, Pa. Previous!)

he was art director and production

manager for William B. Kamp
I ncaster.

TIME Buying and Selling

Jerome K. Mc( anlc\ named di-

rector o\ spot radio sales develop-

ment at the Kat/ Agency He has

been with CBS Radio and W< BS
New V'ik. Spot Sales at \B( and

an account executive at H-R Rep
sentatives

Jndy Anderson, key timebuyer

for McCann-Erickson, named "Ad-

vertising Woman of the 'Near" In

Women's Advertising Club ol n.

troit at a recognition luncheon at

\\\^ / Radio Detroit

Ed Hunt Robert Schu*- ••.Iff

James I . IVrahe and Donald S.

Stork named media supervisor and

media buyer, respectively, at Gard-

ner Advertising, si l ouis l'

joined the agency in 1959 as media

assistant Stork was former!) with

I > nch Advertising Co., St I ouis

Ed Hunt formerly ol (Ml
rV-FM Montreal, joined the tele-

vision sales st.it t oi Venard, rorbet

& McConnell, New York. Prior to

liis sojourn in Canada he spenl a

numbei ol ve.ns with Stor? stai

in the I S

William I. Came) joined the

N a York television sales stall ol

the Kat/ Agenc) 1 1 omes to the

rep house from ( leorge P. Holling

berj Co.

Robert I . Seluressler promoted
to oft ice manager of Edward Perry

& Co., Si I ouis Ik joined the

company in 1960 as a tv salesman.

\. Grady Bern joined the sales

stall oi George P. Hollingbery I

Atlanta. He comes to Hollingbery

from Clarke Brown Representa-

tives, Atlanta, where h.
I

as

vice president and general man-

I'eter R. Scott appointed as

ate broadcast media directoi

( hirurg & ( amis. Va >ork. Dur-

ing the past tin. he was

sociated with Ro«jer O'Connor,

Inc., Boiling ( o m\>.\ Kat/ \

Prior to that he was a timebuyer

with Foote, (one & Beldine. and

an assistant timebuyer with
I

Bates and Doherty, Clifl

& Shenfleld.

Don Staley retired from t'

sales staff ol KatZ V N

N \ nonth v

tion, he will k
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tionaJ director of Recording lor

the Blind, a non-profit organiza-

tion that furnishes free recordings

oi text books to blind students. He

joined katz in 1947 as manager of

the San Francisco office, and ten

years later moved to the New York

office where he handled accounts

lor the led Bates agency.

Marty Brown transferred from

Adam Young's New York television

sales staff to Young's Chicago of-

fice. Prior to joining the company

in 1963 he sold tv time with Roger

O'Connor, New York.

Aubrey Holman and Richard J.

Waller joined the sales staff of

Television Advertising Representa-

tives, New York. For the past three

years Holman was assistant sales

manager for KYW-TV Cleveland.

Weller comes to TvAR after two

years as an account executive with

Metro Television Sales and limes

Mirror Broadcasting.

Gerald .1. McCavick, Jr., ap-

pointed sales account executive for

Metro Tv Sales, New York. For

the past three years he served as tv

account executive for Venard, Tor-

bet & McConnell.

TV MEDIA

Jack Robertson appointed direc-

tor of photography, news and spe-

cial projects at WLWT Cincinnati.

Prior to joining WLWT's documen-

tary department in 1963, he was

president of the Cincinnati Film

Lab.

F.d Sierer, Pacific Northwest out-

door sportsman, named outdoor

editor for both KING Radio/ TV,

Seattle. He comes to KING from

KOMO-TY. where he served as

news cameraman and chief pho-

tographer for "Expedition North-

west."

Bob McGonagle, WHN New
York, elected assistant secrclais

oi Radio News re el television

Working Press Assn.. New ^oik.

Jim (.ash. 1st vice president,

WNEW New York, and McGon-
agle arc the only two independent

station newsmen elected officers.

Other officers are: Ed Silverman,

ABC News, president; Bill Beutel,

ABC News, secretary; Irving Heitz-

ner, ABC News, assistant secre-

tary; and Richard Milbauer, News-
film, treasurer.

Al Proyer appointed western sales

manager for Spanish International

Network, Hollywood. He was for-

merly account executive with

KTTV Los Angeles, and most re-

cently served as director of mer-

chandising and promotion for

KMEX-TV Los Angeles.

Martin Kessler appointed editor

of "Stand By" and director of pub-

lic relations for the American Fed-

eration of Tv and Radio Artists.

John S. Hayes, chairman of the

executive committee of The Wash-
ington Post Co. and president,

Post-Newsweek Stations, elected to

the board of trustees of National

Urban League. He is licensee

of WTOP-TV/R Washington and

WJXT-TV Jacksonville.

Kenneth R. Croes, named sta-

tion manager of KERO-TV Bak-

ersfield. Since joining KERO-TV in

1946 he worked in various pro-

graming and sales capacities.

Mark Forrester named general

m a n a g e r of WHCT Hartford,

Conn. He has been in charge of

research for the RKO General sub-

scription tv test since 1962.

Stanley J. Cole named business

manager and assistant to the sta-

tion manager at K RON-TV San

Francisco. He comes from WBAL-
TV Baltimore, where he was op-

erations manager.

William Froug appointed execu-

tive producer of dramatic pro-

grams. CBS-TV, Hollywood. He
was vice president in charge of pro-

graming for CBS Radio, Holly-

wood, in 1956. and moved into tv

in 1957.

Charles R. Sanford named
WG W-IY Portland news chief;

Charles Sanford Henry Gaii

Henry A. Gale appointed assistan'

director. Prior to joining WGA>I
as an announcer in 1952, Sanforc

was a staff announcer with WGUYi
Bangor. Most recently he was proj

gram director for the station. Gakj
joined the staff in 1961

George Stern retired as via

president of Revue Productions. Hdfl
is one of its three founders, wit

Karl Kramer and Dick Irving

After joining MCA in 1946 as ai|

agent, he moved into radio produc •

tion and later produced the pilot o)

Revue's first series. Stars Ove\
Hollywood. After producing sev

I

eral other series, including Ki

Carson, Chevron Theatre and H ell

Fargo in color, he moved into execs

tive vice president duties within th'

organization.

Malcolm I). Potter joined th

promotion department of WPRO
TV Providence. He came to th

station after completing six mont
active duty training under th'

United States Coast Guard Reserv'j

Program. Previously he spent 1

months with McCann-Erickson. H
replaces Ben Petersen.

James \V. Hardiman appointe

CBS-TV director of press informs'

tion, Hollywood. Most recently h
|

was director of radio/ tv promotio!

for the Walt Disney organ izatior,

Anthony C. Battaglia, Jr.. 8]

pointed sales representative fc

WGR-TV Buffalo. Formerlj fa

was on the sales staff of W N i

Syracuse. N.Y.

Philip Mergener appointed ger

eral sales manager for WEEK-T
and WEEQ-TV Peoria and L

Salle. 111. Mergener was formed

sales manager for UA-TV, Chj

cago.
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I . Blanej Harris appointed gen-

:ral sales manager ol \S Pl.\ New
York. Since join m^: the station in

l»52 as .in account executive he

us ser\ed as program sales man
for the last four years.

Jim l)a>is promoted to program

hie! ol \\ B I Charlotte. Formerly

le was assistant program manage)
|)f the station. He is replacing Wade

t. Clair who resigned to take a

msi wnli the National Aeronautics

ml Space \dministration.

Dr. Frank Stanton named recipi-

nl of the Architectural League ol

sou hoik's Michael Friedsam

dedal. He is president ol CBS.

Mrs. \r\nne Bermont named
romotion manager foi WM \l

iadio Washington. Since moving
Washington in 1957 she served

9 a tree lance publicist with tash-

in. industrial and publishing ac-

unts. Previously she was asso-

ed with Macy's, Krieg Associ-

es, as aw account executive.

Paul J. Cassidj promoted to as-

istant sales manager at kl)K \

ittsburgh. I ormerly he was assist-

nt sales manager ol the PittS-

lurgh Hilton Hotel.

Robert II. Biernacki appointed

neral sales manager foi Kl \
land. Ore lor the past three

ars he served as account execu-

te tor \M Radio Sales. \.

^rk.

Uex Daybreak appointed direc-

t ol special e\ents and executive

oducer o\ New i ork World's

air programs lor WEVD \M I M
c« York Ik will produce live

dio programs from the Fair.

Robert Evans Cooper, general

manage! ol WsM Nashville, elected

to the board oi directors ol WSM
He joined the station in 1957 as

sales managei

John (i. Stilli appointed to the

Joint State Government Commis-
sion I ask Force on Penal Institu-

tions. He is manager ol \\ I B( |

\M I \ Altoona-Johnstown

Dick Turner appointed sales

manager of KOOL Phoenix. Foi

the past five years he was a radio

and television sales executive in

Phoenix.

SYNDICATION
&. SERVICES

Ivan Genii appointed manager
of Latin American sales for lwen-

tieth Century-Fox IV. Formerly

he was southwestern sales manager

for Desilll Sales, and prior to that

was with Magnum television, S \ .

in Latin America.

Theodore C. Donhaoser, .lames

I. Graven and Hear] II. Wilson

appointed Midwest regional man-
ager of audio-visual (AV) sales,

manager ol A\ industrial sales.

and audio-visual sales engineer.

respectively, of Bell & Howelf,

Chicago. Prior to joining Bell &
Howell in I960 Douhaiiscr was
district manager for B&H con-

sumer products in Salt 1 ake City.

Prior to 1956 Graven was directoi

of audio-visual sales for Ampro
Corp. and purchasing agent lor

Motion Picture Engineering ( o

Wilson came to B&H in 1957 from

\mpro Corp. where he served as

national service director.

Harrj Heller, Mehrfai Prince

named study directors and I arl

Carroll. Warren Smith and Steven

I eihouit/ appointed assistant Stud)

directors ol Mat kel I acts
v

-

^ oi k Pie\ iousl) Hellei ivas proj-

ect director foi special studies at

led Bates Piince came to the

firm from Brandeis University

where he was facult) associate m
research Prior to that he was a

member ol the operations research

stall at M \ M ( andies and

search scientist with Public Serv-

ice Research.

I arr\ Spanjjer appointed BC-

counl executive foi Independent

relevision Corp. He was formerly

general managei foi I d Mien I n

terprises.
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WTRF-TV KS
iHEARING SQUAD 1 Where
io sheep go lo gel their hair

3ah shop!7wlrf lv Wheelmq
AROUND THE HOUSE
Aom,in needs the protection
of a strong man. Who else

can steady a step-ladder while
she paints ceilings?

Wheel iq wlrftv
EDUCATIONAlSi Teacher: 'Before we begin
this final exam, arc there any questions?"
Student: "Yes, what's the name c-

course?"
wtrf t» Wheeling

MEASURABLES! Women come in four

thin, medium, plump, and get a lo.id

Wheel.ng wtrf lv

SEVEN DAY SINNER' lady parishioner to

minister, "Rever. I sinful th<-

my husband plays golf avery Sunday morn-
ing?" The good minister replied: "Tin •

of golf your husband plays is sinful on any
day."

wlrftv Wheeling
OVER GOLFED? Taies are |u*l Ike golf .

you drive your heart out for the green,

then end up in the hole.

Wheeling
KOOK OUTINGI The backyard chef
operating a manual I n.ng
crank round and round, barbecuing a rj

A drunk watching from the S'dewalk finally

said, "I don't want to bug ya, dad
your music's stopped and your monkey's on
f.re."

wtrf lv Wheeling
WORTH MORTON'S' To .mprove the flavor

of salt, si on.
Wheeling •

DOING WHAT COMES NATIONALLY
WTRF TV r

your spot campaigns to the 579.900 TV
homes in the Wheel'ng/Sieubenville
area. Your Petry <~«n will gladly •

t to do v

n i

was
the

CHANNEL
SEVEN

WHEELING.
WEST VltOINIA
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CALENDAR
MAY

Sales & Marketing F.xecutives-Intl.,

convention, Palmer House, Chicago

(to 20).

Washington Advertising Club, Ra-

dio Day, RAB's Edmund Bunker

main luncheon speaker, Presidential

Arms (19).

Los Angeles Advertising Women,
I Sth annual presentation dinner for

"Lulu" trophies to western advertis-

ing and pubicity women, Hollywood

Palladium (21).

Washington State Assn. of Broad-

casters, convention, Hilton Inn,

Seattle (21-22).

Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters, spring

convention. Commodore Perry Hotel,

Toledo (21-22).

North American Broadcasters Idea

Bank, third annual convention. Holi-

day Inn, Evansville, Ind. (21-23).

Alabama Broadcasters Assn., spring

convention, Broadwater Beach Hotel,

Biloxi, Miss. (21-23).

South Dakota Broadcasters Assn.,

convention, The Plains. Huron (21-

23).

Association of Broadcasting Execu-

Q

A

:what

broadcast

trade publication

led its field in

all large-scale

surveys of agency

and advertiser

readership

during 1963?

SPONSOR

!

Want full details?

Write SPONSOR,
555 Fifth Avenue
New York J00J7

lives of Texas, annual awards ban-

quet, Dallas (22).

Louisiana-Mississippi AP Broad-

casters Assn., annual convention.

Jackson, Miss. (22-24).

Southern California Broadcasters

Assn., annual outing. Lakeside Coun-
trj Club, Toluca Lake (25).

1
-

1 1 1 1 1 > Awards 16th annual telecast.

Music Hall, Texas Pavilion, New
York World's Fair, and the Palladi-

um, Hollywood (25).

Catholic Press Assn., convention.

Penn-Sheraton Hotel. Pittsburgh (25-

29).

Art Directors Club of N.Y., awards

luncheon, Americana Hotel. New
York (26).

Visual Communications Conference

(Art Directors Club of N. Y.), Nf"
York Hilton (27-28).

American Research Merchandising

Institute, Del Coronado, San Diego,

(31 -June 6).

JUNE

Technical Assn. of the Graphic

Arts, convention. Webster Hall, Pitts-

burgh (1-3).

National Visual Presentation Assn.,

"Day of Visuals," Commodore, New
York (4-6).

Marketing Executives Club of New
York, convention. Radio City, New
York (4-7).

Advertising Federation of Amer-
ica, 60th annual convention, Chase-

Park Plaza Hotel. St. Louis, Mo.,

(7-10).

International Advertising Assn.,

16th annual world congress, Waldorf-

Astoria, N. Y. (7-10).

American Academy of Advertising,

annual convention. Chase-Park Hotel,

St. Louis (7-10).

Special Libraries Assn., 55th con-

vention of advertising and publishing

divisions, Sheraton-Jet ferson Hotel.

St. Louis (7-11).

Intl. Radio & Tv Society, first

I egion of Honor presentation din-

ner, at Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. New
York (8).

Non-Sectarian National Bible Com-
munications Congress, Sheraton Park

Hotel, Washington. D. C. (10-13).

Mutual Advertising Agency Net-

work, national business meeting. Bis-

marck Hotel. Chicago (11-13).

Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, 2°th

annual summer convention. Callau.ix

Gardens, Ga. (13-16).

National \ssn. of Display Indus-

tries. Trade Show Bldg, and Now
Yorker (13-18).

American Marketing \ssii.. 47th

nation. >| conference, Sheraton Hotel.

Dallas (15-19).

International Advertising Film

Festival, Venice. Italy (15-20).

Assn. of National Advertisers, an-

nual tv advertising workshop. Plaz;

Hotel. N. Y. (17).

Broadcasting Executives Club of

N. E., spring convention. Somerset

Hotel, Boston (18).

Federation of Canadian Advertis-

ing & Sales Clubs, 17th annual con-

ference, Nova Scotian Hotel, Halifax

N.S. (18-21).

Assn. of Independent Metropolitan

Stations, annual meeting, Montreal.

Canada (18-21).

National Advertising Agency Net-

work, 1964 management conference.

Far Horizons Hotel, Sarasota, Fla.

(21-25).

International Design Conference

Aspen, Colo. (21-27).

Radio-Television News Director-

Association, national spring meeting

Cherry Hill Inn, N. J. (22-26).

S. C. Johnson & Son, "Globa
Forum" for 175 officials from 3"

countries. Americana Hotel. N.Y
(21-26).

Natl. Assn. of Television & Radii

Farm Directors, spring-summer meet

ing, hosted bv Northwest Region

Cherry Hill Inn. N. J. (22-26).

Transamerica Advertising Agenn
Network, annual meeting, N. Y. (23

27).

National Editorial Assn., annua

convention. Hotel Commodore. N. Y
(24-27).

Maryland - D.C. - Delaware Broad

casters Assn., annual convention. At

lantic Sands Motel. Rehoboth Beach

Del. (25-27).

Assn. of Industrial Advertisers

42nd annual conference. SheratOl

Hotel. Philadelphia (28-July 1).

Advertising Federation of America

sixth annual seminar in marketing

management and advertising. Harvar

Business School. Boston. Mass (2J

July 10).

First Advertising Agency Networl

annual convention, Boyne Mountai

I odge, Boyne Falls. Mich. (28-JuK ;

JULY

Advertising Assn. of the Wes
convention. Sun Valley, Idaho (5-9

National food Brokers Assn., niti

year management conference, s

(12-15).

National Institute for \udi<

Visual Selling, annual conventiot

Indiana U., Bloomington (12

National Housewares Mfrs. Vsh

exhibit, Merchandise Marl. (

(1 ^-17).

Western Packaging Exposition, P;

Pacific Auditorium, I »"> ^ng<

(21-23).
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Pate costs more than livervvurst.

Bisque costs more than soup.

Stroganoff costs more than stew.

KPRC costs more than other Houston TV.

Life is short.

\
»

r KPRC OF HOUSTON

Courtesy of Cheese of Holland
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We have seasons, but they are relatively

mild, without the harsh extremes that often

disrupt business elsewhere. This means year-

round high-level spending, with a diversi-

fied economy, as a center for government

business, recreation, education, and indus-

try. Few stations, we are told, dominate

their markets as do we in WCTV-land, but

you probably have your own figures to prove

this!

WCTV
TALLAHASSEE <§>

THOMASVILLE

BLAIR TELEVISION



THE NATIONAL WEEKLY OF TV A RADIO ADVERTISING

I

hdio rebounds with vigor from tv heyday .... 25

Eittle vs. can battle rages on beer front 30

fpvie major rides comeback trail to tv 43
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Why TIT bought

Volumes 1,2,3,4,5 and 7of Seven Arts'

"Films of the 50's"

Clint McKinnon
General Manager. K III

Corpus Chnsti. Texas

Says Clint McKinnon:
"Because we like time buyers We respect account executives,

and we love our viewers

We felt that way when we bought Seven Arts' Films of fhe 50 s

tor KOAT in Albuquerque We gave our viewers fhe besf

programming that was humanly possible —
and our viewers responded with the highest ratings

With a brand new station in Corpus Chnsti. Texas (K III. Channel 3). we're

following the same successful formula and. accordingly, acquired the

best feature film library available Seven Arts Volumes 1. 2 3 4 5 -

Seven Arfs'

FEATURES IN PRIME TIME
on the most powerful station in this I sure—
again score fop rafmgs and become a winner with tht

for fhe accour |

• 7
SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED

CORP ••



RELAX
Let WGAL-TV do your sales work: It is

the outstanding selling medium in the
Lancaster/Harrisburg/York TV market.

WGAL-TV
Channel 8
Lancaster, Pa.

STEINMAN STATION • Clair McCollough, Pres.

Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc.

Chicago Los AngelesNew York San Francisco



FRIDAY AT 5

JAB Code Review Board Sets Sights

)n Clutter, Viewer Irritation, Loudness

Washington NAB's relevision

ode Review Board has put its stamp

; approval on .1 test survey to find

ut what irritates the viewer I he

nerd also introduced two amend-

Unts to the c ode aimed at reducing

clutter," endorsed the idea ol .1

beatific advisory, committee and set

HO motion a stud) ol coniincrci.il

ss.

: In the effort to find out what ir-

t itc> viewers, the plan is to go into

r% markets with commercial test

C&B Claims Biggest

>rowth Rate of Top 10
\e« ^ ork — A dramatic 55 pa-
nt boost in domestic billings be-

en 1958 and 1963 gives Foote,

one & Belding the largest growth

any of the nation's top agen-

-s over the same period, Robert

Carney, board chairman, announ-

d to his shareholders at the com-
nv\ tirst annual meeting.

Carney said the agency moved
»m ninth to seventh place in do-

ntk billings during the five-year

etch. If billings of FC&B's
offices are included in the

he said, the company is in

.th place among all U. S. agencies.

I arnings figures for 1963 show
net income ol $1.8 million, or

05 per common share. I his com-
ta with $1.4 million in l

l)(>2 and

common share ol 81 cents. Re-
ning to 1 95S. he pointed out that

p
net uas VS46.000, or 4S cents

r common share.

.He also told his shareholders that

IMS billings and operating income
*re up substantially in the tirst

ol 1964. But he added that

company onh proposes to re-

figures on a semiannual basis,

ung. Although advertising is

seasonal business in terms ol

cts advertised, our income, as

: true ol most agencies, tends to

I during the third quarter because

cuts do not advertise

I h during the summer as heavily

. they do during the rest of the

It is. therefore, misleading to
' annual earnings on the basis

nings in anv particular quar-

toimats I heve would cover siish

areas as loudness, tuquencv and con-

tent

At the suggestion ot NAB'a I cRov

Collins, a related studv ol news pro-

grams was proposed, aimed especial-

Iv at the hall -hour newscasts in an

effort to find wavs to reduce splinter-

ing Ol the programs bv excessive

commercials and other interruptions

I he two (, \^k amendments (which

still have to be approved In NAB'a
parent board ot directors) are both

directed at the elimination ol "clut-

ter." The tirst called tor the restric-

tion or elimination ot titles, teasers

and credits which \.\o not entertain

the viewer. I he second amendment
adds "below-the-line" credits to the

amount of commercial time per-

mitted.

I he Code Hoard also endorsed the

plan for a scientific advisory com-
mittee I he idea is to have special-

ists available to check commercial
claims in scientific and technical

areas.

Finally, the Hoard heard a prelimi-

nary report on commercial loudness.

It was pointed out that the problem

stemmed mure from recordii

tices than modulation, ih

made at certain frequencies are n

sensitive to people's ears than oth

N \H's engineering advisor) Ll >iiiinit-

tee will make a more exhaustive

studv in an effort t>> come up with a

set ol professional standards

'Nurses,' 'Defenders'

Return to New York
Hollywood - l nion difficulties

patched up. it's back to New V>rk
lor I In- Defender* and Tht Win
— which means the city's onlv multi-

season commercial film shows are

back in business at the home stand.

\v e have been assured ol lull

Union cooperation," said Arthur Joel

KatZ, vice president ol Plautus Pro-

ductions, and have been asked to

return bv the New N ork unions."

The pair of shows had been moved
to the West ( oast in the wake ol a

strike bv I nitcd Scenic Artists

But Plautus will continue to utilize

West (oast facilities with the an-

nouncement ot tour Hollywood-baaed
productions slated tor the l

l >fv>-M>

season: a two-hour television feature

adaptable toi theatrical release.

onet Blue an adventure series.

/>/ 273 a navv destroyer escort

series; and The Scientist, an explora-

tion ot new frontiers m scienc

Hearings Set For Canadian Color Tv
Ottawa — Renewed pressure to

get color instituted on Canadian
television is having its effect.

Following the Ho.\r<.\ of Broadcast

Governors' hearings m January,

1963, the board announced its con-

clusion that that time had not yet ar-

rived when it could recommend that

color tv begin in Canada.
I he board, which had careful!)

followed the development ot color

telecasting in the I nited Sutcs. has

maintained its studv of the I . S.

situation and has now announced
that it will receive bnets and repre-

sentations on color television at its

public hearings m Ottawa beginning

Nov. 3, I

1 "

The availability ot some color

facilities in Canada has existed tor

some time, and the use ot color

commercials can often be detected

even though they are transmitted in

black and white One ol the best

known among the agencies using

color is Mac] aren Advertising.

I oronto. lor some General Motors
spots, among others

Other late Canadian developments
An increase in Januarv spot and

network television is reported Total

figure lor the month i-

—a hike ol $1,022,915 over the

previous vear Categories showing
the most substantial boost are auto-

motive (up $82,051), brewers lup

$79,518), drugs and toilet ginxN
(up 11), food products lup

S4-T

In HIKi licensing actions.

garv. Alta . is the onlv radio station

in a major market getting the DOd.

I icense approval for a 10,000 watt

Wl station went to I S

s sin with the stipulation that the

applicant will be expected to follow

closely le his pi

promise oi perform]

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Geritol Charges Maintained by FTC
Washington — An FTC hearing

examiner has issued an initial deci-

sion ordering the J. B. Williams Co.

and its agency, Parkson Advertising,

to stop making false therapeutic

claims for Geritol liquid and tablets.

Geritol's television advertising bud-

get in 1963 was well over the $4

million mark — $3,921,500 on net-

work and $171,220 in spot tv.

After hearing nearly a year and

a half of arguments by attorneys and

batteries of medical experts, the ex-

aminer decided that Geritol claims

— to relieve iron deficiency anemia,

loss of strength, that tired feeling,

etc., in all persons — actually would

apply to a very small minority of

people in this country who really

have i.d.a.

If upheld by the full commission,

the examiner's order would compel

lengthy warning disclosure in all ad-

vertising that these symtoms, in the

great majority of cases, are due to

other and very possibly dangerous

conditions that Geritol cannot help.

FTC complaint argues that use of

Geritol might mask the serious ail-

High Court on Moclc-Ups

Washington — The Supreme Court

is expected to decide within a few
weeks whether or not to heed FTC's
plea for its "expertise" to decide in

cases of tv mock-up presentations.

The case in point is the commis-
sion's order against the Ted Bates-

Colgate Palmolive sandpaper shave

commercial, which was a mock-up
using sand on plexiglas.

Lower courts have decided the

FTC was too harsh in the language

of its order against the use of sub-

stitute materials in mock-ups. FTC
says its judgment is best when con-

sumer deception is to be decided, —
the courts are not equipped for this

kind of judgment.

Attorneys for Colgate Palmolive

and Tel Bates Agency say the lower

courts were right — that the material

used in the mock-up is unimportant

as long as the public is not de-

ceived about the ability of the prod-

uct. Besides, the whole case is too

trivial to warrant Supreme Court
review, they claim. It would seem
that unless some more earth-shaking

mock-up abuse conies along, this one

is liable to put the whole question

in the trivia category.

ment and delay necessary medical

aid.

The J. B. Williams Co. denied the

complaint in January, 1963. It said

the FTC had no jurisdiction to com-
pel the proposed warning in all

Geritol advertisements. Also, Williams

claimed FTC was discriminating

against Geritol and favoring other

iron-product manufacturers.

Hearing examiner Abner E. Lips-

comb also accuses Geritol of falsely

claiming improvement can start

within 24 hours, and that vitamins

supplied in Geritol are of benefit in

i.d.a. cases.

Examiner Lipscomb even chal-

lenges sincerity of the Geritol ad-

vertising invitation to consumers to

check with their doctor. By rather

involved reasoning, Lipscomb says.

Geritol's advertising budget is given

90 percent to tv and 10 percent to

newspapers. This leaves nothing to

advertise in medical journals. Ex-

aminer Lipscomb then asks: If Geri-

tol really meant customers to check

with a doctor, wouldn't the com-
pany have spent some money con-

vincing doctors of Geritol's value?

Contacted by Sponsor in New
York, the company had a firm "no

comment" in the matter of advertis-

ing in medical journals.

Union Relief Asked to

Avert Loss of Film Work
New York — Citing a huge loss

of government film work by New
York producers, Harold Klein, exec-

utive director of the Film Products

Assn., called on the industry's

unions to "equalize our conditions

with that of unfair competition."

Klein pointed out that many pro-

ducers handle tv commercials, in-

dustrial films and government work.

The business of tv commercials, he

said, is seasonal, but the producers

must maintain expensive year-round

staffs. The loss of government film-

ing, ofter* scheduled during slack

periods, is making their job incre.is-

m;_'lv difficult.

In order to compete with non-

union producers in other parts of

the country and bring costs down,
Klein urged the unions to grant re-

lief by way of elimination or reduc-

tion of mandator}' crews and lav-over

it ion pay on weekends.

Plough Aspirin Wins
Washington — The FTC

has dropped its charges that

Plough, Inc. and its agency,

Lake - Spiro - Shurman, Inc.,

made false claims in those ad-

vertisements quoting the Amer-
ican Medical Assn. Journal's

study of the firm's St. Joseph

aspirin and four other analge-

sics.

FTC gave up on similar

charges against Sterling Drug's

Bayer aspirin, in March, after

a U. S. Court of Appeals had

put down the FTC case.

The commission points out

rather unhappily that, although

Plough has discontinued the

original advertising which

brought on FTC action, the

firm's present advertising con-

tains almost all of the claims

made in the disputed commer-
cials. But it's the same situation

all over again, so FTC is let-

ting its dismissal of charges
|

stand, it says.

Seven Arts Productions

Doubles Dollars in '63

New York — Tv sales of its

ture films account for a "substan I

portion" of Seven Arts income

$41,225,360 for the fiscal year end

Jan. 31, 1964. Although no spec:

breakdown is yet available, the «•

pany points out that approximat

75 percent of the previous

income of $19,407,905 accrued fri

tv sales.

What accounts for the astronc

ical increase which, reflected in pi'-

its. amounted to $3,154,002 or $11

per share this fiscal year vs. $

793 or $1.08 per share the

year'1 For one thing, the ju

year's figures reflect initial

of the Universal post- 1950 libi
)

of 215 features (tagged volume

in the Seven Arts groupings). It

is an indication that the comp.

formed originally to Jistributi

Warner Brothers post-1450 film

currently circulating some 600 l-

tures under Films of the 50s

ner. is definitely in its stride on e

syndication sales side.

Other activities of Seven Arts !j>

ductions Ltd.: production of n

pictures and the presentation
>'

plays for the stage.

SPONSC
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class by

itself. .

.

Mi /• r Davis

Louis Armstrong

What do these musical conductors have in

common? They've all performed live, with

their respective orchestras

recently.

on WJW Radio,

WJW Radio listeners know the added excite-

ment of live music, whether from Lincoln

Center in New York, a B.G. concert at Cleve-

land's Music Hall, Louie from the Mid-

America Boat Show, or dancing to Davis at a

Heart Fund Country Club Ball.

Besides musical extras, there are speeches

by Senator Goldwater, L. B. J., and Secretary

of Health and Welfare Celebrezze. WJW
Radio has contests, too. A $5,000 Mystery

Car — free All-America Vacation Trips —
and a $1,000 piano which drew 72.000

titles of "Beautiful Music." Plus a parade

of theatre tickets, radios and albums.

Most important is the 24 hours of Beautiful

Music. Total Information News and pleasing

program personalities. It all adds up to

Northern Ohio's adult choice, and a good

place for your advertising message.

LOS ANGELES PHILADELPHIA CLEVELAND MIAMI
BS

TOLEDO DETROIT

B K

NEW YORK MILWAUKEE
WTTl-TV

CLEVELAND
WJW-TV

ATLANTA
WAGA'TV

TOLEDO
usrD-rr

DETROIT
•

•
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M
Mai Beville speaks out on rating responsibility

When I came to New York in 1936, Mai Beville was doing research

for NBC.
Some 28 years later he's still active at the same stand, although

these days he operates as vice president in charge of planning and re-

search. In his spare moments he gives talks to industry groups.

To my way of thinking Mai (formally known as Hugh M.) is the

research conscience of the industry. I've watched him in action count-

less times, and I find he has always conducted his affairs with restraint,

honesty and a wholesome enthusiasm for industry service.

Perhaps his favorite service project these days is the Broadcast

Rating Council. So he spoke on this subject a few weeks ago when the

AWRT annual convention was held in Tulsa. As one of the 15 members
of the Rating Council he gave an updated report on the accomplishments

of the council. But he also gave some simple advice to timebuyers and

station men on what they can do to cooperate.

He reported that all major rating services have applied for accredit?

tion by the council. He also reported that three CPA firms are conduct-

ing pilot audits of rating services in the field and at home offices. Their

findings will be the basis for development of a continuing audit process

to function for all accredited broadcast rating organizations. One o\

the three CPA firms probably will be picked to handle the full-scale

audits.

The first and foremost job of the Rating Council, he said, is to

make sure the rating services "are doing what they say they're doing."

Mai traced the machinery that has been built to handle ratings

methodology in four distinctive areas—national television, local tele-

vision, national radio and local radio. He pointed out that there are

wide differences in each.

Thus he came to his big message.

Timebuyers are the key to valid use of ratings. They exercise the

dominant influence on stations which eagerly watch what they will or will

not accept in the way of rating data. So "timebuyers must share respon-

sibility for improving the quality of ratings and research data used bj

stations." He adds, "It is my personal impression that there are many
timebuyers who are themselves somewhat shy on statistical training but

who tend to buy 'by the numbers' without a thorough understanding

of the limitations of the figures used."

To station management he said ".
. . only a handful oi broadcasting

stations employ a full time research man who is qualified to counsel

management on reseaeh needs and interpret ratings to station personnel.

Any station that has a promotion manager should likewise have a re-

search manager. His responsibilities would extend not only to interpret-

ing ratings reports but would also entail initiation of special audience

studies for management, programing and sales purposes."

These are simple but sound observations by a seasoned researcher.

The industry has worked wonders in building machinery to keep the rat-

ines under control. But on the human follow-through and desire for im-

provement rests the ultimate success or failure of the whole program.

r

f7-f**x
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WIN TIME:
BUYING TOD
The Monday stack may hide many needles. SPONSOR'S not one of them. To a buyer.

SPONSOR pops out of the pile as the most important lA" in his buying mix— that

tureen of soup in the back of his mind that needs the constant stirring in of

SPONSOR'S top-of-the-news; of SPONSOR'S significance-of-the-news; of SPONSOR'S

spotting of trends; of SPONSOR'S scouting of the future. It's all about broadcasting

and it's geared entirely to buying. SPONSOR , the '"extra margin" in the profession

of buying time, and the selling to timebuyers. 555 Fifth Avenue. New York 17

Telephone: 212 MUrrayhill 7-8080
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PREDICTION FOR 1964:

This will be the local TV station's

most popular program!
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3M announces the first comprehensive

program to help TV stations, advertisers,

agencies create new profits with video tape!

Now, for the first time, local tv stations,

tape producers, advertisers and agencies can

receive real assistance in creating and produc-

ing better-selling commercials on video tape.

Here is a complete program that includes

both professional demonstration and refer-

ence materials from 3M, maker of Scotch

BRAND Video Tape. Local tv stations and

tape producers will be able to offer expanded

production counsel and services. They can

provide practical materials to help advertisers

take full advantage of video tape's pro-

duction convenience and versatility, "live"

picture quality, and the speed, certainty.

flexibility that only tape can provide.

A tew of the new materials: A 'Jo-minute

demonstration tape shows production tech-

niques, actual commercials, explains ta|x>'s

benefits. The "Comparator." a pocket-size

quick reference guide to the relative advan-

tages of tape, live and film production for tv

commercials. "The Television Producer.'

deluxe 50-page encyclopedic workbook of

how-to tape production information. The

program includes industry achievement rec-

ognition, many additional piece- of helpful

literature.

Ready to let this program help you? ('all

your local tv station or tape producer. They

have already received full presentations

this program, have many of the new

materials in their hands.

[TlBgnetic Products Division MB
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RADIO'S BOOM

I he coming year may be the best

that the radio business has enjoy-

ed in recent memory.

Both the buyers and the sellers

are calling it "a new boom." And
boom it is. But what is perplexing

is that few of them agree on any

set of reasons, other than "when

it's used right it can do a job."

That, however, can be said of any

advertising vehicle.

But talking about radio to the

men and women who buy it—the

agency people and their clients

—

has led me to a series of conclu-

sions.

1 he young ones among them

have no sense of history about the

medium. For them it's always been

there, and they accept it the way

they accept daylight. When asked,

the brighter ones admit that. The

veterans arc too busy with other

glamorous things to impart a full

sense of the industry's evolvcmcnt

as a communications force in our

society. But veterans, after all, do

fade away, and there should be

some concern for the past that

simultaneously fades with them.

Part of the answer may be get-

ting the knowledgeable ones to sup-

ply answers to the newcomers

through these pages. We're going

to try to collect that information

for what ma) perhaps become a

primer.

I hen there's the new creativity

that's booming in radio's commer-
cial BOUnd. We'll cover that. loo.

But in this issue we're starting with

a report on radio's 'state of the

union."

Olaaa. Sfec^

Playing the Numbers
We were delighted to read your

"yardstick" story in the May 4
issue.

The formal attempt to give add-

ed latitude to the timebuyer in

his qualitative evaluation of radio

sits well with us. What we're won-
dering is how the number-numb
buyer is going to acquaint him-

self "in depth ' with the many,

many stations where his qualitative

analysis is required. Station poop

sheets go just so far.

Being radio oriented, we at Pace

have for years been doing a first-

hand job of appraising radio qual-

itatively. In fact, when client plans

call for broadcast, you're apt to

find a "roving researcher" check-

ing the sales and station managers

and personalities at one station or

other. True, we don't buy tonnage,

but modest-budget accounts find

this "first-hand" buying a boon.

More power to the qualitative

approach — and to Sponsor cover-

age of the radio renaissance.

Sidney Kai i nek

Radio & Tv Director
Pace Advertising Agency
New York, N. Y.

A Pat on the Back
I want to thank you for the

way you handled the C and H
story in the March 23 issue of

Sponsor.
I think the story is excellent,

as do all our people here—very

thorough and imaginatively writ-

ten. We are most appreciative.

Eugene I. Harrington

Chairman of the Board
Honig-Cooper &. Harrington
San Francisco, Calif.

Accolade: Italian Series

I have read your pieces on Ital-

ian Tv. ("No" Clutter, No Rat-

ings; Tough on U.S. Admen."
Mar. l

). "Government Says Too
Main Would-be U.S. Tv Adver-
tisers." Mar. 16, "Audience Re-

search is Rare." Mar. 23.)

It was a good series — that's

what I think.

We have been battling the

vagaries of the Carosello form

and find that even here with a

little bit of creative skill, you
can conic out with an entertain-

ing and integrated two-and-one-
half minute commercial, but it

ain't easy, as you know.
I want you to know that as of

now, I'll be doing a different job

for Y&R. I will be creative direc-

tor of our European offices and
will soon be moving to Brussels.

So, next time you come o\er

and you're looking for the real

global picture of the crazy quilt

of European tv, give me a buss.

Mavbe I can help vou — at least

I'll try.

Sumner Winebaum
Creative director

Yonni; & Rubicam
Milan. Italy

Wants Orderly Schedule
Congratulations to Sponsor tor

presenting a feature article on the

Public Service Announcement
mess (May 11). Numbers in pub-

lic service reports are often mis-

.

leading.

One problem, perhaps, is the

fact that too often public service

responsibility is sluffed off on an

assistant secretary whose judgment

wouldn't be considered in pro-

graming and commercial areas

When public service becomes as

much a management planning

concern as programing and com-

mercial scheduling, we'll find our

way out oi the discordant mish-

mash that passes for publie ser\-

ice on too many broadcasting

stations.

Because WVMC is a daytimer

with limitations that such stations-

live with, we try to keep our air

orderly and uncluttered. The re-

sult is that we plan and schedule

publie service announcements in

the same manner that we plan

and schedule commercial an-

nouncement campaigns. B\ taking

eare of those causes and agencies

which are of interest and concern

in our listening area, we can do tt

better job for them than if wi

were to give time indiscriminatel)

to ever) cause and campaign tha

comes in the front door.

After all. don't we really wan

to perform publie service as wel r
as show sheer numbers.'

John F. Hlki bi

Prt tident

it I \/( Radio
\lt. Camel,, III.
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P R E SS T I M E R E P O R T FROM OUR WASHINGTON NEWS BUREAU

May 22, 1964

National advertisers will keep a wary eve on the President's Food Mark

Commission to study chain store impact on the $70 til Hon foci retail!

businfss. Ostensibly, the 15-man bipartisan commission probe, which received
rapid Senate approval last week, will focus on the price spread between de-

clining farmer income and rising retail price at the chain store checkstand.

The role of advertising in the chain store market power , as it affects
competitive balance, will undoubtedly get into the story . At this formative

e, with emphasis on the plight of the suppliers, the advertising factor

was mentioned only once in Senate Commerce Committee's report on the study.

Agriculture Secretary Orville Freeman said: "The housewife has available

a greater variety of food products than ever before, but she is less able to

distinguish fact from fancy in food advertising than ever before."

The consumer protection nucleus in government and on the Hill will un -

oubtedly thrust the issue of packaeinr,. pricing and price-ad • t-rt i - i r. _
>

:
<~ r-

the nrw marketing commission's attention . The Agriculture Dept . and the Fed-

eral Trade Commission have enthusiastically offered cooperation with the com-

mission. Commerce Dept. is a bit cooler, but does not object.

FTC— originally slated to conduct the study until the President suggested
the bipartisan commission— has already called attention to the "misuse of eco-
nomic leverage" in chain store marketing. FTC has held massive tv advertising
to be an aspect of the "misuse" and said it "aggravates a competitive imbal-
ance." In its order to P&G to divest of Clorox, FTC gave the massive adver-
tising as a prime factor in barring mergers under the Celler-Kefauver Act.

The Food Marketing Commission will have $2.5 million in funds available .

broad powers to subpoena witnesses and documents, with Federal court backir.

ar.." ".
•

•"

--. - ,r.\v: r>- : r.
'

'•."•
•

;

<-
.

It is to report findings and recommendations— for new government agencv
powers, if necessary—by July 1, 1966. But Senators voting on the commission
resolution last week said they expect early interim reports within two weeks,
rather than "interminable months."

Suppliers and processors of food say the giant retailers ha -

-- ome a

"power instrument that can set prices regardless of market condition
culture ~a\s retail food prices have risen 29 percent since World War II — but

rm prices have dropped 12 percent from post-war highs.

At least one advertising agency—Doyle Dane Bernbach. Inc. --is fully pre -

pared to have cosmetics treated as dr. __ s s . DI

president for special merchandising, finds that "cosmetics are edging into the
field of drugs. . . . The currently popular anti-wrinkle creams are in the
nature of a drug item. Some day, cosmetics will be taken internal'

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

I
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P R E SST I M E R E P O RT FROM OUR WASHINGTON NEWS BUREAU

Speaking before the Proprietary Assn.'s annual meeting at White Sulphur
Springs recently, Weiss included changing cosmetics trends as one of the 24
reasons he believes makers of the non-prescription and over-the-counter medi -

cations should adopt a whole new approach in advertising and marketing .

Changes are needed to meet the "explosion in sophistication" among Amer-

ican consumers of these products in the better-income families. The sophisti-

cation explosion, said Weiss, means more knowledgeable buyers, particularly in

self-medication and cosmetic self-improvement products.

Self-medication is on the rapid rise as doctors become less available
,

more commercial, as drugs are sold in every type of retail outlet . As people
become more used to alleviating chronic pains and aches, and recognize the
incurability of common colds, they bypass the busy doctor.

Presumably, the self-medicating consumer will gravitate toward the most
helpful medication with a built-in bedside manner in the advertisement. But

the advertising will have to reach more sophisticated, intelligent and edu-

cated consumers, Weiss warns.

Tv programs like Dr. Kildare and Ben Casey, together with innumerable
articles for, the layman in newspapers and magazines, are also large factors in

familiarizing people with the idea of self-help . Doctors strengthen it every
time a mother is advised to give the child aspirin and "wait a few days," and

every time oldsters with chronic ailments bypass a long wait or doctor's bill

in favor of tried and familiar self-medication.

Weiss suggests a new institutional-type advertising approach for the non-

prescription drugs . Also renaming: "You moved from 'patent medicines' to

'proprietaries.' You are overdue for a better descriptive term—more suitable

to a more knowledgeable segment of the society." This does not mean, Weiss

emphasized, an out-and-out promotion for self-medication by any means.

Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical's vice president Joel Y. Lund, outgoing
president of PA, also urged better public relations program . He thinks more
could be done with the $300,000,000 that proprietary manufacturers, as a

group, spend each year motivating the public.

PA's general counsel, James F. Hoge, had some worrisome warnings about
new FDA legislation for cosmetics, now waiting action in House and Senate
bills. The bills would put cosmetics and devices under the same FDA premar-
keting controls and research demands as new drugs.

Subpoena and investigatory powers would extend to almost anv stage of

processing: factory, packaging, transportation and consulting laboratory.

It ITJA personnel can investigate the product while in the consulting lab -

oratory, presumably a consulting advertising agency could be subject to in -

spection, too . In the Regimen case, FDA informed Justice Dept . that it

thought the advertising agency played a "conspiratorial" role in marketing a

product FDA found deceptive to the consumer. The courts will have the final

word on the ad agency angle. (See SPONSOR'S Friday at Five, May 18).

14 SPONSC
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CBS, ABC SHUN AWARDS

Emmy Rates Oscar for Rhubarb of the Year

^ullout sparked by CBS News, but show will go on

A/ith bulk of stars and nominees taking part

New ^ ork Despite the

BS \iu boycott, and in the face

if an industry furor, the National

Vcadem) of television Arts and

Sciences says 115 of 128 nominees

lave indicated they will partici-

utc in the 16th annual Emmy
ward ceremonies set for tonight

NBC-TV, or will send alter-

lates. rhirtecn refusals were re-

orded from the news departments

I CBS and ABC.
Asked what would happen if

ny of the absentee 13 should win

wards a distinct possibility, a

wkesman for NATAS said. "We
.ill make the announcement and

end the awards to them."'

\lott Werner. N \ I \S presi-

cnt. wired the 13 asking if they

lanned to accept Emmy awards

they won them and suggested

telephone the Emmy exten-

di at NBC with their answers

Ae recognize that you have been

aeed in a difficult and perhaps

nbarassing position with your

anagement in connection with

ccptmg your Emmy award it

i hi have been chosen winner." he

id. adding he would appreciate

aring from them whether or not

vould attend. There was no

imediate response

Although many CBS and ABC
own have been nominated (CBS
". VBC 25, NBC 52) and have

;d they would participate, these

e programs out of network jur-

Jiction. \s ( BS- I \ president

nies r. Aubrey. Jr.. put it. he

uld not "preclude the participa-

I m of those in outside organi/a-

|
>ns whose programs are broad-

st over our network."

In a week of charges and

unter-charges, here are some of

c ke\ developments as SPONSOR
es them

• ( BS V as president Fred W
Friendly banned any participation

in the awards by members of his

department, charging the awards

were unprofessional, unrealistic and

unfair.

• \H( -
1 \ president I Nomas

\\ Moore followed suit, saying the

awards were not determined on the

merits o\' the programs.

• CBS-TV president James I.

\ubrey. Jr.. backed Mr Friendly

by extending the boycott to the

entire tv operation.

NBC reaffirmed its faith in

NATAS and the awards, said the

Emmy show would go OH as sched-

uled, was highly critical oi the

critics.

• CBS newsman Walter Cron-

kite, former president ol N \ I W
defended the awards, later s.ud

Let Tv Critics Decide

Local Awards: Korn
Nen York In a side

development to the Emmy
controversy. Hennet H Korn

president Of Metropolitan
Broadcasting television, has

proposed New York Cit) area

tv awards. He suggests a Met-

ropolitan Critics Awards
Council, composed ol critics

On the major newspapers.

I he thinking is that the pro-

fessional t\ critic is in a posi-

tion tO sec the vast number of

programs aired each week
One of the drawbacks of

\ \ I \s | mmj procedures, it

has been argued, is that mem-
of the Academy couldn't

possibly view all the Dominated

programs

their significance was overdrawn
• NATAS president-eh cl Rod

Selling also defended the awards
but admitted shortcomings, called

On critics to help formulate a better

system.

• NBC, in a telegram to Emm)
nominees, received reconfirmation

Of appearances on the show from
such stars as Inger Stevens. Diana
Sands. Patty Duke, (ieorge <

Scott. Diek Van Dyke and many
others.

\nd it all began with an inter-

office memo irom Mr Friendly,

charging the categories '"under

which nominations are grouped
are outrageous." that many mem-
bers of the society vote on the basis

ol company loyalty rather than

conviction, that the "method of

nomination" is at best vague, that

there was "no systematic wav in

which the membership can view

the nominated broadcasts

Mi Friendly was especially criti-

cal of the judging o\ programs in

the news area "They are judged
by persons in the cinema and en-

tertainment area perhaps 90 per-

cent of those voting are without

knowledge of the intricacies and
achievements in news and docu-
mentary programs.*

1

I wo days later. CBS I \ presi-

dent Aubrey backed the company's
news chief by making the awards

off-limits to all personnel.

Mr Aubrey emphasized that the

"decision do^-s not mean we opp
awards m general in the field of

television entertainment . . to be

meaningful, such awards must ad-

here to the highest standards ol

selection."

I he ( US- 1 \ president added thai

he was appointing a top-level com-
mittee 10 "evaluate various award
procedures and our future

pation
"

B K • ' Mi( -with a tek

and two clients at stake the net-
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work took sharp issue with the

boycott, calling it "a classic of sham

and hypocrisy with amusing over-

tones."

NBC also conceded that the

award procedures could be improv-

ed, but suggested that the CBS-

ABC pull-out "may represent as

effective publicity stunt during the

voting period."

A tally of the Emmy nomina-

tions shows CBS and NBC with

the lion's share. Out of 27 cate-

gories, NBC garnered 52 nomina-

tions, CBS 47 and ABC 25.

As for the sponsors of the Em-
my Awards Show—Libby McNeill

& Libby and Timex watches— it's

a matter of watchful waiting— with

no comment other than to say it

was their understanding that the

show would go on as scheduled. But

a key broadcast publicist had an-

other notion. "The clients should

be jumping up and down for joy,"

he said, referring to anticipated

high ratings as a result of the furor.

IRTS Urges a Searching Study of th<

Vexing Profusion of National Awards

New York — In the wake of

the CBS-ABC Emmy pull-out, the

International Radio & Television

Society, long concerned with the

profusion of national awards, called

off its own Legion of Honor presen-

tation and urged the formation of an

industry committee to study the en-

tire situation.

The plea was made in a telegram

from Sam Cook Digges, IRTS presi-

dent and a vice president of CBS
Films, to leaders in the industry.

Emphasizing IRTS' long-standing

interest in the problem, Mr. Digges

said in his wire, "IRTS now again

offers its facilities and personnel to

serve as a nucleus for the establish-

ment of an industry committee to

study the awards situation and make
recommendations for standards and

procedures. We urge your participa-

tion."

Three years ago, as professionals

talking to professionals, IRTS at-

tempted to unite the industry in the

NAB - Pay Tv Execs Clash on West Coast

San Francisco—Pay tv is a "dis-

service to the public," would require

viewers to pay for much of what they

now receive tree, argued Vincent T.

Wasilewski, NAB executive vice

president. Not so, countered Sylves-

ter Weaver, president of Subscrip-

tion Television, Inc.; pay tv means

additional programing, pay tv

means programs of a nature com-

mercial television is unwilling or

unable to present.

Speaking before the Common-
wealth Club of California, both men
slated their contradictor) positions

lorcclullv and m detail.

Mi Weaver declared thai paj tv

l'ius a viewer a choice by bringing

what he called "box office entertain-

ment" into the home: opera, ballet.

sports, first run movies, Broadway

plays and foreign films. "A televi-

sion service supported cntirclv on

monej from advertising," he said.

"has grave limitations because ol

the need lor mass audience."

Mr Wasilewski, fol his (tart, said

"Everybody stands to benefit from

the success of pay tv except the pub-

lic. Quickly looking at the benefi-

ciaries we can see a strong pros-

pect for all producing elements

—

everyone except the public."

Continuing his argument, the

NAB executive, attacked the claim

of tv proponents that the system

would "present very special pro-

graming for minority audiences.

Once this system gets underway,

they vvill broadcast over it what

they can get the most pay fot."

Mr. Weaver struck out at critics

of pay tv, saying. "It is an attempt

by an established business interest to

prohibit and destroy competition by

legislation."

lie assailed the anti-pay televi-

sion initiative measure which comes

up on the California ballot in No-
vember: "In the free economy of

OUl country the choice between com-
peting products and services is tor

the consumer, not for state or fed-

. era) law.

whole matter of awards, and la |

year began giving the problem ev<
|

more attention with the formatic
j

of its own Awards Study Commit

Teter, Digges . . . order out of ch?os

under the chairmanship of Rotx

H. Teter, WNHC-TV, New Havt

In the course of its investigatic

Mr. Teter's committee attempted

classify the vast number of natior

radio-tv awards given each year a

came up with a total of well o\

1 00, ranging from farm and weatl

awards to education, religious a

public service.

All this was prelude to the esU

lishment on the IRTS Legion

Honor which aimed at providi

"recognition for outstanding p
formance to those individuals or

ganizations engaged in the busin

or creative aspects of broadcastin

On the basis of intensive stu

and discussion, the categories, rai

ing from showmanship to over 1

treatment of the news, were chos

Nominations were solicited from

1 200 members of IRTS. These w

turned over to a committee rep-

senting a cross-section of the ind-!

try which selected three nominati<|j

in each of the categories—with

stipulation that no committee mcH

ber with a vested interest in .1

specific category could vote on it

particular set of nominations.

same rule would have applied A

IRTS's board of directors vvlr

was to make the final decision.

But along came the CHS-

A

boycott, and the Legion of Ho r

presentations were called off in £

interest of an impartial industry I'l

at the entire awards program. IF*

thinking is that in the light of I

present situation, this is an excel it

lime to examine the problem 4
create some order out of chao? I
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CATV and Pay-TV Loom as Threat to Industry

rAB's Quarton sees CATV back-door route

ti pay-tv, calls for upped FCC jurisdiction

owa City, la. In .in all-out U
nit on ( \ I v. William B. Quar-

ts \ \m joint hoard chairman,

d on ( 'ongress to give the I ( (

sdiction over all CATV, not

nose operations using micro-

Speaking before the annual

ting of the Iowa Broadcasters

he aKo directed his fire at

t\. saying, "We must be vigil-

not to let pav-tv conic in by the

door through CAT\
ussing CATV, Mr. Quarton

ted out that it began as a fill-

hrice for those areas which

unable to receive proper sig-

USe o! terrain problems

for communities which could

support local stations. "This

n service was and still is a

jfcn both to the public and to

bridcastcrs."

at. he added, "as CATV has

B-,\n. it has begun to expand far

Ik nul its initial function. ( \ I \

If ators have capitalized on the

Hre of the public to have avail-

H to it the programs of big-city

Hons even when service is avafl-

ih from local stations."

L ommenting on possible adverse

tfl.t ot C\IY on local stations,

M Ou.irton said. "In some cases

it i.iy so reduce the station's ad-

jsing revenues as to force it to

L the air. In others, it may com-
bc.thc station to reduce its local-

Briginated programing."

Mr. Quarton also argued that

C/'V could thwart the purpose of

FCC's new all-channel rules.

fh. he said. . . are designed

hake more local television ser-

fk — both commercial and edu-

innl — available to the public."

,
or is C'ATY's "capacity for

Hhicf" limited to its effect upon

111 television stations, he said

*( l\ can greatly expand the

'.age of metropolitan stations

beyond what it was ever in-

ei.d to be
"

aeing the responsibility on the

Hldcrs of the ICC he pointed

Jjthat the agenev already has

B'rtcd control" over those ap-

proximate!) 250 ( \l\ systems

which make use o<i microwave ra-

dio facilities. "But this is not

enough, and regulation should ex-

tend to the other thousand or more
( \1Y systems which o\o not use

microwaves. Congress should give

the ICC full jurisdiction over all

( \ I \ operations and this juris-

diction should be exercised by the

commission in a much more effec-

tive manner than it has yet pro-

posed."

Asserting that it is impossible to

talk about CA I V without also talk-

WRLP-TV Takes CATV
Fight to its Public

(Greenfield, Mass. — Calling op-

erators of C\l\ "mercenaries."

the management ot WRLP-TV
here has taken its objections to

the public in an intensive editorial

campaign, urging viewers to write

letters to the FCC, their congress-

men, utilities commissioners and

local officials.

"It's ridiculous." declared James
Marlowe, station manager, that

they "... should be complete!)

unrestricted in their activities. I'hcv

have no interest in the FCC pri-

mary preachment of service to the

community. . . Their only interest

is how much money they can get

OUt of their pirate operations."

Mr. Marlowe accused the C \ I \

operators of depriving local mer-

chants of equal competitive adver-

tising Opportunities and oi drain-

ing large revenues without spend-

ing in the communities

The irony of the situation, says

Mr. Marlowe, is thai free television.

already burdened by FCC regula-

tions and with heavy investments

in Staff and property, can now be

threatened by cable companies with

no restriction, with no community

tics and with practical!) no in-

vestment.

ing about pa) tv, Mr Quarton
dared. "I am convinced that if

< \ I \ is allowed to develop n illv

111 1 1> we will, before we know u.

have pav television in the glUSC ot

( \ l\

\nv \w\ tv. according to Mi
Quarton, ".

. would be a serious

threat to advertiser-supported Fi

television, as we know it

"

( bntinuing his attack on pay tv

.

he said, "I have vet to see m\ .u\

VOCatC Of pay-t\ who. alter all his

talk ot programing pie-in-the-sky,

is not really talking about charging

the public for the same kind ol

programing which it now receives

free." In his view, this would be

"unconscionable."

\lthough he condemned pav-tv

in general. Mr. Quarton found a

philosphical difficult) in different-

iating between broadcast pav-tv

and wire pav-tv. I he danger, he

said, lies in the possible expansion

ol the FCC's jurisdiction. "If the

FCC is allowed to regulate the pro-

graming carried on pav-tv systems,

what is to stop it from regulating

broadcast programing even more
than it now does?"

For the present, he said. "I can-

not say how lar we should go on

pav-tv bv wire. But, in any event

we should all be aware of the re-

lationship between pav-tv and

CATV, and not allow ( \ I \ to

establish transmission facilities

winch will facilitate pay-tv's efforts

to bring its programing out ol the

major metropolitan areas to the

countr) at large."

Finally, he said, if the broad-

cast industT) is going to take its

opposition to ( \l\ .\\k\ pav-tv

to the public, "our own hands

must be clean " He said the indus-

try must press its efforts to serve

individual commumtv needs

He called for a Strengthens

the codes An>.\ a reduction of clut-

ter "It pav television comes, it

will be with the blessing of the

public, because the public would

rather pay Fi r entertainment than

he subjected to over-commerciali-

zation on tv I nless you tell them.

the public won't realize until

too late that pav television <.\n

earn advertisini
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AB-PT Management Gets Shareholder Nod

Simon squelched in bid for ABC voice

via elimination of cumulative voting

New York — If the huge, klieg-

lightcd tv studio could be likened

to Parliament's chambers, it would

have to be said that the man who
stood at its head last Tuesday

received an impressive vote of con-

fidence.

AB-PT president Leonard

Goldenson succeeded in getting

stockholders, who traditionally

favor cumulative voting, to amend
the 50-year-old charter by-law and

thus assure election of all 14

management-sponsored directors.

Amendment was passed by a wide

margin of 3,204,039 shares to

519,382.

The action followed months of

speculation that two outside groups

would attempt to gain seats on

the AB-PT board. Little has been

said about one faction, the broker-

age firm of Oppenheimer & Com-
pany.

The other is headed by West

Coast industrialist Norton Simon,

leading stockholder in Hunt Foods

& Industries which in turn controls

35 percent of McCall Corp. The

two companies together own some

208,500 shares of AB-PT. Since

the cumulative voting procedure

permits each stockholder the same
number of votes per share as

there are directors up for election

and allows them to be cast for

one or several candidates, it's

easily possible for such a minority

group to secure a seat on the

board.

Although Simon was thwarted

at this turn, two recent develop-

ments suggest there may be more
to come: (1) He recently resigned

as president and chief executive

officer of Hunt Foods to devote

full time to outside investments,

and (2) Hunt has, in the last few

weeks, increased its holdings in

Canada Dry from about 20 to 30

percent.

But in the meantime stock-

holders were encouraged by a

healthy financial report which

followed the voting. Goldenson

predicted second quarter operating

earnings would show a greater

percentage over last year than the

20 percent increase registered in

the first three months of 1964.

Culligan Predicts Boom (or Subscription Tv

New York — Pat Weaver got

a transcontinental pat-on-the-back

from another advertising industry

luminary, Matthew (Joe) Culligan.

Addressing the Advertising Club

Of New York May 20. the Curtis

Publishing head predicted that

Weaver's Calil'ornia-bascd sub-

scription tv enterprise would sur-

mount its current difficulties, that

pay tv in general would take hold,

and that the networks would

eventually be forced to enter the

field.

\\ mIi Advertising Media of

lomoiiow" his topic. Culligan

also discussed the future ol free

television I he next big forward

thrust for free tv will come, he

said, when there are at least five

to six million color tv sets in

circulation. This will attract a new

group of advertisers, particularly

soft goods and furniture manu-
facturers and home builders, but

not at the expense of other media.

As for the present. Culligan —
who carved his career in broad-

casting and print — disavowed

the traditional rivalry between the

two. It no longer exists, he said.

Sophisticated advertisers have

learned that each has its distinc-

tive characteristics and that a

balanced utilization of both media
is the best advertising approach.

CBS' Wilkey Raps Criti

For Unrealistic Approa
New York — Criticizingl

"miracle seekers" who call 1

"programing in the cultural si I

sphere," Gene Wilkey, vice n
dent, CBS-TV stations div

and general manager. KMO>l
St. Louis, told the American
Cross convention in New Y

I

Park Sheraton Hotel. "We
to operate in the real world

i

not the world somebody or

thinks it should be."

Too many critics, he said,

their judgments on sweeping

plifications —". . . the bold,
|

and usually inaccurate asses- 1

of what the American pfl

should want in place of all <

dreadful programs we keep pil

on the air. .. Our position \m

be infinitely easier if the ;
tastes and entertainment intsj

of ordinary people were

ably in line with what a n.

minority has no hesitation i

gesting they ought to be.

The primary obligation of

vision, according to Mr. W
is staving popular. The m
seekers think otherwise. It

group, he said, "whose simpl

inula is to assign more and

responsibility for program!

some bureau or agenev of th

eral government."

Broadcast Sparks
Setique Campaign
New York — Sparked b

radio and television in morj
than 150 principal market
Hazel Bishop will launch

saturation multi-million doll;

advertising campaign June
for three-month old Setique.

As a result of test marke
ing of the hair setting lotic

in a number of areas, inclui

ing New York and Californi

Hazel Bishop president Mo
ton Edell predicted that firJ

year sales should hit approB
imately $10 million. If sail

meet expectations, Edell incl

cated that the company's 19f|
gross would top all recor

Last year's figure was $2

million.

;
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Trail-blazing computer seminar for admen
)3re's a special SPONSOR preview of day-long confer-

vce to be held by Broadcast Advertising Club of Chicago

f

l licago — In about foui years'

e, b) the estimates ol top com
tratcgists, ever) majoi agen-

m the broadcast field will have

le knul of computet program

he field oi media selection. One
It .1 growing demand, bj both

One hand) answei will be pro

\ ided bj I homas \ w
i ight, ii

i o Burnett vice president in

charge ol media and integrated

data processing. At the Burnett ad

shop, the computer is an accepted

fact ol life, according to Wright.

rjtor Hid, Brandon and p.in.-listspe.ikers Arnold Weber, John Rigotti and Richard Truex

:n and broadcasters, for meet-

d seminars designed to pro-

executives with a gcncr.il

king knowledge ol how a eom-
r ticks and what it can do to

-> them.

lien a new -breed seminar will

staged tomorrow. \1av 2b. in

cago under the auspices of the

adeast Advertising Club As tar

nyone knows, it is the first sueh

mtive-level "computer confer-
:" in the broadcast field, and

nfluenee is likelv to be felt in

trade for some time to come,

bt session, an all-da) affair, is

el> the brainchild of (">ril C.

:ner. sales direetor for MK'-I V
Chicago, and H W Sliepard.

or vice president of Chicago

igenc) Edward H Weiss & Co.
er is president of B \(

rd is committee chairman of

group planning the seminar. )

oderator of the sessions, and
ime mover in the selection ot

inelists due to address the

is Hick H. Brandon, president

Itandon Applied Systems. Inc..

ew i ork eonsulting firm spe-

. ring in application and instal-

. n of data processing systems.

ow will computers affect the

of advertising executives and

- rs?

His agencj annually spends $4.5

million of its clients' moncv lor the

production of t\ commercials I he

cost accounting of this operation

is now computerized, and the

savings iii time, manpower, ma-

terial and mistakes — are "con-

siderable." I he computer's role.

Wright believes, is not mcrclv in

its ability to rick I ntrol on

ncy spending foi production <"

within media Data pi

feels, are ' going to pro>

ol the most creative talents in the

agency's arsenal

\ pioneering agene) in com
putei work, particular!) in the

broadcast field, is Young \ Rubi-

cam In its earliest stages ol use

at Y&R, the computer w.is simplv a

sort ol deluxe abacus, today, its

role is moie sophisticated. In !

according to .mother panelist

the H \( session Joseph Si

G irges, V\k vice president and

managei ol the agency's depart-

ment ol media relations and plan

ning — it is now ,i majoi factoi in

"determining which combination

ol spots"' (broadcasters pi-

note I will be best foi >\R clients

in major markets on the basts ol

considerable demographic data

Other panelists and speakers

have chartered other current rela

tionships between the computet

and air media

( omputers are now performing

such a valuable role at a growing

number ol agencies that some kind

ol organized "'common langua

is needed, and data sources should

be more centralized and standard-

ized. I hat's the position \S il-on (

3Sfll

25, 1964

Finf-hand briefing on new computer practice* n given to Cyril C Wagnr- director of

central sales for NBC-TV and president of Chicago s Broadcast Advertising Club and H W
Shepard senior vice president of Edward H Weiss & Co and BAC committee chairman b, on*

of panelists for day-long seminar. Leo Burnett vice president Thomas A Wright Jr
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Swigart, A. C. Nielsen Co. vice

president, is expected to take at

the seminar. He'll also provide in-

formation about new forms of data

available from Nielsen for tv and

radio audience analysis by com-
puters (the list takes a full page)

and will discuss some special Niel-

sen experiments in computer proc-

essing.

On another computer front, Paul

H. Vanderheiden, Kimberly-Clark

Corp. manager of consumer mar-

ket research, is due to level at

least one criticism against tv con-

cerning the data provided by the

medium for use by advertisers

and agencies equipped with com-
puterized media selection. Gist

of it: most of the available data

on network tv shows is already

obsolescent, because the show is

already sold to one or more ad-

vertisers. On the other hand, the

same basic information is not nec-

essarily applicable to the buying

of the same show when it does be-

come available because the com-
petitive picture may have changed.

Other panelists and speakers at

the session include: Arnold K.

Weber, RCA corporate vice presi-

dent and general manager of RCA's
Electronic Data Processing Div..

Richard H. Truex, manager of

EDP systems at Whirlpool Corp.

and Foote, Cone & Belding vice

president John L. Rigotti.

THIS WEEK ON THE PIGGYBACK PROBLEM:

It is up to advertisers strong in piggybacks to exercise patience

and restraint while tv broadcasters seek to evolve a post-Sept. 1 policy

Many stations recognize they must provide for a period of

transition — a middle ground which will expeditiously accommodate
the advertiser during that period and at the same time encourage

him to integrate his brands according to revised code provisions.

Plotting of this middle ground is a number one project between

these stations and their reps. A perplexing facet for the station is

how it can reform its commercial structure without sacrificing too

much inventory (revenue).

The solution could be (1 ) increased rates or (2) adoption of a

preemtible system for piggybacks. It is expected to take until the

end of June to develop a pattern.

Radios Golden Age Myth Exploded

Washington — Nostalgic broad-

cast media men are having a tough

time these days. Following right on

the heels of NBC chairman Robert

Sarnoffs attack on the "mourners

for the imagined glories" of tv's pur-

ported Golden Age (Sponsor

May 18, p. 17) is RAB president

Edmund Bunker's censure of their

counterparts in radio.

Admitting that radio's early days

were "magnificent," Bunker, in a

Radio Month talk to the Washing-

ton, D.C., Ad Club, paraphrased the

NBC-TV program to make his point—"That was the peak that was. It's

over. Let it go." Some broadcasters

and advertisers are too "bemused
by the sounds of yesterday to realize

the truth of the present," he said.

NAB s Collins Takes Issue with Salant Speech

Citing "unfortunate infer-

ences." NAB president LeRo)
Collins has taken exception to

a recent speech by Richard S.

Salant in which the CBS vice

president disassociated the net-

work from NAB's recent stand

on wired pay-tv.

Making his objections known
in a letter, Mr. Collins said.

"During the course of your re-

marks, in expressing CBS' policy

regarding both pay-tv and
' \ I V. you stated: 'We quite

specifically pari companj from

the recently stated position ot

the N \B . . . CBS cannot verj

well seek governmental protec

tion just because we are threat-

ened with competition from an-

other medium of information

or entertainment'."

The effect of this, said Mr.

Collins, was to charge that NAB
is committed to a policy of

legislative control. This is not

the case, he argued, saying NAB
has taken no position calling

for the regulation of pay-tv by
law. "In fact, we are not fully

advised regarding the constitu-

tional questions such legislation

would involve. We are. how-
ever, committed to a program
which would fully inform the

public of the issues involved."

"that radio today is bigger and n
influential than ever before in

history."

Bunkers cited radio's mob
and immediate impact as evidi

that there has emerged "a new
different medium of power

movement that has succeeded ir

shaping itself to fit the need,

mood, the tempers of today's

and sophisticated audience."

Misconceptions Hamper

Radio, RAB Executive S

Iowa City, la. — Hitting "di

tion of the facts about today'*

dio programing" and "years

systematic under - measured
Robert H. Alter, RAB vice r

dent and director of national s

told the Iowa Broadcasts Ass<

tion that "it is the dutv of

industry to change main m
misconceptions which have

seriously hampering radio's I

gress with many advertisers I

agencies."

Too many advertisers. \oc-M

well as national, don't under

today's radio programing, lie i

"Radio is a different. personal!

dium. and it is these i|u;l!j

which allow us to sell so well

our advertisers."

Another misconception, he I

is a serious underrating of nM
audience and selling power, at I

held the rating services "which J
been under-measuring radio

since the first set went into a

as partially responsible.

i

1UI
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PROBING THE CURRENTS ANO UNDERCURRENTS OF BROADCAST ADVEPH

Norelco firms up pre-Christmas network campaign for $1.5 million

Noreteo (LaRoche) has again beaten competitoi Remington ihavei f ^ M< i

to the fall buj decision. Going ( Bs i\ exclusively. total 42 commercia] minutes

.it a cost ol around SI 5 million. Breakdown in types: 23 icattered minutes in

entertainment show, 10 minutes in National Tooth. ill League games, 9 in < bs

Reports Will be scheduled seven weeks in October-December, Ihcrc'il be anothei

$400,000 to $500,000 for spot tv.

Spot radio can be sure once again of Cream of Wheat for 26 weeks

A 1964-65 pieee of business which spot r.ulio can he sure of: Cream ol

Wheat l lie budget's been okayed .it National Biscuit, involves over loo stations

via Bates. Runs 13 weeks in fall-winter and another 13 in spring Up to July . . .

Interesting sidelight on another spot radio perennial: General Motors Acceptance

Corp. Whj it sticks to middle-of-the-road and classic music stations, as disclosed

to Sponsor-scopi b) Campbell-1 wald's I rank fownsend. I he hulk of GM \( -

lenders are between 28-43. Average monthly payment is ss7. over two to three

\ears. (iM.\( \ traditional campaign: 130 stations in 125 markets over 16 warm-

weather weeks.

LaRoche touted as next agency to make strong scramble for new business

Murmurs of anticipation among some Madison Avenue top managements.

V\t agenc) to hit the new business spiral is ( J. LaRoche Associates. Been

loading up with "'name" figures from other agencies. preliminary to making hid

for accounts. All of them in the 35-42 age range, to give operation that younger

look. Key newcomers: Jack Sidchotham. from Y&R, tv commercials creative;

Hill Weilbacher, from D-F-S. research-media chief: Paul (ar.natt from PC&B,
v. p. in charge of client contact; Boh Oksner. from I >< S&S, in charge of art. tv

production. Prime objective of chairman Jim McCaffrey (42) and president l).i\e

\k< all (35): topnotch tv agency

Humble Oil committing self to actualities next season; fewer Reporter markets

Humble Oil (McCann-Erickson) headed for second successive season ( 1964-

65 i o\ news-informational specials. Program shopping among the three tv net-

works with S4 million budget, limiting local Reporter news strip to 2t) markets

Not long ago sponsored Report in SO markets. Included in fall news business

among networks: NBC-1 V, s 2 million night and day from Scott Paper. \B( I \

v " million from Armour. $1.5 million from Sunbeam, SI million from Millet

Brewing: John Hancock and Frigidairc renewed for another year on NB( l\

former on Huntley-Brinkky, other using daytime scatter plan.

CBS-TV night rate hike appears in the making via discount changes

Nexl rate mo\e indicated to he in the offing at CBS-TV concerns nighttime

Rate increase would he accomplished by changes in the discount structure. Would
appl> to summer discount and affect those who sell off part of their inventory

tor seasonal or other reasons Network in March rescakd daytime discounts

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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which was tantamount to rate increase of 20 to 30 percent for less than heavy

users. Statistics: CBS' profit for the first '64 quarter was $12.5 million after

taxes, only 23 percent above the '63 quarter. The edge of all '63 over '62 was
41 percent after taxes.

Bristol-Myers' Mum takes 8- to 12-week flight into spot radio

Grey's gathering some robust spot radio schedules for Bristol-Myers' Mum for

eight- to 12-wcck campaigns. Pertinent observation: the skyrocketing emergence

of Grey as Bristol-Myers' No. 1 agency. It now bills around $21 million from

B-M, as compared to Young & Rubicam's $10 to $11 million. Special signifi-

cance: what determines the relative importance of an agency in an account's

stable is the weight of dollars it controls, and that control resolves who does the

dealing with networks. In client-agency relationship there's no more graphic

yardstick of power. The networks watch these shifts of power very closely.

Tv reps keep fingers crossed on latest B&W tactic on clutter

Key reps are hoping that a Brown & Williamson requirement doesn't spread

to other Ted Bates accounts. The requirement: accompany each submitted

availability with a list of commercials and promos preceding and following

the available spot within seven minutes. Rep reaction: (1) B&W's John Burgard

— leader of the anti-clutter crusaders — is over-reaching when he includes

promos in the list, (2) the request is basically impractical because the logged

commercials and promos are constantly changing, and (3) the ukase would tend

to handcuff buyers from using their own good judgment in making quick

decisions.

Warmed up shaving lather from cans in development stage

Shaving lather which oxygen in the air heats up after release from aerosol

can is in laboratory development. Easy to imagine the marketing stir this will

cause in canned lather field when process is perfected. Schick had hoped to be

innovator while incubating its own brand of lather for steel blades. Couldn't quite

make it. Brought out traditional product anyway. Canned lather market estimated

to be over $50 million mark. Another possible product breakthrough: beer bottle

cap that doesn't require a bottle opener. Would put bottle makers in stronger

competitive position vs. cans.

Tv networks' station relations kept hopping for program clearances

About the hardest working people at the tv networks these days are in station

relations. They've become almost as important an arm as sales. Selling a line-up

of stations is one thing but delivering clearances is a mounting struggle, especially

the half-hour prior to prime time and after 10:30 p.m. Factors militating against

the networks: (a) the stations' bid to make a public service record for Washing-

ton now that station option time is no impediment: (b) plenty good off-the-

network syndicated product available to substitute for network programing and

to increase the stations' spot revenue. For the station relations folks it's not all

telephoning but lots of traveling for person-to-person persuasion.
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James A. Drain,

President of Joy Manufacturing Company, says:

"Industrial advertising is an essential marketing tool,

. . when you number your customers and pros-

- by the hundreds of thousands and your

smen by the hundreds. It's a matter of sim-

ile economies. With the cost of selling continu-

Dg to rise, advertising becomes the fastest and
•heapest means for a leading equipment nianu-

acturer like Joy to announce new product de-

velopments. We sell to a broad group <>f indus-

tries - mining, construction, metalworking,

chemical processing, oil and gas production.

trie power generation. With so di

market place, we depend on advertising in busi-

and trade publications to keep the picture

of Joy product kere."

Advertising cuts the cost of selling

.

. . association of industrial advertisers

VIA 217 Maditon Ave.. New York. N Y 10016
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The words getting around
(More for your money at Sheraton)

a Rooms are roomy, rates are right - and guaranteed in writing, b Parking's

free. C So are your kids. (They share your room without charge.) d Free TV,

radio, air-conditioning. (Many Sheratons even offer free coffee-makers, ice-cubers,

swimming pools.) i* Nice address. Handy, too. Sheratons are always near busi-

ness, shopping, fun. f Our beverages are generous, g Our chefs are geniuses.

90 Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns
CALL YOUR NEAREST SHERATON HOTEL OR RESERVATION OFFICE FOR INSURED RESERVATIONS AT ANY SHERATON ANYWHERE -
COAST TO COAST IN THE U.S., IN HAWAII. CANADA. JAMAICA, PUERTO RICO. VENEZUELA, NASSAU, MEXICO, ISRAEL.

Sheraton shares are listed on the New York Stock Exchange. Diners' Club card honored for all hotel services. .
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RADIO:

healthier.

The Phoenix of ad media, radio has risen from

the ashes of tv fires of the 1950s with new vigor

Dm
M(.\s were clear enough.

H> the end oi the first

quarter oi l
l^>4. radio was

enjoying something thai

looked suspicious!) like a genuine

boom as a major advertising Force,

alter lingering in t\\ electronic

shadow for more than a decade.

rheSC were some of the newest

benchmarks:

Network radio was becoming

virtually aggressive about its re-

search. Sindlinger Network Radio

Activity Service, having tightened

the "recall period" used in checkups

on radio listening, added CBS
Radio as a client for its improved

service. \ow. all four radio net-

works were in the fold.

I he radio audience was now

enormous, but it was an entirely

different kind of audience from

what it had been a couple of

ides ago. So longer did people

gather in the living room to lieai

Jack Benny feud with Fred Allen,

or Cecil IV DeMille introduce the

stars of lux Radio Theatre. Now.
literally everybody had a radio —
214 million o\ them, averaging

more than three sets per home —
and (thanks to solid-state physics)

an important segment was either
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auto radios (53 million) or port-

ables.

Advertisers were busily redis-

covering radio, and the romance

had a pleasant fiscal setting. Ac-

cording to RAB. the top 50 spot

radio advertisers last year spent

over SI 33 million lor gross time,

and spot radio billings lor such

I ii ms as R. J. Reynolds Tobacco

(over S6.8 million) closely rivaled

those of tv spot. For the top 50

spot radio users alone, spending

was about half as big again as all

spot radio in 1947, the last big

pre-tv year.

All four radio networks happily

reported that they were either in

the black right now, or expected to

be when they tallied their books for

1964. This was a long step forward

from the dark days of network ra-

dio in the late 1950s, when rumors

were rife that NBC — for example

was thinking seriously of un-

loading its radio network ( it

wasn't), and there was a clamor

lor government action to "save ra-

dio."

With radio now dispersed, as far

as listening was concerned, into a

highly personal medium, there were

more stations than ever (the figure

may hit 4000 this year) and more
different ways of attracting radio

audiences than you could shake a

transistor at. There was Good
Musie. Country & Western. Hani
Rock. Middle-of-the-Road, Music-

and-News, and Talk programing, to

name some o\' the more obvious

formats. There was even a revival

ol old-time soap operas and sus-

pense shows (reruns o\' The Shadow
passed the 100-station mark in sales

this month).

Radio was not without its prob-

lems, and they constituted a sort

ol "renaissance growing pain." Ad-
vertisers and agencies, which had

been used to picking up network

radio as a marked-down bargain,

grumbled loudly. (Snapped Edward
(i. Ball, advertising director. Miller

Brewing Co.. not long ago: "Net-

work landlords are telling their old-

time tenants, the very people who
brought them back fiom the brink

of obscurity, that the rent will be

higher .

."> Media buyers com-
plained ol "lack of standardization

of rates, units available for sale"

las did N W, \\er \ ice president

I eslie D. Farnath last fall) and

1950 Radio set count...

More Than Doomed...
...

uo 152.6% Since 1950

.

196] - i] 1,000

196 '• 200,258,1

Greatest increase in the number of rad'os in the United Slates-

more than double the number in 1950— has occurred since 1960,

with a notable increase of 57,959,000 in less than four years.

Radio set gains from 1962 to 1963 were 7 percent, more than

double the 3 percent magazine circulation gain (second place).

still-current cost-cutting conces-

sions.

There were more facts and fig-

ures than ever about radio. Amer-
ican Research Bureau had ex-

panded its services to the measure-

ment of local level radio. Inde-

pendent research organizations,

such as R. H. Bruskin's AIM or-

ganization, and leading station reps,

such as Katz. Blair Radio and AM
Radio Sales (to name just a few)

were providing agencies and ad-

vertisers with new qualitative and

quantitative studies, and were pro-

viding new measures of radio's

cumulative reach. Electronics In-

dustry Association. RAB and others

provided a flow of new facts about

radio's progress (23.9 million sets

sold last year. etc.).

What was behind the resurgence'.'

Why the delayed-action boom?

Some observers felt that the

glamor of tv was wearing thin (ways

were even paraphrasing an old S. J.

Perelman line to the effect that

"Strip aside the tinsel of tv. and

underneath you'll find a heart ol

purest tinsel.") Others felt that ra-

dio had finally found its proper

role in the media mix. and was

learning how to compete succesfl

fully.
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Susan MacCartney of KDKA Radio Pittsburgh listens to one of the prize winning old-time radio

receivers on display at the Joseph Home Co during the store's 115th anniversary observance
More than 200 old radio sets were received by KDKA Radio from listeners throughout the Pitts-

burgh area, in a promotion typical of those used by many st.it. ons to Increase interest in radio

Still others believed that the new

recognition ot heavy sales of bat-

tery-operated portables, now such

a whopping audience segment that

giant Union Carbide was running

industry-level promotion campaigns

geared to a "Lively Companion"
theme, was the real spur.

Nor did the reasons-wh) end

there, cither.

Radio was becoming creative

again, but it was not the belt-line

Creativity of the "package houses"

i remember \ir Features? Phillips

M Lord? transcontinental? St.uk-

l ayton? John Gibbs?)

Radio's hot producers were gear-

ed to producing station-break pack-

ages, signatures, open-end jingles,

lead-ins tor station features - such

as Richard H. t Union Associates,

sales arm for the Morton .1 Wagner

companies, whose s.des this spring

have been nearly 30 percent higher

than last year. Or. the) were geared

to radio's syndication market to-

day, such as rriangle Programs

I which has eight radio scries on the

market, plus an automated radio

service) or Nana a\k\ Mars, which

are producing revivals i>t soap

operas or new drama scries Radio

program material available to sta-

tion management plus expanded

MMay 25. 1964

radio n< •

radio, in. his veteran b

\nd l!i, still other ;

sures forcing radio bach into the

media limelight I

•

liferation ol n< icts on th

market, and radio's ffcxibil

instrumental in launching most "i

ih. new campai]

iter disposable income in the

teen-age market was another, with

a survey I nteen magazine
showing that the average t-

listened to radio three hours a day
and that 96 percent ol tluni o.vncd

then own radios

I M radio continued to grow, no

longei confined to the do-il yoursell

"audiophile" market, with a lurther

surge being generated by the sli

but-Stead) growth ot I M stereo

broadcasting and receivei sales l he

sheer growth ot the I S population

(even it set s.des continued only

on a ratio ot sales-to-population,

which they weren't) was a factoi

What did it all .u\A up to' What
was the overall effect oi the con-

vergent radio lor,

i mi could find <^k- indication in

current seasons ol radio networks:

• ARC Radio: I here was a

"substantial" sales growth at \iu
Radio during 1963, with each

quarter showing an increase over
the previous one I he network
counted 2<> war-round radio ad-

vertisers last vcar highest in

cent seasons and the summei
months were "the best m recent

\IK Radio histor\ ." Net sales

were $12 million, and \M(

pects to bill in the black this y<

\mong the current 52-week ad-

vertisers an \l l ( U ). American
Dairy \ssn

. Bristol-Myers, II t

Hem/. Meiinen ( . Millet brew-
ing. Mutual ol Omaha. M< I . N
man ( osmetics, Wandei I I tval-

tine), R J Reynolds, Schicl S

Razor. Sylvania and Wrij . i

• CBS K:i(lio: v a advert

signed in the first si\ months
last year numbered 29, and busi-

ness at the end of last \ ear's third

quarter was 4 l
< percent ahead ol the

total for 1962 ( BS which «

into the black in mid-1962
steadily been im its billin

l rlier this spring, Arthur Hull

N ident, reported that

the ^nd of our first ell-

mg. the ( Ms R id >rk al-
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readj has 76 percent of last year's

total business on its hooks."

\mong current CBS adver-

tisers are Accent International,

Millers Falls Tools, Morton House

kitchens, Sinclair Oil Co., Chevro-

let. Borden Co. (Aunt Jane's Foods

Div. ) Cambridge Tile, Hartford

Insurance, Pennzoil, Singer and

Armstrong Cork.

• Mutual: The revised, stream-

lined Mutual operation is now net-

ting about $8 million annually, by

industry estimates. In 1963, even

though Mutual lacked the buttress

effect of owned-and-operated ra-

dio stations, there was a 16 percent

boost in billings over 1962, and in

1962 Mutual was in the black for

the first time in 10 years. The net-

work, under the presidency of Rob-

ert F. Hurleigh, now feeds 18 hours

a day of network service, has well

over 400 affiliates.

Among current Mutual network

advertisers are: R. J. Reynolds,

lord. Kraft Foods, Caseite, Ale-

mite. Chrysler Airtemp, Buick,

General Cigar, Mennen, Doan's

Pills and Arm & Hammer Soda.

• NBC Radio: Although NBC-
TV was hitting the jackpot during

the 1950s, the radio network was
not. and operated at a loss of sev-

eral million dollars a year. In 1960,

it started operations in the black

once more, and has stayed there

ever si nee. This was in the wake
of a I960 program reorganization

under which inventory was reduced

from 70 to 30 hours. Sales are

higher, clearances better and prof-

its very likely this year. Net sales

for the year were about $17 mil-

lion, about 40 percent of total net-

work radio.

Among current NBC Radio net

work advertisers are: Rexall. Mars

Inc.. Plymouth-Valiant, Oldsmo-
bile, Lincoln-Mercury, Ford, Bank

ol Vmerica, Mail Pouch Tobacco,

Homelite Saws. General Mills, Met-

ropolitan Life, Pel Milk. Sun oil.

I he general radio situation was

summed up thusly not long ago by

VBC Radio president Robert

Pauley: "In the past, there's always

been a new medium waiting to skim

oil a large share of the money.

Now, advertisers are forced to re-

evaluate all existing media ami

loi man) of them that means com-

ing back to radio."
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"Advertisers who use radio are

getting more for their money" —
so states CBS „Radio in a new in-

dustry-level presentation that's

causing a stir this summer among
major advertisers and agencies.

The presentation, titled simply

''More People are Listening to Ra-
dio," underlines the fact that radio's

days as an also-ran advertising

medium on the national scene

seem to be drawing to a close —
at least as far as the radio

audience is concerned.

Now, the presentation suggests,

it's up to advertisers to realize the

values of an ad medium that has

been an important force for nearly

four decades. The facts are indeed

impressive.

The major point of the presenta-

tion, which is based almost entirely

on recent A. C. Nielsen estimates.

is that radio usage is on the up-

grade no matter how you slice it —
it's growing in the morning, after-

noon and evening, and on weekends

as well as weekdays.

PEOPLE ARE SPENDING MORE TIME
LISTENING TO RADIO

Average Hours Per Radio Home Per Week (, 6am -12 mid )

SUMMER WINTER

24 45

22 35

20 02

BATTERY
PORTABLE 6 30

9^07

UP 12.7%

4>00 4:39

UP 31.1 X

1962 1963 1<>62-63 1963-64

Source: Summer July-Aug. 1962-1963; winter Dec. 1962-Jan. 1963 Dec. 1963-Jan. 1964

BATTERY PORTABLE RADIO'S NEWEST
AND FASTEST GROWING SET TYPE

PERCENT OF US RADIO HOMES EQUIPPED WITH
ONE OR MORE BATTERY PORTABLE RADIOS

AUTO RADIO IS BIG ENOUGH TO BE
A MEDIUM BY ITSELF

TOTAL AUTO RADIO SET COUNT

Jon 1961 42 616000

Jon 1962 46900000

Jon 1963 49948000

Jon 1964 53 37QO0O

Sourer: A. C. Nielsen Co estimates. Source: Radio Advertising Bureau, Inc. estimates
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I istening to plug in sets is still,

cnerally, the iu.hu radio activity,

but on weekdays aftei 2 p.m. the

biquitous batter) portable rivals

or exceeds plug in listening.

Automobile radio listening is.

ccording to the presentation, "big

Dough to be .1 medium b) itself

(sec chart) and bas shown ".i con-

ristenl increase in ever] day-part,

weekdays and weekends, wintei

and summer." Iu>> years ago, less

than one out of three bomes bad

one >m more portable radios; today,

thanks to the transistor (a solid-

siatc device relativelj unknown
•hen tv first appeared on the na-

tional media liori/on). e\et\ other

home has a portable set. and often

one for everybody in the family.

Portable listening, in fact, is

"definitely the prime mover in ra-

dio's upward surge, with consis-

tently high gains in all measured

periods," the presentation states

Increases in portable listening be-

tween 1962 and 1963 ranged from

to 61.6 percent tor the miiii-

mci. 7 J * !>• 108 percent foi

W lilt, I

Morning listening is -si ill radio's

peak tune in period i and. olu i.

Iy, the favorite "t radio advertisers •

Dining the average morning minute

national!) last winter, there w

12,785,000 families tuned to radio

as against 10,000,000 the wmtci

before. I he 8-9 a m period is

tops, w nh more than I
s 9 million

homes tuned to tadio on plug

sets, portables, or auto radios (01

combinations thereof) \p.nt from

the figures, this is not a surprise to

media planners; t\. b) nature, is

more of an evening medium, and
has had the least effort on radio

during the DUS) start-ol the da\

hours when radio's mobility and

emphasis on news, weather and

other information has built and

maintained listening

Afternoon and evening radio lis-

tening, however, is making gains

steadil) and impressivel) (see chan
of U.S. families using radio b) hours

of the day). In afternoon periods,

during winu i montl the

famil) audience during at

minute wa than 1 1 I

million a figure high* t than th<

peak oi morning listening just , t

: cai lici l'i
; I

when t\ is at lis slroi

still exists as a powerful m
force; the average minute wintei

famil) audience was over 7 7 mil-

lion last year

\oi is r .nt i Mh sinij

niattei ol figures bi lied up
ward b) rth mi popu-

lation. Radio is claiming more hours

oi listening in the average home
suninici and wintei. from earl)

morning to midnight Specificall)

In summei ol i

l ">2. the over-all

average hours pel radio home ;

week was 2o n2. in the summer ol

1963, the figure was 2 ..

gain ol 12.7 percent In winter, the

figure jumped from 18:53 to 24 •

— a gam ol 31.1 percent <

charts i

What's the trend? 1 BS Radio
sa\s llatk ' I he trend is UP!

US FAMILIES USING RADIO (000)
BY HOURS OF THE DAY

Monday thru Friday Winter 1963-64

US FAMILIES USING RADIO (000)
BY HOURS OF THE DAY MONDAY- FRIDAY

Winter 1962-63 vs Winter 1963 -64

won

1:000

9000

6000

1 000

114*0

<.. .•

W UN tm

CUT
>«

1* u» • n . tn
in

Source: NRI, Dec. 1963-Jan. 1964, NYI basis. Average per minute
audience

U.S. FAMILIES USING RADIO (000)
Monday -Fndoy Winter 196263 vs Winter 1963-64

7 • «
Off NMi

Source: NRI. Dec 1962 Jan. 1963 & Dec 1963 Jan. 1964. NYT bas
Average per -nee.

U.S. FAMILIES USING RADIO (000)
Monday- Friday Summer 1962 vs Summer 1963

MORNING AFTERNOON
( W ON v . Pw

EVENING MORNING AFTERNOON -'

. E S SO

»4TJ v

tl» _^__ • :•: 4;o

,4.171

IMS
:wo

• JOO

Il»

HB
«•».* 6» *Q*j

Source: NRI, Dec. 1962 Jan. 1963 & Dec 1963 Jan 1964, NYT
<* per minute audience.

BB SB
Source. NYT, July Aug. 1962 & 1963, NYT bit - p«w
minute audience
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Actors Bara Barnes and Mark Gordon admire the compact beer bottles in a television

message that will appear on all six tv stations in Now York City during the 16 week campaign

the battle
Suppliers of glass contain^

ers will pour the major part of $^
million into a New York televisior

campaign this summer. Specifically

the campaign promotes compac
no-return beer bottles, but ii

broader terms it promotes bottle:

over cans, which have received

large share of tv attention with re

cent pull-tab innovations.

The campaign, said to be thi

largest staged for one container ii

a single market, began May 1'

and ends September 5.

The Glass Container Manufac
Hirers Institute is behind the pro,

motion. Benton &. Bowles is thJ

agency.

A saturation schedule of tv com
mercials is charted for all six com
mercial tv stations in the Ne\

York area. Sixty-second and 20 I

second spots, plus IDs. will be usee

The Institute says 350 tv message

will run 60 seconds. Newspaper? I

posters and trade press will als I

be used, but "well over half" cH

the budget is going to tv.

Featured in the campaign wi I

be the no-neck no-return bottltl

The theme will be: "Learn how t J

hold your beer—no-neck bottlefl

that's how!" Copy will stress thfl

good flavor of beer in bottles, tfn
j

the no-neck bottle is easy to stoifl

in refrigerators, and that the bofl

tics are Don-returnable.

GCMI's campaign will estahlisH

New York as a new area in thfl

continuing struggle between bottltfl

and cans for the $500 million-sfl

year beer package market. The Nefl

York area, which buys almost I

percent of the nation's package I

beer, is o\w of the lew lemainir J
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Glass Institute promotes non-returnable beer bottles in

$1 million New York campaign, mostly on tv, to combat

pull-tab can promotions, increase area no-neck bottle use

of bottles vs. cans is on
topulation centers in which no-

icck bottles are relative!) unknown
o consumers.

According to the Institute, no-

keck bottles represent 35 percent

»1 the packaged beer sold in the

fftsl and 32 percent ol sales in

, S tuthwest, onl\ 2 t< > 3 percent

New > ork.

Ni return buttles, most of which

re the compact no-neek type, have

ripled their share o\' packaged

Ml volume in si\ \cars. now ae-

ounting lor over 1 5 percent ol

ie national market. I he first two

lonths of tins year, shipments of

o-retum bottles jumped 27 per-

ent over the same period last year.

Most of the major brands sold

in Vw V>ik alread) offer no-neek

bottles along with cans and re-

turnable bottles, but distribution in

the market has been patchy, ac-

cording to I). M. Fitzgerald, mar

keting promotion director tor the

(dass Container Manufacturers In-

stitute.

I he campaign tor the no-neek

bottles serves a twofold purpose.

It not onl) promotes the no-neek

bottle in an area where it is not

selling well, but promotes bottles.

both returnable and non-returnable.

over cans.

lorn Hooson. aeeount supervisor

on the Institute, admits that part

of the reason tor the ad campaign

is to combat recent use ol beer

cans m commercials and othei

tonus i.t adverti

Schlitz, foi one, gave verj beavj

emphasis to cans last year when
it introduced its pull-tab top. Others

followed. \ow Budweiser, Falstafl

ami Busch Bavarian are am
those uho have a pull-tab ean

Such a ean lends itself well t>>

demonstrative advertising — tele-

\ ision.

\ Schlitz aeeount executiv<

Leo Burnett. Chicago, says the

pull-tab ean promotion was verj

successful. I he ean did gel a dis-

proportion of advertising monej
last year, he admits, but now it

will gel its proper proportion in

terms ot s,ii L s.

ryboards for a no-neck non-returnable beer bottle commercial
• checked by D M. Fitzgerald (r), marketing promotion direc-
r for the Glass Container Manufacturers Institute, and two of
•nton & Bowies' copywriters. Brian Dillon and Joseph McGlone

Production conference during a break in the filming of a tv com-
mercial Pianist Joe Bousard is the center of attention Shown l-r' ix
Tom Ford. B&B production supervisor Michael Nfbbu .-*meraman-

director Elliott Unger Elliott studios and Si Merrill B4B '. produce'
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RIGHT ABOVt
At filming of tv commercial, onlookers are (l-r) George Carlson, ac-

count executive, B&B; Bob MacDonald, field promotion supervisor,

GCMI, D. M Fitzgerald, marketing promotion director, GCMI Tom
Hooson, B&B account supervisor; Si Merrill, B&B tv producer who
supervised the filming. Joe DePasquale, assistant cameraman at the

studio relaxes on sofa. Stage hand Roger Rein has back to camera.

Budweiscr has been promoting

a pick-a-pair advertising theme
which features the can container.

Piels, now with Papert, Koenig &
Lois, evidently feels it's the com-
mercial that counts. At least an

agency account executive says the

bottle vs. can idea is not so im-

portant; it should depend on the

commercial idea.

Rheingold has "fast-tap" lids on

cans it finds excellent for promo-
tion. But it also has a "chug-a-

mug" bottle which it feels is just

as good an advertising nucleus as

the can top. The bottle has a short

grey top which is also fast-open-

ing, and a glass is not needed, says

an account executive at Foote, Cone
& Belding, agency for Rheingold.

Now about 60 percent of all cans

sold have some sort of pull-tab,

says a spokesman from Continental

Can.

The pull-tab may stick as an ad-

vertising idea. Continental Can has

developed a new one which it calls

U-Tab. It has all the edges tucked

under, with smooth rounded edges

on all sides of the tab. Dimpled in-

dentations in the tab provide a

better gripping surface, also offer

improved leverage for taster open-

ing. Continental Can is shipping

cans with the ncwl\ -designed talis

to breweries "by the tens of mil-

lions."'

Along with the pull-tab innova-

tion, a 7-ounee beer can has been

introduced on the West ('oast. It

has hail great success. 1 his develop-

ment may have the effect of open-

ing a new beer market for the can.

ami at the same time increase can

usage in relation to total packaged

volume.

RIGHT BELOW
Prop men apply no-brand labels to the bottles for the television

commercial which was filmed at the Elliott Unger Elliott studios.

BELOW:
Copywriter Joe McGlone demonstrates tooting qualities of the no-neck

bottle which are treated humorously in the commercial. With him
are Brian Dillon (I), copywriter, and Gene Shinto, copy supervisor.

But despite all the can-talk, the

emphasis in the near future will

be on bottles, according to Hooson
who works on the Glass Institute

account at B&B. "Many new bot-

tle campaigns by breweries will be

breaking this year," he says. He
declined to elaborate. Evidently,

the Institute bottle campaign is to

act as a forerunner.

Sales of both non-returnable

bottles ami cans have increased re-

cently, however. Sales for non-re-

turnable bottles increased 12.6 per-

cent last year over the can con-

tainer's 7.9 percent, however, even

with all the can promotion.

Cans reached their peak in 1959

with 39 percent of the beer packag-

ing business and have stayed

slightly below the level ever since.

The advances of the can have be'l

at the expense of the returnal I

bottle. The success of the non-
j

turnable bottle has damaged boll

A spokesman for Continental Ol
Co. says "the whole convenier I

market-—both cans and one-wfi

bottles (non-returnable)— will afl

tinue to grow, taking away m(:|

of the market from returna I

bottles."

"The major reason that the o -|

way bottle has done well in

last few years is its lower re 1

1

price compared with cans." s >1

the spokesman. "With the relati-l

ly high advertising allowana

the glass industry initially off<

the brewers, the beer industry ^m
able to pass the saving along!

the consumer in the form otfl
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retail price. In doing SO,

»Wever, some brewers and retail-

la sacrificed profit margins." Last

fcar the advertising allowance of-

red by the Class Container Manu-
Icturers Institute was sharply re-

is\\l \s a result, the retail

structure was narrowed, re-

ling to a more normal pattern.

In the bottle area, it is the re-

lables sold to breweries that

\e been going down, while the

in-return ibles. one-ways or throw

-

i\s. have been uoing up. Even
nigh returnable bottles represent

to 4S percent of the beer btisi-

SS, there are ten times as main
^-returnable bottles sold to brew-

i his is because the average

turnable bottle makes 2s tups

Because there is more \olume

of glass involved in non-returnable

bottle sales, the glass industry

trade association is naturally pro-

moting the non-returnable bottle in

it- campaign.

I he New York campaign for

no-neck bottles is Benton & Bowles
1

third major assignment for the

( .( Ml. whose members account

for 90 percent of United States

production ol glass containers I he

agency also conducts a M million

national consumer magazine pro-

motion for all types o\ glass con-

tainers, and is engaged in a test

television campaign tor no-rctuin

SOfl dunk bottles in the I OS VngeleS

area

1 he <:m\ industry has an associa-

tion called the ('an Manufacturers

Institute which has a publicity

agency, Dudley Anderson Vul
but no advertising it was
agreed that the m manul
hirers would do the promoi
themselves, ["he four major can
manufacturers, holdii

o\ all can business, are Continental,

American, ( town and National.

Awhile back the can manufac-
turers did Organize a group called

the l( ( I' Institute lor ( onsumei
Convenience Packaging designed
to ollei premiums to breweries that

featured cans m their beer adver-
tising. It folded last yeai alter a

year and one-hall in existence \

spokesman at the Can Manufac-
turers' publicity firm says the l

son was probably that the can
manufacturers lost interest in beer
which was already well established

can-wise, the major interest now-

turning to solt drinks. Since Coke
and Canada Dry started using

Cans there is great potential there

No organization like the ECCP has
been formed to promote cans in

the soft drink industry, however,
as far as he knows.

I he can manufacturers do pro-

mole beer cans on their own, but
do not use t\. it was said. I hev
use the trade press mostly.

But the whole consumer package
industry is growing, and there is

bound to be an increase for cans
and non-returnable bottles on popu-
lation increase alone. During the

past ten wars, beer in all pack
forms has shown an average an-

nual growth of about 1.6 percent
With personal income on the rise

and with the major segment of the

beer-drinking population (20 \cars

and older) growing at a more
rapid rate than in the past riftradf,

packaged Ivcr is expected to ad-

vance at the rate of 2.1 percent

yearly, according to Continental
(an's marketing research depart-

ment.

While increased penct ration will

be a key factor in raising the can's

growth rate, almost three-qu.u

Of the total increase in shipments

will come from growth in total

packaged beer sales, the de;

meni reports.

I he bottle \s can advert

question in the beer industry

brewing, but may even tal

stronger tone in the soft J' ak in-

dustry in the future.
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TIME / Buying and Selling

Future ad demands requiring greater skills will

propel buyers into more creative, less routine

roles— if they can qualify, states L&N senior v. p.

Tomorrow's buyer—a 'pro'

Everything connected with

broadcast advertising seems to nap-

pen at a breathtakingly fast pace.

For television, in particular, we
could well ask whether we have
come full circle in our buying

techniques in less than a decade
and a half.

During, the earliest days of tele-

vison, buying was accomplished

largely on intuition and faith—with

the more perceptive members of our

business spotting the potential of

this powerful medium long before

its promise began to be realized.

But soon after national network-

ing became a reality in the early

1950s, a tremendous super-struc-

ture of rating services, qualitative

measurements and paperwork grew

up as normal adjuncts of the buying

process. Until very recently, almost

all broadcast buying appeared to be
settling into a routini/ed procedure:

examining availabilities; calculating

message delivery, reach, frequency

and cost efficiencies; and processing

orders, affidavits, bills and esti-

mates. So much attention had to be

paid to this routine that, more and
more, the truly effective buyer

seemed to be the oik- who was most
adept at juggling masses of figures

and piles of paper.

But several factors have been

rapidly developing which may ma-
terially change the situation in which
the buyer operates. We feel these

changes are so fundamental that

they can well alter not onlj the

broadcast buying process itself, but

the very qualifications of the people

who represent effective buying tal-

ent in this field.

\mong the more important oi

these changes are:

By Herbert Zeltner

Senior vice president,

director of media,

Lcnnen & Newell

Herbert Zeltner was named a .senior v.p. of Lennen <k Newell in December

1962, three years after his appointment as media director when he was 30

years old. He came to L&N in 1956 as media group supervisor on the

Colgate-Palmolive account, and was promoted to assistant media director in

1958. For jour years prior to I A V. /diner was with Procter cf Gamble,

Cincinnati, where he handled assignments in advertising department methods

and organization, grocery store activity and media supervision and planning.

He serves on the marketing faculty of NYU's School of Commerce, from

which he graduated magna cum laude with a degree in marketing and eco-

nomics. He is a past president of the New York Advertising Media Planners

Issn., and lectures regularly before ad management groups of the American

Management Assn. He also contributes regularly to various trade journals.

II lie increasing availability and

usage of high-speed data proc-

essing in handling routine media de-

partment activities. While almost all

the tremendous amount of publicity

in recent years having to do with

computers and media has been de-

voted to their exciting and largely

unreali/ed application to media
planning, important advances are

being made, in many major agen-

cies, in the turning over to comput-
ers ol routine statistical analysis

and development oi necessary

forms, estimates and bills.

The increasingly obvious advan-

tages iif automation in these routii

functions make it increasingly like,

that this machine take-over will ai

celerate in the near future.

As more and more of our day-

and day -out paper processing ai

calculation functions are automate

much oi the daily drudgery th

buyers must undertake will

handled by machine programi

and their hardware, assisted

clerical help where necessary.

2 Doubts about the usability

ratings. While the Harris Co

mittee hearings on broadcast rati
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in the forefront of change
vices, held somewhat more than a

.car ago, focused the attention oi

he entire business on the limita-

ions and problems in the develop-

ment of rating services, the more
inphisticated users of these data

vtre already raising serious doubts

ibout the indiscriminate application

if rat mgs in broadcast buying.

It no other change results from

be findings of the Harris Com-
nittee. agencies and advertisers are

urn having to recognize that all

atings- no matter how carefully

instructed— are estimates at best

U no means are we suggesting that

atings should be overlooked or dis-

egarded. I hey still represent our

vst tool lor determining relative

levels of performance. Hut the) are

MM good enough to be manipulated

u such a precise manner that micro-

copic differences in relative ton-

lage can be used to justity one pur-

hase over another.

}
Intensified buying competition

in relation to costs. The lockcy-

Ig for outstanding spot and pro-

ram locations, in both tv and radio,

as become so competitive that

uny buyers now pride themselves

D simply getting a passable sched-

le on the air by start date. Good,
ad or indifferent, the challenge is

.'coming so acute in many situ-

r ions that there just isn't time dur-

ig business hours for the intelli-

:nt plundering of alternative

^urscs of action.

And. broadcast advertising being

market place like any other free

ponomic situation, the laws of sup-

lv and demand very definiteh Ap-

Wben buying pressure tor

locations in most major markets

builds so intently, costs are bound
to increase regardless o\ what ra-

tionalization is used to justify these

changes in rates.

4 Grow iny ad\crtiscr dissatisfac-

tion with pure spot broadcast.

Stemming from the increasing com-
petitiveness now evident in buying

broadcast advertising, and the high-

er rates which arc just one of its

manifestations, we begin to sense a

growing dissatisfaction among ma-
jor advertisers with pure, routine

spot broadcast buying. More and

more questions are being asked by

advertisers about the workability of

spot schedules and about the never-

ending increases in the cost of im-

plementing these campaigns.

Advertisers are becoming more

insistent than ever before m asking

their agencies for proof of the ef-

fectiveness of spot placement and

are becoming more demanding in

their questions concerning program

buying or other devices which might

heighten the effectiveness of their

broadcast activity.

While these far-reaching changes

may appear, at first, to be some-

what unrelated, the) are all work-

ing important!) to change the way

in which we buy broadcast time and

the manner in which timebuvers

conduct their affairs.

If each of these modifications m
our business grows in scope or in-

tensity— as we believe it may well

do in the years ahead—we can

some vet) definite changes in the

requirements for truly outstanding

buying talent.

Among the points which will

have to be kept in mind in evalu-

ating buying talent lor luture de-

velopment or use arc:

1. Highly developed skills m the

handling o\ masses of routine

numbers and paperwork will be-

come less important than they are

today. Buying salaries and respon-

sibilities are such that agency man-

agement can less anil less afford to

have buyers handling procedural

functions which can be more ac-

curately and efficiently processed
bv machine.

It just makes no business sense

to have a relatively high-paid buyer

bog down in computing mathe-

matical relationships with a desk

calculator, or preparing estimate

work sheets by hand when high-

speed data processing can accom-

plish these activities m a fraction

of the time at a fraction of the cost

2. In much of what has

said or written about computer ap-

plications in agencv media depart-

ments, the point has been made that

machines will free trained spec-

ialists for the application of judg-

ment, a function yet to be pro-

gramed for computers But. to the

best of our knowledge, no public

comment has been made about

exactly what this .irea o\ judgment

encompasses

It docs not consist of developing

sloppy professional standards

—

dealing fast and loose with un-

provable concepts. In other WOi

with the computing of audience

cost information turned over to ma-

chines, the buyer should not :

! free to ignore the* >n-

ships in favor of purely intuitive

buying.

\\ e tx uei b the . 'idg-
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Herbert Zeltner (right) prepares a client presentation with Mort Keshin, vice president and manager of L & N's media department.

. . . tomorrow's buyer
ment which now becomes possible

is better served through the strong

development of marketing know-
how among buyers.

We are becoming increasingly

aware of the ways in which various

broadcasting patterns can be modi-

fied to suit differing marketing

needs. Emphasis among different

segments of the audience can be

altered through changes in schedul-

ing. Different program settings can

be utilized to heighten the effective-

ness ol a given commercial message.

And, certainly, changes can be made
in almost any broadcast pattern to

emphasize reach—or frequency

—

or alter the distribution of these

factors among the total audience.

But, the buyer will become in-

creasingly less valuable as a mem-
ber of the over-all marketing team.

if he resists broadening his knowl-

edge ol the entire marketing proc-

ess.

Since his knowledge of audiences

and the way to reach them is in-

creasing, be must, more than ever.

become knowledgeable about the

marketing problems facing the prod-

uct to which he is assigned. Less

36

time should be spent with the

minutiae of daily problems in deal-

ing with stations and representa-

tives. More time should be spent in

dealings with media planners, ac-

count personnel and client advertis-

ing management.

3. The ability of a timebuyer

to sell the commodity with which

he deals is becoming tremendously

more important. It simply is no
longer sufficient for the timebuyer

to sit back and expect appreciation

by media planners, account people

and clients for the workability of

broadcast advertising.

The buyer has a vital stake in as-

suring satisfaction by these other

members of the marketing team

with broadcast advertising. He must

be able to demonstrate, ably and

forcibly, that broadcast advertising

will best meet the needs of a given

situation and that the schedules he

places are accurately programed

and carefully monitored. He must

be increasingly adept at demonstrat-

ing the scope ol anj given effort and

present it in a waj to reassure the

people who must eventually pay the

bill.

4. While some broadcast re

search has come in for steadil

mounting criticism, more researc

than ever before is becoming avai

able. At the same time ratings \x

come less and less the sole detei

minant of a broadcast buy, we ai

developing more collateral info,

mation on audience compositioi

and patterns of broadcast deliver

The television and radio buya

can no longer look at these researc

tools from the simple standpoint t

major findings which he can Of

unqucstioningly in his work. If
1]

isn't already thoroughly famili;

with the technical background '.

his various sources, he will have ;

make it his business to learn aboj

this underpinning if he is to wo
j

knowledgeably with these tools <

One of the biggest single rm

practices characteristic of our bu;

ness today is the use of highly tecfl

nical research findings by peop
|

too lazy or sloppy in their wol

habits to learn what went into dl

veloping the very information <l

which thej base decisions affecti I

hundreds of thousands of dollars.

5. A much more highly cj
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eloped verbal and written facility

i sill Iv ivquued than is present!)

videni on the pari ol most buyei 5

"invlniwiN like .ill othei amhi

unis people m oui business are

ntcrestcd in promotion t«. > still more
csponsible positions Probably the

nost important single working tool

he> must demonstrate to earn a

• upcrv isorv media post is then

ibilitv to express their knowledge

{ n a eoherent and professional ni.ui-

ler.

v present, most buyers would
hrow up their hands and complain

hat their work day is ahead) so

i Kirried and taken up with Qegotia

ion, analysis, ;uul reeord-keeping

| hat little or no time remains tot

i preparing the presentations and

| nemoranda that express points ol

I icw they wish to get across.

But, as we pointed out. the busi-

iess is moving ever eloser to the

ime when much ol this routine

sill he handled bv other than buy-

lg personnel. I he buyer will go far

oward earning the recognition be-

zants and deserves through his

emonstration o\ perception and c\-

ert knowledge — demonstrations

lost easily accomplished in writing

•r oral presentation.

6 \s pure routine becomes less

nd less a part of the buyer's

he will be able to devote ad-

utional time to constructive creativ-

v in media buying. We stress the

ualifier—constructive since crca-

vity in media normally seems to

C an excuse lor "intuitive" or sec-

nd-rate buying.

However, the development of

DSible and verv real breakthroughs

i commercial patterning or pro-

ram opportunity can verv well be

ie province of the timebuvcr.

lovelty for the sake of novelty will

onnally not represent a verv

orthwhile improvement in the m.\-

trtising activity of a given client.

But the timebuvcr is probably

the best position of all to spot

iknesses in the way in which
hedules are now implemented
or this reason, he can be a tre-

lendous force for improvement in

effectiveness ol advertising

aiming through a realistic devel-

it of new techniques in

oadcast advertising.

These arc but a few of the

langes we see developing for time-

uyers in the not-too-distant future.

hey could best be summed up bv

1

suggesting that a greatei intellectual

grasp ol the important responsibility

held bv tiniebuveis is going to be

needed.

More than ever, the person re

sponsible for buying broadcast ad

vertising must be a highly trained,

discretionary member ol a market

ing team. We will see les- ol the

school which holds that a peiSOfl

can qualify as a timebuyer aftei

several nionths ol training in the

business.

rimebuyers are not yesterday's

estimators with a telephone, desk

and pretensions lo truly deserve

the title, they will be called upon

to perform an increasingly demand-
ing job. These demands will be less

than those requiring pure physical

stamina, as seems to be the case

today. More than ever, broadly

recognized professional standards

will have to be applied when deter-

mining true buying talent.

In the i.k. ol .i rapid

broadcast ad> 1 rtisii the

timebuyei who views I

rowly and resist rj unl

Ath needed foi the future can

only serve to drag the impon
his role way down Most bu

continually conot rned with the i

ognition they receive among the

media troin whom they buy arid

the agency and advertiser personnel

they represent l! they view their

jobs as little more than ( |< rk.il m
nature, this will be the role thev

given lo play.

If. however, thev bring an

ol expertise to the marketn

ess, and if they conduct themselves

as true professionals demonstrating

the very real contributions thev can

make toward the increasing ef

tiveness Of advertising programs,

thev will be in the lorelront of the

exciting changes that lie ahead for

broadcast advertising

DAVE PERSONS: attitudes and careers

di xiium k-Nokih's Dwi Per-

sons has strong feelings about the

timebuving phase of an advertising

career. " Ibis stage in a mediaman's

development is not just to be en-

dured as a stepping stone to the

next level." he savs. "loo main
people have hurt themselves bv

belittling the buying function, wait-

ing until the day thev are "liberated'

and move elsewhere. This does not

mean that a buyer should not as-

pire to promotions. Buying is an

invaluable foundation for a career

in advertising, whether the indi-

vidual moves to a spot in the media

department, account work or to

sales
"

Dave has been timebuvcr with

(i-N for the past vear. first on

lain in. and now for Remco lovs

and other accounts.

"The conscientious buver." he

continues, "will handle and learn

from each situation he deals with.

for all bu\s need not be the same,

and. in fact, main often require

different approaches By operating

in this manner, the buver will be

doing the best job possible for his

client."

Dave was with BHDO from 1961

to 1963, originally in media anal-

ysis; later became buver on the

Campbell Soup account after han-

dling the Lever Broth. ant.

II. holds a B\ degree in busw
administration from CCNY D
is married, and he and :

\| a •'.
- the par.

old child
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TV MEDIA

New presentation by TvAR is

up-to-date summation of

spot tv's values in

today's "brand confusion jungle"

SPOT TV:
Robert M. McGredy, TvAR managing dlrecto

it can aid small advertisers to

Addressing itself to the na-

tion's regional and local adver-

tisers, the newest industry-level

presentation from Television Ad-
vertising Representatives (TvAR)
lays it right on the line:

"Even the biggest advertisers

find they can't do the job with net-

work alone. They must invest siz-

able amounts of money in spot tv.

because their sales problems—and

their sales—vary from market to

market."

Spot tv is no stranger to the

media plans of smaller advertisers,

according to TvAR study, which

will be shown to advertisers and
agency groups, as well as marketing

and sales associations throughout

the country. Titled '"How To Be A
Giant," the presentation makes this

point:

"You don't have to be a giant

to take advantage of the unique

creative and marketing opportuni-

ties offered by spot television. A
total of 1,275 national and region-

al advertisers each invested $20,-

000 or more in spot tv during 1962.

Over one-third of them spent less

than $50,000. More than half of

the spot advertisers got their job

done for less than $100,000."

Advertisers facing the problem

Oi making their brands \isible in

what TvAR terms 'The Age of

Brand Confusion" have a real prob-

lem, according to the presenta-

tion. "Almost an) product you can

name must light the complications

of a two-front war, caught between

some competitors with more money
to spend and others who sell at

lower prices," the study states.

"You need something else to solve

your really tough marketing prob-

lems, to make your brand ten

feet tall in any market you choose."

As case examples of how an ad-

vertiser can enter spot tv with a

specialized problem and a relative-

ly modest budget, TvAR offers

several choice samples:

• American Airlines — rel-

atively new to tv (much of AA's
air budget is in late-night spot ra-

dio music shows), the airline uses

"teaser" commercials to build long

haul traffic by showing descrip-

tive scenes of New York in places

like Los Angeles and San Fran-

cisco (and vice-versa).

• Van Heusen — a top shirt

maker, Van Heusen uses short

spurt tv before Christmas. Father'

Day and other peak sales seasons

with a format that allows loca

dealer tic-ins.

• M&M Candy — a growinjj

candy firm which, according t<

TvAR, "applies different adverj

tising weights geographically fol

its different products, according t]

the potential in each market."

• Laura Scudder — a few seal

sons ago an obscure brand of pota^

to chips which entered West Coal

tv with commercials promoting th'

brand as "the noisiest potato chip"

in the world." The funny, off-bail

commercials were so successfi

that a month after the campaig',

started 67 percent of the peopl I

in the tv area knew the brand.
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a\
Pr**tty Broadway dancer Nancy Myers

adds decorative touch to

How to be a Gtant" presentation

staged by TvAR for national

regional and local advert:

Presentation chart shows
dramatic growth of spot Iv

Robert Hoffman, marketing & rosearch v p

i become market giants

• Won .1 cosmetic firm

which got into spot t\ in 1953, with

nodest campaigns in New York
knd Chicago. B> 0*55. Avon was

n seven markets, In 1956 in fi2.

oda) uses a 230-station lineup in

90 markets with no network

pending. Market share of the

kouse-to-house cosmetics field lor

\\on has jumped, in the 11-year

vriod. from 40 to "o percent
• \i po — a regional pet food

•rand. Alpo moved into spot tv in

Bit 1959, has jumped by more
ban 300 pereent in sales, now is

piling strongly (at a premium
[rice) in over 30 markets, puts 85

percent of its budget into the spot

»' medium.

Although a regional or local ad-

fertiscr's one-minute spot tv is

just as big. just as important and

just as hard-hitting as anyone

else's," the I v \R presentation also

notes that a number of giant com-
panies use spot l\ to bolster mar-

kets m which network program
ratings are below national averages

(thus, presumably, lowering the

advertising efficienc) of the net-

work show) or to become the pri-

mal") or major t\ effort behind the

launching of new products i as in

the ease ol P&G*S Crisco Oil or

General Mills' Wondra Hour).
I he presentation concluded in

its summation ot the advanta

Of spot, as gathered In I \ \R
marketing and research vice pres-

ident Robert M. Hoffman:
"In this age of increasing brand

confusion, nothing can do a better

job of making your product or serv-

ice stand above its competitors

—

NATI0NAI ADVERTISING

EXPENDITURES 1958 1962

in a market, in a region or ,uiks
the country, whatever your mar-

keting objectives maj k
Commented l\\R managing

director Robert M Md iredj

"Our presentation demonstrates

how spot t\ enables an advertiser

with a modest budget to make his

product or service stand above the

competition
"

Regional dog
food brand. Alpo.

has gained Head
ily in tales jincc

entering ipot tv

Chart, from TvAR
study shows
Alpo surge in

market rank in

five key markets

after launching
heavy spot drives

Giant General Mills cut its tv budget by $8
million between 1961 and 1962 but boosted
spot tv share by $5 million plus another
boost not charted of $5 8 million in 1963
The company relies heavily on spot medium
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RADIO MEDIA

Tailoring local spots
with 'national' sound

A library of recorded radio commercials

helps dealers sound 'national,' sell 'local'

—possibly out of co-op advertising funds

There are marriages and
marriages. But one that never has

taken is between the local retailer

who wants to advertise on radio

and the national manufacturer of

the product he's trying to sell.

Not that they don't understand

each other. It's more that they live

too far apart; don't meet often— if

ever; don't quite speak the same
language.

I his has created a substantial

void: When the local merchant sets

out to advertise on radio, although

he may have a cooperative billing

arrangement, he's pretty much left

on his own. If he takes comfort in

making his own mistakes, too often

that's all he obtains — comfort.

Sales increases don't necessarily fol-

low his tentative, well-intended, but

unprofessional efforts.

Help offered varies widely from

one national company to another.

Some are actively trying to encour-

age better local advertising; some
leave the matter to regional offices;

a few frankly admit doing "nothing"

because of the dealer-education

problems involved.

• One major retail chain makes
available commercial scripts citing

monthlj specials, records of signa-

ture jingles and other radio sales

tools to all its many stores, but

onlj about hall ask for them. 1

eal managers traditionally reserve

their strongest advertising efforts

tor print.

• \ "i, mt appliance manufac
turei provides "a national umbrel-

la" ol t\ and radio for its total

product line, feels that telling people

exactly when to purchase items lo-

cally is a retail problem. Even so,

dealers have access to "family" help

(and funds) through regional of-

fices, if needed. Dealers are not,

however, spoon-fed.

• A widely known chain re-

ports that it has "no communica-
tion whatsoever" with local stores

about advertising. "But we hope

they do get more business," says

the advertising manager, "because

I get paid on it."

Local merchants are likely to turn

a cold shoulder, however. "All those

things that come from the factories

—local guys just don't like 'em,"

is how one retailer puts it.

The question is, "Why not?"

A major problem, as cited above.

is that national and local venders

of the same product just don't talk

the same tongue. Big time copy

slants too often make only diluted

sense at the grass-roots level. And
national offices don't really know
local problems, thus miss the all-

important "tie-in." By the time the

dealer has oriented his home office

and they've incorporated his loeal

needs into company-prepared ma-
terial, he's usually waited so long

he's lost his patience, sales and pos-

sible the market, if not all three.

Thus, the time gap. too, is a fac-

tor.

Also, their outlooks are at odds.

I he manufacturer, of necessity, is

interested in the larger scale—huge

volumes, annual grosses, long-term

gains, tomorrow's market. The

dealer simply wants to make i

dollar.

The whole problem involves .

third, but hardly disinterested, par

ty—the local radio sales manager

He's only too aware that the prac

ticed (if unintentional) indifferenc

between national manufacturer am

local retailer is costing him money

too. By putting copywriters anc

merchandising staff to work, li

may be able to fit the national men
to the local appetite. But what

he doesn't have that kind of st:

to help him? Well, he just los

out, too.

At least, he used to.

Now, however, the picture

gradually changing. The gap is

ing closed by recent innovations i

a not-so-new area. It is, of cou

the transcribed commercial.

This area of the recording fiel

long dominated by only a doub!

handful of companies who kne <

what they were doing, embrace

everything from singing signatufl

to over-dubbing.

A 1956-entrant into the field, tl

,

Commercial Recording Corp.. Da
las, has recently hit upon a ne,

key, however.

Says president John Coyle: "V\

recognize that the local radio &

vertiser prefers to promote his o
identity along with the product, rati

er than use nationally supplied m
terial that promotes only the pro

uct."

To help local dealers and

tailers do so. CRC has issued

Monev-Maker service for static
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h consists .'i 150 comi .ill

ol custom design and i lion

quality, bul offered .11

lion's lowei cosl I h<

include 275 gem ral oni plu

with specific sponsoi idcntil

ili.it involve the i

league cooperative brand I jin-

gles citing sponsors have pi

useful thai ( R( is now adding JO

more
Man) ol the sponsoi commercials

are intended foi automobile and

appliance dealers, whose individual

orders foi ( 'R( 's custom comn
cials i the majoi source ol ( R< in

come) helped tip off the company
id the greal local void Says young

presideni ( !oyle " Kboul 20 i

cent ol oui custom orders stem

from these two groups 12 :

cent from automobile dealers and

eight percent from appliance

merchants.**

\iul it may be more, if su<

ol the Money-Maker library is any

clue Alter hearing the commercial

turned tuit for their iippli.in.

RCA Whirlpool's regional advertis

ing head wanted to buy it outright

so tic could make it available to

all his local dealers

I.- get an idea ol the library's

range, consider the commercials

automobiles Included arc word-

and-music jingles for Buick, Cadil-

lac, Chevrolet, Chrysler Cornel

Dodge, I ord, 1 incoln, Merc

Oldsmobile, Plymouth, Ponti

Rambler (especially successful

throughout the country), Studi

ker. Tempest, Valiant and Volks

wagen.

rake the fast-paced Rambler

commercial as an example Its 16

second opening features an instru-

mental background (rhythm with

saxophones) in swing style

1 which are sung b\ a full

group, are

) ou want \er

) ,('ic ;;;. < mind up

u-(7 that Rambler
lim up

. k the c

(hi; k the

Ri\;lu >',. < R

r a break (for the anno

to insert details and 01

strong /' al identifk the K
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rics resume to provide a seven-sec-

ond close:

( 'heck the deal

( heck the very finest deal

Right now on Rambler.

Besides ;iutos and appliances,

sponsor commercials cover specific

brands or names of the leading auto

supply stores, tires, banks, drug

chains, finance organizations, food

stores, gas companies, service cen-

ters, radio, tv or phonograph man-
ufacturers, savings-and-loan com-

panies, retail chains and van line

firms.

The library also has other money-
making helps: Commercial inserts

(boy's \oiee saying, "and get it

from the dealinest dealer in town*'):

punctuators (stringer No. 12: rhy-

thm with trumpets, trombones and
bells); backgrounds (lush No. 1-A:

rhythm with woodwinds and ce-

leste ) : seasonal and holiday promo-
tions (notably a 30-days-to-Christ-

mas calendar, plus items like "Have
a happy weekend" songs); produc-

tion aids {harp rubato or Shearing-

style vibes); and, of course, sound

effects (drug store dishwashing,

waves splashing on a beach, a siren

sounding).

The records and the index are

correlated in color code for fast-

finding and accurate return to

shelves.

Coyle, who also owns and oper-

ates KVII. Dallas and sits on the

NAB board, says KVII. experience

with co-op advertising points up
the ripeness of the market for local

merchants. "We've never had any
co-op advertising billing rejected,"

he says, "and we've had it for such

clients as RCA Victor, General

Electric, Motorola. Zenith, Philco.

York. Frederick. Fedders, Magna-
VOX, Western Auto. Firestone.

Goodyear, Safeway, Texaco. Admi-
ral. Sony, .1. C. Penney, Sears Roe-
buck and Mayflower van lines.

Many ear dealers have advertis-

ing allowances that don't require

factor} approval, he adds. "We
have Lincoln. Oldsmobile, Pontiac.

Rambler. Valiant and Volkswa-
gen."

That the Commercial Record-

ing Corp. knows its business is

probablj best demonstrated h> the

vvav the) describe it: "Our only

business is selling with sound." I he

brisk, young corporation takes

pride in having a permanent stall

of salaried people—lyric and jin-

gle writers, composers, arrangers,

vocalists, musicians and, of course,

sound-recording engineers and tech-

nicians. And, unusual for the field,

they all worK under the same Dal-

las roof.

"Maintaining individuality in

each one of our 350 commercials

was a huge undertaking," Coylc

says. But the staff managed it.

Their goal, always, was "to set a

product image to words and mu-
sic that provides an appropriate

personality."

"Through the creation of per-

sonality, one of the most impor-

tant sales elements is brought into

focus," Coyle explains — "recall."

It takes originality to convert "an

um pa pa of a horn into the ring

of the cash register," he strongly

contends.

Although it was founded only

in 1956 (Coyle purchased con-

trolling interest a year later), CRC
now considers itself a "pioneer"

in the business. "Many a group

has decided to produce jingles-

some were good—but most hav<

fallen by the wayside," Coyle re

calls.

No doubt much of CRC's abilit;

to survive is based on produc

quality. Some 141 stations havi

subscribed to the Money-Makin;
library in the less than six month
since it was released last Novem
bcr. (Coyle's goal: 400 station

by year's end for an estimate*

$800,000 gross. )

Station subscribers are out

spoken in their enthusiasm fo

CRC's Money-Maker service.

Delightedly terming station ac

ceptance of the CRC library "fan

tastic," president Coyle says, "I'r

really not capable of explainin

how 'big' this reaction is."

Big enough, judging from e>

ternal signs, for radio station:

themselves, to start closing the cc,

op advertising gap at the local le\
(

el. And the sales successes invo

ved indicate that such action ma
soon become a trend. I

NAB radio monitoring

a station rep lever

Monitoring by NAB's Code
Authority of Radio Code sub-

scribers is proving a boon to at

least one major station representa-

tive.

The rep has pointed out:

"We have put together a nice fat

file o\ letters from the Code Au-
thority and show them to our

advertisers at every opportunity.

We know this positive aetion on

behalf of the better broadcasters

will ensure an even bigger and
better future tor radio."

The monitoring, which covered

85 percent of Code subscribers

during the Authority's past fiscal

ve.ir — Apr. I. 19&3 to Mar. 31.

1 964 — was actually started in

1961 but last year was the first

time log review was combined
with tape monitoring. The latter

w.is done by Air Cheek Services

( oporation of America, augmented
in the Code Authority's own
staff.

A total ot 67,091 hours were

monitored, and 42 stations were
i

dropped from the Radio Code
last year for various violations.

,

These included 23 for not com-

plying with provisions other than

time standards — such as ad-

vertising of certain products and

programing practices — and 19

stations for time standard viola-

tions.

Monitoring showed that 90 per-

cent of the subscribing stations

compiled with provisions other

than time standards, while 70

percent of those in violation cor-

rected their actions. Also, 91 per-

cenl o\ stations with time stand-

ard violations adjusted their

sehedules to comply.

The Code Authority can exer-

cise the right to delete a station

for not modifying practices that

are in violation of Code standards.

Stations have the right to appeal

to the Radio Code Review Board,

but none exercised that right List

year.
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20U1-FOX
rides high
on comeback trail

Advertiser investment in TCF-TV network shows this fall

may run as high as $30 million for time and programs as

giant motion picture studio rebounds on several tv fronts

Yoi won'i find the date ol

eb. 16, 1948, engraved on an)

ron/e plaque^ along Madison

Lvenuc. But it is an important one

- own though w out of I DO ad-

Den probably couldn't tell you why.

On that Friday, in network tv's

nfancy, a new film series went on

le air under R. J. Reynolds spon-

orship (tor Camel eigarets, via

Nilliam Istyi under the title ol

am* 7 Sewsreet Theatre. The rela-

i\e handful ol I S viewers who
ad tv s^ts saw it on the then-t re-

lation NBC -TV network.

It represented a turning point for

no of the biggest firms in the

muscment business, for it was

;0th Century -I ox's first tv program

cnture. And. it marked the emer-

enee of the sponsor's t\ advertising

(Jollar as a competitor ( as some s.iu it i or as an ad-

litional revenue source 1 as a few farsighted film men
aw hi to the audience dollar at the theatrical box

S ime M)oo t\ evenings later, the alliance between

roadcast advertising and Fox is a basic part of the

ptnpany's business structure. Fox, now under the

elm ol peppery, cigar-brandishing Darryl 1 Zanuck,

ry much in the movie business, with its current

nd recent theatrical releases headed by the most ex-

ensue movie ol all time. "Cleopatra."' But the com
i.inv's hottest offshoot is l( I l\. whose president

also vice president in charge of production at

he whole studio 1 is Richard D. Zanuck.

Tv may still be "the natural enemy of motion pie

ires." .in many movie exhibitors see it and as a high-

inking veteran Fox executive once expressed it How-
n exhibitors have largely swallowed the

lat Fox is in the television business .is .1 prime program

nd feature source, and that Fox intends to stay

«*y 25. 1964

George T. Schupert vice pros- William Self, vice president for AUn M. Silverbjch director

ident of TCF-TV, who it prime tv production, rides herd on of syndication heads U S. and

contact with networks, agencies studio output of filmed shows foreign syndicated film sales.

THESE MEN RUN 20TH CENTURY-FOX TV OPERATIONS

Richard Zanuck.

president of TCF-TV

and vice president

in charge of

20th-Fox production



CENTURY-FOX SYNDICATED

A year ago, however, even admen with little direct

contact with the film production industry knew that

Fox was in grave trouble. Sales costs were up at the

studio; so were film costs, contract settlements and a

host of other items. Much of the studio was idle, and

even the most patient bankers were nervous. The only

Fox tv properties sold for the 1963-64 network sea-

son were the two NBC-TV feature movie showcases,

plus reruns of one of the most durable Fox tv proper-

ties. My Friend Flicka. The 1962 annual report showed

;i net loss of $39.7 million.

Today, things have changed radically. Fox has

made a comeback from the financial morass into

which it was gently sinking.

Here are some of the benchmarks for the 1964-65

season:

• Fox has sold four and a half hours of network

programing, spreading over all three tv webs, for the

season. Total network investment, in terms of initial

firm orders, is on the order of $9 million—$18 million

it all shows are renewed at the mid-year point.

• Advertiser investment—in terms of sponsor dol-

lars spent for participations, coupled with normal dis-

counts—in Fox-produced network shows will be at

least $35 million.

• television revenue, in 1963. amounted to some
$22.8 million from features and programs (as com-
pared to I962's $18.6 million). For 1964, this figure

ma) well be significant!) higher, with tv accounting for

20 to 25 percent of every gross dollar from all sources

(even including the handsome oil royalties earned by
wells drilled on the Fox lot).

• Current annual statement for 20th Century-Fox
shows a 1963 net of Over $9 million, as compared to

the sizable losses in the previous year. Spurred by tv

success, the figure for 1964 should again be a black-

ink, multi-million sum.

• Syndication, domestic and foreign, is booming.
I (<\ was a participant in 1 1 I'M during the recent

N \H convention in Chicago (syndication sales chiel

Alan Silverbach was M I co-chairman), drew domes-
tie results which were "'extremely successful." Fox
now has sales offices ID Europe, England, Latin Amer-

ica, the Orient and Canada, hopes to "quadruple " it

1964 foreign tv sales over 1963.

Fox has some other new feathers in its tv cap fo

the 1964-65 season. For the first time, Fox is runnin

second only to giant Revue in terms of the numbe
of hours of new programing that will be supplied t«

networks this fall (and thus, in turn, they become ad

vertising vehicles for network sponsors). Also, Fo:

filmed four hour-long pilots for the fall season

—

Dani
Boone, Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea, 12 O'Cloc,

High and Peyton Place—and sold all four of their

the first to NBC-TV and the latter three to ABC-TV
for a perfect score.

Although the younger Zanuck runs the tv sho

on the coast, aided by vice president for tv productio

William Seli, the TCF-TV executive most agencyme
know best is tall, silver-haired George T. Schuper

formerly head of MGM's tv activities.

His role today is a reflection of the changin

pattern of program buying for nighttime network v

Seated in his gold-carpeted office at Fox*s New Yor
headquarters on the western end of Manhattan's 56t

|

Street, Schupert told Sponsor last week:

"We sell our first-run tv shows primarily to nei

works, not to advertisers and agencies. However, n

20TH CENTURY-FOX-TV IS A BUSY!

Richard Zanuck (1), seen with studio production manager St

Hough and tv producer Irwin Allen, runs TCF-TV from West Col

SPONS'



BLUE CHIPS ABOUND IN TCF-TV SPONSOR LOG

The following are some of the sponsors of 20th The following are some of the sponsors of 20th
Century-Fox network programs for the 1 964 65 Century-Fox past network programs:
season:

General Mill'. G'rvrcil tl> ctric.

Coca Cola All-Stat. Philip Morris Miles Laboratc

Brown & Williamson Colgate Liggett & Myers Revlon

Clairol Union Carbide Kaiser Ralston Purina

Dodge General Mills Procter & Gambl- R J Reynolds

|(rv not to be one-step-removed from the agency-ad-

vertiser level, since the) make the whole process pos-

I'siblc in the first place."'

Avoiding the "one-step-removed'
1

feeling isn't al-

ways easy, according to Schupert.

"ABC -I \ . our biggest customer this fall, instituted

new policy during the sales season, earlier this year,"

hupert said. "The) asked producers to provide them
villi a pilot print for each show purchased, and asked

he same producers not to show their prints to adver-

sers and agencies. I he idea was to avoid making
he new shows 'shopworn' long before the) got on
he air. So. we didn't screen our new shows for admen
his year; the network did.

W i believe that leading producers and leading

dvertisers or agencies should be in touch, just the

ame. ["he more we understand each other's problem,

ho better we'll be. We made it a point to have our tv

production head. Bill Self, and the producers of our
hows come to New York to sit in on network pre-

ntations to agencies and clients.

"
I hey were on hand to answer all sorts of qucs-

ioiis about the shows when they are in production

—

bout characters m the series, locations planned, writers

med up We felt it was a valuable experience."

TWO-COAST SHOP

I here aie changing patterns, too. in the DU)
and sponsorship ol Fox's syndicated shows, accord
executives m this branch ot l( I - I \ \ operations

Sales director Alan Silverbach. who bears a casual

resemblance to 77 Sunset Strip's 1 livm ZimbalisL,

Jr.. explained it to Sponsor:
"We're ver) active at the agency level and among

station reps, even though the majority ot our domestic
sales are to stations rather than advertisers \\

(

we're providing useful media information, as well a--

helping our station customers, when we advise agen-

cies o\ station purchases ol features and syndi.

shows.

'We're also doing more contact work among large

regional advertisers. Why? Well, the big regional buys,

for multi-market spreads, seem to be slowl) coming
back in syndication. I here is interest on the part ol

advertisers in having new. tirst-run. madc-tor-sv tnlica-

tiou shows available. I nlortunatelv . there isn't enough
potential revenue around, either in sales of new pro

crams to sponsors or to stations, to make it economical-

I) possible for us to vlo this

"

Syndication continues to present to Fox the famil-

iar problems o\ tight station time, price haggling

and resistance bv stations to the offbeat show

org* T. Schupert. head of the New York operation, looks over
>• Uteit contract* for the 1964-65 network TCF TV program?

Ivan Genit. Latin American tyndication »a!e» chief irpo"
hit bou Alan Silverbach on new 20th Fo« tale, made in Branl.

W 25, 1964



Peyton Place Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea 12 O'Clock High

NEW SHOWS FOR 20TH CENTURY-FOX

Daniel Boone

"We have some series in syndication which arc

'short' in their number of episodes, or which may have

drawn only moderate ratings during their network

exposure." said Silverbach. "What many stations and
advertisers don't realize is that some of these series

were killed off during the season because of shifts in

network policy, 'power struggles,' changes in competi-

tion or the addition o( new public affairs shows. The
only thing the buyer knows is that if there are 19 or

22 or 26 shows in a series, there must be something

wrong with it. Also, most stations follow the program
patterns of networks; they seldom are leaders."

Fox handles most, but not all, of its syndication op-

erations itself these days. Its current catalog of syn-

dicated shows are all TFC-TV productions, circa 1958

or later. These include Dobte Gillis, Adventures in

Paradise, Bus Stop, Follow the Sun, Margie, Hong
Kong and Five Fingers. There are three feature pack-

ages distributed by Fox in tv—the Century 1, 11 and
III groups. (All of the latter have played a network

run and are considered "off-network" syndicated

features.)

A group of 88 choice post- 194(8 Fox pictures are

distributed by Seven Arts, which picked them up when
Fox was hard-pressed for cash a season or so ago as

a result of skyrocketing expenses on "Cleopatra." Fox
officials decline comment when asked if they will dis-

tribute further post-1950 pictures not sold to networks

themselves, as does Warner Bros, and MGM-TV.
Fox's first syndication outlet was NTA. which still

has a large group oi \o\ features. Shirley Temple
movies anil early box tv series, as well as a pair of

series How to Marry a Millionaire and Man With a

dun -which \o\ co-produced with NTA.
When our original syndication deal was made

with NTA, we did not have a t\ distribution arm." ex-

plained Silverbach. "Today, we do."

Mk foreign market, thanks to worldwide t\ growth

and the spread ol commercial!) sponsored tv, continues
to gain in importance foi I

rox.

In the est,mates ol Schupert and Silverbach, the

foreign sales of syndicated shows in 1964 will be worth
about 50 percent of the total syndication volume."
Both cautioned, however, thai this figure should not

be compared to thai of the U.S. feature motion picture

industry, which docs more than half its business in for

eign rentals.

"In our foreign operations, we can offer everythin

we have for sale," Schupert explained. "There's no dis

tinction between new product that will be seen on th

U.S. networks this fall and product which is technical!;

a rerun back in the United States. Domestically, w
can only offer reruns, to avoid conflict with networl

first-runs. To compare the foreign with domestic syndi

cation sales is really like comparing the combined sal

of apples and oranges with the sale of oranges only.

Broadcasters in foreign markets like to keep con

trol of their programing, just as U.S. networks an>

stations do, and represent the principal syndicatio

customers. However, according to Silverbach. "ii

countries where you can sell shows to both station

and advertisers directly, the advertisers are more of

buying factor, and an influence in program lineup'

than they are this season in the United States."

An interesting sidelight of foreign sponsorship w;i

provided by TFC-TV's man in Mexico City. Iva

Genit. who heads all Latin-American tv sales for Fo>

"Sponsors in Latin America are sometimes lik

the Medicis of Florence." said Genit. a powerfully

built film salesman who looks like a Spanish-accente

version of P&G's Mr. Clean. "Since accurate ratin

information is scarce, many sponsors simply buy showi

because they happen to like them. If the public doesnl

like the show, that's too bad—but usually the tastii

coincide so there's no problem."

Fox's adventures in television follow a pattern th;
r
1

is generally similar to the over-all Hollywood romaniji

between the movie majors and tv.

I here is the Experimental Phase, which look plat|J

in the late 1940s. Dabbling its toe in tv waters. Ft 1

entered tv via its Movietone News division, which pn I

duced the Reynolds-sponsored daily 10-minute new,

I

reel show seen on NBC-TV in 1948. Soon thereaft I

a young Fox executive—Peter G. Levathes. who lal
|

was to join Young & Rubicam as a media executiv I

and still later return to Fox as president of the tv ol I

shoot and boss ol the studio until ousted in the ZaJ
uck takeover arranged for the tv distribution of tl I

I ime Inc. -produced Crusade in Europe series.

There is the Resist- Tv Phase in the carlv 1950s
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CitUmon Prefer Blondri No Businets Like Show Buiinais Demelrlui *nd the GI.idi.iton The long Hot Summer

AMONG 20TH CENTURY-FOX POST-50S

i studio executives reassured movie exhibitors

me) would have no truck with the Dev< medium
ting, incidentally, a vacuum into which rushed a

bcr of t\ independents who didn't care one waj

t other).

There is the Tv-Discovered-Again Phase in which

big studio, eyeing the successes of Columbia-owned
n Gems and Warner Bros, in the late 1950s and

1960s, decided to get in last and big—with mixed

For Foi this was a period ot" such shows as

Sti>i> and Hong Kong (although M) Friend Flicka

oduet of this period based, as man) I o\ series are.

Fox-produced movie, rolled along through net-

rerun after rerun ).

ere is. finally, the Maturc-Approach-to- I \ Phase

hich Fox is right now. 1\ is viewed these days as

er an enem\ nor a source of a last buck. Qualit) is

ded. as well as production polish and prolcssion-

mieks. and Fox hopes to provide these within

easonable limits of budgets.

v strengths wax and wane among Hollywood stu-

Hal Roach, once a tv power, is no longer in the

BBS Revue rolls serenel) along, the giant of t\

UCers with an eye on movies. Warner Bros, has had
ps and downs (currently, it is more down than

the wake ol the Jack Webb regime) MGM-TV
son won't be quite as strong as last year. I'ara-

is a "never was" in tv. Columbia's Screen Gems
COmcd) powerhouse, but has no important long-

h shows. United Artists (not realty a studio, but

ol a production-distribution firm ) is gaining

gth. Walt Disne) is a strong specialist. Samuel
n is finalk selling his features to t\ and renting

in his studio.

hat lies ahead for 20th Century-Fox?
ill it gain or lose in the next few seasons? Will

One the biggest t\ producer ol them all or will

tudio become a giant parking lot or housing de-

en t'

Obod) knows
all depends on the reaction of audiences to its

JVst shows and. in the wake ol such reaction, the

•vtising dollars o\ t\ sponsors whose commercials

iie< B^ showcased in product with the K I l\

20TH CENTURY-FOX NETWORK
TELEVISION PROGRAMS

1964-65 Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea
Peyton Place

12 O'Clock High
Daniel Boone
My Friend Flicka

1963-64 Saturday Night at the Movies
Monday Night at the Movies
My Friend Flicka

1962-63 Saturday Night at the Movies
Monday Night at the Movies
Dobie Gillis

My Friend Flicka

1961-62 Saturday Night at the Movies
Adventures in Paradise
Bus Stop

Follow the Sun
Margie
Dobie Gillis

My Friend Flicka

1960-61 Adventures in Paradise
Hong Kong
Dobie Gillis

1959-60 Adventures in Paradise
Five Fingers

Dobie Gillis

My Friend Flicka

1958-59

1957-58 Broken Arrow
My Friend Flicka

1956-57 Broken Arrow
My Friend Flicka

1955-56 20th Century-Fox Hour

1949-50 Crusade in Europe

1948-49 Camel Newsreel Theatre
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THE CHANGING SCENE

New Wolper Distribution Arm Won't Affect UA

David Wolper's decision to set

Up liis own distribution outfit won't

in any way affect existing arrange-

ments with United Artists and Of-

ficial Films. The former has been

handling such big selling, prestige

Wolper-produced properties as The

Story of . . ., Wolper Specials

Group 1 and II and Hollywood and

the Stars, while Official has the

Biography series and some specials.

These deals will continue in per-

petuity, according to Ira Gottlieb,

who's in charge of the new subsidi-

ary.

Nevertheless, Wolper Television

Sales is starting out with a hefty in-

ventory. In addition to the entire

stock of the now-defunct Flamingo

Television Sales which Gottlieb

brought with him, there are new

off-network specials and a first-

run series for syndication currently

being produced.

Specials include D-Day, an hour-

long show narrated by Richard

Basehart which was named one of

the ten best tv programs of the

year by Time magazine; The Mak-
ing of the President I960, the 90-

minute special scripted by Pulitzer

niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiitiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiii Mil

SURE SIGN OF SUMMER

David Wolper . . . seting up distribution ar

Wyler broke a big May-August campaign

last week on behalf of its pre-sweetened

drink mixes. ABC Radio's Don McNeill Break-

fast Club Show is scheduled five days a week,

in addition to heavy spot tv Line is reviewed

here for McNeill (I) and spokeswoman Fran

Allison by Herb Southwell, vice president and

sales manager of the Wyler division of Borden

Company.

Prize-winning author Theodore H.

White which recently won the

Cannes Festival award; and Escape

to Freedom, a half-hour venture

produced in cooperation with the

USIA. The first-run series is called

Men in Crisis, and deals with fa-

mous encounters of adversaries,

such as Chamberlain and Hitler at

Munich, Nixon and Kennedy in the

election of 1960. Available for Sep-

tember showing, the series has al-

ready sold in some half-a-dozen

markets.

Flamingo Television Sales, one oi

the veteran distribution houses, had

a backlog of 175 post- 1948 films.

Nutty Squirrel and Superman car-

toons, the Superman series and

other programs including Deadline

and OSS.

Gottlieb, who was with Flamingo

for some 14 years, the past five as

president, is headquartering at the

firm's New York office (555 Madi-

son Ave.) and is putting together

a sales crew to man soon-to-be-

opened offices in Los Angeles. Chi-

cago and Dallas. Julian l.udwid is

already handling sales on the West
Coast and Ken Rosewel is in At-

lanta.

The latest diversification nunc
brings David Wolper back into the

distribution field where he originally

began in l
l)4 l

) and which he left

in 1956 to embark on his success-

ful producing career

Network and national sales will

still be handled b\ William Morris.

TAC Will Seek Big Spo
Clients for New Series

Individual tv stations are the k

production factor in the newt

"actuality" show being pitched

ad agencies. The program is Wh
America Thinks, a half-hour filn

live package distributed throu

Television Affiliates Corp. Age
cy-level presentations, seeking r

tional or large regional advertisi

have already begun.

The format of What Amen
Thinks is an old broadcast favi

its- -the "man on the street" int

view. What makes the show c

ferent is the fact that its live-acti

comments are filmed in the

cities where there are TAC-m
ber stations, with the footage e

ted into final form — with ai

David Wayne as host — in

York. This differs substanti

from the usual syndication or r

work practice in which the p

ducer does all the work, and

stations serve as customers and

outlets.

Said James O'Grady, execu

vice president of Adam Young (

station rep firm serving as spe

sales consultants in the TAC at

cy-level campaign: "We feel

'spot carrier' programs are not

answer for the growing numbei
(

advertisers who want strong ic

tification with sponsored she

This scries is intended for full S|

sorship."

Timex
'Sneak

Timex

Buys Two NBC
Preview' Specie

I

Watches, via WarwicJ

Legler, will sponsor the initial!

NBC-TV "Sneak Preview" Spe Jl

next season, the first of which

Steve Lawrence and is schd

for Nov. 27 (10-11 p.m.). I

is obviously being verj sea

about program format detail

the '"Sneak Previews," of w

there will be "several."

Meat Maker ups Broadc*
Budget 50 Percent

"S ankee Maid (Wermen
]

Schorr), one of the largest

processors in the mid-Atlantii

gion, kicked off its 1964 «|

weather campaign May 18 o]

radio stations throughout Per

vania. New Jersey and Dela
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Schedules will run foi 2<> weeks

.nui represent a 50 percent hike in

the broadcast outlaj

Whereas frankfurters take the

BOtlighi m Yankee Maid's adver-

iimih' .is in the past, (Ins year's cam-

paign is also aimed .it increasing

(consume i awareness of the depth

n the line, which includes .1 wide

variet) ol sausages, hams, bacon,

salami, bologna, smoked butts.

scrapple and other processed meal

products.

In addition to radio, the cam-

paign includes outdoor and trade

idvertising.

3osco Breaks 40-Station
Space-Slanted Campaign

It's becoming more and more

I
n established fact of advertising

ifc that the waj to the heart of the

'.ids' market is via outer space

(

"hus. the new tv push for Bosco

hocolate flavored syrup is built

round the "Bosconauts," a selec-

oo of three-inch plastic figurines

eing ottered as a premium blister-

• acked on each large size jar. A
l>ur-week flight, which began May
•

1 on 40 stations in 18 markets.

I 'dates the merr\ saga o\' the BOSCO-

I auts from the planet Oogle in a

tries of live, ad-libbed 10- and 60-

j pcond announcements on kids

lOWs

' Guild. Bascom & BonfigjU creat-

; 1 the figurines and an 11-page

>oklet on the Ooglians lor the

; lidancc of local television per-

ities.

Bosco, b\ the way, is one of the

spenders in the Best Foods

f Corn Products, with an an-

il] outlaj approaching ^1 million

spot television.

>mestic. Foreign Sales
eported by NBC Films

NBC Films scored sales to 16

lited States stations during April.

:ht foreign countries contracted

programs amounting to 240

Among top sales in the countr) :

l\ Portland, Ore., bought I. ar-

te. Hennesey, I he Outlaws and
ih Precim t.

K\\\ H 1\ H tnolulu was the

t to order NBC Films' newest

net. Science in Action, released

ring April,

our stations in Canada placed

WB HOT ON CARTOONS

A tv tall is wagging the cartoon dog at Warner Brother, which It seriously con-

sidering resuming production of theatrical cartoons which will eventually play the

tv circuit Here. WB vice president Joseph Kotler discusses contract details for

"Porky Pig Show," due this fall as lead-off series in ABC-TVs new Sunday day-

time schedule, with Armand Grant, vice president of ABC-TV daytime programing.

Kotler also lined up a renewal for "Bugs Bunny Show" on ABC-TV. and Is dis-

cussing a third cartoon series with the network, based on "Sylvester and Tweety "

Cartoons on all these series had theatrical run during heyday of big-studio, full

animation shorts. Kotler has alio added a 100-cartoon package, sold in three-year

station deals, to 1964 syndication properties

orders for si\ programs. Other

foreign sales were to R \l in Rome.
Copenhagen's Danmarks Radio.

Grampian Television 1 td., in Aber-

deen. Scotland, Nigerian television

Service in Lagos and Malta. Asso-

ciated Rediffusion in London,
Okinawa television Broadcasting

( .<
. Fuji telecasting i\y in ["okyo

and Circuho RPC in Panama.

New CBS Affiliate

\\(.\l Wilmington, V ( . will

join CMS Radio \Ia> 31. I he sta-

tion operates on a frequency of

1340 ke with a power of I kw c\a\ .

250 watts night. It is owned b) New
Hanover Broadcasting Co and is

current!) independent.

Tv Bow for New Batter

General Mills, via Needham,
1 ouis & Brorby, launches a satura-

tion spot t\ campaign this month.

daytime and nighttime in all major

markets, to introduce a new. im-

proved BettJ Crocker laser eake

mix. Hie push will be extended to

das time network tv in June.

Switch to Spot Radio
Rallies Snuff Sales

\ sales increase of 1.4 million

units ma\ not mean much it \ out-
selling soap . . . but it's a lot ot

snuff!

U.S. Tobacco, which sold 1.422.-

739 more cans ot Copenhaj

Snuff this first quarter than last.

declines to draw ai\\ direct line

between the Januar\ Surgeon (ien-

eral's report on smoking and the

January-March sales upswing, in

fact, notes advertising man.:

Robert Stemle. sales on the I

\ ear-old snuff have been UK

since 1962, right after I s

bacco switched its Copenhagen ad-

vertising from straight billboard to

radio and newspapers 'Her the

past year-and-a-half the radio em-
phasis has been built up to its

present proportion

170 stations. With b<

phasis in the Mid-Vt

basically, earlj morning

ch earlj shift
1

lal

In addition to an\ I

—the advertising theme is "iou

25. 1964
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CO satisfaction without smoking"

—company assesses that many of

those using snuff for the first time

are young men who work in labora-

tories, factories, on assembly lines

and other places where they can't

smoke. Athletes, of course, con-

stitute another big market.

Satisfied with its present media

program and somewhat skeptical

about the current state of tobacco

advertising in general, Copenhagen

has no immediate plans either to

increase its radio budget or look

into tv, according to Steinlc.

Top Echelon Shuffle
At Gillette Company
The promotions of Vincent C.

Ziegler and Stuart K. Hensley to

executive vice presidencies in the

parent company, have created new
presidents of Gillette's three prin-

cipal U.S. operating divisions.

S. Warner Pach, now president

of Paper Mate Co., becomes presi-

dent of the Gillette Safety Razor

Co., succeeding Ziegler. William

G. Salatich, now vice president of

sales. Gillette Safety Razor, be-

comes president of Toni, succeed-

ing Hensley. Robert T. Wieringa,

now vice president of sales. Paper

Mate, becomes president of that

company, succeeding Pach.

All three men will oversee vast

broadcast advertising billings in

their new posts. Last year, in tele-

vision alone, the Safety Razor Div.

spent over $4 million in network

and another million in spot; Toni

spent $3 million in spot and almost

$2 million in network; and Paper

Mate spent over SI million in net-

work. $588,100 in spot.

Pach joined the Gillette organi-

zation in 1951 and in 1953 became

controller of the Safety Razor Co.

In 1959 he was elected president

of Paper Mate and in 1
C)M was

made vice president of the parent

company.

Salatich came to Gillette in 1
(M7

as a salesman in Chicago. He sub-

sequently served as an assistant

district manager, director of per-

sonnel development, executive as-

sistant on the sales staff, sales man-

ager for the central region in Chi-

:iiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiimiiiiniiiiiii iiimiiiiiiiiiiii nun iiuin niiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiii i in nmniiinniiimnnmniimniiiminiiiiiimminnii

LAUNCH TOURING WORKSHOPS

i

WBZ-TV, Group W station in Boston, worked with TvAR in presenting first in a series of

Television Advertising Workshops set for local agencies and clients in eight markets. Here

Ut,: Henry Greene, Group W. national tv sales manager; Robert McGredy, TvAR executive v. p.

and managing director; David Henderson, WBZ-TV sales manager; William Kunkel, WBZ-TV
salesman; and Lamont Thompson, WBZ-TV general manager.

minium lllliililiiililiill mi minium n iiinnninminiiiii nnunnnnniiininiiimnnninnminniiiinininiimnnitniiiii:;'

.:

cago and assistant general sales

manager. He was appointed gen-

eral manager in 1958 and was

elected vice president of Safety

Razor Co. in 1960.

Wieringa joined Toni in 1948 as

a territory sales representative and

subsequently advanced to sales

supervisor in Dallas and Detroit

and to central district sales man-
ager. He became general sales man-

ager of Paper Mate in 1957 and

was elected a vice president in

1962.

The jobs being filled by Ziegler

and Hensley are, respectively, exec-

utive vice president of Gillette in

charge of the Gillette Products

Group and executive vice president

of Gillette in charge of All Other

Products Group, each responsible

for U.S. operations and major areas

abroad.

Granicher Retires

Burton C. Granicher, vice presi-

dent of McCann-Erickson, is re-

tiring after 38 years with the agen-

cy. He joined H. K. McCann, the

predecessor company, in 1926, and

was closely associated with Lucky
lager, heading the account when
it was first formed and for the fol-

lowing 28 years. He also served as

pacific coast radio director of Mc-
(ann-l rickson and was west coast

producer of Death Valley Days in

the mid- 1930s. Granicher, who
spent most of his career in the com-

pany's San Francisco tiff ice. was

elected a vice president in 1954.

k

Tv Reaps $2 Million

In Father's Day Promotion

Stations in the top 30 markets

and all three television network;

are cashing in on the two-month

$2,234,000 Gillette campaigr

which will run through July 18

An annual affair, the "Gifts fo

Dad" promotion has more thai

doubled in dollar returns in thi

last ten years, hitting an all-timi

high last year of $26,000,000

Thousands of retail stores are tii

ing in with the tv campaign wit

floor and counter units and mei

chandise trays. Maxon is agency.

if

31
'I

Radio Racing Show Sole, i

In Seven More Markets l

Triangle concluded its first oua
side sales during May on M<>icB

Racing Review, one of seven radiB

projects produced by the grouB

since it entered the syndication

field late in 1963.

The series, devoted to auto rafl

ing news and interviews, is full

sponsored in all seven markell

where it was purchased. They anil

WGH Norfolk-Newport New!
WXGI Richmond; WJMA Orangl

Va.; WHDL Olean; WGBB Frei

port: W(iSM Huntington. N. >
and WSKY Charleston. W. VI
Sponsors include local auto ra I

tracks. Ford Motor and Root I

Motors dealers.

Motor Racing Review beg; I

last fall on the five Triangle radl

outlets
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Lewine Back as ATAS
foundation President

Robert l l ewine, executive

be presidenl oi Creative Man
ncni Associates, Ltd., has taken

per as presidenl of the Academy
f relevision Arts and Sciences

foundation, succeeding Harrj S

kckerman who resigned because

[ business pressures.

Formei national presidenl of the

w.uknn itself, 1 evi ine vvas du-

rst to serve two consecutive terms

1961 and 191

Two prime functions of the

foundation arc ( l ) to conduct an

ipanded follow ships and scholar-

ips program and (2) to establish

k l ibrary and Museum oi rele-

ision Ilk- Foundation was creat-

d to receive tax-exempt donations

conduct fellowships, scholar-

lips, a speakers bureau and other

durational activities of the Nation-

academy. Among its present

rojects is the Ernie Kovacs Com-
jy Award Fellowship. Student

nd graduate applicants are being

ught from 165 colleges in lour

.ties v-w York. California, New
rse> and Pennsylvania, the states

where kov.uv carved his career.

I wo $5000 '.'I. ints will be made
available this vcar with the winnei

to be announced \ug i Recipients

will get 40 weeks ,>| on the job

naming in a ma|or studio

Double-Barreled Radio
Buy for Pickle Push

It's haul to predict how a pickles

commercial will go with ham n
eggs. Hut that's not worrying Hem/.
which (Ma Grej I

goes in as a 52-

week advertiser on \B( \ linuik-

fast Club with Don McNeill start-

ing Memorial Da) on behalf of its

pickles and relishes. A similar 52-

week deal on CBS's House Party

with Art I inkletter started May
15 and both schedules represent

the first major consumer advertis-

ing in \ears for the line.

TV Debut for Wiggery
I here may be a new brand ol

broadcast advertiser brewing.

The House of Wigs, a Baltimore

firm specializing in women's wigs

and wig styling, has bought a var-

ied sjx.t schedule on W li \| |\

( onsidering the hush hush aura

which so recentl) urrounded the

industry, this M rticuku*-

I) waggish all i'! 1

1

oi w igs will be m cotoi "t<> bi

' 'lit the exquisite tone of the I

piec<

Back to School for JWT
Broadcast Supervisor

Jayne Shannon, media siipcr-

visoi iii ilu- J. Walter I hompson
broadcasting de-

partment, h a s

left the agency
to go back to

school. After a

few months
work to com-

plete her under-

graduate courses

she'll go on to

law s c h o o I.

Starting at

Thompson as a

Shannon has worked on almost

all of the agency's big accounts,

most recently Standard Brands,

Warner Lambert and I.ever Bros.

Jtyne Shannon

timebuyer, Miss

interested?

WLBT
3 Kollingbery

WJTV
12 Katx

have the key to the

Jackson, Mississippi,

teli vision market!
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Half Million Sale
To Liberty Mutual

Program packagers and distribu-

tors may have been down in the

dumps recently as the opening

round of contract talks with Screen

Actors Guild began. But, the same

period has also provided the syn-

dication industry with one of its

biggest single-sale boosts in years.

Liberty Mutual, via BBDO, plunk-

ed down some half-a-million-dol-

lars for N.W. Russco's Gadabout

Gaddis fishing program in 27 mar-

kets with options for 22 addition-

al cities.

Russo, who produced the 26-

episodc. half-hour color show and

is also distributing it, was previous-

ly northeastern divisional manager
for National Telefilm Associates.

Liberty Mutual bought the show
after a test run in New York. A
large scale merchandising cam-
paign, involving Liberty represent-

atives and fishing equipment pro-

motions, plus personal appearances

by fishing expert R. V. Gaddis,

will augment the tv sponsorship.

Markets which will air the show,

starting in January, 1965, include

Los Angeles. Boston, Philadelphia,

Chicago, San Francisco. Atlanta,

Pittsburgh, Dallas, Detroit, St.

Louis, Baltimore, Cleveland, Buf-

falo, Louisville, New Orleans,

Kansas City, Denver, Minneapolis.

It will return to air in New York
in September of this year.

Cowles Stations Well
Ahead of Last Year

Chances arc its four broadcast-

ing stations will earn the only clear

profits for Cowles Magazines and

Broadcasting in 1964. The stations,

WRI ( I V/R Memphis a n d

KRNT-IX R Des Moines are run-

ning well ahead in this first quar-

ter over the corresponding period

in 1963.

Cowles has several non-recurring

expenses this year which could

cause over-all profits to lag be-

hind those in 1963. Investments in-

clude: build-up of Look's circula-

tion in large markets, the cost of

delivering several hundred thou-

sand excess circulation above the

seven million guarantee on f'am-

52
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LEM MAKES BOW
Nielsen Retail Clients

Have $67 Billion in Sales

Arthur C.'Nielsen. Sr.. chairman

of the A. C. Nielsen Co., which

provides blue-chip broadcast ad

vertisers and their agencies with

rating and research data, revealed

at a recent meeting that the com-

pany's 700 retail index clients aver-

age about $67 billion in annua'

sales.

A substantial number of the

firms, with a sales average of ovei

$95 million, also rely on Nielsen':

rating services in planning market-

ing strategy.

Commercials spokesman for the Realemon
Co. in its newest campaign is Lem, an

animated country-cousin type who sings the

"ReaLemon Reel." Minutes and 20's starring

Lem break May 25 on 21 tv stations in 15

top markets. ID's feature another character,

The Sweeper. A CBS Radio schedule of 30

spots per week broke May 18. Lilienfeld of

Chicago is the agency.

Iillliiliiiilllllllinillllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllinilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll:i:

ily Circle prior to increasing ad

rates in October, the cost of

launching Venture, its new travel

publication, and the Sunday edi-

tion of the San Juan Star, plus ex-

penses in connection with Xograph.

its new three-dimensional printing

process.

Advertisers and agencies are

very interested in the Xograph proc-

ess, according to Cowles.

/a

Forms New Brotherhood

Most significant development t<

come out of the recent Journalisn

Week at University of Missouri w;

the formation of the Missouri New
Broadcasters Assn.

On hand to help inaugurate th

venture were CBS News' Waltel

Cronkite and Richard McGee. new

director of KWK St. Louis. Be

cause of his three years on th

board of directors of the Illino

News Broadcasters Assn., McGc
was appointed chairman of th

constitution committee to draft

governing document for tr

MNBA. Dr. Ron Gellat, assistai

professor of journalism at the un:

versity, was elected executive set

retary of the association with foi

regional chairmen to assist him

iiiiililiiiiiiiiltiiliiiiiiiiiniiiiiliiiii iniii'lllllllliiillilllliilllliilliliiiiiilliiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiini mini.

THERE ARE STEAKS AND STAKES
"MYTH LEA"

HAROLD STRODE. OW. DON STAUFFER.UP
I MILE I 41 2 2MAY 64

2N0.TWOTOP 3RO.MERIWI0O
1 KOLN-KGIN-TV PURSE'

, II

Four agency market researchers were treated to steaks and stakes by KOLN-TV KGINTV
part of the continuing program to acquaint researchers with the Lincoln-Hastings-Kearney man
Steaks were in the form of Nebraska corn-fed beef. The stakes were provided in an afternc i

at Fenner Park. Here (l-r): Tom Henry, D'Arcy, Chicago; John Cole, Needham, Louis & Bror

Chicago; A. James Ebel, station general manager; Rudy Marti, Campbell-Mithun, Minneapc {

and Betty Hitch, BBDO, Minneapolis.

'I
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ints Danger Data
Monclair Package

Spot i\ and newspapers in
N

-

ork, 1 i>s \ngelcs and Chicago

introducing step foui in what

apes up as an aggressive \mei

.in IoIuum campaign u> assuage

ars about the health hazards of

jarets.

Montclair, the mentholated til

hrsi introduced in March,
t>2. has heeome the second cig-

t in the American robacco sta-

to carrj "tar" and nicotine

~t results printed on all packs

d carious i FOUI months ago

company introduced Carlton

th that data on the package.)

stribution, and advertising, o(

: new package will be expanded
> soon as production permits."

CAB is the agency.

I'hc chronology to date of Amer-
I ohaceo's ncu strategy moves:

uary 6, I
lH>4 — introduced

.rlton. the first cigaret with a

ir" and nicotine label; March
announced Roi- I an lilter-

l ittle Cigars, the first cigaret-

ed cigai to be marketed under a

dim: cigar brand name: April

announced Half and Half, a

et cigaret made with Half and

If pipe tobacco

arket I Adds Seven
(Somewhat staid when it was the

vR web. the newly-named Mar
I Network is waging an aggres-

campaign to strengthen its

up. During the past feu weeks it

gone into three new markets

switched to stronger stations

four existing markets,

eu stations m formerly affili-

markets are: Will S Wash-
on. l)( .

\\\o|i Cleveland,

O L-l M Cincinnati. and
t < I M Miami. The three ad-

tis arc Kl \l! I M Oklahoma
WTOl l M Toledo and

I / I \| San \ntonio.

Iqiys Two on NBC-TV
Inion Carbide's Consumers Prod-

A* I)i\ increased its stake in

|1 new season on \B( l\ with
ll" purchase ot participations in

from U.NA II and
l-ucl Boone, both new shows

he former is a full-hour spy-

d.ma scheduled ruesdays al 8:30

P m and si. ii i in-.' Rot* 1
1 \ aughn

Daniel Boone, which will be broad

cast I hursdays, ' 10 B 10 p m
stais less Parkei

Ad Agency Network
Formed by Goodman

I he tremendous growth in the

use of broadcasl media foi pro

moling motion pictures ovei the

past decade has given use to a

new network oi advertising agen

cies ( reated In Mori ( ioodman ol

I he < ioodman < Organization ol I

\ngt l( th« gn i;

m majoi in.ii' ii function

as the representative "i I bu

t ii mi organization in all ai

Ai.\\ promotion and pub-

licity, espec iallj in the plaa m( i I

radio and t\ budgets.

I list client is \ I ISt .i r Film

nt K formed companj wh

first rel< / //<///.//; Si

set foi I ii lis Plans are to spend
'i 000 in broadcasl to support

the national open

YOU'RE ONLY

HALF-COVERED

IN NEBRASKA
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KOLN-TV/KGIN-TV!

!»•
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~ Uh
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lime delivered b> ill itationi in il" mar
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Station Gets Go Ahead
On Four Translators

Strengthened signal is promised

for WLOS-TV Greenvillc-Ashevil-

le-Spartanburg, which just got an

FCC green light to construct trans-

lators in Franklin, Sylva, Cherokee

and Spruce Pine. N.C. This will

bring to seven the number of trans-

lators in North Carolina and will

extend the station's reach to thou-

sands of families in the mountains

who have been without service. In

fact, the 500-family Cherokee

Reservation, which will receive the

WLOS-TV signal for the first time,

attracts hundreds-of-thousands of

tourists each year.

Broadcast Break
For Low-Calorie Cereal

Just as the cereal packaging rev-

olution turned out to be a boom
for broadcast advertising, so Gen-
eral Mills' new product could, if

it catches on, produce new billings

lor radio and tv.

Called "Good News!" it is, ac-

cording to GM, the first breakfast

cereal presweetened a no-calorie

way. Product is being tested in

the Davenport-Moline area, via

radio, television, newspaper and

magazines. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sam-

ple is the agency.

Buys Bakersfield UHF
For $1.6 Million

KBAK-TV, the second UHF
station in Bakersfield, Calif., to be

sold this year, is now owned by
HarriScope, Inc. of Los Angeles,

which paid $1.6 million for it to

Reeves Broadcasting & Develop-

ment Corp., New York.

John E. Barrett continues as

general manager and station man-
ager, and Si Darrah continues as

sales manager.

Hai riScope's station holdings

also include KTWO-TV/R Cas-

per, Wyo.; KFBB-TV/R Great

Falls, Mont.; KKAR Pomona.
Calif., and KLFM-FM Long Beach.

HarriScope also publishes Southern

California's FM and Fine Arts mag-

azine.

KERO-TV, channel 23 in Bak-

ersfield, was sold to Time-Life as

part of the recent Transcontincnt

Television Corp. deal.

luiiiiiiiuiiiiuiiiuiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiimiiiuuiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiuuaM

A DAY AT THE FAIR

giiniiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu ii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiini mn iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinr.

BUICK GEARS UP FOR ROSE PARADE

This will be the second successive year of Buick Motor Division's full sponsorship
of the grand floral part of the Rose Festival Parade which will be aired June 13

on a 12-station Pacific Northwest network in Washington, Oregon and Northern
California The two-hour telecast will originate from KGWTV Portland. Stuart Mackie,
Blair Tv a/o (I) and Judy Anderson, McCann-Erickson, Detroit, look on as Charles
Flynn, account director of Buick, signs contract.

Young & Rubicam's Claude Fromm (1) v

one of many agency executives, sponsors .

press people hosted to Radio Day at the I

by WABC New York. He leaves from 2

Street on the Aquafoil accompanied by stat

a/e Ted Wrobel. More than 50,000 vis!

station's 12-hour show in the Pavilion Bu

ing.

liiiiiilililiililiiiiiiiiiilliiiliiiilinili;:

.

:i:ii!iiiiiii;iiuiiiI!iiiiim

AI-TV's 'EpiColor'

To Capital Cities Tv
American International Tele

sion's "EpiColor '64" package 1

been sold to three Capital Cit

Broadcasting stations: WKBW-'
Buffalo, WTEN Albany 2

WPRO Providence.

The package, which includes

spectaculars each in full color, 1

previously been sold to the f

ABC-owned tv stations and to tli

independent stations: WKZO K.

mazoo, WBRE-TV Wilkes-B;i5

and WATC-TV Lafayette, La.

FM Sales Firm Expanc I

Impact Media Sales. Inc.. Clefl

land-based FM sales and n -!

chandising firm, is spreading V
in all directions. It has just orx. I

branch offices in New York M
San Franeiseo.

The San Franeiseo office wrl
will handle IMS's business in I

western siaiions. will be helmed J
Don Ferrull. most reccntb s.

manager of the Chase Co., W
port. Conn. Ferrull has also b

with stations KDFC-KIBB
Francisco and with Benton

Bowles in New York.

:

;;
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New S.F. Firm to Lens
Tv Commercials, Series

Independent Producers Vssociat

ed has been formed in San I rancis

foi the production ol i\ series

specials and commercials, plus the-

Btrical and industrial films Presi

dent is Bruce P Campbell, .1 foi

mcr associate ol the late Alfred

I evy, foundei ol I alenl Associates

Paramount I ul ( Khei officers are

Morton P Beebe, vice president,

George (r Walker, secretary, and

Robert Nagy, treasurer.

Commenting on formation of his

company, Campbell asserted San
I rancisco "Km over a half-million

dollars in t\ commercial billings

last year alone because there were
do modern facilities in the cit) lor

interior filming. I his cit) is the

Suiter's (reck of slum business to-

ll. i\ . . . There's a mother lode just

waiting to be dug."

Studios are current]) being con-

structed for IPA, with a July com-
pletion goal in time for the Repub-
lican convention. Offices are now
open at I Jackson Place, San Fran-

cisco.

Currently being worked on is a

series featuring Ken Murray as host

and narrator, with sales to be han-

dled out of MCA-TV, Vu York.

FCC Approves Autry Buy
I here were DO hitches as |( C

^proved the $12 million vale of

Paramount Productions' k 1 1 \ 1 os

Angeles to Gene Autry's Golden
West Broadcasters, and the latter

named Arthur \I Mortcnscn to

head the station. The new vice

president and general manager was
previously genera] manager of

KERO i\ Bakersfield. He joined

pWB in December. 1963.

Stereo Triples Sales
How stereocasting can translate

itself directly into sales is graphical-

ly illustrated b> the WRFM New
York books. The station started

stereo in December, increased it to

full-time (6 a.m. -3 am.) the first of

March: per-monthly billings have
tripled during first quarter of 1964.

Biggest single sales coup so far is

IPan

American Airways i.l Walter
Thompson), which has picked up
the one-hour nightly (Monday-Fri-

da) ) Mush <>i the Mastt

p m i I he following houi . Su

Session, sct\es as a showcase tot

equipment .nn\ has attracted three

manufacturers \ iking "i Minn
l"K>hs. Finco Antennas, Cornell Du
bihei

WR1 M is owned b) William II

Reuman, who recentlj sold Ins am
outlet w\\ Rl foi $2 million to the

Sonderiing I iroup. I his has also had
its affect 00 sales lor the I M Sta

Hon. for the two outlets had shared

a stall, headed In I dith Dick, which
is now concentrating solel) on
WRI M

Big City Stations See
First Quarter Upswing
WQMR Washington. DC. re-

ported a first quarter advertising

increase of $ 18,303. is. up 16
;

cent over the comparable 1963 pe-

riod.

Several new accounts contribut-

ed to the rise, including Kitchens of

Sara Lee, Pontiac Div. ol General
Motors, Mercury Div. of Ford Mo
tor. Gold Seal Wine. Schlit/ Brew-
ing, Gueriain Perfumes. Green

Spi in;' I ).m y and "l
press

P . d b) banl ing and ii

ment accouni K( bs s m 1 ran

idded 2

tei dm past several weeks,

including Martini a « •
i Mei

\ 1. mi. s < onl u ind Mobile 1

1

New business came from Shulton

Desert I lower, Stell 1

1

ies and ( loldwatei foi Pr< ddent
( 'ommittce, anion;' ,>ih.

Capital Cities, Poole
Buy Goodwill Stations

I or those who were just work-

ing through the who-owns-whai

maze resulting from recent, rec-

ord-breaking $38.5 million sale of

I ranscontmeiit lele\ision stations.

the S21 million deal which now

dissolves Goodwill Stations. Inc

oilers new intricacies I >'i the

ords

Capital Cities has purchased

w |R Detroit and WSAZ l< l\

Huntington. W \ a . for approxi-

mate!) $15 million. John H Poole

of Detroit, member of the Capital

Cities board since 1959 and chair-

all aver America, people of all age1

are listening to the radio agaii t. to

THE LIVES OF HARM UME
Orson \\ ellea

CAPT. HORATIO HORNBLOWER
Michael Redgrave

SCARLET PIMPERNEL
Marius Goring

THEATRE ROYALE
Laurence i Hi \ i<r

SECRETS OF SCOTLAND ^ \HI)
Clive Brook

THE QUEENS MEN
Royal Canadian Mounted Police

THE BLACK Ml SKI M
( )rson W elles

ilia inns . , .

irving (rltl. 230 park arc. inn yorh rim 9-5857
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man of its executive committee,

will buy, with some associates,

W.Ik I Flint lor approximately $6
million. Because of FCC regula-

tions limiting ownership to five

VHF stations. Capital Cities

brought Poole into the deal. He will

naturally resign his position with

Capital Cities, which will buy up

78,285 shares o\' common stock he

owns in the broadcasting company.

Agency Shifts

Herbert Baker Advertising, Chi-

cago, takes over the Wcbcor ac-

count ($500,000. not including co-

op funds) from North Advertising.

All consumer products divisions

are involved, including Dormeyer
Corp., manufacturer of small ap-

pliances, home, garden and indus-

trial power tools and high fidelity

phonographs, tape recorders and

record changers . . . Warren, Mul-
ler & Dolobowsky has been named
agency by WCBS New York.

Kircher, Helton & Collett named
to handle H. H. Meyer Packing

Co.. Cincinnati-based manufacturer

and distributor of Partridge brand

meat products. Perry-Brown was

the agency . . . Kastor Hilton Ches-

Icy Clifford & Atherton named by

Chemway Corp. for a new product

in its Dunbar Div.

There are prospective broadcast

billings in new business at two

agencies,' Grant and I.ennen &
Newell. Grant recently acquired

six new accounts, two of which

—

Rainsolt Water Conditioning Co.

(handled from Chicago) and Com-
mercial Aluminum Cookware (han-

dled from Detroit)—had no pre-

vious agency. In making their ad-

vertising debuts, radio and/or tv

may be in the offing. Other new
accounts at Grant Chicago are

Lake Shore Drive Hotel, Lacto-

Seal Co. and Austin Federal Sav-

ings & Loan Assn. The bank's ad

budget is $50,000. The Detroit of-

fice also picked up Naas Co., pro-

ducer of canned foods. Assign-

ment is a special advertising pro-

gram with an estimated budget of

$ 1 00,000.

Lenncn & Newell, New York,

which handles several Warner-

Lambert products including the

Hudnut and DuBarry lines, was

awarded Jean D'Albret perfumes,

Orlane cosmetics and Messire

men's toiletries. Business was with

Ashe & Engelmore. and no broad-

"tiiiiiiiiiliillliiliiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiniii![[i:![[!ii:i!!iiiiiii[tii!iiiiiiiiiin

AD WOMEN PLAN BARD-BIRTHDAY BASH

Jackie d.i Costa of Ted Bates, Paula Hughes of Shields & Co. and Hope Martinez

of BBDO discuss plans for June 1 1 cocktail party of the Advertising Women of New
York Foundation "A Midsummer's Eve Revelry" honoring the 400th birthday of

Shakespeare is the theme, with proceeds slotted for foundation's charitable and
educational activities.

mi .!

cast was used for any of the three

product lines. L&N, although un-

willing to discuss media plans for

the new account at this time, does

buy broadcast for its other War-
ner & Lambert accounts.

Rep Appointments
Robert E. Eastman has taken

over national sales responsibility

for WSPR Springfield-Holyoke-

Chicopee. formerly represented by

George P. Hollingberry. . . Weed
Radio Corp. now selling WWGO
Erie. Formerly WLEU. station is

oldest in Erie. . . . Venard, Tor-

bet & McConnell has been appoint-

ed national sales representative for

KSJB Jamestown, N.D.

H-R Representatives has taken

over exclusive representation of

WESC Greenville, S.C.. from Boi-

ling. Station operates on 10 kw
daytime, is owned by Broadcast-

ing Co. of the Carolinas. Robert

A. Schmid is president and John

Y. Davenport is manager and vice

president. National lime Sales has

been appointed national sales red

resentative for two stations in the

Southwest — KWAC Bakersfield

and KRDD Roswell. N. Mex.

Peters, Griffin, Woodward now
handles national sales for WEW
St. Louis, ownership of which was

recently transferred from Frank-

lin Broadcasting to WEW. Inc. The

station operates with 1 kw. has been

on the air since l
u 2 1

.

Belden Opens in N.Y.,

Names O'Connell

Marketing and opinion research

firm specializing in Spanish-lan-

guage research is now available to

advertisers, agencies, stations and

representatives in New York. Bel-

den Associates, established in 1440

in the Southwest, and servos

clients direct from its Dallas head-

quarters, has opened a New York

office. Richard O'Connell heads the

new operation.

Belden's client list includes such

big broadcast spenders as Humble

Oil. Carnation, du Pont. Quaker

Oats. It has done several projects

for Spanish radio stations and is

extremely active in radio and tv

research in Mexico City.

Ill
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ADVERTISERS

Walter B. Bruce, advertising and

sales promotion manager Canco
l)i\ ision, American ( 'an ( o . elec-

ed l

1 "' I 65 president ol I he VI

vertising Club of Nev, 101k I lee

ed vice presidents llu^h K. Jack*

*on, president, Better Business Bu-

etu ol Metropolitan New York:

William I. Leslie, manager, con-

tention sales. I rans w orld \n-

Harrj (. Wielage, vice presi-

lent. Manufacturers Hanovei rrusl

\l V Scares, president, \i-

Qiatcs m Management Service,

sleeted treasurer. Charles ('. Green

continues as chairman of the board,

tod Robert \ Cooper as secretarj

md executive director.

Gordon » . Bricker appointed

nanager, West Coast operations.

i>r R( \ Broadcast and Communi-
ations Products Div. He joined

U V ( amden. in 1952 as sales

tod merchandising analyst of

>roadcasl products, and has served

is merchandising manager For

broadcast terminal a\k\ television

Itttdio equipment.

Alexander ('. Hoffman and loin

teoreiber appointed merchandising

nanagers of the Household Prod-
iets and Personal Products divi-

ions. respectively, of I ever Broth-

n Since joining the firm in I960
loffman served as product man-
ger foi Wisk liquid laundrj deter-

not, and Schreiber as product man-
ger for toilet bars. John F. Kokos-
'ka has been promoted to product

nanager in the Household Products

)i\

\iiHTiii ('. Ziegler and Stnarl K.

Heasle) appointed executive vice

presidents ol the ( lillette < o

l ormerl) Zieglei was vice president

Ol Gillette Co. and president ol

Gillette Safer) Razoi Co., 1 S

Henslej served previous]) as vic<

president ol ( lillette
(

'o and pus
idenl ol I oni ( >>

. i S

(lark \\ . Smitluman. assistant

advertising manager, Insurance I

of North America, and otlitor ol the

in \ I ieldman," retired. Prior to

joining IN \ in 1943 he held posi

tions with Aetna. 1 ite. ( amden
I ne Insurance Assn.. keystone

Automobile Club, the Philadelphia

I edger.

I eo l alk named manager ol the

ivekskill. N. Y., store for Calden,

Inc. He will also be responsible

for its lucal advertising plans. For-

merly he was assistant manager ol

the Riverside. Conn., store

Robert W. Boggs, advertising

manager, Union Carbide Plasties

Co., John K. Divine, vice president

and genera] counsel. J. Waltei

rhompson Co., William II. Ewen,
director, advertising service. Bor-

den Co.. Julius Haber, director,

public relations. R( \. R. C. Hill

i-r, Jr., director-public relations.

Midwestern Div., Sears Roe-

buck & Co., and Joseph II. Ream,
vice president-program practices.

CBS. elected directors ol the N
tional Better Business Bureau.

Ralph I-.. Royer, advertising .\\\d

sales promotion manager, foi

Meyercord c o . retired aftei

Vincent Ziegjor SlUJ'l H r n '. \r
f

with the firm. He will con-

tinue to serve as a consultant.

AGENCIES

David o. Mackenzie, inner .id-

vertising managei al Quale* I I

Co., joined M ac Manus, John &
\d.mis. Chicag

ecutive

.liilin B. Miller appointed vice

president ol ( unnmeham & W alsh.

n. a i,»ik Since joining the agenc)

m 1958 he served as director >>t

merchandising.

Carl Rink-sill, senior vice presi-

dent and secretary-treasurer of

I) P. Brother. Detroit, will con-

tinue to serve as member
agency's board of directors, though

he retired recent!) from active serv-

ice. Rudesill began his advertising

career in 1929 vvith Campbell-
I aid. and became an office]

Brother al its beginning m < I

1934 \nhur F. I it Man. formerly

assistant treasurer, succeeds

of secretary-treasurer.

Karl M. lourainc and Radford
Stone named -ident and

vice president and account super-

visor, respectively, of ( i I

Roche New i • I luraine

former!) cop) supervisor, and Stone

aCCOUnl executive foi I
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Richard Mahoney joined Erwin

Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan as an

account executive. Formerly he

was an account executive for Knox-

Reeves Advertising, Minneapolis.

Bernard Maltese joined Gumbin-
ner-North Co. as account executive.

He was previously package goods

merchandising manager at Life

magazine and prior to that sales

promotion manager at General Bak-

ing Co.

Robert Lenski joined McCann-
Erickson, Los Angeles, as creative

director. Prior to coming to the

agency he was for three years

western region creative director for

McManus. John & Adams.

Calvin O. Berner named produc-

tion supervisor for Byer & Bow-
man Advertising Agency, Colum-
bus. Ohio. Previously he was as-

sociated with advertising agencies

in Milwaukee and Chicago.

Robert Allan Ravitz named ac-

count executive at Edward H. Weiss

& Co. Formerly he was account

service manager with the agency.

Robert P. Crane, Jr., joined Ful-

ler & Smith & Ross Inc., Chicago.

as vice president and associate

creative director. He served pre-

viously with Sherman & Marquette

and Brown & Butcher, Inc. in

creative positions. In 1962 he be-

came president of Brown & Crane
agency.

George F. Tyrrell and Chester

T. Herzog joined Lcnnen & New-
ell as vice presidents. For the past

four years Her/.og was vice presi-

dent and account supervisor for

Benton & Bowles. Herzog served

most recently as vice president and

account executive at Lawrence
Gumbinncr.

Jon \\. Simpson joined Marlowe
W. Hartung. Inc. advertising ami

public relations agency, Lancaster,

Pa Formerly he was corporate vice

president ami \ ice president-crea-

tive services oi William B. Lamp
( " I ancaster.

58

David Watson

Robert B. Latimer and David

M. Watson promoted to creative

director of copy and group copy

director, respectively, for MacMan-
us, John & Adams. Prior to joining

the agency five years ago, Latimer

was with Brooks, Smith, French &
Dorrance. Watson has been with

the agency three years.

Tom Gilligan joined Cox & Tanz
Advertising Agency as vice presi-

dent. He comes to the agency from

WPEN Philadelphia where he

served as account executive for

three and a half years.

William H. Fitzsimmons appoint-

ed vice president and account super-

visor of McCann-Marschalk. Pre-

viously he was associated with

Foote. Cone & Belding, San Fran-

cisco, Benton & Bowles, and Need-

ham, Louis & Brorby.

W. Ronald Sims joined N. W.
Ayer & Son, Chicago, in the ac-

count service department. Formerly

he was staff assistant to the presi-

dent.

Malcolm R. Gurbarg appointed

assistant creative director of Ket-

chum, MacLeod & Grove, Pitts-

burgh. He comes to the agency

from McCann-Erickson. where he

served in creative posts in the Lon-

don, Tokyo and San Francisco of-

fices.

Robert Latimer Cynthia Spalding E. L. Penningto

fa

Miss Cynthia Spalding and It

nest L. Pennington joined Walthei

Associates, New York, as adminis-

trative assistant and publicity as-

sociate, respectively.

Willard Mackey promoted tc

senior vice president of McCann
Erickson. Prior to joining the agen-

cy in 1963 as vice president, he wa*

vice president and account super-i

visor for Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwel

& Bayles.

Reece T. Clemens named ac

count executive at Meldrum & Few.

smith. Cleveland. Since 1962 h(

has served as associate marketin;

and research director in the agen

,

cy's marketing services department

Richard Cusack elected via

president and appointed creathfl

group manager of Fuller & Smitl,

& Ross, New York. He joined th«

agency in 1960 as copy group head

Sebastian Sisti and Jack Keane ap

pointed creative croup manager,

at FSR.

Robert David and Theodore Lev

enson elected to the board of di

rectors of Papert Koenig. Lob

David, vice president accour

supervisor, joined the company i|

1961. Lcvenson. vice president ac

count supervisor and marketing dc

velopment director, joined the con

pany in 1962.

Jon W. Simpson Malcolm Gurbarg Theodore Levenson



ijni.-l Darling Jov.ph JiM)ki|l-.

\\ . George Eversman named cor-

porate director ol marketing field

lervicos foi Maxon Inc. He will

ootinuc his present duties as ex-

cutivc vice president with head-

quarters in the agency's Detroit

"IME Buying and Selling

Jim O'Brien appointed account

necutive for I he Meekei Co . \a\
ork Formerl) he held executive

dvertising and sales positions at

lationwide Insurance, New York.

Glenn Kiimnurow joined the

idio sales stall of I he Kat/ Agen-

y. Chicago. He served previous!)

s timebuyer for n w Vyer, Chi-

Rgo, and J. Walter Thompson, and
u>st recently as an account execu-

ve at WMAO Radio Chicago.

Peter J. Herman named radio

ties promotion manager for H-K
^preventatives. He comes to H-R
om \\l' \l Ra,\hk New York,

here he was assistant to the direc-

n of media research and sales

evelopment.

John Williams joined Bernard

toward & Co., New York, as an

ooount executive. Previously he

is associated with \\ I IB Radio

sw York.

I);i\i<l ('. \k( Onnauuhk'x ap-

tinted San Francisco manager for

oberi I Eastman i'o. Formerly

: was associated with M-R Repre-

mtatives and Headley-Reed Co.,

in Francisco

'V MEDIA

Sydney H. Eiges elected to the

Mid of governors of the Inter-

national Radio and I ( le\ hinn S

cietj He is vice president, public

information, \b<

Dauid v. DarUag named account

executive ol program sales foi

1 1 iangle stations I 01 the past foui

\e.ns he served as account sup

\ isot foi I el Ra Productions, Phila

delphia, general manage) foi lei

Advertising ( . and as sales in-

gineei foi both General Dynamics
and Bell I elephone.

Joseph \. Jenkins named pro-

gram manager of WTVN I V Col-

umbus, Ohio. Since joining the

station in 1954, he has served as

program director.

Jem Rertig joined wnx -l\

Va 101k as sales department ac-

count executive. He comes to the

station from Grej Advertising

where he served as timebuyer.

Miss K;iy Casey named promo-
tion director ol KOI \-l\ KC.1N-

l V I incoln, Neb. She comes to

the station from kl IN R.nWo Lin-

coln, where she was an advertising

copywriter.

I dwell Oliver appointed promo-
tion merchandising director ol

KO v \\l l \1 i\ Denver He has

been in KOA's news department

since 1961, and for the past eight

months has been editor of the Sun-

day night scope program on KOA-
rv.

John ( . Mnllins, president-own-

er o( Mullins Broadcasting Co
ikBI\ KB I Radioi. Denver, ap-

pointed honorary chairman for the

Metropolitan Association for Re-

tarded Children's 1964 Fund Drive

by Colorado Governor John Love

John Macfariane named associ-

ated director at K 1 \\ I \ Cl<

land. He comes to the station from

Rko General and WNA< \\l I M
Boston, where he was production

director.

lom Parriagtoo, assistant man-

ager of WKY-TV Oklahoma City,

named president i^\ the Oklahoma
\ssii. of Manufacturers' Repre-

sentatives Prior to his election lie

served as secretary and member
of the board of directors.

He'll grow
on you . .

.

"Sunny" is a family man . . .

his children go around sing-

ing "you've been more than

a Daddy to me . .
." because

. . . well, you see . . . it's like

this. ..the male Hippo-
campus is the producer in his

family.

Sunny's audience includes

the entire herd! (That's what

you call a seahorse family.)

He's got something for

everyone, the only criterion

being that it must be the

best.

He produces SALES too. May-
be it's time you dropped
something in his pouch . . .

he'll grow on you!

WSUN
TELEVISION • RADIO
TAMPA- ST. PETERSBURG

Gone ouf for seahorse food. See:

Not Rep Vcnord. Torbei & McConnell

S E Rep Bomar lowrance & Ar.ocaVi
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Cal Druxman and Larry Worrell

named national sales manager and

news director, respectively, of

KAUZ-TV Witchita Falls. Tex.

Prior to joining the station last

August as account executive and

public relations director. Druxman

was with KTAL-TV Shreveport as

director of local sales and promo-

tion. For the past four years Wor-

rell served in the KAUZ-TV news

department.

Howard Bunnell appointed com-

mercial manager of WANE-TV
Fort Wayne, Ind. He was formerly

manager of local sales for WISH-
TV Indianapolis.

Ray Balsom appointed general

sales manager for WKYT-TV Lex-

ington, Ky. Formerly he was local

sales manager for the station.

Gene G. Cook appointed general

manager of WTAF-TV Marion,

Ind. He was previously general

manager of WHIY Orlando, Fla.

Tom Leahy named account ex-

ecutive of CBS-TV Sales, Chicago.

For the past two years he was ac-

count executive with WCBS-TV
New York.

Charles Kngel named assistant

manager-program development for

AIU -
1 V. western division. Former-

ly he was film editor for the net-

work.

Mel Bernstein, WJZ-IV eye

witness news director, elected to a

one-year term as president of

the Chesapeake Associated Press

Broadcasters Assn.. succeeding red

McDowell of WMAL Washington.

He became news director for the

Croup W station in Baltimore in

L962 after serving four years with

WBZ-TV Boston.

Ki iiih tli \\ . Iloehn elected treas-

urer of CBS, succeeding Samuel R.

Dean, who retired alter 33 >e.ir^

Director of taxes lor CHS since

1956, Iloehn had previously been

the company's senior tax attorney.

Charles Noell, William II. Brown

Cal Druxman Larry Worrel

and Reese Felts promoted to as-

sistant sales manager, manager of

the radio program department and

promotion manager of radio and

television, respectively, of WSJS-
TV Winston-Salem, N. C. Noell,

a member of the television sales

staff since 1962, was previous-

ly in the advertising department of

the Journal and Sentinel. Brown,

formerly sales manager of WSIC
Radio Statesville, N. C, joined

WSJS-TV as an announcer in 1963.

Felts has been a member of the

WSJS-TV production staff since

1952.

Kay Herz joined RKO General

Broadcasting as publicity manager

for the public affairs department.

RADIO MEDIA

Homer Griffith appointed gen-

eral manager of KISS San Antonio,

Tex. He was formerly manager of

KEAR-FM San Francisco.

Paul .lames named general man-
ager o\' WADS Ansonia, Conn. For-

merly he was national sales mana-
ger of WORL Boston.

Ronald C. I ippig appointed to

the sales staff of WLS Chicago. He
comes to the station from WIND
Chicago, where he was a member
of the sales staff.

Fee Gray named program man-
ager lor \\ I RY Albany-Sehenecta-

dy-Troy.

Ronald Warshaw joined the sales

stall of WGBB I rccport. N. ^^

.lames G. Claw son named pro-

gram director of KUDE-FM Ocean-
side. Calif. For the past six years

he was with a radio station in

Phoenix. \ri/

Charles Noell Reese Felts

Cloyd M. Bender, Jr., named
production coordinator of WEAM
Arlington, Va. Formerly he was

production manager of WTRY Al-

bany-Troy-Schenectady.

Robert Lloyd Johnson appointed

national account executive for Ra
dio Advertising Bureau. He comes

to RAB after seven years on the

sales staff of All Canada Radio-TV,

serving most recently as sales super

visor, radio division. New York.

Frank McNally joined WHN's
local sales staff, New York. Prior

to joining the station in 1954, he

served as account executive for

RKO General, New York.

Morris Westfall named farm di-

rector of KWTO Springfield. Mo.

He replaces Lewis Miller. For the

past two years he served Hamp-

shire Swine Registry as field repre-

sentative for five Midwesterr

states.

SYNDICATION
&. SERVICES

Harold Miller promoted to di

rector of King Korn Stamp Co. foi
|

its New York sales incentive di

vision. Formerly he was advertising

manager for the company. Willian

A. Harrison and Claude M. Hintoi

appointed controller and advertis

ing manager, respectively, for Kini

Corn. Harrison was formerlj treis

urer and Hinton was previousb

/one manager. southwest. Eo

Kins Korn.

Ron Silverman promoted to vk

president in charge of administra

Hon lor Daystar Productions. Prio I

to joining the company two year I

ago. he was with Red Lion Film I

.is assistant to the produccr-direc I

tor.
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COMMERCIAL CRITIQUE

Three
very ial

i>\ Bea \(1:iins

I » i restive director,

Gardner Advertising Igenc)

I his w 1 1 k a rousing cheei for

three excellent commercials ex-

ecuted by FilmFair of Hollywood

— all three someuh.it special be-

cause storyboards were non-exist-

ent or loose enough to allow some

creative contribution from the pro-

duction llOl:

I trM of the trio is Pillsbury's

"Funny Face Drinks'" which will

have countless kids imitating Goofy

Grape, cartoon spokesman for this

line of instant soft drinks. Employs

Cartoon and live action very wise-

K Note that it had a lot going tor

it prior to production— name for

the line, name of individual flavors,

such .is Injun Orange, Loud Mouth

Lime, I reckle Faced Strawberry,

and a good sales promise: "You
can drink all you want . . . it's pre-

swectencd without sugar." One of

the most fetching kid commercials

Pve seen in main a moon Agency,

Campbcll-Mithun. Creative bean.

Cy DcCrosse. FilmFair's man.

Jimmy Murakami.
s -nd is Bardahl's "

I une I p"

Singing commerical conceived bj

Jerr\ Hoeck at Me( ann-l riekson.

S ittle. One ot those rare commer-
cials which is completely pleasant

to hear and watch. Delightful ex-

ample o\ live action and animation

combined via a unique infrared

process \|| the sell is in the song

a painless and memorable remin-

der o\ Bardahl and its uses Fine

sample <.A what can happen when
an agency doesn't hamper crcatix-

it\ in production with a tight, tight

stor\ board. Music. Hill Bates Vis-

uals, nick \ an Bentham. Live di-

rector. I ed Goetz.

Numbei three on this freedom

parade is tor Bank Vmericard. I

know it's 200 oi more days until

Christmas and this commercial was

built for use piior to ( hristmas

196

I ven so. perhaps you have not

had the undiluted JOJ ot seeing it.

> on should. It opens on Santa Claus

holding a child on his knee, then

swiftly cuts from child to child as

each tells what he wants lor Christ-

mas Great example of skilled use

ot hidden cameras. One youngster,

crying, said he wanted his momnn
I he sales pitch: "You can get any-

thing with a Bank American!."
Just that statement. Then cut back

to youngster who s.i\s. ".. and

I want a little baby sister.'' I hen

to VO adding. "Well, almost .un-

tiling." If you haven't seen it. get

it from FilmFair for your next

viewing session. I his couldn't p<>-

siblj have been stor\ boarded

\ ency, Johnson & lewis. San

Francisco. Creative brain, Gene
Thompson. FilmFair's director.

Bob S...

Now to the (neat White Wash
line. Remember when Fabulous

lab appeared in comics' Psycho-

logical research then spotted this

muscular wash-day hero as a sex

symbol. Since that i.\.\\. in com-

mercials for this product category,

the symbols have continued to

flourish. Coming to the rescue ot

the Little Woman has been Mistei

(lean, an animated Yul Bruincr

who recently became tor-real in a

business suit I he little Woman
has been romanced by a white

tornado. She's had a Giant in bet

washer, and a mama's box to help

her with a fortified detergent. Right

now she has a detergent that makes

her feel so much like a bride

is shown doing her wash in her

BEA ADAMS.
at tv creative director know, whereof

she speaks. With Gardner tine* 1935 she

started as a copy-writer, had broken all

barriers and became a v p nine year,

later. She has alto served on the agency i

board since 1946

wedding gown, veil and all I urn

turn de dum Wedding march, I

Also, currently, the I ittle w
man has a knight in armor gallop-

ing about en a great white charger

and changing soiled things to spark-

ling white What will come tU

we cm only guess Maybe a fi

that turns into a Prince ( harming

when the lady least expects n'

Does the Mrs truly want to be

wooed while up to her elbows m
dishwater or siuftmg dirty duds

into the suds' Or could it be that

she's tired o\ it all ' If so. does she

welcome the Fairy Godmother who
tells her about Row I oti " N

Could well be I 01 jet the :

which gets dunked. Consider the

magic of the product name, the

Fairy Godmother symbol, and the

tj up" factor Perhaps then you,

like I. will place a small bet on

Ro^e 1 otiOD \ el S W ilham

I ttive Diret lanet

I

What Makes Women
I

Jff

w riter, Hai Pi duction.

\ I'l

Null In our prc\ i»>us column,

praised a M.mi-M com-

mercial, omitted credits H.

\ . ncy was William Est I

ative dii

\! •

. I hit) Pi 'duction.

K s

Although man\

have the uncert M
day, sonic fine ones do bi

through and it's a joy to report

them
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CALENDAR
MAY

Emmy Awards 1 6th annual telecast,

Music Hall. Texas Pavilion, New
York World's Fair, and the Palladi-

um. Hollywood (25).

Broadcast Advertising Club of

Chicago, seminar on computers.

Drake Hotel. Chicago (25).

Southern California Broadcasters

Assn., annual outing, Lakeside Coun-

ts Club, Toluca Lake (25).

Catholic Press Assn., convention,

Penn-Sheraton Hotel, Pittsburgh (25-

29).

New England Assn. of Broadcast-

ing; Representatives, Television Bur-

eau of Advertising, and WBZ-TV,
special film showing, Sheraton Plaza

Hotel. New York (26).

Art Directors Club of N.Y., awards

luncheon, Americana Hotel, New
York (26).

Salt Lake City Advertising Club,

meeting. Salt Lake City, Utah (27).

Visual Communications Conference

(Art Directors Club of N. Y.), New
York Hilton (27-28).

Q.What

broadcast

trade publication

led its field in

all large-scale

surveys of agency

and advertiser

readership

during 1963?

A: SPONSOR

!

"Want full details?

Write SPONSOR,
555 Fifth Avenue
New York 10017

American Research Merchandising

Institute, Del Coronado, San Diego,

(31 -June 6).

JUNE

NBC-TV and Radio Affiliates Con-
vention, Beverly Hills Hotel, Los

Angeles, Calif. (1-3).

Technical Assn. of the Graphic

Arts, convention, Webster Hall, Pitts-

burgh (1-3).

Canadian Television Commercials
Festival, Ryerson Institute of Tech-

nology, Toronto, Canada (4).

National Visual Presentation Assn.,

"Day of Visuals," Commodore, New
York (4-6).

Marketing Executives Club of New
York, convention, Radio City, New
York (4-7).

Advertising Federation of Amer-
ica, 60th annual convention, Chase-

Park Plaza Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.,

(7-10).

International Advertising Assn.,

1 6th annual world congress, Waldorf-

Astoria, N. Y. (7-10).

American Academy of Advertising,

annual convention, Chase-Park Hotel,

St. Louis (7-10).

Special Libraries Assn., 55th con-

vention of advertising and publishing

divisions, Sheraton-Jefferson Hotel,

St. Louis (7-11).

Intl. Radio & Tv Society, first

Legion of Honor presentation din-

ner, at Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New
York (8).

Non-Sectarian National Bible Com-
munications Congress, Sheraton Park

Hotel, Washington, D. C. (10-13).

New York Chapter of Broadcast

Pioneers, final meeting. Park Lane
Hotel. New York. (11).

Mutual Advertising Agency Net-

work, national business meeting, Bis-

marck Hotel, Chicago (11-13).

Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, 29th

annual summer convention. Callaway

Gardens, Ga. (13-16).

National Assn. of Display Indus-

tries, Trade Show Bldg. and New
Yorker (13-18).

American Marketing Assn.. 47th

national conference, Sheraton Hotel,

Dallas (15-19).

International Advertising Film
I esdval, Venice, Italy (15-20).

\ssn. of National Advertisers, an-

nual i\ advertising workshop. Plaza

Hotel. N. Y. (17).'

Broadcasting Executives Club of

N. I., spring convention. Somerset
Hold. Boston (18).

Federation of Canadian Advertis-

ing & Sales Clubs, 17th annual con-

ference, Nova Scotian Hotel, Halifax,

N.S. (18-21).

Assn. of Independent Metropolitan

Stations, annual meeting, Montreal,

Canada (18-21).

National Advertising Agency Net-

work, 1964 management conference,

Far Horizons Hotel, Sarasota, Fla.

(21-25).

International Design Conference,

Aspen, Colo. (21-27).

Radio-Television News Directors

Association, national spring meeting,

Cherry Hill Inn, N. J. (22-26).

S. C. Johnson & Son, "Global

Forum" for 175 officials from 37

countries, Americana Hotel, N.Y.

(21-26).

Natl. Assn. of Television & Radio

Farm Directors, spring-summer meet-

ing, hosted by Northwest Region,

Cherry Hill Inn, N. J. (22-26).

Transamerica Advertising Agency
Network, annual meeting, N. Y. (23-

27).

National Editorial Assn., annual

convention, Hotel Commodore, N. Y.

(24-27).

Maryland - D.C. - Delaware Broad-

casters Assn., annual convention, At-

lantic Sands Motel, Rehoboth Beach,

Del. (25-27).

Assn. of Industrial Advertisers,

42nd annual conference, Sheraton

Hotel, Philadelphia (28-July 1).

Advertising Federation of America,

sixth annual seminar in marketing,

management and advertising. Harvard

Business School, Boston, Mass. (28-

July 10).

First Advertising Agency Network,
annual convention, Boyne Mountain
Lodge, Boyne Falls, Mich. (28-July 3).

JULY

Advertising Assn. of the West,

convention, Sun Valley, Idaho (5-9).

National Food Brokers Assn., mid-

year management conference. Seattle

(12-15).

National Institute for Audio-

visual Selling, annual convention,

Indiana U.. Bloomington (12-16).

National Housewares Mfrs. Assn.,

exhibit. Merchandise Mart. Chicago

(13-17).

Western Packaging Exposition. Pan

Pacific Auditorium, Los Angeles

CI -23).

New York State Broadcasters

\ssii.. third annual executive con-

ference. Cooperstown, N. Y. (30-31).
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Can you talk her language?

When she asks fcr Brand Name products, are you ready to answer herwith a sale?

Brand Name products are easier to sell for many reasons: they are less costly to

you, the retailer, because they are backed up by presold consumer acceptance

that results in a high turnover and. therefore, less investment. And. you get valu-

able manufacturer services that you don't get with other non- Brand Name products.

Feature Brand Names—and watch your sales and profits march upward!

BRAND NAMES FOUNDATION, INC., 292 Madison Avenue. New York, N. Y.



You'd cry like

a baby

if you really knew what goes on at media meetings

Time short. Pressure high. Deadlines close. Media files absent.

Media decisions must be made — and you can't be there, in

person.

But SRDS is almost always ::

there, and with your Service-Ads

in SRDS. rot/ ARE THERE selling by helping people buy.

jjc In National Analyst ln< turvey,

83°o of agency executive* joy SRDS
il OfClliblr in client mretmgt

szm
STANDARD RATE & DATA SERVICE,
The National Authority Serving the Media-Buying fit,

C. Laury Bollhof, President and Puj

5201 Old Orchard Road. Skokie, III. 60078 YOrktownl

Sales Office Skokie • New York* A'lanta • Los«



THE NATIONAL WEEKLY OF TV A RADIO ADVERTISING

I
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low high is up for tv's spiraling costs? 27

|>cal radio spots set teens hopping for sportswear . 34

h-sponsorship reverses participation trend 40

INDIANAPOLIS

REALLY HAS THE

rx

<
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U4

•

HOOSIER FAVORITE

I

1

PULSE
FEB.—MAR.. 1964
MON.— FRI.. 6 i.m. to 6 p.m.

7 COUNTIES
Marion Morgan
Hendricks Johr
Hamilton Shelby
Hancock
Tht data ut«d *• r»timate» o- .

l«t to

STAN STATIONS SOLD NATIONALLY BY H-R Radio

DON W. BURDEN. PRESIDENT

WIFE AM FM INDIANAPOLIS
KOIL AM FM OMAHA
KISN PORTLAND



the difference ir.

is local news coverage

Even before the crowd gathers, the KTVH mobile unit is there! Accident, fire, any newsworthy

happening, gets this alert coverage. Fast-breaking, local, regional, and national news is offered

over 50 times weekly to Wichita and 53 counties in rich Central Kansas. Another reason why

nearly two million viewers prefer KTVH. To sell Kansas, buy KTVH, with complete, compre

hensive. dynamic news programming TO SELL TO KANSANS / BUY KTVH!

KTVH
WICHITA / HUTCHINSC
' n ^ BLAIR TELEVISION f*

J



FRIDAY AT 5

FDA Checks All Advertising, Labeling

For New Drug Applications Since 1938
Washington — Over strong indus-

ijections, I D \ has decided to

call lor review ol all drug advertis-

ing, as well .is labeling and promo-

tional material, in its newlj effective

review and updating ol all "new

Jrug" applications since 1938.

And advertising agencies will likclv

have new and closer liaison with drug

manufacturers on wording ol adver-

tising. Also, over drug industry's an-

guished protests, I P\ want* a top

officer in the producing firm to as-

iume responsibility for signed state-

nents that advertising and promo-
ion.il material coincide accurately

wth clinical and other tacts about the

Irug. Final clearance for ad cop)

ould henceforth rest with this jus-

ifiably uneasy individual.

I

Manufacturers of over-the-counter

bugs claimed the advertising is out-

ide FDA jurisdiction, and there is

Othing in the 1962 Harris-Kefauver

)rug Amendments that would sus-

end a new drug on the basis of ad-

ertising claims, i Sec "Week in Wash-
." p. 13, tor congressional com-

lent on FDA-1 l( overlap on prod-

-t labeling and advertising.)

In last weeks announcement by

DA of its updating regulations re-

g clinical proof for effective-

s well as safet) ol several (hou-

nd drug products, the department
tended its right to check advertising.

FDA sa\s new drug applications

>mmit the firms to advertise and pro-

iew drugs only for uses which

been approved. Advertising for

"unapproved" conditions can
mg suspension under the law's pro-

ion against untrue statements ol

il facts — ergo, review of ad-

\ertising is going to be retained

\et Using claims must agree closely

with claims in labeling and other p.r.

material.

Fundamental reporting job lor drug
tirnis updating their existing "new
drug" applications includes. (1)

W hether label and all p.r. material

now m use make the same claims

covered in original application: (2)

it other claims are being made, sup-

porting proof must be submitted. (3)

whether current p.r. material, in-

cludes anj claims ool fair!) supported

In clinical and other experience, and

whether am ill effect! have come to

light

It there are am discrcp.mck

tween claims in the advertising and

labeling and promotion, unst

tacts m the application, PDA wants

to know what the firm intends tO do
about il. All this will be due within

120 dass ot the effective date of the

new rules, which is M.o 29, 1

Withm <>o days, manufacturer must

report which ot its approved di

are still on the market, which were

discontinued and win. Annual re-

ports twll have to be made on an)

changes in claims or new informa-

tion.

ABC s Coyle: Use Satellites to Carry

Commercial Television Programs Abroad
Columbus, Ohio — A call for com-

munications satellites to carry com-
mercial television programs across the

world was sounded by Donald W

.

Coyle, president of ABC International

I clcvision, Inc.

Speaking before Ohio State Uni-

versity's Institute for Education by

Radio-Television late last week, Coyle

declared: "If we believe in free enter-

prise, let us be enterprising in our

efforts to find better ways to increase

world trade. Commerce is communica-
tion, basic communication, yet we
have ignored the needs of commerce
in television's space age."

Underscoring television's impor-

tance as an economic motivator,

Coyle said. I feel that we should

learn all we can about the use of

satellites not only as transmitters of

programs, but of commercials, too."

Coyle urged companies engaged in

Weaver. Pay Tv Will Promote Color

Washington — Sylvester L. (Pat)

Weaver plugged his Subscription

IV, Inc. betore members of the

FCC Bar Assn. here last week,
and predicted that pay tv's influ-

ence would "make everyone buy
a color tv set."

er predicts that advertiser-

Mipported t\ will continue to get

the lion's share of home viewing

in America—but he also predicts

audio-visual ser\iccs will be SO

percent by wire and only 20 per-

cent by air in the future. Wired serv-

ices will include automated mer-

chandising for home subscribers.

Weaver s.ud if the ( alifomia

referendum goes against p.i\ tv. the

matter would go all the wav to the

Supreme Court

international trade to "consider the

importance of television not only as

a means to showcase products and

services, but as a factor in creating

a favorable climate in which to do
business."

STV to Play Watchdog on

California Broadcasting

Los Angeles — | he pa) tv contro-
versy m c alifomia took a new turn

last week with the announcement by
Robert F. MacLeod, vice president

in charge of marketing for Subscrip-

tion Television Inc., that STV intends

to monitor all broadcasting in the

state between now and November "in

order to detect an) violations of the

Federal Communications \

Referring to the pa) tv initiative.

which goes to the electorate in I

vember, MacLeod charged that "while

most stations, radio and television,

have been unbiased in their presenta-

tion of news relating to petitioners'

signature-gathering and the initiative

measure, generallv . some stations have
not observed all the provisions of the

I i \. particular]) Title 'ion

315."

I he provisions cited, according to

Mad eod, state in part th.it broad-
casters have an obligation under the

act lo operate in the public mtc
and to at ford reasonable opportunitv
for discussion of conflicting .

- ot importance."

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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FRIDAY AT 5

Leaders Ask Canada to Split Industry

BBG and CBS heads want public and private camps to

go separate ways, but Dr. Stewart says CBS should

be non-commercial while ads support private stations

Ottawa, Canada — Broadcast ad-

vertising dollars in Canada, including

those floating across the border from

U.S. agencies and clients, may be

channeled entirely into the independ-

ent outlets in that country if parlia-

ment follows the suggestion of Dr.

Andrew Stewart, chairman of the

Board of Broadcast Governors.

In a report prepared for the gov-

ernment and tabled in the Commons
by Maurice Lamontagne, Canada's

new Secretary of State, the BBG
chairman recommended that the

Canadian Broadcasting Corp. should

be operated on a non-commercial

basis, thus leaving advertising revenues

to support private stations. All the

public funds allotted by parliament

for direct broadcasting support,

Supreme Court to Hear
C-P's Rapid Shave Case
Washington — The Supreme Court

has decided to hear the FTC argu-

ment for its right to decide when tv

mock-ups deceive the public. The case

in point is Colgate-Palmolive's Rapid

Shave commercial, which FTC cited,

together with the Ted Bates advertis-

ing agency, for depicting a fast shave

for a piece of sandpaper, using a sand

on plexiglas mock-up (see Sponsor's

Friday at Five, May 25). Lower
courts agreed with the FTC on the

particular order, but remanded the

opinion for rewrite as being too harsh

on tv mock-up techniques in general.

FTC is now appealing for the right

to do the deciding on when camera
tricks arc a technical necessity and
when they amount to sham via sub-

stitute materials.

The Colgate brief told the high

court the issue should not be made
over materials used in mock-ups, but

whether they fairly represented what
.1 product could do.

In hearing after hearing—on the

hill, in administrative agencies, in

courts—television's impact has been

acknowledged as the greatest of any

media. In govcrment view, its reach

is too universal, and its global pro-

pensities are just around the corner

in time—when this country's modus
vivendi will be on international dis-

play.

should be applied to the publicly-

owned CBC, he added.

The report was one of four pre-

pared for Lamontagne by the three

top men in the Canadian broadcast

field who have since come to be

known as the "troika": Dr. Stewart;

Alphonse Ouimet, president of CBC;
Don Jamieson, president of the Cana-

dian Assn. of Broadcasters. Each of

the men presented an individual re-

port and one was submitted jointly

on industry views of major problems.

Both Ouimet and Dr. Stewart took

somewhat aggressive stands on the

need to divide the private and pub-

licly owned segments of broadcasting

into self-operating camps—CBC be-

ing on its own to operate the public

system and to report to parliament,

while a second body, responsible to

parliament, would run private broad-

casting. Jamieson's report said that

some central authority seemed neces-

sary.

In addition to the dramatic dis-

closures on the reports, it became
obvious that the broadcast industry in

Canada, one of the world's most ex-

amined by commissions (royal and

otherwise), committees and volun-

tary critics, will again be micro-

scoped.

Lamontagne told the Commons
that there would be a fresh look at

broadcasting by a three-man commit
tee appointed by himself. The com
mittee, headed by R. M. Fowler, 57,

of Montreal, who was chairman of the

Royal Commission on Broadcasting,

1956-57, will meet this week to start

work on the project which the govern-

ment would like submitted early next

year. Fowler is president of the Cana-

dian Pulp and Paper Assn.

There will also be a special com
mittee on broadcasting set up in the

1965 parliamentary session. The gov

ernment will ask it to study specifii

proposals.

Sees World-wide
Marketing Via Tv
New York — Leonard Gold-

enson, president of American
Broadcasting - Paramount Thea-

tres, Inc., envisions world-wide

marketing by advertisers through

television.

In a speech before the Society

of American Business Writers

last week, Goldenson indicated

that some advertisers are now
making plans for using the same

television program at the same

hour of the same night of the

week throughout the world as

part of their merchandising pro-

gram.

"If a program is popular in

the United States," he said,

"there is a good chance it will

be equally popular in most other

parts of the free world."

ANA. AAAA. NAB Tangle With Sticky Wickets

New York — AAAA, ANA and
NAB representatives and a blue rib-

bon group of agency, client and
broadcast leaders were reported to

have made further progress on thorny

issues during the third in a series

of closed-door sessions held last week.

Hosted this time by the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies— first

and second meeting hosts were the

National Assn. of Broadcasters and

the Assn. of National Advertisers

—

the meeting further promoted a can-

did exchange of views on ratings,

"clutter," the NAB Code, public atti-

tudes toward commercials, commer-
cial clearances, the decible level on
commercials and a scientific advisory

panel to work with the NAB.
Most substantial news to come out

of the meeting is that there is unanir

ity favoring a continuation of t

series, with the next to be hosted

NAB.
While the partisan perspectives a

still sharp on some of the issu

covered, and the choice of langua

in making a point could occasiona

be called sharp, the meeting brow

no controversial flare-ups.

Agencies and their clients, ho

ever, are fidgety in the area of sc

control, the aim of NAB in pursui

the idea of a scientific advisory par

Both sides, however, are likely

agree that the purpose of the pa

is solely to help the broadcast git'

make certain that the evidence p-

sented in commercials is "reasona'

and possible."
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Television is the only

efficient way to reach the

49-countyNorth Florida,

Soufit Georgia regionalmarket,

andWJXT.Jacksonville
is the only television station

to blanket the totalarea

\
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Tv's cost spiral: how high is up?
Comparison with SPONSOR article oj 10 years ago indicates that

"ceiling" costs have hit clouds today, still continue to rise

Local radio sets teens hopping for h.i.s.

Spot helps sportswear manufacturer spiral his sales 50 percent

The package — a vital link between tv and the shelf

Agency creative men feel that repeating copy from advertising

on package can aid at point-of-purchase

TIME, BUYING & SELLING

Executing the media plan

A step-by-Step description oj iv spots purchasing in the fictional

"Hirdley" market details how research tools are used to determine

the "best buy"

TV MEDIA

Co-sponsorship stages strong network comeback
Ten-year trend toward participation sponsorship is being reversed

as sponsors once more seek impact and identification—even at

risk of show failure

Admen help put candles on "Late Show" cake
Long-run movie showcase on WNAC-TV invites agency wits to

compete in novel Hub City promotion match

RADIO MEDIA

National sponsors drawn to FM group sales

FCC approval of unique "unit" representation plan provides one

approach to problem oj selling the values of FM as an ad

vehicle for major sponsors

What the Detroit test means to ARB rating plans
A question and answer study oj what will follow the recently

completed ARIl-RKO General tests
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WHEN IT COMES TO WOMEN... we've got all the good numbers

In the booming 5th market. WJBK-TV covers the biggest spenders like an umbrella! Who are the

biggest spenders?The 18-to-39-year old queens of the pocketbook who shower us with affection.

We've been going steady with them for a long, long time because we've got what it takes to keep
them happy . . . intriguing programming, featuring great movies and variety shows, the best of

CBS. a full hour of dinnertime news. Call your STS man. He'll introduce you to our charmers.

WJBK-TV
DETRO.T

u I I i i \
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WWDG-
salutes

Washington's

finest

hack in 1927, a young man came to

Washington from tin' ranch lands of

I tali and opened a small root beer

stand with $500 in savings. Today,

i lie root beer stand opened 1>\ that

young Westerner— J. Willard Marr-

iott, president of Hot Shoppes, Ine.

— has mushroomed into a national

chain of 1 1 I restaurants, cafeterias,

luxury motor hotels and airline and

institutional feeding services. Mr.

Mniiott has made Hot Shoppes'

"Food lor the Whole Family" a din-

ing-OUl tradition with the help of

hard-hitting advertising programs,

iin luding saturation usage of highrj

distinctiveradiospots.WWDCthanks

Hoi Shoppo and it> agency, M.

Belmonl \ er Standig, Inc., for t he

privilege of playing an importanl put

in this success story through the years.

Hot Shoppes i' staurants has e a

famil) appeal and \\ \\ I >< is I hi

"station that keeps people in mind.

ReprttenUd nationally

by John Blair <t Companys
BLAIR

GROUP
PLAN
MEMBER

M
What's behind the "CBS look"?

On May 20 Louis Dorfsman, creative director of CTN, was ap-

pointed director of design of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.. which

means the parent corporation.

The announcement piqued my curiosity.

Or maybe my long-time fascination with the extraordinary con-

sistency and good-taste of CBS graphics made me wonder how a "direc-

tor of design" fitted into the scheme of things.

Dr. Frank Stanton was as gracious and attentive as ever when I

dropped in. But an extra measure of warmth and enthusiasm was evi-

denl when I e.xolained my visit. 1 soon learned what I wanted to know.

With the new CBS building well on its way, a deluge of corporate

projects involving the graphic arts are, or soon will be. in the making.

Usually the three complete art and copy units housed within CBS di-

visions (CTN, CTS and CRI) bore the brunt of these corporate projects.

Sometimes they are farmed out. Dr. Stanton decided that the time had

come to take one of his gifted and distinguished creative specialists and

set up a corporate unit. Lou Dorfsman was the choice.

We spent a pleasant hour talking about what 1 choose to call "the

CBS look."

In my experience it is an exceptional lawyer who writes inviting

prose. But there is Arthur Train. Or an engineer who distinguishes

himself as a statesman. But there is Herbert Hoover. Rarest of all.

though, is the research man who is as interested in the form as the

substance.

But there is Frank Stanton.

This year he won the coveted Architectural League of New York

medal for the individual outside the professions of architecture and the

arts who has "exerted a most potent influence in promoting the develop-

ment of art in industry and whose past record has shown a most suc-

cessful and practical application of artistic ideals to actual commercial

production."

He is currently chairman of the art committee and a member of the

board of Lincoln Center.

There is no doubt that so long as Frank Stanton is at CBS the

standard of excellence that characterizes everything he can control will

continue high. His problem, and I am sure he is working on it. is to

mate the "CBS look" and the "CBS image" after he leaves.

He recently made this statement on corporate design: "I think

there are lew needs greater for the modern, large-scale corporation

than the need for a broad public awareness of its personality—its sciiss

ol values. Increasingly 1 think modern corporations are recognizing

the high cost of impersonality. Everything we produce at the Columbia

Broadcasting System, including our own printed advertising, reports.

documents and promotion, is carefully considered from the viewpoint

of the image we have of ourselves as vigorous, public spirited, profitable.

modern enterprise. We believe that we should not only be progressivj

but look progressive. We aim at excellence in all the arts, including the

.nt ot self-examination."

^T^n/
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MANAGEMENT MAN

Ctf

- 1

Today, the majority of corporation

executives are college educated.

Tomorrow, the demand will be even

greater.

A college education is becoming

increasingly important to the potential

executive. It develops the kind of active,

logical mind it takes to meet the

challenging problems of the modern

business world.

But the price of developing educated

manpower is high, and getting higher.

Colleges are finding it difficult to provide

all the facilities that are necessary to

maintain the highest educational

standards.

If our colleges are to continue supplying

American business with superior new

talent . . . they need help. College is

the best friend business has.

Support the college of your choice.

Published as a public service in cooperation with

The Advertising Council -«

-

and f&ft
The Council for %!^
Financial Aid to Education.

VI ION
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Some People
Would Call This
A ii "Image"A tl

Actually, .1 network's imago can't be projected on a

printed page. It's wh.it appears on the bi reen that counts.

I'h. it's why the image of the NBC Television Network

is stronger than B\ er. Just look ,il some of the highlights of

this p.ist season: "The Amerii an Revolution of '63" the

three-hour civil-rights Bpecial th.it bet ame the year's most

honored program; "The Huntley-Brinkley Report.'' the

nation's foremost news series; "Bonanza," television's

most popular entertainment series. The World Sei

the country's outstanding sports event; .mil television's

biggest schedule of color programs.

No wonder our last season's television billings wen- the

largest in our history

And our on-screen image looks even brighter for next

season, with; the return of fack Benny, Danny Thomas

and Alfred l litchcock toour all-starschedule; the debut of

some of the year's most promising new entertainment

series; exclusive American coverage of the i<k,4 Summer

Olympics, from Tokyo; the return of NCAA Football

to our lineup: ami Presidential Year Convention and I

tion coverage by Chet Huntley, David Hrinkley and the

NBC News staff.

No wonder every single prime-time program series on

our forthcoming schedule has already won important na-

tional sponsorship. Our image has never looked brighter.

Look to NBC /or the be»t combinolion of ncivj, entertainment and iporti
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COSTS

I he broadcast advertising in-

dustry has developed — if you

can picture the image — a kind of

aural callous. It has padded the in-

stant reflex of the collective indus-

try ear with a lamination of the

same words until those words bring

no pain, agitation or hostility.

They do bring passive reaction

like "concern," "uneasiness." "re-

gret."

The words?

"Price spiral" and "ceiling" and

"relative increases" and "out-of-

line costs" and even "miscellaneous

expenses," as examples.

I hese are some television pro-

graming words that have been heard

with such frequency over the past

decade that they have grown thick

and shapeless, and it has become

part of the exercise to acknowledge

them with a nod in their direction.

Hut the intensity of their meaning

in broadcast advertising has been

blunted.

I .ling that it is time to pay heed

to these words which have become

very real threats to industry well

being, we present an article oil

broadcast program costs (beginning

on page 27). which will help us all

better to hear the warning the

words contain.

Hill Ruchti, our senior editor.

who researched the story, makes

quite a point ol not pointing a fin-

ger of accusation, but only of citing

.1 fever in the family. I think it also

s.uv to quote I. like. Chapter IV.

\erse 23, "Physician, heal thy

sell .

."

Praises Yardstick Story

Your man Bill did an excellent

job for Crosley Broadcasting in

handling the Yardstick story (May
4).

He certainly gave it the em-
phasis that its industry-wide ac-

ceptance indicated should be given

it. I particularly appreciate the

tact that his interpretation was

correct in spite of the fact that

he couldn't spend very long with

me getting "the full treatment."

I only wish some of our own
people, particularly our salesmen,

could understand it and tell the

story as well as Bill did.

Incidentally, tell Norm not to

worry too much about the mis-

quotes on "WLW." I had a note

from your man in Duluth and

appreciate very much the correc-

tion that came out this past Mon-
day. I could only suggest that

some day. when the magazine

bills a million dollars, you try to

get rid of the typewriter that Bill

uses. It types exactly like, and in

fact it probably is. the one I used

at Sponsor six years ago.

Sam BW. Schnimi R

H7.H Radio Sales Manager
I ash in Division

Cincinnati, Ohio

Pleased with TvAR Story
Just a short note to express our

appreciation tor the space you de-

voted in the May 25 issue of

Sponsor to "How to be a giant."

From prior experience. I know this

storj will hring our presentation

to a great many people.

I'd also like to extend my com-
pliments on the "new look" of

Sponsor. The increased use of

photos plus the brand new. two-

color innovation makes your book
even more readable than it has

been.

Robert m. Hoi i m \n

i i'< c president
Marketing and Research
/> IR
\ < H York, x )

Radio at the Fair

I re. k1 with great interest your
article referring to radio and tele-

vision coverage o\ the New York
World's lair, published April 27.

In addition to the radio cover-

age reported in your article, the

New Jersey Broadcasters' World's

Fair network, which comprises

over 50 AM-FM stations, carried

live the opening day dedication

of the New Jersey Pavilion.

Many of our outstanding New
Jersey broadcasters contributed to

the fruition of our network, and

I would appreciate any recognition

you might extend to them.

Ronald L. Hickman
President

New Jersey Broadcasters Assn.

Belated Thanks
This is a belated note of thanks

for the outstanding job done bv

Sponsor on presenting my views

on the future of FM radio ( April

20).

The reaction from all points ha i

been phenomenal—somebody ever

went so far as to send me a cop\

during a recent trip to Europe.

I have been meaning to wriu

Sponsor a congratulatory note or

its "new look" for some time, am
I certainly hope your same higl

quality will prevail.

RoRERT RlCHFI

President

Robert Richer Representatives lin

New York

Clarify AAAA Tv Survey

Your recent article "Petersoi

Kldridge Cry "Clutter" at AN/
Meeting*' (May IS) failed to poir

out that AAAA's survey on whic

Mrs. Peterson "based her attack

does not show that national a>.

vertising is "'annoying or offensive

to about 2 l
) percent oi the public

J
It does show that 29 percent ell

the commercials noticed bj tt

pilot study group were rated at

noying or offensive. As far as

know there is no available info

mation on public attitudes town

tv commercials.

It seems to me that any accun

report on "public reaction" to

clutter (or any other issue) shouj

not be based on the personal rl

action of the speaker. A publ

opinion studv would provide

more reasonable basis for disci)

sion.

Lorna Opato
/'/< sident

Ol>aii>w Associates inc.

\ , w York

-
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P R E SS T I M E R E PO R T FROM OUR WASHINGTON NEWS BUREAU

May 29, 196h

Sponsors and advertising agencies are not the only ones baffled by recent

overlap in i-Yd-ral '.'rade Commiss .on and rood and Drug Administration act.or.s .

Congressmen have particularly asked why FTC has been leaning heavily on its

very meager clinical facilities to attack product, when the FDA is equipped

and presumably delegated to do this work.

Some sharp questions were put to FTC chairman Paul Rand Dixon , during

closed appropriations hearings recently made public, when he asked for funds

for more clinical testing "vital to successful challenge of exaggerated claims

for a wide variety of products."

The congressmen were not challenging the amount, but the reason . FTC

would spend between $30,000 and $75,000 on clinical testing, while FDA has

clinical and research budget running to millions.

Dixon told the congressmen at the February hearing that he wanted a

"showdown" in 1965 on the validity of $300 million in advertising claims for

the $2 billion cosmetic business, and the quarter of a billion spent to adver-
tise the $2 billion sales of over-the-counter medications.

Dixon particularly wants to pin down claims of "pain-relieving drugs of
furiously competing speeds, being sold at a $360,000,000 annual rate . " The
crusade will extend to arthritis and rheumatism concoctions being sold for
"cure" or "quick relief"; and to the nasal sprays, mouth washes and tablets
that "have conquered the common cold, or at least its unpleasant features."

Further--dentifrices and oral hygiene products need more probe to deter-
mine where "bona fide tests stop and copywriters' pencils continue."

'ep. Charles Jonas (R-N.C.) and Harold Jsterag (R-N.Y.) wanted to know
,

at that point . wi-.y ':.- FY was r.^- sticking '~ r r;:. = ~: :\
•' -

: ^rtising . but

was going into the FDA sphere of "testing and making determination as to
whether a product is safe or not."

Dixon said FTT and FDA have a liaison arrangement to avoid overlap "as
far as humanly possible." But in any case, he added, "our law is broad enough
to pick up labels as well as advertising," on foods, drugs and cosmetics.

FTC can frequently rely on FDA clinical tests, saii Fixon, r .- •:.-. re are
cases wh r ':'.

'.
-

-F-: r :
• ?• •' r •

:. ..
=

:

".

, v::.i:h ray : :r.r.':..5 .
'-•:*

'

'::

advertising claims for the product promise rarvels in performance . Dixon
pointed out that aspirin, simply labeled 5 gr. U.S. P. requires no FDA test for
label claims. But FTC feels it must get medical opinion and clinical t<

disprove any exaggerated advertising claims for a particular brand.

The congressmen were still unconvinced. They wondered why FTC did not
stick to the strictly economic aspects of labeling and advertising, and leave

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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all clinical testing of product efficiency to the well-equipped Food and Drug

Administration

.

Dixon said sometimes the FDA is too busy to help make clinical findings

for the commission . FTC often needs medical experts to testify (there was a

roster of them in the Geritol argument , which recently climaxed with a con-

tested FTC order against its advertising) to prove false claims in advertis-

ing. If the doctor needs a clinical test, "we must pay him for it."

Rep. Osterag wanted to know: "Wouldn't the FDA be responsible for deter-
mining what it will cure and what it won't, rather than the FTC ? If there

is false and misleading advertising, there I think is where you come in."

The FTC chairman felt this was taking a pretty narrow view of the Food
and Drug Act. He pointed out that FDA was now moving into advertising for ev-
idence "if the court will go with them. " The FDA would like to say that even
advertising is "direction for use." (FDA considered advertising claims in its
recent seizure of three wrinkle-smoother products.)

Rep. Osterag challenged the right of FTC to go after all the medications
attempting to relieve cold symptoms . If they don't claim to cure, but to re-
lieve symptoms, was it Dixon's view that "they should be prohibited from being
on the market?"

Dixon said no—but they should have to tell the truth , and it was "his
responsibility to get them to tell the truth." Truth being relative, it would
seem that FTC expertise will have to decide how fast is fast in relieving that
sniffle—possibly on a stopwatch basis.

At one point, Rep. Joe Evins (D-Tenn.) came to Dixon's rescue in the
matter of FTC pursuit of false labeling. "The labeling may be a very small
and minor part. The public has already been conditioned to the purchase of
the item because of the tremendous, fabulous, extensive advertising."

The cigaret labeling hearings came up for a brief go-round when Rep .

Jonas wanted to know why the FTC was making a full-dress show of the matter
,

on the public record, instead of giving the Industry Guidance Div. a chance in
this case"! (The appropriations hearings in February, preceded the FTC's an-
nounced oral on advertising and labeling rules for cigaret s.)

The FTC chairman had a bad moment here : he has urged increase in funds
because FTC wanted to greatly enlarge its advisory and consultant facilities.
FTC wanted to help businessmen avoid violations before they happen, it was
said, in friendly, informal fashion.

Dixon told the congressmen the tobacco hearing was meant to be a "guid-
ance" procedure . It just happened to be so important that the usual custom of
having one commissioner and a staffer conduct the proceedings, was changed to
comprise the full commission panel.

The House would appropriate $12,72^,000 for FTC, which is half a million
less than they asked, although it is $39,000 above the current fiscal rate.
Senate has yet to act on the budget request for the commission.
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Price War Looms in Color Tv Set Market

Leading firms have cracked the $400 price barrier

in their new lines, are set with big ad campaign

Typical of under $400 se»s: RCA Viclor Color Tv

Vw ^ ork Color t\ advertisers

poc beaming broadly last week, for

[ looked as though the five per-

ent saturation for color t\ ex-

acted by the end of the year in

9 homes would be reached

head of schedule.

What was accelerating color tv\

rowth this summer was a round of

reductions and stepped-up

ompetttion among the major set

lakers \mong developments:

• ( olor tv set production — the

p| to larger color tv audiences —
as booming along nationally at a

itimated by Electronic Indus-

ei Association at slightly over

units monthly.

• R('\. once the sole producer

Dolor t\ sets but now in com-
tition with a do/en firms, was
it to retain a large share of the

•lor market, and was making price

&50 to $130 a set) in its

>f>5 line. I he lowest-priced R< \

lor set now lists at just under the

figure of s-HH).

• Zenith, one of the first of the

R< \ competitors to jump in-

color, is now expected to push

own $399.95 color "special,*'

•d predicts it will turn out around

300,000 color sets this year —
about double last year's rate.

• Philco is also in the low-priced

color tv race. I he Ford-owned set

maker unveiled a $399.95 color

table model receiver in Philadelphia

last week. There are no plans, how-
ever, to push it in network tv.

which accounted for better than

one out of four Philco ad dollars

last year. F.mphasis this season will

be in "local promotions" conducted

bj dealers, primarily in local print

media.

• Vdmiral, long sensitive to shift-

ing consumer tastes in t\ receivers.

has already been marketing a

$399.95 "black box" color set to.

some time. Even with an all-chan-

nel tuner, the price will remain the

same — with the added incentive

of Substantially reduced prices for

distributors and dealers. About N 2

million of Admiral's aA budget this

vear will be used to promote color

tv. some tv will be used, although

the campaign will be mostly in print.

I ven the authoritative Wall

Street Journal took notice of the

burgeoning color tv price war in an

editorial last week. 'To s.iv the in-

dustry is in a ferment is putting it

mildly; uproai is more like it." the

editorial said in part In chop]
prices from $50 to $] J0 a set —
among the Steepest declines in color

tv histoiv l<( \ knows its com
petitors will have to try to make
cuts ol at least approximate!) com-
parable appeal Some of them don't

care for the prospect at all. but
what can thev do '.'"

I be editorial concluded: " lo be
sure, these gams can be vitiated if

the authorities insist on still more
dollar-diluting inflation. Meantime.
let the admmistered-priee thinkers

have their theory, lor all of us

lowly consumers, the competitive
picture right now is coming through
clear—and bright."

Statisticians with an eve for long-

range projections could relate BOOK
ol the developments m color set

sales with the country's booming
income levels. Some researchers

are alreadv predicting that the aver-

age rating advantage of a color pro-

gram in tv homes is "likerj to be in

excess of a lull rating point." as

did Avery (iibson. vice president ol

the H-R rep firm, recently

Nielsen Primer Now in

50,000-Copy Print-Up

\ < Nielsen's booklet. "What
Ratings Really Mean." seems

headed for "best seller" status.

When pamphlet was first re-

leased three weeks ago the mea-
surement service gave awav
5000 copies

Quick!} afterwards requests

led to a punt order of 15,000
copies.

\dditional requirements from
stations, advertisers and

necessitated a third print 01

this one again 1 5

i jest bill so far has

from Young A Rubicam
copk
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Speed Essential in Reporting

Media Data, Says TvB's Cash

New York — Fast access to

media data is vital to the continu-

ing growth of all advertising rev-

enues, declared Norman E. Cash,

TvB president, on release of a

bureau report showing that the top

100 newspaper advertisers in 1963

again spent more dollars in tele-

vision than in newspapers.

Sounding the call for speedy
reporting of advertising expendi-

tures by competitive media asso-

ciations. Cash said. "It is hoped

that these associations will aim for

eventual frequency of investment

data on a monthly basis. It will be

to the benefit of all media if the

nation's marketers were to receive

data showing competitive compari-

sons on a more frequent basis than

a full quarter or longer after their

advertising dollars are spent."

Cash continued: 'The associa-

tions devoted to the accountability

of dollars spent in advertising are

obligated to provide timely, signifi-

cant and specific information. The
current time lag in the release of

certain media expenditures is det-

rimental to the nation's economy.

Today's selling requirements de-

mand prompt access to available

advertising data."

In its breakdown of newspaper

vs. tv advertising, TvB indicated

that the top 100 newspaper adver-

tisers in 1963 actually spent mort

of their advertising dollars in tv—
$558,114,000 more, or $857,-

248,000 in tv as opposed to $299,

1 34,000 in newspapers.

Breaking it down even further

the bureau pointed out that thi

represents 187 percent more dollar

in television than in newspapers tH

"newspaper's best customers."

Cash . . . media data to "benefit a

Fish Raps High Cost of Newspaper Advertising

Minneapolis — In an indirect

answer to critics of "sky-rocketing"

television advertising costs, James

S. Fish, vice president and director

of advertising for General Mills,

took the nation's newspapers to

task for high costs "both in real

and relative terms."

Speaking before the National

Newspaper Promotion Assn., Fish

Cited those costs as the primary

reason why national advertisers do

not use more newspaper space. In

the past five to si\ years, F
7ish's

own company has swung heavily

Irom other media to tv (68 per-

cent of its budget in l
(>62) even in

the lace ol rising tv costs.

A most striking example of the

swing to t\ is Wrigley. In 1956
only 25 percent oi its advertising

budget was allocated to television.

B) l
lHi2, however. Wriglcv was

pouring 94 percent of its budget

into tv,

)

lalkmg to the oewspapei

motion men. Fish pointed out thai

"continuity advertising usually de

mands the selectivity with its at-

tendant lower costs. While we can

usually hold our own against the

competition of bold local advertis-

ing with our introductory and pro-

motional advertising, we haven't

found a way to use small advertis-

ing space effectively on a continuity

basis. Our ads get lost in the jungle

of price ads, and we often suffer

makeup penalties which reduce the

opportunity for our message."

Fish was also critical of news-

paper promotion. "I have only

wade through the deluge of rr.

terials that come from newspapt

to know that in many cases you

talking to yourselves. How ma
of you have ever made a real stu'

of what goes on out there son

where in agency-land or advertis*

country, of what happens to yc|

mailings?"

Gleason Enters Program Development Field

New York — Jackie Glcason's

Peekskill Enterprises, which has

been producing the Gleason variety

hour for CBS-TV, has worked out

a program development deal with

the network for the creation of

other shows and the packaging and
production of material from Out-

side sources.

\ I Russell is vice president

in charge of the new department.

With writing credits stretching

back to the days oi the Philco-

year Playhouse, Russell is a

long-time associate of both Glea-
son and Jack Philbin, president of

Peekskill. He's written most

Gleason's serious tv appearao

in Studio One and Playhouse

Plans for this year? The Jii< <

Gleason Show, naturally, whih
returns in the fall in its 7:30 ti

urday slot and is already sold*

Philip Morris, Ralston. Drae

and Mobil Oil; a half-houi

tion c o m e d y . The Man \

l,ikcl\, which is in the writing st!

and deals with an ambitious yo
.

man whose adventures illust.

how not to succeed; and a pc

'

ble future vehicle for Gleason ca
|

The Big Operator.



Radio Will Hit $1 Billion Mark in 1967
\fu ^ ork l .iking a cue from

s iNSOR (sec bOX 011 tins page I,

Ed Bunker, president of the Radio

Advertising Bureau, sees a $1 bil-

Bunkar . "radio hat just scratched the surface"

lion radio year in 1967. Comment-
ing on the medium's vitality in a

VVABC interview. Bunker declar-

:d that radio, which did something

701) million in advertising

.olume in 1^63, has "just scratched

he surface."

In a discussion covering almost

he full spectrum of today's radio.

ts problems and potential. Bunker

nit such areas as 'clutter." liquor

ind cigarct advertising, the health

I M, research and ratings.

i On "clutter." he said: "We think

he stations are punished verv rap-

Jly if there is too much . . . be-

iusc people have a lot of different

tations thev can go to." Bunker

dded that "clutter" u,h more

oticeable on tv because of the

. r impact. He suggested that

Oherence to the \ M* (ode is an

Dswer to the jamming together

. ommcrcials.
' On the cigarct industry adver-

sing code. Bunker said he thought

levision would be hurt more than

dio.

"I believe that the television bov-

not being able to show those

ettv voung gals an\ more, it's

>mg to hit them a little harder

an radio where there's just a

On liquor advertising over the

Bunker said he didn't think

most stations would go after it sim-

plv because thev 're "hungry." "
I hey

will go after it." he said, "because

thev think thev should have it on

moral grounds and on legal
grounds."

In discussing ratings and re-

search, he called for more of a

demographic approach.
"

1 he marketing boys of the

agencies want to know," he said,

"just as thev want to know about

the Herald Tribune, who the homes

are that get it. how main people

are living in those homes, what

products i.\o thev purchase and

just what are the characteristics."

I urning to I \1. Bunker critici/ed

some operators for failing to "stand

on their feet and say Ux>k. we have

a place on the dial."

Bunker pointed out that FM is

successful in many instances be-

cause it sells and operates for less

money.
It's just like having a tiny foreign

language newspaper, he said. " Ihev

go after a highly specialized audi-

ence."

$1 Billion Year
No Pipe Dream

In his May 4th Publisher's

Report. Sponsor's Norman
R Cilenn predicted the long

discussed SI billion radio

year may be a reality in I

Quoting from Glenn's col-

umn: "Some may say we're

pipe dreaming. But I don't

think so. When you consider

radio is a part of the daily

living habit of nearly every

family, that as a direct pipe-

line from sender to listener

it at lords an unlimited range

of imagination and persua-

sion, then the S700 million it

currently attracts in advertis-

ing volume is far from its

proper level . . . like spring.

I see national radio busting

out all over. I predict that,

by 1967, radio, strongly aided

bj national revenues, will be

a billion dollar medium."

Heed Consumer Complaints or Risk

Government Action, Packagers Told

White Sulphur Springs. W. \ a.

— Because of exposure on tele-

vision and other media, the public

awareness of packaging has reach-

ed a new peak — and it's a case

ot pa) attention to consumer com-

plaints about current packaging

practices or risk government inter-

vention. John J. McDevitt, senior

\ice president of I.ippincott A Mar-

gulies. Inc.. warned members ot

the National Flexible Packaging

Vssn. at their annual convention.

Today's housewife lives in a

WOfad of packages." he said. "L'n-

like her mother and grandmother,

who often didn't see the package

until it reached the store, she is

bombarded with descriptions of it

before she steps out her door.

Citing a growing government

interest in the packaging industry,

Mr. McDevitt said, "Anyone who
thinks this is a passing interest is.

in my opinion, deluding himself."

Ibis interest, he said, can't be

shifted oi\ as simply "more gov-

ernment meddling" in private

business. "In our frantic, complex

world, protection for the consumer
is a legitimate need."

If the answer to consumer com-
plaints is to be found. Mr Mc-
Devitt said the first step should

be. "simply recognizing our obliga-

tion to the public and ourselves

to see tit it that deceptive, mis-

leading, confusing, annoying, or

just thoughtless packaging prac-

tices are eliminated ... It is axio-

matic. I think, that an industry that

regulates itself is an industry that

govs a long way to overcoming

the excuse for outside regulation."
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FSR Exec Gives Agency-Advertiser Ground Rules

Hot Springs, Va. — When you

hire an advertising agency, give

them proper information, direction

and enough time—and stop fussing,

fretting and stage managing, Jack

Stanley, vice president and creative

director of Fuller & Smith & Ross

Inc., told the members of the Auto-

mobile Advertising Assn.

Every television commercial and

Jack Stanley . . . "stop fussing, fretting"

print ad should meet four basic

criteria, said Stanley. "First, it must

attract. And no matter what me-
dium advertising is in today, it's up
against the toughest competition in

history . . . Unless you flag your

audience—and it's the right audi-

ence—you've wasted your hard-

earned money."
Second, every commercial and ad

must distill a proposition to the

viewer or reader. It's at its best

when there's a genuine difference

between the product or service be-

ing advertised and the competition.

Third, Stanley said, the commer-
cial and ad must make a positive

contribution to the image of the

company. Finally, every commer-
cial and ad should have "high in-

volvement quality," the core of

FSR's creative philosophy. The idea

is to emphasize human wants by

bringing the viewer or reader into

the ad and commercial.

In discussing the agency-adver-

tiser relationship, Stanley declared

that the first essential is informa

tion — copywriters and artists

should know almost as much about

a company as the firm's advertising

manager. Also, the creative team's

thinking must be properly chan-

neled.

Time is a big factor, said Stanley

"Ad managers are cheating theii

company every time they ask for i

rush job on an ad. Three weeks i;

not an unreasonable span to allov

for the creative people to absorl

the needed information, think abou

the problem and create rough cop;

and layout. Of course, a new cam
paign deserves more lead time."

"It is vital that we never los

sight of our main purpose in creat.

ing advertising, whether it be fo,

television or print — consumer o

industrial," Stanley added, "an

that is that it be memorable in

way that will move the right aud

ence to the right response."

AP, Herald Tribune Use of NBC Election Analysis a Switch

New York — With the Associ-

ated Press and New York Herald

Tribune committed to use of NBC's
"Electronic Vote Analysis" system.

a new era of newspaper-broadcast

cooperation appears to be dawning.

I his tact becomes obvious when
such a group as the Associated

Press, the nation's largest wire scrv-

5 to pay cold cash for the

privilege of using NBC's data It

nothing more, it's .1 concession that

electronic journalism has come of

age.

It is understood that AP will con-

tinue to tabulate its traditional

comprehensive voting information

in all st. ties separately from \U( 's

own tabulation. And. although the

incut provides a measure ol

exclusivity foi \l\ \l)( still may,
.it its own discretion, provide the

same service directly to \P news-

members
\r services about 8000

members and subscribers through-

out the world.

Chances are that the AP will beat

all its previous records for analysis

and prediction as the result of its

pact with NBC. The speed of NBC's
vote tally weaponry was displayed

during the recent Oregon primary

when at 11:01 p.m. EDT—one
minute alter the polls had closed

—

NBC" News announced on its Pa-
cific hookup that Governor Rocke-
feller had scored an upset victory.

I he prediction was based on figures

representing only one percent of

the total vote.

NBC's service is called "Elec-

tronic Vote Analysis" and uses a

bank of RCA 301 and RCA 3301

computers to furnish data explain-

ing and comparing results of elec-

tions nationally and b) state.

I he analysis is based on a mass
"I detailed information that has

i pre-stored in the computers.

It includes all vote histories an

data on "tag areas." These are;

are numerous precincts, wards ar

counties that have been especial

selected by NBC News to represe

the political behavior pattern '

groups within an electorate.

William R. McAndrew, exec

five vice president in charge

NBC News, declined to crow aft

the NBC-AP pact had been 00

summated, but it was with soi

intra-industry pride that he d

clared: "Use of the Electronic V<

Analysis data by the world's Got

most wire service is testimony to

effectiveness This analysis of v>

ing trends and speedy interpret

tion of returns brings to \P me

hers the very latest electroi

techniques.

"To gather this information rm-

ually would take months o\ wt

and tens of thousands of n>

hours."
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NBC Plans Coverage
Of British Elections

New ^ ork 1 iisi live t\

coverage ol .1 foreign election

is in the offing with the an-

nouncement thai NBC will

broadcast Britain's genera]

elections via communications
satellites this fall.

Working in cooperation

with BBC, NBC will have ac-

cess to remote broadcasts
direct from the election head-
quarters o\' Prime Minister

Sir \lcc Douglas-Home and
Harold Wilson, leader of the

I abor Party.

I be elections will be held

in October at a date to he

set by Queen Elizabeth.

Negotiations for the co-

operative plan between NBC
and the BBC were conducted
in William K \le Andrew
M NB< News and Hugh
(ark ton Green of BBC.

Leading Tv Advertisers Find

Spot Radio to Their Liking

A/BTS Fined for Failure

o Check Possible Fraud
Washington Because the sta-

on was •'remiss" in identifying

»r and looking into the pos-

ibility of a "bait and switch"
and. WBTS Bridgeport, Ala.

250 I CC-levied tine and
n days to do something about

with the commission.
Object ol ICC ire was a series

t announcements offering a cut-

rice on a "brand new" ^,\-

i-' machine to listeners who could
' the question. "Who is the

man in the Bible?"

According to the FCC charge,

IC station not only tailed to name
« sponsor, hut ".

. . it seems to

mmission that you have been
niiss in accepting advertising

hich on its face seemed to involve

e possibility of fraud without tak-

ps to assure yourself that the

Ivertising was not fraudulent."

Continuing, the FCC letter to

BTS said. "Advertising which
omises a price or a special dis-

>unt to anyone who can name the

st President of the United States

the oldest man in the Bible is

wiously designed to lead the

edulous to believe he is being
'•en a preference in the price

ed for the product."

New ^ ork ll leading news

papei advertisers like tv, leading

television advertisers find spot ra

dio to their taste.

Seventy-nine ol America's top

t\ advertisers, including 43 out ol

the top 50. used spot radio during

1963 or in the Inst months ol 196 1,

according to a just-released analysis

in I dward Petrj & ( o., Inc

Ben H. Holmes, vice president ol

the PetT) Radio Div., said the com-
pilation goes a long way toward

demonstrating the continuing

strength oi spot radio as an etlee

live medium lor the nation's lead

ing companies."

A case in point: the Colgate

Palmolive Company using spot ra-

dio in "a relative!) big waj during

1963 after being away from the

medium lor years."

Holmes also said that spot radio

had a private claim to lame. "It's

fashionable to compare your client

list against the mecca in advertis-

ing- the top loo television adver-

tisers. While we found that nearlv

SO percent use spot radio, we also

found that spin radio has a verv

respectable exclusive list o\ its

own."

\li. Holmes cited several of the

nations airlines, oil compan
automotive products and food pi

nets as exampk rs who
were active in spot radio, but not

tv.

Call for Cosmetic Ads
Aimed at Mature Woman
Niw York I iver-

tisers. traditional heavv bl

users, have been urged to gear their

advertising to meel the needs of

the OVer-55 woman. Richard 1

Pel/man. president ol Si N

ices Corporation, points out that

"promises o\ youth and beauty hold

little swav" with the mature wo
man.

I hev .He much more concerned

with the practical problems of div-

ing skin and thin, aging brittle

hair, he s.ivs

"Cosmetic advertising which ot-

ters illustrations of the young glam-

11I as typifying the average con-

sumer is an affront to mature judg-

ment," said Mr. Pel/man "
I h.

woman over 55 knows that t:-

days are gone forever, and Vet she

needs to solve her special problems

and remain attractive with dignity

and assurance

Blair Executive Says Radio Must

Underscore Needs of Consumers
Wichita. Kan. Successful radio

selling requires the station to pin-

point the consumers for the adver-

tisers' commercial. Thomas C Har-

rison, president of Blair Radio, a

division of John Blair A Comparn.
told the Sales and Marketing I \-

ecutives Club of Wichita.

"I have had to look at the need

of the buyer," Harrison said, em-
phasizing that all modern-da] sell-

ing, if successful, underlines the

buyers' needs

Touching on s.iles. Harrison took

issue with the old ad You
have to sell yourself fir N •' at

all. he said. "I feel this is the line

of the old professional salesman

who can sell anv thing. He mav have

at one time, but not in

market
''

Harrison added, "Give me the

man that sells his comp.uiv I

and then his product and I'll show

vou a man who, in turn, sells him-

self
"

Still on the subject

manship. Har: his

remark- N nan

can the top . there

if he doesn't have someth

can't earn 1
m't

buy, but available to .ill m, a

honestv and tnisl
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CBS Tops Emmy Field; Werner Defends Awards

New York — With the comics

having a field-day at the expense

of the boycotting networks ("this

is the night the NBC peacock

stuck a feather in the CBS eyes")

and despite some engineering

problems (a loss of sound at the

opening of the show and a jam-

ming-like noise at the close),

Kmmy was safely tucked away last

week for another year.

Ironically CBS was the big win-

ner with 13 statuettes, eight of

them going to the back-to-back

Dick Van Dyke and Danny Kaye
shows.

NBC garnered nine Emmies
and ABC four (including the out-

standing documentary award given

for The Making of the President

1960).

Only too conscious of the earlier

Emmy fracas, Mort Werner, presi-

dent of the National Academy of

Television Arts and Sciences, made
a point of explaining the academy
voting methods to the Emmy audi-

ence.

Advertiser-Producer Partnership

Answer to Better Tv Programing
New York — A partnership be-

tween advertisers and producing

companies could be the answer to

even better television programing

in the future, John H. Mitchell,

vice president in charge of sales

for Screen Gems, Inc., told the

New York Society of Security

Analysts.

Mitchell pointed out that many
of the major television sponsors

now have budgets large enough to

permit them "to make production

arrangements with the producing

companies rather than having to

accept on a take-it-or-lcave-it basis

the programs that the networks

might have on hand."

Mitchell called this the realis-

tic approach to sound programing,

claiming that by sharing costs of

new programing concepts with

producers, the sponsor is in a bet-

ter position to get the most for his

advertising dollar. "We firmly be-

lieve llns new partnership of the

networks, advertisers, agencies and
producers ean only mean more
creative, entertaining and cultural

programing that will satisfy the in-

creasing appetites of more and

more people who have diversified

tastes."

Today's t\ advertiser. Mitchell

toKI his audience, is currently look-

ing beyond ratings, because they

20

give only one measure of a pro-

gram's value. "He is also examining

the effect the program has on his

over-all marketing picture. The
qualitative factors are as important

to him as are the quantitative

ones."

Continuing, Mitchell described

the feature film area of tv as "bul-

lish." But he warned that in spite

of the trend television eats up its

supply of feature length films

from the different libraries at a

very rapid rate.

He stressed that television pro-

ducers must come up with top flight

"programing - made - expressly - for -

television."

Mitchell also expressed optimism
about the television industry's fu-

ture in general, citing an upsurge

in billings, the fact that more
families are becoming two- and
three-set homes and that more and
more color sets are now finding their

way into homes throughout the

count i \

.

Summing up. Mitchell said. "We
at Screen Gems believe that tele-

vision today is on the threshold

ol a golden age of creativity . . .

Bfl era that will see all elements of

the industry producing more and
finei type of entertainment for

broadcasting via the networks.

eura\ ision, telestar, etc."

He said it was a continuing prob-

lem of readjusting procedures but

that all nominations were carefully

screened. He added that NATAS
was always in the market for con-

structive suggestions to improve

the method of selection. Finally,

he assured viewers that "Emmy
will continue to fly despite damp
and ruffled feathers. There will be

disagreement when you have 6000
members."

Whether Emmy continues to fly

or not, chances are the coming year

will see a concerted effort in the

industry to do something about

awards and their profusion.

As reported in Sponsor last week.

the International Radio & Television

Society has already called for an

industry-wide probe, citing more
than 100 national awards in a wide-

ranging number of categories.

Statement Expected

From Robert Sarnoff

On Multiple Ownership

New York — According to

advance reports. Robert W.
Sarnoff. board chairman of

NBC. will issue a "strong"

statement on the matter of

multi-station ownership at

the annual meeting of the

network's affiliates in Beverly

Hills. Calif.

The convention, slated to

begin today, was expected to

draw more than 400 execu-

tives, representing the net-

work's 203 tv affiliates and

192 radio affiliates.

Mr. Sarnoff will welcome

the execs todaj at a recep-

tion. Radio affiliates will hold

their annual meeting tomor-

row, with tv meeting Wednes-

day.

Sneakers will include Mr.

Sarnoff as well as other NBC
top brass

L
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PROBING THE CURRENTS AND UNDERCURRENTS OF BROADCAST ADVERTISING

Procter-Silex puts all tv chips on spot for next two campaigns

Procter-Silex (Weiss A (idler) will give spot ita exclusive tv play for the

[964-63 season. Somewhat over SI million, or lH) percent of the budget in 50

markets. Plight in the tall and another in the spring. Sizzle in the agency's pitch

to the client: can get better cooperation from stations than network in alerting

dealers to the campaign.

S. C. Johnson's veering away from long-term commitments may benefit spot

S. C. Johnson's switch in tv commitment strategy could work to the advantage

of spot during the 1964-65 season. \ew strategy is to buj network, both night

and day, on an in-and-OUt basis. In other words, scatter plans limited to quarterly

obligations. Extreme swing from previous pattern of co-sponsorship of Red Skel-

ton for entire season. last year Johnson spent around $10 million for network

and less than a half million for spot. Marketing sidelight: the competitive pressure

from supermarket private labels has been getting particularly rough on the national

household wax brands.

Timebuyers need documented clarification of radio station music formats

\\ hat is meant by "middle-of-the-road" music'.' "Lively ja//" format? I he

•"modern standards'.' Are they just semantics'.' Element that differentiates one-

radio station from another most often is the kind of music it plays. Valuable

service that could be performed for the younger generation of time buyers specit-

ically and advertising as a whole is ,i knowledgeable clarification — in terms of

current usage — of the various station-oriented music categories. Look for a

SPONSOR article in a near-future issue pinpointing the frames of reference in the

stations' musical spectrum as interpreted by experts.

P&G's preference for non-computer buying at Y&R merely to insure conformity

Don't read anything ominous in this: P&G\ instructions to Y&R to refrain

from basing P&G spot buys on data fed into and out of a computer. Some rep

salesmen interpreted the communique as supporting their contention: you can't

negotiate through a machine. The move vis seen by other P&G agencies; the Cin-

cinnati giant likes to have things standardized for all its agencies. Only when all

buying is done in uniform fashion is the P&G home office able to compare one

agency's work against another Hence there's no reflection on the Y&R system,

P&G. you'll recall, requires all agencies to use the same local tv rating service

(currently ARHi

ABC-TV, NBC-TV gearing film features for fall Sunday rating fray

I ook (bl \B( -l\ and NBC-TV to use their feature libraries as aggressive

pawns in their battle for fall Sunday night supremacy \s Madison Avenue

the jockeying (a) NBC will back into the neu season with the top raters among
the current season's features as reruns during August-September: fb) \B( will

schedule its biggest "blockbusters'' as ot Sept 14 m an effort to break the back

of the NBC-TV lineup following "Bonanza.

"

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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PROBING THE CURRENTS AND UNDERCURRENTS OF BROADCAST ADVERTISING

Top market stations hedging against guaranteeing 4th quarter make-goods

One sign already of a tight market for nighttime spot tv buyers is the fourth

quarter, according to Madison Avenue reports. Stations in many of the top 100

markets — in anticipation of sellouts — shying away from make-good guarantees

to other than long-term contractors. Exceptions possible for short-termers if pre-

Christmas order is accompanied by schedule for first 1964 quarter. P.S.: Tight

outlook makes it likely that a goodly number of accounts will try to insure fall

acceptance by starting schedules in August.

Friday replaces Thursday as night with lowest viewing quotient

Friday has recaptured the dubious distinction of having the week's worst

prime time viewing quotient. The standing was traditional with Friday until

Thursday slipped to the bottom of the totem pole two seasons previous. With the

Nielsen February report as a base, the 7:30-1 1 p.m. average homes using tv ranks

as follows by night of the week: (1) Sunday, 65.1 percent; (2) Saturday, 63.6

percent; (3) Monday, 63.1 percent; (4) Tuesday, 62.6 percent; (5) Thursday,

62.3 percent; (6) Wednesday, 60.4 percent; (7) Friday, 59.3 percent.

All is not beer and skittles for an agency with a fistful of winners

Exceptional success can also turn out to be a tangle patch to new business.

Take case of Compton. It's got at least nine brands that rank No. 1 in their re-

spective fields. But the brands plus the diversification of their makers (P&G.

Alberto-Culver) restrict the product streams in which Compton can fish for new

package-goods business. Compton's leaders: Comet (scouring powder). Crisco

(solid cooking shortening), Crisco cooking oil, Ivory soap (toilet soaps). Ivory

liquid (light duty detergents). Tide (heavy duty detergents), Duncan Hines (cake

mix), VO 5 (hair conditioners), Cascade (dishwashing detergent), Get Set (hair-

setting spray).

Stand-up tv commercials taking over from excessive slices-of-life

like the various facets of show business, tv commercials travel in cycles. The
trend at the moment is away from the slice-of-life type, kids caterwauling the name
of the product, way-out animation and the jingle for jingle's sake. You might

also add overdone satire and parody. The trend: more stand-up commercials,

more live action, broad comedy with earthy dialogue and close-on-camera with

voice-over a la the Bufferin pendulum. Creative individualists will probably

disregard all these 'Outs" and "ins" and stick to the basic rule of commercial-

making: follow the problems of your own product in determining type, style and

elements.

Time span should have been 11 p.m. to 6 a.m.

In the May 1 1 Sponsor scope item highlighting the upward trend in

homes using tv. the late night-day part column should have read 11 p.m. to

6 a.m. The current season's HI' IV figures for that time span are 8.5 per-

cent. 4,340,000 homes.

n
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BEHIND THIS DOOR ARE 273 PEOPLE

editors, writers, artists, researchers, photogra-

phers, printers, special data processors, pro-

grammers, and all of the other specialists

required in modern businesspaper publishing.

Each one of these persons is important. Besides

the obvious reason that we couldn't publish our

magazines without them, they are important

in another way.

The men and women behind the door of Ojib-

way Press, Inc. fulfill their primary function

with a determination and conviction unique in

today's business world. Each specialist is con-

scious of his part in providing a business pub-

lication which is found useful and worthy of

reading by the businessmen to whom it is

directed.

The OP trademark is found on 26 publications.

The specialists assigned to each publication

have one singular, common goal: to make each

publication the best in the field.

OJIBWAY PRESS
NEW YORK CHICAGO DULUTH CLEVELAND

, inc.

LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO
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Whenever there's any excitement around here...



^B&

we're there!

"here's been />'« xnty of excitement around hen lately, and
s've been right in the middle of it all.

d Memorial Day, for example, fifteen WFBM-TV can
the Indianapolis Speedway, Bending .1 live closed-

reuit telecast <>t" the 500-Mile Race i<> nearly 'Jnti theaters
- the nation.

c also provided daily local coverage of activitiet

ick all through May, as well as the qualifications,

Festival Parade, the Coronation Ball,

Festival Golf Tournament, the Old Tin
W . . . even the Victory Dinner following the

omes the State Fair this summer . . . and we'll be
n the middle of that, too. Plus the Antique Auto Tour

this tall. Plus the I

Plus anything

Broad
in Indianapolis and its rich satellite

the statioti ths

WFBM TV TIME

• KIPMCStMTtO S- RATI »itSCY



RLOTTE IS A DAISY

Metro Charlotte is just the golden center. The full beauty of the market — 75 miles in diameter

-

is yours for the plucking when you buy WBT Radio. The populous Piedmont's top-audience rad

station for two decades, only WBT's 50.000 watt signal delivers Charlotte PLUS ... a market

more than TWO MILLION PEOPLE with $2*2 BILLION in buying power. Your BLAIR man has the WE

story. And he doesn't soft petal it!

BLAIRWBT RADIO
CHARLOTTE <£).«»«

i. Company

£ PLAN
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Tv's cost spiral:

M wi i\ ii>s is reached their

ceiling?

I hat question was askedU Sponsor in .1 Sept. 21.

headline — well over 10

pars ago.

Tv costs at that tune seemed to

ha\e hit the heights. "Unbearable*'

was a frequent!) heard word. The
pDSS bill for a single program had
reached as much as .1 weekly $35,-

900 foi th( I S n eel Hour. 1 I 01

other examples, see p. 32 1. Three ol

the tour t\ networks then operat-

ing met the question with asSUT-

inces that they certainly expected

their costs to go down. One net-

work franklv expected their cost

averages would continue to rise

From $12,500 per nighttime half

hour 1 cross 1 to the staggering sum
: 4.0(H)'

today, the average network

nighttime half hour costs $75,000
for time and another $75,000 for

production and talent, for a total

f $150,000. Per-minute commer-
cial costs average between $30,-

DOO and $50,000.

Comparison with SPONSOR article of 10 years ago

indicates "ceiling" costs have hit clouds, continue to rise

I luis. the question that has con-

sistently been asked over the de-

cade continues to come up —
again and again. Have tv costs

reached their ceiling.' Sponsors,

who must fool the bills, arc more
likely to read it. "Haverft tv costs

reached their ceiling?"

But the question is more a mat-

ter of worrying out loud or of jig-

sawing new business than it is de-

liberate economic forecasting. In

that sense, the Sponsor article of 10

wars ago anticipates some of the

light ot today:

. . Most ,^\ managers and

agency executives look for program
costs to keep leveling off trom

now on." it said. " \s advertisers

find that the) have to ,\M more

and more markets to their station

lineups, their resistance to the ask-

ing prices for the top-bracketed

shows will increase < >nlv na-

tionwide advertisers with several

products, or the automotive com-
panies, will be able to support

shows . . . and this will tv the

prevailing attitude even if network

tv continues in its present position

of a tight sellers' market . . .

It main people were hoping

years ago that costs actually w<

leveling, the general attitude today

has become ironic " I he h

of leveling" is how one network

spokesman sardonically puts it.

Howevei many people

nevl about tv l though,

expect a significant chanj

1e.1l end is in sight.

\n informs s msor surv.

network, station.

vertisei personnel inc. the

larg< I

-

tv

costs are up
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s as a whole. An J. signifi-

cantly, so are profits foi most

operations. Nevertheless, the tv

cos! spiral is based on so many
various, yet interrelated, factors

that it's virtually impossible to de-

termine any one solution, let alone

put it into effect. In general, the

greatest rise has occurred, how-
ever, in the price of talent — both

before and behind the camera.

• The vice president of one net-

work sees it this way: The basic

causes of the cost spiral, he says,

are ( I ) the lack, and therefore

costliness, of creative talent, (2)

the continued rise of union scales

and (3) the fact that "productions

today are a helluva lot more ex-

pensive because there's a helluva

lot more in them/'

He singles out union costs in

particular, many of which he calls

"a pure pass-along to us." Agree-

ments with screen directors and

cinematographers, negotiated by
motion picture companies and
producers, automatically involve

the networks which, in turn, pur-

chase programs "subject to union

increases." To get the show, the

network in effect has to accept

union scales, they've had little oi

no voice in determining. As an

effort towards control of such

costs, networks are more and more
trying to have representatives sit

in on such negotiations as inter

ested parties (see Sponsor, May
11, p. 22).

• Nevertheless, cost-conscious

advertisers are quick to point oul

that networks — and stations —
haven't exactly been starving.

A check on FCC statistics tell<

The
spiral's

got to

B4B'» Rich "We're, paying 78 percent more for 45
percent more hornet .

"It's going to be disastrous if everybods
doesn't get his finger out of the big pot. What must

be remembered — and what most people forget —
is that, in the end, the advertiser has to pay the bill

Someday he's just going to say, 'Forget it'."

So says Lee Rich, Benton & Bowles senior via

president and director in charge of media and pro

graming. He adds, "Somewhere along the line, it'

got to stop — it's just got to."

Responsibility for the cost blow-up, as he see;

it. rests on the shoulders of many people, especialh

for "unreasonable" talent costs. Too many people an

trying to take too many profits, he contends.

"Who are these people?" Rich asks. "Everybody

who is involved in a tv package. For some reason

tv has been painted as a quick, sure way to make ;

fast buck. Performers seem to think that their serv-

ices demand vast amounts, unions try to make up

for the lack of motion picture production, silent part

ners who aid in the financing are looking for profit

networks increase prices out of proportion for a hi

show and agents whose contributions remain trn

same collect the same 10 percent on a larger base.'

Making a 10-year comparison (between January

1955, and January, 1965. in all instances) this pro

graming expert reports as follows:

• Average time charges for a half hour have risei

from $40,000 to $67,500 — an increase of about 7(

percent.

• The number of tv homes has increased durin;

the same decade from 31 million to 53 million —
an increase of about 70 percent.

No gripe there. Rich points out. for time charge

have closely followed increases in gross tv homes

coverage provided.

But. he notes:

• Talent charges tor a typical half hour used ti|

he $40,000 gross' have now reached $75,000 grOS

— an increase of about 85 percent. Comparing tin

increase with those cited above (85 with 70) he feel

that talent costs arc out of line and must somehov

be controlled.

s
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of the industry's uihimi.iI growth

Over the 10-yeai pci iod from 1

9

to i

l ><>2 (latest complete yeai re

ported) revenues for the industry,

including the three networks, theii

o&o's and 539 othei stations, have

increased about foui and .1 hall

times. During the same period,

pre-tax profits have increased

about five and a half times (see

page 32).

Little wonder that dollar-talk

should be recurrent, for fiscally

the tv industry has just begun to

hit stride. For example, the IW>2

nuliisliv grOSS ol lie. ills "s
I 5 bil

lion represented a volume increase

ol 12.7 percent ovei 1961, but a

pre tax profit increase <>i almost
; > percent l he climb continued

through I wo and, as is well

known, recent reports indicate that

some corporate pie-tax incomes

are as much as 20 percent highei

tin for the first quarter ol l

(>M.
It television's being priced out

ol reach, we're not seeing it on

the sales front." s.tvs one network's

vice president who points to re-

cent sales records for two long-

1 unning shows as specil

ni brisk businc

Network profit <>ut ol

line foi the industi ire the

industry's out ol line i*t busin

ill general ( Onsider, l>>r example,

the sun bnght sales picture •
I

era! Motors this \car and the re-

cent tederal announcement that

the i s economy has continued

for the 38th consecutive month t<>

increase in volume, thus setting an

all-time peace-time record

pansion.

Man) people sometimes the

..

1 complete his tab:

• \\erage time-and-talent COStS-per-minute have
risen from $26,500 to $47,500.

• Vverage rating (Nielsen) have hovered. 1 hex

were 22.5 ten years ago. are l
l> today.

• Average number of homes reached has risen

from 7 million to 10 million.

But, he again [•Hunts out:

"We're paying 78 percent more for the 45 percent

increase in homes reached. In COSt-per-thousand, this

translates into a 25 percent rise.

"
I hat max not sound like a lot." the media-

programing vice president continues, "until you
consider that it's 25 percent of $6 million. I hen it's

a lot!"

Furthermore, there's greater competition than

e\er before for attention, not only against other tv

shows but against all other media, he says. " There-

fore, we're not reaching as many homes in proportion

to what we're paying." 1 hat. of course, is the seat of

client criticism.

What's the solution to the problem?
Benton & Howies' answer is for the advertiser

to bring in his own shows whenever possible. \s a

result, they're one of the few agencies that still buys
a whole program.

In actual buying, main factors are important —
the mix o( originals \ersus repeats, rerun rights,

negotiable deals that can be worked out. etc I he

essential saving to the advertiser, however, is that

he'll know his program costs for the next five \ears.

That doesn't mean that he escapes talent costs and
commissions. "They're still there, but by contracting

for them five wars in advance you can hold them
down."

If the program's a hit. the sponsor makes moncv
bv saving it — i.e.. bv avoiding cost increases that

would likely follow. Also, he's got an audicnce-pro\ed
package for repeat use himself or. possibly, to offer

others. Finally, but importantly, he's also got a strong

lever to use in bargaining with networks.

But what if the program doesn't click ' According

to Rich, the sponsor isn't necessarily worse of! I he

whole business of trying to get a hit t\ show is a

little like sinking an oil well anyway, he says humor-
ously.

hue. for an advertiser to own his own show

requires a large capital outlay at the beginning "But."

Rich explains. "$75,000 to $80,000 for a pOol isn't 50

bad when you think of it as protecting a total $6
million investment."

What of the smaller advertiser, the one who can

afford tv spot purchases but not the ownership <>t

his own complete program.'

Says Rich. "In some ways, he's better oil than

the larger advertiser. He doesn't have the ability to

control cost, but he does have flexibility. He can

purchase tv on a short-term basis and participate in

most o\' television's over-all benefits"

\s much as t\ helps the Sponsor sell his product.

it's not without drawbacks even for the maior-leaguc

advertiser who can afford his own show. He must
still think in 52-weck terms, he has "no right t.

out during the summer" or to emplov the flexibili-

ties available to participating sponsors.

\ dynamic leader in his specialization, Rich
lieves that "what bothers t\ advertisers so much tod.tv

is that, while making substantial investments in tv.

very lew of them are controlling their own destinies.

It's all in the hands of the networks \nd it hurts

more when you fail because you, yourself, haven't

had anything to do with it."

Vet. he concedes, 'advertisers are nm in the tv

business" I hev are in the business ol selling mer-

chandise and ot trying to make their advertising dol-

lars work efficient]) and effectively."

Benton & Bowles figures the av^

duction cost per nighttime half hour
(This is matched bv a comparable sum for tin

I' ut of the advertiser's problem is that he d.

with only three networks •But they're coming ale

Rich s.ivs good naturedly, tor thej

reali/e that the "show's the thing'" I he real hit

powerful trump for whoever holds it.
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verj iv sponsors who are, them-

selves, in business — tend to for-

get that broadcasters, too, keep

books in both black and red.

erybody, including the net-

works, has to reach a profit," says

Nicholas ('. Gilles, vice president,

business affairs, NBC-TV. "But,"

he adds, "we're in business for a

lot of additional purposes that

others may not share." He means,

ol course, public service. And it

is difficult, outside government-

controlled public utilities, to cite

industries that have a stronger

sense of public responsibility.

• Another changing factor in

the last 10 years has been the

shift in television's share of the

advertising dollar. In 1953, some

10.3 cents of every dollar spent

in advertising went into tv. Today,

the figure has more than doubled.

I he statistic is comparable to

Janus, however, for it looks both

forward and back. Retrospectively,

it indicates the increased expen-

siveness of the medium. Sponsors

have simply had to put more in

to stay in.

In another sense, the same figure

indicates that more and more ad-

vertisers are using television than

ever before. For example, the

Television Bureau of Advertising

reports that in 1956 (the earliest

year for comparative data), 1206

different advertisers were spend-

ing $20,000 or more a year on spot

tv. By 1963, their number had

increased nearly 10 per cent to

more than 1316 different advertis-

ers.

The growth is even more im-

pressive among advertisers able to

spend $1 million or more annually.

In 1956, just 81 such sponsors

were buying spot tv; last year,

nearly twice as many — 163 —
were putting $1 million or more
on spot tv's sales assistance.

As for network advertising, in

1956 some 321 sponsors were

listed, a group that increased by

12 percent, totaling 360 different

corporations, during 1963.

• It's a fallacy, says one vice

president, that there's a point be-

yond which costs cannot rise.

"Everyone think it's being reached

this year, but the National Foot-

ball League schedule answers

that."

Trade circles buzzed like flies

over CBS-TV's paying $1.8 mil-

lion per game for the NFL cham-
pionship playoffs — a sum that

means one-minute spots will cost

about $110,000 each.

"So what?" is the reply of an

agency's media man. "It's still

under $4.50 CPM," he points out,

adding, "to get that cluster of adult

males all at one time is a valuable

commodity to the right advertisers.

They [the network] knew what

they were doing."

• Advertising agencies were

howling with anguish 10 years ago

over "network 'near-monopoly' in

program packaging." Since then,

agencies have abdicated program

production as, virtually, have net-

works, preferring to let independ-

ent packagers take the risks in-

volved.

Even so. networks aren't free

of programing development costs.

CBS-TV's president James Au-

brey, Jr., recently revealed that

85-

pp

: i

II

ooi

as good a buy as ever
We see no signs of a leveling in tv costs because,

from a media point of view, it's still a good buy —
and we can support tha* statement with the same
data we used 10 years ago.

So says Michael J. Donovan, vice president and
manager of the media department, BBD&O. who
sees the key to the whole cost problem as the ad-

vertiser's ability to invest.

I wo factors, he explains, make television a good
media purchase:

First comes efficiency. The average advertiser,

Donovan points out, can still buy tv time for less

than S4. which is about the same cost-pcr-thousand

that has prevailed for the past decade or more. "The
fad that tv toda) delivers many more homes has

increased its relative value," he explains. I luis. look-

ing .it it m terms of CPM, the commercial minute
base increase is well below the absolute increase.

"Television," this media specialist explains, "has
almost the identical efficiency it did 10 years ago."

I he second advantage oi t\ is its flexibility. Ten

yean ago, program purchasers had to take a half

hour a week every week. Today's buyer can "go in

and get out on an occasional basis, if he wants."

applying promotional pressure as he needs it — by

season of the year, by marketing periods or by other

individual needs. Besides being freed from long-term

commitments, the sponsor is also unburdened of

program-development risks, says this agency vice

president. He says that 70 percent of all network

buys are now made on a scatter basis.

"It's been estimated that the national advertising

budget will reach $20 billion by 1970," Donovan

continues. Therefore, television will be "virtually sold

out" and will continue as a seller's market, he be-

lieves.

Since the primary advertising dollars will be

going "into and through and over television." he

predicts that there just won't be availabilities enough

for all the advertisers who will want to use the

medium. This will mean notable increases for other

media — radio, magazines, "certain aspects of news-

papers" — which will get the dollar overflow.

"If a critical level is reached and television prOVd
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the network has ear-marked
$170 million foi programing dur-

,nc 1964-65 .is its share of

( BS I \ 's SS0O,00O-per-nighl pro

gram costs (Note: tunc chi

each evening add up to anothei

000, thus bringing ( BS I

N

sponsor costs to more than s
I

million every single night of the

,C.II I

Little wonder that lew new

(hows arc network packages, With

he exception of The First World

H a documentary from I BS
Sews, all 13 of the Hew CBS l\

nghttime programs are produced

nit side. Of NBC-TV's seven to-

all) new programs. onl\ Kentucky

tones was incubated by the net-

work. Resides the revised ABC
lose-Up news show, just one of

hat network's 16 new programs

Mickej Rooney's is pro-

raced b> the house-operated pro-

luction firm; the rest, by independ-

nts.

• \s ,i curious result, networks

rc often accused o\ reaping tidy

oins from their holdings in out-

ide packages.

Hut percentages, as one network

spokesman put it, "aren't given

awa\ foi nothing." I hey rc in

tended (it often unicali/edi returns

foi investment in research and

development. Usually, there's no

recoupment the inst time around,

though, because the average series

comes m well OVd budget (to keep

quality high, thereb) compete bel-

ter in the tight sales market). S

ond time around, the packager

gets 35 percent off the top. then

payments are made lor distribu-

tion costs, residuals and expenses.

Onlj alter those aie met does the

network recoup, obviousf) not a

common event.

I ven when the network has a

hit. its participation may not pa)

ott. It's been reported, lor exam-

ple, that ABC-TV didn't made a

dime from its XakcJ City network
showings. (On the other hand, se-

ries like McCoys, Danny Thomas
and Wagon I rain have 'meant

something.")

Of greater importance to net-

works than strict dollar returns

from their participations are in-

i. teased valu 'in 1 1

1

highei program qua:
i a

possibly bettei program lineup

and ( *i bOpefull)

— to indicate largei audien

i.tud therefore a lowei <

thousand, the agency's critical

criterion).

• Vnothei charge todaj is that

networks sometimes gel as mans
as lour chalices at the Sponsor's

dollar tor time, lor their partis

nation in pacl tership,

commercial production lie. the

physical act ol getting the com-
mercial on the air i and. in the

case of farmed-OUt talent, perhaps

loi a segment of the star's take. tOO

\ tin, however, there are an-

swers "The traditional profit area

lot networks.'' says the vice presi-

dent of one. "has been through

the sale ol time ... I just don't

believe the networks are in busi-

ness to make inoncx on program
ing. It other fees are charged.

they're minimal.'
1

• It should be remembered that

not all production costs have risen

radical!) lor example, stagehands

eyond the advertiser's ability to invest, they |net-

orks and stations] will inject discounts." this media
veialist explains. "As long as t\ represents a value

|ual to that at which it's now selling." he says,

here will be buyers."

This agency-sponsor spokesman is not without

servations, though.

"For the health of the industry." he warns,

vervone must make sure that the value is delivered

all times." Irresponsible profit-taking could lead.

pnovan feels, to ETC investigations, especially if

levision pricing becomes unfair in relation to other

edia.

V'ting that some tv stations already are reporting

35 percent profit, he points out that, once a station

purchased, it requires no appreciable additional

pital investment to step up profit volume. On the

Iter hand, to increase his advertising volume, a

onsor </<vs have an investment increase — which

can justify only on the basis of real (or antici-

1 ted ) sales increases Thus, stations are foolhardy un-

s they base price rises on true value delivered.
BBDiO , Donovin "Tv hi\ jlmoit 'oVnt cjI "ft<e<»my

of 10 y«*r» «go
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for live New York productions

earned ^4 per hour on one net-

works rate card for September,

1959. In July. 1961, their wages

increased to $6 per hour, the

level at which they remain today.

Oilier increases can be explained

In the real shortage of qualified

and proper!) trained personnel.

Because ol Mich scarcity, the cost

ol eight engineers for eight bours

work has risen Iron) $384 to $544

in lour short years an hourly

increase from $6 to $8.50 per

man.

\iul a leu production costs

have actually gone down. Hourly

rental of a small Neu York studio

tor live b&W has dropped from

$150 to $140 since 1959. The

charge lor a studio tor color ori-

ginations, admittedly an area that's

currently receiving strong promo-

tional support, has dropped from

$550 to $450.

• Over-all package costs, how-

ever, are subject to bargaining, of

course, and probably reflect nuan-

ces o\' the market place more

readily today than 10 years ago.

Program packagers who bring in

their series late may have to shave

prices closely to compete in the

liL'hl s.iles market, an especially

tieklish factor if — as has just

been happening - - networks are

locking up next season's schedules

and have feu time slots vacant.

On the other hand, the sponsor

who's been reluctant to make a

firm commitment until the last mo-
ment may. as networks become
anxious, obtain a better deal. Such

operations appear "iffy" to out-

siders, but insiders saj over and
over that "'everything's subject to

negotiation."

• I he season a decade ago was

identified b\ Sponsor as "the

biggest status quo fall since the

emergence of tv into a big-time

medium.'
1

lust 17 neu commer-
cial programs were making then

debuts.

I"i the upcoming season.

\IU l\ alone has almost that

main 16,

( Hs I ele\ ision u ill be intro-

ducing I 1 new entries. Saul net-

work presidenl \ubrej to ( 'BS I \

affiliates, W< can never let well

enough alone We must continu-

al!) keep tampering and tinkering

with success. No matter hou
i track record a program has. we

COSTS OF NEW PROGRAMS ON

TV NETWORKS-1953-54

Program Cost*

$ 24,750

Network Length

Danny Thomas ABC 30 min.

Ray Bolger 28,000 ABC 30 min.

George Jessel 15,000 ABC 30 min.

U. S. Steel Theatre 35,000 ABC 1 hour

Jamie 12,750 ABC 30 min.

Pride of the Fam ily 17,000 ABC 30 min.

Kraft Theatre 20,000 ABC 1 hour

Person to Person 20,000 CBS 30 min.

Topper 27,000 CBS 30 min.

My Favorite Husband 26,000 CBS 30 min.

Life with Father, Mother 28,000 CBS 30 min.

Man Behind the tadge 14,000 CBS 30 min.

Letter to Loretta 30,000 NBC 30 min.

Bonino 23,500 NBC 30 min.

Ethel & Albert 13,000 NBC 30 min.

Dollar a Second 9,500 Du Mont 30 min.

On Your Way 8,000 Du Mont 30 min.

All costs are gross, including talent, production and agency

commission

TELEVISION INDUSTRY BROADCASTING
REVENUES. EXPENSES AND

INCOME, 1952-1962 »
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COSTS OF NEW PROGRAMS ON

TV NETWORKS-1964-65

Program

Broadside

Sunday Movies

Voyage to Bottom of Sea

No Time for Sergeants

Wendy and Me
Bing Crosby

Walter Brennan

Peyton Place I

Alexander the Great

Bewitched

Peyton Place II

Johnny Quest

The Addams Family

Mickey Rooney

12 O'clock High

Hollywood Palace

Living Doll

Joey Bishop

Many Happy Returns

Slattery's People

First World War
Cara Williams

The Munsters

Baileys of Balboa

The Entertainers

Gomer Pyle

The Reporter

Gilligan's Island

Mr. Broadway

The Rogues

90 Bristol Court

Solo

Daniel Boone

Flipper

Mr. McGoo
Kentucky Jones

'Estimated gross, includ

Cost
-

$ 60,000

160,000

110,000

62,000

60,000

70,000

67,000

64,000

120,000

60,000

64,000

59,000

61,000

63,000

128,000

140,000

63,000

61,000

58,000

125,000

55,000

68,000

60,000

67,000

140,000

58,000

132,000

61,000

133,000

134,000

160,000

118,000

120,000

60,000

60,000

62,000

ing production

Network

ABC-TV

ABC-TV

ABC-TV

ABC-TV

ABC-TV

ABC-TV

ABC-TV

ABC-TV

ABC-TV

ABC-TV

ABC-TV

ABC-TV

ABC-TV

ABC-TV

ABC-TV

ABC-TV

CBS-TV

CBS-TV

CBS-TV

CBS-TV

CBS-TV

CBS-TV

CBS-TV

CBS-TV

CBS-TV

CBS-TV

CBS-TV

CBS-TV

CBS-TV

NBC-TV

NBC-TV

NBC-TV

NBC-TV

NBC-TV

NBC-TV

NBC-TV

and talent,

Length

30 mins.

2 hours

1 hour

30 mins.

30 mins.

30 mins.

30 mins.

30 mins.

1 hour

30 mins.

30 mins.

30 mins.

30 mins.

30 mins.

1 hour

1 hour

30 mins.

30 mins.

30 mins.

1 hour

30 mins.

30 mins.

30 mins.

30 mins.

1 hour

30 mins.

1 hour

30 mins.

1 hour

1 hour

90 mins.

1 hour

1 hour

30 m : ns.

30 m>ns.

30 mins.

originals

USI keep trying to make it Ivt-

... rhe fact is that this prin-

bk pavs ofl
" He was. of course,

par! explaining the new shows,

surprising quantity considering

'it the network had nine of the

b ten last season.

NBC-T\ will lift the curtain
1 seven wholly neu program se-

ts during 1964-65, bringing the

tal number of neu corners t<

— well over twice the number ot

entrants 10 years ago I hus. cur-

rent practice is high turnover.

• (rime shows that feature

crime, per u\ continue their de-

cline, already noted lo years ago.

with only one of the 17 then-new

programs dealing directly with

such subjed matter This year's

debuts adhere to the same pattern,

in which action or suspense rather

than sheet criminality dominate
the excitement format \ml. ol

course, an intei .msi m the

excitement theme comes this .

from shows dealing with the

pernaturaJ oi that ha tly

overtones, such as The Munst
and Hrw hi hi ,i

• [*W0 formats thai had taken

a "substantia] hike" lit years

were the situation comedy and the

quiz-audience participation sh
While quizzes are still mildly

popular, they're mostly hold-o\

and audience-participations seem

to be quietly slipping into hist.>r\

Meanwhile, situation comedy has

become king ( )l the J6 neu pro-

grams to appear this fall, 20 are

situation comedies i()t the re-

mainder. si\ are adventure and or

suspense shows, five are dramatic

series, two are variety shows, oik-

is a documentary and one is made
up o\ mO\ ies.

• I en years ago, the appetite

for film among network sponsors

was "less sharp"" than the previous

year and only 4(1 percent o\ all

programs uere on film. Now, of

course, the trend has been sharply

reversed ami film is appreciated

lor its ability to be edited, pre-

served, rescheduled and resold.

• Advertisers of a decade
were also worrying OUl loud about

"the magazine concept" and won-
dered whether or not the "pattern

of alternate-week sponsorship

would hold up well." I he topics

are almost amusingly out ot date

now, lor the cost spiral imposed
its own answer to such questions

I hat. perhaps, has been the

single most significant change in

tv — the sharing ki\ sponsorship

on CO-sponsor, alternate-week

participating b.ises It's obviously

been a direct result ot the cost

spiral and will undoubtedly per-

sist

Meanwhile, however, it must be

pointed out that television has

been delivering the customers It is

attracting the largest audience-

well as the lamest advertising in-

vestment in history Sponsors
|

undeniably \ound it helps them to

move the goods

\s ( lis television's pro'jram-

ing vice president Michael Dann
phrases it. "the d.w the advert

feels he's not B value deliv-

ered foi there'll

be no more COSt spiral
"
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Retailers, like Hens & Kelly, Buffalo, take advantage of

merchandising opportunities offered by h.i.s. radio spots.

Any parent knows the maddening frustration of

trying to make an impression on that most compli-

cated and evasive of all creatures, the teenager. And
to the advertiser trying to make a brand impression, the

adolescent's abstruseness is no less maddening, just

more expensive.

I here are a few things that the grown-ups on Madi-
SOD Avenue have learned. Teenagers like rock 'n roll,

the} like to dance, they like to listen to the radio, and
they like to look "sharp." l

:our years ago, Henrv I.

Siegel, manufacturer ol the his. line of men's sports-

wear, put all these clues together. Today, h.i.s. sales

are up some 50 percent and. if recent history repeats

itself. I9M will be another big growth year.

Before I960, h.i.s. was pouring its entire ad budget

into print, with heaviest concentration on adult maga-
zines like Playboy. Sales at the close of 1959 were

hugging around the S24 million mark. Agency Leber
k.it/ Paccione suggested that, although the line was
pitched to men of all ages, teenagers really constituted

the majoi meat oi the market and perhaps h.i.s. should

make a more diieet and hard-hitting appeal to that

group Although the industry's accepted axiom was
th.it clothing advertising had to be seen" to be effec-

tive, rock 'n roll radio seemed the most direct route to

take. Stations that appeal to teenagers with rock-'n-

roll music frequently have adults a~. the biggest part

ol their audiences. I he average percentage of adult

composition at peek teenage times can often run higher

Local radio sets teen

Spot helps sportswear manufacturer spiral his sales 50 perce

than 50 percent adults, according to some pul

surveys.

WINS, in the h.i.s. home city of New York. b.

came the test vehicle, with a 13-week schedule of

minute-spots per week in the Jack Lacy Show. By t-

end of 1960, sales had risen to $26 million. Be,

agency and advertiser agreed that the sales curve h

a direct correlation to the radio campaign. So, in 19f

h.i.s. expanded to five radio markets (New York, Ct
cago, San Francisco, Los Angeles and Dallas) in ea

case using the same formula: 18 minutes per wet,

Monday through Saturday, and one spot per hour \&

tween 4 and 7 p.m. on each station, with 13-we:j

flights in both the spring and fall.

At the end of 1961. a survey in the five radio tl

markets conducted by the Eugene Gilbert outfit in-

cated that brand awareness among teenagers had

creased appreciably. Sales continued to climb, hitt

$27 million. Although the Gilbert study indicated t'j

perhaps even more teens could be reached at ni

(7-10 p.m.). it now seemed clear that h.i.s. was ij

ting on target. In 1962 h.i.s. and LKP took two gi|

steps: the) ( 1 ) mushroomed the schedule to cover

top 40 markets, switching to the later time recti

mended as a more efficient buy. and ( 2 ) created

hop promotion as an economical \\a\ ol exploiting si

radio's full potential in the area of local merchandis

WkBW Buffalo flew the trial balloon Work)

hand-in-hand, h.i.s.. LKP and the station planned
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Award of an hi s. wardrobe to the tireless winner of a dance contest is often the highlight of the evening.

Here, WABC New York d j. "Cousin Bruce" Morrow na-nes the lucky teen at a hop last year at Gertz. Hickiville

rst h.i.s. Spring Hop for Maj 26. \\K1U\ agreed to

ippl\ the talent and put all its weight behind an on-air

motion. In the first of the two weeks preceding the

nee, the station broadcast 54 announcements (nine

sr day, Mondaj through Saturday) naming 23 par-

Jipatirii: retailers in the area where tickets were avail-

•>le. During the second week, the schedule was stepped

to IS announcements per day Retailers were sup-

with counter and window displays. Some 1,000

:kets (each admitting two teens) were snapped up
ing that 14-day period B) noon on the da\ of the

ice. c\cry retailer was out of his supply of tickets

over 100 telephone calls were received at Town
ho (scene of the event) and WKBW, requesting

iition.il tiekets.

Although the only hop in 1^62 was m Buffalo, the

-market radio campaign was generating enthusiasm

r his. aeross the country. By the end of that year.

les had jumped $7 million to an all-time h.i.s. high

$34 million

Three markets were added in 1963, and the dn\e
is doubled in New York with the addition of W \B<

the schedule. Sales continued upward, hitt Mi-

llion

This year is another milestone in the meteoric

iteration of h.i.s.' use of spot radio. The spring cam-
|ign. which got off the ground Mar. 16, includes 58
ukets and 59 stations (WINS and WABC) Fift>

rcent of the total ad budget is now in radio (the

other 50 percent in Playboy, Sports Illustrated and

merchandising). I he hops. 20 to 25 ol which will be

run this year, are already in full swing Successful

ones were run during April at GeitZ in Bayshore,

N. Y.. and a local Richmond high school \ new twist,

the first h.i.s. Hootcnanny was held on Ma\ 22

in lampa.

Despite the tact that h is and I K P have expanded
a local market merchandising approach to national

proportions, the effectiveness has not been dissipated

I he same personalized relationship exists be:

client and agency on the one hand, and the stations

and retailers involved in the campaign on the other

I KP selects each participating disc jockey and tries

to contact each personally No formal scripts are used.

I he agency supplies a fact sheet and encoura

local personality to deliver the cop] in his own style,

the only stipulation being accurate description of the

merchandise and mention of one or two local retailers

at the end of each spot.

What's ahead for his in radio' I he further

ploitation of kxal-levd promotion and merchandising

possibilities are endless 1 Or instance, the

now talking to \\ \ i / Detroit about a late-summer

Back-tO-School Fashion Sh>>\v 1 he station has offered

to supply its local talent and has -

folk singers from the surrounding high K « in-

vited to entertain and possibly compete for an

trophy
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Till PACKAGING KtWMUTION
ma) seem slow, but last year pack-

aging lighted up the shelves of al-

most every U.S. retail store with

sl2.7 billion worth of activity.

Yet, curiously, packaging and tv

haven't real!) clicked. Not, at least,

to the extent that many packages

are being designed for their tv ap-

pearance — those vital lew mo-
ments when they appear before mil-

lions of potential buyers.

"The viewer can be expected to

recognize a tv-advertised product

only if he's seen its package on the

screen." independent package de-

signer Frank Gianninto has writ-

ten in the magazine, ruckas>ing De-

sign. "Modern marketing being

what it is, most manufacturers arc

not in the business of selling pack-

aged products," he continues. ".
. .

The best link in the gap between the

tv screen and the supermarket is

the package."

Gianninto holds that tv imposes

no new basic requirements upon

over-all sound design. "A really

good package is always a good
advertisement — on a shelf, in

print or on television."

Take plastics as an example of

the quickened packaging pace.

More than 1.3 billion pounds be-

came packaging material last year

— enough so that every American
could have papered a three-room

apartment with his share. (Yet, it

cost him less than half a cent of

his disposable income.) By 1 967.

packaging plastics are expected to

reach 2 billion pounds and a value

'I SS( ill million (as compared with

today's S525 million.)

Things are changing.

Hut what does all this have to

o[o with advertising'.'

Well, packaging is one form of

advertising, as designer Gianninto
points out. Apart from automo-
biles and major hard g(X>ds. It's

difficult to name a well known
Consumer product that doesn't

come in a package. The Center
lor Research in Marketing, Peek-
skill. N > Contends that a pack-

age's "ability to draw or divert

attention, its communication values,

its 'convenience features' have be

come even more important than its

ser\ ing as a container "

I iiither. as ix uell known, main
leading broadcast advertisers ate

in the packaging business Du

<•-

a vital link between

tv screen and shell

Agency men feel that repeatinj

copy from advertising on package:

can aid sales at point-of-purchas<

Pont, Dow Chemical, Gelanese

Corp., Monsanto, Union Carbide.

Shell Oil, to name a few.

And, as noted, the up-and-com-

ing packaging display case is tele-

vision. Consider a Du Pont ex-

hibit at the recent packaging ex-

position, held in New York's

Coliseum under the auspices of the

American Management Assn.: on

a revolving tray (covered with

pellets that looked somewhat like

miniature aspirin ) were six or

eight different milk cartons bear-

ing labels of different manufac-

turers, different dairy retailers.

The cartons had two things in

common, however. They'd all been

liquid-proofed with the polyethyl-

ene resin that Du Pont markets

as Alathon. (The '"aspirin" pellets

were Alathon in bulk form.) And.
as part of Du Pom's institutional

advertising, intended to support its

reputation for advanced research,

they'd all been shown to the public

on t\\ Show of the Week.

One reason that packaging and
t\ haven't realK jelled, however,
is as simple as it is surprising:

While much is known about good
packaging design (see SPONSOR,
He, 2. 1963, p. 26). what's known
is not always put to work. Even

a quick tour of the aforementiom

exposition revealed how poorly d<

signed most packages are.

And the relatively rare mam
facturer who calls in a design e:

pert typically puts the cart befo

the horse. The package is red

signed first. Then, and only the

is it tested for impact, identific

tion and legibility. It should

the other way around. Key desi

factors should all be tested f:

before the package form has b

finalized, its printing complet

and the money is spent.

"Predesign research is the mc
important and generally the mc
neglected phase." according to o

firm that specializes in packa

research. They explain that pr

design study not only helps evol

the graphic elements that best d

picl the product personality. It m
also uncover a great deal about t

product that can be of genei;

marketing and or advertising valij

Exactly why. for example, does t

consumer bin it'.'

An example of good practn

however, is the design of Lipt

soup mix packages, which create

a sensation in their field. (Set

product manager Bernard Jakail

of Lipton: "We've enjoyed a sj
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RECENT PACKAGING INNOVATIONS LIKELY TO BE SEEN ON TV

• Paper cans that serve as disposable sugar shakers made by

Cleveland Container Corp.

• Plastic aerosol containers from Celanese said to be safer than

metal or glass.

• A paper food container by American Can Co. that can be

popped directly into the oven.

• Molded, all-plastic milk bottles that are shatter-, odor- and

scald-proof, lightweight and totally without predawn clatter.

• Laminated aluminum foil that will store freeze-dried foods

(strawberries, shrimp) in pantries indefinitely without further

freezing.

• All-aluminum beverage and seafood cans, from a Reynolds

Metals subsidiary, that are lightweight, durable and corrosion-

resistant. To be used by late summer by two Canadian brewers.

• Tin-plated steel foil that is tough, waterproof, insect- and
puncture-resistant. Made by U.S. Steel, it could be used for a

barbecue kit — meat, charcoal, lighting fuel all in one package.

• A light, tough, transparent and oil-resistant plastic called

"Olemer" by Avisun Corp., which will be used by Sun Oil Co.

in all its 1964 outboard motor oil containers. Customer can see

how much oil is left in his can, pour it easily because of the

no-cling property, not worry about rust or dents and not burn

his fingers after leaving the can in the sun all day.

able sales increase since adopting

the new package.") Predesign study

thorough thai it defined the

precise shade ol red to be used in

the stylized tablecloth shown in the

background on the package, even

the best m/c for the gingham pat-

tern. I he specific package shape

ilso proved to produce a sense ol

"warmth" and "home-made good-

less," pre-established as desirable

or the product personality. In

contrast. another test-package

ibape made people immediately

hink of desserts. With this re-

levch done in advance, it's little

vondcr the package sells soup

Packaging trends are consider-

ably broader and more varied

the outsider ma) suspect,

wwever, if the Wl \ packaging

(how is any measure.

Plasties are hie riuht now and

sold on the basis of being

Jr. glossy, "loaded with

sal," moisture-proof, trans-

rent, lightweight, heat-soluble

i "glamorous*' waj to package
Ik goods

For retailer convenience in

lling. shipping and storing,

-•nis I ike reinforced rack bags and
tons are being promoted for dis-

laj purposes, longer and more

durable shell life, three-dimen-

sional stability. Main are poly-

eoated or pol) -lined to contain

problem products like dog foods,

potato chips Or Hour.

Plastic film a whole area b\

itself - is eited as heat-shrinkable.

punet ure- resistant. sell -closing,

transparent. elear and porous

enough to allow contents to

"breathe.'' \ variation on the

theme, perhaps, appears .is Minne-
sota Mining's tape, designed foi

direet contact with food and prod-

uce like apples, chicken.

l-or self-selling products, the

window package is the current hit.

"Open doors by letting the cus-

tomer see inside." s. ( \s Dow
Chemical ot its "mirror bags.'" d<

signed to eliminate labeling because

printing ^a\\ be done direct!) to

both transparent sides

Reclosable pouches and

are ottered both b\ Dow .uul Be-

mis. | Ik- housewife pulls a tab to

open a sin. which can be closed,

in turn. b\ pulling the drawstrings

under the opening

Portion packs - a single sen

ing in each one a;e also being

marketed tor restaurants, airlines.

vending machine

\ designed for consumer

conveni

containers with built-in handle

pouring pouts, ti

custom squeeze tub< u

ciall) molded containci

whk h

oth ill) molded contain

such as tctrahedral milk cartoi

tout pa uld in

product shape I a urnan h. >dak

was showing plastic sheet

shell ( Ik ihk.iI emphasized its p
development workshop which

die. mis up containers foi tom

row

Vmong them a disposable

spreadei bottle (you squeeze the

bulb-shaped end and syrup or a

cosmetic comes out ol a wide, but

thin mouthed dispensin

liquid wax container that is also

an applicator (you hold onto the

grip-shaped Mask, rub it- to.un-

padded base on the tloor. which

opens a ball \al\e so that the C

tents seep down and through the

sponge foi spreading); a fold

see-through package foi eolored

beverage concentrates in which

each section is a different II

a

(each makes .1 glass-sized drink)

I hat a package is really an .n\

vertisement .tnj should be linked

more close!) to the advertising

theme was emphasized at the

position's opening session b) Suren

I rmoyan, vice president and e>

utive art director, BBD&4

»

"Not man) are regarded, as the)

should be, as the final m\ in the

company's campaign," he said.

"Not man) go beyond a big bold

displa) ol a product, plus 2" little

sunbursts, mortises and assorted

junk."

P nd advertising could

be linked without addin nny

to the budget" o\ eith< he

declared

"One simple selling mes*

taken from advertising and ii

grated into the pack

would not interfere with the uni-

/ed symbol of the

product Rather, it would rein-

force the product-symbol on the

packa
"

I Im-

portant role in t:

vertising sti

powerful and relativel) untap:

source of persuasion."

ing expert concluded
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TIME / Buying and Selling

A step-by-step description of tv spot purchasing

in the fictional "Birdley" market details how re-

search tools are used to determine the "best buy"

Executing the media plan

How IMPORTANT is audience

measurement data in the time-buy-

ing operation'.' Should the reams of

statistical information be ignored?

Should the data be used only as a

numerical "crutch" in order to jus-

tifj straight-forward, unimaginative

buys? Or should it be used as one

o\' the main factors when consider-

ing any good spot buy?

First, we must examine the func-

tion that buying really performs.

Buying is the execution of the me-
dia plan. A media plan is only

potentially good or bad or only

potentially creative until it is

bought. And unless it is bought with

careful attention to fulfilling the

complete instructions of the media
proposal, it cannot be an actual

good plan or an actual creative

plan, and it will never do the best

job for a product problem.

Planning and buying have to go

hand in hand. One relies upon the

other for completeness Often, the

same individual performs both

functions; sometimes there is a

planner and a buyer; and in exten-

sive, high budget plans that in-

corporate virtually all media, main
buyers mav execute parts of one
media plan.

\t any rate, a buyer's first re-

sponsibility is to acquaint himself

with the media plan itself. (Not

just the elements, but the thinking

behind the elements. ) What is the

over-all intent of the plan and what

part does the buyer play? Is he to

buj tv 01 spot radio to accomplish

one ol main possible objectives?

I here are many reasons lor buv

ing a particular market, among
them:

I Increase advertising weight

in ,ne. is ol high sules potential fol

the product

I Increase advertising weight

38

in areas of low potential sales in

order to increase purchases.

3. Increase advertising weight

because the network tv effort is

average in this particular area.

4. Provide all the advertising

specified for this area.

Let us suppose that we, as time-

buyers, are to buy a fictitious mar-

ket called "Birdley," which is one

of a group of markets we are going

to purchase for a product whose
sales are currently regional. (Ob-

jective No. 4 above.)

We also know that the major

users and purchasers of this prod-

uct are women and that, although

all women buy the product, young
housewives arc the principal con-

sumers. The advertising copy is

such that the buy is restricted to

60-second tv commercials. Further,

the advertising campaign is to cover

a 52-week period. We would now
check out the cost of spots and de-

termine that approximately five

spots a week in the market can be

purchased according to our budget.

Additionally, we decide that a

combination of three daytime plus

two late fringe spots in Birdley

will provide the necessary heavy

coverage of housewives, and still

reach the working woman who is

not available to daytime tv.

So much for preliminaries. Now
we have to determine how much 1

we can get for the money about tc

be spent, and we are talking the

size of the audience.

Audience is universal; the ternr

are applicable whether buying al

the United States, or a certain re

gion, for Birdley. Audience can b<

expressed in many ways, bu

whether we talk reach and fre

quency, cost per thousand or what

ever, it is still the same thing: //;

audience to one commercial.

Our instructions, as timebuver^

are to buy the entire Birdley mar

ket. We determine that the markfi

consists of four counties. The metn

area contains some 200,000 house

holds serviced by three telev isio

stations. The surrounding thre

counties, each of which has 100.

000 households, depend upon Bird 1

Able To Net Weekly Average Daly

BIRDLEY COUNTY

Station Rece ve Circula

Homes

ion

%
Net Circu

Homes

lation

Homes % %
(000) (000) (000)

Total Homes 200.000 WXXZ 180.0 100 178.0 99 147.5 82

Tv Homes: 180.000 WXXY 180 100 173.0 96 119.0 66

Tv Penetration: 90% WYYX 170.0 95 162.0 90 120.5 67

COUNTY C

Total Homes: 100,000 WXXZ 79.0 90 77.5 88 600 68

Tv Homes: 88.000 WXXY 79.0 90 70.5 80 48.5 55

Tv Penetration 88% WYYX 57.0 65 44.0 50 26.5 30

WZXX 79.0 90 75.0 85 53.0 60
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llV III. Ill I l.lll\

imtlia Mipi I x isnr. ItltDO

At brojiicjil tupervitor cf

thi- analytit tection of BBDO
Joan leahy it retpontible for

.ill mrdu plant, analytit of

current jnd future tervicrt

tpi-ci.il n-portt training, and
alto workt with ihr prcg-jm
ing cl.-p.irtmi-nt She joined

BBDO in November, 1960. at

a broadcatt analytt. Prior to

that, the had been with AC
Nielten Mitt Leahy it a grad-

uate of Fordham Un vi-rsily

with a BS degree in econom'ct.

n for their television entertain-

nem.

We new go to the Nielsen Cov-

age Stud) or American Research

Bureau coverage books, rhese tell

us that onl) two of the three sta-

tions cover -ill lour counties. Sta-

tion \\U\ is tar below the others

in covering County ( (see table).

Next we turn to the American

Research Bureau and Nielsen Sta-

tion Index local rating hooks, which

ovide audience measurements
or each station. Among the data

included are:

1 Metro rating: percent of t\

Dies in the metro area tuned to

specific station during the average

(quarter-hour. This would tell us

the si/c of audience in the most im-

rtant count) of Birdley's market.

2 Station total homes: total

homes m the Tinted States reached

by the station. This indicates to us

the number of households reached

xjyond the Birdley metro area

total men. women, teen and

ildren viewers. These figures

ow us how manj women (our

gel audience) we are reaching.

Although some of these spots

ay have higher ratings among
onseholds and women, thej ma)
ot be available for purchase, so

call the representatives of the

IPO stations and ask for a list of

vailabilit

We look at each of the spots

in terms of cost and house-

old audience and type of audience.

Both stations provide .1 list of

Mime and late fringe spots that

the s.inie ratine and cost the

same amount, but WXXZ reaches

more women than \\ \\ N

We decide on WXXZ and sit

back and relax, believing that the

best possible job has been done.

Then along comes a "switch pitch"

from WXX^ Possibl) while we
were deciding on WXXZ, an ad-

vertiser on W\\i pulled out, and

a whole new list of spots has be-

come available. So we start all over

again. But we must always be

aware of the marketing facts per-

tinent to the problems before us

Considering the fact that buyers

often purchase 50, 100 or more
markets, and 5, 10 or 20 spots in

each market on one, two or more
stations, we realize that a buyer's

job is an extremel) demanding one
So far I have attempted to ex-

plain the role that research data

(such as th.it used in the Birdie)

market buy 1 play in buying. 1 hese

numbers, .is important as they may
be. provide only a beginning, a

base from which to take ofi \

good buyer would never lean to-

tally on these numbers He would

depend on his own judgment.

For instance, we may decide to

buy a certain spot tor other than

audience and efficiency reasons.

Suppose we are buying spots for a

weight-reducing product, and de-

cide that a well-pnced. highly-

rated spot in "
I Be 1 hm Is I

•

Be Miserable" is just not right for

our advertiser Or perhaps we de-

cide that a lesser-rated spot is bet-

ter because it is reaching a certain

type of woman (upper-income,

younger, etc.) that other spots j^

not and. .is .1 rCSull

OVCI all 'i the n I his

last consideration is nut readil)

available m .1 local rating

Mole detailed mloim.itioii n

have t" be national in 1

example, ;

:

en lv Index

COmpleU 1. port mav indicate that

.1 certain kind ol program appeals

to .1 segment Ol the tv .nub.

that is difficult to reach and tfi

m. iv lv iiist the custom

whom we aie looking Vssuming
that wh.it is true nationally is also

true locall) could be in error but

it is potential!) less in enor than

assuming nothing at all

M.mv sources are availabl

us in our buv ing operations I

instance, IvB or R \B mav be con

suited It we have national data

we can go right to it; if we work
in an agency such as num. the

analysis section can help. Also.

read trade magazines and pap
and ask the station representative

for information We mav make real

pests of ourselves, but we will wind

up doing the best possible job. .1

lot harder job than 111st deciding the

lowest costs per thousand on a

household basis

Certain]) the problems ot buy-

ing aie extremely complex I he

best approach is not how many
answers we have but how man)
well-directed questions we can

of ourselves, and possibly find an-

swers to. among the materials I

have just mentioned We Jo n

more and more h, not

only nationally but on a market by

market basis

—

particularly in radio

Wouldn't it Iv nice to knou

actl) the characteristics ot our au-

dience, how many ot them «

actually around when the commer-
cial went on- riot in the kitchen

getting a glass ot milk how many
of them actually were pa)

tention, and so on?

I heoretically we should -

day be inundated with the research

tools necessar) to make the b

buy —and using all these tools

the only right way to insure the

best buy. t nfortunately . this

going to make a good buver's job

any easier than it is now It will

probablv be a lot harder It will.

however. Jo this m the end. the

buyer will know he h.: the

best possible job for his

\nd his client will kne.
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CO SPONSORSHIP
stages strong network comeback
among top clients for 1964-65

Ten-year trend toward participation sponsorship is

being reversed as sponsors once more seek impact

and identification — even at risk of show failure

Advertisers arc buying larger

segments of network tv programs

this tall, reversing a 10-year trend

toward more participation sponsor-

ship. The) arc doing so in spite of

both the risks and the dollars in-

volved, and they're not showing
man\ qualms about jumping heavily

into new shows as well as into old

ones.

lull sponsors of hour-long shows
remain rare, but many advertisers

that normally have bought minutes

are now buying alternate half-hour

segments, the networks report.

\s of last season 50 percent of

all t\ was bought on a participa-

tion basis, according to a stud) b)

"Gre) Matter." a Cirey Advertis-

ing publication. I his picture will

most likel) change when the total

picture for next season is illuminat-

ed, showing a new trend.

I he fad that more advertisers

are buying greater quantities in sin-

gle programs does not necessaril)

mean the number of advertisers is

decreasing, the networks note. In

mam eases it simply means an ad-

vertise! that has been buying one-

minute participations in three pro-

grams :s putting all his spots into

one half-hour show, distributing the

same amount of time in a dif-

ferent way.

What is important is the tact

thai advertisers are grouping their

spots to i 1 1 make a biggei impact,
1 2

1 obtain greatei corporate iden-

tification, (3) obtain greatei pro-

gram identification and (4) have

a showcase for more products.

New shows arc also being bought

in segments.

"Because there are so many vary-

ing factors, a new show is not real-

ly any more of a risk than an old

show, so advertisers are willing to

invest in new shows just as read-

ily," says Jack Otter, vice president

of national sales, NBC-TV. As an

example he mentions 90 Bristol

Court, a 90-minute three-part com-

edy program starting this fall on

which Gerber Baby Foods bought

alternate half-hours. The buy repre-

sents Gerbcr's first investment in

nighttime network television.

The variables on old shows which

make them a "risk"—albeit a lesser

one— include different lead-ins. dif-

ferent hours, different days and dif-

ferent competition. Here Otter cites

Perry Como, which did very well

before it went up against Beverly

Hillbillies and took a beating.

Some of the large-segment buys

for next fall on old and new pro-

grams which Otter feels indicate

a trend back to fuller sponsorship

are:

• Gillette's one hour a week bu)

on H ednesday Night at the Movies
( nun inn from Mondav ).

• Miles I aboratories, tradition-

all) a minute sponsor, buying full

sponsorship of Jack Benny as well

as The Rogues.

• I ibb>. McNeil & I ibby, also

a minute sponsor, buying lull spon-

sorship of Adventures oj Mr. Ma-
goo, a half-hour program.

• Mattel, which usually bought

minutes on all three networks, buy-

ing an alternate half-hour on Flip-

per.

• Timex, usually in specials.

now taking an alternate half-hour

in Hollywood and the Stars and

Kentinky Jones.

A spokesman for CBS-TV says

there is no question about a trend

back in the direction of fuller spon-

sorship. CBS, which has always

had a lower portion of participation

sponsors than the other networks,

according to the spokesman, will

have an even smaller number next

season. For example. Jackie Glea-

son and Perry Mason, which have

always sold in minutes, are now be-

ing sold in half-hour alternate-week

segments.

"It is true that ABC-TV has

also noted a trend back to more

co-sponsorship in this fall's buy-

ing," according to Fred Pierce, vice

president of planning and sales de-

velopment for the network. "But

the main reason for this is that

we have more half-hour pro-

grams." lie says.

As an example. Pierce points out

Monday night's Wagon Train. 90

minutes, which will be replaced this

fall with thrc- 30-minute programs

And. of course, co-sponsors are not

rare in half-hour shows. With hour

shows, ABC has no co-sponsor situ-

ations.

There arc a tew of the fully-spon-

sored one-hour shows left: Bonanza

(Chevrolet), Hob Hone (Chrysler)

and Kraft Theatre (Kraft). But. in

general, the days o\' the one-hour

show sponsor are gone—not oidj

because of risk but because ol cos'
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How manj advertisers can afford

tn sink s 1 3 million to SIS million

to .1 single t\ program, asks one

etwork man,

Advertisers are enthusiastic about

lull houi programs because they

cm purchase alternate half-hours

ami Mill gel identification with the

im \ikI the risk, as lai as

he record shows, is reduced. I ins

is because the popular success for-

nuila nowadays is comedy, and

corned) usualK lakes a hall-hour

format, \IH '-TV's Pierce says

I here is no real yardstick for

pleasuring the potential success oi

I program, Pierce feels \ good

im one year ma) drop in pop-

ulaiit\ the nc\t because of the

competition; and a new program
idea ma\ be a hit I he criterion to

follow is simplj "good judgment,"

he s,i\s.

Io help a new program gel bet

ter footing, it is usualK placed be-

tween two \er\ successful shows

Pierce continues, but nothing is a

sure thing no matter how you

treat it. A new nunc toward less

participation buying docs not mean
less risk.

Over the \cars the move toward

participation buying has been

Beady. Ten wars ago. just about all

television was purchased on a 100

percent sponsorship basis, the Grej
research points out. An advertiser

would perhaps bin a halt-hour pro-

gram a week and he'd have three

minutes of commercial time a week
No exchanges, no cross-plugs, no

co-sponsorships.

I he co-sponsorship polic) came
into being as a result of rapidly

rising costs and fear of failure H\

59 about half of all shows

were being sold on a CO-Sponsor-

ship basis I .iter the development
led to even smaller segments —
participations — until hist season

when participation bins accounted

for more than half o\ all t\ buys.

Ihe re\ersal back to larger-seg-

ment buying undoubted!) will mean
more complaints on risk if the

programs fail, the advertiser having

a larger investment at stake.

In the past, advertisers have been

annoyed o\cr the risk element when
their programs have not done as

well as expected Main tune pushed

lew network

prime time programs

for 1963-64

season

RETURNING

CBS-TV (Death rate 82%)

Martian
id

io

Glyn
ra

Suspi

v Phil Silvers Show

ABC-TV (Death rate 50%)

• Dough'

Hollywood Palace

100 Grand
vis

Arrest & Trial

Breaking Point

Greatest Show on Earth

Destry

Jaimie McPheeters

TV (Death rate 67%)

Dana
Grindl

Hollywood and the Stars

Mr. Novae
Richard Boone
Espionage
Temple Houston
Bob Hope
Harry's Girls

TW3
Lieutenant

NOT
RETURNING
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company

CO SPONSORSHIP

Idt some form of guaranteed circu-

lation. Among the giant tv spon-

sors who have complained in the

past ;ire Colgate-Palmolive, Lever

Bros, and Procter & Gamble.

Colgate was hit with the death

of Harry's Girls earlier this season.

It was lull sponsor. P&G has not

had great success with Grindl which

is going off the air the end of this

season. It was full sponsor. Last

season Lever lost Loretta Young
at mid-year and complained bitter-

ly . It was full sponsor.

David Mahoncy, executive vice

president of Colgate has said: "We
are required to put good money on

the line for long periods of time

on unknown quantities with no as-

surances. How do we know that a

new show, or an existing show, will

achieve anticipated ratings? How
do we know this when on occasions

the network won't even guarantee

the time spot of the show? And
what do we have if the show
doesn't achieve its ratings? After

all, the networks have the often-

exercised resource, if the show is a

success, of jacking up the prices."

he says.

P&G has stated that any contract

with the networks "constitutes a

tremendous risk and a calamitous

waste of advertising dollars if the

show does not achieve a large and

100% 100% 100%
PARTICIPATIONS -

CO-SPONSORSHIPS *

FUU
SPONSORSHIPS -

2

•

9 1 1
\ 49 \ "

89
1

—

\rir

m ^^m 16

1953 54 1958 59 1963-64 1964-65

'SUCCESS' AND FAILURE' RATE

OF 'OLD' AND NEW PROGRAMS:

ll thai did not

1 963 64

OF 65 OLD'

PROGRAMS
IN 1962-63

faithful audience." The
offers three solutions:

1. Develop your own show,

thereby exerting closer control on
the out-of-pocket costs of the show.

2. Withdraw support from an un-

successful show at mid-season if

the program is not being supported

by the public and if you can work
it out with the network. (Of course

the new show may turn out to be

just as bad or worse if it is in the

same time-slot, as the unpopular

program probably alienated a con-

siderable number of viewers.)

3. Use heavier spot participation

instead of program sponsorship.

This provides more flexibility for

the advertising dollar, but does not

give the plus benefits that accrue

from regular program sponsorship.

When large-segment buying for

a new program is considered, the

following points should be covered:

• Is the proposed program real-

ly new or is it similar to other pro-

grams of the past?

• Who's writing the show?

• Who is in the cast? What is

their television "box office poten-

tial?"

• How sound is the plan for

program development over the

weeks?

• On what network and during

what time period will it appear?

• Opposite what programs on

competing networks will it be?

• What programs will precede

or follow on the same network; on

other networks?

These aspects cover a new show

and an old show. An old show that

has been successful may not be suc-

cessful the next year when the time,

day, competition change, as noted. J
Moreover, if there has been a rise

in cost there is a new risk, since the

projection of the show's perform-

ance at a higher rate must be con-

sidered. Also, shows wear out. A
show may be bought at its turning

point.

More co-sponsorships vs. partici-

pation buying does not mean that

advertisers foresee less risk. There

is no indication that the death rate

of network programs will decrease

It may mean that advertisers will

buy more on a "calculated risk"

basis rather than on "speculative

risk."

I
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WNAC-TV Komlc Kaption Kontett winntn (from left) ti'.ited Ken Clapp, v p . Charles

F. Hutchinson, Inc.. WNAC-TV president William M. McCcrmack, host of luncheon at

Nick's. Anne Jahares. Harry M. Frost Co., and Ben Botty, Worcester "Evening

Gazette " Standing Evan D Neuhoff. a e. Bo Bernstein & Co .
Harris T Ph nney.

v p , and Mike Price, Harry M. Frost Co , Ken Moore, v p , Fuller & Smith & Ross

Earl M levine, copy director Loudon Advertising, and John T. Malloy, a/e, BBDO

Admen help put 15 candles

on Boston Late Show' cake

Long-run movie showcase on WNAC-TV
invites agency wits to compete

in novel Hub City promotion match

Judge Can Gcellrr, Rustcrafl. gives WNAC TV

p r director Phyllis Ooherty hit se'eclions

while Al Korn Channel 7 advertising and pro

motion director. looks on. Phiip Lowe re-

checks *n entry and Lee LeBlack 'wiih

vice president of Arnold & Co . watches.

Judges Philip Lowe of Harvard "lampoon", Carl

Goeller, editor-in-chief of Humorous greet ng

cards at Rustcraft. Or. David M White, chair-

man of Dept of Journalism, Boston University

One agency scored three winners n Kcmic Kap-

tion Kontest (l-r) Harris Phinney. vice presi-

dent Anne Jahares. secretary and Mike Price,

creative director, all from Harry M Frost Co

Writing new < options tor scenes from old movies
seen on television has sparked everything from book
sales {o<i whai is regarded by main as essentially a "non-

book") to a flourishing syndication series called Silents

I his spring, the caption-writing pastime provided

Boston's w \ \( i \ with a way to dramatize the 15th

universal") of its Late Shew movie series to the ad

Igencj field.

W \ \( I \ . which launched the scries .is ;i Sunday
nicht event in 1949 (it wasn't until 1955 that it became
a nightly show), decided to run a contest for ad agency

wits and tv editors to parallel prize awards of portable

tl sets planned as a public audience-builder.

Ten pri/cs were awarded for the best "Komk (Cap-

tions" for a set oi lour cornball movie stills (including

one ol John Wayne charging ashore in World War II.

sub-machine gun m hand) fliese were a trio each ol

portable tape recorders and electric can openers, plus

two pairs of Polaroid 1 and Cameras and electric si

knives \\ inners i see photos i were honored at a spt

luncheon held in a Boston sic.ik joint < >\
.

agency executives i by w \ \( rVs count I wen in

to participate.

Judging the admen's efforts were Dl

ning-White, chairman oi the Department of Journalism

al Boston l niversity; Carl Goeller, edit.

Rustcraft Company's Humorous greeting cards; and
Philip Lowe, public relations director of the ll

l.anir n \c. -. reented b\ the winners includ-

ed BBDO, Harry M. Frost < l .

• ,\ S

Bo Bernstein and 1 oubon Advertising.
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RADIO MEDIA

drawn to

Art Sakelson

president,

FM Group Sales

FCC approval of unique 'unit' representation plan provides one approach to

problem of selling the values of FM as an ad vehicle for major sponsors

tpai

Dpi

NATIONA] sponsors arc in in-

creasing numbers discovering FM
as a medium tor their national

advertising dollars. But the amount

of national expenditures that has

seeped down into FM can best be

described as a trickle. And much

of that trickle has found its way

into the medium only in recent

years.

The comparatively small-num-

bered audience per FM outlet in

a given market often stands little

chance of attracting a sponsor

interested in reaching a "mass" of

listeners with his national ad bud-

get. And, until recently, in these

cost-per-thousand conscious times,

there was little or no information

available that provided data about

FM homes and listeners. Obvi-

ously, those with a stake in the

medium were, and are, interested

in remedying the situation.

One organization that has done

something about this is FM Group
Sales, a firm that represents (on

a non-exclusive basis) in a number

of top markets several stations

that are sold as a group or unit

in each area.

The FM Group Sales operation

recently came under FCC scru-

tiny, and in February, the Commis-
sion found the operation to be in

the public interest: "Basic to our

decision is that the purpose of the

FM Group Sales plan is to en-

hance the competitive status of

FM stations. This purpose is con-

sistent with the Commission's ef-

forts to foster the development of

What does Detroit test means
A question-and-answer study on what comes next

As VNNOUNCED RECENTLY, the radio diary results of the ARB-
RkO General test were considered "favorable and conclusive enough"

for ARB to announce entry plans for national radio measurement

next fall and local radio service, initially for stations in the largest

markets, perhaps starting at the end of the year.

Now <.\o the results of the Detroit test relate to the upcoming

plans? How successful was the Detroit test? The following questions

and answers, exclusive to SPONSOR, fill in some gaps as vet unexplain-

ed b\ ARB.

O. W hat was the return rate of

diaries in the Detroit test?

\ Multi-media diary return was

30 percent.

Q. How would this compare

with VOW current h lamiU

diary?

\ Since the t\ family diary re-

turn rate is based on .m 01 ig-

in. il sample ol cooperators, it

is not possible to make such .1

comparison. However, it we
could come up with a figure

it would be 35 to 40 per-

cent.

Q. What effect docs it have on

the test results?

A. Based on the comparison of

the special personal coincid-

ental versus the multi-media

diary (radio part) it has little,

it any. effect.

Q. Will any effort be made to

increase returns in future sur-

veys?

A. There arc methods, such as

personal replacement and in-

centives, that can be used to

increase the rate of return.

Q. What size sample do you

contemplate (complete di-

aries) for a typical local mar-

ket report?

A. New York. Chicago. Los

Angeles—3000 to 5000. in-

cluding 1000 metro sample

size; all other markets, mini-

mum 2000. including 1000

metro sample homes.

Q. What markets do you con-

template surveying?

A. Top 20 markets, in January,
|

I
1
) 65.

Q. How man) times a year will
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I \i broadcasting," wrote the I * (

in its Icttei if l M< IS

Presidenl \n Sakelson formed

Be two yeai firm aftei lea\ ing his

peal sales post .it CBS' Chicago

outlet, WBBM
"

I he reason foi I M ( iroup

tales
1

being," he states, "is to make
it worthwhile for the agency media

department to buj I \l ' In the

p.ist, nation. il advertisers had to

deal with several I \l stations m
an area to gel the coverage offered

bv an Wl outlet. I he group plan

amplifies the procedure and also

oiteis the agency the added ad-

vantage ol centralized hilling. I lie

|genc> pays IMGS which in turn

lays the stations. Result: greater

encouragement for national ad-

vertisers to Use I \1

According to I MGS, until the

Pulse survey, in Chicago during

August, 1961, there had been DO
industry -acceptable FM audience

research data available from a rec-

ognized research firm. Nor were

there cost-per-thousand figures.

I \H iS had a hand in bringing

about this first survey and takes

credit for introducing an indicated

(I'M and a daily and weekly cu-

mulative audience measurement to

l \l

Since the initial survey, Pulse

has conducted studies m I os

\ngeles. Detroit, ( leveland and
San I rancisco, culminating in the

top ten market survej recently

completed for the National \sso-

ciation ol 1 M Broadcasters

(Sponsor, Feb. l<>> at a cost ol

$ 15,000.

\\ ith market research figures,

l \i ( Iroup Saks stations, on a

collective basis, have offered a

competitive position in the radio

market that has interested na-

tional advertisers to the tune ol

over $300,000 in the past yeai

and a half, according to the com
pain.

IMGS currently represents sta-

tions in eight top markets. I hese

are Boston. Chicago. Cleveland.

Detroit. 1 OS \ngeles. Pittsburgh.

San Francisco and Washington

In the I os Angeles market, the

group consists ol eight stations

(KBIG, KBMS, KFMU, KG1 v
K Nil \. KNOB, KRHM and

KUTE). Based on Wl Pulse

July-August, 1963, and FM Pulse

July-September. 1963, surveys,

Monday Friday
;

iai

tei hour the group ranked third

in honu and the

9 a m to 12 noon and I 2 noon to

1 p m p< riods In th ; m
time slot, the stations * ond
and thud in : and

thud in listeners Vnd duri

p in l M( iS id in both

cat<

( intently . national

placing spots with the Los Vn

les group are \nu rican I npn

American I obacco <( arlton t

arets. \)^-^.\\ cofl I

I lilted \itlmes. National \irl::

Pan American. P I onllard (York

cigarets i and Burgermeistei b<

I he lirst five Ol the above .u\-

vertisers also have commercials on

the ( hicagO group's outlets

(WC1 \1. WDH1 . Wl Ml . Wl MQ
.u^\ WK1 tVf)

FMGS takes credit tor intro-

ducing man) Of these sponsors, as

well as \llstate. Philip Morris and

Corn Products (Mazola), to I M as

an advertising medium
In viewing the profile of the

national advertiser. SakeKon is

quick to pomt out different kinds

> ARB radio rating plans •r tu

you make a siir\i'\ ol the ing, reported by halt-hour. \ Bv deduction that it mdiv id-

local markets? uals record at-home radio

\ Initial frequency vvill be de-

termined by client. Possibly

o. Mow vvill audience composi-

tion data he shown?
listening accurately, thev will

do so with away-from-homc

two times a year in larger \ Men. women, broken down listening. We plan to com-
markets, winter and summer. by 18-34, 35-49. 50 and plete this pa.; ot validation

with more available as re- over; teenagers, and total soon am! make it available

quested. persons.

o. How many calls are made to

Q. Will audience be converted Q. W hat household "character- a home to assure correct

to a home base, or he shown istic data" will he available diary-keeping :

s takiag plan .'

us individuals? for listeners? \ 1 p to live calls

A. Our thinking is to report all \ Basic demographic charac-

information In individuals. teristics o. On what demographic bases

with perhaps some formula art the returns adjusted?

for arriving at home esti- o. Do non-respondents' listen- \ isus information bv

mates. ing habits differ from respon-

dents?

age and s \

U W ill metro data and h area \ Our answer is. they >.Ui not o. Does \KB plan to go into

data bt shown as percent or

individuals?

diffei significantly, at least by

radio usage

personal diarv measurement

for Iv?

\ Indiv iduals. \ rc invest

o. How can you validate an out- sibilitv We expect to make a

Q. On what time basis? of-home component ol listen- on within two or tl

\ Average quarter-hour listen- ing?
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SYNDICATION & SERVICES

Hew to record

a tough remote

—at half the cost

mm

Mobile Video Film system combines best

of motion picture, video-tape techniques,

speeds film from camera to air in two hours

Snjjollc stands beside two-headed dolly where movie camera (r) shoots
scene as the closed circuit Iv camera (I) helps mcnitor its direction.

The client: Kimball Mobile Homes
(Viking Manufacturing Co.).

Their request: To take tv viewer? 1

into their mobile homes and show
the sense of "bigness" via actual'

shots, plus live sound.

Verdict: From a local tv station:

"'Impossible."

Yet, James Rcsor of Resor-An-

derson-Etcetera-Inc, Oakland.
Calif., realized that when a client

wants six 60-second commercials

you don't say no. Instead, you finc
t

a way.

In the end, instead of using jus)

one mobile home, he managed tc.

show—and visit the interiors of

—

six different models, none largei

than I0-by-60feet.

Technique: The Mobile Videt

Film System introduced by Snazelk

Productions, Inc.. San Francisco.

Production time: Only one day.

Costs: Half the estimated prici

of other available mobile shootinj

techniques.

Result: A new tv spot series

now being placed in Seattle, Port

land. San Jose. San Francisco, Sani.

Barbara and Los Angeles.

Remotes of this type can presen

enough technical difficulties am
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ency man Resor (I) jnd director Sn.uelle (center) check their proposed shooting script in front of .1 10x60 'oot K'mb.ill mobile home

udgcting problems to convince

i.un sponsors that the studio-type

xnmercial is more pleasing to the

bckctbook, if not the eye. Resor's

icnt felt, however, that using still

lotos ti> Jcpict the interiors o\' the

ibile homes failed to be persuasive

certainly, didn't drive home
e real selling point: spaciousness.

ic client wanted to display the

irious rooms from floor to ceiling,

us revealing the equipment, fur-

shings, floor plan and literally

wing the big sales points

\iul the best way to Jo it. they

felt, was to show people moving

from room to room, conversing, as

m real life. Because of the confin-

ing quarters, the immediate agency

problem was to find a way that it

could Ix- done. And then, of course,

at tolerable cost.

I he loeal \\ station that had been

doing the in-Studio, still photo in-

terior commercials for Resor said

that live sound on location commer-
cials couldn't be done at least

not In them

I he reasons the\ gave W -

( I l Getting t\ cameras into the

limited space oi a mobile bom<
would be difficult, it not impossible

( 2 » I hen. follow ing through with

a live-sound mike boom in the

low-ceilinged ai<a just wouldn't

W'>rk. especiall) with the proposed

floor-to-ceiling shots

1 3) Equally difficult would be

lighting.

\s an alternative, th<

team considered taping the com-
mercials However, the cost

Night fails to shade tv color on location

\n almost entirely at-night drama, in color,

was shot in darkened nightclubs, on dim city

streets and even on open country tollways tor

the recently aired (hue I pon A Savage Sight

episode o\ Kraft Suspense Theatre on NBC-TV
For all practical purposes, its been consid-

ered impossible to capture night effects in color

over a 60-minute course and on a t\ budget

without noticeably sacrificing film quality.

Producer-director Robert Altman of Revue Pro

ductions solved his problem via creative in-

genuity coupled with new film b\ Eastman

latter i I ctachrome I R. I > pe 5258) is widely

used for accurate color record of smoke and

flames in missile tests, interior industrial shots

at low light levels, etc, \ltman and cinemato-

grapher Hud rhackery found it also works for

night drama, usually lighted only by street lights.

neon signs, headlights. Occasionally, they

tached portable Sun (inns to camera, though.

'While we can't sa\ that the quality ol this

color is as good as we get in daylight, we must

aM that the spectacular Use Of color compen-
sates." the team reports

I pisode, original!) made as 1 pilot.

may anticipate wider use c4 s<>lor ,-:i kx '
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bringing a 10- or 12-man crew to

the Baj area, coupled with the

prospect of transferring tape to

film for distribution, pushed the

total package-price beyond reason.

When it looked as though all ave-

nues were blocked. Resor heard

about a new system that combined

the remote capabilities of video tape

with the flexibility of motion picture

shooting and editing. The system,

introduced in San Francisco by Sna-

zelle Productions, Inc., has an added

advantage: It can take a commercial

from camera to air within two hours,

if necessary. The gimmick: the

commercial is actually edited and

put together as it's being filmed.

Checking it out with Ernest Sna-

zelle, Jr.. president of the film pro-

duction house, agency-man Resor

was able to see it in operation, then

describe the assignment. All told,

he figured some 40 or 50 scenes

would be needed for the six spots.

Sna/elle's first reaction: "Wow."
Now he says, "Actually, the job

was so challenging that we felt it

was a true test." He took it on.

And here's what happened:

As Resor (r) and audio director (center) handle

shots through intercom from truck console.

His crew — two cameramen, an

assistant to handle lights, a sound

man and the technical director —
started at 9 a.m. one morning. They
had completed the six spots in six

mobile homes by 5:30 p.m.!

Their equipment consisted of two

16 mm motion picture cameras

(Auricon Super 12s) rigged on

their jobs, Snazetle (1) watches monitors, call

'

Baughman Pedestal lightweight dol

lies. These did the actual filminj

Beside each one, however, wa
stationed a Du Mont Tel-Ey

closed-circuit tv camera. Thes

served as the director's eyes, h

feeding pictures to monitors locatet

above his control panel. The entir

control system, however, was lo

Demonstration commercials inside trailei

Trailer firm tries all media, settles on television. Business grows to

DC

in

Through the use of tv alone, a

Washington. N.C.. couple built a

trailer business valued at $1.8

million in si\ years.

In 1957 Lawrence Benlield and

his wife opened a mobile lot on

borrowed money totaling about

$34,000 Now the Benfields have

their own company, Garrett, Wenck
\ Garrett, and have trailer lots scat-

tered through the state. Their home
base. Rock) Mount. N.C., is now
the nation's leading distribution

point of mobile homes.

I he couple credit t\ for their suc-

cess, a medium thej have been using

since then lnsi two months in busi-

ness. 'Mobile homes were a new
idea in eastern North Carolina.''

says Benlield "
I he only way peo

pie could know what we were talk-

ing about was to have a look at the

homes, and the onl\ wa\ we could

do thai was through H

After meeting with the sales and
programing staff of WITN-TV, the

Benfields decided their first ap-

proach with tv would be completely

educational and show the inside of

the trailer home. The solution found
was to drive a super-deluxe model
to the WITN-TV station studios and

park it on the front lawn. The sta-

tion managed to move its cameras
inside the mobile home. The first

program, a half-hour show was a

tour o\ the interior.

It also turned out to be a sales

tour-de-force. The reaction was "an
instantaneous success.'' according to

the couple. So main calls came in

that the trailer was left on the lawn
^i the station for inspection.

"The first three months of t\

pushed our sales up 300 percent,"

sa\s Benlield. "We had one promo-
tion on the t\ station that brought

15,000 to our lot in Rocky Mount.

and another that sold 22 unit.j

When you figure what one of 01

units costs, you can understand oi ;

enthusiasm and allegiance to K
In the beginning the Benfieli

used some radio and newspaper I

supplement their television can

paign. but found that every tin

customers were asked where tru

had heard of the company, almo I

the only answer was television, T! i

couple estimated that over 75 pe,

cent had learned of it on televisio

"What do you need anything el

for'.'" says Benfield. I hey cut

all other advertising.

I he company started with hal,

hour t\ shows. All kinds of cor:,

mercials were used, minutes. H

20s. on two-hour horror movfe

spectaculars, talent hunts. \lt

much trial and error the Benfiel

felt they came up with the rig

formula - - religious programs
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ted well outside the mobile homes

the panel truck thai had trans

rted crc\* and equipment to the

•.iiii'ii

I h. lighting problem was solved

using 1 500 watt floodlights on

l cameras for general illumination

d as man) as 30 KM clip-on

hts (375 watts) strategically hid-

n on the backs of chairs, doors.

"In oidcr to gel B full shot —
ling to carpeting we had to

I a 9mm wide-angle lens." Sna-

|e explains. "
I hat meant flood

fits oi boom mikes were out."

I ;et live sound, Snazelle "bur-

r Vega wireless transmitting mi-

tphones inside the actors
1

cloth

;. "With the wireless nukes, our

l\ problem was to equalize the

liikI pickup when an actor moved
a largei room

"

S ne of the commercials required

different scenes Snazelle tried

henevcr possible to run several

lots together, rather than to work

;ne bv scene Running them to-

'•ther was no problem.

At the control console inside the

:k. the director and audio diiee-

tot worked side bj side, actual!)

putting the commerc ial tog< th< i

it was filmed

I he directoi . * ia intercom con

nections w ith both camera op< ra

tois. (ucked the picture he wanted

from the tv monitors \ push-but-

ton switching device allowed him to

start and stop the film cametas

which the cameramen set and oper-

ated according to his instructions

He managed this via a third mom
tor, which gave him a running pic

Hire of the on-line cameras

\nd at the same time he was ac-

tuall) pre-editing the filmed foot

age. \ two-second switching dela)

allowed both filming cameras to run

at the same time lot a numbei ol

I i.imes. making later splicing simple

Immediatel) after shooting, film

was processed at a commercial lab.

The editor then matched sound

tracks to the appropriate areas

I hen he made his cuts and splices

In both exterioi and interior

shots ( lor example, long shot ot

mobile home . . . camera moves

through front door, pans living

room . . . cuts to woman in kitchen

at stove, then mi'-.

tot ' I astman Phi • \ R

film. I v
; d

B irtificial

light," Snazelle say! it yield

positive image that has good con

t r .ist and exceptional!) low graini-

ness " \No. the positive is suited

tor either projection 0t duplication

I ilms for distribution are reversal

printed onto the I
>
pe 7276 o,vk.

with an optical sound track added
I'ait ot the doll. us saved Came

from Rim prints, made for the six

markets in which the commercials
ate now showing I he prints could

be made directlv from the film I

I he icst ol the s.iv iiil's came
from shortened production time

w
. wen able to piodtue these

spots at 50 percent ol the CUStOmaT)

cost." Resor sa\s, "and vvnh tar

more speed than we USUall)

\nd the client. Kimball Mobile

Homes ' \s the) tOted up increased

sales, achieved b) demonstrating

their major selling points with

tual, on-the-scene shots, the) re-

portedl) were "Iul'IiIv pleased

ioost sales

1.8 million in six years

eked b\ saturation spots. Religi-

s programing hits exactl) the

dience to whom the mobile
l mes appeal, according to the Ben-
Mds. "We were looking tor fani-

groups and the week I) religious

nv atttracted them."

IT other mobile home COm-
lies have poured into the area

"Our competitors tr\ to ride

advertising coat-tails, but the)

net that our advertising directs

people to us and the) wonder

WC can do such good business

thev can't." sa\s Henfield.

M year 128,000 people lived

aobile homes and there were s -<>

llion m sales throughout the
ited States "

| here is no longer

breakdown on the type o\ peo-

who own mobile homes," savs

field. Homes in the Benfields'

sell tor $7500 to $15,000, and

lelps move them.

Lawrence Benfield (r)

t h o w t WITN-TV
iileimin Bill Batt

the modern kitchen

facilitiet in a mobile

trailer unit Station
wat able to thow in

tide of trailer on tv

Showing uUimin
from the tv ttat.on
around the lot Ben-

field often ta Ik i

about the power of tv

to promote talet.Firm

hat teen a 300

create m butinett

lince utmg tv
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THE CHANGING SCENE

Roy Holmes Takes Over Ohland/Robeck Outfit

Over-diversification, according

to sonic trade sources, prompted

the sale of ( )hland/Robeck, Inc. to

Roj H. Holmes. Roheck is exten-

sively involved in various fields,

including tv programing, distrib-

ution and publishing.

Holmes is taking over the entire

54-Station list of AM and FM sta-

tions which includes the QXR net-

work outlets (now called Market

1). In addition to the WQXR New

York plum, roster includes WLOL
Minneapolis-St. Paul, WBCN Bos-

ton. WLOA Pittsburgh, to name a

lew of the big market stations. All

the stations — most of which arc

FM only — are programed for a

sophisticated adult audience, ac-

cording to Holmes.

I he selling strategy will center

on a series of special market groups.

Two are already available: the "FM
lop I en'" group, consisting of the

ten largest markets in the country.

and the "New York State Network."'

consisting of ten FM stations

throughout the state.

As part of an expanded opera-

tion. Holmes has set up a division

to produce "quality" programs for

his stations, aimed at an upper-

income audience.

live sales and programing ex-

ecutives are joining Holmes:

Roger C. Whitman, formerly ad-

vertising manager and director of

public relations for Bristol-M\ers

Products division, who will work

on program sales and production:

Walter J. Keane. business man-

ager for the Roy Bloch organiza-

tion, to handle administration, fi-

nance and development of program-

ing and talent;

Norman H. Kudlick, formerly ac-

count executive with the Heritage

Station Group, as FM salesman:

Jerome Smilo, formerly director

o\ The Jackie Robinson Show on

' :iiiiti!iiiiniiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiimiiiiimiimiiiiiiimiiiii minim in i mini uin umiii>hiiii in n

STATION SIGNS FOR MARS SERVICE

Domcriic A Hysko, president of WXTR Providence (1) signs for Mars Broadcasting's
syndicated programing service tagged Demand Radio, as Mars exec, v p. Robert
Whitney (r) watches Frank W Barad (standing), v p of Bo Bernstein agency which
handles Demand Radio, outlined all-media campaign which will announce the June
1 program switch-over.

NBC Radio and various syndicate

interview and sports shows, to cor

cent rate on 'programing;

Michael Sweene\. veteran of ove

20 years in radio and tv, includi

12 years with ABC and 10 in

respresentativc business, who joir

the company in an executive capac

itv and will bring with him an of

network radio talk program fc

exclusive distribution in the U.

and Canada.

Holmes himself has made a lift*!

time career of radio, including 1

years in FM. During this phase (

his experience, he was general mart

ager of the Quality Music Statior

and national sales manager for tr]

OXR Network. Previously, he speij

eight years as sales manager
WINS New York and 15 years wil

NBC in stations relations.

Company's headquarters contini

at 230 Park Ave.

Alcoa Enters Battle

Of Bottles vs. Cans

Broadcast is a prime beneficia

in the intense battle abrew in tl;

packaging industry. Bottle and c;!I

manufacturers, which traditional] i

limited their advertising to the tra

press, have come out into the spci

light of consumer media, with hef

percentages of the new ly-di recti

budgets going to radio and tv.

Class Container Manufacturers I

stitute is spending SI million in on

market alone this summer (SpOi

sou. May 25, p. 30). to say nothii

of what the individual brewer!

spend. Latest to enter the fray <|

behalf of the cans: Alcoa.

Although the beer contain

business is a very small segment

its over-all marketing spectrum. A

coa, via Fuller & Smith & Ross,
j

prepared to slug it out with t

bottles throughout the long hot sin

mer. Schedules on CBS and \1

Radio networks, which began m
May. will continue through Septe

ber 15 to promote easy-open ca

Spots are slotted in peak male lj

tening hours, in close proximity I

news, sports and weather prograrl

\ supplemental) spot campaign!

running in 2S markets across U

country, with each station carryij

14 spots per week for 10 wee|

Radio promotion will also inch

'

a total of 1330 ten-second U
in 1 I top markets.

n
i
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loim Dorfiman CBS' director of detign

Dorfsman Named Design
Director at CBS

\ new position at ( BS dircc-

Oi of design will be tilled by

ouiv Dorfsman, creative directoi

>f advertising and sales promotion

or CBS l\ since I960. IK- will

v responsible tor the design of all

Minted materials, advertising and

iromotion foi CBS and CBS News.

ncluding CBS News on-the-air

raphics, and advertisements and

.tinted materials involving more
in one ot the seven CBS operat-

ng divisions. Dorfsman will also

vcrsec graphic design at the new

BS headquarters building near-

ly completion in Vu York.

His eareer with CBS dates back

1946 when Dorfsman joined the

mpanv as a stall designer. II.

as appointed art director ot ad-

\.-rtisini; and s.des promotion foi

radio network in 1951, and

tor ol advertising, art and pro-

otion m 1956.

IcClatchy Offers 'Market
leasure' Brand Studies

Two years of research and plati-

ng, including interviews with re-

reh. media and account special-

in some 50 agencies, have re-

ed m a new consumer measure -

i'nt service lor its advertisers, be-

offered bv McClatchj Broad-

isting.

'Called "Markel Measure." the

rvicc will provide quarterly re-

>rts on selected products in the

eas served b\ the McClatch) sta-

lls KMJ I \ R Fresno, KB1 I

^\lesto. kl BK Sacramento, koil
;no

Two aeeepted methods ol re-

:h will be combined in this ap-

aeh consumer analysis and home
lit. Consumer analysis consists ol

asking what brands have been put

chased during the past month (oi

two months in tiu cas< ol toiletries)

.mk\ home audit is the actual check

ol products on the kitchen sheh

In addition to data on food,

beverages, toiletries, household

items, apparel, tobacco products,

automobiles and automotive prod

nets, information ol special interest

to loeal retailers (such as store

preferences and retail shopping

habits) will be available.

\ total ol approximately 1 6,000

interviews will be made annually,

according to \le( latchy, with the

first report covering the fourth

quarter ol 1963.

Stacy Now Advertising
Head for Chevrolet

\\ illiani R. Stacy is the new m. in

in charge ol directing Chevrolet's

multi-million dollar advertising

budget, much of

which goes into

broadcast media

He replaces .lack

Izard, advertis-

ing m a n a g e r

since I960, who
has been pro

moted to assist-

ant 111 a n a g e r

of Chevrolet's

North Central

regional wholesale operations head-

quartered m Detroit.

Stacy is a Chevrolet eareer man
with diversified experience in sales

promotion, merchandising, dealei

relations and field sales operations

IK joined the company in 1946,

became assistant national sales pro-

motion manager in 1955. fTiree

\ears later he was moved up to city

manager ot Chevrolet's Denvei
operations. In I960 lie was pio-

nioted to Oklahoma ( itv /one man-
ager and in l

l>o2 to Houston zone

manager.

Cleveland FM in Ferment
Cleveland FM broadcasters are

getting more aggressive in theii ap-

proach to advertisers and audi-

ences I hex have |iist formed an

association to promote the city's 13

I \l outlets, both locally and na-

tionally to advertisers Representa-

tives from two agencies, l I ish-

er and Stashower and Griswold-

Willi.im Stacy

I shlcman attend, d in ui tid

>. apac it> the n to launch the

new vent \

lions invoked W< I V VVDBN,
\\ ilk \w< >k md \\/ \k

Cabot, Bresnick Bring
Boston Broadcast Kudos

I larold < abi I
I rvon tour and

the Bresnick ( o three ol the 1

1

top awards in the broadca I

-. ol the 1 ourth Vnnual Francis

w Hatch Awards ( ompetition

itive excellence in advertising

Sponsored by the Advertising

Club ol Greatei Boston, the

awards in radio went to Chit

& ( aims foi .lames ( ) Welch <

( abot foi New I ngjand I & I and

Howard Johnson's k\l tor Wil-

liam l nderwood
Tv film honors Cabol tor

Keyes I ibre ( o . BBDO tor l nited

Fund (abot for Rock ol Ages, and

Bresnick foi \ I I'rov ision (

In the I v I ape Div . Ingalls took

top honors tor Hansen-MacPhee

Eng. (Volkswagen) and Bresnick

finished second and third lor State

St. Bank & I rust and Barbos

1 ooking at the total media pic-

ture, live Boston agencies won 22

Ol a possible 2 1
' top prizes BBDO

walked ofl with tour Revere Bowls,

two merit awards and I I honorable

mentions

TOP POPPER CAMPAIGN

Network end tpot Iv ind radio «r« lm*d up

for JulyAugutt "Take * Pop Top Holiday

promotion featuring Schliti' telf-opening pack-

ages, cant and bottlet. Commercial trio in-

cludes valeiman Sid Raymond [<] and the

Schlitz couple. The Pop Top hatt will be

distributed to Schlit: valet personnel and

wholetalert In addition to broadcatt mage-

iinet. billboardt pomtof -purchete willbe uted
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THE CHANGING SCENE

NBC's New Season Sales

NBC-TN reports both daytime

and nighttime sales lor the 1964-

65 season. I en advertisers placed

major orders in the daytime sched-

ule which has been rearranged as

of June 29. Four programs will

be shifted and. tor the first time,

the network will program in the

1:30-2 p.m. period. Orders came
from Derby Foods, Heublein, Col-

gate-Palmolive, Block Drug, Na-
tional Biscuit, Alcoa, Kenner Prod-

ucts Manufacturing, Campbell Soup.

General Foods and Brillo Manu-
facturing.

One of the above, Block Drug,

also bought into four nighttime

shows. Order includes twice-

weekl) sponsorship in Huntley-

Brinkley Report beginning in Sep-

tember. Jack Paar Program, hirer-

national Showtime and the Tonight

Show. Block is one of the charter

advertisers of Tonight, having first

participated in the program on

Dee. 30, 1957, and continued on

a weekh schedule since then.

Cox Income Up 22 Percent
Net income of Cox Broadcast-

ing Corp. lor the three months
ended March 3 1 amounted to

$715,365 or 36 cents per share,

vs. S5N4.582 or 29 cents per share

for the similar 1963 period. In-

come before taxes was $1,421,-

365 in this year's first quarter,

compared with $1,116,582 in the

like period a year ago. Operating

revenues for the period were $4,-

939.073 compared with $4,392.-

087 last year.

Incorporated in February of this

year, Cox owns and operates: WSB
(AM-FM & TV) Atlanta, KTVU
San Francisco. WHIO (AM-FM &
TV) Dayton, WSOC (AM-FM &
TV) Charlotte and WIOD (AM-
FM) Miami. It owns community
antenna tv systems in Lewistown.

Lock Haven, and Tyrone, Pa.,

and Aberdeen, Wash.

Kreer Replaces Vollmer
As Y&R Chicago Man

The new head of Young & Rub-

icam's Chicago office, G. Bowman
Kreer, has been on the Chicago ad

scene for several years. Most re-

cently he was senior vice president

and director of client services at

Clinton E. Frank, where he super-

vised Reynolds Metals and other

accounts such as Continental Oil,

Kemper Insurance and Curtiss

Candy. Before that he was co-

manager of the Chicago office of

Campbell-Mithun.

Karl F. Vollmer, Kreer"s prede-

cessor, has moved to the agency's

New York office in the new posi-

tion of senior vice president and as-

sociate chairman of the plans board.

Illlltlllllll lllllllllllli!llll!lllimillllllll!linil!!NII!lllllllllllll!lllltllllllllllllll

SPOKESMAN CITED

CARSON GUESTED AND JESTED IN PHILADELPHIA

An unsuspecting Johnny Carson it served by "waitress" who later turned out to be head of
the NBC Commissary, frequent target of Carson's "Tonight" jests In on the gag, staged by
the local Tv Radio Ad Club were Raymond Welpott (I) v.p. & gen mgr. of NBC-owned WRCV-TV
and TRAC pres. Lou Klein who presented Carson with the club's "liberty Bell Award."

Peter Roberts (1), official radio spokesman fc

Bell Telephone of Pennsylvania for 20 consec

tive years, given an award by public relatior

v.p. Henry Inman at recent Pennsylvan

Assn. of Broadcasters convention. Rober
has transcribed 260,000 minute announcemen
over a period of nearly 1000 consecutit

weeks aired on 114 radio stations in Pen

sylvania and nine in Delaware for the Di

mond State Telephone Co.

i:i;:i!iii!i!iiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiii![ii!i!!iiiiiii!iiiiiiiim!iii!iii!!ii!!ii:':iiiiii!iiiiiiimniBinl

Lorillard Promotes Four
P. Lorillard continues the r<.

structuring of its management se

up with the appointment of a ne
executive vice president and thre:

new vice presidents. This follow

the recent appointment to exe<

utive vice president of Manu
Yellen for sales and advertisin

'

and J. E. Bennett for operation.

Newest executive v.p. is Geon
O. Davies for finance. He's bee

with the tobacco firm since 194'

The three newly-elected vice pre-

dents are: Daniel Ladd, adverti

ing director: William A. Jorda

formerly assistant director of sale'

William D. Okerson. who has k\

director o\ manufacturing.

Ladd has been advertising dire

tor since 1960. Prior to that. 1'

was an account supervisor for fi'

years at led Bates and an accou

executive at Cecil & Presbry.

Jordan supervises sales at

personnel. He joined Lorillard

1935. was named assistant dire

tor of sales in 1962 and a memb
of the board in 1963.

Okerson has been director

manufacturing since 1963. 1

joined the company in 1945 as

management trainee, rose throu

the ranks of the company's man

facturing department, was nam

general manager of the Greet

boro branch in 1960.

I

I
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1 |KHJ TV * Wdyne Thomas (c) talks with Tom
m program. The brothers, who created a stir

I mobile truck system of audience measurement,

I technique to the Los Angeles audience

» NBC Affiliates New
I
3uerto Rican Network

Before the end of this year, I S

I'klwriiscrs interested in beaming
i he i r messages to the more than

100.odd English-speaking homes in

*oerto Rico will be able to do so

vithin .i U.S. television network

>rogram schedule.

I he first English language tv

tations in Latin America — cur-

entlv under construction in Puerto

ico at S.in Juan. Ponce and \la\-

e/ - will be affiliated with

I Ml l Mis. the three will

rni a regional network carrying

bulk ol NBCs programs, which

I .oil he recorded at a tape central

p New York and he transported b)

t airplane to San Juan.

July is the target dale lor the

Juan station, channel IS. hut

e stations in Ponce and Mayaguez,
annels 14 and 16 respectively,

n't scheduled to begin operation

ntil the end o\ the year.

jency Sales Stressed
New Thebom Series

\ »ther new syndicated show

make a primary sales pitch to

gencies and advertisers in the ra-

io held, and not merely to sta-

ons. The new ottering is The
uonche Thebom Show, packaged

:
' '-minute series b\ independ-

it consultant rep Roger Coleman.
The series will have a "mostly
Ik. some music" format, accord-
s' to Coleman, with Metropoli-

n Opera prima donna I hehom
'ting as hostess and interviewer

number of top musical names, in-

uding Georgio fozzi and Nicolai

*nd Jim Tannor on hit "Million Dollar Matinee"
at the NAB Convention in Chicago with their

explained the Tannor Electronic Survey Tabulation

(iedda. are set lor guest shots Cole

man. who specializes in I \1 pic

ductions (RCA Victor Showcase,

etc.) will launch his firsl agency

promotions this week.

Belk Buys Jacksonville
Outlet from Newspaper

Henderson Belk bought WPDQ
Jacksonville from Brush-Moore
Newspapers for $750,000 with

Blackburn brokering the deal

Other broadeast interests ol the

new owner: \\ IST-AM-I \1 Char-

lotte, WORD Spartanburg. WQX1
Columbia, S.C. and WKIX- wi
I M Raleigh.

Brush-Moore is retaining its oth-

er stations WHBC (anion and
\\\()I Dayton.

Oh Brave New World
I ime marches on and nasalgraphs

and pull-down headache charts

make way tor the future. I ed Bates'

newest commercial for Rolaids anti-

acid mints features a " lelemeter"

— not tn be confused with the new

fanner-developed traveling truek

that electronically ea\esJrops on t\

program tune-ins — which electron-

ically measures the level of aeid

in the stomach.

In the Rolaids commercial, now
running in several of \meriean

Chicle's eastern spot t\ markets,

the "patient" has swallowed a tiny

transmitter which radiates electronic

signals traeked on a graph by the

Telemeter. I he normal aeid level

is charted for this high-acidity suf-

ferer within nds after taking

Rolaids

Put your thumb

on the whole

Sioux Falls

98-county market

WITH JUST *W TV FACILITY!

WITH *W FILM OR SLIDE!

FROIV
ir

TV CAMERA!

Kl I o I WI) i \ s

three transmitters, op-

erating as ()\| sta-

tion, give you complete,

instant coverage >>l this

whole major market'

284,000 t% homes.
And more ol them

w a t c h i n g k I l < I

LAND l\ than all

o t he i stations com-

bined.

5 STATE TELEVISION

felQLANo
KELOtv • KDLOtv • KPUMv

(hlimrmnHJ)

ik rim. PmMMt
Evaas Mart. Eiecativt Vict- htt. & Cm. Her.

Urr» IcatMa. Wu-Pi—.

RtftMatea ajtiaaalty ay tH
la Miaataaalit fey Waraa Etaat

Souk Falls. S D.
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THE CHANGING SCENE

Olympic Trials SRO
Si\ advertisers have bought full

sponsorship of the ABC-TV cov-

erage of the U.S. Summer Olympic

ream trials which begin July 3

and continue through 13 telecasts

ending Sept. 19. Included in the

sponsorship is ABC-TV's exclusive

coverage o\' the U.S.-Russian Track

Meet, comprised o\ three telecasts

July 25 and 26.

Sponsors are: Florida Citrus

Commission (Campbell-Ewald),

Goodyear lire & Rubber (Y&R),
Lever (BBDO), P. Lorillard (Len-

nen & Newell). Mobil Oil ( led

Bates). WTS Pharmaceuticals

(Charles W. Hoyt).

Bid for Tv Billings

Cudahy Packing, which markets

the Bar-S, Cudahy and Puritan

meat products and Bar-S margarine.

is still screening agencies. Involved,

on the broadcast side, is something

just shy of $500,000 in spot tele-

\ ision.

I lie re's been a scurry of activity

on other broadcast-oriented ac-

counts, with the result being two

agency shifts and two last minute

stay-put decisions.

Hunt Foods & Industries. Fuller-

ton, Calif., made news lately when
its leading stockholder Norton Si-

mon sought a seat on the AB-PT
board of directors, listened to sev-

eral agency presentations and de-

cided to leave its business with

Young & Rubieam. The account

is heavy in television: $600,000 in

network. $730,000 in spot.

Purex will leave its recently-ac-

quired Fels billings at the S. E. Zu-
brow agency in Philadelphia, end-

ing speculation it would move to

one of the Purex agencies. Fels

spends upwards of $1 million in

spot radio alone.

Accounts reassigned: Block
Drug's Rem, Omega Oil and Mini-

poo, and two new products, a total

of about $500,000 (a good part

of it in network and spot tv) from

Gumbinner-North to Daniel &
Charles. New York. Liberty Life

Insurance, which spends less than

one-third of its $300,000 budget

in television, moved from Sudler

& Hennessey to Baker & Byrne.

iiiiiiiiniii in iiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii n minimi iiiiiiiiiiiiimii iiiiiimniiim 11 miiimiiii liiiiiiiiiiiiniiirmi

FSR TAKES TWO ON "ROOTIN' TOOTIN' " SPOT

A 30-second taped radio spot for Hires Root Beer is collecting kudos all over the

country. Here Lawrence R Mcintosh (c), marketing director of client. Beverages In-

ti'rn.itional, receives Hollywood Ad Club's international award from James F.

Fitigorald (I), a/e of Fuller & Smith & Ross Chicago. Robert Borlek (r) and Philip

Bashara of the New York office produced the commercial. Copy was by Edward
Mahoney. FSR. N Y Earlier the spot won ,1 Hermes Aw.ird of the Chicago Federated
Ad Club as "Best Radio Commercial of '63" by a Chicago agency office.

NEW C-E QUARTERS

Agency president Tom Adams cuts cord as

Campbell-Ewald, Los Angeles, moves into new
and expanded quarters at 3200 Wilshire

Blvd. New offices include service and broad-

cast production operation.

uii;!ii!T:i]ir r man ;:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii:
•-

RSB Ranks Hit 100

Canada's non-profit Radio Sale-

Bureau has added two more mem-
bers, CJLX Fort William and

CKPR Port Arthur, bringing total

roster to 100. Devoted to the pro-

motion of Canadian radio as ar

advertising medium. RSB spe^
upwards of $100,000 yearly foi

market research and other sale

development data to assist ad-

vertisers, agencies and its mem-
bers.

WEWS-WCPO Name
New Operating Heads

Donald L. Penis and Robert D
Gordon have been named genera

managers of WEWS Cleveland am
the WCPO stations in Cincinnati

respectively.

For WEWS. Penis will be th.

second general manager since th

station went on the air in 1947

James C. Hanrahan. who is vacal

ing the post, will continue to scr\<

as vice-president and a member o

the board of directors of Senpp-

Howard Broadcasting.

Having joined the W FWS -!..

in l

l)4X. Penis was assistant gen

era! manager since 1958.

Gordon replaces \l. C. Walter

as general manager, with Waiter

continuing as vice president an

director. Gordon joined Scripp:

Howard in 1960, became assistar

general manager in 1961. Fro

1

i > s s to I960 he was operation

manager and local-regional sale

manager of k I I'L-TV Tulsa.

'J:
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Color a Clue to Seven
Arts Sales Success

S .n \itv which recent!) re

ported .1 revenue increase to s 11,

160 ii>i the yeai ended Ian ;
1

\ s $19,407,905 the previous yeai

points out that it now offers 103

lours ol color i\ programin

lyndicatii

I he bulk ol these programs are

included in the post 1950 feature

film librar) . 50 percent of which is

in color. Seven Arts' features total

16 Warnei Bros . 20th ( entury-

\\i\ and l fniversa] posl 50s, ol

which 2vs arc being offered in

color.

How are the) selling? Fifty-two

stations arc current!) COlorcasting

"Films of the 50s." rhis figure

is up from IS in 1961, 34 in 1962

and 48 b) the end of 1963. taiong

the stations to begin colorcasting

the Seven Arts product in 1
1>M is

\IU 's o&o K \iu l\ Los \n

feles, which recentl) acquired vol-

fanes 7, 8 and l
».

In addition to its "Films of the

5()s." Seven Vrts also otters a total

of loo new five-minute Out-of-the-

Inkuell cartoons in color.

FM Program Commercials
In Japanese Language

\ new market is opening up for

admen, with the help ol KIIOI

(FM) I os Vngeles, which has be-

come the first FM outlet m the con-

tinental I nited States to program

in the Japanese language on the

main channel.

Ihe Nippon Broadcasting Co.,

under the leadership of Osamu
Ghot \ is producing a large portion

of a weekl) three-hour program

block. The initial broadcasts are

local U produced and include edu-

cational. news, discussions, women's
features, music and religious seg-

ments. Program transition is ac-

complished smoothly through the

t English and Japanese an-

nouncers over an oriental music

ground.

With its 100-kw signal. KHOl
aches some 100,000 Japanese

-

akmg people throughout its cov-

rea.

Future plans include the use of

Die programs actuall) produced

n the Orient and aired on an e\-

ange basis with the locall) pro

iced portions.

CREATIVE DIRECTORS TALK THINGS OVER

Chuck Felt. MicManui. John & Ad.imi creative director, led tome 70 of the agency's top creative

talent through ,1 two-day seminar in Bloomfield Hi Is Here 'l-rj are N.Y creative director Gene
Cramm. Felt. Twin Cities creative head John Wilkinson Chicago creative director Bob Cole

agency president Ernest A Jones.

IPA Producing Teen
Quiz in San Francisco

Networks will get lirst look at

a new t\ series now being produced

on the west coast b) Independent

Producers Associated oi San Fran-

cisco. Called Play a Pair, the week-

Is hall-hour game --how will team
six to eight teenage contestants with

teenage sons and daughters ol ce-

lebrities to compete lor valuable

prizes. More) Amsterdam has bi

signed as host /emcee.

Series is certain!) headed for syn-

dication if networks thumbs down
it. because IPA is investing in not

one but 13 "pilot" episodes "to in-

sure the utmost in perfection."

N.Y. Philharmonic Set
For 1964-65 Season

Ihe "custom network" formed
to cam the New ^ ork Philhar-

monic in the wake ot the svm-

phoiu's ouster In ( Ms Radio ncarlv

two years ago will again feed live

concerts, which will be up for !

io local-level advertisers

So reported Ci. H. Johnston. Inc.

— the same production linn which

supervises the live lexaCO-Spon

sored broadcasts ot the Metropoli-

tan Opera - last week Ihe Phil-

harmonic, reports the Johnston

group, will be carried b) "addi-

tional stations" over and above

the list of outlets i 86 nu r kcts in

W states, plus Canada and Wash-

ington, D.C.) which carried the

serious-music ^ru- during I9(

64.

I st broadcast m iIk Philhar-

monic series will be fed *>n Oct. 4.

with the series lasting throw

ol next yeai I he "netw<

used to cairv the shows is .i lr ue

live hookup, but euts across affili-

ation and independent lines I he

lexaco operacasts this tall will

mark the fifth straight season on

the station lineup put together bv

Johnston and his .is

I'ro

Teal

• |IKI in, l. Il

mark)

U. S. A. Pro's

\\ M I I \ ills il

\\ M I IN

I
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POTLI^HT

Rosa Evans President
Of Milwaukee Station

\ ;encies and advertisers in Ne\*

>oik and Chicago can expect to

and hear more from Rosa

Bartcll Evans, just promoted from

Roij Evans . . . Bartell's new president.

vice president to president ol Bar-

tcll Broadcasting, Inc., the Milwau-
kee Div. of the Macfadden-Bartell

broadcasting operation. Mrs. Evans
has been heading the WOkY
operation but her new title in-

creases her responsibility in the

parent corporation and she plans

to take a more active part in the

station's sales.

together with her brothers and
husband, Ralph Evans, just named
vice president in charge ol engi-

neering for all Macfadden-Bartell
stations. Mis I vans pioneered in

the family radio enterprise in Mil-

waukee beginning with W I \ I in

She has since worked in

ever) phase ol broadcasting as the

Bartell organization grew.

30 20th-Fox Features
On ABC-TV in '65-'66

\B( I V has bought exclusive

television rights to a package ol JO

2<>th ( entury-Fox films, including

such box office triumphs and award-
winners as Streetccu Warned Desire,

The Hustler, Anastasia, and Three

duled to be aired during the

on, the features will

then be retelecasl i>n the network-

owned outlets.

R id) fot showing during the

ning seas. mi are a numbet ol

' i mted \uist films, to be

Shown "ii \B( I \ v Si, ii.l, ,\
'

MW&S Billings Up
Some 30 to 35 percent of tl

million first-quarter hillings increase

at Mogul Williams & Savior will go

to broadcast. And a hefty portion of

that air money comes from Econo-

Car International, which is investing

its $900,000 budget heavily in radio

and newspapers.

I he agency, which will also in-

crease its business projects with the

imminent acquisition of another

agency billing about $1 million, re-

ports these other new accounts:

Schenley Distillers* Golden Wed-
ding and Tropic Tom: the new Sun-

beam Imp by Rootes Motors; the

Swagger brand of small cigars by

the Gradiaz, Annis Div. of General

Cigar; Doveprints paper products.

a recent acquisition of Swanee Pa-

per Corp.: and Broughton's Farm
Dairy's Quikee, an instant cake mix

now in Midwest test markets.

Kay Summer Replacement
Set; Armstrong Sponsors

Armstrong Cork retains its co-

sponsorship control of the 10-11

p.m. Wednesday night slot on
CBS-TV this summer with a new
varietj show called On Broadway
— Tonight. Rudy Vallee will host

the show which, in addition to

young professionals, will feature

a well-known guest star each week.
Show will run from July S to Sept.

16, with Damn Kave returning on
Sept. 23.

Tuscon Stations Sold

A new corporation owned by
Cote Rcaltv i\y of Dayton has

bought KTUC and KFMM (FM)
luscon for $315,000. Principals of

the company arc John J. Cote. Jo-

seph L. Cote and Chester E. Finn.

I hey also have interests m WKLC
Ubans, W. Va., and WOHP

Bellefontaine, Ohio.

Blackburn brokered the deal for

Cote and seller luscon Broadcast-
ing (

Agency Shifts

Riedl X Preede has been ap-
pointed by Barricini, which now

8 company-owned stores and
also distributes through franchise ..

. stores and supermarkt

North Atlantic Seaboard

i

Firestone-Rosen, Philadelphia,

lined up a spot tv schedule on
WFIL-TV for Brum's Pizza of

Vineland, N.J., its newest account.

Spring and summer promotion is

to introduce a new product. Frozen

Pizza.

Spot and regional network radio

is the main campaign vehicle

planned by Chirurg & Cairns for

its new Gravymaster account. Com-
pany markets two products —
Gravy Master, a seasoning and

coloring aid for gravies, stews, etc..

and Ready Gravy, a ready-to-use

canned product. Previous agencj

was Croot & Accola.

Stemmler, Bartram, Tsakis &,
Payne now handling Midwest Cur->]

tain Co.. manufacturer of custom

and ready-made curtains and drapesj

for more than 1 100 retail stores!

in 40 states . . . Philip Klein

named to develop a complete mar-

keting program for Serv-Agen

Corp., maker of low-priced, low-;

calorie gravy mixes, cocoa products.

Cunningham & Walsh wa

awarded some more business fror

Block Drug which, nine months

ago, assigned the agency its Green,

Mint mouth wash and several

new products. New assignment is

Pycopay toothbrushes. effective

July I.

Richard K. Manoff has been ap-,

pointed by Whitehall Laboratorie

division of American Home Prod-

ucts for "several new products".

Yardis Advertising appointed tdj

handle Golden \ alley Development

Co.. of Toltec City. Ariz.

Rep Appointments
Robert E. Eastman named na

tional representative for W VYS

Charlotte. N.C., formerly represent

ed by the Robert L. Williams Co

Station operates with 5 kw da\s.

k\v nights. . . . Venard, Torbet &

McConnell has taken over sales fo

KOL (AM & FM) Seattle bough

last year by the Goodson-Todmai
interests. . . . Spot Time Sales ap

pointed national sales represents

live for KEZU Rapid City and
KGFX Pierre. S.D. The station

are affiliating with the Dakpl

Salesmaker Group handled by STS
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SPORTS SPONSORSHIP

iiTTii iftTTtll

Ditcvming Kentucky Club Smoking Tobacco's

sponsorship of NBC Radio's Joe G.ir.igiol.i

Sports Show are (l-r) Stuart F Bloch. v p and
director of advertising. Mail Pouch Tobacco

Co ,
Garagiola and David Weiss, a e Warwick

ft Legler Schedule started May 4, runs through

July 31 on the weekday show.

n hi i i

'Advocate' Syndicated
To Four Tv Stations

The Advocate, the plaj telecast

on the five Group w (Westinghouse

Broadcasting) stations the same
night it opened on Broadway last

Oct. 14. has been sold to tour sta-

tions, and sales arc pending with

10 others, according to \l\in Suss-

man. vice president and general

manager. \\ BC program sales.

Station buys are In KCOP I OS

Angeles, Wl \ \ i\ Dallas, KBT\
Denver and \\ l\\-l\ Columbus.

Third Las Vegas Outlet
Airs 'Constellation*

Durability ol the Hollywood I el-

evision Service film package, "Con-
stellation Features," was evidenced
with its recent sale to KSHO Las
Vegas, third station in the market

to purchase the group.

Consisting of 140 post-1950 Ica-

ture films produced by Republic
Pictures. the] were originally

beamed in the Las Vegas area
bj KORK, later picked up bj Kl \s

and now bj KSHO.

Expands to St. Louis

Jim Rogers is the man in charge
of the new George P. Hollingberj
office in St. 1 ouis. Most recently

•in account executive in the repre-

June I 1964

sentative's Chicago office, Ro

previously had a foui yeai buying

background at two majoi broad-

cast oriented agencies in ( hies

Me was assistant media research

managei on P&< al I eo Burnett

and a head buyei assigned to Helene

( in tis .it I d Weiss.

Hollingber] expects the new ol

Bee to facilitate greatei in-depth

service in the Missouri, K.ms.is.

Nebraska and Iowa areas

FM GROUP SELLING . . .

( . mtinin il hum /•,.

of sponsors. "
I here is the ad-

vertiser who seeks only five or ten

percent of the total market, and

it he can sell this much, he will

realize a good profit So he's not

concerned about the other 90 >>i

95 percent." Sakelson says "Pei

fumes and steamship lines tall into

this class The PuKe numbers
won't substantial!] change their

media plans. I hc\ will still use

a little I \1

One of the purposes ol the

Pulse figures, he states, is to sell

I \1 to those advertisers who do not

now use the medium. I hese are

the "mass" sponsors who feel FM
is not for them

"The media head ol a large

tobacco firm once told us." con-

tinues Sakelson, when we want to

reach 10.000 homes m Los \n

geles, we write them a letter." But,

when we showed him FMGS num-
bers. //;<•/! we got the order."

The FM Croup Sales concept of

viewing FM as a competitor of

its bigger and more powerful \M
brother is enough to bring to the

barricades those who believe I M
is •special" and should be treated

according!] But it is understand-

able thai diverse views are held

in this growing industry

1 he question of station repre-

sentation is also a touch\ .\:^-A

I M( iS strongl] feels that stations

in the group should also have in-

dividual reps "We encourage our

stations to have them, but on a

non-exclusive basis so that the sta-

tions can also cam major ac-

counts which will bu\ I'M in large

enough segments to penetrate a

market. I his is the group concept

pioneered b\ I MOS." states Sa-

kelson. "There are man] accounts."

he continues, "that want to buj

'bits and pieces' or can't at ford to

in FM I his

then, is tli 'he m
dividual rcpr< tentative his

job, lit

lective and specialized accounts

t.in and will take the tune 1"
I

at st.itums indi\ iduall)

( )n Madison \v< nu< one

ncj executive familiar with

FMGS is I > ^ deck, vi< ;

idenl and associate media su|

ms. u nt Benton and Bowie ^ .

have used I M < iroup s il<

mil lexaco and Philip Morris cli-

ents." he states, and the results

have been most satisfactory I his

service has been verj appreciative,

and an outstanding example ol

I M understanding oui adverti

problems. I he group is the I

ol professional sail nization

providing the kind ol sen

would like to see more ol in the

FM industry."

\\ h.it ol the future ' l Itimately,

because ol its technical advan-

tages, Sakelson sees l M bee iming

the leading aural medium With

this view ol the growth potential.

FMGS is now organizing group-

units in the top 25 markets.

The combination that really pulls
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SPONSOR SPOTLIGHT

ADVERTISERS

Donald I). Johnson and Hay-

wortfa I . Farlow named vice presi-

dent and general manager ol Robert

Wood Johnson Co. and vice presi-

dent and general manager ol the

lirst \ul Products Div for Johnson

& Johnson. Johnson succeeds

lames E. Burke who was promoted

to executive vice president in charge

ol marketing For the past two

years he served as product group

director. Farlov« succeeds H. M.
Poole, Jr., who was named to the

executive committee. For the past

two years he was merchandising di-

rector ol Johnson & Johnson (ire at

Britain, ami a member of the hoard

oi directors and executive manage-

ment board ol the British company.

Mrs. Morris Kirsch named vice

president ol No-Cal Co. in charge

of community relations. She is

wile ol tlie No-Cal president and
is serving as vice president and
chairman ol the music school ol

the Williamsburg Settlement, hon-

orary vice president ol' the League

fo Parent l ducation.

John J. McGonrtj elected con-

troller of the Coca-Cola Export

Corp Prior to joining the com-
pany in I ' > ^ S he was principal audi-

toi oi I rnst & Ernst. Most recent-

ly he served as assistant controller.

Robert V Chrane, I. E. DuffJeld,

Jr.. and Clyde I). Marlatt, Jr., pro-

moted to manager of the Marketing
Div., advertising manager, and .\d-

vertising managei to- t

I KDOrt ( orp ( Inane was lormerK

advertising managei Pro i nisi)

Id was assistant advertising

directoi and most recently creative

directoi Foi < oca-< ola's pavilion at

the World's 1 Foi merlj Marlatt

l as assistant advertising man-

Hearj M. Minton named chair-

man and chiel executive off«

( huieh & I )u ighl <

John I). I eggett, Fr., and Henrj
M. Miiiii.n 'i imed president and

. hairman. chiel executive ol ( lunch

58

A Dwight i'o. Leggetl served for-

med) as executive vice president

and Minton served as president

since 1953.

Samuel Yale Shih appointed sales

representatives lor British Overseas

Airways Corp. A native of Peking,

(lima, and a Hong Kong refugee

since 1949. he served the past nine

years as a senior account executive

with Grant Advertising. Hong
Kong.

Howard Jacobsen elected vice

president-sales of Nichols Wire

and Aluminum Co. He served pre-

viously as general sales manager.

Raymond W. Carlson to retire-

June 30 as Household Div. vice

president of S. C. Johnson & Son.

He joined Johnson in 1932 as sales-

man and since has served as divi-

sion head; he was elected vice pres-

ident in 1958 and served on the

management committee.

Albert C. Buffum. Dr. Willard J.

Croxall and William J. Ferracone

named vice president of manufac-
turing, vice president of research

and development, and vice presi-

dent of marketing for Three Miles

Chemical Co. Buffam. a registered

professional engineer and former

director of manufacturing, joined

Miles in 1951 as manager of chem-
ical operations. Since joining Miles

in 1951 ( roxall served as general

manager ol Sumner, and most re-

cently as research development di-

rectoi ol Miles. Ferracone was
previously director ol marketing.

AGENCIES

Charles O. Puffer joined Burton
Browne Adveitising. Chicago, as

vice president Previouslj he was
executive vice president lor Beau-
mont A Hohnian.

Eileen McCarthy joined John
I IS account executive

She comes to the agencv from
1 she served as fashion

litoi

SL in*
Paul Slater Hildred Sanders

Paul Slater appointed vice presi-

dent for administration and inter-

national operations for Compton
Advertising. New York. Previously

he was vice president and director

of operations, creative department,

for Compton.

Hildred Sanders, vice president of

Honig-Cooper & Harrington. Los

Angeles, appointed vice chairman of

the Committee on Broadcast Busi-

ness Affairs and member of the joint

policy committee on Broadcast Tal-

ent Union Relations for the Assn. i

of National Advertisers and the

AAAA.

David Deutsch and Stewart

Brown elected vice presidents of i

McCann-Erickson. Prior to joining

the agency in 1963 as copy group

head. Brown served as vice presi-

dent and creative supervisor for

Ted Bates. Deutsch. senior art di-

rector, came to the agency in 1955.

Erwin Fishman rejoined Foote,

Cone & Belding. New York, as

manager of the research depart-

ment. Since July 1963 he served as

senior research account executive at

Young & Rubicam. Prior to that

he was with FC&B for eight years.

David M. Calahan joined Need-

ham. Louis & Brorby. Chicago, as

assistant account executive. Pre-

viously he was a partner in Calahan

Co., Grand Rapids. Mich.

John R. Albers and Lennart S.

Carlson joined Grant Advertising,

Dallas and Chicago, as account

executive and assistant account ex-

ecutive. Albers comes to Grant jl

from Campbell-Mithun Advertising

where he served as account execu-

tive. Carlson was previously with

\ubiey. Finlay, Marley i\: Hodgson

and prior to entering the agencv

field was assistant retail adveitising

managei for Benjamin Allen A Co

A
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Man \\ . Katzenstein named vice

idem ol I ennen & Newell, Inc.

Prioi to joining the agency in 19

as dircctoi ol technical research he

was associated with Fostei D Snell,

Inc., chemical consultants.

James ( . Shelton joined S I

Zubrow Co. as account supervisoi

I (i m ^ 1 1 > he served as account ex

ecutivc w ith I eo Burnett, I oronto

Carol MaUoaee named assistant

account executive of Erwin Wasey,

Ruthraufl & Ryan She was foi

merly with Courtauld's rextiles

and 1 oamitc Fire I xtinguishers,

both ol 1 ondon, England.

Edwin (run. Robert Kalske.

hermit Berger and stanlev Kreiser

joined Carl \ll\ Inc., New \ ork.

,h secretary-treasurer, account ex

i ecutivc, account executive and me-

dia supervisor. Harrj Damato pro-

moted to comptroller. Green was

formcrlj with Gumbinner-North.

Ralskc comes to the agency From

"Woman's Day" magazine where he

was promotion managei Berger

was previously associated with Dan-

iel & Charles. Kreiser served the

past seven wars with Benton &
Bowles.

Wayne Pennington elected senior

Ice president of Edward Gottlieb

Assoc . New Nork. He has been

with the agencj eight years.

Owen A. Brarh and John Harvej

named account executive and crea-

tive director, respectively of Camp-
bell-Ewald Co., DetroH and Chi-

Bgo. For the past 14 years Brad)

served Rosn Ro\ . Inc. ,i> vice pres-

ident and account supervisor. Har-

\e> comes to the agencj from Leo
Burnett where he served in erea-

supervisorj positions since

B61.

lames P. Carroll rejoined D
mus & Co .is account executive,

freviouslj he was associated with

Doremus' public relations depig-

ment in 1946-56. For the past

five years he was manager ol public

relations for the Ruberoid Co.

\\ . H. liseh joined the creative

staff ol MacManus, John & \dams.

Chicago. Formerly he was with

the promotion d e part m e It t of

WBBM-T\

A W K.iticnttem

Walter Riddel! promoted to vice

president ol I arle I udgin & Co.,

Chicago, lis joined the agency in

1953 as an account executive.

John Griffin promoted to vice

president and executive art director

ol I ullei \ Smith & Ross Since

joining I SR in I 961 he served as

vice president and senior art direc-

tor.

Patricia Mckemie named media

direetor at Harris & Weinstein

Assoc . Atlanta. She has been with

the agencj for the past si\ wars as

media buyer.

TIME Buying and Selling

Fred W. Webber, Jr.. named in-

ternational media supervisor for

Gardnei Advertising, St. Louis He
is presentlj chiel timebuyer for the

agencj

.

Daniel Kane appointed media di-

rector ol the rhompson-Koch Co,

Inc. He came to the agencj from

fatham-Laird where he served as

media supervisor.

dene Mael.ean joined the radio

sales stall ol Advertising lime

Sales. New York. I ormerlv lie was

on the radio sales stall of the

Meeker Co.

Harn J. Spiess elected vice pres-

ident in charge o\ finances ol Adam
i OUng Inc. 1 ormerK he was pres-

ident ol N AN A-Bell-McClure Syn-

dicate. PriOl to that he served as

vice president and direetor ol

United World Films Robert Burke

appointed general sales manager foi

the Radio Div o\ Adam 1 oung

He replaces I nomas J. White. Jr..

who resigned Most recentlj he

served the rep firm as directoi

marketing and sales development

for the I elevision Do

TV MEDIA

II ii I hoinpson tinted si

managei ol k\ 1 1 I \ Amarillo 1

1

comes t>' the station from KM/
I \ W lehita I alls I he

was commercial man
i

Richard < . I brail named
sistant program dircc toi ol K DK \

I \ Pittsbui 1

1

i the station

in 1959 as public affairs directoi

His SUCCesSOl will tx I homas Khm.
who has been a produce! direetor

at KDK \ I \ foi : jvo years

Bill Waercb named pro

managei ol kH\ I \ ( leveland

Most recentlj he was assistant pro-

motion manager at Kl )K \ I \

Pittsburgh

Lowell Oliver appointed promo-

tion merchandising directoi ol

M) A- AM I M I \ Denver II.

joined K<> \ in 1961.

Mien I). Christiansen appointed

promotion managei ol WQAD-TN
M line. Ill Previouslj he served in

the same capacitj foi Kl l\ Omaha
and K\ I \ SioUX ( ltv Iowa

WTRF-TV STORY
BOARD

UP IN SWOKEI The
father looked I

7 ton and
•.pent

thousands of dollars to get
you through m e d
school and you come home

-e to give
•ip srr •

V. trf tv Wh'tlinq
BROTHER HOODS? We know of a man who's

"ouse because a couple o'
moved into the neighborhood end

accepted at equals.

Wh»»l.nt,

HIDES TANNED
you peel first and lunburn .•

v«trf tv Whf.al.nq
WALKING IS NOT a lo»t HI
you get to your garage?

Wheeling ~

C. O. D.l "Yc
you on the phone." laid the secrr'

the messat; • d the boss, "I'll get
it from you later."

•. Wheeling
MOW IS' e red

Found out hn mother was a

pick. up)

Whf.l.nq
INTERSTATE
been suggested that rr be
the Concrete

'. Wheelinq
SPORTING GOODS

•'i.ng a go • •• and
our good* you won't neec

•WEE
•<• bonusboost

CHANNEL f\F I
WHEELING.

WEST VIIGINIASEVEN Q
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SPONSOR SPOTLIGHT

Robert 1). Gordon named general

manager ol W< "PO stations Cincin-

nati. Prior to joining the station in

1961 as assistant general manager

he was operations manager and

local-regional sales manager of

k 1 1 1 - 1 V Tulsa.

Dean Borba elected chairman of

the California Associated Press for

1964-65. Me is program manager

ol K\ 1 \ Sacramento.

R. E. Misener named director,

network sales development, for

( l\ television Network. Formerl)

Ik- was manager of the Broadcasting

Div. ot Canadian Marconi Co. and

general manager of CFCF-TV/R
Montreal.

John A. Schneider, CBS vice

president and general manager of

\\( \i l\ Philadelphia, elected

director-at-large and member of the

hoard ol directors Of the Pennsyl-

vania Assn. of Broadcasters.

Dolores M. I inlay joined the pub-

licit) department ol KTTV Los

Angeles. Formerl) Miss I inlay was

supervisor ol KNBC press depart-

ment.

Ron Pulera appointed assistant

promotion manager at WITI-TV
Milwaukee Previously he served

as copywritei lor Geyer, Morey,

Ballard Advertising, Chicago

Robert It. lohnson appointed

controller of ( "BS l \ l lollywood.

Since joining the network in I960

he served as assistant controller.

lack l>i\ promoted to assistant

general sales managei ol WFAA
l\ Dallas He has been a member
ol the station's sales stall since

and most recently local sales

mana

RADIO MEDIA

\nn Petrie named editor in the

"< .>ik ( ode ( rffice ol the Na

tional \ssn ol Broadcasters. She

continuit) acceptance di

,i w \iu i\ Vu Yorl

Robert Gordon John Thayer Joseph Poulin Maurice Barkley

Adam K. Riggs appointed local

sales manager of WDAS Philadel-

phia. Formerly he was owner and

manager of Broadcast Time Sales,

Philadelphia.

Douglas Campbell resigned as

sales manager for KABC Radio

Los Angeles. He has been with

ABC since 1950 and joined the

station's sales staff in 1959.

Jack Ackerman appointed re-

gional director of Radio Advertis-

ing Bureau in its member service

department. For the past four years

he was general sales manager for

WGSM Huntington and WGBB
Freeport. N.Y.

Gordon Mason named general

sales manager of KTLA Los An-
geles. Formerl) he was national

sales manager with Golden West

Broadcaster's Radio Div.

Sterling Beeson named account

executive at WINZ Miami. For the

past two years he was associated

with Pulse. Inc.. New York.

William Nightingale appointed

sales promotion and marketing

manager of WMCA New York.

Formerlj he served Fairchild Pub-

lications as promotion manager for

Supermarket News and Druiz News
Weekly.

Dave Morris named publicity

Chairman of 1964 Houston Inter-

national Fair. He is president and

general manager of lexas Coast

Broadcasters.

Clayton II. Brace named to the

I itj I ibrarj Board. I le

\ ice president ol I ime I

Broadcast, Inc. and general man
i ol k< x .( ) San Diego

Nell \slin appointed acting pro-

motion manager foi \\ I ( \

tions Minneapolis-St. Paul. He suc-

ceeds Howard W. Coleman, who re-

signed as promotion director to join

the A. C. Nielsen Co. as sales pro-

motion director for Nielsen NSI
Service.

SYNDICATION
Sc SERVICES

John R. Thayer appointed prod-

uct manager of market reports at

the American Research Bureau,

headquartering in Beltsville, Md. '

Previously he was ARB's technical

director of market reports and spe-

cial tabulations. Maurice Barkley

and Joseph Poulin appointed tech-

nical directors of market reports

and special tabulations, respectively,

following the promotion of Dr. •

Thayer.

Howard Weissman appointed

public relations consultant of Offi- •

cial Films. Hal Williamson retains

his post of director of promotion

and publicity.

Jerry Kahn joined Photo Com-
munications Co. as vice president

in charge of television. Formerl)

he was assignment manager of

\\ CBS-TV News.

Harley Lucas joined Vic Piano

Associates as account executive.

Previously he was salesman at

WEWS-TV Cleveland.

Michael Stehney appointed direc-

tor o( WCD. Inc. of the Food and

\ppetite Div.

David B. Brout elected \ ice pres-

ident of J. M. Mathes. Inc. He is

head o\' the research department.

Ray Jiinkin named vice president

of Screen Gems (Canada) I id

Since joining the company in I96jl

he served as general manager.

SPONSOR



COMMERCIAL CRITIQUE

No lidrd chances!

\\\ Granger I >

i >

i

>

\ui president and cop) group head

J. w alter I bompsoa ( <>.

Ki i) s xi 1 1 ii. some years ago,

quoted a non-admirer of Jiv Di-

Maggio who watched the maestro

materialize as it by magic in front

line drive. "1 ook at that guy/'

he muttered. "Ten years I been

watchin' him out there in center

field, an' he ain't had a hard chance

jet'"

I he real pro in any business

never lets us see the effort he puts

into his job.

So it is with an effective tele-

vision commercial. The harder we
appear to be trying, the sooner we
irritate our viewer or lose his at-

tention. I he easier, the more in-

evitable our message seems, the

better.

The temptations are great, of

irse, to charge upon our audience

like Pickett leading his men to

Cemeter) Ridge.

For one thing, our commercial,
on its way to final approval, may
•have met the kind of executive

whose principal contribution to ad-

vertising is the inspirational speech.

Young writers have been known to

leave such a meeting convinced
that their leader will settle for noth-

ing less than hand-to-hand combat,
the bloodier the better.

Another temptation to the fran-

tic school of writing is the cost , >i

|time and production Nowhere is

silence more golden than in the

sound track of a tv commercial.

ac take $40,000 as the cost of

a typical network minute, we
spending $666.66 per second to

let our announcer pause for breath.

\nd yet. it may be that a well-

timed pause will bring more divi-

dends than any other investment An

idvertiser can make

If you were sitting across from

my typewriter right now. trying to

sell me youi company's product,

I'm sine that some of the most

eloquent moments would occur as

you paused, to let me absorb your

ideas, or simply to gaze in admira-

tion at vour product or its picture

\iul no one would accuse you ol

selling too "softl)
."

Another influence toward ver-

bosity is the difficulty, even for the

writer. o\ realizing just how effec-

tive a well-photographed scene can

be all by itself. \ sequence that

seems, in script or story board, to

civ out for an announcer's explana-

tion may turn out to be even in

effective when played against silence

or music.

Experienced clients vsill permit

and encourage new audio to be

written after the first rough cut

screening. This is the point in time

at which dramatic improvements

can be made in many commercials,

provided the people who are re-

sponsible have the freedom to Jo
so.

On some occasions, we have

written entirely new commercials

after seeing the first cut; on others

we write no audio at all until aftei

the film has been shot I here an
some slight risks in this latter p

cedure, but the rewards are great.

And always, it seems to me. the

audio we write after we sec the film

is shorter, sharper and more

fective than the words we fashion

to accompany video that exists

only in our imagination.

In recent years, tv commercial
writers have made vast strides in

the use of silence, unity and

stramt. Hut the need continues to

grow \s our commercials are sur-

rounded by more and more other

announcements, on many different

subjects, we must provide our own
buffer /one to help the viewer COl-

GRANGER TRIPP
entered broadcasting as .1 radio in-

nouncer .ind writer n Schenectady.

N Y. He joined J. Waller Thompson
Co as * tv commercial writer in 19S3
and is now a vice president and copy

group head Ho has been closely

assoc : ated with tv commercials for

Eastman Kodak since 19SS

led his wits and turn his attenl

to our message.

Perhaps what we iwcd most ol

all is a re-examination of the word
"hard" in the "hard sell" we all

seek to achieve. It is clearK .1 mis-

take to assume that "hard sell"

equals a loud, last, audio Hack and
lots of Hashing opticals on the

screen

What needs to he "hard" is

strength ol our selling idea, the

clarity ol out demonstrations, the

logic k^\ our words

W hat must be hard is the extra

effort on the part of the writer who
will revise and revise until he dis-

covers, on the twelfth try

.

ol garrulous adjectives he cm sal

eliminate with a resulting improve-

ment in clarity and impact.

What must he even harder is the

self-discipline of th.

or client who will decide, alter all.

not to beg for that one more exl

cous copy point so dear to his heart

II lid sell." it seems, should

mean haul work on the p.ut ol

who make the commercials

series o\ hammerlike b

those who watch them
\ d the true mark

the commercial th

1 in the manner of the graceful

\ ikee Clipper, who had

a chance vet
"
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CALENDAR.

JUNE

American Research Merchandising

Institute Del Coronado, San Diego,

(to 6).

Saks Marketing Executives Club,

( hicago, noon luncheon, Sin

House, ( hicago 1 1 ).

NBC-1N and Radio Affiliates Con-

vention, Beverl) Hills Hotel, I us

Vngeles, < alif. (1-3).

Technical Assn. of the Graphic

xrts, convention, Webster Hall, Pitts-

burgh (1-3).

M( V Inc., annual stockholders

meeting, Sheraton-Blackstone Hotel,

Chicago (2).

American Women in Radio and

television. Chicago Chapter, annual

dinner. lavcrn Club, (hicago (3).

Canadian Television Commercials

Festival, Ryerson Institute ol Tech-

nology . I oronto, ( anada (4).

National \ isual Presentation Assn..

"Da) >'i \ isuals," Commodore, New
York (4-(-i

Q

A

:what

broadcast

trade publication

led its field in

all large-scale

surveys of agency

and advertiser

readership

during 1963?

SPONSOR!

Want full details?

Write SPONSOR,
555 Fifth Avenue
New York 10017

Marketing Executives Club of New
^ ork. convention, Radio City, New
York (4-7).

Wyoming Assn. of Broadcasters,

spring convention, Wort Hold.

Jackson. Wyo. (5-7).

Advertising Federation of Amer-

ica, 60th annual convention, Chase-

Park Plaza Hotel. St. Louis, Mo.,

17-10).

International Advertising Film

Festival, Palazzo del Cinema. Venice,

Italy (7-10).

International Advertising Assn.,

16th annual world congress. Waldorf-

Astoria. N. Y. (7-10).

American Academy of Advertising,

annual convention, Chase-Park Hotel,

St. I puis (7-10).

Special Libraries Assn., 55th con-

vention of advertising and puhlishing

divisions. Sheraton-Jefferson Hotel.

St. Louis (7-1 I).

Intl. Radio & Tv Society, first

I egion of Honor presentation din-

ner, at Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New
York (X).

United Artists Corp. annual stock-

holders meeting. New York (9).

Non-Sectarian National Bible Com-
munications Congress, Sheraton Park

Hotel, Washington, D. C. (10-13).

Nov York Chapter of Broadcast

Pioneers, final meeting. Park Cane
Hotel. New York. II I |.

Colorado Broadcasters Assn. meet-

ing. I odge at Vail, Vail Village,

( olo (I 1-13).

Mutual Advertising Agency Net-
work, national business meeting. Bis-

marck Hotel. Chicago (11-13).

Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, 29th

annual summer com cut ion. Callawaj

Gardens, da. (13-16).

National Assn. of Display Indus-

tries, Trade Show Bldg. and New
Yorker Hotel, \e\\ York (13-18).

American Marketing Assn., 47th
national conference, Sheraton Hotel.

Dallas (15-19).

\ssn. of National Advertisers, an-

nual t\ advertising workshop. Plaza
Hotel. N. Y. (17).'

Broadcasting Executives Club of
V I., spiing convention, Somerset
Hotel, Boston (1

-

Federation of Canadian Advertis-

ing & sales (luhs. 17th annual con-
ference, Nova Scotian Hotel. Halifax,

N.S
I

:

-

\ssn. of independent Metropolitan
stations, annual meeting, Montreal,

Ml.

National \dvcr1isiiig igCDC] N
work, .lucnt conferen

Hotel, Sarasota, Fla.

Conference,

Far Horizons

(21-25).

International, Design

Aspen. Colo. (21-27).

S. C. Johnson & Son, "Global

Forum" for 175 officials from 37

countries, Americana Hotel, N.Y.

(21-26).

Radio-Television News Directors

Association, national spring meeting,

Cherry Hill Inn, N. J. (22-26).

Natl. Assn. of Television & Radio

Farm Directors, spring-summer meet-

ing, hosted by Northwest Region,

Cherry Hill Inn, N. J. (22-26).

Transamerica Advertising Agency
Network, annual meeting, N. Y. (23-

27).

National Editorial Assn., annual

convention, Hotel Commodore. N. Y.

(24-27).

Maryland - D.C. - Delaware Broad-

casters Assn., annual convention, At-

lantic Sands Motel, Rehoboth Beach,

Del. (25-27).

Assn. of Industrial Advertisers,

42nd annual conference, Sheraton

Hotel. Philadelphia (28-July 1).

Insurance Advertising Conference,

annual meeting. Chatham Bars Inn,

Chatham. Cape Cod. Mass. (28-July

1).

Advertising Federation of America,

sixth annual seminar in marketing,

management and advertising. Harvard

Business School, Boston, Mass. (28-

Julj 10).

First Advertising Agency Network,
annual convention, Boyne Mountain
Lodge, Boyne Falls, Mich. (28-July 3).

JULY

Advertising Assn. of the W est.

annual convention. Sun Valley, Idaho

(5-9).

National Food Brokers Assn., mid-

year management conference, Seattle

(12-15).

National Institute for Audio-
\ isual Selling, annual convention,

Indiana University, Bloomington (12-

16).

National Housewares Mfrs. Assn..

exhibit. Merchandise Mart, (hicago

(13-17).

\\ estern Packaging Exposition. Pan

Pacific Auditorium, Los Angeles

(21-23).

New York State Broadcasters

\ssii.. third annual executive con

ference, Cooperstown, N. Y. (30-31)

\miual Summer Workshop in

television and Radio, New > ork

University, New York (29-Aug. 7).

?
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Now! WADO
goes

Spanish
all day

5:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. Only WADO Radio covers

the Spanish-language market in New York,

New Jersey and lower Connecticut!

THE FACTS: \s of June 1. 1^4. Ra-
dio \\\I)() expands its program-
ming to the Spanish-language market
as follows: from 5:00 V M. to 8:00

P.M., Monda\ through Saturda\;
1:00 \. M. to 8:00 P.M. Sundays.
Now coverage will be 15 hours a da\.

H>l hours a week of Spanish prime
time programming.

THE REASON: POPl LAR DE-
M \M)' Demand b) loyal listeners.

Demand bv community and civic or-

ganizations which have requested our
treat, overall coverage. Demand by

advertisers who wish to put more
messages before those listeners. The
additional programming means that

*iou WADO listeners will wake up,

work, drive home, and eat dinner
uith their constant companion, their

authoritative source of news and
community information

THE IMAGE-BUILDER: I he
A \HO philosophy of respect lor

he Spanish-speaking community has

esulted in tremendous respect for
A \DO by the Spanish-speaking

community. Its programming, its

community service have won it com-
plete acceptance. It has received

award after award. Among them: an

award for its work for the ( rippled

Children and Adults ol Puerto Rico,

and an award from the Mayors of

Puerto Rico in recognition o\ out-

standing service to the Spanish com-
munity oi New York. I his was the

lirst time a medium in this area ever

received such an official award. In

one \ear. WADO received awards
from leading civic organizations and
Spanish publications for: the best

musical program, the best radio
station, the announcer of the \e«u.

program director of the year, and
best public service program of the

year. WADO's annual search for

Miss Latin America has become a

classic No wonder an audience of

3 IN NEW YORK

1,3(111.1100 Spanish-speaking people

stay tuned to \\ \DO. listen to

\\ \DO. buy from advertisers
1 m^-

sages broadcast from \\ \l)<>'

THE MARKET: I his is a a
trated market. It is enormous m size

It's bigger than that of Seattle or

Milwaukee, larger than Miami and

rucson combined It is different in

characteristics from any other mar-
ket It is different in herita]

thought, ways, habits and tastes. //

is unusually brand and status con-

scious. This burgeoning V ^ ork

market earns >'/ billion annually.

Right now. it spends

million on food alone, more than the

cities o\ Richmond and Bridgeport

combined )'< m this mat
only in i> - \h languc

THE OPPORTUNITY: H youi

Opportunity tO reach this rich and
important market—through \\ \M' I

We unite you to discuss with us

depth ch, marketing

interpretation, distribution and mer-
chandising to our audienc

\ Maefadden-Bartell Broadcasting Station

MW \DDRESS: 205 East 42nd St.. New York 17. N > 212 532-9266 Contact Sydney Kavaleer. \ P and Station M

.



"WGAR
is

square"

I ike, what he means is—WGAR believes And the buyingest. Take our 1963 WGA

thai radio should oiler something besides Trans-Canada Air Lines "Friendly ToursM^

noise. For people who want to listen, instead promotion. 447 people bought the S47 onj

ol jusl hear. Square? Maybe. Bui we've day trip package! TCA was tickled to dead

cornered the Listeningesl GOOD SOUND RADIO But then, we could have tol

bunch of listeners in Cleve- them. When our listene

land and northeastern Ohio. want to fly, they take a plan)

f\B 1220

PEOPLES BROADCASTING CORPORATION • CLEVELAND. OHIO • REPRESENTED BY BLAIR RADIO



THE NATIONAL WEEKLY OF TV A RADIO ADVERTISING

I
JUNE 8. 1964 PRICE. 40c

Jew cigaret brands, filters take up post-scare slack 27

udio logotypes capture advertiser interest 34

ig reach, buying ease of radio lauded in study 43
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ILX-TV is the Mid-Michigan Market
(smack dab in the middle off the mitten)



RELAX
Let WGAL-TV do your sales work. It is

the outstanding selling medium in the

Lancaster/Harrisburg/York TV market.

MULTI-CITY TV MARKET
- ««i»Oll

WGAL-TV
Channel 8
Lancaster, Pa.

STEINMAN STATION • Clair McCollough, Pres.

Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc.

New York Chicago Los Angeles San Francisco



FRIDAY AT 5

Dorrell Named to Direct Ratings Probe
New York—In a move to expedite

•he industry's look into the ratings

picture, Ward D. Dorrell, veteran

broadcast research man and forme]

rice president of Blair, has been

Mined executive director of the N \n

RAB Radio Measurement Methodol-

ogy
Study.

i ye B. Storer, Jr., chairman ol

the steering committee which has been

Investigating the burdensome ratings

problem, declared in making the ap-

pointment: "We arc convinced this

cannot be done rapidly enough by

Committee alone Ward Dorrell knows

what has been tried before in the way
it methodology studies. He is famil-

iar with the pitfalls of radio audience

rement."

Storer added that Dorrell will have

the benefit of many hours spent in

planning and carefully defining the

needs and objectives so that he can

devote a maximum of time to super-

vision of succeeding studies.

It was pointed out that there is no

connection between the efforts of

Broadcast Ratings Council, Inc. and

the methodology study. The council

cerncd with auditing existing rat-

ing services to see to it that they Wo
what thej saj they do," while the

study aims at finding out what meas-

ures "ought to do" to report today's

"adio audience fully and accurately

The NAB-RAB methodolocv com-

Top 100 Advertisers

Spend More on Tv
New York—The nation's top

magazine advertisers are spend-

ing more money on television

than on magazines— 105 per-

cent more.

According to just-released

figures by the Television Bu-
reau ol Advertising the leading

100 invested N458.670.000 in

magazines (general and farm)

in 1963 as contrasted with a

heaw $938,01 9.000 in tv.

A glance at the figures for

the ten largest users of maga-
zines shows that they spent

$149,331,000 in that medium
in 1963 and S277.598.000 in

tv

This report follows on the

heels of a similar study of the

top KM) newspaper advertisers,

which indicated similar results

mittee WH formed last year after a

series of meetings between I dmund
( Bunker, RAB president, .n\A Don.ild

H McGannOfl ol Group W, chairman
ol the NAB research committee. Each
agreed to appropriate $75,000 to be

spent as needed, with the RAB pledge-

to raise funds beyond SI 50, 000.

\ the new full-time head of the

project. Dorrell brings wide experi-

ence to the job. With Blair for 13

yean and Hooper prior to that, he has
also had advertising agency and sta-

tion management in his background.

At Blair he was responsible for a

number of innovations, including the

familiar "significance chart" showing
the significance of the difference be-

tween two ratings and also several

studies designed to dc-emphasize the

use of ratings as absolute numbers.

Debut Delayed for

California Pay Tv
s.m I rancLseo I he curtain

won't go up on ( alifornia'a

tro\crsi.il subscription tele,

on July I as scheduled \

mg to a COmpao man,

July 20 at the Litest is the new

target date lor I OS \

while San FraDCisCO subscribers

will have to wait until about

ust 15.

Reason tor the delay: "Our

initial program and timing were

too ambitious, even if every-

thing had gone in our favor."

It was also pointed out that

the fight waged in the state

against wired tv service "had

been a real thorn in our sides

by diverting funds and manage-

ment attention."

Loevinger Vs FCC on Programing
W ashinuton — FCC demands for

conformity to its own patterns for

broadcast programing brought a long

and rasping dissent from Commis-
sioner Lee Loevinger, with Commis-
sioner Roael Hyde subscribing. The
spark was an FCC majority call for a

hearing on program prospects of an

Oregon individualist who wants to

start a I HI operation in the two-

VHF market of Eugene.

The UHF applicant, Lee Roy Mc-
Courry, applied in 1962 with a pro-

gram schedule of 70 percent enter-

tainment, much of it in movies (his

modest UHF would broadcast five

hours daily), and 30 percent educa-

tional, chiefly guest speakers from the

I Diversity of Oregon. He might, he

s.ud, get CBS affiliation after con-

struction, but he'd use network pro-

grams onij on weekends. As for the

details. he"d like to keep flexibility,

and play it by ear.

The FCC set him down for a hear-

ing in Washington, D.C. on six issues,

including rather spare financing—but

primarily because he decided to stick

with his original application when
they asked more detailed "categories"

in his program prospectus.

Said Loevinger: "It is apparent . . .

that this applicant is forced to go to

a hearing on a programing issue be-

cause he docs not propose to conform
to the commission's established pat-

tern of programing."

Loevinger says: If television is dull

and mediocre, "then some of the

blame surely lies upon this commis-

sion for demanding, by actions such

as this order, conformity to a pedes-

trian ideal of balanced programing,

rather than any attempt to provide

intellectual or aesthetic excellence."

This philosophy was put forth by
broadcasters during the oral hearings

last week—but not as roughly. Also

during the hearing on the program
forms, Loevinger agreed with NAB's
Douglas Anello that the very question

put to broadcasters on details of pro-

graming constitute leverage: they call

>ut the desired answer from any-

one seeking a license.

Commissioner Lee dissented from

the calling of the Oregon applicant

to a hearing—but he did not join the

Loevinger-Hyde frontal .itt.ick on the

FCC majority.

Beville Named
NBC Vice President
New York — Hugh M. Bevflfc, Jr .

34-ycar-vcteran with NBC. has b

appointed vice president in chare.

planning for the company in a re-

alignment of planning and research

tivities

Dr. Thomas I ( off in has Ken
elected vice president in charge of re-

learch.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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House Hearings on Cigaret Advertising

Washington — Rep. Oren Harris

will thrash out the cigaret advertis-

ing problem in hearings by his Inter-

state and Foreign Commerce Commit-

tee, to see if federal legislation is

needed to deal with the issue of

smoking and the public health.

Harris will try, with his commit-

tee, to decide "whether the public

interest requires that federal action

in this area should be of such a na-

ture as to cover the entire field — to

the exclusion of action taken or con-

templated on state and local levels."

That should hit the local hives a blow

that will bring them swarming to the

hill. Tobacco area governors and Con-

Television Billings

Increase 9.4 Percent
New York—Network tv bill-

ings are up for the first quarter

of 1964—from $281,206,400 in

net time and program billings

for 1963 to $307,574,800 this

year, or a gain of 9.4 percent.

The March figures showed a

9.1 percent hike, $105,230,400

compared with $96,491,900

last year.

In the Television Advertising

Bureau breakdown, gains were

reported for all day parts.

Weekend daytime billings rose

16.7 percent over the previous

>car, and weekly nighttime bill-

ings climbed 10.3 percent.

gressmen will certainly — and loudly

— be heard from.

The Harris committee always pro-

vides a sympathetic forum to industry

self-regulation — and both broad-

casters and cigaret manufacturers will

be able to present positive programs

for ending the objectionable aspects

of cigaret advertising. The tobacco

firms are still awaiting (as of Spon-

sor's deadline) comment from Justice

Department on the anti-trust aspects

of their joint agreement to bar glamor

and health appeals and lures to the

very young in cigaret advertising.

With the Harris hearings due to

be held in slightly over two weeks

(June 23-26), everything may speed

up on all fronts. The committee action

will spur decision by the tobacco

industry code adherents to choose

a representative administrator — the

one who will be responsible for the

final word on advertising and penalties

for violations.

The move will also prime further

NAB action. NAB announced it would
delay putting out detailed guidelines

for code subscribers to its new re-

strictions on youth and glamor appeal

in cigaret commercials, until the

tobacco industry's own code went into

operation. But NAB may want to

break out its own guidelines and pre-

sent them to the Harris Committee as

a part of broadcaster presentation.

Although broadcasters stayed out of

FTC oral hearings on its proposed
cigaret advertising rules—it is doubt-

ful if they will remain absent from a

Harris hearing.

Magnavox Resists as Two More Join Color Tv Fray

( hieago — It's becoming standing-

room only on the under-S4()() color

tv bandwagon—with a notable hold-

out. Sears, Roebuck & Co. and Mo-
torola have entered the field and

Admiral's New York distributor plans

an even greater price cut. But Mag-
DSVOS is having DO part of the de-

veloping price war.

MtgnaVOZ, in standing pat with its

$500-phlS sets, disputes the belief

that lowei prices will enlarge the mar-

ket tor color television. Better sales-

manship is the answer, the companv
feels.

Motorola, one of the new entries

into imder-$400 competition, doesn't

plan to sp.ue the ad\crtising horses

as seen in the announcement last week

that the company is ending a four-

vear absence from network tv via a

heavy September-December ad sched-

ule on ABC. This is Motorola's first

network schedule for color tv and,

according to ABC, indicative of "the

heavier use major manufacturers will

make of network television in line

with the increase of color set com-
petition."

Sears. Roebuck is entering the fray

with a Japanese-manufactured set,

but announced no retail price, al-

though it is expected to be well below
the $400 mark.

Sears and Motorola have now join-

ed the ranks of RCA. Admiral. Philco
and Zenith in what appears to-be
shaping up as a full-acale price war.

H. S. Meighctn Pulls Out

Of Videotape Productions

New York — Howard S. Meighai

founder and president of Videotap

Productions, Inc., has disposed of h

stock interest in the company an

withdrawn completely from the open

tion.

A co-founder, 3M, assumes 10

percent ownership.

Because of his many other inves

ment and directorial interests, Meigha

had found the day-to-day operation

responsibilities of Videotape Produ<

tions too time-pressing and initiate

the discussions wth 3M.
John B. Lanigan, vice president ar

general manager since Videotape Pn
ductions' inception, replaces Meighs

as operations chief.

Network Pool of Election

Results on the Horizon

New York — Some sort of a ne

work pool of election results, whic

could mean savings in the millions an

an end to viewer confusion, looms ;

a distinct possibility for 1964.

A CBS spokesman told Sponsc

at presstime that a meeting has alreac

been arranged between Fred V
Friendly, CBS news chief, Elmi

Lower of ABC and William R. M.

Andrew of NBC to discuss the feasibi

ity of pooled coverage. The meetir

has been scheduled for early th

week.

McAndrew sparked the action

a speech before NBC affiliates :

Beverly Hills when he called for tl

three networks to join with the maj<

wire services in arranging pook

coverage of election returns in 19f

i sec story, p. 15). ABC and CBS r

sponded immediately, but suggesk

that the pool should be set up for tl

1964 presidential race.

CBS's Friendly went so far as i

suggest partnership between CBS ar

ABC for this year's elections if NB
did not find it feasible to go alor

with them. ABC's Lower readi

agreed to the proposal.

Top NBC sources told Sponsc

that the network is "amenable" to U
CBS-ABC proposal, but that the nc

work had contractural arrangemen

with many groups to supply electic

returns and that a great deal of monc

was at stake

The two major wire services, \

and I'PI. also evinced interest in tl

pooled tabulation idea.

SPONSOR
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Cigarets—new brands, filters take up scare's slack

Tar-nicotine content, clearly labeled on each pack, and diversifi-

cation. \iuh as development of cigaretsized cigars, are oilier lad-

ders being used by the cigaret industry in its climb

Promoting a promotion

Advertisers spending bi^ dollars on tv sponsorship back them up

with insertions in popular, penny-weight television Ions

Audio logos: an image in seven seconds—or less

Advertisers show interest in "trademarks in sound." but defini-

tions, uses and costs for broadcast ads are still vague

TIME BUYING & SELLING

Checklist for reps—the buyer's view
Men station reps should not call without specific market, product

and program data, plus price and availabilities lists

TV MEDIA

40 Truval shirts makes first tv plunge

( ompany uses last, light commercial, special camera lens; sets

spots for network women's programs prior to Father's Day

RADIO MEDIA

The big reach—radio
Long appreciated for frequency and saturation, radio is now
upheld for its great reach — as well as buying ease — in new
Group W studs relating to 89 top stations in SO top markets

SYNDICATION 8. SERVICES

Time-and-dollar savers to check before shooting
1 leading Wew York film house has developed new 'checklist'

technique in an attempt to improve spot advertising on tv
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Wo keep commercials alive!

Our video tape makes in li\me. thai wa) Preserves

the live look and sound of i\ commercials—
cthing film just can"t do! Only video tape

S or brand, of course) records the "pres-

ence," sharpness and believability o( the live t\

era yet eliminates the danger of an on-the-
air goof. \iul let's face it a better looking picture

makes for better sales'

(. onvenicnt. too. Special effects on tape are push-

button-fast. Instant playback shows you results immedi-
ately. Never a time-out tor lab processing. You may save
weeks over film, with lower cost usual I) part of the Kir-

gam. Fact is. \er> few commercials today can't he \.\oue

better on tape than on film or live. Surprised '

I hen at

Video Tape

•^

i nearby t\ station or tape si

costing an< on your next commercials.
.J>. ovei itx) t\ stations p for

>M . hensive ik

with the number growing every d

well ti\ prodm in"-

haven't

tiiem yet, write JM Magnetic Prod .

M( K St Paul. Minn. 551

magnetic Products Division
3m
Warn zz-twet

June 8 19e->



FEATURE

YOUR PRODUCT

IN THE CENTER

RING

WITH

RINGMASTER CHUCK "BABY ADAMS
IN THE

BIG TOP RADIO CENTER RING
900 - Noon

HOUSTON'S 24-HOUR MUSIC AND NEWS
Noiionol Reps

THE KATZ AGENCY,inc
New York • Chicago

• Detroit • Atlonto •

St. lows • Son Fronciico
• lot Angeles • Dallas

In HousUn Call DAVE MORRIS — J* 3 2581

Jd
How the computer will buy time

li you'RI BEWITCHED and bewildered as you contemplate how
a computer can pick the right station, then pity the poor timebuyer.

To him talis the unenviable task of programing the monster so that

the proper ingredients are silted through its innards without indigestion

Woe if his calculations and components aren't on the beam. For as I

wrote in Sponsor several years ago when we did our first series on
the computer, the result is likely to be GIGO. Translated this means
"garbage in, garbage out."

I happen to believe that the computer age in media selection is

coming on us faster than most station men and station representatives

are willing to admit. Right now we're in a period of programing ex-

perimentation and training. What to throw into the computer, and

who's going to do the throwing, are still very much trial and error.

What makes it hard for the station man or rep to accept about

computer-buying is the hypnotic hold that the rating occupies in his

thinking. For a number of years he has lived with the premise that

the rating is practically everything when it comes to station selection.

Now the pendulum is swinging, but not fast enough to detect the

motion.

The Broadcast Advertising Club of Chicago sees it happening.

Late in May it staged an all-day computer seminar for admen, the

first of its kind. In its call for action the BAC estimated that within

four years ever} major ad agency in the broadcast field will be selecting

media b\ computer.

As I see it. the station buy of the future will be computerized with

these three basic ingredients:

Ingredient one — the rating: Ask your agency friends. They'll

tell you that the rating will continue to be a basic computer ingredient.

But it won't be everything. It can't be. You don't need a computer

to compute a rating. Some agencies, some accounts will give the

rating considerable weight in the programing mix. others less.

Ingredient two — demographic data: You'll be hearing more from

agencies about the need for statistical data than anything else. In my
last week's column 1 quoted Mai Beville of NBC as urging stations

to appoint research directors who can furnish evaluations of ratings.

market data, audience composition figures. This suggestion envisions

the urgent call tor all kinds of factual data. Jim Seiler of ARB recent!)

predicted the growing need for demographic breakdowns. He expects

to do a heavy business in supplying such information.

Ingredient three — personal judgment information: Some agency

experts sa\ that this area will test the true skill of the media pro-

gramed his knowledge of stations. Many kinds of station evaluations

thai can be answered only on the basis of personal judgment will be

programed into the computer Each will be given a rating. Included

in this category might be such ingredients as station reach, station

image, audience resoonsiveness, staff know-how. station cooperation,

public service record, editorializing record, whether station is a member
ol the \ \B I \ oi Radio (\^K-

I his is bow time will be bought—sooner than you think.

fj-i^y

SPONSOR



LET'S TALK MOVIES!
LAST YEAR WTIC-TV TELECAST

• ISO FEATURE FILMS NEVER BE-
FORE SHOWN BYA CONNECTICUT
TELEVISION STATION.

• 157 FEATURE FILMS NEVER BE-
FORE SHOWN BYA CONNECTICUT
Oil A WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS
TELEVISION STATION.

NOT ONLY NEW, BUT FINE MOVIES,
SUCH AS —
On The Waterfront . . . Suyonara . . . Man in the (lra\ Flannel

Suit . . . Ruby Gentry . . . The Old Man and the Sea . . .

The Bad Seed . . . Duel in the Sun . . . Battle Cry ^£
. . . The Spirit of St. Louis . . . .\'o Time for Sergeants

. . . Hercules . . . At ilia the Hun . . . The Pajama

dame ... .4 Faee in the Croud . . . Kiss Them

for Me . . . Indiscreet . . . The (lift of Love . . .

Man in a Cocked Hat . . . Home Before Dark

. . . Top Seeret Affair . . . Too Much, Too

Soon . . . The Lady Killers . . . and more.

THIS YEAR, WTIC-TV
HAS CONTINUED TO
ENCHANT ITS
AUDIENCE WITH —
Auntie Marne . . . The Dark at the Top of the Stairs . .

.

The Sun's Story . . . Bachelor Party . . . Cash MeCall

. . . Ice Palaee . . . Marjorie Morningstar . . . Tall Story

.

.

. The Fugitive Kind . . . The Hanging Tree . . . Happy

Anniversary . . . The Miracle . . . Hercules I 'nclntined . . .

The Night Holds Terror . . . Thief of Bagdad . . . Wall;

Into Hell . . . Wonders of Aladdin . . . Aphrodite

with mum. mam more t<> comic!

For television leadership in movies, look to

WTIC-TV3
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

REPRESENTED BY HARRINGTON,
RIGHTER «S. PARSONS, IN<

•;
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TALENT DEPRESSION

It is becoming tacitly obvious

that the free system of television

is reluctant but read) to move into

pay tv it the economic threat be-

gins to shape up as drastically as

the\ believe it can.

While NB( "s Robert kintner

told us in a press conference here

in Beverly Hills that the network

will not be following the sugges-

tion of NAB's I.eRoy Collins to

educate the public against the

"dangers" of pay tv. there is some
active bi-lateral education going on

among stations in this area.

Hut most interesting is the pre-

dominant pro pay tv attitude among
the top name talent in this enter-

tainment center. Some, like Bob
Hope, simply say. "It will be a

good thing " But in quiet, serious

corner-conversation with people

like Lome Green and Jonathan
W inters, the concern thej have for

the sudden dearth of work for the

nation's huge talent pool cannot

be taken lightly. And while they

admit that the actor's pay tv take

could be "a si/able piece ol

change," thej insist that availabi-

lity of work is the prime target

\n 'it I -the record list of main
names m show business, who an
living in a comparative state ol

depression, disclosed that it is not

unusual tor a recent $150,000
year man to have earikd under

$10,000 last veal

I hat's why it's interesting to

imine attitudes surrounding the

new network schedules and the

views on the reduction ol hall

hour programs 1 here are scales to

be balanced il free tv is to win

the lovaltv of all segments of the

industrv

&***.&fc^

4V-2 Year Fight Over
Congratulations on your con-

tinuing battle for radio and es-

pecially for the excellent article

—

"Radio: Bigger. Healthier, Pros-

perous" — in the May 25 issue.

I would be much interested in

obtaining at least 1000 reprints of

this article and wonder if they

will be available.

After four and a half years of

battling and a tremendous finan-

cial expense ... we have at long

last received permission to move
our studio facilities to suburban

Richfield south of Minneapolis

and beam north over the Twin
C ities with 5000 watts day and

night and we shall also increase

our FM power and go to stereo.

Wn liam V. Stewart

President
WPBC-AM-F \/

Minneapolis

Happy with Crocker
We are most pleased with the

recognition we have received in

Sponsor (Ma) 18) for producing

the Hettv Crocker series for Doyle

Dane & Bernbach. As you know.
this is the second year this series

has received such critical acclaim.

We thank you again, for this

and the plaudits for our other

award winning commercials. A
slight correction, however. In the

editorial we were listed incorrectly

.is lelestudios instead of Tele-

Video Productions.

I)\N K.VHN

1.
1 ouni Supervisor

I 1 /< -
1 ideo Pri >dut tions

\,n ) ork

Not Tough on NBC
In the \!av ISth issue of

Sponsor, you had an article in

the Sponsor Scope section indicat-

ing "NBC's birds-eve view ol how
agencies feel about it and com-
petition " This article stated that

Benton & Bowles is tough on
\IH l\ and is partial to CBS
l\

While this information was pre-

ibly passed on to von bv NBC.
I would like to point out on he

Ol Benton & Howies that this

statement is not true. The article

implies that if we are tough on

NBC we must then be soft on

CBS. A look at the record would
show that this is not true. During

the past year, Benton & Bowles

has been agency of record of five

of the top 15 shows on nighttime

network television. All of these

were on CBS. Therefore, this

would suggest that our purchasing

process has been superior in being

able to purchase programs that

achieve very high ratings for our

clients. If NBC could match th.s

record, we would not hesitate to

purchase programs from that net-

work.

We think the important thing

to consider is that we and our

clients objectively consider all

offers from each of the three

networks before arriving at recom-

mendation. We do not utilize a

different criterion for one network

as compared to another. The rec-

ord confirms our prowess.

We thought you might be in-

terested in our thoughts about this

matter.

Bern Kanner
l 'ice President

Director of Media
Hciiion S: Bowles Inc.

Wew York

Jeff, Too

. . . even Jeff likes the new Spon-

sor format.

Art Hn hi

Dim lor ol Advertising

and Program Promotion
il CBS-TV
\ i h )'<>rk

1 1) note: At least n proves his dad

takes it home to read. Thanks.

10 SPONSOR



Chicago's pre-eminent Natural History Museum
. . . first to establish a recognized exhibit of animal and

plant life from the major regions of the world.

Chicago's WGN— first of all Mid -America radio stations

in homes reached—because it offers better coverage of

everything, everywhere that interests people.

WGN
IS

CHICAGO
the most respected call letters m broadcasting
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WKZO-TV MARKET

COVERAGE AREA • NCS '61

Grand Rapidt

Kolamotoo

OHIO

Ratm, .try Jejeeii

*nd I : ma)
JU.lur.iti.

RADIO

WUO KALAMAZOOBATTLE CREEK
WIEf GRAND RAPIDS
WJFM GRAND RAPIDSKALAMAZOO
WWTV FM CADILIAC

TELEVISION

WKZO-TV GUANO RAPIDS KALAMAZOO
WWTW CADILLAC TRAVERSE CITY

/WWUPTV SAUIT STE. MARIE
KOLN TV/ LINCOLN. NEBRASKA

/KSIN-TV GRAND ISLAND, NEB.

BUT... WKZO-TV Buoys Up Sales

in Greater Western Michigan!

From takeoff in the morning to touch-down at night,

it's fair weather aloft for advertisers on WKZO-TV

—

seen by more viewers than any Michigan station

outside Detroit. Here's how NSI (Nov., '63) logs it:

• 9 a.m. to noon, weekdays, high-flying WKZO-TV
has 83% more viewers than Station "B."

• Noon to 3 p.m., weekdays, WKZO-TV glides

across the screen: of 25' , more viewers than

Station "B."

• 7 :30 to 11 p.m., Sunday through Saturday,

WKZO-TV lands in 24*
[ more sets than docs

Station "I'."

Lei your hot pilot from Avery-Knodel tell you

everything that's Roger about WKZO-TV! And if you

want nil the rest of upstate Michigan worth having,

add WWTV WWUP-TV, Cadillac-Sault Ste. Marie,

:n WKZO-TV s< hedule.

*/»; 1919, tin I .5. A fs NC-4 made the first Atlantic aircraft crossing

WKZOTV
100,000 WATTS • CHANNEL 3 • 1000' TOWER

Studios in Both Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids

For Gr.at.r Western Michigan

Avtry-Knodel, Inc., F»c/usive National Rtprnenlalivet
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THE WEEK in WASHINGTON
PRESSTIME REPORT FROM OUR WASHINGTON NEWS BUREAU

June £, 196U

• avily detail' i
:- parting of t.v program and commercial practi

favr i by Uv ' may f rigg- r a final r -.r' '
.

' :' :
-.:•."..

: :. :^^l^.• v r

broadcast.-t programming and commercial d- cisions .

During last week's otherwise routine oral h-aring on the disputed ques-
tionnaires, two possibilities were predicted: Ph<' FCC may :. :ay be total!

barred by the Supreme Court from asking any questions about programs or com-
mercials on renewal or any ether forms--or th" high court may direct the FCC

to maintain surveillance in the public interest.

The court test would be on FCC's right to vault over the freedom of ex-
ssion guaranteed in the First Amendment to get to the goal of serving the

public interest on the licensed airwaves. No question was raised on FCC's
right to enforce statutory prohibitions, such as the one against obscenity.

FCC chairman E. William Henry said he would welcome a court test, and
wondered why there had been none to date. NAB counsel Douglas Anello said the
association would be happy to help any reputable broadcaster with a "good"
case against the FCC for coercion in the programming area. But the drama hit
peak when two topnotch Washington communications attorneys, Ted Pierson and
Harry Plotkin, took opposite sides of the argument of FCC's right to look
into programming practices.

Pierson, of Pierson, Ball and Dowd, speaking for RKO-General, Time-Life
Broadcasting and others, said his firm was ready to take the proposed detailed
reporting form right on up to the Supreme Court if FCC puts it through—on
constitutional grounds.

Pierson said that for his clients' sake, he (like all other broadcaster
spokesmen at the oral hearing) would prefer the shorter, more general program
query devised by the special industry-FCC committee. But if there is to be a
court showdown, "the more outrageous the forms, the better for our case.

The attorney had no doubt that he could prove tl sorting requirements
coercive and directive, as commissioner Rosel Hyde has consistently held.

Citing a roster of cases, Pierson said no court would ever grant the FCC the
right to interfere with licensee's freedom of expression on such limitless
consideration as "the public interest." Pierson flatly holds that th has

"ight to inspect programming—past, present or futun . "over-all 11 or indi-
lual, entertainment, or commercial. .He believes high court would decide all

of it is off limits for FCC.

Harry Plotkin. speaking for the Station ;- =• -.•--.- '

.- '.ssr.. , was / :s:
as sw eping--ir. th- other iir ••.

. He feels sure a c irl t Bt nil] iphold
FCC's right and duty to keep track of programming.

The panel of commissioners froze to complete attention when, at the end
of many dragging hours of repetitive comment, Plotkin briefly and bluntly

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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urged them to come right out in the open: "Whether you like it or not, you

must and do make programming judgments constantly. . . . Admit it. There is no

easy way out. In fairness to the licensees, state your policies and what you

think--even if you are heavily- criticized for it." But look at programming

with "self-restraint," said Plotkin. Arbitrary or capricious decisions would

be corrected by the courts.

The five main parts of the FCC's long-form for tv program reporting will

be conversation pieces for a good while, perhaps for years, if they hit the

courts. So herewith, a brief resume:

Part A admonishes the licensee to be accurate , promise data will be
checked with performance at renewal. It asks for report of any "significant"
program changes. Real weight of the inquiry is in parts B through E. FCC

favors annual reporting but may agree to third-year tally for some aspects.

Part B: Community-Needs Survey . Broadcaster must canvass community
leaders and relate findings to his programming for coming year. Survey stays
on public record at the station. Program categories number l£ and include
a controversial "programming designed for an audience smaller than the general
viewing public"—presumably the elite-minority chairman Henry worries over.

Part C: Past and Proposed Programming . Fact sheets needed for eight pro-
gram types in three composite weeks. Breakouts include local-live, network,
minority-elite and children's programs. Also, FCC wants tally of public af-
fairs "specials" geared to broadcaster's own estimate of the "most important"
public problems of his license period and also any planned cutback in promised
news, public affairs, religious, agricultural and instructional programs.

Part D: Commercial Practices—Past and Proposed . Includes tally of
FCC's disputed "interruptions" category (with-in program announcements). Lat-
ter may cover public service announcements as well as commercials, and also
announcements for future sponsored shows. Industry may have pleaded success-
fully for delay on this until NAB's clutter studies are concluded.

Again, test base is three composite weeks. Breakout would have to be
made by amount of commercial time (in hours and minutes) and by percentages of
broadcast segments. Licensee must state his future policy on maximum commer-
cial time and compare it with previous license period.

Part E: General Station Policies and Practices . For programming and com-
mercials, what are they? (No need to submit NAB codes, says FCC.) How much
does local management decide, and how much deciding is done by "outsiders,"
such as absentee owners and nets?

Storer Broadcasting provided a horrendous but careful tally of the more
than 13^ documents a licensee would need to submit for long-form requirements.
"Past and Proposed" program breakdowns alone would require 81 exhibits.

At one point, FCC chairman Henry said the main purpose of having so much
••LI on record was to catch "misrepresentations" by broadcasters not living

up to promises. FCC finds back-and-forth of letter of inquiry too time-con-
suming. Washington spokesman for ABC, attorney Joseph Kittner, strongly urged
the FCC not to burden all tv broadcasters to catch delinquents.
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NBC Affiliates Get 64-65 Story

Network's high command details programing and sales

Beverlj Hills, ( ;ilii. Just un-

I Jcr 4oo .ithli.iks received confinna-

I tion last week ol uh.it most of them

I alreadv know about the 1964-65

season ol television programs on

\IU

In the network's overdue annual

session with its affiliates, delayed

h\ the Kenned) tragedy, 395 af-

filiates — ol whom 192 were from

radio outlets — gathered to hear

the NBC high command detail the

sties of the tall program sched-

ule battle with the two competing

letworks.

The usual mild griping that pre

eedes a new season was evident.

In corridors and parlor suites mem-
rs with charts and tables prognos-

ticated how the rank of NBC. ABC
ind CBS will finish tor the season.

Much of the disenchantment seemed

o be with increases in full-hour

md 90-minute shows

NBC and CBS will both have 14

me-hour shows. \1K . 12. In the

'0-miniite or over category, -\BC

vill have one. NBC will have four.

BS a ill have none \ matter of

ooccrn was the percentage of new

programing out of which the net-

work will get a crack at leadership

atus In total number of programs

n prime evening time. CBS will

ave 34. ABC 32 and NBC 25.

But the icing on the cake came
rom \)on Durgin, vice president.

C television network sales, who
old the affiliates that the network

vill post record sales m all cate-

•ories for 1964 — nighttime, dav-

ime. news, sports. Today and

Tonight shows

In reporting NBC's record sales

Durgin showed 24' : hours

<f programing each week on NBC-
IV. I2V5 hours of which are fully

old CBS has 14': hours and

\BC 6" : hours, he said.

One reason the sales chief cited

or NBC's strong sales pace was
hat onlv 25 percent of its sched-
ile (12 of 4 l

) half-hours) represents

tew. untried programing. CBS will

replace 36 percent ol its nighttime

schedule. ABC, 38 percent

I his year, with si\. nik will

again lead other networks in the

number oi nighttime programs

full) sponsored bv one national

advertiser. Durgin reported

"I'ei haps the simplest wav I can

summarize the magnitude ol NIK
I \ s health) sales trend.'

-

he told

the executives, "is to tell you that

the NBC television Network's sta-

tion compensation checks to you
lor the second quarter will total

s2.000.000 more than last yeai

which, as you know, was a record

vear in sales for the network."

Walter I). Scott, executive vice

president in charge o\ the NBC
Television Network, pictured the

1964-65 schedule as "a strong new
competitive effort . . . improving

Continued on pny< 16

Sales Achievements Reported

By NBC s Don Durgin

•
I - v : i . I (.night'' will

exceed s2'<.U( i( i.( k n i m 1964, 10

all-time high.

• Daytime high level of sales

has nearlv 100 quarter hours pel

week sold during typical week

• Spoits In NIK s ambitious

sports scheduling, m \ \ Foot-

ball is SRO

• News Nine ol the ten wccklv

quarter hours in the "Huntley -

Bi ink lev Report'' are sold 52

weeks firm through Sept. i

• Nighttime Automobile expen-

ditures alreadv booked lor 1964-

65 on nik exceed (45,000,000.

• Specials — Sales, said Mr Dur-

gin. followed the web's dominance
in this program form NIK' car-

ried eight of the top 15 rated spe-

cials during the 1963-64 season

NBC s McAndrew Proposes All Network

Pooling of 1966 Election Coverage
Bevert] Hills. Calif. — Pooling

coverage of the 1966 elections bv

the three networks and the major

wire services has been proposed bv

William McAndrew, executive vice

president in charge ot NIK News.

I he proposal, presented to the

annual affiliates convention, is act-

ual!} confined to the collection of

election returns and would have

mulling to do with the analysis,

forecasting, interpretation or with

demographic information. It would

also not involve the use of com-
puter information bv the three net-

works

"This Ipool coverage] has been

discussed informal!) alreadv bv the

three networks and one press asso-

ciation," Mc Andrews said Sate

guess is that the wire service is VP
S Sponsor, June i. p. i

-

We realize that the die is cast

for this year, but we would like to

suggest that, immediately after No\
3, the three network news chiefs

and representatives of the wire

services meet and disCUSS the possi-

bility of working out arrangements
lor gathering returns It is our hope
that, with the cooperation of all

concerned, we will be able to work
out an equitable arrangement which
would be- put into effect when we
cover the 1966 congressional elec-

tions." he said

liemendotis amounts are cur-

rently spent on duplicated work,

and the networks would, if the p»>ol

can be effected, then have more
money to cover other aspect-

the coverage job

\C Vndn a said that the

convention and election COVei

bv nik is budgeted a: Si

and costs tor continue*

ment m the methods ring

future elections will n

1
un» 8 1964 15
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Affiliates . . .

( ontinued from pa

NBC's position across the board,

ever) night of the week.''

Scott cited Gulf Oil's complete

sponsorship of NBC's convention

and election coverage — 15 months

in advance — as an example of

faith of audiences and advertisers,"

and that during the past season

"our nighttime schedule led in

young adult viewers all adults

under 40. housewives under 35 and

adult males under 40."

According to chairman of the

affiliates group. Louis Read, "'we've

got problems, but they're in day-

time." The prime time schedule,

lie leli. hail more supporters than

knockers.

NBC-CBS Look to Future of

Net Tv Program Development
West Coast is locale for huddles on what
lies ahead for audiences, agencies, advertisers

Beverly Hills, Calif. — Program

planning and development was

high on the minds of the leader-

ship of networks last week.

While Mort Werner, vice presi-

dent for programs. NBC Televi-

sion Network, began his report to

the meeting of NBC affiliates in

Beverlj Hills with the statement

that "the two most important words

in my vocabulary at this moment
are 'program development". CBS-
TV leadership began three days of

program development meetings in

Hollywood with Jim Aubrey.

Sunday-Through-Saturday on NBC

Following is a Sunday -

through - Saturday capsule re-

sume of NBC-TV's fall night-

time schedule:

Sunday: Profiles in Courage

6:30-7:30 p.m. ET-PT; 5:30-

6:30 p.m (II. Walt Disney's

Wonderful World of Color

(7:30-8:30 p.m. I I -IT; 6:30-

7:30 p.m. CI ). The Hill Dana
Show (8:30-9 p.m. ET-PT;
7:3o-x p.m. ci >. Bonanza
9-10 pin ET-PT; 8-9 p.m. CT).
Ihr Rogues ( I o-l I p.m. I I

i'i 9-10 p.m. (I I.

Monday: 90 Bristol Court
(7:3o <; p m ET-PT; 6 JO 8

p.m CT) l hr And) Williams

ShoM (9-10 p.m l I pi . x-*>

p.m. CT). The Alfred Hitchcock

Hour ( lo-
1 I p.m. ET-PT; 9

10 p.m ( l i

Tuesday: Mi Sovah (7 JO

l I l I'I . 6 10-7 JO CT).
Ihr Man from I \ < I I

p.m I l l'l JO

p.m ( I » That Was The
ii eek I luu Was (9 JO lo p.m
ET-PT; 8 ; <> 9 p m ( I

I I

Telephom Hour and actuality

..Is (10-11 p m I I l'l

10 p.m ( I i

Wednesday: The Virginian

(7:30-9 p.m. ET-PT; 6:30-8

p.m. CT). Wednesday Night at

the Movies: (9-11 p.m. ET-
PT; 8-10 p.m. CT).

Thursday: Daniel Boone
(7:30-8:30 p.m. ET-PT; 6:30-

7:30 p.m. CT). Dr. Kildare

(8:30-9:30 p.m. ET-PT; 7:30-

8:30 p.m. CT). Hazel (9:30-

10 p.m. ET-PT; 8:30-9 p.m.

( I ). Kraft Suspense Theatre/
retry Como's Kraft Music Hall:

( 10-1 I p.m. ET-PT; 9-10 p.m.

CT).

Friday: International Show-
time (7:30-8:30 p.m. ET-PT;
6:30-7:30 p.m. CT). Bob Hope
Presents the Chrysler Theatre

(8:30-9:30 p.m. ET-PT; 7:30-

8 JO p.m CT). The Jack Benny
Show (9:30-10 p.m. I l-l'l .

- J0-9 p.m. CT). The Jack Poor
Show i loi i p.m. i i pi 9.

10 p.m. ( l 1

Saturday: Flipper (7:30-8
p.m 1 1 l'l . 6:30-7 p.m (I

1

/ amous Adventures o) Mr Ma
10 p.m. II PI

; 7-

':30 p.m. ( i
1 Saturday Night

w. vies (9-11 p.m. I I

i'i 8-10 p.m. (I ..

president, and Mike Dann, pro

graming vice president, huddling

with West Coast's program chie

Hunt Stromberg, vice president

John Reynolds and CBS vice presi

dent for programs, Harold Graham
According to NBC's Werner, thai

network is now looking as far a;

five years ahead with "active dis

cussions on well over one hundrec

projects," and is "planning anc

developing, with suppliers, project:

that may not be in the scheduk

until five years from now."
NBC will utilize at least t\u

such in the coming season, out

four comedy series: one by write

Goodman Ace; one titled Pleas,

Don't Eat the Daisies; Campo 4*

(one of 12 projects of NBC Pro

ductions); and a half-hour corned;'

called Steptoe & Son.

"As a matter of fact," Mr. Wer
ncr said, "it looks like we hav.

about 37 projects in the works a!

this moment, including hour shows

hall-hour comedies and daytim

projects."

Over a dozen of the project
1

came out of the first major meet

ing with MGM. Mr. Werner sail
1

adding that several program idea

were in the works with Warnel

Bros, and a long list under dr

cussion with Universal.

Discussions are continuing wii

over two dozen production con

panics, including Desilu. Foul

Star. Goodson-Todman, MGN
Revue. Screen Gems and Warner

Program packagers meeting wit

the CBS-TV program high com
mand have reps from both Nei

York and Hollywood in on th]

discussions that are taking an I

month jump on 1965-66. and SC

ting an early date record foi CBJ

ticketing a full schedule.

Accepting presentations froi

independent as well as major corn

panics. CBS' confab is reporter]

to include reps from Paramount

Talent Associates. Goodson-Tod
man. and Plautus Production

along with MGM-TV and MCA
Universal TV.
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NBC Affiliates Hear: All Radio Systems Go________
Sarnoff, McDaniel, Redd; FC&B's Foote

.ays admen catching up to spectacular trend

Dcverl) Hills, Calif. — I Ik world

4 advertisers and agencies is now

iginning to catch up with the spec-

ular trend of radio which is en-

lying .1 tremendous boom in the

un.ii.is. and use ol sets, Emerson
'bote, chairman ol the board ol

|
>lc( 'ami-l i ickson Inc.. told the

slK affiliates meeting here last

L ast week.

\l Footc warned the meeting

KCCUtives that skepticism about

and its place in the scheme

, >l things — on the part o! the

y-advertiser world — is not

. roing to die out easily."

In urging the NBC alliliatcs to

>ut more stress on case histories

I successful marketing through ra-

iO, Mr. Foote said that the greater

M of the time-proved device of the

- story should be stressed

hile "a happy outcome ol" the ra-

in industry's efforts to set new rc-

earch standards
-

'

is pending.

•Radio.
- "

Robert 1 . Redd. execu-

\e vice president. Western Divi-

on, I.rw in Wasey, Ruthrauff &
.van Inc.. told the meeting, is about

take a giant step in growth "such

you never dreamed . . . because

Jio is where the ideas are."

Ml Redd outlined several new
intensions of radio.

"Radio today is irreplaceable

Radio requires only the ears . . .

radk) is the only medium that steals

no time liom anyone."

"Radio is everywhere: I he age

of the Dick I racy wiist radio is

Obsolete. I his morning we are en

tering the age ol the lapel button

radio."

"Radio is proliferating: Pulse

modulation . . . the simultaneous

transmission o\cr one frequency

. . . oi several programs." will per-

mit the listener to select news, op-

era, sports or drama.

Mr. Redd cited a device perfected

by Ml I. that counts radio sets

turned on in passing autOS and tab-

ulates the Station to which the

driver is listening. "Radio will adopt

accountability: Radio will be able

to document its advertising effec-

tiveness to an advertiser's satis). ic

tion." he said.

"Radio will be an integral part

in modern marketing theory: New
use of automated marketing cannot

operate without the mass contact

radii' can provide economically."

I he agency executive said that

with listenership up twenty-five

percent in only the past two years,

radio's financial future is enviable.

In the area oi NBCs healthy

*.m2*__. t\ _F^^^^^___B vk

m * W
r t j

' ' \
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ir affiliates, stars and producers in Bever y Hills
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Emerson Foote told NBC affiliates that admen
are awaking to radio boom

economy, William k McDaniel, ex-

ecutive vice president in charge of

NBC Radio, claimed that "since

1960, more advertisers have bought

more time on NIK than 00 anv

other radk) network."

'Throughout 1963," he added,

"NBCs share of the sponsored hours

on all three networks was 38 ;

cent In the lirst four months ol

1964, we have 4(1 percent"

It was during the radio sessions

that the affiliated radio stations of

NIK' presented a citation to Robert
w Sarnoff, chairman of the board

of NIK . for his "zealous advocacy

of quality programing. mk\ for

steadfast devotion to the highest

ideals in broadcasting " Mr. Sarn-

off said, in part, "only radio can

keep a person n^ matter where

he is continuously in touch with

the world, provide food for thought,

companionship of musie and the

excitement ol sports competition."

Mi Sarnoff said he is com
the most useful broadcast service

to the community
network-affiliated si .

added. "If a station can <.U-> it bet-

ter than a network, then the net-

work should not duplicate it."
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Sarnoff Leaps to Defense of Multi-Ownership

Sarnoff . . "contrary to realities."

Beverly Hills, Calif. — Concen-

trating his tire on critics of multiple

Station ownership. Robert W. Sar-

noff, NIK hoard chairman, told the

network's radio and tv affiliates

that iocs of multi-ownership in-

dulge in the unwarranted assump-

tion that lull and free competition

demands maximum dispersion.

\ll hough his address covered

the board spectrum of industry

problems, pay tv. CATV. govern-

ment restraint, color tv and DHF,
the bulk of the speech was devoted

ii> multi-ownership ol stations, in-

cluding stations owned by news-

papers and magazines.

Equating bigness with badness.

he said, "has long been invalidated

by the experience of our economy
ami society, which demonstrates

that large undertakings demand
large resources aiul combinations

oi skills whether in the develop-

ment "i atomic energy, in heavy

industry, in mass distribution, in

the operation ol government."

I he position ol those who would

Curb station combinations, he said.

is primarily based on the value

ol multiplicity ol voices in news.

information and othei influences

on public opinion an objective

he supports But, he argued, "di-

versity ot voices has meaning only

tor the individual market I his is

ilu very principl nized and

amply protected by the 'duopoly
1

Touching all broadcast bases, NBC chief

critical of pay tv and CATV; sees bright

prospects for color and educational tv

rule, prohibiting ownership of more

than one station within a single

area. The principle is meaningless

when applied to ownership of

multiple stations serving separate

areas." he added.

Sarnoff decried fears that "a

single corporate entity owning sta-

tions in separate localities may im-

pose a uniform set of program

standards, unrelated and unsuited

to the differing interests of these

separate communities. This is not

only contrary to the realities of ex-

perience, but disregards the basic

legal responsibility of each station

to assess and meet the interests

of its own community; and it ig-

nores the compelling economic ne-

cessity for each station to follow

such a course if it is to compete

effectively for local public favor."

In discussing "positive public

benefits" of multi-ownership, the

NIK" board chairman pointed out

that these owners have been leaden

in the industry, not followers, thai

they have been in the vanguard o

program creativity and have usee

their financial resources liberalb

in less lucrative areas of broadcas

such as news, special events, cduca

tion and cultural programs.

Continuing, he said that a par

ticular value served by multi

ownership by the networks is th

financial support it provides fo

the television network enterprisi

which operates under "enormou
financial hazards." It was this sup

port that enabled the radio net

works to weather the years o

heavy losses "while adjusting to thi

realities of television." he said.

Similarly, he said, "the valu

of newspaper-owned stations is th

contribution they make to th

economic stability of newspaper

and consequently to the priceles

institution of a free press."

Other areas covered by the

• Color tv. "It will lift all of

television to a new level, increas-

ing its audience attraction, enlarg-

ing its value to present sponsors

and thawing to it whole classifica-

tions of local and national advertis-

ing that television has never cap-

tured."

• I'llF. With mandator) all-

channel receivers, with the increas-

ing need for additional stations

m scarce-facility major markets and
the settlement o\' government
policy on IIII-. there is a potential

ol further sharpening competition.

the stimulation of additional sour-

ces ot programing, multiplying

services and increasing opportuni-

ties fol network affiliations Hut.

he warned, "we must also be alert

pressures for expediting I'M!-"

development artificially and sus-

taining it synthetically."

• CATV. \\e believe that the

irity ol ( \l\ s\ stems have

NBC chief in his address

benefited the public by bringin

television to small unserved area

and by enlarging choices of pro

granting in other communities wit'

minimum service . . . But no\

CATV seems to be reaching ou

well beyond those areas.

• Pay tv. NBC continues op

posed to over-thc-air pay tv tha

would withdraw frequencies Iror

public broadcasting, but reject

any notion of government protec

tion against wired pay tv "eve

though we recognize that its conse

quences can have the same advers

effects as wireless pay tv."

• I diieational tv. It will ' 'com

plement the role of commerce
broadcasters and provide a con

tinning test of audience intere^

in such specialized material.

Sarnoff added that if education;:

programing is effective, it will alsi

stimulate commercial broadcast

ers.
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Client Bonus in NBC Junket Tab
Bcverl) Hills, Calif. \n early

pitch foi audiences a bonus con

sumci promotion - on behall ol

clients who have signed unto Mt(

(964 fall line-up, was underwaj

tiro days before the network's .it

filiates gathered on the West Coasl

List week.

At a tab that could reach $40,-

000, NBC flew press representa-

tives from all over the nation into

I os Angeles and housed them at the

Robert E Kintner, president of NBC, is receiv-

ing line at reception for affiliates, stars and
producers

su.mk Bcverl) Milton, then began

.1 SCrieS ol junkets, lunches, dinners

and entertainment hinged on the

network's best names who were

simultaneous!) available foi plan

ned and off-the-cufl interviews and

press conferences

Cop) thai will pa) ofi foi the

Chryslei Corp. in bringing viewers

to the Bob Hope Chrysler ShoM

began immediatel) following a goll

driving contest and buffet dinner at

the comedian's home, while Hope
ribbed drivers, duffers and divot

diggers alike. Y&R's vice president

a\u\ associate director oi program

ing, Robert D Hussey, Hollywood,

distributed Chrysler imprinted

lighters, kev chains, goll balls.

I he Hope-tee-do followed a long

\ IP treatment da) at Disneyland

which will likely pa) ofi the yeai

around when columnists are view-

ing and reviewing Wonderful World

t>\ Color, sponsored b) RCA and

Eastman Kodak

An earl) brunch with Jack

Benny, nexl morning, evoked

quips and laugh lines that will be

used in columns ol reminder-bait

bringing viewers to the tube tor

Benny. Miles Laboratories ami

State Farm Insurance.

Jack Benny: On Commercial Creativity

Hollywood ( omedian Jack

Benn) told Sponsor that top

name talent is verv aware of the

problems and tumult surround-

ing the word "commercial." just

as the) are collective!) aware
ol the client's need to get com-

mercial impact that will deh\ei

results.

\s Benn) sees it, the ans-

wer — in part at least — is to

bring the creative level of the

commercial up to that ot the

program so that the entertain-

ment \ alues match in a wa)
that will take the "interruptivc-

ness" out of the commercial.

The comedian, whose personal

sell for Jello has in main ways
been credited with salvaging the

product from doom, will be —
alone with Don Wilson and

others on his program — doing

integrated commercials tor Miles

Labs and Siate Farm Insurance.

I he sponsor. Benn) feels, gets

much more out of the integrated

commercial performed b) the

headliner and m-program ta-

lent, particular]) ow a corned)

show

.

\ whole show ." he sa\s.

"built around a visit to the

client's plant, while commercial

in its entirety, could still be

ver) funny." Ami with Benny's

track record, such commercials

can pa) ott well at the cash re-

gister. That Benin is cash regis-

ter conscious is also evident in

his retort to the question ot wh\

he mined to \B( Said

Benin. "I'm like lima LaDouce
— I BO where the mone\ is

"

ASI Plans Automated
Research Center, Theatre

Hollywood In tune with the

growing qualitative trend in audi

encc and consumei research, Audi-

ence Studies, Iik has plans "n

drawing boards tot . t unique, full)

automated h eciitei and

theatre aimed at encompassing all

phases ol ies. .ulIi

I he three-stor) building on Su

set Boulevard is slated tor com
pletion b) the end ot the veal and

will feature a 450-SCat theatre, with

each seat equipped with electronic

testing equipment t" facilitate ;

testing ot tv programs, commercials

and motion pictures

Still another innovation will be

nine individual closed circuit tv

systems, linking offices, testing

rooms and the theatre phis an

electronic computer which will

make test data available within 24

to 48 hours.

Allen Heads Radio-Tv

Programing at McC-E
\rw ^ ork John R Mien

brings 2d vcars m television to his

new job as \ ice president in eh

ot the televi-

^^^^ sion radio pro-

ot Ms ( a n n

T»jb^^^) I rickson l ndei

^-^ Ed Grey, senior

\ p. lor t\ media

A a n d program-

^L^fci^ \llen will

L .Jj handle all tv

ik d aii programing >>p
John R Allen

erations for the

agency's domestic accounts

Former!) vice president ot pro

gram planning tor all McC.mn-
I rickson home oft ice accounts. \1-

len had. prior to I960, set up and

headed the Midwest division ol

l nited \rtists television's syndica-

tion operation I his was preceded

In three vears .is broadcast pro

•jram manager ot fatham-Laird

and a vcar as a producer with N'B(

I m 1949 to l

the creative broadcast operations

of I ever Brothers which included

structuring the blueprint o! I-'

transition from HI.

Between 1
l>44 and '49, Mien

worked with s< on

radio and tv 1 I reCT

with NBC in Julv 1941
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Triangle Broadens its Operation

With CATV, Syndication Plans

Philadelphia — The entry of

triangle Publications into two

broad new areas of operation —
all within the past two weeks —
advances the Philadelphia-based

empire high on the list of total-

communicators but also suggests

some potential points of confusion,

if not actual legal difficulty.

For instance, since Triangle

first applied for the CATV system

in Binghamton, N. Y., many
months ago. the FCC has decided

to look into the whole question

of joint ownership of community
antenna s\ stems and commercial

stations. In fact, the Commission

has asked lor comments on this

situation h\ later this month and

plans a hill inquir) into the mat-

tei Mangle's move into Bingham-
ton with a CATV system also

makes it one of a handful of broad-

casters with 100 percent ownership

of a local station and a CATV
operation in the same market.

(Triangle owns the CBS affiliate.

WBN1 l\ .1

In its second expansion move.

Triangle has become the first sta-

tion group to undertake direct

syndication of feature films. Since

last fall, when it acquired radio-tv

rights to several auto racing clas-

sics, Triangle has gotten involved

in some 24 tv syndication projects.

But syndicators and CATV opera-

tors don't usually see eye-to-eye.

The syndicators are trying to se-

cure compensation when their

programs and feature films are

beamed into new markets via

CATV. And, in fact, United Artists

now has a test case pending in

West Virginia where it is trying

to collect royalties.

Triangle's feature syndication

ileal involves a package of 1 1 pre-

dominantly post- 1950 features,

including 'The Magnificent Mata-

dor." "Black Beauty" and "The
Sword of Monte Cristo." Rights

were secured from Johnar Film

Productions.

The seven-channel Binghamton

venture is being built by Empire
State Cable Tv Co., a wholly-

owned Triangle subsidiary. New
York City's four independents will

be brought into the market, which

currently has three network affili-

ates, giving Binghamton, the 72nd
market in the country, precisely

the same tv service as the nation's

number one market. WPIX and
WOR-TV will be operational early

in August. WNEW-TV and WNDT
will be added at a later date. Tri-

Unorthodox Tv Commercial Pays Off for Chevrolet

Detroit I ong Play*
1 com-

mercials viewers like them.

Chevrolel likes them, and once
in the COmpan) will use its

time allotment on Bonanza
(Sun . lime 14) 01 a Bve and

one-hall minute sales message

at the end of the program
Jack Izard, ad manager for

-rolet. declared. "By all odds
t h e travelogue commercial
shown on \pnl l

(
> received

strongest endorsement of am in

our experience."

Hi pointed out that

pieces of favorable mail were

received, that this was sup-

ported bj a special six-city Study

which showed 94 percent of the

audience maintained interest

during the "long play" com-
mercial. Four percent reported

spotty interest, and only two
percent registered no interest.

Two factors were cited in the

success of the sales message:
the idea of an uninterrupted

dramatic show and the enter-

merit value built into the

I theme of the commercial.

angle estimates potential service .

31,000 households.

Whereas there are current

some 43 instances of joint broat

castcr-CATV interests (includir

Storer and RKO General), on

22 occur in the same market ar

only six, including Triangle, ii

volve 100 percent ownership «

station and CATV system.

"We wouldn't have gone im

our own market if our statio

was third in Binghamton," said

Triangle spokesman. Noting th;

WBNF-TV averages about 70 pe

cent of the total all-day audienc

he said that Triangle expects tl

CATV operation to make mom
"at the possible expense of son

rating points."

Although there is the abov«

mentioned precedent for joiii

ownership in the same market, nor

except the pending Cox case uj

proach in size and importance tl

Triangle situation. Some see it ;

an emerging "if-you-can't-bea

'em-join-'em" attitude on CAT
by larger station operators.

Tv Film Maker Sees Chicag

Attracting More Productio

Chicago — Despite the flight <

business to the two coasts, creati-

ity in television commercial woi

in Chicago is not dead, declare

Fred A. Niles. president of the Frc

A. Niles Communications Center

Inc.. a production firm with offict

in Chicago. Hollywood and Ne
York. "It's just beginning to con
alive." he added.

"There was, and there continm

to be, a great deal of work done i

the city on a national scale." Mill

observed. "The problem is that tl

city just isn't getting the share

deserves."

Niles speaking at a screening t

his own films, conceded that Ch

cago never will become "the maj<

center again." but he does belie\

more work will come to the cit;

"First, it has as much if not moi

creative ability than can be foun

elsewhere. And second, the job ca

be done in Chicago for less money.

|

Niles pointed out that his ow

company opened up coast office

when business began to drift awa]

but, he said. "We still consider 01

Chicago studios to be as creati\

and effective as our coast open

tions."

It
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PROBING THE CURRENTS AND UNDERCURRENTS OF BROADCAST ADVERTISING

Piggyback soundings increase

Majoi users of i\ piggyback commercials

nren'l waiting around for the stations to issue

Ipolic) statements on piggyback acceptance for

nhc fall, rhese advertisers have too much at

stake in marketing strategy and media invest-

ment. I hex want to know as earlj as possible

how stations propose to implement the new code

amendments on multiple product announce-

ments: (a) broadlj speaking, and (b) as to parti-

cular time segments. Advertisers with men on

i the road questing this kind of information: 1 evei

Bros. Colgate, American Home Products, \l

berto-Culver, International latex. I sty also has

a like traveling crew. Point being driven home to

stations piggybacks as they've been known are

not being abandoned. Imperatively needed: en-

lightenment as tn whether there's a marked dif-

ference in the interpretation of the amendment

between these advertisers and the stations

Benton & Bowles scores

Benton A. Bowles outSCOres the ajiencx field

m the number of nighttime t\ network shows in

N Isen top 15 for which the agency is the

agency of record. That is. if you use the peak of

season as the yardstick. Here's the wax the)

rank in terms of weekl) number of shows and

total commercial minutes in that sort of winnow-

.xereise: Benton iV: Bowles, fixe shows, 10':

minutes; .1. Walter Thompson, four shows. ]()':

minutes; Young & Rubicam, four shows. 6V6

minutes; Leo Burnett, four shows. 5": minutes;

BBDO. two shows. 4 ;

: minutes; North, two

shows. 3 minutes; led Bates, two shows. 2 ]

:

minutes; Campbell-Ewald, one show, 6 min-

Compton, one show. 3 minutes; I isty, one
show. I ' ; minutes

Money marks time

Still loads of scatter plan money—in the half

million or thereabouts bracket—uncommitted for

the fall. Admen can't make up their minds wheth-

ei to buy t\ network nighl oi i\.w oi put the bud-

gel into sp..t Some are holding off in

tion Of reduced prices tor network leftO

Vmong the undetermined Caller Products. Breck.

Helena Rubinstein. Diackctt Co., Simmons M
tress. Beech-Nut, S < fohnson, rThomas Leem

ing, Coty, Owens-Corning. Pepsi-Cola has

surplus money P.S Vlberto-Culver's put aside

over $2 million for a summer push on new prod

nets.

Queen for a day at liberty

Another pioneer impresario of the daytime

emotional strip, lack Bailey, may have gone the

wax ol the carbon mike \B( l\ has given his

Queen for </ /><n notice. It's giving way to a

soaper. The Many Ways oj Love (Juan started

OH Mutual in the '30s and got its tx espousal on

NBC. In both media. Queen ranked as the most

traveled oi programs Bailey's next avenue could

be syndication. In terms of earnings for a (\^\

time show. (Juan max have set a record for all

time.

S&H table manners noted

Chalk up S\ 1 1 Green Stamps as a spot radio

account that's faster than a logger at a boarding

house tabic when there's decision to take off in

a market. Operates like an emergency service

I el .i district manager holler that he need- help

and the word goes out to reps for availabilities

that must take off the xerx next >.\a\ S&H max

not be among the top 10 national spot customers

but for urgency of action it has no peer.

'Proven' specials pay off

Truly a phenomenon of the current tv net-

xvork season has been Bob Hope's record of audi-

ence delivery for Chrysler (Y&RV Total

homes for five specials came to 70 5 million

(Nielsen). Divide these into their t lent-

time ) and you get an average ( I'M i
v

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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PROBING THE CURRENTS AND UNDERCURRENTS OF BROADCAST ADVERTISING

other broadcast oldtimer, Bing Crosby, came

through with an equally solid per-broadeast aver-

age homes and CPM, bill the calculation is based

on onlj two specials. Point entertainment specials

still make might) economical pickings, if you

latch on to the proven thing.

JWT wrench too big?

Disregard the rumbling in Madison Avenue

research circles about the New York office of J.

Walker Thompson putting media under research

director Paul Gerhold. It's too big a wrench for

the old giant and it's a sate bet it won't happen

lor years—even though it may be a gleam in the

eye of JWis corporate chief of marketing, re-

search and media. When Gerhold came over from

EC&B in January, media research head Jack

Green was moved into his bailiwick. What makes

this somewhat anomalous is that Green holds the

title of associate media director, still wears three

hats: service print, programing and the account

group.

CBS radio takes a stand

( BS radio O&o's have set up some protective

barriers in a rather sensitive business area—land

development promotions. The strictures: (1) the

land being ottered must be in process of improve-

ment—roadways, utilities, etc.; (2) checking the

people behind the promotion with some local

authoritative source— like the Better Business

Bureau or a leading bank; 3) the oiler must be

accompanied b\ a monc\-back guarantee. All

orders are referred to CBS New York for clear-

ance. I lie station manage] can exercise his own
veto.

Garden plans kayoed?

( hances Ol \ ^ Madison Square Garden
boxing being in home t\ with the Gillette Co as

sponsor are \cr> slight Lestei MalitZ, who pro-

duced ilk VBC l\ fights, has turned in to the

Garden a report on his quiz among stations abou

carrying a weekly fight on an independent basis

His questionnaire got a 40 percent response. South

em stations indicated, because of the civil right

situation, they'd rather a breather from broad

cast fisticuffs. Midwest and mountain area sta

tions were more receptive. P.S.: Gillette has be

fore it a plan for a Fight of the Month submitte«

by group outside the Garden.

Rate changes more "realistic"

Tv station world is right now awhirl with th

process of adjusting ratecards—influenced mor

or less by the new March rating books. Rat

changes have basically different incentives thai

they had a few years ago. Few are the across-the

board hikes. Revisions arc more and more sen

sitive to the audience delivered to specific period

of the broadcast spectrum. Also such factors a

the actual value of the market, latest competitiv

status within the market and the relative shrink

ing of audience caused by outside stations. Ir

other words, pricing is carried out much mor

realistically and cutbacks can be spotted in a ne\

rate book almost as frequently as rate increases

Suggestion: When advertisers are inclined to grip

about spiraling rates they ought to look dee

and note how many have been the adjustmen

the other way.

Wrigley boosts Kudner billings

All $1.5 million in Wrigley business jus

awarded to Kudner Agency is radio and television

money, and although it's a small slice of the total

Wrigley broadcast expenditure (around $20 mil

lion), it adds considerably to the prestige of Kud

ner in the broadcast area. (Brands involved ar

Spearmint. Doublemint. Juicy Fruit and P.K.

Kudner has opened a Chicago office to servio

the account. Man in charge is George B. Ander

son, until three months ago with Erwin WastJ

Ruthrauff & Ryan. Wrigley's agency for 22 \cars

Headquartered in New York. Kudner also has .

Detroit office Wriglej has six other agencies.

SPONSOI



Ifyou lived in Son Francisco,.,

. . . you'd be sold on KRO\-T\
-
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CHAMPIONSHIPBOWLIN

Going into its 11th straight year-a record for

filmed shows. We are not only the No. 1 Bowling Show
in America, we have proved that we are the

No. 1 program series in the history of TV syndication.
FIRESTONE IS ONE OF OUR IMPORTANT SPONSORS IN 150 MARKETS IN 1964-65.

24
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Here's our 1963-64

Sold Station List -

K<»B IV

*AKR IV

MAIM

WIHI

KMM'
KIBr

KIRO TV
WMAN IV

WLB/ IV

WBR/ TV

KBMT TV

WOAY-TV

KWAB TV

WAPI TV

KTVB
WNAC TV

WKBW TV

WINR-TV

Ja^^ScWutaK^u INC.
410 N MICHIGAN AVE CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60611 PHONE 467 5220

Produced in cooperation with AMF PINSPOTTERS. INC.

AI....I-.

»

Bakariftold. Calif.

it. Md.

Ma.

Blton Rouga. Lj

Bclun

Port AMI. 1
1 lai.

0<K Hill. W. Va.

Bi| Spring. Ta«.

Ala.

Bona. I

vi.m

Bowling Gir.

Buflalr

Bi> I '

HAVE TV Carltbad. N M.

...

t

.

WIA» IV

WMTV
•

W1AI W
..

•

It

HORN TV

WALA TV

WLBC TV

I

K NOP IV

ROSA TV

VrDBO TV

WJHC-TV

-

WMBD TV

AVAL IV

WNEM TV

AQTV

KMj TV

WOOD TV

KFBB TV

El Paau

Falrbanka. Alaaka

Of. l°*a

li»»".

Grand Fork*. NO.
Grand R*.

Mian.

.

Gieat Fall*, Mont
llllTI I

Mam-

IV Har

WMNB l l.-n/

.Nat*

w Va

WAAY I.

AHCHJ TV Hovttun

WFBMTV Indlanapolli Ind.

WDXi

WFBC

aditon. Wiu

•

Nathvillt. Tenn.

audi/

North >

Odessa/Midland. Tti

Panama I la.

WGIM-TV Quin.

KOTA-TV

WQAO TV

KOVR-TV

ttPMB TV
KTVU

WDAU-TV

KOMO-TV

KF.IO-TV

KREM TV

•SUN IV

WSPD-TV

WMAl TV

Rapid (

Sacramento/

Salt I..

i Wath.

Tampa/
St. Pttrttburg. Fla.

i.
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Courtesy of The Detroit Institute of Arts

"CONDES I DE
GONDOM VR"

h„ FRANCISCO
GOYA

in a class by itself

Masterpiece — exceptional skill, far-reaching values. This is the quality

lit WW
| radio-television service—in entertainment, news, sports, information,

and public affairs programming. The results are impressive—in audience loyalty

and community stature, ami in \ \ r
1 \ ^ 1 \

\

T A \T I ^I^\ T
t for the advertiser \\ \\»Jail(l \ \ \ \ *J ' V

on WWJ Radio and Television. THE NEWS STATIONS

Owned and 0| '-oil New: • in NBC • National Representatives: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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new brands, filters

take up scare slack
Tar-nicotine content, clearly labeled on each pack, and

diversification, such as development of cigaret-sized

cigars, are other ladders used by industry in its climb

Bk,\ki
is — "the industry

thai advertising built" —
are shaded by a question

thai hangs as lew and
opaque as the smoke in a crowded
room: What lies ahead?

Although bothered by likely

I K advertising controls, plus

shaky sales, the industry isn't, at

least, bewildered. Instead, it's

busy finding new ways to put the

estimated $150 million that it

spends annually on advertising

e Sponsor, May 4. p 2") to

work fruitfully.

Several factors, each of which
will make a big impact via con-

centrated advertising campaigns,
loom as possible aids to the sensi-

ti\e industry:

( I ) I'll ll Ks. Charcoal filters are

the latest sales magnet, and the)

come m a variety of forms —
bonded, compressed, granular,

powdered. I heir popularity clearly

indicates that the \merican smok-
er is not unaware of health warn-
ings.

I ver since Kent, one of the

first really successful filters, was
introduced in I

l>57. filter sales

x
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cigarets • • •

have soared (see box). [he trend

is welcome to the industry, for it

allows greater profits (from in-

ed prices, reduction in to-

bacco content, use of the recon-

stituted tobacco leaf). The filter

trend is welcome to the smoker

because it smoothes his con-

science, ruffled by the Surgeon

( ieneral's January report.

It's also welcome to paper, cel-

lulose and other suppliers, for it

gives increased sales to such com-
panies as Celanese, Eastman Ko-
dak. Reynolds Metals and Union
Carbide. Well aware of what a

real decline in the cigaret industry

could, in turn, do to their busi-

ness, some of these firms already

are spending research dollars on

tobacco problems.

I he question of filters — do
the) or don't they really help?

— also gives the industry a foot

in the Surgeon General's door, for,

while his committee reported "no
opinion" on filters, they were
nevertheless described as "a prom-
ising avenue of further develop-

ment" by the industry.

\nd. industry leaders argue, by

not taking a stand on filters, the

Surgeon General condemned the

whole industry on the basis of

only 40 percent of its production
the non-filter smokes. At the

tune of the Surgeon (ieneral's re-

port, it's said. 60 percent of all

sales were filter-tipped brands —
a figure nearer 70 percent today.

I \u-\ k <> i l\ I ( o\ 1 1 NT,

clearly labeled on each pack, is

another subject that is useful in

advertising and that the industry

is probing in its fight for survival.

Leader in this experiment at

the moment is American Tobacco,

number two company in the in-

dustry with about 25 percent of

total output. The tar and nicotine

levels of their Carlton, introduced

last January, are tested periodically

by Foster D. Shell (the research

laboratory cited in the now-famous
Reader's Digest article on cigarets),

with results published on the Carl-

ton package. (Current figures are

2.7 mg. of "tar" and 0.3 mg. of

nicotine per cigaret, as against the

previous 2.5 mg. of tar and 0.4

mg. nicotine.)

Test data on the Carlton pack-

age, the company reports, "will

result in major advertising changes

for the brand" so that all promo-
tional material will conform to the

new test data. "This policy is

believed to be a first in cigaret

advertising."

Carlton, whose air vents were
also moved from the cigaret paper

to the charcoal filter's overwrap,

was introduced via large-space

newspaper ads plus local radio. Tv
spots and bO-second network com-
mercials are now being added, for

the brand has just become national

in distribution. (American Tobacco
says that "initial heavy demand
for Carlton delayed our opening of

new markets.")

In any event, the success of the

tar-nicotine label is being closely

watched by the industry and. if

it catches on. will undoubtedly
produce many imitators.

(3 ) Wlloi I > \i W BRANDS are

another industry method for drop-

ping the unwanted associations off

the Surgeon General's report. In-

dustry logic on the matter prob-

ably goes something like this:

A: If the public does have nega-

tive attitudes about the older, un-

filtered names, why not introduce

new brands that, by being differ-

ent, suggest newer and better

manufacturing approaches to the

health problem?

B: Except for a few long-time

favorites, brands tend to have lim-

ited longevity anyway, a fact

heightened by acute competition.

Since new sales are usually realized

only by luring regular smokers

away from another brand, why not

employ the same attraction that

competition does — a totally new
name and pack?

C: Before World War II, in-

troducing a new brand and getting

it into black ink took as long as

six or eight years and was very

expensive. Today, it costs just as

much in dollars, but not in time.

Thanks to the immediacy, quick

coverage and long-pull of tv ad-

vertising, a new brand can be suc-

cessfully introduced in consider-

ably less time. Thus, manufacturers

as well as smokers can. so to speak,

change brands.

D: As a result of the many new

brands current today, brand loyalty

has sharply decreased. That, in turn,

requires stronger advertising sup-

port of each new cigaret—to hold

as well as to win over regular smok-

ers. In fact, one authorin says

"Success frequently depends on the

impact of frequent advertising—at

a cost second only to the cost of the

tobacco itself."

*MKC'«A*«TT
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I hus, if advertising built the

industry initially, it's also being

called upon (in increasingly largei

amounts) to help sustain and de-

velop it.

Both radio and t\ arc being

strongly relied on to launch new

cigarets like the following:

Alpine, considered a veteran

among the newer names, has been

advertised on network t\ only since

the first of the year, it's from Philip

Moms, which realizes nearly 85

percent o\ its sales from this and

Other filter models.

Brandon, a 1963 entry from R.J.

Reynolds, was intended to compete

with American robacco's Pall Mail,

then the leading seller and still a

very strong brand. It was decided

that Brandon was 'out oi keeping"

with the newest trends, however,

and it was never moved beyond the

test-market stage. (It's still sold in

some areas, just as Cavalier, intro-

duced in the earl\ til ties, still

continues in some markets. Neither

ves any ad support at all.)

Carlton (see page 28) is being

supported by network 60-Second

spots, is slated to get "more and

more" t\ airing.

Devon. Announced May 2S, this

newest entry of all is a king-si/ed

mentholated eigaret that — unusual

lor menthols also incorporates

the three-piece, activated charcoal

tiller that's helped boom the same

Company's (Liggct \ Meyers) I.ark

eigaret. \tter initial market research

studies. Devon is now being test-

marketed thoroughout Florida, is

promoted in part In heavy spot t\

schedule "in all major cities there."

with more t\ scheduled tor the fu-

ture as distribution expands.

CiGARET PRODUCTION *

Year

1952

Total Output

435.5

Filter Ou

5.6

(put Percent of Total

1 3°o

1953 423.1 12 4 29
1954 401.8 36 9 9 2

1955 412.3 770 18 7

1956 424.2 116 9 276
1957 442.3 168 3 38

1958 470 1 213 45 3

1959 489 9 238 8 48 7

1960 5069 258.0 509
1961 528.3 277 1 52 5

1962 535.5 292 5 54 6

1963 5506 319 1 57 9

'In billions of units

Hal] and HaU filter cigarets were

lust introduced In \mei ican I

bacco in April via newspapers and

10- and 20-second t\ spots in

Indianapolis and Buffalo. Brand

features the Halt and Hah pipe to-

bacco blend and borrows from that

40-year-old heavy seller's pack:

ing colors, too.

Lark, by 1 iggetl & Myers, intro-

duced to test markets In March.

1963, started the rush to charcoal

filters, though it was actually the

second such on the market. (Firs!

was dual-filter Tareyton, whose ap-

pearance about si\ \ears earlier

was ton soon for the crest oi the

filter wave. I ven so, Tareyton has

grown last, reportedly realized a 25

percent sales increase last year, for

example.) Lark was tested in ( 0-

lumbus, Ohio, and New ^, ork's

tri-eity area l Albany, I roy, Sche-

nectady I and has hail tremen-
dous growth from the start." thanks

to generous use of t\ spots. It's

especially strong in New England,

New York and Florida, has been

national since VugUSt.

\< h Monulair, aKo from Amer-

ican Tobacco (currently, the lead-

ing innovator), was firsl marketed

about May II m its new revised

version (with perforations in its

activated charcoal filter). It is

being widely promoted via spot tv

and. like the same company's
Carlton, has tar-nicotine test results

showcased on package

I'a.xton. tirst out in February

1963, appears on Philip Morris

network h on a rotating

with other house brands, lead,

double filter and humiflex plastic

package. In fact, pat na-

tions are bi I* Morris, which

produces just under 10 percent ol

total I S output, thus ranks fifth

among cigarel compank
Philip \4orrii Hultifilter has

activated charcoal I liter and sport

pack. It started March I 5 in Mm-
neapolis-Sl Paul, Milwauk< Si

Louis, Lexington (Ky > and then

N '• England, is currently mov-
ing across country with the help

of radio and t\ spots, some print.

UOga, from Philip Morris.

was market tested about the same
time as same company's Paxion a

year ago. is reportedly expanding

locally but hasn't gone national.

/."//'". a king-size cigarel with

a bonded charcoal filter, is chief

entry k^\ R I Reynolds, the lar

let company and report,

the one with the greatest product

mk\.-v s / 1 mpo was introdw

Man 10 in upper v I ngland,

moved into New N, or k a month
i, is now entering middle VI

lantic markets Devised before the

i .ist Vdvcrtisii <

the new brand's pa<

plains that "No health claim

made tor Temp
\v the

on t\ i son

R riolds has si|uir,

net with a - irm

— for example, local station cul

with Tempo films on the net*
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cigarets ...

Huntley-Brinkley Reports, rotation

showcasing (with ( amels, Winstons,

Sale in s ) (.luring Yankee baseball

coverage and good local tv and ra-

dio spot. Leading from its radio-tv

strength is an introductory pattern

lor new brands that Reynolds estab-

lished with Winstons in 1954 and

Salems in 1956. Tempo similarly

will go national "as soon as we can."

York, heavily advertised both via

network and spot broadcast promo-
tion since its debut a couple of years

ago, is now being test-marketed in

a filter version. Spot tv is being

employed in the California-Arizona-

Neveda region, plus 22 counties in

northwestern \o\ York.

Since the cigaret industry pro-

vides the tv industry with an esti-

mated 8 percent of its annual gross,

just about every tv market receives

some cigaret advertising Similarly,

new brands expand then generous

tv placements as the) progress from
test to regional to national distribu-

tion

iii Di\ i rsii k \iion is the
fourth l.uKkr the cigaret industry is

using in its climb Primary efforts

lie in developing tobacco products

othci than cigarets Public doubt

about the ultimate effects ol con

tinued cigaret-smoking, foi example,
has cleared the way foi the current

boom m small cigaret sized <

\\\A the v igai market is up 40 pei

i alreadv this yeai Manu-

facturers have been quick to latch

onto that new trend with these en-

tries:

Little Sano, from U. S. Tobacco.

makers of the famous Sano cigarets.

Launched in January 1963, it's in

major markets only "due to insuf-

ficient supply"' and has not yet been

promoted by broadcast media.

Omega, a filter-tip small cigar by

P. Lorillard. is "just starting" on its

way, still being tested for product

impact and proper media mix

(newspapers and /or broadcast).

Announced in New York in mid-

May with newspaper ads, it is sched-

uled for further Manhattan empha-
sis with tv spots, to begin shortly.

Omega next bowed in Chicago May
19 (newspaper only), will move to

several other markets within the

next lew weeks, each via a different

media mix.

Puritan Cigarettos, from Philip

Morris, hit the tobacco counters

April 7 in Washington and Balti-

more, relying on local tv for test

marketing. Puritans have filters

made of pipe tobacco and, instead

of cigaret paper, an all-tobacco

wrapper. Thus, they lean about as

far away from cigarets as possible,

except for the reminiscent name and.

o\' course, their small size.

Little Rot Tan. from American
Tobacco Co.. is a new and smaller

version of what's lone been the larg-

est selling 10-cent cigar. Just Out,

AGENCIES
FOR RECENT BRANDS

Company,
Product Agency

AMERICAN
TOBACCO

Carlton Gardner
Half & Half SSC&B
little Roi Tan Gardner
New Montclair SSC&B

LIGGETT & MYERS
Devon JWT
Lark JWT

P. LORILLARD
Omega Grey Advertising
York Lennen & Newell

PHILIP MORRIS
Alpine Leo Burnett

Paxton Benton & Bowles
P M Multifilter Leo Burnett
Punl.in Cigaretto Leo Burnett
Saratoga Benton & Bowles

'

R J REYNOLDS
Tempo Wm Esty

, U S. TOBACCO
I'ttlo Sano West. Weir & Bartel

this new entry is being boosted with

tv spots on the West Coast. Ameri-
can Tobacco, which tabs some $50
million annually from cigars, ranks

third or fourth in such production.

Cigaret companies aren't limiting

diversification to tobacco products

only, however. In fact, the newest
horizons lie well beyond the tobacco

field.

The leader here is Philip Morris,

whose severe marketing problems
a decade or so ago undoubtedly

taught its top management to be

alert for inventive changes. Now the

cigaret company also manufactures

packaging materials and specialty

papers through its Milprint division

(a natural tie-in), as well as spe-

cialty chemicals through its subsid-

iary Polymer Industries. Its Amer-
ican Safety Razor division (Per-

sonna and Pal blades) is going

great guns, especially since Personna

reportedly grabbed off a third of

the double-edee blade market in

1963.

More recently, Philip Morris has

acquired Clark's Gum Co. and

Burma-Vita men's toiletries. Latter

division is repackaging the Burma
Shave line of toiletries and may
shortly use tv to promote the Burma
Bey lotion. Philip Morris is said

to reap some 17 percent of its $580
million sales from non-tobacco di-

versification.

Reynolds, the giant, is said to

receive only "a nominal sum" of its

$1.7 billion revenues from other

sales, chiefly from its Hawaiian

Punch. Nevertheless, a likely sign

of future activity is this: The com-
pany currently has several acquisi-

tions "under serious consideration,"

at least one of which is expected to

occur before the year's end.

In still another form of diversifi-

cation, tobacco companies are mov-

ing into manufacturing operations

abroad, may well use foreign broad-

east media to promote their stock

brands further overseas. Right

now. Liggett & Myers makes I &Nfl

in Switzerland, is reportedly seeking

further foreign associations. Loril-

lard participates with locally-owned

companies in cigaret production in

Luxembourg and. interestingly, in

Hong Kong.

Thus, the cigaret industry, eele-

bratedly nimble in the face o\' never-

ending competition, is not without

answers to its present problems.

Continued <>n pai ^>
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StyU . warmth, wppi al.

This picf/iri has all

tin ingredii ntsfor suca ssful

Belling but <>nt . What's missing?

m> H 2. J

Ih ,< an advi rtisi r makes a /><<"•< rful

selling point. But if needs om mon
t h mi nt to maki it compU U .

( 'an you gw ss what ?

Hoir can these

TV commercials b(

made to work harder,

sell more ?

turn tin pagi and si < . .

Wor is so essi ntial to thx successful

i<l< ntification of this brand,

that it is (
'•< n part oftfo nanu .

t run lu added to get maximum impact?



( OtOT . Color adds the ingredient that gets

women involved with home furnishing products.

Here Mohawk Carpet Mills adds brilliance and
life by using appealing color commercials.

' OiOT . S&HGi [or com-
ials to

i
>u t ihf green where consumers can

ify it . . . and n olor enh den-

selling points

'

kjOLOT . Upjohn relates the attractive color-

ing of its Unicap Chewable K vitamins by showing
how color appeals to children; also uses the color

to get maximum package identification as well!

U

dt

COLOR...
makes the difference

!

Here are just a few of the many benefits you get when

you use commercials in color:

1. Strongest possible trade name identification

2. Greater consumer involvement

3. You stand out from your competitor

4. Your best prospects see your products at their best

5. Less cost increase for color than in print media

6. Black-and-white viewers see even better pictures

The whole country is going color . . . more stations, more

and more home sets. Work in color now and you get the

greatest possible benefits in terms of experience anc

better home reception, even in blackand white! Want tc

know a lot more about the benefits of working in color-

Just contact: Motion Picture Products Sales Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester. New York 14650

S&H GREEN STAMPS: Advertiser. Sullivan. Stauffer. Colwell & Baylesj

Agenc\ UPJOHN COMPANY: Advertiser. McCann Marshalk Agency!

MOHAWK CARPET MILLS: Advertiser. Maxon Inc.. Agency.

For COLOR .



Promoting
a promotion

Advertisers spending big bucks

on tv sponsorship back them up

with penny-weight tv log insertions
P.iu Matter on

executive v p of Njtion.il Tv log, ln<

\\n\i ( w a newspaper's pro-

gram listings do for a tv sponsor?

[he) ^aii serve .is:

• "Point-of-purchase" promo-

tion — i.e., help influence the

viewing decision at the verj mo-
ment it's being made.

• Audience insurance, in that

program logs offer a low -cost way

reaching potential \ie\\s just

prior to program time, the period

when most of them check news-

paper listings.

• Reinforcement of sponsor

identification, if he chooses, be-

cause the product name can be

printed right there in the t\ sched-

ule for everyone to sec.

• Final wrap-up of the ad-

vertiser's over-all promotion pack-

age, which has probably earlier in-

cluded display ads. on-air promo-
tions, publicity, etc.

These factors have, in the past

couple of years, led a number of

advertisers and agencies to consi-

der the paid tv-log insertion a

d deal.

\mong them: U. S. Steel. Gen-

end Electric and duPont, placed

through BBD&O; Consolidated

Cigar, which signed for 13 weeks

\ia Lennen & Newell. Clairol and

Lever Bros, (when the agency held

that account). through Foote,
1 Cone & Belding.

I he approach varies, however,

with a lew sponsors signing direct,

instead of "bothering"' their agen-

cies with what, billing-wise, the)

consider a minor detail. Pillsbuiv

and Eastman Kodak, for example,

are two advertisers that signed fol

promotions on their own.

And their purposes vary. too.

When Prudential contracted for t\

program listings on behalf of 20th

Century, the) specified that the

Prudential name not be mentioned
I hey wanted only to promote the

program, figuring that the pro-

gram, in turn, would promote them

in the careful terms worked out

by their agency.

I he above advertisers a n d

agencies have been using the 50-

plus newspaper logs available

through National Tv Log, Inc. a

firm that packages uniform listings

under executive vice president

Paul c Masterson. The compan)
started on a local basis m I OS

Angeles in 1957, has been operat-

ing nationally just two wars.

Ihis relatively new. but undeni-

ably shrewd, promotion was em-
ployed to give extra advertising

weight to at least 20 network pro-

grams last vear Among them />

Kildare, Danny Kaye, Tin- And)
Williams Show. Farmer's Daughter.

duPont Show of the Week, The Gary

Mimic show. Bing ( rosby Specials,

plus a number ol one-shot presenta-

tions, such as Opening Siniu <<t the

Sew York World's lair.

Yet, tv logs aren't the exclusive

province of national advertisers.

More and more local sponsors are

also taking to them for local em-
phasis, especially in markets like

New N.ork. Philadelphia. Detroit.

Si I ouis, Dallas or major cities

on the West Coast

"Paid listings make everybody

happy." Masterson explains cord-

ially "The advertiser can billboard

his show m newspapers, even

though the program is carried on

a competing advertising medium.
I he local station, as well as it^

network, is projected into greater

prominence within the log \nd

the viewer is better informed.

\s vet. no one has actually

measured the audiencc-pullmg re-

sults of paid program listings, but

Surveys show that television listings

have an average 44 percent reader-

ship.

Other shows that have been pro-

moted this wav are Wonderful

Work < (dor, Bit Hi
\ 1 1 rest ami Trial, I leventh

// hit, I as! Sidt o est s
-

v

the s R

B 5
( 'eiebrity >

ngn <
' l •

'< and
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Advertisers show

an increased interest

in "trademarks in sound,"

but definitions,

ingredients, uses, costs

and merits for broadcast

advertising still are vague

The "W" for Westinghouse appliances

is formed with a series of graphic

parts; the musical logo that goes with

the "W" was designed by Eric Siday.

The ABC logo is only two and
one-half seconds in length, uti-

lizes electronic music equipment.

AUDIO LOGOS: an image

Eric Siday, (I) sound designer and musician,

discusses possible audio idea to complement
the design for AT&T graphic logo, which was
designed by George Rosenfeld, the artist.

Siday listens to re-

cording of electronic

music. The speaker is

shown in background

S.day adjusts th» music for proper image with hit olrrtronic organ
and special equipment he had imported to u»e In making sound logos.

In the tug-of-war of abilities

between sound and print, the therm

song for the contest might well k
"Anything you can do, I can dc

better."

One of the last bastions for prin

has been the logotype or "logo." a
it is commonly known.

As a symbol used to represen

the cumulative elements of an or-

ganization in a single image, tk

logo is no longer exclusiveh tin

"shorthand" of a graphic society.

The "sound logo," which is creat

ing some new talk in the adver

tising industry, can be as memor
able as a graphic logo. The belie

that it can is backed with substan

tial dollars by a growing number o

advertisers. Westinghouse. ABC
Genera] Motors, Autolite and the

Chemical Bank are among thOG

who have used and are using th

idea of a "sound" trademark.

In its simplest explanation, th

sound logo is described as a trade

mark three to seven seconds long

simply designed, to create an iden

tification with a company or prod

net. While the idea is not new i

is just now grabbing the attention

more and more advertisers.

Among the more famous soum

logos — all long-established — an

the NBC chimes, the Jell-o musics

crescendo and the Bromo-SeltA

choo-choo imitation.

::,i
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Jell-o tljrtcd out ji

J muviul phrjir with

I* 1 te r » , now the

tound alone it et-

tootled with product

— thut. a tound logo

Sound logo for the

Chemical Bank of

New York w*t done
by Tony Schwjrli.

in seven seconds — op less

\ with other services, the cosl

>t the sound logo can vary .is great-

\ as the abilities o( the people

reating and performing them.

vluch ol this is .1 result ol the new-

u'ss of the field to the advertiser

nd his lack of familiarity with all

>f the elements ol a sound logo. I o

M sophisticated in the Geld, on\:

Hist be familiar with music, ad-

ettising, the graphic relationship

the sound logi> and. in main
electronic sound.

Distinctive sounds made with

.noun instruments are hard to

lame by. To get something dis-

Inctive, realK new, sound logo de-

igners feel that electronics otter
1

virgin field, but since it is as

ofamiliar to advertisers—and to

le public— as "pop art." sound

len are vcrv cautious in their use

I it.

To create a successful tin) logo

1 sound is difficult. According to

Siday, a musician and sound

esigner pioneering in this field.

there are too main limitations in

iund."

Teopk do not find sounds as

tstinctivc as graphics."' savs Siday

Man) cannot tell the difference

etween a clarinet and a flute,

ounds have to be very different foi

.rage person Like a drum and

horn, almost. Onlv when the) are

card together can most people dis-

cern differences in similar sounds.

I hat's why you need something

really different each time," he con-

cludes.

Siday, who has done logos lor

Westinghouse (You can be sure

if ... ) and \B< I V. is now doing

one for a major automobile manu-
facturer which he feels will be

something new and different.

\ Ice) problem. Sidav believes,

is that the field is limited. Each
time a sound logo is made and sold

it deletes part of a limited supply,

so to speak. "Onlv so main people

can use them, and then we'll be

out of business,'
1

he sa\s •"
I here

ma) be main sounds available, but

none unusual yet simple enough foi

the consumer to remember."
"\ er\ soon one logo begun to

sound like another. And when this

happens, you're dead." Sidav saw
" \n artist not onlv has design, but

color. If a designer uses a shade ol

red once, he cannot use that dis-

tinctive shade again. Hut a sound

designer could not use any red

again. He must deal in primar\

colors.

'Commercial music is designed

to sell, point out the content of

copy A logo is an immcdiatclv

identifiable image It's the most

exacting work I've ever done I he

logo must be brief It must catch

the ear It is as simple a- a crisp

jewel, according to the sound de-

signer.

Because the work is so exacting

and limited. Sidav feels, it should

not be sold cheaply. I he sound men
who sell their logos cheaply ;ire

selling themselves out ol business,

he sa\s Advertisers should learn

that sound is an art like graphics

and should pa) at least as well, he

says. "When the company spends

millions to advertise around the

world, it should pav adequately for

the ideas that make that advertising

work." Sidav contends.

I lie sound logo must be pre-

sented well with the visual and copy
savs Siday or the full value of the

logo is lost. He emphasizes that all

three elements oi the commercial

don't have to be o\ equal weight,

and shouldn't be I he ( So-Go ( iotnl-

vear commercials, with no copy
were cited as an example.

pie working with sound logos

often use electronic music because

the sounds are more unusual. Sidav

feels that one should stick with

tonal logos as opposed to .iVrial

ones, however, because the) are

in most cases more memorable V
ception miglr jet plane or

a bird call, tor instance, but th.

sounds are not unique, which

the criterion for a distinctive sound

im.i.

Sulav | -and for
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all his work. som< ombining

a with known instruments 01

musique concrete, ["he sound de-

signers contend thai electronic mu-

imbines well with standard

instrumentation music.

I Ik term musique concrete ap-

plies to music made from natural

sounds, like dripping water, knock-

ing, a typewriter. I he Maxwell

House coffee sound is an example.

It was created with tempo blocks

and the sophisticated editing of tape.

lint lei in. among others, also em-

ploys musique concrete.

"Mul what can we use alter elec-

tronic music and musique con-

crete?" asks Siday. "Maybe silence,

hut that's already been used."

Raymond Scott, another sound

designer, well known in the past as

the musical director of Hit Parade,

feels differently. Scott contends that

I he held of resources and ideas for

sound logos—audio logos he calls

them—is not limited. "Utilizing

electronic sound is like adding a

new kind of piano with 88 million

keys," he says. "So many combina-

tions of sound that are possible arc

still unknown to us. We are just

learning about them. And you don't

tell an advertiser we will never use

a piano again lor a logo or jingle.

You just sa\ you will not re-use

the same sounds in the same com
halations."

Scott maintains about $250,000
worth of sound equipment at home
One of the devices he has to help

coordinate the sound with the visual

on a t\ commercial is a closed cir-

cuit t\ system. When scoring a com
mercial 01 designing a logo he uses

this system to bring the picture from

an editing moviola to the piano. By

Flicking remote control switches he

plays ami replays the scenes ai will,

then tests his scoring on a nearb\

quaiter-inch tape recorder. I hen

he throws another switch and inter-

locks the tape and the film and

checks the result.

In addition to Scott's woik with

musie and jingles, he does a gicat

deal with electronic music. Sida\

works with electronic sound anil

musique < <"'< >< u

\inong the audio logos Aon^ In

Scott aie Autolite, Macabees, I

turama*
1

foi General Motors and

I isleiine \lthough the firm did ill

the woik tor the 'Ttitiiiania" com
mercial. onl\ the sounds at the top

and bottom oi the commercial are

Ml ffitil

oral in " l[
"

:.

•

Raymond Scott, well known in the past as musical director of the "Hit Parade," mai

tains a complete array of sound equipment—worth approximately S250.OO0— at horr

to represent the image of the com-
pany. The rest is considered dra-

matic underscoring. If the logo

works as a logo should, the sound

could be used sometime in the fu-

ture without the words and be

identifiable.

The Listerine sound of taste and

feel (taste and feel the difference)

could be called an example of sound

association, rather than a sound
logo.

I he definition of an audio logo

differs between Scott and Siday.

primary designers in the field. To
Siday it represents a corporate im-

age, an umbrella, like his work for

Westinghouse and ABC. By the

same token he talks in terms of a

cigaret corporation logo to cover

all the brands and bring the image
of the parent company to the fore-

ground. This corporate thinking

forces him to consider his Maxwell
House col Ice sound something

other than a logo.

Scott disagrees. He sa\s a sound
logo can be for either a product

or a corporation. He could consi-

der the Maxwell House sound a

Scott also suggests that a jingle,

when it becomes well enough
known, can be played in pari with-

out words and be termed a sound

I his is true with musical

tlso, he contends. He points

out Jell-o. At first the Jell-o sour

was a musical phrase with letter

later became so identifiable wi'

sound alone that it became a sour

image, or logo.

The cost of audio logos varie

With Scott they may cost~ $2000

S5000 for a product, with half aga

the price for use with another pro<

uct. The price with Siday is for

corporate image — thus, alreau

covering numerous products. I

charges considerably more.

Once more, with Scott's work tl

price on the sound logo varies a

cording to the size of the locale

which it is going to be used. Mac-

bees Life Insurance paid less 1

its sound logo for use in Detn

than General Motors for the "F

turama" commercials aired in Nc

York area. The price would va

according to national use of tl

logo as well.

The Jell-0 sound, another of t

lust sound logos, could mn
traced by Young &. Rubicai

agency for the General Foods pro

uct. A copyright was attempted b

was not accepted as the tones a

simply on a scale and considered

common usage. The musical depai

ment estimates it has been in u

since the 1930s. And it is st

being used.

Today, sound logos are taki

on added interest as compani

SPONS



-triw in obtain .1 distinctive in

Right now then are very

woplc doing sound logos .it .1 high

professional level, especial!) with

slectronic music, say sound men in

he field. Man) people are novi

ascinated with the use of electronic

nusic foi logos but do not have the

knowledge ol music, electronics, ad

yertising or the mone) to bu) the

n\ equipment. \ spokesman
or Raymond Scotl suggests that

tometimes people go out and ask

111 engincci to give them some dif

erent sounds in using a sound
ocillatoi He does this and a sound
s chosen for .1 logo. I his is an at

empt at .1 sound logo.

Ion) Schwartz, anothei well

mown sound designer and consul-

.int. believes (hat the use of a loco

11 sound identification is not al-

ways .1 good thing. Himself the ile

of sound logos for Elgin,

Buick, Mercur) and Chemical Bank.

Schwartz feels that if the commer-
ial is good the whole thing rubs

It it is bad the whole thing is

NBC chim«-i of'

firtt and moil memo
rable tound logot

O. B Hanion, man-

ager of technical op-

crationt at NBC, with

the electrical chimr..

Time plays .1 role in radio and

levision which it doesn't in print.

commercial usually lasts a min
no: you don't get the logo but once
ir twice. But there is the whole

oninicrci.il that counts. If the bc-

inning, the middle and the end are

A good, the logo is not going to

anything, he suggests. It is the

hole that counts.

Schwartz feels that the total com-

ierci.il should be a logo, that a set

ound is a hindrance. A logo should

>e a feeling, not words. .1 particular

ound or visual pattern. \n ex

pie Schwartz gives is with a copj

I he (base Manhattan logo.

You have a friend." should not be

aid. as a sound logo, but put across

>ith a friendly voice in a relaxed

3
Johnson & Johnson commer-

for example, do make more
riends. he says. The same is true

1 sound. Instead of a short logo to

I Dent it x a company, it should be a

I ".hole commercial idea that gives

-ling and image of a compan)
trv to discourage sound

I

henever it is possible, savs

> ehw.irtz

It is clear that the use of. defini-

00 oi. cost of and merits of the

nind logo indicate a need for some
sound" thinking among advertis-

Mil NBC 1 iiixiis. one ot the first sound logos, were conceived

in 1926 bv Phillips (arlin. an executive with the \ B( \<^\\ N

work. I he chimes the notes d. 1 and middle C — arc still

played on \B( Radio to mark the hour.

I he chimes were purchased from Lesch Silver Co. for S4 -

Before the chimes, an announcer handled the station break bv sav-

ing the stations carrying this program were A\ I \l \\ k<

\\ \ \( .
." But when the network expanded, this became im-

practical I he chimes were substituted to cue local stations to

give their own call letters

Originally, seven notes in the chimes were used When all

seven were first used, some announcers got the note order wrong

I hrcc notes were dropped in 1927, onlv the notes (.,(,(,]

mained. In 1930, two (is were dropped and the (' added.

On Sept. 17. 1932, the chimes were electrified. In the SUmmei
of l

l>3S. various railroads used the NBC chimes as dinner bells

During the war. the chimes were used by the NBC News IV

partment to alert staff members to an emergency, A fourth note

— GEOC — was rung signaling all newsmen tO come immediate!)

to the newsroom in New ^ ork because a big storv was breaking

and help was needed. Ibis was first employed in 1937 when the

dirigible Hindcnburg exploded. In 1938 it was used a second time

as events in Europe peaked toward war. In 1
1'41 it was used when

the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor, and in l
l>44 it signaled the

launching of D-Dav
In January, 1950, NBC applied for and received "service

mark" from the IS. Patent Office, the first purely audible

mark ever registered. The patent office officiallv described the

chimes as "a sequence of musical chime-like notes which, in the

kc\ of C, sound the notes 0,1 C, th< G being the one just below

middle C, the E the one just above middle C, the ( being mil

('. thereby to identify the applicant's broadcasting

One report savs the chimes are heard throughout the world

about 20 billion times a vear

jn« 8 1964



TIME / Buying and Selling

Check list for reps

A pitch is a pitch, and from

reps and station men calling on

media supervisors and timebuyers

it's often a case of "I've heard

that song before."

Too often it's out of tune.

When .1 station representative

arrives at a timebuyer's office,

however, there should be certain

""standard" information in his at-

tache case.

But what?

The question was put by Spon-
sor to a number of media super-

iors and buyers at leading ad-

vertising agencies. Several reps

were also asked about the materials

and data they "must have" when
calling on a buyer. Here's what
SPONSOR learned.

It's only fair to mention that a

"check-list" of items the rep or

stationman should not be without
is necessarily generalized. Each
specific case, of course, varies, de-

pending on such factors as past

dealings between the buyer and
the seller, the buyer's knowledge
of the market, the si/c of the mar-
ket, whether it is a radio bu\ or

a tv buy. etc.

1 irst, the standard basic material

most buyers want is simply a list

"I availabilities and the latest rate

card (Although station rates are

available in source books, the lat-

est rate card may contain some
additional or ie\is v d information, i

I he rep should also, at this

point, inform the buyer of changes
at the Station such as in power.
antenna height, or program formal

that have taken place since
! last meetirj

( bntOUl maps appeal to be out

'«! favoi With buyers, who feel

maps aie expendable ( I he

hat was said for it was th.it

"a sponsor preparing a sales pro-

motion plan might want a contour

map for use in his merchandising

plans," and for this reason, a rep

should have it with him. Other-

wise, buyers see little use for it

today.)

Three fields stand out as es-

sential information the represent-

ative should have with him:

1. The market audience.

2. Product data.

3. Program format.

Here's the situation in more de-

tail:

Market audience. The rep

should have ready figures from the

latest market survey, prepared by
a recognized research house, that

list the number of listeners tuning-

in by time periods and the aver-

age audience for each time period.

Classifications of the audience by
age, sex, economic level and other

such breakdowns, when available,

can be most useful. When the rep-

resentative is making a "product

pitch." knowing that the buying

plan calls for coverage of his sta-

tion's market, he will tailor to the

product the data he presents.

If. on the other hand, the pitch

is aimed at selling the market, the

rep will have with him economic
Facts and figures for the area gen-
erally, including types of industry,

the makeup of the labor force,

income levels, etc. The station

manager, may in this case, accom-
pany the rep to offer first hand
his knowledge of the station's

operation.

In radio, outside the top markets
and even at the fringes of the

major markets, there is often little

information to work with

media supervisor suggested that n-

il radio stations should p iol

to

i sta

their expenditures for station pro-

motion and use the money to hire

an established research firm tea

conduct market studies. ARB's re-

cently announced entry into this

area of market research should pro-

vide much-needed information

within the near future. On the

other hand, there is usually a goodi

deal of tv market data available.

but it is the rep's responsibility

to have the pertinent facts ready

for the buyer.

Product information. In di

product call, the rep should be

thoroughly familiar with the item

(its use or uses, how packaged,

etc.) and know where it ranks inj

sales in his client's area. The rep-

resentative should also have

knowledge of the competition ir

the market area, such as rival prod

ucts, their sales and ranking ir

the area in question, how adver-

tised, and what commercials foi

these products are like. Such in-

formation can be of immense

value, and may play a part in i

decision to increase coverage foi

the product in the market of the

rep's station.

If not making a "product pitch."

the representative. nevertheless

should have some marketing in-

formation with him concerning

types of products, regional brands

sales figures, etc. A good repre-

sentative always sells the marke'

as well as his station's advantages

in it.

Program format. Here the rep-

resentative should bring with hirr

an idea of methodolgv involved ir

the station's programing. He shook

know intimately the type of pro-

gram or programs for which ht

is selling availabilities. He shouk

be aware of the talent on thCM

SPONSO"



Alert station reps should not call without

irket, product and program data, plus
i md

bilities lists; contour mop usnge de

the buyer's view

shows, the talent's standing in the

community, plus data on appear-

ances, sales appeal, following and

product promotions

Ratings, needless it' say, maj
pla\ an important role in the

Iyer's selection. Also, knowledge
>f liis station's \ku on clutter and

piggybacking will be ol aid to the

rep in selling the buyer on his

station.

There is variance among timc-

tniyers as to just how much in-

formation thej want from a rep-

ntativc at any given time.

le buyers, familiar with a sta-

in ami its market, may onl\ be

iterested in a list of availabili-

fe Others ma) want the rep to

ive with him all information for

station and market.

Any additional data, such as

lerehandising and promotion
s. special studies or market

dies undertaken by the rep firm.

be helpful.

How does this budget yard-

k compare with the informa-

•n station representatives actu-

have with them when mak-
:lls.' Generally, a rep's kit

contain most of these data

id forms. For example, a typical

it/ \genc\ kit (this one for an

lependent tv station) contains

M items shown at the right.

Future needs and changes that

r as a result of computcri/a-

and increased research should

Wide the timebiner with the

itional tools and information he

need to do a more thorough

Here the station rep will play

er more important role of

Hiding the buyer with the right

•rmation to enable him to make
richt decision.

A TYPICAL KATZ AGENCY KIT CONTAINS:

1

.

A ready reference summary with a coverage map
of the station's area; its market rank; economic background,

facilities; station logo, address and personnel; and merchan-

dising, promotion and publicity done by the outlet.

2. Availabilities form.

The latest rate card.3.

4.

sented.

A list of rate policies of the various stations repre-

5. The station's programing schedule.

6. A list of live announcement charges of the various

represented stations.

7. Merchandising and audience promotion services

available on the stations.

8. A list of participation programs directed to women's
audience.

9. Participation programs directed to children's audi-

ence.

10. Tape status of Katz stations.

1 1 . Post-1 948 feature film packages (and, wheie known,
features used by competitive stations.)

12. Highlighted titles (with their stars) from feature film

packages, listed alphabetically by director.

13. Color status of represented stations, listing network

relay and origination facilities for slides, film, tape and live

programing.

14. Restrictions on beer, wine and malt liquor adver-

tising.

15. Program profile for specific shows

16. Forms covering political broadcasts

17. New code provisions for consecutive spots and
piggybacks.

18. "Spot Radio Today," a Katz pamphlet designed to

sell spot radio as an advertising medium.

19. "Launching Your New Product, a pamphlet coun-

terpart of the above designed to sell spot tv as an advertising

medium.
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CHANT: Tall dads,

m
short dads, thick dads, thin dads,

Truval shirts in

young dads, old dads, happy dads, grouchy dads, busy dads, lazy dads. Cive your dad Truval Shirts!

(IN CLEAR) Truval for

handsome Father's Day
gifting.

(MUSIC- DERRING-DO TYPE) (MUSIC- TANGO)
Makes dad feel Truval Truval devilish,

dashing.

(MUSIC-NEW YORK)
Truval distinguished.

(MUSIC HRFE7Y)
Take Truval Shi

SuPlma cotton batirtr,

:h linlih.

Smart workmanship. Short

sleeves. Of course.

Comfortable. Cool.

Wash and Wear. Tailored by
Truval of SuPima, the fabulous
cotton grown only in America's
Southw est.

Truval SuPima batiste

while shirts. Only three-

fifty. . .

Commercial is fast-moving

and packed with informa-

tion. It points out that the

shirt is wash-and-wear, cool,

comfortable, inexpensive,

fits every man and is

made of special cotton.

mCCtl valur

ti wejt -.hirtv \|..r

!

\hi rt

REPRISE Of HI M
tall,

. . old,

l> ljr\,

wonderful, lo> ible, Unable

CIRl Imu! lirtt!

SPONSOR

1



TV MEDIA

makes first tv plunge
Company uses fast , light commercial and a special camera lens;

sets spots for network women's programs prior to Father's Day

I m Ml N'S SHIM i\di si R\ has

lever gone much foi i\ as an ad-

vertising medium — until recently.

I he Van Heusen commercials over

the last lew years proved that t\

can he effective, however.

Van Heusen's demonstrations

with twisted collars, athletes in ac-

tion and a young man walking out

of the ocean or into a car-wash
made shirt advertising dramatic He-

fore that, shuts hail onl\ heen

thought of in terms of handsome
lounging models or sucks on the

shelf, suitable onlj for print graph-

icV

Now, Iriual Shirts is entering

television. The company launches
its first campaign this month, with

a three-week schedule on six net-

work daytime shows. I*he campaign
represents a big spring push lead-

ing up to Father's Day.

rruval is a $300,000 to s40().-

0(H) account with the ZJowe Co. The
budget is divided more or less

equally between spring and summer
promotions I he June campaign
represents about one-fourth of the

spring advertising allocations. Tru-
val is currently working on com-
mercials for a new "proportion

shirt" which are slated for network
t\ this fall.

Competition in the field of men's
shirts is getting hot Dozens of com-
panies are vying for the dollars go-

inc to Arrow. Manhattan and Van
Heusen. the top brands \t the

bottom o\' the scale are low-priced.

June 8 1964

unknown brands with private labels

marketed in discount stoics and

basement departments, ["nival amis

square!) in between the top brands

and the unknowns, with a popular-

priced, smartly-styled, nationally-

advertised line.

I ee Babin, account executive on

rruval at the Zlowe Co., looks on

the position favorably. "The top

brands arc pricing themselves out

of the mass market. I he low-end

shirts have no brand appeal. Truval

is sandwiched right in the middle

for the middle-bracket millions."

I nival has been trying to up-

grade its image, while keeping its

price low ( $3 to $4 i When the ac-

count went to Zlowe about three

years ago. it was still selling in small

stores Stoics that never gave I nival

a tumble in the past arc now giving

sales reps a hearing Some of its

retail outlets now include Saks 34th

St. m New York. I S \\res in

Indianapolis. I'mcr\ Bird Iha\er

in Kansas City, I Bamberger in

Newark. FAR I a/arus in Columbus
and Harris Co. m San Diego

Much of this has come about

with a new advertising approach

through Zlowe departure from the

usual men's advertising with long

copy, literate tongue-in-cheek,

which risked going OVei the head of

the average leader.

I final's entr\ into t\ has also

been a departure from the flock of

shirt advertisers. \nd so are the

commercials themselves

I he rruval shut commercials are

fast-moving, demonstrative and in-

formative I he> cmplo\ a special

camera lens which distorts sha|

and gives the illusion ol main dif-

ferent kinds ot dads [all, thin,

heaw all ol whom should have

I nival shirts.

It is the onl) known time the

special lens has been used in a

commercial. Originally, it •'

veloped in Hollywood for su]

spectacular movie scenes Stars and
Stripes I orevei I Id., producers ot

the commercial, located one on the

I asl ( basl to use tor I nival.

I he lens saved Innal from using

manj actors to illustrate the man)
different kinds of dads Originall)

a call was put out lor eight or ten

different t>pes ot actors and models

to till the bill. With the lens. ,

actor and one actress were enough
\l ss Babin points out that it cut

down on the residuals th.it would

have been accessary with man>
actors.

I tie commercial is one minute

long and will be aired on KB
"Operation Daybreak,*

1
si\ day-

time programs which include /

/V/( <• m Right, (Ji<<

nessee Ernie I rd. Get i M
Missing link* and Day in

( ourt. During the tri un-

•ii. about 1 3 mes
tiled for each program.

Since research has

women bU) a great number of men's

shirts— hctu
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. . . Truval shirts

rruval wanted to buj into t\

shows which have a large female

audience. Women's magazines were

considered, but it was thought thai

magazines were picked up anj time,

often when there were man) people

around and main distractions Dur-

ing the daj a woman is usually alone

without the kids and her husband

and can think and absorb more.

Miss Babin feels.

I he copj in the commercial, writ-

ten b\ Don Sheenn of Zlowe, is

female oriented. It points out that

a I ruval shirt I ) is comfortable and
cool. 2) is wash-and-wear, 3) costs

onlj $3.50, 4) is made of SuPinia

cotton, grown only in America's

Southwest. 5 l lits everj man.

I he 60 seconds of copy arc ac-

companied b\ man) different pic-

ture changes. The commercial reads

.is follows:

(( HAN i ) Tall dads, short

dads, thick dads, thin dads,

young dads, old dads. happ\
dads. grouch\ dads, busy dads.

la/\ dads, give your dad Truval

shirts! (is (ii \i< ) Truval for

handsome Father's Hay gifting.

(Music — daring-do type)

Makes Dad feci Truval dashing.

(MUSIC — TANGO-LOVER TYP1 )

Truval devilish, (music — NEW
loRk, NEW YORK TYPE) Truval

distinguished.

(Music — BREEZY, under)

Take Truval shirts of SuPima

cotton batiste. Smooth finish.

Smart workmanship. Short slee-

ves. Of course. Comfortable.

Cool. Wash-and-wear. Tailored

b\ Truval of SuPima. the fabu-

lous cotton grown only in Amer-

ica's Southwest. Truval SuPima

batiste white shirts. Only $3.50.

Proving fashion meets value in

Truval, dress shirts, wash-and-

wear shirts, sports shirts, any

shirt.

( REPEAl CHAN i) So give your

tall, short, thick, thin, young,

old, happy, grouchy, busy, lazy.

wonderful, lovable kissable dad
— (girl) Truval shirts.

Print advertising, with the same
free and easy tone, is also being

used in magazines like Playboy,

Esquire and the New York Times

Magazine. The print advertisements

have no headline, short copy, and

are conversational with an unex-

pected twist. The idea is to stop

the reader, register quickly with

the brand name.

Miss Babin, account executive on

Truval. is also account executive on

Essley shirts, Olympian bowling

shirts and Bruxton shirts for boys,

other divisions of the Publix Shirt

Corp. She is well versed in the

men's clothing industry. At one

time she was director of the Men's

Fashion Guild of New York. "There

were always about 25 men there;

1 was the only woman. At first they

resented it, but later accepted me
as a business woman with a com-

mon interest and not particularly

as a woman in business."'

Of Miss Babin's present accounts,

Truval is the largest. The company's

entry into tv is significant because

tv is still relatively new to the shirt

industry, and completely new to

Truval.

When the commercial was shown

to Truval salesmen thev "flipped

lor it," Miss Babin savs. "The client

is very pleased and enthusiastic.

and so is the agency. Once more,

thines look good in the industry]

Retailers are making plans to tie-

in on local television stations with

l he Truval network spots."

Special lens developed in Hollywood was used to distort actor and give illusion of different kinds of dads, also cut down on residuals.
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RADIO MEDIA

Chart 1

The B-l-G Reach: Radio
Long appreciated for frequency and saturation, radio is

now upheld for its reach — as well as buying ease — in

new Group W study of 89 top stations in 30 top markets

l m si m ( <>\ i r\(,i . the usual

price breaks and an eaS) buy

—

ftat's what the sponsor and his ad-

vertising agency get from the "com-

bined audience
11 method of buying

radio

"Combined audience?
11

Whal
does that mean.'

It means buying the top several

stations, together, in each market

to get a good broadside at their

combined audiences The assump-

tion—well borne out bv statistics

—

is that leading stations complement
each other to give effective penetra-

tion into all segments of the popula-

tion.

Pacts of life

The concept makes good sense

in light of the "big three" facts of

life about radio today:

( 1 ) People don*t listen to pro-

grams any more (because airtime

usually isn
1

! divided into 15-minute

June 8 1964

programs). Instead, the) listen to

stations.

i 2 i Different stations appeal to

different groups Typically, today's

station specializes in one format

(whether rock-and-roll, good mu-
sic, talk programing or nuisie-and-

news) that attracts its own kind of

audience (voung teens, young adults,

women, older adults, and so on i

S e Sim)ns.»k. Ma) 25, p 25. 1 \

tew stations, of course, manage to

attract a cross-section

( 3 ' Because the format rules

rather than the program, listeners

tend to pick their station, then

pretty much stav with it throughout

the day—or week I he listening

average is two or more hours each

day, si\ (.lavs out of seven

I the advertiser, that means a

lot o\ potential customers, each

resting with the rest of his flock

at his habitual listening post But

how doe- a sponsor convenient])

involve the whole bunch, not just

one group''

B) buying the "majority" of their

listening posts i.e. as man) radio

stations as he needs m a market

until their combined coi pro-

vide 50 percent of the total audi-

ence

Since the identitv ot these stations

is easv to establish i by referring to

rating reports), the buv is consider-

ed simple and relativelv free from

paperwork.

\ matter ofl reach

One of the facts that's most in-

teresting about "combined audi-

ence*
1

buying, however, is thai

stations

long wav

sider the t

Just 89 stat

therei give a 50 percent -

their metropolitan-;

\nd in only one markel N



Radio • •

York) would it be necessary to buy

tunc on five different stations (see

box on page 47 ).

In seven oi these top markets.

tour stations would provide the

coverage; in 12 other cities, three

stations each will deliver half their

radio listeners; in 10 markets, the

sponsor can reach half of all listen-

ers bj buying time on just two sta-

tions each.

Just what does this 30-market

sector represent

• Some 44 percent of all radio

homes in the United States.

• Nearly 22 million radio fam-

ilies.

• An estimated 4S.S percent of

America's effective buying income.

• Some 46.2 percent of total

I S retail sales.

By buying time on 89 radio sta-

tions in those markets, the adver-

tiser gets a good crack at this kind

of a sales target:

• Over 50 percent of all listen-

ers in those markets during the

average quarter hour.

• Entry into some 11.6 million

different homes each day—two out

of three in which the radio's turned

on.

• A substantially greater audi-

ence than is delivered by the 30

largest newspapers (combined cir-

culations: 9.6 million) in those

same markets.

• Almost twice the circulation

of the widest selling magazine (six

million) in those markets or three

times the circulation of each of

the next four leading magazines.

(Note: Since market figures are

for metropolitan areas only, true

coverage and sales potential is con-

siderably greater. And since radio's

circulation is based on daily, rather

than weekly or monthly, totals, this

too, is a minimum.)
To consider actual time buys on

these 89 stations: A schedule of six

random announcements on each

station would reach an estimated

7.3 million unduplicated homes,

each of them an average of 1.9

times, for a total of 13.8 million

home impressions. Cost would be

$21,000.

A schedule of 12 random an-

nouncements would reach 9.5 mil-

lion impressions. Cost: About $38,-

000.

"Size" was a prod

The "combined audience" buy-

ing method was devised and sup-

porting statistics compiled bj

Group W (Westinghouse Broad-

casting Co.). partially in answer to

the timebuyer's worry that it's dif-

ficult to buy radio wisely and well

Time Spent Listening in Average Day

Women
2 hrs 58

Chart 2
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because ol the medium's very b

IK'ss

Between 6 a.m. and 1 2 midnight,

radio reaches more than three out

Ol four ailults, belter lli.ni seven

out of ten teenagers and almost one

third ol .ill children (see chart 2).

Women listen nearly three hours

.i day; men. close to two hours;

teenagers, two hours; children, hall

an hour isce chart 2). Since this con-

tinues throughout the year, Group
W researchers report that "radio

uaehes practical!) c\cr\bod\ the

advertiser is trying to sell, and it

holds listeners foi hours, ever)

da) " \s a result, it's misleading to

measure radio in terms of 15-min-

ute segments, a hold-over from

former programing methods.

It network grosses have dropped
Mini million since t\'s advent in

1948, spot radio revenues have

made up that $100 million (by

adding that amount to their former

grosses), and local sales have in-

tsed radio's till bj still anothei

million (see Jiail 3) I lius.

from 1948*s annual advertising take

Ol s 4 I o 8 million, radio lias risen

to well ovei $665 million toda)

rhc tirsi stage

\t the st. ut ol its analysis, ( iroup

w naturall) looked to its own and

fbCUSed attention on WIND (hi

cago,

WIND seems to have B good

cross-section ol the Chicago radio

audience b) age gTOUp 14.0 per-

cent of listeners under 18; 19.5

percent Of those between 18-34;

some 20.0 percent of those in the

35-49 bracket; [8.5 percent ol

those over 50.

Another Chicago station attracts

43.0 percent of the under-18 group,

thus was identified as a vehicle for

the young set. A third station re-

lates more to mature audiences, at-

tracts 29.0 percent of listeners 35

years old and over.

Km the \\ IM> . d an

inti

:

ict: 1 idio

stations in ( hi<

livei about nt ol i at h

group!

i foi the combined audi

ence ol all three station foi

lows i B and undei ' nt

from 18-34, 50.0 percent; from

47.5 percent; a ind

over, 47 percent i tee chai :

I hat allowed the ( iroup w
search leam tO form a Iciit.r

theory; Stations that, m combii

lion, deliver <n jienent Of nu>r<

(ill radio homes in their market also

tend in deliver 50 /''•/< ent i or great-

ei i "i listeners in eat h up

But would it appl) to othei mai
kets and for other audience cliai

acteristics

'

I he team rushed tO find OUt

The) extended the Chicago stud)

tO four other markets served b)

(iroup W- Boston. Cleveland, v
-

York and Pittsburgh.

Radio Advertising

1962

3£Z

1948 Local 419 S million

Network lilt 1 milli

I
Local 170 9 million

•fWl IMImWM

S416.8

million

S6B5.2

million

Top 3 Chicago Stations Combined

Chart 4

Chart 3 Chart 5
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In each studs, thej started with

the station with the highest share-

of-audience in the average quarter

hour. Then they added another

—

and another — until they had a

group that, together, represented

50 percent of radio homes listen-

ing. I hen. of Course, they studied

the characteristics of these com-

bined audiences.

I indings were remarkable and

similar. A consistent and parallel

pattern also emerged in Cleveland.

And in Boston and Pittsburgh. It

also seemed true in New York. The
researchers took spot checks in

Other markets. Again the pattern

came through.

In short, they verified that if you

get halt the radio audience, you'll

also get hall the teenagers listen-

ing—or hall the women—or half

the families composed of three or

four people. Simple as the theory

sounds, to advertisers it has major

significance. It pinpoints a moving
sales target, almost regardless of

what that target might specifically

he.

lo avoid monotonous repetition

market by market, the Group W re-

search team drew up a composite

picture of the lh leading radio sta-

tions (and their audiences) in the

five markets they studied closely.

It comes out like this:

Homes reached: 54 percent ol

those with radios on in the average

quarter hour.

Audieru e. 80 percent adult.

it omen rea* hed: ( )ver half of

those listening—5 1 percent.

Men reat hed I ven more, well

ovei half 53.0 percent.

Family composition: 46.5 per-

cent ol 1-2 person families

hi ol families w ith 3-4 people;

percent ol those with

more members.

/ islenei i b) o tp 69 s

nt "I those under IS. some

55 <• percent ol the roup;

50 5 percent Ol those between J5

pen enl ol those ov( i

Notice that in all the above clas

ons. the results are \er\

close to o() percent, and in some

eases, over.

I bus. the theory was proved at

least accurately enough to serve as

a very helpful timebuying guide.

Competitive pulls

During the course of the study,

some interesting discoveries were

also made in terms of competitive

media.

Comparing the "leading"" radio

stations in the top 30 markets with

daily newspapers there, the study

disclosed that 89 stations reached

approximately 1 1 .6 million radio

homes.

Collectively, the largest morning
papers in the same markets reached

just 8 million homes; the largest

afternoon papers, 7.9 million; the

30 papers with the greatest circula-

tion (regardless of when they ap-

pear) reached a total of 9.6 mil-

lion.

The divergence was also notable

when radio was compared with

magazines. (One research problem

is that the magazines were com-
puted on the basis of paid annual

circulation while most of the radio

data was based on The Pulse's

daily figures.) While radio reached

11.6 million homes, the top-selling

Group W president

and chairman Donald
H. McGannon (I) goes
over details of radio

study with A. W.
Dannenbaum, sales

vice president.

Now making pres-

entation to agency
people are James
Yergin, research di-

' (I), and Ralph

Glaitr, national radio

sales manager.
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Reader's Digest reaches si\ million

pthei best-selling magazines in

iIk-sl- markets include Life, ; 6 mil

Hon; Mi (iill's. 3.3 million. Look,

1. 1 million, and Family ( in /<
;

i

million.

In terms oJ television, the study

Indicated that 1 2 announcements

Ibd B9 stations in the top 30 mat

bets) reach souk- 9.5 million homes,

thus topping the audience of <"/\

tv program in the same cities 1 ven

.i six-announcement schedule (7.3

million homes) outreacbes the audi-

ences of such tv programs as lUn

Casey (7.2 million), What's My
tine? (7.0 million) or Beverly Hill

billies (6.8 million).

< >i that, Group W says. "
1 he

figures arc not ottered as evidence

to persuade advertisers to drop tele-

vision toi radio Hut the numbers
do dramatize the tremendous reach

Hi leading station radio and do re

mind advertisers that radio can be

used as ,i powerful complement to

television.'
1

\s proof ft that pudding that

radio is fine sauce foi the t\ plum

the) cite an KM Bruskin stud)

in which the adult tv audience is

divided into five groups (or quiii

tiles), based on the time they spend

watching television. Bruskin also

measured the time people in each

group spend listening to radio He
learned that, except foi adults in

the top two cjuintiles

—

the heaviest

i\ viewers -people in the bottom

three quintiles spend more time

with radio than with television

sec chart 5).

I hose results ll\ hold

true foi men as well

when studied separately.

I Ik new. "combined audience'

approach t.< station election >

he used by any national "I
I

al advertise! \ w Dannenbaum,
ir ( n. >up w j v ice president in

charge Ol s.dcs. explains. "It (..in

be used <>n the 10 markets

studied. In can be used m in

or in tewei Y.ui can shoot for all

segments ol the market or foi

special audience group, it one group
is more important to you We sin-

cerel) believe that buying a 'com

bined audience* b) buying leading

st.itions is the wav to use radio to

d.,v
- m

Chart* prctented with thit article courtety Group
• nejhouie BroadoMng Con .

The secret that dollars don't keep

In radio, as in all advertising,

money is spent where results 'talk'

\> > vn\ ikiimr ever spent a dol-

lar with any medium or an) given

newspaper, magazine, radio station

tv station — or rock planting com-
pany — it he believed that a dollar

could be spent more intelligently

elsewhere."

I hose arc the words of V \\

Dannenbaum. vice president, sales.

for Group W (Westinghouse Broad-

casting Co ). in reference to his or-

ganization's "combined audience"

study.

"1 predict that advertisers who
make radio a significant part ol

their total media mix will become
more and more numerous and the

efficiency of their total advertising

Outlays will be greatly improved and

most satisfy ing."

For some time, advertisers have

been spending more dollars on ra-

dio than ever before. Dannenbaum
points out.

In fact. Group \Y station revenues

first topped the so-called "Golden
"

i before tv came on the

scene) in 1956 and have M.\d<.\\

more dollars for the same radio sta-

tions everv vcar since.

There are very tew advertisers

who have not been aware of the fre-

quency and saturation possibilities

afforded by radio advertising. Fewer
advertisers have realized the tre-

mendous reach possibilities. I his

presentation, tor the first time, indi-

cates ,i simple and tested way ol

buying radio to secure its great

reach It works because it matches

the listening pattern o\ radio to-

day."

BUYS YIELDING 44 PERCENT OF ALL U.S. RADIO HOMES

No. of Markets Stations per Market Total Stations

10

12

7

1

30

2

3

4

5

20

36

28

5

89
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THE CHECKLIST the tv commercial

Visual

1 POINT OF VIEW: Is it from the eye of a woman, a man, a child,

a dog, a personalized inanimate object, etc?

2 VISUAL STATEMENT: What is the visual excitement (White

Tornado, Cup and a Half of Coffee, Hertz Puts You in the Driving

Seat, etc.)? What involvement in an action does the product have?

Does it carry out the advertising phrase adequately, succinctly or

efficiently? Is it the most dynamic, related part of the commercial,

and, if it is not, why isn't it? (That is, it could be that there is an

emphasis on merely beautiful, photographic effects.)

3 VISUAL FLOW: Do the images relate in meaning, in speed, in

amount of information from one to the other? In other words, is

there a flow and a balance of the material that is satisfying or fitting

to many other images for the eye to absorb and the mind to perceive

or perhaps to view?

4 VISUAL TRANSITIONS: Are there inventive passageways from

one idea to the other in the commercial that are planned and are

subtle enough to bridge statements without calling attention to them-

selves but getting out of the way of the heavy film quotations we
have seen— for example, wipes, long dissolves, flips, etc?

5 PHOTOGRAPHIC QUALITIES AND COMPOSITION: In lieu of,

and sometimes in concert with, visual statements, it is important to

plan for attractive backgrounds and other graphics that must be

located and composed well to support the actors — European loca-

tions, big city activity, clouds and seascapes, etc.

6 GRAY SCALE INTEGRITY: Do all the picture elements have a

fairly stable gray scale quality to avoid heavy contrasts for television

transmission, etc.?

7 SIZE RELATIONSHIPS: Do the products and the people in all

images keep a special relationship which is understood and not con-

fusing to easy perception?

Audio

1 NARRATIVE TRACKS: Are the voices warm, friendly, supportive

of the visual?

2 MUSIC: Has music been planned, canned or original? Music
is as important as any other quality for the commercial; it evokes
mood and atmosphere and rhythm to provide dynamic cutting.

3 EFFECTS: Are they set to highlight abstract to personalized
activity of the product?

4 BACKGROUND NOISE: Is this to be picked up or composed to

create a special atmospheric feeling?

ti

For the past six months, com-
mercials shot al the busy, thriving

New York commercial house

known as Filmex, Inc. have been

quietly checked against a list which

many admen would do well to

paste inside their attache cases.

The project, hatched by Robert

Bergmann, one time Transfilm

executive who formed Filmex in

late 1959, has been under security

wraps for two good reasons:

(1) The television film com-

mercial business is a highly com-

petitive one, and

(2) Few agencies like to be told

that some commercial storyboards

on which much time and attention

have been lavished will produce

commercials that wouldn't sell a

scalp knife to Geronimo.

One by-product of Bergmann's

new checklist procedure may be-

come part of industry \ernacular:

"flowboard."

What's a flowboard? As Berg-

mann, a former vice president of

the Film Producers Assn.. explains

it. "a 'flowboard' is a sort of story-

board in depth. Each second of a

commercial is transformed, by one

of our own artists, to a frame of

a storyboard, instead of the usual

storyboard approach in which a

frame is used for every three or

four seconds.

"This enables us to make a close

analysis of each second of each

commercial we do. It also enables

agencies to get a better idea of

what, exactly, the final product

will look like."

After analyzing do/ens of flow-
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and-dollar savers
to check before shooting

bo.uds produced at Filmex, Berg-

mann discovered that agencies

tended to repeat similar basic

jiims each time certain problems

occurred.

I rom this over-all analysis,

Bergmann and his staff proceeded

to draft a checklist of visual and

aural points. Now. incoming com-

mercial storyboards are checked

against the list. II the\ tall short.

Filmex diplomatically calls it to

the agency's attention.

We're not trying to show how
smart we are." s.i\s Bergmann,
"e\cn though a film commercial

producer must (unction as a crea-

businessman. We've found

that agencies are generally anxious

to strengthen any given commer-
cial, if it can he done with a mini-

Imum
of dela) in the pre-produc-

tion stage . . . particularly if it

ma\ save them, and their clients,

money in the long run."

Bergmann's checklist is shown,

I paraphrased somewhat In SPONSOR
general application

Readers who feel themselves

; creatively hut not mathematically

|
inclined may well have noticed that

re are eleven. not twelve,

points in the Filmex checklist. But

there is a final checkpoint.
"

I he final point which we
check." explains Bergmann, "is a

subjective one — divs the com-
mercial help set a trend, or merely

follow it'.' There are cycles in the

commercial business. Right now,

helicopter shots and the use of

still photographers — who gen-

-•ralk have no feeling for dialogue

June 8. 1964

A leading New York film house has developed

new "checklist" technique to improve spots

Robert Bergmann, president of Filmex. Inc , evolved special checklist to help agencies evaluate

tv commercials in pre-production stage. Bergmann. invited by ANA to lecture admen on

commercial cost control and to prepare ANAFPA film workshops, often directs location jobs

and whose idea oi a typical' wo-

man is a model smashed with

light — are \erv 'in.' but arc be-

coming cliche.

"

I here is still too much stress

on talk-talk in commercials and

there is not enough emphasis on
\isuals."

What should agencies keep in

mind as the most important

thought concerning working rela-

tionships with commercial pro-

duce
Stati B ni.inn ( omnM

planning is lik. .all;

the more interference lb.

the line, the nes through

in the end."



THE CHANGING SCENE

Hazel Bishop Hits Record Earnings, Plans Spots

Although Hazel Bishop's broad-

cast expenditures have been rather

limited in the past, record earnings

for both the three months and six

months ending April 30 indicate

they tnaj be increased. The cos-

metics company is putting an espc-

ciallj heavy push behind its two

products introduced so far this year

—Setique hair setting lotion and

hairspray and Sudden Change anti-

wrinkle lotion—and plans to in-

troduce several more new products

within the next 12 months.

Spot television, which benefited

from S277.250 in Bishop billings

last year, will be a main vehicle in

the multi-million dollar advertising

push which started June 2 for Seti-

que (SPONSOR, May 25, page 18).

I he top 150 markets are involved.

As for Sudden Change? Despite

prospective government action
against wrinkle removers, Hazel

Bishop's version is selling so well,

according to president Morton

Edell, the company "is finding itself

hard-put to maintain sufficient pro-

duction in view of the continued de-

mand for the product." A saturation

campaign is also planned for Sud-

den Change.

Earnings for the second quarter

ending April 30, were $935,891, up

substantially from $128,651 for the

three months ending April 30,

1963. This amounted to 52 cents

per share vs. 7 cents, based on sales

this quarter of $8,255,446 com-

pared with $5,696,547 for the same

three months the previous fiscal

year.

Six-month sales for the period

ending April 30, 1964, were $12,-

693,300 (vs. $10,581,507) and net

earnings were $1,040,261 (vs. $10,-

068). Earnings per share rose

from one-half cent to 57 cents.

Sales and earnings of Setique and

Sudden Change are not included,

to any appreciable degree, in these

figures.

n niniiiiiimiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iiiii iiiiiiniiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiililini iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiii Illllllllllllllig

ADS HELPED SPIRAL SALES 30 PERCENT

Ccmp.ir.tl with an industry-wide increase of only 2.8 percent, Pearl Brewing Co.
(John W Shaw) taw a 1963 sales increase of 30 6 percent over 1962. Company
credits its two lime award-winning advertising for the boost Here (l-r) sales man-
ager of the Country Club Malt Liquor Div. A. P. McEachern, ad director Robert
Jornayvat and vice president A J. Range sport the gold Clio trophy, awarded by
the American Tv Commercials Festival for tl.p best tv commercial in the beer and
wmo industry (r) and Hermes trophy of the Chicago Federated Advertising Club for
black and white newspaper campaign. Campaign also won merit award in the Chicago
competition in the tv and consumer magaiino categories

;,i.., i::ni
',

in

Ballantine's Farrell

The new president of P. Ballar

tine Hi Sons, John E. Farrell. ha

been with ' the Newark brewer

C. W. Badenhausen John E. Farre

since 1941 in various executiv

capacities. He succeeds Carl W
Badenhausen who, in 1933, bough

the brewery from the heirs of Pete

Ballantine. Badenhausen moves u

to chairman of the board.

A graduate attorney, Farre;

brings a primarily administrativ

background to his new post. H
joined the company in 1941 a

assistant secretary and counst

and, after three years in the Ai

Force, returned to Ballantine L

1945. He was appointed secretar

in 1951, a position he held until h

was named vice president of th-

firm in 1954.

Ballantine spends over $6 mil

lion in broadcast media, most o

it in spot tv and radio. In fact

it ranked number 12 among spo

radio users in 1963, according ti

RAB, with an outlay of $2,925,

000.

!

50

Candy Firm Goes Networh

The success of a 10-market tele

vision campaign earlier this yea

prompted Murray-Allen Imports t(

try network tv to promote its lint

of Regal Crown sour fruit cand;

rolls. Spot radio will supplement.

Vehicles are NBC-TVs Toda

and Tonight shows, with the form

er schedule beginning June 23 am
the latter June 30. Live lead-in

and sales pitches will be deliverc*

bj Johnny Carson, Ed McMahon
Hugh Downs. Frank Blair am

Jack Lescoulie.

The 10-week radio push run:

from June V through Aug. 15. Mill

ute spots will run in morning am

afternoon programs in Chicago

Cincinnati, Columbus. Los Angeles

New York and Philadelphia.

Bauer. Tripp, Foley. Philadel

phia. is the agency.

sponsof.
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Friendliest

stop-sign on the road
(It invites you to relax, have some fun, and save some money.)

Smart motorists stop at the Sheraton sign for: Free TV and radio. Free family plan (no charge for children in

your room). Insured reservations. Guaranteed rates. Free parking. (Many Sheratons even give you free laun-

der-in facilities, free coffeemakers, free ice cubes, free swimming.) Rooms are comfortable. Rates are sensible.

Restaurants and lounges are well-run, congenial, right on the spot. You'll find Sheraton Motor Inns in or near

New York, Los Angeles, Boston, Chicago, Baltimore, Tampa and other major cities coast to coast in the

U.S.A. and in Canada. For Insured Reservations call any Sheraton Motor Inn, Hotel, or Reservation Office.

85 Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns
Coast to coast in the U.S.A., in Hawaii, Canada, Jamaica, Puerto Rico, Venezuela, Nassau, Mexico, Tel Aviv.

V Sheraton shares are listed on the New York Stock Exchange • Diners" Club card honored for all hotel and motor inr M
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Goal Is Labor Peace
At Plautus-Union Meet

All appeared sweetness and light

on the television production labor

iiont after an unprecedented meet-

ing between Herbert Brodkin. head

oi Plautus Productions, and the

Joinl Council of Eastern Motion

Pictures Productions Unions.

Nub oi the news coming out of

I he meeting was an agreement that

in the future the council would

meet to prevent labor disputes in-

volving a single craft.

Plautus, producer of The De-

fenders and The Nurses, the only

two major network film shows pro-

duced in New York City, fled to

the West ("oast as a result of a

strike by United Scenic Artists.

Plautus indicated that union dif-

ficulties had been patched up and

the shows would return to New
York.

In meeting with the Labor Coun-

cil. Brodkin said. "We would like

to produce in New York and will do

so if the conditions make it feasible

to produce here effectively and ef-

ficiently under stable labor rela-

tions, without recurring labor

crises."

I he council, for its part, prom-

ised cooperation, called for reg-

ular meetings with the producers

"so that mutual problems can be

resolved, making New York a

greater film production center."

Maxon Forms Public

Relations Company
MCI (Maxon Communications

Inc.), a wholly-owned subsidiary

of the New York-based agency,

has been formed to handle public

relations and product promotion for

Maxon clients. Outside clients may
be accepted as well in the future.

"Public relations is a function

which complements and yet is whol-

ly separate from an advertising

program," noted newly-named

agency president C. Terence Clyne.

"For this reason, we feel the affil-

iate concept represents the best

approach for an advertising agen-

cy to this kind of communications."

Clyne will act as president of

MCI, with Robert McElwaine, now
director of product promotion for

Maxon, becoming executive vice

president. Harold Strauss will be

secretary-treasurer.

mini in

'iirniiiiliii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i III!!

Basketball star Ed Macauley (I), who handled color on the KPLR-TV St. Louis NBA
telecasts and alto did the Allstate COntfTMrcialt, awards trophy to insurance agent
Earle Dickson, one of two winners in sales contest staged by station and sponsor.
Bob Blumborg was the other winner

Broadcast supervisor Vera Brennan (r) wa
one of over 7000 agency media people t<

pin on a yellow rose in recent celebratioi

of the fourth anniversary of WLS Chicago

"Miss WLS" herself, Kim Kendall, came tc

New York to do the honors. She gets ar

assist from Monty Lang of Blair Radio, whict

represents the ABC-owned outlet.

|

i Him niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuniiiiiiiiiiii iiim nimnJ

Small Tv Investment
Pays Off for Hallmark

Hallmark Cards has emerged ir

the last few weeks as a classic

illustration that a well-plannec

and executed, if less than prodigi-

ous, investment in television realh

pays off.

The greeting card company, vii

Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago

spends under $1 million in net-

work television. Yet in recent week!

Hallmark's advertising, marketing

and programing have been honoret:

with awards from such diverse)

groups as the Sales Executives Our
of New York and the America!

Baptists. It also walked off wit!

two Emmys.
The Sales Executives Gut

named Hallmark one of the tor

four marketing strategy companies

of 1963, specifically for basing it>

approach on a "quality image.'" Ir

accepting the award, v. p. and di-

rector of sales Donald Gray cred

itcd "prestigious advertising" as a

main reason for Hallmark's success

"Hallmark was the first greeting

card publisher to advertise nation-

ally." noted Gray, and it "ha 1-

earned plaudits from both the pub-

lic and the critics lor its award-

winning tv drama series, the Hall-

mark Hall oi Fame.
Supporting that claim, the NBC-

TV series, now in its 13th s^.isor

and oldest oi the network drama
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Becials, won two >>t the ii\e

Bmmys foi which it w.is nomi-

nated Performance b) .1 supporting

actress award weni to Kuih White

tor Little Moon o\ \ll\m, and art

direction, scenic design, tn Warren

Ch/mci foi his work in the entire

series this ycai

I he Vmei ican Baptists ( omen-
tum presented its Radio I \ Ward
tor "quality television" to Hallmark

I here is a touch ol happy iron) in

president Joyce ( Hall's accepting

telegraph "Wc arc encouraged h\

the effective effort of your clergy-

Ben and laymen to upgrade tele-

vision programing. Sponsors of

qualit) t\ aren't often honored Wc
uniall) just get the bill. So this is

1 happ) surprise."

rhe other throe companies bon-

oied in the Sales 1 xecutives for

arketing strategy: Merrill. Lynch,

. Fenner & Smith; Chrysler;

Menlej and James Laboratories.

UA Readies for 1965-66

Having secured return engage-

ments for three ol" its shows on

the 1964-65 network marquee, and

placed one iku entry GiUigan'a

island with ( Bs. l nited Artists-

Is is now turning its lull attention

to the 1965 66 season

VIong these lines, u signed an

exclusive joint venture agreement

a ith Andrew 1 l enad) who, as

head oi 1 enad) A Associates, will

be concerned with series develop

ment. both writing and producing

1 enad) and l \-
1 \ executive

vice presidenl ol programing N01

man Glenn are eurrenlK dlSCUSSing

casting and will be read) with both

formats and stars shortly.

I he 1 \ I v shows returning in

the fall: Outer Limits, Patty Ihikc.

The Fugitive.

Broadcast Boost for New
Old London Pretzels

Acquired about si\ months ago

by ()M London Foods, Pretz-L

Nuggets is getting its first broad-

east exposure. Spot and network

tv and spot radio are being used

and. according to agency Richard

k Manol't. it's the first time pretzels

have been advertised on network

television. Schedule started in late

April on Mt< i\ BullwinkU

which < )id I ondon hai been ipon*

soring i"i t .-. Some I

2»> spot markets ate involved

Agencies Merge
smith A I )"i 1. hi has iik rg< d with

raplingei Millstein I he combined

company which will be renamed

shortl) bo.ists some ^ I 5 million

111 bio.uli.ast billings

Ss!\.m I aplinger, former!) pres

idem of I aplingei Millstein,

comes senior vice president and

creative director ol the met

•ie> I /r.i Millstein lias resigned

to devote full time to Millco, his

privately-owned agency in Miami.

Meredith-Jerrold Launch
Florida CATV System

latest Community antenna t\

s\stem on the speetrum is Florida

l\ (able, tnc, CO-OWned by Mer-

edith Publishing Co. and Jerrold

Electronics Corp.. which has open-

ed the first of several s\stcms it

will operate in that state. I his in-

itial venture is located in Ormond

WAGATV HAS MORE QUARTER

HOUR FIRSTS THAN THE OTHER

TWO STATIONS COMBINED!*
We ve asterisked time periods where we're not only FIRST in homes delivered, but have more FIRSTS than the other two stations com-

bined Add Daytime to Prime time, and again . more FIRSTS' Check our chart and your copies of MARCH '64 ARB and NSI reports'

PRIME TIME U — Hour FIRSTS 7 PM-11 PM Sunday thru Saturday

Station WAGATV Station "B" Station "1"

Nielsen (March)

ARB (Ma-

DAYTIME 1 4- ] AM^ ) PM Mor lay

Statior WAGA-TV Station "B" Station T
Nielsen (March

ARB (March 1

a
®

n llamau wagatv

STORER

i
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CINCINNATI
is the 27th U.S. city,* but-

IJUPHO
DES MOINES

gives you America's

23rd RADIO
MARKET!

Radio stations in only 22 U. S.

markets give you • larger audience

linn WHO Radio, Dea Moines.

$54,050 homes reached weeklj

— 42'', of .;// homes in ii~ coun-

< tuthorit) N( S '61.) Thus

W IK) R. u I id belongs on tverj list

of "thi top - s markets in America,

Ask l'(,\V for ilu proof.

•s.iii\ Management, June 10, INS

WHO, DES MOINES
50,000 WATTS • CLEAR CHANNEL

NBC
Woodward, Lm

SttitHdi RtpTtttatjiivti

I

THE CHANGING SCENE

Beach and carries six channels:

WESH - TV, WDBO - TV, and
W L O F - T V Orlando-Daytona

Beach, and WJXT and WFGA-TV
Jacksonville, in addition to a local

closed-circuit channel providing 24

hours of continuous time and

weather information.

More than 1500 residents applied

for the cable service prior to its

June 1 opening.

Meredith and Jerrold are also

building a system in Mclbourne-

Eau Gallie, Fla., and within the

past few weeks got a city council

go-ahead to begin construction in

nearby Satellite Beach. The two

companies also seek permission to

do business in Daytona Beach and

South Beaches. Meredith is in the

process of constructing its 100-pcr-

ccnt-owned system on Merritt Is-

land.

Owned and operated Meredith

stations are: WHEN (AM & TV)
Syracuse; KCMO (AM-FM & TV)
Kansas City; WOW (AM-FM &
TV) Omaha and KPHO (AM &
TV) Phoenix.

Major Move at Filmex

An all-out bid for a bigger piece

of the commercials film market is

being made by Filmex. Expansion

steps toward this end include the

addition of four people to the crea-

tive staff and the completion of a

newly equipped studio.

Joining the staff arc Chick Green,

director: Irwin Scharf, writer-direc-

tor-designer: Randy Monk, art di-

rector-scenic designer: Carl Lerner,

writer-director.

A year of designing, building and

outfitting has gone into the new fa-

cilities, located in a converted gar-

age at 240 E. 45th St. In addition

to a fully equipped shooting sound
stage, there are facilities for set con-

struction, storage of sets and props,

conference and screening rooms
Filmex lias done work for most

"I the leading tv agencies. Among
its achievements are Hertz (puts

you in the driver's seat): Continen-
tal Palmolive soap, filmed on loca-

tion in Rome. Paris. Nice: Oxydol
I life); and Simca, shot in

Pans
: , first-prize winner in

rj at the recent Tv Commer-
•n I estiva!

.
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NEW EQUIPMENT

ABC News correspondent Lisa Howard
watches herself on tv in scene taped minute:

before on new self-contained Ampex 600

recorder, one of several new transistorized

units network will use in coverage of the

political conventions.

IlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUllininilllliail.

Rinse Away to JWT
Alberto-Culver, giant broadcast

advertising spender with a partiali-

ty for tv, announced switch of the

Rinse Away dandruff-remover ac-

count from Compton Advertising.

Chicago, to same city's J. Walter

Thompson. The account, which

amounts to some $3 million annual-

ly (no media figures revealed), was

to move at once, rather than 90

days later, as usual.

Rinse Away actuallv accounts

for three products, all marketed

under same label. First introduced

was liquid rinse, on market since

1962. which accounts for major

activity. Second variation is jell.

packaged in tubes. Third is sham-

poo, tried in test markets until now
but snecificallv cited as "coine

along" with others, thus will shortl;

be marketed nationally, too.

Word of the change was issued

bv Leonard H. Lavin, dvnamic

head of corporation, who built

AlbertO-Oilver from scratch to its

current SS0 million annual cross

in iiist nine years (see Stonsor.

\nril 27. p. 50).

Network Tv Summer Push
For Sara Lee Line

One (if the biggest tv campaigns

in its historj will be launched bv

Kitchens of Sara Lee Jul) 2fl

Schedules in one NBC-TV and six

ABC-TV daytime programs will

continue through the end o! \A

gust to promote five all-butter cakes

it
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New Agency in New York
Robinson, Donino A West has

been formed in Nc\* York to handle
both consumer and iiulustn.il ac-

counts m .ill

phases of adver-

tising, S .1 I C S

promotion and

p u b I i c rela-

tions.

All the pun

cipals h .1 \ e

been active in

the advertising

industry .1 n J

one I). is con-

centrated particular!) in television.

When the client list is announced,

it will undoubtedly include broad-

cast billings.

("1. 11k I .
Robinson is president

of the new agency. He was former-

ly vice president and creative di-

Clark Robinson

John L West Laurence Donino

reetor at Ketchum, MacLeod &
Grove, senior art director with Ful-

ler & Smith ee Ross, executive art

Jireetor at IvfcCann-Erickson and

group art direetor at Cunningham
A Walsh

Laurence I . Donino and John
I West are the two other princi-

pals, both vice presidents. Donino,
formerly an account supervisor at

KM&G. also worked at KM . fed

Bates and Al Paul I etton. West,

more recently with the Special Proj-

ects Div. of Blair relevision and

Continental Baking as assistant ad-

vertising manager, was formerly

an account executive at Y&R

Takes New Name
To reflect the agency's over-all

growth in clients, hillim: and ser-

vices over the past few years. Wes-
ley Associates lias changed its

name to Wesley Advertising, Inc.

Billings have almost doubled
since 1961, rising from S" to $13
million by the beginning of this

year. Wesley expanded into the in-

ternational and industrial fields in

January. 1962, through the acquisi-

June 8. 1964

tion ol the Mann I Ilia Agency with

offices m New York and Geneva
In Decembei ol 1962 Wesley

quired the Wendell I* ( bltOO <

.1 50-year-old advertising agency

specializing in tourism, resort and

transportation advertising. Early in

the tall of 1963 Wesley established

a public relations division called

the I ranscom ( to.

Moving Day Is June 30
For Photo-Cine-Optics

New quarters are in store lor the

expanded S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Op-

tics, Inc. I he 38-year-old firm will

nunc to 387 S. Bark A\e. in Man
hatt.m about June 30.

The new headquarters boasts

over IS.000 square feet on one
floor with the newest display room
in the industry, according to com-
pany president Alan C. Macaule\

50 KW Denver Outlet
to Blair Radio

K()\ Denver will be sold by
Blair Radio starting July 1. It is

currently represented by Henry I

Christal.

Owned .\nd operated by Metro-

politan Television Co., the station

M,< I' '-...id

from 5 a in to midni

\i mday througJ s and

from 7 a in to midnight on Sun-

day

Sister I tation, k< > \ T\

handled bs the Bl.ni lelevision

I I

In other representative chat

wsbi 1 \M I M \ l \ South

Bend appointed Ohio Stations H

resentatives ponal rep for

Ohio ami Indiana

Welch Grape Juice Zooms
Spot Outlay for Summer

Welch (it ape Juice Co, will top

itself this summer in the extent of

its s|>oi expenditure anil COVen

I he target is about 120 Stations

in 1(H) markets at the rate of around

five t\ spots a week, starting in

June.

One of the reasons for th.

tra-massive push is the forthcoming

extension of Welch's apple-grape

drink into national distribution I

brand's been limited t" the Easl the

past two wars Welch's spot expen-

diture last year was ^ 2 million

Account is also on \B( I
\' day-

time as well as the FUntStOntS.

Richard Manot is the agency

MPO FINE ARTS EXHIBITION

Tv producer* copywriter,, account executive! browse it the 1964 MPO Video-

tronics Fine Arts Exhibition. > ihow designed to demon, trite the high level of

creativity which exist, throughout the advertising industry. lee Savage, creative

director of Elektra Film Studios, took first prize. Second prue went to freelance

artist Jerry McDaniel and third prixes to Nelson Howe, a free lance artist with

NBC and Don Ivan Punchati. assistant art director at Ketchum MacLeod t Grove.

Pittsburgh A total of 292 works were submitted Honorable mentions went to

Earl Coodenow of Fletcher Richards. Mickey Goldstein of West Weir 1 Bartel

Leonard Ruben Compton Kurt Weihs PKL Andrew Nelson, JWT Zeke Zmer

Robert Brian Jack Freeman Scott & Scott, Kay Chin Bates Martin Slartery, Comp-
ton Robert Bidner. FSR William F Early. Armstrong Cork Thomas Naegele JWT.
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AB-PT Sets Up Graduate
Communications Program

[wo annual fellowships of $2,-

oo(i each in communications man-

agement have been established by

American Broadcasting-Paramount

rheatres at I Ik- Annenberg School

ol Communications of the Univer-

sity ot Pennsylvania.

As a result, the school will offer

a new two-year course leading to

the degree ol Master ol Aits

in Communications Management,

thought to be the first to combine

collegiate programs in communica-

tions and management. It will be

offered by the Annenberg School

in cooperation with the Graduate

Division of the Wharton School of

Finance and Commerce at IVnnsyl-

vania.

The Inst of the fellowships,

which may be awarded to one en-

tering and one advanced student

each year, will probably be given

this fall. If may be renewed during

the recipient's second year of

studies, while an additional student

will be awarded a fellowship in the

fall of 1965.

Purpose of the program, aceord-

FELLOWSHIPS

Leonard Goldenson (I), president of American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, Inc., does
the honors — signs grants for two annual fel-

lowship* of $2000 each in communications
management With Goldenton it Or Gaylord
P Hjrnwell, president of the University of

Pennsylvania Fellowships will make it possi

ble for graduate students to study at the

University's Annenberg School of Communu i

tions

Lng to the school: to provide the

student with the same basic training

m the arts and sciences contributing

to the communications between men
that is provided in the regular cur-

riculum of the Annenberg School.

In addition, the program will in-

clude enough specific training in ad-

vanced business courses at the

Wharton School to qualify candi-

dates for positions in management

and business administration.

Students in the master's degree

program will study theory and his-

tory of communications, advanced

business systems, management ac-

counting, legal aspects of business,

economics and public policy, mass

media in America today, and per-

sonnel and labor management.

RAB Recruits Harvard
In College Plan

"Radio is making tremendous

strides as an advertising force, and

as we continue to grow in impor-

tance to advertisers, the need for

highly motivated, college-trained

young men may soon be our most

serious industry problem."

In outlining this future possibili-

ty. RAB president Edmund Bunk-
er told the Miami Advertising Club

that Harvard University is the most

recent school to enroll in the Bur-

eau's "college plan." A number
of other schools are already involv-

ed in the project, designed to give

"individual radio broadcasters a

unique opportunity to contribute

tangibly to the future of the radio

industry."

RAB makes its sales material

available to participating schools

and stations, such as WBBF Roch-
ester in the case of Harvard, which
agree to underwrite the "college

plan" service for various schools.

Bunker's appearance in Miami
was one of the several he made in

connection with the May observ-

ance ol National Radio Month.

Rep Appointments
Mid-West lime Sales appoint-

ed regional representative for

ks\i Salina. Savalli/Gates will

handle live more country and vvvst-

n music stations v\ M1N Min-
imis. W Mil i \M & |

ll . K \<>n Duluth
I''

I

>

.
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APPRECIATIVE GRADS
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For his talk on "The Computer's Role in Ad-

vertising," Edwin Metcalfe (I), sales and oper-

ations director of CKLW Detroit, received a

commemorative scroll from the graduating

class of the Electronics Institute of Technology.

It is presented by vice president S. R. Gardner.

Metcalfe predicted that "every major media
recommendation from an advertising agency

of the near future will be supported by com-

puter analysis.
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Time-Life Promotes
'Grass Roots' Radio

Out-of-town radio stations con-

tinue to promote their "home town"

programing in New York City, of-

ten with an eye toward picking

up more revenue from Madison

Ave. as well as impressing visitors

from their listening areas with a

New York showcase. Latest to join

the act are the Time-Life stations,

which have launched a special ex-

hibit at the New York Time-Life

building. It has some similarity to

an exhibit used by CBS Radio.

The exhibit features a scries of

six booths, each representing a T-L
station. Before each booth is a tv-

shaped screen, an earphone and a

mike. When a visitor to New York

picks up the earphone, a sound

color film appears on the screen.

with greetings by a station person-

ality.

Visitors are also told the) can

record greetings to listeners back

home (impressions of the New York

World's Fair, etc.). The tapes are

forwarded to T-L stations and proc-

essed for broadcast. The installa-

tion of the system was done for T-L

by Audio Techniques, a New York

studio which has been the site of

the NANA Radio "revival" of ra-

dio drama, and which is active in

stereo radio recordings.

SPONSOR
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A Craig Smith

Tv Tribute to Broadcast
Sportsman Craig Smith

Network television departed from

tradition and took valuable air time

to |\i\ tribute to the man who, per-

haps more than

an) other, has

been responsi

Me for building

today's multi-

million - dollar

broadcast sports

bonanza.

v Craig
Smith, .in adver-

tising vice pres-

ident of Gillette,

has involved the razor company in

almost all areas ol t\ and radio

sports. In recent years, the hulk of

Gillette's M7 million-plus network

t\ investment has been with \1K

l\. which delivered the tribute on

the Ma) 30 H ide World o\ Sports

program. Although the 1964-65

season will see a departure lor Gil-

lette it's bought movies on NBC-
l\ and \H( I \ in place of its

Fight of the Week series on ABC
—the latter network expects Gil-

lette will continue sponsorship of

several other sports programs. The

company also spends more than $6

million in spot t\

.

With Gillette since 1

1>37. Smith's

association with the compan) ac-

tual!) stretches back more than 30

years during which time he worked
with Gillette's advertising agencies.

An original portrait of him b)

noted sports artist Robert Rigcr was

presented on the air.

FC&B Strengthens Its

International Base
S .ral moves have been made

b\ Foote, (one & Belding aimed
lo strengthen its international ad-

vertising operations

The Paris office is being expand-

ed to operate as a full) stalled

agency.

John I) Hayes has been appoint-

ed assistant to the chairman of the

Igency's international committee,
comprised of five directors of the

parent company.
A European operations commit-

tee, consisting ot the heads of the

four Foote, Gone A fielding offices

in western Europe and members of

the agency's international commit-
tee, has been set up to parallel the

organization of domestic offices

HEARTY WELCOME

On hi» contractiigning trip to Denver, H D (Bud) Neuwirlh (1 v p director of

Metro R.idio Sales, it greeted by Ken Palmer (c) and Tom Duggan. general manager

and »ales manager of KIMN Station become! eighth on Metro Radio Sale» lut and

only the lecond outside the Metropolitan Broadcasting group The other it WDPC
Hartford

Advertising, on behall ol I ! Pro-

ducto cigars.

Five network programs are in-

volved, supplemented b) spots in

seven major markets Baltimore.

Boston. Chicago, Detroit. New
>ork. Philadelphia and Washing-

ton. Schedules, which st.irted June

3, run through June I <>

Dad's Day Drives Prove
Boom for Broadcast

Razor companies, tobacco manu-
facturers, clothing companies and
a host ot others have taken to radio

and television in annual lather's

Da) promotions Among those re-

porting concentrated campaigns is

Consolidated Cigar, via Compton

all aver America, people of all aget

are listening to the radio again, ta

the lives or harry lime
Orson Welles

CAjPT. HORATIO HORNBLOWER
Michael Redgrave

SCARLET PIMPERNEL
Marin- Goring

THEATRE ROYALE
Laurence <Mi\i<'r

SECRETS OF SCOTLAND YARD
Clive Brook

THE QUEEN'S MEN
Royal Canadian Mounted Police

THE BLACK MUSEUM
( hfson \\ elles

irving f'eld. 230 park are., neir york inn 9-5857

June 8. 1964 57
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HANGIN

NBC Radio Adds Three

\\l DB Vtlantic City, KVGB
Great Bend and KBMN Bozeman

,11 affiliated with NBC Radio.

Owned b> Leroj and Dorothy

Bremmer, WLDB operates with 1

kw days, 250 watts nights. Brem-

mer \s :i^ an engineer with NBC
when the network started in 1926.

KVGB is owned by KVGB Inc. and

operates with a power of 5 kw.

KB\1\. owned by KBMN Inc.,

operates with I kw days and 250

watts nights.

Testing Outfit Expands
Audience Studies, inc., the tv

program and commercials pro-test-

ing subsidiary of Screen Gems, has

added and promoted people in its

New York, I .us Angeles and Lon-
don offices.

Marilyn Beaudry, with ASI for

almost two years, has been named
director in charge of research oper-

ations in Los Angeles. Irwin Tuch-

feld, who has spent the past two
years in an executive capacity in

the firm's Los Angeles branch, has

transferred his headquarters to the

continent and is currently Station-

ed in London as overseas client

service supervisor. He'll be in

charge Of developing ASLs con-

tinental testing facilities. (Present

plans call for a branch to be open-

ed in West Germany next year.)

Also headquartering in London
is Dennis DeWitt, newly added to

the ASI staff as a client service

executive. DeWitt spent the past

year with a research consultancy

firm and prior to that was with

Schwerin for four years.

In the New York home office,

John Marting and Robert Kohn
have joined the sales staff in exec-

utive capacities. Marting was pre-

viously media director of Mac-
Manus. John & Adams, while Kohn
was with Audits & Surveys.

Frank Adrana, communications

research specialist out of J. Walter

Thompson in Chicago, heads the

ASI Chicago office, opened in

March of this year.

Zenith Returns
To Night Network Tv

Placing its first order in night-

time television in several years.

Zenith Radio Corp.. via Foote,

Cone & Belding, Chicago, has pur-

chased sponsorship in five NBC-
TV programs for 1964-65.

Involved in the order are: The
Andy Williams Show and the Jona-

than Winter Specials (Mondays 9-

10 p.m.). The Virginian (Wednes-

days 7:30-9 p.m.), The Jack Paar

Program (Fridays, 10-11 p.m.) and

Saturday Night at the Movies (9-11

p.m.).
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ENGLAND'S AAAA SEES MADISON AVENUE

Segment of the 149 visitmg membors of IPA I Incorporated Practioners in Advertising) 44 Club
London i version of the 4At, boards Los to th. Walt Whitman Shopping Center in Long Island
part of f.veday behind the scenes look at US „dvnrtising and marketing techniques James K.
forget. Ted Bates v p and marketing director who coordinated the trip with English adm, nvmtoM on the shopping center phenomena Visits to several agencies, address
lumin...,n.. 1,1... A, no Johnson John Crichlon. Mari n Harper and David Ogilvy, and tv com-
mercials presentations were all included in the work.><->p program.

MM MM iiiii in inn 'ii hi
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CIGARETS . . .

Continued from paf;e 30

Moreover, several factors add the

glint of optimism to the industry's

future:

• Although it's likely the FTC
will impose advertising rules (even

though the manufacturers have al-

ready composed and adopted their

own), it's anticipated that restrictive

steps will be moderate.

• Through thick and thin, cig-

aret consumption in the U.S. has

traditionally increased by about 3'/2

percent every year, thus keeping

ahead of population increases. And
1963 was no exception. Last year's

record of 524 billion packs sold

means about 217 packs for every

living adult in the United States.

If sales for this year seem threat-

ened, veteran observers point out

that only the first quarter has passed

and sales still have almost three

quarters in which to recover. That's

happened before.

• If sales increases prove difficult

to build, however, profits will likely

continue to rise (thanks to price

hikes, automation, improved man-
agement measures, etc.), thus con-

tinuing the industry's profitability.

Well aware of what advertising can

do to protect such profits, the in-

dustry will up — not cut — ad

budgets, whether sales go up or

not. That means topping last year's

advertising record, of which at least

$120 million was spent on televi-

sion.

• Health scares have been met —
and survived — before. The first

cancer warning, sounded in 1954.

caused a sales fall-off that was onl\

temporary. In fact, current cigaret

sales are triple the volume of that

first scare year.

Further British warnings in 1962

didn't seriously affect the market.

And although the U.S. government

has now issued its own warning,

main tobacco men emphasize that

smoking remains a satisfying habit.

Confirmed smokers aren't likelj to

give it up.

Taking all in all, it's obvious thai

whatever happens to the tobacco-

tipped cigaret. the industry is read)

to jump — and in several different

directions. Whichever way it goes,

you can be sure it'll use advertising

especially television — to help

it get there.

SPONSOR



SPONSOR SPOTLIGHT

ADVERTISERS

Richard l ocknuui, directoi ol

advertising, resigned 1 1 1 >m Helena

Rubinstein, Inc aftei 20 years as

a marketing executive in the drug-

cosmetics toiletries field Prior to

joining Helena Rubinstein, he was

senioi vice president and genera]

managci ol Mogul, v\ illiams and

S.ivlor.

Cariyle Farnsworta named sec-

ond vice president ol Virginia

1 ife Insurance Co . Huntington,

\\ Va. He was formerly consul-

tant to client banks for the com-
pany

Harold I. McDonald named vice

president and general manager of

the Forbes Lithograph Div. of Dia-

mond National Corp.

Robert I . 1 DTJ joined Reynolds

Metals i'o. as editor of "Reynolds

Review" magazine. For the past

three years he has been associate

editor o\' the employee publication

for the New York State C.is &
I ctric Corp.

Kenneth I . Hand named mar-

keting manager for Peerless Roll

Leaf (.'o.. Union City, a division

'I Howe Sound ( II. joined

the company five years ago as

sales manager for Howe precision

products.

Ralph M Wails appointed by

I e\cr Brothers Co. to post of

premium development manager
>r consumer products. Formerly

he was merchandising manager of

the company's household products

division.

Harold I kit, PetCf (. (.. Delft-

hunt .ind George Hase appointed

manage] Ol sales, field sales man
agei and managei ol marketing "I

the Climatrol Div., respectively,

foi Worthington Kii Conditioning

Co. I leit Was most recently man
agW ol sales toi the company's

air conditioning division. Since

joining the company in 1949,

Delahunt served as technical sales

representative for the water treat-

ment division and sales manager
of Decatur Products Hase joined

the Climatrol Div. in 1949.

Alwyn \\ . Knight named direc-

tor of public relations for D. P.

Brother & Co. He comes to the

company after lb years with N. W
\ver in various creative and pub-

lic relations capacities. Most re-

cently he served as manager ol

\yer"s Honolulu office

Arthur (). Dietrich, group ad-

vertising and sales promotion man-
ager, Honeywell Inc.. Philadelphia,

elected international president ol

the Sales Promotion I necutives

Vssn. Elected first vice president

of the organization was Irwin

lowers, who is director of train-

ing for the Interpublic Croup of

Companies.

I.ouis I". Hantle named advertis-

ing manager lor I uckcrsharpc

Pen Co. He will also continue his

present duties as advertising man-
ager of Circus Foods and 1 ummis
r& Co., both companies being divi-

sions of United States tobacco ( o

Prior to joining the company he

was an account executive tor

Donahue & Coe, which is now
West. Weir A: Battel, Inc

'' "Vy

Kenneth Hand Ralph M Warn Arthur Dietrich Louis F Bantle

He'll grow
on you ..

.

"Sunny" is a family man . . .

his children go around sing-

ing "you've been more than

a Daddy to me . .
." because

. . . well, you see . . . it's like

this . . . the male Hippo-

campus is the producer in his

family.

Sunny's audience includes

the entire herd! (That's what

you call a seahorse family.)

He's got something for

everyone, the only criterion

being that it must be the

best.

He produces SALES too. May-
be it's time you dropped
something in his pouch . . .

he'll grow on you!

WSUN
TELEVISION 3 RADIO
TAMPA - ST. PETERSBURG

Gone out for seahorse rood. See:

Not Rep Venard, Torbct & McConnell

S.E. Rep Bomar lowroncc 4 Auoootes

June 8. 1964
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; J LIGHT

Herbert M. siiin resigned as

vice pr«.- siilc n i. marketing, U. S.

( onsumer Products Dh . oi Ron-
son Corp., to form his own mar-
keting consultant company. Milton
s. Ponl appointed vice president

ol Ronson's electric appliance di-

vision, l . S. Domestic sales. He
has been directing salesmen's prod-

uct training programs. Gerald
Weinerman, credit manager, ap-

pointed vice president ol the

lighter. LP-gas products and pack-

aged items division, U. S. domes-
tic sales. George Keyko and Elliott

Messinger named national sales

managers of electric appliance di-

vision and lighter. LP-gas products

and packaged items division, re-

spectively, for Ronson. Keyko was
formerly regional sales manager in

the electric appliance division.

while Messinger served as mid-
western regional sales manager of

the same division.

.lanis Hoffman named director

"I the convention department for

National Food Brokers Assn. A
member ol NFBA's staff lor four

years, she succeeds Mrs. Burdetta
Johnson.

AGENCIES

Edward L. Bailc> and Harold
Johnson elected to the board of
directors oi I eo Burnett Co.. Tor-
onto. Baile) is vice president and
creative director; Johnson is vice

president and account supervisor.

DomM \. Campbell, vice presi-

dent and account supervisor, and
Edwin H. Mammen, vice president,
elected to the hoard ol directors
ol Meldrum and Fewsmith, Inc..

( level. mil.

louis w. Griffith joined Mac-
fvfanus, lohn & \d.miv Minneap-
olis, as director ol research, I

eilv he was senior markel rev

analysl foi ( olgatc Palmolive ( o .

^ "ik.

lohn HfcCoruick appointed I u

ropean marketing directoi ol BBD(

)

International I ormerl) he was in-

tional marketing executive with

i I i mble m Europe

Jack Sidebotham John P. Hoag, Jr. Leo Harrington Lincoln Wright

Jack Sidebotham joined C. J.

LaRoche & Co. as senior vice pres-

ident of art and broadcast commer-
cial production. Most recently he

was vice president of tv art and
production for Young & Rubicam.

VVim van der Graaf named ac-

count executive for Griswold-Eshle-

man Co., Chicago. Formerly he was
account manager for Waldie &
Briggs and account executive with

Roche. Rickerd & Cleary.

Thomas Sancton appointed vice-

president for Walker Saussy Ad-
vertising Agency, New Orleans.

Prior to joining the agency as di-

rector of public relations a year

ago. he was public relations direc-

tor of the Louisiana Heart Assn.

Richard E. Benson appointed

media supervisor at N.W. Ayer.

Philadelphia. He was formerly as-

sistant media director for BBDO,
Pittsburgh,

Davis R. Davies joined Wellman
Co.. Cleveland, as account execu-
tive. He was previously vice presi-

dent and manager of the Erie

office of Meek &. Thomas.

Edward D. Lonergan appoint-

ed account executive at West. Weir
& Bartel. He came to the agency
from led Bates where he served

for the past eight years in the same
capacity.

Paul I). Seabrook joined Hender-
son Advertising Agency, Green-
ville. S.C., as account executive.

I ormerlj he was account supervisor
with Bert S. Gittins Advertising.

Milwaukee, and vice president.

I arm and Ranch Publications.

Marshall i . Becker, formei vi<

I 'i! ol Maikelwavs. [nc
1 Bronner & Haas, [nc . Chi

- an account executive

John P. Hoag, Jr., Leo A. Har-

rington and Lincoln D. Wright elect-

ed to the board of directors of Hoag
& Provandie. Inc. Hoag is vice

president-marketing, Harrington is

vice president-creative and Wright

is comptroller.

Robert E. Layton joined Lynn
Baker Inc. as senior account exec-

utive. He came to the agency from

BBDO where he served as an ac-

count executive.

Maureen Murray joined Charles

W. Hoyt Co. as a media buyer.

Previously she was with Gumbin-
ner-North Agency.

Robert A. Olsen joined Fuller

& Smith & Ross as an account exec-

utive. He was formerly general

marketing supervisor for BBDO.
New York.

Erwin Mark named director of

media planning and market devel-

opment for Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff

& Ryan. Philadelphia. For the past

eight years he was with Arndt.

Preston. Chapin, Lamb and Keen,

Philadelphia, as director of media

and market development.

Charles O. Puffer joined Burton

Browne Advertising. Chicago, as

vice president. Previously he was
executive vice president for Beau-

mont & Hohman.

David E. Edmunds joined Clin-

ton E. Frank. Inc. as art director.

He came to the agency after seven

years with Young & Rubicam. Inc.

George B. Anderson joined Kud-

ner Agency, Chicago, as vice pres-

ident and office manager. He is

currently president of A & A Pro-

ductions, and comes to Kudner

from Erwin Wasey. Ruthrauff &
Ryan, where he served as vice pres-

ident and radio tv director.

SPONSOR



Ion C Hi Emmttl F.n\on

I.on ('. Hill promoted to vice

president, copy director, of Chir-

urg & Cairns, New York. IK- came
to the agencv in lw>2 from J. Wal-

ter rhompson Co., where he was

senioi writer.

Louis S. Petersen joined Clinton

l Frank, Inc., .is vice president

and account supervisor. He came to

the agency alter eight years as vice

president and account manager for

i a m Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
l os Angeles.

Rudolph Mallei, Herman Ranch-
er and William 1). Watson elected

vice president-media director, vice

president of the creative department

and account supervisor ol Gardner
Advertising Co.. New York. Dak
I.. Kircboff, Ralph Pasek, Uberi
(Jninlan. Icrrill Rccs. Jr.. Richard

I. Winkler, all elected vice presi-

dents of the creative department.

headquartering in Gardner's St.

Louis office. Also in St. Louis.

William II. Mallison and J. Bruce

Swigerl elected \ ice president-

account supervisor and vice presi-

dent-!. S. manager o<i the Interna-

tional l)i\.. Intergard.

.lames !•'. l.lo\d named public

relations account executive at Bver

& Bowman Advertising Agency.
I rmerly he was a reporter for the

"St. Petersburg limes'" and a

writer on gerontology for Mobilife

Corp.

John I . Gnrj and Peter kDegaerl

appointed account executive and
media supervisor, respectively, tor

Guild. Bascom & Bonfigli, Inc.,

S I rancisco. Prior to joining

GB&B in 1963, (irav was with

Honig-Cooper & Harrington, San

Francisco, where he served as ac-

count executive. Allegaert came to

the agencv from Dancer-lit/gerald-

Sample where he was head timebuy-
er.

Robert O Joid.in P.iul J PjuUon

I ' intiu'll I' I aison, Robert O.
Jordan and I'anl J. Paulson elected

vice presidents ol Compton Adver-

tising. Faison joined the agencv in

1959 as account supervisor .loidan

began as a trainee in the research

department in 1956 and later

switched to account handling. Paul-

son joined Compton in I

1>> 1
> as

account supervisor.

Herbert I-'. Scharff appointed

midwestern merchandising repre-

sentative for Honig-Cooper & Har-

rington. Chicago. Previous!) he
w.is with Schlitz Brewing <

Edgar M. Griswold joined Maxon
Inc. as senior vice president and
corporate director of account man-
agement. He resigned rcccnlK as

senior vice president at William
I St) Co.

I.eon F. Wahlbrink named as-

sistant director of personnel at

Gardner Advertising Co., head-

quarters in St. Louis. Formerlj he
was assistant to the director of per-

sonnel at Ralston Purina ( o

Loyal S Watterwortfa joined

Mogul Williams & Savior. Inc. as

account executive I ormerlv he was
an account executive with Mac-
M.uuis John and Adams. Now
York.

Terr; G a I a n o \ . I aylos H.
Rhodes. Vance M. I rnchlood. \.

Rov Men/ies. Robert I.. Webb ap-

pointed senior vice president and
director ol media, vice president

and account supervisor, vice presi-

dent, special projects, and merchan-
dising executive for brum Wasey,
Ruthrautt ev Ryan, Inc., 1 os \n-

geles. (ialanov comes to the agen-

cv from Leo Burnett Co., Chicago,
where he was associate creative di-

rector. I ormerlv Rhodes was v ice

president and director of media and
research for Foote, (one A Held-

\YW I )(f
salutes

Wasliinulon's

inesl

Back in P'llT, a young man i ame to

Washington from the ranch lands of

I tah and opened a small rool beer

stand with $500 in savings. Today,

tin- rool beer Btand opened 1>> thai

young Westerner— J. Willard Marr-

iott, presidenl of I l<>i Shoppes, Inc.

— has muabroomed into a national

chain of 1 1 1 restaurants, i afeterias,

hixurv motor hotels and airline and

institutional feeding services. Mr.

Marriott has mad.- Hoi Shoppes'

"Food for tin- Whole Family" a din-

ing-oul tradition with the help of

hard-hitting advertising programs,

including saturation usage of highl)

distinctiveradiospots.lr\ W DCthanks

Hoi Shoppes and its M.

Belmonl Ver Standig, Inc., for the

privilege ofplaying an importanl pari

in tin- si i, , easstor) through the y<

Hot Shoppes restaurants bav<

fainilv app> al— and WW|U is the

tion thai keeps pie in mind."

Heprrsrntni nationally

I n lilair 4f
< >-n\pany

<5

BLAIR

GROUP
PLAN

MEMBER
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San Francisco. Menzies was

with I alham-l.aird Inc.. Chicago,

where he served as vice president

ol marketing, rrueblood served as

brand supervisor for Leo Burnett,

Chicago Webb comes to EWR&R
from Ralph's Grocerj Co., Los An-

geles, where he was general mer-

chandise sales manager.

I). M. Marshman and Wells

Spence named vice presidents at

Young & Rubicam. Marshman
joined the agencj in 1^61 as ac-

count executive in the contact de-

partment. Spence came to the

agencj in 1962 from McCann-
Erickson where he was vice presi-

dent and account supervisor.

TV MEDIA

Donald A. Pels and Carl T. Hog-

an elected directors ol Capital Cities

Broadcasting. Prior to joining the

station in 1959 as treasurer Pels

served as business manager for

w \H< IV New York. Hogan is

president oi Wood & Hogan and

C. I . Hogan & Co. as well as

treasurer ol Alumiseal Corp.

Mhert E. Bobo retired from CBS-
I V as assistant supervisor oi op-

erations, network transmission faci-

lities, alter 37 years of service.

Since joining CBS in 1^40 he served

in their traffic department, as as-

sistant supervisor of operations,

network transmission facilities.

Horace W. Ray, manage] ol

Storei Programs, named general

manager, and Paul Raymond, gen-

eral sales manager, appointed sta-

tion managei ol w ^GA-1 V At

lanta.

Peter M. M'te resigned as sta-

tion man. I'M ol WNBC-TV New
York, rbeodore II. Walworth Jr..

vice presidenl and general managei
ol W \U( I \ . will assume the

duties Ol station nun. i"

Kill (Klirhaus named assistant

program manager ol KIM\
1 rancisco He was foi met l> assist-

ant program manager ol K s w I \

i md

Carl J. Myers Charles E. Gales B. H. Berentson Howard Coleman

Carl J. Meyers, Charles E. Gates

and Benjamin H. Berentson elected

senior vice president, and vice pres-

idents, respectively, of WGN, Inc.

Meyers joined WGN Radio in 1925

as manager of engineering, and

since has served as a member of

the WGN board, and director and

vice president of KDAL Duluth.

Most recently Gates served as di-

rector of WGN-Televents. Since

1961, Berentson has been station

manager of WGN-TV.

Joseph K. Abrell promoted to

director of special news projects

for WTVJ-TV Miami. Prior to

joining the station a year ago as

documentary and editorial assist-

ant, he served as midwestcrn cor-

respondent for "Newsweek".

RADIO MEDIA

Joel Classman appointed to the

sales staff of WRFM-FM New
York. Formerly he was on the sales

staff o\' Production Facilities and
Fred Niles Productions.

Klee C. Dobra named account

executive for WTOP Radio Wash-
ington. He was formerly sales man-
ager ior a Florida radio station.

Jack S. Sampson appointed gen-

eral manager of KXOK St. Louis.

He is vice president of Stor/ Broad-
casting, and formerly was general

manager of KOMA Oklahoma City.

Frank McNaJly joined the sales

staff of \\H\ Radio New York.
He came to the station from Rk()
General Nevs York, where he served
as account executive.

lames Clawson joined kl Dl -

I \l Oceanside, Calif., as program
>i l oi the pasl six years he

i with a radio station in

SYNDICATION
& SERVICES

Howard W. Coleman joined Niel-

sen Co. as director of sales pro-

motion for the Nielsen Station In-

dex. For the past four years he has

been advertising and promotion di-

rector of WTCN Minneapolis- St.

Paul.

Arnold Friedman appointed tele-

vision advertising and promotion

manager of the Television Div. of

Embassy Pictures Corp. Entering

the motion picture industry in 1957

with Columbia Pictures, he was a

member of United Artists' adver-

tising department prior to joining

Embassy's advertising department

in 1962.

Dorothy May appointed executive

director of the Point-of-Purchase

Advertising Institute. Since joining

the Institute 14 years ago, she has

been administrative assistant to the

executive director and director of

member services.

Milton T. Raynor named exec-

utive vice president of Henry G.

Saperstein Enterprises, UPA Pic-

tures. Inc., and Television Personal-

ities. Previously he was a partner

in the production of such television

shows as "Championship Bowling"

and "All-Star Golf." He also served

as general counsel for the Nation-

al Assn. of Theatre Restaurants

as well as the National Vendors

Assn.

Daniel S. Eisenberg elected vice

president o\' finance and administra-

tion for Movielab. Morris H. Hab-

er succeeds him as treasurer.

Harold L. Friedman joined Elek-

tra Film Productions. New York,

as executive producer. Former!)

he was producer at MPO Video-

tronics,
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COMMERCIAL CRITIQUE

The merry world

of make believe

l'.\ lira Vdains

I v CTCatiTC director,

Gardner \<l»iriisini; tgene}

I ill \/\l l \s vkl l\ Bl 00M
where 1 live. And the) arc for real.

I here are buds on the rose bushes.

The) are for real. And on the t\

screen there are commercials which

blossom lor a handful of seconds.

\ic they for real'.'

It the commercial is persuasive

enough, the viewer buys the food,

the cosmetic, the detergent, the

floor cleaner -whatever it is that

promises her glamor, convenience,

recognition, an easier way to do a

household chore, a new way to de-

wrinkle her face, or whatever. She

buys it and then comes the Moment
of I ruth I hen comes the discover)

ot whether or not it is for real.

I've mi notion of listing the items

I have purchased with all the great

expectations of a Mrs. Christopher

Columbus, onl) to find that the

claims t.u exceeded the perform-

ance. 1 his happens over and OVCt

again. And no matter how skilltully

you woo her. once you've fooled

her it will take a long lime before

you can began to build back her

faith in you.

I he list of "commercials with in-

tegrity" is .i long one. I he list o\

commercials that promise more
than can be delivered is also a long

one. A pity.

To agency creative people I make
a plea. Please. whoevcr-you-arc. if

>ou have any talent, any pride, any

self-respect, do not fall into the trap

oi thinking you must supply a prod-

uct with a make-believe virtue.

Have the backbone to tell the client

that his product has nothing to

shout about competitively or any

other way, if that be the truth ol the

matter.

Hut don't stop there. You have an

obligation to the client Face up to

it. Have the good grace and the

good sense to suggest ways in which

the product might be improved,

ways to change the product so that

it will, indeed, have a competitive

advantage. I his is your business

just as surely as writing persuasive

commercials is your business.

\ny product, however mediocre,

can he sufficientl) glorified Ma tv

techniques and selling know-how to

make it desirable in the eyes o\ the

beholder. So what.' II Mr. or Mrs.

Consumer becomes disenchanted, if

the product stays on the shelf after

that tirst hurst of falsely -injected

enthusiasm, il it simply can't delivei

those lavish promises you made,

you're vulnerable. And you're

guilty. \\ atch it.

To clients, </ small but worthy

suggestion: If you have an agency

which is adept at gilding the lily,

real sharp at insinuating a nonexis-

tent competitive advantage, quite

clevei at making your product

sound like something it isn't, look

twice before you leap up .md down
with joy. One purchase is all it

takes for a consumer to discover

that the claim is a phony And i^nc

purchase per customer followed by

disillusionment isn't going to .\dd up

to very much in the Stockholders'

report.

Il your own organization has in-

4 iL

* jA
•"<* j4 tttttttW

BEA ADAMS.
lv creative director. has been with

Gardner since 193S when the started

at a copywriter Nine years later

the was named a vice president. She

hat alto terved on the agency's board

since 1946.

tegrit) in its blood, it youi agency

has built-in integrity, never lose

sight ot n Km a smgie minute I

it. Encourage it.

lake off your blinders and take a

good long unbiased look at the

products you have to advertise.

they better than anything competi-

tion has to oiler' Honestly.' I o

quote William Bernbach, "Don't

look for tneks to sell merchandise.

I he best trick in the world is a I

lei product."

I 00 often, those involved in dig-

ging out the desirable difference in

a product stop just short of finding

that difference even when it's th

Result.' \ product all dressed up

with no place to go It it's there and

you know it. don't be satished with

anything less than an advair

that's toi leal

I adies and gentlemen' Int.

is a great thing V . . i under,

mate it. It will work for you

alter the jangle and (ingles ol today

aie forgotten. Imagination and in-

ventiveness are devoutly to be wish-

ed for, but don't let them tr

alone Strengthen and sustain I

with integrity I hat means

you and you and don't lei an) la/y-

bones talk you out of it.
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CALENDAR

JUNE

Imi. Radio x i> Society, tirst

i ,.i Honoi presentation din

ii Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N «

\,>.k I.M

\d\irtising Federation nt \mcr-

Oth annual convention, Chase-

Park Plaza Hotel, St. I ouis, Mo

international advertising \s.sn..

16th annual world congress, Waldorf-

Astoria, N ^ (to 10)

taaerlcan Academj of Advertising,

annual convention, Chase-Park Hotel,

Si I ..ins no 10).

Special libraries Assn., >5th con

mention ol advertising and publishing

divisions, Sheraton lefferson Hotel,

Si I mils (to I I l

l mini \iims ( orp, annual stock-

holders meeting, New York (9)

Non-Sectarian National Mbk Com*
iniinii .ilitins Congress, Shciaton Park

Hotel, Washington, D c. (10-13).

\c» N ork Chapter of Broadcast

Pioneers, final meeting, Park Lane

Hotel, New York, ill)'

Q:IWhat

broadcast

trade publication

led its field in

all large-scale

surveys of agency

and advertiser

readership

during 1963?

A: SPONSOR >

Want full details?

Write SPONSOR,
555 fifth Avenue
New York 10017

Colorado Broadcasters \ssn. meet-;

ing, I odge .ii \ .ill. Vail Village,

( olo. (1 1-13).

Muiuai advertising tgencj Net-

work, national business meeting, Bis-

marck Hotel, ( hicago (11-1

Georgia \ssn. of Broadcasters, 29th

annual summer convention, Callawaj

Gardens, (>a <
I
>-!(>).

National Assn. of Dbphrj Indus*

tries. I rade Show Bldg. and New
Vorkei Hotel. Now York (13-18).

North Carolina Assn. of Broad-

cast its. meeting, Governor rryon

Hotel, New Bern, N. C. (1 4-1 hi.

National ( oininiinit\ Television

\ssn.. annual convention, Bellevue

Stratford Hotel. Philadelphia (14-

i").

National \ssn. of Broadcasters,

hoard ol directors meeting, Statlei

Hilton Hotel. Washington, I"). ('. (15-

IS).

American Marketing \ssn.. 47th

national conference, Sheraton Hotel.

Dallas (15-19).

International Advertising film

Festival, Palazzo del t inema, Venice,

Italy (15-20).

\ssii. of National Advertisers, an-

nual t\ advertising workshop, Plaza

Hotel. N. Y. (17).

I division Advertising Workshop.

Plaza Hotel. New York (17).

Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters,

meeting, Ingleside Inn, Staunton, S a

(17-19)

Broadcasting Executives Cluh of

N. !•'.. spring convention, Somerset

Hotel. Boston (18).

Federation of Canadian 4dvertks>

inn A Sali-s Clubs, 17th annual con-

ference, Nova Scotian Hotel. Halifax,

N S (18-21).

Assn. of Independent Metropolitan

Stations, annual meeting, Montreal.

( .mad. i (18-21),

National Advertising Vgcnc\ Net«
«ork. i

i M>i management conference,
i ii Horizons Hotel. Sarasota, Fla,

>5)

International Design Conference.
Aspen (olo (21-27)

S ( . lohanoa \ son. Global
i orum" for i 75 officials from 37
countries, Americana Hotel. \ >

!6).

R adit.- 1

1

-Ictisioii Ne«s Directors

< Kerry Hill Inn, ( herrj Hill, N i

Natl. \ssn. of Television A Radio
i inn i)ir,» tors, ipring-summei m<

bj Northwest Regit

Hdi Inn, < hern Hill, N. '

I rausamcrica /advertising Agciuv
Network, annual meeting, N. Y (23

27).

Florida Assn. of Broadcasters.

29th annual convention, DeauvilH
Hotel. Miami Beach (24-27).

NaiH.iial I diturial AaSBL, annual

convention, Hotel Commodore, N. Y.

(24-27).

Maryland - D.C - Delaware Broad-

casters Assn., annual convention, At-

lantic Sands Motel. Rehoboth Beach,

Del. (25-27).

>\ isconsin Broadcasters \ssn.,

meeting, I he Abbey, lake Geneva)
Wis (26)

International I ilm Festival, Merlin.

German) (26-July 7).

\ssn. of Industrial Ad\ertLsers,

42nd annual conference, Sheraton

Hotel. Philadelphia (28-July 1).

Insurance advertising Conference.

annual meeting, Chatham Mars inn.

Chatham, (ape Cod, Mass (28-JuM

I).

Advertising Federation of America.

sixth annual seminar in marketing,

management and advertising, Harvard

Business School. Boston. Mass

Jul) 10).

first Advertising Vgency Network,
annual convention, Boyne Mountain
l odge, Boyne Falls, Mich (28-Jurj 1)

JULY

advertiatsg Assn. of the West.

annual convention, Sun Valley, Idaho

(5-9).

National Food Brokers \ssii.. mid-

year management conference, Seattle

H2-I5).

National Institute for Viulio-

Visual .Selling, annual convention.

Indiana University, Bloomington (12-

16).

British Institute of Radio Ingi-

neers and Institute of llectrical and

Electronic Engineers, international

conference on magnetic recording.

Savoj Plaza, London, England (12-

18).

National Housewares Mfrs. Vssn..

exhibit. Merchandise Mart, (hicago

(13-17).

Western Packaging I xposition. Man

Pacific \uditorium. 1 os Angeles

(21-23).

Ne\» ^ ork State Broadcasters

Vssn.. third annual executive COBB

ference, Cooperstown, N. Y. (30-3 la

\ miiial Summer Workshop in

I ehn ision and Radio. New York

i Diversity, New York (29 Vug. 7).

SPONSOR



The next thing you see will be

a pampered commercial.

The simple truth is. we pamper your TV commercial. We
see to it that it's in good company. Ever) Group W station

holds to a high standard of continuity acceptance, set and

supervised by a central Continuity Acceptance Office. All

the commercials that run on Group W stations meet or

exceed I V Code Standards. Another thing: the rate struc-

ture is the same for c\er>one. And if your commercial is

scheduled to run at. say. 10:29:30. that's when it runs.

You might think there's nothing particular!) unique

about high standards of continuity acceptance, or about

firm rates, or about commercials running on time Bui

they are unique when the) represent a larger polk

Group W stations— to provide outstanding and consistent

service to advertisers.

In a way. you have everything runninL- for >ou when

you use a GroupW station... all the ah .

operating philosophy in vour interest.

Win do we go to all this trouble.' We believe it's the

right ua\ to run a business. It's what helps make I

ip W station .1 good station to do business with.

GROUPw WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY

WB7-WBZ TV BOSTON -WINS NEW YORK-WJZ TV BALTIMORE. KDKA-KOKA TV PtTTSE'JRGH.KYW.KYW TV CIEVEIANO. W0W0 FORT WAYNE-WHO CHKA60 • KPTX SAN FRANCISCO



Thank you, U.S. Conference of Mayors and Broadcast Pioneers for selecting

our station as the national winner of your first annual local community

service award, presented at the New York Hilton Hotel, May 25, 1964.

X. ~i£&<JL*AfJ

Joseph L. Brechner

President and General Manager

WFTV. Channel 9 - ABC-TV

Orlando. Florida
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Mann ffeed

WTfV Operations Manager

Providence • New Bedford

Says Mann Reed:

NBC Gt

Why WTEV bought

Volume 9 (Parts 1,2,3&4)
of Seven Arts'

11
Films of the 50'

s

M

"Until now, WTEV has been running movies on weekends only from

Friday through Sunday. Accordingly, our purchases have been restricted

to the best small packages available When we recently decided

to expand our evening feature film schedule across-the-board, we began to

evaluate all available feature packages in terms ol Quantity and Qua

The 215 Universal Post-50's m Seven Arts' new Volume 9

(Parts 1.2.3. and 4) proved to be an overall outstanding value

in terms ol potential rating power and sponsor appeal tor the

Providence Market. In lact. we might add. our comprehensive research

of each title, star value and box office performance showed Volume 9 to be

the best balanced large feature package ever released for telev

Thanks to these Seven Arts' 'films ot the 50s e the

PROGRAMMING STRE' I

FOR A BRIGHT
COMMERCIAL FUTURE
in the feature business

"

-<- '.

'7 z
SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED

' < '.-

,

PRODUCTIONS ITO
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Ad Men Get Commerce Nod on Report
Self regulation record saluted; committee calls for

more information to business, public and schools

Washington — Advertising ac-

complishments in the field ol sell

angulation have been compiled in a

report put out with the blessing ol

the ( ommerce Department. The re-

I port on "Sell Regulation in Advcrtis-

' ing '

!> the work ol .1 special]) ap-

pointed advertising advisory commit-

tee, under chairmanship of Peter W.
Allport. president of the Association

National Advertisers, and a roster

A top-level advertising and media

executives

The committee has compiled case

histories of the ethical approach

.taken h\ individual advertisers and

individual companies, bv industry

groups, by advertising trade associa-

tions and bv advertising media. The

|
report is more of an examination

I than a judgment, savs Secretary of

Commerce Luther H. Hodges, and is

not an official view of his depart-

ment. However, he recommends it

as a guideline handbook for "those

people and those industries who wish

to see the self regulation of advertis-

g reinforced and expanded."
The committee recommends more

spotlight on the scope and achieve-

ments of advertising's sell regulation.

I he K\ program would include ll)

Bfl information program lor business.

(2) all education program lor the pub-

lic. (3) a special program directed at

schools and colleges and (4) a con-

tinuing reappr.us.il ol business pi

tices to discover more areas where
sell regulation seems called lor

I he report emphasizes the close

relationship between the American
economv ot private competitive enter-

prise and advertising, which is its

"active voice and energetic servant.'

I he committee teels that the best hope
for the future of the system is more
sell regulation. But the report is not

intended to be "a special pleading . . .

in favor Of total self regulation at the

expense ot ativ tvpe of government
control." Its broader focus is on
"business ethics in contemporary life.

and the assumption ol personal ethical

responsibilities bv vigorously com-
peting private business men."

Committee membership included:

John Crichton. AAAA president: I e-

Kov Collins. NAB president: Charles

W. Collier, vice president of the Ad-
vertising Association of the West, and
Mark Cooper, Advertising Federation

nerica president.

Hearing on Tv Violence Conjectural
JD subcommittee would like revisitation with network presidents

to learn what has, hasn't been done re tv's effect on delinquency

Washington—Sen. Thos. J. Dodd
iD.. Conn), chairman of the special

Juvenile Delinqucncv Subcommittee,

would like to hear network heads

discuss what they have or have not

done to take the S&V (sex and vio-

lence) out of television since their

last meeting with the Senator — but

ft tune IS-1 1
) dates are verv

*hakv

The Senator's oi\^^ savs commit-
tee would like a "revisitation" with

networks on the subject of tv's effect

on juvenile delinquency in the two
ears since the last go-round. But de-

bate on the Civil Rights bill now
going on in the Senate will be the

deciding factor in timing.

The committee staff has consist-

L'ntlv held that trade expectations
were exaggerated and that there

would be no hearings for a good

while to come. However, networks

let it be known that their presidents

had been invited to appear — and
Senator Dodd's own office obliginglv

confirmed the intent to hold hear-

ings.

The committee staff also wonders
what ever happened to the promised
scientific studv to be made of anv

possible connections between violence

on TV and juvenile crime. Studv was

reportedlv to have been made bv a

panel of representatives of networks
and universities, with an assist from
psvchologists and media specialists

— all under supervision of HI "W

nothing was ever heard
from it.

No report ever came out of the

Juvenile Delinquency committee,
either, on its hearings of two v.

back.

NBC's Kinter Marks
20 Years in Broadcast
New N ork A bro.i

milestone tor Roben •

president oi mk as he

celebrates his 20th year in the

business June 15.

a a stint with the Nl vv

S HKK Hi K VI n I Kllll m in

Washington. Kinter joined AW
in i

l>44 as vice president He
later became president, and on

January 1. 1

1
> 5 7 . made the

move to MK He was elected

president 00 July I 1. I
l>58.

Piggyback Screening

Results Released
Wa.shinKton — I he NAB has just

released its list ol commercials

screened between January and April

to determine which arc piggyback and
which are integrated. The list, which

will appear in the June I\ ( ode
Nivvs shows thai 42 ot the 77 com-
mercials studied were piggyback, while

were integrated. In many in-

stances, companies have commercials

tailing into both categories, with simi-

lar products being advertised.

\ case in point is Franco- Ameri-

can. 1 he company advertised mush-
room gravy and its gravy line in an

integrated commercial — at the same
time advertising mushroom gravy and
chicken giblel gravv a-s a piggy h.

In the latter, there was apparently no
attempt to tie the similar products to-

gether.

Integrated commercials screened

include: American Home Products, 1

commercial. Colorforms. I: Foremost
Dairies. 1. franco-American. 3:

Green Ciiant. 4. Kellogg, 5: Kenner.

Mattel. :. Mortons. 4. PilKbury.

1 Proctor Jk Gamble, 1. Schlitz, 1;

\ 1 Stalev. 1: I ussv . 1: F nion Car-

bide. 2 Wham-O. 1.'

backs: Bissell, 2 cominc:.

Brillo, 2. Campbell Soup. 3: Coty. 1.

Scholl's. I. du Pont, 6; M. x I

tor. 4. Foremost Dairies. I Franco-

American. 1: Cieneral Mills. 5; Inter-

national I atex. 2. International Salt.

1 : Johnson \ Johnson, 1 . I ever B-

I: NFxM ( and Noxzema
Pillsburv. |; A. 1 Stalev. I. Wl
hall Fab,. 2

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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ABC Radio Launches Research

On Commercial Effectiveness

Two-phase study by Daniel Yankelovich, Inc., aims to provide

advertisers and agencies with new information on best use of medium

New York — Radio as an advertis-

ing medium will come under the re-

search microscope in an ABC-spon-

sored study which will try to answer

the question, "How can radio be used

most effectively?"

The study, aimed at finding radio's

proper place in the advertising sun,

will be conducted by Daniel Yankelo-

vich, independent marketing research

firm, and will be carried out in two

phases — first in the laboratory,

then in the field.

Phase One will determine the

actual components of a commercial,

what makes it tick. Cases in point

cited are the Julie London radio-

only spots and Homer and Jethro,

both extremely successful for their

respective advertisers.

"At the end of Phase One," Robert

R. Pauley, president of the ABC ra-

dio network, declared, "the radio in-

dustry and its advertisers should be

better aware of what makes a good
commercial and which ones are mov-
ing products."

In Phase Two the research team
will leave the experimental labora-

tory and take to the field with the

results of the initial study to deter-

mine what kind of commercials are

effective — where, when and to

whom.
The cooperation of advertising

agencies will be needed in step two

to provide a wide variety of com-
mercials for testing, the research

firm said. The samplings taken in

the field will be on a random basis

and their results will be reported

sequentially.

Possible drawback here might be

that in covering a cross-section of the

best radio commercial product, some
of the newer and more experimental

approaches could be left out.

Although ABC-sponsored, the re-

sults are expected to be of value

to the entire radio industry if it can
find out what elements of entertain-

ment, communication and public

persuasion radio actually possesses as

opposed to other media, isolate those

elements and put them to work for

the industry.

ABC's president pointed out that

"it is radio's responsibility to provide

advertisers with as much accurate

information about our industry as we
can. The appointment of the Yankelo-
vich organization represents a pio-

neering effort in the area of radio

commercial analysis."

NC&K Hits $70 Million in Billings,

Opens Agency Office in Madrid
Neil York — Norman Craig &

Kummel, Inc., hit the $70 million

m;irk in worldwide billing. In re-

leasing the figure, the agency also an-

nounced the acquisition of all Col-

gate-Palmolive advertising for Spain
and the Opening of B full-service

agency in Madrid.
I he nunc is pari of a continuing

series of acquisitions and partner-

ship ventures m \( \vK's three-year

old plan for complete coverage of the

European market. Hillings in Europe
now total $20 million, making the

agency network among the largest

operating there, the firm st.iies

In commenting on the new Span
i^h office, a spokesman pointed out

that the very first person hired was
a radio-tv producer, and that, while

figures are not available, the com-
pan\ encourages its overseas people
to use radio and tv wherever possible.

In the U. S., 70 percent of NC&K's
billings are in broadcast.

In addition, it was pointed out
that the carefully controlled expan-
sion of the agency on the continent
is moving forward at a pace dictated
In the abilit) of the agency and its

partners in Europe to "acquire and
train qualified personnel capable of

representing [its] Style of marketing
and emphatic advertising without put-
ting a strain on |its| basic operations
in New York."

When Father Calls,

Moppets Respond
New York — Father is boss i

the home, and it's the male "father

voice on tv commercials aimed z

children that gets the best result'

argues Melvin Helitzer, president c

Helitzer, Waring & Wayne, Inc.

Speaking at the first annual "Ac
vertising for Children" conference

Helitzer said the difference in th

voice of the narrator of a moppei

slanted commercial can affect th

results as much as 25 percent, adc

ing that children will react mor
positively to the "father" voice tha

they will to those of either a wc

man's "mother" voice or those c

other children.

Reasons for this, according to th

agency's research findings: whateve

Mother thinks, Father's voice is sti

the final authority in the home: th

male voice in a sales message is moi
noticed because female voices pn
dominate a child's home and scho<

life and the male announcer is ger

erally more articulate.

LA Ad Exec Raps NAB,
Calls for Appeals Board
New York — Unhappy with NA

"censorship," Jack Roberts, execi

tive vice president and creative dire

tor for Carson/Roberts, declared th;

advertising needs a creative appea

board as a counter-weight against th

NAB code board which "decider,

the rules for tv commercials.

"Of course, we need a code an

guidelines for radio and televisic

commercial advertising," Roberts ai

mitted, "and the Code's original ii

tent (to protect the viewer) is a nece

sarj self-policing service."

The ad executive added. "Ho\

ever, who is going to protect tl

viewer from the massive mediocre

that will certainly result from e:

cessive regulation, formula procedu:

and unenlightened judgment?"
Speaking at the New York Con

munications Conference. Robet

that what is needed is a creative a

peals board which would be composi

of a "group of professionals who cou

render a proper evaluation on tl

inevitable conflict between regulatk

and innovation."

Contacted, NAB had no offici

comment on Roberts' remarks It

understood that difficulties have rise

in recent months between the NA
and Carson Roberts.

SPONSOR



all new for '64!

WMALTVS STRAW HAT PLAN
When you buy WMAL-TVs Straw Hat Plan in "64, you not only get WMAL-TV's

BIG audience all summer long, but important additional audience exposure

at NO ADDITIONAL COST. This year's Straw Hat Plan (June 1 to August 31)

is the most generous we've ever offered, gives clients a sizable bonus for every

dollar spent.

IF YOU SPEND

PER WEEK
YOU GET IN ADDITION

ID'S 20s and/or 60s

Day or Night Day or Night

S 300-599 4 2 3 1

600-899 7 3 5 2

900-1199 10 4 6 3

1200-1499 13 5 7 4

1500 & Over 16 6 8 5

The number of bonus spots allowed an advertiser will be determined by the

weekly dollar volume of any single product scheduled on the air between

June 1 and August 31. All bonus spots are fixed with the exception of those

in preemptible areas. Contact your WMAL-TV Salesman or Harrington, Righter

& Parsons, Inc.

wmal-tv S-
Evening Star Broadcasting Company,

w VSHINGTON, D (

Affiliated with WMAL and WMAL-FM. Washington. D. C ; WSVATV and WSVA. Harrisonburg. Va.

Represented by: HARRINGTON, RIGHTER a /'
i cso\s /

M DC TOO
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sponsor JUNE 75, 7964 • VOL. 18, NO. 24

27 Bucking the summer tv selling trend

( 'anadian Station refuses to devaluate the summer minute; spon-

sors "eat" reruns, CJOH-TV pays tab for new programs

30 Cotton Council uses tv in textile battle

Network spot backs 25 local department stores using tv to pro-

mote cotton on fashion shows; Council foots bill

Specialists on commercials mean cost increases for

advertisers

Increasing sophistication by viewers forces advertisers to spend

more to get unusual and effective commercials

AGENCIES

39 Easy profit answers to hard food questions

Wearing two hats in the world of food advertising and selling,

John Kluge sees better ways to do it

TIME/BUYING & SELLING

42 Whose representative is the station rep?

A never-ending concern to improve the spot schedule obligates

both agency and rep to act in the best interests of the sponsor,

says B&B media director

TV MEDIA

Skippy tests 10-second spots

Leader in peanut butter field tries IDs in local test to complement
network schedule on "The FlintStones" employs cartoons and

humor

SYNDICATION & SERVICES

46 Slapstick series is a syndication 'sleeper'

A lew Madison Avenue admen would get a real jolt if they knew
what was being unreeled in several local feature shows — but

it's in their interest not to

DEPARTMENTS
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(hanging S< ene 49 Sponsor Scope 23
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What makes a great salesman?

On a hot July afternoon in 1831, a
22-year-old Virginia farmer gave the
first public demonstration of a me-
chanical reaper thai harvested grain
four times as t'a-t .is a man with a

cradle and BCythe.This young farmer-
inventor was Cyrus Hall Met 'ormick
. . . his crude reaper was the begin-
ning of a billion-dollar agricultural
implement industry. Yet. McCor-
mick'a talent Fox sales, advertising
and marketing proved even greater
than Ins inventive genius.

In the earh \h ( 'ormick be-
came the first major manufacturer
to introduce consumer credit; a

farmer could buy 8 $125 Met 'ormick
reaper tor (35 down at harvest time.
the balance due December l. He
became the first American manu-
facturer to guarantee absolute sat-

isfaction <>r return of purchase price.
M. ('ormick was one of the !ir>t

advertisers to use testimonials. And
he was one of the tirst direct-mail

advertisers.

(§^2.

Cyrus McCormick was »n innovator
who benefited mankind. The Scorer
stations are innovaton, too, with
long list of "firsts" to their credit.

Public-interest broadcasts, vital edi-
torials, and proglBrnming keyed to

local interests not only make them
highly respected members of their

communities hut turn more lis-

teners and viewers into foyers. In
1

'• Storer's

man i- KGBS, SJQ important
in an important mar

I
STORER
BRaiDCHSTISCCa\IP.1S

LOS AM6ELES PHILADELPHIA CLEVELAND NEW YORK TOLEDO DETROIT

MIAMI MILWAUKEE CLEVELAND ATLANTA TOLEDO OETtOIT
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Get me Joe Floyd,

Evans Nord, H-R,

ANYONE!
He wants KFLO-LAND TV.

He wants ii right now! And there's a

reason fol Ins rush! Somebody just put

the new ARB figures on his desk.

\RBs Vudience Summaries tell a

storj that's worth a bundle to the adver-

tiser. I he\ reveal how KILO-LAND
l\. In completely enveloping the Sioux

FalIs-98 Count) Market, puts in your

lap more tv homes than you could pos-

siblj amass with a single television fa-

cility in anj of these other midwestern
markets.

Mini \M) TV delivers 35.3%
more tt homes than the highest rated

station in Des Moines.

kl I 6-1 \M> TV delivers 18.39!

more tv homes than the highest rated

station in Duluth-Superior.

Kl I O I \M> IV delivers 23.195

moi e t\ homes than the highest rated

station in Omaha.

Sioux I alls has been elevated to the

lop tiei of the nation's tv markets In

Mini \M) l\s three transmitters.

operating as one station. Your one film

oi live commercial whips out from
kl I n I \ Sioux 1 alls to all 98 counties.

Only kl I n l \sn I \ matches youi

advertising to the market's actual lull

distribution How.

\inl no other station - or group ol

stations - can!

Source: \KH Audience Summaries
Match '(>•) 9 a in to midnight, 7

days Submitted as estimates, not

exact measurements.

5-STATE TELEVISION

t£tfil*#£>
KELO-tv • KDLO-tv • KPLO-tw

(inUrconnocttd)

JOE FLOYD. President

Evans Nord, Eitcutivt Vice- Pros. & Cm. M|r.

Larry Bention, Vice Pres.

Represented nationally by H-R

In Minneapolis by Wayne Evans

General Offices: Sioux Falls, S.D.

A MIDCO STATION

Report

Travel is broadening

Ever try to go to California by way of Florida— if you start

from New York?
It's easy if you work for Sponsor.

My current trip, just completed, took in Winston-Salem, Greens-

boro, Atlanta, Tampa, Oklahoma City, Beaumont, Los Angeles, Omaha
and Lansing. Trace that on your map and you'll note why some of

the airlines are making money. This week I'm at the NAB Board

meeting in Washington.

Somebody said that broadcasters are the travelingest bunch in

American business. That's easy to believe when you consider that a

tew thousand station men are constantly flying to New York, Chicago,

Detroit, Dallas, San Francisco and other dens of the timebuyer in

search of national spot. And a heavy complement of broadcast service

salesmen representing everything from syndicated tv programs to radio

equipment is calling on stations all over the globe.

I'm for more airline advertising on tv and radio stations. They
deserve it. I

Besides helping out Eastern and United, I like to travel for other

reasons. When you see a station man in New York he doesn "t spout

ideas and questions as he does across his desk at home. On Madison
Avenue his thoughts seem to gravitate elsewhere.

I came home from my two-week travels with a notebook full of

comments and questions. To wit:

From a station manager: How do the networks shape up, in your

opinion, next fall?

From an agency account executive: Why can't the stations cut back

on their promos? Maybe there wouldn't be so much talk about clutter

if they did. There seems to be a station compulsion to fill every

possible opening with a station pitch.

From an agency tv/ radio director: We're interested in your com-
puter articles. Will the media directors and media supervisors who
know stations pave the way for computer buying or is a new class of

media experts in the making?

From a station manager: You ought to do a profile on Milton

Shapp, head of Jerrold. He'd make a fascinating study with respect

to the growth and future of CATV.
From a promotion manager: You wrote in your column that ever]

slat ion that has a promotion manager ought to have a research manager.

('an he be one and the same person?

From an ad manager: How soon do you think UHF will be a

buyable medium in most markets?

From a station manager: .1. Walter Thompson is requesting stations

carrying edgaret advertising for their client not to schedule announce-

ments adjacent to a juvenile audience. What is the criterion for "juvenile

audience'" and who is the judge? Besides, doesn't the agencj pick the

location in the first place?

\s
| said, travel i^ broadening.

!97ru*w
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And WNBC-TV recently brought

home its consequences and costs

in a conscience-stirring special

program, Poverty Is People.

The program did not merely

describe the problem; it vividly

showed what poverty does to the

men, women and children in this

country who are its victims.

Poverty Is People focused its

cameras on a section of New York

called "The Triangle," a neighbor-

hood of 10,000 people bounded by

East 125th Street. Park Avenue

What in Now York

produces rats, disease,

delinquency,drug addiction,

hunger,and despair?

Poverty.

and the Harlem River. As NBC
News correspondent Edwin New-

man said in the program, *The

wonder is not that there is despair

in 'The Triangle' and in those places

like it— the wonder is that there's

any hope at all."

A reviewer said, "Poverty Is

People conveyed (the facts) in a

journalistic style that did not at

all gloss over the ugliness of the

situation. The viewer felt... that

this was the bitter truth."

Through such programs as this,

WNBC-TV's award winning series.

New York Illustrated, uses all the

resources of television reporting to

bring what may sometimes be "the

bitter truth" to the people of the

community we serve. We regard

this as one of the most important

responsibilities of a television sta-

tion in a democratic society.

NEWYORKS COMMUNITY MINDED STATION

WMH'TYDI
C .'. N E G

Jun« 15. 1964
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THE
SELLING

GAME

li mi ki is \ni hum, the seller

seems to have learned in the broad-

east advertising business, it's that

if (here is a '"game" in the air-

advertising league at all, it's being

played in the buyers' ballpark.

Perhaps it's the latter's incessant

probing of past performance, the

constant exercise of new methods

and the tireless practice of fresh

techniques in the placement of ad-

vertising dollars that have given

the advertiser and his agency the

advantage of making a lot of —
as well as interpreting all of — the

rules.

But in place of the "game"
we're finding a science to which
more sellers of broadcast time are

becoming dedicated day by day.

Over the past six weeks the

pages of Sponsor have carried

more evidence of it than ever be-

fore. Station after station, group
after group, as well as the net-

works, have come into the market-
place with information that details

the shape, size and chemistry of

the consumer. It's a grass-roots

start for what must eventually be-
et >mc a national portrait of the

American broadcast advertising

market. The studies and informa-
tion now being made available de-

lineate the whole of a local or
regional area, and the individual

sell is only a part ol it

What we are witnessing is the

development of the computer fod-

der so necessary to the growth ol

broadcast media and the economic
soundness of its Future

I Ik Crosby, Group w, NBC
and CHS studies are only a part

of what is crossing our editorial

desks. There's much more on the

waj io Sponsor's pages thai will

provide precision instruments fol

our readers

Through Other Eyes
I have just finished reading the

feature s'ory on Westinghouse in

your May 18 issue.

It is always interesting and often

helpful to observe our activities

through the eyes of someone out-

side our company.
My compliments to you and your

staff for an exceptionally fine job

of reporting.

Naturally, I am particularly

proud that you selected Westing-

house for your story.

D. C. Buknh\m
President

Westinghouse Electric Corp.

. . . And More
... it means a great deal to

Westinghouse to have its advertis-

ing efforts recognized in the splen-

did way that you handled the

story of our television program.

I know this took a lot of work
on your part. And I know, too.

that it was quite unusual for

Sponsor to cover one company
in the depth that you did.

J. Emmet Judge

Vice Preside r,t

Westinghouse Electric Corp.

• We certainlv were all thrilled

with the wonderful series of arti-

cles about Westinghouse that ran

in Sponsor (May 18).

Needless to say our entire or-

ganization has seen the article, and
are excited about it.

We are all pleased at this rec-

ognition from such a fine maga-
zine.

Roger H. Boi in

Director

Marketing Communications
Westinghouse Electric Corp.

• With the exception of my pic-

ture — that was a swell issue

i May 18).

\s a reader of Sponsor, I would
be interested in more in-depth

pieces like the Westinghouse
piece.

Wn I [AM W. Mil vi v

i President
W, < ann I •,> kson

Sales Higher than Report
I was going through Sponsor.

June I issue, from cover to cover,
as usual, when I came to pages
\6, 47. 48 and 49. rhese were
particularlj interesting because I

am manager of Divco-Wayne's

West Coast News Bureau. Divco-

Wayne Industries is the world's

largest manufacturer of mobile

homes, with 1 1 plants in the U.S.

and Canada, and more building.

On page 49 you state: "Last

year 128,000 people lived in mo-
bile homes and there were $26
million in sales in the U.S."

Actually, in 1963 there were

128,000 units sold, and sales for

1964 should approximate 150,000

units. Almost 5,000.000 persons

live in mobile homes, and $26
million is only a fraction of Divco-

Wayne's sales in any given year.

The industry as a whole is well

over the $750,000,000 mark and

reaching for a billion in sales,

if it will not hit that figure in

1965. At current rates one in

every six new single unit non-

farm buildings sold is a mobile

home, and Divco-Wayne alone

builds better than one in everj

100 such units, or one in every

ten mobile homes built.

I hope you will find space to

correct this statistical injustice to

a great industry. And thanks for

articles such as this.

Jack Kneass

Jack Kneass Advertising-Publicity

Long Beach. Calif.

Sponsor, Wrong Agency
Re: "Alcoa Enters Battle of

Bottles vs. Cans (Sponsor. June

1 ) and "... Alcoa, via Fuller

& Smith & Ross, is prepared .
."

Whoops'
The agency in the marketing

program reviewed is Ketchum.

MacLeod & Grove. Inc.

KM&G-prepared Easy-Opening

Beer Can Promotion includes: 14

spots on NBC-TV "Huntley-

Brinklev Report:" 100 radio spots

on each of 210 CBS stations: 70

radio spots on each of 296 ABC
stations: 140 radio spots on each

Of 28 stations in top market areas:

full page ad in NL and AL base-

ball programs (covering 1.377

games): full page ad in NI and

AL football programs ( 147 games);

1 6 ads in S business publications.

The program was detailed in a

beer stein mailing (copy attached)

to brewers. We're sort of proud

of the mailer and program and

thought you would want to know.

I wifs F. Woi ii. Jr.

I. count Executive

Public Relation* Department
Ketchum. MacLeod & drove. Inc.

10 SPONSOR



Natural childbirth — delivery with-

out the aid of anesthetics — is not

il subject matter for the fam-

^vision screen. Avoiding the

.s pitfalls of over-coyness and

•lonalism is quite a challenge

that challenge was skillfully

. WRCV-TV's prime time pub-

:irs series, Concept.

nearly six months, Cor

as filmed the preparations

James Rohlfing for natural

rth. right up to the fulfilling

mt when her son, Tommy.
«vas born. Particularly dra-

e conversation between doc-

How did

little Tommy Rohlfing

make his debut on

Philadelphia television?

Naturallv.

tor and patient during the actual

delivery. Public reaction was c.

Imingly favorat >elt

the pre is both informative

e tothi ommur
As •

1 to such h

5 producer-host-

a youm
tion

To acquaint Philadelpl

mu: •

.

;es, M.:

cept c ng

from surgical operations to the

on of prisoners.

. such a series has a

. ty to its c

.'

is so n

h —
•mg be

. or a i ..

PHILADELPHIA S COMMUNITY MINOED STATION

WRCV-TVH3
OWNED
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Networks, AP in Close Harmony on Election Pool

Formation of Network Election Service

means simultaneous vote tally on

ABC, CBS, NBC, plus end to viewer confusion

New York — Against a back-

drop of uncommon cooperation, the

three major networks have put an

end to election night coverage du-

plication and contusion with for-

mation of the Network Election

Service aimed at pooling all results,

with each network retaining its

right of analysis.

A learn of about 1 00.0(H) will be

in the field gathering returns for

the new service which will also

have the cooperation of the Associ-

ated Press. United Press Interna-

tional is also expected to give its

nod to pooled coverage.

Bulk of the cost of the pool.

$1,600,000, will be carried by the

networks. AP's share will be ap-

proximate!) SI 60.000. but the en-

trance of UP] could alter the

amount each of the participants will

bear.

What will pooled coverage mean
to advertiser, broadcaster, viewer?

• Advertiser. Undoubtedly no

rate reduction, but it could mean
a more consistent audience —- less

prone to check the tabulation on

the other channel. Cost of election

coverage package is generally below

break-even point An\ reduction in

coverage cost would probably be

ploughed back into the over-all op-

eration. Rather than "fustest with

the mostest." future advertisers can

bu\ on basis of personalities in-

volved, the species electronic prog-

OSticator and the image ol the net-

work ol his choice.

• Broadcaster. He still has Ins

problems — samplings, analysis,

etc.. but cost will probably he

lower, if not astronomicalK so \

work sources have denied reports

of possible savings in the "mil-

lions " B> eliminating the competi-

tive factor in coverage, he will be

able to deplov some o\ his loiees

in other areas, concentrate his pie

motion effort and buildup on his

men and machines rather than on

the statistical merry-go-round of re-

turns.

• Viewer. Apparently would
have everything to gain — except

for the extreme partisan who chan-

nel-hops to find returns favorable

to his own candidate. Would be

able to stay with Huntley, Cronkite.

Smith, depending upon preference

and not worry about tabulation on

other networks. Exception here is

the emergence of electronic devices

as a factor in the competition for

audience. But certainly the basic

confusion would be eliminated.

The Network Election Service

will be administered by a trium-

virate consisting of Arnold Snyder

of ABC, William Eames of CBS
and Frank Jordan of NBC. The
AP will participate as a non-voting

member, as would I'PI if it decides

to join.

Fifty-one statewide headquar-

ters will be established for coverage,

with each of the networks collecting

returns in 11 or 12 states and the

AP in 16. Again, UPFs participa-

tion would alter the setup some-

what.

Returns will be reported simul-

taneously to each of the networks

on a state-by-state basis in their

studios on election night. In addi-

tion, state-wide totals will be re-

layed to a single tabulating center

in New York which will be respon-

sible for the running national tabu-

lation on presidential returns. The
center will then transmit its totals

to each network so that the same

figures will be available simultane-

ously.

Commenting on the pooled cov-

erage, the three network news

chiefs, Elmer Lower of ABC, Fred

W. Friendly of CBS and William

R. McAndrew of NBC. and Wes
Gallagher of AP, declared:

"The creation of Network Elec-

tion Service, is, we believe, a great

step forward in the gathering and

dissemination of news. The Ameri-

can voter and the public at large

will be the beneficiaries of faster

and more comfortable returns from

the new system."

CBS-TV Denies One-Sided Sale of Political Time
New York — In an indirect

rebuttal to a report in a show
business publication, CBS-TV
has announced the purchase of

network time by both the Re-
publican and Democratic parties

ten five-minute political

broadcasts for each party on the

network.

I he original repent indicated

that the deal had only been made
with the Democratic Party be-

cause of the "close personal rela-

tionship" between CBS chief

I rank Stanton and President

1 yndon B. Johnson. Network
sources deny the personal mter-

iition. pointing out that the

aotice of making five minutes

available at the end of programs

for political purchases was estab-

lished by all three networks in

1956" and that William Fagan.

manager of CBS-TV network

sales, had actually received an

order from the Republican Part)

before the Democrats had se-

lected their advertising agency.

Later, after negotiation with the

Democratic Party's agency, a

similar arrangement was made.

Both orders, for identical time

periods, were accepted simultan-

eously. "Dr. Stanton was in no

way involved. He did not know

of it until after the orders had

been accepted." a network clari-

fication memo said.

12 SPONSOR



Washington, I). C.

is a singular town;

it leads

a double life.

Events, words and ideas from the

nation's Capital affect almost three

billion people on earth (and pos-

sibly beyond). But WRC-TV never

forgets there's another Washing-

ton, D.C., one that is home town to

five million people living in this

area. And we serve these five mil-

lion in a personal way.

Reprieve*^ recent half-hour spe-

cial of ours, got very personal in-

deed. It was about heart attacks,

and its message to past and poten-

tial victims was simple but urgent:

And so do we.

"Don't be afraid, don't give up after

a heart attack!" General Dwight D.

Eisenhower isn't seen on television

very often; he apparently thought

this message important enough to

warrant an appearance on Re-

prieve, during which he candidly

discussed his own illness.

The Washington Post said, "Re-

prieve is an important program,

one that will be useful for many

years." We like to think that most

of our programs are important, but

"useful" is the key word here.

-

'Produced with the George Washington University Airlie Center

Recognizing the city's global

character, WRC-TV fully covers the

momentous happenings at The

White House, State Department

and Pentagon. But we know, too,

that the greater Washington area is

also a local community, and that

those who live here view us as the

community-minded station

WASHINGTON S COMMUNITY MINOED STATION

WRC-TV
ovvNFt?
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Meyner Gets Nod as Cigaret Code Czar

Appointment hinges on Justice Department

clearance; NAB's Bell praises choice

Ncu York — A new role opens

For former New Jersey Governor
Robert B. Meyner with the an-

nouncement o\' his selection as Ad-
ministrator of the Cigaret Adver-
tising Code with "complete and

final authority to determine whe-
ther cigaret advertising complies

with the standard^ of this code
and to enforce this code in all

other respects."

Only possible hitch: Justice De-
partment clearance of the code
under the antitrust laws. Meyner's
appointment will become effective

after that clearance.

Commenting on the Meyner ap-

pointment, a man who knows a

tircat deal about industry self-regu-

lation. Howard Bell, director of

\ AI5's Code Authority, declared.

"I feel confident Governor Meyner
will prove to be an excellent choice.

I have known him for years. He is

competent, courageous and has a

deep understanding of public
needs."

Bell added that NAB will con-

tinue to administer its own code on
cigaret advertising, while maintain-

in" informal liaison with the cigaret

industry

Under terms of the code, no
advertising maj be used unless h

has been submitted to the adminis-

trator and given his stamp of ap-

proval.

Among other things, the Cigaret

Advertising Code, first made public

in late April, prohibits advertising

that suggests cigaret smoking is

"essential to social prominence,

distinction, success or sexual at-

traction." The code also turns

thumbs down on testimonials from

athletes or celebrities who might

have special appeal to persons un-

der 21; on cigaret advertising or

promotion in school, college or

university publications or on cam-
pus; and on tv or radio shows or

in publications directed primarily

to persons under 21.

Further, the code limits state-

ments concerning health unless the

administrator decides the statement

is "significant in terms of health

and is based on adequate, relevant

and valid scientific data."

In accepting the appointment,

Meyner declared that he believed

"it is better for the industry to

regulate itself, and the cigaret com-
panies are attempting to do this.

They have asked me to serve as

an impartial, objective administra-

tor of a strict code regulating all

advertising in the industry."

Announcement of the former

New Jersey governor's selection was

made on behalf of the nation's

cigaret manufacturing companies,

including The American Tobacco

Co., Brown & Williamson Tobacco

Corp., Larus & Brother Co. Inc.,

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., P.

Lorillard Co., Philip Morris Inc..

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.,

Stephano Brothers, Inc., and United

States Tobacco Co.

Meyner complete and final authority

Dr. Terry Lauds

Raps Misleading

New York — Praise for the

cigaret industry's new code, but

condemnation for its "misleading"

advertising, and a suggestion that

perhaps less ad dollars should be
spent by cigaret manufacturers,

were voiced by Dr. Luther L.

Terry, U. S. Surgeon General.

kcynoting the two-day National

Conference on Cigaret Smoking
and Youth, called by the American
Cancer Society, Dr. Terry ex-

pressed his "highest praise" for the

cigaret code, stating his hope that

"it will be enforced as written . . .

We are grateful for any assistance

in this area." he continued, but
when later queried by Sponsor, he

suggested that he was not certain

it the code "went far enough . . .

II \cvcr. I have no specific re-

eon mendations on this point." he

Hi len\ also sounded an omi-
nous note when he told SPONSOR

Cigaret Code,

'

Advertising

that "it would be helpful to us" in

dissuading people from smoking if

the cigaret industry spent less

money in advertising, especially in

radio and tv.

Additionally, the Surgeon Gen-

eral believes that there will be

no prohibition or ban on smoking,

but is less sure about possible

government curbs on advertising'

"Your guess i^ as good as mine."

he said.

"The youth of this country —
like the rest of us — are exposed

to smokers everywhere," Dr. Terry

declared in his address, "to hard

and soft sells for smoking, and to

a ceaseless reiteration — that al-

most everybody smokes eigarets."

He noted afterward that his main

concern was advertising that "mis-

led" people into becoming smok-
ers as "the thing to do." He sug-

gested that here the industry code

( ontinued on page 16
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Many viewers watch

Dateline: Chicago

and end up saying,

"That's terrible!"

Not at all. When WNBQ's Dateline:

Chicago revealed the vice and

crime infesting nearby Gary, "ter-

rible" was only one of the words

viewers used to describe what they

saw. And that was fine with us,

because it meant they might do

something about the problem.

That's the motive behind this

award-winning, weekly, public af-

fairs program: holding a mirror to

the face of the Chicago area. Some-
times the reflection is good, some-

Are our feelings hurt?

times bad; sometimes funny,

sometimes tragic. The program's

range is wide as the spirit and the

conscience of the living city.

Dateline: Chicago has explored

everything from folk singers to fire

fighters, from people in school to

people in government . . . whatever

interests the eight million persons

we serve. And that's not easy to de-

termine, for the people of Chicago

are produly cosmopolitan and, at the

same time, proudly mid-wes*

Producing a complete coverage

public affairs television program

regularly every week is a tremen-

dous undertaking; and we're the

. station in town ever to attempt

Maybe that's why WNBQ is

where you see community service

in action in Chicago.

CHICAGO S COMMUNIS SERVICE STATION

WNBQ OWNED
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could go a long way toward rem-

edying this situation.

Dr. Icrry characterized the cur-

rent phase of the anti-oigaret drive

as an "era of action," a long-term

drive to prevent present and future

generations of teenagers from be-

coming smokers, while persuading

present smokers to give up the ha-

bit. "It will not be easy," he main-

tained, citing evidence that many
who stopped smoking in January

have since gone back to cigarets.

He specified some of the anti-

smoking actions to be undertaken

by the federal government. These

include: a group of surveys to

analyze the amount and distribu-

tion of smoking; an evaluation of

the methods used in clinics for

smokers who wish to break the

habit: and the establishment of a

Public Health Service clearing

house on smoking and health.

Soviets Say Nyet!"

To WNBC Radio Show
\»\v York — NBC and the other

networks have had more than their

share of run-ins with Soviet of-

ficialdom, but this time it's a local

WNBC tadio personality who has

provoked Russian displeasure. This

ad. part of a scries of cartoon ads

promoting the Brad Crandall pro-

gram, so annoyed a Soviet embassy
official that he chided an NIK' cor-

respondent about it. Format of the

show itself is controversial, with

("randall fielding questions and
opinions from an) listener who
cares to call him.

Obstacles Hurdled. STY Sets

Firm Target Date for Debut
|

Weaver says company will transmit in LA on July 17,

in SF on August 14; starts newspaper ad campaign

San Francisco — Delayed for a

variety of reasons, Subscription

Television, Inc., has finally pin-

pointed its debut dates (see Friday

at 5, June X) and at the same time

launched the second phase of its

all-out ad campaign.

According to Sylvester L. "Pal"

Weaver, president of STV, the com-

pany will begin transmitting pro-

grams to subscribers in Los Angeles

on July 17 and in San Francisco on

August 14. The kickoff dates were

set to coincide with the beginning

of a series of baseball games be-

tween the L.A. Angels and the Chi-

cago Cubs in Chavez Ravine and

between the San Francisco Giants

and Milwaukee Braves at Candle-

stick Park.

Roadblocks to STV meeting the

original July 1 target date included

the fierce opposition pay tv has en-

countered in California, the fact

that SEC held up stock issuance,

trouble with the system's hardware

and a delay until the Public Utili-

ties Commission approved STV's
contract with the telephone com-
pany. Also, a company spokesman
pointed out that it was necessary

to post a $600,000 indemnity bond,

thus tying up STV money.

The system hopes to have 5000
initial subscribers in the Los An-
geles area and 4000 to 5000 in

San Francisco. To meet the original

starting date it would have been

necessary to install 250 systems a

day in the initial area of L.A.,

which covers three square miles,

11,000 people.

While STV was meeting its prob-

lems, it was also building a library

of material, ready for use when the

system goes into action. The pay

tv firm has already successfully

negotiated for foreign movies, off-

Broadway plays and baseball

games. Along this line, it was point-

ed out that "the price of a program

will never exceed the price of ad-

mission to the actual event."

In discussing STV, a spokesman
declared that "our greatest sales

gimmick will be being in business."

As for the ad campaign, phase

two of an intensive drive began

last week with insertions running in

eight Los Angeles-Santa Monica
and San Francisco-Oakland news-

papers.

Sell to Diversified Audiences, But

Don't Lose Identity, Says Executive

// / lineshmot luu-.

In me i,ilk in Brad CrandalU"

New York — Citing a pair of

confirmed broadcast users, Beech-
\ut and General Electric, as com-
panies which make a point of es-

tablishing identity with children

during formative years, Alan Berni,

president of a \ew York marketing
and industrial design firm, pointed

out that a good impression early

in life builds future adult shopping
patterns.

But he warned, in commenting on
m industry study, that advertising

id promotion channeled to diverse
ai liences can appear "confusing
aiu m conflict" unless stabilized by
an > ver-all corporate identitj in

the at

Pointing to Beech-Nut, which

spent almost $8 million on tv alone

last year, he said the company enters

the lists with baby foods, hits the

pre-teens with chewing gum. climbs

the ladder with adults via Beech-

Nul coffee.

"In each case, children become

familiar with these brand names

during an impressionable age."

Berni said. "This builds a deep-

etched brand acceptance that en-

dures for life in many cases."

However, in making distinctive

appeals to different groups, he con-

tinued, a healthy company must

maintain its over-all corporate iden-

tic as well.
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An ancient tradition

restaged in a

new-world setting

A deep and enduring Spanish-

Mexican tradition is part of South-

ern California's heritage. To show

its appreciation of this heritage,

Los Angeles' KNBC recreated— for

the second year in a row—the time-

less, Christmas Eve pageant, "Las

Posadas." Broadcast in color, the

hour-long program told a three-

part story: the Fiesta of Our Lady

of Guadalupe; the search ("Las Po-

sadas") of Joseph and Mary for

as a gift for all Los Angeles.

lodging; and, finally, the Great

Fiesta that celebrates the end of

their arduous journey.

KNBC used Spanish speaking

performers exclusively in "Las Po-

sadas." But the message required

no translation-and the reaction of

viewers and reviewers was una

mously enthusiastic. "Las Posadas"

won acclaim for its purpose, its

pageantry, and for the excellence

of its production. The KNBC color

program stands as an excellent ex-

ample of community-oriented pro-

gramming. What's more, it shows

that ancient traditions can be trans-

lated beautifully by our most mod-

ern means of communication.

LOS ANGELES COMMUNITY MINOEO STATION

KNBCH4
OWNED
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Tinker Attacks Sameness, Cliches in Advertising

AFA convention told advertising monotony can be

avoided by use of modern electronic equipment

St. Louis — Striking out against

sameness and cliches in tv ad-

vertising. Jack linker, of Jack

linker & Partners, a division of

Interpublic, declared at last week's

AFA convention that the nation's

ultimate danger "is that we shall

bore each other to death."

His answer to monotony in tv

commercials: the use of modern

scientific tools, such as computers

and the eye camera, by creative

people to take the risk out of

innovation and eliminate impro-

visation "for the sake of change

alone."

Taking the industry to task for

such cliches as "whiter than

white." "sunshine white." "wedding

AFA Adopts All-

inclusive Ad Code

St. Louis — It seems as if

everyone has a code these days,

and now the AFA's board of

governors has put its stamp oi

approval on a code for everyone.

Called the "Advertising Code ol

American Business," it is aimed

at all advertising, media, trade

and industry groups.

I he code covers a wide range

ot areas including truth in adver-

tising, responsibility, taste ami

decency, disparagement, bait ad-

vertising, guaranties and war-

ranties, unprovable claims and

testimonials.

In approving the code, \i \

rcser\ed the right to make minor

wording changes at a latei date,

as did the Association ol Better

Business Bureaus earliei this

month when it also okayed the

code.

I ike all other codes, il will be

a matter ol voluntary compliance

and ma) take a concerted ill i\.

to insure national acceptance b)

the many groups, businesses and

nii/ations it is designed to

covi

white.*' he also had a word for

research as a "compressor of our

range of innovation." "If our

friends, the motivational workers,

for example, discover that romance

is the current name of the auto-

mobile, then that word runs through

the research fraternity like apple-

sauce through the hired girl. And
the first thing you know, we may
have a year of car messages show-

ing romantically dressed couples

gazing into gold and purple sun-

sets across the profiles of the

latest Double Compound Whizzer

Eights!"

In the special case of tv, it's

the high cost of innovation that

creates a serious difficulty, he told

the ad men, citing the "almost in-

tolerable problem of presenting a

new tv idea to a client." In print

advertising, it's easy to give a

"reasonable facsimile of the final

effect in comprehensive form. If

I have ideas in television, unless

I want to spend several thousand

of my own dollars, the best I can

do is to group them together over

a few little gray comic strips. You
say okay. We produce the com-

mercial. Six weeks later we are in

the cathedral apse called the client

viewing room. Sixty seconds later

you turn to me and say: That's

not what I thought you meant at

all.'
"

Success, argued Tinker, is still

another reason "we all seem to

continue to beat the beaten track

into a rut . . . And success in a

terribly complicated medium is al-

most like religion . . . you don't

understand it but you're afraid

not to follow it.

"Relief, where are you?"

Hattwick, Harper Head AFA
St. Louis — Dr. Melvin S. Hatt-

wick, director of advertising for

Continental Oil. Houston, was
named chairman of the board of

directors of the Advertising Federa-

tion of America.

Marion Harper. Jr.. chairman
and president of the I.iterpublic

Group, was elected vice chairman,
following the Federation's annual
business meeting at the 60th annual

convention here.

Hattwick. who succeeds George
W. Head, recently retired advertis-

ing and sales promotion manager o\

National Cash Register Co.. holds

a doctorate in psychology from the

I Iliversit) ol Iowa. He has been a

lecturei on the psychology o( ad-
vertising and selling at Northwest-
ern University, and was on the staff

ot BBDO and Needham, 1 ouis ct

Brorby, both Chicago. He became
lirectoi ol advertising lor Con-
lental Oil in 19

'n other developments ai the con-
ven on. .Kan Simpson, a vice pres-

ident and copy roup head n J.

Walter Thompson, Chicago, was

honored as "Advertising Woman
of the Year." Prior to joining JWT
in 1956. where much of her work is

in food advertising, she had been

with Sherman K. Ellis. Knox

Reeves and Leo Burnett, where she

wrote copy for eight years. Mrs.

Simpson became a vice president of

JWT in 1962.

18
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Greene uniqueness, courage

BONANZA STAR LORNE GREENE

Tells Ad Men What Makes Hit Tv Shows

St. I miis Uniqueness,

courage and preparation are the

prime ingredients ol a hit tele-

vision show, Bonanza st.u Lome
ne told the \l \ convention.

On uniqueness, he said thai

the "program must be something

that no one lias done in quite

the wax \<>/i propose tO do it.

I his uniqueness may be found in

the subject matter, the characters

or the Style in which the program

is presented."

VU good stories, excellent

production values, he continued.

and you have the elements ol

success

On courage, he said. "I can

understand that most of the ad-

vertisers who supply most of the

money for tV*S big-time are look-

ing for ever) possible protection

that will insure those dollars

producing large circulation quick-

ly and enduringlv." But. ho

added, any Studj Of the television

business indicates that the big

hits were gambles at their in-

ception, cuing the Show o\

Shows with Sid Caesar and lmo-

gene (oca. and the network

debut of Martin and Lewis as

examples

Still another kind of courage,

he said, is the patience to nurse

a project through to success

•Shows with great potential that

have been short-circuited by

lack o\ early support are too

numerous to mention. It almost

happened to us on Bonanza."

Turning to the matter of prep-

aration, he said that "•hurry

spells doom and most of the

projects which end up in trouble

do so because they haven't had

enough preparation time."

It seems absurd to start out

on a t\ project requiring more

than 30 separate stories and per-

formances with minimal time

permitted, he said. "And yet.

that's what happens. So pro-

ducers are forced to film scripts

because they are ready, not be-

cause they are right."

Blanc Commercial Humor Needs Serious Application

St. I.ouis—Humor can be used

successfully for virtually every l\|v

of account, but only when it's ap-

plied correctly." Mel Blanc, man
of many comic voices and owner of

his own commercial production

firm, told \l \ members But.

he added, "even the finest comedy
in a commercial might miss its mark
if the product situation and timing

are wrong."

Hitting the various areas in which

humor is particularly effective,

Blanc cited the introduction of new
products, a move into a new market

with an established product, the

promotion of impulse items and

getting across a "complicated and

boring sales point."

In introducing a new product,

he pointed out that humor's ability

to create rapid interest is "amaz-

ing." Nothing spreads quicker than

a new gag. he said, and even though

'"humor in advertising is not pre-

cisely the same as a gag. it has

the same effect upon the public
"

"
I he most common argument

against humorous radio advertis-

ing." he declared, "is that humor
does not wear well I his is an old

wives' tale that has come true only

because o\ bad humorous adver-

tising. Sixtv seconds o\ dull dialogue

will certainly get stale in a short

time, but just the opposite will hap-

pen with a commercial that con-

tains real entertainment value."

McNiven Calls for Studies

To Insure Ad Profitability

M. I ouis I

)

pay '

I Ik On! . tO tell

through experimental studies

"where adveitisil tally varied

and the effects «>n s.ik - ine.iMir.

savs Di Malcolm \ McNiven,
advertising research mar I l.

du Pont de Nemou tad,

tO prove his point, he cites a tv

case history the introduction ol

I el Ion coated cook ware in 19(

"\\ hat we d>>." he told the 60th

annual convention ol the \l V "is

use the technique Ol experimenta-

tion to isolate the effects of ad-

vertising by placing var\

amounts ,»t advertising m different

locations and measuring their ef-

fect on sales
"

In the case of leflon. the ques-

tion was raised as to what level

ol advertising would be required to

move the product m significant

quantities. "During the fall of 1962
and the winter ot 1963," he said,

"we tested three levels of advertis-

ing — a zero level, a level that was
estimated to be adequate and a

level twice that estimated level."

Thirteen cities were used for the

test ami the commercials v.

placed on the air to coincide with

time that product distribution was

made to retail outlets. Before and
after the advertising, telephone sur-

vevs were conducted to determine

what types of cookware bouse-
w iv es had purchased.

I he results: ( ities m which
medium advertising was attempted
i five commercials a weeki produced

no more sales than those cities in

which there a.is no advertising On
the high advertising level (ten com-
mercials a week i. "we noticed a

significant effect on sal<

On a percentage basis, in the

fall test. let Ion accounted for five

percent of cookware sales in low

advertising areas and nine per.

in high. I he figures for winter

showed the low at 12 percent, the

high at ::

McNivei cot elusion:

there is no reason tor an adver

to sit and wonder what his

penditures are bringing in return.

\\ nh the exception of thos

where sales J,^ not follow within

a reasonable length of time, the

profitability ertising can no*
be established

"
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Ad Manager Must Reverse

Diminishing Returns' Trend
Rye, V Y. Picking up where

he left off a few weeks ago, Clar-

ence I Undue, now marketing con-

sultant and former executive vice

president of Campbell Soup, warned

last week's ANA Seminar that while

advertising is getting more and

more expensive, its influence with

the consumer is declining. But

whereas his cr\ at the May ANA
Annual Meeting (SPONSOR, May IS.

page 15) was directed conspicuously

at television's "diminishing returns,"

l.isi week's summation encompassed

all media. And, in discussing the

role of the modern advertising man-

ager, Eldridge suggested that by

performing his part in the overall

marketing scheme, the advertising

manager has the power to reverse

this trend.

The decline of advertising's ef-

fectiveness has several causes, ac-

cording to Eldridge. The tremen-

dous increase in the intensity of

competition, with resultant efforts

of manufacturers to improve their

products, has often left the adman
with "no significant actual superior-

it\ to exploit." he said. "Advertising

too frequently seeks to create psy-

chological superiority - and there-

in to "fool the consumer'." But to-

Bleier Named to New
ABC-TV Sales Post

\o> York ABC-TV is cent-

trali/mg daytime management with

the promotion of Edward Bleier to

the newly created position of \ ice

president in charge ol daytime pro-

graming and sales.

Bleier joined the compain in

1952 and previously was vice presi-

dent anil general sales manage! for

the network. He will report to I

'.mi .1 Scherick, vice president in

charge of programing, and James

I Duggy, vice president in charge

ol network sales.

Present daytime programing and

sales organizations and structures

will tern nn intact, and will report

to Bleier.

70

day's sophisticated consumer has

become skeptical. To counteract

these negative factors, "we simply

try to outshout the other fellow —
to run enough advertising, to spend

enough dollars that even if a large

part of it is wasted, we can still

achieve a satisfactory sales result."

This raises the costs of advertising

while diluting its effectiveness.

Better, not more, advertising is

the answer, notes Eldridge. There-

fore, despite the fact that organiza-

tional structure in today's multi-

product companies often positions

the advertising manager in a sub-

ordinate capacity to product man-

agers and marketing vice presidents,

the advertising manager's role was

never more vital.

Media selection on the basis of

quantitative factors is another nega-

tive outgrowth of the current com-
plicated marketing situation. El-

dridge continued. Too often, he

charged, "media are chosen without

sufficient regard for the creative

strategy. The product story must

be tailored to the limitations of the

medium, rather than vice versa.

"One of the most important con-

tributions that today's advertising

manager can make is to see to it

that these things are placed in

proper perspective, that the ques-

tions are asked and answered in

their proper sequence, and that

hunches, subjective preferences and

prejudices, and purely statistical

factors are not permitted to obscure
|

or override other equally or more

important considerations."

All-Industry Support for Fall Debut

Of Milwaukee Advertising Laboratory

Milwaukee — A number of top

agencies and "blue chip" advertis-

ers are reportedly ready to par-

ticipate in the Milwaukee Advertis-

ing Laboratory which, after several

\ears of planning, will get off the

ground this fall.

If the industry has been some-
what skeptical about the feasibility

of the project in the past, it is now
rallying around the parent Journal

Co. with full suport. All three Mil-

waukee commercial tv stations have

agreed to participate with the Jour-

nal's WTMJ-TV and the Adver-
tising Research Foundation is set-

ting up a consultation committee to

work with the Laboratory. The
three-year project is based on (1)

the newspaper's "Matched Mar-
kets," which divide Milwaukee into

two equalized circulation complexes
and whose print advertisers have
been using for controlled tests; and
(2) t\ commercial "muter" device:

(3) both coupled with a consumer

:
irehase panel diary, (The partici-

i

on of I hi\ H tck magazine and
lli Journal's own Sunday supple-

ment provides a form of magazine
test ii

,-

Getting FCC approval of the

"muter" had been a major cause of

delay. A product of WTMJ-TV's
engineering department, the muter

will be controlled by electronic sig-

nals programed on commercial tape

or manually at the transmitter. The
|

set remains "hot" during tuneout of

sight and sound and instantaneous

return of the normal signal is as-

sured.

By September. some 1.500

Milwaukee households will have

approximately 2.000 muter units

installed in their tv sets, respond-

ing to the individual signals of each

of the four stations. (The panel will

be divided into two equal sample

groups of 750 household-, each.

The boundaries of the two televi-

sion groups will duplicate those ot

the newspaper's "Matched Mar-

kets" areas.*

G. Maxwell Lie. formerly ken-

yon & Eckhardt senior vice presi-

dent for marketing and previously

chairman of the ARF technical

committee, is technical consultant

on the Lab. which, it is estimated,

will cost between SI. 2 and $1.5

million.
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of hue and cry by some advertisers (still going on) that provisos are unclear

and too hard on multi-product sponsorship.

NAB President LeRoy Collins
,
particularly anxious to protect broadcaster

ige of a vital news source, is backing clutter reduction as strongly as he

backed the other amendments .

There are grumbles that the Code Review Board's distinction between al -

lowable credits for artistic and creative services (as opposed to technical

and physical services which count against commercial time limits) are not dis -

tinct enough . There may need to be more spell out on the criterion that "pro-

gram content should be confined to those elements which entertain or inform

the viewer." As it stands, there's room for hair splitting over which titles
,

teasers and credits should be allowed, which restricted .

:

'
- - :

'

• ace ipanying a Final pr *ram product :::_:": ring a

howl from talent and craft unions . But Frank Morris, tv Code office in Hol-

lywood, reports growing liaison with film producers.

Tt may be that cutback in credits for the technical crafters will be out-
Lghe the potent mass audience tv provides for movies . The same could

hold true for the music makers, who measure their performance royalty money in
seconds of play — billboard cutbacks would mean cutback in theme time.

Code Director Bell is unfazed: he starts with a fairly broad premise and
invites interpretations . The system has been fairly successful . Success for
the increasing cutback in tv clutter also seems to be taking step after step.

is resigned to the- fact that problems involving limits or interpreta-
tion or amendment of tv advertising status quo are hydra-headed — no sooner
is one out of the way than a dozen more spring up in its place.

No such complexities bother Senator Maurine Neuberger in her approach to
the problem of cigaret advertising on tv . Her way is clear: t's all reach -

ing youth . .

.

this is bad . .

.

what are you going to do about it ?

o r wel"
g

lr. appointment of ex-Governor Robert Mayner as administra-
tor of the Cigaret- Advertising Code, cautions him that "his task would not be
an easy one.

"

In what amounts to an open letter to the new administrator, Senator Neu-
berger says the language of the industry's proposed code is awfully broad and

leral . She quotes trade press reports saying that anywhere from zero to 90
cent of present cigaret advertising "could" run afoul of the code (or vice
sa), depending on the administrator.

Quoting Federal Trade Commission statistics , Senator Neuberger says that
'

J -
!"]•• !;;:: i'li ? ;.- vl-wd by some 12.0 million children and 6.$ mil-

'
: ' '

• n-q;:--rs . Ten other cigaret-sponsored shows are listed as heavily pa-
tronized by the youngsters.

r suggestion: "I can think of no greater test of the good faith of the
industry than the prompt abandonment of cigaret sponsorship for each of these
programs.

"
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PROBING THE CURRENTS AND UNDERCURRENTS OF BROADCAST ADVERTISING

Piggyback muddle brig htens

I Ik- piggyback continues to be a prime topic

ol agitation and maneuver among the buyers and

sellers ol spot i\ ( Heart) manifest to leading reps

the majoi users ol piggybacks, Erom ( olgate down,

are determined to Mountain about the same vol-

ume or percentage of piggybacks after the revised

N VB code goes into effect September I. On the

other side of the counter there appears to be this

disposition: to probe more Conscientious!) tor

ways to accommodate a goodl) share ol the piggy*

backs without abridging the intent oi the code.

Particular!) in the more desirable marginal time

segments. Various important stations and reps

are now inclined to believe they can run a piggy-

back plus an ID in the 70-second breaks in local

programing without violating the code. Incident

that brought the sensitivity of the situation home
to reps last week: an assertion b) Hob Griffing,

Colgate media coordinator. Noted Griffing: Col-

gate proposed to spend $30 million in spot tv in

the coming season. About $15 million will go for

integrated or piggyback minutes. Of this amount

two-thirds will probably be straight piggybacks.

Bui there's one prospect that spot users will have

to faee up to: the inventor) of piggybacks in the

more desirah'e time periods will be reduced b)

40 to 50 pereent starting in September. Reps sal-

sage this hope from the expected squeeze: piggy-

back advertisers will settle for less efficient local

time periods.

Spot radio picture improving

Observers Of the ebb and flow of media

fashions on Madison Avenue are gathering, from

trends and prevailing problems, this impression:

the swing oi the pendulum during the 1964-65

season will be appreciably in favor o<i national

spot radio. The prime factor the) cite: the jock-

eying going on over the acceptance of the unintc-

grated t\ piggyback announcement. I he> suspeel

that some of these piggyback dollars will be si-

phoned into radio Another factor: the ever-rising

cost of t\ commercials Because of this the smal-

ler-budget advertiser must stick to the same com-
mercial over an extended period Whereas he

Could afford to change his commercial often in

radio . . . allowing quicker amortization of his

investment and spreading his sales point am

a diversit) <>i radio commercials, \ thud indicator

daytime tCs sharpening competition is prodiK

a much wider spread in ( I'M s

Piggyback evaluation piques reps

High!) sensitive point in the tug-of-war going

on between l\ stations and major advertisers OVd
the looming new approach to piggybacks is how

cost-per-thousand is measured. Such advertisers

— Colgate is quite articulate about it — view the

( I'M not Iron) the vantage ot the minute as a

whole but each hall of the pigg\back While sta-

tions think of the CPM in terms of the minute

unit, the heav) pigg\back users li>ok at the (I'M

^>f each brand in the piggyback. In other words.

the \ardstick has changed. As Colgate puts it.

the fact that the minute comes in at a CPM of

50 is no longer of prime interest. I he ground

rule now is to apply a SI .25 cut-off CPM for each

ol the two brands m the minute. Some reps see

this as .m economic downgrading ol the medium
and predict that b) next year this approach will

be countered b) increased rates tor pigg\ backs in

the more desirable time.

Another Bristol-Meyers reshuffle?

Bristol-Myers
1

agenc) cluster is looking over

their individual shoulders in expectation of an-

other brand shakeup. Last tremor had the

million dollar Bufferin bundle shuttle from Young

& Rubkam to Grey. Hud Cather, B-M executive

\.p. in charge of the drug-toilcincs-pn>ducts di-

vision, has a strong yen for agencies with the more

sharpened touch for merchandising and promo-

tion His is anything but the conventional, Iv)

I eague approach to marketing.

Mobil spot radio plans

Socon) Mobil has taken the tirst step toward

an alliance with spot radio. Hates' Chris Lynch is

scouting around for avauabilil n tedules would
run at least tor 13 weeks. Comes m the last on

the heels of a Sun Oil summer placement

Buick's buvmg for the latter part of June

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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PROBING THE CURRENTS AND UNDERCURRENTS OF BROADCAST ADVERTISING

Household Finance is diverting us spin radio com-

mitments in an appreciable measure to sports.

For instance, it's bought into the Philadelphia

les for the fall via WCAU.

Lever underwriting serial

Lever Bros, may not be the U.S. king of the

soaps m the U.S.A., but it still likes to stay clear

of the competition in network tv scheduling. Latest

ease point: its quest among the networks for a

soap opera it can call all its own. (ABC-TV's

I lie Ways o) love, now in process o! preparation,

may get the nod.) P&G and Colgate are carefree

about letting a competitor participate in the same

das timer they're on, but not Lever. The Lever

policy, and a firm one: we don't even want to al-

ternate with any company that sells the same line

Of products that we do.

Cyanamid farm list grows

American Cyanamid has added Malithion, an

insecticide, to its group of six farm and garden

products which it rotates on its appreciable list

of farm-oriented radio stations. Malithion's is a

six-week campaign. Interesting facet about Cya-

namid's relationship with stations regarding the

other six products: the number of spots to be run

per week is left to the discretion of each station's

farm director, since he's aware of insect or other

problems afflicting farmers in his area. This dis-

cretionary gambit applies to such other spot radio

accounts as Morton Salt. Cream of Wheat and

I S Rubber (rain boots)

Will premium rate ease way?

Whether such advertisers as American Home
Products. Icvei. Si mdard Brands, Brown & Wil-

liamson. Philip M< mis. \iivito( ulver — all

heaw users ot piggj >acks will entertain the

payment ol a premium for straight piggybacks is.

as key icps see it. quit moot at the moment.

I here have been souk
I

alive assents, but lep

opinion is that anv mov( i that direction will

have to come after the fourth uartei when broad

casters will be in a better p ion to ass.iv the

tightness of the market fol p v backs and the

mood of the big piggyback users for paying a bit

more to insure premium positions. In this con-

nection, it should be recalled that only a few

months back WCBS-TV, the CBS-TV New
York flagship, put out a feeler for premium

piggyback rates. The tart reaction from Ted

Bates and elsewhere doused this idea for the

time being.

AA radio renewal is top-level

Rather unusual for CBS' Frank Stanton to

involve himself in renewal negotiations of a spot

radio contract. It happened last week in the case

of American Airline's 10-year-old Music-to-Dawn

campaign. CBS Spot Radio Sales has five out of

the nine stations used by the airline. Doyle Dane

Bernbach, agency on the account, thought the

new rates being asked a rather steep increase.

C. R. Smith, American's president, who person-

ally conceived the M-to-D concept, decided to

get into the latest negotiations — for a three-year

extension — himself. Hence they went top-level.

A sentimental note: Smith is hosting the nine

"musical directors" of the all-night event and

their wives at the New York World's Fair during

June.

CBS-TV to cash in on NFL

Even with the $500,000 compensation it's

giving stations, CBS-TV could clear as much as

$3.5 million on each of the two years of the Na-

tional Football League commitments. Here's how

it can be figured: There'll be a total of 414 com-

mercial minutes. At a minimum oi S60.000 per

minute — some minutes are selling higher— the

gross comes to $24.84 million. Deduct agency

commissions of $3,726 million and you have

S2 1 . 1 million. Take away the rights cost of $14.1

million and that leaves $7 million. Subtract an-

other $3 million for production-cable and the

$500,000 for station comp and you've got a resi-

due of almost $3.5 million.

RCA will push automation

\ge of automation for tv station operation

is about to dawn. RCA Broadcast Equipment Di-
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vision tins i. ill will launch an advertising cam-

paign designed to sell broadcasters on the ad

vantages of adopting transistorized and computer-

operated equipment \ large percentage of radio

stations have been automated for some time.

Stations follow Reynolds' edict

R. ). Reynolds (Esty) can't help but be

gratified b) the response it got from its bid to

radio stations to keep its commercials away from

programs that primarily appeal to the young. The

request was made a couple months back. It re-

quired some adjustments. Cheeks have shown

that stations in Reynolds' spot empire (over 125

markets) have clone extraordinarily well in con-

forming with Reynolds' desire.

Measured detergents move slowly

Hard nut to eraek for the soap giants: accep-

tance In housewives of detergent tablets and sol-

uble paeks. The hurdles: (1) women want to do

their own measuring: (2) not sure whether the

tablets and packets are less expensive than the

loose soap. 1 3) directions on the tablet box are

somewhat confusing. Possible way out for the lab-

lets: make them smaller so that the housewives

can find it convenient to fit the number to the

particular washing machine model. P&G'fl tablet.

Salvo, has but six to seven percent oi the hea\\

duty detergent market despite heavy t\ expendi-

ture, while Lever Bros' Vim has been able to

cut into that market b) onl) two percent.

Interest in Negro radio booms

Resurgence of interest in the NegTO market

becoming more and more conspicuous on Madi-

son Avenue, especially with regard to the use of

radio. Growing awareness of the Negro market-

ing problem is demonstrated by the fact that a

number of agencies with certain types of package

goods accounts are busy accumulating data on the

subject. Some of the eccentricities of the market

noted: (I) because of obvious social factors the

NegTO has ,i greater disposable income; (2) statUS-

Consciousness inclines him toward quality name
brands as against private labels; (3) he spends.

proportionate!) to income, mom on food and

cars; (4) though representing but 10 percent "t

the population, he buys 20 percent ol the ih<

other toiletries manufacturers are mullii

ing \llvn>>( uKei's recent invasion i'I ^

market with special hue win radio figures I

most statistics show over 50 percent <>! market

doesn't read newspapers.

Quid pro quo for rating points

Advertisers who make a practice ol buying

spot t\ schedules on the basi> oi rating points

have found a waj oi guaranteeing their inclusion

in the fall. Ihcwe placing spring and mimimki

business with this proviso: the st.itions will appk

equally acceptable criteria in compiling tlu

quired package points for the fourth quarter

schedule. Both station and advertiser gain from

the assurance I he station picks up some extra

billings in the slow period .\nd the account gets a

bieak when schedules get tight.

Situation comedy scores in rating s

If there's any question about the relative

pulling power ol situation comedies, note this

I here were lo programing hours ot them during

the 1963-64 season, jno\ each hour got a much

bigger average ol total tuning hours than an)

other program category. On the other hand, the

classification that got more viewing than an)

other was the \anet\ show ( )| course, variety

had six and a half hours more than situation

comedy, which means also that variet) ;jets .i

higher share ot the viewing hours SPONSOR

Scope asked Nielsen to put in perspec:i\c the

total viewing hours and share of viewing
'

program type, and here's the breakdown —
based on the second March report:

Viewing Houri Hour* Share of

Category Programing Total Tuning Viewing

thoutanoV

Su»pense-Courtroom 7 58.870 78
Situation Comedy 10 125.700 167
We»tern» 8 109.300 146
General Drama 17 142.120 18°
Adventure 3 23.100 3 1

Variety 16' 157.410 21

Other 16 134.560 17 o

Total 77'
1 751 0*0 1000

15, 1964 35



Pate costs more than liverwurst.

Bisque costs more than soup.

Stroganoff costs more than stew.

KPRC costs more than other Houston TV.

Life is short.

* RC OF HOUSTON
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Bucking the

ER TV
selling trend

Ottawa station refuses to devaluate summer minute;

sponsors "eat" reruns, CJOH-TV pays new program tab

n<x,isi k s for meeting and

solving the tradition.il dip

in summer t\ v icw ing have

been tried in man) ways
I he "summer plan" or "summer rate

card" has been one answer e\ei

since COSt-efficiency became An in-

gredient in scheduling television pro-

grams and commercial campaigns

For client and agency, the "re-

play" during the 13 summer weeks

of a 52 week buy has been an op-

portunity to amortize ^> high cost

programs over a full year. \nd

while research reportedK claims

that reruns can deliver as much as

BO percent of the original share,

there are those who decry the "hait-

a-loaf" settlement and deplore the

replay practice that thins the ranks

of potential viewers.

Inside and out of the industry,

critics claim that the only answer

is m programing what has not been
shown before.

North of the l S border, at

("JOH I \ Ottawa, a precedent is

being established thai is going to

cost Kith Station and client the kind

of dollars that makes the experiment

interesting to all of the broad.

industry.

While Canadian stations .re still

experiencing the placement of selec-

tive programing in somewhat great-

er profusion than in the United

States, they face •> common mdus-

try problem in the slump of spot

sales during the hot outdoor

months. Even with a "summer
|

card" the "sell" needs bolsterini:

from merchandising, bonus spots

and other comprom
But, ever since last winter. CJOH

has stopped seem- it that way With

the pull of the program as the ulti-

mate ingredient upon which all of

the station's economy hinges, ^ <>

(Bill) Morrison, the station's .

eral sales manager s.i\s. "it's onlj

possible to sell television 52

a \

.

. program it 52 v

year
"

• is what ( K >H '•
19 set out

to <\o with the aid of clients ,uk\

icies. If their experiment works,

clients with selective programs on

( FOH-TN ' II .V ;

•

i .J .

levels, better cost efficiency, and

the station will continue to pile up
a new summer record of sp<

without resorting to summer cut

- under ITM

or other gimmicks

H . er, it means that the

sponsors ol nis will

l«n« 15. 1964



summer tv

Unorthodox thinkers at Bushnetl Television Co., Ltd., are the triumvirate shown, left to right:

E. L. (Ernie) Bushnell, president; W. O. (Bill) Morrison, general sales manager; S. W. (Stu)

Griffiths, vice president and general manager of CJOH-TV Ottawa, Canada.

"cat" the losses they incur by de-

leting replays. They will not be

able to amortize the total cost of

a 52-week series over more than

39 weeks. But they will incur no
costs for the first-time-in-the-mar-

kct syndicated programs that the

station will buy as replacements

for those replays.

The cost to CJOH-TV will be

approximately $75,000.

Morrison, long known in Cana-

dian broadcast circles as a rebel

against status quo in broadcast ad-

vertising, did some plain and fancy

chaffing at management's readiness

to again this year fall into the old

pattern of devaluating the com-
mercial minute during the summer
months.

"We were sitting around," says

Bill Morrison, "and everyone was

trying to devise a summer rate

card to make the low homes-using-

television factor applicable to tv

advertisers who say: 'Well, why
should I pay "X" number of dol-

lars when your homes-using-televi-

sion drops off?'
"

(According to research figures

during last summer, the station's

Syndicators in U.S. applaud CJOH-TV experiment

In \i -program distributors in New York are

unanimous in their praise of the no-summcr-rerun

policj with which CJOH-TV Ottawa will experiment

this summer.

Most, however, feel that the experiment will have
"only small effect" OD the marketing and scheduling

of tv film shows in the United States.

The problem in brief, as most syndicators voice

it:

Stations almost invariably think of multiple runs

when buying syndicated film programs, having learned

bj trial-and-erroi that film shows will pull an audience

almost indefinitely — particularly those in-depth

packages which lend tlv mselves to "'stripping."

Pricing is therefore geared to at least two runs

ol each episode in syndicated series, which normally

covers not only the summei periods but a stretch

well into the following season. Stations may thus seek

a price reduction lor a one-time-only play of each
episode - a price cut syndical »rs don't want to

grant.

"I thmk it's the function oi .1 ion to overcome
loss oi audience in the summer." s ABC Films

domestic sales manager John I ohm It's the only

waj to break out ol B summertime
i But reruns

exist almost universally today as the only way for a

station to pull down the price of a series by amortizing

it."

Would syndicators cooperate in similar no-rerun

experimentation in the United States?

The answer seems to be a yes-and-no situation.

"It's a marvelous idea from the standpoint of the

syndicator being able to sell more product." says a

20th Century-Fox official, "but syndicators have their

own costs to overcome — such as talent residuals —
and aren't likely to subsidize the experiment by cut-

ting their prices."

Stations themselves aren't too likely to push the

concept to their advertisers.

Says a Screen Gems source:

"Tv stations which are network affiliates know

the) aren't going to change network policy by forbid-

ding Uh dl reruns, so most will pattern their own sched-

ules after those of the networks. Besides, there's no

problem in selling extra runs to stations on a strong

show; they usually demand it before you can offer it."

Adds an ITC sales official candidly:

"Reruns are often the clincher in syndicated sales

I he only thing a syndicator has to give away is an

extra run of a show
"

I
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pop ''it between 6 and 7 p m was
4(> percent; between 7 and 9 p.m

9 percent, bul from 9 p.m. to

gn-off, CJOH was up I percent)

Morrison insisted thai there was

no need to join everyone in the

annual race to apply .i bonus t «. >

i

something thai did not need .i bo-

lus incentive.

s \\
.
(Siui ( iriffiths, \ ice presi

dent and genera] manager ol

( K )M I \ . .i programei with an

established reputation for non-con-

formity, brain trusted the idea of

approaching the agencies and their

clients with the proposal thai sum-

mer reruns be deleted in favor of

first run syndication programs for

winch Bushnell I v Co., I td,

EJOH-TV, would pick up the tab.

Throughout Canada and in New
York, the idea met with complete

approval, caught fire, and the

policy of no repeats was endorsed

by their clients with the summer
schedule to be in effect from June

21 through Sept. 19.

The programs (whieti the sta-

tion cleared with the agencies) to

be deleted from the schedule in-

clude repeats of : Hennesy (lor P&G
out of Leo Burnett). Petticoat

Junction ( for American Home
Products out o\' Y&R), Dick Van
Wyke (for Standard Brands out ol

M I iren and cosponsor Vllstate

out of Leo Burnett) and My fa-

vorite Martian (for Lever Bros

out o\ Macl arcn I.

One exception to the problem

is The Greatest Show program,
owned jointly by the station and
its client Re\lon. The program's

regular run had been pre-empted

K Mil Hockey on 14 occasions.

This program simply will continue

to run the unshown programs and
no reruns will be involved.

Sponsors and agencies are going

along with the plan even though

all of the series had been doing

well in the market. "But we have

their full cooperation," said Morri-

son. "They're eating their reruns."

"And we," he added, "are eat-

75,000 in new programs, not

counting the program promotion
insurance behind this programing."

Morrison was referring to station

support of sponsor contests which
will give away si\ portable tele-

vision sets every day for a total

of 546. The sets will be awarded
to listeners on a daily quiz pegged
to a "know your show" theme. It

will be promoted on ( "Ml only

I Ik- use nt prizes and the dollai

value oi give-aways in ( 'anada is

rigidly controlled by the Board ol

Broadcast ( lovernors (( anadian

counterpart ol the l < < •. but wh
sponsors pick up the tab. promo
tions become considerably more
liber. d in glanioui anil expense

I he station's program buys, to

offei audiences shows th.it have not

before been shown in the Ottawa

Cornwall area, include feature

movies and SUCh syndication shows

as / tpionage, new episodes of I he

Flintstones, Jack Benny and the

Ru hard lioonc anthology series

Since the station is the Ottawa

outlet for (IV. the independent

Canadian television Network, au-

diences will be subjected to the

replays fed by the network during

its time. Ihis season the net's time

was reduced from 2S hours a week

to 21 hours, and while this does

not cut too deeply into the hours

with which CJOH is concerned in

this experiment, general manager
Stu (iriffiths is do! letting ( l\

remain unaware of it If the re-

sults warrant it. after the summer.

clients and

weight to hi

\v iat may be •> blindii

vious approach to summei v

Hie Si G fith

first run. no repeal ; m that

will keep sets turned on. fa

a tOUgh Struggle tO .uhkve It is

costly .it .i tune when, traditionally,

revenues are down But WC beli

in it as a policy not Onl) f<'( OUI

own program schedule, but for the

( i \ schedule also, and

bringing the full weight of our

lion to bear with the network and
its affiliates s.> that we can ach

it . . . no repeats for better sum-

mei viewing

I he project, certainly addii

kind of sales ingredient that s.de^

tv pes can get their teeth into, also

has had the full support - perhaps

even jubilant support of the

station's reps m\ both sides of the

bonier. In (anada. Stov m-Bv les'

chief. Bill Byles, has himself been

the stormy petrol of many "summer
vehicle" battles In the United

States, the CJOH- I \ rep able to

enjoy the "something different"

approach is Adam Young,

Network summer replacements few in 64

I III si XtXIl K K| |'| V( I XII \ |s

which once flourished in network

radio are not much more than a

memory in network tv. On all

three networks, film shows of all

lengths are in rerun schedules

while the lew shows with fresh

program product each week (such

as newscasts) are continuing.

I here are. however, some in-

dications that the days when such

shows as Westinghouse Summer
Theatre subbed for Stndio One —
a philosophy that carried over from

network radio programing — are

not dead
Here's the network-by -network

situation this summer:
• \IU I \ \ summer re-

placements as such are scheduled

at ABC. whose nighttime program

schedule is mostly film On several

\BC film shows, reruns have al-

ready begun or are starting SOOn.

• ( psi I I here are more

summer replacements a' CBS than

at any other network I owell I horn-

as' High Adventure ( actuallv a

rerun series) will substitute for /

Skelton. Reruns of 60-mmute
CBS-TV specials will be seen in

place of Garry W \ variety

show, (>n Broadway Tonight, host-

ed by Rudy Vallee, will rep

I he Danny Kii\e Show Substitut-

ing for The Phil Silvers Show will

be Summer Playhouse, which is

actuallv a potpourri of unsold

comedy pilots, with a similar pack-

Vacation Playhouse, substitut-

ing during summer months for / u

• \H( l\

main summer replacements on

NBC as on ( BS. but &
\ 30-minute series \4

'. will substitute for You D
and the replaeenu- for

/ H -3 will b • V! major

film sei \ K< • \B( and

( BS will be in rerun cycles

June 15 1964



Pat Long (1), fashion coordinator for Gladding's department store in Providence, R I
.

, confers

in New York with Charlotte Norman, retailing manager of the National Cotton Council, and How-
ard Abrahams, vice president of the Television Bureau of Advertising, which aided in the project.

Cotton Council uses tv

in textile battle

All-cotton merchandise for the show is selected

by Pat Long Council agrees to pay for time
with equal amount to help defray cost of

show (usually about $1000 per market),

provided the store shows only cottons

Vfi

'

30

VV ">-TV director, W.ilter Bishoff (c), and Everett Hughes, a writer on the station staff, go over
n preparation for the taping sessions Miss Long did the commentary on Gladding's show
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Network spot backs 25 local department stores using television

to promote cotton on fashion shows; Cotton Council foots bill

I in it \ i 1 1 i between cotton

and synthetics is .is well-known as

the battles between filter and non

I'ilkT cigarcts, beei cans and bot

ties, compact and larger cars.

ii> upstage the competition, the

National Cotton Council recentlj

promoted special all-cotton fashion

ihows across the country, mostlj

.it its own expense Department

stores seemed to like the idea in

2 s cities, store executives, t\ sta-

tion personnel and the Cotton

Council put t heir heads together

and put on t\ fashion shows. Re-

ports o\' the events shovi enthusiasm

and interest in repeating the event

Put into etleet this hist April

and May, the joint venture called

for the Cotton Council to defray

the cost of the time (about $500)
and allocate an equal amount of

money to help defraj production

costs. In return, the retailer was re-

sponsible for clearing air time anil

staging the show. The Council sup-

plied production, advertising ami

publicity suggestions and aids, and

the retailer agreed to devote news-

paper, window and interior display

space to promoting the event.

\ typical department store pat

ticipating in the promotion was

Gladding's, Providence, R.I. < rae

ol the oldest stores id America.

Cladding's was quick to accept the

neu idea Although it had been

eight years since the store did a

fashion show ol its own on tele

vision, Gladding's is noted foi us

fashion shows .is .i promotion vehi-

cle. "We have more fashion shows

m Providence bj fai than am othei

store." according to Harold \rnold,

\ice president and general merchan

dising manager.

No special buying was required

lor the show. Buyers were instruct-

ed to he on the lookout for cotton

garments from their regular sources.

however.

I he gal holding most of the re-

sponsibility was Pat long, fashion

coordinator at the department store

Since the selection of a tv station

was [eft up to the store. Miss I ong

,kxw\,\\ to use station WPRO-1 S

She had worked with l
; \crctt

Hughes, writer at the station, and

director Walter Bishoff before. The
event proved to be a short course

in putting on a fashion show for

.

Models for Gladding s one of the oldest stores in America, get together for last minute instructions

and inspection before the taping session for the fashion show the first on tv in eight years

June 15, 1964

the station people and a short

course in tv i"i Mi Long. S

the shout was taped a:: . to

home viewing it required a difl

cut approach from the in-store ;

sentations.

I he show was taped in advance

m ordei t>> produce > smooth
;

formano I a taping sessii

were ncccsv.ir\ Most other dc|

ment stores participating al-o used

tape However, both the tune and

production "I the show were lett

tor the stoic to decide upon

In Miami. Huidinc's did the show

live. Meyer's in Greensboro, ^ <

put foul Scenes on tape and did the

other two scenes, plus the K.

Ding and end. live.

On the airing ><i the -how. the

Council recommended half-hours

on daytime t\ However, all stores

did not follow this pattern. In Col-

umbia, S.C., I app's, a leader in

using w as a merchandising tool,

chose to present its show in prime

time. 8:30 p.m In Memphis. Gold-

smith's did two different 15-minute

shOWS tWO weeks apart. In l>

Moines, ^ ounkers presented its

show within the format of the D

popular women's show in the area

In some cases commercials tor

the store were aired, other times

not. the whole show being an adver-

tisement for the store and cotton,

in essence, anyway.

Promotion ol the t\ fashion

shows was important, the stores

contended. Cladding's again plan-

ned a typical all-out promotion

rhej utilized radio, television, in-

door and window displays to in-

form customers about the all-cot-

ton show.

I he store placed a series ol

md and one-minute spot- on

wi'RO Radio in Providence during

the three days prior to the sh

I en teaser advertisements, two

columns by 50-line ads. «

.

tered throughout the Sunda\ m
papers in order to cover all sections.

I he\ continued to appear weekdays

before the show, growing larger in

si/e with each one containing

complete program lor the t\ fashion

show, including prices of garment,

colors, si/cs. location in th.

I be) also included skcu
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Cotton Council

of some of the garments to be

shown.

Also, three windows at Glad-

ding's downtown store and two

windows each at the two suburban
stores were designed to support the

t\ fashion show. In the downtown
store, interior displays were set up.

Telephone operators at the store

answered phones with a cheery,

"Gladding's, good morning. See our

fashion show. Channel 12. 2:30

Wednesday."

WPRO-TV also promoted the

show. It cooperated by taping spots

supporting the event. Miss Long
made an appearance on WPRO
rV's Morning Merry-Go-Round a

feu days before the show to talk

about fashion and give a preview

look at the garments to be seen.

On the day of the show, televi-

sion sets were scattered throughout

Gladding's stores for the benefit ol

customers, and on the daj follow-

ing the show some o\ the garments

were modeled at a restaurant dur-

ing lunch hour.

Other stores in other cities where
the cotton \\ shows were staged

also uved newspaper, radio and tv

promotions and in-store adver-

tising. Most newspapers included

the television fashion show in their

weekly and daily tv program list-

sometimes with special com-
ment

( oordination within the stoic

was also viewed as important Spe-

cific telephone operators w< de-

signated to receive calls conc< ning

merchandise seen on the show.

\rmeil with complete inform. itu 1

on the show, as well as the mei

chandise on it. the] would make
quick referrals or take Orders

In cities where the cooperating
Moie has branch stoics, all were
able to participate in the promotion
In Miami, tor example, all si\

Burdine's stores participated; each

Leonard Johnson, president of Gladding's,

expressed his pleasure at the success of the

all-cotton tv fashion show, stating that "tele-

vision definitely has a future with us."

Other companies also reported satisfaction.

Director Bishoff checks camera and lighting as models walk through their movements on the set.

reported increased traffic and sales

as a result.

Many stores followed up the

promotion with informal modeling
of the cottons in their own or out-

side restaurants after the broad-
cast, as ( rladding's did.

Stores which have thus far re-

ported to the Council on the joint

promotion showed enthusiasm.

Gladding's: "We have had great

response to the fashions featured.

We will take a countdown on pieces

sold .tm\ send it to the Council.
' hree numbers were sold out only

veek later When >.\o we start the

on

yei "W< did the show in

.in formal manner as much as

possible and we feel it was well

received by many people. We have

had innumerable comments and

phone calls. Many people wanted

the actual merchandise shown. We
know a lot of cotton merchandise

was sold that same day and the days

following. On the morning follow-

ing the show the station ran part

of the program again and gave ex-

cellent credits on a morning show.

This gave us further comments. We
know we almost doubled the cover-

age and reached an entirely differ-

ent group o\' people."

Younkers: "We do consider Cot-

ton Week a success We have had a

number of calls regarding the fash-

ions shown, even though we an-
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Department Store Tv Fashion Shows

Supported by the Cotton Council

CITY TV STATION STORE

Baltimore, Md WBAL Hecht Co

Baton Rouge, La. WBRZ D. H. Holmes

Chattanooga, Tenn. WRCB Miller Bros

Columbia, S.C. WIS Tapp's

Dallas, Tex. WFAA Titche-Goettinger

Des Moines, Iowa KRNT Younker's

El Paso, Tex. KROD Popular Dry Goods

Flint, Mich. WJRT Smith-Bridgeman

Fresno, Calif. KFRE Gottschalk's

Greensboro, N.C. WFMY Meyer's

Harrisburg, Pa. WHP Pomeroy's

Lansing, Mich. WILX Knapp's

Lubbock, Tex. WLBK Hemphill-Wells

Memphis, Tenn. WMCT Goldsmith's

Miami, Fla. WLBW Burdine's

Milwaukee, Wis. WITI The Boston Store

Nashville, Tenn. WSM Cain-Sloan

New Orleans, La. WDSU D. H. Holmes

Omaha, Neb. WOW Brandeis'

Pittsburgh, Pa. WIIC E. Hills Shopping Ctr.

Providence, R.I. WPRO Gladding's

Roanoke, Va. WSLS The Heironimus Co.

San Diego, Calif. KOGO Marston's

Syracuse, N.Y. WSYR Edwards'

Tucson, Ariz. KOLD Cele Peterson

pounced the departments the) were
in \s this was the first tv show
«(.' have June we know we would
do things a little different!) if there

wore a next time But all reports

from outside were 'it was terrific*."

J. W. Knapp: "Even though the

poduction of video tape was rather

rough, the end results were most
sueeessful. and we heard comments
to the effeet it was as good as

Macy's show We bad a number
t\ sets on the fashion Door; oth-

ers on the sportswear Door. We
also used some of the models from
the t\ show live in the store We are

happ\ to \i\ that daytime dn
m Lansing, Mich., report the b

day on record."

Jwn» 15, 1964

Before the advent o\ the t\ fash-

ion-show, stores and manufacturers
had to be content with invitational

shows in hotels, restaurants or with-

in the store itself. In this kind of

show, however, the audiences are

limited in Dumber.
It was the large and impressive

audiences of some major depart-

ment stores using t\ that gave the

Council the idea of using the medi-

um to promote COttOO fashions this

spring

Macy's, for one. had its first

half-hour fashion presentation on

tv a few years ago and W8J seen In

an estimated 875,000 homes or

81,000 people. It would have

taken lis" showings in the Grand

Ballroom ..t ilk Stall i Hilton in

N a York tn equal th

audience

Bullock's in Lo \
. held its

hist t\ fashion lh0W m 1961 I his

u.is estimated tO h.i hed
:

i homes oi 5 11,000 people

In reach this audieno the store

would have had to Mil the Biltm

Bowl ni i Ik i \iH\les Biltmore

I he ( otton ( ouncil had such

examples in mind when it 01

nated the project I he Council's

Maid ol ( OttOn, Kat) s Meredith.

was asked to attend some ol the t\

fashion shows to help promote

ton as a high fashion fiber Some
advice was sought from the tele-

vision Bureau of Advertising, stores

were lined up. and the joint :

motion was launched

\s Macy's use of tv for fashion

shows would indicate, big stores.

as well as small, promote their Stock

through the medium Woodward
\ Lothrop in Washington. |)(

has also used the idea Other '

department stores using t\. in

wa> or another, include Montgom-
ery Ward. Sears Roebuck A (

J. C Penne) and Abraham S
Straus

I he Cotton Council's move into

heavier t\ use was a natural one

In 1964 the Council expects to

spend sl.2 million in t\ and v_
~

000 in print The Council first went

into t\ last year with spot; this year

added network as well.

Network t\ was Knight to com-
plement the local Council-depart-

ment store promotions One min-

ute sj-Mts were aired on 1 1 network

shows from March 4 to Ma) ;
l

Both \B( IV and ( IM \

used

rhe shows chosen: << Bs i morn-
ing new 5, / he Real W I II

Lucy, /'<''<• and Glad) \B(">

hatha Know \ IU -o / • ...
'.

'

I'ri, ,• u Right, Fugitive

and Trial, The Flint

1 rain.

I oca! t\ use through the depart-

ment store tie-in worked well for

both the Council and the stores

I be department stores sharp,

their fashion image, as well

sold merchandise \nd since the

merchandise was cotton, the cotton

industr) probabl) secured a strong-

er foothold in the compctith
tile industry.



Specialists on commercials

for advertisers

Increasing sophistication by viewers forces advertisers

to spend more to get unusual and effective commercials

I hi difference between a so-

so commercial and a top-notch real-

impact commercial can sometimes

be as extreme as the difference be-

tween a home movie and a Cleo-

patra movie—and so can the cost.

Rights to a sound-track only

three to seven seconds long have

cost a leu advertisers SI 2,000. and

use Of talent as high as SI 00.000

lor a minute. ( crlainly at this rate

the cost could run into the lum-

dreds-of-thousands ol dollars Tor a

60-second pitch.

The following is a report on what

agencies and the specialists say

about the high cost ol commercials.
I ssentially the special cests fall

into the areas of sound ami music.

photograph) ami an. lightinj tal-

ent and packaging.

Big t.iknt in commercials

mean big money. Vgencj castinj

directors estimate that the cost ol

ovei scale actors and actresses cm
run up u. sis.onn

, 1IU | even $50,
111111 depending on the "name"' ol

. nt and the ileal that is made
It has been rumored that (lam

l ilw.ud (i Robin-
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son and Barbara Stanwyck each re-

ceived SI 00.000 for their parts in

the Maxwell House coffee com-
mercials aired recently. A spokes-

man for the William Morris agency,

which handles all three, said the

figure was "very close."

But in a world of residuals even
unknown talent can cost big money.
Some commercials may mean very

little money for on-camera work

MENT The cost of talenf varies consider-
ly Unknowns might work for $100

.r.i Stanwyck (above), Edward G Robin-
nd Claudette Colbert, however, were

pai< very close" to $100,000 each for mak-
ing nmercials for Maxwell House Coffee

and never be used on the air, but

a widely-used commercial can cost

an advertiser, and earn the actor,

maybe $12,000 a year. For a star

like Darlcnc Zito. the voice behind

deep, dark, delicious Yuban and

the extra margin in Parliament cig-

arets, who docs 40 commercials

in an average week, the residual

factor begins to snowball.

There are an estimated 75 or

more actresses and actors who make
over $100,000 a year through this

labor-management agreement.

Because the cost can run up. the

best way to handle the problem is

to work on a scale figured out with

the accounting department, says

Nan Marquand. casting director for

BBDO. But there is really no set

formula for all commercials, she

contends. It all depends on how

important the actor is to the com-
mercial idea. In some cases a name
actor wouldn't be necessary. "But

name talent is an x factor. I'd be

skeptical of anyone who can work

on a set price formula for name
talent." Marquand comments.

Sound can be another costly
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PHOTOGRAPHY. More and more advertisers are employing well known photographers

to do their commercials. Here is shot by Irving Penn for Pepsi-Cola commercial

area. Sound designer Eric Sidaj is

typical in his feelings about price.

"It all depends on the size of the

client, exposure of the commercials,

number of possibilities for future

use of the sound and the needs for

rewording and rescoring," he says

"I'm very much against outright

selling. I'll he it I'll sell some-
thing tor a small value when 1 real-

ize it has extreme value to the

client, even if it has not taken me
long to figure out. llie amount I

charge varies with the value of the

solution I come up with."

1 1> insure against losing out on

the commercial value of a success-

ful sound. Siday has sometimes
made an agreement with the agenev

to receive $500 for each time the

sound track is made again. He has

done this with Contac and Minute-

Maid, for example. I his means that

the reward would he in line with the

number of times an original sound

track is made rather than the num-
ber ol times a commercial is used.

Siday recalls somberly the ex-

perience of his friend Ginger John-

son who sold his "Pepsi-Cola hits

the Spot" theme outright, with 00

extra compensation over its man)
years of use.

I he idea ot a "sound logo" is a

pet project of Siday's. rhese logos,

designed for corporate identifica-

tion, can be extremely costly, but it

takes a real specialist to do them,

and advertisers paj accordingly.

Sometimes only three to seven sec

onds. the cost can be four times

that of a complete commercial. bv

reason that a good logo or <:oipo

late sound image is that much more

\ aluable.

Another sound designer, Ton)
Schwartz, says he also works on

a "guesstimate'' basis. "It all de-

pends (Mi the value of what I pro-

ducc." he sa\s. -After all. I ma\
recommend that there lie no sound

at all to solve a particular prob-

lem, but the value of m\ advice as

a solution would be the same a

I spent hours developing a special

sound."

In general, sound consul! .Hon

work on a one-minute tv commer-
cial can run anywhere from sKxin

to $5000 for a one-minute com-

mercial and $500 to $3000 i>u a

radio commercial, according to

Schwartz. Hut it depends mostl) on

the si/e ot the client, whether the

commercial will be shown national-

ly or locally. mk\ the creativit) in-

volved. "If a job is challenging I

may work for ver) little. I like to

experiment with new ideas and

problems," says Schwartz.

Creative people in sound, at

least. ^\o not charge in a standard

way like people selling a ser\

on a wage scale, he says. \t .>

COrding studio the cost of work

would be the same tor an individual

as lor J . Walter Thompson

BBDO, Schwartz points out.

ncies frequently call in

sound specialists Sound designers

s.i\ agencies just don't have any-

one to handle sound Sometimes

the music director, the technician,

or producers mw\ art directors o\o

the job instead, but what is needed
is a sound designer.

S i I rankfurt direc-

tor of Young & Rubicam. sp<

before the '\ entf) . chast

admen for not paving more atten-
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mm and money—on improving

sound in commercials.

How conic the words (and the

pictures) have become so important

to most creators of television ad-

vertising, that the sound of what's

being said is relegated to a nothing

position.'" asks Frankfurt. "We
have writers for the words and art

directors for the pictures, and pro-

ducers to tie it all together, but

there is no sound director, other

than a technical man.

"I guess that, in theory, this

function is usually handled by the

producer. But in my opinion, too

many producers have too much to

do — and since sound is but one
aspect of their work, it often takes

a back-seat to other facets of pro-

duction. No wonder, in the end, so

many commercials wind up selling

'soft soft" products in cold hard

tones, or yelling at people who suf-

fer from headache, or wind up with

a sincere salesman, talking man-to-

man with his customer, while a full-

scale orchestra plays Manhattan

Serenade in the background,"

Frankfurt says.

" \ iul that's why so many com-
mercials come across to the viewer

as what they are: a paid announcer,

in a recording studio, reading pro-

fessional words, in a carefully cal-

culated attempt to make a sale."

Another area of special costs is

music. The cost of a jingle in a

commercial can be anywhere from

$2000 to $5000, on the average,

for the composition. This does not

include the cost of hiring of mu-
sicians, arrangements, recording

and editing, according to Sascha

(Granville) Burland, composer of

jingle and music tracks. In certain

instances, as in the case of Hertz

car commercials done by Richard

Adler of Broadway fame, the price

can be as high as $50,000.

Again, Burland feels that the size

of the company, the frequency with

which the commercial is going to

be used are important. Burland,

who records for Columbia and

RCA Victor, worked as a writer-

producer at McCann-Erickson for

five years, has been in the jingle

business on his own (called C-Hear)

for four years. There arc about 30

organizations in the business now,

he says.

A sound designer should not be

confused with a musician in any

way. It is for the sound designer

to determine what kind of sound is

necessary, if any, and then for the

composer to compose it if nothing

ready-made is to be used.

Frankfurt puts it this way: "If

a man comes into your living room
to sell you something, then you
have a right to ask him how come
he brought his orchestra (no matter

how good it is). I assure you I'm

not against music. It's the way mu-
sic is being used that troubles me.

An advertisement, to be acceptable

to the viewer, must be comfortable

within the context of the medium.
And a home is not a theatre. You
can go to the Radio City Music Hall

in New York and they'll put 60

girls on the stage and that's impres-

sive. But put 60 girls on a 19-inch

screen and see what you have.

Ants. The same is true with sound.

Too often, when we figure the size

of a sound, we forget to figure the

scale."

Realizing that many commercials

are catching the "grade B movie

disease," some agencies have been

hiring top-notch photographers to

do stills and/ or consult on movies.

Bert Stern has done commercials

for Good Season Salad Dressing,

Richard Avedon for Clairol,

Irving Penn for Pepsi-Cola and

Johnson & Johnson, and Howard
Zieff for Utica Club, Volkswagen,

Genesee Beer. "And these kinds of

photographers don't come cheap,"

says Tom Knitch, art director at

Foote. Cone &. Belding.

MUSIC. JingUt and musical background may be dc
and Chevrolet commercial (I), or a combination sour
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I he cosl can run as high as $1,

500 .1 day foi the advice ol such

top notch photographers, accord

ing to Bill Dully. i\ art director at

Mc< ".i ii ii l i ickson. ( )u .i regular

wcekl) basis the cost may run from

$750 to $1000 for a good designei

photographer, he says.

Another area of special costs is

packaging, Duff) points out. Be-

cause packaging is not always con-

sidered seriousl) in regard to its

appearance on television, the com-
mercial can run into heavy and un-

necessary special costs, according to

Duffy. Often six or eight special

packages have to be made at a cost

ol $100 each, purely to make them
lit for good television display, he

says.

Sometimes the problem can be

one of color, showing poor grey

contrast on tv. Sometimes it can be

dimension, a product label not

working well into a close-up shot.

Sometimes it can be lighting, a

product with a glossy package re-

flecting the light poorly. Often it

is just a case of having a perfect

wrapper. Duff) says.

Very, lew packages are designed

with television in mind, even when
the major campaigns are on tv.

s.t\s Duffy. Some, such as Nabisco

products, are designed for tv. how-

ever. Other products which work
well for commercials, because o\

demonstration value, are pop-top

cans, unusually shaped containers

such as Chun King's, and easy-to-

Open decorative boxes, such as those

used for Hudson Golden Showcase

tissues.

Specialists in all these areas

photograph), sound, music, packag-

ing, talent, art. lighting - - are

usually too COStl) lor all but the

network t\ advertisers, admen
claim. (See Sponsor, Sept 23. '63,

issue. "Commercials are an art."

for more on this subject.) But in

the area of commercials, one of in-

creasing sophistication, the audi-

ence may no longer give his at-

tention to the message unless it is

done extremely well, molded by the

minds of experts and specialist--

SOUND DESIGN Design In sound cm me.in miking copy for .1 commercial sound more
realistic, decorating with sound or visualizing a whole sound-picture concept and maybe rec-

ommending no sound, according to Tony Schwartz, sound designer on over 700 commercials

PACKAGING Sometimes a special package will have to be made for a product so it

will appear well on television These Nabisco packages were designed with tv m mmd
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BEHIND THIS DOOR ARE 322 PEOPLE

editors, writers, artists, researchers, photogra-

phers, printers, special data processors, pro-

grammers, and all of the other specialists

required in modern businesspaper publishing.

Each one of these persons is important. Besides

the obvious reason that we couldn't publish our

magazines without them, they are important

in another way.

The men and women behind the door of Ojib-

way Press, Inc. fulfill their primary function

with a determination and conviction unique in

today's business world. Each specialist is con-

scious of his part in providing a business pub-

lication which is found useful and worthy of

reading by the businessmen to whom it is

directed.

The OP trademark is found on 26 publications.

The specialists assigned to each publication

have one singular, common goal: to make each

publication the best in the field.

OJ.3WAY PR
NEW YORK CHICAGO DULU H CLEVELAND
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A FOODBROKER

BROADCASTER

OFFERS

Easy profit answers
to hard food question

Wearing two hats in the world of food advertising

and selling, John Kluge sees better ways to do it

Will OVER s
I mil [ON an-

niKilK in spenl on radio-t\ ad-

vertising to reach the near $60

billion in food sales tallied in 1963.

Perhaps it's because the average

supermarket makes onl) a $15

profit on the average American

family's spending ol $1000 per

year to provide 4000 meals that

one expert says to agencies and

broadcasters, "You're not doin' it

riehtr

Is this expert really expert in

selling food, or in broadcast ad-

vertising? I he answer is: both.

I he man with the two hats is

John w. Kluge.

His dual role:

On the one hand, he and his

associates are the largest stock-

holders in Metromedia, Inc., own-

ers ol stations in New York.

Washington, Cleveland, Philadel-

phia. I. os Angeles. Baltimore,

Bro.idc.ntmg and federal notables filled screen of WTTG Washington as recent outdoor

dedication of building was close-circuited to 200 guests indoors and later carried on

all Metromedia stations Among those greeted by John W Kluge Metromedia president

Sen J Glenn Bell 'R-Md Sen Jacob Javits RNY Sen Thomas Kuchel (R-

Calif ), Walter Tobriner, chairman of District of Columbia commissioners FCC com
missioner Kenneth Cox los Angeles mayor Samuel Yorty NAB president leRoy Collins

Peoria. DecatUT, Saeramento

-

Stockton, Kansas ( it)

.

On the other hand, he serves

eithei as board chairman or pres-

ident for three food brokerages

whose activities put them "m most

key markets in the I mted Stat.

He's likely one ol the tew men
in the nation who can be both

objective and subjective about the

client's as well as the medium's

views and problems in food ad-

vertising.

"
I >.k\a\. the important thing iv

to make people dwart of the prod-

duet." he urges, especial!) at the

loeal level or - better still —
the point ol sale. "

l be food bro-

ker who helps to merchandise ad-

vertising is making everybody in

the market aware that the produet
/v alive," which creates the "right

attitude" and "the right climate"

lor its sale.

I he lood industry is still the

largest in the I mted States, .md.

by its function, the most important

lUSC ot its size N presents

problems in the time and tp

between the manufacturer and

consumer. I Ik lood rrade Mar-
keting Council to this as

the "coordination gap
"

Ovei one md three-quarter mil-

lion people are employed in the

nation's retail food establishments

where customers ring open the v.

register drawers o\

times each V the eurrent

rate of growth for food stores in

I
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itploding population ol shop-

ping centers in the cation, there

will be oearl) 250,000 food out-

lets by year's end. I herefore, says

John Kluge, the fact thai a coor-

dination gap does exist should

come ;is do surprise. And, while

hundreds oi representatives from

.ill segments of the industry seek

solutions through research and

analysis, there is something to be

s.nd for utilizing the intimate

knowledge coming out of the food

broker's experience at the local

and regional level.

1 he whole food-selling game.

according to Kluge. depends on

"make people aware of the product"

foul partners - the manufactur-

ing company, its advertising

agency, its broker (who usually

serves to assist sales at the re-

gional or local level) and the ad-

vertising medium. "From begin-

ning to end, all their efforts must
lead to one conclusion — success

in sales in order to keep the factory

running and the advertising dollars

going,"

In representing his client, the

broker has what Kluge calls a

"basic urge to get the food

producl into the store." When he

has achieved that objective ("quite

often by using an advertising

medium like radio or I
">. con-

tinuity requires that the product

keep moving - i.e.. oil the shelf

and into the shopping can
I his won't happen unless ii

also a Strong pull on the pi

within the store — sometim

\ inspired, hut more cite:

the result of im <ii merchandising
skills.

What's wrong with that chain

ol .

kin \ .
as a broad

veteran <>t about

two decades, can sec room for

improvement at each link.

The advertiser. First of all. the

advertiser, himself, "must be a

nimble-minded individual in order

to understand how to approach his

problem so that it is translated

into success at the local level."

It's possible that maybe he'll have

to change his intended course a

little, too.

As a client, he should tell his

agency to use the food broker's

real savvy about the local scene.

Fven if the advertiser has a sales

force complete with 18 brand

managers, he "can bring the bro-

kers into joint meeting with the

advertising agency, at which the

entire advertising campaign is cov-

ered." Follow up, he urges, with

local meetings as necessary.

In the final analysis, Kluge be-

lieves, the national food advertiser

has only one objective — "to be

successful." Such broker-client

meetings would "establish the com-
munications that give the maximum
assurance that everybody is with

the advertising program."

But worry about advertising's

pull seems old hat. Don't agencies

research their media buys well

enough so that they know what
receptivity to expect?

"Let's put it this way," Kluge

says. "Unless the reach, the fre-

quency and the awareness level of

the advertising is such that it forces

the product into the stores (and
this is becoming more and more
difficult), you employ all methods
to achieve your ends. In other

winds, results aren't quite so clear

cut."

The agency. "If I were an agen-

cy," Kluge speculates. "I'd listen to

the food broker's recommendations
for at least the top 10 or 15 mar-
kets. I'd include brokers in my
planning force so they'd not only

know when the campaign will

break in their markets, but will

also he aware of the pre-planning
ot all this and advertising's pre-

conditioning of the consumer."
It would take time, but be "well

worth it."

II thus holds the agency re-

sponsible for educating the broker,

[f the broker's going to pilot the

mpaign locally, lie deserves to be
the tonnage ol the ship, so to

5] . her water displa< incut.

she's due in port, what tier

cargo and itinerary are. For his

part, he brings special knowledge
about the local water depth, the

reefs and shoals — whatever may
help him steer a clear course.

And that — a clear course —
is another reason that advertisers

and agencies should cultivate the

broker, rather than "leave him in

the hands of the local media."

Kluge holds that any competent
agency soon knows about any sticky

deals worked out with media
"simply from the buying recom-
mendations made by the broker."

A worse threat is that, between
them, the broker and station may
get the product into the stores but

not see it through all the way —
to sale. "In the long run, this is a

disservice, not only to the princi-

ple, but also to the agency and
the food chain, as well as to the

broker himself."

His advice to sponsors and agen-

cies, then, is "don't let broadcast-

ers alone educate and cultivate the

broker. Get into the fight up to

your elbows and teach them what
your side of the problem is."

The broker. One important role

for the broker is to back up agency

media decisions: a role that re-

quires his advice in their making
them. "Media have recognized

that they might be quite success-

ful with both agency and client,

but if something goes wrong, the

client is going to point a finger."

Like accident insurance; if the

worst happens, it helps to have the

broker's advice from the outset.

Currently, the trend is for brokers

to know all media and for all me-

dia to know brokers "very well."

"Years ago." this broadcast

executive recalls, "a most success-

ful approach to the food commun-

* -.

"food selling depends on partners"
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"tell broki-r your side of the problem"

it> u.is made through special

kinds oi syndicated program for-

mats which provided a cooperative

Relationship among manufacturers,

igencies and food brokers for the

same product."

Even when broadcasters have

pod connections with major

Bains, keep the cross-promotions

going all the time and thus obtain

ore-entry for any product simply

because it is being advertised, a

competent broker can still take a

lead position.

"
I he real play as I see it."

Kluge sa\s. "is where an aggressive

manufacturer, a smart agency and

an expert broker all get together.

No matter what, the food chain

cm only be pleased."

"In the final analysis," he adds,

"the only tiling that counts is. not

the crOSS-promotion or food con-

tacts, but whether or not the I MM
card on Monday morning shows

that the product has moved."
Frankly, he explains, competi-

tion i tor advertising dollars as

well as space inside the super

market I is such that a food broker

dt>c\ get involved in his client's

media buys. I he broker's knowl-

edge iM local markets, however,

"doesn't mean he's an expert in

media. That's where the agency

comes in."

Don't major food chains have

Peat influence on a food com-
pany's- advertising policy? "Im-

portant customers - cogs m the

distribution wheel - always have
some effect on decision-making

centers."

The medium. Although the old

standards of reach and frequency

are '.till "highly important." there

isn't such a thing as .1 elear-out

method for selling a medium today.

The level of audience sophistica-

tion ( -^^^ the competition foi its

attention ) have Ivcome so acute

ih.it anj membei ol variables can

change even the best planned cam
paigns

I he real problem is radio sta

tions that respond to then "bask

urge" of selling time b\ resorting

to merchandising. Kluge contends

"I have felt that quite often

when the advertising medium g

into merchandising, it often di

mmishes quality. I he station ma\

get some extra advertising doll.us

this way, but at the expense ol

the medium, itself." he warns. It

is against this temptation that the

broadcaster must be especially

firm, he sa\s.

Is there a dichotomy m a radio

station's trying to sell time locally

via food brokers, then sending its

national sales manager to New
York four times a year for the

national food buck'

No, sa\s Kluge I he broad-

caster with a prominent audience

position in his market who culti-

vates both the food fraternity and

the national timebuyers in New
York is merely "clearing his ob-

jective - to sell broadcast time

— and clearing it all along the

line."

Living for IS \ears with the

broadcasters' vs. the brokers
1

merchandising problems. Kluge
s.ivs. "is a little like being in pri-

employ all methods to achieve your ends'

vate business and then taking a gov-

ernment position." I he two ap-

pear to have contradictory goals

I he solution, he feels, may be

tii "evolve something that will en-

able these two opposing worlds to

live side by side."

Metromedia, he reports, may
announce (by vear's etui > a visual

.u\\^ in up.'

in..' on di- poini

useful and
i

t<> the

food niaiiiit.K luiv i :

;

i f( Od C ham
and media

Why isn't television so active

m merchandisin ' s P

idem .'t Metromedia, l v is much
mole bought than sold ^

find the medium that might DOl

have fashionability is the medium
that looks for a combination

ingredients in ordei ti I elf

strength "

I he food advertising snai I a

soon be unwound. I be 111

problem is really main problem

Kluge explains "In this world

merchandising and media mix. there

u A>*

"food advertiser has one goal— success"

is a greater and greatei capacity

for advertising - - and it keeps

splintering, which means that costs

continually rise."

When vou look at the sad

figures the iooA industry has to

show stockholders (very, verv low i

. . . When vou take the cost of

advertising and the greater chi

Ol media now available . . When
vou take the competition facing

the tood broker and the manu-
facturers he represents When
vou take the greatei and greater

choice of products in anv t

classification thai are vying for

the consumer dollar when
vou take all these, the most im-

[tant thing is to conic up with

something that 1 for til

tour players in the $60 billion

came which in the next IS months

will get close to telling Mil-

lion boxes, la-s tubes, tins and

other assorted . forms

the 'at 1000 for c
person in the nation I I bil-

lion broadcast advertising dol

BO with it.
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TIME / Buying and Selling

is the station rep?
A never-ending concern to improve the spot schedule obligates both agency

and rep to act in the best interests of the sponsor, says B&B media director

Webster's new collegiate dic-

tionary defines a representative as

"being, or acting as. the agent for

another."

Recently, there has been a great

flurry ol discussion about a major

agency's announced policy of "'sud-

den death" cancellations. The com-
ment from many salesmen and from
stations themselves seem to in-

dicate that this announced directive

was unfair. Unfair to whom? Is it

not the obligation of an agency to

make sure that its clients have the

best spots available in a market'.'

Is it not our further objective to

make sure we continue to improve
these spots at all times'.' At the same
time, doesn't the station also have
a definite obligation to improve the

schedules of its current clients be-

fore making spots available to

"new" clients.

The question of fairness is an

intriguing one. Is it fairness as de-

scribed on a playing field or fairness

as it applies to ethical and proper
business practices' One would im-

agine that any station: or any busi-

ness enterprise lor that matter.

would natural!) ami automatically

lake care ol its current business

before moving on to new clients.

And the advertiser ami 'us agenc)
should expect this as a Datura] ac-

tion II agencies were assu J that

the stations ami their representa-

tives WOUld offer the buvci an op-

portunity to improve spot pun
there would be no need for a poll \

n( this sort. Incidentally, the

tion Of the stations ami the sale-

men to this announcement was
quite surprising Man) agencies.

including Benton \ Bowles, have

following this procedure quite

i man) years

A similar instance was recently

brought to my attention which was

quite surprising and began to place

the representation factor in perspec-

tive. We were informed in a circuit-

ous manner that several of the sta-

tion representatives felt that the

spot buying pattern out of Benton

& Bowles was quite varied in in-

tensity and. therefore, they, the sta-

tion representatives, had an uneven

work load. We were informed that

several of the station representatives

were going to come to see us to talk

about this "problem." We let word
filter back to these people that such

a visit would be completely unpro-

ductive and. in fact, would be se-

verely resented. To be truthful, we
were more than shocked at this par-

ticular comment. We were, to put

it mildly, astounded that someone
would even consider complaining

about our scheduling of spot an-

nouncement purchases. During the

years I have spent in this business.

I don't ever remember the thought

arising that we should recommend
schedules or spot flights that would
tend to level our work load. The
first thing we are taught is to sched-

ule advertising to the needs of our
clients' brands ami not to agency
convenience. Anything else would
be foolhardy and dangerous. The
fact that this could even be con-
sidered is beyond our comprehen-
sion.

Nol too long ago. we were ex-

posed to a plan whereb) adver-
tisers would be required to inform
stations o| then intention to renew

i spot schedule four weeks before

he conclusion date of that sched-

One o\ the reasons given lor

new concept was that agen
w< I benefit because the

tiser could not wait until the very

last minute in making up his mind
whether or not to extend a particu-

lar campaign. This plan, we were

told, would reduce the agency's ex-

pense and rush of last minute ac-

tivity and would force the client

to commit a good deal more in ad-

vance than he does now. Our im-

mediate rejoinder was a request

to the proponents of this plan that

they not worry either about our

expense or our feverish last minute

activity.

Nowhere in this request was con-

sideration given to the single most

important aspect of the spot medi-

um. This is its flexibility in timing,

markets, pressure, etc. It seemed

to us that this callous overlooking

of the client's benefits and problems

represented a complete misdirection

of intent and long range gains.

All of this concern o\\ our part

is heightened by the steady erosion
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Il\ Item kaniu-r

\ let prisidinl .md
(lirttlor dI nudi.i.

Hi nil hi \ IIom Irs, Inc.

was nanu

the nu ili, i department H H

i \

truim e. in 1952 ' idem and

media ihrt i i-ii in I960, h,

media ./< partment in 196

'it position. Kannt

broadcast tponsors P '•!•. Phili M

that has taken place over the years

with respeci to the advantage thai

our clients have come to expert

from the spot medium.

We have and are witnessing the

development of rate cards th;.t are

completely non-protective in terms

of charges One Station recent!) is-

sued .i 10-page rate card that con-

cluded with the statement that all

rates contained therein were subject

P immediate change and therefore

the salesmen must be consulted to

determine the correct cost for a par-

ticular spot. Other rate cards are

subject to change on 30 days
1

no-

nce, supposed!} to be able to adjust

rates to reflect ratings .is the) are

Indicated in rating luniks. And then.

somehow, we at the agencies are

accused o\ being numbers people

only. It seems as if we are being

put in the position o\ being wrong
if we do and wrong if we don't.

The subject ol competitive pro-

tection causes raised eyebrows
whenever it is mentioned. Yet here

is a situation where the separation

gap has narrowed and narrowed
over the years in the lace ol strenu-

ous objections b) advertisers. Once
again, this advantage held bj the

spot medium for the advertiser has

been all but washed awav I he

same factors are at work with re-

gard to commercial clutter and in-

creased commercial time caused

bv the loose wording o\ the N \M
Code.

( ontrast all these diminishing

values as seen bv the advertiser with

his reading in the press about the

tremendous profits of television

stations, the constant!) increasing

station revenues and the enormous

prices which arc being paid for pur-

chasing stations. Add to this the de-

creasing value of the advertiser's

dollar year after year and his con-

current loss ol impact caused bv the

loss ol such things as competitive

protection as well as increased com-

mercial time and chut.

Is tins then not the right time

to ask "whose rep is the station

representative'" Is he not cha:

also with the responsibility ol bril

mg to the station the concern of

the advertiser about what is hap

pening to the spot medium ' Should

he not represent the agency as well

in his discussion with his client.'

Who is better suited to interpret

the changing ideas and problems

ol the advert

Doesn't the station I tative

stand to benefit in the long run if

he does not mirror the thoughts and

ideas ot his station solely but pays

heed to change occurring in the

marketing world at this moment
And acts as a middleman servu

the needs ot our clients as well

as his'

We think S*.'

TIMEBUYERS PROFILE:

FRED GOLDSTEIN: two types of "seir

\ ki i i \ i vi>Di i [ON to tlie Nor-

man. Craig & kummel stall, all-

mcdia buyer Fred Goldstein has

been on both the radio and tv sides

of broadcast advertising

"Studies done on almost all con-

ceivable characteristics of television

markets have given station repre-

sentatives a vast supplv of informa-

tion to present to timebuvers." sa\s

Fred, who is "brand" buyer for

Hcrt/ (nationally) and also handles

other NC&K accounts.

"Despite the availability ot data.

and its accessibility to buyers," he

continues, "tv reps still do a most

thorough job in covering their agen-

cies Unfortunately, the reverse is

too often true with radio reps In

radio, many market facts and '

urcs are lacking and. m this area,

any and all data that representa-

tives can provide timebuvers with

is welcome Radio reps, who gen-

eral!] have a more difficult 'sell'

than tv reps, should cover their

agencies just as often And just as

thorough!) as ^i tv representai

M ffl) times, however, this is not

the case."

Pi ior to joining m a. k I

was with Pane. I i Sam-
ple. Situ, late 1961, he's been

timebuyer on th. Best 1 Min-

ute M H < d Peter P

counts Before that, b<

ciated vvith \i G thai

s with the

R Advertising Bureau a

ant to the research m and

was with Molotu \ R( A

Schmidtt, newspaper representa-

tives

\ graduate

\ York, Fred hold's ... BBA
. in ad' II an cn-

t h 1 1

-

golfer and mts

photograph) among his hohb

\l irried, he and his wife f

two children.
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TV MEDIA

Skippy tests

lO-second
eader in peanut butter field tries IDs in local test to complement

network schedule on "The Flintstones"; employs cartoons and humor

•S

hsif

m

Smiti Pi wi 1 lit 1 1 1 ft, out of

Guild. Bascom & Bonfigli, New
York, is testing an entirely new ad-

vertising approach. Alter years of

long one-and-one-half-minute and

two-minute commercials, Skippy

turned to minutes; then added 20s.

Now the company is eyeing 10s.

regularly April 13. Others now in

production will be scheduled some-

time between now and Oct. 5.

finishing date for the campaign.

Skippy, which now spends about

80 percent of its nearly two and

one-half million dollar ad budget

in television, is a veteran advertiser

Prime time is best for Skippy

because it reaches more adults, and

Skippy is particularly interested in

the adult market. This interest is

in complete contrast with competi-

tors who go after children.

"There are several reasons why

we like adults," says Hank Buccel-

ator

;:

I he new group of commercials,

being Short, .ire not suited fol kip-

py's traditional informative

mercials by its well known sp

in. in. Hugh Conover, many of

which still run on network t\. ( .11

and COmed) were chosen.

I he commercials will run 1

5

1 week on three local stations

Sail I alee Cit) l tah. The first

"kki. ils began appeal in;'

in the medium. Skippy entered tv

back in 1948, far ahead of any of

its peanut buttei competitors. For
eight \ears Skipp\ was sole spon-

sor ot ) on Asked For It. Later it

sponsored River Boat for one year,

co-sponsored Dennis the Menace
•. ith Kellogg lor three or four years.

ipp\ is now 111 its second year as
1 week participation sponsor of

/ Flintstones,

lo, vice president and account su-

pervisor on Skippy. "l
;or one. Skip-

py has always sought the adult mar-

ket, ever since the product was

first produced 30 \ears ago. We
also feel that adults buy Skippx and

enjoy it. even if they don't eat it

as often as children. Once more,

we advertise taste and quality,

which makes more sense to adults.

They are more discerning than chil-

iC
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en. Skippy, a ( torn Products pea

mil butter, has .1 patent i>n its pro

Auction formula " 1 li claims to

Ijpve been the hhi to sole the prob

lem "I peanut buttci separating >

( ompctitors with Skipp) use

daytime media and go aftei kids,

'Ihis is in keeping with most of the

research which sa\s that kids con-

sume most of the product," says

Buccllo, "but wi' choose to go

against the «j 1 .1111 and it seems to

work."

Skippj holds a large share of the

peanut butter market. "Alone it

does darn neai as much business ;is

lit 1 Proctei & Gamble) and Peter

Pan (Derbj Foods) put together,"

sj\v Bucello, who speaks from

Nielsen studies Another large com-

petitor is Planters (Standard

Brands I.

Peter Pan. handled b) McCtan-
Brickson in Chicago, uses mostl)

network t\: Jif, through Grej VI

vertising, mostlj spot t\.

I here are also main regional

brands which give considerable

1 Ik i

( "' ;
1 \ i> figures an

follows

s/>.«/ /1 gross Him- expenditures

in 1 Proctei & Gamble), S59 ' 900

Planters 1 Standard Brands I, $ 169

1 Petci Pan (Derb) Foods),

$161,800; Skippj (< ora Prod

nets 1. $] 10,400; ( neus 1 I s

robacco Co.), $11 1,500; Schind

ler's Peanut Huttci. $27,700 III II

Paiade < S '000; Kraft l\.it:.

al Dairj Products), $4000; Swift

\ ( to . $3200; l aura Scudder's

(Pet Milk i. $1600
Network l\: Peter Pan. $1,546,-

600; Skippy, $1,342,500; Jif,

$5 I 1,900.

"With the change in the network

buying pattern we could not afford

lull sponsorship of ;i program such

as we had on YOU Asked lor It."

sa\s Bucello, "so we gradually

changed from two-minute to one-

minute commercials and tinned in-

to participation. We are still stick-

ing with minutes on network and

onl\ using the IDs to complement

them.

should be used in conjunction with

the network schedule.

In Sail I ll < it\ the ;

being aired rom
i. 10 to m "ii ksi m PX
and kt I \ I !i t is

said to be abo

I he actual ID w all cartoon

sketches ["here are si\ in all I he>

include such comic elements > an

elephant stampede to a I arzan I

where a couph an inul

buttet in a hut In another, a SqUU

rel is sitting on a bench with a

yOUng man who is a Skip] P

nut Mutter enthusiast I he squirrel

throws away ins peanuts, kicks the

man otl his bench and starts licking

the peanut buttei \ third features

a little DO) With a hike and a ra\

gun. He atomizes a plump old

man passing In and rules oil with

her jai ol Skippy.

\hout in percent ol Skipp>'s

budget loi advertising goes into

spot radio in a hall-do/en markets.

making the total in broadcasting

percent. I he other l<) percent is

competition, according to Bucello.

I he\ are 1 aura Scudder's in south-

rn California, Velvet in the Detroit

-a. Mama in the South and

:dd"s in the Midwest.

I he t\ spendings ol Skippy's

knpetitors compared to its own
k) not follow the sales lines \l-

hough sales are not as high. Jit

pends considerably more in net-

work and spot.

If it works we'll tr\ using 10s

in other markets with the same

characteristics as salt lake ( ity.

I hat is. a market well-established.

with a good franchise ^<\ good

distribution."

I he 10s ate to aet as a lemmde:

a wa\ to gel the share Ol market

up a couple of percentage points.

Bucello sa\s I he\ would not be

effective in a new market and the\

divided between a COUDle ol an-

nual promotions in print, al:

ed to the adult market ( SatUt

I vening /'• ivi and the Ladies li

Journal are often used Billboards

are being used on the Wesl I

tor the second war and are now

appearing in a tew other market

But Skipp\ plans to continue

with t\ as the nucleus of its eam-

paign.
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SYNDICATION & SERVICES

Slapstick series isia

A few Madison Avenue admen would get a real jolt if they knew what was ..:"

When a tv station buys a syndicated series with

a strong all-family appeal, the usual next steps go

something like this:

1. The station gets hold of its rep and suggests

a push aimed at timebuyers seeking an adult audience

in which kids are a bonus.

2. The syndicator, meanwhile, is promoting the

series sale in its own way, with mailings to reps and

agencies.

3. The rep. armed with Hollywood or tv names
and a track record of network or syndication ratings

for the series, goes to work at the agency level with

timebuyer calls.

This pattern is largely tossed out the window,

accompanied by a Bronx cheer and an airborne cus-

tard pie, in the case of a syndicated series which some-

times operates like something out of an Ian Fleming

novel.

Ever heard of Comedy Playhouse? Showboat?

Early Show? The Big Show? Adventure Time? Fun
Time?
They have one thing in common. In a number of

large tv markets — such as Baltimore, Detroit. Colum-

bus, among others — these catch-all show titles haw
been the "cover" for tv runs of a Hollywood-produced

series which has carried the advertising ball for such

The Bowery Boys on the Back Lot ... or

When Allied Artists picked up the ball

on "The Bowery Boys," nee "Dead End

Kids" in the orqinal Goldwyn produc-

tion, it carried the series for 48 pictures.

Now successful in tv, the series is basically

slapstick comedy betv/t n Leo Gorcey and

Huntz Hall (above) but g 'ned variety by

shifting back-lot locals to .

the United States Marine Corps

M SPONSOR
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s a syndication 'sleeper'

<i being unreeled in several local feature shows — but it's in their interest not to

blue-chip accounts as l ipton lea. Palmolive Soap,

Bumble Bee I una. Buick, American ('luck' and Jer-

hens.

\iul doI a tew Madison Avenue commuters would

have a fainting spoil right in the middle of the Wcst-

poit station it they knew what the "covered" spot i\

show really was: Allied \itisis 4N-titlc feature pack-

s known .is "The Bower) Boys."

I he Bowery Boys? Yep, that's right. And on t\.

too.

Here's how James ( Stern, assistant general man-
ager ol Allied Artists |\. explained the problem to

Sponsor:

"Advertisers who want to reach adult t\ audiences

usually sh\ away from anything with 'kids' or 'boys'

in the title. But the 'Bower) Boys
1

features, which
are actuall) slapstick comedy produced between l

l>4d

and 1958 b) Vllied Artists, almost imariabb draw

a large adult audience. It would take so long to ex-

plain this on Madison \\enue that main t\ stations

and reps point to the audience figures and go light!)

on what's drawing the viewers."

At the moment, the station total fol "

I he Bower)
Boys" st.mds at "a bit more than 60," according to

Allied Artists. I he series was launched, with some
trepidation, b) \\ about IS months ago. A do/en

or so stations have aired the s^iies in multiple runs,

and then eithei renewed or let another Station in the

market pick up the series at the end ol the contract

period.

I ike a select handful <>i other syndication proj

ties which originall) appeared as low-budget Holly

wood theatrical releases such as the Vbbotl A:

Costello .i\K\ I hue Stooges pictures, and th< 'Pop

eye" cartoons VA's "The Bower) Boys" i"ii on

and on m the rating reports

\ favorite example cited b) \\ the i

l " ,; ratings

of the package on \\( ( '.

) |\ Minneapolis I here,

the series did nicely i around 4() percent share i in its

first run. scheduled in a 4:30-5 ; " p.m. time slot

Then, \\((()-l\ ran the scries again in the same
time period, and pulled a 43 percent share I hen. the

station ran it lor a third time, and drew a 42 pel

share. On a fourth run, same lime period, it drew a

42 5 percent Share. On a tilth run in the same, ori-

ginal time period the series astonished WCCO i\

b) di awing no less than a 54 peicent share and top

ping the audience of the next three stations m the

market.

I rue. it was popular with the kids. But. tor ev<

foui youngsters watching the series, there were two
adults in the audience (about equal!) divided between

How To Keep a Comedy Series Going

. . . and a racing stable
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and the South Seas and the stock western town

r:

men and women). Similiar patterns of repeat-run

success and adult audienee elements have shown up

in many Other markets.

Ironically, the feature series is actually a "spinoff"

from a big-budget movie which is only now reaching

the syndication market.

As a group, "
I he Bowery Boys" was born on

Broadway in 1935 in Sidney Kingsley's play. "Dead
End." A tough, rowdy, bawdy group of depression-

era teenagers, they were a real hit. and several of the

original group went to Hollywood when the play was
filmed by Samuel (ioldwyn in 1937 with Humphrey
Bogart in the starring role. (Two of the original group

Hunt/ Hall and Leo Gorcey — played their roles

all the way from 1935 to 1958, making virtually a

career of them.) "Dead End" is at last on the syn-

dication market, being part of the Goldwyn feature

package sold to the CBS o&o stations and to Austra-

lian tv buyers.

Seldom has there been a more durable team than

the "Dead End" featured players. They appeared with

Bogart, .a Warner Bros., in "Angels With Dirty Faces."

I hey ..Iso popped up at the (ioldwyn Studios in "They
Shall Have Music." I hey began to appear in their

own low-budgel vehicles, at Universal and Mono-
gram, as "The I ist Sale Kids" and "Dead End Kids"

and, after Allied Artists took over the series in the

mid- 1940s, as "The Bowery Boys."

Bowery Boys, East Side kids, Dead End kids or

angels, the group always ran into fairly stock crisis

situations, slapsticked their way through the crises.

They did it in New York slums, in the U. S. Marine

Corps, in high society, in the South Seas and in Paris.

They never won an Oscar. They seldom played

in a big downtown movie theatre. But they were solid

boxoffice. and out-grossed all of Greta Garbo's pic-

tures put together. An indication of this can be seen

in Allied Artists' figures on the 48 "Bowery Boys"

features produced under the AA banner:

• Total theatrical engagements for the AA group:

342,000.

• Total paid admissions for the AA group: 348,-

000,000.

• Total boxoffice gross: Some $100,000,000.

Allied Artists, meanwhile, still hasn't solved the

problem of how stations can break the news to agen-

cies o\' just why certain local film showcases are

producing solid ratings while being slightly vague

as to program content.

Sometimes, it seems, a client and his agency are

better off if they don't know what they're buying in

spot tv. and buy strictly by the numbers.

11

and a dream sequence . and a Paris attic.
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THE CHANGING SCENE

April Tv Production, Sales Up; Radio Down

total \pnl production ol .ill

television sets was up 23.6 percent

met I963's \pnl. while production

|| radio sets fell slight!) about

percent, l\ s^t production in

April was up 171,106 ovei

.1 yeai ago Radio set production

figures; 1,337,439 this year, 1,359,

169 in April, 1963

Coloi television set production in

April dropped ofl somewhat from

previous month's heart) output, bui

Manufacturers are still turning out a

Bspectable ratio of color to b&v«

sck according to El \ figures. With

15 coloi receivers produced so

f;ir this year, there'll be grist lo, the

nee war which seems to be loom-

ing i Sponsor, June n. page 4 ).

\pnl was good generally lot tele

vision set production and sales. Pro-

duction of monochrome receivers

was 620,351, compared with 548,-

B7 in \pnl. 1963 I list lour

months ol [964 saw 2,694,523 sets

produced, up 407,105 above Jan-

uary \pnl production last year. Dis-

tributor sales ol monochrome sets

in \pril reached 513,058 units,

compared with 395,166 in \pnl.

k)63 I oi 1964 through April, sales

totaled 2. 433.42 I. up 396,638 over

a year ago.

All-channel monochrome t\ pro

luction in April — hist month be-

fore all channel law became ell,

,

loe was I S J.879 units, .is op

posed to 70,405 in tpril, 1963 I oi

the first foui months il was 554,148;

last yeai 's figure was 268,6 1

1

\pnl coloi t\ production was

92,318, oil from 106,400 units in

March
Radio receiver figures show mod

erate declines m production and a

slight gam in s.ik-s Distributoi sales,

excluding auto sets, totaled 600,301
in \pnl. compared with 637,443 in

\pi il, I 96 ;
I OUI month totals are

2,579,212 for the l
l>M period. 2.-

525,337 for the same period last

yeai

.

Production ol radio receivers foi

April this year was 1,337,439, a

drop from the 1,359,769 units re-

ported a year ago. lor the first

four months 5,757,694 in !
1>M.

5,547,309 last year.

WPDQ Wins News Award
WPDQ Jacksonville, Ha., was

named lirsi place winner lot fea-

ture news reporting in Florida at

the recent annual meeting of the

Florida \ssii. of Press Broadcast-

ers. It was the fourth such award

lor \\ PDQ in the past lour years,

according to Chuck Dent, director

ol news.

ANOTHER WAY TO COMMUNICATE

Five of the seven men who oversee communications in the 20th century inspect j duplicate of

the 1939 World's Fair time capsule which is buried at the fairgrounds Capsule will be opened
in 2439, along with new capsule from current fair, as means of communication between this

and 25th century At Westinghouse's Time Capsule Pavilion, William Eutiy right assistant to

the general manager of the tv-radio division at Metuchen. expla ns contents to from left)

FCC Commissioners Loevinger. Cox, Lee, Hyde and Ford J. E Baudine Westmghouse Broad-

casting vice president, looks on

Expanded Billings Mean
Executive Shuffle at Grey

\ boost m billing, in the i s

.uid overseas h pari cd a •

level realignmc nl at Gi v:

.

ing, I ik
v

-

billing a t the

rate ol Mils mil

hon in this coun-

try and ovei

million abroad,

about two thuds

ol this in bio. id

cast. Grey has

elected I h r e e

n e w executive Ben aicoc«

vice presidents,

an operating head loi ovei

tivities and has created the new

position oi vice chairman ol the

board.

I he new \ ice presidents are Hen

rMcock, tor creative services; Rich-

ard S Lessler, marketing scr\..

and Edward H. Meyer, who beads

account services

Richard lessler Edward H Meyer

\ 1 Hollcndcr has been named

president Ol Gre) International, a

subsidiary with oil ices m Europe

and [okyo
Samuel DaNimer. a key man m

account management, has become

vice chairman ol the board.

(ire> made its first foray into

the international arena in l
l "<2

when it acquired a substantial m-

teresl in what is now Charles }\i<h

son A: Gre\ 1 muted in I ondon

Spot Push for Sego
Spot television, which Pet Milk

dits with spiraling il S I

quid Diet Food to a point where it

commands a 4> percent ShaR
the national liquid dietary market,

is being used this summer to pro-

mote the product in the New York

area

Campaign corresponds with
sharpk increased distribution

S [0 m metropolitan '

S ration sp,>ts .ire scheduled on
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Pet spent $3 million nationally

in spot iv last year, about half of

u on behalf of Scud. The usual pat-

tern in Sego campaign is to hack up

tv with heavy newspaper, maga-

zine ads.

Tv Pitches for National
Agriculture Ad Dollars

Agricultural advertisers gathered

in Chicago got a hearty push in

the direction of more television

activity from TvB's central division

vice president and director Jacob

Evans.

While most industries have in-

creased their tv advertising over

the last lew years, national agri-

cultural product companies have

cut hack. Evans told a meeting of

the National Agricultural Ad-
vertising and Marketing Assn. The
entire agricultural industry invested

34 percent less in television in 1963

than it did five years before, he

said. This compares to an increase

of 43 percent by all national ad-

vertisers during the same period.

Total tv outlay for the farm cate-

gory last year was only $1.8 mil-

lion.

Outlining different ways that

national agricultural advertisers

can use the medium efficiently,

SELF-OPENING BOTTLE

Ruppert Knickerbocker Boor, via Gumbinn
North, it running a \.itur.it.on radio-television

campaign in New England and parts of Now
York state to introduce latest weapon in boi
tie vs. can controversy— the self-oponing bot-
tle. Ruppert will have exclusive on the "flip-

cap" in that area for some time.

Evans pointed to the approach of

local and regional farm product ad-

vertisers which is heavily tv-orient-

ed. "At some stations the largest

single category of local business is

farm products,"' he said.

Virtually the entire farm markets

of Nebraska, Kansas, Iowa and

South Dakota can be covered by
only nine stations, Evans said. One.

two and sometimes three satellite

stations enable the advertiser to

cover "vast areas for much less

money than it would cost to buy

several stations individually. It is

possible, at minimum rates, to buy a

daytime one-minute announcement

on all nine of these stations, plus

their satellites covering four sta-

tions, for only $224." The nation-

al farm product advertiser could

buy a schedule of ten one-minute

announcements a week during the

best six-week selling season in all

four states for only $13,400, he

added.

Noting that the farm audience

differs little from a metropolitan

audience in tv viewing. Evans of-

fered these vital statistics on Niel-

sen's "D" counties: 85 percent of

farm families own at least one tele-

vision set; they spend an average

of four hours, 31 minutes every day

watching tv; and there are a total

of seven million tv homes in these

farm counties.

What Coke Had in Mind
In a rare instance of corporate

candor. Coca-Cola revealed the

strategy behind its expanded invest-

ment in 1964-65 television.

By buying minute spots in two

shows appearing opposite one an-

other — ABC-TVs Voyage to the

Bottom O] the Sea and NBC-TV's
90 Bristol Conn, both Monday at

7:30 the company and its bot-

tlers feel assured of a total audience

of over 17 million homes, said

advertising manager Fred Dickson.

"Both programs have strong ap-

peal for nil ages," Coke thinking

continues, "and the total audience

reached would be surpassed only

bj the audience of two hit pro-

grams. In effect [the programs
give] the equivalent oi the third

highest rated show in n reaching
much widei variety of viewers."

I he I nsi of a scries oi color tv

imercials w ill appear in I 'oyage

to He Bottom of the Sea.

Edward Wallis

50

Chicago Admen
Elect Wallis

WIND general manager Edward
Wallis has been elected president

of Chicago's Broadcast Advertising

Club. Other

officers elected

with him are:

Executive vice

president, H.

W. Shepard,

senior vice pres-

ident of E. H.

Weiss; secretary,

Edward G.

Bishoff, director

of sales and

vice president, central division of

ABC Radio: treasurer, Alfred G.

Waack, vice president and ad-

vertising director, Household Fi-

nance Corp.

Wallis, who began his associa-

tion with Westinghouse Broadcast-

ing in 1953 and has headed the

Chicago operation since 1961, takes

over from retiring BAC president

Cy Wagner, director of Central

Sales for NBC-TV.
BAC comprises over 300 broad-

cast and advertising executives rep-

resenting radio and tv stations,

broadcast sales representatives,

agencies and advertisers.

Public Service Tv Makes
Sense to Illinois Bell

A tv sponsor can have his cake

and eat it. too, be socially respon-

sible and still fulfill his obligations

to buy prudently, declared Paul M.
Lund, assistant vice president. Illi-

nois Bell Telephone Co.. in a talk

before the Chicago chapter of the

American Woman in Radio and

Television.

Lund's casc-in-point was the Bell-

sponsored / See Chicago documen-

tary scries on WBBM-TV which he

indicated was "done at a cost per

thousand which any beady -eyed

time buyer would find completely

acceptable."

Mentioning the awards garnered

by the scries, he said, ".
. . it is re-

assuring to be recognized, but we

still gel back to the basic fact that

t\ is an efficient advertising me-

dium. It is one of the most econom-

ical ways of getting Illinois Bell ad-

vertising messages to large groups

Of OUT customers."

But. he added, we can also serve

the public interest and contribute to
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the welfare ol our communities b)

the type ol program wc sponsoi
"

I his we n> to do because we know
,i business can succeed in the long

run onl) if our community is a grow-

ing, health) one ... It is interesting

t»i note, however, th.it the programs

have attracted large audiences al

most equal to those ol the network

shows the) replace.*
1

Insurance Firm, Station
Group Buy Wolper Pack

I nited Artists l ele\ ision's sale

of six now Wolper-produced spe-

cials to I lot ida Blue Cross-Blue

Shield for eight Florida markets

has been followed b) similar sale

to Metromedia for its seven stations.

In addition, Metromedia also

bought a rerun ol' the six Group I

V/olpei Specials foi k I I \ the I os

Angeles outlet which is currcntb

parrying the lust group.

()n another syndication front,

I imii St. ii Distribution Corp. lias

scored 25 new station sales on its

off-network series within the past

feu weeks.

Rifleman leads the roster with

I I new sales. I he scries ma\ soon

he released lor third anil fourth

runs Ensign O'Toole chalked up

five new sales.

Cox Seeks Exchange Spot
The financial world's newest pub-

licly - owned broadcaster, ("o\
Broadcasting, lias applied for listing

on the \eu York Stock Exchange
The corporation, which weni public

in April of this year, was set up as

a separate entity from its Atlanta

newspaper parent in February. It

owns and operates t\ ami or radio

stations m Atlanta. San Francisco.

Dayton, Miami and Charlotte, as

well as CATV systems in Pennsyl-

vania and Washington.

Cox reported operating revenues

54,939,073 for the first quarter

of the year, on which it earned

$715,365 or 36 cents a share. Com-
parable figures for the similar pe-

riod in 1963 were $4,392,087 and

$584,582, or 2 l
> cents a share.

In addition to the networks. Cox,
if approved, will be joining such

broadcasting groups as Metromedia.
Storer. Tafl and I ime-1 ife on the

big board. It is expected the com-
pany's stock will be admitted for

trading in mid-Jul\.

PERILS OF PROMOTION

Celebrating its first anniversary of country & western programing. KAYO Seattle made the

rounds of the city's ad agencies to deliver one-candle cakes Seattle may be a far cry from

Madison Avenue, but it does have some Eastern ways — like traffic cops This one awards
morning man B Buck Ritchcy a ticket for driving in unlicensed horse on the wrong side of a

one-way street Fortunately, no one looks too upset about the violation and it's possible a

piece of birthday cake set everything right

New Agencies Formed
In U.S. and Denmark

Two advertising executives with

extensive broadcast backgrounds

have formed a new agency in St.

Louis; Compton has acquired an

agenc\ in Copenhagen to handle

two ot its big overseas clients in

the Scandinavian countries, and an

all-media public relations outfit

has been formed in New York.

On the domestic side. Robert

(i. Stolz, formed] vice president

of advertising and public relations

for Brown Shoe Co . created Stol/

Advertising Co ( I (Chet)

Ihom.is. formerlj part-owner of

k\()k. St Louis, will be vice presi-

dent and a stockholder of the new

agency. Opening account list in-

cludes business in the food and

apparel fields.

Garland-Compton a s is die

new Copenhagen operation for

Compton. which ranks tenth among
agencies with international billings

and has oil ices in London, I'rank-

furt. Brussels. Manila, Melbourne

and Sydney, plus a [bkyo affiliate

Max rlendriksen, managing din

tor of Monterossis Bureau a s. the

merged company, will direct (iar-

land-Compton a s. which ahead)
represents \lbcrto - Culver and

Rowntree ^\. Co., one of Britain's

largest confectioner) advertisers

Media Distribution s rvices,

Inc.. formed in New ^ ork 1

1

men \ Wagner, will provide pi

duction and distribution scr\

for the public relations held to all

media, including radio and t\ sta-

tions m the I s and ( anada
Wagner has been an officer ol

Ruder & I inn and Harshe-Rotman.

Mehlig to Head New
Blair Radio Department

I ee IV Mehlig has been named
director of the newl) created

department ol operations and mar-

keting at Blair

Radio, a divi-

sion ot John

Blair & (

I he appoint- cs
iw • H

-4
U« P Mehlrg

me nt follows

that of W
Goldl as

vice president-

planning and

trch for the

parent comp.un
' ' dig is an expert m broadcast

management, administration .\n<.\

sales ami has an extensive back-

nul in the industJ

ITie new department is

scribed as in keeping with Blair

president Thomas ( Harrison's

new sales philosoph) of "relating

radio, the product, to the consumer

from t

: market itself, ami

,h i| is related :.< the ad\cr'

and his product
"
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Central America Gets
Videotape Equipment

Both advertisers and viewers

stand to benefit from the simultane-

ous installation of videotape equip-

ment at each of the seven stations

in the Central American Television

Network. ABC International Tele-

vision, which acts as international

sales representative for the net-

work, is arranging the purchase of

the equipment, which will be in-

stalled within the next few months.

\ ideotape will enable the sta-

tions to produce more programs

locally and will facilitate the ex-

change of programs within the net-

work and with other stations

throughout Latin America. It will

offer advertisers excellent facili-

ties for producing commercials

"with a local flavor," ABC points

out.

The Central American Televi-

sion Network, formed in 1959, is

the world's first international com-
mercial network, programing to

1
<
i(),i)()() homes in Central America

and Panama. Stations arc in Guate-
mala City, San Salvador, Teguci-

galpa. San Jose and Panama City.

;

AFFILIATION ARRANGEMENTS

II r mil Hi niillll'IMH" mi II

WHOPPING FIRST SALE

MGM TV bunched its off-NBC syndication '

"The Eleventh Hour" with a four-market s.il

to Metropolitan Broadcasting for its stations in

N«-w York. Los Angnlcs, Washington, and Sac-

rjmnnlo Stockton. Signing contract are (l-r,

tested) Metropolitan iresident Bennet Korn,
MGM-TV s.iles director Ed Montanus, (standing)
Metropolitan program v p Jack lynn, MGM-
TV sales coordinator H -rman Keld

Leroy Bremmer (r), president and owner of WLDB Atlantic City, is welcomed as an

affiliate of NBC Radio by Don Mercer, network relations director.

iini'iiii'iir

Agency Resignations

Two accounts are up for grabs

following resignations by their re-

spective agencies.

Radio station WMCA New York
has been resigned by Franznick-

Meden, the station's agency since

August, 1962, for all trade ad-

vertising, audience promotion ad-

vertising and sales promotion.

Termination date is July 27.

One of the country's oldest

agency-client relationships has

ended with Meldrum & Fewsmith
terminating its services to the

Automotive Div. of ESB Brands,

makers of Willard and Exide bat-

teries. Break is a result of mutual
agreement between agency and
client management, following an

entire year of advertising inactiv-

ity. M cv: 1 has handled the Willard

Battery account since 1931. In

I960, following transfer of Exide
automotive battery headquarters

from Philadelphia to Cleveland.

ESB also assigned the Exide brand
to the agency.

Compton to Coordinate
Snick European Ads

With Shiek Safety Razor domes-
tic advertising currently handled In

its I os \ngeles office. Compton
S pulled the additional plum of

irdinating the razor firm's I

n billings ( i.nland-( ompton
l the I ondon office ol Comp-
toi vill handle the coordination.

iiiiiiniiiiiii

In Germany the account will be

serviced by Garland - Compton
GmbH; in France it was recently

transferred to R L Dupuy ses Fils

et Lenormand. In other countries

of Europe, business will stay with

existing Shick agencies, under the

umbrella of Garland-Compton.
In other agency shifts, the

Atomics Div. of American Ma-
chine & Foundry has appointed

J. M. Mathes to handle its ad-

vertising, and the Wilkinson Sword
Co., Ltd. of London, one of the

pioneers in the development of

stainless steel razor blades, has as-

signed its account in this country

to Ted Bates. Although the agency

is keeping media plans under cover

at the moment, it is likeh that

broadcast, where the battle of the

domestic stainless steel blades has

been waged, will get the bulk of

the Wilkinson billines.

Stevens Selects Tv Spot
For New Curtain Campaign

Twenty tv markets across the

country will carry a J. P. Stcwiis

campaign to promote its new "no-

iron"" glass liber curtains. Via Mc-

Cann-Erickson, one-minute spdj

schedules were placed in prime

daytime hours during a four-week

period beginning in early Septem-

ber. A ten-second in is included

lor local store tie-ins. Stevens ad
ti\il\ in spot t\ has been rather

limited. 1 asl year, according to

SPONSOR



|VB figures, it spent only $120,

90 on behalf ol its clothing and

Utka-Mohawk sheets

Norex Launches National
Ad Push Via CBS Radio

\n ordei foi 52 weeks ol

paiticipation in Arthur (iot!lri\

Time starting June 8 marks the

first major national promotion for

Norex Laboratories' Amitone ant-

acid (Grey) and Ik-.ids a host ol

new orders on CBS Radio.

Other new business includes:

Best I
roods Div. of Corn Prod-

ucts (Lennen & Newell) foi Ma
zola Margarine and Oil, 26 weeks

in Arthur Godfrey lime starting

last month.

Ford Motor Co. i.l. Walter

Thompson) for Quality Car (arc.

summer participations in Dimen-
sion.

Armour & Co. (Foote, (one &
Belding) for Dial Soap, summer
participations in news and Dimen-
sion.

Peterson Manufacturing Co.

(Biddlc Advertising Co.) for Vise-

Grip wrenches, renewal of partici-

pation in news programs.

New Format Planned
For RAB Conferences

Stations in similar market situa-

tions will attend a series of split

sessions within the genera] RAB
1 ^64 Regional Management Con-

ferences this September and Octo-

ber.

I his refinement of the previous

all-together-boys format more
closely resembles, within the con-

WINS TRACTOR RADIO

Edwin J Pfiefer (r) won a tractor radio in a

recent contest at KAYS-TV Hayi, Kan. Office

manager Tad Felt* (I) termed the contest,

which drew more than 1000 entries, "one of

our best
"

lines ol iIk R \H budget, the I \M
approach to station confereni

( In the case ol the Sales < linics,

foi instance, I \ H travels to more
than 100 markets > It also reflects

the inescapable reality that, al

though the industry does share com
mon problems, stations below the

top loo perhaps share them a little

more, or differently, than thus,

in the top 50.

Mere's how the 1964 schedule

shapes up:

Sept 17-18, [arrytown House.

I arrytown, N *

Sept. 2 1-22. Homestead. Hoi

Springs. \ ,i

Sept. 28-29, Far Horizon, Sara

sola. I l.i

Oct. 1-2. Hyatt House. San

Francisco, Calif.

Oct. 8-9, Western Hills 1 ool^-

lulsa. Okla.

Oct. 12-13. Hotel Moraine. Chi-

cago, III.

Oct 15-16, Northland Inn. De
troit, Mich.

In other RAB developments,

Roger Clipp of the Triangle Sia

tions. was named to the executive

committee of the board, replacing

Francis H. Brinkley, Ottaway

Newspapers-Radio, ( ampbell Hall,

N. Y., who recently resigned

George H. Armstrong, executive

vice president of Stor/ Broadcast-

ing, Kansas City, has been appoint-

ed to the board

Educator Retires

I he man often credited with

being one of the first in the nation

to oiler accredited college courses

in the broadcasting field, and with

having conducted the tirst state-

wide radio audience surveys, retires

this month. He's Or. Harrison H
Summers of Ohio State University

Summers has been in the

ground of communications educa-

tion since the early 20s From 1923

to 1939 he taught in the Depart-

ment ol Speech at Kansas State

College, his last eight years

voted exclusively to the field

radio broadcasting. While there, he

was a member of the committee
responsible for programing KS \(

one of the pioneer educational 3

tions in the country

From 1935-41, Summers con-

ducted the radio audience surveys,

both for KSAC and - in 193

— for commercial stations m Kan-

LESTOIL SPOT

A tv-promoted summer campaign by
lestoil should, according to the com-

pany, oxpand the over-all marfcel for

all-purpose cleaners by 70 percent and

increase store profits on Lestoil by 300
percent Lestoil Pine Scent cleanser will

be packaged in these reusable Early

American historical flasks throughout

the company's marketing area.

s.is and Iowa In 1939 he joined

NIK a- eastern director "t the

Public Service Division With the

Blue Network mow \IK "i in 1942,

he was named manager ol the pub-

lic service division of that com-
pany ~>no\ continued in that capa-

city until 1946.

Returning to academic hie. Sum-
mers joined the Department of

Speech at Ohio State in 1946,

came head ol the radio and tv

education program In addition to

regular teachm nmentS, he-

has conducted numerous studies

dealing with broadcasts

Tv Push for New Pops
S I television in I" statl

doing the bulk ol the job of intro-

ducing a new product foi Fairmont
I KaS this summer Item is a froa

novelty called Jolli-lolli, an

milk bar on a stick with a lollipop

in t'ie center Fairmont, which last

: spent over $600.0 n spot

tv to promote its m and
r»>t Mo chip products, cites this

campaign a- the "heaviest

^-marketing program
nut behind a fro/en novelty " Pur-

chased via its n< I atham-

rd the spots will run into

\ st Radio backs up the tv

campaign, as will newspaper and

point-of-sale
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Goldwyn Hits to Swell

WCBS-TV Film Library

WCBS- 1 V . one of the big spend-

ers in the feature film bracket in

the absence ol late-night network

service, did it again last week with

the acquisition of 50 highly salable.

highly promotable first-run movies

produced b\ Samuel Goldwyn.

Among the films, slated for pres-

entation beginning in January. 1965,

are "
I he Best Years of Our Lives,"

winner of nine Academy Awards,

and five coveted Danny Kaye films:

"The Kid From Brooklyn." "The

Secret lite oi Walter Mitty," "A

Song is Born." " l'p in Arms" and

"Wonder Man." With the Danny

Kaye t\ series much in the public

eye, garnering more than its share of

I tnmies this year, the features

should have added impact.

I he Goldwyn productions li-

censed bj WCBS-TV have won 18

Vcademj Awards ami rank among

the biggest box-office attractions in

motion picture history.

The purchase is just one of a

long string of multi-million dollar

investments by WCBS-TV beginning

in 1956 with the acquisition of

mure than 700 MGM features.

Opens Dallas Office

Further illustration that broad-

east advertising activity is not the

two-city affair it once was: Select

Station Representatives has opened

an office in Dallas (410 Reliance

I i!e Building) to sell ten of its

southern anil western stations.

Wells Bruen is manager: Peter

leddlie. account executive. Stations

are WITH Baltimore, will
I \M

& l\ i Richmond. WCSN-TV
Charleston. WHTN-T\ Hunting-

ton (W \ ., i. WIIIS I \M & 1\ i

Bluefield (W Va.), K I is \\i ,v

l \ i Soringfield (Mo.) and KTI N
I V Wl.t (Okl.i ) I ast station

joins the list July 1

.

African Net's Ad Rep
It you're interested in buyin

tmu in Northern Rhodesia, or. fol

that matter. Tanganyika, Mimimi

biqi Southern Rhodesia,

in touch with the Pan American

Broadcastin I I he international

station representative has just been

named exclusive advertising rep

lor the United States and Canada

and will also act as the U. S. office

lor the Northern Rhodesia Broad-

casting Corp.

The African network, which

operates the only radio broadcast-

ing service in Northern Rhodesia,

is headquartered in Lusaka, the

country's capital. It transmits on

both medium and short wave and

claims to reach an audience of

750.000 in both Rhodesias and the

two neighboring countries. Pan

American's New York office is at

380 Lexington Ave.

Kelley Named Storer
National Sales Director

William E. (Bill) Kelley has

been named director of national

sales for the Radio Division of

Storer Broadcasting Co. He suc-

ceeds William L. Wright who re-

turned to the talent staff of Storer

station W1BG Philadelphia.

A Storer employee from 1951 to

1959. Kelley rejoins the organiza-

tion from AM Radio Sales Net-

work where he was a national sales

rep for Golden West Mid-Contin-

ent and Westinghouse Broadcast-

ing properties.

Kelley began his career in 1946

at WHOT South Bend, and in

1949 joined the staff of KFDA
Amarillo. While with Storer. he
was employed at KEYL San An-
tonio, company sales headquarters

in New York. WVUE Philadelphia

and WSPD-TV Toledo.

Strouse Surveys Madison
Avenue Advertising Scene
No one doubts that New York

is the hub of the advertising uni-

verse, but the latest extent of its

influence was outlined by Norman
Strouse, chairman of the board of

the 4As and J. Walter Thompson
president.

One-third of the more than $5

billion agency-produced annual

advertising volume in the country

emanates from New York, he told

the Mercantile Section of the N.Y.

Board of Trade. He was there to

accept an award on behalf of the

industry for its contributions to

our economy.
Observing the size of the total

advertising volume during 1963

was $13 billion, Strouse estimated

that the agencies created $5,575

million of it. Of this total volume,

"easily a third of it is created and

placed by the 800 advertising

agencies in New York employing

more than 25,000 people." he said.

Benefiting from this advertising,

according to Strouse:

• 47 different firms engaged in

radio and tv. employing 12,800

people;

• 700 periodicals and newspa-

pers, employing more than 50.000

people;

• 375 supplier firms engaged

in typesetting, photo-engraving and

electrotyping. employing 10.000;

• untold additional employees

engaged in outdoor and transit ad-

vertising, direct mail, premium and

sales promotion, and in sales re-

lated to films and recordings.

Stt • (c) accepts award from Arthur F-lynn, chairman of the Mercantile Section, while Richard

Seei r), chairman of award committee. Holes on.
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KEDS ROCKETS SPOTS

This "spaceman" is rocketed four times .1

day *t the World's F.iir to demonstrate the

Bell Rocket Belt — .> str.ipped-on-the-back

propulsion system that allows him to move
about in air at will But he also launches one

of the largest advertising and promotion cam-

paigns U S Rubber has ever undertaken on

behalf of US Keds' dealers The Koionel

commercials will run in 160 markets around

kids' shows

Zenith: $1.5 Million Ad
Campaign on Color Tv

Zenith will underscore its faith

in color tv as a selling uh>I to the

hone of $l,500,000-plus this fall

when it launches an all-out coast-

p-coasl campaign ou network color

tv.

I he campaign is aimed .it pre-

ielling "the company's nevi product

line-, for Zenith dealers throughout

the fall selling season," said I (

Truesdell, president of the Zenith

Sales Corp.. in announcing the

puys.

I he eompain has scheduled .1

Ipta] ol 3 l
> one-minute color par-

ticipations on si\ NIK' shows, in-

cluding the two-da) World Series

hi dolt. The Virginian, //;<• Jih k

Pour Show, Andy Williams and

Jonathan Winters.

Although Zenith will advertise

its full line of products, emphasis

will be mi color tv receivers

DDB Builds Billings

With Brewery Addition

Doyle Dane Bernbach continues

to climb the radio-tv billings lad-

der, with the latest boost coming

from Drewry's. ltd. the brewer]

j

billing ^2 million (about half in spot

t\ alone), which moves o\er to the

agency's Chicago branch in Septem-

l\ 1 . from Mael .11 land. \vev.ud

It bnii's DDB'S ik \s business thus

1. 11 this v. ai to ovet s -<» million,

more than twice its growth in 1963

Since the new aCCOUHtS include

broadcast users like Hem/. Quakei
( )ats and Intel national I ate\ 1 I

dettCS), it is vciv likclv that DDB
has moved up from the \ 1 st place

among radio and t\ agencies it held

m 1963 l ast yeai n spent $18.2

million ot its approximatelj

million total billings in an media.

Rep Appointments

Savalli Gates has picked up five

stations in recent weeks. Three

comprise the Idaho Big Buy —
kino Boise, ksi l Pocatello and

kill I win balk. | he other two

are kl si Salina and KAI1 l \

I no.

Other appointments: Venard,

I'orbct & McConnell has taken

over Vt ROZ I vansville; Ohio Sta-

tions Representatives was appointed

regional rep for WAN1 It Wayne,
in Ohio.

Grant Advertising
Around the Globe

Grant Advertising's recent ac-

tivities are no less international

than having completed the first

market research stud) of north-

eastern rhailand and snaring the

reportedly "substantial" world-wide

advertising billings of the Ralph

\1 Parsons Co. (engineering and

contracting!

I he rhailand study, in addition

to information On 42 different prod-

uct categories, includes a com-

plete media stud) o\ nine cities,

showing radio and television ef-

fectiveness, readership o\ maga-
zines and newspapers, cinema pref-

erences, depth o\' outdoor ad-

vertising recognition. Study also

gives regional information on pre-

miums, price reductions, totter]

d.\\ newspapers, retailers' com-
plaints, public address wire systems,

etc.

Initial (irant promotion foi

sons is the Dace Chittagong (Pa-

kistan) water SUppl) and sewer.

project I arge bid advertisements

will be placed bv the agency in

Belgium. United kingdom. Swit-

zerland. Sweden. I 10 Japan.

Australia, Canada. Italy. Germany,
Holland and the I'nited States.

FM Audience Is Different

I lu I \1 audit n ; irate

entitv and can t bl I W I

K bv eithei \M 1 idio 01 tv

a just-released research bulletin

sued bv the National \ssii ot I \1

Bio.uk .1

•

Vccordii nl study con-

ducted foi N \i MB D • Iik

5 1 percent ol all I M list

shunned \\1 during

the average numbei ol hours ( >t lis

tening to WI radio in all homes is

I I hours a vveek. but in I M homes
the figure is eighl hours.

I he pattern is similar in tv. with

16 hours viewing in all homes, but

onlv 1 J hours ot v lew ing in l M
homes.

Will Sell Susquehanna
Stations in New York

I oilow ing m the footsteps ol

some ot the larger station gTOUpS,

Susquehanna Broadcasting Co is

setting up its

own national

sales office in

New York t

supplement a c-

tivities of rep-

resentative Rob-

ert E. Eastman.
I a m e s k

Hackett. former

v ice president of

media at \rk-

vvrighl Advertisin

new operation

Growing acceptance of its mar-

kets, said Susquehanna vice pi.

dent Arthur ( arlson, •"requires in-

creased in-depth corporate presen-

tation to both agencies and ad\

Users" I he Susquehanna stations

are W \R\I Scranton-Wilkes B

w ill \kion - Canton, Vi K I

Providence, and \\sb\ Lancaster-

York-Harrisburg

Spartanburg Station Sold

WORD lias been sold bv Belk

adcasting Co ol South ( arolina

t or $250,000 Purchaser la Asso-

ciated Broadcasting Corp., w
principal owner is Robert B

Blown, and which also owns

WTLK l aytorsville, N ( Belk

retains its other tour

tions \\ IS I ( hai Ottt N (

\\M\ Raleigh, N ( WQX1
s ( ;

u PDQ 1 ick-

sonville, I

James K HicltcH

will head the
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Borden, Sweets Buy
ABC-TV Daytime Block

Making its first buj into the

\IU-IY daytime schedule, Bor-

den Co., via Young & Rubicam,

will sponsor the Saturdaj and Sun-

da) morning children's program-

ing block and Trailmaster begin-

ning in July.

Renewing lor several of the

same Saturday and Sunday morn-

ing shows and Trailmaster is

Sweets Co. of America, via Henry

Eisen Agency. Buy, on behalf of

I ootsie Rolls is for 52 weeks ef-

fective Sept. 19.

Mutual President Cheers
Upcoming Rating Audit

Calling the upcoming audit of

lour rating services system by the

Hedging Broadcast Rating Council

a "giant step." Robert F. Hurleigh,

Mutual Broadcasting System presi-

dent, said., "perhaps no present

service can supply the best of all

possible measurements under the

economics b\ which we have to

live. But whatever figures are pro-

duced now, there will at least be

no mystery as to how they were

obtained."

Writing in the network's June

newsletter. Hurleigh pointed out

that four of the services have al-

ready indicated their willingness to

be audited, adding that for the re-

maining companies in the field, it

can only be a matter of time. "Fail-

ure to fall into line could be in-

terpreted as an admission of inade-

quacy that might lead to the end

of the line." he said.

"To an outsider, the sometimes

cloak and dagger posturings of the

services in the past must have re-

sembled comic opera buffoonery of

the highest art," Hurleigh continu-

ed. "To the industry itself, how-
ever, to whom the figures often

could be a matter of profit and loss,

or even life and death, the humor
did not quite come off."

Praising the Broadcast Ratings

Council's plan for unbiased check-

ing of present day methods, Hur-

leigh called it "all to the good." He
said that the "pig in a poke" is now
part of history, that the over-all re-

sult can only be of benefit to all."

miiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniii^

SALESMAN OF THE YEAR

ABC TV's Dick Clark, star of the T/Htling
•II 30 noon daily) and "American Bandst.m.

Wallace E Campbell, secretary of the Nation
parties Participating shows, "Missing link\ .>,

." segment of "Operation Daybreak"
Saturday), receives that award from
Association of Direct Selling Corn-
Bandstand " have several sponsors

Mort Rubenstein now with CBS-TV

CBS-TV Names Creative
Director for Advertising

Mort Rubenstein is the new
creative director, advertising and

sales promotion department, CBS-
TV.

Holding the same title for the

CBS-TV Stations Div. since May,

1958, Rubenstein first joined CBS
in 1947 as a member of the art

department and in 1951 became

a member of the art staff of the

CBS-TV Network.

ABC Drops Hootenanny,
Moves in Outer Limits

In its opening gambit to capture

the ratings this fall, ABC announced

it would drop Hootenanny. replace

it with Outer Limits. Time slot is

7:30 to 8:30, Saturdays. Outer

Limits had been set originally for

Wednesday, 8:30 to 9:30. Coun-

tering the ABC show will be CBS'

Jackie Gleason hour and NBC's
Flipper and Mr. Magoo half-hours.

Other ABC moves: Wednesdaj
8:30 to 9, Shindig . musical variety:

Wednesday, c
> to 10, Mickey Roo-

ney's Mickey; Friday 9 to 9:30,

I alentine's Day, comedy starring

Tony Franciosa. Opposing: Wed-
nesday 8:30. an NBC^ feature

movie, CBS' Beverly Hillbilliei

Wednesdaj at 9:00. CBS' Pick

Van Dyke show. NBC's movfl

continuation; Friday 9 to 9:30,

NBC's Bob Hope. CBS' Lnter-

tainers. starring Carol Burnett.

Tobacco Money for 'Today'

R. .1. Reynolds (William Esty)

has bought multi-participations in

NBC-TVs Today show starting

July 6, marking the first eigaret

order in the early-morning pro-

gram since 1956.
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SPONSOR SPOTLIGHT

ADVERTISERS

Rosa Baraelay promoted to mai

keting manager ol the Post Di\

of General Foods Corp I le mi:

ceeds James W. Andrews, who
was recently named president and

general manager ol General Foods,

Ltd., Canada. Since joining the

company in l

(
' s 2 Barzelay served

.iv institutional field representative

ll Battle Creek, Mich., managei ol

Post operations. Kankakee, III .

and most recently as Post ad-

vertising and merchandise man-
ager. While Plains. William I..

Jackson succeeds Barzelay.

Lloyd w. Dunint appointed mar-

keting manager tor neu products

for Borden Foods i'o Formerly

he was vice president and account

executive at Lennen & Newell,

Inc.

K. ('. Shingfeton named raan-

: of retread tire sales tor B. I

Goodrich lire Co. Since joining

the company in 1937 he served in

advertising, tire sales, equipment
sales, passenger car tire sales and
as manager of tire program plan-

ning.

Ktiulrick K. Wilson. Jr.. elected

director of \von Products He is

Currently chairman of the hoard ot

directors and chief executive offi-

cer of \vco Corp.. director ot

Crosley Broadcasting Corp. Mol
tats ltd and Dayco Corp., and a

trustee of Dry Dock Saving Hank.
Neu 1 ork City, as well as an over-

seer of luck School ot Business

Administration at Dartmouth Col-

lege.

Kendrick Wil$on, Jr

June 15, 1964

Robert P Baumjn

Richard l I Impact appointed

public relations managei foi lohn

Ostei Manufacturing ( o . Milwau
kee. W is I ormei l\ he was ad

vertising managei foi Rainfair,

Inc

Russell i . Nfti appointed com
mercial production supervisoi ft

( leneral Mills He comes to G
eral Mills aftei several years as

television and radio directoi at

Knox Reeves Advertising Agency,

Minneapolis.

I rank I . Sherman appointed

director ol neu product s.des foi

the Prest-O-Lite Co., headquarter-

ing in I oledo. Ohio. He was form-

erly associated with American-

Standard, Detroit, as manager ol

interdi\ isional sales and most re-

cently as manager ol products for

the \-S Rochester (N.Y.) Instru-

ments plant.

Robed P. Paunian and John II.

Midler, Jr.. appointed advertising

and merchandising manager, and
national sales manager, respectively,

ol Maxwell Mouse I)i\ ot General
Foods Corp.

Bauman will succeed George
Bretaser, Jr., who was named mar-
keting director lor GPs Interna-

tional l)i\ Since joining the com-
pany in 1958, Bauman served as an
area salesman, product m.m.i.

tor Maxwell House Div., assistant

to the president ol ( d and most re-

cently as sales manager tor Maxwell
House. Muller joined the company
as associate product mana.
serving this past year as market-
ing operations manager foi GPs
Institutional Food Service division.

John H Mullfr Jr George Bremter. Jr

WTRF-TV STORY
BOARD

• note

•

«yt.f I. Wh««lint|

o Ihouu'

Wheelinq -

SCINIIllATE: Trentgrett 'lil p»

«.lrf '» Wh.elmq
GRATEFUO •

weren't for Venetian b
taint (or ell ot

Wheelinq -

DIET! If it melt! m your mouth, it generally
bulges in front of e n

wtrf-tv Wheeling
CURED? At the confuted gentlemen left the
Stete Mentel Hotpitel
lease paper, and laid. "Cfvee, for

yeart I wat Napoleon, now I'm a net

Wheelinq wtrf t»

GETTING YOUR GOAT? Two goett found a

can of film. The hungnett devoured thr

end then licked hn chops Hn companion
aiked, "How w.v illed,

"I thought the book wet I

wtrf rv Wheelinq
GALS TO GUYS' Gentlemen, we urge you lo

retpect woman't intuition. It of
milliont of yeert of not thinking

Wheelinq wtrf-tv

•YOUR PETRY MAN HAS All THE AN
SWERS 1 Aik our rep why alert edvertitert buy
WTRF-TV Atk him about the buying folkt

who watch TV 7 from the 529.300 TV hornet
in the Wheeling/Steubenville Induttnel Ohio

CHANNEL
SEVEN

WHEELING.
WEST VIRGINIA

Q:what

broadcast

trade publication

led its field in

all large-scale

surveys of agency

and advertiser

readership

during 1963?

A: SPONSOR!

Want full details?

Write SPONSOR,
555 Fifth Avenue
New York 10017
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THE ONLY PART OF

SPONSOR THAT'S

NOT ABOUT

BUYING! -v

n

All buying. All broadcast buying. That's

SPONSOR, from stem to stern, master

of an editorial policy which bars every-

thing else. What does the editorial

policy let in? The urgent top-of-the-

news; the deep significance thereof;

trends up or down which buyers should

be climbing on or jumping off of; in-

cisive views of the future. Result: Vital,

fast-paced enrichment of the buying

mix, that reservoir of turmoil and f"rn-

over in back of the buyer's mind into

which he stirs fresh numbers and ava

to come up with the best possible buy.

No waste for buyers in SPONSOR, the

broadcast idea weekly that is all-meat

for advertisers, too. 555 Fifth Avenue,
New York 17. Telephone: 212 Murrayhill

7 8080.
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SPONSOR SPOTLIGHT

Mark L. Green appointed retail

advertising manager for Bel! &
Howell Photo Sales Co. He comes

to the company from Sylvania

Eleotric Products where he was re-

gional advertising and sales pro-

motion manager. Prior to that he

was assistant account executive for

Campbell Ewald advertising.

Ken Edwards, advertising and

sales promotion manager, Culligan

Inc.. Northbrook, 111., chosen sales

promotion "Man of the Year' by

the International Sales Promotion

Executives Assn.

AGENCIES

E. Theodore Barnett, Jr., and

Raymond R. Menzel appointed

vice presidents of creative depart-

ment for Foote Cone & Belding,

San Francisco. Barnett joined the

agency 1 1 years ago after previous

creative experience with N. W.
Ayer & Son. Prior to joining the

agency in 1956, Menzel served in

the creative department of N. W.
Ayer. Philadelphia and San Fran-

cisco.

Frank C. Murphy retired as

media director at Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan after 34 years.

He joined Geare-Marston, Inc. in

1930, continued as media director

after the agency merged with Ruth-
rauff & Ryan and later with Erwin
\\ asey.

Ruth Fredericks joined Batten.

Barton. Durstine & Osborn. Los
Angeles, as media buyer. For the

past five \cars she was media
director of C. J. LaRoche & Co.

Einar C. Akerson appointed

controller of (arson Roberts Ad-
vertising, Los Angeles. Previously

he was business manager, vice

president and treasurer of Charles

Bowes Vdvertising, Eos Angeles.

I dward (.. Ball joined Creative
Group, Appleton. Wis. ;l s account
\ccuti\c and creative planner.

rmerlj he was directoi of ad-
ding, merchandising and public

mis lor Miller High I

Mark L. Green

Norman Vale promoted to vice

president of Lennen & Newell.

Prior to joining the agency as an

account executive in 1962. he

served as account executive at

Sullivan. Stauffer, Colwell & Bay-

les for two years.

Karl F. Vollmer, manager of the

Chicago office of Young & Ru-
bicam. appointed senior vice presi-

dent and transferred to the agency's

New York office where he will

serve as associate chairman of the

plans board. G. Bowman Kreer,

formerly senior vice president of

Clinton E. Frank agency, joined

Young & Rubicam to take over

as manager of the Chicago office.

Philip Feld joined Street & Fin-

ney, Inc. as vice president and

director of radio-television produc-

tion and network programing.

Formerly he was president of

Eastern Motion Pictures and pre-

vious to that head of the com-

mercial production department at

Ruthrauff & Ryan.

Jane Dowden promoted to vice

president of media services of

Noble-Dury & Associates. Nash-

ville and Memphis. She joined the

agency in 1956 as media director.

In 1962, Mrs. Dowden was named
as one of the ten outstanding media

buyers in the South in a Sponsor

magazine poll. Neika Brewer, for-

merly associate media director,

promoted to director media director.

Jane Dowden Neika Brewer

SPONSOR

Ken Edwards i '



Henry Kornh Gordon Werner Richjrd N.-.l, Alexander Mohljret Jerome R Reeve, frjnU S Mjnqjn

Hear) Kornh—aw and Gordon
Werner elected vice presidents at

red Bates. Kornhauser, account

supervisor, joined the agency in

1963 after leaving Kastor, Hilton.

Chesley, Clifford & Atherton

where he was vice president. Prior

to joining Bates in 1963 as head

of international administration.

Wernei served seven years with w
R. Grace & Co. as assistant sec-

rotary.

hnii. ild K. Blackburn, Joseph

M. Higgjns and Robert M. I it/-

gibbons named creative director,

copy supervisor, .\n>.\ .k\oud\ execu-

tive, respectively, for Zimmer, Kel-

ler & Calvert, Detroit. Previous!)

Blackburn was president of his own
company, Don Blackburn &
\ soc., Chicago. Prior to joining

the agencj in 1963 as copywriter,

Higgins was in the creative depart-

ments of Young cc Rtihicam and

J Walter Ihompson. Detroit. For-

merly FitZgibbons served as vice

president of Bobert/ & Associates.

(irahani D. Hay named media

director at Compton Advertising.

II. was formerly head broadcast

buyer lor the agenev

,

W rig.hl FeigBSOB, account execu-

tive, elected vice president at Sulli-

van. Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles.

Saninrd II Mctlis elected chair-

man of the board of directors of

Metlis & 1 ebow Corp. He is also

senior vice president oi the agency

and heads the promotional adver-

tising department.

Sydney Reich, director of pro-

duction, elected vice president ol

Parkson Advertising Agency.

Robert P. 1 aton elected director

Ol led Bates. He is general man-
ager of led Bates Werbegesell-

schait mid I Wesl Germany.

Richard Nccly named vice prcsi-

dent and diiectoi ol creative sei

v ices Km \le( aim I i ickson, San

Fran< isCO I 01 the past fouj years

he serveil as vice president and

creative group head with BBIX >

Alexander Mohlares promoted
to vice president and executive ait

directoi ol Chirurg & (amis. New
York. He joined the agencj in

l
l.M l

> as art director, later moving
to Grey Advertising to serve as

art group supervisor. In 1961 he

rejoined ( hiring & ( amis

Richard v. Danzig joined Irwin

Wasey, Ruthraufl A Ryan, New
York, as an account executive. He
comes to the agency from Clay-

Adams, Inc. where he served as

advertising manager.

Norman lo\ joined (iumbinner-

Noitfa Co., as account executive.

He was former!) an account execu-

tive at West. Weir A Bartel.

Peter M. Bardach. Wthnr S.

Pardon and Richard ( . Picked.

associate media directors, elected

vice presidents ol Foote, ("one &
Belding, New York.

Robert I . Dellin^er. executive

vice president. Grant Advertising,

appointed chairman of the lelevi-

sion and Cinema Panel at the W I

Annual World ( ongress of the

International Advertising \ssn

TV MEDIA

Paul (.. OT'riel named general

manager of KDK\-I\ Pittsburgh

Since 1958 he served as general

manager of W B/ Radio Boston

I Mis shook named program
operations manager at WTTG-TA
w ishington Formerl) he was

production manager.

Jerome R. Rcocs ippointcd

directoi >'i pi' 1

I irin-

tluan Broadcasting Corp ll

signing as lviki.i1 managei ol

KDK \ I \ Pittsburgh to join

( 01 1 nt

h

i.i it

I rank S. Mailman appointed tele-

v ision sales executive lor Rl\( )

< i teral National Sales. ( hie a

Foi the past nine wars he sen
with NB( as network tv salesman.

directoi ol sales ol WR< \ l\

Philadelphia, and as manager <>l

NB( I \ spot sales and spot tv

salesman

William .1. Jones appointed chiel

engineer foi WTOP l\ Washing
ton. He joined the station in 1

serving in various engineei

pacifies, most recently as assistant

to the vice presidenl ol engineei

lor Post -Newsweek stations

GeraM \. I ay lor appointed pro-

gram promotion managei foi

( BS- 1\ . Hollywood. In 1956 he

joined the network's promotion

stall and most recently served as

managei ot on-air promotion.

Stan Bloom and Joseph Jones

named promotion director and

COp) director. R
wibw i\ Miami Bloom served

in the station's promotion depart-

ment handling on-the-air pro:

tion and produced and direel

several Project l" Documental
the best known being "Picture

a ( uban." Jones served in the copy

department for the past t>>

ITS

id Shadbarae

manager ot wi ki l\ I ouisville.

Prior to joining the station in I

as sales manager he held man-
ual positions with the Ron:

ville stations Ik up EU I
, Bctf]

Smith .vho joined W |\W I ..ms-

ville, hid a

June IS. 1964



- -»H SPOTLIGHT

Calej Augustine elected presi-

ded ol the Pittsburgh Advertising

Club. He is director of advertising,

promotion and public relations for

WlIC Pittsburgh.

.lames A. Skelly appointed local

sales representative tor WJW-TV
Cleveland. Most recently he worked

in sales loi Crane-Howard Litho-

graph Co. and Skelly Typeset.

Francis I. Doherty, Jr., appoint-

ed station manager of WJZB Wor-

cester. Mass. For the past five

years he served as promotion man-

ager of WWLP Springfield, Mass.

Richard Bruce Taylor appointed

account executive for WBKB
Chicago. Formerly he was director

of sales research and sales develop-

ment lor ABC-TV Spot Sales.

Chicago.

RADIO MEDIA

Al Morton appointed program

director of WMPP Chicago. He
comes to the station from WMAB
Munising, Mich.

Nelson M. Smith retired as en-

gineer-technical operations for

( I'S Radio alter 35 years of serv-

ice He originally joined the net-

work as studio engineer at master

control.

Vrl Church named sales man-
ager for KOOI Radio Phoenix.

Formerly he was an account execu-

tive with Kooi.-TV.

John Jurewicz appointed busi-

ness managei ol WWSW Pittsburgh.

He has been with the station for 14

yean

I ngene Kinj; appointed member
ol tlie executive stall. Rko Gen-
eral Broadcasting, in programing.

He recently resigned as vice pn
dent ni \\ 01 Id \\ ide Informatio

S< iv ices.

\i Heacock and Neil Mclntyre

appointed program manager and

assistant program managei al

S Radio New York Heacock

Caley Augustine Jon Holiday

comes to the station from WBZ
Boston where he served as pro-

gram manager. Prior to joining the

station in 1963 as producer-direc-

tor, Mclntyre was assistant pro-

gram manager and music director

for KQV Radio Pittsburgh.

Mark Olds and Joel Chasenian

named national radio executive at

Group W headquarters and general

manager of WINS New York, re-

spectively. Since 1962 Olds served

as general manager of WINS. For

the past six months Chaseman
served as assistant general man-
ager of WINS after two years as

executive producer of "The Steve

Allen Show."

L. Clark Tierney, C. E. Wheeler

and C. Matthew S. Tierney were

elected president and treasurer,

vice president and general manager
and vice president, respectively, of

WPDX Radio, Clarksburg, W. Va.

L. Clark Tierney fills a position

left vacant by the death of George
Kallam on May 20.

Norman B. Furman appointed

general manager of W EVD New
York. Founder and former presi-

dent of Furman Feiner Advertis-

ing he joined the station in 1932
as an account executive. He left

WEVD for a short interim to

serve as director of WBMS Bos-
ton, to return to WEVD as direc-

tor of sales and assistant to the

general manager.

Fred W. Foerster, promotion
director. WBRE Radio-TV, Wilkes-

Barre and WSCR Radio Scranton,

elected president of the Advertising

Club of Wilkes-Barre.

Jon Holiday returned to WIST
Charlotte as program director. He
was associated with WIST from
1957 to 1959 when he became part

owner and manager of WHYE
Roanoke, Va., WAIR Winston-
Salem and KROD El Paso, Tex.

Alberto Pereira named program
director for WPFM Providence,

R. I. He started with WPFM eight

years ago as staff announcer, and
formerly was program director for

WXCN-FM Providence.

SYNDICATION
^ SERVICES

Dr. F. J. Alexander appointed

program director of ALF Produc-

tions. Miami.

Eddie Chase joined National TV
Log as an executive in charge of

central division sales in the Chi-

cago office. He comes to the com-
pany after resigning as director

of programing for International

Good Music Corp.

Huntly P. Briggs named assist-

ant general manager of Technicolor

Corp.'s commercial and educational

branch, headquartering in Burbank.

Calif. He was vice president in

charge of the West Coast office

for Rosenbloom Elias & Assoc.

A. Frank Reel appointed execu-

tive vice president in charge of

business and legal affairs for United

Artists. Since joining UA-TV in

1954 he served as vice president

in charge of legal affairs and most

recently as vice president in charge

of business affairs.

Noi 'T B Furman Eddie Chase Huntly Briggs A Frank Reel

*0 SPONSOR



COMMERCIAL CRITIQUE

Good ddvertising—

it's always believable

II) Don C. Kin;;

( op> supers isor

John C. Dowd, Inc.

Hosloii. M;tss.

II the next part) you attend is

a little dull, wait foi a pause in

the conversation and fill it witfi

some innocuous commentary on

television commercials. ITien duck'

Everyone, it seems, has strong

opinions on t\ sales pitches Most

of the opinions are highly eritieal.

And. unfortunately, mosl of the

criticisms are quite valid.

Why should that be so? Tele-

vision is an exciting medium. It

otters infinite opportunities for

itivc selling. Yet, it is tast be-

coming a coast-to-coast showcase

for mediocrity. It we want to keep

eatin', we'd better find out wh)

. . . and last'

Let's take a look at a good t\

commercial (there are some) and

what makes it good, what makes

it stand head and shoulders above

the others. Is it humor.' Visual

gimmicks? Or simply a big bud-

Cracker Jacks (you remember
them — "a prize in each and ever)

pack") has a set of commercials

running right now that is as good
a- anything I've ever seen, I don't

know what the production budget

was. Hut I'll bet a pretty it wasn't

high. Visual gimmicks? There are

none' Humor'.' Plenty . . . but it's

working humor' It's not stuck in

because the client likes a laugh

It's an integral part of the sales

pitch.

For those who haven't seen one

of these Cracker .lacks gems, let

me give a brief outline A typical

mmercial opens with a pleasant,

middle-aged man seated on a train

A small bov takes the seat next

to him and prompt!) falls asleep

I he man. alter some obvious wrest-

ling with his conscience, steals the

youngster's Crackei Jacks He rides

along munching happily foi tour

or five frames I hen. sheepishly,

returns the goodies — to a wide-

awake child we. nine a disgusted

frown. \ voice-over closes the vi-

gnette with the words. 'When it

comes to ( racker Jacks, some kids

iust never grow up."

Simple? i ou bet. But it's effec-

tive and creative and. what's more

important in my opinion, it sells.

\nd not just to the obvious mar-

ket — the children. This campaign

has across-the-board appeal. Kids

believe the ads because — well —
because kids like to believe the

worst of grownups Vlults accept

the ads because these entertaining

commercial messages get across

one single tact Cracker Jacks

taste good. I hey don't make you

handsome or popular: they're not

calorie-controlled or vitamin en-

riched. I hey 're just fun to eat

I hat kind of candor is hard to

come by these days Quite refresh-

ing, too.

Now. though the (racker Jacks

commercials .ire highly original,

they do have one thing in com-
mon with all other good television

sales messages: Riey're believable.

\nd I'd s.iy that's the common
denominator ol everything that's

-zooi\ on television Oh. you can

spend a fortune for talent, shoo:

location scenes til you're red in

the pocketbook and utilize all the

latest production techniques and

tricks to make a commercial that's

an art form or a bomb — hut

if it's not believable, it's not going

to sell anyone anything \nd many

of them are just unbelievable

I he funny thing is that most

advertisers wouldn't th.nk of try-

1
1,

Jm

1 \

copy super

Boston say

acquired a

stomach, a

wife, three

leal bills, i

Washington

in, a ndicu

DO
vnor

1 ihjl

tligh

prem
ihildr

dog
» hon
ous f

N C. RING.

for John C. Dowd
in hit 33 years he's

Jturrly bjld heed, 4

in. Urge unpaid med-

j house thjt even

e wouldn't heve slept

nortgege. a used <ir

f surprised disbelief

ectuelly sees print

spy work, first with

NEGEA Service Co..

eke disbelieving his

and a feeling o

when my work
Nine years in c

BBDO then with

he seem* to m
life's work.

ing to sell a potential customer

face-tO-face the way they try to

sell him on television. I hey

wouldn't resort to a hysterical use

oi useless and boring superlatives,

or of maddening repetition I hev

wouldn't dare face the ridicule ol

any moderately intelligent consu-

mer. 'Net advertisers, time and

again, will crouch behind their

electronic b iks and make
the most outrageous, unbelievable

and irritating claims for their pi

UCts.

I he answer.' I'm afraid it's all

mixed up with something called

professionalism in advertising Un-
til we in the industry start making
decisions, standing up for them

and standing behind them. w.

doomed to doing things the client's

way It he's enlightened, we're in

luck If he's not.

choices on or med
rity

In the meantime, k. writ-

ing the commercial! hie the

first time 'round i

rate to please the client. Who
kiv S tneday, maybe you w

to
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ARE

YOU

MOVING ?

Do you have a question

about your subscription?

Do you want to order

or renew your subscription?

If you have any questions about your

subscription, place your magazine address

label where indicated and clip this form

to your letter.

If you're moving please let us know
about five "weeks before changing your

address. Place your magazine address

label where indicated and print your new
address on this form.

If you subscribe mail this form with your

payment, and check:

( ) New Subscription

( ) Renew my present subscription

(include label)

Rates in US and Canada: 3 yrs., $10;

2 yrs., $8; I yr„ $5.

ATTACH LABEL HERE

To insure prompt service whenever you
write us about your subscription be sure

to include your SPONSOR Address Label.

N,imr

Your Title

Addri-v.

City

St*l» Zip Codi>

AND MAIL TO:

SPONSOR
Subscription Service Dept.

Ojibway Building
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CALENDAR
JUNE

Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, 29th

animal summer convention, Callaway

Gardens, Ga. (to 16).

National Assn. of Display Indus-

tries, Trade Show Bldg. and New
Yorker Hotel, New York (to 18).

North Carolina Assn. of Broad-

casters, meeting, Governor Tryon

Hotel, New Bern, N. C. (to 16).

National Community Television

Assn., annual convention, Bellevue-

Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia (to 19).

National Assn. of Broadcasters,

board of directors meeting, Statler

Hilton Hotel, Washington, D. C. (15-

18).

American Marketing Assn., 47th

national conference, Sheraton Hotel,

Dallas (15-19).

International Advertising Film

Festival, Palazzo del Cinema, Venice,

Italy (15-20).

Assn. of National Advertisers, an-

nual tv advertising workshop, Plaza

Hotel, N. Y. (17).

Los Angeles Copy Club annual

awards banquet, Beverly Hilton

Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif. (17).

Television Advertising Workshop,

Plaza Hotel, New York (17).

Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters,

meeting, Ingleside Inn, Staunton, Va.

(17-19).

Broadcasting Executives Club of

N. E., spring convention, Somerset

Hotel, Boston (18).

Federation of Canadian Advertis-

ing & Sales Clubs, 17th annual con-

ference, Nova Scotian Hotel, Halifax,

N.S. (18-21).

Assn. of Independent Metropolitan

Stations, annual meeting, Montreal,

Canada (18-21).

National Spanish Broadcasters

Unii. meeting, Palo Alto. Cailf. (19-

21).

National Advertising Agency Net-
work, 1964 management conference,

Far Horizons Hotel, Sarasota, Fla.

(21-25).

Internationa] Design Conference,
Aspen. Colo. (21-27).

v C Johnson & Son, "Global
I orum" tor 1

7s officials from 37
countries. Americana Hotel. N.Y.
(21-26).

Radio- 1 \-l ilm Institute. Stanford
ilii.i I niversity, (22 Vug 1 5).

Kadio- 1 i'U \ixion News IMrcctors

I try Hill Inn. < herrj Hill, N. J.

i).

.Natl. Assn. of Television & Radio
Farm Directors, spring-summer meet-

ing, hosted Ijy Northwest Region,

Cherry Hill Inn, Cherry Hill, N. J.

(22-25).

Transamerica Advertising Agency
Network, annual meeting, N. Y. (23-

27).

Florida Assn. of Broadcasters,

29th annual convention, Deauville

Hotel, Miami Beach (24-27).

National Editorial Assn., annual

convention, Hotel Commodore, N. Y.

(24-27).

Maryland - D.C. - Delaware Broad-

casters Assn., annual convention, At-

lantic Sands Motel, Rehoboth Beach,

Del. (25-27).

Wisconsin Broadcasters Assn.,

meeting, The Abbey, Lake Geneva,

Wis. (26).

International Film Festival, Berlin,

Germany (26-July 7).

Assn. of Industrial Advertisers,

42nd annual conference, Sheraton

Hotel, Philadelphia (28-July 1).

Insurance Advertising Conference,

annual meeting, Chatham Bars Inn,

Chatham, Cape Cod, Mass. (28-July

1).

Advertising Federation of America,

sixth annual seminar in marketing,

management and advertising, Harvard

Business School, Boston, Mass. (28-

July 10).

First Advertising Agency Network,
annual convention, Boyne Mountain
Lodge, Boyne Falls, Mich. (28-July 3).

JULY

Advertising Assn. of the West,

annual convention. Sun Valley, Idaho

(5-9).

National Broadcast Fditorial. se-

cond annual conference. Arden

House. New York (6-8).

National Food Brokers Assn., mid-

year management conference. Seattle

(12-15).

National Institute for Audio-
Visual Selling, annual convention,

Indiana University, Bloomineton (12-

16).

British Institute of Radio Engi-

neers and Institute of Electrical and

Electronic Engineers, international

conference on magnetic recording,

Savov Plaza. London. England (12-

18).

National Housewares Mfrs. Assn.,

exhibit. Merchandise Mart, Chicago

(13-17).

Western Packaging Exposition, Pan

Pacific Auditorium. Los Angeles

(21-23).

New York State Broadcasters

Assn.. third annual executive con-

ference. Cooperstown, N. Y. < -2 S - s
1 >

.

Annual Summer Workshop in

I eloision and Radio. New York

University, New York (29-Aug. 7).

SPONSOR



ALA

We have seasons,

but they are relative-

ly mild, without the

harsh extremes that often

disrupt business elsewhere.

This means year-round high-level

spending, with a diversified econo-

my, as a center for government, business,

recreation, education, and industry. Few
stations, we are told, dominate their markets

as do we in WCTV-land,

but you probably have

your own figures

to prove this!

land of YEAR-ROUND

good living, good business

\VCT\
6

>B

TALLAHASSEE

THOMASVILLE

BLAIR TELEVISION



Neglect Florence? As well neglect spring, or Beethoven,

or supermarkets. Cynosure of connoisseurs of beauty

and tv buying, Florence is one of a kind: the

nation's largest single-station market effectively serving an

active agricultural-industrial area.

WBTW
Florence, South Carolina

Channel 13 • Maximum power • Maximum value

Represented nationally by Young Television Corp.

A Jefferson Standard Station affiliated with
WBT and WBTV, Charlotte

\
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RELAX
Let WGAL-TV do your sales work. It is

the outstanding selling medium in the

Lancaster/Harrisburg/York TV market.

WGAL-TVt
Channel 8
Lancaster, Pa.

STEINMAN STATION • Clair McCol lough, Pres.

Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc.

New York Chicago Los Angeles San Francisco



FRIDAY AT 5
:CC s Ford: Only Federally Regulated

A/ire Tv Can Provide Adequate System
ommissioner doubts the wisdom of only partial regulation, cites

ompetitivc impact of CATV, suggests wire could play part in UHF growth

Philadelphia — It is my belief thai

n adequate nationwide television sw
:ni with an increased choice ol pro-

ram service can only he achieved

y an integrated and federally rcgu-

itevl system ol both wire and radio,"

eclared F( ( < ommissioner Fred-

rick v\ lord before last week's 13th

nnual convention oi the National

"omnuinitv rdevision Association.

I Ford said that the goal ot at least

television station per community

'ill never he met without the use ol

~fc. "Even if it were possible to add

nough spectrum space ... I do not

elieve that sound frcquencv managc-

l would permit such an inefficient

of this valuable national resource.

nothing of the economic un-

bundness of making such an at-

Pt"
Discussing the matter ot regulation,

ft said that "it is contended that in

attempts to regulate about one-

|b of the CATV systems, that is.

C requiring microwave licenses,

e create unfair competitive condi-

. . The more 1 have studied

NAB Seeks Congressional

Curbs on CATV Operations

Washington — NAB's t\

board of directors has voted to

ask lor Congressional legislation

aimed at FCC regulation of

C A I V, limiting the systems to

auxiliary and supplementary

broadcast services.

Among the powers NAB be-

lieves the I(C should have is

the prohibition or limitation of

the origination ot programs bv

C \l\ sv stems, the establish-

ment ot conditions relating to

the duplication of the programs

of local broadcast stations serv-

ing the same areas in which

C \ I \ systems are located and

the setting-up of technical stand-

ards for CATV operation.

The board abo said that there

should be no prohibition against

broadcast's owning CATV or

vice versa.

these problems, the more I am in-

clined to doubt the wisdom ot trying

to regulate one-fifth ot an industry

through a technical legal device rather

than bv seeking legislation to subject

the entire industry to regulation
"

Pointing out that CATV systems

are engaged in interstate commerce.
( ommissionci I ord argued that "it is

becoming clear that regulation ot a

Service, which has the potential impact

that wire television has on television,

should not be lot t to fifty diverse

state jurisdictions and countless cit-

I he time has come, said Ford, to

recognize the development of wire

television as a "significant" national

force and to establish a comprehen-

sive regulatory scheme thai will
,

vide one hilly integrated and unilied

television system. "In short, pre-

emption oi this Held by the federal

emmeol is essential.
**

for the competitive impact which
i \l\ could have on television, ( om-
missionci I ord said that ill liil

station markets, a < ai\ system n

bring into the urban area as n

as ten program choices to COCO]

with the television station lor viewers
"

ll other communities in the station's

service area are wired and il adver-

tisers in those communities stop buy -

mg advertisers on the local station

the economic consequences to the

local station are obvious
"

Suggesting that CATV could play

a part in the expansion ot I HI now

that the all-channel law is in el:

lord indicated that the CATV' ind-

ustry and the television industry are

not really basically divided. "1 am
firmly convinced that all forms of

television must constitute a unified

and integrated system, that it should be

united, not divided, in its objects.

California Football May Try Pay Tv

Los tjegeies — The battle lines are

being drawn for an STV invasion of

commercial television with the report

that four NCAA California football

teams are considering offering their

pigskin product to pay tv viewers on

an experimental basis this fall.

NBC. which won the NCAA
sweepstakes for the 1464-65 season

last December with a whopping $13
million bid. is sitting by with its hands

tied. Hardly jumping for joy and op-

posed to pav tv on principle, an NIK
spokesman points out that experi-

mental foravs into pay tv were pari

of the original contract with the

\( \ V But indications are that it

will be another storv entirely when
the contract expires at the end of the

1965 season, since prospective adver-

tisers are not likelv to respond to

question-mark exclusivity of football

telecasts

Subscription lelevision. Inc.. which

plans on launching its pav tv system

July 17 in I os Angeles and Aug. 14

in San Francisco, is also sitting light

in the absence ol a firm commitment
from the four learns, hut expre-

interest in snaring the collegiate

events. One of the big selling points

ol Subscription Television. Inc.. has

been sporting events at a price com-

parable to box office admission or

lower.

Schools involved in the football

deal are the University of Southern

California, the University of Califor-

nia at I.os Angeles. Stanford Univer-

sity and the University of California.

Berkeley — all headline attractions.

Grey Billings Grow With

Addition of Rival Account
New 'S nrk — Cirey Advertising.

Inc.. continues to post gains with an-

nouncement that the $1.5 million

Rival Packing ( o .ucount. which
spent SS| 4, |~o in spot tv last vear.

has moved into its shop from Do
Dane Bernbach, Inc.

Rival, which makes Pet foods, is

(rev's seventh new account this \.

bringing the agenev's new bus.

score up to an estimated $21 million

vear. drcv acquired $5 million

in new hillings. C urrent billinj

ured at about >H* million as com-
pared with $75.1 million 1

The Rival shift came as no

i earlier report had K
circulated that the two-year-old

count would leave I I

"mutually convenient date
"

- CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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FRIDAY AT 5

NAB Will Play No Role in Harris Hearings

Unofficial talk indicates board members felt timing looked bad,

although some staffers did think cigaret appearance was called for

Washington — The NAB joint

board of directors has announced that

NAB will "not take any position on

pending legislation on cigaret labeling

or advertising." This means that NAB
will not put in an appearance at this

week's hearings by chairman Oren

Harris of the House Commerce Com-
mittee on 10 bills dealing with the

problem (June 23-26).

Corridor talk during board meeting

here last week, and at the Federal

Communications Bar Association

luncheon which entertained board

members, indicated that the timing

looked bad to the NAB directors.

The hearings on the various bills

to have FTC and/or FDA control

cigaret labeling and advertising can't

possibly come down to the wire with

any legislative action in the tag-end of

this Congress. But next year might

produce a different story if the role

of cigaret advertising on tv is spot-

lighted in renewed hearings on an-

other set of legislative proposals. (Cur-

rent bills will all die in this session and

must be reintroduced in the 89th Con-
gress.)

Rumor had it that some of the NAB
staff did feel that an appearance at

the Harris hearings was called for —
and they were at the ready with a pro-

gram should it have proved neces-

sary. Rumor also has it that discus-

sion was wholesome on this entire

FCCs Loevinger Suggests

All Broadcasters Join NAB
PftM Mountain, Ga, — FCC Com-

missioner Lee Loevinger, speaking be-

fore the Georgia Association of

Broadcasters, issued a call for all

broadcasters to join the NAB and
present a united voice in helping solve

industry problems.

"I don't always agree with NAB."
he declared, "but I listen to what they

say.*
1

Discussing the POCs ideas on pro-

graming, he said that he disagreed

with the concept of required balanced

programing as "synthetic." He also

noted that the FCC is "confused" in

its re-hearing process, arguing that

there should be virtually no re-hear-

ings.

question. NAB president LeRoy Col-

lins has not made any statement as

yet on the situation.

Witnesses scheduled for the Harris

hearings to be held this week will in-

clude those Congressmen offering the

bills, followed by spokesmen from the

Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, and FTC chairman Paul

Rand Dixon. Hearings will end with

testimony from members of the tobac-

co industry and others. Committee
staff points out that all appearances

are "voluntary." This would indicate

that no specific request went to broad-

casters to add their views. This pro-

cedure also indicates that the hearing

is of an exploratory nature.

TelePrompTer President

Reports CATV Growth

Philadelphia — In a side meetir

to the National Community Telev

sion Association convention, Tel
PrompTer's chairman and preside)

told his CATV managers that tl

firm's community antenna systems e:

perienced a greater subscriber grow)

during the first five months of th

year than in any comparable perio-

Irving B. Kahn declared that Tel

PrompTer's 14 systems now servk

46,236 homes, representing 2210 ne

connections since the beginning of tl

year. Kahn added that the company
systems are "on target" in relatic

to their projected total of more the

53,000 subscribers by end of 1964

Kahn further indicated the pre

ected figure does not take into coi

sideration several acquisitions tl

company expects to announce soo:

NAB s Radio Board Amends Code on

Smoking, Votes Nets into Membership

Directors also authorize waiver of time standards for sponsored

political broadcasts, clearing decks for upcoming campaign advertisin

Washington — In a number of ac-

tions, NAB's radio board of directors

authorized waiver of the radio code's

time standards for sponsored political

broadcasts, amended the code in con-

nection with cigaret advertising and

formally welcomed the four major

radio networks into the code member-
ship.

In waiving code time standards for

advertising with regard to sponsored

political broadcasts during the up-

coming campaign, code director How-
ard Bell explained that heavy de-

mands will bo placed on station time,

that political broadcasts are a respon-

sibility to the community and that

the code should not be a deterrent to

the acceptance of political broadcast-

ing.

NAB's tv board took the same-

action at an earlier meeting.

Amendment to the radio code on

cigarets in programs read: "The use of

cigarets shall not be presented in a

manner to impress the youth of our

COUntr) that it is a desirable habit

worth) of mutation in that it con-

tributes to health, individual achieve-

ment or social acceptance."

The advertising section of the cot

was similarly amended.
In still another action, NAB ar

the four major radio networks ha\

made it official — with the nets r>

ing welcomed into formal radio coc

membership.

Commenting on the new membe
ship category which permitted tr

networks to join, Howard H. Bel

director of the code authority, poinu

out that the radio networks "have a

ways supported and endorsed tr.

principles of the radio code." H
added that "this is a significant ste

in our efforts to further increase radi

code membership."

The move was enthusiastical

hailed by each network executive c

the radio board.

In another radio development, tr

board authorized a feasibility stud I

into the preparation of an encycli

pedia of sound which could becorr 1

the first major source of authent
|

sounds in broadcasting. Also, th I

board gave the NAB public relatior J

service the green light to go ahea I

with plans for production of a 2<

minute color film on radio.

SPONSOR
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EAR'S LINEWOULDBE 19,210 MILKS LONG

ide World vj Sports is a crowd pleaser. And what a crowd—

100,000 peopU so far (his year Here's why ABC's Widi World ofSports draws tin

m si weekly watt t>j mix regularly scheduled sports show in television.

< 's Wide Woi Id ui Sports covers everything from boxing

billiards, ski jumping to stink cai races 70 different

its iii all. \ml it travels .ill ovei the world t<> il<> it. Wide
ild crews have covered ovei 240 events in 26 countries

Continents and in ; ~> American states,

ports fans have learned t<> look l<>i the unusual and un
ected when Wide World ol Sports covers an event. Its

n pioneered the use <>t portable, band-held cameras.

r\ hire blimps to carr) cameras. 1 he) hoisi cameras up
150-foot cranes. 1 he) put cameras in sk\ diver's helmets,

ootball huddles and on the hoods oi Grand l'n\ i.ns

i'v use paraboli< and radio frequency microphones to

It .ill the unique sounds thai are pari ol the intense

ipetition ol spoil, [echniques which have now been

tated l>\ (Mi \ majoi netwoi k.

ochormen Jim MiK.i\ and I » 1 1 1 Flemming gel expert

> with their commentary. Eddie Vrcaro, Stirling Moss.

s Kt. 1 1 in i . Vi< vi\.is. Bill Veeck, Vrnold Palme] . Carol
- Sugai " r.i\ Robinson and \ndrea Meade Lawrence

fi

spot ts greats who have "been there" and now mU\ theii

•wlcdge to Wide World's coverage,

he multiple sports events covered in each weekl) u <>

Wide Woi Id ol Sports telecast help attract one ol

sion's largest unduplicated spoils audiences, rhese
Wveis have ahead) seen si\ majoi world's records smashed

this \ en .mil the receni stop-action analysis ol the Cla)

Liston Championship fighi w.is one ol the season's most

talked about spot ts progi .mis

\l'.( . Sports ( out i in K s to si ck out the most unique, < xcil

ing .ind attractive spoi ts events Currently, Wide Woi Id ol

spoi ts vi< wers are seeing the Indianapolis "500" highlights,

National Gymnastit Championships and the 1 nglish Derb)

from Epsom Downs, ["hey'll be watching tht \ >naJ VAU
Men's .ind Women's li.uk and Field Championships1 the

Soap Box Di i li\ .ind Bill Veeck's pungent commentary.

In short, wherevei oi whenevei people gathei to watch

.i game ot race, you're bk< K to find an VBC cam< ra

\li( I learned •< long tim< ago thai the best way to attract

,i sponsoi is to di ,iw .i ( i owd.

1 1 oh iii the world do you gel .< line 19,210 mil< s long!

Simplt Sim ( |.urn u \

Woi lil ol s |»" ts. Nielsen report

contai

:

pie \» i l I S livide

7 into 71.000.000 and

miks. A remarkable st.it ist

ABC" lelevision Network&B
"duplicate I .- IM4

fin. cq .
«

•.
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YOUR PRODUCT
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RING
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3:00 -7:00 p.m.
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Notional Reps

THE KATZ AGENCY,inc
New York • Chicogo
• Detroit • Atlanta •

St. Louis • San Froncisco
• los Angelas • Dallas

In Houston: Call OAVE MORRIS — JA 3 2581

Timebuying by computer: behind the scenes

My Publisher's Report a few weeks back was titled "How
the computer will buy time."

In it I listed the three kinds of information that I believe will be

fed into the monster, namely (1) ratings, (2) demographic data and

(3) personal judgment information.

From the mail I have received, plus other indications of interest,

it's obvious that the subject of computer timebuying is something

that many readers want to know more about.

Sponsor will be reporting on this in the weeks ahead, following

the extensive scries on data processing in the world of media which

it began three years ago. The first series dealt with the coming com-
puter era in timebuying, emphasizing the inevitability of its develop-

ment and what it would do to improve media results. The new series

will bring our readers up-to-date, take them inside agencies which are

readying computer buying systems, take a look at the people who are

spearheading the work, point out the ways that computer programing
is being tackled.

We'll show what's being done to minimize the arch-enemy of

computer buying — gigo.

Gigo means Garbage In, Garbage Out.

From discussions I've had the past few weeks, it is obvious that

hard work is going on in every major broadcast buying agenc\ to

prepare for station selection by computer. Following is a sampling

of people engaged in initiating the effort: Frank Gomer, FC&B:
Grace Porterfield, Benton & Bowles; Tom Wright, Leo Burnett: Joe

St. George, Y&R; Kelly Taeger, McCann-Erickson; Dan O'Neil.

SSC&B: Mike Donovan. BBDO.
Apparently, clients are relying on their agencies to provide

facilities for media selection by computer. Most whom I have can-

vassed, although they work with data processing in administrative,

manufacturing and sales, know little about media selection progress.

I hear, however, that General Foods, with David Milliken heading

the project, has been working for a long time on a media selection

program based on product usage profiles. The soaps, especially Proc-

ter & Gamble, are working overtime to keep in the forefront of the

data processing evolution. Much of this is hush-hush.

1 was told some while back that at the big agencies the architects

and project heads o\' the computer media buying programs are the

media heads — the old hands. I've been checking and find this to

be true. .Almost invariably it's the oldtimers. who know stations and
market values in relation to stations, who are leading the parade.

I'm told that stations can expect an increase of \isits by agency
people seeking fresh evaluations of stations and markets for computer
programing purposes. There's a definite danger, too. that stations

will be run ragged by agene\ requests for demographic data. It's not

too early lor organizations like the Station Rcpresentatiws Associa-

tion, l\B and RAB to urge the 4As to join hands and prepare
standards which will allow stations to eooperate within workable
limits
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BETTER THAN SPONSOR

And even he'll admit he can't be in as man y places as often. Give your rep all the

support a good SPONSOR campaign can be— increasing call-letter recognition; warm-

ing up the welcome; making salient points; avoiding ?. lot of introductory hashing.

Why SPONSOR? Because it's the most important 1/4" (sometimes 5/16") in broadcast

buying. Because it leads—with the top-of-the-news . . . depth-of-the-news . . . trend

of past and present . . . outlook on tomorrow. SPONSOR supports the sale, feeds the

buying mix to help make each buy the best possible. Like your buy in SPONSOR,
the broadcast idea weekly that squeezes the air out, leaves nothing but air in. 555

Fifth Avenue, New York 17. Telephone: 212 MUrrayhill 7-8080
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On His 20th Anniversary in Broadcasting

Senate and House Leaders Agree

Joseph McCaffrey of WMAL
is Washington's Outstanding

Capitol Hill Reporter

Congressional leaders pay tribute to McCaffrey on the floor of

the House and Senate:

'"an impartial and outstanding job ... I become better informed

listening to his programs ... in my opinion he is one of the

cation's outstanding reporters." Senate Majority Leader Mike

Mansfield

"He is knowledgeable, and his reports are so factual that many

of us listen to him to help us in our work.'" House Democratic

Whip Hale Boggs

"highly respected among the citizens of Washington for his in-

tegrity and fairness . . . intelligent and honest reporting." House
Democratic Leader Carl Albert

"His daily WMAL report on Today in Congress is a most valu-

able summary of Congress' activities for Members of Congress,

tor Government officials and for the citizens of this area." Rep-

resentative Frank I . How

".
. . the great contribution he makes is that he can take a day

in the Senate . . . and put what was done into 2 or 3 succinct and

easily understood paragraphs." Senator Warren G. Magnuson

It would not be possible "for any commentator to report events

with a higher degree of impartiality or . . . objectivity than Mr.

McCaffrey." Senator Samuel J. Ervin, Jr.

Since 1944, "Joseph McCaffrej has distinguished himself ... by
[his] clarity and accurac) , . . high sense of ethics and impartial

presentation of the news." Representative Paid G. Rogers

[Quotations fr,>m the Concri ssionai Ricord)

On June 6, 1944, Joseph Mc-
Caffrey launched his distinguished

career in broadcasting and tele-

vision.

Today, Joe is one of the most

widely-quoted, highly respected po-

litical reporters working on the Hill.

His name appears so often in the

pages of the Congressional Record

that some sections read like a

WMAL script. His substantial

Washington audience includes bi-

partisan partisans in Congress,

many of whom took time out on

June 5 and 6 to pay tribute to his

20 years of outstanding service to

the news media.

Few Washington reporters have

McCaffrey's personal resources

—

wide Congressional acquaintance-

ship, experience, insight, camera

presence. This year the Washington

chapter of the National Academy
of Television Arts and Sciences also

honored him with an Emmy for

Close-up: The Capitol with Joseph

McCaffrey, "the outstanding locally

produced discussion program."

Joe McCaffrey has been a key

member of our 25-man staff of new s

and public affairs specialists since

1955, helping to make WMAL-TV
& RADIO the news authority in

the Nation's Capital.

NEWS AUTHORITY IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL

Owmal radio and televisions
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GOING UP

Ai i of mi controversial door

slamming that's going on can't do-

nate the good things baking in the

broadcast advertising oven.

While the industry wrestles with

solutions to the problems of clut-

ter, piggybacking, commercial loud-

ness and sell-policing codes, the

elements that indicate continued

quantity-and-quality expansion for

radio and television are everywhere.

In the dollars and cents depart-

ment, more information than ever

before is being researched and de-

veloped by individual stations and

groups, as well as by the networks,

that is designed to sell the industry

first. Issue after issue of Sponsor
has been carrying features that go

directly into the tool kit of the

timebuyer and client decision-

makers — features that spearhead

the trend toward making the ma-
terial in all local, regional and na-

tional pitches and presentations

fodder for the computer.

I here is no panic in the streets

of the broadcast community over

the threats of fee-video and mush-
rooming CATV. Good, business-

like concern, yes. but with a de-

clared watchfulness that spells out

fee-video's intention to be a tough,

same-system competitor if and

when practical reality demands it.

Color, as a television revolu-

tion, is history: now its dynamics
he in its imminent explosive

growth. Set costs have come down
and sales are going up. Today's
news footage tomorrow \ history— will be seen, in color, by gen-

erations to come.

And Charles Sinclair's story on
new color advertisers, in this issue.

is more proof that, when it comes
to selling and informing the public,

the advertiser is anything but lag-

in the best creative sense!

OUAA.azfo^

Radio Never Brighter

-Your May Newsletter triggers

this thank you for your pushing

of radio so consistently both there

and in Sponsor.

My recent personal contacts

with both advertising and market-

ing men convince me that national

radio's next years — especial ly

spot radio's — will be bright. Ra-

dio's selectivity (differently pro-

gramed stations do reach different

types of people) is a vitally im-

portant factor for marketers to-

day. They must target their ad

messages more and more.

Our big problems? Measurement.
The presently inadequate rat-

ings are a serious handicap both

in the data they offer and the

way they get it. And — image.

Too many top executives still think

of radio as that thing their teen-

agers turn on to make the parents

uncomfortable. As the story of

radio's many good quality stations

is better told at high levels, we'll

move much faster.

Our Charles Harriman Smith

siudies have gone far to show
the effects of good programing

with the good customers. Your
fine story was a big help.

MaIKII \\ I lis I I R

l ice President and General

Manager
CBS Radio Spot Sales

V. m York, .V.y.

They Like
A million thanks for the ex-

cellent treatment you gave the

story of our I.ate Show's 15th

Anni\crsar\ in June 1 Sponsor.
You caught the real flavor of the

whole promotion.

I'm I I is R. Doherty

Directoi of Press Relations
WN i( I \/-/ I

Boston, Vim

Story Will Spur
Main thanks lor your great

stor\ "How — To Record a

lough Remote — Ai Half the

( OSt" — in your June I issue . . .

and all that art too'

We've had tremendous success
wnii our \l\ | i Mobile Video
Film) s\stem. and doubtless \our
storj will serve to stimulate to-

la

creased interest and request for

this service.

Ernest E. Snazeli e, Jr.i

President

Snazelle Productions, Inc.

Sun Francisco, Calif.

Information, Please
This time I'm the one with the

problem: How does one go about

syndicating a radio series, or, how
does one find an agent who can

handle such matters?

The background here is simple.

At the request of a state-wide or-

ganization of dairy farmers that

wanted a radio program to attract

middle-class housewives I devel-

oped a radio series with Dr. Little

a psychiatrist.

The program deals with thi

problems of everyday living, sucr

as jealousy, hate, anger, marita

disharmony, teenage behavior, etc

1 pose the questions such as .

think members of the public migh
inquire if they had the chance

and Dr. Little answers my ques

tions in lay terms. We let thi

audience listen in on our comer
sations.

We produced 78 programs ove

the facilities of WTIC Hartford

The shows were first aired ove

WTIC and since have been broad

cast over six other Connecticut sta

tions.

Because the program has sucl

broad appeal — everyone ha

problems — we believe the serie

has possibilities in other areas thai

Connecticut. Hence the problem

How do we go about puttin

the program into the hands

professionals who might be abl

to do something about making

available throughout the Unite

States?

If you have any suggestions, cj

if you can refer me to someoo

who can help solve the problen

I'll be more than appreciate

Meanwhile, let me say that I er

joy Sponsor every week.

Roi \m> B. Smith, Ph.E

/ tecutive Producer
ii hats ) o„r Problem?"

Starrs, Conn.

ed note: Sponsor is always glfl

to encourage new radio series. It

terested syndicators should conta

Dr. Smith.

SPONSC



THE WEEK in. WASHINGTON
PRESSTIME REPORT FROM OUR WASHINGTON NEWS BUREAU

June 19, 196U

As this column went to press last week, v. ' '
.

:'..-. board :'

directors had sw :

.

:'•
] . approved co : ^- :. i- v " -

:
:'

:
rt~'< r: :. :-.-\:- '

•

:r dits and otherwise limit inroads on program time by nor- :.• rtaining
• asers — but it was in something of a bind on pay tv and CA! .

The tv board's weekend "action" on pay tv was -. -'sion to take no

further action . The board evidently left th>- pay tv situation as is, rather

than stir up any more debate between CBS' Richard Salant, who says NAB wants
legislative kill of pay tv, and NAB's president LeRoy Collins who insists
there is "opposition" but no legislative pleas to ban pay tv on the associa-
tion's record.

The tv board would only repeat NAB ' s previous declaration : t-hat it is

against home-fed subscription tv, wired or aired, that the public should be
informed on what it stands to lose, that NAB will await further recommenda-
tions from its special Future of TV in America Committee and its staff —
and the latter combination has not decided to try for government action
against wired pay tv.

tv board did come out roundly for government control and licens -

ing of community antenna systems to protect individual stations. But a dis-
-• ~.~ r

:•:)-. r. : .
.-. al ' " j - -.::. •.".":.

.

" •

r-

gia speech that laws curbing CATV meant "c::-; " / v rr.:- :
•

: :." r 1" f all

broadcast,- r busin-ss wcul i follow .

Rogers, who led the squelch of government limits on broadcast commer-
cial time, strongly suggested that NAB and CATV get together to work out dif-

ferences and keep off the hill. NCTA chairman Fred Stevenson reportedly was
prompt to declare himself agreeable to a parley.

The tv board meeting here last week had not yet approved the final
terms of legislation proposed to give FCC 1 power over community anten-
na systems -- but the broadcaster stand was uncompromisingly tough. ^_
believes CATV should be held to status of an auxiliary broadcast func-
tion.

The NAB would like a ban or limit on CA "V rig:.' •- -
'

_•
'.

• v : r? grams
or to duplicate local station programing in the CAT'."'? -

. ar a.

The NAB board does not object to joint owr. rshi] •'
" ~.s ar.l

broadcast holdings — nor does it feel i b z

ti-ownership tallies. Both of these angles are open to question in FCC's
recent request for soul searching on the whole CATV-broadcaster problem.

There will be a moratorium on the tv code's : - ' ts for
;

sored political broadcasts in . .

'-: v;*:. Ti-
the waiver to make sure nothing stands in the way of station acceptance of
political broadcasting — a big community responsibility of broadca^

CONTINUED ON NtXT PAGE
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Ammunition to make advertisers and the general public more aware of the jjm

code adherence by individual broadcasters is on its way in a PR kit to sta- .

e

tions. NAB's promotional arm, the Television Information Office, will ask

for an increase in rates for subscribers to this office, to be based on cur-

rent rather than 1959 commercial card rates.

New faces now on NAB boards: Willard Schroeder, vp of Time-Life Broad-

casting, Inc., and of Wood AM-FM-TV Grand Rapids, Mich., was elected chair-

man of the joint board of directors, succeeding William B. Quarton, WMT,

Inc., Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Schroeder is a member of the radio board, was

formerly a chairman.

Elected to the tv board: as chairman, Mike Shapiro, WFAA AM-FM-TV
Dallas; as vice chairman, John F. Dille, Jr., president WSJV-TV South Bend,

Ind. , and WKJG-TV Fort Wayne, Ind. Elected to the radio board: as chairman,

Rex G. Howell, KREX Grand Junction, Colo.; as vice chairman, Jack W. Lee,

WPRO Providence.

Senator John 0. Pastore , chairman of the Communications Subcommittee
of the Senate Commerce Committee, took the occasion of a token hearing on

the reappointment of FCC Commissioner Frederick Ford to blast off on the
FCC's failure to provide breathing room for ABC via VHF drop-ins in two-sta-

tion markets .

Pastore said dominant position of networks NBC and CBS is no reason
to criticize them. The Senator said they are in a superior competitive
position to the third network because of FCC's "inexcusable vacillating "

on the allocations problem — especially its failure to put that third drop-
in VHF in two-VHF markets.

Commissioner candidate Frederick Ford assured Pastore he was on the
same side on this question . There is a petition for review before the FCC
right now, and he personally will do all he can to push it, but "he doubts
very much" if anything will be done to reverse the FCC's last decision (U to 3)
against the VHF drop-ins.

Pastore said it was bad enough when Congress , through the all-channel
set legislation, "dumped" its responsibility for a better competitive setup
on the tv set manufacturers — it seemed better than nothing, even though
some people, having to buy the more expensive sets, will never be within
range of an ultra-high station.

astore thinks the latest FCC suggestion to force broadcasters to take
;

:: rAages of network programs to help build UHF service is a further "dump -

ing" ^:' r eponsibility by the FCC .

The Senator fumed about FCC promises of a competitive pie-in-the-sky
for three networks, somewhere in the UHF future — "but their promises are
beginning to sound like a broken record." He can't understand why they "ob-
stinately" refuse to at least get the third network programing in the top
two-station markets via drop-in VHFs.

'« SPONSOR
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Lee Calls for All-Out Action on UHF
Commissioner asks all segments of industry to

rise to occasion; suggests repeal of excise

tax as spur to increased set distribution

Ni» N ork

pk-.i for the

UHF,

Robert E lee

In an impassioned

immediate expansion
lit ( bmmissioner Rob-

ert E, I (.v. one

Ol l HI 's most

d e d i c a t e d

friends, last

week called on

"all segments ol

the tv industry

— component
maker, set man-
ufacturer, distri-

butor, retailer

and broadcaster

— to stop playing ostrich and lift

their heads out of the sand."

Speaking at the \\ \\ t\ work-

shop. I ee declared that, with the

new all-channel receiver law, Mil
is "on the march and nothing will

stem the tide: this despite the fad

that the affiliation policies of the

three national networks are work-

ing against the economic viability

of the new baby."

In order to hurry I HI" develop-

ment. Lee suggested the speeding

of set manufacture and distribu-

tion, abetted b) a sales and educa-

tional effort, and the repeal lat

least tor a few years) of the federal

tmcise tax on all-channel receivers.

This, he argued, would put the new

sets on a competitive footing with

the old \ HI- receiver and make
I HI more palatable to the con-

sumer pockctbook.

"Unfortunately," he declared,

"there appears to be a 'who needs

it'" attitude on the part of some
dealers in cities not now serviced

Mil broadcasting . . . Obvi-

ously. somebody has to start the

ball rolling."

Mil . Lee said, is a good buy
now and in the future. "I predict

it will follow the pattern of the

early development of YHF where
it took guts and a considerable

amount of mone) to put the sta-

tion on the air and sweat out the

loss period inherent in any new

venture."

Commissioner lee told the A<i

men that the development will

come first in the larger markets

and "ma\ well be the means where-

in subscription television will make
the break-through that most stu-

dents oi the subject are satisfied

will come and will be supported

In that percent. ige o\ the public

who would pay for more than the)

now are able to obtain free."

He added that an important fac-

tor in the development of Mil

stations will lx an upsurge m l<

advertising, "
I he local advertise!

finds it difficult to justif) the high

late that he must pa) foi an

tended coverage beyond bis mar-

ket Mont competition . will

undoubted!) reduce rates m those

large markets where there has been
a limited number ol facilitu

Hoi .1 siiL-htU different vk

the adjoining report on a speech

In KM s Diet/ 1

I he pipe-line ol \ I II onl) sets,

the commissioner continued, should

be complete!) emptied by Septem-

ber 1. At that time, he anticipates

a multi-million-dollar campaign

promoting all-channel sets B)

1964, he predicts, total tv set s.ilcs

will be "a fantastic 1 5 million "

K&E s Dietz Sees Possible Dollar

Problems In Store for UHF
Says there may be economic trouble for tv

unless specialized audiences are developed,

calls for radio audience studies

\cw Hern. V C. - \ icwing the

expansion of Mil as potentially

either a blessing or a threat. Ste-

phens Diet/, ex-

ecutive v ice
president of

Kenyon A. Eck-

hardt. Inc.. last

week told the

North Carolina

Association of

Broadcasters, "I

belies e it is time

for advertisers

and agencies to

add their comments on this whole

I HF situation."

Diet/ said: l p to now. we have

generally kept our mouths shut,

figuring it was primanlv a problem

between you and the commission

But we au going to tv affected

b) what happens, and our r.

tions are of course going to ,i\-

vou."

Diet/ also touched on "clutter."

Criticizing broadcasters for trying

to make advertisers and agent

the scapegoat \nd lie called on

the radio people m his audu
to dv^ a better job of documenting

audience

On the expansion of Mil", he

declared, "If the present drive for

all-channel receivers h ul-

timate and on

turns, each reaching a far smaller

share of substantially the same t\

audience — then we believe tele-

vision in serious

DOmk trouble We know that

in such a situation there will be-

an effort to charge us the same

more for delivering k \ J I
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promise you — you will find it

wis rugged going."

II the K&E executive viewed

with alarm, he also had a con-

structs c suggestion for the broad-

casters: "If what happens is not

that we have a great many more

stations each reaching a smaller

share of the same audience, but

a great many more stations with

the new stations reaching a spe-

cialized and differentiated audience,

an audience which in itself is im-

portant to particular advertisers,

then 1 believe there may be some

hope lor the situation."

He said that the way to build

such a specialized audience was

beyond his ken as an advertising

man. *'but I can promise you that

we in advertising are going to be

looking lor such specialized aud-

iences with increasing keenness in

the years ahead."

1 urning his attention to clut-

ter and piggybacks, he indicated

disappointment in the course taken

"in the current public debate on

so-called multi-product commer-

cials. From everything I've seen

and read on the subject, it appears

that broadcasters are simply being

forced to endure the insatiable

greed of the big, bad advertisers

and their agencies."

Diet/ called on broadcasters to

be "aware of the dangers in join-

ing in the accusation of advertisers

who are. after all. as much a part

of the broadcast industry as the

broadcaster." He also called for

recognition that the imposition of

unfair restrictions on advertisers

"is a contradiction of the meaning

and aims of the self-regulation

concept."

Dealing directly with clutter, he

pointed out that "30-30 commer-
cials" constitute such a small por-

tion of total broadcast time that

it "
. . . argues strongly against

making them the scapegoal for all

the malpractices of the industry."

Speak mil: directly to the radio

side of broadcasting, Diet/ said

that the need lor documenting

audiences is well known. "I ui

you, in yoUI interests and OUTS,

to develop this documentation. G<

out and talk to the people win

listen, and let us hear from them

and aboul them
"

LaRoche Gets Lestoil Nod

In Surprise Jump from F&S&R
New York — To the announced

surprise, of Fuller & Smith & Ross,

Inc., and the undoubted pleasure

of C. J. LaRoche & Co., Inc., the

multi-million dollar Lestoil/Bon

Ami account (with well over 90

percent of its billings in tv) has

suddenly switched agencies.

And not because of an anemic

sales picture. In announcing the

move to LaRoche, Owen J. Car-

roll, Lestoil's vice president for

marketing, readily admitted that

the company's sales have grown

in the three years with F&S&R,
but he added that "we cannot leave

any stone unturned in building our

consumer franchise and increasing

the efficiency of our advertising

dollars."

In commenting on his new
agency, the Lestoil executive said,

"We are very impressed with the

new management of C. J. LaRoche
and we feel they can make a tan-

gible contribution to our marketing

and advertising efforts."

Robert E. Allen, president of

F&S&R, expressed his surprise at

the turn of events, pointed out

that the agency had been handed
Bon Ami in January, and had
even hired a new man for the

Tidy Home paper products ac-

count given them in June.

No estimate of total Lestoil

spending was released, but with a

dozen or more products involved,

it is well in the multi-million dol-

lar bracket.

Actors Meet Tonight;

Possible Strike Seen

Sre

ft

nk

Hollywood — Possible strike ac-

tion here at the Screen Actors

Guild meeting tonight. The gen-

eral membership meeting has been

called to hear a report on the cur-

rent status of tv program contract

negotiations with the Assn. of Mo-
tion Picture and Television Pro-

ducers. Guild's present collective,

bargaining agreement expires mid-

night, June 30.

Guild proposals to producers

include changes in existing contract

covering actors, singers and stunt

men in tv entertainment films. In-

volves increases in residual pay-

ments for reruns, payment for

foreign tv exhibition, length of the

work day and work week, over

time. No demand has been made
for a hike in basic minimum rates.

Everybody Into the Election Pool

• Mi

v

The heads of the three network news services and two major wire services agree to

provide first nation-wide pool in flection returns coverage. They are (left to right):

Fred Friendly, CBS News president; Wes Gallagher, AP general manager; Mim'
Thomason, UPI president; William McAndrew, NBC executive vice president in charge
of news; Elmer Lower, ABC News president.
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Favors Tv Sponsorship over Participation

Grey ad exec hits dubious placement of commercials,

double-spotting, clutter; sees sponsorship as answer

New ^ ork In many in-

stances, better advertising results

can be realized by program spon-

sorship rather than participations

— despite the Current rush to

participation buys, Howard Eaton,

Nee president in charge of i\ pro-

kraming, Grey Advertising, Inc.,

told last week's \\ \ ft Work-

shop

EatOC pointed out that in the

1958-59 season 95 percent oi all

tv time was in sponsorship form.

today, 53 percent of tv time is

purchased on the basis ot participa-

tion.

In stating the ease for sponsor-

ship, EatOIl eited lour areas;

"Placement of commercials, dou-

ble spotting, product protection

and the use ot the cast commer-
cial.

In the area ot placement, he

said that advertising has suffered,

because in participation shews

"decisions regarding program foi

mat and therefore the pi

menl of commercials have be-

come almost exclusively the pre-

rogative Ol the DetWOrk . . rather

than decisions involving the .\d-

\ertiscr and the agency."

I aton added that in many cases.

the commercial was damaged be-

cause of adjacent "clutter.''

" \ second point of difference

between participation busing and

sponsorship buying," he said, "lies

in the great uncharted realm ol

double-spotting, a practice which

Burgard Critical of Multi-Billboards

New ^ ork — in a step-by-step

status report on the activities of

the \N \'s broadcast committee.

John \\ Burgard. chairman of the

committee and vice president ol

Brown cV Williamson Tobacco
Corp.. laid hcavv emphasis on the

limitation of billboards in t\ adver-

tising.

Pointing out that ANA has

recommended onrj one 10-second

commercial billboard at the open-

ing and closing ot each half hour.

he told the association's t\ work-

shop that the network- have been

reluctant to accept the W \ recom-

mendation "because the) sa) main
sponsors insist on billboards on

e\er\ show even if the) have onc-
otic minute in the show."

Burgard added that after \\ V*S

recommendations were made pub-

lic, there was comment In certain

agenev media men to the effect

that no client of theirs wanted to

give up billboards "I just can't

understand such a statement in rela-

tion to our recommendation Does
anv one ol you feel that hv.

onds or. in some cases, three and
one-third seconds sandwiched in
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. . . can be compared with a single

10-second billboard?" he asked the

ad men.

\side from viewer reaction at

ha\mg Eve different products in a

row flashed at him. Burgard con-

tinued, "which can onl) cause him
to crj 'overcommercialization' and

be annoyed, think of the effective

ness oi your own message As well

you know, most ,>l these triple bill-

boards are Voices o\er slides, and
you can do little more than Hash

the product.
- '

Shifting to placement ol com-
mercials. Burgard said thai an \\ \

monitor report showed that "main
ol them are not 'in program' at all.

If the television advertiser or his

agenc] fail to consider what is

happening to their advertising as ,\

result of this condition (clutter). I

would be amazed. It the broadcast-

ers fail to rectify it. the) are court-

ing disaster .... I hope that the

individual television advertisers

will be sufficient!) concerned to

view what is happening to the ef-

fectiveness of their own commer-
cials and advise the broadcasters oi

their position."

most ol us .11 v con\ inc* d h i

i.il mi

pact"
l his season, he pointed out,

neariv 25 percent of tlie corns

cutis in participatii

double-spotted in programs which

ran more than an hour in le:

"However, l am absolute!)

ih.it within live years, doub
spoiling will be commonplace in

all participating programs it

fecting up to foui minutes in a

typical hour show."

Produd protection is another

senous consideration, according

to the (nev executive "In main

participating programs a brand

can no longet be assured that his

competitor won't be in the same
show

."

Eaton continued ' \ final —
and often Overlooked or under-

rated — plus which accrues to the

advertisers who sponsor a pro-

gram is the cast commercial . . .

\fter all. the commercial using

the star ot the show has a ch.r

ol obtaining the same levels ol at-

tention as the show itself."

On piggybacks, 1 aton said the)

could well constitute another i.

son to consider program spom
ship " \s you demand more and
more piggybacks," lie declan

"vou will care less and less about

the environment ol the commer-
cial, and the environment will de-

teriorate

Berates Anachronisms
Of Internal Critics

Los kflgetes R \B president

I dmund Bunker look a direct swip<

at that segment within the radio in-

dustT) which has been agitating for

the return ot audio dr.una

Addressing the Hollywood \J

vertismg Club. Bunker criticized

'hcad-m-thc-s.md" executives who
are too busv , "unrealistic

and damaging the

medium to open their ears to (.ru-

ling, informative and entertain-

ing sound ot radii

I his anachronistic attitude'" p'

"directlv into the hands of th

who proht bv ain underminm
our dynamic medium."
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Housewife Attention to Tv Same Day or Night

FC&B, NL&B report to ANA workshop refutes theory

that daytime tv suffers from attention lack, sees

end commercials just as effective as middle

Ne* York Despite chores,

children, door-to-door salesmen and

a body of presumptive evidence, the

American housewife would appear

to be as alert to the t\ commercial

message in the daytime as in the

evening — according to a joint re-

search effort by Foote, Cone &
Belding, Inc . and Ncedham, Louis

& Brorby.

In an unusual cooperative effort

to take "another look beyond the

ratings."' the two agencies joined

forces, concentrating their study on

the viewing housewife. I he results.

presented at last week's ANA Tv

Workshop, indicated that while

there were substantial differences

between set tuning, housewife view-

ing, commercial recall and com-
munication, 'surprisingly, there was

little or no difference between night-

time and daytime viewing."

"Prior to this research." declared

Frank .1. Gromer, Jr.. vice president

and director of marketing services.

I ( &B, "a great many of us in the

business believed that daytime tele-

vision suffered from a substantially

lower level of viewer attention than

nighttime television. This, coupled

with the much higher level of com-

mercial activity in the daytime, sug-

gested that the average daytime

commercial was much less effective

in exposing and communicating an

advertising message to consumers."

Explaining NL&B's participation

in the joint project. B. Blair Ved-

der, Jr., vice president and director

of media and programing, said.

"With the rising costs of tv adver-

tising, and the increasing risks that

these costs pose to the adver-

tiser, we — and our clients —
have long felt a need to look behind

the ratings if a realistic and mean-

ingful measure of tv's cost effi-

ciency was to be found. I think we
will all acknowledge that what the

advertiser intends to buy in any

medium is not so many sets tuned

nor copies sold, but individuals to

whom he can communicate his sales

message."

Cautioning against over-general-

BETWEEN SESSIONS

T.ilking if over at the annual ANA Tv Workshop are (left to right) John W Burgard, chairman
of ANA'i Broadcast Committee, and vice president of Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.;

Frank Gromer, Jr. vice president of Foote, Cone & Belding, Victor A Sholis, vice president
WHAS Radio and TV. and Robert Dobbin, director r>f advertising, Best Foods
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ization and emphasizing that the

nature of the research is as impor-

tant as the research itself, the two

agency men pointed out that the

spark for the project was a study

conducted by FC&B in Queens
County, N.Y. This was followed by

a more ambitious study in St. Louis.

NL&B joined forces with FC&B
with its own study of housewife

viewing in Chicago — and, with

certain understandable variations.

the results were substantially the

same.

It was pointed out that neither

study measured the extent to which

evening tv reaches working women
over daytime, nor the extent to

which evening tv permits coverage

of other members of the family

than the housewife. "Even so." de-

clared Vedder, "for the advertiser

whose target is the housewife, these

figures are pretty compelling evi-

dence of daytime's effectiveness

relative to nighttime."

Another important area covered

by the detailed report was the posi-

tioning of commercials. Findings

here indicated that "at the levels

of housewife viewing and possible

commercial exposure, beginning

and ending program commercials

perform equally as well as middle

program commercials."

Suggesting a hidden meaning.

Vedder said. "It is possible that

what this confirms is the view held

by some that programing which

heavily involves its audience ma\

have an adverse effect on commer-
cial attentiveness when such pro-

graming content is interrupted? Is

it possible that advertising com-

munication is depressed when the

viewer is pulled from a peak of

interest in the program into a com-

mercial?

"If this is true, then these findings

do not give a clean bill of health to

all the non-program material which

usually adjoins the beginning and

ending commercials. If this non-

program material were cleaned up.

the commercials in the opening and

closing positions might be e\en

more effective than the) are."

Vedder concluded.

SPONSOR



J. Walter Thompson

Elects Dan Seymour

ANA Meeting Hears Crystal Ball Musings

About Televisions Next Five Years

Dan Seymour Norman S»roo»r

No* ^ ork I). in Seymour, 4 l
).

chairman of J Waltci rhompson's

Executive Committee, has been

elected the agency's fourth pres

Idem and chief operating officer.

Norman H Strouse, 57. became
chairman of the board and con-

tinues .is chiel executive officer.

Seymour joined the agency as .1

senior management executive in

KS5. I ast year, as chairman o!

the executive committee, he as-

Mimed responsibility tor all domes-
tic operations of the company. \s

president, his responsibility be-

comes international, since Thomp-
son operates 5" offices in 26
countries.

Nevi ^ nrk l ocal research ol

"validity ami meaning to the ad-

vertiser" is a "definite imperative

toi the seals ahead." It is. \ ictoi

\ shohs warned last week's \\ \

Workshop, a mattei oi sell de-

fense, it nothing else,

Speaking at the June 17 session

on t\ advertising shohs. vice pres-

ident -ini.\ directoi ol w 1 1
\s I \

and Radio I ouisville, said the

ol computers and threatened go\

eminent intervention make industry

action even more imperative. I he

advertisei "is entitled to valid,

meaningful and qualitative research

that measures all dimensions ol a

station's operation. Me is entitled

to sound circulation figures thai

don't give or take 10 or 20 million

people. An advertiser should know

whether he is buying circulation

that is the product ol stunts, prizes

and gimmicks, or whether circula-

tion is earned by solid program and

business performance," he s.ud

Surveying the next five years ol

independently owned television foi

Schroeder to Head Joint NAB Board

Washington. D.C. \\ 1

1

lard Schroeder, vice president

ol I ime-1 ite Broadcasting

and vice president and gen-

eral manager ol wool) sta-

tions in Grand Rapids, was

elected to succeed William B.

Quarton (WMT, Inc., Cedar
Rapids) as chairman ol the

joint board of directors ol the

NAB. He'll serve for a one-

year term. The joint board is

composed of members of the

radio and t\ boards which also

elected their leaders tor the

coming year.

Mike Shapiro and John F.

Dille, Jr.. are the new chair

man and vice chairman, rc-

spectively, of the t\ board of

directors. Shapiro, who suc-

ceeds James I) Russell

(KKI\ Colorado Springs) is

general manager ol WFAA
stations m Dallas Dille, re-

June 22. 1964

placing Glenn Marshall, Jr.

(WJXT-T\ Jacksonville) is

presideni ol wsi\ 1 \ south

Bend-Elkhan and WKJG
l\ It Wayne.
On the radio side. Rex G.

Howell, president and general

manager ol KRI \ Grand
Junction. Colo., and Jack W
Lee, vice president and gen-

eral manager ol w pro Pro-

vidence, were elected chair-

man and vice chairman, res-

pectively, ol the NAB's radio

board of directors.

Howell succeeds Hen
Strouse. president and general

manager, ww ik Washing-

ton, D (
. and I I I succeeds

Richard W (hapm. ( P

live vice president. Kl < >R

I incoln, Neb
Both will assume their

offices immediately and will

serve one year terms

the \n \ Worl shop Sholis

addition to the BDOVC i 1 > 110 thl

ol pay
f

\ in markets such as I

\ ille It still must survive tortuous

laboi pams m majoi citie

it cm even think about reach

out into the country

advertisers will be asked to sh

the costs ol station originated coloi

t\ programs, which will be the rule

by the <nA ol the '60's in marl

like I ouisville; < J) the growth ol

(III should stimulate the demand
foi good syndicated progi tins n

in short supply, and local stations

will put more emphasis on locally-

originated news and public affairs

programing

Moore Urges Advertisers to

Back Program Development

New ^ <>rk \M( 's I homas
W Moore sounded a call tor

iter advertiser support of inno-

vations m programing at the an-

nual W \ l\ Workshop last week

Neither the networks nor the sta-

tions can bear the total burden of

probing researching and dcwlop-
i aming

Moore continued " I hey need

and must get the support and re-

sponse from advertisers in th

undertakings Advertisers .\n<.\ their

ncies must bear their shait

responsibility tor the slow pact

new programing development al

with stations and networks them-

sel\.

More and more." he said, "we

should hear less and less aboul

vertisers who want to sponsor only

the tried and true
"

On the plus side.

tois working in favoi ol the

vision programei diminishing <

of color t\. dimmish

ind sets in the horn op-

ment ol the small out-ol home bat-

tery set. forthcoming international

broadcasting which will interlink

comments, development of small

hand-held equipment both cam-

eras and tape recorders which

can make the t\ broad< <m-

pletely mobile and as instant

radi

i?
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Agency Demand for Computorized Data Seen

H-R vice president says revolution is brewing

in the advertiser-agency-broadcaster relationship

Pine Mountain, Ga. — Use

ui computers will change the role

ol Inner and salesman, agency

and client. Avery Gibson, vice

president of H-R Representatives

and H-R Television, told the 29th

annual convention of Georgia

Broadcasters.

Discussing a study commission-

ed bj H-R by an independent con-

sulting firm. Miss Gibson declared

that most large agencies will want

information on availabilities on

punch cards or tape within the next

five years. She added that most of

the agencies surveyed said it would

be useful if all station reps got

together to develop standardized

availability and rate definitions,

but that this was unlikely.

lalking about the future of

computers, she said that they will

change "the role of the buyer and

the salesman. It will free them from

the cost-per-thousand chains which

have shackled them for years. They
will have mure time to devote to

markets and marketing problems

. . . more time to stud) how best

to spend or place an advertiser's

money based on yardsticks other

than 'how many for how much.'
"

Touching on the change in the

agency-client relationship, she

said she mentioned it to one of the

largest advertisers using tv. The
advertiser, currently a multi-agency

user, indicated that "they expected

the computer to cause them to use

only one agency." She added that

with the computer being fully used

by both the advertiser and the

agency, "the agency will become a

creative arm only."

The same improvement in com-
munication, she said, must occur

between the station and his rep-

resentative. "Every year it re-

quires more information to do a

good selling job for the station."

Speaking to the Georgia Broad-

casters, she declared, "Until we
go to the stations with ideas . . .

with solid market information . . .

with good presentations on our

special programing: on the per-

sonalities on our station ... the

impact of a commercial . . . until

we begin to sell the agencies and
their advertisers in the language

Broadcasters Get Word from Timebuyers

£K &iM
1

WA
ii i m! 4^r 1

1 %

°o&
(OSS? /£

H.ghhght of MNMMl convention of Georgia Association of Broadcasters at Pine Mountain, 'a ,

was lively panel discussion. "Time Buyers Talk to the Troops Participating (left to right)
were Ruth Trager, Tucker Wayne Co, Atlanta. Hope Martinet, BBD&O, NY, Mary O'Shields,
McCann Er.ckson Bottlers Service Group, Atlanta Dor» Cosse, Dora-Clayton Agency, Atlanta!
was moderator GAB's new president, Charles Dos% WROM Rome, was master of ceremonial'

they are using at the plans level

... we shall not take the giant

step forward in creative salesman-

ship which the computer will al-

low us to take."

Let the machine handle the

numbers, Miss Gibson insisted.

"Unless we sell above the num-
bers, the punch card you receive

electronically from the advertiser

may be used to set off your auto-

mated engineering department,

may be used to figure your auto-

mated accounting department and

may serve as an affidavit of per-

formance to bill the advertiser. And
it is possible that it will also be

part of your log for the FCC."
She concluded by quoting an

unnamed vice president and media

director of a large agency who
said. "No major agency or im-

portant representative will be able

to service his clients adequately

without a computer at the hard

core of his business in tomorrow's

arena."

Cash to Down Under to

Promote Tv Advertising

New York — Australian tele-

vision has decided to make a more

aggressive pitch for advertising dol-

lars in that country. Evidence of

this: TvB's Norman Cash is mak-

ing a two-week trip to the once

remote corner of the world to meet

with Australian media executiw^

and familiarize them with tv selling

concepts in the U.S.

Cash arrives in Melbourne today

(22) and the first of a series of

meetings with advertisers, agencies

and executives of the six 1\B mem-
ber stations in Australia will begin

tomorrow. Next week he goes to

Sydney. Reports on successful U.S.

campaigns that led to company
growth and increasingly heavier in-

vestments in tv form the basis of

his presentation. Included will be

filmed commercials and slides

which illustrate the use of tv.

I\B member stations in Australia

are \l\ Sydney, HSY Melbourne.

GTV Melbourne. TCN Sydney,

NWS \dclaidc and (JT\ Brisbane.
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PROBING THE CURRENTS AND UNDERCURRENTS OF BROADCAST

Prime nighttime minutes

( i?s i\ gets 62 percent ol prime nighttime

commercial minutes from top I
s accounts.

Nothing can point up the nighttime i\ network

competition this fall more graphical!) than .1

comparison ol how the big boys are distributing

their budgets. Sponsor Scope here tabulates

where the top 15 network advertisers are plac

ing their commercial minutes in prime time

during the final 1964 tj nartor I he 1733V6

minutes represent about $65 million, rhese

commercial minutes concern entertainment onl)

and .ire exclusive Of news, sports and specials:

Advcrtiier ABC-TV CBS-TV NBC-TV Total

Procter & Gamble 191 ., 156 39 214' J

American Home Products 19' g 94' 1 1 14

Bristol-Myers 6' , 78 26 110' 7

General Motors Divisions 107' j 126

Lever Bros. 19' 7 58' j 78
R J Reynolds 58' a 26 130

Colgate 58' 2 13 71'
J

General Foods 202 202
Gillctte-Toni 39 78 117

Alberto-Culver 94'
]

Philip Morris 94' j

General Mills* 13 13

American Tobacco 39 91 59 189

Sterling Drug** 13 19' 7 13 45' 7

Brown & Wiiliamson 65 136' 7

Totals 318' 2 1057'

7

361'7 1733' 1

'Puts bulk of its show budget into kid category.

**Big u>

standard set foi local advertiser! Know how

this whole i li 1 r 1 «_! could wind up foi us and othei

important piggyback usci ' W< o »ul< I

local chains ami other merchants with co-op

deals, and we're confident the stations will take

2<)'s. 30's, 40's, 01 what-you-will in piggybacl

Nescafe testing radio promotion

Nescafe (McCann 1 rickson) has a radio test

going on the West Coast with a special promo-

tion twist for the food trade It's called

the 3()-3o plan While not new it's been tried

OUl b) SOapers and others during the past tWO

years it's getting a health) push in current

activity I he arrangement: Nescafe buys the

minute, uses only the first 30 seconds. I he

other 30 seconds may be had by supermarkets,

or oilier accounts, on meeting V 5C lf< d(

nated number ol case-purchase requirements.

I he station's role: checking around to find out

what food stores will participate in the plan,

then reporting the results to their reps, who m
turn contact the client Initial scope of the plan

nine West Coast markets. 13-week campaign,

up to 20-30 spots a week, Stations have assured

client that the plan does not fall within the

purview of the Robinson-Patman Vet.

Wanted: single piggyback standard Soaps differ on tv appraisal

I .ilk to the topheavy users of piggyback

commercials — like Colgate, \mencan Home
Products. Latex, Standard Brands — and you

^a\\ net this impression: they're rather impatient

over what they consider to be the apathetic

attitude that t\ stations are taking on NAB's

piggyback policy, effective September I. As one

ol these advertisers expressed it to SPONSOR

SCOP! : "Our position -— using about as main

piggybacks as before — isn't going to blow

away. Lots of key stations are slumbering in

the hope that it will. But they're suddenly going

to wake up and realize they've got a big problem

which has caused a big rift between buyer and

seller. All we're trying to get is a clarification

of piggyback acceptance standards. We know

that the same standard doesn't apply to network

and spot. But we don't know whether the stand-

ard a station sets for national spot is the same

Sellers of t\ find it rather confusing when

it comes to determining the evaluation philoso-

ph\ of the three soap slants lint the consensus

seems to be that P&G thinks first in terms

circulation (i.e.. ratings) and secondly o\ effic-

iency, whereas Colgate is strong on the ( I'M

factor. \s for lever Bros . there's no exact

It shuttles either way circulation or efficiency

— depending on circumstances or mood

Two good Alberto-Culver men part

Strictly a personality conflict with the

Leonard 1 avin: that's the consensus

men who have come in close contact with the

principals for Charles Pratt's pullout as ad man-

ager of Alberto-Culver. Pratt's ' \ C the

past four-five years During that time the bu<

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGEJ
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went from around $6 million to over $30 mil-

lion. Pratt rates as highly progressive and sound

on the use of media, particularly tv, and Lavin's

a perpetually rewed-up operator, always press-

ing for quick and better results. Apparently, so

the impression goes, Pratt decided he's had it.

Conventions: summer slump antidote?

You'll find a difference of opinion among

tv reps and station groups as to the billing out-

look tor July and August. Against the view that

revenue might be as soft as last year's, there's

the anticipation that the conventions will stir up

considerable announcement buying around the

events, plus sponsorships of convention packages

created by the groups and individual stations.

Corinthian is already finding considerable sales

interest for its own convention packages. Com-
mitments have been obtained from such ac-

counts as Vick's, RCA. Royal Crown Cola and

Morris Plan. It's generally expected that the

Republican heat-up will lend a high voltage

viewership to that party's convention.

Daytime tv productive for cigarets

Rack up another product success for day-

time network tv. It's cigarets. Lorillard did so

well with its daytime experiment with Spring,

that it's bought 50 commercial minutes for Kent

during the summer and fall on NBC-TV's day-

time schedule. Entails an expenditure of $200.-

000. Another NBC-TV daytime sale last week:

$200,000 worth of participations in Saturday

kid time by American Home Food in behalf of

Chef-Boy-Ar-Dee and its popcorn brand.

of Dial soap). Perhaps their shyness toward

daytime may be due to the fact that magazines

offer them four-color reproductions. Which sug-

gests that maybe it'll be much better for daytime

tv when color takes off in a sweeping way.

However, the substantial users of daytime tv

are still Campbell Soup, Borden, Del Monte,

General Mills, Kellogg. Pillsbury is also in there

but on relatively light side.

Making hay with 'The Doctors'

Colgate's own daytime serial The Doctors

may be on the SRO list at NBC-TV by the time

the fall season starts. The network negotiated

with Colgate for the right to sell up to a half

of the strip and so far the fall recruits are

Alcoa, Lipton Tea, International Latex and

Hoffman-LaRoche. What's helped the sales surge

is the fact that the May 1 NTI report showed

that The Doctors delivers 2.5 million women at

a CPM of $1.32. In terms of women viewers,

the NBC-TV advantage is 68 percent over the

CBS Morning Plan minute. 49 percent over the

ABC daytime minute. The Doctors goes for

$3600 a commercial minute.

Cigarets enliven spot radio

It looks like a long hot summer — but on

the pleasurable side — for spot radio from the

cigaret clan. The past week bubbled with orders

and renewals for such brands as Salem. Luck]

Strike, Tempo, Kent and L&M. Incidentally,

there may be some action soon from American

Tobacco's latest brand. Half 'n' Half, out of

SSC&B.

Major foods need daytime prodding Bunker firesides with reps

I he daytime side of t\ has still to do a

selling job on the leading national tood paek-

\ number ol them are heft) supporters
ot nighttime network, hut the contributions of

the category to daytime haven't been of much
moment in recent years, \mong the missing are

General Foods, H. J. Hem/. Standard Brands.
I ibby, McNeill .v I ibby, Mum Foods, Carna-
tion, Pet Milk. Swift, Wilson Vrmour (outside

Gesture that gave the heads of 17 radio

rep firms a warm feeling . . . RAB's Ed Bunker

calling them together last week to update them

(Mi the presentations the bureau has been making

to agencies and advertisers lately. Afterwards

Bunker asked the assembled reps what the)

thought of the pitches and whether they had any

suggestions. The client presentations are usuall)

tailored to radio's characteristics.
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Dove Liquid perks up competition

Level Bros.' new Dove liquid could turn

into another \iax Ul-Purpose l iquid Cleansei

(Colgate). Reports in from four tv markets in

which Lever's light duty detergenl is being tested

have been so exceptionally good that the com

petition is giving it special watching Dove 1 iq

uid's main competitor would be P&G's Ivory

I. iquid, with 27 percenl of the market, and

lo\'s I

1
) percent share. In that same classifica-

tion, Lever already lias Lux liquid. 21 percent

share, and Swan. 10 percent. Aja\ All-Purpose

is up to around a third-share ol" its market, with

P&G's Mi Clean now ahead onlv by 10-11

percent.

Elections pool reflects radio history

To those with long memories the decision

of the giant news services to pool election results

with the networks has historic overtones. It

recalls the first breakthrough in the electronic

news field that finally eventuated in this entente

I hat initial breakthrough dates back to the early

1930s. CBS1 William Palcy countered newspaper

publishers' refusals to let the three major news

services cater to radio by setting up his own
news gathering apparatus. The late Paul White

was put in charge of the trojan effort. He suc-

ceeded so well that in a relatively short time

the wall began to crumble. One by one the

news ser\ices accepted radio in the customer

fold. CBS dismantled much oi its apparatus,

but the big thing that did eventuate for the net-

work was a highly talented crop o\' correspondent-

commentators who dominated the medium for

many years.

Heavier short-term network buys

\ discouraging but hard fact of business

life that's becoming more apparent to \IK -l\

and NBC-TV, especially: the short-term scatter

plan as a buying pattern has become far more

common than the year-round commitment. I he

proliferating trends: ( I ) confining the obliga-

tion to a quarterly basis. i2> holding off the actual

order as long as possible. Crowing reluctance

to go out on a limb is closely linked with the

changing economics ol network t\ itself With

commercial mmutes going tor from N
i

s to

si ^s million on a 52-week nighttime rick

budget ot al least s> million is now required

io ,.iit .1 fairly impressive tv swath against the

product competition In terms "I pull-back to

quarterly commitment, the outstanding sur]

for tlie coming season is S < Fohnson it's been

spending at the rate ot $9-10 million .i year in

network tv.

Four-week cancel call subsides

I atest drive among key t\ stations for a

change in the traditional period for notification

Ol spot schedule cancellation seems to have

withered away. I he push has been tor four weeks

instead of the two-week arrangement, which

Somehow became the accepted pattern with spot

radio not long after the inception of the exclu-

sive rep. Argument for the extension: two weeks

is too brief for the station and its rep to SCOUt

around for a replacement sale. Also, the spots

have become too valuable in price for such

limited notices. Media directors' rejoinder: by

projecting exit privileges to four weeks the ele-

ment o\' flexibility is removed from spot rhe

counter viewpoints demonstrate once .\c.wn a

repeated experience: nothing is less subjecl to

surrender by the air media buyer than a ground

rule carried into tv from radio's heyday.

Who's on what GF, P&G bases

One o\ the more curiously interesting score-

cards attending each network tv season: who's

named by General Foods and Procter \ Gamble

as the agency ot record for their nighttime show

rosters. Here's how the supervisory assignments

rack up. as gleaned bv SPONSOR SCOPl

(.cm-nil Foods: Benton ^v. Bowles

fith, (loner Pyle, ( ..'.. Williams, Many Happy

Returns: Young & Rubicam / ve I

/ , y Show, I hi Entertainers, Now, PAG: Ben-

ton A Bowles Du A Van Dykt

Gilligan's Island, The Fugitive, Compton —
Petticoat Junction, Pen \4ai n Leo Burnett

— Dana; IXinccr-I -"it/gcrald-SampIc - - Gun-

smoke.
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They'll all be on GroupW Radio
(With Jim Snyder, Sid Davis, Jerry Landay, Peter Clapper and Anne Corrick of the\

Washington News Bureau, as well as newsmen from each of the Group W stations. /

Erwin Canha.m, veteran political observer, Editor-in-

Chief, Christian Science Monitor, will analyze the trends

where they occur. Allan Nevins, Pulitzer-Prize winning

historian ("A Study in Power") will draw parallels from
conventions past. Gore Vidal, playwright-politician

("The Best Man") will report on politics and persuasion.

M\kc COKNl i.ly, humorist, Pulitzer-Prize winner, play-

wright ("Green Pastures") will give a layman's obser-
vations on the lighter side of the conventions.

As the balloting continues, the Group W stations

will give listeners and television viewers both sides of the

convention story-the national and the regional. In Pitts-

burgh, for instance, they'll keep the Pennsylvania dele-

gation well covered, and analyze Governor Scranton's pos-

sible influence on the convention. In every Group W city,

these stations will bring the national and local significance

of the convention home to their communities.

To the Group, every national event has local signifi-

cance as well, because of the nature of the Group broad-

caster to be involved in local communities. For only the

Group has the creative, financial, and managerial re-

sources to program with the authority of a network, and

the flexibility and viewpoint of a local station. The Group

today emerges as a vital third force in broadcasting.

GROUP

w.WESTINGHOUSf UROAOCASTING COMPANY

WBZ • WM TV BOSTON • WINS NEW YORK • WJZ TV BALTIMORE
. KOKA • KOKATV PITTSBURGH . KYW • KYWTV CIEVELANO • WOWO FORT WAYNE • WIND CHICAGO • KPIX SAN FRANCISCO
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New names
appear on
TV client

With NBC setting the pace, such firms as Green

Giant, Miller Brewing. Chemstrand, Zenith have crossed

the border into color tv. Here's a special report . . .

Dm
burgeoning coloi t\ mar-

ket, which ma> zoom as

high as three million homes
In year's end, is attracting

new color advertisers .it network

level in u stead) stream, and 1964

will be the color "debut year" tor a

sizeable slice of t\ ads thai will run

well into seven Figures.

Among the new colorcastine

sponsors are a numbei ol funis in

the food or supermarket-product

fields the kind of fast-turnover,

low-price giants which seldom

periment" in media, and buy strict-

ly on the basis o| what can

complished

\|\trt from the impact valut

color t\ - which have been m<

sured and are known to most agen-

"The Andy William* Show on N6C-TV if, a favonf* among advvrt
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- the 1964 color picture lor

iv lias developed that the

upbeat interest is understandable.

\s things stand todaj

:

• I here are over two million

U.S. color tv homes.

• I here is a price war looming

in color tv sets (see SPONSOR, June

I ) which will trigger further growth.

• I he industry outlook tor color

t\ set sales in 1964 averages

around 1.5 million units.

I he use of color in network tele-

easting is a fact of tv life. All three

networks are active, paced by NBC-
I V which will have two-thirds of

its nighttime schedule in color this

fall during a week in which the

movie showcases are colorcast.

\IU'\ pioneering efforts in color

are. not surprisingly, paying off for

that network in color business that

is classified, technically, as "new"
this year. (Some of the advertisers

are hardly "new'* to tv itself; what

makes the difference is their official

crossing of the colorcast border.)

Here are some late details of

color-oriented advertisers who have
signed 1964 deals on NBC-TV:

ESSO-HUMBI i : This giant oil

company, a regular broadcast user

through the Interpublic agency com-

plex, has been making its debut with

colorcast reruns of NBC "actuality"

specials such as The River Nile.

Similar color activity is expected

this fall.

Green Giant Co.: A leading

food packer. Green Giant has sign-

ed for color participations in Satur-

day Night at the Movies and the

Jack Paar Show. Agency involved

is Leo Burnett, which is considered

"hot" for color this season as op-

posed to a more lukewarm attitude

in previous seasons.

Libby McNeill & Libby: An-

other food giant, LM&L has sign-

ed for its first major color activity

in a number of NBC shows via par-

ticipations. Agency: J. Walter

Thompson.
Corning Glass: To promote its

consumer products. Corning has

signed for color participations in

"various" NBC-TV shows this fall,

via N.W. Ayer.

Miller Brewing: Long a

broadcast user, Miller has signed

for its color network debuts in NBC
sports events, the Andy Williams

Show and other participation ve-

hicles.

U.S. Steel: A pioneer sponsor

of longer-length drama in both ra-
'

dio and tv. U.S. Steel has been rela-

tively inactive in the medium. A
bright spot, however, was the recent

USS sponsorship of NBC's opening-

night colorcast special at the New
York World's Fair, through BBDO.
Tim ex: Pace-setter among low-

priced watch companies in its usel

of network tv, Timex this year add-

ed color tv to its tv media list I

through Warwick & Legler.

There are other color newcomers!

this year including Zenith (a strong!

rival to RCA in the color tv setl

field), Speidel, Masonite, Anheuser-

Busch and Colombian Coffee, ir

such shows as Tonight, Andy Wil-

liams and Jack Paar, as well as col-

orcast movies and documentaries.

Three of the biggest blue-chips,

in the advertising field — Procter!

& Gamble (which has scheduled a

series of color commercials in The

Match Game, Colgate (via its "col-

or agency of record," D'Arcy | and

Lever ( via BBDO) — have taken

a 1964 contractual step into net-

work color.

All of the above NBC-TV adver-ft^t

tisers join the ranks of an advertis-

26

V Procter & Gamble, biggest television user, has signed for color participation in "The

tch Game" to work out technique this year, may expand its schedules in the future.
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Esso Humble crossed over into network colorcasting by sponsoring 1964 reruns of "The River

Nile," j color-filmed documentary film produced by NBC and first televised two years ago

Bill Dana clowns before the "Unisphere" during rehearsal of United States Steel-sponsored

opening night special at the New York World's Fair Show was a pioneer USS colorcast
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jroup which incl lor

pioneers as the aut< I i

eral Motoi i I • »r *.i rod ( hrysler

,ix well as the
' —

ild i .Till.ml American I

bacco and I M Othei

ve coloi advertise i on M« in

elude such big budget clients

\i\ I Hallm url SI U i« \

( feneral Mills. Krafi I henutrand,

iin Pont, Genera] I lectric and l

in.iii Kodak
there any significant ^ « >l • t

i\ trends tins fall .it mk I \ . apart

from the scheduling ol more coloi

tv shows

'

Replied Nancy s.ilkm. the net-

work's color administratoi

w e'll have more than 60 majoi

advertisers in color tins year, in-

cluding the oewcomers. I here's

been .1 tendency to level oil in the

number of colorcast hours sched-

uled here. simply because We nou

have so much in color in the total

schedule. I he biL' growth is in the

food and grocery-producl fields"

New network color activity .it the

other two networks is consider.ihl\

under the NBC level, but showing
growth signs.

\t ( HS. this vc.ir. ( hemstr.md

sponsored the Elizabeth lav lor spe-

cial filmed in London. Quaker
sponsored .1 colore. 1st oi the IKur-

nameni <>\ Rosa Parade', several

participation advertisers rode in

the Wizard o\ Oi and R< ,/ Skelton

specials earls this year

At ABC, three major series

FlintStones, Jontw Quest and Sun-

dux Wight Movies are scheduled

to be completely or partially color-

cast \dvertisers on these band*
oils include Best Foods, Remington,
Welch, P 1 'la. B. I Goodrich,
\11110ur. R J Reynolds and Gil-

lette. At this point it's "not known
which advertisers will use color

commercials m these color shows.

or simply Mta conum
we teed our color tO vuir O&O sta-

tions and a small group of affili

which want it." according to an

VBC source.

Summed up \ M( sets ilk

in new color business, but all t

networks are in the ' V a OolOT

revenue is coming mostly from

packaged goods Mood. bei

cigarets, etc » industries And, I

will clearly be the year in which
there will be th< i[ number of

Color t\ advertisers m the medium's
history so I
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/)/. J'nit n R. Thayer, a contributing

editor to Sponsor, was recently ap-

pointed product manager of market

reports at the American Research

Bureau, Beltsville, Md. He was

technical director of market reports

and special tabulations for ARB
Imm I '''it) until his recent promo-

tion. Earlier, he was a producer-

writer with Comstock & Co., Bnf-

falo. While working for his doctorate

in radio/ lv, he taught speech at

Ohio Stale University from 1956 to

1959, and was with WCSH-TV,
Portland, Maine, 1954 - 1956. Mar-
ried and the lather of two children.

Dr. Thayer is an amateur photo-

grapher and a hi-fi buff.

n \\ii\i Doi s the average tv-own-

ing lamilv do in its spare time?

Watches television, of course! And
Joes it ever watch television! 41.8

hours of it each week!

Yes, more time is spent with the

iv sel than most family breadwin-

ners spend on the job.

I<> be sure, there are extreme

viewers on both sides of this aver-

Eigure . . . proving once again

that what's good for one person

(or family) isn't necessarily good

for another. For instance, accord-

in- In the American Research

Bureau "time studs" from which

the above estimate was taken, the

lightest viewing familj in the sam-

ple spent onlj one houi with the

wonderments of t\. while the

family on the opposite end of the

pole spent an incredible 112 hours!

< >i course both families had tew

"like" neighbors, the majority fall-

>mewhere in between.

study was based on ARB's
itional diaries f<>| the week

?8

SPONSOR'S contributing editor Dr. John Thayer finds

intriguing trends in new tabulations of figures on the ed

ucation, employment, sex and set ownership of viewers

Tv's appetite
of January 11-17. 1964 (total of

1171 diaries), and therefore, the

over-all data may differ somewhat

from other months of the year.

Viewing levels would tend to be

somewhat lower, for instance, dur-

ing some of the warmer periods

of the year.

To ascertain some of the factors

involved relative to the amount of

tv viewing a family does in the

course of a seven-day period, each

diary was tabulated in such a man-
ner that total viewing hours could

later be compared with:

(1) Number of tv sets owned
by the family

(2) Number of tv stations re-

ceived by the family

(3) Ownership of color sets ver-

sus black-and-white sets only

(4) Employment status of the

male head of household

(5) Number o( members in the

family

(6) Education of the head of

household

(7) Employment status oi the fe-

male head of household

As we already know, all of these

factors are important ones.

And just how important, we'll

attempt to detail here.

Multi-set homes . . . bonus
viewing for the advertiser. Does
the person who's more selective

in choosing programs actually view
less television'.' And does this "in-

dividual" selectivity help determine

whether there will be more than

one set in the home.'

Most people would probably

agree thai the answer to the first

question is a pretty solidly affirma-

tive one.

The answer to the follow-up

question, however, tends to be in

the gray area, In first considering
the question, a hypothetical "yes"

us justified in examining the

\:

is

.

it.

diaries from the two types of homes
however, a substantial increase is

total weekly viewing was found

the multi-set home when comparec

with the home containing only om
set.

To illustrate, the average single

set home in the 1171 -diary sampli

viewed 40.8 hours of television pe

week. The home that was blessec

with two tv's, on the other hand

viewed a total of 45.3 hours. Anc
the home that owned three or mon
sets had them on for an estimates

53.8 hours during the course oi

a week. (See Chart No. 1).

In terms of the "big picture,'

what does this mean? Simply thai

the multi-set home is a good source

of bonus viewing. As can be seer

from Chart No. 1, 22.1 perceni

of the total viewing done in the

sample was done by homes con

taining more than one set — i

certain percentage of which car

be considered "bonus viewing."

And as television gradually

reaches the age-status of radio

there's no reason (except for price

that multi-set homes won't increase

proportionately. There probabh

will never be as many tv sets ir

the average home as there are ra-

dios — but there will definitely

be many more than there are now
The more they get, the more

they want. What about the family

that's besieged with programing on

six or eight channels — as opposed

to the family that must settle for

something far less: one or possibl)

two channels at best'.' Do the view-

ing habits o( these families differ
1

If so. how much?
There's no question that there

are differences in the amounts

viewing done by two set families

The study shows that the average

home which could receive more

than si\ channels watched approx

SPONSOR
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imatel) 5.X hours more ol t\ pci

week than the home that could

view onlj one or two different

channels. (Sec Chart No 2).

\s shown in the second chart,

homes having a choice of six 01

ore channels viewed on the avei

ace of 44.4 hours of l\ each week

I he amount of nine spent bj this

group represented 26.4 percent ol

all viewing done by the total sample.

I he families that received from

three to five channels viewed ap-

proximately 41.5 hours. Repre-

senting the bulk of all l\ homes,

this croup accounted for 63.9 per

eent of the total viewing done ovei

the one week period.

\i the lower end. the one and

two channel families accounted foi

onl\ 9.7 percent of all t\ viewing,

and spent an average of 38.6 hours

of their time watching television.

Color sot families — heavier

ewers. Whatever the reason.

whether it's because the) can re-

eei\c more channels or that the)

tend to be multi-set owners, color-

set homes tend to <.\o more view-

ing than black-and-white only

homes. In fact, set usage, accord-

ing to this study, was 5.2 hours

greater per week in the color set

home than in the black-and-white

home i See Chart No. 3).

I he average famil) that owns
a color t\ set viewed an estimated

47 hours during the one-week
period analyzed, while the black-

and-white set home had its set on

a substantial!) smallei amount of

time - 4 I.N hours.

It must be kept in mind that

these figures represent all viewing

regardless of whether the program-

: was do\w in color or black-and-

white. Since color programs are

! relative!) limited, undoubted!)

main of the shows viewed in the

eolor-homes were not tinted.
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CHART 1

Number of tv tett

owned per home

1

2

3 or more

Average Number of Hourt Percent of Total Viewing

Viewed Per Week Done in lhn« Hornet

408 77 9°.

45 3 19 7

53 8 24

Total 100 0%

CHART 2

Number of Stations

Rcce vr d n Heme

1 - 2

3 - 5

6 or more

Average Number of Hourt Percent of Total Viewing
Viewed Per Week Done in Thete Hornet

38 6

41 5

44 4

Total

9 7°.

63 9

26 4

100 0° o

CHART 3

Type of Home Average Number of Hourt Percent of Total Viewing
Viewed Per Week Done in Thete Hornet

Ownt color set

Owns black-and-white only

CHART 4

Male Employment Statut

47

41 8

Total

5 2".

94 8

100 0*,

Average Number of Hourt Percent of Total Viewing

Viewed Per Week Done in Thete Hornet

Employed
Retired

Student

Unemployed
No Male Head

43 3

40 3

20 3

54 8

30 5

Total

82 6*.

92
3

1 4

65
100 0*.

CHART 5

Number of Family Members

1 • 2

3 4

5 or mor--

Average Number of Hourt Percent of Total Vrewmg
Viewed Per Week Done in These Hornet

33

43 3

508

26 1*

42 6

31 3

Total 100 0*
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CHART 6

Education of Head of

Household

Average Number of Hours

Viewed Per Week
Percent of Total Viewing

Done in These Homes

High School or less

At Least Some College

453

36.8

707%
29.3

Total 100 0%

CHART 7

Female Employment Status

Works .it Last 35 Hours

Does Not Work at least

35 Hours

No Female head of

Household

Because color has yet to blos-

som into full glory, the over-all

amount of viewing time contributed

by the color-set home was relatively

small (5.2 percent) in proportion

to the black-and-white only home

(94.8 percent).

Male head of household — em-

1
1 In \iih- nt status a vital factor.

Contrary to what was presupposed,

the household with a retired male

head did less viewing during the

average week (40.3 hours) than

the household in which the male

head was actively employed (43.3

hours).

I he reason lor this is probably

relative to family size. In most

cases, the retired male head would

be expected to come from a some-

what smaller-than-average family

in terms of number oi members
presently living at home, in other

words, ol Potential Viewers. The

reason for this, perhaps obvious,

is that most children grow up and

leave home before the arrival of

parent. il retirement. And. as will

be detailed shortly, the smaller the

family, the less tv viewing is done.

A household with an unemployed
male head, on the other hand, had
its tv in use for an average of

B hours per week.

Another group, households whose
male heads are student'-, is mighl

be expected, have little tune to tlc-

vote to television. I he average set

usage in these homes was a LTJ

I I 1 hours. iSee ( h.ut No 4).

II should be pointed out. how -

thal the data tor both un

employed and student male heads

ised on a verj small sample

Average Number of Hours Percent of Total Viewing

Viewed Per Week Done in These Homes

348 19.1%

44.5 80.0

24.0

Total

.9

100.0%

and, therefore, should be consid-

ered as indicative only.

In the case of a household con-

taining no male head, the viewing

level was also relatively low: 30.5

hours per week. Here again, as in

the case of the retired male head,

the reason undoubtedly is relative

to the size of the family.

In terms of viewing contribution

of each group to the total, the fam-

ily containing an employed male

head accounted for 82.6 percent

of all viewing; 9.2 percent of all

viewing was done by the family

with the retired male head; the

families of the student and unem-
ployed male heads accounted for

another 1.7 percent; while an addi-

tional 6.5 percent was attributed

to households with no male head.

The more there are . . . the more
they want. As other studies have

established, the larger the family

the more tv viewing. But, how
much more? To answer this, three

family-size categories were estab-

lished prior to the study tabula-

tion:

(1) One and two-member fami-

lies

(2) Ihree and four-member
families

(3) Five and more family mem-
bers

Ml data were tabulated in rela-

tion to these three categories. (See

Chan No. 5).

\ can be seen, the more family

members, the higher the viewing
levels.

1 01 instance, families with five

l mine members averaged a phe-

nienai 50.8 hours of viewing

ID

in

D

per week. This was roughly 50 per-

cent more than the small family :

(with one or two members), which

spent an average of 33 hours in

front of the tv set. In the middle

of the heap was the three and four-

member family which averaged

43.3 hours a week.

Relative to total viewing contri-

bution of each group to the whole,

26.1 percent was attributed to the

small family, 42.6 percent to the

medium-sized family, and 31.3

percent to the large family.

Higher education . . . friend oi

the ad man? This study reaffirms

the old hypothesis that the more
education a person has, the less

tv he views. However, there's a
new twist to this particular analysis,

since the data here are presented

in terms of how much viewing does

the family do whose head of house-

hold has a "high school or less"

education, and how much viewing

is accomplished by the family

whose head of household has had
"at least some college?" The latter

classification includes any educa-

tion (at least one year) beyond
the equivalent of high school

The results show that the family

with a head of household whose
education includes no college view-

ed about 45.3 hours of tv per

week (see Chart No. 6), repre

senting approximately 70.7 percent

of all viewing done by the entire
"

sample.

On the other hand, the family

whose head of household has had

at least some college training view-

ed an average of only 36.8 hours

a week. This group accounted for

29.3 percent of total viewing.

As a thought, there is undoubt

edly a tendency for all members
of a family to "adopt" the habits

of the household head. If he does

less viewing, perhaps the remainder

of the family does less viewing.

too — like father, like son.

Also, the size of the family may
again be a determining factor, the

si/e being somewhat smaller for

the college-educated group.

Female employment — differ-

ences in viewing. If no one is at

home, viewing levels will drop

This is exactly what happens in th

case of the household containing

a female head who works. In or

tier to analyze viewing habits in

terms of female employment. ARB
asks the following question in its

SPONSOf
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famiK ill. ii \ "Is the female head

oi \ i m 1 1 household employed out-

fae the home ,,s hours 01 more

pei week?"
or the total sample responding

to this question, the diaries ol t Ik-

orking housewives' families ac

Hinted foi 19.1 percent ol .ill

viewing done, while 's,) percent was

attributed to families whose house-

wives eithei did no outside work,

or worked less than the prescribed

15 ! i. Mir i he remaining 9 percent

u.is credited t" households con

taming no female head (See < hail

No 7).

I he working housewife's family,

.is would be expected, did

viewing (34.8 hours pei week) than

the family having the housewife

at home throughout most ol the

da) (44.5 hours per week).

And the families which included

m> female head oi household ac-

counted i"i onlj 2 i ii' iui i ol vi

undoubtedly because tl

were relatively small in

IIk- results ol tins stud) have

i. ii reaching implications Bj it •

i ..i tlu

detail, through cross tabulations,

the advcrtisei ^.m more adequatel)

pinpoint his target audience Such

knowledge Ik-Ijis eliminate cost))

ei rors during the pi gathei

ing bask research data.

On-the-desk television

Radio and tv stations on West Coast use video-like projector

to supplement own sales reps in making on-the-spot presentations

No \i\imk now \k i u i i \ i i a promotion man
is. he cannot possibly compete with a good motion pic-

Be."
So sj\s Hiii Stanley, director of special promotions.

KCQP l\ I on Angeles, in explaining why his station

— like others — has adopted new. tv-likc equipment

in making sales presentations.

The equipment is. simply, a compact and portable

Mckage that contains a sound projector and an 8V4-

jy-11-inch rear-projection screen, capable of showing
is much as 15 minutes ol 8 mm sound film just about

mywherc — including a lighted room — where u can

>e plugged in.

Its use is based on several I actors. says Jim Ingra-

lam. genera] sales manager oi K\\ I os Vngeles, ra-

lio outlet that keeps two going — one on each coast:

(1) Pictures help to diminish misinterpretation

especially in visual sales aids like charts and graphs),

hiis help to get a s.Mes concept across in minimum
ime.

(2) Saving a potential customer's time is important

n multiple-station markets like I OS Vngeles, where

Surance that you'll take "only 15 minutes" may mean

he difference between gaining - or losing — access

o a buyer's office.

(3) Hie directness and completeness of filmed

presentations help to relieve buyer suspicions by literal-

y showing him the sior\. thus leaving no doubts about

•'underlying motives." ["his is especially important in

promotions requiring cooperative efforts.

(4) Completing the film itself requires compacting

he presentation and getting it down to basics that ar<

tated clearly and simply.

Stanley s.i\s that his station was able to "tell the

tire theme" of a contest (lor merchants who were

ing asked to participate) in 90 seconds In fact, what

\ saw actually had been a 90-second t\ spot, boiled

from videotape to 8 mm film.

(5) For stations like K( ( >l\ which are selling color.

e film can be of the same fabric whereof it speaks.

dr

Jim Ingrjhjm general wlet mjnjger KNX lot Ange'et nlroducet

rear-projection video nle» Jid lo mimbtn of lljtion iiln tfeM

W ( know tor a fact that it's helped bring in new

sponsors who previously had not advertised on red

Ingraham sa\s rhe advertising head ol one l os \

dairy, after seeing a sales tilm in his >>.

gave his entire local radio budget t>> KW Indeed.

whj not' Video, sa\s the broad* -.lis the
I

sumer — there's no reason whj it shouldn't also

the timebuyer.
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New CBS headquarters

construction site

features 34 WCBS-TV

"Eye on the Community" panels

with program tapes

Ch.-cting t.ibu .iter lh.it records number of pickups it Arthur I.

Hecht, WCBSTV director of advertising and program promotion

CBS' new headquarters

near* completion

32

Three live TV monitors at the site broadcast WCBS-TV's regul. L|

programing to visitors during hours exhibits are operation.,



)hl hfe at the lite of WCBS-TV exhibit!.

ic h .ire oprr.ition.il between 7 jnd 1 am
The 34 WCBS-TV New York exhibit*. "Eye on the Community ." have been attracting

the interest of paisenby at the average rate of 70 000 per week tince mitallafion

aids N.Y. sponsors' show

Sponsors vri benefiting from a highl) successful

idicncc promotion plan devised bj CBS in conjunc

>n with the construction of its new headquarters in

I 1 ork.

rhousands of persons passing the building site

May I have made over 250,000 telephone pick-

s to hear taped messages, each dealing with owe of

illustrated panels whose theme is an "I \e on the

wnmunity" view ol New 'hoik, as told through var-

s locallj produced W( BS-I\ programs.

()\er halt a do/en of the panels i I ye on Wish-
gton," "Eye on the Fair," etc.) are segments taken
im the weekly prime time Eye on \cw York series

ining from the promotion I although no sponsors for

ogram are identified b) name) are such ach

rs .iv American tobacco, Associated Products,

:one and Richard Hudnul (Warner-1 ambert), which
vc participating minutes in the / \<- <>n Sew York.

Passer-h\ interest is also high for the "Eye ow
k" panel, which includes Evening Vews with Rob-
Trout, a half-hour program for which regular spoil -

jrs are Eastern \irlmes. Colgate, (ilass (ontaine:

rp . Hazel Bishop, Vrnold Bakeries, Pfcl Brothers.

i-. Manhattan a\k\ Breakstone (National Dairy)

Frank Gifford, \\( lis l\ director of sports, de-

[ers the taped message tor the "Eye on Sports

nt. His telecasts .ire delivered during the aforei

wed Robert I rout broadcast Awd during the I

un with Jmi Jensen, sponsored In \menean \

lines. Philip Morns. P&G, Greyhound, Hertz, Gallo,

Ha/el Bishop, Breakstone a\u\ the New York Herald

I nhune.

Sponsors for the late night feature films, subject

of the popular "I ye on Motion Pictures*
1

exhibit, in-

clude man) of the station's advertisers. Vlso co.

in this panel is Schm rd Theatre, sponsored b\

I &M Schaefer Brewing, aired nine times during the

year as .1 fully-sponsored movie.

I he exhibits .ire operational between " and I

a m . mk\ three live t\ monitors at the site broadcasl

the station's regular programing during these hours

\o date, phone pickups have been avei tbout

70,000 per week. Saturdays and Sundays show the

most activity, with 15,000 "listen-ins'' on each Ja<.

I he current exhibit is the fifth to be installed al

the building site since the promotion began last < I

her. A computer has so far recorded OVCI 2 5 nullum

telephone pickups.

I a^t February, a CBS exhibit promoted ncl

programing, and Jackie Gleason took honors .is the

leading attraction i sponsors for his rn

are Philip Morris. RaKton-Punn S Mobil and

Drackett) Next in popularitj

Users an Whitehall. Alberto ( tiber and Philip

followed b\ the Seven ll. bill Kellogg

and R J Reynolds)

Pi 1 to the present display, < BS

to promote its seven owned radio outlets.
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Video-Scope system for measuring commercial recall

and attitude change is here after two years, $100,000

in development; five agencies, one advertiser sign up

A ii \din(. \i'\ i riiser and

lour prominent ad agencies are al-

read) using Video-Scope, a new on-

the-air method of evaluating tv com-

mercials.

I he system, developed by an in-

dependent research company, pro-

\idcs one answer for advertisers

who want effectiveness of tv ad-

vertising measured by someone
other than the agency that created

it. It's also intended for sponsors

who are no longer interested only

in audience recall and who also

want to know about changes in

attitude toward their product after

viewers have seen their commercial,

on tv.

Scheduled to be used by a fifth

agency shortly, the system employs

a beforc-and-after viewing attitude

measurement that is conducted with

two independent telephone inter-

views from systematic random
samples.

The "before" group contains

telephone-listed households in which

a family member has watched the

program in question at least once

in the last four weeks. They are

Robert E Spinner, preiident of Markettcope I oarch and originator of the Video-Scope sys-
tem, layi manufacturers ere "very unhappy th i .gencic, are testing their own commercials."

to
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questioned before the program ai

ually carries the commercial whi
is being tested.

The "after" interview is co

ducted the day following the tel

cast among a second group of i

spondents whose only requireme

is that they have seen the previo

evening's program. At this tin

attitude change and degree of co:

mercial-recall are determined by a

plying the answers of the seco;

group against those of the first.

Robert E. Spinner, president

Marketscope Research and origir

tor of the system, says Video-Sco

simply tests the relative effecth

ness of one commercial against a

other in the same product cat

gory in the same markets under t

same conditions. The system is th

designed to measure the recall a

attitude change relating to a nt

commercial or to a competito

commercial. It may also determi

the audience's saturation point

an existing commercial.

"Manufacturers are very hap

about advertising agencies usi

their own systems to evaluate th

own commercials," says Spinn

"An advertiser with four or f

different agencies inevitably n
into four or five different ways

testing his tv advertising."

Cost for the Video-Scope

search is based on 300 intervie

for a spot in a show with a

rating. Advertisers who sign

delayed-attitude tests only on 11

more commercials are chart

SI 650 per commercial. On the sai

total number, testing both "befoi

and "after" attitudes costs $26
(

per commercial.

Heretofore, tv advertising 1

only been measured by the ing

dients that went into the acti

commercial, without considerati

of product usage, the degree

which the show is liked and i

audience viewing habits, says Sp

ner.

The Video-Scope project.
|

signed to meet those problems,

volved two years of research a

SPONS



service debuts on air
>st about $100,000, he reports.

n unnamed advertise! allocated

40.000 to review old methods and

> create new ones, later cave $12,

)0 more. I he rest ol the research

kpensc was bom by Marketscope

esearch. Spinner's company.
Spinner says that he cannot re-

.•al the names of the agencies and
ie advertiser because each also

is its own research methods and
tnriouslj would not want to ap-

•ar to endorse another.

The Video-Scope method is still

idergoing some refinements in

emantic differentials," but is

fcrwise complete.

And man) agencies and adver-

sers have been exposed to the

tsentation given by his Market-
ope Research iiroup. Spinner ex-

ams i Marketscope handles re-

search for, .mien:' others. General

Foods, Colgate-Palmolive, Wernei
I ambei t and ( ienera] Mills t

"We are currently concentrating

on selling our services to manufac
liners." he says, "because we feel

the advertise! should be aware of

our research system before \u

to the agency."

Because ol this approach, several

agencies working for the same ad-

vertiser have sometimes requested

to see the presentation, lie explains

In fact, all live agencies now using

the system work with the same ad-

vertiser

IIms mav indicate that, although

manv advertisers spread their ac-

counts around, some are looking

tor a central or unified system of

research. Spinner contends

\s it is now being pitched to ad-

vertisers, for its on-the-air I

Video Scope replaces the spon

Ulai network commercial with a

new commercial in .< specific,

isolated, local market ["0 achieve

balance, this is done m three equal

si/ed cities at the sank lime and

combined results tiom these ti

sub-samples make up the total

sample.

( urrently, sub-samples are se-

lected from the following n mat
kets dispersed throughout the l nited

States where local cut-ins cost an

economical $100 each or there-

about :

Middle Athmih Portland, M<

S inton \\ ilkes-Barre, Pa R<

Chester. N \ \lb.mv ["roj Sehe-

nectadv. \ i . Pittsburgh, P

/ asi ( entral: Green Bay, w
Fort w ayne, Ind.

dmen interviewed on new testing service

Sim i i vi t\ i i k\ 1 1 ws ol advertis-

C research people who've been ex-

ited to the Video-Scope presenta-

m were conducted bv Sponsor
an informal test oi the new

ting method. In summary, these

encv people believe the system

be verv effective, it somewhat
pensive

Roger Doyle, director of research

larles w
. Hoyt agency, be-

ves the Video-Scope system has

vantages over the aided-recall

d captive audience survey meth-
v "In every waj but price it

>rks better than the other well

iouii sv stems being used." he

\ ,:ers Krall, Cunningham &
aKh director o\ research, believes

idvertisers and agencies are

^re and more interested in meas-
ing attitude and that the Video-
ope method fills that need. He
ints out that C&Vt has its own
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P.iul Keller Anden Krall
Roger Doyle

system tor measuring recall and at-

titude, as well as different systems

thai clients request. ( AW s methods
use the same gTOUp of people for

reactions both before and after the

commercial.

Paul Keller at Reach McClmton
also believes there is a growing in-

terest in obtaining attitude chan

especially bv using a natural en-

vironment. Manv people are trying

to net avvav from the controlled

group atmosphere. h< and the

on-the-air method is one

doing so People view sion

at home under natural conditions

have a different response from

people who know thev are in a

situation, Keller points out.

\ drawback \ S

cording to Keller, is that it d<x-sn't

measure sales re-nits "But then

nobody does that effectively," he

adds
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Southwest: Tulsa, Oklahoma

( ity, Omaha.
West: Denvei and Seattle/Ta-

coma.
Most of the tests conducted so

far have been on prime-time shows

with high ratines. For a show with

a 20 ratine, about 1000 calls are

necessar) in order to obtain 200 to

300 completed "before" interviews.

For the "alter" interviews, about

1500 calls are required.

Sample si/e would be smaller

I'or a daytime show, of course,

because the audience total would

be lower.

Respondents are chosen from

(he phone bunk on a systematic

random basis. Although "before"

and "after" replies are sought from

two different groups, the samples

are consistent. Spinner explains, be-

cause, "the theory of sampling is

that if you take a large enough

group, chosen by exactly the same

method, the characteristics remain

pretty much the same."

Spinner points out that a survey

of people who have viewed a speci-

fic commercial may show a high

positive attitude change toward the

product, as compared to the survey

group that has not \iewed it. This

only indicates that the commercial

has improved the viewers' disposi-

tions toward the product, not that

ihev will buv it.

\n excerpt from one of 30 Video-

Seope studies illustrates the point:

In that test, favorable attitude to-

ward the product increased 25 per-

cent alter one exposure to the new

commercial!

"That doesn't mean sales will in-

crease 25 percent, however," Spin-

ner emphasizes. "It merely reflects

an attitude change and suggests that

this commercial would be more ef-

fective than one that shows a change

of 5 percent. 10 percent or 15 per-

cent in the same situation for the

same brand.

"We do not know to what extent

the commercial will increase sales

because distribution media, fre-

quency-of-exposure and other vari-

ables also come into play."

The attitude change may mean
different things for different prod-

ucts—or in different situations.

Spinner comments. "Thus, unlike

many measurement systems, there

isn't one set percentage of change

that means 'good' or
L

bad\" he con-

tinues. "For example, the range of

attitude change for regular coffee is

different from that for instant coffee.

Therefore, a high score for one

product mav not necessarilv be good
when recorded for another product.

One reason is that when share-of-

markct is higher, the attitude shift

is easier."

Video-Scope research also indi-

cates that the tv program itself, in

which the commercial is slotted, af-

fects people's attitudes towards the

product. In general, viewers who
like the program are more likelv

to be aware of— and to remember
a commercial within it. Further,

people who watch tv most often

CLAIMED PRODUCT USED IN LAST YEAR
AND CLAIMED BRAND USED MOST OFTEN

Pre-test Post-test

BASE: (Program watchers)
Used corn chips in past year

Brands used most often

Brand X
All other brands

Did not use corn chips in past year

(284)

76.7%

52.6°o

24.1 °o

23.3°o

(302)

78.5%

69.2%
9.3%

21.5%

r

Om of 30 Video-Scope studies on pre- and post-testing attitudos toward brand-, adver-
tised on television "Brand X" has been subs: ited for the actual name of the product.
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usually remember commercials bes

Even though they are exposed

more, they retain more.

During its first year of tcstinj

Marketscope researched 10 differs

ways to evaluate commercials. Th
following techniques were found t

have the accompanying disadvar

tages. according to Spinner:

• Captive audience: (1) artifici;

viewing situation. (2) non-represen'

ative sample, (3) inadequate att

tude-mcasure. (4) group questior

naire administration does not tak

into account the speed of respons

by individual viewers.

• Closed circuit on-air test: (1

cooperation must be solicited pric

to the test, which may slant the n
sponse because viewers are more a

tentive. (2) self-directed sample

not a universal sample. (3) inadi

quate measure. (4) group questior

naire administration.

• Available on-the-air testin

services: ( 1 ) cooperation must b

solicited prior to test. (2) inadequal

attitude measure. (3) non-repl

scntative sample. (4) verbatim n
sponse not reported. (5) highc

costs. (6) syndicated post-testin

service not adaptable for prc-tes

ing.

Video-Scope was to be an on-thc

air testing technique designed

measure recall and attitude chane

that would be reasonable in co:

and adaptable to other media. Th

target called for a service that woul

be geographically dispersed in area

where cut-in charges were low an

also would permit post-testing fc

both new products and establish]

products.

Four different methods wet

tested: employing independent san

pies, the same sample, immediate

and delayed-recall and attitude.

The conclusions drawn from th

experimental research led to th

new Video-Scope system. One cor

elusion was that delayed-recall put

attention, interest and compreher

sion to a much more critical te<

than the immediate recall an

therefore is more meaningful. As
result, the Video-Scope syster

calls for telephoning the next eve

ning. Spinner says that he tested a

on-the-air commercial one day afte

it was telecast against the immediat

recall of a theatre test and found

gigantic 64 percent difference

recall— 13 percent vs. 77 per

cent.

SPONSO



TIME/Buying and Selling

s. Spei s .'.'. Jr., joined Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauf) \ R
in December, /'">/. coming from im associah media direc-

tor post nt J Waller Thompson. His c ttensiv* six-year media

background at J\\ I involved working on such accounts as

Ford \t<>t<>> ( ,i. and Scott Paper. Prior to that, he spent thr,<-

years with Harcourt \ Brace tn<>u Harcourt, Bract \ World)

mul also was in the lumber and building products field. A

graduate of Princeton, where lie majored in economics,

also studied <u Columbia's Graduate School <>i Hi*

ministration //< is n veteran of World Wat II. having i

<n n navigator in the Arm rps.

EASURING MEDIA'S
THREE R'S

—a career view

By S. Spencer Scott. Jr.

N let president, director of media .ind radio-it

lr«in WaseY, Kiithr.iuff \ Rt.ui. Inc.

Rec n. re- >i li t y

remui

in media hold spe<

advantages over mo-

unorous areas of

• ?ncy work, says

EWR&R vice president

h yoi \ki \s indimdi \i who
is dedicated to .1 career in the

media function i>t agency work,

this article is not required reading

In fact, it ma) make you .1 little

siniiL- about youi i>>1">. If. however,

you look nil youi media buying

ink- .is .1 crutch, tn .1 rung on the

laddei t>> more "important" thii

— such .is account work then

I hope that you will not onlj read

this article but also tli.it you will

give it some very serious considera-

tion.

Obviously this piece is written

to encourage people in media

rccrs -- and not without ulterior

motives.

\sk an) media director and

you will get the same answer

"Good media people are hard to

find." And the further up the scale

we go in terms of responsibility

and. not incidentally, remunera-

tion, the tougher it is to find the

right people.

It is at this point that I hope

I can diverge from the normal

path ot "we need good DM

people" articles [*00 main
written from the Standpoint of what

is good for the agencj or the media

director. Not enough articles

written from the standpoint of what

is ^m\\ for you m reaching your

long-range goals.

First, we must make SOUK

sumptions on what arc logical long-

range goals for a ibfj in-

telligent and reasonably ambitious

person in our busine—
S [ting with the two pr.

uisites above, and without t
1

no one can be successful in ad-

vertising or any buSBDd hall

assume that the long-ran.

is management. It ma\ ;m-
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EWR&R media supervisors checking final client

plans are (l-r): Charles J. Siegel; Richard S.

Bunbury, head of broadcast media; H. D. Leigh.

pic. lint the word management ac-

tually embodies all the rights and

duties for which most of us strive

in our society. Recognition, re-

sponsibility and remuneration reach

their peak at the management level.

I use the word "management" in

a plural sense because most com-
panies operate with a committee
or group management. The chief

executive officer may have the final

word but he in turn depends on
his staff or line officers for in-

formation and consultation on the

operation of the business.

By now. I trust that you will

realize thai I am attempting to

encourage good people to stay in

media, not just to build good media

departments, bul to become candi-

dates for agency management. \t

the same time. I should like to

point out some advantages in fol-

lowing the route of the media ca

teer m reaching the management

rhousands "i words have been

written in the last feu years aboul
'he it importance of media

38

personnel and the media function.

New research techniques, compu-
ters, accountability of advertising

theories — all have upgraded the

media function. Rather than dwell

on those subjects which have been
covered in great depth by count-

less articles in the trade press.

I should like to turn to some very

definite advantages of a media ca-

reer which, to my knowledge, have

never been spelled out in print.

I think we will all agree that

the career media man can have
a more permanent position with an
agency than the account or crea-

tive specialist who may move with

each account change. What may
not be so obvious is that stability

is also an attribute which can work
favorably in other ways.

[Tie person who rises to the top

of the ladder in any agency media
department and stays there has
achieved a certain degree of com-
pany seniority. Added responsibil-

ity and all it entails are usually

forthcoming at the management
vcl. This is the area that mosl

people find extremely rewarding

because it means total involvemem

in company activities. Instead ol

problems concerning only his owr

department, the individual find*

himself a part of decisions which

are the heart of the business. These

would include new business, fi-

nancial controls, personnel policies

operational procedures, etc.

Take a look at the major agen

cics and you will find many exaoj

pies of media people who have

achieved these goals. In some case-

the media director performs tlu

management function in additior

to his primary role; in others, he

has assumed a management stafl

function.

Conversely, there are example?

of those who made the switch frorr

media to account work and losl

ground in their drive to join the

ranks of management.

This brings me to my secone

point which is the degree of com-

petition in the media arena. His-

torically, the account service opera-

tion of any agency has been the
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more glamorous and more highly

paid p. ut of agency life Vs such,

it h.is attracted much more than its

tan share of talenl enterinj

agency

I o refute some ol the beliefs that

lave led to tins st.it>.- oi .itt. ins.

k-t me s.i\ th.it the glamoi of

an account executive job can soon

fade when oik- finds hiniscll in a

position where bis whole livelihood

depends on the whim of a "diffi

cult" client. Perhaps we should

bonsidei any higher salary scale as

lombat pay tor expeditions in dan-

gerous enemy waters Regardless

ol how the differential started. I

think it is safe to say that the gap
has been narrowing, if not com-
pletely disappearing, over the past

10 years. Agencies are paying

media personnel salaries which

are within the same range as ac-

count responsibility. Ihe important

point is that, as a group ol" operat-

ing function, the account service

area must have a greater number
of people than the media func-

tion.

Furthermore, there seems to be

a trend toward vertical expansion

of account teams as well as hori-

zontal expansion to encompass new
accounts. On any one account we
now hear of assistant account exec-

utives, account supervisors, senior

account supervisors and manage-
ment supervisors — a formidable

array to the lowly trainee' Because

of this depth and breadth of the

account group, an aspiring man-
agement candidate must pro\e him-

self superior to a greater number
of his fellow w inkers than he would
as a media man.

The final advantage to a media

career as an entree to the man-
agement circle lies in the fact that

the media department can provide

an excellent testing ground for

those characteristics which are

sought by management, \gain. 1

go to the account service group
for comparison. Since this is the

group that steals away a great

percentage of good media talent.

I feel there is justification.

Two account executives starting

t the same time with accounts

of equal size may find, after 10

years have passed, that one's bill-

ing and salary has grown at a much
faster rate than the other Does
this mean that the lower man has

less talent or that the higher man
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has more luck in his client BUigfl

nient '
I rue. this is an extreme

ease, but m the BCCOUnt field it

often occurs that management has

little tactual information to go on

in the selection ol stall personnel.

Unless the account representative

has demonstrated unusual talents

in a variety o\ differenl situations

or has had outstanding success m
the acquisition of new business.

management must make its judg-

ments on success or failure in a

limited area ol accounts.

Media, on the other hand, does

oiler some real opportunities to

demonstrate management require-

ments Ihe nature o\ media de-

partment operation is such that any

one who has worked his way up

the ladder has probably had ex-

perience on a wide range of ac-

counts. Ihe manager of a media
department has had experience in

administration and. be it \ioot.\ or

bail, this is at least a known qual-

ity that can be judged. Similarly,

it is reasonable to assume that

anyone with a media background
is accustomed to dealing with fi-

nancial statements and with cost

controls

If figures are meaningless you will

not net ahead in media in the first

place'

While the preceding paragraphs

concentrate on the advantages to

management o\ media training. 1

would be remiss not to mention

the effect of these same advan-

tages on the individual. No one

wants to be caught in a situation

where his progress may be deter-

mined by facts o\cr which he has

mi control. Many iii the frustra-

tions of job advancement cm he

eliminated if the individual knows

that real recognition and rewards

cm be earned by measurable per-

formance On the job \ media ca-

reer can offer this measurable per-

formance.

1 have stayed away in this arti-

cle from one critical point That

is. of course, that one must have

an interest and liking for agency

media planning and buying

Without this, one can never reach

the ultimate goal through a media

career.

With it. a media career can

offer satisfaction in terms of short-

term advancement and certainly

serious thought as an opportune

route to the management level

SHIRLEY WEINER:
of reps and Hawaii

Si \iids ki PR] SENTATIVES (

tainly 'want the order/ but they

respeel a buyer's ability to make the

right decision foi the client." I

Wei men & Schotr's Shirley Wcmci
who is most impressed with the

high caliber of the media representa-

tives in the Philadelphia area
"

I he rep arrives at the agency

prepared with all the information

necessary for a s.dcs presentation

—his station's audience. COVei

figures, status in the market, etc

He knows that the best buy foi the

advertiser will be made, and

spects the buyer's judgment, no

matter what the outcome
"

With WAS since calls 1963, Shir

ley is timebuyer tor Bayuk Cigars,

kasser Wines, \dmiral Sales Corp

(regionally). Hazel Bishop and Blu-

menthal Bros Prioi to her present

post, she was with the 1 onllard

count group at l.ennen & Newell,

I' rviously, she had been a time-

buyer at Richard K Manotf. and

iirst entered advertising with the

Riow (

Shirle\ recently returned from a

dream vacation, after winning

W eek in Hawaii'' contest sp

by K(.MH-1\ Honolulu Thanks

general man.:

was able to "live the I . alty"

while rn the island I he onh
states Shirley, is that she now

votes much overtime to entering

contests. "hoping lightning will

strike tw

\ . 1 the

pre-Broadway shows that come to

Philadelphia
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Fall '64 spot problem:

THE TRAFFIC FLOW
Sponsor messages face problem of increasing com-

plexity of spot scheduling; agencies and reps agree

more cooperation and understanding are needed

Si \ I ION IRAI I K DIR] CTORS —
who perform vital, if little-recog-

nized tasks for sponsors — are un-

dergoing increased scrutiny as agen-

cy, rep and station people try to

meet the mounting problems
caused by the growing complexities

o\' spot scheduling this fall.

I he station traffic director's job

is roughly akin to that of a police-

man whose whistle-blowing and
arm-waving directs the flow of traf-

fic through a busy intersection. A
job well done largely passes un-
noticed, but when a jam occurs
bedlam can well become the order
ol the day. as those concerned focus

their ire at the policeman.

Such is the lot of a stations traf-

fic cop. His (or her) orderly sched-
uling watching lor possible prod-
uct conflicts m adjacencies, seeing

that the proper sequence for spots

is maintained, etc. — is USUallj

taken for granted until something
goes amiss. When this happens, it

often means a sharp rise in tempera-
ture for both the advertiser and his

agency, as lost commercials and/or
wrong rotation patterns result in

station discrepancy reports, "make-
goods" anil lost revenue.

If station traffic is fast becoming
Vohilles heel of broadcast ad-

vertising, agency ami rep executives

both agree that part ol the remedy
•leater understanding and

••-ration.

What can be done to help?

Charles Buccicri, associate media

director of Young & Rubicam,

points out that his agency tries to

give as much information as pos-

sible to the station traffic director.

"If there are any doubts after

reading the instructions supplied."

he says, "the traffic head should

wire or telephone the agency and

Phy Hi* E. Taylor, a former station traffic man-
ager, it now in radio-television traffic produc-
tion at J Walter Thompson, San Francisco.

clear up the problem. A good direc-

tor, properly informed, knows when
the schedule is to start, how many
different commercials are involved,

what the rotation pattern is like,

and. most important, knows if there

is any short term objective, such as

a promotion commercial that has to

go on scheduled dates and then be

withdrawn. If the traffic department

manager follows this, he will have

a better understanding of the agency

setup."

Among the station representa-

tives who heartily agree with this

view is Katz Agency's Betty Fer-

lisi, a former traffic manager at

KSBW-TV Salinas, Calif. She help-

fully suggests to her associates that

"reps visiting their stations should

chat with the traffic head and ex-

plain just what they need. Such a

meeting and the resulting under-

standing can prevent later difficul-

ties."

Another possible solution, as reps

see it. is offered by H. D. (Bud)

Neuwirth of Metro Radio Sales.

While expressing his highest regard

for the traffic girls and guys who
"play a vital part in our selling ef-

forts." Neuwirth believes that an

improved traffic system can be de-

signed through the use of a com-

puter.

"Properly used," he states, "the

computer will lay out the traffic

schedule of the station. The traffic

40 SPONSOR



Checking a veilabilitie t in

their tlation't traffic book
jl Metropolitan Broadc a itinq

Iv'i New York outlet
WNEW TV ar. (I. ft to right)

Ed Petrotky, traffic manager,

commercial manager Ber-

nard Zeidman. Don Preven.

•.ale, tervice manager

manager's job will be to exercise

judgment as an all-important and

integral part of the operation."

\ unique view of the whole pic-

ture was accorded Sponsor bj

Ph\!lis E. raylor, .1 former station

traffic director, who places the

blame for the traffic "headache" in

the lap nt station management, who,
she feels, provide neither the initia-

tive to propcrl) tram, nor the recog-

nition or rewards needed to main-

tain, adequate traffic statu

Now in radio-t\ trattic-produc-

tion at J. Walter I hompson, San

I incisco, Miss raylor was with

stations she describes as "among
the \er\ best." She has been head

of the traffic department at WW] -

l\ New Orleans, and also worked
at Chicago's WBKB-TV, when the

outlet installed a new traffic sys-

tem.

She maintains that a good traf-

fic girl (or man) is an o\er-burdcn-

ed. underpaid workhorse handling

a \ital station function for which

she (or he) receives little recogni-

tion, although the responsibilities

are huge.

A traffic director, she says, is

one who must be able to quote

availabilities accurately to si\ sales-

man at the same time, while answer-

ing telephones and typing the daily

program log. She is expected to

hold her temper, keep short lunch

hours, and not mind a great deal

ol overtime, frequently without ad-

ditional pay
"II she does her job well." Miss

[ayloi continues, "she will general-

ly receive a kind pat on the head,

but a raise is out of the question

because the job doesn't call lor that

kind of seal.

\nd the result is predictable: the

traffic director goes elsewhere

According to Miss raylor, there

are many skilled and dedicated traf-

fic personnel who are doing ex-

cellent jobs at stations "lop traf-

fic people."' she relates, "are a breed

unto themselves. In the tradition

of show biz, the log must go on.'

I he traffic 'Joan of \re' takes a

lost spot or a product conflict as a

personal injury," she say "Good
traffic people are smugl) aware ol

the tact that the station would fall

apart without them, only nobody

else seems to know it. or care."

It is also Miss Taylor's belief that

the average radio or t\ station in

any given market still looks upon
its traffic department as a "neces-

sary evil," relegated to a niche at

the station, and staffed according

to the belief that "anybody can do

traffic." When new personnel

hired, often the only criterion is a

"good typist with average intelli-

gence " \nd then, often as not. er-

rors occur, heads roll, and another

inexperienced person is brought in

anu the cycle starts again.

II it is true that the t'

partmcnl is a mam artery to the

heart ami soul ol the business, then

it is time for management to take a

d. hard look at its own attitude.

Miss raylor pleads \ well run.

proper!) managed traffic department

should be worthy of sufficient *.

sideration and respect, so that
•

lie becomes more than a Stepp

stone to some more import

CUpation, she argues

"Once the tratlie system has been
learned." she st.ites. "the capable

person wants out. wants to ni

up to where the salar) is commen-
surate with ability and wh<

can teel that she has "arm. d I

resull is that the industry >

very people it rx

tions where the) are the most n.

ed

I ^!.l\ . Ill >\ me sop:

ti attic is a step up the ladder.

Moving into the traffic department

is seldom considered as a rew

tor (vine m\ as in.

I !'.il such time as tK

re-evaluation of the imp

the traffic department." conch.

Miss 1 aylor, "And

^peeled membei m-
ily. paid on a commensut . eu-

nul rinually be-

(

Industry studs of the

ma) well . rduc
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Jingles vs

Acknowledged as one of the nation's leading "spoken word" salesmen, Arthur Godfrey
continues his 25-year-record of talking products off the shelf and into the home.

Recording a jingle, the Big Three are on the other side of the glass in New York studios;
below. Tony Matola, at first stand, works with musicians recording score for Ballantine.

That radio is endowed by its

champions and critics with attri-

butes and shortcomings — accord-

ing to personal bias — is as obvious

as the background pinging in a

headache remedy commercial. Yet,

the admission that radio is a con-

stant companion, even when reluct-

antly given, is almost universal.

Seven out of ten adults, sur-

veyed earlier this year, say that

radio's principal role in their daily

lives is not only that of a com-
panion, but it is also entertainer,

reporter of the latest news develop-

ments and a medium that helps

to keep the mind occupied.

It is. in other words, considered

by this 70 percent as a foreground

medium.
Virtually all of the remaining

30 percent describe radio as merely

providing a pleasant musical ac-

companiment to other activities. Or,

in other words, a background

medium.
But among the most interesting

facts to come from this survey are

those indicating that listeners to

radio have a definite impression

of types of commercials — jingles

and spoken commercials — and

are capable of articulating their

reasons for believing one form is

more effective than another.

Jingles are considered particu-

larly effective by background lis-

teners, whereas foreground listen-

ers attribute almost equal effec-

tiveness to both types of commer-
cials. These are the highlights of a

study by R. H. Bruskin Associates

Statistics quoted are based on estimates set forth

in Bruskin Associates' report, January 1964, and
.ire subiect to qualifications which CBS Radio
will supply on request.
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spoken commercial: which?
New study reveals listener opinion on the effectiveness

of the radio commercial when spoken or as a jingle; 70

percent regard radio listening as an active involvement

just released by the CHS Radio

Network.

Commenting on the survey,

Arthur Hull Hayes, the network's

president, says:

•' I he subject of advertising 'ef-

fectiveness
1

is commanding a greal

deal of attention these days. Ra-

dio's two major advertising forms

are jingles or singing commercials

and spoken or straight word com-

mercials. And it seems to US that

the public's estimate of the rela-

tive effectiveness of these com-
mercial t\pes would be particularly

helpful at a lime when more and

more advertisers are turning to the

radio medium.
"While these findings are only a

small part of the larger ad effec-

tiveness concern, the fact that so

pereent of the 2500 listeners BniS-

kin Associates personally inter-

viewed had a wide variety of de-

finite opinion about the merits of

radio commercial types should be

encouraging to all concerned
"

A national probability sample

was employed in the Mruskin sur-

vey, with a total of 1225 men and

1277 women over IS wars of age

being personally interviewed.

Before interviewers discussed

commercial effectiveness, respond-

ents were asked to select one of

three statements which came closest

to deseribing the principal role ra-

dio plays in connection with their

daily living schedule:

(1) Radio principally keeps me
Company, entertains me. and helps

keep my mind occupied.

(2) Radio principally keeps me
informed regarding all the latest

news developments.

(3) Radio merely provides me
with a pleasant nuisieal background

for other activities.

Respondents selecting descrip-

tions ( I ) and ( 2 ) weie classified

as foreground" listeners I hose

who reported that radio merely pro-

vided "a pleasant nuisieal back-

ground for other activities" were

classified as "background" listen-

ers.

lhis analysis revealed almost

three out of four respondents (70.7

pereent) are "foreground" listen-

ers. These might be classified by

their choice ot descriptions as ac-

tive, involved listeners. One-fourth

(2'<s percent) ot the respondents

considered their listening in a p

sive sense with radio serving as a

background to other activities Only

2.5 pereent reported no radio lis-

tening \ slightly larger pereeir

of women (30.5 percent) than men
(23 percent) classified themselves

as "background" listeners.

It is also apparent that as lis-

teners
;
jet older they tend to

gard radio more and more as a

foreground medium (60.3 pereent

between the ages k^\ is and 34 and

84.5 pereent attei Rural

respondents are somewhat more

inclined to think of radio as I

«

21 J
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id listening than arc urban

residents (76 against 69.4 percent).

Having classified listeners by

their involvement with radio, Bru-

skin then asked: "Which kind of

advertising message do you think

is more effective on radio — jingles,

that is singing commercials, or

spoken, that is straight word com-

mercials?"

TIVENESS OF RADIO COMMERCIAL TYPE: JINGLES vs SPOKEN
ND" vs "BACK(i '.fCRS

dPLE

19.1

''

18.5 24 5 19.7 16 7

30.341.4 31.0 47.0 35.531 3

S3.04<> 44 iii r,Hi

tm me company, .-n-.-rtjins inf. and hi mind occupied *t

Kadio principally keeps, me informed regarding all the latest news developments.

x itti a pleasant musical background for other activities.

I CIAl I'YI'l' : JING

AGE
I

. H V,..' »J •

S6.S<

<I.J 4H.0

.

When all respondents are com-
bined, jingles are considered most

effective as a 'commercial form by

41 percent, spoken commercials

are selected by 37.6 percent and

1 8.9 percent decline to make a

choice. Men particularly favor the

spoken type commercial (42.5 per-

cent) as compared with women
(32.9 percent).

By contrast, jingles are consi-

dered more effective by 46 percent

of the women interviewed to 35.9

percent of the men. However, when
the age of respondents is charted,

we find that while over half —
between ages 18 and 34 — pick

jingles (52.9 percent) only 24.1

percent of the respondents age 55

and over think well of this form.

The reverse profile is discovered

for spoken commercials, with 29.3

percent of the respondents between

the ages of 18 and 34 selecting them

for effectiveness and 49.7 percent

past the age of 55. There is very

little difference in reaction between

urban and rural residents.

Those who listen to radio for

news and companionship, "fore-

ground" listeners, are almost even-

ly divided in their opinion of com-

mercial effectiveness. Spoken com-

mercials were selected by 41.4 per-

cent, jingles by 39.5 percent, with

19.1 percent declining to make a

choice. A disagreement in choice

by the sexes shows up here with

44.8 percent of the females favor-

ing jingles and 47 percent of the

male listeners picking spoken com-

mercials. "Background" listeners.

on the other hand, definitely made
jingles a first choice, with 49 per-

cent of these respondents saying

this commercial form was more ef-

fective. This compares with 31 per-

cent who favored spoken commer-
cials and 20 percent who would

make no choice.

Respondents provided inter-

viewers with a wide varietj of

reasons when they were asked why
they felt one commercial type was

more effective than the other.

Those who favored jingles most

often said that they are "easier

to remember, attract attention,

tunes are catchy, are appealing,

pleasant." Between seven and 1 I

percent of those favoring jingles

said "they are entertaining, enjoy

listening to them, melod) stays

with you. enjoy rhythm of jingles."

SPONSOR



Women, in particular, made men
lion of the rhythm and melod)

and catch) tunes l ai more men
than women, \9 3 percent to 29 I

percent, mentioned thai jingles

were casiei to remembei

Equally varied were the reasons

given for choosing the spoken com-

mercial as the most effective.

I asier to understand and remem-

ber" headed the reasons, with "in-

formative" a close second Othei

reasons given were "creates aware-

ness, gets your attention, appeal-

ing, sincere." I lie comment "sen-

sible" was mentioned bj some.

Women and men were in general

agreement in their choice of W
sons However, as might be ex-

pected because ol the criticism the

jingle form has evoked within the

advertising industry itself, there

were main respondents, 18.3 per-

cent, who selected spoken com-
mercials as most effective, and who
gave as their reason a general dis-

like of jmgles. These respondents

primarily described jingles as '"dis-

tracting, annoying, childish." Some
said jingles are "hard to understand,

are repetitious, boring, tiresome."

While specific feelings regarding

commercials were elicited from

eight out oi 10 of the people inter-

viewed, a significant number, 470.

or IS.9 percent, would make no

distinction in the effectiveness of

either commercial type. Of these,

almost half cited no particular or

specific reason for declining to dis-

cuss jingles or spoken commercials.

However. 22 percent commented
"no one listens to commercials"
and another 22 percent said "both

types are the same." ()nl\ 4.5

percent of the 470 interviewed

who would draw no distinction said

there were "too many commer-
cials."

In this survey, again, there is

growing evidence of the new trend

toward supplying the buying per-

sonnel of broadcast time with the

kind of information that must make
its way into the computers Cer-

tainly the availability of type of

commercial preference. broken

down by sex and age characteris-

tics, can contribute to the efl

tiveness of creative operations Hut

the hard core o\ value is in the

provision o\ tools with which the

tailoring o\ campaigns for the radio

medium is made easier.

REASONS RESPONDENTS CAVE FOR MAKING NO CHOICE
BETWEEN EFFECTIVENESS Of "JINGLE AND SPOKEN' COMMERCIALS

TOTAL MAIE FIMAU
1470 respondents 1238 nipondanln '732 raipondtnli

No < I to commercial*

Both lypei are (he same
Too many commercial!

They are silly and an intuit

to Intelligence

Don't know much about commerciali
Don't lliten to radio

No particular reason

Not ipecified

Note: Totali ticeed Imifi due to multiple mentions.

<Vhy Do You Fee

21

21 1 24
4 5

1 5 1 3

04
55 63

44 424

IB 1

3 5

1 7

22
09
4 7

45 7

REASONS WHY RESPONDENTS FEEl "SPOKEN" COMMERCIALS ARE MORE EFFECTIVE

TOTAL
(941 respondents) (521

MALE FEMALE
iMpondrnti (420 respondents,

17 6°

Spoken more effective because

of its own advantages plus

dislike of jingles

Spoken more effective, no direct

negative to jingles

Easy to u> '.-member

Informal

Creates awareness, gets your

attention

Appealing, sincere

Spoken commercials are good
(nonspecific)

A more sensible commercial

Conveys a message
Not boring

Educational

Miscellaneous

Spoken more effective because of

dislike of jingles

Jingles are distracting, annoying
They are childish

Hard to understand

Repetitious, monotonous
Boring, tiresome

No particular reason

Not specified

Note: Totals exceed bases due to multiple mentions.

Question: "Why Do You Feel Thai Type Is More Eff<

14 6°

64 1 67 8

26 7 275
2-i 2 278

15 1 136
9.1 94

6.1 6 1

5.8

3 1 33
II 06
09 1 2

02 02

183 176
162 138
10.6 106
3.8 38
3.1 33
2.0 12

07 02
05 04

21 4°

59 5

25 7

198

169
88

60
7.9

29
17
5

02

191
19 1

107
38
29
3 1

1 4

07

REASON WHY RESPONDENTS FEEL "JINGLES ARE MORE EFFECTIVE

TOTAL MALE FEMALE
.1027 respondents) (440 respondentsi 587

Easier to remember 335% 39.. 29

Jingles attract your attention 28 9 27 303
Tunes are catchy 208 184
Appealing, pleasant 19.8 23 17 4

They are entertaining 109 125 9 7

Enjoy listening to them 86 100
Melody stays with you 86 43 118
Enjoy rhythm of jingles 67 4 1 87
Children learn, like to sing them 38 49

. os are short and to the point 25 30
Jingles arc different 17 1

No particular reason 05 09 02
Not spc ' 08

mfnt

1 1 05

Note: Totals taceed bases due to

Qui--.' '• . Do You Feel Ttutt Type Is '•'
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How long does it take an in-the-flesh salesman to

Your highly trained salesman can travel only so many miles, make

so many calls, beat so many bushes, dig out so many customers.

Save him for hot prospects. To conserve the asset each salesman

represents— to reach through doors and minds otherwise closed

do your spe< ialized business selling in the specialized business

• |K>ur most efficient dollars are invested.

1913 Eye Street, N. w., Washington, D.C. 20006 Representing the
embei magaz National Business Publications

ft qualifications include indepen-
audits by the Audit Bureau of Circulations, the

Publications dit ol Circulations, Inc., or the
>adun Circulations Audit Board, Inc.

46
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irough a closed door?

Longer than it takes an advertisement in

the specialized business press— trade in-

dustrial <m<l professional publications I

go straight to .) pre selected prospect

How mm h does it cost to reach identified

prospects v\ith salesmen's (alls?

More— In .1 hundredfold—than it do<

reach them with advertisements m the

spe< ialized business pr<

How tan you covei unidentified prosper ts

as well as identified prospei ts I

With a vigorous, important And continu-

ing advertising program in the spe< iali;

business press

un» 22, 1964

The specialized business pr<

instru< tor, thi

clat. i d by the man v.

mer.

tjen-

to all m<

I markets ll -< date tly.



THE CHANGING SCENE

NBC Gears (or Political Business; SRO on Today'

Although NBC-TV and Radio

sold oul its convention-election

night package over a war ago (to

Gulf Oil), there's lots of late busi-

ness coming in lor fringe political

coverage on the networks.

lor instance, three new adver-

tisers ordered multi-participations

in the Today show to reach con-

vention viewers, today will orig-

inate from the San Francisco Hilton

during the Republican Convention

July 13-17 and from the Claridge

Hotel during the Democratic Con-
vention Aug. 24-28.

Newsweek magazine (Joe Gans
A: ( o.). Mutual of Omaha (Bozell

& Jacobs) and Book Enterprises

(Schwab, Beatty &. Porter) repre-

sent new business lor the network.

They join 1 1 other sponsors with

orders totaling some $600,000 to

virtually sell out the Today show
uuring the two convention weeks.

Five other regular Today adver-

tisers have also stepped up partic-

ipations during these weeks. They
are O. M. Scott & Sons. Gibson

Refrigerator Div., I". E. Compton
& Co., Regal Crown and Wol-
verine Shoe & Tanning Corp.

lo handle administration of all

its political sponsorships during

the campaign year, NBC has acti-

JOURNALISTIC DRIVE

Ann Morntiy. reporter with ABC Now*
Election Unit, found thi» the on y way to

handle San Francuco'i h lit on hett c rcun I

arranging coverage of the Republican Na-
tional Convention She had rented a car

bur ' |uit couldn't find any place to park

48

vated its Political Broadcast Unit

which, once again, will be helmed

by Ernest Lee Jahncke. Jr.. as

vice president.

Three NBC executives named

to assist Jahncke are: Paul M.
Hancock, eastern sales manager of

the radio network, who will serve

as manager of the Political Broad-

cast Unit; Gerard B. Petry, ad-

ministrator, practices, who will be

manager, production and opera-

tions, for the unit; and Edward J.

Roth, manager of credit and col-

lection, with temporary duties as

manager, business affairs.

114 Hop Radio Code
Bandwagon, Bell Reports

The constant emergence of new
codes — on cigaret advertising,

and American business in general

(Sponsor, June 15, page 18) —
has not deterred the existing ones

from swelling their ranks. Howard
Bell, code authority director of the

NAB, reports a gain of 114 sub-

scribers to the Radio Code since

April 1, topping the membership
total of 2000 for the first time, for

a total of 2008 subscribers.

Bell attributes the increase, more
than 60 percent of the net increase

of 181 registered since last June,

to an intensified sales and informa-

tion campaign launched April I.

Bv the end of the summer, the

code authority will release a new
information kit called "Radio Code
lor "64," which will include a

variety ol advertising and promo-
tion materials that will feature a

revised Code audio symbol, ad-
vertising mats and an illustrated

brochure designed lor station man-
agement to use in its presenta-
tions to agencies.

New Network Campaigns
For Two DFS Clients

n mcei - Fitzgerald - Sample has

placed network orders on behalf

of two ot us clients, I i I .

-

and General Mills.

I he I -nto-1 ay campaign, themed
Birthday Bike Sweej akes,"

500 bi /

structur /

luding :

is offering youngsters 500
cycles with a dual prize si

for winners,' parents, including

trip to the New York World

Fair. The promotion is being ex

tensively advertised on all thre»

tv networks.

General Mills is introducing

new pour-and-shake cannister conj

tainer for its Gold Medal Wondf
instantized flour, which has bee'

on the market a year now. pack

aged in sacks. Advertising on thj

new container begins in August o

NBC-TV and CBS-TV davtim

news programs.

Avery Gibson To Head
Media Research Council

Avery Gibson, vice president i

charge of H-R Facts, the sales d<.

velopment division of H-R Rep

resentatives an :

H-R Telev
sion, has bee

elected p r e s

dent of the Ri

dio - Televisio

I

Avery Gibson

:ei I

Lie

1

Research Cour

oil. She succefl

Harvey Spiege

director of

search, TvB
Also electe

were Bill Rubens, manager of auc

ience measurement for NBC. presj

dent-elect, and Lee O'Brien.

search director of WOR-TV an

Radio New York, secretarv-treai

urer.

The Council, with a limitc

membership of 60 representative

from networks, agencies, static

groups, national spot sales repn

sentatives and advertisers, serves

a platform for discussion of indu

try research problems.

"Survival" Selling Well

Official Films reports thai sfl

sor reaction has been generally goc

on its new first-run syndicath

series. Survival. Although no sal'

have been made direct!) to adve j^.

1

lew
tisers thus far. the series has so

to 14 top stations, including I

( i oslev group.

Stations, in addition to Crosle

include: WPIX New York, KCC
I os Angeles. WWJ Detroit, KTN
St. Louis, WTIC Hartford-Ne

Haven and KOMO Seattle- laeom

SPONSC
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Friendliest

stop-sign on the road
(It invites you to relax, have some fun, and save some money.)

Smart motorists stop at the Sheraton sign for: Free TV and radio. Free family plan (no charge for children in

your room). Insured reservations. Guaranteed rates. Free parking. (Many Sheratons even give you free laun-

der-in facilities, free coffeemakers, free ice cubes, free swimming.) Rooms are comfortable. Rates are sensible.

Restaurants and lounges are well-run, congenial, right on the spot. You'll find Sheraton Motor Inns in or near

New York, Los Angeles, Boston, Chicago, Baltimore, Tampa and other major cities coast to coast in the

U.S.A. and in Canada. For Insured Reservations call any Sheraton Motor Inn, Hotel, or Reservation Office.

85 Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns
Coast to coast in the U.S.A., in Hawaii, Canada. Jamaica, Puerto Rico, Venezuela, Nassau, Mexico, Tel Aviv.

L Sheraton shares are listed on the New York Stock Exchange • Diners' Club card honored for all hotel and motor inn services J
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Warner Bros., ITC See
Syndication Sales Spurt

I hciv'll be lots of program ma-

terial available fol sponsorship, ol'f-

network, first run. and feature

films, judging by recent sales re-

ports from such syndication houses

.is Warner Bros, and Independent

relevision Corp.

Warner Bros, took in $3.4 mil-

lion in sales during its fiscal quarter

covering March, April and May. In-

solved were c->4 sales of programs,

cartoons and features in 44 mar-

kets. It was the third highest quar-

ter in the firm's two-year history

and 31 percent higher than the cor-

responding quarter last year.

More than half of the money re-

ceived from program sales came

from purchases in ten major mar-

kets of the off-network 77 Sunset

Strip, including New York, Los

Angeles. Chicago. San Francisco,

w ashington.

Sales for June continue at the

same stepped-up pace. reports

Warner Bros., with 22 additional

contracts signed in the first ten days

of the month.

The first week of June was par-

ticularly successful for ITC, which

wrote international orders on new

product to the tune of $1,200,000.

With another half-million dollars

in domestic sales for the same

period, it added up to the biggest

one-week gross in the company's

history.

A major share of the interna-

tional revenue comes from Canada.

The English-speaking CBC bought

Danger Man, Stingray and new
production of The Saint, and the

French-speaking network bought

Sentimental Agent. Cock fie Id,

Brown Advertising Agency bought

The Saint and Danger Man for

French-language telecasting.

On the domestic front, ITC is

off to a good start with its new one-

hour series. Espionage, bought by

Metromedia for New York, Los

Angeles and Washington, D. C,
and sold to stations in Dallas, Indi-

anapolis and Denver. Another

series, Man of the World, was sold

in such markets as New York, Los
Angeles, Dallas, Indianapolis and

Syracuse.

all over America, people of all ages

are listening to the radio again, to

THE LIVES OF HARRY LIME
Orson Welles

CAPT. HORATIO HORNBLOWER
Michael Redgrave

SCARLET PIMPERNEL
Marius Goring

THEATRE ROYALE
Laurence Olivier

SECRETS OF SCOTLAND YARD
Clive ltrook

THE QUEEN'S MEN
Royal Canadian Mounted Police

THE BLACK MUSEUM
OrSOD \\ riles

7 network series . . . 364 radio dramas . . .

irving feld, 230 park m . new york mu 9-5857

RATE CHANGES
KCMT-TV Alexandria, Minn.:

New rate S300 per evening

hour, effective October 1. Form-
er rate S225.

WALA-TV Mobile, Ala.-Pensa-

cola, Fla.: New rate $600 per

evening hour, effective October

1. Former rate $500.

KNTV San Jose, Cal.: New
rate $400 per evening hour, ef-

fective October I . Former rate

$350.

KRCR-TV Redding, Cal.: New
rate $300 per evening hour, ef-

fective October 1 . Former rate

$275.

WTVM Columbus, Ga.: New
rate $550 per evening hour, ef-

fective October 1 . Former rate

$525.

KTVO Ottumwa, la.: New rate

$300 per evening hour, effective

October 4. Former rate $250.

>0i

Si

Chemstrand, Quaker Stat
Sponsor Kick-Off Show

In an interesting switch on th

CBS-TV General Foods ide;

Chemstrand and Quaker State

Refining Corp. will sponsor

hour long special on Sept. 13 whit

will kick off the ABC-TV fall se;

son. Bing Crosby is host to a lini

up of stars.

Chemstrand. via Doyle Dar

Bernbach, is a participating spot

sor in Hollywood Palace. Bi

Quaker State is not represent^

in the network's new season ev«

that much. The General Foods fo

mat. on the other hand, has trad

tionally kicked off the CBS se;

son with a special, starring tl

stars of all upcoming GF shows.

The Quaker State order

through Kenvon & Eckhardt.

Stripes for Five at Wad
Promoted to vice presidents

Wade Advertising are: Mary A
Hick, senior creative supervisor i

Toni; Grover Allen, director »

television production: Harvey Ai

dersen, director of marketing ar

research: Dave Nelson, account e

ecutive on Miles" Chocks and Ne

vine; and Weldon Yocum, accou

executive on Berry Refining O
Fannie May Candies, Herrud Pac

ing Co. and Waterfill and 1 ra/i

Distillery Co.
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Broadcast Best Local Buy.
Says Canada Dry's Saylor

Radio and tv account fot the

eatei share ol the ad budgets

of 17 parent-operated divisions ol

Cm. hI. i Di\. which has |us[

Bunched the strongest, most con

Kntratcd ad push in its
s ' yeai

story. Co-op funds in souk- 185

ottu'i markets will also go largelj

into broadcast media

Cost-per-thousand was the de-

wing factor, according to 1 S

Savior, vice president ol l S. Cai

mated operations. Referring to

the local market, where tv will

dominate, he said, "Mad t\ costs

in those markets put those rating

points beyond our means, we
would simpl) have turned our at-

tention to newspapers or radio,

whichever would foi our dollars

Ir us the degree of frequency,

:ontmuit> and dominance we
wanted."

Another advertiser with an obvi-

,ius eye on summer picnickers is

513 using broadcast, primarily radio.

>n a local basis Hanover Canning
Co. has one-minute spots running

an 15 stations for the two-week

A DOGS LIFE

CA

Although the company spends under $700 000 in television annually. Polk Miller

Products' commercials have walked off with creative awards in the past Here's star

of one of this year's spots, which start the end of June and continue all summer on

several network shows He's shown with mood masks he wears to indicate 'right

"summer eciema" misery and (left) relief from Sergeant's Derma foam N W Ayer is

the agency

SRO for Cleveland Open
William Est) has bought the

Cleveland Open goll tournament.

June 2^-2^ on the Sports Network.

for three of its clients — R. J

Reynolds rbbacco, Groom and
(lean. P. Ballantine. Rounding out

period prior to Jul) 4 throughout
its central Pennsylvania, Maryland
and Washington. I) ('. market

area. Featured product is "Guest

Quality" brand Pork 'n Beans,

w B \l -
1 \ Baltimore is also in-

cluded.

^^

CAMPAIGNING ?

Select A Winner...

The Souths Fastest

growing Television

Market

JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI

WJTV 1 2 - WLBT 3

lune 22. 1964

KATZ HOLLINGBERY
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the clienl roster on the $1 10,000

links classic is Goodyear lire &
Rubber, via Young & Rubicam.

Beer Business Flat, Is

Industry Survey Finding

Despite an annual advertising

outlay of about $275 million, a

huge part of it in broadcast, beer

volume has risen only 1 1 percent

since 1945. So charges A. Edwin

Fein, managing director of Re-

search Company of America, in the

current edition of the "Brewing In-

dustry Survey."

Advertising expenditures in 1946

were $50 million. Of the current

all-industry budget, $61,380,000

is in spot television. $7,062,000 in

network. Nine of the top 50 spot

radio advertisers are breweries,

spending a total of $21,444,000 in

that medium.

However, from the broadcast

standpoint, it is interesting to note

thai the 10 leading brewers in-

creased their total measured media

advertising expenditures about 76

percent between 1958 and 1963.

says Fein. This group spent an av-

erage of $1.67 per barrel in 1963.

about 80 percent of it going into

television ($41,730,940. according

to TvB).

Although total industry growth

may be falling somewhat flat, in

Fein's analysis, the major producers

have progressively increased their

share of the market. The 25 lead-

ing brewers accounted for 82.3 per-

cent of all beer sales in 1963. 70.5

percent in 1958, 61.3 percent in

1953. 49.2 percent in 1948. 41.4

percent in 1943.

Dodge Dealers Use Spot
Tv for Two-Month Drive

The 91 San Francisco Region

Dodge Advertising Assn. dealers

(northern California and northern

Nevada) launched their first promo-

tion with a heavy schedule of 10-

and 20-second tv spots in prime

and fringe time on 17 stations in

eight markets. An average of 140

spots per market will be used during

the June-July promotion.

The theme, "Dodge Dealin'

Days," is tied into strong point-of-

purchase window banners, pennants

iiniiiiiiiiiiiiniii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiNiiiit in mm iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin iiiiiin iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii miHiimiii

THE FIRST IN ITS FIELD

Glen lempereur, pr.Md.ni of Keystonr Custodian Funds, Boston, accepts Pioneer
Advertiser Award given by WBZ TV to K.ystonc Mutu.il Funds for being the first
locally-based advertiser in its field lo use tv looking on, left to right: Harold
Vaughan, Dorcmus & Co vice president UmoM Thompson, station general manager
Rus Arena, Keystone advertising manager.

i

tor display cars in and out of show-

rooms and bumper stickers. Loca
dealer tie-in, advertising and pro
motion will supplement. Promotion-

al package was sent to each dealei

containing suggested 30- and 60
second radio spots and other mater
ials.

BBDO is agency.

CBS Promotes Greene
William D. Greene, assistan

general attorney of CBS since

August. 1960. has replaced Andrew
Subbiondo as

director of ad-

ministrative op-

erations for the

radio network.

Subbiondo be-

came controller

for CBS Radio
in March.

Greene work-

ed for radio

and tv produc-

tion firms until 1951. After thii.||j
r

Korean War. he attended the Uni

versity of Connecticut School o

Law for a year, and worked dur-

ing that period as production man
ager at WKNB-TV Hartford

Transferring to Fordham Univer

sit) School of Law where he re-

ceived his LLB degree. Green
joined the legal staff of ABC and

after graduating, joined the law

firm of Hawkins. Delafield ant

Wood.

Soft Drink Bottlers
Buy $43 Million in Tv
The nation's soft drink bottler-

are continuing to pour record

breaking dollars into network anc

local tv advertising with the an

nouncement of a $43.8 million in

vestment in 1963. representing ;

39.991 boost over the previous yea
According to a just-released re-

port, "virtually every major fran-

chise firm, independent and locals

owned bottling plant involved ir

television advertising boosted e\

penditures. Coincidentally, a hos

of additional operations becami

first-time video advertisers."

1 he new gains surpass the na-'

tional growth for tv advertising M
registered in all other combinOC

product classes and indications an
that I964*s spending in tv will K
even greater.

'.::

ee
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TRYING OUT THE COURSE
It.

)
Relaxing after 18 holes at Oakland Hills Country Club, Detroit, arc P W Perdriau.

B F Goodrich Tire president, and Ian R Dowle, Carling Brewing chairman They

discuss upcoming CBS telecast (Aug 28, 29, 30) of Carling World Golf Champion-

ship at that count- Goodrich, Carling and R J Reynolds will sponsor the $200 000

international tournament

Collins Radio Sales
Off $27 Million

Perhaps an indication of the

Oublc electronic equipment manu-

icturcrs arc having, Collins Radio

0. reported a fall-off in sales lot

le nine months ending \1a\ I of

XI 261,000 (to $204,617,000)

"oni the similar nine months a yeai

re\ious Profits in the same period

ere down more than half-a-million

ollars. from $2,408,000 for the

me months ending \la\ 3. 1963,

t 902.000 for this nine months,

his amounted to $1 08 per share

nd 85 cents per share, respectively.

Company's president Arthur Coi-

ns said the depressed earnings

continue to reflect the absorption

f heav) start-up eosts related to

ic development of the company's
ita communication and processing

roil net line."

riangle Adds to Auto
Jace Programing Pack
Should auto racing become any-

.hcre near the audience and ad-

-Ttiser attraetion that football and

M are. triangle Stations will

e sitting pretty. 1 he group, which
the past year has locked up most

S the majoi auto classics, has just

-'quired exclusive broadcasting

ghts to the Double 500, the annual

uflo raee m Bridgehampton, I I

in* 22 1964

I he September 1

1 >-2< ) dual raee.

each 250 kilometers, will be broad-

east b\ direct feed as a live radio

Special and will be made into a

eolor tv film. Kith lor I tt. ingle's

own outlets and lot syndication bj

Mangle Program Sales.

Within the past few weeks, I ri-

angle also announced two addition-

al \ideo specials covering the his-

tory and current season ol auto

racing in Europe.

Taft Earnings. Revenue
Steady Preceding Buy

Although the scope ot its opera-

tions ts now about double what
it was prior to April 1. when its

purchase of seven I raiiscontinent

television stations was closed.

I alt Broadcasting reported a rela

tivel) status >.\uo fiscal picture for

the >ear ended March 3

1

\ revenue for the 1964 fiscal

year amounted to $12,932,509,
compared to $12,485,942 the ;

vious year. Operating profit be-

fore depreciation and amortization

rose from $5,752,573 to $5,915,-

801 Net earnings per share after

a special charge reflecting aban-

donment of certain film conti

tights, were "-I 38 this year, $1.41

last Net earnings, after spe<

charge, were down
slightly from I (2,310,42!

LADIES

MAN

"Sunny" the seahorse comes
from the Syngathidae family

on the Hippocampus side.

The male of the specie de-

votes his life to making things

happier for the Mama Hippo-

campus. He's the producer in

his family.

Frankly, our Sunny" goes all

out to please the ladies. He

brightens their days and
nights.

That's why the ladies of

Tampa-St. Petersburg go for

him.

We'll let him produce for you,

too!

WSUN
TELEVISION S RADIO
TAMPA - ST. PETERSBURG

If you feel we ve been chew-
ing too much kelp, ask:

Not Rep Venord, Torbct & McConnell
S E Rep Bomo' lowa-'cr & •'•
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MW&S Adds $1 Million;

Other Agency Shifts

Regina Ovesey, president ol her

own agency for the past ll years,

has dissolved her shop and joined

Mogul >> illi:ims & Savior as senior

vice president. She brings to the air-

oriented MWS some SI million in

billings, primarily in the fields of

fashion, home furnishings and

beauty. Included are Capezio shoes,

Kate Greenaway, Thorp Fabrics-

WIIS Lloyd Wallpapers. Wundies.

Tanner of North Carolina and H. K.

Negbauer.

In other agency shifts. Smith &
Dorian picked up the sewing ma-

chine manufacturer Necchi P. v. A.

ol Italy. The account was previously

at Grey. It will bill about $400,000

at S&D, a spokesman said, and

plans call for Necchi's first use of

broadcast media.

Two accounts have moved over

to Co-Ordinated Marketing Agency.

They are the Coldwater Seafood

Corp.. a subsidiary of the Icelandic

Freezing Plants Corp., and Equit-

able Paper Bag Co. Former account

markets products in this country,

under the Icelandic and Fresher

brand labels, at both retail and in-

stitutional levels.

O/ark Air Lines, billing around

$400,000, will move to D'Arcy,

effective August I . . . Photographic

l)i\. of the Charles Beseler Co.,

manufacturers of cameras and dark-

room equipment, has appointed

Riedl & Freede to handle its ac-

count . . . Prestape, a new entrant

into the multi-million dollar pres-

sure sensitive tape field, to Dun-

woodie Associates. A full-scale

consumer and trade promotion

kick-off immediately after Labor

Day.

Gallaher Ltd.. the large British

cigaret manufacturer, to Fuller &
Smith & Ross' London associate,

Service Advertising Co., Ltd., for

its Senior Service Tipped adver-

tising beginning September I. BB-
DO has handled the account since

the cigaret's introduction last year.

Service Advertising handles several

other Gallaher products.

CBS owned radio stations to

Warren, Muller & Dolobowsky to

handle trade advertising. Agency

was recently appointed for WCBS.
New York . . . Italian Balm Hand
Lotion, product of Campana Corp.

Div. of Purcx, to Erwin Wasey,

Rurhrauff & Ryan, which has

handled Ayds and Pursettes.

Bernard Howard Expands
The fifth regional office of the

Bernard Howard rep firm will open

around July 15 in Atlanta. For the

last five-and-a-half years, the How-
ard stations have been represented

in the south by the Bernard I. Ochs
Co.

1

;::niN!liilliiiiiiiiiiiliiiuiiiiiiiiiliiiiiliiiiliiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii£

PAUSE IN THE DAY'S OCCUPATION

Taking time ool from a series of serious talks on advertising at the recent ANA
advertising management seminar in Rye, N Y . are (left to right): Ernest P. Zcbian.
Vick Chemical executive vice president and chairman of the ANA advertising man-
agement development committee; Clarence fldridge, marketing consultant; William
E Ewen, Borden advertising director

Ernest Clay
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New York Station Sold

WEBO Owego. N.Y., has been

sold by Owego Radio, Inc. to Com-
munity Service Broadcasting Corp.,

owner of WCSS Amsterdam, N.Y.

Hamilton-Landis brokered the deal

for $85,000.

The largest stockholder of Com-
munity Service is Phillip Spencer,

general manager of WCSS.
WEBO is 1 kw, on 1330 kc.

Clay Leaves ARB, Forms
Own Consulting Firm

Ernest H. Clay has resigned as

director of research and production

at American Research Bureau Di-

vision of C-E-

I-R, to form his

own research

consulting firm.

He'll be succeed-

ed by two men.

Dr. Ira Cisin as

director of re-

search and R.R.

Ridgeway as di-

rector of pro-

duction.

A 16-year veteran of broadcast

audience measurement. Clay began

in 1949 as a founder of Coffin,

Cooper and Clay. Los Angeles re-

search company. For a number of

years, the company was the domin-

ant West Coast audience measure-

ment service, and when it merged

with ARB in 1952, Clay became its

director of research.

Dr. Cisin has been statistical con-

sultant to ARB for more than five

years, in addition to his work as

lecturer in statistics at George

Washington University. Ridgeway,

who came to ARB in 1955 and had

previously worked for Coffin,

Cooper & Clay, has been manager

of research and production. Pre-

viously manager of data processing.

he introduced electronic machine

systems into the company in 1959.

NBC into Green Bay
First NBC Radio affiliate in the

Green Bay area of Wisconsin.

WJPG joins the lineup July 1. Sta-

tion is owned and operated b> the

Green Baj Newspaper i'o.. publish-

ers of the Green Bay Press-Ga/ette.

Glen R. Holznecht is general man-

ager of the outlet, which operates

on 1440 kc.
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Union Carbide Co.
Promotes Portable Tv

Advertisers and portable t\ set

Manufacturers will welcome a non

lommercial proinotion planned bj

Union ( 'arbide this summei
rhc consume) products division

If the company is pushing small-

fcreen, battery-powered (Union

Carbide makes Evereadj recharge

ble batteries) portable tv sets foi

beach, picnic, etc. It has sent pro

mniion kits to .ill commercial t\

nations, free ol charge, containing

a 60-second film emphasizing the

portability of the small sets with

Be theme, "\ ou ( 'an 1 ake It with

You."

\ hint of the potential impact is

bund in Union Carbide's spring

industry effort in which 2513 ra-

dio stations .u\- using a promotion-

al kit for portable radio aimed at

in-home listeners. I he theme is

"lake a Lively Companion Wheic-
escr You Go — Take a Portable

Radio."

Smallwares Manufacturer,
Importer Breaks into Tv

Television's newest customer is

Ross Products. Inc.. New York, an

importer of small housewares and

fcys primarily from Japan. Al-

though Ross has. until now, limited

its advertising to point-of-purchase

and a small amount of print, it's

ready to hop the broadcast band-

wagon. I he firm will name an

agency shortly, but meanwhile is

pouting t\ availabilities direct in

some 30 to 40 markets to promote
a new item. "Tina Cassini" high-

shion dolK.

Campaign lor the dolls, named
after fashion designer Oleg Cassini's

laughter, starts in September, will

include two spots a (.lav. seven days

a week around kids shows in the

local markets. Budget is over SI 00.-

000 and could go as high as $500,-

000. according to advertising man-
ager Joe Siegel, if satisfactory spots

can be cleared in the markets.

Spots will be keyed to a "Junior

Fashion Designer" contest, inviting

girls between the ages o\ five and
13 to submit designs for the I ma
Cassini doll outfits. Iheie will be

prizes in each market, with aggre-

gate retail value of SI 000 to $10.-

000 depending on the si/e of the

market. Nine regional grand prizes

June 22. 1964

GETTING A CLOSE LOOK AT THE PROPERTY

" MONDAY -FRIDAY

A'i&! fJ'
Advertisers .ind fimrbuycrs are invited to meet Mimi Beniell in person js she broadcasts her

new WNBC New York weekday talk show from Cafe Francais Here Jeanette LeBrechl. vice-

president and media director of Grant Advertising, lunches with Mimi and NBC Spot Sales' Vin Riso

of molhci-and-daughtcr tout -day

trips to the World's lair in I965

will be awarded.

Stations involved in the campaign

will receive numerous promotional

aids, including displays which carry

suggestions lor entrants, take away

instructions, and colorful fashion

show booklets.

Does Ross Products expect I

tend its use oi television t.» .my ol

the resl ol its extensive line ol

products? "l nquestionably," said

S el.
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ARE

YOU

MOVING ?

Do you have a question

about your subscription?

Do you want to order

or renew your subscription?

If you have any questions about your

subscription, place your magazine address

label where indicated and clip this form

to your letter.

If you're moving please let us know
about five weeks before changing your

address. Place your magazine address

label where indicated and print your new
address on this form.

If you subscribe mail this form with your

payment, and check:

( ) New Subscription

( ) Renew my present subscription

(include label)

Rates in U.S. and Canada: 3 yrs., $10;

2 yrs., $8; 1 yr„ $5.

ATTACH LABEL HERE

To insure prompt service whenever you
write us .'bout your subscription be sure

to include your SPONSOR Address Label.

Name

Your Title:

Address

City

Zip Code

CLIP AND MAIL TO:

SPONSOR
Subscription Service Dept.

Ojibwny Building

Duluth 2, Minnesota 55802

THE CHANGING SCENE

Park Assumes Control
Of Tennessee Station

The $2,7 1 7,000 transfer of

WJHL-TV Johnson City. Tain., to

Park Broadcasting, Inc.. received an

FCC green light and the new own-

er has assumed control. Hanes Lan-

caster. Jr.. previous owner of the

station with his lather, will he exec-

utive vice president and general

manager. The senior Lancaster will

remain as a consultant.

Other tv stations owned by Roy
H. Park include: WNCT-TV
Greenville. N.C.. WDEF-TV Chat-

tanooga and a 30 percent interest

in WECT-TV Wilmington, N.C.

On the radio side. Park owns
WGTC and WNCT (FM) Green-

ville and WDEF Chattanooga (AM
and FM. the latter under construc-

tion).

Virgin Islands Stations
Name U.S. Sales Rep

Advertisers interested in reach-

ing either the local population or

the heavy tourist throng in the Vir-

gin Islands can do so through T.I.E.

Sales, Ltd.. just named exclusive

U.S. sales representative of WBNB-
TV Radio. The stations are owned
by Island Telegradio Service. St.

Thomas.
WBNB-TV is the only tv station

in the Virgin Islands, carries NBC
and CBS. WBNB Radio operates

full time on 1000 kc at 1 kw of

power.

T.I.E. Sales' assoeiated company
in London. Television Internation-

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii: -ii

TOTEM POLE

A new point-of-purchase piece of Ballantine

Beer — an eight-foot high totem pole of

rounded, smiling beer schooners — is also fea-

tured in 12 commercials for use in network

tv, spot tv in 15 markets from Maine to

Florida, and at Yankee, Phillies and Senator

baseball games, which are co-sponsored by

Ballantine. William Esty is the agency.

mil

al Enterprise, Ltd..

pointed European

for the stations.

has been ap-

representativi

Rep Appointments
Three stations have named Ohio

Stations Representatives as regional

rep for Ohio. Indiana. Kentucky,

Pennsylvania and New York. They

are WLOI La Porte. WARU Peru

and WSLM Salem. Ind. In other

shifts. WFMV Richmond. Va.,

appointed Good Music Broadcast-

ers.

PRODUCTION HOUSE A TWO-TIME WINNER

Seven-Up

cz^jfZ
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Kniti and Herndon, Inc
. Dallas, took top onors in the Dallas Ft Worth Art Directors Club annual

art show for Nationwide Insurance 60 •..cond spot (Ben Sackheim) and the Advertising Broad-
casters Executives of Texas commercial competition for Seven-Up Float (J. Walter Thompson)

IIUMWIII'
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SPONSOR SPOTLIGHT

ADVERTISERS

Robert I . Eskridge, and H. \.

Earbanatl appointed vice presidcni

in charge ol marketing and vice

president in charge ol sales, re-

ipectivel) foi \ an ( amp Sea I ood
Eb Eskridge was formerly dircc-

tor ol product management and
Idvertising, ol grocer) products

Evision, Ralston Purina Co Si

Louis. ( i.uh. mail is presently na

tonal sales manager ol Van Camp

lames K. Collier joins Raytheon
Bo. as managei ol domestic prod
net planning. Previous!) vice pus

|idcnt. plans and markets, Allied

Research Associates. Also served
Itck 1 aboratories as director.

Richard Hums named advertis-

ing manager of Deluxe Reading
Corp. Was vice president and gen-

eral manager of Jubilance Advei
Using Agency, Oakland. Calif.

Carson .1. Morris appointed gen-
eral manager of the specialty divi-

sion. Cudahj Packing Co., Omaha
former vice president ol marketing
Idi Campbell-Mithun, Chicago.

William F. Siege) to chairman
ot the cooperative advertising com-
mittee ol the Association ol Nation-
al Advertisers, succeeding Arthur
H. Raum. Siegel is vice president
and advertising director ol Coty.

Waller \. Woron named ad\ci-
tising and public relations managei
of Jaguar Cars. Previous!) in charge

advertising and public relations

for Renault.

Will,am F. Siegel

June 22 1964

John W . \dains appointed

era! managei ol the parts and a<

cessories division ol Zenith Sales

( 01 p Joining Zenith in 196 1 as

vice piesident and general man.

ol ( entiai I lectronics, a Zenith

subsidiary, he most recentlj was
commercial managei ol the parts

and accessories division.

Raj Hyde named public rela-

tions managei ol w \ Sheaffei

Pen ( o Since 195 1 he has been

public relations account executive

foi Weslej Daj & I

R. V. Coma, vice president foi

business development, elected di-

rector ol American Machine &
Foundrj ( o., to succeed George S.

Hastings. Prior to joining AMF in

1963, he was corporate vice presi-

dent for patents and licensing at

RCA

Oscar P. Knsisto elected vice

president of Motorola, and named
assistant general manager and di-

rector ol national sales ol the

firm's automotive productions divi-

sion lie continues as vice piesi-

dent ol Motorola Automotive

Products, sales subsidiary. Joining

the company in I'M" as a sales

engineer, he was later named sales

manager ol the automotive prod-

ucts division and then vice presi-

dent ,in<\ general managei ol the

sales subsidiary.

\. I). l)a\is elected chairman
and chiel executive officei ol

Allied Radio ( brp William I .

Cowan is succeeding Davis as

president. Formerlj Cowan served
..s vice president oi Allied

ADD-

AGENCIES

Robert < . JohnMin man
i

oi ' irtment,

N cdham I a Brorl

York. S .in
I960, Ik

and. mosi rccentl)

\ isoi

Weslej l . I na s<it ii

pr< sident oi Dorc mus & O S

joining the firm in 195 ; h< . rved
as stall writer, ma
operations, account and

Mint supervisoi

Man o. I'ando named
idenl and account supervisoi

Benton & Bow l< - R< >p insiblc foi

the Instant Maxwell House account.

Before joining the agency in I'"' 1 '

he was an assistant product m.iii-

ei at ( hesebrough Ponds, inc

Joel I. Davis lined I he Fletcher

Richards ( o a- directoi ,.t media
Previouslj he was assistant

president and media supervisoi at

I ed Bates A. (

Frank Rhylick, \ ia pn sident

and creative dirCCtOI ot W ad(

vertising, elected piesident ot the

I os Angeles < op) ( lub. Other new

officers \;s, president, Adrian

Brown, . t . president ol M. I uin-

Erickson; secretary-treasurer, Ed
Reich, cop) supervisor at Youn
Rubicam

PetM V. Kmy and I H'Imi Walin-

sle\ appointed director of the ra

and t\ department and man
broadcast media. ot

I ewis & Gilman, Inc . Philadelphia.

Formerlj Krug served as radio and

t\ director foi Hicks A I

business m.i i| th< |) tnahuc

& ( o< radio department and as

MMix > account exe< it vt w dm-
sk\ was previouslj

>l media foi the aecncj

Will.im E Cowm Otcjr P Kumto P»!rf A Krug



SPONSOR SPOTLIGHT

Edward J. Gardner goes to Doh-

erty, (Milord. Steers & Shenfield

.is vice president and account super-

visor. Formerly with Young & Ru-

bicam and Ogilvy, Benson & Math-

er. Inc.

Charles (i. Douglas, Jr., appoint-

ed accounl executive ol Weston As-

sociates. Inc., Manchester. N.H.

Had been first vice president of

the New Hampshire Savings Bank.

Concord.

Francis Consetino named account

executive for Storm Advertising Co.

Formerly he was production man-

ager.

Dick Siebrasse, Campbell-Mith-

un, named a vice president. For the

past three years he served the agen-

cy as an account executive.

Lewis A. Holman joined Mc-
Cann-Erickson, Los Angeles, as an

account executive. For the past

three years he was manager of

marketing services and grocery

store product sales for Roman
Meal Co. of Tacoma. Wash.

Laurence E. Babb, Jr. appointed

account executive for Chirurg &
(aims. Inc.. Boston. Formerly with

Daniel F. Sullivan Co.. Boston.

lewis Lanyi joined Co-Ordi-

nated Marketing Agency as ac-

count executive and assistant to

the president. Was account execu-

tive with Charles YV. Hoyt Co.

Donald I. Sutterfield joined Sud-

& Hennessej as accounl execu-

tive He comes to the agency trom
William Douglas McAdams. Inc.

I (twin J. Gottfried joined Fuller

.v Smith & Ross. Pittsburgh, .is a re-

search associate. Formerly associ-

ated with tile Bureau ol Business

Research. Ohio State University

G. .lorn Gfanzek named ducctoi

ol sales development lor Original

Advertising Concepts lor the past

eight years he's Iven associated

with the Gestetnei Duplicating de

partment of Piersons Stationery,

hamton. \ ^

Theodore Barash Charles E. Brown

Theodore Barakh named a vice

president of Young & Rubicam. He
joined Y&R in 1955, from the Al

Paul Lefton Agency, as an account

executive, was recently made an

account supervisor.

Charles E. Brown to MacManus.

John & Adams, Chicago, as direc-

tor of marketing services. Previous-

ly at Maxon Advertising, Detroit,

as a marketing executive.

Lawrence Elegant and Gary

Korn elected vice presidents of Er-

win Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan.

Elegant is associate creative direc-

tor and Korn is production manager

of EWR&R.

A. D. "Dud" Coan to Campbell-

Ewald, New York, as account su-

pervisor on the Savage Arms Divi-

sion account and account executive

on the Corral. Wodiska y Ca., Inc.

(Bering Cigars) account. Had been

vice president and account super-

visor with Fletcher Richards. Calk-

ins & Holden.

Elaine Hudson appointed broad-

cast media supervisor for Carson/
Roberts. Inc.. Los .Angeles. Form-
er account executive with Gum-
binner-North. New York.

Richard Griff joined the Kudner
Agency as media buyer. Was associ-

ated with Lennen & Newell. His re-

sponsibilities will involve General

Telephone & Electronics, Sylvania

and Goodyear.

Gale II. Tern promoted to ac-

count supervisor at Leo Burnett Co.

He had been an account executive

at the agency.

John Lampe appointed vice pres-

ident and account executive for W.
B Doner A Co.. Baltimore. \\al\

11 associated with David 1 ampe
.rtismg Agency.

John Lauer Thomas Brennan

John Lauer rejoined Earl Ludgin

& Co., Chicago, as an art director.

Formerly was with the agency in a

similar capacity for 12 years.

Thomas G. Brennan appointed

director of television production

for MacManus. John & Adams.
Prior to joining the agency nine

months ago, he was associate direc-

tor of broadcasting for Foote. Cone
& Belding.

Douglas Neal to Grant Advertis-

ing, Bangkok, as an account execu-

tive. Formerly with Compton, he

served as sales manager of a mid-

west advertising display firm and

advertising manager for a news-

paper chain.

Seymour Kagan to Campbcll-

Ewald Co.. New York, as coordi-

nator of international media. Pre-

viously manager of international

media at Fletcher Richards. Cal-

kins & Holden. Inc.

Robertson Page joined James F.

Fox, Inc.. New York, as a public

relations executive. Was director of

information of the National Assn.

of Mutual Savings Banks and press

relations officer of First National

City Bank, New York.

William M. Wood, Jr., joins Mc-

Cann-Erickson. Houston, as an ac-

count director. Previously he was

account supervisor with Reiter-

Ross. Inc.. and Needham, Louis &
Brorby.

John Rothschild and Barry

I.cm in appointed account execu-

tive and public relations writer, re-

spectively, for Cunningham &
Walsh, New York. Formerly Roths-

child was assistant advertising man-

ager of Reichhold Chemicals,

lew in comes to the agency from

Olsen Publishing Co.. where he-

was .in associate editor.
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John Brrr\ford H.irry J Spieit

John l*. Beresford joined \ oung

& Rubicam .is genera] corporate

executive I ormerly he was execu-

tive vice president oi McCann-
Erickson.

Robert K. I rkkson io Donald
I trends, Inc . Hinsdale, 111., as

an account executive. Was a Gen-
eral Electric instruction book tech-

nical editor, then an WSP special-

ist, advertising copywritei and ac-

count supervisor. Most recently, he

was copy chief for twelve Midwest
(p| ad departments.

TIME/Buying and Selling

Harry I, Spicss elected vice pres-

ident in charge of finance foi Vdam
Young, Inc. Formerly was presi-

dent of NANA-Bell-McClure Syn-

dicate. Also served as vice president

and director of United World Films.

ken Otstol joined \\l Radio
Sales Co., New York. Comes to the

company from Cleveland, where he

was account executive at IO w

Ronald II. Way land appointed

account executive ol Kettell -Carter.

Inc., Boston. Formerly he was

associated with radio stations

WESX Salem (Mass). WBZ Bos-

ton and w HDH Boston.

TV MEDIA

Leslie (•. Arries. Jr., named gen-

eral manager ol KYW-TS Cleve

land. He was formerly director ol

television for W HDH I \ Boston

George J. Mitchell becomes pro-

gram director of W kl I l\ Das-

ton, lor the past eight years he was

production supervisor ol WW1 P

l\ Springfield, Mass. Plans are to

have the Dayton I HI station on

air b\ end of summer.

J
Kenneth Cow.in Dan H.iyOi-tt

Kenneth Cowan appointed admini

strative assistant to Robert Leder,

vice president and general managei

ol wok \M 1 V New 1 oik Ih

\eais ago he Was named \ ice pi.

dent and business manage! Ol

I elevision" magazine. Prior to t li.it

he served nine years as eastern s.iles

manager ol "Broadcasting

Bill I hoinpson and Robert

Walsh joined \bc I \ Spot Sales

Staff, New i oik and ( llicagO,

respectively. ITiompson was for-

merly associated with the Chicago

sales office. Walsh comes to the

network from Westinghouse Bin. id

casting Co

Thomas C. Neel) joins the sales

staff ol WPRO- I V Providence He
served WHIB-AM Portsmouth as

an account executive for the past

two years.

Roger W. Marks promoted to

continuity director ol w l\\-l\
( olumbus, Ohio. He joined the

Hon in 1963 as a member ol the

property department.

Robert Wi Ferguson elected to a

two-year term to the board ol NB4
I \ 's Affiliates. He is executive

vice president and general man.:

oi WTRF-T\ Wheeling.

John J. McMahon appointed

sales manager for wbkb Chicago

He returns to the station, where he

was a salesman in 1962, from \l

I \ Spot Sales. New 1 ork.

Mien B. I MSJ named account

executive foi wi( i\ Washing-

ton, lor the past two years he was

account executive foi W M \R I \

Baltimore.

I>:i\ id I. Shurllell and Robert

J. Crohan named Vice president

Of WJAR \M l\ . Providence.

and station manager ol w 1 \r r.i

dio, r<
1

Shurtlcfl

formei
ly

idem ol w 1 \r
I \ Most recently < o>li

' W I \ K

I \

RADIO MEDIA

Dan llavslctl prom VJCC

president and general man
Ki\l \\l 1 m Dall 1

six years he's been the station

man.

1

William Doty appointed vice

president ol WQMR WG O l M
Washington He has been the

tion's production directoi

John (1. May ne. Jr.. appointed

news and public affairs directoi

ol KP\I \M I M Berkeley,

( alii W as i^n the circulation and

general promotion statt ol the San

I rancisco News ( .ill Bulletin

John II. Foi appointed regional

sales directoi ol Radio Sale- Bur-

eau. I oronto Prioi to this appoint-

ment he was managei ol ( lib

Brampton, ( 'anada

Paul Kagaa named assistant

managei ol press information foi

( BS Rjdio.

I . Ballard Morion Jr. .

vice president-finance ol w \\ 1

Inc., effective Jury 20 Since 19

he has been a general partner in

J J B. Billiard & Son. I ouisville,

and a member ol the Nevi > ork

Stock Exchange He is also director

Oi Bt I )i tie Co., I >'Uisv illc

\ amish ( .\n<.\ < >ld South I

Insurance (

Mian Michaels named public

service and production supen

for WIP Philadelphia He had b

public service directoi ol Metro-

media's W HK Cleveland.

Harold It. Jackson and Roikv

Groce named director ot community

relations and program directoi

spectively, foi WWR1 Ne* > <«rk

leson was formerly station
;

m direct

Dean M. Mnrdock named
. s nian.i ( k I v\

1 • merry he was an account

tivc for the station

June 22, 1964 S9



SPONSOR SPOTLIGHT

I dward Annsb) named assist-

ant directoi oi advertising and pro-

motion for ["riangle Stations. Form-

erly he was director of promotion,

presentations and production for

Television Bureau of Advertising

and an account executive at Ket-

chum, Macl eod & < irove.

Granville Klink named chief en-

gineer for WTOP Washington.

D.C. He joined the station in 1937

serving in various technical capaci-

ties.

Joel Tnritl joined promotion staff

of WTOP Washington. Formerly

he served in various public informa-

tion offices in the I .S. Navy.

Edward T. Ciller named program

director for WDAF-AM-FM Kan-

sas City, Mo. lie comes to the sta-

tion from WNBI Binghamton,

N \ . where he served as program

manager since 1959.

George I'. Lindman appointed

national sales manager i^i Golden
West Broadcasters radio division,

with headquarters at KM PC Los

Angeles. Prior to association with

Golden West he was president and

general manager of Mag-Powr
(r. mies Inc.. a San Francisco game
manufacturing firm which he

founded in 1959.

Pierce Allmun and Clarence Bru-

yere promoted to production man-
and salesman, respectively . foi

WFAA Dallas. Jim Stanley named
ram manager, oilman served as

program manager, Bruyere as com-
mercial recording manager. Stanley

comes from WNOR Norfolk.

Ira Lanfer named general sales

manager ol k \B( I os Angeles.

Pari owner, \ ice president and gen

eral manages ol Kl /\ . Disneyland
Hotel, \naheim. he'll remain with

that station until its transfei to new
licensee.

I aims I . McQuaide appointed
i - sales si. ,ii ol KDK \ Pittsburgh

id been manage i ol die auto
motive classification ol the general

partmenl ol the Puts

P

Edward Armsby Warren Koerbel

Warren A. Koerbel named FM
sales coordinator for Triangle Sta-

tions. He will continue as station

manager of WNBF-FM Bingham-

ton, N.Y. Prior to joining the sta-

tion last year he was general man-
ager of WACB Kittanning, Pa.

James L. Streicher named ac-

count executive for WTOL Toledo.

Was affiliated with KPHO Phoe-

nix, and also public relations di-

rector for the American Heritage

Wax Museum. Scottsdale. Ariz.

George Stump named director

oi programing for KCMO-FM
Kansas City, while Bill McRey-
nolds, formerly local sales man-
ager, replaces Stump as program
director for KCMO Radio. R. L.

Turner, previously with KPHO-
TV Phoenix, named retail sales

manager for KCMO Radio. Lee
Marts, local sales manager, has

been promoted to sales manager
of KCMO-TV.

James R. McQuade named pro-

gram director of CBS Radio. Since

joining WCBS New York in 1961

he has been sales service manager,
operations manager, manager of

finance and administration and.

most recently, account executive.

Irv Schwartz resigned as vice

president and general manager of

M 1)1 Kansas City, to lake over
his own operation. Kenton County
Broadcasters, ( !o\ ington, Kv.

Phillip W. Trammel] appointed

general manager oi K()\l \ Okla-
homa City. Before this he was sales

manager ol k\()K St. boms Both
are Storz stations.

Timothy F. Moore named chair-

man ol the Broadcast Committee
'oi Oregon Welcome. Inc. II is

president .md general mar, get

Kis\ Portland, Ore.

SYNDICATION
^ SERVICES

James Morgan named vice pres-

ident in charge of television series

of Independent Producers Associa-

tion. Inc. For many years he was
CBS Radio program director.

Frank C. McCall named assistant

director of public relations for

Southwest Research Institute. For-

merly he served as public relations

chief for the Commissioner of Pub-

lic Housing, San Antonio, was

producer of NBC's "News Cara-

van.*'

Bart Swift rejoins TelePromp-

Ter Corp., after an absence of four

years, as director of sales for its

new group communications divi-

sion. For the past four years he

was director of sales development

for Theatre Network Television, a

closed-circuit tv producer. From
1953 to 1960 he was associated

with TelePrompTer.

Herbert Nubel and Ted Black

appointed design directors for Sand-

gren & Murtha. Inc. Wallace Yogt

joins the firm as account executive.

Nubel was formerly design director

with C1BA Pharmaceutical Prod-

ucts and Ted Black with Robert

Zeidman Associates. Wallace is a

former Jaap Penraat associate and

account manager for Lippincott &
Margulies.

Cecil Barker named executive

producer in charge of Goodson-

Todman filmed television produc-

tions. Hollywood. Recently he re-

signed as producer of "The Red

Skelton Show." after eight years

with CBS-TV.

George Bergmann appointed,

administrative associate of United

Press International. He was pre-

viously public relations chief for

Harvvyn Publishing Corp. and Re-

gal Advertising.

Richard Gershman appointed

vice president of The Public Rela-

tions Board, New York. He was

formerly a partner in William.

Karl & Bruce Associates, an ac-

count executive with Milburn Mc-

Cartv Associates, New York, and

an executive with CBS-TV Press

Information.
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COMMERCIAL CRITIQUE

Demonstration--

r.\ Lincoln Diamanl

One picture is Mill worth a

thousand words, so there's little

point id describing a uihkI tele-

vision "demonstration comma
cial." It has to be wh.

Hut when you've finished look

ing at the \merican l\ Commer-
cials Festival's selection ol the

besl "demonstration" spots ol

1963, the next step is to ask the

question: Wh) did this handful

turn out so much better than the

rest ol several hundred in the

category?

I nst. what is a "demonstration

commercial?" Doesn't ever) spot

contain sonic little hit ol demon-
stration?

What we are analyzing here is

the commercial that spends most

ol its time dealing with an active,

demonstrable product benefit. \

new oi belter wa) ol using - 01

enjoying a particular product.

I hat benefit — thai difference

— is lirmk based (with one eye

on the sophistication level ol to-

day's t\ viewer and the other on

the ETC) on one or more ol the

product's "unique selling proposi-

tions," "purchase propositions,"

"promises." etc.

In each case a tangible pioduct

,< .mi remarks delivi the fifth

annual American relevision Commercials
lival Workshop. Hotel Waldorf U N
s.uk. Ma) IV I"M

a tv selling art

advantage 01 improvement is ol

fered and dc monstratcd in a highly

dramatic manner, in less than one

minute, it it's a his." -ticket 01 !

volume item, m less than two
minutes

Wh) "a highl) dramatic man
nei

'" Because tele\ ision is still

show business Broadway even

in the bedroom, Commercial mes

es that ^jn pique, excite, and

stimulate not just nliirc do
best, sell more product.

II :re are the cream ol the crop

from tlrs yeai 's l estival enti k

• \n . utomobile tire so i

it can be blown in hail h\ a I

mine . . . and still roll

© \ truck so rugged it can be

dropped bom an airplane . . . and
still be driven away

.

• Foil that seals a wet Sponge
o well it c. n he baked in an oven

. . . ami still hold its water.

• \ special gasoline blend thai

helps a frozen car start in seconds

... in the coldest town in the

l mted States

• \ camera ym can load ,\-m\

operate . . . while you ride a surf-

board

• \ wash-'n-wear shirt washed
i wont through a car wash . . .

with perfect results.

• \n automobile disassembled

in si\t\ seconds ... to demon-
strate all the parts carried in stock

I ach one an eye-grabber and an

ear-bender.

LINCOLN DIAMANT.
producer of radio and televition com-

mercial* for 15 yean, hat worked at

a tv contultant, and for agenoet that

include McCann Erict ton and Ogilvy.

Benton & Mather At OBM he produced
the award-winning tenet of Shell Gato-

line tv demonttraticnt

Hul a lew words ol eaution

He dramatic never melodrama-
tic. Ir> something solely foi

feet, and you'll risk losing >our

point and your viewer. Instead,

make your dramatic idea aprO|

germane to the demonstration —
and watch youi commercial ham-
mei home product benefits in a

i ising crescendo ol com iction R<

search will give you viewers who
happil) pla\ back the prom
woid lor word'

1 tied, produced and edited

with care, ever) single second ol

a good demonstration commercial

relentlessly moves the viewer to-

wards a willingness to tr\ the prod-

uct

I he other word ol caution is

"believability." Some demonstra-

tion commercials demand too much
from a viewer's credulity I

thing the spot sa\s ma) be hoi

and true — bat it's nist too much
to swallow \ { risimilitude has

vanished

Don't hand —
aim at a convincing explanat

of n erything you'n > oull

find doubting rhomases in am
and >u can't sell e\er\b

in a dem. . \! el\ tr\ to

di-

ence that is neither hostile nor

I hese are the people

wh. inuall) piishmc t\ :

the billion dollar sales mark And
some of their mc
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has been towards good dem-

ation commercials,

demonstrate. Don't stand

around with your finger on the

button and carefull) explain what

you arc going to prove. Go ahead

.nui prove it. loo man) demon-

stration commercials that should

have been simple and pointed and

successful bog themselves down

hopelessly in explanation and semi-

scientific minutia.

One wonderful phenomenon
about a good demonstration com-

mercial: II it's exciting and fun

to watch, viewers don't seem to

mind seeing it again and again.

II you subscribe to the theory

that commercials should be spe-

cifically created tor either reach

or frequency, demonstration com-
mercials tall into the frequency

category, both creatively and in

the media buy. Not only does the

viewer get a chance to pick up

detail he maj have missed the first

time around — he gets to see the

demonstration "really work" a few
times. Bj then, if he's in the mar-
ket at all. he may be ready to be-

come your customer.

Most important of all is the

thing about a good demonstration

spot that makes it one of the most

valuable weapons in the whole tv

advertising armory. When it's suf-

ficiently unique, of course, it cap-

tures viewers' attention.

But it also effectively discour-

ages to a far greater degree than

anj oilier type of commercial ap-

proach, creative 'copy-catting.''

No other advertiser this year (or

next) will drop a truck from an

an plane, or take pictures from a

Surfboard. I hanks to those two

effective demonstration ideas. lord
and kodak will now enjo\ lor a

while some exclusive, highly vis-

ible selling moments in an other-

wise heavily-cluttered commercial
medium.

Needless to say, other trucks

bounce as well as a lord. Other
foil wraps, quilted and otherwise,

serve as effectivelj as Kaiser's.

Hut thanks to a pair ol clever and

exciting demonstrations, these two

advertisers have pre-empted the

truth in then product areas.

\nd the Stor) will be all theirs,

until the competition comes up
with some even more compelling
lv demonstrations, which they're

ibly working on right now.
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CALENDAR
JUNE

National Advertising Agency Net-

work, 1964 management conference,

Far Horizons Hotel, Sarasota, Fla.

i to 25)..

International Design Conference,

Aspen. Colo, (to 27).

S. C. Johnson & Son, "Global

Forum" for 175 officials from 37

countries, Americana Hotel, N.Y.

(to 26).

Radio-TV-Film Institute, Stanford

(Calif.) University, (22-Aug. 15).

Radio-Television News Directors

Cherry Hill Inn, Cherry Hill, N. J.

(22-26).

Natl. Assn. of Television & Radio

Farm Directors, spring-summer meet-

ing, hosted by Northwest Region,

Cherry Hill Inn, Cherry Hill, N. J.

(22-25).

Advertising Club of Los Angeles,

meeting. Statler-Hilton Hotel, Los
Angeles. Calif. (23).

Jerrold Corp. annual stockholders

meeting, Jerrold Bldg., Philadelphia,

Pa. (23).

Transamerica Advertising Agency
Network, annual meeting, N. Y. (23-

27).

Florida Assn. of Broadcasters,

29th annual convention, Deauville

Hotel, Miami Beach (24-27).

National Editorial Assn., annual
convention, Hotel Commodore, N. Y.
(24-27).

Maryland - D.C. - Delaware Broad-
casters Assn., annual convention, At-
lantic Sands Motel, Rehoboth Beach,
Del. (25-27).

W isionsin Broadcasters Assn.,

meeting, The Abbey, Lake Geneva,
Wis. (2d).

International Film Festival, Berlin,

German) (26-July 7).

\ssn. of Industrial Advertisers,

42nd annual conference, Sheraton
Hotel. Philadelphia (28-July 1).

Insurance Ad\crtising Conference,
annual meeting. Chatham Bars Inn,

Chatham, Cape Cod. Mass. (2S-July
1).

Advertising Federation of America,
sixth annual seminar in mark. ng.

nanagemenl and advertising. Harvard
siness School. Boston, Mass. (28-

10).

First Advertising Agency Network,
annual convention, Boyne Mountain
Lodge, Boyne Falls, Mich. (28-July 3).

California broadcasters Assn., an-

nual meeting, Mark Hopkins Hotel,

San Francisco, Calif. (29-30).

JULY

Advertising Assn. of the West,
annual convention, Sun Valley, Idaho

(5-9).

National Broadcast Editorial, se-

cond annual conference, Arden
House, New York (6-8).

Lei

f

National Food Brokers Assn., mid-

year management conference, Seattle

(12-15).

National Institute for Audio-
Visual Selling, annual convention,
Indiana University, Bloomington (12-

16).

British Institute of Radio Engi-

neers and Institute of Electrical and

Flectronic Engineers, international

conference on magnetic recording,

Savoy Plaza, London, England (12-

18).

National Housewares Mirs. Assn.,

exhibit, Merchandise Mart, Chicago

(13-17).

Western Packaging Exposition, Pan

Pacific Auditorium, Los Angeles

(21-23).

New York State Broadcasters

Assn., third annual executive con-

ference. Cooperstown, N. Y. (28-31).

Annual Summer Workshop in

Television and Radio, New York

University, New York (29-Aug. 7).

AUGUST

Georgia Broadcast Executives Man-

agement Seminar. Georgia State Col-

lege. Atlanta. Cia. (9-15).

South Carolina Broadcasters Assn.,

summer convention. Ocean 1 Orel

Hotel. Myrtle Beach. S. C. (16- IS).

National Assn. of Broadcasters in

cooperation with the Radio Adcrtis-

ing Bureau and Television Bureau of

Advertising, sales management sem-

inar. Stanford University, Stanford.

Calif. (16-22).

Desilu Inc. annual stockholders

meeting. Hollywood, Calif. (IS).

West Vir>;iiiia Broadcasters Assn..

tall meeting. The Cireenbrier. White

Sulphur Springs, W. Va. (27-30).

SPONSOR
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Lewis P. Favorite,

Vice President and General Sales Manager,

Aluminum Company of America, says . . .

'Industrial advertising finds customers we didn't know existed."

"Our sales force couldn't possible

gnize and call on ever} ;al Alcoa" Alu-

minum products user in the world. It jus

ne. That's where our advertisii i

It (It-livers sales messages to thousands oi

some we know. rs. It may tell

them how to cut costs with aluminum. It may in-

trodi • .. \ >r it

may merely point out the advanl

our product

in w r—inte

-

1

1

Frankly, v.

with • industrial a

Advertising cuts the cost of selling .

.

. association of industrial advertisers

AIA 217 Mjdison Ave.. Ne* York. NY 10O16



KOA (50,000 watts).

"This is Denver"., .and

better news, views and

entertainment can't be heard

in the mile-high market. Now,

KOA (Ralph Radetsky, President,

Gene Grubb, station manager) appoints . .

.

Denver, the biggest market

in the Rocky Mountain States.

And the home of . .

.

BLAIR RADIO,
a division of John Blair and Company,
effective July 1, 1964, as its

exclusive national representative.

This selling power added to the

Blair Group Plan makes it, more

than ever, America's most

influential group of radio stations.
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WBALTV BALTIMORE
MARYLAND'S NUMBER ONE CHANNEL OF COMMUNICATION"

NATIONALLY REPRESENTED BY EDWARD PETRY & CO.. INC.



the difference in Kansas TV is

-

.1

k

Taller than the Empire State Building, the KTVH Tall Tower rises 1504 feet, and is a picturesque sigh

piercing the clouds and glistening in the sunshine. But there is a practical side to this picture ... KTVH'il

thorough coverage of 53 counties in rich, Central Kansas ... with a population of 1,187,400 ... 370, IOC

households.
. .330,800 TV homes ... with a consumer spendable income of $2,319,736,000 ... or $5,64;

per family... and total retail sales of $1,597,816,000. TO SELL KANSAS/BUY KTVH!
•

' 1963

KTVH
WICHITA /HUTCHINSON

It BLAIR TELEVISION ^^^



FRIDAY AT 5

obacco Industry to Harris Committee:

ake Labeling out of the FTC's Hands

. J . Reynolds' Bowman Gray says requirement* could mean end of

garet advertising; possibly "freeze" the tobacco industry's growth

Washington ["he major cigaret

inufacturing companies, represented

v Bowman dray, chairman ol the

Dard of ["he K J Reynoldi [obacco

o.. have urged Congress to take the

latter oi cigaret labeling and adver-

ting out ol the Federal [rade Com
sion's hands.

Gray told House Commerce Com-
Bee members that the present

irsh requirements in the I l( label

id advertising warnings could mean
ie end ol cigaret advertising, par-

ularlv on tv and radio. It would
irdl\ he practical to advertise B

garet, even in print, much less on
ie air. only to add that it could

iuse vour death, said Bowman. An-
her result would he to "freeze" the

dustiv. since advertising is the main
jrt ot entry tor newcomers and for

larc-ot -market competition.

The industry still insists there is

i final proof of the connection be-

en smoking and tatal diseases It

ongress concludes that a warning ta-

il is necessary, the cigaret manutac-
rs hope it would he "fair and fac-

al" enough to reflect the scientific

Rlbts. Medical .md scientific spokes-

Dodd Hearings

Still Speculative
Washington — The Senate Ju-

enile Delinquency Subcommittee
vas still uncertain last week about
atcs tor its next "rev lsitation" with

lie network heads on the subject

se\ and violence in television.

I The latest rumor put the hearing

jdate at June 30. but subcommittee
[staffers said cancellations were very

ssible.

Network commitments have
aused some ol the delav : subcom*
littec schedules were to blame ear-

Br. The subcommittee — to sum
— may or may not hear AIU
^kesmen this week, and m.i\ or

av not be able to arrange a two-

hearing in which to hear all

network heads on what's been
ne to tone down tv drama since

get-together two vears ago

men who disagree with the Surgeon

General's causal findings m the smok-

ing and health report were to testily

June J
1

' aw^ July 2. George V. Allen,

head ol the TobaCCO Institute, was

also expected to testily.

dray fell that requiring a caution-

ary warning in advertising, as well as

on a label, was an unnecessary double

indemnity, lhe consumer has been not

only informed, he said, he has been

"inundated tor more than a decade
with charges that smoking may be in-

jurious to health."

The industry is still waiting for

clearer assurance trom Justice Depart-

ment before going ahead with a "con-

tractual" type of code adherence and

enforcement, Graj told the congress-

men. Chairman Harris said he real-

ized Justice was awaiting tinal action

bv his committee before giving solid

antitrust clearance to the cigaret man-
ufacturers' advertising code. Harris

also realized, he said, that time was
ot the essence since FTC had rushed

in with its rule.

dray did not care to commit him-

selt or the industry to a suggestion

that Congress legislate some teeth

into the code — as it did for the

Security Dealers' Association. He was
also cool toward the idea ol giving

HI W whatever it wanted in the way
ot "trade secrets' on all ingredients

in different brands of cigarets.

Rep lorbert MacDonald <D.
Mass. i .isked if the industry would
agree that warning labels were fair it

the health hazard were proven beyond
a doubt dray said if it were piool

"beyond doubt" the industry might

agree to labeling, but. with so much
economic health riding on it. it would
still be the dut] oi Congress, not the

FTC. to handle this "nationwide"

question Also, he'd want some
thought given to the fact that manv
people smoke and sutler no ill ef-

fects at all.

Another reason industrv would pre-

fer Congressional legislation, if there

must be labeling, would be to make
it pre-emptive over a possible rash of

different local laws drav said FT
chairman indicated the Commission
action might not have that power

LBJ Asks NAB
To Release Collins

Washington President I vmlou It.

Johnson this afternoon tailed tin

n mi executive coaessjlttee la Ike

While House and ur^cd jl to nl

(.overnor Collins to head a commu-
nity relations seivue to he set up un-

der tin' new civil rights hill "liecaus*-

.1 man of his stature is needed."

lhe committee said (hat it would

do all it could to help, and sent wires

lo all members of tin N Ml hoard

MiHUestinU a [x>\sihlc settlement ol

(•overnor Collins' contract.

No further word was available at

press time.

Authoritative sources told

that the NAB executive board headed
by newly elected chairman Willard

Schroeder met this morning (Frid

in Washington to discuss the possi-

bility ot releasing NAB president

Governor 1 cKo> Collins from his

contract. They are working on the

assumption that the call tor service

is too important and too much in

accord with the Governor's sense ot

individual obligation to turn down
unless a release cannot be latisl

torilv obtained.

One ot the top names considered

as his logical successor is ( lair Me-
Collough. president of the Steinman
Stations. lor vears Mct'ollough has

serxed the industry in vital roles He
was chairman of the pohev Com-
mittee which ran NAB during the

nine months between the death

president Hal I eBows and appoint-

ment of Governor ( ollins However,
some well-informed sources doubt
whether McCollough would consider

the job on a regular basis

Bell: Code Membership Is

Answer to Gov't Control

Miami I iting N Mi's radio and
television codes as ., proper and
workable alternative to government
controls. Howard H Holt, director

of the code authority, called for a

"trulv industrv -wide code — sup-

ported bv a majorit) of the natio

broadcasters
"

Speaking before thi \-

lociation ot Broadcasters, he -

The codes are not interior

oo not represent some outside f>

that has been imposed on us bv

bureaucrats in Washington Thcv
were developed bv ; for

broadcasters
"

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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FRIDAY AT 5

Helffrich Tells Food & Drug Executives

They Must Police Advertising Claims

NAB's N.Y. code manager says advertisers must prove their claims;

scores "medicine men" and "unsubstantiated findings"

Denver — A set of goals for broad-

cast advertising self-regulation and a

slap at the "medicine men" who
vouch for the "reliability of unreli-

able proprietary advertising submitted

to broadcasters and other media,"

highlighted an address by Stockton

Helffrich, manager of NAB's New
York code office, at the 68th Annual

Conference of Food and Drug Offi-

cials of the United States.

In a plea for more effective self-

regulation, Helffrich made the fol-

lowing recommendations:
• more demonstrations are going

to have to reveal the actual effective-

ness of products in use, not theoretic-

ally or by out-of-context puffery;

• all testimonials should be limited

to the reflecting of objective realities,

not unique experience by atypical

advocates;

• products should be sold on their

own merits, not by underselling and
unfairly disparaging the competition;

• surveys and clinical data sub-

mitted with the intention of support-

ing proprietary advertising claims

should be adequate as to the size of

the sample used, the presence of nec-

essary controls, the basic design of

the tests and the significance of the

results.

Above all, Helffrich declared, "if

self-regulation is to work, advertisers

must assume the responsibility to

make available to media bona fide

substantiating material prior to the

launching of a full-scale advertising

campaign. Further, some of these ad-

vertisers must relinquish the position

that they are sole masters of what

they can say and do. They must

realize that responsibility in our com-

plex society ^requires that they answt

to others by making available actit

proof of their words, not self-servin

declarations that amount to nothin

more than the promise: 'I tell you
is so and so it is.'

"

Earlier in his address, Helffric

struck at the "medicine men" wb
serve as consultants on a retain*

to companies developing commercia
for broadcast media and at thos

who submit articles to various jou

nals, "subsequently cited to media h

way of substantiation for advertisk

claims."

RAB's Bunker Knocks Intraradio Feudinc

Calls for unity in industry, end to

want positive facts, not data on

Miami — Labeling radio's tend-

ency to air its family fights in public

"fratricidal homicide," Edmund C.

Bunker, Radio Advertising Bureau

president, urged unity within the in-

dustry and called on stations "to

sell positively, or at least sell as hard

against competitive media as we do

against each other.

"We all know broadcasters who sell

only against another station," Bunker

told the Florida Association of Broad-

casters. "It is almost as though they

signed a pledge to develop no new
business, when there is current busi-

ness around that can be pirated."

As a case in point, Bunker cited a

station that "proudly" announced it

would begin airing a revival of some

old, successful, radio drama pro-

grams. "Does the station promotion

urge jaded tv viewers to rest their

hospital-weary eyes?" Bunker asked.

NAB Executive Scores FCC s Red Tape
Miami — Asserting that the

I ( ( can keep a radio station from

adequately 'serving the public by
lying up its management in gov-

ernment red tape," Shcrril Taylor,

NAB vice president for radio, told

the Florida Broadcasters Associa-

tion that "radio station licensees

h.i\e been bothered and bewild-

ered, but not bewitched, by the

FCCs insistence on superfluous

questions and extraneous detail in

license renewal forms.

"

I he NAB, he continued, will

have "two outstanding radio broad-

casters" — Grover C. Cobb,
K.VGB Great Bend, Kans., and

Robert B. Jones, Jr., WFBR Balti-

more — as expert witnesses on a

proposed new form for use by ra-

dio stations in seeking license re-

newals.

"We would like to have the

Commission hear directly from ra-

dio broadcasters as to just how
much expense and time some por-

tions of the form actually require,"

lavlor said, "not only for the

broadcasters themselves, but for

Commission members as well."

negative selling; says timebuyers

opposition

"Not on your life. The station se

out a publicity release announcir
that this new policy of radio drair

will give the radio audience respi

from the diet of pop music it ge

all day. Small wonder the release w;

pounced on and run word for wot
by the morning newspapers."

Drama, the RAB president sail

"represents a healthy addition to r;

dio's range of entertainment progran

ing, but it should not be brought i

negatively and in a manner that ham
radio. Why can't we sell positively <

at least sell against competitive m
dia?"

Huntley-Brinkley Show
Almost SRO on NBC-TV
New York — NBC's Huntle;

Brinkley Report is practically a sel

out for the 1964-65 season—with tr

announcement that nine advertise

have purchased 52-week sponsorshi

in the Monday-Friday tv news serie

Sponsors include Block Drug O
(announced earlier). Aluminum Co. (

America, American Chicle Co.. Ame
ican Dairy Assn., American Hon
Products Corp., General Cigar Co
Inc.. John Hancock Mutual Life It

surance Co.. Standard Brands. Inc

and J. B. Williams Co., Inc.

The program ran as a 1 5-minUI

series for seven years. In Septembc

1963. it was expanded to a halt hou

According to NBC. the show current!

reaches almost 10 million U.S. homi

each evening, a million homes moi

than the quarter-hour program read

ed the previous year.

SPONSOR



AC CENT.INTERNATIONAL, DIV.

OF INTERNATIONAL MINERALS
& CHEMICAL CORPORATION
AMERICAN TELEPHONE & TELE-
GRAPH CO.- BRISTOL MYERS
COMPANY- CAMPBELL SOUP
COMPANY CHRYSLER CORPO-
RATION, PLYMOUTH & VALIANT
DIVISION, DODGE DIVISION
COWLES MAGAZINES & BROAD-
CASTING, INC. FORD MOTOR
COMPANY" FOSTER-MILBURN
COMPANY- GENERAL CIGAR
CO. -GENERAL MOTORS COR-
PORATION, CHEVROLET DIV.,

OLDSMOBILE- GROVE LABORA-
TORIES, INC., SUB. OF BRISTOL-
MYERS COMPANY-GULF AMERI-
CAN LAND CORP.- KERR GLASS
MFG. CORP.- KRAFT FOODS, DIV.

NATIONAL DAIRY PRODUCTS
CORP. P. LORILLARD & CO.
MACFADDEN-BARTELL COR-
PORATION -THEMENNEN
CO.-THEMENTHOLATUM
COMPANY. INC.- MERE-
DITH PUBLISHING CO.,

BETTER HOMES AND
GARDENS DIVISION

MILLER BREWING COMPANY
NATIONAL BISCUIT CO. -THE
NESTLE COMPANY, INC.- REX-
ALL DRUG CO. R. J. REYNOLDS
TOBACCO CO. -SINCLAIR RE-
FINING COMPANY-STANDARD
PACKAGING CORP.-SYLVANIA
ELECTRIC PRODUCTS, INC.,
SUB.GENERALTELEPHONE
& ELECTRONICS TIME, INC.-
WM.WRIGLEYJR. COMPANY

Sound effects
These national advertisers have been buying the personalities; documented sponsor hist I sound

sound of the CBS Radio Network from 3 to 3" con- buying for increased sales.

seenthe years. The sound, and the effects.

Whatever the product—cakes or convertibles,

glassware or gum—CBS Radio sells it for some of

the country 's most astute ad\ ertisers, old and new.

Near after year after year.

.And for good reasons: continuing network

audience leadership; outstanding programs and

If you're not among the advertisers using the

( BS Radio Network, one ^i youi !

probabl) is.

That's something to think ab it Bettei

something to ask about. 1 BSR
\er> sound I -

':

Call us.

The CBS Radio Network
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The copywriter: from word mechanic to total

communicator
\o longer a mere reporter, the copywriter is a visualizer and a

concept man. S<> say former copywriters who now hold top

agency posts

33 How to organize your own consumer panel

Middle Co. employees each secure five families to test products,

evaluate ads and commercials

Air media play second fiddle in department store

ad medley
Survey shows most stores use radio, some tv, hut ad executives

feel use of broadcasting is "supplementary"

TIME BUYING & SELLING

H-R leads reps into computer age
Representation firm studies data processing, reorganizes systems,

consults ad agencies, lines up test tv stations, as it makes way

for introduction of its computer this fall

TV MEDIA

Sparkle's kid loyalty builds with tv

A novelty "impulse item" ice (ream seeks brand-awareness in

children for its eleven varieties of goodies-on-a-stick via flexible

lot al spots
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Are we passing you by?

Could be mir video tape is. Unless you're taking

advantage of its live look and production con-
venience for your t\ commercials, And unless

you're taking advantage of the complete, com-
prehensive 3M package of helpful brochures,

manuals, other materials t\ stations now offer.

Consider what you have to gain with video
tape (Scotch brand, of course). Incomparable
"live" picture >\r\d sound quality, without dancer

ofa live goof. Pushbutton-fasl special effects, no lab process
mg. Immediate playback of what you've shot. I ad is. toda)
there arc \er> few commercials which can't he done
00 tape than live or on film. And the best wa) to di<

this is to call in your local t\ station or tape studio for

Video Tape

insel on your next t\ t

\ ttations I d up
for JM*S new BSSistai t

lions can show you <\n idea-starting tape dem-
onstration reel, have availab .

helpful printed n

and producing betu .

,.il statioi Bven't

contacted them set. write >M v
uct D

Tlagnetic Products Division J M
June 29 1964



A look at my friends, the commissioners

FLORIDA'S rd MARKET

tuned in

WSHTV
FLORIDA'S
CHANNEL

Any day away from the hustle and bustle of Madison Avenue where

I make my business home is a change of pace. The other day 1 had a

complete change of pace. I visited Pennsylvania Avenue in Washing-

ton. D. C. To be exact, I visited my friends at the FCC.
Four of the commissioners were at their desks. One was in Europe,

another in North Carolina, a third at a meeting that lasted all day. I

must have established some sort of record. Although 1 had no appoint-

ments there was no waiting. This is what I call democracy in action.

Or maybe it was just that the commissioners were so busy writing

speeches that they hadn't made appointments that day. Fred Ford and

Bob Lee were putting finishing touches to a couple, while Ken Cox
was still in the throes of composing his remarks. Lee was talking on

his favorite subject, UHF. to an ANA group in New York later in

the week, while both Ford and Cox were scheduled to address a CATV
convention in Philadelphia. Since both CATV and UHF were very

much on my mind, we had some interesting exchanges.

One thing that impresses me about our current complement of com-
missioners (besides their universal warmth and likability) is their in-

dividuality. No two commissioners seem to see the same subject the

same way. For example, Bob Lee said that Commission enthusiasm for

CATV depended on what it could do to aid UHF growth. But when
I repeated this to another commissioner, his view was different.

Commissioners are appointed to seven year terms, with one mem-
ber completing his service each year unless reappointed. I consider

the present crop to be intelligent, industrious, perfect gentlemen one

and all. But the method of their appointment and tenure in office is

archaic and a sop to the system of political spoils.

The wonder of it is that we make out as well as we do . . . that

we're blessed with the dedication we get.

1 long observed that every time a new commissioner comes into

office the character of the Commission changes. It's inevitable. Every

new man has a new concept. Since most appointees have little or no

experience in practical broadcasting, the new man starts from scratch.

He's required to exercise penetrating judgment on complex decisions

of vast importance from the start. Is it any wonder that one Commission

pushes FM. another ignores it: one Commission encourages UHF. an-

other punishes it: one Commission favors multiple station ownership,

another lights it'.' Each commissioner has one vote, and the newest man's

has exactly the same weight as the oldest's. including the chairman's.

Is this any way to run a railroad? Is this any way to run the most

important maze of communications facilities in the world?

I'd like to see the NAB inaugurate a drive for highly qualified

public servant appointees in the English tradition. I'd like to see a

system that permits a new commissioner one year inside the Com-
mission before he casts his first vote.

When 1 think of what a new commissioner has to face when he

enters his den o\ lions I'm glad somebody didn't appoint me.

It's tough enough being a publisher.

REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

JOORLANDO • DAYTONA • CAPE KENNEDY Vfl^l/

SPONSOR



P R E SST I M E R E P O R T FROM OUR WASHINGTON NEWS BUREAU

June 26, 196U

As the dust cleared after the sudden disclosure , at a House hearing last
week , of r.""

1

- action on ci^ar'T, a iv rtising and lab-ling rules, it was strik -

ingly apparent that :{E'.%,
:•' '.' ' and t,h-- c^r.^r- ss^'n had all b>- :, /• • '.:.r ' r.

clock for strategic timing to act on the cigaret and health problem. (See
story on page 16;.

FTC seemed to emerge the victor — temporarily — coring out first with
the most with its new nL to require warning, on lab-.ls an i '.:. -. :v r

, '.:
,

'.r,g
,

that cigaret smoking "may cause death from cancer or ov. - :

'

- -.
'

But clouds of congressional and court actions w--r*- almost visible on the
horizon by late afternoon of the crucial Wednesday session of the hearing.
This was even before the tobacco industry was heard from the following day.

The Commerce Committee, under Chairman Oren Harris, had hoped that its
hearing on some 11 different bills on cigaret advertising and labeling and
research would induce delay by the FTC. The committee wanted the FTC to

hold off its rule-making until the hearings had explored legislative possi-
bilities — and made congressional temper known.

FTC Chairman Paul Rand Dixon, for his part, said the FTC had hoped "to
be of service" to the congressmen by providing a complete report on the FTC
cigaret proceedings. Before he admitted action had been taken and the report
readied actually in advance of the hearing, he had asked the congressmen to
hold up on their action until they'd seen the FTC's moves.

The original FTC plan was for the Harris Committee members to get the
report at high noon and the public release at the same time. This would
have come at the end of Chairman Dixon's appearance. _

-• \
g

then supposed to study it at their leisure and call him back for questions.

But pressure from irate, tobacco-based Congressr-an Horac-
j "-.-gay

(D-N.C.) compelled the FTC chairr.an , however reluctantly, > whip - .-

report on the sp _. He was questioned immediately on the acl '. ~r. and on
the book-sized statement.

Incensed committee members said, in effect: stead of the FTC asking
us to wait for its action, the Commission should have waited for this cc -

mittee to act.

"

Apparently, the goings-on at the FTC , including production of a 200-page
document covering legal, economic, physical and sociological aspects of
American cigaret smoking, had been kept well under wraps .

:-_-

General Luther Terry , who testified earlier in the hearings, wa .-

; . :

•

aware of it .

The Surgeon General, too, had a secret .
- :v :

• ..--.
-. . ub-

mitted an interii r-r~r* • "—."-' - • • • ';.\'.~-.\:. '-.:-:•
'

.

'":. :".-

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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report explained its stand on the labeling regulation — it said additional

standby legislative authority to put cigarets under the Hazardous Substances

act would be the best approach.

However, it developed in later testimony by the Surgeon General that

HEW was not at this time even "on the brink" of a specific request for this

type of legislation. Phase Two of the program of the Special Advisory Commit-

tee on Smoking and Health has not jelled into recommendations in this area

yet. HEW does say that none of the bills then before the committee seemed

exactly suited to its needs.

The mists thickened when the Surgeon General praised the tobacco companies

voluntary code — but said the code did not "obviate" HEW's need to act further

in cigaret advertising and labeling control . Under repeated questioning by
congressmen, he would only say HEW subscribes "in principle" to the need for

some sort of hazard warning .

Rep. Kornegay tried, but failed, to get something definite on just how or

when HEW intended to ask for labeling legislation for cigarets. Committee
Chairman Harris grumbled: "You certainly seem to be urging us to act."

Conjecture buzzed in the hearing room when FTC Chairman Dixon said he
saw.no problem in cigaret labeling rules by his agency and regulation by FDA .

He said their agencies were always in "close liaison . " Something must have
happened while FTC prepared its exhaustive report and finalized its rule-making.

I

There was a murmur over his remark that if the tobacco industry code had
voluntarily agreed to require hazard warnings on cigaret labels there might
not have been need for FTC rule-making.

The tobacco code is of fairly recent vintage — late April. Onlookers
wondered, if the hazard warning had been in the code, if the FTC would have
scrapped its voluminous and very well-organized document, which would then have
been in mid-progress.

HEW's most positive approach in all this is its plan for a vast research
and educational program and a substantial appropriation to implement it. The
many-faceted approach will include such items as "withdrawal clinics " for cig-
aret smokers who'd like to cut down or quit.

HEW would also set up a national clearing house of information and re-
search on tobacco and health for use by states, municipalities, educators, doc-
tors, etc. It also plans an annual survey of American smoking habits, based
on nationwide sampling.

The Surgeon General assured the congressmen that if the money for this pro-
gram is forthcoming, the rest can be left to the Department : congressmen could
rest on their legislative oars as far as cigarets are concerned.

The tobacco industry, of course, had its say the next day in the person
°f Bowman Gray, board chairman of R. J. Reynolds . He told the committee that
"our attorneys have advised us that the Commission does not have the authority
to issue this rule" and that "we believe the matter should be resolved by the
Congress and not by a federal agency .

"
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01

r
e started the whole idea of a limited-list station rep.

J[j

Were TvAR. Television Advertising Representatives.

Today, we represent eight great television stations.

And were celebrating our Fifth Anniversary.

Why did we choose to represent a limited list

of major- market stations?

Because to us, a limited list means unlimited service , k

A limited-list rep knows its stations more intimately—by their markets

by their programs, by their audiences...works with them hand in glove

It means spending all our time selling a few stations.

A limited-list rep saves agencies work and money with a big staff tha

can spend more time serving them, with modern research facilities t(

dig out new marketing and audience trends.

t

TvAR?
Spot TV is the concentrated advertising medium—a way of selling or

television by individual markets. There was a need for a concentratec

spot rep. That's where TvAR came in. We were the first— since then

others have followed our lead-and being the first has really paid off ii

success founded on service.

.;

iik



ERE'S WHAT IT MEANS TO STATIONS
•lore time getting to know them.

•lore time to sell each individual station.

•lore time on rate-card analysis.

•lore time to handle availabilities efficiently.

•lore time for direct communication and station visits.

•lore time for their problems.

[HERE'S WHAT IT MEANS TO AGENCIES
JPEED OF SERVICE
vAR gives you finger-tip contact with all stations. Within minutes.

'our requests can be transmitted to our stations. Information on

taxabilities, clearances and schedules is yours when you need it
—

nd even before.

NJALITY OF SERVICE
\dvertiser schedules on TvAR stations are continually evaluated to

trengthen the advertiser's position in our markets. Another TvAR
>lus: Our account executives have major-station experience; all know

he whys and wherefores of Spot TV.

EPTH OF SERVICE
vARs Market Information is tops in its field. The "Television Spot

Test" lets you measure the effectiveness of Spot in any of our markets.

IPur "Brand Comparisons" report tells how your products stack up in

ur eight markets. Plus: A Videotape Room that lets you see what you're

etting on our stations— local programs and personalities and how the)

landle commercials.



This is our Happy Fifth.

Spot TV is the growing medium,

TvAR is the growing rep.

We'll continue to be big

by deliberately staying small.

TELEVISION ADVERTISINGV ^/ REPRESENTATIVES, INC.

REPR ENTING
WBTV CHARLOTTE i JEFFERSON STANDARD BROADCASTING CO.) . WTOP-TV WASHINGTON AND
WJXT JACKSONVILLE ( POST-NEWSWEEK STATIONS) WBZ-TV BOSTON, WJZ-TV BALTIMORE,
KDKA-TV PITTSBURGH, KYW-TV CLEVELAND AND KPIX SAN FRANCISCO (GROUP W STATIONS)

TvAR Offices in New York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco, Los Angeles and Atlanta



COBOL

hi ki \ \ 1 1 sson to be teamed

from the research and development

lehavioi patterns common u> rnanu-

pcturers ol computer hardware

It's the sharing of knowledge.

I Ik- realization of what the dup-

Ication of mistakes can cost has

brought about a pooling of know-

ledge that has saved each from

making the other's mistakes even

once Imagine what it could mean.

on a continuing basis, to the broad-

cast advertising indusirv to learn

what won't work in the creative,

scheduling, technical (etc.) ends

of the business

I he dollar duplication saved by

the sharing ol positive as well as

negative knowledge can be applied

to more rapid advancement of busi-

ness i he decision bj the networks

to pool election tabulation informa-

tion is a dose example.

The historic, painfully-arrived-

at move by the American Hankers

Association to set all account num-
bers m the same symbolic lan-

guage that could be read magnetic-

ally in the same location on all

checks, is another guide to be fol-

lowed as soon as possible by the

computer users in the broadcast

advertising industry.

In this issue we look at another

move into the computer field, this

time by a national rep — H-R
The tide of machmc-priKvssablc

data is swelling and becoming
swift. It's not tOO early to estab-

lish an all-broadcast advertising

industry committee to work for the

establishment o\ standards ( per-

haps in cooperation with the

American Standards Association

and the computer-systems people

who are already working with

C'OMOl ( ommon Business-

Oriented language) to make the

exchange of this information

smooth, rapid and meaningful.

Cum.Sfc^

CATV Investments

lust todaj I happened i«> be

reading vour "newsletter"
i

'

I

s issue), and the thought occurred

to me about .1 storv thai I'm sure

would be ol uic.it interest to the

readers ol Sponsor
1 v identl) .1 great many broad

casters are purchasing < \ 1 \

operations with .1 \ a w ol con

verting them tor pa) tv On papei
this sounds most logical, but I've

heard a numhci ol engineers s.iv

that from an engineering stand*

point, it would be just .is logical

to build a new system rathei than

convert one ahead) in existence

I videntl) the requirements ol

pa) tv
. from their point ot \ iew,

.ire much higher ill.m those foi

CATV
Might 1 surest that vour edi-

tors talk vvith some ol the tele-

phone eomp.mv and I \i\ engi-

neering people. 1 think their find-

ings might surprise man) people
who are making big ( A I V in-

vestments

Y*ou told me thai Sponsor
is interested in "dollars and cents

stories. This could be a hot one

M vk 1 1\ RoBl r is

/)i/i ( tot 0} I1/1 ertising and
Sales />< 1 < lopment
KHJ Wl I M I I

Hollywood, Calif.

Praise Radio Article

"Radio: Bigger, Healthier,

Prosperous" — thai is a terrific

article on radio in vour \l.iv 25th

issue.

W ill \<nt knullv .isk vour "( nrl

Friday" to send us "^ te.ir sheets

ol pages 25,

It I* liMuim
• lent

I . "i I uu, •//'.' \ Inc.

KHII\
II 5

House Ads, Too!

Several times, now . . .

I've received some particular

kind ol a "lift" seeing vour "onl)

vour rep gets through to buyers

better than SPONSOR*
1 house %u\.

Only thing: you've cot cards

there from .ill over New York, one

from Dallas, and none from Chi-

cago We like to tease our New

June 79. 1964

^oik people about the possibility

ol our overtaking them in bill

but, .ill joking aside

now .mil h.is lot \. ,. j|

le.isi the second most

advertising centei in the nation

and it's rapidl) on
New >ork'

So to help vou keep youi h
.uls .is up to date .is ihe re

vour magazine, enclosed are

cards from one ol < hicago'a lead-

ing representative tirms'

Mil i Don mis

•II .1
Chicago, III

Gratified

I want to lake ihis opportunity
to express our appreciation tor the

fine article vou wrote regarding
our initial veniure into television.

I niv.il Shuts Makes I irst I .

Plunge' ' Sponsor, June 8 I

Publicit) o! this type is verv

gratifying, especial!) when it

comes from an outstanding trade

publication like Sponsor.

J \MI s. Barni I I

I nmtl Shirt ( /
\ ) \ )

Ditto

> our accurate reporting and in-

teresting stvie ol writing com
bined to make .t verv good article

for our client, rruval Shirts v

suk June

Ihe lruv.il people as well as

those here .it Ihe /lowe ( omp.tnv

read vour storv with _ure.it interest.

I 1 1 Babin

dent

Mirror, Mirror on the Wall

I think S better

looking than it h and per-

more interesting reading.

I think vou are do

Dll I OS

KK SI R

is
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FTC Demands Cancer Warning on Labels, Ads

Health warning required on cigaret labels, promotion

materials as of January 1 and on advertising July 1;

Commission outlines what warning must disclose

.

Washington - rhe staggeringly

unexpected announcement that the

Federal Trade Commission had

adopted a rule to require a "may

cause cancer" warning on all eigaret

labeling and advertising brought

pandemonium last week.

Warning came up during last

week's House Commerce Commit-

tee hearings on cigaret and health

bills. The news produced chill

shock to the members of the Harris

Committee and an "I-told-you-so"

look to the faces of the tobacco

industry representatives awaiting

their turn to testify.

A faint hope of reprieve for cig-

aret advertising, particuarly broad-

east advertising, glimmered later in

the hearing: 'Changed conditions

or special circumstances"—such as

further voluntary action on the part

of advertisers, the carrying out of

the tobacco industry's voluntary

code and the extent of the HEW
and other informational programs

—may permit a review before the

effective deadline.

In detail: The commission has

decided against any specific word-

ing of the required warning, which

will become effective January 1,

1965, for cigaret labels and all pro-

motional materials, and on July 1,

1965, for cigaret advertising.

Harrassed copy writers will have

to find a way to disclose "clearly

and prominently, in all advertising

and on every pack, box, carton or

other container in which cigarets

are sold to the consumer public,

that cigaret smoking is dangerous to

health and may cause death from
cancer and other diseases."

Clarifying the blockbuster, FTC
Chairman Paul Rand Dixon said

the labeling proviso will stand and

that microscopic print will not be

acceptable. But before the deadline

for advertising copy and commer-
cials to comply, if changes warrant,

any cigaret company or other in-

terested party involved (such as

broadcasters) may petition for

change or modification or even for

a possible elimination of the warn-

FTC Might Revise Ruling

Rep. Horace R. Komegay
1 1) . \ ( i. who was Dixon's

elnel challenger at the House

Commerce Committee hearing.

demanded an opinion of the

eh. iii man on whether action by

( bngreSS, subsequent to the rulc-

making now in effect, would not

nullify the Commission's action.

Dixon wanted time to consider.

IK did. however, poinl out

that In the July I. 1965, dead-

line lor advertising compliance,

the Commission might decide

on Us own to revise or eliminate

the requirements is the present

rule as the> appl\ to broadcast

ik i advertising. I le

invited all interested parties to

submit their own ideas along

these hazard warning lines and
their reasons for thinking adver-

tising does not need the hazard

warning. Dixon said he expects

to get together with members of

the tobacco industry and with

broadcasters and advertisers to

trj to help them carrj out the

new ruling.

"The Commission would wel-

come voluntary compliance bj

the industry or other changed
circumstances which would ob-

\iate the need for formal en-

forcement proceedings or sanc-

tions." Dixon said.

ing as it applies to cigaret adve

tising. Deadline for this kind <

plea or presentation is May
1965.

Rep. Horace R. Kornegay (E

N.C.) practically strong-armed tl

FTC chairman into release, on tl

spot, of the 200-page FTC repo

that included the new rule-makh

provisos. Kornegay first got an a.

mission from Dixon that the fi

rules differed from the origin

proposals — and the Congressnu

insisted on knowing how. FT
Chairman Dixon had hoped tl

committee would get the Commi
sion's report after its hearings c

a spate of bills on cigaret lal

ing. advertising and re-.

Dixon had first asked the Con

merce Committee to hold up c

further action until after the FT
produced its own action.

The finalized rules will drc

original proposals to bar adverti

ing (and labeling) from implyii

that smoking promotes health <

well-being as well as claims th

one brand is more healthy than a

other. The Commission will v/i

and see how the tobacco industn

own cigaret advertising code is p

into effect—hoping, said Dixo

that this will make further rulii

along these lines unnecessary

In fact, Dixon told the stoni

intent congressmen, that if tl

industry's own cigaret code h;

included label warnings, the FT

might not have had to promulga

that rule either. The FTC repc

goes down the line on all phas

of cigaret advertising, from yout

appeal to tar and nicotine claim

and points out that all of thei

whether directly or indirectly, a

"deceptive" because there is i

disclosure of the dangers in smo

ing. Chairman Dixon cited the ne

smoking and health report as h

"mandate to act" on cigaret a>

vertising and labeling. The me

naming of a cigaret brand on

package, with nothing more, con

titutes deception because tli

sumer assumes federal regulatioi

hei
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CLEARED, BUT COOLLY

Justice Department OK s Cigaret Code

Washington Justice De
partment's Icttei ol clearance foi

antitrust aspects ol the tobacco

industry's voluntary cigaret ad

vertising code is a rathei hike

warm document/
1

according to

\\ ashington sources

Antitrust chiei w illiam ( hrick

s.iys there'll be no prosecution

tor adherence to code rules —
but Justice does not want this

construed .ts an endorsement oi

the self-regulator) provisos on

cigaret advertising, rime and

government proceedings qov» un-

der waj will decide "what stand-

ards are appropriate and wheth-

er the) should he enforced by a

public agency or private action."

\\ uh the Federal I rade Com-
mission and the House Com-
merce Committee hearings con-

sidering standards of advertising

regulation tor the industry, Jus-

tice sa\s "it would he inappro-

priate lor us to give an} sanction

to the permanent establishment

of a private organization setting

industry standards until the

views of Congress and the IK
have been made known.

"In the meantime, however,

we assure you that no criminal

antitrust prosecution will be

brought b) us as a result of ad

herence to the code. This com

nutmcnt on 0U1 pail should not

he taken to represent a judg

meiit that the code will in fact

reduce the health hazards rt

sulting from smoking, 01 lessen

the appeal ol cigaret advertising

to youth."

I he industry ^o<.\^ is aimed

primarily at barring special ap

peal to youngsters in advertising

ol cigarets hut there is no

mention ol the kind ot enforced

warning about health hazards in

smoking that the I l( would put

on cigaret labels and advertising

\ mimbei oi hills undei consul

eiation during last week's House

Commerce Committee hearings

would hack the I K authority

in this, or hand the job to the

Food and Drug Administration.

Justice Department's caiclully

noncommittal attitude toward the

code is typical ol all government
action in this llaminglv sensitise

area, where considerations ol

public health lock horns with

economic dislocation. I ven the

Department ol Health. I duca-

tion and Welfare was not full)

committed, at last week's hear-

ings before the Harris commit-

tee, to an> earl) or even certain

moves to piess tor health haz-

ard labeling (see "
I he Week in

\\ ashington"),

Imakc the product sale tor con-

sumption, said Dixon.

I he IIC chairman said he was

ware ol the difficulties lacing

dio and television advertisers it

e> have to consume time to re-

at the hazard warning, m what-

ver words the) choose. He in-

ieated that the Commission was

ot unreasonable, would not go

such extremes as to require

ultiple announcement during the

vertisement.

Dixon was questioned on the

ssihle clash between the claim

the Department ol Health.

UCation and Welfare that its

FDA should handle cigaret label-

nc and the FTC rule-making.

Dixon assured the congressmen
there was no conflict: there is liai-

son between the government agen-

cies at all times. He said 1 D \

ma) handle it under its Deceptive

Practices statute i apparent ignor-

ance of HI w \ surgeon General

I uther I crry ot the I I ( action.

during his earlier appearance,

threw a bit ol doubt on just how

complete that liaison is i

Dixon said his agency felt it had

a mandate from Congress t.'
;

ted consumer interests under its

laws, and would proceed full speed

ahead with this action — unless

Congress legislates some curtail-

ment of its power to regul

aret labeling and adverts •

I he Icngl I

has this kindly tho

tisets and label - 'til

Using then own judgment on the

oi the Hazard warn
"

I he ( ommission believes that

individual advertisers should K-

to formulate the requii

Closure in any manner that mtclli-

gibl) «."ine\s !•: ol the

quired disclosure in a full)

picuous fashion I he ( ommission
will, on request, advise whether
prop.'-. J forms oi disclosure com
ply with the requirements ( .l the

rule
"

I <>i every boost in th

there is a knoek "We have found

advertising has b ich

Charactet and magnitude as to

have the et!

ness ot the risks ot health. I hus.

if present conditions ,>t cigaret

merchandising continue unchanged,

the public clearly requires the in-

clusion in all cigaret adverth

ot disclosure of the hazards to

health of smoking" I his is for

the present, but the (ommission
chairman "strong!) hopes" that

the codes and the educational
;

grams will make a different situa-

tion in the futi.

I hroughout the hearing, there

were periodic angrv comments from

the members ot the COmmitl
about the need to curtail the spread

ing reach ol agenc) poweis

I I ( 's recent run-in with S

tor w arren ( i M gnuson > 1

1

Wash.) during an Appropriations

hearing over the agency's

"snooping" into corporate income

tax information was brought up
several times Mi R than OHCC

there was outright declaration that

( ongress might have to enact

curbing legislation for the agency

\ length) exchange between

( ommerce < ommittee Chairman

Oren Harris (|). \rk ) and Dixon

dealt with the fundamental right

the M ( to find authorit) under its

I K ceptive Pracl I to art

the cigaret indusu*) with a demand
for affirmative disclosui

I

I

rris hammered on th.

thai I I ( aws permit i'

only to prevent on, not

quit nents Dixon hammered
His: as hard on the disclosure

quirement i in

cting de<

II I his qiK

ma) n< n
"

Juno 29 1964
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Hobbs: Say No to Dull Lazy Ads

Benton &. Bowles VP sees growing determination for ex-

cellence in advertising; urges clients to stop feeding

pap to audiences, start talking up to them

those models in car ads: those tall

gawky, empty-headed, flat-chestei

girls — standing there with silly

gaudy clothes on and plumes ii t

their hair, and their feet sprea»
l(er

way apart like they had an itel

— staring adoringly at the ne\< ^

car/

Pip

Mackinac Island, Mich. - Al-

though highly critical of much of

today's broadcasl and print adver-

tising product, Whit Hobbs. senior

vice president in charge of creative

services ai Benton & Bowles, is

optimistic about advertising's fu-

ture it responsible people in the

business stop talking down to their

audiences and say "no" to dull-

ness and lazy, limp advertising.

"In quiet corners throughout the

advertising world," Hobbs told the

joint annual meeting of the Michi-

gan Gas Association and the

Michigan Electric Association,

"creative people are realizing that

advertising that is exciting and

satisfying to do is also exciting and

satisfying to view."

I he level is inching higher.

Hobbs added. '"And the determina-

tion to get rid of the cliches and

the clutter is growing stronger. The

determination to be excellent is

spreading because it is highly con-

tagious. And more and more

clients — not enough, but more

Tv Residuals at Issue as

Actors Guild Votes Strike

Hollywood — Negotiators lor

the Screen Actors Guild have a

strike vote in their pockets — if

HO agreement is reached in current

contract talks.

Guild members voted over-

whelmingly last week to strike it

demands aie not met by the June

30 expiration date ol the contract,

bul reports are that any walkout

will not occur tor about a week
alter the deadline.

Big bone ol contention is a 100

nl hike in payments to actors

tor the re-runs ol t\ films.

\ strike would not affect the

production ol t\ commercials but

could spell trouble to: the various

i its. iust now getting read)

to film lor tin forthcoming season.

it

and more — are catching it; they

are looking to their agencies for

new directions, new ideas, new
ways of breaking out of the great

miasma of mediocrity and being

noticed and remembered."

Advertising that is overlooked,

the B&B executive declared, "is

over-priced, particularly at today's

prices."

Striking out against cliches in

advertising, Hobbs asked. '"Where

do we find people ... so stupid

they can sit there and eat a whole

meal and not know there's an an-

nouncer standing right there in the

room with them? Where do we find

Automobile advertising, he said

tries to win prizes instead of cus

tomers. "All that footage of gor

geous windswept countryside, an
then the announcer says, 'The nev *•'

Oompty-oomp isn't a car. it's

feeling.' The hell it is. It's a cai

and it costs several thousan

clams."

Stop underrating the consumer '

Hobbs said. "Stop feeding then tf

pap; they've outgrown it years age

Start talking up to them, that's th

way they want to be talked to . .

Follow the golden rule and do ad

vertising unto others as you woul<

have them do advertising unto you

Bright, bold, friendly, helpful "

challenging, entertaining advertis -

ing that customers like — becaus' >
it likes them."

nil

b

ol

Or

ITU;

Hurok Joins Pay Tv, Sets Up Recital Series

Hollywood — A new name en-

tered into the pay tv picture last

week with the announcement of im-

presario Sol Hurok as cultural con-

sultant to Subscription Television,

Inc.

Hurok, in an obvious attempt to

get the pay tv system off the

ground, announced that he had

concluded arrangements to have

Van Cliburn and Arthur Ruben-
stein appear in a series of special

piano recitals.

He said he was also discussing

similar concerts with classical gui-

tarist Andres Segovia, cellist Mstis-

lav Rostropovich and five opera

singers - Marian Anderson. Mary
Costa. Victoria de los Angeles. Ro-
berta Peters and Jerome Hines.

si \ president Sylvester I . (Pat)

Weaver, in the past, had mentioned
his projected cultural attractions for

the paj t\ service, but not until the

Hurok appointment did he spell out

what he had in mind.
SIX expects to begin transmit-

ting programs to subscribers in Los
Angeles on July 17 and in San
Francisco on Vie. 14. according

Ew

;:ia

to Weaver. The original kickof

date of July 1 (see Sponsor, Jum

15, p. 16) was hampered by fierc<

opposition to pay tv in California

by a hold up in stock issuance b;

SEC and because of trouble witl -

the system's hardware. The nev

dates will coincide with the begin

ning of a series of games betweei ,

the Los Angeles Angels and thi

Chicago Cubs and the San Fran; -

cisco Giants and the Milwaukei v
Braves. Steady coverage of gamer ratal

of the two California clubs i: .-,•;

planned.

STV has also expressed interes

in snaring collegiate football event

at lour California universities (set

Sponsor. June 22. p. 3), pointinj

out that prices for the games wouU
be comparable lo box office admis- an

sions or lower.

Weaver said that fewer thai

4000 homes in Los Angeles woulc

be wired lo receive the programs b\

July 17. but that he expectec

about 50.000 subscribers In tin.

end of the year. Tentative break-

ex en point, Weaver said, is some-

where between 70.000 and S0.000

SPONSOf



Spot Tv Backs Stiffen at Piggyback Curbs
Stations face July 1 pomt-of-no return on heels of

nternational Latex revolt; Colgate takes a long

ind hard look at local piggyback policies

IK

Vw ^ ork With the Intci

aiion.il I atex avowed boycott "i

>t n (see Sponsor St opi >.

e many-faceted question ol pi

acks comes sharp!) into focus

Id a cliff-hangei oi majoi propoi

ions is in the making I he point-

t no return for stations, undecided

otherwise on piggybacks, is

lout Jul) l . and blue-chip advei

fcers who have concentrated hea^

ini spot i\ (and piggybacks) are

dam.ml

Committed piggyback advertisers

awn up m battle arraj include

|ch big spot i\ sponsors as Col-

atc. Mberto - Culver, American

iome Products, Standard Brands,

fclene ( 'urtis, I ever Bros and

tiers. Strategies ol all arc so wed-

|d to piggyback thai chances are

ie\ have few, ii .my. minute-single-

kducl or multi-product-integrated

Immercials right at their finger-

ps.

\nd it's not just a matter ol COm-
lissioning new spots. It takes about

wo months to make filmed com
Bercials.

Even ii reluctant advertisers did

nt to convert to integrated com-
ereiaK. time would be against

cm. Hence, the Jul) l point-of-

n-return tor stations

International I atex decided the

nee-sitting had to come to a halt

ith a no-nonsense letter to stations

nouncing a blackout ol spot t\ as

f Sept. I when the NAB code

lulations on multiple product an-

uncements take effect.

Other advertisers, main ol them

en freer spot spenders than I |

\. are equal1) uncompromising
d intend holding their ground

two especiall) sensitive areas

(h "Unreasonable" payments of

mium rates tor piggybacks.

(2) Acceptance of less-than-cfli-

nt piggyback time periods

\ case-in-point: Colgate, king of

icu\ backers, with an annual OUt-

ot $30 million in spot t\. not

be discounted on Mam Street

e company's spot growth in the

st four \ears has been 100 pcr-

t. with about 90 percent of its

current investment earmarked foi

pigg) backs

\leit to the burgeoning opposi-

tion to piggybacks, < olgate has

been keeping a watchful eye on its

investment b) wa) ol a continuing

surve) oi the stations it has been

doing business with m both primal)

ami secondar) markets since last

Sept. I I he up-to-the-minute Col-

gate scoreboard a thud oi the sta-

tions indicate the) will continue to

an piggybacks eithei on the basis

of no extra charge or foi a pi.

mium payment; another thud has

turned thumbs down on piggybacks

altogether; the remaining thud is

a question mark — the) can't oi

won't make up their minds.

Colgate reasoning, it appears,

s.i\s that it the compan\ can bu)

time from 50 percent ol the lirst

categor) (piggybacked without a

premium rate) and the lion's share

oi the undecided categor) (at least

70 percent), it will be out ol the

woods lor the fall

Hut Colgate likel) has no inten-

tion oi entrusting all ol its pigs to

o\k- poke. With the added multi-

million dollar bankroll it can Hash

at the networks, the compam seems

to feel certain ot a sympathetic re-

sponse to its piggyback commit-

ment.

\nd there's radio Colgate has

ii flirting with the medium

and oit foi tiu
|

uul

it might just siphon million

doll

i in .i position to domii

radio

\ Colgal

with the iu a multiple anouncemcnl

strictures (and then application on

the local level) could in

jolt to the turn's promotional econ-

om\ I he bask K !-••:; '

'

double leap into spot t\ tour \.

flcxibi

\t the height "I 'lie
I

fracas, a competith insinu-

itsell m the corporal n ol

Pi »ctei & ( lambh I
million

giant in spot t\ ranks I' ir-

ketplace opposition sa\s ruefull)

that the compan) can easil) .itti>rd

to limit its
|

I advertising to

,i few products, but the others.

Derating on smaller budgets,

piggybacks are dictated to meet the

I'M i competition (1 evei spends

$2 l 22 million in spot t\. Uberto-

Culvei .

N
I ; 15 million)

\nd it all boils down to a \ital

tug-of-war between principle and

economics. I or the tirst time, b

mone) advertisers are complaining

that lines ot communication and

personal relationships with an -n\

vertising supplier have become
strained I he utt. it it exists, has

Mink shaken certain adveitU

whose growth OVCI the past Ml to

12 \ears has been pegged to tv.

and in later years more and DTJ

concentrated on spot

THEY'LL HEAD NAB BOARD

After their election to top ,poti on NAB board new leader, get together left to ng»

chairman, radio board Jack W lee WPRO Prov.dence chairman rjdio board Rem G Howell

,KREX Grand Junction Colo churmjn |omt board, Willard Schroeder VVOOO Grand Rap.dt

Mich chairman tv board Mike Shapiro WfAA Dalla, and vice chairman tv board John f

Dille Jr WSJV TV South Bend and WKJG-TV Ft Wayne
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Survey Report Says New Yorkers

Don't Disapprove Radio Liquor Ads

Schwerin study shows two-thirds in favor of broadcast

liquor commercials; Schenley renews six-a-week series

New York — Liquor advertising

mi the air'.' Most New Yorkers don't

seem to mind at all. according to a

survey taken by the Schwerin Re-

search Corporation in the metro-

politan area. Of 972 adults inter-

viewed, two-thirds of them indi-

cated they did not object to liquor

commercials on radio alter 10 PM.
(See chart on this page).

Inspiration for the study came

from VVQXR which announced

earlier this year that it would break

a long-standing industry taboo and

accept liquor advertising on a con-

i roiled hasis. Schenlej signed for a

six-night-a-week scries. Nightcap,

and found results sufficiently en-

couraging to renew the series this

week. When asked by Sponsor to

comment on the Schwerin report, a

Schenlej spokesman merely said.

"Its not surprising to us."

Announcements on the Schenley

scries have been limited to news of

special cultural events and interest-

ing places to visit in New York,

with no product identification. It

was announced the format would

remain the same in the future. It

was also pointed out that both the

station and Schenley have received

many commendatory letters, indi-

cating "a genuine interest in and ap-

proval of this type of public service

message."

In discussing the origins of the

Schwerin survey, John V. Roberts,

vice president of the research firm,

declared, "Detecting very little emo-
tional, or any other, response to the

(WQXR) announcements from

either wets or drys, we became curi-

ous about the attitude of the public

toward hard - liquor advertising in

general."

The survey showed that women
were less receptive to liquor adver-

tising on the air, approving it by a

five-to-three margin, while men ap-

proved it by a three-to-one margin.

Also, parents of youngsters under

1 5 showed no "special apprehen-

sion."

Asked what they thought of a

recent announcement bv a "New

RADIO LIQUOR AD^/ERTISING

SAYING "ITS ALL RIGHT

DO YOU THINK IT WOULD BE
ALL RIGHT OR A BAD IDEA
FOR ALL RADIO STATIONS TO
LIQUOR COMMERCIALS AFTER

BROADCAST
10 P M '

pERCENT

WHOLE SAMPLE
N-972)

MEN

WOMEN

PARENTS OF
CHILDREN
UNDER IS

ALL OTHERS

FREQUENT DRINKERS

OCCASIONAL
DRINKERS

NON DRINKERS

1 55 -

1 60%

1 50%

1 56°°

1

Hs3H

1

erin Research Corporation

B

Ch i'i courtesy Schw

York radio station" that it would-,

accept liquor commercials forpl

broadcast after 10 p.m.. 58 percent

of those surveyed approved, while

as

Set

lie

27 percent were opposed. When the

question was expanded to cover all

radio stations, the figure was 55

percent in favor and 26 percent

against.

Also, the survey indicated that ^

"respondents were much less favor-

able to the presence of liquor ad

vertising on radio and tv than in

print media and, not unexpectedly,

approval varied inversely with the

alcoholic proof of the advertised

beverage."

The most liberal subgroup inter-

viewed was the 26 to 35 age bracket! E

a whopping 70 percent of these

favored radio liquor commercials.

The Schwerin report concluded

that while the results of its survey

"do not constitute a mandate to I

flood tv and radio with booze ad-

vertising. they do point to a fairly

permissive and tolerant consensus

in favor of allowing radio the same

privileges enjoyed by the print me-

dia."

Pattern of Farm Broadcast

Undergoes Radical Change
Cherry Hill, N. J. — Farmers

have the same consumer needs as(

anyone else, and broadcast adver

tisers have long since begun to real

izc it. In a panel discussion on

'Farm Radio in the Urban East'

at the summer convention of the!

National Assn. of Television and

Radio Farm Broadcasters, the over

all consensus was that advertiser

participation in farm broadcasts has

changed radically.

Both in the discussion and ir

the presentation that preceded it

it was pointed out that in years past

the average farm program Wfl

sponsored largely by farm equip-

ment dealers, chemical and fertil-

izer firms, etc. Today, more and

more straight consumer accounts

are finding their way into fa

programs.

The pattern has changed, both

in advertising and programing.

Some farm broadcasters give base-

ball scores on their shows. Others

orient themselves toward the city

listener, listing the best bins ir

produce, getting behind drives suet

as Dairy Month.
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Tv 1st Quarter Viewing & Billings

Are Bullish; High Levels Reached
Werage time spent at the set per television home per day
vas six hours, up two minutes over last year. Billings

:limb $36 million— 16.5 percent rise over year ago

Ni» \ <>rk \ bannei quartei

>r television - with viewing and

tilings both up.

Viewing in the first quarter o\

9M hit its highest level in the his-

n\ ol tv (with a notable excep-

loni with the report thai the avei

ge time spent at the set pei tele-

ision home per da) was an even

i\ hours. I he exception was the

rintei ol 1957-58 when a flu epide-

lic kept viewers in their homes
ml at the set tor an average ol

i\ hours and one minute daily.

Viewing time for the iirst quar-

:r of 1963, according to felevi-

iion Bureau ol Advertising figures,

- .as 5 -

In the billings department. IvK
sports a 16.5 percent increase in

XM t\ b) tuition. il and regional

jw
dvertisers during the first quarter

f 1964. Earlier, hi) had indicated
ano

-

Zollins Announces NABs
Committee Appointments
W ashineton \ VB President

.eRo\ (olluis lias announced ap-

ointment of committees.

I he general fund finance com-
littee will be co-chaired b)

Jen Strouse, president. \\\\l)(

Washington, and Payson Hall.

lesident, Meredith Broadcasting
b.. Des Momes.
Joseph E. Baudino, vice presi-

ent. Westinghouse Broadcasting
o

. was named chairman of the

y-laws committee.

Seleeted as co-chairman of the

Invention committee were John

Dille, Jr., president, WSJ> -l\

K>uth Bend-Elkhart, and Jack W
.ee. vice president and general

panager, WPRO Providence.

The membership committee wil

a\e Carleton I) Brown, president

nd general manager. \\ 1 \ I \\a-

:r\ille. Me. and Joseph S Sin-

lair, president and general m.ui-

r. WJAR-TV Providence as

O-chairmen.

a 9 i percent boost in network

time and program billings

I otal spot billings foi the initial

1964 quartei were $255,9 13,000 as

compared with I963's $219,771,-
iit it i

Product classes showing sub

stantial first quartei hikes include

automotive (up Jl percent), con-

ons and
' up

nets (up

latum and travel I
nt)

the total invested il

during the first vj 1

1

000 was spent in prime night ho
- 000 in d... 000

m earl) evenin

in late n

Vdvertisers joining the rani

the top 100 spot tv u the

in si time m .ui\ quartet

in ( ..n (
• B

triee I ^h\- < (68< ( lark

Oil & Refii I

1 i m. \ r & ( i

5 and National Airlines, Inc

f$61 1,800).

Advertising Should Emulate Personal

Selling, Cone Tells Johnson Officials

New York I WO hundred

Johnson's \\.i\ officials from 32

countries were given a primer ol ad-

vertising - with pertinent tv and

print illustrations b) Fairfax M
(one. chairman ol the executive

committee ol I oote, ( one & Held

ing.

Advertising, said (one. whose

agenev has long represented John-

son's Wax in the IS., is "some-

thing you do when vou can't go

see someone about a product ot

service vou want to offei ob-

v iousIv . going is best

Criticizing tv tor tailing to emu-

late personal selling in everv pos-

sible aspect ol honesty, simplicity

and directness, he said, "lust now

television is m the throes ol dis-

regard, with comic aviators in old-

tune COmed) biplanes touring DOXCS

Of breakfast food through painted

Clouds, with marimba bands playing

behind razor blade commercials . . .

and men and women with black-

ened eves declaring the) would la-

ther tight than switch from a not

verv popular brand ol filter <

arets
'"

Showing example alter example.

( one outlined the five cardinal

rules that, he said, "must be ob-

served in loto if the advertising is

to succeed
"

He listed the rules as follows

advertising must be clear as to

Cone "tv i» in thro*, ot d.wcgard

what the proposition reallv is. it

must be complete in explaining the

proposition; the proposition must

be important to the p:

peal mils: sonal and it must

demand that some action be I

Speaking to the same group.

Howard M Packard, Johnson's

Wax president (his firm spent

million plus List ycai m tv ). stl

.

that advertising should be an im-

portant concern not on!) ol a<\ di-

rectors but ol all management peo-

ple, s ful advertising pro-

grams, he said, demand that busi-

ness manage rs understand

the right attitud

wards it I

to sel now, not

tant point in the future." he
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PROBING THE CURRENTS AND UNDERCURRENTS OF BROADCAST ADVERTISING

Nets on l ine for $450 million

fhere's perhaps no business like the. tv net-

work business in one respeet: the mandatory

planned investment for material inventory over

the next full 52 weeks. The average business

can cut back at intervals with the going market

or demand. With network tv the obligated cost

is fixed. I hat is. in the area of programing

inventory. Hence, before the three networks ring

up the curtain on the 1964-65 season, they'll

have committed themselves to around $450 mil-

lion on the season. This is just inventory and

does not include fixed overhead. Here's how

Sponsor Scope estimates the programing dol-

lar dimensions:

Tv film entertainment series

Boxoffice feature film series

"live" variety, musicals, panels

News, documentaries, specials

Daytime programing

TOTAL

$225,000,000

25,000,000

50,000,000

50,000,000

100,000,000

$450,000,000

Soap opera: 28 to 35 thousand weekly

It you're not conversant with the economics

oi daytime serials, here's some updating. The

package price for five half-hours a week now
ranges between $28,000 and $35,000. Figures

roughly 60 percent above the line and 40 per-

cent below the line in budget ratio. The install-

ments are done mostly live. Tape will be re-

sorted to ( I ) when an important player has a

Broadway role or (2) to make it convenient

for the cast on a holiday. Incidentally. CBS-TV's
Jim Aubrey is quoted in soap opera precincts

as saying that the best acting in tv is to be

found in daytime programing.

Does network rerunning trip up spot?

( .m the current sluggish How of spot t\ sales

be attributed in a substantial part to the fact

that the networks started their nighttime repeats

.is fat back as May? Certain kej station reps.

anyway, are citing this angle as a hkeK reason

for orders with July starting! dates not being

lip to expectations I hese reps' suspicion: ad-

vertisers and agencies have become wary of

the diminished vitality in programing brought

on by the advanced period of reruns and have

postponed their schedules. Aggravating the situa-

tion: newspapers going out of their way to note-

reruns in tv listings. From the reps' viewpoint:

amortizing tv film inventory over 52 weeks may

be an economic fact of life for the networks.

but for national spot it creates a tougher predica-

ment each succeeding summer.

Tv stations, reps reexamine markets

This is the time of year when the tv reps

and their stations do their reviews of the market.

Like programing, rate revisions, research, pro-

motion. Suggested trend at the moment on rates:

increases will be anything but dramatic. Rate

adjustments will follow the more modern philo-

sophy of gearing them to the competitive audi-

ence-pull over specific spans or periods in the

schedule. The concept adds to the complexity

of a rate card, but. on the other hand, the rate

structure's far more realistic and the buyer has

a more pinpointed conception of what he's get-

ting for his money.

Network sports bill $81 million

Sports, the built-in excitement fuse as far as

tv is concerned, shows a greater sponsor appetite-

appeal than ever. The hunger isn't being retarded

in the least by the escalating appetite of the

sports promoters for more money. The dimen-

sions of sports network tv for the 1964-65 sea-

son: a total of 47 packaged series and single

events with gross sales covering rights, time and

production adding up to close to $S1 million —
$8 million more than for the 1963-64 season

(February 11. 1963, Sponsor Scope). Next

season's tv sports innovation, of course, is NBC-
TV's scheduling of the Orange Bowl on New
Year's night. It could be a breaking of ground

for regular nighttime network sports. Like an

hour set aside weekly for various types ol events.

Would give advertisers a chance to get into a

different type of programing at night. An entic-

ing element for sponsors: reaching men nn a

more systematic basis. As big as the SSI million

22 SPONSOR



looks, the networks (when it's .til over) don'l net

anything neai the profit the) do from regulai

entertainment programing But it does keep the

affiliates bapp) and gives the viewers a stimulat-

ing topic oi conversation Following is the spoils

inventory ol the coming season .in compiled b)

Sponsor Si opi , with the package prices obtained

directlv hom each network

ABC-TV

PACKAGED EVENTS PACKAGE BIUINGS

Wide World of Sports $ 7,500,000

AFl Games 5,750,000

NBA Bask.< 3,000.000
Wonderful World of Golf 1,800,000

NBA Bowlers Tour 1.500,000

AFL Postgame Show 650.000
American Sportsman S. 600.000
AFL Champion Game 380.000
AFL All-Stars Game 380.000
Liberty Bow! 300.000
Blue Bonnet Bowl 300.000
Gator Bowl 300.000
Davis Cup 210,000
North-South Shrincrs Game 200,000

TOTAL 522,870.000

CBS-TV

NFL Games $18,000,000
Baseball Game of the Week 6.000,000

CBS Golf Classic 1.900.000

NLF Championship 1.800,000

Sports Spectacular 1.600.000

Pro Football K.ckoff 750.000
Pro Posfgame Show 400,000
Carling Golf Tournament 380,000
NFL Playoff Bowl 350,000
Triple Crown Racing 350,000
Cotton Bowl 350,000
Masters Tournament 275,000
PGA Tournament 250,000

TOTAL $32,405 000

NBC-TV

NCAA Football Games $ 9,500.000

Major League Baseball 4.000.000

World Series Baseball 3.800.000

NBC Sports Series 1.500,000

Orange Bowl 900,000
Rose Bowl 700.000
All-Star Baseball 600.000

Golf World Series 500.000
NCAA Pre-Game Show 500.000

Pro Bowl 500.000

East-West Game 500.000

Sugar Bowl 500.000

Bing Crosby Golf Tour 400.000

NCAA Football Scores 400.000

U.S. Open Golf 250.000

U.S. Lawn Tennis 200.000

World Series Pre-Game 200.000

Sun Bowl 200.000
Senior Bowl 200.000

TOTAL $25 350 000

GRAND TOTAL $80 625 000

Football 54% of tv sports revenue

I his is ,i supplementary look -it the bil

potential foi sports programing >>n the three t\

networks during the l964-< (S the

tabulation b) individual sports p

l ootball, with an aj take ol mil-

lion, will account foi 54 percent «'i .ill s|*>rts

billings, .i jump ol $8 million in revenue and

v percent in share Baseball's $14.6 milium

make it still the second most popular buy l p
s4 million from lasl season. Prospect tr>>m

strange as it maj seem, is down bj N ^ million

among the three networks. However, tins will

probablj be leveled out by independent tourna

ment hookups. I Ik- coining season's tall) b) -

eon

TYPE OF SPORT

Football

Baseball

Sports anthologies

Golf

Basketball

Bowling

Horse Ra< li

Tennis

GRAND TOTAL

ESTIMATE PACKAGE BILLINGS

$43,810,000

14.600.000

11.200.000

5.955.000

3.000.000

1.500.000

350.000

210.000

$80 625 000

Perplexed Latex exits fall spot tv

I he fat's in the fire on the
|

ck issue

lntcrn.ition.il Latex put it there bj advising sta-

tions and reps tli.it spot t\ won't be pari ol the

company's plans for the fall. In 1963 I

spot bundle u.is around $7 million. I his \

exclusive of the List four months, the bud

in t

; million bracket. Latex
1

wei

its action, .is conveyed b) John Boone, I

manager of broadcast advertising .is long

the bulk of the stations in the bulk of the m
markets can'l make up their minds .is to p..

back polk) as oi September 1. it is impossible

to plan .i spot campaign. It is imperative that

I atex' smaller budget products be encased in

ybacks. I atex is not interested in occupj

the less, or least, desirable positions on a

tion's schedule or local programing with an out-

ich 1 I'M Network (where

permitted) will gel more ol the i itei bu<

Other media have been explored and will be

used Howevei I itex is not burnir

me 29. 1964
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PROBING THE CURRENTS AND UNDERCURRENTS OF BROADCAST ADVERTISING

behind il entirely. II the "fog" clears away and

it becomes practical enough tor Latex to use

some spot tv. adjustments can be made. But

not at premium rates. That's the Latex position.

Meantime Colgate and others keep canvassing

stations as to their fall policies on piggybacks.

Noted one upper-rung tv rep: Colgate's going

about its quest the wrong way. Reps who have

.1 close relationship with their stations are in

better shape to provide Colgate with the in-

formation it wants. Power plays aren't the right

means. Nor is it necessary to fly around the

country. Quite a number of important stations

have made up their minds. All Colgate has to

do is ask which stations have settled on a policy.

Colgate's retort: sounds right, but from informa-

tion it has at hand the piggyback situation is

still in a big state of confusion. Most of the

intelligence coming in is vague. Some of it has

an air of the trial balloon. General impression:

stations generally are waiting to see what others

in the market are going to do. As Colgate sees

it: the critical point is but two or three weeks

away.

Metrecal, Wm. Penn endow spot radio

General Cigar and Metrecal contributed last

week to the good welfare of national spot radio.

The GC campaign via Y&R: for the William

Penn brand, in about 30 markets, six weeks at

the rate of 10-15 spots a week. Metrecal's 13-

ueek splurge is limited to the west coast. Sched-

ule is for K) spots a week, starting July 6. It's

the last K&E buy lor the account before passing

on to another agency, yet to be named.

Cigar leaders take $10.8 million tv

l\\ outlook from the cigar field lor the

1964 65 season is that of record expenditures.

I hat will applj to spot as well as network. Net-

work commitments by the two top companies:

Consolidated Cigar, a minimum of $6.3 mil-

lion. Genera] Cigar, a minimum of $4.5 million.

( ODSOlidated is putting its chips o\\ lour and
a hall commercial minutes of \iu i\ night-

time ami hall sponsorship ol two Damn I homas

specials. General Cigar is dividing its budget

between a quarter each of Huntley-Brinkley and

the NFL games. General continues to (1) ride

high on its Tiparillos, (2) emphasize such copy

points as housewife acceptability and how to

handle a cigar. Incidentally, Bayuk still leans

essentially toward spot. Good for at least

$750,000.

NBC-TV ribs CBS-TV Bishop tag

The big needle of the fall network tv selling

season is being applied, openly, by NBC-TV
to CBS-TV. NBC-TV sales' chortling disclosure:

CBS-TV is offering the coming original install-

ments of the Joey Bishop Show for $25,000 a

minute, whereas NBC-TV is getting $29,000

a commercial minute for the Bishop reruns.

CBS-TV sales says it won't deny or affirm.

Bristol-Myers is down for an alternate week of

the CBS-TV series.

Effort to break the tv film barrier

John G. McCarthy, president of the Tele-

vision Program Export Association, is headed

for another barrier-cracking mission in Europe.

This one's two-fold: (1) trying again to induce

Britain to increase its quota of foreign tv films

from 14 percent (the present import limit); (2)

persuade GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs

and Trade) in Geneva to recognize tv film as an

international commodity. Dimensions of tv film

product on the international scene: (a) grosses

about $70 million; (b) Canada is the No. 1 mar-

ket, with Australia second and Japan third. Bri-

tain, because of its stiff import quota, is fourth.

Nielsen double shortcuts NSI service

Another move's in the making at A. C. Niel-

sen to make the station index more responsive

to eastern advertiser and agency interest. Pre\ i-

ously the company disclosed it was moving the

NSI to New York and putting in George Blechta

as manager. On the back burner: taking Bill

Hamill out of Nil sales and assigning him to
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manage] ol NS1 foi Ne\n York Iwm stroke

removed the 900-mile ( hicago impasse.

To triplespot or not to triplespot?

Issue of self-debate among some group own-

erships .uul individual stations: whethei to em
brace the N \l* code authority's dispensation on

triplespotting during the weeks before the elec-

tions. Before making anj decision, t lic> ic can

vassing policymakers among theii regular ad

vertisers and agencies for viewpoints. Corinthian

at least seems inclined to solve the dilemma by

.1 ck\m pre-emption of the intervening spots

26 sources supply 71 film series

rhere's been a marked reduction in the

number of supplier sources for prime time net-

work t\ film series, even if you compare the

1964-65 season with the current one I he drop

in that interim: from 37 to 26. In other words,

the proliferation of production sources has been

slowed down for the first time since the advent

of this type of programing Whether this is ^^\\

for the creative side of the medium is another

question. 1 he producer who seems to have forged

ahead appreciably over the 63-64 season is

2t)th Century-Fox. Sponsor S( <>n \ rack-up o\

producer sources for film series products for

coming network season follows. (Firsl figure is

number of week!) series; figures m parentheses

are aggregate number o\ weekly hours.)

PRODUCER ABC TV CBSTV NBC-TV TOTAL

WCA Tevue . 6 6 9,8 '

Screen Gen-j 6 3

CBSTV
20th Century Fo» •>

MGW TV

ABC TV ••>

Danny Thomas Enterprises 1 \

Filmways

Crosby Enterprises

Richelieu -

Four Stars

NBC-TV
United Art sts 3 .

Warner Bros. •

Chertok

• neous 3 6 4

GRAND TOTAl 29 70 25 16': 17 s 71 51'
|

* Represents full ownership, partnership. subsicUt'On

Quick look at air media basics

What's the cost <*/ an hotu \ prime tim

the t\ net* ••iks

'

\ broad one tune onlj figure

Hom mans stations has each oj f/n

\U( I \ . 204; CBS-TV, 184 NBt I \ 193

u hat < an be figured as the thousand

foi i/ prune i\ network nighttime minute' Time

and program.

I he range is between 135,000 and | If

n Inn's the average honu i i thousand

prime nun- on the tv networks?

It ranges between S3 BO and

// you ha\ t 20 tela asts i

period, how many difjereni homes would \"//

(a) reach and (b) achieve m commercial

quern \

'

i a » 40.5 percent and ib i I

l
> percent

it's the average cost-per-thousand h

foi a prime 20-second spot oil week m terms oj

number oj markets
'

One to it) markets 12 90;

I to 50, ^2 90; I to 100, $2

What is the accumulative cost-per-minute

1 12 announcements pet week) in traffit time in

spot radio, according to number oj n

One to 10 markets. $700; I to 25, $1250;

I to 50, $1900; I to 100, $2500

Grey revamps media buying system

Foi the third time in four years Grej

vertising has changed its media buying structure

l he agency lias gone back to the media buying-

group system in which a group does the buying

supervision on a number of accounts rhis (

cept consists ot a group head and assistant group

heads with buyers and assistant buyers under

them A similar system prevails al Youn

Rubicam, Benton \ Bowles, Compton, BBDO
Hates. Met ann-1 rickson I here's one significanl

variation al N\K a spot coordinator, with

this assignment filled current]) by Raj lones

(ire\ abandoned the croup concept four y<

ago for the media specialist letup, which spread

out into a multiplicit) ot specialized functions

I his specialist system exists .it J Waltei rhomp-

son and Lennen ^v Newell, among

une 29 1964



CHARLOTTE IS A PEACH

Metro Charlotte is just the hard core of a market 75 miles in diameter that is succulent selling wht

you buy WBT Radio. The populous Piedmont's top-audience radio station for two decades, on

WBT's 50,000 watt signal delivers Charlotte PLUS — a market of more than TWO MILLION PE<

PLE with $2'; BILLION in buying power. Your BLAIR man has the WBT story. It's a peach!

WBT RADIO
CHARLOTTE

Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company

6
BLAIR

GROUP
PUN
MEMBER
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The copywriter—

From word mechanic
to total communicator
No longer a mere reporter, the copywriter is a visualizer and a con-

cept man. So say former copywriters who now hold top agency posts

QOK MORI I II w I <>l K Dl ( \DI s now,

one member of the advertising

fraternity has had his function

battered b) the evolution of new

media. No other specialist h.is been so

vulnerable, as advertising has moved from

print onl) to print and pictures, from

photographs to radio and from radio to

television.

He's the copywriter.

\nd Iroin his ranks have eonie in-

dustr) giants Man) of them have a pride

in their copywriting unmatched by their

pnde in other accomplishments m-

cluding some formidable executive titles.

Most ol these industrv giants tod.iv

regard copj more high!) than ever bc-

fore lor television, m particular, the)

see ii as .m entire concept words, plus

images, plus sound, plus action.

lo prepare such COD) requires that

the "writer" be well-rounded m .ill as-

pects ol advertisiri \

can he merelv rewrite the radio

commercial so that it can be used

with pictures in motion. Inst.

he's more hkelv required to >.!

Wh,t Hobbv
Benion & Bowie*

|H*3>



David Reider, Doyle Dane Bernbach

and develop the entire advertising

concept.

Agency men point with pride to

the industry leaders and top execu-

tives — many with international

standing—who began their adver-

tising careers as copywriters.

Among them: Julian Koenig of

Papert, Koenig. Lois; Charles Brow-

er of BBDO. David Ogilvy of Ogil-

vy. Benson & Mather; William

Bernbach of Doyle Dane Bernbach;

Cieorge Gribbin of Young & Rubi-

cam; Leo Burnett of the agency

that bears his name; Rosser Reeves

ol led Bates.

Reeves, now board chairman at

the Bates agency, pays the highest

compliment to copywriting: "I'm

more proud of being a copywriter

than chairman of the board. A
board can elect its own chairman,

but it's as difficult to become a

good copywriter as it is to become
a brain surgeon.

\nd it becomes increasingly

difficult to become a good copy-

writer."' Reeves continues. "One
needs a great many more clubs in

his bag than he used to. He must

not only know print and radio, but

be able to write creatively for a

motion picture medium — televi-

sion." I he t\ copywriter must think

in terms of an extended period ol

time, plus live, film or tape visual

material.

rbday, it's usually the copywriter

who eieates and carries through

the whole advertising idea. In tv,

he must use nearly as many tools

as words sounds, visuals and dif-

ferent production techniques.

Copj has Ions.1 since lost its

ol "\a ritten words," ex-

plains Ri I oreman, executive

Jeremy Gury, Ted Bates

vice president and head of BBDO
creative services. "Copy is anything

that acts as a selling message. A
minute of film with no words at all

is copy in a tv commercial," he

says.

"Today's copywriter uses graph-

ics more than words," Foreman
continues. "Words are only an ad-

junct to the visual element. The
term 'copywriter' is a misnomer.

In tv. he must be a visual director

and think in terms of moving pic-

tures. If he doesn't, he has no right

being called a copywriter."

Because he often is the creative

innovator, the copywriter must also

know the basis of sound advertis-

ing—the sales picture, according to

copy department heads.

Dave Reider, vice president and
copy chief at Doyle Dane Bern-

bach, is one of the many creative

chiefs who take their copywriters

into client plants and offices to

learn first-hand about the business

they're expected to advertise.

"Sometimes they ask pertinent ques-

tions. But they try to find out

something that will sell themselves

on the product," he says.

Although Reider is associated

with an agency that's generally

considered one of the "most crea-

tive" in the business, he strongly

believes that "awards lor creative

commercials or print ads don't

mean a damn thing unless client

sales go up." He reports that the

waste baskets in his department

"are lull of ideas that are fresh,

new and exciting" but that don't

even reach the account executive

"because they won't sell. We
wouldn't stay in business if the

client's sales kept going down

Dermort McCarthy, Young & Rubicam
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while we were winning more anc

more awards," Reider says witl

emphasis.

"We find there is one correla

tion, however," he adds. "Ou
most successful tv commercial

are usually our most creativi

ones."

Tv commercials out of DDE
that have been sales successes a

well as creative successes includi

those for Acrilan fiber, Cracke

Jacks, Coffee of Columbia, Jamai

ca Tourist Board, Laura Scudde

Potato Chips. Polaroid. Utic;

Club Beer and Volkswagen.

Not all agencies are puttin: I

creativity to good business use I

however, a Ted Bates executivl

contends. "Instead of thinking ol

the client's sales need, some agen

cies use creative art and copy t«

make 'house organ' commercial

that do little beyond publicizin

the agency itself," says Jerenr

Gury, vice president in charge o

creative operations at Bates. "The

use the client's money to sho\

off their own wit." he contend:-

,

"We've taken reels of prize-win

ning commercials and shown then

to great numbers of people, an.

they don't even know what th

commercials are trying to say."

Other creative leaders generall

agree, however, that most copy

writers try — sometimes desper

ately — to keep the sales ehai

in mind.

"A fine sense of the busmes

world and an understanding of th

role of advertising and marketing

are, in fact, high on the list of

good copywriter's qualification

says Marion Harper, chairman an

president of the Interpublic group

ra

h:

A
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He also lists;

• \ greatei than average intei

est in the arts, going beyond
writing to include theater, paint-

ing, music

• \n ability to write

"( Obvious .is that seems,*
1

be ex

plains, "you'd be surprised at how
man) men and women trj to

copy jobs with us m the beliel

| that writing advertising isn't really

writing .it all. but perhaps some
sort of verbal mysticism thai can

be acquired."

other creative directors add to

the list of qualifications:

• A t\ copywriter must have a

strong sense of logic and graphics,

insists Whit Hobbs, senior vice

president in charge of creative

services at Benton e< Howies. "He
must be able to 'think' pictures."

Hobbs explains, "and also to think

Straight — take a problem, strip

away all but essentials and set

it clown in logical fashion: one.

two. three, tour. Then he must

add a twist and make it bright."

• He must also be fast and

able to handle a great deal ot

work. "There was a time when
the copywriter could put his feet

on his desk and just think, but

no more. A t\ viewer sees hun-

dreds of commercials and gets

bored easily. The copywriter must

constantly find new ways to gel

to him." sa\s Hobbs.

• \ background of visual train-

ing helps a lot. the experts say.

"Those who have knowledge ol

art and writing have the best op-

portunity of becoming an all-

around success." sa\s Judson
Irish, vice president and creative

director at Foote, (one & Beld-

ing. "But the combination is hard

to find. Agencies will be looking

more and more tor both talents."

• "Being oneself" is also of

primary importance, according to

Cieorge (iribbin. board chairman

a: Young & Rubicam, who has a

story to go with the moral

'Many years ago a wry lucky

thing happened to me." he re-

calls. It was an incident that took

place in m\ days as a copywriter

Id i &R Back 'in the '30s, Pack-

ard was not only an automobile,

but a \ery fine automobile, in-

deed And as a young writer I

was given a test run on the Pack-

ard account.

"I was told by the copy super-

Jone 29, 1964

Today's copywriter thinking conceptually work, with wordi imjg»i loundi jnd action

\isor that Jack Rosebrook had

Ken the great writer on Packard.

When he. the supervisor, had taken

Over the account, he studied Jack's

copy, picked up his mannerisms

and tricks o! style and. in doing

si', managed to acquit himseli

well on Packard that he became

account supen - ( '>> thou and

do likewise.' he advised me

S I did." (iribbin explains

"I studied lac) R

style until I could

wards Ihen I sat down to w-

It can- d-rate R

brook and second--

It taught r I . >uld

only write like Ciribbin."

w th such a broad

qualifications for the no
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Anthony Chevins, Cunningham & Walsh

surprise that copywriters come
i ii mii widely differing backgrounds.

Some agencies take on English

majors just out of college; others

search through industry and the

arts lor their employees.

Bates has had copywriters who
have gone to the Julliard School

of Music — or have been poets,

sculptors, librettists. One copy-

writer in their employ now was
once a wholesale jeweler. Three

creative supervisors today were at

one time an engineer, a chemist

and an architect. "It just depends

on which way lite Hipped them
before they found out they could

write copy." says Reeves.

Young & Rubicam found some
excellent" copywriters among

girls originally hired as secretaries.

says Dermott McCarthy, head of

that agency's copy department.

Hobbs. at Benton & Bowles,

feels that young people just out

ol college often make good copy-

writers. "Some o\' them are bright.

have a real spark and are always

on target." he says. "I he young
people think t\ I hey grew up with

l\. whereas we listened to Uncle

Don on the radio."

A signal by-product ol copy-

writing's expansiveness is its ef-

fect on agencj organization: be-

cause t\ copywriting is considered

.1 visual as well as a verbal art.

ies have been integrating

then COpj and ait departments

Hates, which has been readjust-

its creative departments over

the past five years, now has three

rtments working together un-

der the same creative supervisors

production, art and cop)

\t Doyh Dane Bernbach the

Robert Foreman, BBDO

copywriters work in the same room
with the art directors.

At Foote. Cone & Belding, says

Irish. "We're doing all we can

to integrate totally the two de-

partments. We don't lay stress on
what the copywriter writes, what
the art director visualizes or what
the producer produces. We consi-

der them together as a creative

team."

At Benton & Bowles, a tv

workshop allows the copywriter to

work on art and production and

on any accounts he likes. He can

go "way out" in trying to come
up with a new approach or tech-

nique. "In the workshop, we let the

creative mind go as far as it can

and then see what happens." Hobbs
explains. "Some very good com-
mercials have come out of it." He
cites those for Vigran and Post

cereals, both of which came from
the lab.

Sometimes copywriters don't

write a line before they talk with

an art director. Hobbs explains.

Others are "visual-minded" and

see the graphic concept for them-

selves, later putting it into words.

And sometimes the actual copy
line that is used may be a catch-

phrase suggested by an art direc-

tor.

Right now. the trend seems to

be toward more graphics and fewer

words, according to Wallace Ross,

head of the \menean l\ Commer-
cials Festival.

Certain products seem to lend

themselves more readily to graphic
interpretations, he points out \utOS
ami cigarets, for example, are us-

uall) shown by pictures, sounds
ami m use sequences on t\. On the

Judson Irish, Foote, Cone & Belding

other hand, toothpastes and food

tend to be more word-oriented.

FC&B's Irish points out tha s
package-goods — such as Clairol c e

Kool-Aid and S.O.S. (both fron p
General Foods) and some Menlc
James items — often require word* ^j
copy to explain salespoints tha ^r

aren't apparent to the eye.

But copy chiefs are in genera
,v ,

agreement that the form copy ul L
timately takes doesn't really mat ^

',,

ter. (Says one, "The question o ^
copy length is often a question o

$m
how long a man's legs should be." _„

The difference between words am ^'

art is "only literal," they say. fo t .

both elements serve the same im . .

portant purpose — to put acros

the message. In fact. BBDO'
Foreman defines the word "copy L^,

as "message-carrier."

Executives with copywritin
*

backgrounds all agree that th> .1 .

copywriter's function has change*?

enormously since the advent of t\
!'.

but they don't concur on whethej.

results are better or worse

Anthony Chevins. executive vie

president, creative services. Cun
ningham & Walsh, believes it ha

improved to the extent that peopl

have become more familiar wit

the craft. "It's been a matter

necessity." he says. "Competition

is greater."

Foreman, at BBDO. believes tha

some copywriting todaj is so heavil

researched that it gets water©

down. While the mechanical as

peets of commercials are

improved, he notices a "same

in much copywriting now

Copywriting as a whole is bet

ter, according to Y&R's McCarthy

if for no other reason than tha

fen

orst

vast!

In
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ere are more agencies doin

uch bettei i»>h today.

i ( B's h isii believes thai crea

Mts in i\ commercials is some
mis restricted bj government
iiiroi. the networks and agency

wyers He also believes that the

fluence of testing services has

fleeted copywriting, foi some
Ikiks take testing verj serious!)

\iul that raises another ques-

on l xactl) how does the client

fleet copywi iting toda)
'

Client influence over creativitj

xists. of course, but it's not corn-

only exerted, most executives

give When a client Joes inter -

•de, it's usually in the area of

potent rather than technique.

"I think the client has a re-

ponsibility to tell us what is the

nost important aspect of his prod-

ct, even it we don't agree." says

"tVW's t'hevins. "It's true that

•lients sometimes call and sa)

hcy'd like to sec a specific enter-

ainer in their commercial or they'd

ike to film in Italy. Hut they don't

a\ they want humor or more

:opy. That's technique, which is

eft up to us."

Sometimes clients exert then

nfluence simply by picking a new

gency that thinks more along

heir lines or that's celebrated for

creativity." \s one candid adman
>ut it. "advertisers switch to DDB
— or other so-called 'creative

1

igencics — because they want

omcthing like the Volkswagen
ids." I luis. it's the advertiser, him-

iclf. who's often responsible for

:opy trends. He wants what has al-

eady been done, agency men say.

Creative departments scorn such

linking.

"No copywriter should folio* a

rend." says Rcidcr. a member ol

he creative DDH agency. "It's the

vorst thing he can do He should

lot watch trends except to know

vhat they are — in order to get

may from them He must /ig

A'hilc others .ire /aggmg."

In short, a good copywriter tO-

lay turns out considerably more
han the verbiage of a t\ com
iercial. \{^- can produce the "key"

hat turns out sales success, then

ranslate it into words, images.

Bunds and action. He thinks, not

n words, but in concepts. Ami
should be called — as he in-

reasmgly is called — not "copy-

.vntcr" but "innovator."

lune 29. 1964

Doyle Dane Bornbjch'% creative spur, Willum B.'rnb.ich il n inducted info the Copywriter!'

H.ill of F.imo by AWANY president Robert Pj\ch .it the .iwjidi banquet held f Kit year

For the love

off writing

the AWANY tymbol can. appropri-

ately, H'«r on th» ; opy-

•ier to ~

down y... -• of buoy up mora

I he Vdvertising \\ ritt h \smi

Ol V w > i>ik — known ,i>

\\\ \m - is one important

ip that tppreciative

lutes to the copywriter.

I he organization is young —
only foul sears old. Its first m.

ing found lust five people huddled

ether in CostelkVs H \

k's once ding) rhird Vvenue.

Hut m ii<ur years' time, memb
ship has grown along with it

s

nown.

roday, \ v^ \M is making
significant inroads into advertisii

bastion several blocks awaj on
\| idison Vven

\- ts

the club elects

( opywritcr's Hall I

date, the honor ha ited

to I eo Hi ;, in.

David Ogilvy and William Bern-

bach cut).

\

s that ! the

club membership ling

SO honored with gold

31



AWANY . . .

silver keys. Citations specify "the

contribution of the copywriter to

the selling idea." thus cover the

origination of the commercial's en-

tire advertising concept.

AWANY's 1964 copywriter

awards were as follows:

Gold Key awards for television

commercials, under one minute:

Monte Ghertler of Papert, Koenig,

Lois for the Herald Tribune com-

mercial; for television, one minute

or over: Gerald Schoenfeld of Cun-

ningham & Walsh for the American

Export Lines series.

Gold Key award for radio: Dan
Bingham of Doyle Dane Bernbach

for Volkswagen.

Silver Key awards for television,

one minute or over: Nancy Sutton

of Grey Advertising for Van Hcu-

sen; George Hawkins of Young &
Rubicam for Chrysler.

Si her Key award for radio:

Robert Collins of Charles W. Hoyt
for B&M beans.

AWANY is dedicated to the fol-

lowing purposes:

• To provide the opportunity to

meet other advertising writers, both

socially and professionally.

• To provide the opportunity to

grow professionally, by sharing the

experience of other writers, includ-

ing leaders in the field.

• To develop superior pride in

superior work through official com-
mendation and awards.

• To assume responsibility for

attracting beginners of ability and
character, and provide for their con-

tinuing interest and education.

• i>> set up professional stand-

ards for advertising writers, and de-

fine the specific areas of responsi-

bility lor integrity and propricK ol

itisements and commercials

• lo provide professionaJ forces

thai will devote their time and talent

Mcnal public service

Shown above. Ameri-

can Export commer-
cial by Gerald
Schoenfeld of Cun-

ningham & Walsh,

won 1964 Gold Key
for best in tv, one
inure or longer.

The New York Her-

ald Tribune commer-
cial by Monte Ghert-

ler of Papert, Koenig,

lois. won Gold Key
for best tv commer-
cial under one minute



How to organize
your own consumer panel

Biddle Co. employees each secure five families

to test products, evaluate ads and commercials

\\ in N a small national ad-

vertiser u.mts to test a new prod-

uct or commercial, there are often

only two alternatives: (1) spend a

great deal oi mone> on scientific

national research to get people's

opinions, or (2) just let the agency

work with past experience, relevant

research on other produets. plus

intuition.

\ • SO with clients of the Mid-

west advertising agency known as

The Biddle Co. of Bloomington,

III.

This agenc] has lined up its own
personal, informal researeh panel

— a eross between the highly scien-

tific survey and the "ask-your-

neighbor" approaeh. Employees

have enlisted about 300 families to

ser\e on the panel.

Nearly 1.000 people (about S00

of them with buying influence) are

included in the panel. I'aeh family

unit is classified and eoded accord-

ing to its size, kind of dwelling and

home-ownership. I'aeh individual

member is classified by age. educa-

tion, marital status, occupation and

income.

Altogether, the) "represent an

excellent cross-section of universal

household characteristics," says

John G. Reinhard, panel direetor.

I lie panel will be used to test

advertising on all media, but the

first few clients have so far request-

ed only print information. "When
we have broadcast research to do.

we'll probably send tapes around
— or ask the family members con-

Previewing a radio commercial in Kinui City for a Biddle Co client are Peter Gerton ind

family Howard Boaiberg, account executive with the agency doet the interviewing

cerned with the test-product to tune

in to the tv program in question,*
1

a Biddle spokesman Bays.

Actually, the panel was designed

to test radio and t\ commercials as

well as print ads and to secure what-

ever other marketing data potential

or existing clients might need Its

essential purpose, however, is to

assist the agency in obtaining con-

sumer reaction to - and opinions

about — products and serv.^

The areas to be covered include

packaging, product use. product de-

sign, taste, price or anv oilier a-:

. >t a new product of interest to the

lev. explains | vcrctt I) Biddle,

agency president.

Information about the families

can be used with electronic data-

pro, equipment, thus allowing

the agency

oplc lor combin
m the tmpling

univ,

panel din
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Eloominglon housewife Mrs. Howard Kolbus

(r), mother of four boys, gives reaction

to Biddle's four-color folders for Kathryn

Beich Candy. Mrs. Madge Adams, interviewer.

Rcinhard explains, if the agency

wants to sample only teenagers for

their evaluation of a product, they

can be separated quickly from the

rest of the panel. Similarly, home-

owners in any age group can readily

be selected and interviewed, should

a client request the evaluation of a

specific tv commercial aimed at that

group.

The idea of organizing a consum-
er panel solely for Biddle Co. re-

search originated with Norman Fox,

vice president and creative director

of the agency. Fox originally organ-

ized a consumer panel of 60

teachers from Bloomington schools.

The panel began to function in the

winter of 1962-1963 and lasted

through the spring. Both grade

school and high school teachers

were used.

"We were doing work for the

Encyclopedia Brittannica Film Di-

vision at that time." says Fox. "It

seemed silly to create advertising

for teachers without consulting

them, so I began to send them ques-

tionnaires on what headlines the)

liked for advertising certain films.

They returned the questionnaires

with their comments within a couple

of days. It worked very well."

Fox went to Rcinhard with the

idea of expanding the panel to cov-

er families with universal character-

istics. Rcinhard approved. Each

person in the Chicago. Blooming-

ton and Kansas Cit\ offices of the

M First questions answered by prospective panel

members involve their personal backgrounds.



John Reinhard I director of the 300 f.imily consumer research panel

of Midwest ad agency The Biddle Co , Bloomlngton, III , and Everett

Biddle, agency president, discuss information on individual panel

members, coded by Reinhard and tabulated on IBM equipment

One of the nearly 1000 people on the panel, a housewife and the

mother of three children. Mrs Dale Buti of Bloomington. Illinois.

answers a Biddle consumer research panel questionnaire Stanley

Heggen, of the Biddle creative staff, represents the ad agency

agency was asked to secure five

families to participate in the proj-

ect. Some secured less; others ;is

man} as ten. Friends, neighbors,

acquaintances, friends ol friends

and acquaintances ol acquaintances

were asked.

1 1>\ s.i\s the final list, completed

in April, consists Ol a good cress-

section of the American scene. Doc-

tors, lawyers, teachers, truck drivers

and chambermaids are included.

I ox himself secured his barber and

famBy, a professor from Illinois

State University, a motel operator,

a chambermaid who works m a

motel and a machinist and his wife

Some willing families had to be

discarded in the end to correct an

overbalance of high income uroups.

according to Fox. I he balance was
not scientifically arrived at. how-

ever. "We know the exact balance

ot incomes, education and family

structure does not follow the na-

tional population line. It's not a

universal sample and isn't meant to

be." Fox contends. "The sample is

just to get an indication of what

people think and does not take the

place of a national survev. I'or in-

depth studies the agency does em-
ploy research companies Our panel

is meant to give US an idea ol

whether we need in-depth research.*'

I here were three mam reasons

for initiating such a panel, accord-

ing to Fox: 1) quick response. 2)

good merchandising for the agency

and 3) added service for the agen-

cy's clients.

I he speed of research is facili-

tated by the use ot computerized

equipment and the personal contacl

possible through agency employees.

Information about individuals is

coded by Reinhard so employees
won't know the statistics on friends

and acquaintances participating; all

the information thus coded is tab-

ulated on IHM equipment.

"If we need a fast field check.

we can always have agency em-
ployees obtain quick responses from

"their" families and have the infor-

mation we need in a day 01 SO," s.t\s

Fox

Although the system currently in-

volves 300 families, I ox expects

about 500 l.miilies to participate

in the future. Milwaukee will be

added to the participating agency

offices early this summer I rom 50

to 100 Milwaukee families will k
added. Fox says.

I hree clients began to use the

research panel in June Although
names were not given, the advertis-

ers are active in the fields of family

foods, detergent products and in-

dustrial engineering and manufac-

turing. Ml ol the agency's clients

are national or regional-and-going-

national, s.o*. i ,<\

"Those using the svstem now .ire

really testing it out for US," he ex-

plains '• Although we are sure it

will work, it has not vet been en-

tirely proved in practice
"

lo prevent bias and avoid anv

advertising agency influence, pane!

members seive mi a voluntary basis

I he only thing they are i:iven is .i

sample o\ the product being sur-

veyed
I he Biddle Co approached pw

spective panel members in the t>>l

lowing tone

>'<'/• don't lunt- i<> />c (/ copywrit-

,' ft (in artist it d psychologist

. . . all we'd like i" have \"« </<< is

to answer probably not more than

it dozen Questions, perhaps out

,

twice a month These questions »»///

ileal mainly with your likes and

dislikes what you would or

wouldn't do about the produt t

mentioned on the questionnc

The products might be bi

(hoi olate s\rup. i and) . shoes, < lolli-

es hats, toasters, steam irons

breakfast foods, drugs, hand lo-

tion, dm; food.

It isn't hard There are no right

or wrong answers or trii k\ </

.

lions. You don't e\en have

your name unless you want U I

replies will be kept strietl

dential

Research panel members will he

arded tor their help with sur-

prise aitts of produt ts being

veyed. The ^nts may to •

towels, food produ .'v. an\

one oi </• desirabh

Panel members receive reports

00 how research is progTCSsil

ncy sent OUt the first report re-

eentlv. noting that COdill <m-

pleted and that the first question-

naire would come s,<on

I B
: ; DOUl

I million in bil!

include I ennox [ndusb

S I irm InsuraiK. I S Heath

rjy bars and M ma-
\.iv r.uho and

appliances National Homes and

Swift & I
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Survey shows most stores use radio, some tv, but ad

executives feel use of broadcasting is "supplementary"

Air media play second fiddle

in department store ad medley

Department store perspec-

tives of broadcast advertising

haven't changed very much at the

grass roots retailing level in non-

major markets. Attitudes that were

prevalant two decades ago with

print educated and oriented admen
are. by and large, still entrenched

today.

Department store use of broad-

east media has increased. But the

reasons are varied and individual

to the community, the store and the

merch audi sing-promotion people.

To judge from a new survey of

department store advertising execu-

tives, radio and tv have generally

done a less-than-adequate job in

these important areas:

• Radio: \lthough 84 percent of

executives in the survey panel said

the) used radio to a greater or lesser

degree, radio stations apparently

have vet to find a general formula

that allows department stores the

impact in radio the) feel they get

in large-space print ads

• Tv: Although most executives

felt that tv's sight-and-sound sell-

ing had strong potential for depart-

ment stores (and several stores re-

ported successful tv promotions),

the respondents felt that tv costs

were out of line with results, and

that the quality and creativity in

local-level tv commercials was not

very high.

• Both media: Although nobody
responding to the national survey

actually came right out and said

that air media couldn't sell a five-

dollar bill for $4.95, the feeling to-

ward air media varied from cool

through tepid to fairly warm, but

not hot. The reported slice of de-

partment store budgets given over

to air media was as little as three-

tenths of one percent, at best not

much over 10 percent.

The survey, conducted by the

trade publication Department Store

Journal, polled 25 members of a

30-member "braintrust" panel rep-

resenting department stores in a

cross-section of large and small U.S.

markets. Principal media pattern un-

earthed: tv is seldom used as any-

thing but a supplement to depart-

ment store radio campaigns, and

radio is basically a supplement to

print media.

Here are further highlights:

What department store admen
do like about radio is its ability to

aid special short-term store promo-

tions in which the main advertising

burden is carried by print ads. They
also like radio's ability to reach out

beyond the basic metropolitan cov-

erage area of newspapers.

"In my opinion, the value and

effectiveness of the broadcast media

to department stores will be as addi-

tional tools to give saturation cov-

erage for stores' more important

events." was a comment made by

James Gratton. general merchan-

dise manager of Gray. Reid, Wright

Co. of Reno. Nev.

Leo A. Sachs, sales promotion

manager of Dey Bros, in Syracuse

Gratton
. . "value and effectiveness of

broadcast media will be as additional tools"

Hayden "we find radio effective to
roach particular groups, such as teenagers"

Armstrong . . . "items are best sold to

the teenagers by their favorite disk jockey" I
:
i,

: ;
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also uses broadcast media to

"supplement*
1

his firm's newspapei

campaigns. Peels that with a hm
ited spot budget, it is K-st spent

in prime time "where we get the

best coverage for our monej
Sachs also thinks that t\ could do
more fur department stores if it

were handled as are newspapers:

"I personally feel that t\ has a

future for department stores it the)

are willing to handle it in the same
waj the] handle newspapers —
with a staff of people, adequate

expenditure and the use of prime

time. In order to do this, everyone

(including the t\ stations) will have
to he dedicated to its success, be-

cause for the first year it might
he a gamble."

Not all department stores believe

in the short-term radio splash, how-
ever. Said Edward Falk, controller

of Newman's. Joplin. Mo.: "In m\
opinion, the proper waj to make
radio paj is to use it for repetitious

advertising. To merer) advertise a

sale or event for two or three days
before it occurs is a waste of money.
An item must be kept before the

public."

Radio is also popular with a

growing number of department
stores because of its ability to reach

a Specialty audience. largely through

Priehs . . "for an investment of less than

S80 for 20 spots we had total sales of $3872"

programing with appeal to a
|

ticul nt

Said Donald \\ Hayden, vice

president <>l I owin.iii's. Iik I

tanooga W< find radio effective

tu reach paiticulai L'nnips, fur in-

stance the teen L'toups WHO
their loyalty i" one station, classical

music lo\ers who tune in to I M
stations and baseball tans who listen

to broadcast- ol the seasonal

.'.lines
"

\ oicing similar media viem

another southeastern adman < < I

Armstrong, general merchandise

managei <<i Meik Bros Co., Char-

lotte, N i

w e have bund thai radio has l(

considerable appeal tO the \ast teen-

age market in our area Main in this

age bracket do not read newspa]

ads Results have shown that item

ot teenage appeal are best sold to

the teenagers b\ their favorite disk

jockey. We have even
|

tar

as to institute a regular. in-St

weekl) broadcast on Saturda> from

II a.m. until 12 noon with a local

radio station, and have enjoyed

teenage crowds \ar\uii; from J

to 1000 at these broadcasts."

\mong department store ad ex-

ecutives whose firm- Qsistent

broadcast huwrs was Barbara Lin-

coln, vice president S Mien \

Scherling . . . "radio if particularly effective in

home furnishings and big-ticket departments"

Miss Lincoln
. . . "it is hard to get a specific

check on radio, but we feel it worthwhile

Smith "we think radio has maximum impact

when it is used to promote a specific event

Knudson "tv colt eiceeds rhe results of

other methods of advertising p*r dollar cost"
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Sacs . . . "tv has a future for stores

if it is handled as newspapers are"

Harvey . . "yet to be convinced of

tv's potential for department stores"

4

Guberman
. . . "dissatisfied with pro-

duction and handling of presentation"

Friedman "having good results from
two-minute tapes on houseware items"

Co., Hartford, Conn. She voiced

her experiences in reaching specific

audiences through week-to-week

programing:

"We use radio continually. We
have Judy of Sage Allen who ad-

vertises both institutionally and with

special items on spot announce-

ments each day. It is, of course,

hard to get a specific check on ra-

dio, but we feel it worthwhile. We
also sponsor at present a weekly

hootenanny show given in different

high schools all over the state. Re-

sponse has been excellent."

One point raised by adwoman
Lincoln — that of the difficulty of

getting "a specific check on radio"

— was a leitmotif in several of the

survey responses.

When radio (or tv) was used to

promote a specific item or depart-

ment as part of a special promotion,

results could quickly be traced.

Such an example was furnished by

George W. Priehs, president of

Prichs Department store, Mt. Cle-

mens. Mich., who reported on the

store's tactic of "offering exclusive

radio specials" to the customers:

"Our only promotional effort was
20 spots on radio which resulted in

44 rugs sold at $88 each. For an

investment of less than $80 we had

total sales of $3872."

Added R. E. Scherling. execu-

tive vice president of Killian's, Ce-
dar Rapids. Iowa: "We are regular

users of radio and occasional users

of tv. We have been on radio con-

tinuously for 33 years with cither

programs or regularly scheduled
spots. Our experience has been that

while radio works for all classifica-

tions of merchandise, it is particu-

larly effective in home furnishings

and big-ticket departments."

On the same topic. T. R. Smith,

president of Roth Bros. Co., Supe-
rior. Wis., added: "We think radio

has maximum impact when used to

promote a specific event. Radio is

worthwhile when we are promoting
an item or idea that doesn't need
to be seen to be sold."

In discussing radio, most of the

responding department store admen
mentioned Of related their radio to

tv. And tv, most of them felt, was
a medium with promise for the fu-

ture and high cost m the present.

Saul Ban*) Knudson, vice presi-

dent Of Walker Seott Co.. San Di-

Calif.: "We seldom use t\ be-

ise we have been unable to find

how to use this medium effectively.

What analysis has been made has

indicated the cost exceeds the re-

suits of other methods of advertising

per dollar cost."

From Nashville, Fred Harvey,

Jr.. president of Harvey's, which

sponsors a Sunday night news show
and a limited spot campaign during

the week: "Although we have pio-

neered many firsts in the tv industry

for our area, we have yet to be con-

vinced of the potential of tv ad-

vertising for a department store.

Perhaps the coming UHF stations

with their supposed lower advertis-

ing rates, will change our mind."

Experimentation in tv. however,

is being done even though some
admen felt — as did Morris Guber-

man, president of Kaufman's, Colo-

rado Springs, Colo., who said that

he was "dissatisfied with the pro-

duction of commercials and the gen-

eral handling of the presentation"

— that local-level tv could not

produce top-level commercials in

smaller markets.

Having tried a number of differ-

ent tv approaches, Nathan Fried-

man, executive vice president of

Lichtenstcin's, Corpus Christi. Tex-

as, said:

"On tv, we have used a one-

week, five-times-daily, one-minute

schedule on soft goods and found

it unsatisfactory. We have tried

sponsorship of both a 6 p.m. and

10 p.m. 15-minute news program
with two spots, using a variety of

items, and found results ran from

mediocre to poor. CurrentK. how-
ever, we are having excellent results

from two-minute tapes on highly

demonstrable houseware items."

Is there such a thing as an over-

all broadcast formula which can be

used in most department store situa-

tions? One of the most cogent was

proposed by Lichtenstcin's Fried-

man, whose firm has been a fre-

quent experimenter with radio-tv

formats and tactics:

"We have found our best formula

to be 20-second tv announcements

(not merchandised) and one-minute

merchandised radio spots. Both,

however, should be used during a

major sale period paying particular

attention to time of broadcast and

degree of concentration on certain

days. We feel that radio and tv arc

supplementary media to be used

only in conjunction with our news-

paper advertising."
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TIME/Buymg and Selling

H-R leads reps
into computer age
Representation firm studies data processing, reorganizes

systems, consults ad agencies, lines up test tv stations

as it makes way for introduction of its computer this fall

H-R Rl PRl SENTATIVES has join-

ed the technological explosion in

the broadcast advertising industry.

I he buzz of activity, as H-R pre-

pares for operation of its long-

awaited data-processing center, her-

alds further upgrading of the broad-

cast information Tower of Babel.

\nd H-R is likely to be uniquely

alone with its twentieth century

electronic phenomenon until other

organizations can judge its worth by

what it accomplishes against what

it costs. While a number oi ~\^\ agen-

cies are deeply committed to the

use of computers — and more agen-

cies rapidly joining thcii ranks with

active buying 01 renting ol equip-

ment only a few l.nee rep firms

have declared then interest in the

automation hardware, and r:

have announced any action P

Griffin, & Woodward pioneered

with a less sophisticated system in
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late 1957. but dropped it after little

year.

Originally planned to be func-

tioning last month, the target date

for initial operation of the H-R
computer was changed to October

with the firm's decision to move

into another building.

The H-R computer staff is utili-

zing the additional time between

now and fall to refine procedures

for handling spot availabilities and

to get more "jobs" ready for the

computer.

•Our method," says Avery Gib-

son, vice president of sales develop-

ment, who is also vp of H-R Facts

(the computer division), "will be to

take one station at a time and trans-

late all its availabilities, ratings.

prices and so on into machine lan-

guage and store it in the computer.

We will then test for accuracy, and,

when satisfied, go on to the same

procedures for the next station. To
start with we have obtained the co-

operation of four stations. They are

in diversified types of markets to

give us a good working spread to

H-R's AVERY GIBSON

Avery Gibson, vice president of H-R Facts, is

chief executive at representation firm con-

cerned with utilization of computer systems.

\ ice president in charge ol H-R
I acts, the rep firm's sales develop-

ment division. Avcrv (iibson. has

been elected president ol the Radio-

relevision Research Council. Miss

Gibson, who served as secrclaiv

lirei til the Council during the

past year, is also chairman of the

l\H \d\iM>i\ Committee ami bas

n its Special Practices

test our technique, and yet they are

close enough to New York to keep

communications convenient."

The four stations that have

agreed are WDAU-TV Scranton,

Pa.; WTEV Providence, R. I.;

WSOC-TV Charlotte, N. C; and
\\ ISH-TV Indianapolis, Ind.

There are a number of problem

areas involving the material to be

fed into the computer. Since all in-

formation must be coded, one prob-

lem area, for example, is in the

different symbols used by stations

to designate prime time: "AAA",
"AA", "A", "1". To compound the

problem, agencies may also use dif-

ferent designations.

"We must try to minimize these

differences," says Miss Gibson. "All

the advances made through data

processing in terms of speed, re-

duced costs, etc., would be literally

wasted if the information which we
supply must be decoded at the oth-

er end of the transmission. Or, if

we had to decode for agencies at

our end of the line, we would suf-

fer while the machine was stopped

and someone changed forms in the

print-out equipment."

H-R has been working hard at

training and educating employees

for work with the computer. Three

girls working with the new 1401

will be H-R employees now being

trained at IBM classes. Barbara
Quick, formerly research manager,

and Kay Fletcher, formerly a sales

assistant, are now programers.

Evelyn Shcn, of the H-R contract

department, has been trained to

work as a key puncher.

Kayde Caldwell, traffic manager,

has been doing most of the statis-

tical conversion work necessary, and
must change all the current records

so that they will be compatible with

the computer operation.

"It will require a great number
of people to operate the system,"

says Avery Gibson. "We'll need
people to work with the computers
as well as collators, sorters, addi-

tional key punch operators, and
library people. We expect to in-

crease the H-R Facts staff to 45
persons between now and October.

nearly doubling the number of em-
ployees. " The company has already

hired two outside programers.

I rank 1 Pellegrin, president of
H-R Television, and Edward Shur-

k. senior vice president of H-R
levision, have been conducting

evening classes for employees in-

terested in learning more about

computers.

The most important use of the

computer for H-R will be in the

storage of availabilities for its sta-

tions. The availability program is

essentially a retrieval program
which selects all availabilities with-

in the limitations set by the sales-

men.

Describing a typical buying-sell-

ing operation, with and without a

computer, Miss Gibson says, "Sup-

pose a rep is presenting availabili-

ties to an agency. The target for the

account is women in a certain age

bracket. Today, the rep must search

the avails sheet with rate card and
rating book in hand. He must men-
tally calculate whether the spot has

enough women in that age bracket

at the applicable rate to be accept-

able to the buyer. After hand-pick-

ing each avail, the rep must then

calculate the total homes reached,

the women reached in that age

group, the applicable rate and the

cost-per-thousand for each avail."

By hand this could take many
hours.

"The stupid genius." as Miss

Gibson sometimes refers to the

computer, "can handle all of this

in 30 seconds, printing out for the

rep a list of all the spots on the sta-

tion with the applicable information

on each spot."

With the use of the 1401 com-
puter, the procedure will go some-

thing like this: When the salesman

receives a request for availabilities

from the timebuyer. he prepares a

request form from which the infor-

mation is coded. The coded informa-

tion is punched on cards and proc-

essed by the computer. The station

avails, rate card, ARB/Nielsen data

and the advertising information

stored on disks, are brought into

play by the computer at this point.

It is then that an availability listing,

which considers all spots that meet

the target audience defined by the

salesman, is printed.

From the availability listing the

salesman chooses the spots which

he wants to submit to the buyer.

When he hears what the buyer

wants on the submitted list, he re-

lays this information to the station.

When confirmation is received

from the station, the avail file in

the computer is updated to show

what has been bought and con-
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finned \ contract is automatical!)

written and the station avails re

vised.

"\\ e will ii^c the computei foi

tv sales first." savs Miss GibfiOQ

(MR serves - s t\ stations I
"it will

take a little longer to put the com
puter into operation foi radio I he

critical problem is with television

While the salesman searches, the

bU) gets stale. e\en more stale with

the buyer, and by the time it's acted

upon — still more stale And b)

that time, the buyer can't alvvavs

obtam what we told him was avail-

able and we both lose out."

"Nowadays," says Miss Gibson,

"from request to continuation we
can expect a two daj lapse. How-
ever, she indicates that with the

1401. the buy could be resolved in

a matter of hours. I he 360 com-

puter would process taster than the

1401. but the order would probably

not be completed an) more rapidlv

because the decision factors would

still be present.

w ith the 360 model computer.

Chicago could interrupt the New

i oi k office wnh a problem, the

; ''<) could soke it, and the COmput
er could go on, picking up wh
it left off. it v.m handle more than

one thing at a time, whereas the

1401 cannot

( )ni\ a machine can handle the

amount ol work to be done today,"

according to Vverj ( iibson.

I ven though the use oi comput-

ers is more efficient, the process is

not cheap I oi rep lunis m general,

the cost ol using a computer might

run from (150,000 I*' $250,000 an

Dually, depending on the type ol

equipment involved, according to

II R IBM describes the II R svs-

tem as one ol the most sophisticated

Commercial applications. It is bud-

geted at (250,000 for the first yeai

of operation and $200,000 annual-

Is thereafter.

When H-R moves over to the

360, which it plans to do, the firm

expects to increase the amount oi

equipment without increasing the

cost of operation.

Frank 1 Pellegrin, president of

H-R television, sees the computer-

ization ol l
1

b) puttii into

selling I he computer will tree the

salesman from
|

multiplied al an alai

the past lev.

( ompul the

lationshi| M
( nbs. mi

advertisers using television said thai

the computei ni.r. bun- abOUl the

use ot onl) on. ' ntl)

the COmpanj is a multi

use oi the main clients id

ncies serve, advertisers ai

limes forced to withhold marketing

problems from them It tull\ U

the computer will require the ad-

vertiser to gne more information

to the agency, oi the will

become a creative aim only.*
1

Advertisers as well as

have been discussing data proa

ing m buying and selling with M R

executives.

Among the advertisers. P;

\ Gamble and General Foods
media men have been exposed to

Computer system will permit salesmen to spend more time with creative selling,

and, at the same time, leave buyers more time to consider rather than calculate

A FORWARD STEP BY H-R MACHINE TIME: 60 SECONDS/HUMAN TIME?

1
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i e ncj interest has come,

II k rep ^ii I rank Kemp.

media director, Compton; Joseph

St. Georges, vice president and

managei ol media relations and

planning, Young <V Rubicam; Dick

tones, vice president and media di-

rector, and Jack Green, media re-

search director. J Walter Thomp-
son; Bern Kanner, vice president

and media director. Benton &
Bowles; Jackie DeCosta, assistant

vice president and media research

supervisor, Ted Bates; Kelly Taegcr.

vice president and senior media

supervisor, McCann-Erickson; and

I om Wright, vice president in

charge of media. Leo Burnett.

I he agency executives see the

computer operation at H-R as a de-

finite aid to obtaining last and up-

to-date availabilities.

Jackie DeCosta at Bates feels the

computer will speed up the buying

process and might even influence a

buy at the start. "But it a better buy

came up. we'd take it. We're al-

ways looking out for our clients,"

she says.

Bern Kanner at B&B sees com-
puter-processing at the rep level as

a way to eliminate some of the pa-

perwork.

Another agency executive be-

lieves there would be little problem

with the agency-rep relationship in

working with computers. ••The dif-

ficult) comes when the reps need

last information from the stations,"

he says.

"The computer is only a tool, and

is or is not effective, depending on

how people use it," emphasizes Stan

Fedderman. supervisor of media

computer systems at Y&R. "It's

possible nowadays for many rep

firms to work efficiently without

computers," he says.

"We've had some form of discus-

sion about computers with all the

large rep firms in the industry," says

Fedderman. "We know the whole

rep industry is looking at comput-

ers."

Joseph St. Georges of Y&R has

stated that one of the most difficult

problems his agency has to face

has been the acute shortage of peo-

ple who understand both computers

and advertising. "The fact that H-R
will be adding to the industry's tal-

ent pool, particularly in the area of

people who understand the com-
plex problems of spot broadcasting,

is very reassuring. For example, one

of the problems which has not been

completely solved, due to its com-
plexities, is the storage of rate card

data. Hopefully H-R"s development

in this area will result in a break-

through.'' (H-R's 1401 will have

four times the core storage capaci-

ty of the average 1401 installation.)

Of all the agencies H-R has talk-

ed with, it has worked most closely

with Y&R, because the rep believes

E Pellagrin, H-R Television president inform. .Ily discusses the functions and applications
of the computer with employees at a meeting after hours Attendance at meetings is optional.
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it is the only agency which evaluates

spot information received from the

rep to give buyers more informa-

tion to buy with, according to Miss

Gibson. Although other agencies

are using computers for billing and

estimating, Y&R is reportedly the

only one using the computer in con-

nection with its spot television buy-

ing and not after the buying.

But regardless of how they use

it, many agencies now want more
information before they buy, H-R
interviews with agencies indicate.

According to H-R, demographic

information which has been sup-

plied by ARB is now being used in

the buying of spot, and agencies

want it supplied along with the

spots the salesman presents. Beech-

Nut Baby Foods, for instance,

bought out of Benton & Bowles, re-

quires data on the 18-39 housewife

audience. Further, most of the ad-

vertising agencies will want their

availabilities in a format their ma-

chines can read. They expect to re-

quest it on punch cards or tape

within the next five years. One
agency expects to use H-R punch

cards by 1965.

In a speech given before the

Georgia Broadcasters Association

earlier this month. Avery Gibson

warned stations of what would hap-

pen if the rep industry did not keep

pace with the computer age:

"Until we go to the agencies with

ideas . . . with solid market informa-

tion . . . with good presentations

on our special programing, on the

personalities of our station, on the

impact of a commercial on our sta-

tion, on the difference between the

impact of a 10-second commercial

vs. a minute, on the value of an

island position, on the time when

frequency is more important than

reach . . . until we begin to sell the

advertisers and their agencies in the

language they are using at the plans

level ... we shall not take the giant

step forward in creative salesman-

ship which the computer allows us

to take.

"Let the machine handle num-
bers. Unless we sell above the num-
bers, the punch card you receive

electronically from the advertiser

maj bo used to set off your auto-

mated engineering department, may
be used to figure your automated

accounting department, and may re-

place your sales department."

SPONSOR
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kid loyalty builds with tv
A novelty "impulse item" ice cream seeks brand awareness in children

for its eleven varieties of goodies-on-a-stick via flexible local spots

I in n \iio\s iroi ngsi i ks com-
prise three-fourths ol the customers

for the ice cream run city business,

currently being "eaten up" at an

estimated $500 million-a-ycar pace

These avid consumers arc increas-

ing in numbers, but how can they

he made brand conscious in a

field of impulse item purcha
One way to make the brand

"take" is through t\ commercials.

feels DCA Food Industries, which
lias begun its loeal spot campaign
in markets throughout the country

fi>r its Sparkle line of ice cream

novelties.

Sparkle is the two-) car-old com-
bination ice cream - cake - sauce

sundae "on-a-stick" specialty prod-

uct, currently available in 11

flavors, created by the ice cream

division ol Di \

The firm is the second largest

supplier o\ ice cream novelties and

specialties, a field little known to

the public, although it has a more
than one-fifth slice of the annual

domestic SI. 4 billion (estimated

retail value) ice cream industry.

[*0 cool the palates of millions

of eager youngsters, DCA, through

Smith ft Dorian, in now airing 60-

second tv spots in the more than

20 states in which its crunch) nov-

elties are distributed.

Eugene (Gene) rannenbaum,
general manager of DCA's ice

cream division, is sold on the value

of video. "More of the kids can

be reached more rapidly through

tv than any other medium." he

states. "Ours is a product COn-

June. 29, 1964

sumed daily, and t\ niters the right

sight and sound exposure that

can't be duplicated Although very

tv -oriented. once we use the

medium to make the initial im-

pact, we utilize main pomt-ol-

purchase advertisements. since

ours is an impulse item
."

rannenbamn, who describes

Sparkle as "America's fastest grow-

ing favorite snack treat." says that

although IX \ is number two in

the ice cream novelty field, "it is

number one in creativity."

Attesting to this, he points to

the Sparkle line of snack delights,

all ereated in the last two vears

Currently capturing th and

whetting the appetite, the flavors

are. chocolate eclair, straw berry

shortcake. choco-han.ma royal.

pistachio iCC cream sake, s.vonut

party bar. toasted almond, devil's

food cake, lemon meringue, chot

late marshniallow cake. hey diddle

(orange in the middle I and crunch

n fudge

IK \ doe- no manufacturio

its own but operates a- .i

I he firm signs contracts with

dairies that will produce and mar
ket Sparkle locall) under a K

Checking storyboard photograph, for Sparkle tv ipoii *r» If Alvin Shjpiro Sm.th L Dor-

un director of radio-tv production, Gary Haber mIm promotion manager of DCA ice cream

division G<-ne Tannenbaum division general manager Stanley leipng SAD account eiecutive
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ment DCA supplies

ula and all the ingredients

(cake, stick, paper wrapper, etc.)

except the ice cream, together with

its know-how and strict manufac-

turing specifications. Checks are

made periodically to see thai qual-

ity control is being maintained.

I lie finished product is known as

a "dry bar" in contrast to the

chocolate-covered or "wet bar."

Many of the leading dairies in

the country, such as Abbotts, Car-

nation, Dolly Madison and Fore-

most, are producers of Sparkle

products.

With some dairies producing

the year around, the ice cream

novelty field is now a 12-month

business, thanks to the take-home

lour- and six-packs that permit

home storage during the colder

months when outdoor consump-

tion of ice cream is at a minimum.

Ever promotion conscious, the

DCA-supplied wrapper, in addi-

tion to the name of the local dairy,

contains a special mail offer pre-

mium.

DCA has even helped design the

machinery used in the production

of Sparkle items. The firm's en-

gineering staff worked closely with

equipment manufacturers and aid-

ed in creating the automatic

mechanical system now used. The
company also gives engineering ad-

vice to new licensees who may have

to install the latest machinery.

Genera] manager Tannenbaum
is no stranger to the tv advertising

medium. Years ago he and his

associates formed Americana En-

terprises, and used video to ex-'

ploit and merchandise many prod-

ucts associated with the Howdy
Doody property. Americana was

later purchased by DCA, and

I annenbaum became the nucleus

of the present corporate division.

"We have grown up with television

during the past 12 years," he

states.

This year, underway or sched-

uled via Smith & Dorian, are tv

spots in such cities as Providence,

Omaha, New York, Dallas, Hous-

ton, Philadelphia, Boston, Chicago,

Los Angeles, San Francisco and

Cleveland.

The 60-second commercials fea-

ture "Sparkle, the ice cream

hound," who chases sticks dis-

carded by young Sparkle devour-

ers. The dog is described by Smith

& Dorian's executive vice presi-

dent Sheldon J. Kravitz as a

"chow hound" for ice cream.

The spots contain middle and

bottom 20-second segments that

can be switched to promote any

specific Sparkle flavor. Commer-
cials in some areas also feature

dairy tags identifying the local pro-

ducer.

Among today's sponsors who
focus a keen eye on expenditures

and carefully keep a lid on the

advertising budget, DCA is per-

haps unique in that the firm has

no such budget and no idea of

how much it may spend during

its present tv promotion.

This is a result of the nature

of the business, according to Tan-
nenbaum, and is affected by such

factors as weather and new licen-

sees.

"In 1959, we spent over $500,-

000," he says,' "and most of that

was in tv. It was our biggest year

from the standpoint of expendi-

tures.

"We had no idea when we
started our campaign that we would
spend that much," Tannenbaum
continues. "It just turned out that

way."

Again this year, as in all previ-

ous tv years, DCA expects its com-
mercials will be aired in markets

not yet planned or known at this

time.

Complementing the necessary

market-by-market distribution of

Sparkle is the market-by-market
setup of Smith & Dorian, which
has 14 offices in the United States.

The local office head acts as de-

tail man for each local campaign.

The Smith & Dorian "network,"

as the branches are known, ac-

cording to executive vice president

Kravitz, is a "unique network of

agencies, each of which, prior to

its takeover, was an existing, func-

tioning, profitable and regional ad

agency." The office heads, who
have roots in their local areas, are

able to provide "in-depth assistance

by merchandising the actual ad-

vertisements and by providing re-

gional, specialized marketing anal-

ysis, back-up and know-how at

the point of purchase," continues

Kravitz.

With this local knowledge,

S&D believes it can pick the best

programs for Sparkle in each local

area. "DCA," Kravitz concludes,

"is dedicated to providing its ser-

vices on a localized tailor-made

basis through a national agency

that provides localized services."

Tannenbaum also feels that

DCA's particular marketing prob-

lems call for special understand-

ing, coupled with a necessary in-

itiative such as that undertaken by

S&D.
What of the future? As the

population grows, so grows the

DCA market. Now a year-round

industry, thanks to four- and six-

pack production and distribution,

the firm remains very promotion

minded. Four new Sparkle flavors

are being tested, and its laboratory

and research facilities are continu-

ally striving to create new ice

cream novelties.

SPONSOR
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Inventive uie of rjdo lo meet
ipecific p-oduct need) was devised

for Jungle G.irdema by (from left)

Bob Hoiking, general lalei manager, WDBS
New York, David Starr, treasurer, Germaine

Monteil, Rolf Warner, general sa'es man-

ager, Tuvache, Eli Kaufman, WCBS
account executive

Jungle Gardenia's radio cent

scores dollar rise

A relatively low budget accomplishes in months what

years of print ads failed to deliver—rapid distribution

A GOOD Ml 1 I) 01 Ml DIA" with

heaw accent on radio has helped an

advertiser in the acutely competi-

tive fragrance Geld accomplish in

.1 fevi months what they bad not ac-

complished in years.

The story is .is bizarre as its lead-

ing character— Jungle Gardenia, a

50-year old perfume manufactured

bj ruvache, Inc. of 730 Fifth Ave.,

Vu York.

A quality product (about $15

per ounce), Jungle Gardenia had

been available in a discrctcK quiet

waj to the carriage trade ever since

there had been an actual Mme.
ruvache, hall a century ago

\bout Eve or si\ years ago. right

alter ruvache had been acquired

b) the American-owned and head-

quartered Germaine Monteil. ncr-

lune 29, 1964

vous s.iics spurts of Jungle Gardenia

were noted from time to time.

I Ik battled owners could attrib-

ute these sudden eruptions of inl

est to onl) One Cause a leading and

much publicized land, currently.

much-married) actress was telling

interviewers that her favorite per-

fume was Jungle Gardenia. Even
today, the company isn't quite ^

tain the story isn't a myth Never-

theless, it touched off public inter-

est.

M . inent interest foil,

the same scent. I he onl) problem

was that it meant starting f:

scratch I he gardt . d per-

fume was strictly in the jui

far as distribution v

parent compar.

Monteil, a big spent
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proposed using theii for-

mula: hit and hit hard and often in

what the pci tumc industry consid-

ers women's trade hooks periodi-

cals like I ogue, Harper's Bazaar.

Glamour.

I uvache's genera] manager Roll

Warner took the cue and, through

.1 house agency, bought punt for

several years running.

At the same time, he tried for

what he considered the best expos-

ure — television — at the lowest

cost possible. Unable to fit it into

his budget, he managed to get 10

seconds of air-mention by having

Jungle Gardenia given as a prize

on audience participation shows.

"It's surprising the letters we'd

get from tv." Warner recalls today.

I he personalities who conduct

i hose programs really build a great

loyalty with their listeners. They'd

write in and ask all sorts of ques-

tions about the perfume. .
."

Respect for that listener loyalty

remained in Warner's mind. So

when a top New York radio station

urged that radio be given a six-week

trial to test its selling power, the

proposal was accepted only on the

basis that the commercials be

handled by good strong-sell per-

sonalities.

Warner thus gave the nod, and

that spring his company started a

iadio test campaign in. of all places,

New York.

"Although our trade considers

New York the roughest place in the

world to break," he says, "we
thought we'd try it anyway because

we're nice and close to it and could

keep an eye on it. If we could make
it here, we figured we could make
it anywhere."

Those first tentative radio steps

were taken by Tuvache under the

expert guidance of two real radio

pros — WCBS's Jack Sterling and

WOR's Pegeen Fitzgerald. The new
sponsor met with these broadcast

experts and explained the product

—its features and its sales per-

sonalities.

They also explained the target:

they merely wanted the most — to

build up distribution. They already

had access to the top boutiques,

but now needed department and

drug store volumes. Since metro-

politan cosmetic buyers are a pretty

cagey bunch (who've had every-

thing from pigeons to pistol-shots

fired at them in order to make an
impression), access to their shelves

could realistically be hoped for only

from the outside — i.e., by getting

actual customers to come in and
ask for the product by name.

Jack and Pegeen, taking care not

to fog their mikes, set to work.

Six weeks later, Tuvache's Jungle

Gardenia was available in 50 per-

cent more stores. After a summer
hiatus, the new sponsor bought an-

other flight. This time, Tuvache al-

most completed its distribution in

New York and actual sales volume
had doubled.

That test, conducted in the au-

tumn of 1962. allowed 13 weeks

on both New York stations. Slim

schedules started in late September,

then accelerated every second week

until, from mid-November through

the Christmas rush, the barrage was

heavy. Tuvache rode out the usual

winter lull in the perfume business

(with a few print inserts, some co-

op stuff), then came back to New
York — and radio — in March on

both WCBS and WOR aeain.
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Perfume by The Case' .an
1

Jy s

Wiiaa-uh, so who's selling per-

fume? Casey Stengel?

You bet — in one of the smartest

promotion ideas of the season.

It's soundly based on an idiosyn-

crasy of the $250 million fragrance

industry — that 75 percent of the

total product is bought at Christ-

mas and that "the vast majority"

ol customers are males.

That means American men pay
out something like $150 million

a year for perfume, a substantial

whiff of the industry's successful

sweet smell.

And if l.anvin. Inc. has its say— which, thanks to Stengel, it \er\

likely will — male New Yorkers
will be preconditioned to buying
their products come Christmas be-

cause of a summer-long campaign
on W H\ Radio, a Slorcr station.

Literally in the field - the infield — WHN's
Weber holds mike after signing new an-
nouncer Casey Stengel, who holds $500 f .icon

The Mets' language-fracturing

manager will be heard in at least ^
one 10-second spot on WHN be-

fore every Met game, at home or

away, during their 162-game sea-

son. In fact, first commercials of

the series were taped at the dugout

just half an hour before the season's

somewhat confused opener.

Remember? Teams were break-

ing-in the spanking new facilities

of Shea stadium. Fans couldn't even

get there because ol a severe traf-

fic tie-up (and subsequent parkins

problem) caused in part by the arim

ol workers putting hurried, last-

minute touches to the nearby

World's Fair. And to add to the

general gloom, the Mets lost.

It might be said, though, that

Lamm wiin. for. alter mild dif-

ficulties, they got then commercials

taped and on the air.

Credit for the idea goes to_

W UN's general sales manager Herb

Weber who. lunching with Marty

L\

m

neat

\?:

m.(

\
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Significantly, the first sorties in-

to radio had been paid i>m with "in-

vestment money," but now budget

ureases came from increased sales

1 .ist fall, much the same radio

technique was used on wititM Chi-

cago (Paul Gibson's talk show, both

afternoons and evenings, "proved

bcellenl foi us i K< us. k\im
aiul KM K San l rancisco ("we

arted earlj in September"); KN\
and KAB< I os Vngeles ("where,

though there are so man) radio

stations and so main l\ stations, oui

returns were quite satisfactory any-

way").

\ 'icallv tlat sales test" ol radio

was conducted in March in Dallas.

Warner reports. "And it we had

anv doubts, that icallv cleared

them up."

Since Jungle Gardenia was al-

readv earried b) Neiman-Marcus
in Dallas (plus si\ i>r seven other

outlets in ncarbv Fort Worth),

there was no distribution problem.

"Our target was simply to increase

sales." Warner continues, "and

we hoped we might build them 20

pereent over normal " Result:

Even dollar invested m radio

brought back soi K > to

''on percent moit dollars in sal

What does it add up

Since its insi hesitant cntrj into

the New ^ oik marl !

I i

denia has increased distribution

from -' s outlets to more than .''H"

\nd these aie all "the better stoi.

from mam spccialt) shops to all

department stores (including subui

ban outlets) and rOUghl) the Inn

best drug retailers in short, as

Warnei puts it. "the cream oi the

distributors in oui field."

Since radio was also tried in

othei markets last tall. Jungle ( iai

denia's sales have doubled ev«

month (using last year's sales as the

base) I his year's s.ii^s are already

a gOOd 50 percent ahead ol last

year's total.

I uither. the product name has

achieved a new status and familiar-

it) never realized in its previous >ii

vears. I his puts the eompanv on a

much turner footing eompetitivelv

in the $250 million fragrance in-

dustrv .

Most important ot all. these cams
were accomplished with something

like hall the nioncv that had prc-

Vll. i.

a/in,

Practic

R -n't

total -

all Instead, h<

pr<
•

and Ik inti In

that means conlin

ill lead;: die

Ion

pro

ue when Jungle ( lard* n a

ii aw. iv on am!

tion shows

"i it isn't all

w arnei continues,
,4

tho u§-

pecl radio had a great deal to iU<

with it."

I pla) sale, this fall he's R
ing the Jungle Gardenia radio cam-

paign in Dallas and planning further

Schedules alone the eastern

bo.ud in Philadelphia, Washington

and Atlanta "What radio's (j

mostl) b) creating an immediate

demand at the counter is to \er>

rapid!) complete our distribution in

a wav that we COUld never h

even with a SUDei Sale he

conclude

Lanvin. Inc. scores summer's sales "steal" via radio, on WHN New York,

by signing the Mets' Casey Stengel to lure "majority" buyers — men

Beck. New ^ oik head ol the Katz

Agency's radio department, thought

up the blockbuster. I he) queried

wiin client lanvin through its

youthful a<\ manager Conrad Roth

He quickly agreed the idea was
• — if.

Approached indirect]) at the stadi-

um. Case) himsell nixed it at once,

using non-perfumed Stcngclcse.

S Weber, described as a "sales

tiger once he gets going," I messed

it. He flew a mutual friend ot

Basey's and his from the West Coast

to visit Mr and Mrs Stengel at New
York's Essex House — and. inci-

dentally . to rephrase the question.

This time. Case) agreed. Ihe mon-
ey involved has been described as

"a nice fee."

Followed b) a sound engineer,

Weber himself trekked out to Shea

on opening Aa\ and got Case) to

tape five commercials on first take

(see photo) \ sample, which shows

how cleverl) Lanvin plavs the game,

June 29. 1964

is addressed (the onl) one so slant-

ed) to the ladies: "YOU want a

Father's \~>a\ gift idea? I igaro col-

ogne — or after-shave b) Monsieur

I anv in."

It should be noted that the

ich pronunciation is not im-

proved b) Stengel's notorious

speech patterns Ihe I also

plugs such I anv in products as M
Sm. Vipege and Jean Nate (after-

bath lotion) with a linguistic \

gear-

V a result ot such radio s.iies

aggressiveness, incidentally, whn
has hung up a completely sold out"

sign around

Games are sponsored b) Rheingold

Beer and Brown & Williamson, with

adjacencies divided among l l other

major and minor advertising names
besides I anv in Meiinte CD-2 (b)

S .:
:
w King Korn trading

stamps. Interwoven SOCks < K

Roth Corp i. Midas Muftlei Shops,

M ' 'las brakes. Herman's

Sporting Stores, the Ne* ^ ork

Journal- \mer ic.m. duPonl ( i

eral I ne ( ai^\ ( uiardiaii Main-

tenance i( reneral Motors)
:ls. bow<

sound quite like those voiced bv

'

I Ik I

H.rb W»b«r loft WHN Rid o i g»n.r,l uUi
m«njg«*r ncnui tha current Li

ulr 'n f douj'd Cowrnjnd c«nttr board

chairman of lanvin C hjrlc*» ol tha titi Inc

jnd Conrad Roffc Lanvm advartiting managar



THE CHANGING SCENE

Taft To Start Its On-Air Commercial Testing This Fall

Newest trend iii testing commer-

cial effectiveness appears to be to-

ward the on-the-air approach. Taft

Broadcasting has become the third

outfit in as many weeks to reveal

a project of that nature.

I lie I alt test, which will be un-

dertaken by the group's own sta-

tions this fall, is concerned spe-

cifically with the relationship be-

tween commercial-insert patterns

and audience levels. With prime-

time feature films the vehicle, Taft

will test a variety of commercial

placement patterns in pre-arranged

cycles, using a controlled-sample

technique to determine the effect

on audience levels. (Typical pat-

terns: no interruptions, several

brief interruptions, fewer but long-

er interruptions.)

Other moves in the on-air test

direction are being made by the

Milwaukee Advertising Laboratory

and Video-Scope. The first, owned
by the Journal Company. Milwau-

kee, ami set for fall operation, in-

volves matched markets in that city

and a "muter" device which will

black out commercials from the

air (SPONSOR, June 15. page 20).

Video-Scope (Sponsor, June

2 2. page 34). developed by an in-

dependent research company, Mar-

ketscope' Research, employs a be-

lore-and-after approach to viewing-

attitude measurement. Uses phone

interviews directed specifically to

determining changes in attitude

toward a product after exposure to

its commercial.

Taft Broadcasting says its proj-

ect would solicit cooperation from

advertisers and rating services. Re-

sults will be made available to all

interested parties, the company
says. Details of the research proj-

ect will be announced when con-

sultations and planning are com-
plete — which will probably be-

in late summer.

$1 Million Feature Film
Purchase for WNEW-TV

Feature film stockpiling contin-

ues at a steady pace in New York
City, with WNEW-TV making the

third huge package deal of the last

few weeks.

At a cost said to exceed $1

million, the station bought 225 pre-

l

cM8 Paramount releases from
MCA-TV. Included are "For
Whom the Bell Tolls," "State of

the Union," "Lost Weekend,"
"Two Years before the Mast."

In recent major programing

SEALING WNEW-TV FEATURE FILM BUY

A. contract signing (l-r) MCA-TV vie* presid. n| Keith Godfrey; Metropolitan Broadcasting
Television program vice president Jack lynn; M. "opolitan president Bonn, t H Korn; MCA-TV
vice president and syndication director Lou Friedland

18

moves, WABC-TV bought 60 first

run, post- 1 950 Columbia films

from Screen Gems (including "Pic-

nic,"' "Pal Joey," "Anatomy of a

Murder") and WCBS-TV pur-

chased 50 Samuel Goldwyn films

for its various feature showcases,

including "Best Years of Our
Lives," "Secret Life of Walter Mit-

ty," "Song is Born."

The WNEW-TV deal is the

largest film purchase in the station's

history.

ABC Ups Pierce, Karp
The promotion of Frederick

Pierce to ABC vice president and

national director of tv sales, effec-

tive immediately, was announced

today by James E. Duffy. ABC
vice president in charge of tv net-

work sales. Pierce has been vice

president in charge of research,

sales planning and sales develop-

ment.

Duffy also announced the pro-

motion of Marshall Karp, eastern

sales manager, to director of sales,

eastern division, effective July l.

and a realignment of assignments

in the ABC-TV sales department.

Stereo Concert Season
Taken by Boston Bank

The Boston Safe Deposit and

Trust Co. began sponsorship of

what is thought to be the first fully-

sold live stereo broadcast of the

complete season of a first rank

orchestra. Buy is WCRB's 52-week

series of Boston Symphony and

Pops Orchestra concerts from Sym-

phony Hall and the Berkshire

Music Festival at Tanglewood. All

programs will be simulcast on

WCRB-AM and FM.
Mogul Williams & Saylor is the

agency.

ABC Hunt, Fish Show
For Liberty Mutual

Liberty Mutual Insurance Co.,

via BBDO, bla/es a new trail in

network sports programing next

year on ABC-TV. Companj will

wholly sponsor The American
Sportsman, a series of four hour-

long programs on hunting and fish-

ing to be presented monthly. Janu-

.ii \ through April. The network!

o&o's will televise the show in

color.

SPONSOR



This kid is completely disgusted with WGAR
because our Betty Otl talked most ol his

Bang into going back to school. Betty's pro-

gram was called "Second Chance for Drop-

outs" and it worked so well

that it won the Cleveland

Radio-TVCouncil award for

outstanding public >cr\ ice.

And praise from Cleveland

GOOD SOUND RADIO

wgar

Citj Council and the Board ol Education.

From the Department ol Health, Education

and Welfare. From parents. I rom listeners

all over Cleveland .\n^\ northeastern Ohio.

W ( ! \K is the place to get

real action—w hether \ ou're

Belling ideas o) products.

\\ e don'l ha\ e a dropout

in our audience.
SO 000 WATTS

PEOPLES BROADCASTING CORPORATION • CLEVELAND. OHIO • MEMBER BLAIR GROUP PLAN
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Whitney Leaves Mars To
Form Own Consult Firm

Robert V. Whitney lias resigned

as executive vice president and di-

rector of Mars Broadcasting, Inc..

^^^^^^^^— Stamford - based

^A 3^^ radio s\ndica-

^^^^^^
open his own

ing and manage

-

^a ^M ^k New
m 'l^M York on

I4 J Demand Ra-
Robert V Whitney (Jio and the Dick

Clark Radio

Show are two of Mars' Whitney

productions. The former, a 24-hour

programing service, provides a

"kind of customized, local program-

ing format of pop and nostalgia.'
1

It's in Houston. Toledo, Omaha,
Denver, Providence, among other

markets. The daily Clark show has

been on as many as 42 stations at

one time

Whitney started his career at

WCRB Boston in 1949. has been

program director at KALL Salt

lake City and KBOX Dallas and

national program director of the

Balaban stations operating out of

W II St. Louis.

Pepper Sound Studios of Mem-
phis bought Whitney's holdings in

Mars, will continue to syndicate

Mars productions under a leader-

- hip still to be announced.

Personal Tv Sets Highlight
Music Show Opening

I he home entertainment indus-

try's major annual trade event, the

National Music Show, opened in

Chicago yesterday (28). Shaping up
as the highlight ol the five-day af-

fair: personal, portable transistor

t\ sets.

( leneral Electric and Philco have

entered the field, previously monop-
olized to a large extent In Sony
< orp I hese manufacturers see the

small si/l- receivers as the logical

tion foi expansion now that

there is a close-tO-100 percent sat

niation 00 a tv-homes basis. Big

idvertising guns will be opened in

the fall to promote the products.

Included in the line General

I lectric is introducing: a nine-inch

transistorized portable with a sug-

gested retail pi ice of $159.95,

capable of operation off either bat-

teries or regular I 10 -volt house

current.

Sony, not to be underdone in

smallness, is previewing a four-inch

model: ".slightly larger than a king-

size package of cigarets." It

weighs less than six pounds, is

about the size of a book and op-

erates from battery or house cur-

rent. Although Sony's original

eight-inch set has been discontinued,

the company continues to market a

five-inch ($189.95) and a nine-

inch set ($249.95).

Gillette and Chrysler
Buy NBC All-Star Game

Gillette Safety Razor (Maxon)

and Chrysler Corp. (Young & Ru-

bicam) will co-sponsor the 35th

All-Star Baseball Game, July 7 at

NYCs Shea Stadium, on NBC-TV
and Radio starting at 12:45 p.m.

This is the 19th All-Star classic

to be covered by the tv network,

the fifth straight game to be color-

cast. NBC Radio has covered it

every year since 1957, including

the two-game years of 1959-62.

Binghamton CATV Battle
Forces Continue to Rage

Triangle is pressing hard to mar-

shal public opinion for its Bing-

hamton, N.Y., CATV system as

originally proposed — that is. the

three local stations plus New York
City's lour independents (including

educational channel WNDT).
The city's Binghamton Press has

filed a protest with the FCC to deny

a petition by Eastern Microwave,

Inc.. for transmission lines to bring

WNDT and WNEW-TV into the

area. Meanwhile. Triangle, via its

CATV subsidiary Empire State

(able Tv Co., lias lined up the sup-

port of the mayors oi Binghamton
and Johnson (it\. of the rival pa-

per, the Binghamton Sun Bul-
1 1 ii\ and ol several education and
civic leaders.

I mpire ( able will, in any event,

launch CATV service this August
with at least five channels: WOR-

1 \ WPIX and the three Bingham-
ton outlets. WNB1 IV. WBJA-

I V and WINR-TV. Mangle owns
\r,i i\

JOINS ABC-TV LINE-UP

Thomas Moore (seated left) ABC-TV president,

Billy Broadfoot, president of Cape Fear Tele-

casting, sign primary affiliation contract for

network and WWAY-TV, which will go on
the air Oct. 1 in Wilmington, N.C. Robert L.

Coe, (standing left), vice president in charge

of station relations, and Nat Cavalluzzi, sta-

tion's relations regional manager look on.

IlllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUlllllllllllllllliJ i,l

Tv Intros Borden Drink

Successful test marketing in

Miami, Atlanta and Ft. Wayne has

prompted Borden (Young & Ru-
bicam) to introduce its Milk Shake

(tinned ice cream and milk beverj

age) nationally this summer. Bor-

den's regular NBC and ABC net-

work shows will be the vehicle.

Introduction, market - by - market,

will be backed with local news-

paper coupon ads.

Radio, Tv and Film Firms
Fly High on Air Freight

Among the earliest routine users

of air freight, the film, tv and radio

industries are still among the lead-

ing air shippers, according to

I mery Air Freight. During the I

first quarter of this year, for in-

stance, shipments of film, tapes and
j

promotional materials increased in

number by S.7 percent over the

corresponding period of 1963.

while revenues increased by 15.5

percent.

The ever-increasing export of

news and entertainment programs

overseas, via syndication or b\ net-

works to off-shore affiliates, has

contributed largely to the increase, i

SPONSOR ,.,
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"CONDESA DE
GONDOMAR"

bwFRANCISi
GOYA

in the Run:

in a class by itself

Masterpiece — exceptional skill, far-reaebmg tubus. This is the quality

<>! WW | radio-television service—in entertainment, news, sports, information,

and public all airs programming. The results are impressive—in and alt >

and communit) stature, and in \\'\\"| \ \ \ \ I

r
I
^ \

sales impact for die advertiser \\ \\»J;illil \\ VYfc) \

on WWJ Radio and Television. THi NEWS ' IONS

Owned and Operated by The Detroit News • A:: :h NBC •
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Sell KGRT Las Cruces

M.k I . five kw daytimer at Las

Cruces, N. M.. has been sold b)

raylor Enterprises to a group of

Las Cruces businessmen headed b\

William R. Lask, manager of the

station tor the past five years.

Hamilton - Landis bandied the

$187,500 sale. Taylor Enterprises

owns Klil M Roswell, has a pend-

ing application tor a television sta-

tion in that same market.

Moskowitz-Yates Expand
Syndication Partnership

Martin Moskowit/ Enterprises

and Richard G. Yates Film Sales,

which got together in May for tv-

theatrical distribution of several

series, are tieing up again. This

time the product is 23 feature films,

17 of which were acquired from

(ialatea Films of Italy and dubbed

into English.

Original joint inventory had in-

'jiliilllillillilliiiiiiilllliiilliiiiiiilillllilillllilllllilllllllllilllllllllliimillliiunilil iini!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiliiiiiiiiiiililiiii!i:::i:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iii:iiiiiiii!:iii:iiiiii.:::i:iiiii;ii:i:iiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii IllllllliiiiimiiliK

WELCOME TO AGENCY NETWORK
Be

Ed Lane (left), president of Lane and Bird Advertising, Phoenix and Tucson, is con-

gratulated by Art Gerst, president of Mutual Advertising Agency Network, on L&B's

election to membership. Looking on are Rolla Nolting, MAAN secretary, of Perry-

Brown, Cincinnati, and vice president Phillip Jones, Lyons Advertising, Attleboro

Falls, Mass. Nineteen markets are now represented in MAAN.

Iiii iiiiiiiiiiin iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiii iiuiiiiiiinim n iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'
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eluded film and tape tv shows pro-

duced by Guedel and Linkletter

Productions: On the Go with Jack

Linkletter, For Better or for Worse

with Dr. James Peter and Link-

letter and the Kids starring Art

Linkletter.

The pair has also acquired ten

full hours of International I'ro

Tennis, produced by KTTV Pro-

ductions and narrated by Jack Kra-

mer, and an award-winning half-

hour subject in color, The Soap

and the Little Girl.

J
'///Z/Ct/te/toucJi

You'd possess 188 years of production ex-

perience among the key members of your

crew ... seasoned enough to date back to

1776... but young enough to provide the

fresh, creative approach to commercials, pro-

grams, special effects. It's the kind of veteran

team that assures the label of quality from a

simple, slide-and-copy 10-second promo to a

complicated, 26-scene, one-minute commer-

cial. Our outstanding facilities become the

tools of skilled craftsmen to fashion the kind

of quality production you'll appreciate. Call

your nearest Petryman or our Operations

Manager, Jim Pratt, for details.

WFAA-TV
The Quality Station serving the Dallas Fort Worth Market
ABC, Channel 8., Communications Center /
Broadcast Services of The Dallas Morning
News/Represented by Edward Petry & Co ., Inc
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Barney's, WINIEW Radio
Mark 30 Years Together

Moit ill. 111 JUS) a New Vol k (
'ft)

clothing landmark (which it is),

Barney's is also a \\M\\ Radio

landmark. I Ik- station and the

clothing store have been togethei

weeks .1 yeai foi .1 grand total ol

more than 30 years

I he only time Barney's has not

advertised on WN1 w Radio in the

p.iNi thirty years was when station

policy dictated no commercials

(Christinas, days of mourning, eu

l he association, which has

weathered three decades ol depres

sion, war and other assorted prob
knis and headaches, was celebrated

ai a testimonial luncheon last week
in New York.

I mil Mogul, the advertising man
who lust put Barney's on radio,

still leads the linn's agency, Mogul,

Williams and Saylor.

IIk- stor\ began in 1933 when
I mil Mogul was working as a radio

time salesman in a small New Jer-

sey station and supplementing his

depression income as a part-time

all-around man in Barney's small

shop at 7th \\enue and 17th Street

in New York • ih« store now .>.,.

u

pies almost .1 lull square block)

\i ii sold Banu y on radio, the

New Jersey forerunners ol \nni w
and a yeai later, when \nni w went

on the an. Barney's w.is there

and has stayed for I ades

Adams Tops Ownership-
Management Company

Nevt company to watch is I) II

Overmyei Communications, form

ed In I oledo businessman <'i the

same name and

with offices

in Neu ^ ork.

I 11 d e r the

executive \ ice
presidency 1

R be r I I

\ d a m s (14
years in broad

cast ). the com-

pany says n is

actively scouting

business opportunities in communi-
cations — particularly t\ and radio

stations. It has applied to the I ( (

for a I oledo I HI

I here weie indications that, in

Robert F Adarm

addition tl

ration, < 1

< \ I \ and
'•

! a

the !

:

it and a hall

with WABt ["V M
sistanl s.iles mat

tl sales 11 and

assist.mi i.) Sterling Quintan

( hicago WMKH

Auto Race Properties
Selling Well: Triangle

I he s.iie to Ri - M
the two lit Mir . live, I ittle link r.ue

li»r 13 "I .1 1.1 1 station [this hook-

up, indicates to rrianglc that it's

having success with its auto 1

properties

rrianglc s.iss that local sales to

advertisers are also sir, :. 1

instance ^ MEG l au Gallie-

Melbourne, I la . sold the program

to Jim Rathman, an automobile

dealer who won the I960 Indiana-

polis 500

1 mule, which put togethei the

55-Station live network for th< "s

bring race in May, plans similar

radio nets tor upcoming I
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Seabrook Farms To Sell

Military, Diplomatic Market

["here may be more broadcast

in the future for Seabrook Farms,

one oi the world's largest food

fanning and freezing operations.

Although parent company. See-

man Brothers, lias been on shaky

financial ground, a series oi man-

agerial and marketing changes may
be reversing that. Latest steps: See-

man has given up its wholesale

grocery business to concentrate on
its Seabrook and Snowcrop frozen

foods and White Rose and Premier

canned goods, and deal has been

made with Overseas Service Corp.,

agent in the sale of brand name
consumer products to the military

around the world.

Company expects its entry into

the brand-specified military market

to add S2.5 to S3 million to its

sales \oIumc in the first IS months.

In addition to U.S. military instal-

lations in this country and abroad,

embassies and other State Depart-

ment facilities are involved in the

contract. Estimates are that this

market spends S| billion on food

and related services and that total

military market purchasing power
is $3 billion annually.

Seabrook. which has some 500
frozen foods in its product line,

has spent remarkably little in

broadcast, compared with competi-

tors like General Foods' Birdseye.

It used no television last year, spent

s I 50.000 in radio. This year's ad-

vertising drive, which will defin-

itely include radio, won't start until

the fall.

Since very little advertising is

involved in marketing to the mili-

tary (major ad vehicle there is

Post Exchange & Commissary), it

seems probable that Seeman may
invest some portion of its greatly

increased sales volume in heavier

advertising to the U.S. commercial

consumer market.

Blanc's Business Report

Mel Blanc, who recently philo-

sophized on humorous commercials

for the Advertising Federation

(Sponsor, June 15, page 19), is

keeping busy despite any general

falling-out of favor for the genre.

Young & Rubicam has commis-

sioned his firm. Mel Blanc Associ-

ates, to produce a radio campaign

for Chrysler. The Hollywood pro-

duction house is also working on

campaigns for Bobbie Brooks

Clothes (Nelson Stern), Durkee's

Famous Sauce and Reddi-2-Wip

(both Meldrum & Fewsmith).

Chrysler's humorous 1963 cam-
paign, featuring Grover the Sales-

man exaggerating the features of

new cars, also came out of the

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII '

PROMOTION MANAGERS GATHER IN LA

Yale Roe

Al a social gathering held on the eve of ABC TV's seventh annual Promotion Managers
Seminar (left to right): Casey Cohlmia, WFAA TV Dallas; Edna Herbst, KCRG-TV Cedar
Rapids. Bob Crane of the "Donna Reed Show and Barbara Roberts, KTUI-TV Tulsa.

Blanc studio. The new spots will

use the same creative concept, com-
pany says.

New Roe Book Deals with
Tv Station Fundamentals
How to run a tv station, from

engineering to sales, is the subject

of a new book

published b y
Hastings House.

Titled "Televis-

ion Station Man-
agement, The

JL .

v

Business of

Broadcasting,"

the book is edi-

ted by ABC-TV
director of day-

time sales Yale

Roe. Seventeen broadcasters have

contributed. Hastings House hopes

to sell the book as a university text

to be used in new communications

courses being offered around the

country. Roc authored "The Tele-

vision Dilemma" two years ago.

Crosley's WLEX-TV Buy
Off: FCC Complications

In one of the more surprising re-

versals of recent years, Crosley

Broadcasting's plan to increase its

station holdings has been thwarted,

at least temporarily.

The group, which currently owns

one radio and four tv stations, has

been awaiting FCC approval of its

purchase of WLEX-TV Lexington

since February 4. As far as Crosle\

and the station's current owner.

WLEX-TV, Inc.. were concerned it

was all over but the formality of

consent.

But a June 2 public notice of the

FCC announced an action that

would prohibit overlap of service

areas of stations under common
ownership, to be applied to new and

pending applications. This necessi-

tated a hearing on the Crosley ap-

plication (possible overlap could oc-

cur with Croslej stations in Cin-

cinati or Indianapolis).

The transfer contract's timetable

called for cancellation of sale if ap-

proval were not granted within 150

days o\' execution of contract. Since

cancellation period comes up Jul)

2—not enough time lor an FCC
hearing both Crosle\ and \\ 1 1 Y
TV have requested that the com-

mission dismiss the application

24 SPONSOR
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TV SELLS PUPPET

A film company executive has also become
owner of a big-business toy company, thanks

to KHJ-TV Los Angeles Art Clokey. whose
"Adventures of Gumby" (animated cartoon

show) is syndicated in 31 markets across the

country, used LA as a test market for new
Gumby doll, sold entire LA stock in three

days. Plans now call for expansion of the

doll promotion to Portland. Phoenix, San

Francisco, then New York, via Edward S

Kellogg Agency.

Domestic, Foreign Sales
Sustain Syndie Upbeat

rhe upswing in syndication sales

is spreading throughoul the field.

I I ( and w arner Bros reported

bullish June earnings. Now CBS
Films and NBC International are

hopping the summer sales band-

wagon.

In the two months since its re-

lease, CBS Films has sold 156

episodes of the off-network \fiu-

xluil Dillon in more than 30 mar-

kets, with a gross exceeding $1 2

million. The series will start this

fall on such stations as KHJ-TV
I os Vngeles, KPI\ San Francisco,

JCLZ-TN Denver, Wl \ \-l\ Dal-

l.is. WREC-TN Memphis. \\ <

I \ Minneapolis. K \ I I Portland.

Ore.. k\\|\ Oklahoma City,

\\l \( l\ Nashville and KVOO
l\ Tulsa.

Fourteen foreign broadcasters

bought 340 hours of tv program-

ing during earl} June from NB(
International. Purchasers included

Richmond I weed I\ Ltd., Lis-

bon:, Australia. Brisbane I V 1 td ;

Tv Singapore; Malta Broadcasting

Authority; Associated Rediffusion,

IWW (South Wales and West I ng-

land) and WWN (West and North

Wales). \rd German network;

tveriges Radio in Stockholm;

June 29, 1964

Mainichi Broadca I

\ ociated Broadcastin I ol

Manila. Radio I \ InU i.inu ik.iii.i

in Bogota, and Punch I td . also

B ota

New, Syndicated Radio
Show Sold 95 Percent

Both advertisers and stations arc

going foi the first offering ol a

new radio syndication firm, Worn
net Productions, says. Headed by

veteran station managei and opt

tor Mum Woroner, ami founded in

February, Woronei Productions is

selling Jtih 4. 1776, which re

creates the birth ol the I s from

the viewpoinl ol a radio station

operating from one ol the colonial

cities.

A large regional sale was made

to Southwestern Public Service I

for 2 I markets in and around the

lexas panhandle, in which si's

supplies electric power Ninet) five

percent ol the approximate!) 200
stations which bought the show m-
said to report successful commer-
cial sale \ wide \anet> ol ad'.

tiseis is involved, from Lockheed
\iieralt in Marietta, (.a (WFOM)
to Purity Foods in San Franc

I K \Bl ).

1 ncouraged bj its success. Woro-

ner is current!) producing a second

program for ^UgUSt release called

The First ( hristmas This h the

l)d\ That Was, dramatizing the da)

Christ was born. I Itimate objec

live, according to Woroner: a pack-

age of holiday feature programs

with a unique twist, produced from

a station management point ol

\ lew

.

'Hazel's' Summer Fill-In

is Six-Week Sing Show
Although Ford has been going

against the trend these last tew

summers b\ consistent!) coming up

with a summer replacement series

for its network show, and although

this summer is no exception, the

replacement for Hazel i ["hursday,

9 HMO p.m. on NBC) won't si

till Vugust 6

(iai> Smith, who has doiu

Jutlv Garland Show and The Bell

Telephone Hour, will produce

six wee-

istreh Sho* I nine

folksingers will be joined b) a dif-

ferent young comedian each w<

with all shows taped entire!) on

COMING
TO

NEW YORK ?

vV

I

:- w /•

Stav at the only Inn

in town run the

old-fashioned w ayl

The brand n< >m

luxury Inn with •

i old

ping

V^<AjcfiaH <?>'***- or n i c

57th ST WEST of 9th AVE
Phone :•: IT 1 8100
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location at the Nev. York World's

Fair, Palisades of the Pacific

amusement park, the UCLA cam-

pus and on a riverboat.

In previous summers, The Lively

Om-s was the replacement for Ha-

rd. J. Walter rhompson is the

agency.

Polaris Goes to Chicago

Expanded operations of its

broadcast division has prompted

die Polaris Corp. to consolidate the

division's staff in one central loca-

tion. Formerly headquartered in

i:\ans\illc. lnd.. Polaris Broad-

casting has moved to the closest

seat of heavy advertising activity,

Chicago.

I he new headquarters. 645

North Michigan Ave., is directed

by the executive vice president in

charge of the broadcast division —
Richard F. Shively. Others working

from Chicago are Charles C. Bevis,

director of operations; Earl A. Gut-

knecht. business manager, and Tim
D. Tindall, coordinator of special

projects

Polaris stations are WTVW
Evansville; k I HI-TV Fargo-Grand

Forks; KCND-TV Pembina. N.D.;

WkVW Louisville: KXOA (AM-
I All Sacramento, and KPLS Santa

Rosa. Calif.

Spot Sparks Pie Push
Mrs. Smith's Pic Co.. Pottstown,

Pa., started June 22 in 10 major

markets with a 10-week schedule

o\' spots which spearheads the com-

pany's summer campaign. Pelican

Productions produced the commer-

cials for J.M. Korn & Son, Phila-

delphia agency. Theme is the con-

tinuing "Amanda Smith, stubborn-

est woman in Pottstown, Pa."

Tv markets include New York,

Philadelphia. Pittsburgh, Scranton-

Wilkes Barre. Baltimore, Washing-

ton, Atlanta, Memphis, Tampa and

Miami. A campaign is also plan-

ned for several cities in New Eng-

land, to get underway in August.

The radio part of the warm-
weather push is limited to Wash-
ington, D.C. (WOOK) and Charles-

lion. S. C. (WCSC).

Congressmen Question
Computer Predictions

Congressmen are reported to be

increasingly anxious about the

broadcast - computer combination

that produces early election predic-

tions and which "may influence

voting segments."

Rep. Walter Rogers, chairman of

the House Commerce Subcommit-

tee on Communications, told the

communications bar attorneys that

it's too late to do anything about

the situation this year. But he indi-

cated that if the computers seem

to be getting too much interpreta-

tion and if there's too much pre-

dicting by broadcaster-projectors

during voting'hours. Congress will

certainly look into it next year.

Rep. Charles Gubser (R., Calif.)

isn't waiting. The Californian has

put in a bill to bar election day

predictions on returns until all

polling places across the entire

country are closed.

L&M Launches 'Logical

Move' Theme on Radio-Tv

Switching to L&M cigarets is a

"logical move," says the Liggett &
Myers Tobacco Company—and
they're springboarding their new ad-

vertising theme and approach with

a heavy radio and tv schedule, both

spot and network.

Reasoning behind the logical

move theme, according to Milton E.

Harrington, L&M president, is that

there "are many who still want the

rich tobacco taste they are accus-

tomed to—but in a filter cigarct.

For this group of smokers, we be-

lieve the logical move is L&M. It's

logical, too, for the non-filter

smoker who can't find enough flavor

in any other filter cigaret."

In dramatizing the new theme,

L&M advertising will picture log-

ical moves in familiar life situations

such as the "logical moves that help

clear the checkerboard."

In addition to spot radio and tv,

the campaign will be conducted on

Mi'

CB!

and

.

k

i
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If Houston agency people or advertisers had any doubt* about the pulling power of the Bill Calder show on KPRC, they were dispelled after this

display With only .1 few days of on-air announcements, Calder commanded a turn-out of over 800 listeners at recent Houston Colts-N Y. Mets game.
d the Show Bu Army, Calder's fans marched across the field for presentation of the first annual "Billy Awards" to "deserving" Colt .45 players

.ind for induction into their Army of Casey Stengel.
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such network radio programs as

NB( s \( -n i o\ the H orld, V< >> j i >n

//;<• Hour, Emphasii and Monitor.

I lis Sidelights, with ( harlei

lingwood, and \M( 's Democratic

and Republican convention <

i \ inns include / fee '

/»; Kildare, Burke's I cm and t f 1
_-

Tonight Sl\i>\\

[Tic new drive began June 21,

will continue with heavj schedules

in all media until the end ol the

yeaj

New Network Tv Sponsor
Regal ( rown Division ol Mur-

raj \llcn Imports, 1 nglish manu-
racturers ol sour fruit candies,

placed its first order in network

television on NBC-TV's /<></ (n and
Tonight shows Buj totals $300,000
and continues through September
on behalf of "sour lemons." Bauer-

I ripp-Folej of Philadelphia is the

agencv

New NYC Headquarters

Vvery-Knodel, Inc., has moved
its headquarters offices from 720
Fifth \w. to the two-year-old

( oates Building at 555 Madison

Vve relephone number is (2I2i

II \ 1-5600 I Ik- 19-year-old sales

organization also maintains offices

in Chicago, \tlanta. St I ouis,

Detroit. Dallas, San Francisco and
I os Angeles.

New CBA Slate Elected

I I Patrick. K W I Rockj
lord. Colo., heads a new slate ol

Officers Which Will lead the Colo-

rado Broadcasters Vssn for the

1964-65 period. Paul Blue, Kl /

Denver, was elected vice president

and president-elect .m^\ Ed Scott.

Kl \K Lakewood, is secretary-

treasurer.

Guild Wine to Compton,
Other Agency Shifts

Although budget and media

plans are up in the air at the mo-
ment. Guild Wine ( ompany's move
to t\ -oriented Compton suggests, il

anything, an upbeat in broadcast

billing from the winery. Supporting
this speculation is the fact thai

Guild has increased its volume
greatl) as a result of mergers, add-

ing the Alta. Cameo. Cribari. Yir-

I I and ( lanetl's lab

( bmpanj spent $70,000 in

television last v.

Othei agency shiits \i i

( aipet ( <• has appointed \

i
I

aid \dv -

pel stores throughout south

( alifornia, rent nee w ill use local

television .nn\ metropolitan n<

papers Weston Biscuit <

moves to Riedl & l re< d< Corj

Corp appointed Hioiuki & II

foi consumer, restaurant, institu

tional products ol its ( or)

Fresh'nd-aire and Nicro dh is

effective Sept. I

Rollins Diversifies with
Orkin Exterminating Buy

Rollins Broadcasting has bought
( )i km I ^terminating Co fo

million, marking its fourth majot

acquisition since March. Rollins,

which was formed in 1950 b>

Wayne and John Rollins, now

owns three t\ and seven radio sta-

tions, outdoor advertising facilities

in the I s aih\ Mexico, the Satin

Soft (osmetics company, and has

recent!) begun development of cit-

rus groves on 10,000 acres ol land

in south Florida.

Rollins earnings were up 33 per-

cent from 1962 to 1963 and the

lirm reports that preliminary fig-

ures indicate earnings will be up

percent tor fiscal year ending \pril

Estimated annual gi nue

will be in excess ol $55 million

Stations owned bj Rollins Broad-

casting are \\( lis I \ ( harles-

ton-Huntington, w Va.; Wl \R
l\ Mobile-Pensacola; WPTZ-T\
Plattsburgh-Burlington; \\\IR N
York; Kl> \S I S sles; WB1 I

Chicago; WR VP Nor! ilk; WG1 l

Indianapolis. \\( Ms Chark si

Hunt \s Wis w ilming-

ton

Tv Selling Di.d in the UK
Krmoui & Co vhich pent

eral millions ii >rk

television in this countrv to h
'

duce it- l

»

tional distribution, is following the

ipproach in l n d

Handled in I <*>d Brol Ltd in

the l in' K I

)

the be l' i mi been

launched m th. I .
•

I and

Midland television It's the l.ir

advertising support ever given to

tilel soap in the I k

to I '^h\ Brol . Meanwh \im
our continues its hcavv tv supi

for Dial in this country I

allotment: $1,431,170

Emenee Spots Print Toy
In National Introduction

\ ik a tov from I uk n. I

tries is slated tor heavy television

support across the country, vvili

COUnl foi a heft) portion ol the

firm's spot tv budget ol I 100.

It's the I menee Headline Printer,

currently being marketed at

World's l.ur. that enables a child

to print newspaper headlines < am-

gn starts in Jul) in top 1 5 n

kets. runs through Scptcn

Coincide with store distribution

Pari ol the merchandising program
involves a lunnv headline conk
will be pitched on tv kid shows

I menee. which also spends sorik
s 15 in network television

NBt 1 \ Bullwinkle

last vear. has slated //. I //

<r the fall), estimal

broadcast expenditures are up s,

enl from last
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SPONSOR SPOTLIGHT

ADVERTISERS

Merlin Nelson to vice president,

American Machine iV Foundrj Co.

Since joining the company in I960

as executive assistant for overseas

operations, he lias been vice presi-

dent of AMF International, a mem-
ber of AMF International Man-
agement Board, director of inter-

national bowling operations and.

most recently, a group executive

with headquarters in London.

Miss Mercedes Bates named di-

rector of Betty Crocker Kitchens.

General Mills. For the past four

and a half years she was senior edi-

tor in charge oi the food depart-

ment of "McCall's."

Richard Hagemeier, G. Scott

Shaw and Edward Troy appointed
senior sales representative-Illinois-

Michigan-Wisconsin area, eastern

district sales manager and sales

representative, respectively, of

rhermoplastics Division of Borden
Chemical. Hagemeier joined the

company in 1962 as sales repre-

sentative tor the Polyco products
division. Shaw formerly was divi-

sion product manager and Troy
comes to the company from the

Celanese Chemical Co.

Stephen E. Upton elected Whirl-
pool's vice president tor customer
quality and service. Was director

ol customer quality and service.

.lack E. Reese named vice presi-

dent in charge of national sales

division of Renault, Inc. Former
vice president of Mercedes-Benz
Sales, Inc.

Staphan E Upton Jack E. Raaia

Dr. Gerhard E. Weibel joins

/enith Radio Corp. as assistant

to the director of research. For the

past ten years he conducted re-

search on millimeter-wave elec-

tronics at General Telephone and

Electronics Laboratories. Baysidc,

N.Y.

Richard N. Parks appointed vice

president and manager of toiletries

division of Shulton. Inc. Formerly

was group product manager at Col-

gate-Palmolive Co.

Kenneth J. Doe named director

of marketing, new products, for

National Biscuit Co. He succeeds

Noble Starr, who was named di-

rector of marketing for Harry

Trueller GMBH. Germany.

Harold .!. Cordes appointed as-

sistant advertising manager of

Chevrolet. Since 1962 he has been

administrator of media in Chevro-

let's advertising department.

David Rasch elected vice presi-

dent, law, of Sterling Drug Inc.

He has spent his entire career with

the company and is secretary of

five of the company's divisions and

subsidiaries, including Winthrop
Laboratories, and director of two
Sterling subsidiaries.

Melvin C. Myers and Richard

R. Walters named branch managers
at U. S. Plywood's Indianapolis

and South Bend sales offices, re-

spectively. Since joining the com-
pany in I94<8 as a salesman. Myers
has served as branch manager at

Decatur. 111., and most recently at

South Bend. Walters joined the

COmpanj in 1958 as a sales trainee

and has since served in various

selling and management positions.

David R. Newstadl and Richard
G. Schoel to product group direc-

tors for Robert Wood Johnson ( >>

Newstadl went to Johnson & John-
son m 1961 as assistant product

director, has recentlj been product

director. Schoel joined the com-
panj m 1955 as product director.

William G. Salatich Robert T. Wieringa

William G. Salatich and Robert

T. Wieringa elected vice presidents

of Gillette Co. effective July 1. Sa-

latich will become president of The
Toni Co. and Wieringa president

of The Paper Mate Co. Since join-

ing Gillette in 1947 as a salesman.

Salatich has been an assistant dis-

trict manager, director of person-

nel development, executive assist-

ant on the sales staff, sales man-
ager for the central region, assist-

ant general sales manager, general

sales manager and, most recently,

vice president of Gillette Safety

Razor Co. Wieringa joined Toni

in 1948 as territory sales repre-

sentative. In 1957 he became gen-

eral sales manager of Paper Mate
and company vice president in

1962.

Samuel B. Hayes promoted to

Pacific district manager in charge

of consumer products sales in 1

1

western states for B. F. Goodrich

Consumer Products Marketing di-

vision. Formerly he was South

Pacific district manager for the

company.

Hubert R. Zeller, Jr., to inter-

national sales manager, special

products, for Raytheon Co. For

the past three years he was product

lines manager for the company.

AGENCIES

Dr. Robert C. Sorenson named
assistant to the chairman of the

board o\' D'Arcy Advertising Co.

He will continue as vice president

and director of research.

Douglas G. Meldrum joined the

public relations department of

N. W. Ayer & Son. New York.

Formerly an account executive in

the public relations departments of

Ellington & Co. and G. M. Bas-

tord.
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Milton J Mjrgolit Conjnl Sjwysr John Sfeev«*i Gwynn Mod«n

Milinn J. Margoua elected presi

denl ol the Nem 1 ork Chaptei ol

the Sales Promotion I icecutives

\ssii He is vice president and

communications group head at

Kenyon & I ckhardt.

rob] Cartin named vice p

dent and accouni management su-

pervisor for Edward II Weiss iV:

Co., Chicago.

Ronald Condon joined Clinton

I l rank as an art director. Form-

erly he was associated with Young
«v Rubicam and 1 eo Burnett, Chi-

cago.

Fred M. Mitchell appointed

executive vice president in charge

of the western division of Erwin

Wasey, Ruthraufl & Ryan. Mit-

chell u.in senior vice president and

management supervisor .it Norman,
Craig A: Kummel, Inc.

lames v. IVfahonrj and Broce

s. CbJlden named account execu-

tive and market analyst, respec-

tively, ol Meldrum and Fewsmith,

Inc.. Cleveland M.ihoncv comes

to the agency alter six years with

Piezoelectric l)i\.. Clevite Corp.,

where he was marketing manager.

Formerly Childers was in sales

administration lor the Glidden Co

Reaee Gnnaaa appointed broad-

cast traffic manager al (arson

Roberts, i os Angeles. I oi the past

Eve years she has been a media

buyer at J. Walter rhompson,
I os Angeles.

Richard K. \liiiil«miu'r\ elected

to the executive committee ol Clin-

ton I I rank. Inc., Chicago He is

an agency vice president

Michael (.. McDonald elected

Vice president ol J. M Mathes,
Inc. He will aKo serve as .i senior

account executive

IBM 29, 1964

( mi.mi Sawyer and John Steevei

elected vice presidents oi led

Bates & Co Sawy< i . a media di-

rector, joined the agency in I

aftet three years al NBt

work relevision Sales Service

Steeves, agency office mana
joined Bates in 1958, from M(
Cann-Erickson, where he was man
agei oi office servk

Boh I iirman joins Guild, Has

com & Bonfigli, Inc., 1 os Angeles,

as t\ producei He comes to HMi
from Carson Roberts, where he

uas .1 t\ produce]

lack \\. Hatfield retained as

savings .im\ loan advisor by Allen.

Dorsey & Hatfield Advertising,

1 os Angeles. During the past To

years he has held positions in real

estate and finance, including posi-

tions .is executive vice president of

savings and loan associations,

.limine B. Sishind to Wesson &
Warhaftig .is production manag
! merly with Reach. McClinton

& < New York.

Doaald G. Howell joins I

Cone & H.\<\iw.\ Chicago, as .i

broadcast supervisor. Formerly pro-

gram supervisor with Needham,
I >>uis & Brorby, ( hicag

S. I. (.rein joins K. n\ •• A I .

-

hardt, Boston, .is .m account execu-

tive.

Robert I. I eat] ; partner

in Simonds, Pass, mi Co Since 19

he u.is account executive -i^\ man-
><t the agency's Boston ofl

Richard N . Morrison elected

retar) of O. S. S I Inc

Since joining the company in l

as production managei as

vice president, account group man-
ager, and n entlj as execu-

tive vice president.

i.ws mi Mt ill ii iMk
relations d

M Inc. M m
to the

administratis /

kin (

I. I'.l.t ll.ilin ( I |

Roch & <

live Sine* I9t ! he ha

associated with Ogilvy, H

Mather, bx

Robert I). D.iuIk iispi i u. i

UiII.imI \. Wulli.

York, named v ice pi

I ote, < one .v H • I >.iuK-n

speck is currently su;

broadcast facilities in the a

media department \v irth is

count supervisor in th

New York ofl

Marvin SIOTCf I' ipert,

Koenig, I >ms. Inc . ,i> account
executive He u.is aCCOUnl execu-

tive .it led I!

TIME/Buying and Selling

Charles I*. Riinhcrl and Ihom.is

R. Murphv transferred to tl N
^ ork s.ilev stafl and to m.m :

ol the s.ui l ram
lively, >>t Advertising rime Sales,

Inc. Previously Ren
I

.is

s.ui 1 rancisc i manage i and Mur-
phv .is ., salesman in the \ is n
las offic

l red Johnson joined Bomai
1 owrance & As St. I ms
During the past eight vc.irs he

worked in station s.tk-s man
mem with the Edward Petry ,\m\

Branham compai

Janus Scfert. Richard I n , m i

and \rthtir ()'( onnor ctcd

sident, \

'. Detroit

ASSH
'

§

. r 1 1 -

im. Woodward, Detroit I . . man
d with Adam >

I 0*1 nnor with \

Knodel, Inc.

John i'.tp.iv

sta:

ant

S S
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TV MEDIA

Sue Staton, director of sales-

service at \\ FBM- 1 \ fadianapolis,

has been elected to board ol direc-

tors oi the city's Advertising Club

lor a two-year term.

Dean R. Dietrich named Journal

Stations administrative assistant.

For the past three years he was a

member of the sales staff of WTMJ
Milwaukee.

Mrs. Lee O'Brien elected sec-

retary-treasurer of the Radio Tele-

vision Research Council. She is re-

search director lor WOR division

ol RKO General Broadcasting.

l.aird ('. Simons, II, appointed

television director lor WTOP-TV
Washington. Joined the station as

floor director and most recently

served as assistant director.

Brace Lansbury named director

ol programs, Studio Center, for

CBS I \ Hollywood. He joined

the network in 1

C)5 C
^ as assistant

director of program development

and in IWil was made director of

daytime programs.

Robert E. Kraeger appointed

general manager of KTVB Boise.

Idaho. Joined the station in 1956
as national sales manager, was
elected vice president in I960 and

executive vice president in 1963.

John E. McArdle elected presi-

dent and chairman of the board of

( atholic Apostolate of Radio.

Television and Advertising. He is

vice president and general manager
Ol WNEW-TV New York. Suc-

ceeds John J. Henderson, president

ol John J. Henderson iV .Associates.

Inc.. research organization.

' r Krurgrr

<,0

John E McArdli-

\\ alter Davison, a member of

the eastern sales staff of NBC-TV
Spot Sales, transferred to the net-

work's Spot Sales staff, San Fran-

cisco. Has been associated with the

network's spot sales division for 12

years.

William C. Bain appointed re-

search manager for the (TV Net-

work. Toronto. Most recently he

was director of marketing research

and media for a Toronto adver-

tising agency and. prior to that,

research director for Stovin-Byles

Ltd.

Jeff Cowan named sales service

manager for KING-TV Seattle. A
recent graduate in business ad-

ministration from the University of

California. Berkeley.

E. Berry Smith appointed sta-

tion manager of WTVW Evansville.

Ind. For two years he was vice

president and general manager of

WLKY-TV Louisville, Ky.

Will Jackson promoted to local

sales manager of WISH-TV In-

dianapolis. Previously he was an

account executive for the same

broadcaster.

RADIO MEDIA

Harold Deutsch named sales

projects director for WPAT New
York. For the past 12 years he

has been an account executive at

WINS New York.

Lew Wit/, appointed sales man-
ager at WINS New York. Was
assistant sales manager at WIND
Chicago for two years.

Dick kothe goes to W'DGY
Minneapolis-St. Paul, as an account

executive. Comes to the station

Irom WMIN Minneapolis-St. Paul.

where he was an account execu-

tive.

Daniel K, < .tit tin appointed pro-

gram manager of WBZ Boston.

Joined the station in 1962 as pro-

duction supervisor and served most

recentlj as assistant program nian-

C. I . Richards named commer-
- lal manager for \\ I'll. Philadel-

phia. Comes to the station from
presidency of RTN Broadcast Fea-

tures. Chicago.

Lee Murray elected president of

American Women in Radio and
Television. Detroit chapter. She is

women's director of WJR Detroit.

Ai

SYNDICATION
& SERVICES

Gerry Corwin named midwest]

ern sales manager for National

Telefilm Associates, headquarter-

ing in Minneapolis.

Richard Koenig appointed vice

president in charge of eastern sales

of Labunski Productions Corp.

Formerly he was vice president and

director of radio sales for the Boi-

ling Co.

Bob Shanks joined the staff of

Bob Banner Associates in a gen-

eral production and executive ca-

pacity. Formerly an aide to Jack

Paar on his midnight show and

producer of "Tonight" and "The
Merry Griffin Show" at NBC. This

past season he produced "Candid

Camera."

Morton P. Beebe elected execu-

tive vice president of Independent

Producers. Formerly an executive

producer and director at Globe-

combers Ltd.

Lee Jackoway joined the sales

force of Official Films. For the

past five years he was associated

with Ziv and U-A.

John B. Lanigan to chief operat-

ing officer, succeeding Howard S.

Meighan. who retired, at Video-

tape Productions of New York.

Lanigan has been with the com-

pany since 1958 as vice president

and general manager.
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COMMERCIAL CRITIQUE

Audio stream of visual consciousness

or

A Joycian critique of the commercial

B\ Nnriiiim II. Robbins

\io\ i o\ i k. I heatre of the

Absurd. Make room for Column
of the Vbsurd. Or what else could

you call it. when the) tap .1 graj

Ing, print-oriented hack to give his

views on what-makes-commercials-

click.

\\ ,nt 'til the boys on the fourth

floor with the funnj drawing pads

see this. 1 heir everyday conversa-

tional obscenities will not suffice.

Better get some lip-sync from the

print art directors, fellas, ["heirs is

the master tongue.

Whatever, an accurate transi-

tion in four-letter words will be
"\\ h.it does thai fink know?"

\iul the answer, ol course, is

absolute!) nothing. I li.it is it the

story-boarder is referring to tech-

nique and camera trickery and

sound and all that electronic jazz.

\s for \ideo instructions, the

Stuff they type in the blank spaces

over your copy frames, score an-

other zero lor the old print hack.

He always thought "lap dissolve"

was some kind of I SP tor a re-

ducing pill campaign. "She doesn't

dare wear a bikini She doesn't

know about lap Dissolve."

S whal does he know? \ tew

simple things that any competent

print writer knows, filings that

also qualify him tor the job of t\

writing. I lungs like
'

I ike pouncing, pro-like, on an)

loose ball that has the look of a

salespoint. Adding it to his collec-

tion, sitting out the ones thai have

the most promise, and finally —
Eureka — holding up the one that

has the most of the most. \nd now

you've got the point on which to

build that inverted pyramid of sell,

better known as .1 print ad or a

u commercial.

Now can you relax' No. I his is

the time that separates the men-

writers from the boy-writers I his

is the blood and sand moment ol

truth. Ihis ,s when even the green-

est bullpen artist can snorl you to

death

How main tunes have you heard

them s.i\ "You writers You come
down to my office, hand me a yel

low piece ol papei lull ol words.

give me one ol those now it's

your-turn' lin>ks and walk out

washing youi hands in the an ."

Well, for once, the drawing-

board beef is legit. \ most vital

part oi that ad or commercial is

still up in the air those hands were

washing themselves in. You forgot

a little something called the Visual.

Say it's a print jd tor a shut

\s he walks out, 1 OWer-Case writ-

er says, "Just show a guy in a shirt."

Before he walked out. I ppei

Case David Ogilv) said. "Put an

eye-patch on that man in the shirt."

Or say it's a tire commercial.

I OWer-Case says "Just have a

car pulling itself out ol a snow-

bank with Voice ( her."

Upper-Case spells it out. N

a word spoken. 1'itlcs on the

screen with the most suspenseful

music track we can get. build

to a climax."

i I mie out here for a big yak

from tV-arl director "Did you heat

what the man said' I itles on the

screen What's the idiot trying to

say - Supers
'"

Give it no mind. I he point is.

if you can't come up with a \

ual or an \udio-\ isual, off-fa

and grabbing, you'll only grow up
to he half a hack

Hut don't feel too badly Just

thmk of all the headaches you'll be

missing Headaches that only the

totally involved sutler I he pendu-

lum will never swing for you
Swing back . forth back

pain stubborn Hi

director tension . . headache

NORM ROBBINS
has been turning out jdi for half of

hil life, with molt of hit 25 writing

years spent jt Young L Rubicjm Ex-

cept for two brief interlude! — one at

Hewitt Ogilvy the other at J Walter

Thompson he', been a top writer at

Y&R Hit print campaigns for life Sav-

ers Four Roses. Simmon, Beautyrest.

British Travel, Ballantine Beer and oth

ers have won him praises and pruei

Not until recently however, did he

branch out into tv writing, which now
claims half of his working time One
of his commercials for White Owl Ci-

gars won Best of Class at the recent

Tv Awards Festival He is paged in the

book "The Hundred Top Copywriters

and Their Favorite Ads His favorite

was his Life Saver classic — "Please Do

Not Lick This Page "

. . . account . t - . pain

i headache . . .

Gallup Robinson pain . . .

Plans Hoard . tensisui

tension . .\d . . m
blind . . headache . pain

Is there .my relief in sight.'

S netimes Sometimes it

from the client, him .
• \1 B

in person He's likely to K
ingly smart I hat's how he

where h

dingl) sophisticated and belk

m advertising that talks up. insb

ol down, to his prospects - and

you're luck. '1 to have him

e\ps>sesl to your idea - wh.

'ly won \nd
• all those dead b

Hut war I still

stirr tig. YOUI
the I It him up

i h rich

Vftci
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ARE

YOU

MOVING ?

Do you have a question

about your subscription?

Do you want to order

or renew your subscription?

If , ou have any questions about your

subscription, place your magazine address

label where indicated and clip this form

to your letter.

If you're moving please let us know
about five weeks before changing your

address. Place your magazine address

label where indicated and print your new
address on this form.

If you subscribe mail this form with your

payment, and check:

( ) New Subscription

( ) Renew my present subscription

(include label)

Rates in U.S. and Canada: 3 yrs., $10;

2 yrs., $8; 1 yr., $5.

ATTACH LABEL HERE

To insure prompt service whenever you

write us about your subscription be sure

to include your SPONSOR Address Label.

N.imc

Your Title

Address

City

Slate Zip Code

AND MAIL TO:

SPONSOR
Subscription Service Dept.

Ojibway Building

Duluth, Minnesota 55802

CALENDAR
JUNE

Assn. of Industrial Advertisers,

42nd annual conference, Sheraton

Hold. Philadelphia (to July 1).

Insurance Advertising Conference,

annual meeting, Chatham Bars Inn,

Chatham, Cape Cod, Mass. (to July

I).

Advertising Federation of America,

sixth annual seminar in marketing,

management and advertising, Harvard

Business School, Boston, Mass. (to

Julj 10).

First Advertising Agency Network,
annual convention, Boyne Mountain
Lodge, Bovne Falls. Mich, (to July

3).

California Broadcasters Assn., an-

nual meeting, Mark Hopkins Hotel,

San Francisco, Calif. (29-30).

Radio-TV-Film Institute, Stanford

(Calif.) University, (to Aug. 15).

JULY

Advertising Assn. of the West,

annual convention, Sun Valley, Idaho

(5-9).

National Broadcast Editorial, se-

cond annual conference, Arden
House, New York (6-8).

National Food Brokers Assn., mid-

year management conference, Seattle

(12-15).

National Institute for Audio-
Visual Selling, annual convention,
Indiana University, Bloomington (12-

16).

I exas Assn. of Broadcasters, col-

lege career guidance program in

cooperation with University of Texas.

Austin, lex. (12-18).

British Institute of Radio Engi-

neers and Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers, international

conference on magnetic recording,

Savo) Plaza, London, England (12-

IS).

National Housewares Mfrs. Assn.,

exhibit. Merchandise Mart, Chicago
U -17).

Broadcast Pioneers, annual meet-
ing. Hamilton Suite. Hotel Barclay,

New x ork ( it\ (15).

Advertising Federation of America.

nagemenl seminar. Northwood
ite Midland, Mich. (20-31).

Western Packaging Exposition, Pan
Pacific Auditorium, Los Angeles

(21-23).
*

New York State Broadcasters

Assn., third annual executive con-

ference, Cooperstown, N. Y. (28-31).

Annual Summer Workshop in

Television and Radio, New York
University, New York (29-Aug. 7).
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AUGUST

Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters

forum on CATV and Pay-Tv, Ri-

viera Motel, Atlanta, Ga. (4).

Georgia Broadcast Executives Man-
agement Seminar, Georgia State Col-

lege, Atlanta, Ga. (9-15).

South Carolina Broadcasters Assn.,

summer convention, Ocean Forest

Hotel, Myrtle Beach, S. C. (16-18).

National Assn. of Broadcasters in

cooperation with the Radio Adertis-

ing Bureau and Television Bureau of

Advertising, sales management sem-
inar, Stanford University, Stanford,

Calif. (16-22).

Desilu Inc. annual stockholders

meeting, Hollywood, Calif. (18).

West Virginia Broadcasters Assn.,

fall meeting, The Greenbrier, White
Sulphur Springs, W. Va. (27-30).

SEPTEMBER

Advertising Federation of America,
fifth district convention, Commodore
Perry Hotel. Toledo. Ohio (17-18);

sixth district convention. Indiana

University, Bloomington. Ind. (24-

26); tenth district convention. Robert

Driscoll Hotel. Corpus Christi. Tex.

(24-26).

OCTOBER

Advertising Research Foundation,

annual conference. Commodore Ho-

tel. New York (6).

National Assn. of Broadcasters,

fall regional conferences: Hotel Utah,

Salt Lake City. Utah (12-13); Stat-

ler Hilton. Los Angeles. Calif. (15-

16): Skirvin Hotel, Oklahoma City,

Okla, (19-20); Port Des Moines. Des

Moines. Iowa (22-23); Hotel Jung.

New Orleans. I a (26-27).

American Assn. of Advertising

Agencies, western meeting. Ambas-

sador Hotel. Los Anizeles. Calif. (27-

30).

SPONSOR



Bruce Rice, tha popular
KCMO sports director.

Mont* Moor* and George
Bryson, KCMO's big league
sports battery In action at

K. C.'s Municipal Stadium.

They
pitch

every

day.

modem record for the number of
• pitched in a eeaeon by one hurler

74.* Even to. he didn't go every day
like KCMO's baseball battery. Monte
Moore and George Bryson air every
K. C. A's game day or night on KCMO
RADIO. Plus 85 road games and 5 home
games on KCMO-TV. They turn in a
win every day for the sponsors who have
the eyes and ears of the American
League's most loyal fans.

COMPLETE SPORTS COVERAGE:
There is comprehensive daily sports re-

porting by KCMO's director of sports

age of national and international sports
events. Come Fall, KCMO, with Tom
Hedrick and Bill Grigsby, will bring to
Kansas City fans (and sponsors) the
play-by-play excitement of all K. C.
Chiefs A. F. L. football games. Plus, com-
plete coverage of Big Eight football and

u
-ll.

KCMO stands for Kansas City, Missouri
—and delivers it!

•Mama »nd rftraft on rtqumt

RADIO TV 5
ting House, Kansas City. Ma. 64106

.•presented nationally by the Kate Agency.

KANSAS CITY'S MAJOR LEAGUE SPORTS STATION
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CLEVELAND?

Take a second look! Ifs DULUTH-SUPERIOR, the SUPER market at the tip of Lake

Superior. The bustling Fraser-Nelson Shipyard in Superior has the largest drydock on the Great

Lakes, attracts millions in construction and repair contracts annually. Take a second look

at the Duluth-Superior SUPER market, the second largest market in both i

Minnesota and Wisconsin. KDAL-TV serves 1 million people in 3 states KDAL
and Canada, via Channel 3 and twenty-three licensed translator stations. aWGNSTATION

KDAL Radio and Channel 3 arc represented by Edward Petty ft Co., Inc., and in Mpl*.-St. Pawl by Harry S. Hyatt Co.
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